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ABSTRACT

An articulatory model for consonant-vowel (CV)
syllables, where C=[p, t, or k] and V=[i, a, or u],
was formulated in terms of vocal-tract (VT) area
function. Listener identification functions indi-
cated that C with a high score (100 Z) can be syn-
thesized by manipulating two articulatory parame-
ters, the "position" along the VT length and the
“shape" of the occlusion. The acousic effects of
these two parameters are manifested from the burst
onset to the vowel transition. The consonant iden—
tity can be predicted reasonably well on the basis
of the presence or absence of two spectral attri-
butes for the burst, in a context-independent
manner. Why the burst alone can predict the conso-
nantal place? The reason is that the effects of,
particularily, the shape can be manifested concomi-
tantly on the attribute of the burst and on formant
(F-) transitions of the vowel, both signaling a
specific consonant. It is suggested then that the
listner’s processing indeed exploits cues distri-
buted on the sound stream from the burst to vowel
transitions, in which the context-independent at-
tributes for burst may serve as an "anchor" in the
identification.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper [1], we have described the
mechanism of the VT excitation during the unvoiced
stop release. The source sound, of cause, under-
goes a particular spectral modification which is
interpreted as a specific consonant by listeners.
In the past decades, a great deal of research was
accumulated in search of acoustic cues that specify
place of articulation for stops. Two types of
methods were employed; acoustic analysis of natur-
al tokens to find out the acoutic correlates and
examination of listener’s responses to synthetic
stimuli in which acoustic characteristics are sys—
tematically manipulated.

This paper describes yet another approach which
consists of, first, the formulation of an articula-
tory model for the CV-tokens. Second, informal and
formal identification tests followed to determine
essential model parameters for producing the
CV-syllables with a high quality. Finally, the
acoustic manifestations of such parameters are ex-
amined closely by means of spectral analysis or of
calculation of the VT transfer functions. If a
particular manifestation can explain the listener
identification of consonants, it can be considered

as a good candidate for the Cue actually operating
in the listener’s processing.

AN ARTICULATORY MODEL FOR THE CV-SYLLABLES

We assume a heavily anticipated articulation of
the vowel during the preceding consonant. The VT
area function defined by a piecewise-constant func-
tion is fixed to its configuration for the vowel,
except in the vicinity of the occlusion, where the
cross-sectional areas expand with time after re-
lease. We consider the following three different
types of closure "shapes": i) Labial (L)-type;
the area expansion is limited to a single section
corresponding to the supraglottal closure as shown
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Fig. 1 Time-varying area functions for the
three different closure types, sampled
at every 20 ms following the release.

For all cases, the target vowel is [a].

in Fig. 1a. We assume that this shape represents
the release gesture by the participation of the
lips. ii) Dental (D)-type; the closure section
and the five sections directly behind it expand in
such a way that a relatively smooth connection
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Fig. 1 Time-varying area functions for the
three different closure types, sampled
at every 20 ms following the release.

For all cases, the target vowel is [a].

in Fig. 1a. We assume that this shape represents
the release gesture by the participation of the
lips. ii) Dental (D)-type; the closure section
and the five sections directly behind it expand in
such a way that a relatively smooth connection
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between the closure section and cavity behind
(back-cavity) is maintained through release, as
shown at Fig. 1b. D-type represents the dental
gesture by the tongue apex and blade. iii) Velar
(V)-type; The directly connected sections in both
back and front cavity expands with the closure sec-
tion, as presented at Fig. 1c. V—type is intended
for the velar (or palatal) gesture involving the
dorsum.

The way of the expansion of the closure section
is specified by an exponential rise function. The
cross-areas of the sections in the front and back
of the occlusion also expand exponentially, but its
onset rise is smooth without discontinuity. The
smooth rise was necessary to prevent multiple exci-
tation at vicinity of the occlusion. Resultanttime-varying area function is fed to an acoustic VTsimulator [2] for synthesis or for VT transfer cal-culations.

IDENTIFICATION TEST

In preliminary experiments, the three stops [P.
t, and k] were synthesized with a reasonable quali-ty by appropriately varying the value of the two
articulatory parameters (the "position" along VT
length and the "shape", L-, D-, or V-type), whilethe other parameters, such as VOT (=25 ms), glottal
and release dynamics, were kept to fixed values.CV-tokens, therefore, were prepared by varying sys—
tematically the position, n, from 1 to 9, where theclosure is located at the n-th VT section from thelips (n=1), and by varying the shape, for the threedifferent target vowels, [i, a, and u]. The stimu-li were randomized with five repetitions of eachtoken for each c108ure shape.

Three experienced and three naive listenersparticipated in the test. Each listener was askedto identify the consonant, [either p, t, or k], andthen type in the corresponding key on a computerkey-bead. The next token was presented to the lis-. tener 1 sec after the response. The listeners wereprovided also a repeat request option upon whichthe same token is repeatedly presented. The totalnumbergof the repeats for each token was used inthe interpretation of data as a measure indicatinga quality of consonants.
The identification score for [p, t, and k], asa function of the position, for the target vowel[a] is presented for L-type at Fig. 2a, for D-typeat Fig. 2b, and for V-type at Fig. 2c. Thenumber of repeat requests for each token is alsoplotted in Fig. 2 by the dashed lines. As expect-ed, the position of the occlusion is an essentialfactor in the production of the stops. Noticehowever, that It] cannot be produced by L-type (sfFig. 2a). The score for this consonant is only 372 at best. For the same position (n=4), withD—type (at Fig. 2b) or with V—type (at Fig. 2c)the score reaches 100 I. For the velar [k] thescore with L-type (at Fig. 2a) is relativel ’h' babout so 2. Th y 18 ’

. e number of repeat requestshowever, is great, about 10 times, indicating anuncertain quality of the sounds as [k]. On thecontrary, with V-type (at Fig. 2c), the identifi-cation function for [k], in fact for all three con-sonants, exhibits an ideal "categorical" responseNotice that the number of repeats, shown by thedashed line, increases only at the phonetic boun—
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Fig. 2 The listener's responses as a function

of the positions for the three diffe-
rent closure types. The full score,
i.e. 100 Z, corresponds to 30 on the
ordinates (six listeners times five
repetitions). The dashed lines indicatethe total number of repeat requests bythe six listeners for each token.

daries or at the extreme position (i.e., “'9)'For the other two target vowels, [i and “I! theFesponses were similar to the case of [al describedJust above, except labial-dental contrast in[ll-context. The consonant [p] with a high s°°re(?0 Z) was produced only with L-type, "bile [t]score 1002 was only with D-type, for b°th atthe position n=1.
It became clear that not only the position. butalso the shape of the occlusion is an essentialfactor for the consonants to be identified correct'1V. The acoustic manifestations of these tVO arti‘culatory Parameters, therefore, must be relevant t°the listener's processing.
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‘onset through release.

ARTICULATORY—ACOUSTIC RELATIONSHIPS IN BURST

The concomitant acoustic effects of the posi-
tion and the shape of the occlusion are manifested
in various form through out from the burst onset to
the vowel transition. We shall attempt to sort out
the acoustic characteristics that are consistent
with the listener’s reponses.

Due to the fact that during release, the aper-
ture of the closure section is relativly small and
the VT excitation sources are located at the exit
of the closure, the acoustic characteristics relat-
ed to only the front cavity appear on the burst
[3]. The acoustics of the front-cavity is speci-
fied by the length (and thus by the position) and
by how the cross-sectional area varies along its
length. The listener’s responses indicated that
the dominant parameter for the velar, [k], is the
position. Then, the spectral attribute of burst
signaling the velar must be related to the front
cavity, more specifically, the resonances of that
cavity.

From the identification test, it is the shape
that is more critical for the labial-dental dis-
tinction. If the aperture of the occlusion is,
say, greater than 0.2 cm‘, the coupling effects ap-
pear on the transfer function and thus on the spec-
trum, regardless of the shape. When the aperture
after release is still less than , say, 0.2 cm1,
the difference in the shape can manifest in the de-
gree of the acoustic coupling between the front and
back cavity. For a CV—syllable with L-type, due to
the strong area-function discontinuity at the inlet
of the occlusion (see Fig. la), the coupling is
minimal. For the same CV, but with D- (or V-) type
(see Fig. 1b), a smooth connection of the
back-cavity to the occlusion is maintained from the

The coupling, therefore, isconsiderably enhanced in comparison with L—type.
In our synthesis, the rate of the area expan-sion at release was fixed to 20 cmlls. The pres-ence or absence of the coupling effect, signaling

the shape (L-type or D—type), therefore, can appearon the spectrum of the burst within 10 ms following
the release. In other words, if the burst spectrumcontains a series of peak and dip pairs (correseponding to that of pole-zero pairs in the transferfunction) which is the indication of the coupling,then the shape is D-type or V-type. The absence ofsuch spectral attribute implies the L-type.

The burst spectrum, therefore, can contain rich
information to determine the position and theshape, which is essentially vowel-context indepen-dent. It is noted however that the effects of the
two parameters can appear on the vowel transition,which are context dependent. In the following sec-tions we shall examined a qualitative correspon-dence between the consonant identity (i.e., place)
and spectral attributes of burst, and vowel transi-tion for particular cases.

SPECTRAL ATTRIBUTES OF BURST AND PLACE

Attribute Pole-Zero for dental [t]
Burst spectra of the synthetic CV's, where theshape is D-type, and the target [i], are shown inFig. 3. The position is varied from n=l (closureat the lips) presented at the top in Fig. 3, to
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Fig. 3 Burst onset spectra for nine different
positions, from the lips (n=l) to the
posterior extreme (n-9). The burst
signals were synthesized with the target
vowel [i] and the D-type closure.
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n=9 (at the posterior extreme) presented' at the
bottom. For the calculations, an 8 ms half Hamming
window was aligned to each release onset.

For the position n=l shown in Fig. 3,’ the
front cavity is absent, resulting in a "falling"
spectrum, which might imply, therefore, the labial[p]. Indeed, Blumstein and Stevens [4] has pro-
posed the "diffuse—falling" gross shape of the
burst spectrum as an invariant property for labi—
als. The identification function indicated,
however, that this token scored 100 2 as dental[t]. Notice that the spectrum (n=1) exhibits a
series of peak-dip pairs, which is a typical signa-
ture of the presence of the coupling, and thus of
D-type shape. Let us call this kind of spectral
characteristics attribute "P2". The identical CV
token, except L-type instead of D-type, scored 90 2
as [p]. In this case, the attribute-P2 was absent.
It is then stated that the shape is more critical
than the position in labial-dental distinction, at
least, in this particular case.

When the position is located at a slightly pos-
terior position in the VT, i.e., n=2 or 3, a broad
peak, BP, (at around 5.5 kHz for n=2 in Fig. 3)
appears as the resultant effect of the front-cavityresonance. Thus BP might be considered as the at-
tribute signaling dental, since the position is ap-propriate for the dental [t]. The presence of BP
at a high frequency results in a risingmid-frequency spectrum, which may correspond to the
invariant property "diffuse—rising" for dentals[4]. In our data, however, attribute PZ predictedmore consistently the listener’s identification ofthe dentals with a high score. An explanation forthis will be described latter.

Attribute Prominent-Peak for velar [k]
At the position n=4 or greater, the length of
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between the closure section and cavity behind
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li were randomized with five repetitions of eachtoken for each closure shape.
25Three experienced and three naive listenersparticipated in the test. Each listener was asked 28to identify the consonant, [either p, t, or k], andthen type in the corresponding key on a computer 15key-bead. The next token was presented to the lis-tener 1 sec after the response. The listeners wereprovided also a repeat request option upon whichthe same token is repeatedly presented. The totalnumbergof the repeats for each token was used inthe interpretation of data as a measure indicatinga quality of consonants.
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ARTICULATORY—ACOUSTIC RELATIONSHIPS IN BURST

The concomitant acoustic effects of the posi-
tion and the shape of the occlusion are manifested
in various form through out from the burst onset to
the vowel transition. We shall attempt to sort out
the acoustic characteristics that are consistent
with the listener’s reponses.

Due to the fact that during release, the aper-
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the VT excitation sources are located at the exit
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ed to only the front cavity appear on the burst
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pear on the transfer function and thus on the spec-
trum, regardless of the shape. When the aperture
after release is still less than , say, 0.2 cm1,
the difference in the shape can manifest in the de-
gree of the acoustic coupling between the front and
back cavity. For a CV-syllable with L-type, due to
the strong area~function discontinuity at the inlet
of the occlusion (see Fig. la), the coupling isminimal. For the same CV, but with D- (or V-) type(see Fig. 1b), a smooth connection of the
back-cavity to the occlusion is maintained from the

The coupling, therefore, isconsiderably enhanced in comparison with L—type.
In our synthesis, the rate of the area expan-

sion at release was fixed to 20 cmlls. The pres-ence or absence of the coupling effect, signaling
the shape (L-type or D-type), therefore, can appearon the spectrum of the burst within 10 ms following
the release. In other words, if the burst spectrumcontains a series of peak and dip pairs (corres*ponding to that of pole-zero pairs in the transferfunction) which is the indication of the coupling,then the shape is D-type or V-type. The absence ofsuch spectral attribute implies the L-type.

The burst spectrum, therefore, can contain rich
information to determine the position and theshape, which is essentially vowel-context indepen-dent. It is noted however that the effects of the
two parameters can appear on the vowel transition,which are context dependent. In the following sec-tions we shall examined a qualitative correspon-dence between the consonant identity (i.e., place)and spectral attributes of burst, and vowel transi-tion for particular cases.
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Attribute Pole-Zero for dental [t]
Burst spectra of the synthetic CV's, where theshape is D-type, and the target [i], are shown inFig. 3. The position is varied from n=l (closureat the lips) presented at the top in Fig. 3, to
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posterior extreme (n-9). The burst
signals were synthesized with the target
vowel [i] and the D-type closure.

n=9 (at the posterior extreme) presented. at the
bottom. For the calculations, an 8 ms half Hamming
window was aligned to each release onset.

For the position n=l shown in Fig. 3,' the
front cavity is absent, resulting in a "falling"
spectrum, which might imply, therefore, the labial[p]. Indeed, Blumstein and Stevens [4] has pro-
posed the "diffuse-falling" gross shape of the
burst spectrum as an invariant property for labi-
als. The identification function indicated,
however, that this token scored 100 2 as dental[t]. Notice that the spectrum (n=l) exhibits a
series of peak-dip pairs, which is a typical signa-
ture of the presence of the coupling, and thus of
D-type shape. Let us call this kind of spectral
characteristics attribute "P2". The identical CV
token, except L-type instead of D-type, scored 90 I
as [p]. In this case, the attribute-P2 was absent.
It is then stated that the shape is more critical
than the position in labial-dental distinction, at
least, in this particular case.

When the position is located at a slightly pos-
terior position in the VT, i.e., n=2 or 3, a broad
peak, BP, (at around 5.5 kHz for n=2 in Fig. 3)
appears as the resultant effect of the front-cavityresonance. Thus BP might be considered as the at-
tribute signaling dental, since the position is ap-propriate for the dental [t]. The presence of BP
at a high frequency results in a risingmid—frequency spectrum, which may correspond to the
invariant property "diffuse—rising" for dentals[4]. In our data, however, attribute PZ predictedmore consistently the listener’s identification ofthe dentals with a high score. An explanation forthis will be described latter.

Attribute Prominent-Peak for velar [k]
At the position n=4 or greater, the length of
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the front cavity becomes relatively long, and the

resonance frequencies shift toward lower frequen-

cies and can exhibit a prominent peak, PP, as seen

in Fig. 3. The presence of PP was common to the

burst spectrum identified as [k] with a high score.

The invariant property "compact" for velars [4] may
correspond to the attribute PP. The presence of PP

means a long front-cavity, and then an appropriate

position as velar.
It should be mentioned that the CV tokens cor-

responding to n=7, 8, and 9 were considered as , at

best, an ambiguous stop by the listeners and not

velar, even though the skewed but prominent peak is
present at low frequencies in each burst spectrum.
The skewed peak is due to the rapid shift of the
corresponding free-pole toward higher frequencies
as the aperture of the constriction expands follow-
ing release. When the shape, V-type, is employed
for the otherwise identical token, the prominent
peak is shifted toward a high frequency by more
than 1 kHz, and indicated a less skewed peak. This
is, of cause, due to the effects of the narrowed
front-cavity toward the occlusion. Except for the
extreme position (n=9) the corresponding tokens
scored 100% as [k]. An inspection of the spectro-
grams shows that the shape, V-type, places the
burst prominence at a 'right" frequency in relative
to the F—pattern in the vowel transition. In the
case of the tokens with a high score, or in partic-
ular, of natural tokens, an appropriate position
for velar implies the appropriate shape, and then
the prominence at the right frequency.
Consequentry, the presence of the attribute PP
alone would suffice to specify velar.

Rules for redictin lace
The prediction of place for unvoiced stops from

the burst spectrum became evident. First, the
presence of the attribute PP signals velar [k]. If
absent, it means the position is for dental or la-
bial. Therefore, if the attribute P2 is present,
the consonant is dental [t], since it must be pro-
duced with the shape, D-type. If absent, then it
is the labial [p].

THE SHAPE AND FORMANT TRANSITIONS

. We shall concentrate our attention to the ques-tion why the shape is critical in the contrast la-bial vs. dental. A pertinent example was found intokens with the target vowel [i]. As mentioned be-fore, for the same position, n=l, token with L-typeis identified as [p], wheares that with D-type as[t]. .The spectrograms of the two tokens are shownin Fig. 4. Observe that F3 (the third formant)for the L-type at Fig. 4a is clearly rising, whileF3 for the D-type at Fig. 4b is slightly butlowering. It has been demonstrated for voicedstops [5} that the F3 transition plays an importantrole in their identification, that is consistentwith the effect of the shape described here. ASlmllat effect of the shape on F2 transition wasEziirved for the target vowel [a], (i.e., [pa vs.

It can be stated, then, that the influencthe shapes, L- or D—type, are manifested coheszntlfon the burst and on the F-transitions, assurin :robust identification. This is the reason fob-ably, why the attribute P2 is favored over BP.p
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Fig. 4 Spectrograms of two CV syllables where

C is identified as [p] at (a), and

s/scole)

as [t] at (b). For both cases, the
closure position is at the lips (n=1),
and the target vowel is [i].

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In informal listening, it was often found the
the identification of the stops upon signals cor
responding to the burst alone or to the vowel pafi
alone was difficult or impossible. When theyhm
been assembled forming normal CV-tokens, howeveh
the consonant was easily identified. From sucher
perience, it is tempted to speculate that a sur
pression and/or an enhancening mechanism over me
distributed cues are operating in the listenefs
processing. Coherent attributes found in bod
burst and vowel transition enhance each other. W
the contrary, inconsistent attributes are 8“?
pressed. Such mechanisms may explain the listens
identification functions in more comprehensivevah
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the front cavity becomes relatively long, and the

resonance frequencies shift toward lower frequen-

cies and can exhibit a prominent peak, PP, as seen

in Fig. 3. The presence of PP was common to the

burst spectrum identified as [k] with a high score.

The invariant property "compact" for velars [4] may
correspond to the attribute PP. The presence of PP

means a long front-cavity, and then an appropriate

position as velar.
It should be mentioned that the CV tokens cor-

responding to n=7, 8, and 9 were considered as , at

best, an ambiguous stop by the listeners and not

velar, even though the skewed but prominent peak is
present at low frequencies in each burst spectrum.
The skewed peak is due to the rapid shift of the
corresponding free-pole toward higher frequencies
as the aperture of the constriction expands follow-
ing release. When the shape, V-type, is employed
for the otherwise identical token, the prominent
peak is shifted toward a high frequency by more
than 1 kHz, and indicated a less skewed peak. This
is, of cause, due to the effects of the narrowed
front-cavity toward the occlusion. Except for the
extreme position (n=9) the corresponding tokens
scored 100% as [k]. An inspection of the spectro-
grams shows that the shape, V-type, places the
burst prominence at a 'right" frequency in relative
to the F—pattern in the vowel transition. In the
case of the tokens with a high score, or in partic-
ular, of natural tokens, an appropriate position
for velar implies the appropriate shape, and then
the prominence at the right frequency.
Consequentry, the presence of the attribute PP
alone would suffice to specify velar.

Rules for redictin lace
The prediction of place for unvoiced stops from

the burst spectrum became evident. First, the
presence of the attribute PP signals velar [k]. If
absent, it means the position is for dental or la-
bial. Therefore, if the attribute P2 is present,
the consonant is dental [t], since it must be pro-
duced with the shape, D-type. If absent, then it
is the labial [p].

THE SHAPE AND FORMANT TRANSITIONS

. We shall concentrate our attention to the ques-tion why the shape is critical in the contrast la-bial vs. dental. A pertinent example was found intokens with the target vowel [i]. As mentioned be-fore, for the same position, n=l, token with L-typeis identified as [p], wheares that with D-type asit]. .The spectrograms of the two tokens are shownin Fig. 4. Observe that F3 (the third formant)for the L-type at Fig. 4a is clearly rising, whileF3 for the D-type at Fig. 4b is slightly butlowering. It has been demonstrated for voicedstops [5} that the F3 transition plays an importantrole in their identification, that is consistentwith the effect of the shape described here. ASimilar effect of the shape on F2 transition waszzi§rved for the target vowel [a], (i.e., [pa vs.

It can be stated, then, that the influencthe shapes, L- or D-type, are manifested coheszntl)fon the burst and on the F-transitions, assurin :robust identification. This is the reason fob-ably, why the attribute P2 is favored over BP.p
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C is identified as [p] at (a), and
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as [t] at (b). For both cases, the
closure position is at the lips (n=1),
and the target vowel is [i].

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In informal listening, it was often found thfl
the identification of the stops upon signals cor
responding to the burst alone or to the vowel pan
alone was difficult or impossible. When theyhd
been assembled forming normal CV-tokens, howeven
the consonant was easily identified. From sucher
perience, it is tempted to speculate that 8 SUV
pression and/or an enhancening mechanism Over me
distributed cues are operating in the listenefs
processing. Coherent attributes found in bod
burst and vowel transition enhance each other. W
the contrary, inconsistent attributes are 6“?
pressed. Such mechanisms may explain the listens
identification functions in more comprehensivevah
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MODELING THE ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF CHILDREN’S SPEECH:

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a model of the vibration of child-sized

vocal folds. The model reflects the anatomicaldifferences be-
tween children and adults in laryngeal structure. A scale factor,
or ratio of child to adult fimdamental frequency, reflects these
differences. For a one-year-old child, a scale factor of 4 is derived
from the model. Values of fundamental frequency are predicted
and are shown to be in agreement with values measured for
young children.

INTRODUCTION
Children begin to produce speech-like sounds at a very early

age. Normal children communicate with speech and language
skills which approximate those of adults by the age of two or
three years. The changes in sound production which take. place
during the first. few years of a child’s life result from changes in
the child’s anatomy and in motor-control and cognitive abilities.
Each of these factors constrains the sounds produced by a child.
Some of the acoustic characteristics of children’s sounds are a
direct consequence of the size and configuration of the struc-
tures involved in speech production: the lungs, the larynx, the
vocal tract. Other characteristics may be influenced most by
the motor-control skills of a young child. Thecognitive ability
to form and manipulate mental representations of words also
has a significant influence on the sound sequences produced by
a child.

One aspect of an examination of children’s speech is modeling
the acoustic characteristics of sounds. Models which predict the
acoustic characteristics of adult speech abound in the literature,
but only a few models of children’s vocal systems have been
proposed. An approach to predicting acoustic characteristics of
children’s speech is uniform scaling of all vocal-tract dimensions.
This simple model fails to predict spectra which are in close
agreement with measured spectra of children’s utterances [13].
However, vocal-tract models which incorporate more detailed
anatomical constraints, such as Goldstein’s [4], generate formant
frequencies appropriate for children.

Analyzing the source characteristics of children’s speech re-
mains prohlematic. A high fundamental frequency (F0) is a
hallmark of children’s speech. The mechanisms by which chil-
dren produce and control these high fundamental frequencies are
not well understood. Various models, including the vibrating
string and spring-mass models, have been proposed to account

for the fundamental frequencies used in speech. The vibrating
string model predicts the general trend of higher fundamental
frequencies of children’s speech than adults’, due to the differ-
ences in the lengths of children's and adults vocal folds. The
spring-mass models have been successful in predicting values
for the fundamental frequencies of adult speech and for airflow
through the glottis during vocal-fold vibration. Difficulties arise,
though, in using these models to predict an appropriate ratio of
a child’s F0 to an adult's or in predicting reasonable values for
children’s F0 as a function of anatomical measurements.

BACKGROUND
The various theories of vocal-fold vibration indicate that the

frequency of vibration and the shape of the airflow waveform
depend on properties of the vocal folds, including the dimen-
sions of length, thickness, and height (vertical thickness) and
the Young‘s modulus and effective mass of the tissue.

Measurements ,
Measurements have been made of length and mass of the

vocal folds, the thickness of the mucosa of the folds, and the
stiffness of vocal-fold tissue. The length of the vocal folds has
been measured for newborns, children and adults. Hirano et
al. [5] report measurements of vocal-fold length. including both
the membranous and cartilaginous portions. for males of various
ages. Lengths for children and adults reported by Gedgoud [3],
Negus [l2]. and Kahane [7] are summarized by Goldstein [4].
Several values are available for newborns and adults; relatively
few are reported for children between the ages of one and seven
years. Hirano et al. report an average length of approximately
3 mm for one-year-old children, or approximately one-sixth as
long as the vocal folds of adult males.

The thickness of the mucosa of the vocal folds has been mea-
sured by Hirano and his colleagues for newborns, children and
adults. The vocal fold thickens somewhat with age, but the
change in thickness is not at great as the change in length. No
direct measurements of vocal-fold height are reported. We as-
sume that the change in height is comparable to the change in
thickness.

It appears reasonable to assume that the vibrating mass of
the vocal folds is proportional to the combined mass of the thy-
roarytenoid and lateral cricoarytenoid muscles and the vocal
ligament. Kahane and Kahn [8] report the mass of the vocal
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a model of the vibration of child-sized

vocal folds. The model reflects the anatomicaldifferences be-
tween children and adults in laryngeal structure. A scale factor,
or ratio of child to adult fimdamental frequency, reflects these
differences. For a one-year-old child, a scale factor of 4 is derived
from the model. Values of fundamental frequency are predicted
and are shown to be in agreement with values measured for
young children.

INTRODUCTION
Children begin to produce speech-like sounds at a very early

age. Normal children communicate with speech and language
skills which approximate those of adults by the age of two or
three years. The changes in sound production which take place
during the first few years of a child’s life result from changes in
the child‘s anatomy and in motor-control and cognitive abilities.
Each of these factors constrains the sounds produced by a child.
Some of the acoustic characteristics of children’s sounds are a
direct consequence of the size and configuration of the struc-
tures involved in speech production: the lungs, the larynx, the
vocal tract. Other characteristics may be influenced most by
the motor-control skills of a young child. Thecognitive ability
to form and manipulate mental representations of words also
has a significant influence on the sound sequences produced by
a child.

One. aspect of an examination of children’s speech is modeling
the acoustic characteristics of sounds. Models which predict the
acoustic characteristics of adult speech abound in the literature,
but only a few models of children’s vocal systems have been
proposed. An approach to predicting acoustic characteristics of
children’s speech is uniform scaling of all vocal-tract dimensions.
This simple model fails to predict spectra which are in close
agreement with measured spectra of children’s utterances [13].
However, vocal-tract models which incorporate more detailed
anatomical constraints, such as Goldstein’s [4], generate formant
frequencies appropriate for children.

Analyzing the source characteristics of children’s speech re-
mains problematic. A high fundamental frequency (F0) is a
hallmark of children’s speech. The mechanisms by which chil-
dren produce and control these high fundamental frequencies are
not well understood. Various models, including the vibrating
string and spring-mass models, have been proposed to account

for the fundamental frequencies used in speech. The vibrating
string model predicts the general trend of higher fundamental
frequencies of children’s speech than adults’, due to the differ-
ences in the lengths of children's and adult’s vocal folds. The
spring-mass models have been successful in predicting values
for the fundamental frequencies of adult speech and for airflow
through the glottis during vocal-fold vibration. Difficulties arise,
though, in using these models to predict an appropriate ratio of
a child’s F0 to an adults or in predicting reasonable values for
children’s F0 as a function of anatomical measurements.

BACKGROUND
The various theories of vocal-fold vibration indicate that the

frequency of vibration and the shape of the airflow waveform
depend on properties of the vocal folds, including the dimen-
sions of length, thickness, and height (vertical thickness) and
the Young‘s modulus and effective mass of the tissue.

Measurements g
Measurements have been made of length and mass of the

vocal folds, the thickness of the mucosa of the folds, and the
stiffness of vocal-fold tissue. The length of the vocal folds has
been measured for newborns, children and adults. Hirano et
al. [5] report measurements of vocal-fold length. including both
the membranous and cartilaginous portions. for males of various
ages. Lengths for children and adults reported by Gedgoud [3],
Ncgus [l2], and Kahane [7] are summarized by Goldstein [4].
Several values are available for newborns and adults; relatively
few are reported for children between the ages of one and seven
years. Hirano et al. report an average length of approximately
3 mm for one-year-old children, or approximately one-sixth as
long as the vocal folds of adult males.

The thickness of the mucosa of the vocal folds has been mea~
sured by Hirano and his colleagues for newborns, children and
adults. The vocal fold thickens somewhat with age, but the
change in thickness is not at great as the change in length. No
direct measurements of vocal-fold height are reported. We as-
sume that the change in height is comparable to the change in
thickness.

It appears reasonable to assume that the vibrating mass of
the vocal folds is proportional to the combined mass of the thy-
roarytenoid and lateral cricoarytenoid muscles and the vocal
ligament. Kahane and Kahn [8] report the mass of the vocal
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fold muscles: 0.87 g for adults and 0.08 g for infants. Kaneko
and his colleaguel] estimated an effective mass of 0.14 g for
adult vocal folds. Based on these values for adults and infants,
we calculated effective vocal-fold masses for one- and two-year-
old children of 0.02 and 0.03 g, respectively.

Vocal-fold stiffness has been measured for adult humans and
for young and old dogs. Kaneko and his colleagues report an
effective stiffness of 7.4 x 10‘ dynes/cm for the vocal folds of
adult humans. Measurements of stress/strain relationships for
vocal-fold tissue of yoruig dogs and adult dogs were performed
by Perlman and Titze [14]. They found that the vocal—fold tis-
sue of young dogs is stiffer than the tissue of adult dogs. The
vocal-fold stiffness K can be determined from measurements
of Yotuig’s modulus and dimensions. From Perlman and Titze’s
graphs of stress vs. strain, we estimated a ratio of Young’s mod-
uli of young to old tissue of 1.3. Using this ratio, the stiffness
reported by Kaneko et al. and vocal-fold dimensions, we com-
puted a value of 2.1 x 10‘ dynes/cm for the stiffness of young
vocal folds. This value is consistent the range of transverse
moduli reported by Kakita et al.[10].

Models

Vibrating string and spring mass models have been proposed
to describe vocal-fold vibration. For each of these models, the
fundamental frequency of vibration of the vocal folds can be
determined. The vibrating string model is a one-dimensional
model whose parameters are vocal-fold length and tension. Var-
ious spring-mass models have been proposed (for example, [6])
which model the vocal folds in terms of lumped elements repre-
senting the mass, stiffness and losses of the vocal-fold structure.
In order to predict the fundamental frequency of the vocal folds,
only the effective mass and stiffness of the model are needed.

A scale factor, or ratio of child to adult male fundamental
frequency, reflects the differences in anatomical parameters be-
tween children and adults. For the vibrating string model, the
scale factor SF,¢,,~,., depends on vocal-fold length (L) and ten-
sion (T):

FOC L T
SFurfng=fiz=L—: 1T: . (I)

The subscripts . and , refer to adult and child values, re-
spectively. Assuming that the tensions T, and T. of child and
adult vocal folds are approximately the same, we find that‘ SEN", R5 6 for a one-year-old child.

The scale factor for the fundamental frequency predicted by
a spring-mass model is

_K_= M.K. M. , (2)
where K is the stiffness of the vocal-fold tissue and M representsthe effective mass of the vibrating vocal fold. Solving for K interms of the Young’s modulus E and the dimensions of the vocalfolds gives

SFapn'ng—mau =

_ F06 __ Er heLr 00 Mspurring—man — ~ — — ~41F0. E, b, M," M. . (3)
where h and b are the vocal-fold height and thickness, respec-tively. Assuming the same ratio of child to adult value for both

cross dimensions It and b, the scale factor for the spring-mags
model reduces to

E, L,- Ma
SFaprv'Iig—maar: “i; '17; E - (4)

For the values listed above, SF,,,,;,,,-,,,,,,, m 1.3 for the funda-
mental frequency of a one-year-old child compared to an adult.

Both the vibrating string and spring-mass models predict
that the F0 of a child's speech is greater than the F0 of an
adult’s speech. Neither prediction, however, gives a ratio which
is in good agreement with the values of F0 of children reported
by various researchers. Typical values of F0 for one- to two-
year-old children are in the range of 300 -— 500 Hz, or 3 ~ 4
times the FO’s reported for adult males.

THEORY
The vibrating string and spring-mass models capture impor-

tant aspects of vocal-fold vibration, but fail to adequately model
some aspects of the vocal-fold anatomy. For instance, the vi-
brating string model does not take into account the effect of the
cross dimensions of the vocal folds on the stiffness of the struc-
ture. Another shortcoming of this model concerns the boundary
conditions. The vibrating string model allows discontinuities in
slope at the juncture of the cartilages and the vocal-fold tis-
sue. The spring-mass model allows for discontinuities in both
position and slope at the endpoints of the vocal folds. The spec-
ification of botmdary conditions is important in analyses of the
vibration of children’s vocal folds; children’s vocal folds are rel-
atively shorter and thicker than adults’, as shown in Fig. la.
The attachments of the vocal folds to the arytenoid and thy-
roid cartilages can be expected to play a significant role in the
vibration of children’s vocal folds.

A model of vocal—fold vibration which reflects the anatomical
structure of children’s vocal folds is the bending beam model.

(a)

\\ \\\\

(b) M

\\\\ \\

“3““ 1* (3) Adults and child'svocalf to- old structures (not drawn23:11:) (adapted from Bosma, 1986); (b) Bending beam model of vocal
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This model has been useful in predicting the vibratory motion ~
of relatively stiff structures which are attached rigidly at their
ends and vibrate a small amount in the transverse direction [15].
The. traditional bending beam model can be augmented by the
addition of a distributed stiffness along one side. Figure lb
shows a bending beam which is fixed at both ends and which is
coupled to material on one side by means of a spring. The fixed
ends model the attachment of the vocal fold to the arytenoid
and thyroid cartilages. The spring models the lateral stiffness
of the vocal-fold tissue.

The equation for transverse motion of the vocal-fold model
shown in Fig. lb is

Eb? (1‘5 K _
(min—(“"m)€-°' (5’

where E represents the Yoruig’s modulus of the vocal fold. K
models the stiffness of the vocal-fold tissue, 6 and h are the
thickness and height of the vocal fold, p is the density of the
tissue, and £ is the transverse displacement of the fold. Four
boundary conditions are imposed: continuity of displacement
and of slope at both ends of the vocal fold. A solution which is
a linear combination of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions
is assumed. Application of the boundary conditions results in

l

coshfl = 0 (6)
cos/3—

The variable fl takes on discrete values which are found by
graphical solution; the lowest non-zero value of )9 is approxi-
mately 4.73.

The values of w for which equation (5) has a solution are
given by

2 _ [9‘ E63}: K
- E m + n ‘7’

The first term is the square of the natural frequency of the
beam model of the vocal fold assuming no lateral stiffness, and
is called (.13. The second term, wf, is the square of the frequency
of the spring-mass model of the vocal fold. The solution of the
general equation of motion shows the combined contributions of
the beam and the spring character of the vocal fold structure:

WW. (8)
Numerical .values for a: can be found by substitution of the di-
mensions and tissue properties of the vocal folds.

If boundary conditions of position continuity and no stress
at the endpoints are assumed (instead of continuity of position
and slope), the solution of equation (5) reduces to the solution
of the equation of motion for a vibrating string.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The frequency of vibration, in, of the vocal fold is a combi-

nation of the terms 0). and w.. The first term of equation (7)
represents the frequency of vibration due to the characteristics
of the beam, where

_ ,6‘ Ebah
”Pl/12 m ~ (9)

For small L, as in the case of a child’s vocal folds, this term
dominates the expression for w, and w R5 up. The vibration of
a child’s vocal folds appears to be most like that of a bending
beam. For a child-sized vocal fold with length 0.35 cm, height
and thickness 0.23 cm, and mass and stiffness as above, we find
w; = 2810 and w, = 1000. The child’s fundamental frequency
is thus 470 Hz.

In the adult case, or for large L, the w. term dominates, or
w R! (0., where

K
w, = A7 . (10)

The vibration of adult-sized vocal folds is similar to the vibra-
tion of a mass coupled to a spring. For an adult whose vocal
folds are of length 1.7 cm, height and thickness 0.27 cm, and
mass and stiffness as above, w, = 160 while w, = 760. The
corresponding fundamental frequency is 120 Hz.

Returning to our discussion of scale factors, we calculate a
scale factor relating the F0 of .the bending beam model (appro-
priate for a child’s vocal folds) to the F0 of a spring-mass model
(for an adult).

_ 13‘ Ecbf ’13sr'_ 12 1.: E. . (11)

For values listed above, SF R5 4.

Measurements of F0 of comfort-state vocalizations of young
children have been reported by several researchers. Keating and
Buhr [11) report F0 measurements for children of ages 8 months
to approximately 3 years. In a study of the acoustic character-
istics of vowels produced by young children of ages one and
one-half to two and one-half years, we found average values of
F0 ranging between 350 and 400 Hz[1]. These values as well
as those of Keating and Buhr are shown in Fig. 2. Overlaid
on these values are predicted values at ages one, two and three
years. It can be seen that the predictions of the bending beam
model closely approximate the data for young children.

500

400 x 0 j;

300

200

100

l l I
l I l

1 2 3 Yr

Figure 2: Predicted and measured values of F0. Predicted values
are shown by filled circles. Averages of values reported by Keating
and Buhr are shown by +‘s; those of Bickley, by x’s.
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fold muscles: 0.87 g for adults and 0.08 g for infants. Kaneko
and his colleaguel] estimated an effective mass of 0.14 g for
adult vocal folds. Based on these values for adults and infants,
we calculated effective vocal-fold masses for one- and two-year-
old children of 0.02 and 0.03 g, respectively.

Vocal-fold stiffness has been measured for adult humans and
for young and old dogs. Kaneko and his colleagues report an
effective stiffness of 7.4 x 10‘ dynes/cm for the vocal folds of
adult humans. Measurements of stress/strain relationships for
vocal-fold tissue of yoruig dogs and adult dogs were performed
by Perlman and Titze [14]. They found that the vocal—fold tis-
sue of young dogs is stiffer than the tissue of adult dogs. The
vocal-fold stiffness K can be determined from measurements
of Yotuig’s modulus and dimensions. From Perlman and Titze’s
graphs of stress vs. strain, we estimated a ratio of Young’s mod-
uli of young to old tissue of 1.3. Using this ratio, the stiffness
reported by Kaneko et al. and vocal-fold dimensions, we com-
puted a value of 2.1 x 10‘ dynes/cm for the stiffness of young
vocal folds. This value is consistent the range of transverse
moduli reported by Kakita et al.[10].

Models

Vibrating string and spring mass models have been proposed
to describe vocal-fold vibration. For each of these models, the
fundamental frequency of vibration of the vocal folds can be
determined. The vibrating string model is a one-dimensional
model whose parameters are vocal-fold length and tension. Var-
ious spring-mass models have been proposed (for example, [6])
which model the vocal folds in terms of lumped elements repre-
senting the mass, stiffness and losses of the vocal-fold structure.
In order to predict the fundamental frequency of the vocal folds,
only the effective mass and stiffness of the model are needed.

A scale factor, or ratio of child to adult male fundamental
frequency, reflects the differences in anatomical parameters be-
tween children and adults. For the vibrating string model, the
scale factor SF,¢,,~,., depends on vocal-fold length (L) and ten-
sion (T):

F0e L T
SFurfng=fiz=L—: 1T: . (I)

The subscripts . and , refer to adult and child values, re-
spectively. Assuming that the tensions T, and T. of child and
adult vocal folds are approximately the same, we find that‘ SEN", R5 6 for a one-year-old child.

The scale factor for the fundamental frequency predicted by
a spring-mass model is

_K_= M.K. M. , (2)
where K is the stiffness of the vocal-fold tissue and M representsthe effective mass of the vibrating vocal fold. Solving for K interms of the Young’s modulus E and the dimensions of the vocalfolds gives

SFapn'ng—mau =

_ F06 __ Er heLr 00 Mspurring—man — ~ — — ~41F0. E, b, M," M. . (3)
where h and b are the vocal-fold height and thickness, respec-tively. Assuming the same ratio of child to adult value for both

cross dimensions It and b, the scale factor for the spring-mags
model reduces to

E, L,- Ma
SFaprv'Iig—maar: “i; '17; E - (4)

For the values listed above, SF,,,,;,,,-,,,,,,, m 1.3 for the funda-
mental frequency of a one-year-old child compared to an adult.

Both the vibrating string and spring-mass models predict
that the F0 of a child's speech is greater than the F0 of an
adult’s speech. Neither prediction, however, gives a ratio which
is in good agreement with the values of F0 of children reported
by various researchers. Typical values of F0 for one- to two-
year-old children are in the range of 300 -— 500 Hz, or 3 ~ 4
times the FO’s reported for adult males.

THEORY
The vibrating string and spring-mass models capture impor-

tant aspects of vocal-fold vibration, but fail to adequately model
some aspects of the vocal-fold anatomy. For instance, the vi-
brating string model does not take into account the effect of the
cross dimensions of the vocal folds on the stiffness of the struc-
ture. Another shortcoming of this model concerns the boundary
conditions. The vibrating string model allows discontinuities in
slope at the juncture of the cartilages and the vocal-fold tis-
sue. The spring-mass model allows for discontinuities in both
position and slope at the endpoints of the vocal folds. The spec-
ification of botmdary conditions is important in analyses of the
vibration of children’s vocal folds; children’s vocal folds are rel-
atively shorter and thicker than adults’, as shown in Fig. la.
The attachments of the vocal folds to the arytenoid and thy-
roid cartilages can be expected to play a significant role in the
vibration of children’s vocal folds.

A model of vocal—fold vibration which reflects the anatomical
structure of children’s vocal folds is the bending beam model.

(a)

\\ \\\\

(b) M

\\\\ \\

“3““ 1* (3) Adults and child'svocalf to- old structures (not drawn23:11:) (adapted from Bosma, 1986); (b) Bending beam model of vocal
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This model has been useful in predicting the vibratory motion ~
of relatively stiff structures which are attached rigidly at their
ends and vibrate a small amount in the transverse direction [15].
The. traditional bending beam model can be augmented by the
addition of a distributed stiffness along one side. Figure lb
shows a bending beam which is fixed at both ends and which is
coupled to material on one side by means of a spring. The fixed
ends model the attachment of the vocal fold to the arytenoid
and thyroid cartilages. The spring models the lateral stiffness
of the vocal-fold tissue.

The equation for transverse motion of the vocal-fold model
shown in Fig. lb is

Eb? (1‘5 K _
(min—(“"m)€-°' (5’

where E represents the Yoruig’s modulus of the vocal fold. K
models the stiffness of the vocal-fold tissue, 6 and h are the
thickness and height of the vocal fold, p is the density of the
tissue, and £ is the transverse displacement of the fold. Four
boundary conditions are imposed: continuity of displacement
and of slope at both ends of the vocal fold. A solution which is
a linear combination of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions
is assumed. Application of the boundary conditions results in

=0 . (6)

The variable fl takes on discrete values which are found by
graphical solution; the lowest non-zero value of )9 is approxi-
mately 4.73.

The values of w for which equation (5) has a solution are
given by

2 _ [9‘ E63}: K
- E m + n ‘7’

The first term is the square of the natural frequency of the
beam model of the vocal fold assuming no lateral stiffness, and
is called (.13. The second term, wf, is the square of the frequency
of the spring-mass model of the vocal fold. The solution of the
general equation of motion shows the combined contributions of
the beam and the spring character of the vocal fold structure:

w=w+w§ . (8)

Numerical .values for a: can be found by substitution of the di-
mensions and tissue properties of the vocal folds.

If boundary conditions of position continuity and no stress
at the endpoints are assumed (instead of continuity of position
and slope), the solution of equation (5) reduces to the solution
of the equation of motion for a vibrating string.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The frequency of vibration, in, of the vocal fold is a combi-

nation of the terms 0). and w.. The first term of equation (7)
represents the frequency of vibration due to the characteristics
of the beam, where

_ ,6‘ Ebah
w‘ 7 V 12 PM ' (9)

For small L, as in the case of a child’s vocal folds, this term
dominates the expression for w, and w R5 up. The vibration of
a child’s vocal folds appears to be most like that of a bending
beam. For a child-sized vocal fold with length 0.35 cm, height
and thickness 0.23 cm, and mass and stiffness as above, we find
w; = 2810 and w, = 1000. The child’s fundamental frequency
is thus 470 Hz.

In the adult case, or for large L, the w. term dominates, or
w R! (0., where

K
Le, — A7 . (10)

The vibration of adult-sized vocal folds is similar to the vibra-
tion of a mass coupled to a spring. For an adult whose vocal
folds are of length 1.7 cm, height and thickness 0.27 cm, and
mass and stiffness as above, w, = 160 while to, = 760. The
corresponding fundamental frequency is 120 Hz.

Returning to our discussion of scale factors, we calculate a
scale factor relating the F0 of .the bending beam model (appro-
priate for a child’s vocal folds) to the F0 of a spring-mass model
(for an adult).

19‘ Er”? b3SF=VT§ T: E—., ' (‘1)
For values listed above, SF R5 4.

Measurements of F0 of comfort-state vocalizations of young
children have been reported by several researchers. Keating and
Buhr [11) report F0 measurements for children of ages 8 months
to approximately 3 years. In a study of the acoustic character-
istics of vowels produced by young children of ages one and
one-half to two and one-half years, we found average values of
F0 ranging between 350 and 400 Hz[1]. These values as well
as those of Keating and Buhr are shown in Fig. 2. Overlaid
on these values are predicted values at ages one, two and three
years. It can be seen that the predictions of the bending beam
model closely approximate the data for young children.

500

400 x 0 j;

300

200

100

l l I
l I I

1 2 3 Yr

Figure 2: Predicted and measured values of F0. Predicted values
are shown by filled circles. Averages of values reported by Keating
and Buhr are shown by +‘s; those of Bickley, by x’s.
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CONCLUSION

A model of vocal-fold vibration has been presented for which

the expression for the fundamental frequency consists of two

terms. The bending beam term depends on tissue characteristlcs

and the connections at the ends of the vocal folds; the spring-

mass term depends of the bulk characteristics of the folds. For

young children, the bending beam term dominates; for adults,

the spring-mass term determines the fundamental frequency.
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ACOUSTIC-MECHANICAL FEEDBACK IN VOCAL
SOURCE-TRACT INTERACTION
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02150 Espoo, Finland

ABSTRACT

A new method to investigate vocal source—tract interaction is
introduced. The method is based on the usage of excised
larynges connected to an artificial vocal tract. Measurements of
one larynx with a somewhat special behavior are described and
analysed in detail. The analysed case gives clear evidence that
the resonances of the vocal tract may influence directly or
indirectly the vocalfold vibrations.

INTRODUCTION

In recent linear models for vocal fold vibration the vibratory
pattern of the folds, i.e. the glottal-opening as a function of
time, is assumed to be an independent phenomenon in the sense
that the vocal tract resonator has no effect on the mechanical
vibrations of the folds. Until now the source-tract interaction
has mainly been studied on the level of acoustic impedances,
where the glottal opening and the subglottal tubes form an
acoustic load for the vocal tract. Thus some part of the energy
is lost from the vocal tract during every open period of the
glottis [1].

It is well known that the sound pressure level (SPL) in the
vocal tract just above the glottis is about 120-130 dB during
voiced sounds. This study was undertaken to determine if this
pressure is able to produce changes in the vibratory pattern of
the vocal folds by deforming the mucosa-cover of the folds or
by means of some other mechanism. In other words: Is there
any acoustic-mechanical feedback in the vocal source-tract
interaction?

We used excised larynges in our study. This is a legitimate
method, known for instance from the work of van den Berg and
Tan (1959) [2]. The novel methodological aspect of this study
is that we combined excised larynges with an artificial vocal
tract. This method makes it possible to control the resonances
of the tract in a known and repeatable way. Since an artificial
vocal tract is used, the changes of its profile will affect the vocal
folds only acoustically. Therefore, we are able to distinguish
between the mechanical (i.e. movements of articulators

transferred via tissues) and purely acoustical effects. In our
method only the acoustic power can affect the vibratory pattern
of the vocal folds.

However, the method of van den Berg and Tan has severe
limitations. First of all, it is almost impossible to simulate the
action of the thyroarytenoid muscle [2], [3], and second, the
dead tissue does not permit accurate measurements of the
vibratory pattern of the vocal folds over a longer period of time
[4]. The first problem is not a serious one, as the body, i.e. the
vocal muscle is not of great importance in pitch control of
phonation [5]. The vulnerability of the cover (mucosa) of the
vocal fold was pointed out already by van den Berg and Tan
[2]. The second problem may be solved by limiting the duration
of each phase of the experiment and performing an adequate

E. VILKMAN
Phoniatric Dept.
Tampere Univ. Central Hospital
33520 Tampere, Finland

number of repetitions and by stabilizing the arrangement of each
phase.

This study was carried out at the Phoniatric Department of
the Tampere University Central Hospital in cooperation with the
Acoustics Laboratory at the Helsinki University of Technology.
In the Phoniatric Department this study is part of a larger
long-range project investigating questions in voice physiology.
In the Acoustics Laboratory this study is part of a chain of
studies dealing with the modelling of speech acoustics.

The experiments we made produced a bulk of material that
needs to be studied in more detail. In this preliminary report we
concentrate on one of the most interesting phenomena observed.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The effects of acoustic-mechanical feedback on the
vibrations of the vocal folds were examined in three fresh
excised larynges taken from autopsies of males. In the
dissection the vocal folds were left intact. The epiglottis and the
ventricular folds were removed in order to get a better view of
the vocal folds [2], [4]. After dissection the specimens were
stored in 0.67% NaCl solution at a temperature of +4 °C for 1-2
days. '

One of these larynges showed an exceptional high sensitivity
to the variations of the supraglottal resonances and therefore it
was chosen for closer analysis. It was obvious that acoustic-
mechanical feedback in the vocal source-tract interaction should
be seen most clearly in this case.

The experimental arrangements are shown in Fig. 1. For the
experiment the cricoid cartilage was fixed in an air tight manner
on an acrylic plate just above the hole for air intake. The
supraglottal acrylic tube (length 17.5 cm, inner—diameter 2.9
cm, volume 115.6 cm3) was attached to the thyroid cartilage and
supported with a holder. An air-tight connection of the
tube-thyroid cartilage junction was obtained by using plastic
mass (Optosil®) and rubber sealant.

The glottal closure was obtained with two threads attached to
each arytenoid cartilage. A constant force was used to pull each
thread throughout the experiment. Phonation was elicited by a
constant humidified and warmed (37°C) air flow which passed
through the acrylic plate. The flow was measured using a flow
meter (AGA). Under the acrylic plate was a sampler for
condensation water. The sampler acted as the subglottal space
[6]. On the side of the sampler there was an outlet for
measurement of the subglottal pressure, which was recorded
(Frokjaer-Jensen Manophone).

The acoustic load of the artificial vocal tract, i.e. the
supraglottal tube, was varied by moving an acrylic cylindrical
block in the tube. The position of the cylinder was visually
monitored by using a centimeter scale drawn on the tube. The
block was 8 cm in length and 2 cm in diameter. This chorce
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cm, volume 115.6 cm3) was attached to the thyroid cartilage and
supported with a holder. An air-tight connection of the
tube-thyroid cartilage junction was obtained by using plastic
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The glottal closure was obtained with two threads attached to
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thread throughout the experiment. Phonation was elicited by a
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through the acrylic plate. The flow was measured using a flow
meter (AGA). Under the acrylic plate was a sampler for
condensation water. The sampler acted as the subglottal space
[6]. On the side of the sampler there was an outlet for
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was made so as to reserve free space for the cable of the
photosensor (see Fig. 1). With this block we were able to vary
the frequency of the first formant from 400 to 600 Hz.

The subglottal pressure varied between 10-20 cm H20. This
is somewhat high for speech but still within physiological
limits. The average pitch of this larynx was about 170-180 Hz,
higher than in a normal male voice.
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Fig. 1 The experimental arrangement.

Electrical signals describing the vocal fold vibrations were
recorded by using a high-quality tape recorder (Tascam,
acoustical signals only), a FM-type instrumentation recorder
(Racal) and a digital PCM coder and recorder (Sony Digital
Audio Processor F-l and Portable Video Casette Recorder
SL-FlE). One acoustic microphone (AKG C5657E) was
placed close to the opening of the supraglottal tube and the other
(B & K 4133) was air-tightly mounted into a hole on the side
wall of the tube just above the glottal level. The
electroglottographic signal (Frokjaer-Jensen EC 830) wasobtained using small coin—shaped brass electrodes attached witha screw symmetrically to each side of the thyroid cartilage on thevocal fold level [4]. The photo-electric glottographic signalwas obtained by introducing a light beam into the subglottalspace through a window (Frokjaer-Jensen Photo-electricGlottograph). The light which passed through the glottis wasdetected by a photosensor placed in the supraglottal tube.

.The vibratory pattern of the vocal folds was monitoredusmg a laryngostroboscope (B & K Type 4914). The recordedsrgnal samples were analysed at the Acoustics Laboratory of theHelsinki University of Technology using a PC-based(Macintosh) ISA-system (Intelligent Speech Analyser®, VocalSystems, Ltd).

RESULTS

One of the larynges showed a special behavior. Its vibrations
were typically weak and sounded leaky (norsy) and aperiodic,
somewhat creaky. Changing the flow or subglottal pressure did
not improve its performance. Only when the block was put in
the resonator did the vocal folds start to Vibrate strongly with
stable amplitudes and periods. When the block was placed in
deeper, simulating a back vowel, the vrbratrons once again
became weak and inconsistent. The vibrations were strong only
when the block was about in the middle of the tube or in the
front.

Fig. 2 illustrates how the subglottal pressure varies when the
block is moved from a back vowel position out of the tube.
Initially the vocal folds are not vibrating properly, the glottis is
leaky and the subglottal pressure low. When the block is
moved upwards a stronger vibration suddenly starts and the
pressure increases indicating a better glottal closure. When the
block is out of the tube the vibrations are again weak and the
pressure low. This was a systematic and repeatable
phenomenon achieved with this larynx. During this experiment
the photosensor was removed to make the movements of the
block free and to ensure that the possible movements of the
sensor were not creating this phenomena.

0 0.5 time/s 1

Fig. 2 Change in the subglottal pressure due to the
varrotten in the Supraglottal impedance and in the
vocal fold vibration.

Fig. 3 shows in more detail how the stronger vibration
begins and ends. In this figure the DC component has beenremoved.

Two spectra of the subglottal pressure are seen in Fig- 4'e upper part of the figure shows the signals where thestronger Vibrations began and the lower part where they ended-One can note that the increase in the amplitude of this signal ismainly due to the increase of its first harmonic. The amplitudeof the fundamental is not changed by much. The amplitudes ofthe second and third harmonics have also increased. When theblock rs moved out of the tube and the intensity of the subglottalpressure Signal falls off, the changes in the harmonic structure
are about the same but in the opposite direction. The intensityof the first three harmonics are affected the most. The stronglyIncreased levels of the first harmonics will also indicate a betterclosure of the glottis. _
Fi Tlsle vfiiauons in the outcoming acoustic signal are seen in
Thg. ~ e general trend rs the same as in the earlier figure.e two first resonances of the tube are located at about 600 H1
and 1-3 kHz indicating that the block is in the back vowel
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position. When comparing the upper parts of Figs. 4 and 5 one
can note that during strong vibration, i.e. better glottal closure
and higher subglottal pressure (indicated by the white
spectrum), the harmonic peaks in the region of the second
formant are not seen in the subglottal pressure signal, whereas
when the glottal closure is bad these peaks are clearly seen
(black spectrum).
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Fig. 3 Subglottal pressure wave at the beginning
and end of the stronger vocal fold vibration.

Fig. 4 Change in the spectra of the subglottal
pressure at the b
vocal fold vibration.
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Fig. 5 Change in the spectra of the outcoming
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Fig. 6 Change in the spectra of the EGG.
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was made so as to reserve free space for the cable of the
photosensor (see Fig. 1). With this block we were able to vary
the frequency of the first formant from 400 to 600 Hz.

The subglottal pressure varied between 10-20 cm H20. This
is somewhat high for speech but still within physiological
limits. The average pitch of this larynx was about 170-180 Hz,
higher than in a normal male voice.
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Fig. 1 The experimental arrangement.

Electrical signals describing the vocal fold vibrations were
recorded by using a high-quality tape recorder (Tascam,
acoustical signals only), a FM-type instrumentation recorder
(Racal) and a digital PCM coder and recorder (Sony Digital
Audio Processor F-l and Portable Video Casette Recorder
SL-FlE). One acoustic microphone (AKG C5657E) was
placed close to the opening of the supraglottal tube and the other
(B & K 4133) was air-tightly mounted into a hole on the side
wall of the tube just above the glottal level. The
electroglottographic signal (Frokjaer-Jensen EC 830) wasobtained using small coin—shaped brass electrodes attached witha screw symmetrically to each side of the thyroid cartilage on thevocal fold level [4]. The photo-electric glottographic signalwas obtained by introducing a light beam into the subglottalspace through a window (Frokjaer-Jensen Photo-electricGlottograph). The light which passed through the glottis wasdetected by a photosensor placed in the supraglottal tube.

.The vibratory pattern of the vocal folds was monitoredusmg a laryngostroboscope (B & K Type 4914). The recordedsrgnal samples were analysed at the Acoustics Laboratory of theHelsinki University of Technology using a PC-based(Macintosh) ISA-system (Intelligent Speech Analyser®, VocalSystems, Ltd).

RESULTS

One of the larynges showed a special behavior. Its vibrations
were typically weak and sounded leaky (norsy) and aperiodic,
somewhat creaky. Changing the flow or subglottal pressure did
not improve its performance. Only when the block was put in
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Fig. 2 illustrates how the subglottal pressure varies when the
block is moved from a back vowel position out of the tube.
Initially the vocal folds are not vibrating properly, the glottis is
leaky and the subglottal pressure low. When the block is
moved upwards a stronger vibration suddenly starts and the
pressure increases indicating a better glottal closure. When the
block is out of the tube the vibrations are again weak and the
pressure low. This was a systematic and repeatable
phenomenon achieved with this larynx. During this experiment
the photosensor was removed to make the movements of the
block free and to ensure that the possible movements of the
sensor were not creating this phenomena.

0 0.5 time/s 1

Fig. 2 Change in the subglottal pressure due to the
varrotten in the Supraglottal impedance and in the
vocal fold vibration.

Fig. 3 shows in more detail how the stronger vibration
begins and ends. In this figure the DC component has beenremoved.

Two spectra of the subglottal pressure are seen in Fig- 4'e upper part of the figure shows the signals where thestronger Vibrations began and the lower part where they ended-One can note that the increase in the amplitude of this signal ismainly due to the increase of its first harmonic. The amplitudeof the fundamental is not changed by much. The amplitudes ofthe second and third harmonics have also increased. When theblock rs moved out of the tube and the intensity of the subglottalpressure Signal falls off, the changes in the harmonic structure
are about the same but in the opposite direction. The intensityof the first three harmonics are affected the most. The stronglyIncreased levels of the first harmonics will also indicate a betterclosure of the glottis. _
Fi Tlsle vfiiauons in the outcoming acoustic signal are seen in
Thg. ~ e general trend rs the same as in the earlier figure.e two first resonances of the tube are located at about 600 H1
and 1-3 kHz indicating that the block is in the back vowel
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position. When comparing the upper parts of Figs. 4 and 5 one
can note that during strong vibration, i.e. better glottal closure
and higher subglottal pressure (indicated by the white
spectrum), the harmonic peaks in the region of the second
formant are not seen in the subglottal pressure signal, whereas
when the glottal closure is bad these peaks are clearly seen
(black spectrum).
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Fig. 6 shows the corresponding variations in the spectra of
the EGG signal. In the upper part of the figure (increasing
intensity) the strongest amplitude change is seen at the peak of
the fundamental frequency while the levels of the harmonics are
not affected as much. When the intensity is decreasing the
change is about the satne over the whole spectrum.

Fig. 7 compares two EGG pulseforms normalized in
amplitude and frequency taken from the first low intensity
region and from the beginning of the high amplitude region.
During weak oscillations the decreasing contact (opening) forms
only about 20% of the pulse duration (pulsefortn 1). When the
oscillation is strong the corresponding region is about 64%
(pulseform 2). In this respect the EGG pulseform is changed
radically even if the power spectra (Fig. 6 upper part) remains
about the same. This indicates that the phase relationships are
changed. The weak pulse (1) indicates that there are some types
of acoustical forces coming from the tube resonator which are
able to make the opening of the glottis faster and the closing
slower. This breaks the vibratory pattern of the vocal folds and
gives the voice a bad quality. In the opposite case the forces are
in phase with the natural glottal oscillations and the voice quality
is good.

CZ ~ 36% 02 ~ 64%

02 O2

1T’—_l’z
EGG

C1 01

Cl ~ 80% 01 ~ 20%

Fig. 7 Normalized EGG pulseforms:
1 9 at low intensity region C 9 closing periods
2 9 at high intensity region 0 9 opening periods

DISCUSSION

.Our new method of combinin an excised 1 ' ‘amficral vocal tract has given a clgar indicationatfifihvewsoggtract resonator is able to produce such a high acoustic enerabove the vocal folds that their vibratory pattern ma aradically affected. The acousto-mechanical phenomena w: areinvestigating seems to be too complicated to be explained withpresent—day linear models. According to Mozer [7] the harelation between the fundamental and the first harmonig micaffect the vocal fold vibration. The pitch was relatively hi h inthis case and we have estimated that the formant movemefiit 'question can make a phase change of about 90 degrees betweérrli. harmonic. Thsecond harmonic when in optimal phase wiileifctgg’yozasluglcglvibrations may produce a better closur .' e anhinder the complete closure. d othermse may

Titze [8] has also reported about this kind of interaction:
it would appear that the vocal tract pressures reflected back

to the glottis can assist in sustaining vocal fold Vibrations."

Our results have continued this: the acoustic power in the

vocal tract can assist or hinder the vibrations of the vocal folds.
Does this feedback, which seems to be nonlinear, work directly
on the mucosa cover of the folds or indirectly via the Bernoulli
effect? This question still remains open.
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THE METHOD FOR SOLVING INVERSE PROBLEM OF SPEECH PRODUCTION
AND ARTICULATORY PORTRAY OF A SPEAKER

Yevgeni Vlasov, Natali Isayeva

Institute of Control Sciences

Academy ofSciencesUSSR
MOSCOW,

ABSTRACT

The accuracy of modern methods fordeter-
_ mination of area function is not sufficient

for practice. We present a numerical method
for area function calculation with suffi-
cient accuracy. Regulationcontinuumof this
functions in finite region iscalledarticu-
latory portray.

INTRODUCTION

many year modelling of speech production
processes has attracted investigators/1/,
however its complexity up to the present
does not lead to a wide introduction of
such models into practice, despite the
great efforts /2/ and intensively growing
feasibilities. It has become clear, that
the speech production processes are hie-
rarchical and closely interacting /3/. In
this case speech production model is ex-
pedient to be realized from bottom to top,
using a lower level as a tool /4/. One of
them is the articulatory model /5/, which
synthesizes speech on the basis of solving
the direct problem of speech production
(vocal tract —— acoustic) /6/.
The more accurate data of area functions
have been obtained by G. Fant (1960) /7/
and up to now this work remains unique,
because of its complexity. The LPG-method
/8/ requires special measures (beforedis-
torting, etc.) for obtaining valid solu-
tions. The tomography method /9/ enables
us to determine the area in any section,
however it requires multiple Xpray photog-
raphing of such sections along the axis
for reconstructing only one area function.
It was necessary to develop the method
for an easier way of obtaining area func-
tions without accuracy loss.
The paper presents the method for solving
the inverse problem of a each production
(acoustic-a— vocal tract , which allows
the obtaining of "smooth" area functions
and articulatory portray. The latter rep-
resents the region of permissible articu-
latory situations of a speaker. This
method is based on the idea of "analysis
from synthesis" and includes the algorithm
/6/ with two—tier adaptive program

USSR 117342

complex (AFC) /10/. The distinct features
of the AFC are automatical problem orienr
tation to the class of the problems to be
solved, supported by multidimensional op-
timization and associative information
processing by a computer.

INPUT DATA AND ERRORS

Input data are easily-measured spectrum-
time speech parameters: frequences, band—
widths and amplitudes of formants and a1-
so X-ray images of vocal tracts in sagi-
tal flatness of three speakers: two men
/7,11/ and one woman /12/.
The formant frequences have been determi—
ned by sonagraph, the errors were 3-7 per
cent. In future calculations the frequen-
ces vector F's (Ff , i - 1,k) will be
the standard and errors vector 8" - (5" ,
i=1,k) will be final accuracy.
From X—ray ima as we used the samples H:
a (Hi, i a 1,M of a heigt function h($L
05 I-S C , where E is the vocal tract
length. Samples and length errors are res-
pectively equal to 7 and 3 per cent.

THE METHOD

Taking into account the difficulty of ob—
taining an X-ray images, the method is
realized by two variants: with X-ray ima-
ges and without them.

The first variant (with an X-ray im-
age . he area unction S(x) is represenr
ted as a product of the known height func-
tion h(x) on a desired width function
The finite articulatory region determines

min a ma:

Da':(q/(oc)sq,(x)4q/ (ac), cause) (1)
where some initial approximation.Sa-
mpling of the all three function along the
axis x in 13¢ gives respectively the vec-
tor of the lower boundary w';"‘=(w;""' i=1N) ,
initial control vector W204; 1:4,“) ’
and the upper boundary vector\4“§§0fi?“1=g@
as shown in Fig. 1 . ”’

nfin
UNION; swfswf", i=1,~), (2)
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complex (AFC) /10/. The distinct features
of the AFC are automatical problem orienr
tation to the class of the problems to be
solved, supported by multidimensional op-
timization and associative information
processing by a computer.
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time speech parameters: frequences, band—
widths and amplitudes of formants and a1-
so X-ray images of vocal tracts in sagi-
tal flatness of three speakers: two men
/7,11/ and one woman /12/.
The formant frequences have been determi—
ned by sonagraph, the errors were 3-7 per
cent. In future calculations the frequen-
ces vector F's (Ff , i - 1,k) will be
the standard and errors vector 8" - (5" ,
i=1,k) will be final accuracy.
From X—ray ima as we used the samples H:
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Fig. 1. Control vector W' is the samples

of the function q(x) in known
boundaries (1)

Characteristics vector P, which characte—
rizing the class of solved problems, in-
eludes F‘, 8 , H:

DP:(P.=PI,' . . . P'“"H): (F1,-- ’FKIEIH". ' .Hn) (3)

The mathematical statement of the speech
production inverse problem has the follo-
wing form:

_ L(F,F*) *eL,
1

L<v.r*>=<.aE~.-ol>’t Ee'fig—Ffi K
F=e(S(==», S(¢)=h(x)q(x) f osxsz, <4)

htx)=R(H), a,(x)=R(w),
we (w? swf.’ s W", L=1,») ,

where L - functional, which depends on
calculated frequencies F, G-an operator
of the speech production direct problem,
R - an operator transforming a given vec-
tor to a smooth function.
The method of solving problem is shown in
Pig. 2 and consists of the following. Each
problem is determined by concrete values
of the vector P according to (3). Initialvector W gives the random width functionq(x), which determines the random areafunction S(x)-h(x)q(x). The operator G
calculates P, which is compared with thestandard F* for determining L. The valueL is analysed in the APC with the aim ofoptimizing the components for findi theminimum of L. When the final value fiéisachieved, the calculation process is fi-nished end the decision vector (P,W*, L“)is stored’in a computer memory. Fbr a newproblem P. we take from the memory such aninitial W in the set of earlier solvedproblems, whose vector P is closer to P’.

The second variant (without an X—rmam determined as :3.lows:

D5:(S’&)<S°<I)SS'G),OM£. NW”), (1')
sampling of which, gives the region D42).The vector P includes the formantcies It”, bandwidths AF’ and amplitfigggn‘

A*. The two latter vectors may be not
available.

Dy: (PE-Pg" ,pSK) =(F:,AF§:A: , i'1,K), (3')

In (4) the area function is formed direc-
tly from the control vector:

mm m.

5(x)=R(w),o<-xs£,26[£ ,K ’J (4')
In other aspects this variant does not
change and is illustrated in Fig. 3 (com-
pare with Fig. 2).

R‘h(x)x x G FO'F

Fig. 2. Block-shame shows the solution
method for the first variant.

R S (x) G P“

APC
1 1 '
PW

Fig. 3. Block-shame shows the solution
method for the second variant

REGULATION ALGORITHM

In general the inverse roblems are mflw'matically noncorrect, 1.2. they admitlm”
unique solution. Correctness of the cmmf
dered Problem is caused by constrainins
ggzg§gfiiblg sglution region (1) and big”

pmen o n a-orithm. the special regulatio

1‘ 81Sorithm works along contour IIin
ti . , Ihile contour I denotes the fun?

0111113 or the APC without it. At first
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Fig. 4. The regulation algorithm

the rough stages value of accuracy 8° is
assigned. For a given P and initial W° the
error E is calculated and compared with
8° . In contour I the 5° is attained
(E £6? ), then contour II gives the next
accuracy 8‘ = &°—-A 5 , etc. It should
be noted that in contour I the boundaries
(2) are approached: Wm“; . ¢w"‘”‘, while in
contour II they are expanded: W”“‘<=-=>W’“"‘
up to initial boundaries (2). The algo-
rithm is also adapted to the change of L:
contour II is switched over if the reduct-
ion [velocity AI.1ess than the threshold

A L.
Thus, the reaching final accuracy 8* is
divided into a sequential stages, each of
which gains a stage accuracy E“

£°2€‘2.. . 28"; as

w°=>w1=>...=>w“=>...=>w* (5)

In this case sequence Sn(x) tends to opti-
mal 3* (x).

RESULTS

8

The proximity criterion of functions S(x)
S"(x), simular to /8/, is the mean square
deviation, normalized by a maximum

= .1. _ {2% *6 (mag: 51)) 433.45" ' (6)
Stabilit . The scatter of obtained so-

lutions S x) under the variations of the
initial a proximation W° and boundaries
Wm“ , W" in (2) have been estimated. Fbr

similar phonems this scatter does not ex-
ceed 6.7 per cent with the deviation of
control vectors from the initial values
(Fig. 1) up to 120 per cent.

Convergence. The convergence to the
accurate solution 8 (x) is guaranteed by
the above regulation algorithm. Rejection
of this algorithm leads to the interrup-
tion of convergence, as shown by the dot—
ted line in Fig. 5. The continuous line
shows the normal process of convergence:
in points L, , L2 , L3 correction of stage
accuracy 8" takes place by contour II.

etiiisec 5 1b

Fig. 5. Minimization of L showa the con—
vergence of computer process.

Fig. 6. The illustration shows the benefit
of regularization algorithm appli-
cation.

Accurac . Accuracy of S”(x) is estima-
ted—b§_T671for the first speaker, since he
has the exact area function /7/. Among
the phonems the mean accuracy equals 8.3
per cent and it varies in the range of
4.1 — 12.9 per cent. With respect to the
results /8/, where the LPG-method is used
for the same speaker, the accuracy has
increased by 2.7 per cent.

Computer time. The application of the
requaltion algorithm provides not only re-
quired accuracy, but acceleration of the
computer processes as well. Fig. 6 shows
that the final accuracy 8* is move beni—
ficially obtained making use of this al~
gorithm since the solution time with the
algorithm application (curve 2) is many
times reduced as opposed to the one witho-
ut algorithm application (curve 1). The
quantity of benefit is increased with the
increasing of the final accuracy. from
1.6 times at 8* a 10 per cent to 4.5
times at 8* a 5 per cent. Additionaly,
owing to Optimal fitting of the algorithm
parameters the computer time is reduced by
2.5 -30 times. Among the phonems the eve-
rage computer time is equal to 84 sec and
varies in the range of 4.5-148 sec.

Comparison of two variants. Different
input data a plication (with / without
X—ray images leads to the average error
of 9.4 per cent in solutions. The average
computer time in the second variant is
greater by 18.4 per cent than the one in
the first variant. Hence, decreasing of
apriori information should be compensated
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Fig. 1. Control vector W' is the samples

of the function q(x) in known
boundaries (1)

Characteristics vector P, which characte—
rizing the class of solved problems, in-
eludes F‘, 8 , H:

DP:(P.=PI,' . . . P'“"H): (F1,-- ’FKIEIH". ' .Hn) (3)

The mathematical statement of the speech
production inverse problem has the follo-
wing form:

_ L(F,F*) *eL,
1

L<v.r*>=<.aE~.-ol>’t Ee'fig—Ffi K
F=e(S(==», S(¢)=h(x)q(x) f osxsz, <4)

htx)=R(H), a,(x)=R(w),
we (w? swf.’ s W", L=1,») ,

where L - functional, which depends on
calculated frequencies F, G-an operator
of the speech production direct problem,
R - an operator transforming a given vec-
tor to a smooth function.
The method of solving problem is shown in
Pig. 2 and consists of the following. Each
problem is determined by concrete values
of the vector P according to (3). Initialvector W gives the random width functionq(x), which determines the random areafunction S(x)-h(x)q(x). The operator G
calculates P, which is compared with thestandard F* for determining L. The valueL is analysed in the APC with the aim ofoptimizing the components for findi theminimum of L. When the final value fiéisachieved, the calculation process is fi-nished end the decision vector (P,W*, L“)is stored’in a computer memory. Fbr a newproblem P. we take from the memory such aninitial W in the set of earlier solvedproblems, whose vector P is closer to P’.

The second variant (without an X—rmam determined as :3.lows:

D5:(S’&)<S°<I)SS'G),OM£. NW”), (1')
sampling of which, gives the region D42).The vector P includes the formantcies It”, bandwidths AF’ and amplitfigggn‘

A*. The two latter vectors may be not
available.

Dy: (PE-Pg" ,pSK) =(F:,AF§:A: , i'1,K), (3')

In (4) the area function is formed direc-
tly from the control vector:

mm m.

5(x)=R(w),o<-xs£,26[£ ,K ’J (4')
In other aspects this variant does not
change and is illustrated in Fig. 3 (com-
pare with Fig. 2).

R‘h(x)x x G FO'F

Fig. 2. Block-shame shows the solution
method for the first variant.

R S (x) G P“

APC
1 1 '
PW

Fig. 3. Block-shame shows the solution
method for the second variant

REGULATION ALGORITHM

In general the inverse roblems are mflw'matically noncorrect, 1.2. they admitlm”
unique solution. Correctness of the cmmf
dered Problem is caused by constrainins
ggzg§gfiiblg sglution region (1) and big”

pmen o n a-orithm. the special regulatio

1‘ 81Sorithm works along contour IIin
ti . , Ihile contour I denotes the fun?

0111113 or the APC without it. At first
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Wm“ , W" in (2) have been estimated. Fbr

similar phonems this scatter does not ex-
ceed 6.7 per cent with the deviation of
control vectors from the initial values
(Fig. 1) up to 120 per cent.

Convergence. The convergence to the
accurate solution 8 (x) is guaranteed by
the above regulation algorithm. Rejection
of this algorithm leads to the interrup-
tion of convergence, as shown by the dot—
ted line in Fig. 5. The continuous line
shows the normal process of convergence:
in points L, , L2 , L3 correction of stage
accuracy 8" takes place by contour II.
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cation.

Accurac . Accuracy of S”(x) is estima-
ted—b§_T671for the first speaker, since he
has the exact area function /7/. Among
the phonems the mean accuracy equals 8.3
per cent and it varies in the range of
4.1 — 12.9 per cent. With respect to the
results /8/, where the LPG-method is used
for the same speaker, the accuracy has
increased by 2.7 per cent.

Computer time. The application of the
requaltion algorithm provides not only re-
quired accuracy, but acceleration of the
computer processes as well. Fig. 6 shows
that the final accuracy 8* is move beni—
ficially obtained making use of this al~
gorithm since the solution time with the
algorithm application (curve 2) is many
times reduced as opposed to the one witho-
ut algorithm application (curve 1). The
quantity of benefit is increased with the
increasing of the final accuracy. from
1.6 times at 8* a 10 per cent to 4.5
times at 8* a 5 per cent. Additionaly,
owing to Optimal fitting of the algorithm
parameters the computer time is reduced by
2.5 -30 times. Among the phonems the eve-
rage computer time is equal to 84 sec and
varies in the range of 4.5-148 sec.

Comparison of two variants. Different
input data a plication (with / without
X—ray images leads to the average error
of 9.4 per cent in solutions. The average
computer time in the second variant is
greater by 18.4 per cent than the one in
the first variant. Hence, decreasing of
apriori information should be compensated
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at the cost of increasing the computer
time.

ARTICULATORY PORTRAY

Representation of the relationship of the
solution 56:) and input h(x) as a func—
tional dependence

8 = 301(30):!» 1
7

in three-dimensional space (S, h, x) leads
to a complex surface as shown in Fig. 7.

O<I$E
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Q
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Fig. 7. Articulatory portray of a
speaker

Such surface clearly presents the region
of admissible articulatory situations of
the speaker, therefore it is called an
articulatory portray. Such protray vivid-
ly shows pharinx and oral (two saliences)
and contraction of a larinx tube, a cons
traction caused by valum (pass between
saliencea) and lips. The practical appli-
cation of such a portray particularly con—
sists in easy transformation of the flat
X—ray image of vocal tract to area func-
tion with a given accuracy.

Com arisen of ortra s. The degree of
indivigual distinctiaifietween the speakers
is equal to 5.1 per cent for a diameter of
a vocal tract and to 3.1 per cent for a
longitudinal dimension, that may be inter-
prgted’as a value of articulation "quanta"

CONCLUSION

Vocal tract is usually approximated by a
few cylinder sections, but in practice, a
a more smooth area function is required.
In preposed method there are no restric-
tions on a quantity of sections and com-
puter time does not depend on the quanti-ty of sections. The required accuracy,
corresponding to input data errors, isalso guaranteed. The method provides thereduction the compute time up to 4.5 secwhich equals one computer remembrance ’time. Fbr articulatory synthesyzer /5/

26

smooth area function provides the improve
ment of the quality of a synthetic speech

Computer time depends on the degree of

APC-knowledge and the correct sequence of

the problems to be solved. The better the

APC is trained the shorter is the compu—

ter time. Due to the rational choice of
problem sequences the training time de~
creases by 1.5-2.0 times with respect to
random sequences.

In addition to it, this method may be

used in speech analysis, medicine and in
logophedia.
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at the cost of increasing the computer
time.

ARTICULATORY PORTRAY

Representation of the relationship of the
solution 56:) and input h(x) as a func—
tional dependence

8 = S(h(ac),:n) ,

in three-dimensional space (S, h, x) leads
to a complex surface as shown in Fig. 7.
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traction caused by valum (pass between
saliencea) and lips. The practical appli-
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is equal to 5.1 per cent for a diameter of
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longitudinal dimension, that may be inter-
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CONCLUSION
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puter time does not depend on the quanti-ty of sections. The required accuracy,
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Ce travail resulte d'une collaboration étroite entre

informaticiens et linguistes. Il s'agit d'un outil de
fimétisatim défini dans 1e cadre de la synthése
multilanaue a partir du texte, et conqu pour des

applications linguistiques.

mm.

Un certain nombre d'outils de transcription orthographique

plmétique du nancais ont été développes dans deux

principaux buts :
- l'étude de la plulétisation ([9]. [8], [3]).
- la synthbse de la parole ([4]. [5]. [10])-

Dans une optique multilangue, mus avons envisage 1a
synthése d'une langue écrite come un eminent
sequential d'étapa ; a chacune d'elle correspond un module
facileimt adaptable a la langue considérée : ptmétisation,
calcul de la prosodie, utilisation d'un dictionnaire (de

dim par We) . ‘
Nunmsmtwtd'abmdpxéslepmblémedudnix de
la méthodologie algorithnique qui autoriserait 1e
développenent d'un module de transcription comm a toutes
la 1mm orthographiqws Vises (Irancais, Allanand,
Italian, ML”).
m nous scams partiuiliérment attadfis an développenent
d'outils conviviaux, permettant un travail de mise au point
et d'exploitation dans le cadre d'une équipe
pluridisciplinaire : ptméticiens et infomaticiens. m
effet, il nous a semblé important de pouvoir utiliser les
competences do linguiste m lui proposant un outil qui lui
pemette de tomaliser facilenent sa connaissance. En
adoptantmxetelledénarche, mampenséquelesregla
ainsi obtames seront a la fois utilisées pour la synthese,
mais aussi pour dos étuda linguistiques relatives a cheque

lanoue

L'UJI'E. IE mm

A : Qioix métholm' .

lepassaged'mdzaineortlwgraphique‘versladxaineda
sons mints utilise plusieurs niveaux de
connaissancesdéfinis chacun parlour unite linouistique
minimale (1ettre,constituant du not, not dam son contexte
énonciatif).

l

2: Société (ROS
ZIRSI' 38240 MEYIAN

mm

: Université dos Langues et
Informatique de (member-y
73W W

FRANCE

u

be logiciel élaboré jtsqu'a present s'intérasse aux dmnées
limuistiques dmt l'unité est la lettre. be linguiste
formalisesm raisomauentsws la tonne d'une gramaire
déterministe ( a une quelconque ems-claim (I'm not
correspond une seule tramcripticn ) de régles

ccntextuelles. I1 introduit naturellement un ordre local a

cheque classe de régles : c'est l'ordre d'application défini
par l'ordre d'écriture dea régles (on pent representer ce
raisomement par "emeptions puis régles garérala“ on bien
"sialors sinon( si...)"). Nousavons done défini une
syntaxe pour concrétiser facilement ce raisamenent : 1e
langagem (voir S 8:), et réalisétm ensemble de
logiciels d'exploitation de cet outil (figure 1).

Au niveau de la méthodologie algorithmique, nous avons dfi
choisir entre deux interpretations possibles du mécanisue de
transcription :

l.) m mtaate détaniniste d'états finis : dans
une étape préalahle, il taut expliciter 10s intomations
contenua implicitanmt dans la gramaire. Une regle se
développe ainsi en un ensemble equivalent de reglos définies

exactement sur le vocabulaire d'entrée, iniépendantec (le

texte d'une regle développée contient lee informations
nécessairos et suffisantes pour la définir), et en exclusion

mutuelle (la gramaire est déteministe). Aprés avoir

mtruit l'automate d'états finis equivalent an langage
constitué de l'ensemble dos regles (oonsidérées done come

dam de ce 1w). on realise un "pattern matching"
entre la chaine d'entrée et l'ememble dos textes des régles

développéas.
(h obtimt donc un algorithm dont la canpleadté-tenps at

en 0(1), si '1' est la 10mm: du texte a transcrire.
Pour constnfixe cet automate, par exanple dewis \me

gramiredécritedanslesyntaxem, onladéveloppe:

-selmlamsdxls;soit1areglemrran¢aisz

("Voyelle")+ s +("Voyeue') = [z]
(c'est-a-dire : 's' entre deux voyella se transcrit [2])
qui est équivalente a l'ensemble den regles :

(a)+ s +(a) = [z] : (eh 3 He) = [z] : .... (si
"Voyelle"=(a,e,...))
- selon 10s ope-atoms ; soit 1a régle

(a (II e)+ s + = [:1 (Si 'CU' est l'opérateur logique )
qui est équivalente a l'emanble ties régles :
(a)+s+= [z] ; (e)+s+= [zJ

- selon Padre d'applimtion sur lee regla ;
gramaire décrite par les deux réqles:
1: (a)+ s +(a) = [z]
2: + 3 + = [3]

soit la
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- l'étude de la plulétisation ([9]. [8], [3]).
- la synthbse de la parole ([4]. [5]. [10])-
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synthése d'une langue écrite come un eminent
sequential d'étapa ; a chacune d'elle correspond un module
facileimt adaptable a la langue considérée : ptmétisation,
calcul de la prosodie, utilisation d'un dictionnaire (de

dim par We) . ‘
Nunmsmtwtd'abmdpxéslepmblémedudnix de
la méthodologie algorithnique qui autoriserait 1e
développenent d'un module de transcription comm a toutes
la 1mm orthographiqws Vises (Irancais, Allanand,
Italian, ML”).
m nous scams partiuiliérment attadfis an développenent
d'outils conviviaux, permettant un travail de mise au point
et d'exploitation dans le cadre d'une équipe
pluridisciplinaire : ptméticiens et infomaticiens. m
effet, il nous a semblé important de pouvoir utiliser les
competences do linguiste m lui proposant un outil qui lui
pemette de tomaliser facilenent sa connaissance. En
adoptantmxetelledénarche, mampenséquelesregla
ainsi obtames seront a la fois utilisées pour la synthese,
mais aussi pour dos étuda linguistiques relatives a cheque

lanaue
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he logiciel élaboré jtsqu'a present s'intérasse aux dmnées
limuistiques dmt l'unité est la lettre. be linguiste
formalisesm raisomauentsws la tonne d'une gramaire
déterministe ( a une quelconque ems-claim (I'm not
correspond une seule tramcripticn ) de régles

ccntextuelles. I1 introduit naturellement un ordre local a

cheque classe de régles : c'est l'ordre d'application défini
par l'ordre d'écriture dea régles (on pent representer ce
raisomement par "emeptions puis régles garérala“ on bien
"sialors sinon( si...)"). Nousavons done défini une
syntaxe pour concrétiser facilement ce raisamenent : 1e
langagem (voir S 8:), et réalisétm ensemble de
logiciels d'exploitation de cet outil (figure 1).

Au niveau de la méthodologie algorithmique, nous avons dfi
choisir entre deux interpretations possibles du mécanisue de
transcription :

l.) m mtaate détaniniste d'états finis : dans
une étape préalahle, il taut expliciter 10s intomations
contenua implicitanmt dans la gramaire. Une regle se
développe ainsi en un ensemble equivalent de reglos définies

exactement sur le vocabulaire d'entrée, iniépendantec (le

texte d'une regle développée contient lee informations
nécessairos et suffisantes pour la définir), et en exclusion

mutuelle (la gramaire est déteministe). Aprés avoir

mtruit l'automate d'états finis equivalent an langage
constitué de l'ensemble dos regles (oonsidérées done come

dam de ce 1w). on realise un "pattern matching"
entre la chaine d'entrée et l'ememble dos textes des régles

développéas.
(h obtimt donc un algorithm dont la canpleadté-tenps at

en 0(1), si '1' est la 10mm: du texte a transcrire.
Pour constnfixe cet automate, par exanple dewis \me

gramiredécritedanslesyntaxem, onladéveloppe:

-selmlamsdxls;soit1areglemrran¢aisz

("Voyelle")+ s +("Voyeue') = [z]
(c'est-a-dire : 's' entre deux voyella se transcrit [2])
qui est équivalente a 1'ensemble den regles :

(a)+ s +(a) = [z] : (eh 3 He) = [z] : .... (si
"Voyelle"=(a,e,...))
- selon 10s ope-atoms ; soit 1a régle

(a (II e)+ s + = [:1 (Si 'CU' est l'opérateur logique )
qui est équivalente a l'emanble ties régles :
(a)+s+= [z] ; (e)+s+= [zJ

- selon Padre d'applimtion sur lee regla ;
gramaire décrite par les deux réqles:
1: (a)+ s +(a) = [z]
2: + 3 + = [3]

soit la
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(c'est-a-dire : si 's' est dans le contexte gauche et drait

'3', il se réécrit [z], sinon i1 se réécrit [5]),

cette granmaire ost équivalente a :

(a)+ s +(a) = [z] :
("V\a")+ 3 NW") = [s]. ...

(si "v\a“ = Wocahilaire d'entrée SAUF 'a )

nu voit facilanent sur oes examples que la taille de

l'autanate deviant tros vite "emlosrae".

2.) (h autcmte tramdmtem' : 1a réécriture

contextuene de la chaine d'entrée est guidée pas a pas par

la qranmaire. L'ordre induit au transducteur (lecture de

gauche a drcite de l'entrée) , ost reproduit naturellenent

par la partition des regles sur le premier caractére de la

sous-Chaim a transcrire.

Cn obtient alors un algorithm en 0(11'), si "1" représente

la taille de la gramaire.

Derriére cos deux démarchos, on voit apparaitre l'inportance

prédominante soit dos lexiques, soit des reglos .

Nous avons finalenent choisi 1a solution transducteur

(figure 2), car 1e gain du facteur "I" no nous soluble pas

rentable devant la oomplen'té de construction de l'autonate

d'états finis 1.).

B: 1e langage IOPH, doscription syntaxique.

m est un langage 1.1.1.

Granite :

‘ lDef. regle >--, Dec] . ensemble BE
]

Declaration d'm usable :

Un identificateur an un element d'ensenble sont dos chainos
quelconqueo de caracteros.

Définitim d'une zegle :

—>—l Part1. gauche l—B—l Partie drone >-—

Partiedmite:

— a m—
Partieqandie:

._ ,..___

—>—m EL»

Une chaine a transcrire (Ve), ou une chaine transcrire (Vs)
sent dos chaines de caractereo queloonquos.

mutate Drodt on Gamhe (meme syntaxe) :

—>-»—
Term:

‘-*-[:> I m I

WWW

A:Latranscritionduf‘r '.

A partir d'une granmaire de transcription initiale du

Francais [9] et dos mnbreux ouvrages pams([6], [3], [7],

[13]...), new avons affine lee regles qui se limitent au

not orthograptfique.

los listos d'aoceptions ont été extraitos du dictiormaire

inverse JUIHAND et du dictimnaire inverse du SGRABBIE.

Nous avons pu corrigé 1a granmaire obtenue en l'utilisant

pour transcrire 1e 'T‘requency dictionary of tram wards" de

mum, soit pres de 5000 tomos pami la plus couranteo

(une seule tonne par base ledcale). Nous allom inclure
maintenant l'utilisation de mseimmts
mrpho-syntaxiquos, came par example los trmtiereo
syntaxiquos (liaisons) , cu bien la catégorie mphologique.
Ainsi, en emanple, l'instanciation a "Verbe" on "rm Vet "
d'une tome finie par -ent decide de sa mum on
[a'] on H. the analyse norptnlogique (on lexicale) pent
suffue : exemle 'diantent'IISa’t] et 'so‘mt'flsuva‘]
; mais i1 faut parfois remonter‘ a la syntaxe : par M16
pour l'opposition hie: connue 'presidmt'l'Verbe'Efiarosid] :
"non Verbe"= [prosida'] .

B: La transcri tion de l'Allenand.

La conversion d'un tecte allemand en chaine de Sign”
plrnétiqueo correspondante s'effectue en deux pas
principaux:

* be prétraitement morptnlogique et
* 1a transcription orthographique - phonétique.

1.) 1e n‘étraitaent Wm:
were un découpage dos unites lexicalos en We 9t
WIémos (racine, préfixe et suffixe) et la déteminatim
automatique de l'accent.

' _ La procedure d'analyse mrphologique ost effectuée 3
1 aide d un lenque d'environ 150 mm et suffim: et
memenbledelSOregla pamdétaflnerlaVOBBJJ-ede 1‘
mnequiportel'acomt (dans tous les casou 1e préfi’ne
ne porte pas l'accent). le system mm ainsi 13
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segmentation morphologique et la determination de l'accent

sur 1'unité d‘un not a la fois, par example :

wandering ("admiration“)

be - (préfixe ne portant pas d'accent)

mum (Raine + vuyelle portant accent)

- una (suffixe)

=)) mum-1m (* = accent)

La méthode choisie [14] se distingue donc aussi bien

des systéneo qui se tondent exclusivenent sur des lexiques

(p.ex. 1e m [8] a Vienna) que des systems qui operent

lee analyses morphologiques a 1006 par réglos

(p.ex. 1e SYN'I'EX [12] de Bochun). Cette approche prosente

trois avantages principaux :

* Les irrégularités de la promnciatim de l'allemand

duos plutét a la structure morphologique qu'aux exceptions

phonétiqueo et plunlogiquos peuvent assez facilement étre

détectéos et définios : ainsi 1a fiabilité du systéme

ost-elle augmentée.
‘* Parallelement 1e transcripteur roste ouvert a de

ncuvellos expansions. A cheque instant dos nouveaux

mrphemos peuvent étre intmduits dans le lexique.

* En mane temps 1a taille du lexique (qui ne oeuvre que

dos préfixos et dos suffixes) reste assez raisonnable.

2.) La transcription
La chaine ainsi ohtenue, tcmrs orthographique nais

prétraitée, sera transcrite par la suite en signes

phonetiquos. A l'aide d'un ensemblede 400 reglos pour

l'allenand la qualité phonétique de cheque lettre est

recherchée.
Pour 1e not (Bewmdenmg) l'ensemble suivant de regleo

est applique :

b.".“v."fll."n.-"d."k."U."m"

("l")+b+ = (b...)

#01") = (0.")

M = (v.")
m("a7'+"Cd') = (U.")
m = (n.")
("m”)MrH'T") = 01.")

firt("CU'+"CD") = (U.")
W = (110")

Pour los cas qui ne peuvent étre transcrits

correctement, une liste d'exceptims se tmuve dans la

gramairedum. Dansunpremier tempsmusnous somnos

contenteo de remplir un ladque interne au fur et a nesure

que los exceptims se produisent. Par la suite, on isolera

ce lexique pour définir un lexique externe.

C: Le. transcription de 1'Italien .

La transcription de l'Italien necessite un nomhre

relativenent faible de regleo en ccmparaisou du Prancais et

del'Allanand. Cosregles tiennent comptede touteo los

distributions possible: de réalisations phonétiques pour
lesquelloo nun nous comes referee a la pramciation
italienne nomative( Tbscan cultivé ).Ainsi, un s-

intervocalique sera pmnoncé gméralanent non voisé‘, et non
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pas voisé come dans tout le Nord de 1'Italie. Les

phénoménos de Phonétique syntactique n'ont pas été négligés.

(mt été pris en consideration, en particulier, 1e:

phérmeneo de sandhi, entrainant notaument une modification

de la consonne initiale (allonganent), lorsque celle-ci ost

précédée d'une unité monosyllabique, accentuable on non :

a halo -) [t bb'tllo]

Ilen estde mémepour lesgrmpanents deconsonnos aux

frontiéres de mots, pour lesquels des regles differentes ont

été adoptées par rapport aux memes groupeo a l'intériaxr

d‘un mot:

sci —> [S]
lanisciJe—) [Janis tS'ile]

commas

Nous avons pris soin d'écrire un logiciel covert, afin de

rendre possible toute ncuvelle extension, at surtout afin de

l'assimiler dans la synthose en parallelle aux traitenents

linguistiques nécossairos a la description de la prosodie.

mm
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(c'est-a-dire : si 's' est dans le contexte gauche et drait

'3', il se réécrit [z], sinon i1 se réécrit [5]),

cette granmaire ost équivalente a :
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("V\a")+ 3 NW") = [s]. ...

(si "v\a“ = Wocahilaire d'entrée SAUF 'a )

nu voit facilanent sur oes examples que la taille de

l'autanate deviant tros vite "emlosrae".

2.) (h autcmte tramdmtem' : 1a réécriture

contextuene de la chaine d'entrée est guidée pas a pas par

la qranmaire. L'ordre induit au transducteur (lecture de

gauche a drcite de l'entrée) , ost reproduit naturellenent

par la partition des regles sur le premier caractére de la

sous-Chaim a transcrire.

Cn obtient alors un algorithm en 0(11'), si "1" représente

la taille de la gramaire.

Derriére cos deux démarchos, on voit apparaitre l'inportance

prédominante soit dos lexiques, soit des reglos .

Nous avons finalenent choisi 1a solution transducteur

(figure 2), car 1e gain du facteur "I" no nous soluble pas
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[13]...), new avons affine lee regles qui se limitent au
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Ainsi, en emanple, l'instanciation a "Verbe" on "rm Vet "
d'une tome finie par -ent decide de sa mum on
[a'] on H. the analyse norptnlogique (on lexicale) pent
suffue : exemle 'diantent'IISa’t] et 'so‘mt'flsuva‘]
; mais i1 faut parfois remonter‘ a la syntaxe : par M16
pour l'opposition hie: connue 'presidmt'l'Verbe'Efiarosid] :
"non Verbe"= [prosida'] .

B: La transcri tion de l'Allenand.

La conversion d'un tecte allemand en chaine de Sign”
plrnétiqueo correspondante s'effectue en deux pas
principaux:

* be prétraitement morptnlogique et
* 1a transcription orthographique - phonétique.

1.) 1e n‘étraitaent Wm:
were un découpage dos unites lexicalos en We 9t
WIémos (racine, préfixe et suffixe) et la déteminatim
automatique de l'accent.

' _ La procedure d'analyse mrphologique ost effectuée 3
1 aide d un lenque d'environ 150 mm et suffim: et
memenbledelSOregla pamdétaflnerlaVOBBJJ-ede 1‘
mnequiportel'acomt (dans tous les casou 1e préfi’ne
ne porte pas l'accent). le system mm ainsi 13
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segmentation morphologique et la determination de l'accent

sur 1'unité d‘un not a la fois, par example :

wandering ("admiration“)

be - (préfixe ne portant pas d'accent)

mum (Raine + vuyelle portant accent)

- una (suffixe)

=)) mum-1m (* = accent)

La méthode choisie [14] se distingue donc aussi bien

des systéneo qui se tondent exclusivenent sur des lexiques

(p.ex. 1e m [8] a Vienna) que des systems qui operent

lee analyses morphologiques a 1006 par réglos

(p.ex. 1e SYN'I'EX [12] de Bochun). Cette approche prosente

trois avantages principaux :

* Les irrégularités de la promnciatim de l'allemand

duos plutét a la structure morphologique qu'aux exceptions

phonétiqueo et plunlogiquos peuvent assez facilement étre

détectéos et définios : ainsi 1a fiabilité du systéme

ost-elle augmentée.
‘* Parallelement 1e transcripteur roste ouvert a de

ncuvellos expansions. A cheque instant dos nouveaux

mrphemos peuvent étre intmduits dans le lexique.

* En mane temps 1a taille du lexique (qui ne oeuvre que

dos préfixos et dos suffixes) reste assez raisonnable.

2.) La transcription
La chaine ainsi ohtenue, tcmrs orthographique nais

prétraitée, sera transcrite par la suite en signes

phonetiquos. A l'aide d'un ensemblede 400 reglos pour

l'allenand la qualité phonétique de cheque lettre est

recherchée.
Pour 1e not (Bewmdenmg) l'ensemble suivant de regleo

est applique :

b.".“v."fll."n.-"d."k."U."m"

("l")+b+ = (b...)

#01") = (0.")

M = (v.")
m("a7'+"Cd') = (U.")
m = (n.")
("m”)MrH'T") = 01.")

firt("CU'+"CD") = (U.")
W = (110")

Pour los cas qui ne peuvent étre transcrits

correctement, une liste d'exceptims se tmuve dans la

gramairedum. Dansunpremier tempsmusnous somnos

contenteo de remplir un ladque interne au fur et a nesure

que los exceptims se produisent. Par la suite, on isolera

ce lexique pour définir un lexique externe.

C: Le. transcription de 1'Italien .

La transcription de l'Italien necessite un nomhre

relativenent faible de regleo en ccmparaisou du Prancais et

del'Allanand. Cosregles tiennent comptede touteo los

distributions possible: de réalisations phonétiques pour
lesquelloo nun nous comes referee a la pramciation
italienne nomative( Tbscan cultivé ).Ainsi, un s-

intervocalique sera pmnoncé gméralanent non voisé‘, et non
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pas voisé come dans tout le Nord de 1'Italie. Les

phénoménos de Phonétique syntactique n'ont pas été négligés.

(mt été pris en consideration, en particulier, 1e:

phérmeneo de sandhi, entrainant notaument une modification

de la consonne initiale (allonganent), lorsque celle-ci ost

précédée d'une unité monosyllabique, accentuable on non :

a halo -) [t bb'tllo]

Ilen estde mémepour lesgrmpanents deconsonnos aux

frontiéres de mots, pour lesquels des regles differentes ont

été adoptées par rapport aux memes groupeo a l'intériaxr

d‘un mot:

sci —> [S]
lanisciJe—) [Janis tS'ile]

commas

Nous avons pris soin d'écrire un logiciel covert, afin de

rendre possible toute ncuvelle extension, at surtout afin de

l'assimiler dans la synthose en parallelle aux traitenents

linguistiques nécossairos a la description de la prosodie.
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FROM SEGMENTAL SYNTHESIS TO ACOUSTIC RULES
USING TEMPORAL DECOMPOSITION.

Frederic BIMBOT, Gunnar AHLBOM, Gérard CHOLLET

ENST Dept. SYC, CNRS UA-9’70
46 rue Barrault, 75634 PARIS cédex 13, FRANCE.

ABSTRACT

A methodology is proposed to infer automatically
acoustic rules that could be used to predict natural spectral
transitions for speech synthesis. It adapts ATAL's "temporal
decomposition" technique /1/ to compute interpolation
functions from phonetically labelled acoustic targets.
Coarticulation effects are controlled quite adequately using
such a representation. With this methodology, rule—based
synthesis will be developped more efficiently for new
languages, dialects, speakers with better control of speaking
rate, style of speech

INTRODUCTION

The automatic generation of "naturalf' speech
from a phonetic transcription 18 a challenging task.
Two main approaches have been proposed:
segmental and rule-based. The segmenta ap roach
(usmg diphones, dem‘i-s llables,el lgsons, offers
an easy way to intelligi 1e speec . ut the segment
inventory is _s eaker dependent and control of timing
is a non triVia task.The lack of naturalness could be
attributed to uneasy analytic control of speech
parameters. A rule-based approach is more flex1ble,

1ves more inSight on the erceptually relevant
eatures of speech and could e more eaSily adapted

to new speakers. Control of prosody, style of speech,
is achieved quite naturally Within a unified
framework. Unfortunately, this a proach requires,
so far, a lengthy and art oriente procedure usmg
visual and au itory hand-tuning of the rules.

Our oal is to provide a methodology to move
gradually rom segmental torule-based approaches.

e pro ose a number of interactive tools usm
powerfu Signal and data ana%y513 techniques to mode
spectral evolution, in er spectral targets
automatically, and generate adequate tranSitions
toward these targets.

SYNTHESIS and COARTICULATION

An acoustic synthesizer is usually controlled by
a set of parameters updated at regular time intervals.
The parameters are either retrieved from memory
(speech restitution and segmental synthe515)or
computed from rules. We are concerned here With
smooth spectral ‘evolution corresponding _to
articulatory dynamics. As an working hypotheSis,
articulatory and therefore _spectral_ tar ets are
assumed. In this paper coarticulation is re erred to
as a phenomenon of target undershoot due to
contextual effects, speaking rate

TEMPORAL DECOMPOSITION

ATAL's technique /1/ decomposes speech into
phone-lengith temporal events which could be
interprete as overlapping and interacting
articulatory fgestures /2, 3, 4/. Evolution of a
sequence 0 In spectral vectors i(n)] is
approx1mated as a linear combination .0 m events
represented by known functions @k(n) (interpolation
functions) With appropriate weights yik(targets):

yam) = in. 9km)
The functions Qk(n) are constrained to be

compact in time: that is zero everywhere except on a
segment. The first step.of the algorithm conSists in
finding a good ap rox1mation or the localization
and the extent of t e 0-functions. Once a set {9k}
has been found, the corresponding target vectors yk
are computed by:

[yk] = [yik] [(23t (wk) [$1.14)t
which minimizes the reconstruction error according
to a least square criterion.

. Iterative refinement can then be performed
until no Significant improvement is obtained.
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Temporal decomposition of the speech segment /ede/.

Q-functions can be linearly approximated and
normalized _so that their sum beconstant and equal to
unity. With this ap rox1mation, tem oral
decomppsmon of a speec segment correspon to a
piece-Wise linear trajectory in the parameter space.
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Theflmattem can be distorted by rules to take
care of variations in speaking rate, stress, emphas1s...
Overlapping and smoothing of O-functions at
boundaries express the coarticulation effects accross
"polysons".

CONCLUSIONS

Temporal decomposition usin target spectra can
break the complex encoding of ese segments.
particular, coartrculation_ effects are analyticaly
explamed and modeled. It is demonstrated that these
new tools prov1de an adequate envrronment in our
search for better rules in acoustic speech synthesis.
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A New Program for Manipulation of Natural Speech:---- Interpolation Between Two Natural Utterances ----

Maximilian Hadersbeck

Institut ffir Phonetik und sprachlichc Kommunikation
derIJnhtrskathdfinchen

Schcllingstr. 3, 8000 Mfinchcn 40, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT

For phonetic experiments it is
very important to be able to manipulate
distinctive features in natural utter-
ances by not loosing the natural sound of
the utterance.
In this paper the description of a
computer program is delivered which
allows interpolation between two natural
utterances by means of Spectral Envelope
Interpolation. The program produces
high quality synthetic utterances,
where speech parameters like pitch,
intensity and formant structure of one
speech utterance can be adopted to the
same parameters of another utterance.
You can produce a natural sounding utter-
ance continuum starting with the
unmanipulated initial utterance towards
a final utterance with the desireddegree of manipulation. With this kind
of manipulation you can for example changespeaker identity, sentence intonation and
stress of a natural utterance.

INTRODUCTION

This program is a new solution tointerpolation between two natural utteran-ces. The program produces higher qualityspeech utterances than a former program,developed by Simon [1], [2] at thisinstitute,
Simon describes the program as following :

"Contours of speech parameters such
as pitch, intensity or formant
structure can partially or totally beimposed on utterances, thus changing
speaker identity, sentence intonation,
stress or other psychophysical
parameters. All manipulation can be
done in discrete steps from the unma-
nipulated initial utterance to‘ the
final utterance with the desired
degree of manipulation." (Simon(1984))

The program which I developed allowsSpeech utterances to be manipulated in thesame way as Simon described, but I

introduced a new interpolation method in
this program. The interpolation method is
a means of "Spectral Envelope Interpola-tion" :
The spectra of the two utterances arecalculated pitch-synchronously and accor-

ding to the mode of interpolation and
number of discrete interpolation steps,
out of the two spectra a new spectrum isgeometrically developed. From this spe-ctrum the time signal of the new speechutterance is produced by a means of Inv—erse Discrete Fourier Transformation.
A continuum between two utterances can bedeveloped by interpolating between thefollowing parameters : '

Spectral and Intonation Interpolation
The spectral shape and the intona-

tion of speaker one's utterance is
interpolated towards the spectral shapeand intonation of speaker two's utterance.

Spectral Interpolation (the intonation ofutterance one remains unchanged)
It is interpolated between thespectral shape of the two utterances. Allthe utterances of the continuum have theintonation of utterance one.

Intonation Interpolation (the spectrum ofutterance one remains unchanged)
It is interpolated between the

intonation of the two utterances. The
spectral shape of the utterances is notchanged.

THE PROGRAM [1] :

Logarithmic Interpolation :
The user can choose between alinear and a logarithmic interpolationmethod.

The logarithmic interpolation method hasthe advantage that the steps from theintonation of the first utterance towardsthe second are not simply analyticallydefined, but they are fitted to the pro-perties of listener’s speech perception
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Spectral Envelope Interpolation :
The interpolation method between

every single pitch period of the two
utterances is a "Spectral Envelope Inter-
polation" method. This method avoids some
disadvantages of the interpolation method,
introduced by Simon [1]. . '
One disadvantage was distortion in the
synthetic speech signal if the two utter—
ances are very different in their F0
structure.

Input and Output :
The inputs of the program are the

two speech utterances, with a description
of the unvoiced/ voiced/ pause structure.
The next input is the number of discrete
interpolation steps between the two utter-
ances and the mode of interpolation. The
last input is the kind of interpolation :
Linear interpolation or logarithmic inter—
polation.

The outputs of the program are a continuum
of natural sounding utterances with their
unvoiced/ voiced/ pause description in
accordance to the input.

Restrictions on the Phonetic Structure of
the Two Utterances :

The two utterances must have thesame phonetic unvoiced/ voiced/ pause
structure.
An example : Given is the utterance "MAX".Its unvoiced/ voiced/ pause structureis :

P V V P U
/ M A KS /
with P for pause, V for voiced, U forunvoiced.

The second utterance must have the sameunvoiced/ voiced/ pause structure:

PV_VPU
for expample : "MIX"

The program interpolates now between thefirst segment (Pause in the example) ofutterance one and the first segment inutterance two, the second segments (voicedsegment in the example), the third and soon.
The program cannot
utterances with different phonetic struc—ture. The only parameter which can vabetween the utterances is the informationwithin the coinciding segments -The segments can have totally. different

interpolate between

length, F0 Curve, energy distribution,they can be spoken for example fromdifferent speakers. Between theseparameters the program can interpolate,

The Interpolation Between the Two utteran—
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ces Within the Speech Segments.

Pause- Segments :
To interpolate between Pause 5%-

ments, the speech datas are transfonmd
with small modifications. The durationof
the Pause segments are adopted to tm
interpolation step.

Unvoiced- Segments : ' ‘
According to the interpolatim

step, the duration of the unvoiced segmmn
is adopted. The speech data for the nu
utterance are calculated from the tin
signal of the two utterances, without am
spectral transformation.

Voiced- Segments : _ _
Determination of The Actual Pitch Period:

In the first step the progra
counts the number of pitch periods withh
the voiced segment for both utterances
We call the number of pitch periods h
utterance one IANZl, those in utterana
two IANZZ. According to the interpolatim
step, the number of pitch periods for tm
new utterance (IANZX) is calculated. (5%
Formula 2 in Appendix)
Now two increments are developed to mow
through the voiced segment : INCRl (utter
ance one) and INCR2 (utterance 2). Wiflthat increment you can step through tm
voiced segment of utterance one and utter
ance two, meeting IANZX pitch periods in
the segments of utterance one and n
utterance two.
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An example: (look at figure 1)
Utterance one has 6 pitch periods 3“utterance two has 3 pitch periods.The. interpolation step demandsperiods for the new utterance.Now you calculate an increment for Speakerone and two, to step through tmd pitch periods m_ e an utterance two.With that increment you step through tmV°¥°ed segments, and the current incrementpOinter determines the pitch periods 3

0
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utterance one and utterance
which the "Spectral
tion" is performed.
In the example an interpolation isperformed between pitch period number 3 ofutterance one and pitch period number 2 ofutterance two, to calculate the new pitchperiod number 3.

two, between
Envelope Interpola—

The "Spectral Envelope Interpolation" :
The aim of this method is, tocalculate out of two pitch periods, withtheir F0 value, a new pitch period whichhas an F0 value in accordance to theinterpolation step.

I decided to take the Discrete FourierTransformation and Discrete InverseFourier Transformation to reach this aim[2].

The Algorithm :

Step 1 :
Calculate the N spectral lines U1p(n)
of the time signal ulp(n), n=l,...,N
in utterance one within pitch period p

Calculate the M spectral lines U2q(n)of the time signal u2q(n), n=l,...,M
of utterance two within pitch period q(See Formula 1 in the Appendix).

Step 2 :
Calculate the number Q of neccesary
spectral lines in the new period
according to the interpolationstep.
(See Formula 2 in the Appendix)

Step 3 :
Calculate the Q spectral lines Wlp(n)for utterance one out of the N spec—
tral lines U1p(n) via the "Spectral
Envelope Interpolation"

Calculate the Q spectral lines W2q(n)
for utterance two out of the M spec-
tral lines U2q(n) via the "Spectral
Envelope Interpolationfi
(See Subroutine ENVINT in Appendix)

Step 4 :
Calculate the new spectral Lines
Xf(n), n=l,...,Q via an inter-
polation between Wlp(n) and W2q(n).
(see formula 3 in the Appendix)

Step 5 :
Calculate the time signal for per-
iod f Xf(n), n=l,...,Q for the
new utterance out of the Q
spectral lines Xf(n)
(see formula 4 in the Appendix)

IMPLEMENTATION :

The program is implemented in the
High Level Language FORTRAN 77 on a
Digital Equipment Corporation ComputerPDP11/73 [3].
The main emphasize in the program lies on
a very good readable form. Itssubroutines are clearly defined and a
programmer can understand very easy thework of the routines.
Because of this, the computation time israther long : On a PDP 11/73 it takes for
example 15 minutes to interpolate betweentwo utterances of 5 seconds length.

SUMMARY :

I have descibed in this paper acomputer program, which is able to producea continuum of natural soundingutterances. The utterance continuumstarts with an unmanipulated utterancetowards a manipulated utterance. The kindof manipulation can be chosen manually viaprogram input.
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Spectral Envelope Interpolation :
The interpolation method between

every single pitch period of the two
utterances is a "Spectral Envelope Inter-
polation" method. This method avoids some
disadvantages of the interpolation method,
introduced by Simon [1]. . '
One disadvantage was distortion in the
synthetic speech signal if the two utter—
ances are very different in their F0
structure.

Input and Output :
The inputs of the program are the

two speech utterances, with a description
of the unvoiced/ voiced/ pause structure.
The next input is the number of discrete
interpolation steps between the two utter-
ances and the mode of interpolation. The
last input is the kind of interpolation :
Linear interpolation or logarithmic inter—
polation.

The outputs of the program are a continuum
of natural sounding utterances with their
unvoiced/ voiced/ pause description in
accordance to the input.

Restrictions on the Phonetic Structure of
the Two Utterances :

The two utterances must have thesame phonetic unvoiced/ voiced/ pause
structure.
An example : Given is the utterance "MAX".Its unvoiced/ voiced/ pause structureis :

P V V P U
/ M A KS /
with P for pause, V for voiced, U forunvoiced.

The second utterance must have the sameunvoiced/ voiced/ pause structure:

PV_VPU
for expample : "MIX"

The program interpolates now between thefirst segment (Pause in the example) ofutterance one and the first segment inutterance two, the second segments (voicedsegment in the example), the third and soon.
The program cannot
utterances with different phonetic struc—ture. The only parameter which can vabetween the utterances is the informationwithin the coinciding segments -The segments can have totally. different
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length, F0 Curve, energy distribution,they can be spoken for example fromdifferent speakers. Between theseparameters the program can interpolate,

The Interpolation Between the Two utteran—
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ces Within the Speech Segments.

Pause- Segments :
To interpolate between Pause 5%-

ments, the speech datas are transfonmd
with small modifications. The durationof
the Pause segments are adopted to tm
interpolation step.

Unvoiced- Segments : ' ‘
According to the interpolatim

step, the duration of the unvoiced segmmn
is adopted. The speech data for the nu
utterance are calculated from the tin
signal of the two utterances, without am
spectral transformation.

Voiced- Segments : _ _
Determination of The Actual Pitch Period:

In the first step the progra
counts the number of pitch periods withh
the voiced segment for both utterances
We call the number of pitch periods h
utterance one IANZl, those in utterana
two IANZZ. According to the interpolatim
step, the number of pitch periods for tm
new utterance (IANZX) is calculated. (5%
Formula 2 in Appendix)
Now two increments are developed to mow
through the voiced segment : INCRl (utter
ance one) and INCR2 (utterance 2). Wiflthat increment you can step through tm
voiced segment of utterance one and utter
ance two, meeting IANZX pitch periods in
the segments of utterance one and n
utterance two.
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utterance one and utterance
which the "Spectral
tion" is performed.
In the example an interpolation isperformed between pitch period number 3 ofutterance one and pitch period number 2 ofutterance two, to calculate the new pitchperiod number 3.

two, between
Envelope Interpola—

The "Spectral Envelope Interpolation" :
The aim of this method is, tocalculate out of two pitch periods, withtheir F0 value, a new pitch period whichhas an F0 value in accordance to theinterpolation step.

I decided to take the Discrete FourierTransformation and Discrete InverseFourier Transformation to reach this aim[2].

The Algorithm :

Step 1 :
Calculate the N spectral lines U1p(n)
of the time signal ulp(n), n=l,...,N
in utterance one within pitch period p

Calculate the M spectral lines U2q(n)of the time signal u2q(n), n=l,...,M
of utterance two within pitch period q(See Formula 1 in the Appendix).

Step 2 :
Calculate the number Q of neccesary
spectral lines in the new period
according to the interpolationstep.
(See Formula 2 in the Appendix)

Step 3 :
Calculate the Q spectral lines Wlp(n)for utterance one out of the N spec—
tral lines U1p(n) via the "Spectral
Envelope Interpolation"

Calculate the Q spectral lines W2q(n)
for utterance two out of the M spec-
tral lines U2q(n) via the "Spectral
Envelope Interpolationfi
(See Subroutine ENVINT in Appendix)

Step 4 :
Calculate the new spectral Lines
Xf(n), n=l,...,Q via an inter-
polation between Wlp(n) and W2q(n).
(see formula 3 in the Appendix)

Step 5 :
Calculate the time signal for per-
iod f Xf(n), n=l,...,Q for the
new utterance out of the Q
spectral lines Xf(n)
(see formula 4 in the Appendix)

IMPLEMENTATION :

The program is implemented in the
High Level Language FORTRAN 77 on a
Digital Equipment Corporation ComputerPDP11/73 [3].
The main emphasize in the program lies on
a very good readable form. Itssubroutines are clearly defined and a
programmer can understand very easy thework of the routines.
Because of this, the computation time israther long : On a PDP 11/73 it takes for
example 15 minutes to interpolate betweentwo utterances of 5 seconds length.

SUMMARY :

I have descibed in this paper acomputer program, which is able to producea continuum of natural soundingutterances. The utterance continuumstarts with an unmanipulated utterancetowards a manipulated utterance. The kindof manipulation can be chosen manually viaprogram input.
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APPENDIX :

Formula 1 [2] :

N-1 '

(2) Up(n) = )3 up(1)_e'l(2fi/N)ln

l=O

for n=1,...,N

Discrete Fourier Transformation

Formula 2 :

Q = N + FF * (M - N)

where :
FF ... factor of interpolation

(0.0 <= FF <= 1.0)

Formula 3 :

xf(n) = Wlp(n) + FF * (W2q(n) - Wlp(n))
for n=1,...,Q

where :
FF ... factor of interpolation

(0.0 <= FF <= 1.0)

Formula 4 [2] :

N-1

(3) xf(n) = 1/N 2
1=O

xf(1)_ei(2n/N)ln

for n=1,...,Q

_Discrete Inverse Fourier Transformation
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Subroutine ENVINT
(SPECIN,ANZIN,SPECOU,ANZmI

c "SPECTRAL ENVELOPE INTERPOLATION MEmmU

(
1
0
0
0
0
0

Input :

SPECIN(I), I=l,,,ANZIN

Spectral Lines Input

Output :

SPECOU(I), I=1,,,ANZOU
.... Spectral Lines Output

DIMENSION SPECIN(1),SPECOU(1)
INTEGER*2 ANZIN,ANZOU

XIN=2*3.1459265/ANZIN

XOU=2*3.1459265/ANZOU
1 angle input
1 angle output

QQ2=ANZOU/2 lANZOU/Z spectral lines
DIN=0.0 IIncrement counter IN

DOU=XOU !Increment counter OUT

IND=1 lspectral line counter

SPECOU(1)=SPECIN(1)

DO 1 I=1,QQ2

IF (DOU .GE. DIN

.AND. DOU .LT. DIN+XIN) GOTO 3

IND=IND+1

DIN=DIN+XIN

GOTO 2
GRAD=(DOU/DIN)/XIN
SPECOU(I+1)= v
(SPECIN(IND+1) — SPECIN(IND))*GRAD +

SPECIN(IND)
DOU=DOU+XOU

CONTINUE

RETURN

END
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APPENDIX :

Formula 1 [2] :

N-l '

(2) Up(n) = Z‘, up(1)_e'l(2fi/N)ln

l=O

for n=1,...,N

Discrete Fourier Transformation

Formula 2 :

Q = N + FF * (M — N)

where :
FF ... factor of interpolation

(0.0 <= FF <= 1.0)

Formula 3 :

Xf(n) = w1p(n) + FF * (W2q(n) - w1p(n))
for n=1,...,Q

where :
FF ... factor of interpolation

(0.0 <= FF <= 1.0)

Formula 4 [2] :

N-1
(3) xf(n) = 1/N 2

1:0

xf(1).ei(2n/N)ln

for n=1,...,Q

>Discrete Inverse Fourier Transformation
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Subroutine ENVINT
(SPECIN,ANZIN,SPECOU,ANZW,

C "SPECTRAL ENVELOPE INTERPOLATION METHW‘

Input :

SPECIN(I), I=1,,,ANZIN

Spectral Lines Input

Output :

SPECOU(I), I=1,,,ANZOU
.... Spectral Lines Output(

1
0
0
0
0
0

DIMENSION SPECIN(1),SPECOU(1)
INTEGER*2 ANZIN,ANZOU

XIN=2*3.1459265/ANZIN

XOU=2*3.1459265/ANZOU
! angle input
1 angle output

QQZ=ANZOU/2 lANZOU/Z spectral lines
DIN=0.0 IIncrement counter IN

DOU=XOU !Increment counter OUT

IND=1 lspectral line counter

SPECOU(1)=SPECIN(1)

no 1 I=1,QQZ
2 IF (DOU .GE. DIN

.AND. DOU .LT.
IND=IND+1
DIN=DIN+XIN
GOTO 2

3 GRAD=(DOU/DIN)/XIN
SPECOU(I+1)=
(SPECIN(IND+1) — SPECIN(IND))*GRAD +

SPECIN(IND)
DOU=DOU+XOU

1 CONTINUE

DIN+XIN) GOTO 3

RETURN
END
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SYNTHESE DE LA PAROLE PAR POINTS-CLES : PREMIERS RESULTATS

AGNES MANTOY

LaboratOire "Image et Parole" et LaboratOire de Phonetidue (D.R.L.)

UniVersite Paris 7 - Paris

RE§ilME

Compte tenu de la redondance inherente au signal

de parole et de la pertinence de certains

evenements, il est possible de reconstituer un

., signal de qualité acceptable a partir d'un JGU de

parametres attaches a certaihs "pomts-cle’s" du

Signal d'origine. Ce prinCipe est mis en oeuvre lCl

sur des phrases Simples de francais standard : les

pomts-cles sont recherches sur les representations

temporelle et spectrale du signal. Entre ces pomts,

les coefficients de reflexion nécessaires a la

synthese par prediction lineaire sont enSUite

calcules par interpolation.

lNTR ‘TI N

La parole est dotee d'une redondance importante a

quelque niveau que se situe l'analyse et en

particulier au niveau acoustico-phonetique : la

presence d'un phone a un instant donné inf lue sur la

realisation acoustique des phonemes enVironnants.

Ainsi le signal de parole est constitué de

segments stables ou quasi-stables et d’autres,

transitoires, ref létant un changement plus ou moins

Important et plus ou moms rapide de la source

sonore et/ou des articulateurs. 0n peut y reperer,

quelquefOis non sans difficultes, des discontinUites

majeures comme debut et fin de voisement, debut et
fin vocalique, debut et fin de friction etc (cf Abry

& al. Ill),
Les synthetiseurs eXistants exploitent la

redondance du signal pour reduire le debit

d‘information tres eleve du signal d‘origine en
maintenant son intelligibilite avec une bonne
qualite, mais il est encore possmle de redUire ce

debit d‘information en utilisant les propriétes
acoustico-phonétiques du signal, c'est-a-dire en

tenant compte de ces événements entre lesquels le

Signal evolue
Certains au'teurs ont déja travaille dans ce sens,

en particulier Olive & Spickenagel [4], et I_'on se
propose de reprendre ce travail sur des courtes

Se 73.4.1

phrases de francais standard, de facon plus

systematique et en partant de conSiderations plus

phonetiques que techniques.

m
H est constitue d'une quarantaine de mots de type

CVCV inseres dans la phrase porteuse "C'est ----

ca". La deuxieme voyelle est toujours /a/, la

premiere etant /i/, /a/, /u/ ou /a/. Les consonnes

employees sont les suivantes : /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/,

/n/, /s/, /J/, /v/, /z/, /l/ ou le glide /1/. Ce corpus
a ete enregistre en chambre sourde et dans un ordre
aleatoire par un locuteur masculin.

Les phrases ont été ensmte numerisees 3 l6 kHz

sur. 12 bits. L'analyse LPC, effectuee par tranches de

l6 ms, fournit un Jeu de l4 coeffiCients de

reflexion auxquels il faut ajouter le gain et le pitch.
Apres lissage du pitch et du gain, on procede a une
synthese LPC qUi restitue un signal "de base"
reconstruit directement a partir des coef f iCierits de

reflexion d'origine'

[:lEltlQDE
Le traitement conSiste tout d‘abord a rechercher

sur les representations temporelle et spectraie du

Signal de base des "points-cles", c'est-a-dire des
points indispensables a la reconstitution d'un signal

cie qualité. A ces p0ints-cles 'sont assomes les

coefficients de reflexion de la tranche d'analyse

correspondante. Entre ces trenches, les parametres

sont calcules par interpolation linéaire de l'arc

sinus des coefficients de reflexion. La synthese LDC

effectuee sur ces jeux de parametres fournit alors

de nouveaux slgnaux "lnterpolés".

La qualite de la synthese depend bien sdr du

nombre de pOints-cles retenus, de leur emplacement

mais aussi du type d‘interpolation effectuee tant

sur les coefficients de refleXion que sur les

parametres prosodiques. Dans un premier temps

cependant, nous avons choisi de limiter notre etude
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RESUME

Compte tenu de la redondance inherente au Signal

de parole et de la pertinence de certains

evenements, il est pOSSible de reconstituer un

4/ signal de qualité acceptable a partir d'un Jeu de

parametres attaches a certains "pomts-cle’s" du

signal d‘origine, Ce prinCipe est miS en oeuvre lCl

sur des phrases Simples de francais standard : les

pomts-cles sont recherches sur les representations

temporelle et spectrale du Signal. Entre ces pomts,

les coefficients de reflexion nécessaires a la

synthese. par prediction lineaire sont enSUite

calcules par interpolation.

lNTR ‘Tl N

La parole est dotee d'une redondance importante a

quelque niveau que se situe I‘analyse et en

particulier au niveau acoustico-phonetique : la

presence d'un phone a un instant donné inf lue sur la

realisation acoustique des phonemes enVironnants.

Ainsi le signal de parole est constitue de

segments stables ou quasi-stables et d’autres,

transitoires, ref létant un changement plus ou moins

important et plus ou moms rapide de la source

sonore et/ou des articulateurs. 0n peut y reperer,

quelquefms non sans difficultes, deS discontinUites

majeures comme debut et fin de voisement, debut et
fin vocalique, debut et fin de friction etc (cf Abry

& al. Ill).
Les synthetiseurs eXistants exploitent la

redondance du signal pour reduire le debit

d'information tr'es elevé du signal d‘origine en
maintenant son intelligibilite avec une bonne
qualite, mais il est encore possmle de redu1re ce

debit d'information en utilisant les proprietes
acoustico-phonétiques du signal, c'est-a-dire en

tenant compte de ces evenements entre lesquels le

Signal evolue
Certains auteurs ont deja travaille dans ce sens,

en particulier Olive & Spickenagel [4], et l_'on se
propose de reprendre ce travail sur des courtes

Se 73.4.1

phrases de francais standard, de facon plus

systematique et en partant de considerations plus

phonetiques que techniques.

CQBBLLS
ll est constitue d'une quarantaine de mots de type

CVCV inseres dans la phrase porteuse "C'est ---~

ca". La deuxieme voyelle est toujours /a/, la

premiere etant /i/, /a/, /u/ ou /a/. Les consonnes

employees sont les suivantes : /t/, /K/, /b/, /d/,

/n/, /s/, /J/, /v/, /z/, /l/ ou le glide /j/. Ce corpus
a we enregistre en chambre sourde et dans un ordre
aleatoire par un locuteur masculin.

Les phrases ont été ensu1te numerisees a l6 kHz

sure 12 bits. L'analyse LDC, effectuee par tranches de

l6 ms, fournit un Jeu de 14 coeffiCIentS de

reflexion auxquels il faut ajouter le gain et le pitch.
Apres lissage du pitch et du gain, on procede a une

synthese LPC qUi restitue un Signal ”de base“
reconstruit directement a partir des coefficients de

reflexion d'origine'

mEltiQQE

Le traitement conSISte tout d‘abord a rechercher

sur les representations temporelle et spectrale du

Signal de base des "points-cles", c‘est-a-dire des

points indispensables a la reconstitution d'un signal

de qualité. A ces pOints-cles 'sont assoaes les

coefficients de reflexion de la tranche d‘analyse

correspondante. Entre ces tranches, les parametres

sont calculés par interpolation linéaire de l‘arc

sinus des coefficients de reflexion. La synthese LDC

effectuee sur ces jeux de parametres fournit alors

de nouveaux signaux "lnterpolés".

La qualite de la synthese depend bien sUr du

nombre de pOints-cles retenus, de leur emplacement

mais aussi du type d‘interpolation effectuee tant

sur les coefficients de refleXIon que sur les

parametres prosodiques. Dans un premier temps

cependant, nous avons choisl de limiter notre etude
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a l'evolution des parametres relatifs au condu1t

vocal independamment de ceux assomes a la source

sonore : nous avons donc conserve, pour chaque

signal "interpole", le gain et le pitch du Signal de

base. Par ailleurs, les travaux de Nordstrand &

(")hman [3] ont montre que l‘interpolation lineaire en

arc sinus des coefficients de réfiexion donne de

meilleurs resultats que d'autres methodes

(interpolation lineaire des fonctions d‘aire ou des

coefficients "LAR" (Log Area Ratio), par exemple). I1

va sans dire que lorsque le probleme de la recherche

des pOints-cles sans prise en compte de Ievolution

des parametres prosodiques sera resolu, cedic-ci

devront. etre reintroduits et l‘ on sera amene a

revoir le type d'interpolation a effectuer.

SEQmENTAIiQN

Elle est effectuee non pas sur le Signal original

mais sur le signal de base reconstrUIt apres

analyse-synthese LPC pUisque, du fait de l'analyse

sur des tranches de 16 ms, il peut y av01r un

decalage entre la localisation d‘un evenement

acoustique donné sur l'original et sur le signal

synthetise. Par ailleurs, on utilise le

spectrogramme et l'edition du pitch et de l'intensite

comme aide a la segmentation.

La segmentation consiste ici a marquer les
frontieres des zones stables, aucune decision
n'etant prise pour les segments tranSitOires quant a
'leur appartenance a l'un ou l‘autre des phones qui les
entourent. Les phones discontinus tels que les

occlusives sont subdivises en deux segments : le
premier (silence ou voisement) correspondent a la
tenue de la consonne, 1e second, bruite, a son
relachement.

W5
Si l'on suppose que deux pomts-cles par phone en

moyenne sont necessaires a la reconstitution du
signal (cf Heiler [2]), alors plusieurs strategies
sont possibles parmi lesquelles les deux suivantes :

(i) definir les pomts-cles comme les milieux des
parties stables et des transitions : ce marquage
indique bien les Cibles a atteindre mais ne rend pas
compte de la duree respective de ces parties
stables et de ces parties transitOires. De plus, la
decision concernant la localisation du point Situe
dans la transition n'est pas toujours facile a
prendre.

(ii) definir les points-cles comme les extremites
des zones stables : les cibles a atteindre ains1 que
la duree pendant laquelle elles sont tenues sont bien

compte. En outre, ces points, entre

lesquels les coefiiCients die refle><ion font

interpoles, presentent lavantage . detre

relativement SUFS. Ceci suppose que les formants

des zones de transition sont des courbes continues

et monotones d'une cible a lautre, hypothese qu1

’ ‘ inee

degZSettrceeftt; deuxieme methode qu1 a ete retenue

Cependant, le resultat, a l’audition du Signal et sur

sa representation graphique, n‘est pas touiours

satisfaisant. En effet, les courbes des formants

dans les parties tranSitOires n'ont pas une pente

constante. De plus, il semble que ces transitions

doivent etre interpretees plus comme des

ajustements des articulateurs en jeu, avec les

erreurs que cela comporte, que comme un

deplacement monotone de ceux-Ci d'une cible a

l'autre ("overshoot”). Si tel est le cas, il faut donc

determiner les variations pertinentes dans le

mouvement des articulateurs, c'est-a-dire pour

nous, les variations pertinentes des coeffiCients de

refleXion dans les zones de tranSition.

Pour tenter de resoudre ce probleme, nous avons

egalement selectionne un point-cle a l‘interieur de

la transition. Le nombre moyen de points—cles par

phone est alors de trOis et non plus de deux, ce (iu1

rend la synthese de bien meilleure qualite mais

aussi plus coOteuse en stockage de données. Cette

methode conduit a

(1) se limiter, sur les voyelles, uniquement au

segment ou la structure formantique est quasiment

constante,

(ii) marquer dans la transition 1e debut (dans le

cas C-V) ou la f1n( dans le cas V-C) de la structure

vocalique (etablissement ou relachement de la

voyelle).
Sont soumis au meme traitement que les voyelleS

tous les sons vocaliques (presentant une structure
formantique) tels que les consonnes nasales ou

laterales et les glides alnSl que la consonne
approximante /v/.

En fait,le nombre reel de points-cles depend de la
composition de la sequence sonore : une portion de

signal ne comportant que des sons vocaliques par
exemple, a toujours une structure formantique,
variant dans le temps, mais ininterrompue. 11 n'ya

done a retenir pour chaque phone que les deUx
points-cies situes aux extremites de la Dame
stable. Certains de ces sons vocaliques ont une
partie stable tres breve voire ineXistante (le glide

/1/ ou la latérale /1/ par exemple) et un seul DOint
suffit dans ce cas.
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COEFFICIENTS DE REFLEXION ET POINTS-CLES
L’originalite de notre methode conSiste a nous

appuyer aussiVsur l'evolution temporelle des deux
premiers coefficients de reflexion. Le rapport entre
representation temporelle et spectrale du signal et
representation temporelle des coefficients de
refleXion necessite une etude approfondie qui sera
menee ulterieurement. Cette relation n'est pas
eVidente, par exemple, dans les syllabes non
accentuees et entierement veisees qUi sont
diffiCiles a segmenter et dont les coefficients de
reflexion presentent des fluctuations assez
deconcertantes. ToutefOis, on constate que la
visualisation des coeffiCients permet 1e plus
souvent, en cas de doute sur deux tranches
adjacentes, de selectionner I'une d'entre elles

' comme pomt-cie
Par ailleurs, du fait du prinCipe meme de

l'analyse LPC, notre methode se heurte a un
probleme de resolution temporelle : deux
evenements successifs choisls sur la
representation temporelle du Signal peuvent
eventuellement .se Situer dans la meme tranche
d'analyse ou dans deux tranches adJacentes : Cela se
produit a la frontiere d‘une consonne occlusive
suivie d'une voyelle, ou nous sommes touiours
amenes a retenir des point-cles dans plusieurs
tranches contigues, l'un marquant la fin de la tenue
de l'occlusive, l’autre son relachement, 1e tr0isieme
la fin du relachement de la consonne et Ie debut de
l'etablissement de la voyelle, 11 est possible aussi
que deux evenements distincts scient situes dans la
meme tranche d'analyse et contribuent alors,
ensemble, aux valeurs que prennent les coefficients.
0n devra, dans une etape ulterieure (segmentation
automatique par exemple), tenir compte de cette
difficulte.

W
Les figures 1 et 2 representent l'oscillogramme

et le spectrogramme des phrases “c'est douta ca" et
"c'est vida ca" Elles permettent de comparer les
signaux de base synthétises a partir des
coefficients de refleXion originaux (66 ieux de
parametres) avec ceux reconstruits a partir des
coefficients interpoles.

Ces signaux "interpoles" ont ete resynthetises a
partir respectivement de 23 et 19 pomts-cles Le
nombre de points retenus reste donc relativement
important, mais en contre-partie la qualite de ces
signaux est tres bonne et il est difficile de les
distinguer a l'oreille des signaux de base.

QQNQI LJSlQN

Bien que le type de synthese etudie dans cette
communication resulte en une compresswn du debit

d'information, elle apparait surtout comme un outil

bien adapte a la mise en evidence de l'importance
perceotuelle d'evenements acoustidues dans la
comprehension de la parole. On peut penser que les
evenements qui dowent etre retenus sont le ref let
de changements articulat0ires essentiels lors de la
production. Leur determination necessite une etude
systematique des cas ou apparaissent les
phenomenes de coarticulation, etude qut devra etre
menee sur la production de plusieurs locuteurs. Une
analyse plus fine du comportement des coeffICients
de refleXion sera alors possible et permettra sans
doute de distinguer les variations pertinentes de
celles qui no le sont pas et de les rapprocher des
changements intervenus dans les representations
tant temporelle que spectrale du Signal.

REMEBLIEMENTS
Tous les traitements numeriques ont ete
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EFFECTS OF CONTEXT AND LEXICAL REDUNDANCY
ON CONTINUOUS WORD RECOGNITION

PETER J. SCHARPFF

Dept. of Linguistics/Phonetics Laboratory,
Leyden University, P.0. Box 9515,

2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Vord recognition research typically focusses on the
recognition of isolated words. Yet in actual speech
perception the correct or incorrect recognition of
earlier words will be crucial to the recognition of
later words in the sentence and vice versa. Using
an ongoing gating technique, the effects of lexical
redundancy (monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic words)
and speech quality (synthetic speech, degraded
natural speech, high quality natural speech) on
word recognition were investigated.
The results reveal that sentences composed of short
words are more difficult to understand than
sentences with longer words, as can be predicted by
e.g. the Cohort model of word recognition. Also, it
appeared that when a word could not be recognized
instantaneously (as often occurs in low quality
speech), chances of a postponed recognition on the
basis of following context abruptly decrease when
more than 4 words (or 7 syllables) have elapsed.
Such delayed recognition of earlier words typically
occurs at constituent boundaries.

INTRODUCTION

when a listener hears a sequence of sounds like
"Inabankmanagersoff..." he can’t be sure yet
whether this would be the beginning of the sentence

(1) In a bankmanager’s office law and order must
rule.

or

(2) In a bank, managers offer a lot of service to
customers.

A decision as to how the incoming sounds should be
divided into words can be made only when we have
heard enough of the following context to solve the
ambiguity. Such ambiguities pose problems to the
listener, especially when'the segmental quality of
speech is poor, e.g. as a result of background
noise or due to the fact that speech is produced by
a machine.
The number of alternative interpretations that the
listener must keep in mind during the process of
recognition 'can be very large, and the listener
will need relatively much of the following context
to solve an ambiguity. These kinds of problems are
caused by the fact that the listener does not know

where to place word boundaries. when giving away
those boundaries we will help the listener to solve
ambiguities and to integrate the sounds he has
already heard. This can be done by means of
prosodic word boundary markers like a pitch rise at
the end of a phrase, a non-final pitch fall between
two rises or a speech pause (all three accompanied
by lengthening of the preceding syllable).
In previous research (see [1] and [2]) it was shown
that it is possible to reduce the negative effects
of poor segmental intelligibility by placing a
clear speech pause after, for instance, every
related group of words. In this research the
recognition percentage increased with 10 points as
a result of pauses edited into the speech.
When prosodic boundary markers are to be edited in
continuous speech, these have to be inserted at
those places that help the listener recognize the
speech as much as possible.
Not only does reduced speech quality affect the
intelligibility but also word length can play an
important role in the delay of word recognition.
Long (polysyllabic) words will be recognized early
relative to their word length as opposed to short
(monosyllabic) words. This effect can be explained
as a result of the inherent lexical redundancy of
longer words. Such redundancy is generally absent
in short words. when a listener hears the sound
sequence "eleph..." he will undoubtedly recognize
(under perfect listening conditions) the word
"elephant" even if he has not heard the final
syllable yet, because there is no other
(monomorphematic) word in his vocabulary that
begins with this sound sequence. The moment that a
listener has heard enough of the sound material to
determine which word it will be, is called the
recognition point of that word. It will be clear
that shorter words contain far less or even no
lexically redundant material. The lack of
redundancy in words results in a shift of the
recognition point towards, or even beyond the word
end. This tendency will even be increased by the
effect of degraded speech quality. In such cases a
listener will need more of the following context to
solve his recognition problems. '
In an experiment systematically varying word length
and speech quality we have examined the following
questions:

a. To what extent does word length (or lexical
redundancy) influence the recognition of words
in connected speech?

b. Vhat is the maximal stretch of following
context that a listener may use to facilitate
the recognition of a word?
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METHOD

When we want to establish the positions in a

sentence where most of the recognition problems

arise and how long such problems may persist fgr a
rom

listener, we must be able to trace responses. .

the listener from‘ moment to moment. _This is

possible when we use a gating technique in

presenting stimuli to subjects. The technique used

in this experiment presents fragments of sentences

to subjects that are lengthened on each following

presentation, until eventually the listener has

heard the whole sentence. The length of. one

increment used in this particular experiment is a

speech fragment that begins in the middle of the

vowel of a lexically stressed syllable and ends in

the middle of the vowel of the next stressed

syllable (roughly comparable to a 'foot’). The

first fragment is of course from the sentence onset

to the middle of the vowel from the first stressed

syllable.
For each sentence three versions were constructed

with different speech qualities: hi-fi natural

speech, natural speech degraded by amplitude—

modulated white noise, and diphone syntheSis u51ng

a Philips MBA 8000 speech chip. The rationale

behind including degraded natural speech was that

we wished to check whether the same type of errors

were obtained under poor speech quality

irrespective of the precise type of degradation.

MATERIAL

Pairs of sentences were constructed in which we

varied poly— and monosyllabic words in the same

syntactical structure and with a similar meaning.

For example:

(3) Ben knecht vond het kind op de stoep van zijn

huis.
(A servant found the child on the doorstep of

his house.)

and

(4) Ben agrarier ontdekte de vondeling in een

weiland nabij zijn boerderij.
(An agrarian discovered the
field near his farm.)

foundling in a

Thirty subjects were asked to listen to the stimuli

each time guessing what word the word fragment they

heard last would be the beginning of. They had to

type their responses into a computer, that was

programmed to analyse the answers on what was
correct and what was not. After having been
informed what words had been correct, the subjects
listened again to the sentence now lengthened with

one ’foot’ of context, corrected their earlier

response when necessary and added what they had
recognized of the newly heard sound sequence. All
responses of the subjects throughout all stages of
the experiment were stored in computer memory.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Because in the material only content words were
systematically varied with respect to word length,
we analysed only the responses to those words.

the first question of the experimeng
Turnin to _ . . '

whetheg word recognition is more difficult in the

versions with short words than in the versions wiu

words we find that the longer words were

izdged recognized better than the short words: ‘961

versus 92.5% correct. The difference is fairly

small. However when we look at table I, we see that

the difference in word recognition of long and

short words is substantially larger for the

synthetic speech quality:

short words long words

hiii 99.91 99.8!

noise 95.51 97.71

synthetic 82.01 90.b1

mean 92 . 5X 96. OZ

Table 1. Percentage correct recognized content words after final

presentation. N [short words] - 2400; N [long words) - 2400.

There is no difference at all between the wow

recognition of long and short words under hifi
speech quality. The versions with noise were still

recognized better than the synthesized versions

because, as we analysed, we found that listeners

get used to the noise; learning effects were much

smaller for synthetic speech. In pilots the noise

level masking the human speech was adjusted so as

to make degraded human speech as (un)intelligible

as the diphone synthesis. However, due to the much

shorter exposure times in the pilots, no
differences in learning effects were discovered
before the main experiment.
The differences between the three speech qualities
were all significant. This leads us to conclude
that words are more difficult to recognize when
speech quality gets worse. Moreover, it appears
that recognition of short words suffers more from
the negative effect of degraded speech quality than
that of long words.

The next question to be answered concerns the
maximal stretch of following context that a
listener may use to facilitate the recognition of a
word. Consider the next figure:
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Figure 1. Word recognition of speech synthesized from DIPHONES as a function
of the number of word boundaries
boundaries means: subject
any following context.

In this figure we have plotted Z correctly
recognized targets, for synthetic speech only, as a
function of the length of the following speech
context (expressed in number of words following the
target in the audible fragment). Notice, first of
all that words synthesized from diphones were
recognized less then 40% correct when only their
first part (up to. and including half of the
lexically stressed syllable) is made audible. Even
when one foot is added (comprising the integral
target as well as at least one other word),
recognition is still at 50%. Recognition scores
continue to rise as more of the following context
is made audible, until 3 complete words have
elapsed. The curve then quickly asymptotes when
more than 3 words are added to the target.
Context further away than 3 words apparently does
not help the listener in finding earlier words that
he 'did not recognize. What has happened when the
listener reaches the fourth word? Considering the
structure of our stimulus sentences we find that
most of the word groups (constituents) contain
three words so that the next word is the onset of a
new constituent. We argue that later words do not
help the listener to recover an earlier
unintelligible word across a constituent boundary.
This is borne out by the following table which
presents percentage content words recognized with
or without later context, broken down by word
position within the phrase (constituent).

recognized recognized
at lst partial after adding
presentation one gate

phraaefinal words 392 731 341
801 (1280) (500) (936) (536)

non-phrasefinal words 352 791 4‘1
201 (320) (111) (253) (142)

Table 1!. Recognition of synthesized words at different positions in the
constituent. N [diphone quality] - 1600. Increased recognition
in the case of phrasefinal words is on basic of extra
internation iron a following constituent, in the care of
non-phrasefinal words on basis of added inforaation from within
the lane constituent, x‘(1)-7.28 (p<.01). -

following a target word. Zero
heard only part of the target without

A phrase-penultimate word is recognized on the
basis of later context significantly more often
than a phrase-final word, Xz(1)=7.28 (p<.01). We
can explain this effect by assuming that
transitional probabilities between words are much
higher within constituents than across constituent
boundaries.

DISCUSSION

Additional context within a constituent seems to
enable listeners to recover non—recognized earlier
words. We also found that non—phrasefinal words
were ‘recoyered on the basis of following context
more often than phrasefinal words. We take this to
be an indication that listeners tend to recognize
words in phrases. Therefore, if we are to help the
listener recognize words in poor speech quality
(synthesized speech), we shall have to mark phrase
boundaries with effective prosodic markers.
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internation iron a following constituent, in the care of
non-phrasefinal words on basis of added inforaation from within
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A phrase-penultimate word is recognized on the
basis of later context significantly more often
than a phrase-final word, Xz(1)=7.28 (p<.01). We
can explain this effect by assuming that
transitional probabilities between words are much
higher within constituents than across constituent
boundaries.

DISCUSSION

Additional context within a constituent seems to
enable listeners to recover non—recognized earlier
words. We also found that non—phrasefinal words
were ‘recoyered on the basis of following context
more often than phrasefinal words. We take this to
be an indication that listeners tend to recognize
words in phrases. Therefore, if we are to help the
listener recognize words in poor speech quality
(synthesized speech), we shall have to mark phrase
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STIMULUS CATEGORY, REACTION TI ME, AND ORDER EFFECT - AN EXPERIMENT

ON PITCH DISCRIMINATION
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Institut f Haximilians-Universitfit Hfinchen,

ABSTRACT

The 'order effect“. that causes in a discr-

imination task the one presentation order

to be better discriminated than the reverse

order. was tested in the domain of pitch

perception with speech and non-speech ma-

terial as well as with rises and falls. The

results showed that (i) rises produce a

greater order effect than falls. (ii) non-

speech material and rises are better dis-

criminated than speech material and falls,

respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of “order effect“ (hence-
forth called 0E) has been well known in
psychoacoustics since the early thirties.
(cf. Stott [7]. Zwicker—Feldtkeller f10L
Allan-Kristofferson (1]). In the same-dif-
ferent (AX) paradigm. this effect causes
the one sequence AB to be discriminated
significantly better than the- other se-
quence BA. In psychoacoustic research. this
effect has been considered to be an experi-
mental artifact and its influence was
eliminated by the following procedure: both

orders AB and BA were presented and the
mean of the discrimination for both pairs
served as criterion for e.g. just noti-
ceable differences. threshold detection
etc. cf. [10L
In phonetic 'research this effect was not
dealt with very often (but cf. Repp et al
[6]. Chuang/Wang [2]). That might be due to
the experimental paradigm mostly used in
phonetics: in an ABX-task. it cannot show
up as clearly as in an AX-task (Repp. 1981
[5]). In our investigations. we used only
the AX-paradigm. as it is known [5) that
this paradigm is more sensitive than the
ABX-paradigm. In several investigations at
the Institut ffir Phonetik in Munich
carried out during the last few years, the
OE showed up systematically in studies on
speaker recognition (Tillmann/Schiefer/
Pompino-Harschall 1984 (9)). tactile dis-
crimination (Tillmanairoth 1986 (81%
breathy stops in Hindi (Schiefer. unpub-
lished). German intonation (Batlinen
unpublished). In a not yet published papen
we show that the GE is not simply due to
the experimental design. and we summarize
possible explanations of its origin. In the

he Kommunikation der Ludwig-

FRG

er. we want to address the gum-

Eigiegf p32 from a somewhat different pmm

of view: (i) Does the OE behave differenUy

with speech and non-speech material, Le

is it a purely psychoacoustic phenomenm.

or is there a qualitative difference by-

ween speech and non—speech material? nu

Is there any difference between risesam

falls as with regard to the OE?. (nu

What, if any, is the contribution of reu-

tion time to the explanation of the phem-

menon? (iv) Is there any difference betwmn

the threshold for speech and non—speech m-

terial?

MATERIAL

The speech stimulus chosen was 'ja', b?
cause the acoustic structure of this stim-

1us is simple enough so that the factorsd

interest can be controlled precisely 0m
of the authors (A.B.) produced several SU'
muli monotonously in the soundproofed rml

of the Institute. The stimuli were tapedm
a Telefunken M15 recorder with a speed“
19 inch per second. digitized on a PDPH/fi
with a sample rate of 20 kHz and filteNfl
with a cut off frequency of 8 kHz. Forth
speech resynthesis of the stimuli a prom-
dure was used where the intensity andth
sample points could be defined exactly Mr
93C“ Ditch period. The stimulus chosen hr
the manipulation was segmented into SinqlE
PitCh Periods. A logarithmic scale was ufll
for the manipulation of F0. The stimuli M‘
a constant overall duration of 480 +/—5-m.
The first part containing the fricatiW-
the transition and the first pitch periofis
of the steady state vowel were left unmam'

pulated, whereas the remaining pitch pem‘
ods were subjected to manipulation. T“
target stimuli were produced. one fat
by one semitone. the other rising by ”5
semitone in its second part. A total N
12teststimuli were derived from the tar‘]?[
by increasing the rising contour in 5?
steps or 1/8 tone and decreasing t”
falling contour analogously in 6 stePS_of
1/8 tone. These 12 stimuli together mtg
the two target stimuli constituted the bod;
01‘ the speech material. 14 further stimull
were generated. each of which was an 9““t
SQuarewave analog of the respectiVe speech
stimulus

45 Se 74.2.1

PROCEDURE

Four different test-tapes were prepared
for each of the subgroups (speech-rises.
non-speech-rises, speech-falls, non-speech-
falls). In the 'same' condition, each sti-
mulus was paired with itself. resulting in
7 combinations. In the 'different' condi-
tion, the target stimulus was paired with
each of the other stimuli. the order of
presentation being AB as well as BA, resul-
ting in 2*6 combinations. Five repetitions
of each of the 19 combinations were taped
in randomized order. with an interstimulus
interval of 500 ms between the members of a
pair. Each pair was followed by a pause of
3500 msec; after 10 pairs a pause of 10 se-
conds followed. The experiments were run in
the speech lab of the Institute with a Re-
vox-trainer and headphones, at a com-
fortable listening 'level. Subjects were
students that were paid for their partici-
pation. They were instructed to compare the
two members of a pair, to decide as quickly
as possible whether they were different or
not. and to press the appropriate button on
a box forming part of a digital data
collecting device. The responses were
collected with a PDP11/03 and prepared for
statistic analysis

RESULTS

Figures 1-4 display the different responses
for the orders AB and BA; the number of
subjects is given in parenthesis (Fig. h
speech rises (n=14). Fig. 2: speech falls
(n=12), Fig. 3: non-speech rises (n=11),
Fig. 4: non-speech falls (n=14)). In all
graphs the abscissa displays the difference
in tone (1/8 to 6/8), and the ordinate the
percent different responses. Generally it
turned out that the order AB yields more
different responses (i.e. is more promi-
nent) than the reverse order BA. This shows
up most clearly for speech rises and non-
speech falls. less clearly for non-speech-
rises. We are at a loss for any convincing
explanation for the unsystematic results
for the speech falls
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RESULTS
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speech rises (n=14). Fig. 2: speech falls
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graphs the abscissa displays the difference
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variance was

condition of the
two

measures (order of

BA, difference in

other two, material (speech vs

A multivariate analysist of

a lied to the differen

fEEr groups together with four factors

of them being repeated
presentation AB and
tone); the
non-speech) and contour (rise _vs, ‘fall)

were independent. The level of Significance

was set to p < .05. The necessary assump

tions for the multivariate approach were

tested with the Cochran and Bartlett tests

Table 1 shows the F-values and level or

significance for the effects tested

Table 1: Statistical results

BETWEEN-SUBJECTS (df: 1.47) F P <
mat. by cont. 1.42 .240

cont. 1.57 .217

mat. 4.22 .046*

ORDER WITHIN SUBJ. (df: 1,47)
mat. by cont. by ord. 6.95 .011*
cont. by ord. .03 .860
mat. by ord. .43 .514

ord. 9.14 .004*

PAIR HITHIN SUBJ. (df: 5.43)
mat. by cont. by pair .87 .507
cont. by pair .60 .694
mat. by pair 1.96 .103
pair 29.09 .001*

ORDER BY PAIR WITHIN SUBJ. (df: 5.43)
mat. by cont. by ord. by pair .35 .879
cont. by ord. by pair 2.17 .074
mat. by ord. by pair 1.52 .203
ord. by pair 1.75 .143

Four of the effects tested turned out to be
significant: they are asterisked in Table
1: material, material by contour by orden
order. and pair. As there was an interacion
between material. contour. and order. the
significant main effect of order cannot be
interpreted. Therefore. Fig. 5 displays the
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. main effects for A8 and BA; their

Eergiiion shows clearly up in the left Put

of the figure. Given the presentatlon 0PM:

BA (right part of the figure), non'SPHn

stimuli yield more different responSeB ”n

speech stimuli and rises more than fan.

This pattern changes for AB (left pan)

where no difference between speech and nu-

speech rises can be observed. .

Table 2 shows the intersection of th

discrimination function of F195, 1-4 M”

the 50% line. We can see, that (i) rism‘

(ii) non-speech material, and (iii) Stimml

in presentation order AB can be better My

criminated, than falls, speech maternL

and BA, respectivly.

Table 2: Points of intersection betweentm
discrimination function and the 50% line

speech speech non—speech non-speuh
rises falls rises falls

AB 2 5 4.08 2 07 1 73
BA 3 86 2.91 2 75 3 5

Fig. 6 displays the mean reaction time(RD

for all four groups taken together. Theor

dinate shows the RT in ms, the abscissatm
'same/different' responses for the twoor
ders AB and BA. It is obvious that respm-
ses to the order AB require longer RTs thu
those to the order BA. and RTs are shornr
for 'different' than for 'same' responsw.
i.e.. hits require less RT than fake
alarms. (In the 'same' response conditim.
the difference between the orders AB andB)
turned out to be significant. F(1,1303)=
8.89, p < .01.) These results are com
parable to those from the identical palN‘
where 'same' responses (i.e. hits) hme
shorter RTs than 'different' ones.

860 Fig.6: reaction time
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DISCUSSION

As for material and contour, our results
are in agreement with the findings of Klatt
[4] and t'Hart [3], who showed that rises
are better discriminated than falls and
nonspeech better than speech material. The
OE turned out to be no purely psychoacous-
tic phenomenon, as it could be found with
the speech and the non-speech material. The
present results confirm further our hypo-
thesis, based on earlier findings. that the
order AB is better discriminated than the
reverse order BA, i.e., stimuli are better
discriminated if the stimulus with the
greater change in F0 comes last. It doesn't
seem to be the height of the offset that is
responsable, but the amount of Fo-movement,
because otherwise the 0B for the falls
would favor the order BA and not AB. In the
above mentioned paper we will deal with the
origin of the OE in detaiL
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Table 2 .

Main Effects and Interactions

Main Effects:

F1: ITI F(4.450) = 12.06453 p<0.01 **

F2: Step Ft1.450) = 18.16458 p<0.01 **

F3: 00 F(2.450) =153.10276 p<0.01 **

F4: ISI F(2.450) = 3.65926 p<0.05 *

Interactions

F1 x F2: F(4.450) = 2.95247 p<0.05 *

F1 x F3: F(8.450) = 15.22227 p<0.01 **

F2 x F3: F(2.450) = 23.82372 p<0.01 **

Caption as in Tab. 1

nation (Stott 1935)‘ [9]. Since the over-

all duration D of each sequence covaries

with ITI (D = 9 x 5.2 ms + 8 x ITI) we

may hypothesize that the Ss' judgments in

the ZIAX-test are at least partially
between

based on durational differences ‘

the sequences of a pair or ITI differen-

ces. According to Allan/Kristofferson

is another effect that is

special in duration discrimination be~

sides TOE: discriminability of durations

is not influenced by variation of 151

between the pairs to be compared

Now. if duration discrimination is an im-

portant factor in the 53' judgments in

the present experiment. we should expect

that discriminability is unaffected or

only slightly influenced by variations of

151 and that the order effect does not

interact with 181. This is the case

since the main effect of ISI is signifi-

cant only on the 5%—level and since there

are no interactions that include the fac-

tor ISI (Tab. 2). The main effect of 151

is based on a special contrast between

the smallest .(0.5 s) and the largest

value of 151 (1.5 s) only (1311 and I313

F(1;4503:7.01085. .p < 0.01). So TOE seems

to be at least one 'factor constituting

the order effect

Further information is provided by the

analysis of the simple effects within the

significant main effects: Step is only a

significant factor within ITI = 5 ms and

ITI = 10 ms (F(1.450) = 23.13967. p <

0.01 and F(1.450) = 4:02881. p < 0.05L

In these cases ITI is in the range of the

threshold for coincidence of successive

stimuli: Since an ITI of 5 ms and an ITI

of 10 ms are both below the threshold it

is more likely that sequences in 2-step

1974 [1) there

pairs belong to different categories

("continous movement" and "discrete

taps"). This interpretation is confirmed

by an analysis of the special contrasts:

only the contrast ITI = 5 ms vs. ITI = 10

ms is not significant (ITI1 and ITIZ

F(1.450) = 0 05887. p = 0.808: ITIZ and

ITIBL F(1.450> = 27.68914. p ( 0.01: ITI3

and ITI4: F(1.450) = 16.42786. p ( 0.0%
ITI4 and.IT15: F(1.450) = 4.08225. p <
0.05L
Step is highly Significant only in 001
and 0C2 i001 F(1.450) = 51.73833. p <

0.01: 002 F(1.450) = 7.53802. p <

0.01). 003 conSisted ‘of pairs of physi—
equal sequences. Nevertheless. step

the 5%—1evel in 0C3
6.53567. p < 0.05). This

reveal a contextual effect

cally

is significant on
too (F(1.450) =
fact seems to

' ' ‘ ' b lit : the sameness-crite-

tiondlsfigeglngyl tn: Ss' (Pollack/Pisoni

1971 [8]) seems to depend partially 0n

the overall inventory of sequences .pre-

sented during the test run. 00 is hlghly

significant for both steps and all ITIs

but ITI is significant only in 002 and

003 (002 F(4.450) = 31.75895. p < 0.0g

003:F(4.450) = 9.54535. p < .0.01). This

can be explained by concidering the form

of the discrimination curves:' in ogz

discriminability decays with increaSing

ITI. so that a significant effect Briseg

in 0C1 discriminability is bad and re-

maines nearly constant along the ITI—con-

tinuum. In 003 the effect is due to a

significant variation of differenr-

answers along the continuum that yieldsa

peak when ITI is 15 ms. '

The analysis of the speCial contrasn

within the order effect shows that then

is a significant difference between om

and 002 as well as between 001 and 0m

1001 and 002: F(1,450) = 60.04474. p (

0.01; 001 and 003: F(1.450) = 245.1607&

p < 0.01). Now. an order effect in tm

discriminability of stimuli in? a 214»

discrimination test can arise if percep

tual equality of the pairs departs from

physical equality. Tillmann/Piroth 19M

[10] argue that in pairs of sequences M

the kind used in the present investigm

tion the second sequence has to be long“

than the first to be sensed as being

~same'. From another point of view.‘thn

means that the physically equal sequencm

of the AA-pairs in 003 are not percep

tually equal. Additionally, the sequenm

with ITI = 15 ms is in the range of tm

threshold for coincidence of successiw

stimuli. According to the theory of catr

gorical perception. discriminability iw

creases near category bounderies (e.g

Liberman et a1. 1967 [31). Sinm

continuous movement' and discrete taps

are established categories in naturfl
cases of tactile perception. we can sur

gest that there is a peak in discriminr

bility, if two stimuli of different catr

gories are presented in a pair. Accordim

to our assumption on perceptual equaliu

the second sequence of an AA-pair com

sisting of two sequences with ITI = 15 m

will be sensed to be faster than tm

first. Since ITI = 5 ms and ITI = 10 M
are clearly below the coincidenw

threshold. the first sequence of tm
15ms:15ms-pair is possibly sensed to N
above and the second to be below thn
threshold. This may explain the peak U
discriminability found for physicaln
equal pairs of sequences with ITI = ”
ms
The discussion of order effects is nfl
uncommon throughout literature on normfl
speech perception. too (e g. Ohde/Shafi
1977 [5]. Uselding 1977 [11]).
Even the order effect in duration discrr
mination (TOE) may be found in speew
data. Thus. Lehiste 1973 [2] introducw
the. notion of final lengthening'to d?
scribe the phenomenon that in syllabN

sequences SYIlable duration increases fl
the end of the sequence. Now. our preser

tation of tap sequences in ZINC-Pa“s
(which are at least minimal sequences M
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Table 2 .

Main Effects and Interactions

Main Effects:

F1: ITI F(4.450) = 12.06453 p<0.01 **

F2: Step Ft1.450) = 18.16458 p<0.01 **

F3: 00 F(2.450) =153.10276 p<0.01 **

F4: ISI F(2.450) = 3.65926 p<0.05 *

Interactions

F1 x F2: F(4.450) = 2.95247 p<0.05 *

F1 x F3: F(8.450) = 15.22227 p<0.01 **

F2 x F3: F(2.450) = 23.82372 p<0.01 **

Caption as in Tab. 1

nation (Stott 1935)‘ [9]. Since the over-

all duration D of each sequence covaries

with ITI (D = 9 x 5.2 ms + 8 x ITI) we

may hypothesize that the Ss' judgments in

the ZIAX-test are at least partially
between

based on durational differences ‘

the sequences of a pair or ITI differen-

ces. According to Allan/Kristofferson

is another effect that is

special in duration discrimination be~

sides TOE: discriminability of durations

is not influenced by variation of 151

between the pairs to be compared

Now. if duration discrimination is an im-

portant factor in the 53' judgments in

the present experiment. we should expect

that discriminability is unaffected or

only slightly influenced by variations of

151 and that the order effect does not

interact with 181. This is the case

since the main effect of ISI is signifi-

cant only on the 5%—level and since there

are no interactions that include the fac-

tor ISI (Tab. 2). The main effect of 151

is based on a special contrast between

the smallest .(0.5 s) and the largest

value of 151 (1.5 s) only (1311 and I313

F(1;4503:7.01085. .p < 0.01). So TOE seems

to be at least one 'factor constituting

the order effect

Further information is provided by the

analysis of the simple effects within the

significant main effects: Step is only a

significant factor within ITI = 5 ms and

ITI = 10 ms (F(1.450) = 23.13967. p <

0.01 and F(1.450) = 4:02881. p < 0.05L

In these cases ITI is in the range of the

threshold for coincidence of successive

stimuli: Since an ITI of 5 ms and an ITI

of 10 ms are both below the threshold it

is more likely that sequences in 2-step

1974 [1) there

pairs belong to different categories

("continous movement" and "discrete

taps"). This interpretation is confirmed

by an analysis of the special contrasts:

only the contrast ITI = 5 ms vs. ITI = 10

ms is not significant (ITI1 and ITIZ

F(1.450) = 0 05887. p = 0.808: ITIZ and
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Step is highly Significant only in 001
and 0C2 i001 F(1.450) = 51.73833. p <

0.01: 002 F(1.450) = 7.53802. p <

0.01). 003 conSisted ‘of pairs of physi—
equal sequences. Nevertheless. step

the 5%—1evel in 0C3
6.53567. p < 0.05). This

reveal a contextual effect

cally

is significant on
too (F(1.450) =
fact seems to

' ' ‘ ' b lit : the sameness-crite-

tiondlsfigeglngyl tn: Ss' (Pollack/Pisoni

1971 [8]) seems to depend partially 0n

the overall inventory of sequences .pre-

sented during the test run. 00 is hlghly

significant for both steps and all ITIs

but ITI is significant only in 002 and

003 (002 F(4.450) = 31.75895. p < 0.0g
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ITI. so that a significant effect Briseg

in 0C1 discriminability is bad and re-

maines nearly constant along the ITI—con-

tinuum. In 003 the effect is due to a

significant variation of differenr-

answers along the continuum that yieldsa

peak when ITI is 15 ms. '

The analysis of the speCial contrasn

within the order effect shows that then

is a significant difference between om

and 002 as well as between 001 and 0m

1001 and 002: F(1,450) = 60.04474. p (

0.01; 001 and 003: F(1.450) = 245.1607&

p < 0.01). Now. an order effect in tm

discriminability of stimuli in? a 214»

discrimination test can arise if percep

tual equality of the pairs departs from

physical equality. Tillmann/Piroth 19M

[10] argue that in pairs of sequences M

the kind used in the present investigm

tion the second sequence has to be long“

than the first to be sensed as being

~same'. From another point of view.‘thn

means that the physically equal sequencm

of the AA-pairs in 003 are not percep

tually equal. Additionally, the sequenm

with ITI = 15 ms is in the range of tm

threshold for coincidence of successiw

stimuli. According to the theory of catr

gorical perception. discriminability iw

creases near category bounderies (e.g

Liberman et a1. 1967 [31). Sinm

continuous movement' and discrete taps

are established categories in naturfl
cases of tactile perception. we can sur

gest that there is a peak in discriminr

bility, if two stimuli of different catr

gories are presented in a pair. Accordim

to our assumption on perceptual equaliu

the second sequence of an AA-pair com

sisting of two sequences with ITI = 15 m

will be sensed to be faster than tm

first. Since ITI = 5 ms and ITI = 10 M
are clearly below the coincidenw

threshold. the first sequence of tm
15ms:15ms-pair is possibly sensed to N
above and the second to be below thn
threshold. This may explain the peak U
discriminability found for physicaln
equal pairs of sequences with ITI = ”
ms
The discussion of order effects is nfl
uncommon throughout literature on normfl
speech perception. too (e g. Ohde/Shafi
1977 [5]. Uselding 1977 [11]).
Even the order effect in duration discrr
mination (TOE) may be found in speew
data. Thus. Lehiste 1973 [2] introducw
the. notion of final lengthening'to d?
scribe the phenomenon that in syllabN

sequences SYIlable duration increases fl
the end of the sequence. Now. our preser

tation of tap sequences in ZINC-Pa“s
(which are at least minimal sequences M
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PERCEPTION OF RHYTHM AND ITS ROLE IN THE PROCESS OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

MORIO KOHNO

Kobe City University of Forei gn Studies

Kobe , Japan 654

ABSTRACT

The mode of table tapping, for example, had a

striking similarity with the mode of utterance in

Japanese in terms of speed and of interstress

(-beat) intervals, which eventually concentrated

in the area.of 400—1,000 msec. in both modes. And

more interestingly, the subjects who tapped quick—

1y outstripped the slow tappers of young ages in

the ability of learning a new foreign language,

even if they are very old, i.e., 80 years old.

Other experiments revealed that, when inter-

stress intervals go out of the central rhythmic

area (400—l,000 msec.), intelligibility of the

speech abruptly falls in the case of initial stage

learners of a foreign language. These and some

other evidence seem to throw doubts on the widely-

spread ideas of gradual perception of rhythm and

of the critical period in language acquisition.

INTRODUCTION

Rhythm has been acknowledged to be one of the

important, probably universal, principles in spoken

‘language, functioning both as an organizing factor

in speech articulation [1], and a guiding principle

in the perception of speech [2]. If there should be

a possibility that rhythm mightbe innately acquired

or a universal phenomenon as some phoneticians sug4

gest [3], it would possibly play a very important

role in the process of understanding sentences and

discourses, and even in the process of language ac—

quisition, both of which require far more,compli—

cated strategies and cognitive actions than the

perception of sounds, or isolated words.

EXPERIMENT I

An English short story (106 words) was composed

by the use of the words and sentences which had al-
ready learned by the subjects —— Japanese high school

students (9th grade) who were learning English (n.
=120). The content of the story was original, how-
ever. This story was read and recorded by an English
speaker at three reading speeds: normal, fast and

slow. The normal speed material was then compressed

mechanically by Speech Compressor (HITACHI TSC-8800)

(Machine fast). These four modes of the material

had the following acoustic characteristics as a re—

Sult of measurement by Visicorder and Electro—os-

cillograph-(Yokogawa, Type 2901, amplifier 3125):
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Reading speeds: normal=124.8 words/minute

slow=74.9, fast=198.7, machine—fast=l818

Frequency of juncture pauses: norma1=17,

slow=35, fast=l4, machine-fast=16

Total amount of juncture pauses: norma1=1l.,ogg

msec., slow=32,693, fast=7,209, madune

fast=11,071

Interstress intervals (means): normal=574

msec. (S.D.=154.8), slow=568 (S.D.=1792L

fast=446 (S.D.=90.6), machine—fast=359

(S.D.=l44.6)

(The phonetic stoppages whose duration was

less than 220 msec. were not included intm

data on pauses, because this kind of discom

tinuation often occurred when plosives wen

made.)
Intelligibility of the four modes of the man-

rial was got by asking questions of the subjecm

in Japanese about the content of the story, as

follows:
normal) fast, p<0.01, (t=3.40)

normal7machine-fast, p< 0.01, (t=6.18)

slow>normal, p<0.05, (t=2.52)

slow>fast, p< 0.01, (t=5.92)

slow>machine—fast, p40.01, (t=8.70)

fast>machine-fast, p<0.05, (t=2.78)

(A>B in the table means A mode gave more in-

telligibility than B mode to the subjectswm

were homogeneous in ability of English.)

Obviously no other factors than interstressim

tervals (rhythm) can interpret the above-mentiomd

facts. The speed of utterance and the pausing WW

ditions can never explain the phenomenon of fafl)

machine—fast, but the interstress intervals can--

they are less than the central rhythmic area (400'

700 msec.) suggested by Allen (1975) [4], 1n the
machine-fast.

The author's previous paper [5] shows that paufls

halp listeners' cognitive processing if normally
Placed, but too many pauses which were placed a

the ends of every word, for example, hinders lismr

ing comprehension. The paper also shows thatlh
drawled pronunciation which is too accuratelyar

ticulated has the same negative effect. The IEfiW

f°t this Phenomenon can be explained by the fad
that, while the interstress intervals of the form“

material were 574.2 msec., the ones of the latwa

two were 1845 and 2643 respectively, both of flu
are off from the central rhythmic area. m

Several additional experiences were held ints

similar way as Experiment I, changing the condition
of interstress intervals variously and revealed

that intelligibility falls when they go out of the

area of about 400-l,000 msec. It may be said in
this connection that interstress intervals of the

first cry of a newborn baby was around 756 msec. (

means).

- EXPERIMENT II

Subjects are Japanese with age variety from 18

through 79 years old (n.=30). They were asked to
tap a table at a tempo they feel most normal, and
then to read "The North Wind and the Sun" by'Aesop
at normal speed in Japanese. The result is shown

at Table 12

ble 1

Subjects Tapping Reading speed Age

(f/m) (W/m)
1 107 211 18
2 105 208 18
3 102 198 22
4 95 192 20
5 100 185 49
6 96 182 43
7 96 180 23
8 90 .177 24

‘9 86 175 55
10 78 173 16
11 70 170 35
12 77 170 14
13 47 170 49
14 75 167 41
15 73 165 57
16 60 164 59
17 45 _ 160 , 35
18 70 155 17
19 66 148 71
20 90 145 23
21 60 143 39
22 60 143 37
23 60 140 62
24 56 140 40
25 45 136 65
26 49 135 65
27 86 . 132 23
28 65 130 55
29 48 123 74
30 43 111 78

The rank correlation between the tap frequency and

the reading speed is very high (Ess0.78, t=4.2,
p< 0.0001), and those between tapping and age,
reading speed and age are r§s0.6l, t=3.28, p< 0.02

and Iss0.57, t=3.06, p< 0.004, respectively.

Slow, rapid and normal speed tappers, 7in total,
were then chosen from the subjects, and they were
required to learn Spanish, which was never learned
by any subjects in the past. The content of learn-
ing (testing) was. 1) to repeat some Spanish words
and sentences without models after having listened
to them by a tape recorder five times. 2) to find
some grammatical rules heuristically after having
listened to some sets of words and sentences. 3)to
repeat phonemically minimum pair words afterhaving
listened to them five times. All the responseswere
tape—recorded and scored by twoteachers ofSpanish.
(coefficient of objectivityé0.82)

Table 2

Reading condition
Subjects Spanish Tapping interstress Age

test score interval S.D.

f/m msec.

l 108 110 412 15 18
5 102 104 453 15 49
8 98 96 525 21 24

19 77 66 755 21 71
28 59 65 870 30 55
29 51 48 931 31 74
30‘ 57 43 905 30 78
EX 73 75 692 .21 79

Felation aetween the Rhythmic Actions and Language
Acquisition

Table 2 shows the very high correlation between
the frequency of tapping and test scores, but bet-
ween age and test score, the correlation is not so
high. In order to confirm the relation of neuro
muscular ability for rhythmic action with compe-
tence for language acquisition, 3 male subject,EX,
who is still quick in action in spite of being 80
years old was asked to join the experiment, which
brought forth the result described in the bottom
of Table 2 -- his tapping is very smooth and his
test score is also high.

We can conclude rhythm is unexpectedly crucial
in the process of acquisition, closely connected
with human beings' motor actions.
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ABSTRACT

The mode of table tapping, for example, had a

striking similarity with the mode of utterance in

Japanese in terms of speed and of interstress

(-beat) intervals, which eventually concentrated

in the area.of 400—1,000 msec. in both modes. And

more interestingly, the subjects who tapped quick—

1y outstripped the slow tappers of young ages in

the ability of learning a new foreign language,

even if they are very old, i.e., 80 years old.

Other experiments revealed that, when inter-

stress intervals go out of the central rhythmic

area (400—l,000 msec.), intelligibility of the

speech abruptly falls in the case of initial stage

learners of a foreign language. These and some

other evidence seem to throw doubts on the widely-

spread ideas of gradual perception of rhythm and

of the critical period in language acquisition.

INTRODUCTION

Rhythm has been acknowledged to be one of the

important, probably universal, principles in spoken

‘language, functioning both as an organizing factor

in speech articulation [1], and a guiding principle

in the perception of speech [2]. If there should be

a possibility that rhythm mightbe innately acquired

or a universal phenomenon as some phoneticians sug4

gest [3], it would possibly play a very important

role in the process of understanding sentences and

discourses, and even in the process of language ac—

quisition, both of which require far more,compli—

cated strategies and cognitive actions than the

perception of sounds, or isolated words.

EXPERIMENT I

An English short story (106 words) was composed

by the use of the words and sentences which had al-
ready learned by the subjects —— Japanese high school

students (9th grade) who were learning English (n.
=120). The content of the story was original, how-
ever. This story was read and recorded by an English
speaker at three reading speeds: normal, fast and

slow. The normal speed material was then compressed

mechanically by Speech Compressor (HITACHI TSC-8800)

(Machine fast). These four modes of the material

had the following acoustic characteristics as a re—

Sult of measurement by Visicorder and Electro—os-

cillograph-(Yokogawa, Type 2901, amplifier 3125):
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Reading speeds: normal=124.8 words/minute

slow=74.9, fast=198.7, machine—fast=l818

Frequency of juncture pauses: norma1=17,

slow=35, fast=l4, machine-fast=16

Total amount of juncture pauses: norma1=1l.,ogg

msec., slow=32,693, fast=7,209, madune

fast=11,071

Interstress intervals (means): normal=574

msec. (S.D.=154.8), slow=568 (S.D.=1792L

fast=446 (S.D.=90.6), machine—fast=359

(S.D.=l44.6)

(The phonetic stoppages whose duration was

less than 220 msec. were not included intm

data on pauses, because this kind of discom

tinuation often occurred when plosives wen

made.)
Intelligibility of the four modes of the man-

rial was got by asking questions of the subjecm

in Japanese about the content of the story, as

follows:
normal) fast, p<0.01, (t=3.40)

normal7machine-fast, p< 0.01, (t=6.18)

slow>normal, p<0.05, (t=2.52)

slow>fast, p< 0.01, (t=5.92)

slow>machine—fast, p40.01, (t=8.70)

fast>machine-fast, p<0.05, (t=2.78)

(A>B in the table means A mode gave more in-

telligibility than B mode to the subjectswm

were homogeneous in ability of English.)

Obviously no other factors than interstressim

tervals (rhythm) can interpret the above-mentiomd

facts. The speed of utterance and the pausing WW

ditions can never explain the phenomenon of fafl)

machine—fast, but the interstress intervals can--

they are less than the central rhythmic area (400'

700 msec.) suggested by Allen (1975) [4], 1n the
machine-fast.

The author's previous paper [5] shows that paufls

halp listeners' cognitive processing if normally
Placed, but too many pauses which were placed a

the ends of every word, for example, hinders lismr

ing comprehension. The paper also shows thatlh
drawled pronunciation which is too accuratelyar

ticulated has the same negative effect. The IEfiW

f°t this Phenomenon can be explained by the fad
that, while the interstress intervals of the form“

material were 574.2 msec., the ones of the latwa

two were 1845 and 2643 respectively, both of flu
are off from the central rhythmic area. m

Several additional experiences were held ints

similar way as Experiment I, changing the condition
of interstress intervals variously and revealed

that intelligibility falls when they go out of the

area of about 400-l,000 msec. It may be said in
this connection that interstress intervals of the

first cry of a newborn baby was around 756 msec. (

means).

- EXPERIMENT II

Subjects are Japanese with age variety from 18

through 79 years old (n.=30). They were asked to
tap a table at a tempo they feel most normal, and
then to read "The North Wind and the Sun" by'Aesop
at normal speed in Japanese. The result is shown

at Table 12

ble 1

Subjects Tapping Reading speed Age

(f/m) (W/m)
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3 102 198 22
4 95 192 20
5 100 185 49
6 96 182 43
7 96 180 23
8 90 .177 24

‘9 86 175 55
10 78 173 16
11 70 170 35
12 77 170 14
13 47 170 49
14 75 167 41
15 73 165 57
16 60 164 59
17 45 _ 160 , 35
18 70 155 17
19 66 148 71
20 90 145 23
21 60 143 39
22 60 143 37
23 60 140 62
24 56 140 40
25 45 136 65
26 49 135 65
27 86 . 132 23
28 65 130 55
29 48 123 74
30 43 111 78

The rank correlation between the tap frequency and

the reading speed is very high (Ess0.78, t=4.2,
p< 0.0001), and those between tapping and age,
reading speed and age are r§s0.6l, t=3.28, p< 0.02

and Iss0.57, t=3.06, p< 0.004, respectively.

Slow, rapid and normal speed tappers, 7in total,
were then chosen from the subjects, and they were
required to learn Spanish, which was never learned
by any subjects in the past. The content of learn-
ing (testing) was. 1) to repeat some Spanish words
and sentences without models after having listened
to them by a tape recorder five times. 2) to find
some grammatical rules heuristically after having
listened to some sets of words and sentences. 3)to
repeat phonemically minimum pair words afterhaving
listened to them five times. All the responseswere
tape—recorded and scored by twoteachers ofSpanish.
(coefficient of objectivityé0.82)

Table 2

Reading condition
Subjects Spanish Tapping interstress Age

test score interval S.D.

f/m msec.

l 108 110 412 15 18
5 102 104 453 15 49
8 98 96 525 21 24

19 77 66 755 21 71
28 59 65 870 30 55
29 51 48 931 31 74
30‘ 57 43 905 30 78
EX 73 75 692 .21 79

Felation aetween the Rhythmic Actions and Language
Acquisition

Table 2 shows the very high correlation between
the frequency of tapping and test scores, but bet-
ween age and test score, the correlation is not so
high. In order to confirm the relation of neuro
muscular ability for rhythmic action with compe-
tence for language acquisition, 3 male subject,EX,
who is still quick in action in spite of being 80
years old was asked to join the experiment, which
brought forth the result described in the bottom
of Table 2 -- his tapping is very smooth and his
test score is also high.

We can conclude rhythm is unexpectedly crucial
in the process of acquisition, closely connected
with human beings' motor actions.
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ABSTRACT

The development of a speech analysis
workstation is presented. The problems and
challenges in acoustically analyzing speech signals
are discussed. A system was developed to provide
the digital acquisition and analysis of speech with
all of the features typically required in acoustic
phonetic research.

INTRODUCTION

Speech has been acoustically analyzed by a wide
assortmentof instruments including oscilloscopes,
spectrographs. and numerous computer based
systems. Typically a computer system requires a
number of peripherals to analyze speech. These
peripherals may include input modules with A/D
and anti-aliasing filter, graphic boards and special
printers. High speed array processors or special
digital signal processing boards may be added to
boost processing speed. Software to analyze the
stored signal is typically purchased commercially
or developed by researchers.

The recent availability of general purpose
digital signal processing chips. inexpensive digital
memories and personal computers has provided
the technical capabilities for the development of a
powerful workstation designed for the analysis of
speech. A system can now be developed with the
advantages of a spectrograph (e.g. Sana-Graph and
SSD). an oscillograph (e.g. Visicorder), a feature
extractor (e.g. Visi-Pitch), and a general purpose
computer (e.g. VAX with DSP software).

DEFINING A SPEECH WORKSTATION

Before the development of a speech analysis
workstation is started, it is important that the
analysis requirements of the users are clearly
understood. Speech is analyzed by many different
professionals for many different reasons. A
phonetician may have different needs than an
speech language pathologist. Any workstation
designed for speech analysis must take these
different requirements under consideration. The
common elements for most speech analysis are

reviewed as follows:

Input .
The aliasing portion of a Signal must be

filtered before the signal is digitally stored,
Low-pass filtering is the process of eliminating the

high frequency components which will create
spurious spectra in the analysis. Providing
adequate anti-aliasing filters is a difficult, and
often overlooked. problem especially if the user
changes sampling rates to perform different
analysis tasks. For example, the analysis of vocal
behavior (e.g. perturbation measurements) requires
very high sampling rates to achieve high timing
accuracy. Sampling rates as high as 50-100kHz
may be required. Anti-aliasing filters at these
sampling rates are quite different from filters at
slower sampling rates.

Sampling frequency must be variable and
should exceed the 50 kHz sampling rate required in
some applications.

Psycholinguistic experiments andphonetic
transcription require a system which can store and
playback speech at high fidelity. High fidelity
playback requires high sampling rates. If the
workstation is to be used to acquire and define a
phonetic library the speech signal requires a deep
dynamic range and excellent frequency response.
Dynamic range should be above 7OdB and sampling
rates above 50kHz. The speech signal storage
should be sufficient to store at least one paragraph
of speech sampled at high rates.

All of the above requirements are very
important because there is a general requirement
for instrumentation to simply acquire. filter.
amplify/attenuate, A/D, D/A and buffer speech
signals for input to computers for further analysis.
A speech workstation should be able to excel in this
limited but important function.

From the requirements explained above the
following criteria for input and signal storage were
developed:

Sampling rates: Variable with samples up to
80kHz '

Dynamic Range: 12 bits or >72 dB
Low pass filters: Automatic with sampling

selection, 120 dB/octave, preferrably digital
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filters.
Signal storage: At least 40 seconds sampled

at 20kHz. This requires 2 Mbytes of memory.

Displays
Graphically, speech has tradionally been

displayed as a waveform, a spectrogram, a power
spectrum (frequency vs. power) or as tracings of
speech parameters. A speech workstation should be
able to present these four standard‘displays clearly
and crisply. Speech analysis also typically
requires timing and frequency measurements.
Various feature extraction techniques such as LPC
analysis has. also proven itself a useful tool.
Integrating these various approaches in the
analysis of speech would be especially useful. For
example it would be useful to superimpose color
LPC extracted formant values on a wide band grey
scale spectrogram. Depending on the analysis task
it would also be desireable to be able to rapidly
switch analysis formats to find the type of display
most revealing of the characteristic under
investigation.

A workstation should allow a wide range of
display options which can be quickly performed
(less than 2 seconds). This will help users quickly
re—analyze the stored data to find the most
revealing display of the aspect of interest. Time
resolution of waveform displays must facilitate the
measurement phenomenom of both very short and
long duration. Timing accuracy should be as fine as
each data point of memory for resolution of 0.01
milliseconds. Spectrograms must include a
selection of analysis filters for the fine time and
frequency resolution frequired for the effective
formant display of low and high pitch voices.

Real Time Performance
Real time analysis is valuable for a number

of reasons, some obvious and others not so obvious.
The faster the analysis is performed the less
waiting for the user. If the user can quickly
re-analyze data he or she is more likely to explore
various analysis modes to find the most revealing
method. In any clinical setting real time analysis
is usually a requirement.

The other advantage of real time analysis is
that the data can be' monitored during input and
analysis. Systems, which batch analyze data,
require the user to first store data and then analyze.
Speech is such a dynamic signal that unless the
input can be monitored during input it is very
difficult to acquire the signal without overloading
during transient peaks or underutilizing the full
dynamic range. One solution is to use input
systems with very deep dynamic range (>90dB)
which require 16 bit A/D and extremely good low
noise input circuits and anti-aliasing filters. These
systems are very expensive. ,

For many applications it is important to
monitor the analysis in order to select the correct
data fer analysis. For example if the researcher is
investigating an acoustic phenomenon which is

clearly displayed spectrographically, but is
difficult to hear, real time capability allows the
user to scan the input speech signal to select the
appropriate segment.

Some systems will analyze in real time, but
can not simultaneously store the speech signal.
This is obviously undesireable because the user
must re-enter the signal to re-analyze. A true real
time system must be able to simultaneously low
pass filter, acquire. store to memory, analyze and
display in real time.

Graphig Resolution
‘As mentioned above the graphic displays are

an important component in any speech analysis
workstation. High resolution graphic displays are
technically difficult. Typical microcomputers
video graphic standards fare notgood enough to
replicate the display resolution of even 1950 style
hard copy spectrograph. The selection of grey
scales available are insufficient to display
Spectrograms. The fine timing and frequency
measurements require a more robust display
standard with more than 32 shades of grey for each
element and a display resolutionof at least 640(H) x
480 (V). Hard copy resolution must match the
standard set by the commonly available hard copy
spectrographs. A color display would also be useful
to display speech parameters (such as LPC extracted
formant frequencies) and grey scale Spectrograms
simultaneously. Color is also required when
multiple traces are displayed.

Interface to Qomputers
A speech workstation should be able to

operate inside a microcomputer, or be easily
interfaced to microcomputers. For a number of
reasons discussed in more detail in another section
of this article currently available microcomputers
can not become practical speech workstations.
Despite these limitations inexpensive
microcomputers can serve valuable functions if
interfaced to a speech workstation. The
availability of inexpensive file management, data
storage and software complement the analysis and
display power of a speech workstation. An
interface to these microcomputers should be very
fast to facilitate rapid exchange of data files and to
increase the utility of the speech workstation as a
data acquisition peripheral.

Programmability
The rapid advances in digital signal

processing of speech necessitate that a speech
workstation can be updated to apply new
algorithms to speech analysis. Often users are only
interested in a single speech analysis measurement
and may require adjustments to currently
available programs to best extract this
information. It would be desirable for the user to be
able to change programs and a requirement that the
vendor can upgrade Without using software rather
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mThe aliasing portion of a signal must be
filtered before the signal is digitally stored,
Low-pass filtering is the process of eliminating the

high frequency components which will create
spurious spectra in the analysis. Providing
adequate anti-aliasing filters is a difficult, and
often overlooked. problem especially if the user
changes sampling rates to perform different
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behavior (e.g. perturbation measurements) requires
very high sampling rates to achieve high timing
accuracy. Sampling rates as high as 50-100kHz
may be required. Anti-aliasing filters at these
sampling rates are quite different from filters at
slower sampling rates.

Sampling frequency must be variable and
should exceed the 50 kHz sampling rate required in
some applications.

Psycholinguistic experiments and phonetic
transcription require a system which can store and
playback speech at high fidelity. High fidelity
playback requires high sampling rates. If the
workstation is to be used to acquire and define a
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of speech sampled at high rates.
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important because there is a general requirement
for instrumentation to simply acquire. filter.
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signals for input to computers for further analysis.
A speech workstation should be able to excel in this
limited but important function.

From the requirements explained above the
following criteria for input and signal storage were
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Sampling rates: Variable with samples up to
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Dynamic Range: 12 bits or >72 dB
Low pass filters: Automatic with sampling
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filters.
Signal storage: At least 40 seconds sampled

at 20kHz. This requires 2 Mbytes of memory.

Displaxs
Graphically, speech has tradionally been

displayed as a waveform, a spectrogram. a power
spectrum (frequency vs. power) or as tracings of
speech parameters. A speech workstation should be
able to present these four standard‘displays clearly
and crisply. Speech analysis also typically
requires timing and frequency measurements.
Various feature extraction techniques such as LPC
analysis has. also proven itself a useful tool.
Integrating these various approaches in the
analysis of speech would be especially useful. For
example it would be useful to superimpose color
LPC extracted formant values on a wide band grey
scale spectrogram. Depending on the analysis task
it would also be desireable to be able to rapidly
switch analysis formats to find the type of display
most revealing of the characteristic under
investigation.

A workstation should allow a wide range of
display options which can be quickly performed
(less than 2 seconds). This will help users quickly
re—analyze the stored data to find the most
revealing display of the aspect of interest. Time
resolution of waveform displays must facilitate the
measurement phenomenom of both very short and
long duration. Timing accuracy should be as fine as
each data point of memory for resolution of 0.01
milliseconds. Spectrograms must include a
selection of analysis filters for the fine time and
frequency resolution frequired for the effective
formant display of low and high pitch voices.

Real Time Performance
Real time analysis is valuable for a number

of reasons, some obvious and others not so obvious.
The faster the analysis is performed the less
waiting for the user. If the user can quickly
re-analyze data he or she is more likely to explore
various analysis modes to find the most revealing
method. In any clinical setting real time analysis
is usually a requirement.

The other advantage of real time analysis is
that the data can be' monitored during input and
analysis. Systems, which batch analyze data,
require the user to first store data and then analyze.
Speech is such a dynamic signal that unless the
input can be monitored during input it is very
difficult to acquire the signal without overloading
during transient peaks or underutilizing the full
dynamic range. One solution is to use input
systems with very deep dynamic range (>90dB)
which require 16 bit A/D and extremely good low
noise input circuits and anti-aliasing filters. These
systems are very expensive. s

For many applications it is important to
monitor the analysis in order to select the correct
data fOr analysis. For example if the researcher is
investigating an acoustic phenomenon which is

clearly displayed spectrographically, but is
difficult to hear, real time capability allows the
user to scan the input speech signal to select the
appropriate segment.

Some systems will analyze in real time, but
can not simultaneously store the speech signal.
This is obviously undesireable because the user
must re-enter the signal to re-analyze. A true real
time system must be able to simultaneously low
pass filter, acquire, store to memory, analyze and
display in real time.

Graphic Resolution
‘As mentioned above the graphic displays are

an important component in any speech analysis
workstation. High resolution graphic displays are
technically difficult. Typical microcomputers
video graphic standards fare not-good enough to
replicate the display resolution of even 1950 style
hard copy spectrograph. The selection of grey
scales available are insufficient to display
Spectrograms. The fine timing and frequency
measurements require a more robust display
standard with more than 32 shades of grey for each
element and a display resolutionof at least 640(H) x
480 (V). Hard copy resolution must match the
standard set by the commonly available hard copy
spectrographs. A color display would also be useful
to display speech parameters (such as LPC extracted
formant frequencies) and grey scale Spectrograms
simultaneously. Color is also required when
multiple traces are displayed.

Interface to ggomputers
A speech workstation should be able to

operate inside a microcomputer, or be easily
interfaced to microcomputers. For a number of
reasons discussed in more detail in another section
of this article currently available microcomputers
can not become practical speech workstations.
Despite these limitations inexpensive
microcomputers can serve valuable functions if
interfaced to a speech workstation. The
availability of inexpensive file management, data
storage and software complement the analysis and
display power of a speech workstation. An
interface to these microcomputers should be very
fast to facilitate rapid exchange of data files and to
increase the utility of the speech workstation as a
data acquisition peripheral.

Programmability
The rapid advances in digital signal

processing of speech necessitate that a speech
workstation can be updated to apply new
algorithms to speech analysis. Often users are only
interested in a single speech analysis measurement
and may require adjustments to currently
available programs to best extract this
information. It would be desirable for the user to be
able to change programs and a requirement that the
vendor can upgrade without using software rather
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h Id be able to operate in dual restriction does not a ow e u e v. a on of graphics routines required in a speech workstation ;
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Affordability are too slow for the real time digital ‘signal new thermal printer and this print quality matches

Price and performance have obvious prOCCSSing required. Array PI'OCCSSOFS W0U1d nee: the quality of Kay sonagramsTM which have become

tradeoffs in any development but a speech to be added to achieve real time per ormance an. the standard for spectrographic display. The

workstation can not be beyond the reach of most in some cases. the system architecture can not printer produces true (not imitated with a

speech scientist no matter how wonderful the transfer data blocks at the required rates. . collection of dots turned on or off) grey scale at 120

roduct is. 3 These technical and cost considerations ands, it dpi. :

p must still be emphasized that it is important to The System requires multiple processing

EXPLORING THE AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY have high speed interfacing between the standalone modules to achieve the speed and performance .‘
speech workstation and the widely available required. The relatively slow CPU is relieved of

Once the outline 0f the features and IBM-PC type microcomputer and VAX virtually all of the processing, except for

specifications were eStabliShEd the commercially minicomputers. High speed interfacings controlling the other modules.
available technology was investigated to determine eliminates the need for the workstation to include The system meets all of the criteria set above
the best approach to accomplish the design its own disk drives and allows access to available for a speech workstation. It can not be programmed
criterion. One approach which was considered in DSP software and previously digitized data. by‘ a novice and is, therefore. limited to the

detail was the packaging of the hardware/software programs available from Kay or programs
for this workstation inside a standard DEVELOPINGTHEWORKS’I‘ATION developed by programmers familiar with the TI

microcomputer. In this configuration the 320 code. There are over 320 desigi teams working ' a .
hardware would plug into the backplane of the DEC The result of the exploration has led toe with this chip according to T1. How many are E

9- Bus. the IBM-PC bus or directly come“ to ahigh standalone system based on a 00mm“ working in the speech field is not‘known but the
speed port of other computers. DEC . IBM-PC ATS. microprocessOr, powerful digital signal PFOCBSSllll T1320 family represents over 65% of the digital
Amigas, Apollo, Sun, Masscomp. Macintosh and integrated circuits. high resolution graphic signal processing chips sold in 1986. It has become
others were evaluated. displays and high speed DMA capabilities. The a standard for digital signal processing

Incorporating the workstation in these digital signal processing chip selected was the development and there are numerous plug-in
comon computers was rejected for technical and/01' 32020 from TI (Texas Instruments). Two 320203are boards for computers designed for 320 code
cost considerations. The widely available used to further increase the processing speed tote! development Kay has developed a_ series of

inexpensive computers (IBM-PC. Amiga, Maclntosh million instructions per second. The 32020 are programs to implement all of the features discussed

etc.) were not powerful enough even with added capable of many parallel operations and include3 in the 'the section "DEFINING A SPEECH
hardware. The technical limitations of fast single~instruction multiply operation. T1165? WORKSTATION". Along with the. development of
inexpensive microcomputers to perform as a speech features are extremely useful because of the numerous speech analysis programs continuing at
workstation are as follows: repetitive nature of the instructions and the many Kay other groups. including the University of

1. The bus of microcomputers has a very multiplications required in digital Slgl‘al ViCtoria's CSTR (Centre for SPCCCh Technology
limited bandwidth and it can not. therefore. processing. These features combine. to Pro"lde Research), are working on LPC analysis /
acquire signals at the sampling rates required for digital signal processing speeds equivalent to 0"“ modification/ synthesis programs. Kay W111
many speech analysis taSkS- 50 million instruction per second in a gene commercialize the programs developed by CSTR.

2. The bus and DMA capabilities of purpose computer. These chips were also selected The system has all of the programs stored on a
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Introduction.

This contribution describes a Simple

programming environment called Speech “a:

(SL). The system is designed for persona

computers operating under CP/H—BO or

MS Dgie SL was designed at the Department

of Circuit Theory of Czech Technical

University in Prague for the speech

processing. The scope of task being solved

is very large. It includes the baSic

signal processing algorithms, wave-shape

coding methodes, LPC analySis etc.

Recently a simple knowledge base was added

to support works in speech syntheSis:

SL is used in all speech oriented

works in our department. It is used by

students, by after graduate students and

by staff of the department. It enables

easy way of data and program exchange.

The SL structure.

The SL is structured programing

environment. It consists of the following

building blocks:

User interface

Data Acquisition system

Data Processing Package

Graphics Package

The SL is controlled trough the User

Interface. It is made up from powerful

commands. Commands can be divided in

following groups, which correspond with

the building blocks:

Database Commands

Data Acquisition Commands

Data Processing

Graphics Commands

External Procedures

Help Menu System

The first set of commands are database

commands. They are used to display the

database records, to retrieve, erase and

update records. Other commands are devoted

to get and put the data on the disk.

Special command serves to import and

Prague
chnical University,

e Circuit Theory

SCII files- . .expOEEBA Data Acquisition COmmNMs

th the D/A and D/A convertorg

gaggerzzzuZ: a fast data acquisition mm

the immediate check of processed speech.A

simple command “SPEAK 15 very useful in

many speech applications. .

For simple data processing an

available many commands. Some of them an

build-in and some are external commmms

They are used for Signal proceSSing.

A very important feature of the SL is

the simple ability to. make. up ow

procedures. The whole SL. 15 written in

TURBO Pascal [2]. This implementations:

ro raming language is very popuar

Eisihi PC gonpatibles and CP/M-BO. worm,

The user created procedures writtenqn

TURBO Pascal can be called from SL wnh

single command. They can use the same dam

as SL. It is an easy task to go back toSL

after processing the data in a commn

block. This is accomplished using tm

TURBO Pascal command chain. In thisww

the user can use all the SL commands am

create his own procedures. The burdenof

all data housekeeping and many processhm

is minimized. .

User interface is equipped With lame

help menu system. This help can be calhd

time.

any The SL uses a 20k or 32k long hfifa

for the data storage depending on th

particular implementation. This bufferus

used as above mentioned common block whim

is used by both SL and user-writtm

procedures. To simplify the orientationln

data, the buffer is divided in particulu

number of 128 bytes long sectors. Even

byte in any sector is user accessible.Tm

same structure of the data pointer is usm

in all commands. The data pointer 15

composed from two numbers. The firm

number is used for a sector and the secom

for a byte in the sector. We found thn

type of pointers useful for the sort of

applications the SL was designed for.

The data structure.

buffer are speeCh

type of data. FM

coefficients, spectnm.

processd

The data in the
samples or any other
example the LPC
histogram etc. This data can be
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and then graphically displayed on the
screen. There are available different
graph shapes for the spectrum, histogram
or the speech time series. User can chose
to display the data in any shape. The
graphs can be print out. Simultaneous
display of different records is possible.

The file structure.

The SL record consists from two files
a data file and a dictionary file. The
dictionary file carries the information
about the data like the sampling
frequency, the date of creating the
record, remarks etc. The data file
contains pure data. Both files are
automatically maintained using the SL
commands. The dictionary file is short and
it is presented in the SL on line to speed
up the directory operation. The data file
is updated after any changes has taken
place.

A/D D/A converters.

The SL system ~ enables an easy

installation of A/D and D/A drivers. The

drivers must be written in assembly

language and must be patched in the SL.

The SL suppbrts any sampling frequency for

data acquisition. We usually use double

sampling frequency then required, to

decrease the analog filter requirements.

The final data are the digitally filtered

with FIR filter. Simultaneously is the

signal decimated in frequency. In this way

the linear phase response can be

preserved.

Graphics.

The SL uses Graphical Commands to

display the contents of the BUFFER on the

screen. The way how it is displayed

depends on the hardware abilities. The

graphical system is a separate part of the

SL. It is written for different graphical

systems. The CP/M versions are not so rich

in graphical abilities compared to MS-DOS

version. Both versions give the same type

of the printer output.
The user can chose a proper

the graph different types.
designed to display a speech wave-shape,

the power spectra, the histogram, the

autocorrelation function etc. In the

graphical part of the SL are.also included

shape of
Shapes are

commands to display a difference of two

signals.
Graphs can be send to the printer or

plotter.

Data processing.

The SL has build-in the most important

signal processing procedures. They can be

applied to active buffer. These procedures

are:

Histogram
Autocorrelation
Windowing
FFT

External procedures are in the
processing library. It contains a large

set of algorithms for spectral and LPC
analysis.

Different algorithms for speech
wave-shape coding can be called. For
example different types of PCM and DPCM
quantization, adaptive versions of PCM and
DPCM etc.

We also developed a package of
clustering algorithms for the purpose of
vector quantization of descriptors or
wave-shape of speech.

For the purpose of synthesis by rule
we developed a special package with a
simple knowledge database. It is used for
development of synthesizers with limited
number of words and high quality of
speech. The knowledge database simplifies
the construction of similar sounds.

User written-subroutines.

A very important feature of the SL is
the ability to include a user—written
subroutine and to -use the facilities of
the system too. The whole system is
written in Turbo PASCAL. The data buffer
can be equally accessed from the main SL
system and from the user written routine.
The user-written routine can be debugged
separately in Turbo Pascal environment and
then translated as a CHN file and executed
from SL. This simplifies the development
and debugging very much. The user-written
procedure is invoked from the system
command line.

The system is designed to receive
different 'data in the form of ASCII
string. This way of transfer represents an
easy link to large set of other programs
written in different languages. These
commands are used to transfer data from
other programs. For example with SL we use
the standard library of signal processing
programs for digital filtering, FFT etc.
[1].

Conclusion.

The SL system was successfully used in
our department to solve various tasks. The
SL is a very simple system but gives the
user many capabilities and simplifies the
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dictionary file carries the information
about the data like the sampling
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record, remarks etc. The data file
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vector quantization of descriptors or
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HHTEPAKTKBHAH flABOPATOPHAfl CMCTEMA
flflfl AHAHMBA M OBPABOTKH PEQEBHX CHPHAHOB

C.n. Ponqapoa, B.H. qynan

Buqncnuwenbflufi ueHTp

AxaneMHH Hayx CCCP
Moca,

PEBDME

noxnan conepxnr onucaaue nporpaMMHoro

oéecneqeuna unrepaxruBHofi cncreMu nun aHa-

nnaa u un¢poaon oépaéorxu pequx CHrHanon

Ha Manon 38M ofimero Haaaaqennfi, ocuameHHon

rpa¢nqecxnm nncnneeM. Cucrema npencraanaer

c0603 Rommnexc nporpaMM, B Koropufi onHT

xax 6n6nnorexa npouenyp,peannsymmuxnunon-

HeHue crannapramx ¢ynxunfl noo6pa60TKeCHr-

Hanoa, wax u nporpaMMH, nosaonnmmne, B una-

HOPOBOM pemnme, c conbaoBaHHeM rpa¢nqe-

cxoro Haoépameflun peqeaoro cnrHana n ero

napamerpon Ha 3xpaHe nucnnexsunonnxrbana-

nus peueBux CHFHaflOB, Bunenarb anaqeaun

HX napameTpOB H coxpaHb 3TH saaqeana B

6a3e naHHux, a Taxme BNHOHHKTb Hexoropue

@yaxunn no oépaéorxe peqenux cnrHanoa, Ha—

npnmep, nponaaonnrb ananus 3amyMHeHHHx @0-

HorpaMM c uenbm ynqeHHH ux Kaqecraa.

BBEflEHHB

MccnenoaaHHH B o6nacwn aBTomaTqcxoro

pacnosaaaaflua, uu¢poaofl 06pa60TKH CHrHanos

H axcnepnmeHTaaon moaernxesaqacrymnocnr

pnoeMKHfi H pyTHHHHH xapaKTep, Tax Kax

csflsaua c BonhmnM oébeMOM pqon pa60Tu,

Tpeéymmeficn, Hanpumep, npn nonroronke axc—

nepumeHTaaoro marepnana, a Taxxe ouee

pesyaaTOB paéora. C Haqana BO-x ronoa B

Baqucnnrenbuom ueHTpe AxaneMMH HayK CCCP

paapaéaruaaercn cneunannanpoaaufioe upo-

rpaMMHoe oGecneqne nnfi unwponofl o6pa60T-

KM peqHx CHrHanoa Ha Manux SBM. Henbm

paapaéorxu fiBnHeTCR Makcumanbuoe oénerqe-

Hue ycnnufi nonbaoaarenen a npOPpaMMHpO'

BaHHH H ownanxe npouenyp aHannaaxioGpaGOT-

KH pequx cnruanoa, B qacruocrn, coanaHHe

nporpaMMHoro oéecneqaaéoqeromecra nnx

aHannsa pequx curaanos. Honyqennue K Ha-

croamemy EDEMGHK B peaynbrare nponenaHHofi
paéoru nporpaMMHue cpencraa onpanuann omn-

nauua paapaéorquxon, xax cymeCTBeHHo mogu-

cna nponanonnrenbuocrb pna cneunanncroa,
wax u BHHOHHfiTh Hccnenoaauux, panee npax-
Tuqecxn Henosmomaue.

CCCP

APXMTEKTYPA CHCTEMU

Ha pHC. 1 uaoépamefla cxeMaTqcxH apxu-

rexrypa CHCTeMH, amqan Kax nporpaMMHoe

06ecneqne, Tax H annapaTHym qacrb. Tex-

aecxon Gason nnx paCouero mecra anunca

HamepurenbHo-Buqucnurenbfiuz xomnnexc,nxnm-

qammufl B ceéa MHHH BBM, annaparypy BBona-

Banana peuenux cnrHanon u rpa¢nqecxnn nuc-

nnefl. Bcé paspaéoraHHoe nporpaMMHoe oéec-

neqeune wyaxuuouupyer B cpene onepauuouflon

CKCTeMH peanLHoro BpemeHH. nfiorpaMMHoe 05-

ecneqne nocrpoeno nonepapaecxomynpnn-

nnny. B arom cmucne cucremy momuo paccmaq-

pnaarb KaK coaoxynuocrb qerupex ocaonuux

KOMnOHeHT — "ypoauefi". YpOBHu OpraHHBOBaHH

TaKHM OEpasoM, qTo monynn Bepxanx yponnen

ccmnamrca npn paéore Hanmnynnnnxanx ypoa-

Hen u moryr oémeuunarbcn nu¢opmaunen c HH-

MK; ouHaKo npu arom nepenaaaemue napamerpm

CTaHnapTHSHpOBaHH Tax, qro crpyxTypa mony-

nen Huxaero ypoaaa ocraerca cpTon 01 M0-

nynen BeHero ypOBHH. Monynxnxunxunx ypon-

Hen, B caow oqepenb, Henocrynua HHQOpmaunn

o cymecraoaannn éonee Bucoxnx yposflen.

BHYTpH xaxnoro yponufi coSnmnancx monynbumn

aHa nocrpoeuna nporpaMM, scoorsewcranu

c KOTODHM Kamnaa nporpamma BunonHHeT cnom,

nocraTOq aBTOHOMHym ¢yHKuxw 05pa5OTKH H

Tonbxo ee. Hono6Haa apXHTeKTypa oéecneqfina

éonbmyw creneHb HeSaBHCHMOCTH nporpaMMHoro

oeecneqHH, noasonuB cpaBHHTeao nerxo

acnoca6nHBaTb ero KaK K HOBHM annaparyp-

HEM pecypcaM, Tax n K HOBHM OGHaCTHM npu-

MeHeHHH.

BASOBOE HPOFPAMMHOE OBECHEHEHHE

Bra qacrh nporpaMMHonaoéecneqeunnnpen-

CTaBHfiET coGoR conoxynHocrb nHTH Gnfinuorex

(OfibeKTHEX Monynefl), Ha ocuoae Koropux co-
snaHo Bcé nporpaMMHoe o6ecneque Soneeau-

coxoro ypoaHz. Snénuorexa CTaHnapTHux noz—

nporpaMM uu®poaon oépaSOTKH peqeaux curHa-

nos conepxnr craHnaeux nonnporpaMM que-

neHHux npeoépasonanufi (anFOpHTMH Buqncne-

a EH¢ nnfl KOMnneKcnux, nencrnnrenbaux H

uenoqucnenaux naHHHx, onenxn cnexrpanbuux

xapaxTepncrux cnruana, ornéawmen cnexrpa,

qacrorm ocaoauoro TOHa, napamerpos HHHeR-

HOPO npencxaaaann peqesoro curHana, aTe-

3a un¢posux ¢tTpOB H @Knbrpaunu peqeamx
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BHGnHoreKa nonnporpaMM
CHI‘HaJIOB H 'r.n.).

Haéop npoue’
maHqH apHQMeTHKH amqaer

nyp nnn BHflOnHeHHH maHqHHx onepauPm “3

MHHH BBM, He Hmemmefi cneunpoueccopa. Mc-

nonbsoBaHHe 3THX nonnporpaMM noanongeT B

4-6 pas ycxopHTb npouecc BucneHHH no

cpaBHeHHm c oéuqHuMH npouenypaMH: HaaaH-

HHMK, Hanpnmep, Ha Hauxe ooprpaH—4. 8H6-

nnorexa nonnporpaMM Bsona-BuBona peqHX

CHrHanon npenocwaanxer cpencrna nun oécny-

XHBaHHfl Ann H uAH. HpH 3TOM anon (BHBOH)

naHHux momer npOHsnonHTbcx Kax B onepaTHB-

Hyw HaMHTb BBM, Tax H B yxaaaHHHH @aHn Ha

Hocnrene npfimoro nOCTyna. PeqoH CHrHan

B nocnenHeM cnyqae XPaHHTCK B ¢opMaTe 06-

aoro (nBOHqro) ¢aHna nonCHCTeMH ynpaB-

HEHKK ¢afinaMM onepauHOHHoH cncremm.

Haéop nonnporpammynpaaneHHxOKHaMHBknm-

Haer B ceéfi npouenypu, npenocrasnfimmHeHaH-

Gonee ynoéumH HHTep¢eHc mexny anropHTMaMH

oépaéoTxH pequx CHFHaHOB (conbaymm

oéuqno nomaroaym oépafiorxy naHHux) H caMH-

MH naHHmMH, conepmaMHMc B ¢aHnax Ha Ho-

CHTene npamoro nocryna. B anropurmax 06pa-

60TKH pequx CHrHanon oueHKa 3HaqHH na-

pamerpoa CHrHana H ofipaGOTKa CHrHana oéuq-

HO BunonHHmTca B nouaroaom pemHme, Korna

peqoH CHrHan paCCMaHBaETCK Kax nocne-

noaarenbuocrb nepexpaaamxcx nmxny coéofi

CePMeHTOB ("oxou") naHHux. Kamnun TaKoH

cerMeHT oépaéarunaercx anropHTMOM OTneao

H, B éonbMHHCTBe cnyqaeB, oépafiorxa cer-

MeHTOB BHnOflHHeTCH onHOTHnHuM oépaaow. C

TOHKH speHHx nonnporpaMM ynpannenua OKHaMH

@aHn, conepxamHH peqoH CHrHan (HnH @aHn,

cocroaH H3 napamerpoa peqoro CHrHana)

Hmeer CpKTypy maHuu, Kannax crpoxa Ko-

Topofi - BeKTOp 3HaqHH napamerpon peqo-

ro CHrHana, coownercrnymuHH onpeneneHHomy

MOMeHTY BpeMeHH. B qacrHOM cnyqae, Korua B

¢anne conepMHrcz peqoH CHrHan,cn03ne-

MEHTOB B Kaxnofi crpoxe paBHo 1, TO ecsro

- OLHOMEpHaH maHua. UpHxnanHaH nporpamma

noaa conepxara oaaHHe conbayeMux em

naHHux H npaBHna, no xoropmm GyneT Bunon-

HfiTbCH pasfineHHe wafina naHHux Ha cermenru

nun O6pa60TKH. C BTOH uennm B aKnanHoH

nporpamme cneuHannHHM aanpocom coanawrca

6y®epa - "OKHa", B KOTopux conepmarcs naH-

Hue. OxHa naHHux moryr GHTB cosnaHu nnfi

Bcex onaux, Buxonnux H npomexyroqaux no-

TOKOB naHHux anropHrma. HOCKOHBKY naHHue

oaaHm xax @aHnu, TO nocnenoaarenbnocrb

neHCTBHH no oaaHHm H ynpaBneHHw noroxom

naHHux a anropnrme amqaer B cefin cnenym-

mHe sranm:

— oaaHHe oxen B axnanHoH nporpamme;

— ycraHOBneHHe cnaamxnyoxHaMH H 0T0-

GpameHHuMH B BTOM oxae ¢afinaMH;

- HHHuHHpOBaHHe onepauHHnepenaaauHux

memny OKHOM H CBHSaHHHMH CHHM QaHnaMH

a COOTBeTCTBHH crpeéosaHHanm anropHrma.

Hporpamma cooémaer paamep Kamnoro OKHa

(B ceKyHnax), mar, c KOTOpHM 0H0 cmemaercn

no naHHuM, no CHrHany (onmomernameaarbca,

xax H nnHHa oxnaB npouecceoépaGorxH), THn

oxaa (OKHO nna qTeHHH H 3anHCH naHm HnH

Tonbxo ans qTeuHH HnH sanHCH), a Taxme xa—

HKH 0T06paxaemux n 310M oxae new

OTy nHCKPeTKBauHH, KoaeCTBo my

flocne Toro, Kax nporpaMa

ycTaHoaneHHe CBHBH Mawy

coanaHHHM em OKHOM H ¢afinowxnaaaux,oua Mm

met HOHHOCTbm KoqoaonaTb ace QYHKmm

no oémeHy naHHuMH, c EOMombf sanpocon “ma

IInOBI/IHHOHHPOBaTb OKHO , "CJIBHra-rb OKHO

Baepx", "aHraTb °KH° Bfinan' "n0nvmnh
BpeMfi noaHuHOHHpOBaHHH OKHa H T.n. Komu

nporpaMMa aunaet aanpoc nosHuHOHHpoBaTb

oxao“, oaa‘cooémaew TOHKy noaHuHoaosawn

(a cexyanax or Haqana sanHCH) H B osnacn

oKHa BunonHHeTca nepenaqa naHHux H3 ¢amm

naHHux, Koropue COOTBeTCTEw yKa3aHHmw

nporpaMMOFI Bpemex-IH. CnBHI‘ OKHa Hauar BBepx

nonpaaymeaaer cmemeHHe naHHux a 6y¢epeTf

KKM oépaaoM, q'ro Haqano 6yq>epa CMemaeTcx no

Qaflny naHHux Ha npomemyrox BpemeHH, pafimm

wary cmemeHHK oxaa B CTOpOHy BoapaCTmmx

Bpemeflfl. CnBHr oxaa BHHB aHanorHHeH cnmwy

BBe, HO a STOM oxuo cmemaercn a cropm

Hy yMeHbmeHHH BpeMeHH, To ECTb x Haq

¢aHna naHHHx. nporpaMma momer nonyahgpy

Mn, xoropoe COOTBeTCTByeT Haqany pacnmm-

meHHa OKHa B ¢aHne naHHHX Bunarb 3mmoc

"nonqTa speMH". ,
a TaKHX ycHOBKHX pa60TH anropHrM,K¢

Topaz peanHayeT nomaronym 06pa6orxy amm-

na or Haqana no KOHua, none npocro mmm

oqepenaoro uHxna 06pa60TKH cnruanaaamaamh

aanpoc Ha aHr oxaa BBe. OnHCaHHufiawm

nonxon noanoa He TOHbKO pesxo yqmn

npouecc cosnaHHx nporpawmaoépaéoHCHrHr

nos (awqax Hx ornanxy), Ho H oéycnomn

cymec'rneHHyzo rH6Koc'rb 3THX nporpaMM 3a cue:

orcyTCTBHH HeoéxonHMOCTH B Hx MOHHQHmmm

B cnyqae H3MeHeHHa napamerpoa aHanHBacm-

Hanon (Hanpumep, nnHHu aHanHSpemorocer

MEHTa naHHux) HnH xapaxrepHce caMorocm-

Hana (Hanpnmep, uacroru axpeTHBmmm.

¢aHna naHHHx, Kax yme 6Hno ynomzHyTo,Mw

ryT conepxaTb He TOflbKO axperHue gnaw-

HHH camoro peqeaoro CHrHana, HO Taxmecw

CTOHTB H3 npOHaaoaax napamerpon peqemm

CHrHana. 3THMH napaMeTpaNm MOPyT 6HThxu

3HaqHH napame’rpos MOLeJlfl peqeoépaaoaaam,

HamepeHHue Ha HHTepBanax aHaaa, Tax Hfiw

nee cnoxnae nHHrBHcqecxHe xapaxrepnaw

KH, TaxHe Kax TqH Haqana KHH Koaua mm?

neneanux @0Hem, rpaHHubxyqacrxos nay3,cw-

Hex, aaoHKHx HnH rnyXHx BBYKOB H T.n.¢fl-

nu naauux, conepxamHe aaaqHH napamermm

pequx CHPHaHOB, nonyqHux n peaynhmm

xparxonpemenuoro cnepaaoro auwmam

ynoéHo 06pa6aTuBaTh c nomombm npencramwr

Hux same ¢nuHH ynpaBneHHH OKHaMM namflk

Onaaxo nun opraunaauHH paéowu c nammmv

xapaxrepHaymmHMH nHarBHCTHHeCKHe xapm“?

pHCTHKH peqesoro CHrHana, Gonee YflOWW

HBnHeTCfi nononHHTeao K STOMy conbmmr

HHe cneuHanhHux ®YHKHHH CHCTeMU ynpaBnam

éaeofl flaHHux. Ocaonuux ¢nuHH Hecxwmmi

3T0 n0cnrro oxneHHH CTpOKH napaMeTPOB

(merox HnH mapxepoa) n ¢ann napaMeTponyfif
uHHaH c yxasaHHoH TqH HOHCKa. BBTOM aw

qae B npnxnanaym nporpammy nepenamrcxnm'

MeHa, COOTBeTCTBymuHe roqxam Haqana HKW'

paxTePHCT
aux: qacT
paMeTPOB “ T'n'
BanacT sanpOC “a
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Hpouenypu aHanHaa H 06a pa— HHTepaKTHBHaGorxu a CHcrema
pequx CHFHaflOB aHannaa peqesux CHrHanoa ¢YH22figigfifHHH
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Sgggggfraufiugon- MaHqHax HonnporpaMms CneuHanH- Honnpommi ( o- - -
30H 06pa60Tp ueno ynpaaneHHH aHpOBaHHaH rpaMMH BaaoBoe_

-

cneHHafi OKHaMH cynn nporp Hoepeqeadx CHrHanoa apn¢meTHxa BBona- 06
Bunona ecneqHe

7 ‘
One a HOHHp u an CHcrema peaaoro BpeMeHH OnepauHOHHaxCHcrema

v

MHHH SBM npeofipa-Ppa¢HHeca anneH soBaTenH Annaparypa
Ann-HAH

PHc. 1. Hepapaecxafi cxema opraHHa auHH H50TKH pequx CHPHaflOB. n anorOBoH CHCTEMH uH¢poaoH 06pa-

§::;:g BXOMBHHK B (bar/m napaMe'rpOB onpene-
TaKHM “nkfl HRH nocnenona'reaOC'rH MeTOK

M aKnanHaH npOI‘paNIM .aMOXeT Ha.-
aMep, nocnenona‘ren I HHTepaKTHBHaH
BceM cerMeHTaM peqggg Eggfiab noc'ryn KO OCTaBnHeT HOHBBOnzfigqggKa-fi CHCTeMa ripen-MHM KBacTauHOHapHufl yqacw ana, COnea- “”3: B nuanOPOBOM peXHM BMOXHOCTL Bflnene_
HOP! "a" mm K0 BceM yqac 0“ ynapflo“ mac" pamerpos pe‘zeaux cu e, HwopMamamx na-Hma onpeneneHHHM moraMT:a¥,flCOOIII‘:eTC'-r3y‘ nyqHb TaKHM oépagogflggaqegggpaageuue no-

'renb MOMeT 'ramKe CneuHaHbIM. 1:53OBSSIBOSS: HEX H HCHOHLSOBaHHe 3THX 3‘43ql aspen Hg:-HeCTH 3Ha‘IEHHe onpeneneHHoro napaMe'rpa B nonHeHHH npouenyp ocpafioTKH peqHx curl-ia-

HHTEPAKTMBHAH FPAQHHECKAH CHCTEMA

yxaaaHHoe MGCTO (no BpemeHH) ¢annana _ non. Texymax BepCHK CHCTeMH amqaer -

POB. CepBHCHue npoueau noanornmr pamer 63 aKnanHme npOPpaMMH 06pa6°TK B ce
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nonsaoaa'renb. penerme'r 63M CHI‘HaJIa (KaK-TO: sflaqHe aHH:HXa:apaMeTpax

B "¢nuH0HanbuuH YPOBEHB" (CM. pHc 1) qacroru H amnnuryna ¢opmaar, qazégzsZZLnonanH Hpouenypu, Deannaymmne 3axouqeéaue HOBHOPO TOHa H T. n.), “To momer GHTh no-
anro ‘
TaB iggrg gggaéorx“ peqenux CHPHanOB. Coc— 223:3: a coanaHHH cneuHanH3HponaHHHx Gas

Bun 3aBHCH HRH TeCTH o
eHTauHH CHcreMH B I'ornpofineMHoH Opu- poHCTB H anro p BaHHH H ornanxn ycr-
HHTeHCHBHO Keno; naHHOM cnyqae HaHéonee BaHHfi peqH pHTMOB oépaéorxu 11 pacnoaaa—

53 'cneqHe nna Koppe2332005 UPOFPaMMHOG 056' Ccema naer Boa
HOB. onflaxo up” 8 3amyMneHHux CKrHa- aoaarenm cne moxnocrbsunonuzrbnonb-
HRH cncremu Fex BapHaHTaX conbaona— — cos nymmHe neKCTBHH:B 310: yponeah uenecooépaaao naaarb Ha sxpane rpa¢qcxoro a-
amqarb n 01 ‘ nnea(Bwson) pegeggfigpzérggsgneqHBammHe BBCn THK pzzggggzeggig:fHHqxxapaxrepHc-
33M, npouenypu, oéecneqHBaiiodaymb1 Ha axax ' ro amnnHTynHoro cnea. KPaTKOBpeMeHHO-
Hum peqeaoro CHrHana (THn FHe BHSyanHSa— QODMH peqeaoro CH Krpa, BpemeHHoH

npouenypu nnfi reHepauHH c: BHnHMaHpeqh )’ amnnHrynHoro cne rflana’ crnameflfloroHoro BHna (Tecronue c rHaHOB CneuHanL- BDeMeHHOfl KTDa, KOHTYPa KPaTKO-
HrHanu, GenHHIHyM, p0- — HHTeHCHBHOCTH;

soBHH
‘ my“, TOHOBHe CHrHanu), npouen m npOHaBOnflTb Henocpencrseuao Ha 3x an

oueHKH nepBHqHux napame yp rpa¢nqecxoro an p e

Hana, a THBHOFO TpOB peqeaoro CHr— Hug an” 3H neg yxasaHHe monome-
OnHoH Hgflgaufionee gznomeHHHCHrHanoau r.n. merpon peq:::mm HH¢opMaTHBHHX napa-
npouenyp ¢yflxufloflan :EHCHBHO HCHOHb3yeMHx HaHneHHue 3Ha: CHrHanon H sanommnarb

MHTePaKTHBHafi rpa¢Hz oro yposna HBnHeTCH _ ynpaanzrb n o eHHH B 6a3e naHHHx;

nuaa ecxax CHCTeMa nnfi aHa- p cuorpom CHrHana, nepeme-peqHx curaanon. ' max cmorposue oxaa a HymHOM HanpaBne-
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BHGnHoreKa nonnporpaMM
CHI‘HaJIOB H 'r.n.).

Haéop npoue’
maHqH apHQMeTHKH amqaer

nyp nnn BHflOnHeHHH maHqHHx onepauPm “3

MHHH BBM, He Hmemmefi cneunpoueccopa. Mc-

nonbsoBaHHe 3THX nonnporpaMM noanongeT B

4-6 pas ycxopHTb npouecc BucneHHH no

cpaBHeHHm c oéuqHuMH npouenypaMH: HaaaH-

HHMK, Hanpnmep, Ha Hauxe ooprpaH—4. 8H6-

nnorexa nonnporpaMM Bsona-BuBona peqHX

CHrHanon npenocwaanxer cpencrna nun oécny-

XHBaHHfl Ann H uAH. HpH 3TOM anon (BHBOH)

naHHux momer npOHsnonHTbcx Kax B onepaTHB-

Hyw HaMHTb BBM, Tax H B yxaaaHHHH @aHn Ha

Hocnrene npfimoro nOCTyna. PeqoH CHrHan

B nocnenHeM cnyqae XPaHHTCK B ¢opMaTe 06-

aoro (nBOHqro) ¢aHna nonCHCTeMH ynpaB-

HEHKK ¢afinaMM onepauHOHHoH cncremm.

Haéop nonnporpammynpaaneHHxOKHaMHBknm-

Haer B ceéfi npouenypu, npenocrasnfimmHeHaH-

Gonee ynoéumH HHTep¢eHc mexny anropHTMaMH

oépaéoTxH pequx CHFHaHOB (conbaymm

oéuqno nomaroaym oépafiorxy naHHux) H caMH-

MH naHHmMH, conepmaMHMc B ¢aHnax Ha Ho-

CHTene npamoro nocryna. B anropurmax 06pa-

60TKH pequx CHrHanon oueHKa 3HaqHH na-

pamerpoa CHrHana H ofipaGOTKa CHrHana oéuq-

HO BunonHHmTca B nouaroaom pemHme, Korna

peqoH CHrHan paCCMaHBaETCK Kax nocne-

noaarenbuocrb nepexpaaamxcx nmxny coéofi

CePMeHTOB ("oxou") naHHux. Kamnun TaKoH

cerMeHT oépaéarunaercx anropHTMOM OTneao

H, B éonbMHHCTBe cnyqaeB, oépafiorxa cer-

MeHTOB BHnOflHHeTCH onHOTHnHuM oépaaow. C

TOHKH speHHx nonnporpaMM ynpannenua OKHaMH

@aHn, conepxamHH peqoH CHrHan (HnH @aHn,

cocroaH H3 napamerpoa peqoro CHrHana)

Hmeer CpKTypy maHuu, Kannax crpoxa Ko-

Topofi - BeKTOp 3HaqHH napamerpon peqo-

ro CHrHana, coownercrnymuHH onpeneneHHomy

MOMeHTY BpeMeHH. B qacrHOM cnyqae, Korua B

¢anne conepMHrcz peqoH CHrHan,cn03ne-

MEHTOB B Kaxnofi crpoxe paBHo 1, TO ecsro

- OLHOMEpHaH maHua. UpHxnanHaH nporpamma

noaa conepxara oaaHHe conbayeMux em

naHHux H npaBHna, no xoropmm GyneT Bunon-

HfiTbCH pasfineHHe wafina naHHux Ha cermenru

nun O6pa60TKH. C BTOH uennm B aKnanHoH

nporpamme cneuHannHHM aanpocom coanawrca

6y®epa - "OKHa", B KOTopux conepmarcs naH-

Hue. OxHa naHHux moryr GHTB cosnaHu nnfi

Bcex onaux, Buxonnux H npomexyroqaux no-

TOKOB naHHux anropHrma. HOCKOHBKY naHHue

oaaHm xax @aHnu, TO nocnenoaarenbnocrb

neHCTBHH no oaaHHm H ynpaBneHHw noroxom

naHHux a anropnrme amqaer B cefin cnenym-

mHe sranm:

— oaaHHe oxen B axnanHoH nporpamme;

— ycraHOBneHHe cnaamxnyoxHaMH H 0T0-

GpameHHuMH B BTOM oxae ¢afinaMH;

- HHHuHHpOBaHHe onepauHHnepenaaauHux

memny OKHOM H CBHSaHHHMH CHHM QaHnaMH

a COOTBeTCTBHH crpeéosaHHanm anropHrma.

Hporpamma cooémaer paamep Kamnoro OKHa

(B ceKyHnax), mar, c KOTOpHM 0H0 cmemaercn

no naHHuM, no CHrHany (onmomernameaarbca,

xax H nnHHa oxnaB npouecceoépaGorxH), THn

oxaa (OKHO nna qTeHHH H 3anHCH naHm HnH

Tonbxo ans qTeuHH HnH sanHCH), a Taxme xa—

HKH 0T06paxaemux n 310M oxae new

OTy nHCKPeTKBauHH, KoaeCTBo my

flocne Toro, Kax nporpaMa
ycTaHoaneHHe CBHBH Mawy

coanaHHHM em OKHOM H ¢afinowxnaaaux,oua Mm

met HOHHOCTbm KoqoaonaTb ace QYHKmm

no oémeHy naHHuMH, c EOMombf sanpocon “ma

IInOBI/IHHOHHPOBaTb OKHO , "CJIBHra-rb OKHO

Baepx", "aHraTb °KH° Bfinan' "n0nvmnh
BpeMfi noaHuHOHHpOBaHHH OKHa H T.n. Komu

nporpaMMa aunaet aanpoc nosHuHOHHpoBaTb

oxao“, oaa‘cooémaew TOHKy noaHuHoaosawn

(a cexyanax or Haqana sanHCH) H B osnacn

oKHa BunonHHeTca nepenaqa naHHux H3 ¢amm

naHHux, Koropue COOTBeTCTEw yKa3aHHmw

nporpaMMOFI Bpemex-IH. CnBHI‘ OKHa Hauar BBepx

nonpaaymeaaer cmemeHHe naHHux a 6y¢epeTf

KKM oépaaoM, q'ro Haqano 6yq>epa CMemaeTcx no

Qaflny naHHux Ha npomemyrox BpemeHH, pafimm

wary cmemeHHK oxaa B CTOpOHy BoapaCTmmx

Bpemeflfl. CnBHr oxaa BHHB aHanorHHeH cnmwy

BBe, HO a STOM oxuo cmemaercn a cropm

Hy yMeHbmeHHH BpeMeHH, To ECTb x Haq

¢aHna naHHHx. nporpaMma momer nonyahgpy

Mn, xoropoe COOTBeTCTByeT Haqany pacnmm-

meHHa OKHa B ¢aHne naHHHX Bunarb 3mmoc

"nonqTa speMH". ,
a TaKHX ycHOBKHX pa60TH anropHrM,K¢

Topaz peanHayeT nomaronym 06pa6orxy amm-

na or Haqana no KOHua, none npocro mmm

oqepenaoro uHxna 06pa60TKH cnruanaaamaamh

aanpoc Ha aHr oxaa BBe. OnHCaHHufiawm

nonxon noanoa He TOHbKO pesxo yqmn

npouecc cosnaHHx nporpawmaoépaéoHCHrHr

nos (awqax Hx ornanxy), Ho H oéycnomn

cymec'rneHHyzo rH6Koc'rb 3THX nporpaMM 3a cue:

orcyTCTBHH HeoéxonHMOCTH B Hx MOHHQHmmm

B cnyqae H3MeHeHHa napamerpoa aHanHBacm-

Hanon (Hanpumep, nnHHu aHanHSpemorocer

MEHTa naHHux) HnH xapaxrepHce caMorocm-

Hana (Hanpnmep, uacroru axpeTHBmmm.

¢aHna naHHHx, Kax yme 6Hno ynomzHyTo,Mw

ryT conepxaTb He TOflbKO axperHue gnaw-

HHH camoro peqeaoro CHrHana, HO Taxmecw

CTOHTB H3 npOHaaoaax napamerpon peqemm

CHrHana. 3THMH napaMeTpaNm MOPyT 6HThxu

3HaqHH napame’rpos MOLeJlfl peqeoépaaoaaam,

HamepeHHue Ha HHTepBanax aHaaa, Tax Hfiw

nee cnoxnae nHHrBHcqecxHe xapaxrepnaw

KH, TaxHe Kax TqH Haqana KHH Koaua mm?

neneanux @0Hem, rpaHHubxyqacrxos nay3,cw-

Hex, aaoHKHx HnH rnyXHx BBYKOB H T.n.¢fl-

nu naauux, conepxamHe aaaqHH napamermm

pequx CHPHaHOB, nonyqHux n peaynhmm

xparxonpemenuoro cnepaaoro auwmam

ynoéHo 06pa6aTuBaTh c nomombm npencramwr

Hux same ¢nuHH ynpaBneHHH OKHaMM namflk

Onaaxo nun opraunaauHH paéowu c nammmv

xapaxrepHaymmHMH nHarBHCTHHeCKHe xapm“?

pHCTHKH peqesoro CHrHana, Gonee YflOWW

HBnHeTCfi nononHHTeao K STOMy conbmmr

HHe cneuHanhHux ®YHKHHH CHCTeMU ynpaBnam

éaeofl flaHHux. Ocaonuux ¢nuHH Hecxwmmi

3T0 n0cnrro oxneHHH CTpOKH napaMeTPOB

(merox HnH mapxepoa) n ¢ann napaMeTponyfif
uHHaH c yxasaHHoH TqH HOHCKa. BBTOM aw

qae B npnxnanaym nporpammy nepenamrcxnm'

MeHa, COOTBeTCTBymuHe roqxam Haqana HKW'

paxTePHCT
aux: qacT
paMeTPOB “ T'n'
BanacT sanpOC “a
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Hpouenypu aHanHaa H 06a pa— HHTepaKTHBHaGorxu a CHcrema
pequx CHFHaflOB aHannaa peqesux CHrHanoa ¢YH22figigfifHHH
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One a HOHHp u an CHcrema peaaoro BpeMeHH OnepauHOHHaxCHcrema
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MHHH SBM npeofipa-Ppa¢HHeca anneH soBaTenH Annaparypa
Ann-HAH

PHc. 1. Hepapaecxafi cxema opraHHa auHH H50TKH pequx CHPHaflOB. n anorOBoH CHCTEMH uH¢poaoH 06pa-

§::;:g BXOMBHHK B (bar/m napaMe'rpOB onpene-
TaKHM “nkfl HRH nocnenona'reaOC'rH MeTOK

M aKnanHaH npOI‘paNIM .aMOXeT Ha.-
aMep, nocnenona‘ren I HHTepaKTHBHaH
BceM cerMeHTaM peqggg Eggfiab noc'ryn KO OCTaBnHeT HOHBBOnzfigqggKa-fi CHCTeMa ripen-MHM KBacTauHOHapHufl yqacw ana, COnea- “”3: B nuanOPOBOM peXHM BMOXHOCTL Bflnene_
HOP! "a" mm K0 BceM yqac 0“ ynapflo“ mac" pamerpos pe‘zeaux cu e, HwopMamamx na-Hma onpeneneHHHM moraMT:a¥,flCOOIII‘:eTC'-r3y‘ nyqHb TaKHM oépagogflggaqegggpaageuue no-

'renb MOMeT 'ramKe CneuHaHbIM. 1:53OBSSIBOSS: HEX H HCHOHLSOBaHHe 3THX 3‘43ql aspen Hg:-HeCTH 3Ha‘IEHHe onpeneneHHoro napaMe'rpa B nonHeHHH npouenyp ocpafioTKH peqHx curl-ia-

HHTEPAKTMBHAH FPAQHHECKAH CHCTEMA

yxaaaHHoe MGCTO (no BpemeHH) ¢annana _ non. Texymax BepCHK CHCTeMH amqaer -
POB. CepBHCHue npoueau noanornmr pamer 63 aKnanHme npOPpaMMH 06pa6°TK B ce
qHTB nepeqeab afiaqHH napamerpga UOHY' CHrHanon, Koropue nosnonamr Bane: peqeauxggfiggsgbn yxaagHHOM ¢aHne naHHHX.I ngsg; Eggorky 3amyMneHHux DGHEBHXCHPHan2272Hfig:I HTo a3 uHm CHrHHe “2:3:pezigxzwm MW a Taxi-3333033355 5 ”mm“syer cemaHTn napamerpos co eHe conb’ me pasmerxy peqoro carnafi aHOPOBOM pemn_@aHne naHHux: 310 uenHKoH (min pmauca B 6a3e naHHHX caeneHHx<osocnoa' coxpaflgfi B
nonsaoaa'renb. penerme'r 63M CHI‘HaJIa (KaK-TO: sflaqHe aHH:HXa:apaMeTpax

B "¢nuH0HanbuuH YPOBEHB" (CM. pHc 1) qacroru H amnnuryna ¢opmaar, qazégzsZZLnonanH Hpouenypu, Deannaymmne 3axouqeéaue HOBHOPO TOHa H T. n.), “To momer GHTh no-
anro ‘
TaB iggrg gggaéorx“ peqenux CHPHanOB. Coc— 223:3: a coanaHHH cneuHanH3HponaHHHx Gas

Bun 3aBHCH HRH TeCTH o
eHTauHH CHcreMH B I'ornpofineMHoH Opu- poHCTB H anro p BaHHH H ornanxn ycr-
HHTeHCHBHO Keno; naHHOM cnyqae HaHéonee BaHHfi peqH pHTMOB oépaéorxu 11 pacnoaaa—

53 'cneqHe nna Koppe2332005 UPOFPaMMHOG 056' Ccema naer Boa
HOB. onflaxo up” 8 3amyMneHHux CKrHa- aoaarenm cne moxnocrbsunonuzrbnonb-
HRH cncremu Fex BapHaHTaX conbaona— — cos nymmHe neKCTBHH:B 310: yponeah uenecooépaaao naaarb Ha sxpane rpa¢qcxoro a-
amqarb n 01 ‘ nnea(Bwson) pegeggfigpzérggsgneqHBammHe BBCn THK pzzggggzeggig:fHHqxxapaxrepHc-
33M, npouenypu, oéecneqHBaiiodaymb1 Ha axax ' ro amnnHTynHoro cnea. KPaTKOBpeMeHHO-
Hum peqeaoro CHrHana (THn FHe BHSyanHSa— QODMH peqeaoro CH Krpa, BpemeHHoH

npouenypu nnfi reHepauHH c: BHnHMaHpeqh )’ amnnHrynHoro cne rflana’ crnameflfloroHoro BHna (Tecronue c rHaHOB CneuHanL- BDeMeHHOfl KTDa, KOHTYPa KPaTKO-
HrHanu, GenHHIHyM, p0- — HHTeHCHBHOCTH;

soBHH
‘ my“, TOHOBHe CHrHanu), npouen m npOHaBOnflTb Henocpencrseuao Ha 3x an

oueHKH nepBHqHux napame yp rpa¢nqecxoro an p e

Hana, a THBHOFO TpOB peqeaoro CHr— Hug an” 3H neg yxasaHHe monome-
OnHoH Hgflgaufionee gznomeHHHCHrHanoau r.n. merpon peq:::mm HH¢opMaTHBHHX napa-
npouenyp ¢yflxufloflan :EHCHBHO HCHOHb3yeMHx HaHneHHue 3Ha: CHrHanon H sanommnarb

MHTePaKTHBHafi rpa¢Hz oro yposna HBnHeTCH _ ynpaanzrb n o eHHH B 6a3e naHHHx;

nuaa ecxax CHCTeMa nnfi aHa- p cuorpom CHrHana, nepeme-peqHx curaanon. ' max cmorposue oxaa a HymHOM HanpaBne-
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- namemn'b THU oroépamaemxanaaflufi Mo-

MeHT xapaxrepucrux curHana;

- npocnymmaa'rb peueaon curuan B yKaaaH-

Hux nonbsoaa'reneM daparmeu'rax;

- yxaabIBaTb rpanuuu yqacrxa 06pa6on<n n

oépaba'rusa'rb Emenenuun yqac'rox c no-

MOUIbIO aanaauux nonbaoaaTeneM npouenYP .

nepen Haqanou paéoru a cucreme B nuanc-

rosom pexume nonbsoaarenem ycrauaanuaamrca

ocuonume napamerpu paéoruc cucremon,x Ko-

TOPHM owuocawcn, HanpuMep, qacrora xaauro-

BaHKH: nnHHa n cmemeflae OKHa, Tun Becoaon

¢yHKunn (npxmoyronbfloe oxao nnu oxuo Xem—

MHHra), Hanae nnu orcyrcrnne xoppexunn

nepxnnx qacror n T.n.

Auanua cnruanoa B HHTepaKTHBHOM pexume

npoxonnr cnenymmnM oépaaom. Maofipaxeflne Ha

3xpane nucnnen moxHopaccmarpMBarbxaxcono-

xynuocrs HECKOHbKHX paanuqnux npencranne-

Hun cnrHana, xoropue naofipaxamrcx coorser-

CTBEHHO, a paanuquux oénacrxx axpaaa nuc-

nnea:
- oroépamenue rpa¢xxa Rparxoapemeanofi

nHTecBHocrnpeqeaorocxruana(0KH03L

- oro6pamenue rpawuxa peqenoro curaana

(oxuo 2),

- orospameune amnnnrynnoro cnexrpa cur-

Hana (OKHO 1).

up“ paéo're B cncTeMe nonhsoaa'renb non-

men HHtDOpMPIpOBaTb cuc’remy o TOM, c KaKHM

OKHOM on paéorae'r B naHHoe sperm, To ecu:

"ax’mnnaupoaa'rb" oxuo. Oc'ranbnue oxHa, BO

spew: axrunaocrn onHoro H3 oxon, naccnam.

Cymecrayer Haéop Roman): paboru c OKHaM‘H.

BbaIIHeHPIe Komaanu nponcxonnr no Haxa'rmo

onpeneneunofi xnaanmx Ha (byuxunonanbuofi Kna-

Bua'rype rpac‘puqecxoro macnnen. Cncrema Hmee'r

B cnoeM pacnopzxeaun cnenywmne xomanm pa-

6ora c OKHOM: noauunoanpoaaane oxua, cmmr

oxaa BBe (BHHS) no curaany, nepexonk 0K-

Hy 1 (2 H 3).

nocne Toro, xaK oxuoaxrnnusupoaaao,mox-

HO nepexonnrb x sanauum napamerpos curaana

B HHTepaKTHBHOM pexnme. nun sanaana fiauuux

B pacnopaxeunnnonbaonarennnmeerca (B Kam-

nOM OKHe CBOH) Kypcop. HonbaoBaTenb Mo-

mer yxasarb HHTepecywmym ero Toq cnenym-

UMMH cnocoéaMH:

1. nonorHarh xypcop a nHoe Necro c

nonombw KomaHn nepememeunx Kypcopa.

2. YKasaTb snemeHT nsofipaxeuux CEGTOBHM

nepOM.

3. CHaqana “rpyéo” yxaaarb nurepecywmun

Hac BHeMeHT naoépaxeuux, a aarem “TOHKO”

nonnpasnrb nonoeue Kypcopa.

Kpome Komaannepememennaxypcopa (BBe,

BHHB, Bneno, Bnpaao) B pacnopameunu nonb-

3onaTenfi Haxonflrcx cnenymmne KOMaHfiH (3TH

KOMaHnu Bunonunmrcs Kax HaxaTHeMKnaBHmn Ha

¢nuH0Haaon Knaanaryperpa¢uqecxoronnc-

nnea, wax u yxaaauuemcneronumnepom Ha KO-

MaHny a menu, pacnonomeHHom Ha 3xpaHe nuc-

nnea): énxcaunn Toqxu, npusxsxa x rouxe,

yuanenne roqxn.

B onucusaemyn cucremy Bcrpoenu nae cep-

BHCHHB nporpaMMH oémeroaaanaqeflus,xorop3e

TpeéwCR npaxruqecxu.npnacex Bnnax paéor.

31x nporpaMMH Bunonnfimr cnenymmne ¢YHKumu

xonnponaane - BBeneHHaa Tqa KHTepnpenh

pyercx KaK Haqano xonnpyemoro curaana, a

wexymee nonomeaue xypcopa.xaxxoneu yqacTka

xonupoaaaxn; BHBon - Ha HAU C uenbm Imo-

cnymmaaaux nnn sanucn Ha MaFHHTO¢oH Bunm

nurca curHan Ha yxaaunaeMOM HOHLBOBaTumM

cermeare. Texymax Bepcnn CHCTEMH amqafl

a ceéfi pan npouenvp 06135150“?! 331WMIIeHHux

peqeaux cnruanon. 3TH npouenYPu peannsoaw

Hu 3 anne xomaan CHCTeMH, sananaeMHx xaxc

xnannarypu rpawuqecxoro nncnnea, Taxn car

TOBHM nep0M B Mean Ha 3KPaHe nHCnnex.Cno

Tema umeer cnenywmne Komaunuz

-

"myM" (yqacrox or sanannoa Teqxn no

'rexymero nonomemm Kypcopa conbayewcx

nng oueHKH aaOpHHX cneneann o napy

Merpe myMa):
- "naysa" (aaanornqnun yqacwox cnrnwm

HHTepnpeTpeTCK xax nayaa. COOTBeL

CTBeHHO unrencuauocrb cnruana

cuuxaercn Ha 3anaHHym Bennquay),

— "BuaaHne" (Ha ananornqnom yqacfim

npoucxonur Buaanue amnnnrynnnxcnew

p03) ,
- "QHHBTP" (Ba ananoruqnom yqacrxe 5w

UOHHHeTCfi oépaéorxa CHrHanon Kaammn-

TnmaaaM ¢Hnbrpom nnx crauuonammg

rayccoaofi nOMexn. Hpn BTOM Tpeéyewu

sanaHHe eule onHon TO‘IKH - ueHTpa (bum.-

Tpaunu).

Hpn pa6ore c peqmM CHPHaflOM c HOMmmm

nHTepaKTHBHon CKCTeMH o6uq ucnonbaymma

nBa Tuna ¢annoaz 3T0 @ann, conepmamnfi cofi

CTBeHHo suaqeune peqeaoro curHana, Koromm

ucnonaaywrca nnx nocnenymmen oépaéoxnm

aHaunaa peqoro cnrHana, n @ann napawr

p03, B xoropun moryr BaHOCHTbCH auaqemm

napame'rpos curHana, Hafinemiue B npouecce

ero aHanuaa. K TaKnM snaqHHM moryT erm-

CHTBCH merxu axycwnqecxux co6uTnfi (Haqwo

H Koueu yqacrxos onpenenenuax OOHEM,ImYL

cmaqex, npnanaxn Tou/myM H T.n.). Qamxnr

pameTpOB conbayercn npu pemeaau saxwm

Haxonneaufi B 6a3e naHHux aHaqun napaMu-

pon, nonyqHb B xone pyquofl mm nonyaBTo-

Marnqecxofl pasmeTxn (aHanuaa) peqenux our

Hanoa. B HaCTonmee BpeMH pemaeTCfi 3amw

aBIomaaecxoro céopa CTaIHCTHuecxnx on?

neunfi o Haxonneaaox Taxnm ofipaaoM HHQOPMV

uKH, Hanpumep, c nomombm anropHTMOB Knu-

TepHoro aaannaa.

K cncreme moryr npnCOenflHHTbCfi HOBHe

npuxnanaue nporpaumu nonbaosarenH.HP"3TW

OHH nOHXHu HaxonuTbcn Ha nucxe B BHfle 3?

rpysoqnoro Monynfl. Ocnosuan nporpaumaCHv

TeMH npn BTOM aanopmaaer cnoe Texymeecv

croaHne, noaromy BosmomeH BOBBpaT H3 Um“

xnannofi nporpaMMH B cucreMy.

BAKHDQEHKE

B noxnane onucaHo nporpaMMHoe ooeq?

Hue KHTepaKTHBHOH naéopaTopHofi cucreMu NW

aHannsa u oépaSOTxu peqeaux cnrnanon. CY

NGCTBymmHfi Bapuanr cncreMH Hanpannea HaOV

paéorxy 3amymneuuux curuanoa, onHaKO “”
HeKoropux nameueuusx cucreMataxactaHeT5¢
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KHM oépaaoM, MIDI HajleeMCH,

Ha?! cncreMa aHaJmaa Pl

curnanoa HBHHeTCfi yHHBepCaJIblM HHCpMeH-

TOM B pyxax Hccnenosa'renefl pe‘m.

nee yHHBepcaaon. Paapa6owquxu annzr cne-

nywmne BOSMOKHOCTK aMEHeHMH CHCTeMH:

- nonyaBTOMaTqcxax paameTxa cnrHanon.

Hpu arom onnn n3 cnrHanoa paameqaercn

apqym, ocranbflue raxue me curHanu

(nonyqHue or pasnmx nHKTopoa) pa3-

meqawTCE c conbsonauuem aHFOpHTMOB

nnHaMqcxoro HpOPpaMMMpOBaHHH,

- coanaHHe 6aHKOB ¢0HeM, cnoron, cnoa

Hauxa. 3TH GaHKH naHmwmryT6m Kc-

nonbaoaaHu B oéyqawmnx CHCTemax nna

aBTomaTuqecxoro paCnOBHaBaHHH peqH.

BOSMOMHH Taxxe u npyrne npnnoxeana. Ta-

qro nHTepaxrnB-

oépaéorxn peqenmx

HMTEPATYPA

1. B.fl. qynan. Huanoroaaa cucrema un¢po-

Se 75.3.5

13012 oépaéorxn saxuweHx—xbxx peqeaux cur-

Hanoa. fincceprauna Ha concxaHne yqeaon

creneHH Kaunnuara ¢H3nx0-maremawnqecxux

HayK. Mocxaa, 1985.
B.P. MeHHno, P.C. HBaHona, U.B. acoa,

8.8. qynan. Hpumeueaue H3MepHTeHbHO‘

Buqncnnwenbuux Komnnexcoa nnfl un¢poson

oépaéorxu pequx curaanoa. Mocxsa, Bu-

qncnurenbaan ueHTp AH CCCP, Cooémefiuano

Buqncnnrenbaon Texuuxe, 1985.

C.n. Poaqapon, B.H. 9yqynan. HHTepaK-

THBHaH na60paropaax cucrema nna aHanusa

H oépaéorxn pequx cnrHanoa.Te3Haiuo-

Knanos H coosmennn 14-noBcecow3Horoce-

MMHapa (APCO-14). 26-28 aarycra 1986 r.

Hacrb II, c. 70 -71. KayHac, 1986.
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- namennrb THU orofipamaemxanaaflufi Mo-

NeHT xapaxrepucrnx curHana;

- Upocnynmaa'rb peqeaon curaan B yKaaaH-

Hl nonbsoaa'reneM $parmeu’rax;

- YKa3bIBaTb rpanuufl yqacrxa 06pa6on<n n

oépaba'rusa'rb BuneneHHbm yqac'rox c no-

MOUIbIO Bananas): nonnaoBaTeneM npouenyp .

nepen Haqanou paéoru B cncreme B nuanc-

ronom pexnme nonbsonareneM ycranasnnaamrcn

ocuosume napamerpu paéoruc cncreMoR,x Ko-

TOpHM owuocarcn, Hanpumep, qacrowa KBaHTO‘

Hanna, nnHHa n cmemeflae oxaa, Tun Becoaon

@YHKunH (aMoyroaoe oxno nun oxno Xem-

MHHFa), Hanuque nun orcyrcrnne Koppexunn

sepxnnx uacwow u T.n.

AHanns cnruanoa B uHTepaxTHBHOM pexnme

npoxonnr cnenymmnM oépaaom. Kaoépamefixe Ha

expaue nncnnen moxHopaCCMaMBaTbKaxcono-

KynHOCTb HECKOflbKHX paanuquax npencranne-

HHfi CHrHana, KOTOpHe naoépaxamTca coorser-

CTBeHHo, a paanuquux ofinacwxx expaaa nuc-

nnen:
- owoépamefiue rpaQHKa Rparxospemeanofi

HHTecBHocrnpeqeaorocuruana(0KH03L

- oroépamenne rpaQHKa peqenoro cnraana

(oxuo 2),

- orobpaene amnnnTynHoro cnepa cur-

aana (OKHO 1).

IIpH paéo're B cucTeMe nonbaona'renb non-

e umbopwxpona'rb cncremy o TOM, c KaKHM

OKHOM on pa6orae'r a nauuoe sperm, TO ecu:

"axrnanauposa'rb' OKHO. Oc’ranbuue oxaa, BO

Bpemx aKTHBHOCTH onuoro us oxou, naccnam.

Cymecmayer Haéop xomaun paéo'rbx c oxaam.

BanonHee Romanmax nponcxomx'r no Haxa'rmo

onpeneneHHon xnaaumx Ha (byuxmdonanhuon Kna-

nnarype rpaqecxoro mcnnefi. Cucrema ”meet

3 CBoeM pacnopaxeuuu cnenymuuxe KOMaE-lmal pa-

éora c oxnom noanuuonnponaune oxua, cmmr

oxna 233e (BHH3) no curHany, nepexonx ox-

Hy 1 (2 H 3).

nocne Tore, xax oxaoaxrnnusnpoaaflo,mox-

HO nepexonnrb x sanaanm napaMeTpos curaana

B HHTepaKTKBHOM pexnme. flux sanaunn fiauuux

a pacnopaxeuunnonbaoaarenfiumeercx (B Kam-

nOM oxae caofi) xypcop. Honbaoaarenb Mo-

mer yxasarb unrepecywmym ero Toq cnenym-

mMMn CHOCOGaMH:

1. nonorHarb xypcop B nnoe mecro c

nonombm Roman; nepememeuna KpOpa.

2. Yxasarb anemear naofipaxenun caeroaun

nepon.

3. CHaqana “rpyfio” yxasarh unrepecynmua

Hac aneMeHr naoépaxennx, a sareM "TOHKO"

nonnpasnrb nonoeue Kypcopa.

Kpome Komaannepememeanaxypcopa (BBe,

Baas, Bneno, Bnpaao) B pacnopsmeanu nonb-

BOBaTenfi Haxonflrcx cnenywmxe KOMaHnH (3TH

KOMaHnu Bunonunmrca KaKHaxaTHeMxnaBnmn Ha

¢yaxuuonanbnon Knaanaryperpa¢uqecxoronnc-

nnen, wax u yxaaauuemcneronumnepom Ha KO-

MaHny a menu, pacnonoeHOM Ha expaHe nuc-

nnex): énxcaunn Toqxu, npusxsxa x rouxe,

ynaneune roqxn.

B onucusaemyn cncremy Bcrpoenu nae cep-

Bxcuue nporpaMMH oémeroaaanaueflus,xoropue

Tpeéymrca npaxruqecxn.npnacex Bnnax paéor.

31x nporpaMMH Bunonnfimr cnenymmne ¢YHRumu

xonnpoaaane - BBeneHHaa Toqxa KHTepnpenh

pyercx KaK Haqano xonnpyemoro curuana, a

orexymee nonoxeaue KpOPa KaK Koneu yuacwxa

xonupoaaaxn; Bunon ‘ Ha HAU C uenbm Imo-

cnymmaaaux nnn sanucn Ha Maruxro¢oa Bunw

nurca curHan Ha YKaBHBaeMOM nonhaonarumM

cermeare. Texymax Bepcna cucremu amqafl

B ceéfi pan npouenyp 051351501XH BamVMnemmX

peqeaux cnruanon. 3TH npouenypu peannaoaw

Hu 3 anne xomaun cncreMu, sanaBaeMux Kaxc

xnaanarypu rpa¢uqecxoro nncnnea, Taxn car

TOBHM nepom B mean Ha 3KpaHe uncnneH.Cno

rema umeer cnenywmfle KOMaHnH=
-

“myM" (yqaCTox or sanaHHofi Toqxu no

rexymero nonoxcemm xypcopa conbsyewcx

nnz oueHKu anpnopnux cneneann o napr

Merpe myMa):
- "nayaa" (aaanoruqnun yqacrox cnruwm

HHTepnpeTpeTCK Kax nayaa. Coowaem

crneauo unrencxauocrb cnruana

cuuxaercn Ha 3anaHHyw Bennqnuy),

— "BuaaHne" (Ha aHanoqHom yqacflm

npoucxonur Buaaane amnnnrynnuxcnmv

p03) ,
- "QHHBTP" (Ba aHanoruqHOM yqacrxe aw

UOHHHeTCfi oépaéoTKa CHFHaflOB KBamwn-

THMaaHM @HapOM nun crauuonamwn

rayccoaofi HOMexn. Hpn 3TOM Tpe6yerm

sanaHHe ewe onHofi Toqxu-ueHTpa wan»

Tpaunu).

Hpn pa6OTe c pequM CHPHaflOM C HOMwmn

nHTepaKTHBaon CHCTeMH oéuq ncnonbaymmn

nBa Tuna ¢aRnOB: 310 $afin, conepxamnfi cow

CTBeHHo snaqeune peqenoro curHana, Kowomm

conbaymrca nns nocnenymmen oépaéorm1nm

anannaa peqoro curHana, n ¢ann napmwr

p03, B xoropufi moryr BaHOCMTbCH anaqemm

napame'rpos curaana, Haanemime B npouecce

ero aHanuaa. K Taxnm anaqMHM moryr orm-

carbon merxu axycrnqecxux coGuTnfi (Haqwm

H Koueu yqacrxos onpeneneanux QOHeM,rmyL

cmuqex, npnanaxn TOH/mYM H T.n.). Qannnr

pameTpOB conbayercn npn pemeanu sanwn

Haxonneaufi B 6a3e naHw anaqenun napaMfl-

pon, nonyqHb B xone pqoR mm nonyam'o-

Marnqecxofl pasmeTxn (aHanuaa) peqenux our

Hanon. B HaCTonmee BpeMfi pemaercn 3anwm

aBIomaaecxoro céopa CTaTHCTqCKHX an?

neunfi o HaxonneHHoH Taxnm oaBOM HHQODMF

HEX, Hanpumep, c nomombm anropntmon xnm-

TepHoro aaannaa.
K cncreme moryT npucoenuunrbcx H053e

npuxnanaue nporpaumu nonbaosawenfl.flpH3TW

OHH nonxuu HaxonnTbcn Ha nncxe B Bane 3r

rpyeouaoro Nonynfi. Ocuosuafi nporpaMMacnr

TEMH npn STOM aanopmaaer CBOe Texymeecv

CTOHHHe, noaromy BosMoe BOBBpaT H3 nmr

xnannofi nporpaMMH B cucreMy.

BAKHDQEHKE

B noxnane onucaHo nporpaMMHoe ooeq?

Hue KHTepaKTHBHOH naéopaTopHofl CHCTEMH NW

aHanusa u oépaSOTxu peqeaux cnruanon. CY

meCTBymmnfi Bapuanr CHCTCMH HanpaBneH HaOV

paéorxy 3amymneuuux curuanos, onHaKO “”
HeKOTopux nameueuuxx cucreMutanacraHeT5¢
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nee yHHBepcaaofl. Paapa6owquxu annzr cne-

nymmne BOSMOKHOCTK npnmeueuna CHCTeMH:

- nonyaBTOMaTqcxax paameTxa cnrHanon.

Hpu arom onnn n3 cnrHanoa paameqaercn

pqHym, ocranbflue raxue me curHanu

(nonyqHue or pasnmx nHKTopoa) pae-

Meqamrcn c conbsonauuem aHFOpHTMOB

nnHaMqcxoro HpOPpaMMMpOBaHHH, 2.

- coanaHne Gauxos ¢0HeM, cnoron, cnoa

Hamxa. 3TH GaHKH naHmwmryT6m Kc-

nonbaosauu B oéyqawmnx CHCTemax nna

aBTomaTuqecxoro paCnOBHaBaHHH peqn.

Boamomau TaKme n npyrne npunoxeaun. Ta-

KHM oépaaoM, MH Haneemcx, qro KHTepaKTHB—

Han CHCTeMa aHanusa H 06pa6orxn peqeaax

CHPHaHOB fiBHHeTCfi yHuBepcaauM HHCTPYMeH-

TOM B pyxax uccnenosarenen peqn.

Se 75.3.5

HMTEPATYPA

1. B.fl. qynan. Huanoroaaa cucrema un¢po-

13012 06pa601‘xn saxuweHx—xblx peqeaux cur-

Hanos. finccepraunfi Ha concxaHne yqeaon

creneHn xaHnHuaTa ¢H3nx0-maremaruqecxux

HayK. Mocxaa, 1985.
B.P. MeHHno, P.C. HBaHona, H.B. acon,

3.8. qynan. Hpumeueaue usmepnrenbno-

Buqxcnurenbuux Komnnexcoa ans uu®poson

06pa50TKH pequx curaanoa. Mocxsa, Bu-

qucnurenbaan ueHTp AH CCCP, Cooémefinano

BuqmcnnTenLHon Texuuxe, 1985.

c.n. Poaqapon, B.H. 9yqynan. HHTepaK-

THBHaH nasopaTOpHaH cncrema nnz aHannsa

n ofipaéorxn pequx curuanoa.Te3Haino-

Knanon n coosmennn 14-mcecow3Horoce-

MHHapa (APCO—14). 26-28 aarycra 1986 r.

Qacrb II, c. 70 -71. KayHac, 1986.
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ABSTRACT

The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is

the standard reference as a transcription system.

with only minor variants, it is commonly used by

linguists to record the pronunciation of languages

whether they are supported by an orthographic

tradition or not. The scope of this paper is to

transpose the IPA to a computer-oriented coding

system in order to use phonetic records in data

bases and expert systems.

INTRODUCTION

A computer—oriented coding system for the
representation of sounds should be viewed as an
interface between linguists faced with the repre—
sentation of a wide range of sounds and a Data
Base Management System.

First the code corresponding to each sound
must be a key to its major characteristics and,
consequently, to the way it patterns with other
sounds.The binary distinctive features theory
seems to be the natural interface between phone-
tic analysis and the binary logic of computers.
It turns out, however, that there is no clear
agreement on how a number of complex or rare sounds
should be treated in this approach; furthermore
the built-in definition of some features is costly
since it precludes some combinations - for ins—
tance [+High] is exclusive of [+Low] — or hardly
satisfactory to account for some sounds - such as
flaps and trills. 0n the other hand an IPA based
classification presents several advantages : it
is independant of any particular theory ; it asso-
ciates phonetic interpretation and a graphic re-
presentation in the same table ; it allows a more
compact code. This code can be eaSily converted
into a matrix of distinctive features so that the
exploitation of the data can be independent of the

codingsystem.

Secondly, the coding system must fit oneof
the standard formats for computer words. Itshmm
also be used to classify phonetically recorded
words in the data bases in the same manner astm
ASCII code is used to classify orthographicalu
recorded words. If the data base is organizedin
n—ary trees, the algorithm will find all the
relevant information necessary for the equihbm.
tion of the trees in the set of codes forming
each word.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION

For maximal efficiency, each segment is «ha
in a short integer (16 bits word) noted by khan-
decimal figures. Consonants and vowels are coda
independantly of each other, thus it is necessaw
to know if one given code refers to a consonam
or to a vowel before being interpreted. Forlam
guages - such as Bantu — in which words are bunt
after a strict syllabic pattern, the data base
may determine the fields composing the recordsas
corresponding either to a consonant or to a vmmh
in languages whereno such syllabic regularitypm-
vails, the first field of the record (a longin-

teger) will in the first byte determine the mmbfl
of segments included in the record and, in flm
three following bytes, select the V/C choice(bns
8 up to 31 set to 1 when the segment should be
interpreted as a vowel and left at 0 if it isa
consonant). Suprasegmental information —stress
and pitch - is normally associated with vowels;
provision is made however for consonants bearhg
a tone. A set of diacritics is used to give man-
mal versatility to this coding system which was
designed both for narrow and broad transcriptiOM-
Coding of morpheme boundaries for morphophonemm
representations was not examined but could be
accomodated.

CONSONANTS

A — Basic consonants are coded in the lean
significant byte of the short integer. Tablel
yields the phonetic interpretation of the codmg
and illustrates some of the realizations. The“
most significant bits correspond to the lines.
(manner of articulation) and the u remaining bus
to thecolumns(place of articulation) =
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Phonetic symbol Code Phonetic interpretation

b oou1 bilabial voiced stop
m 00C1 bilabial nasal stop
kp 001C labiovelar unvoiced stop

Sonorants (lines B to F) are assumed to be voiced;
implosives and ejectives are respectively voiced
and unvoiced. For clicks, which may be voiced, as—
pirated, murmured etc., further qualification is
needed. In order not to have more than 15 places
of articulation, some choices had to be made; thus,
apico-labial sounds, which are to be found in Umo-
tinaElJ, are not included in the set of basic
consonants but could be handled as a special case
(see section F). To facilitate the editing on the
lineprinter, it is convenient to have each basic
symbol occupy one space only even if it is
commonly transcribed as a sequence of two conso-
nants (such as kp or ts).

B - Double consonants, geminates as well as
complex segments, are coded in two morae and occu—
py two spaces:

bb ulul geminate bilabial voiced stop
mb 0141 bilabial prenasalized voiced stop
nt CH1» alveolar prenasal. unvoiced stop
nts CU7H alveolar prenasalized unvoiced

affricate

C - A release, transcribed by a right—adjacent
diacritic occupying half a space, is coded in the
least significant byte: the most significant bits
refer to Table 2; the final hexadecimal zero is a
flag indicating that the ba51c consonant (coded in
the first byte) is followed by a release, the in-
terpretation of which is given in Table 2:

kY 1890 velar stop/palatal release
b“ NICO bilabial stop/labiovelar release
dr HHFO alveolar stop/alveolar trill release

Codes which are left free may be defined as neces—
sary.

D — A segment synchronic property,transcribed
by a subscribed diacritic, is coded in the most
significant byte. The initial hexadecimal zero is
a flag indicating that the first byte is to be
interpreted as shown in Table 3:

y 0089 nasalized palatal approximant

% ODAH lateralized alveolar fricative

m 0kC1 unvoiced bilabial nasal stop

Provision was made to code the lenis quality on a
par with the fortis. However, the lenis quality is
assumed to be the unmarked case and it is not asso—
ciated with a graphic diacritic;

t 011a lenis t
t 0214 fortis t

E - Consonants may be syllabic and bear tones.
The syllabicity is coded by the least significant
byte set to zero:

m 0100 syllabic bilabial nasal stop
I

s 9&00 syllabic alveolar unvoiced frica-
' tive

Tones on consonants are coded as they are on vowels
(see VOWELS, B); tone bearing consonants are assu-
med to be syllabic.

m Clou syllabic nasal stop/high tone

3
’

C102 syllabic nasal stop/low tone

F — The overwhelming majority of known conso-
nants may be coded according to the preceeding
conventions. However it may be crucial in some
languages to handle difficult cases as accurately
as possible. We shall resort to the following
system: the most significant byte is used as a
pointer to a specific filter corresponding to the
primary consonant coded in the second byte. One
has access, through this filter, to a complement—
ary code, so that the resulting code is extended
to 3 bytes; the flag set to detect this situation
is the zero corresponding to the least significant
bits of the first byte:

ndr 10Cu
Prenasalized stop/ filter Cu/l : uuro

trill release

extended code : CNuuFO

on 1003
Murmuréd prenasal— filter CB/l : 0567

ized click

extended code : 080567

0c 2003
Voiced prenasal- filter CB/2 : 0467

ized click extended code : C80467

VOWELS

A — A short vowel - one mora - is coded on a
short integer. A long vowel or a diphthong is
coded as two morae. The most significant byte
corresponds to segmental information. Vowels are
plotted on an articulatory space defined by two
axes: height (5 degrees) and tongue position in
the oral cavity (front, central, back):

Front Central Back

height

U
'l
-
‘T

w
w

H

3
'
0

Q

'T
J
E

U
U

O
U

J

The most significant bits are interpreted as
follows:

bit 0 — approximant-like vowel
1 - marked tongue root
2 - nasal
3 — round

The bit 0 is used to mark superclosed vowels (like
reconstructed proto-bantu 4/9 ) or, more generally,
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ABSTRACT

The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is

the standard reference as a transcription system.

with only minor variants, it is commonly used by

linguists to record the pronunciation of languages

whether they are supported by an orthographic

tradition or not. The scope of this paper is to

transpose the IPA to a computer-oriented coding

system in order to use phonetic records in data

bases and expert systems.

INTRODUCTION

A computer-oriented coding system for the
representation of sounds should be viewed as an
interface between linguists faced with the repre—
sentation of a wide range of sounds and a Data
Base Management System.

First the code corresponding to each sound
must be a key to its major characteristics and,
consequently, to the way it patterns with other
sounds.The binary distinctive features theory
seems to be the natural interface between phone-
tic analysis and the binary logic of computers.
It turns out, however, that there is no clear
agreement on how a number of complex or rare sounds
should be treated in this approach; furthermore
the built-in definition of some features is costly
since it precludes some combinations - for ins—
tance [+High] is exclusive of [+Low] - or hardly
satisfactory to account for some sounds - such as
flaps and trills. On the other hand an IPA based
classification presents several advantages : it
is independant of any particular theory ; it asso-
ciates phonetic interpretation and a graphic re-
presentation in the same table ; it allows a more
compact code. This code can be eaSily converted
into a matrix of distinctive features so that the
exploitation of the data can be independent of the

codingsystem.

Secondly, the coding system must fit oneof
the standard formats for computer words. Itshmm
also be used to classify phonetically recorded
words in the data bases in the same manner astm
ASCII code is used to classify orthographicalu
recorded words. If the data base is organizedin
n—ary trees, the algorithm will find all the
relevant information necessary for the equiliMe.
tion of the trees in the set of codes forming
each word.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION

For maximal efficiency, each segment is «mm
in a short integer (16 bits word) noted by khan-
decimal figures. Consonants and vowels are coda
independantly of each other, thus it is necessaw
to know if one given code refers to a consonant
or to a vowel before being interpreted. Forlam
guages - such as Bantu - in which words are buflt
after a strict syllabic pattern, the data base
may determine the fields composing the recordsas
corresponding either to a consonant or to a vmwh
in languages whereno such syllabic regularitypm-
vails, the first field of the record (a longin-

teger) will in the first byte determine the mmba
of segments included in the record and, in flw
three following bytes, select the V/C choice(bfis
8 up to 31 set to 1 when the segment should be
interpreted as a vowel and left at 0 if it isa
consonant). Suprasegmental information —stress
and pitch - is normally associated with vowels;
provision is made however for consonants bearhg
a tone. A set of diacritics is used to give man-
mal versatility to this coding system which was
designed both for narrow and broad transcriptiOM-
Coding of morpheme boundaries for morphophonemk
representations was not examined but could be
accomodated.

CONSONANTS

A — Basic consonants are coded in the leafl
Significant byte of the short integer. Tablel
yields the phonetic interpretation of the codmg
and illustrates some of the realizations. The“
most significant bits correspond to the lines.
(manner of articulation) and the u remaining bfis
to thecolumns(place of articulation) :
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Phonetic symbol Code Phonetic interpretation

b 00u1 bilabial voiced stop
m 00C1 bilabial nasal stop
kp 001C labiovelar unvoiced stop

Sonorants (lines B to F) are assumed to be voiced;
implosives and ejectives are respectively voiced
and unvoiced. For clicks, which may be voiced, as—
pirated, murmured etc., further qualification is
needed. In order not to have more than 15 places
of articulation, some choices had to be made; thus,
apico-labial sounds, which are to be found in Umo-
tinaEl], are not included in the set of basic
consonants but could be handled as a special case
(see section F). To facilitate the editing on the
lineprinter, it is convenient to have each basic
symbol occupy one space only even if it is
commonly transcribed as a sequence of two conso-
nants (such as kp or ts).

B - Double consonants, geminates as well as
complex segments, are coded in two morae and occu—
py two spaces:

bb ulul geminate bilabial voiced stop
mb 0141 bilabial prenasalized voiced stop
nt CH1» alveolar prenasal. unvoiced stop
nts cu7u alveolar prenasalized unvoiced

affricate

C — A release, transcribed by a right—adjacent
diacritic occupying half a space, is coded in the
least significant byte: the most significant bits
refer to Table 2; the final hexadecimal zero is a
flag indicating that the baSic consonant (coded in
the first byte) is followed by a release, the in-
terpretation of which is given in Table 2:

k7 1590 velar stop/palatal release
b" NICO bilabial stop/labiovelar release
dr uuFo alveolar stop/alveolar trill release

Codes which are left free may be defined as neces—
sary.

D - A segment synchronic property,transcribed
by a subscribed diacritic, is coded in the most
significant byte. The initial hexadecimal zero is
a flag indicating that the first byte is to be
interpreted as shown in Table 3:

y OCBQ nasalized palatal approximant

a ODAH lateralized alveolar fricative

m OHCI unvoiced bilabial nasal stop

Provision was made to code the lenis quality on a
par with the fortis. However, the lenis quality is
assumed to be the unmarked case and it is not asso—
ciated with a graphic diacritic;

t 0114
3 o21u

lenis t
fortis t

E - Consonants may be syllabic and bear tones.
The syllabicity is coded by the least significant
byte set to zero:

m 0100 syllabic bilabial nasal stop
I

s 9uoo syllabic alveolar unvoiced frica—
' tive

Tones on consonants are coded as they are on vowels
(see VOWELS, B); tone bearing consonants are assu-
med to be syllabic.

m C10U syllabic nasal stop/high tone

3
‘

C102 syllabic nasal stop/low tone

P — The overwhelming majority of known conso-
nants may be coded according to the preceeding
conventions. However it may be crucial in some
languages to handle difficult cases as accurately
as possible. We shall resort to the following
system: the most significant byte is used as a
pointer to a specific filter corresponding to the
primary consonant coded in the second byte. One
has access, through this filter, to a complement—
ary code, so that the resulting code is extended
to 3 bytes; the flag set to detect this situation
is the zero corresponding to the least significant
bits of the first byte:

ndr iocu
Prenasalized stop/ filter Cu/l : HuFO

trill release

extended code : CHMHFO

my 10GB
Murmured prenasal— filter CB/l : 0567

ized click

extended code : CB0567

0c 2oca
Voiced prenasal— filter CB/2 : 0467

ized click extended code : CBOH67

VOWELS

A — A short vowel - one mora — is coded on a
short integer. A long vowel or a diphthong is
coded as two morae. The most significant byte
corresponds to segmental information. Vowels are
plotted on an articulatory space defined by two
axes: height (5 degrees) and tongue position in
the oral cavity (front, central, back):

Front Central Back

height

0
1
-
:
m

>
O

G
J
Q

O
'I

"
a

m
o

o
u

:

The most significant bits are interpreted as
follows:

bit 0 — approximant-like vowel
l - marked tongue root
2 - nasal
3 — round

The bit 0 is used to mark superclosed vowels (like
reconstructed proto-bantu 4/9 ) or, more generally,
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0182 stressed i/low tone '1
' ' h‘hon : . .the non syllabic part of a dip t g 01C2 stressed i/falling tone u; 3 p

--|

2'1 OAOO 8100 diphthong with gliding i ‘ r"; B. 2 .—4 4‘3 L. ._.
a h 1‘din a The code A0 is assigned to pitch accent as required .—. 2 g. a; 5 8 B 3 f3 33' . ‘ i .1a 0100 8800 diphthong Wit g g by some languages- E g ,3 g g :16 3 :3 g g :1 Q 2-“ 73

«1 cu +4 o n o «1 >‘ +1
. _ . ' . to "-4 4-: a) w L. 4-: a. . .The bit 1 is used to interpret marked tongueroot 01110 i associated with pitch accent 1’ 3 Q 8 3' 3 *5 g g S .3 3 3 '3‘ g 8

position (emphatic vowels in the Berber-Arabic .o l H 2 'o 3 m 4 H 5 ‘4 6 Q7 Q a 3 a; .11“ a '5. :0

domain or the harmonic set of vowels character- H adecimal codes 7 and F are left free _ B C D E F

ized by Advanced Tongue Root in a number of sub- D ‘ ex ndin combinations '1 1“ unvoiced consonants 1 P t pt 1: c k kp q 9
saharan lan ua es) Nasality and roundness may our system. Correspo g . . "l 1 be . h ‘combine wits) tiis reature- used to account for marked v01ce quality: aspirated 2 p th kh

. . _ ejectives 3 p’ t’ k’
. . unvoicing 0107 unv01ced i 1
l 0100 (unrounded) 1 _ , °, voiced consonants 1+ b d bd b0147 unveiced 1 1 g 9 G
u 1B00 (round) U high tone retained ° implosives 5 b d‘
i 2100 nasalized i creaky voice 012F creaky i/low tone .‘1. clicks 6 0 3 b c
g 3B00 nasalized u breathy voice 0172 breathy i/low tone :1. unvoiced affricates 7 pf ts tJ‘ kf
I 4200 ATR I . . .
‘ special cases may be treated with an extended Code veiced affricates 8 13" dz d3 9v

Basic symbols corresponding to the set of un— as proposed for consonants: a flag (hexadecimal unvoiced fricatives 9 q; f e s f g x X h h
rounded vowels and of rounded vowels are shown in F) indicates that one has t? go through a filter voiced fricatives A .Tables 4 and 5 respectively. table, access to which is given by the code of v z 3 J Y B ‘9 n

the vowel mora and a pointer: approximants B u 1 y w
B - Suprasegmental information is coded in the ‘ nasals C m

second byte. Tonal languages use up to 5 levels 01F2 : go to case 2 of the i‘ilter table cor- n J‘ N
1 of pitch, represented henceforth as accents. The responding to VOW‘31 1- laterals D 1 A
‘ code 06 is reserved for a downstepped High:

Rhotacized vowels, for instance, could be come- flaps /taps E p

0101 Falling low ‘3- niently dealt with in this way. trills F B r R

0 2 ‘11° Level 1°" CONCLUSION T M 10103 Mid I 3—6
010“ Hivh i’ It is indeed possible to rely on the Interna~ Symbol Example Code Phonetic interpretation Symbol Example Code Phonetic interpretation"‘ . tional Phonetic Alphabet to propose a comprehen» 1 1

' I, ' . t 11110 unreleased 011kl l '0105 Suprahigh i sive and versatile computer oriented coding system, enis0106 Downstepped High *1 The fact that the code is phonetically motivated " tsh ”20 aspirated P918839 — t 02111 fortis
makes it particularly attractive for expert sys— 7 ts? 7.430 glottal release — O3Cl n . .. . . . - U VOContour tones are coded by reference to their tems aiming at comparing data or reconstructing y o T icmg

source/target pitch: prom—languages. ky 1890 palatal release v § 0091+ voicing0M2 F 11- h. h l A ‘4 kLI lBAO labiopalatal release 13 05141 murmur
a mg 1g — ow i n n "v Reference t 1480 nasal release 5 0A9'4 rounding0120 Rising low—high i _ w b" uico labiovelar rel v 0ease ‘ 'Th b' _ . . [1] P. Ladefoged, "Preliminaries to Linguistic l l > E OBI” velarizationiseflggtgngs set to 1 if the corresponding tone Phonetics", The Univ. of Chicago Press,1971. t luDO lateral release w OCBC nasalization: o n "‘ ~

_ ‘ A
t 1430 pharyngeal release z ODAH lateralizationOluA High 4» Floating low 1 r dr INFO t ‘11 l 1 1r1 re ease t OE har ' '0120 Low + Floating high ‘1' ' p yngallzauon

b OFul l ' 'Double contours require two morae; we propose the . .. aryngalization
convention that the first mora bear a level tone TaPle 2 Table 3 -and the second a'contour tone:

_—

010“ 012“ Falling-rising long i ii Unrounded vowels Round vowels

0102 0102 Rising-falling long i ‘1? i i ‘“ " ‘ u
I 1- m y 9 U

C.- In order to maicimally compact suprasegment-
¢ 0a1 information the bit 0 is reserved for stress:

e a Y e
3 30180 stressed i 'i e P A (B

i? a 0 IE 1') D

If the stressed vowel bears a tone the code is
'modified accordingly: ’ Iabl—eu flu
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ABSTRACT

Phoneticians generally expect that laxer

adjustments of the vocal cords will produce

lower F0. Hence, languages with phonological

contrasts between syllables with tense

(somewhat creaky) and lax (somewhat breathy)

phonation would be expected to show a

difference in pitch between them. We measured

F0 in several minority languages of China with

contrasts that have been described as tense vs

lax. Our results show that a pitch difference is

only sometimes present. The patterns are, in

part, explicable in terms of different phonetic
realizations and different diachronic sources of

the tense/lax contrast, and in terms of its
phonological function.

A tendency for different phonatory settings to

be associated with pitch differences has been
noted by many observers. For example, Laver
(1980), in his discussion of laryngeal tension
settings, remarks that "there is a strong
possibility that in tense voice the pitch range
will be higher than in lax voice". Later he
comments that "lax voice tends to be
accompanied by a low pitch-range". But he goes

onto note that there is nothing necessary about
the association of laryngeal tension with pitch,
commenting that "it is certainly possible to
compensate for these tendencies."

Laver is discussing tense and lax laryngeal
settings as attributes of individal voice quality.
However, a number of languages use tense and lax

SE OF PHONATION TYPE

SUSAN A. HESS

Phonetics Laboratory

Linguistics Department

University of California

Los Angeles, CA 90024. USA

phonation for linguistic contrast between
vowels. This phenomenon is quite common among
languages spoken in Southwestern China and
adjoining parts of Southeast Asia. We have been

conducting studies of the phonation type contrast
in several of these languages, and have reported

some of our results elsewhere (Maddiesontt

Ladefoged 1985, Maddieson & Hess 1986). In the
present paper we focus on the relation between

F0 and phonatory tension in five of the languages
in question. We hypothesized that pitch would

correlate with tension, following the tendency
noted by Laver, in languages which did not also

have tonal contrasts. In languages with tonal

contrasts with a high functional load and
phonological systems in which phonatory tension

is not an aspect of particular tones, we

anticipated that the need to maintain the
separation of tonal registers would inhibit this
tendency. Instead, speakers would draw on the
compensatory mechanisms available to
counteract it.

Our data consists of measurements of F0 from
5 languages - Wa, Jingpho, Yi, Lahu, and Lisu. We

is a non-tonal language of the Mon-Khmer family
(Diffloth 1980, Qiu, Li & Nie 1980). The others

are Sino-Tibetan languages with tonal systems
with a high functional load. Yi (Liangshang
dialect, Li & Ma 1983) and Jingpho (of Yunnan, LU

1984) have similar tone systems, distinguishing
high, mid and low-falling tones. In these two
languages the phonatory contrast is independent
of the tone system, although it is limited to

72 Se 76.1.1

particular syllabic nuclei in Yi. Lisu is usually
analyzed as having a 6-tone system in which
tense phonation is characteristic of two of the
tones (Mu & Duan 1983). These two tones are
mid-level and mid-falling, and can be matched
with two of the "lax“ tones, also mid-level and
mid-falling. Mu and Duan transcribe the pitch
height of the tense tones as 44 and 42, and the
paired lax tones as 33 and 31, implying that the
"tense" tones are indeed higher. Lahu has a
system of seven tones, two of which are
variously described as being checked by a glottal
stop (Matisoff 1973), or having tense vowels (Ma
1984). These two tones, high-falling and
low-falling, can be matched with two of the
tones that occur non-checked or lax. Whereas
Matisoff gives the same pitch values for tense
and lax tones, Ma transcribes the tense tones as
54 and 21 but the lax tones as 53 and 31,
indicating a smaller pitch range for the tense
ones.

3 speakers of each language were recorded
with the assistance of Ren Hongmo. The speakers
read a wordlist containing 8-10 pairs of
monosyllabic words with a minimal tense/lax
contrast. Each list was read twice, giving 48-60
examples of each ‘contrast (except for Lahu
where only one repetition was recorded, giving
30 cases). F0 was measured at the onset and
offset of the vowel from narrow-band
spectrograms. If a more extreme value of F0
occurred after the vowel onset that value was
also measured.

The F0 measurements in each language were
examined in a 3-way analysis of variance,
specifying speaker, word pair and tension as
main effects. In Table 1 the mean onset and
offset F0 values are shown for the tense and lax
vowels in each language. Significant differences
(at the .0001 level) are printed bold. All other
tense/lax differences are not significant (fall
below the .05 level). Measurements of the peak Fo
value did not show a different pattern from those

made at the onset, hence these m’easures are not
reported.

Table 1. F0 measures on tense and lax vowels.

1V3 mm
9.0591 9113.91 29.5.13 Qfisfl

"tense” 146 1 12 157 128
"lax" 145 115 145 126

Lise LLhu
onset etfset onset eflset

"tense" 147 ‘119 213 ’195
"lax” 148 122 214 126

ii

meet fleet
"tense" 157 153
"lax" ' 152 154

ln Wa, words in citation form are spoken with
a falling intonation. No pitch difference between
tense and lax vowels was observed at either the
onset or offset of the vowel. On the other hand,
in Jingpho, a significant pitch difference at the
vowel onset was observed. The Jingpho wordlist
includes pairs of words with all three tones, but
pairs with low-falling tone predominate (6 out
of 10). Because of this, the mean offset value is
low. The word pairs examined in Yi were all
mid-level tone, hence onset and offset values are
close. The onset Fo differs between tense and
lax syllables by a small but highly significant
amount in Yi. In Lisu there is no significant
difference at either onset or offset, despite Mu &
Duan's indication to the contrary. Since phonatory
tension is a property of particular tones in this
language we had expected no effort to avoid a
pitch distinction. Lahu shows a significant
difference in F0 at the vowel offset. The mean
offset value in the two lax falling tones is
considerably lower than in the tense tones.

Our results are thus generally counter to our
hypothesis, which predicted that an F0
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1984) have similar tone systems, distinguishing
high, mid and low-falling tones. In these two
languages the phonatory contrast is independent
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particular syllabic nuclei in Yi. Lisu is usually
analyzed as having a 6-tone system in which
tense phonation is characteristic of two of the
tones (Mu & Duan 1983). These two tones are
mid-level and mid-falling, and can be matched
with two of the "lax“ tones, also mid-level and
mid-falling. Mu and Duan transcribe the pitch
height of the tense tones as 44 and 42, and the
paired lax tones as 33 and 31, implying that the
"tense" tones are indeed higher. Lahu has a
system of seven tones, two of which are
variously described as being checked by a glottal
stop (Matisoff 1973), or having tense vowels (Ma
1984). These two tones, high-falling and
low-falling, can be matched with two of the
tones that occur non-checked or lax. Whereas
Matisoff gives the same pitch values for tense
and lax tones, Ma transcribes the tense tones as
54 and 21 but the lax tones as 53 and 31,
indicating a smaller pitch range for the tense
ones.

3 speakers of each language were recorded
with the assistance of Ren Hongmo. The speakers
read a wordlist containing 8-10 pairs of
monosyllabic words with a minimal tense/lax
contrast. Each list was read twice, giving 48-60
examples of each ‘contrast (except for Lahu
where only one repetition was recorded, giving
30 cases). F0 was measured at the onset and
offset of the vowel from narrow-band
spectrograms. If a more extreme value of F0
occurred after the vowel onset that value was
also measured.

The F0 measurements in each language were
examined in a 3-way analysis of variance,
specifying speaker, word pair and tension as
main effects. In Table 1 the mean onset and
offset F0 values are shown for the tense and lax
vowels in each language. Significant differences
(at the .0001 level) are printed bold. All other
tense/lax differences are not significant (fall
below the .05 level). Measurements of the peak Fo
value did not show a different pattern from those

made at the onset, hence these m’easures are not
reported.

Table 1. F0 measures on tense and lax vowels.

1V3 mm
9.0591 9113.91 29.5.13 Qfisfl

"tense” 146 1 12 157 128
"lax" 145 115 145 126

Lise LLhu
onset etfset onset eflset

"tense" 147 ‘119 213 ’195
"lax” 148 122 214 126

ii

meet fleet
"tense" 157 153
"lax" ' 152 154

ln Wa, words in citation form are spoken with
a falling intonation. No pitch difference between
tense and lax vowels was observed at either the
onset or offset of the vowel. On the other hand,
in Jingpho, a significant pitch difference at the
vowel onset was observed. The Jingpho wordlist
includes pairs of words with all three tones, but
pairs with low-falling tone predominate (6 out
of 10). Because of this, the mean offset value is
low. The word pairs examined in Yi were all
mid-level tone, hence onset and offset values are
close. The onset Fo differs between tense and
lax syllables by a small but highly significant
amount in Yi. In Lisu there is no significant
difference at either onset or offset, despite Mu &
Duan's indication to the contrary. Since phonatory
tension is a property of particular tones in this
language we had expected no effort to avoid a
pitch distinction. Lahu shows a significant
difference in F0 at the vowel offset. The mean
offset value in the two lax falling tones is
considerably lower than in the tense tones.

Our results are thus generally counter to our
hypothesis, which predicted that an F0
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difference would occur in the nontonal language

Wa, and in Lisu and Lahu where phonation'type rs

an aspect of tone, but not in Jingpho or Yr where

phonation type is independent of tone.

Are there historical or synchronic facts about

these particular languages which enable us to

understand this result? Jingpho and Wa share a

similar historical origin for the tense/lax

contrast, namely, the somewhat breathy lax

syllables are those which used to have rnrttal

voiced consonants. However, synchronically, the

phonation type contrast is more salient rn

Jingpho than it is in Wa. We have used the

difference in amplitude between the second

harmonic and the fundamental, H2 - F0, as our

measure of phonation type. This measure has a

higher value for tenser phonation than for laxer

phonation (Maddieson & Ladefoged 1985). in Wa

the mean difference in the H2 - Fo measure

between lax and tense vowels is just under 2 dB,

whereas in Jingpho it is just over 7 dB. In

addition, the tense/lax contrast in Wa is

accompanied by some vowel quality difference:

tense vowels have a higher first formant than lax

ones, i.e. they are lower in the perceptual vowel

space. in Jingpho, vowels in tense and lax

syllables do not differ. It may therefore be the

case that in We the small pitch difference that

might have been expected from the

not-very-salient phonation type contrast is

counteracted by the effect of vowel lowering in

tense syllables. in Jingpho on the other hand, the

phonation type contrast is made salient enough

so that the conditioning environment for any

allotonic variation can be readily recognized.

Lisu developed tense phonation in syllables

which were originally checked (i.e. stop-final). In

Lisu we found that the mean difference in the

H2'Fo measure between tense and lax was about

3 dB, confirming the existence of a moderately

salient phonation type difference. Since there is

no pitch difference, this suggests that the

system should be reinterpreted as one with four

tones in which a phonation type contram
operates within two of the tones, rather than as

one with six tones, two of which have a marked

phonation type-

Lahu shows no reliable evidence of a

phonation type difference based on the measure

we have used, nor is there usually any aUditory

impression of one. Instead, in the historically

checked syllables, a final glottal stop usually

occurs and the vowel is considerably abbreviated

(about 275ms shorter than in "tax" syllables), The

much lower offset pitch in the two falling 'Iax'

tones seems simply due to their much greater

length; the pitch continues to fall and reacheSa

much lower level. in Lahu, phonation type is only

marginally involved in syllabic contrasts_

Duration, extent of pitch change and glottal step

are more central to the contrast which has been

described as "tense" vs "lax". Matisoit‘s

representation of the "tense" syllables as having

a final glottal stop is more accurate than My;

account, though Ma correctly indicates the

greater pitch range of the "lax" (unchecked)

syllables (cf Hombert 1983).

Yi is again somewhat different. Although the

difference between "tense” and "tax“ vowel pairs

is quite distinctive, with an auditority 'harsher'

quality for the tense members, the H2-Fo

measure does not distinguish them. Perhaps this

measurement is simply not appropriate for

detecting phonatory differences in the rather

unusual range of 'fricative vowel" segments

found in Yi. We think that it is more likely that

the tense/lax contrast is produced in a different

way here. We speculate that the "tense“ vowels

employ a supralaryngeal mechanism like that

used in the "strident" vowels found in some at

the Khoisan languages, which involvesa

narrowing between the base of the epiglottis and

the upper part of the arytenoid cartilages. The
use of this mechanism in lXoo has been described

in some detail by Traill (1985). Traill has

listened to our Yi recordings and agrees that
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there is an auditory similarity between the

strident vowels of lX66' and the tense vowels of

Yi. However, in 1X66, strident vowels have
somewhat lowered pitch, rather than the slightly

higher pitch found in Yi "tense" vowels.

tn the meantime, we find that, particularly in
the data from Jingpho, we have provided a

phonetic basis for a different hypothesis. This is
the diachronic hypothesis that tonogenesis and

splitting of tones in tone languages can arise

from phonation type contrasts on vowels, as has

been proposed by Pulleyblank (1978, 1984) for
Chinese. Previous work has concentrated on

consonantal sources for tones, and the effect of

contrasts on vowels has largely been ignored. We
now see that such effects can be significant.
However, as data from Wa and Lisu demonstrate,

phonation type may be contrastive in vowels
without any accompanying pitch differences.
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THE CORRELATION OF THE TENSE
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The Lenin State
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Moscow, USSR, 119435

ABSTRACT

The speech material of the Northern _
Russian dialects was investigated. A cog
plex of the phonetic phenomena was foun _
testifying to the existence of the corre
lation of the tense-lax consonants in ’
those dialects. Since analogous phonetic
features are observed in the Western and
Southern Slavic languages, it may be sug-
gested that the peculiarity discovered
in the Northern Russian dialects is pra-
Slavic and pra-Indoeuropean heritage.

1, As we know, the consonants of Standard
Russian are opposed on the basis of voice-
lessness-voiceness. The voiced consonants
differ from the voiceless ones also by the
level of tenseness: the voiceless conso—
nants are more tense. This is manifested
in the greater tension of the muscles of
the articulatory organs.
One of the most difficult tasks of instru-mental phonetics is the direct establish-ment of the level of tenseness. However,one can judge of the degree of tensenessor nontenseness on the basis of some inde-rect data. Specifically, the tense conso—nants compared to the lax ones are longerand the noise constituting them is moreenergetic /l/.
In Standard Russian the feature of tense—ness is closely related to the feature ofvoicelessness, and the feature of nontense-ness — to the feature of voiceness: tenseconsonants are voiceless and lax ones arevoiced. It should also be borne in mindthat voiceness-voicelessness is the majorfeature in the opposition, while tensenessnontenseness is an accompanying feature/2/. In some languages these phonetic fea-tures are correlated otherwise than in Bus
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CONSONANTS IN SOME RUSSIAN DIALECTS
SLAVIC LANGUAGES
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n ua es tenseness-nontem

sian. In'SUChtlihz bgttom of the opposiu.
seneis exziples one can cite English,

ggencfi, German, ginngjh, Estonian andnum
other languages _r :

no RuSSIan dialects have been

desggigzd where the principle of tensamx
—nontenseness of consonants manifestedit-
self differently than in Standard Russian,
Such dialects are to be found on the eH
of Mezen in the Leshukon district of the
Arkhangelsk region. Our primary auditory
impression was checked instrumentally Men
the length of consonants of these dialecm
was measured. .

.1. According to the data reCieved by
glitoustova for Standard Russian the
length of voiceless fricative consonants
in the intervocalic positionzignmzaryhzr

in the ran e of 16 mo 0 _ .
sgiced consogants show a variation from
93 me to 127 mc. The ratio of the length
of voiced consonants to that of the voum-
less ones is approximately 0.5b-0.65 /L

. 57 . _
ghe proportion of voiceless and v01ced
fricative consonants in the intervocalic
position in the Mezen dialects differs
from that in the literary language. The
difference is a greater contrast in Umifi
length. Thus the length of intervocalicH_
varies within the range of 95-103 $zétgu
le ’1 in the same position is C a '
risEd by the length of 45—59 me; the ten;
poraly characteristics of the intervoca;
ES] are from 110 to 180 me, and those 0
[Z] - from 50 to 60 mo. The ratio of thi
length of voiced consonants to that ofte
voiceless ones in the Mezen dialects is
about 0.46 on the average.
2.1.2.An even greater difference betweenv
the literary language and the Mezen diah
lects can be observed in the stops wt
are longer in the Mezen dialects. _
The 1en9th of the voiceless stops diffei-
from language to language. In some langu
ges these consonants have a longer phase
0f Contact, which results in geminatesaS
Estonian and Finnish are examples of,thl
phenomenon. In other languages (English
German) the occlusive consonants have a

76.2.1

longer postexplosive phase leading to as-
pirated consonants.
Both types of prolonging of the voiceless
stops can be observed in the Mezen dia-
lects. Thus sometimes these consonants are
pronounced with a long contact:[a p’imof,
’etogo, oto’lok, ka’kofl. But more often
the leng h of the voiceless stops [p, t,k] and [p’, t’, kj appears in aspiration:
Pphom’or, naphal, ’naphpl; tham, thoie,
photho lok; a’khak, khudy, a p’hec-tu,‘
ku’p'hila, ’n’ep’hili; /t‘hanut,’mat‘hi;
muzy’k’hfl.
InJStandard Russian the duration of post-
explosive phase of the voiceless stops is
quite insignificant: Lp, t] - 20 mo, and
{k} - 35-40 mo /5/. If one takes into con-
sideration the fact that the duration of
[p, t, k] in the intervocalic position
varies from 153 to 200 me /4, p._57l/,
then the postexplosive phase of Lp, t] is
equal to 0.1 of the length of the whole
consonant and that of [k] - to 0.17-0.25.
According to our data the duration of the
postexplosive phase of [p] in the Mezen
dialects is 42-95 mc, that of Lt] is 65-
70 mo, and that of [k] — 54—76 me. The
measurement of their relative length sho-
wed that the postexplosive phase of these
consonants may constitute from 0.4 to 0.7
of the entire length of the consonant.
2.2.1. One can also see the difference be—
tween Standard Russian and the Mezen dia-
lects in the proportion of the consonant
length in clusters.
In Standard Russian the first consonant
of the cluster is typically shorter than
the second one /4, p. 59/. This regulari—
ty is proved by our measurements of the
consonant length in such_groups as [ks],
[sk], [psj, [Sp],Lkshl, LFtr tj, .
Lft], [n, [zg , Ls , Ld. There is'a
law in Standard Russian according to which
the first consonant cannot be longer then
the second one even if the first consonant
represents the combination of two identi-
cal phonemes: the long consonant loses 1tS
length when it occurs beside another con—
sonant; compare: xnacca Ls:] - Knaccuun
[s] /6, p. 136/. .
The situation is quite different With the
Mezen dialects, where the first consonant
may be much longer than t e one which fol-
lows. Compare: [uJ’la, u kom, t] is ta,
l’es’na, p’e§”kom, fsu’botu}. The length
of the voiceless stops in clusters as well
as in the intervocalic position may come
up in aspiration or in_the longer contact
phase: [okh’no ; nak’laz’daJ. The first
consonant is longer than the second one
even in the case when the former is a so-
norant and the latter a voiceless conso-
nant, while in the intervocalic position
the voiced consonants including sonorants
are much shorter than the voiceless ones.
The average length of the second conson-
ant compared to the first one varies from
0.4 to 0.7. The voiceless stops are non-

aspirated in the postconsonant position.Therefore the first or the second positionof the consonant in the clusters differsto the tenseness-nontenseness. From thispoint of view the position of the firstconsonant in the group is strong, and thesecond one is weak.
2.2.2. Another peculiarity of the Mezen di-alects that is the progressive devocaliza-tion of the sonorants. This phenomenon isobserved both in the middle of the wordand in juncture: [’proflyi, ’utrom, ’prhmo,d’ek’r’et, sus/lon, fij’l’i,‘vypfjut, 'sof’jofj. The same devocalization is obser-ved in the sounds of "v, vfl , which arepronounced in the dia ects; this is alsotrue of the more ancient [w, wfl : Ckfam,dakj3fe/sax, vo’z’it’flotkax, sfo’joj.Completely voiceless sonorants and ff, f’Jaccording to Ev, v{}occur much rarer thanpartially devocalized sonorants. The inst—rumental analysis of these sounds showedthat such sonorants have voiceless begin-ning and voiced ending. The degree of thedevocalization of the sonorant and [v] inthe position after the voiceless consonantin the Mezen dialects depends on the forceof tension of the speech organs. When usedemphatically or in the strong phrase posi—tions the sonorants are devocalized forthe greater part of their duration and thesound i is pronounced instead of Lv]. Inother cases the devocalization may extendover the initial phase of the second con-sonant only. There may be no progressivedevocalization of these sounds in the weakphrase positions.

The strong voiceless consonants may influ-ence not only the next sonorants but alsothe vowels. In such cases vowels are pro—nounced without voice though preservingthe rest of their typical characteristics:fprggy’la, pr’ijflo, ’wyp’itpj. This effectcan be observed frequently at the end ofsyntagma. Sometimes several successivewords may be pronounced as if they werewhispered, with the strong tension and in-tensive noise.
In the group of two consonants, as it hasbeen shown above, the first consonant istense and the second one is lax. That iswhy if the first sonorant or [v] is follow-ing the voiceless consonant the progressi—ve devocalization is observed quite frequ—ently. It almost never happens if the sono-rant or LV} is placed after two voicelessconsonants: the second sound is lax, itcannot assimilate the next sonorant and[v]; compare:L’trojo-stroimJ.
2.3. The prolonged consonants in the Mezendialects frequently occur at the end of aword before a pause: [l’e§, bo’jus’, mos;/v’id’i 3. The stops are pronounced with 3long contact and explosion:[ i d’ot, fiesok:or with aspiration: fthuth, o’p’et’h, poto—’lokh]. Quite frequently the voicelessstops are implosive. This may eVidently beexplained by the fact that the general ab-
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the length of consonants of these dialecm
was measured. .

.1. According to the data reCieved by
glitoustova for Standard Russian the
length of voiceless fricative consonants
in the intervocalic positionzignmzaryhzr

in the ran e of 16 mc o _ .
sgiced consogants show a variation from
93 me to 127 mc. The ratio of the length
of voiced consonants to that of the voum-
less ones is approximately 0.5b-0.65 /L

. 57 . _
ghe proportion of voiceless and v01ced
fricative consonants in the intervocalic
position in the Mezen dialects differs
from that in the literary language. The
difference is a greater contrast in Umifi
length. Thus the length of intervocalicH_
varies within the range of 95-103 $zétgu
le ’1 in the same position is C a '
risEd by the length of 45—59 me; the ten;
poraly characteristics of the intervoca;
ES] are from 110 to 180 me, and those 0
[Z] - from 50 to 60 mc. The ratio of thi
length of voiced consonants to that ofte
voiceless ones in the Mezen dialects is
about 0.46 on the average.
2.1.2.An even greater difference betweenv
the literary language and the Mezen diah
lects can be observed in the stops wt
are longer in the Mezen dialects. _
The 1en9th of the voiceless stops diffei-
from language to language. In some langu
ges these consonants have a longer phase
0f Contact, which results in geminatesaS
Estonian and Finnish are examples of,thl
Phenomenon. In other languages (English
German) the occlusive consonants have a
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longer postexplosive phase leading to as-
pirated consonants.
Both types of prolonging of the voiceless
stops can be observed in the Mezen dia-
lects. Thus sometimes these consonants are
pronounced with a long contact:[a p’imof,
’etogo, oto’lok, ka’kofl. But more often
the leng h of the voiceless stops [p, t,k] and [p’, t’, kj appears in aspiration:
Pphom’or, naphal, ’naphol; tham, thoie,
photho lok; a’khak, khudy, a p’hec-tu,‘
ku’p'hila, ’n’ep’hili; /t‘hanut,’mat‘hi;
muzy’k’hfl.
InJStandard Russian the duration of post-
explosive phase of the voiceless stops is
quite insignificant: Lp, t] - 20 mc, and
{k} - 35-40 me /5/. If one takes into con-
sideration the fact that the duration of
[p, t, k] in the intervocalic position
varies from 153 to 200 me /4, p._57l/,
then the postexplosive phase of Lp, t] is
equal to 0.1 of the length of the whole
consonant and that of [k] - to 0.17-0.25.
According to our data the duration of the
postexplosive phase of [p] in the Mezen
dialects is 42-95 mc, that of Lt] is 65-
70 mo, and that of [k] — 54—76 me. The
measurement of their relative length sho-
wed that the postexplosive phase of these
consonants may constitute from 0.4 to 0.7
of the entire length of the consonant.
2.2.1. One can also see the difference be—
tween Standard Russian and the Mezen dia-
lects in the proportion of the consonant
length in clusters.
In Standard Russian the first consonant
of the cluster is typically shorter than
the second one /4, p. 59/. This regulari—
ty is proved by our measurements of the
consonant length in such_groups as [ks],
[sk], [psj, [Sp],Lkshl, LFtr tj, .
Lft], [n, [zg , Ls , Ld. There is'a
law in Standard Russian according to which
the first consonant cannot be longer then
the second one even if the first consonant
represents the combination of two identi-
cal phonemes: the long consonant loses 1tS
length when it occurs beside another con—
sonant; compare: xnacca Ls:] - Knaccsun
[s] /6, p. 136/. .
The situation is quite different With the
Mezen dialects, where the first consonant
may be much longer than t e one which fol-
lows. Compare: [uJ’la, u kom, t] is ta,
l’es’na, p’e§”kom, fsu’botu}. The length
of the voiceless stops in clusters as well
as in the intervocalic position may come
up in aspiration or in_the longer contact
phase: [okh’no ; nak’laz’daJ. The first
consonant is longer than the second one
even in the case when the former is a so-
norant and the latter a voiceless conso-
nant, while in the intervocalic position
the voiced consonants including sonorants
are much shorter than the voiceless ones.
The average length of the second conson-
ant compared to the first one varies from
0.4 to 0.7. The voiceless stops are non-

aspirated in the postconsonant position.Therefore the first or the second positionof the consonant in the clusters differsto the tenseness-nontenseness. From thispoint of view the position of the firstconsonant in the group is strong, and thesecond one is weak.
2.2.2. Another peculiarity of the Mezen di-alects that is the progressive devocaliza-tion of the sonorants. This phenomenon isobserved both in the middle of the wordand in juncture: [’proflyi, ’utrom, ’prhmo,d’ek’r’et, sus/lon, uj’l’i,‘vypfjut, 'sof’jofj. The same devocalization is obser-ved in the sounds of "v, vfl , which arepronounced in the dia ects; this is alsotrue of the more ancient [w, wfl : Ckfam,dakj3fe/sax, vo’z’it’flotkax, sfo’joj.Completely voiceless sonorants and ff, f’Jaccording to Ev, v{}occur much rarer thanpartially devocalized sonorants. The inst—rumental analysis of these sounds showedthat such sonorants have voiceless begin-ning and voiced ending. The degree of thedevocalization of the sonorant and [v] inthe position after the voiceless consonantin the Mezen dialects depends on the forceof tension of the speech organs. When usedemphatically or in the strong phrase posi—tions the sonorants are devocalized forthe greater part of their duration and thesound i is pronounced instead of Lv]. Inother cases the devocalization may extendover the initial phase of the second con-sonant only. There may be no progressivedevocalization of these sounds in the weakphrase positions.

The strong voiceless consonants may influ-ence not only the next sonorants but alsothe vowels. In such cases vowels are pro—nounced without voice though preservingthe rest of their typical characteristics:fprggy’la, pr’ijflo, ’wyp’itoj. This effectcan be observed frequently at the end ofsyntagma. Sometimes several successivewords may be pronounced as if they werewhispered, with the strong tension and in-tensive noise.
In the group of two consonants, as it hasbeen shown above, the first consonant istense and the second one is lax. That iswhy if the first sonorant or [v] is follow-ing the voiceless consonant the progressi—ve devocalization is observed quite frequ—ently. It almost never happens if the sono-rant or LV} is placed after two voicelessconsonants: the second sound is lax, itcannot assimilate the next sonorant and[v]; compare:L’trojo-stroimJ.
2.3. The prolonged consonants in the Mezendialects frequently occur at the end of aword before a pause: [l’e§, bo’jus’, mos;/v’id’i 3. The stops are pronounced with 3long contact and explosion:[ i d’ot, fiesok:or with aspiration: fthuth, o’p’et’h, poto—lokh]. Quite frequently the voicelessstops are implosive. This may eVidently beexplained by the fact that the general ab-
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atement of the intensity at the end of a

sYntagma weakens the end of the consohantas well that is why the strength 0f t :
contact is greater than the strength 0 t

the explosion and the epOSion does no

take place. . _
The voiced consonants in the Mezen dia

lects are lax. They are much shorter than

their voiceless correlates. Besides non-

tenseness manifests itself in the common

flabbiness of their articulation.__taVe
often noted the pronunciation of hJJ aad
[BU instead of [d]:[‘lajila, bu?ot];(3]
in place of [d] :[’e3ak1: LW9 W.J1n place
of[ b, b1]: [nara'wotu, w’un tom]5[}]1n'
stead of: g]:['mnohoj. _
2.4. In some cases in the Mezen dialects
the pronunciation of voiced consonant 1n
place of the voiceless ones and Vice ver-
sa can be observed and also the pronunCia-

tion of semivoiced consonants in place of
voiceless and voiced onesztfstar’in ga,
(gck), Po/tumat’ (t< d), po’rago, 2a ga-
d3v213- '
2.5. Implosive consonants, spirantization
of voiced explosive consonants, intercha-
nge of voiced consonants and voiceless
ones and the existence of semivoiced con—
sonants have been noticed in different Ner-
thern Russian dialects by other dialecto-
logists. The auditioning of the tapes of
the Northern Russian dialects accumulated
in the Laboratory of experimental phone-
tics of the Russian Language Institute of
the USSR Academy of Sciences showed that
they share some other features with the
Mezen dialects which have been described
above.
3. All this testifies to the fact that in
the Norflwrn Russian dialects there exists
opposition on tenseness-nontenseness, but
not on voiceness—nonvoiceness as is the ca-
se in other Russian dialects and the lite-
rary language.
When making phonological conclusions some
phoneticians proceed from the principle of
phoneme neutralization /3,7/. However the
fact of neztralization as such cannot al-
ways clarify the nature_of the phonetic op—position. Thus [t] and [d] coincide in thesound: t] in the final position both in Ru—
ssian and in German. Yet in Standard Russi—an the opposition on voiceness-nonvoicen—ess is considered to be neutralized in thefinal position, while in German the opposi-tion of tenseness—nontenseness is neutrali-zed in a tense variant. The fact of neutra—lization is an evidence that the phonemesare paired and that they are opposed onone distinctive feature. But it may mean
nothing as to the nature of this feature.The Mezen dialects as well as the majorityof the Northern Russian dialects do not di—ffer from other Russian dialects from the
point of view of the nature of neutraliza_tion of the consonants discussed above He—re the noise consonants cannot be distin-guished in the final and preconsonant posi-

tion. At the end of the word and beforethe

voiceless consonants they turn into Vonn—

less consonants and before the VOlCEcm
sonants they turn into v01ced ones.

The difference between the two types Ofdh

alects lies in how the contrast of theop
posed phonemes in the absolutely Strengpm
sition is realized. In some dialects as
well as in Standard RuSSian the Contrastm
the consonants on v01ceness-nonv01cenessk

more evident than on tenseness-nontensan
ess. In other dialects the contrast 0ftm
consonants on tenseness—nontenseness 15mm
re evident than on voiceness-nonVOicmmse
That is why the oppOSition of these conm.
nants is rooted inftenseg:ssQnontengenea,

feature which orms e a51S o comm
Egit opposition in the absolutely strmm

position may give up it's place to someam

companying princigledugdegigfihifi agiti-
ons. Thus in Stan a; us _e i era.

ce between[ p] andl’bj’Ltlhandthd], [s]am
2 etc. in whispering. w en ere isno

gogée, is evident only from tensenessor
nontenseness of the corresponding sounds
/6/. In those Northern Russian dialects
where the leading principle of phonemeop
position is usually tenseness-nontensmmsg
in the postconsonant position. where vob
celess stops lose aspiration and fricatne
consonants lose their length, the major
contrast between the corresponding sounfl
is on voiceness-nonvoiceness.
4. What is the origin of the dialect pew-
liarity described above? Speaking abouttm
vocalization of the voiceless consonantsn
the intervocalic positions and the exiswm
cc of the semivoiced consonants some twa-
tigators proposed that it is a featureof
the Finnish substratum /8/. This proposm
has some validity. It is possible thattm
other features of the described complex
are also of Finnish origin.
However there is some counter evidence am
The Komi Republic Academy of Sciences n
us an opportunity to listen to the tapeso
different Komi dialects including the dh-
lects on the river of Mezen, neighbourhn
on the Russian Mezen dialects. In noneof
these tapes could we find the most tYPicall
feature of the Russian Mezen dialects -a?
piration of the voiceless stops. Yet 5mm
of the manifestations of the oppositionon
tenseness-nontenseness in the Komi dialeds
do exist, for example the prolonging off”
first consonants in clusters.
There may be another explanation of thed?
scribed Northern Russian phenomenon. Maw
indoeuropean languages have the same few
tures. Thus for example the tense voicehfi
consonants significantly exceed in their
length the lax voiced ones; the aspiratmn
of the voiceless stops occurs at the begfl’
ning of the word and in the intervocalic
positions (while it is absent in the p03"
CSmSOHant position); cf. also the progreS'
Sive devocalization of the sonorants, the
PrOlonging of the ending consonants, the
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spirantization of the voiced stops in Eng-
lish and German /9/.
Many of the described phenomena are known
in the Slavic languages. According to our
data fp, t, k] in Polish are more tense
than in Russian. The voiceless stops are
aspirated in Polish. There is also the pro-
gressive devocalization of the sonorants
in some Western and Southern Slavic lan—
guages /10/. For Czech the relevance of
the opposition on the "lenes-fortes" of
the consonants was discussed /ll/.
Consequently the discussed features of
the Northern Russian dialects connected
with the opposition of the consonants on
tenseness-nontenseness, may be one more fe—
ature linking the Northern Russian dia-
lects with the Slavic West. This feature
may be praindoeuropean.
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in some Western and Southern Slavic lan—
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ON THE PHARYNGEALIZATION IN TUNGUS—EANCHU LANGUAGES

GALINA RADCHENKO

Novosibirsk, USSR 630090

ABSTRACT

The paper presents some results of
the experimental study of the hanay
and Udehe phonetic systems. The obt-
ained results concern the nature and
the function of the pharyngeal/lary-
ngeal phonemes and their influence on
the vowel and consonant patterns. The
proposed approach allows a simple so-
lution of some disputable phoncmorph-
ological phenomena in Tungus-Manchu
languages. The new interpretation of
the vowel patterns of Nanay and Udehe
languages is given. It is shown that
pharyngeal/laryngeal phonemes are ma~
rked by functional ambiguity, serve
as means of distinctive and delimita-
tive function on segmental, superseg-
mental and phoncmorphological levels.
The presence of morphonological cons-
tructive elements in the phonemic pa—
tterns of Tungus-Manchu languages is
a feature typical of the syllabomorp-
henic language type.

INTRODUCTIOS

Fharyngealizaticn has wide phonetic ma—
nifestation ranging from aspiration of
consonants to pharyngeslized accent in
lung‘s-Manchu languages. The pharyngeal
/ h / was found in some nus—Manchu
languages: henhi, Even, Solon and some
dialects of Croch III. The occurences
of aspiration of voiceless stops were
mentioned in certain dialects of Evenkiand Even IZI. me aspirated and glotta—
lized vowels with the glottal stop or
expiration of breath in the middle of
vowel phoneticn were described by RH.
meder l3l. But on the whole, refers-noes to the pharyrgealization in Tungus
Manchu languages are scaty.
The present paper concerns the phonetic
nature, phonological status and functi-on of the pharyngealizaticn in Nanny
andtUdehe languages, which enter the
son hern group of Tungus-Machu lent,u ' —gas. The investigation is based on th:ts obtained experimentally. The listof 330 Nanay and Udehe words was readby 10 informants, about 45-50 years old

not phonetically trained, all of them un-
aware of the purpose of the experiment,
Recordings of this material were made by
means of oscillograph, intonograph, at
250 nan/sec and were also treated by spe~
ctrograph.

ACOUSTIC MANIFESTATION

It is traditionally accepted that than
are voiced and voiceless steps in Tungm
Manchu languages. On the acoustic specu
rs of the Nanay and Udehe words the two
sets / bdg / and / ptk / initially are
produced with silent closure intervals
and ought to be classified as voiceless
whereas in medial position / bdg / are
voiced and / ptk / are voiceless. Theco
nsonant spectra of / ptk / are characte-
rized by postaspiration which manifests
itself as higher frequency noise /figJ/
According to L.Lisker and A.S.Abramson
the difference between voiced and voice
less consonants is in the timing of vet
ce onset relative to release: / bdg /
are distinctevely marked by low frequmk
cy harmonics preceding the burst of the
release and / ptk / are distinctevely ms
rked by an interval of higher frequency
noise immediately following the burst/4L
For finnnm-Manchu languages this differ
ence works only in part. In initial pos-ition / ptk / and / bdg / are voiceless
and / ptk / distinguishes from / bdg /
by an audible explosion and an interval
of mid-higher frequency noise within flu
range corresponding to the frequency her
monies of the following vowel, i.e. asp-iration /fig.2/.
The pharyngeal / h / and the glottal
/ ? / occur at the beginning of a stem—morpheme before a following vowel or atthe morpheme boundary serving as a wordboundary marker, e.g. Nanny: / ?AniA /
’mother’. / 702;;oka / ’small fish'; Ude-
he: / ?353 I ’bay’, / ?unah / 'fingerS'./ nah: / ’cock and hen’, / inahji / ’dos’
0‘ the sPectrs the glottal stop manifesfiitself in the delay of F0 from the firstand second formant frequencies lfig-3/-This is due to the delay in vioce onset
In the weak position, i.e. between voweh
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and as a finale of a syllable the phary-
ngeal / h / and laryngeal / 7 / are rea-
lized as sonants: ?A’h»;w~v9»vyavj (e.g.
Nanay:/wonemiavgonemio«?onemi/’long’;
EvenkizlalaAlalaga’alakevalah/'motley’).
These vocalized aryngeals are often om-
itted giving rise to long vowels and di-
phthongs: Negidal: /adaq/adaku/ 'twin’,
Oroch: /adawuezagau/, Udehe: /ad?au/,
Ulchi: ladaun’adu/, Orok: /adawAvadau/,
Nanny: /adao/. In Udehe language we obse-
rve the process of transition of / h /
and / ? / from phonemic to prosodic le-
vel: the first or the last syllables of
a stem are marked by the pharyngealized/
laryngealized accents. These accents are
characterized by the double peak funda-
mental tone (circumflex) which marks the
consonant and the vowel of a syllable
/fig. 4—8/. The experimental data have
shown that the pharyngealization/laryn—
gealization in Udehe language is the
distinctive feature of a syllable but
not of a vowel as it was stated on the
basis of the auditory analysis by E.R.
Shneider.
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Fig. 1. Spectrogram of the Nanay word
ltora/ 'he goes hunting’

Fig. 2. Spectrogram of the Nanny word
/dAgsA/ ’balance’
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FigA 3. Spectrogram of the Nansy word
/exon/ 'settlement’
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Fig. 4. Fo—curve of the Udehe word
/gobo/ ’fly’
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Fig. 5. Fo-curve of the Udehe word
/imoho/ ’fat’
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Fig. 6. Fo-curve of the Udehe word
/ fi obo/ ’hard'
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents some results of
the experimental study of the hanay
and Udehe phonetic systems. The obt-
ained results concern the nature and
the function of the pharyngeal/lary-
ngeal phonemes and their influence on
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proposed approach allows a simple so-
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ological phenomena in Tungus-Manchu
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the vowel patterns of Nanay and Udehe
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rked by functional ambiguity, serve
as means of distinctive and delimita-
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mental and phoncmorphological levels.
The presence of morphonological cons-
tructive elements in the phonemic pa—
tterns of Tungus-Manchu languages is
a feature typical of the syllabomorp-
henic language type.
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Fi . 7. Fo-curve of the Udehe word,
/da/ ’cotton wool’

Hz

Fig. 8. Fo-curve of the Udehe word
/adahu/ ’twin’

FUNCTION

The pharyngeal and laryngeal phonemes fu-
nction as boundary markers between two
morphemes, one ending with a vowel and
the other starting with a vowel. These
phonemes may be considered as morphonolo-
gical constructive elements, serving tolink a stem and a suffix. For example,the initial glide / w / of many verbal/
noun suffixes in Nanay may be omitted.Its presence depends on the syllable st-ructure of a stem. If the syllable of astem has a long vowel or a di hthong whichare always marked by the double peak ac-cent, the morpheme and syllable metanaly-sis is not possible. If the syllable ofa stem is not stressed the morpheme met-analysis is possible, e.g. Nanay: /bfiwu-ri/ ’to give’, /xolaori/ ’to read’. InUdehe the unstressed syllable of a stemform a fusion with the vowel of the fol-lowing suffix. In this case the pharyng—eal / h / and the laryngeal / ? / whichare the markers of the Past Indefiniteand the Past Perfect correspondingly, are

’he had taken’.

{pESZZEIusion it should be stated thm
/ h / and / ? / became isolated in mm
attern of consonant phonemes. This 180.

Ration was due to the functional amMgm
ty as these phonemes serve b9th as wasof distinctive and delimitative funcfim.
The presence of such morphophonemiceh.
ments in the language is a feature 4;p
cal of the syllabomorphemic languaget”&

REFERENCES

/1/ 3.1/1. HMHHMyc, "CpaBHMTeJInn one”.
K8 TYHPyCO—MaflpCKMX flabIKOB , eHMHP-

95 ’A.A. Po uescxvm, "(Dose'rnuecxme Tp JI-
HOCTM npn o yuemm asemcos figmycoB/y
ycccMy nabmy". JIeHMHr an. I 39; ILA.

goamxoaa, "Upoewr ammo (pone'rwuecxon
TpaHCKPMUfiMl/l mm TyHI‘yCO-Mafiqypcxnx
H3 xos , ocxsaqflesnsrpan, 1961.
/3 E.P. lllHefinep, HpaTxvm yneficso: ycc.
mm cnosapb", Moca—JIeHnHr'pan, 19o ,

L. Lisker A.S. Abramson, "StopCaw

égrization and Voice Onset Time", The
Fifth International Congress of Phonefic
Sciences. Proceedings, Basel-New Y°Th
1965. pp-389-391o
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morphemes, one ending with a vowel and
the other starting with a vowel. These
phonemes may be considered as morphonolo-
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xii DAS KONSONANTENSYSTEM
( NACH EXPERIMENTALEN ANGABEN )

DER DOLGANISCHEN SPRACHE

NATALI BELTJUKOWA

Die Tomsker Staatliche
Kujbyschew-Universitat
Tomsk, UdSSR 634010

Die vorliegende Arbeit ist der Error-
schung des Konsonantensystems der Spra—
che der Dolganen gewidmet und sieht die
Aussonderung des Konsonantenbestandes,
die Bestimmung des Untersystems der Kon-
sonantenphoneme des phonologischen Sys-
tems der dolganischen Sprache, sowie die
Hauptmerkmale der artikulatorisch-akus—
tischen Grundlage dieser Sprache auf dem
Gebiete der Konsonanten vor.

Die Dolganen sind eine klgine ( 4877
Mann stark ) turksprachige Volkerschaft
im Hohen Norden, die im Taimyrer (Dolgan-
Nenezker) autonomen Bezirk des Krasno-
jarssker Regions in den Bezirken Dudinka
und Chatanga leben.

Die Sprache der Dolganen, die man am
Anfang ihres Bestehens als ein Dialekt
der jakutischen Sprache mit bedeutenden
Archaismen betrachtete, loste sich seit
langem unter den Bedingungen der langwie-
rigen historischen Entwicklung vom ganzen
System der jakutischen Sprache ab und ver-
lor die Eigenschaften eines Dialekts. Der
mgderne Stand der dolganischen Sprache
laBt uns sie als eine selbstandige Spra-
che betrachten /1/. In einigen Schriften
aber wird Dolganisch bis jetzt noch als
sin Dialekt der jakutischen Sprache er-
lautert /2/.

DaSNSprachmaterial, welches als Grund-
lage fur die erste Analyse und Verallge-
mginerung diente, wurde den Texten (Er-
zghlungen, Marchen), einzelnen Satzen und
Wortern entnommen, die die Sprachexpedi-
tionsteilnehmer S.Demjanenko, T. Kosche-
werowa und der Autor dieses Artikels un-
ter der Leitung des Professors A.Dulson
1970 und 1971 festgelegt haben.

Seit 1973 begann der Autor das Sprach-
material nach einem speziellen Programm
zu sammeln, welches im Laboratorium der
experimental-phonetischen Forschungen des
Institute fur Geschichte, Philologie und
Philosophie der Sibirischen Abteilung der
Akademie der Wissenschaften der UdSSR un-

ter der Leitung von W.M.Nadeljaew zusam—
mengestellt wgrde, sowie auf der Halbin-
sel Taimyr (wahrend der sprachlichen
Dienstreisen des Autors) als auch in No-wossibirsk im genannten Laboratorium im
Laufe der Arbeit mit funf vom Taimyr an-
gekommenen Dolganen.

Die erste Forschung der dolganisghen
Spraohe hat E.I. Ubrjatowa durchgefuhrt.
Sie nennt 21 typische Konsonanten /3/.

Im Lautsystem der nahverwandten jaku-
tischen Sprache nennen verschiedene Auto-ren von 19 bis 23 typische Konsonanten/4/.L.N.Charitonow /5/ zahlte in der jakuti-
schen Sprache 20 Konsonantenphoneme und
teilte sie in Gegauschphoneme und sonore
Phoneme ein; Gerauschphoneme Werden wei-
ter in stimmlose und stimmhafte einge-
teilt. P.P. Baraschkow nennt im Jakuti-
schen 27 Konsonantenphoneme /6/, E.I. Ub-
rjatowa - 21 /7/, N.D. Djatschkowskij -— 20 /8/.

Die Bestimmung des Bestandes der Kon-
sonantenphoneme hat der Autor auf drei
Etappen verwirklicht (im Laufe der Arbeit
haben sich diese Etappen gemischt).

Auf der ersten Etappe warden alle Kon-
sgnanten schriftlich festgelegt, welche
wahrend ges Aufschreibens der Texte, ein-
zelner Worter und beim Lesen der Texte.
die die anderen Expeditionsteilnehmer
aufgeschrieben haben, fixiert warden,
was man eigentlich auch als Gehoraufnah-
me bezeichnen kann. Man stellte im Dol-
ganischen folgende Konsonanten fest, die
durch das Konsonantensystem der russi -
schen Sprache aufgenommen wurden: 6 . 6
nvnvMvflvfioT‘I9T9HvH
CQCIP9p9-H9"fltHb9EbOETus , Tb, J , a , P . K , 5 . k . K”. fl5 , h , fi (nach der Transkription von
A.P. Dulson). ”

Die zweite Etappe - die Prufung des
Konsonantenbestandes mittels Analyse der
aufgeschriebenen Texte (Vergleich der
Wortformen eines Lexems und der der ver-
wandten Lexeme mit verschiedener Seman-
tik, das infolgedessen einen vollen Kon-
sonantenbestand im Dolganischen gegeben
hat. Unten ist der ProzeB der Arbeit auf
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‘ derder zweiten Etappe dargestellt (in .
Tat war es viel)komplizierter and nicht

o s stematisch . _
s BZim Vergleich der Wortformennmit/Ge

nerabedeutung masta: "hack Holz /91; t
mastan "versorge dich mit Holz", masta

"bitte, daB man dir Holz hackt , maslas

"hack Holz mit jemand zusammen" ate: in
man 3 Konsonanten - n, t, s fest, d e

diesen Worternumit den Generabedeutungen_
der Reflexivitat, Kauiaéitat und Koopera

tivitat zu beziehen s n .
Die Gegenfiberstellung der Gleichstamm-

lexeme masta : "hack Holz" - masta:r
"hack Holz spater", masta:q "derjenige,
der Holz hat" macht uns die Konsonanten
"r" und "q" bekannt, der erste von ihnen
ist die obligatorische Komponente des

Morphems - a:r mit der grammatischen Be-
deutung des zukunftigen Imperative. die
zweite - die obligatorische Komponente
des Morphems +ta:q des wortbildenden
Postfixes der Adjektive des B621tzens. In
den Wortformen maSpen "mein Holz" (Agk).
masken "dein Holz" (Akk) sieht man die
Konsonanten p und k, der erste - 1m Mor-
phem des Akkusativs der Personalpossesi-
ven Deklination der ersten Person Sg.,
der zweite - 1m Morphem des Akkusativs
der personalpossesiven Deklination der
zweiten Person Sg. Das Vorhandensein des
Lautes k wird auch mit dem Stamm des Ad-
jektivs ilImnzzk "derjenige, der ein Netz
hat" bei der Gegenuberstellung mit der
verbalen Wortform IlImnz: "fang Fische
mit einem Netz" bestimmt. .

Die Wortformen tabam "mein Hirsch"
and taban "dein Hirsch" mit grammati-
schen Bedeutungen der personlichen Ange-
horigkeit heben bei der Gegenuberstellung
miteinander und auf Grund des Ausgang -
stamms taba "Hirsch" die Komponenten m
und n hervor, dementsprechend sondern die
objektiven Personalpossesivformen dieses
Lexems tababen "meinen Hirsch" (Akk),
tabagzn "deinen Hirsch" (Akk), die Kon-
sonanten b und g aus.

Aus dem Vergleich der Lexeme égaj
"Tee" - fig ajda "Tee", figaja "sein Tee"
sondert man den Konsonanten d aus, als
eine obligatorische Komponente des Post-
fixes da im Vergleich zu dem Postfix der
Personenangehorigkeit der dritten Person
+a.

Aber nicht alle Konsonanten nehmen an
den ffir ihre Vergleiohabsonderung beque-
men Positwnen tail; in solchen Eallen be—
nutzt man die Methode der Gegenuberstel-
lung von nahlautenden Wurzelstammen_mit
verschiedener lexischen Bedeutung(die Me-
thode der PseudohomonymeL Auf solche Wei-
se hebt man Konsonanten hervor, ohne die
die Lauthulle des gegebenen Lexems mit
ihrer lexischen Bedeutung nicht anter-
stutzt wird. Der Vergleich von Wortern
alias. "Darn", ala "Trager", aqa: "Veterg'
ajz: "heiliger Anfang", afw2"Sunde",
'Ijjon "Volk", hon "Ober't>ekle:l.dung"7 {be
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"GroBmutter". éfii "GPOBVEter" 18ft uns
dieLagtefi5¢1vq’g’-fl’i: 11,fi anfuhren. Genauso wer en das hartel

und das weiche A beim Eergleich dereim
stammigen Lexeme bult Jagd und bvlém
"Jager" hervorgehoben.

Die auf der zweiten Etappe der For.
schung restgelegten 25 typischen Kongo.
manten warden fur die Bequemlichkeitih.
rer kfinrtigen Analyse in 6 Gruppen nad1
dem aktiven Organ der Artikulation vma

- pi b :p m gaming“-6. n g s I 9 ; en ~

2’ 134: h . e. 3‘... fl » A : Hinterzungen.k : ~ . , 0’; Zagfchen — q , g ,0};
Rach nlaute - h , .

A r der dritten Etappe wurde der Be-
stang der Konsonantenphoneme derudolga.
nischen Sprache bestimmt, hauptsachlnm
nach den Regeln der Aussonderung der Hm-
neme von N. Trubezkoj /10/ mit Analyu
der morphologischen Struktur der Wort-
formen, wo es notwendig war. Auf soldm
Weise werden in jeder Artikulationsgmmm
folgende Konsonantenpfignemevgggggsommrh
Li en -. p , 2. ; 6 Zungen-
ft $9 [tJZED £119.] £313]. [Pa 933.] {IiMittelzungen

.7 , f ..o ; n erzungen.
[kg/:{1EKJE2711EOI ;f€?pn:nEl-ngggl ésgtfld2 ;
Rachen honeme - . er
weitergn Analyse zeigen,"daB die Hintmu
zungen - [k]1,[213,dieliagfcgenphonemai

und ] im er a n 5 er zusa z -
Eggi Distggbfition zueingnder stagin.Dis
laBt uns eine weitere P onemvera geme-
nerung machen, indem die beiden Phonam
paare [101. [1:12 und [q]1..[q]2 zu eingm
Paar vereint werden auf die bedingtdu
Symbole [k]1 und [kf aber mit bedeutmm
verallgemeinerterem Enhalt verbreitet
warden. Im allgemeinen unterscheidet mm
im Dolganischen 17 Konsonantenphonemm

Der Autor halt sich an jefie guffasimg
des Phonems, die von L.W.Tsc er a
formuliert and von L.R.Sinder /12/ inum
serer Zeit entwickelt wurde.

Die durchgefuhrte experimental-phmm-
tische Forschung laBt folgende SchluBmL
gerungen ziehen.

Ffir das System der Konsonantenphonam
der dolganischen Sprache ist die Eintfle
lung in zwei phonetische Gruppen nachdm
Spannungs radudes aktiven Hauptorgmmemm
schwache %Gerauschlaute) - 1O Phonemeum
eghr schwache (serauscharme Laute) - 7
P oneme.

Die schwachen Phoneme werden ihrer-
seits in lange (5 Phoneme) und kurze 6
Phoneme)”eingeteilt.

Die Tonungen der ersten Phoneme indfl
folgenden Paaren [p11 - [P]2o [t]1-[fl2.
[$11-[h]2. [k]1-[k]2 warden vom Forsdmm
dessen Muttersprache Russisch 1st,"&15
stimmhafte, und die Tonungen der nechfin
Phoneme als stimmlosenLaute aufgenommmh
obwohl in einzelnen Tonungen der erS‘tenPhoneme die stammharte Komponente nach
exPerimentalen Angaben zwischen 34,2 '

-100,Q% der gesamten‘ Lautlange, und in
den Tonungen der nachsten Phoneme die
stimmhafte Komponente zwischen 0.0-35,7%
der gesamten Lautlange schwankt. Aber das
Vorhandensein solcher stimmhaften wie«fi»
und stimmlosen wie «h» der kombinatori-schen Positionstonungen beim Phonem [hJ
stort die eben bemerkte GesetzmaBigkeit
in der phonetischen Gegenuberstellung der
dolganischen Konsonanten nach den Merkma-
1en der Stimmlosiggeit - Stimmhaftigkeit.was aber die Gegenuberstellung nach der
Lange anbetrifft, so 1st sie in der Tat,
wie die experimentalen Angabenuzeigen,
ausnahmlos, indem sie alle Gerauschkonso-
nanten in 2 Gruppen einteilt - in kurze
und hinge: [p]. rt]. [#1] . [k]. Eh}; [In] .[ta , w. [5:]. [In] . ,,

Zum Beispiel heben die Tonungen des
Phonems [t] in der intervokalen Position
=\FCVG eine relative Lange (nach verallge-

meinerten Angaben von 3 Sprechern) etwa
38,0-108,0% der mittleren Lange des Lau-
tes, und die Tonungen des Phoneme [t3 in
derselben Position fifc eine relative
Lange von etwa 96,3-168,0% der mittleren
Lange des Lautes.

Die Teilubereinstimmung der Zonen in
konkretenNSchwankungen der relativen Len;
gen von Tonungen kurzer und langer Ge-
rausohphoneme laBt sich bei der exakten"
Zonenverteilung inrer relativen Mittellan-
gen dadurch erklaren, daB Dolganisch,
welches der Jakutischen Sprache nahver-
wandt ist, sich als Sprache in einer ver-
haltnismaBig kurzen historischen Frist,
ungefahr 1m Laure von 3 Jahrhunderten,
und dabei unter komplizierten etnogeneti-
schen Bedingungen bei Teilnahme verschie-
dener Gruppen der turkischen, tunguBer-
mantschurischer und samojedischer Sprach-
familien hergusbildete.
Fur alle Gerauschkonsonantenphoneme der
dolganischen Sprache ist die Mundartiku-
lation charakteristisch; die Mundartiku-
lation ist das obligatorische Hauptmerk-
mal dieser Gruppe vgn Konsonantenphoneme.

Die Analyse der upereinstimmenden Den~
tppalatogramme der Tonungen der Phonemefi]//lt:l, [h]//lh:| zeigt nur einen ge-
ringen Unterschied in der Form des Ab-
drucks auf dem kunstlichen Gaumen, daB
die Muskelspannung bei der Artikulation
der innerenustimmlosen VerschluBkomponen-
te in den Tonungen der Phoneme [t3 [h 3
sich nicht wesentlich von der Muskelspan-
nung der inneren VerschluBkomponente in
den Tonungen der Phoneme [t],[hj unter~
scheidet. Die Verderzungenkonsonantenpho-neme [t] und [tfl' und die Mittelzungen-phoneme [Tfl und [ha] werden also nach
Starke und Schwache nicht gegenuberge-
stellt.

Der Vergleich von Ergebnissen der in-
tervokalen homorganen Phoneme [p], [pfl ;
[t] a “23] ”:hjo [”3 :[kJ 9'3“] 9 die WiI‘ mit"tels eines Oszillographen bekommen haben,
zeigt, daB auf der Mundlinie die Segmente

dieser Konsonanten mehr oder yeniger Enge-
komponenten haben - minimal fur die Eonun—
gen der Phoneme Lpg , @fl , Em} , [kj ,
etwas mehr in den egmenten der Phoneme
@ , E], fig , De], die neben den Engeab-

so itten auch schwache VersghluBabschnit-
te haben, die inte pkalen Tgnungen der
Phoneme 33], E], Igj, [k] konnen nur
schmale gen abe , aber der Experimenta-
tor unterscheidet nicht vom Gehor die Kon-
sonanten mit dieser schmalen Engeartikula-
tion von Konsonanten mit VerschluBartikula-
tion, wobei er sie miteinander vermischt,
darum werden in der vorliegenden Arbeit
diese Konsonanten als VerschluBlaute be-
zeichnet. "

Diese fakultative Enge in den Gerausch-
phonemen zeugt undirekt von der verhalt-
nismaBig schwachen Muskelspannung der ak—
tiven Organe bei ihrer Artikulation. Eine
verhaltnismaBig groBere Engeartikulation
in den Segmenten der kurzen Phoneme @l,fi],l}fl, B] im Vergleich zu den Segmen ender langen Phoneme [pi] , [tzlJ [m] , Eta]
laBt sich nicht nur dgrch groBere Span-
nung der letzten erklaren, obwohl auch
das moglich ist, sondern auch durch tem-
porale Bedingungen, welche die Verwirkli-
Chung dieser ihrem Wesen nach VerschluB-
artikulation der langen Verschlqhoneme
sichern. Die analysierten Angaben der ex-
perimentalen Forschung lassen behaupten,
daB die mogliche Gegenuberstellung der
homorganen Konsonanten nach dem Spannungs-
grad des aktiven Organs, die denuanderen
turkischen Sprachen eigen ist, fur das
golganische Konsonantensystem irrelevant
st.

Die Aspiration oder ihr Fehlen kennen
auch nicht als Hauptmerkmale dienen, weil
sich einerseits vom Gehor die VerschluB~
laute der dolganischen Spraohe von den
russischen VerschluBkonsonanten nicht un-
terscheiden und andererseits im experimen-
talen Staff, welchen man mit Hilfe eines
Oszillographen bekam, die fur die aspi-
rierten Konsonantenkomponenten charakte-
ristischen Abschnitte nur in zwei Positio-
nen entdegkt wurden: im Auslaut und, in
einigen Fallen, auch im absoluten Anlaut,
und dabei kann ein und derselbe Sprecher
den Laut entweder schwach aspiriert oder
gar nicht aspiriert aussprechen.

Zehn dolganische Gerauschkonsonanten
haben eine verschiedene Positionsvertei-
lung in der Lautstruktur des Wortes. AuBer
einem kommen alle langen Gerauschphoneme
in einer beliebigen Position vor: im An—,
In- undAuslaut; das lange Phonemfh fl
wird im Auslaut nicht gebraucht. AgBer
dem Auslaut werden alle kurzen Gerausch-
phoneme in den Positionen‘CVE und =V'C V9
gebraucht.

_ Die Phoneme pg, fifl,' DJ, Ba, Dfl ,
b], EU kommen hauptsachlich in stimmhaf-

ten Tonungen vor, manchmal aber auchuin
stimmlosen und zum Teil stimmlosen Tonun—
gen. Infolgedessen warden die genannten
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‘ derder zweiten Etappe dargestellt (in .
Tat war es viel)komplizierter and nicht

o s stematisch . _
s BZim Vergleich der Wortformennmit/Ge

nerabedeutung masta: "hack Holz /91; t
mastan "versorge dich mit Holz", masta

"bitte, daB man dir Holz hackt , maslas

"hack Holz mit jemand zusammen" ate: in
man 3 Konsonanten - n, t, s fest, d e

diesen Worternumit den Generabedeutungen_
der Reflexivitat, Kauiaéitat und Koopera

tivitat zu beziehen s n .
Die Gegenfiberstellung der Gleichstamm-

lexeme masta : "hack Holz" - masta:r
"hack Holz spater", masta:q "derjenige,
der Holz hat" macht uns die Konsonanten
"r" und "q" bekannt, der erste von ihnen
ist die obligatorische Komponente des

Morphems - a:r mit der grammatischen Be-
deutung des zukunftigen Imperative. die
zweite - die obligatorische Komponente
des Morphems +ta:q des wortbildenden
Postfixes der Adjektive des B621tzens. In
den Wortformen maSpen "mein Holz" (Agk).
masken "dein Holz" (Akk) sieht man die
Konsonanten p und k, der erste - 1m Mor-
phem des Akkusativs der Personalpossesi-
ven Deklination der ersten Person Sg.,
der zweite - 1m Morphem des Akkusativs
der personalpossesiven Deklination der
zweiten Person Sg. Das Vorhandensein des
Lautes k wird auch mit dem Stamm des Ad-
jektivs ilImnzzk "derjenige, der ein Netz
hat" bei der Gegenuberstellung mit der
verbalen Wortform IlImnz: "fang Fische
mit einem Netz" bestimmt. .

Die Wortformen tabam "mein Hirsch"
and taban "dein Hirsch" mit grammati-
schen Bedeutungen der personlichen Ange-
horigkeit heben bei der Gegenuberstellung
miteinander und auf Grund des Ausgang -
stamms taba "Hirsch" die Komponenten m
und n hervor, dementsprechend sondern die
objektiven Personalpossesivformen dieses
Lexems tababen "meinen Hirsch" (Akk),
tabagzn "deinen Hirsch" (Akk), die Kon-
sonanten b und g aus.

Aus dem Vergleich der Lexeme égaj
"Tee" - fig ajda "Tee", figaja "sein Tee"
sondert man den Konsonanten d aus, als
eine obligatorische Komponente des Post-
fixes da im Vergleich zu dem Postfix der
Personenangehorigkeit der dritten Person
+a.

Aber nicht alle Konsonanten nehmen an
den ffir ihre Vergleiohabsonderung beque-
men Positwnen tail; in solchen Eallen be—
nutzt man die Methode der Gegenuberstel-
lung von nahlautenden Wurzelstammen_mit
verschiedener lexischen Bedeutung(die Me-
thode der PseudohomonymeL Auf solche Wei-
se hebt man Konsonanten hervor, ohne die
die Lauthulle des gegebenen Lexems mit
ihrer lexischen Bedeutung nicht anter-
stutzt wird. Der Vergleich von Wortern
alias. "Darn", ala "Trager", aqa: "Veterg'
ajz: "heiliger Anfang", afw2"Sunde",
'Ijjon "Volk", hon "Ober't>ekle:l.dung"7 {be
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"GroBmutter". éfii "GPOBVEter" 18ft uns
dieLagtefi5¢1vq’g’-fl’i: 11,fi anfuhren. Genauso wer en das hartel

und das weiche A beim Eergleich dereim
stammigen Lexeme bult Jagd und bvlém
"Jager" hervorgehoben.

Die auf der zweiten Etappe der For.
schung restgelegten 25 typischen Kongo.
manten warden fur die Bequemlichkeitih.
rer kfinrtigen Analyse in 6 Gruppen nad1
dem aktiven Organ der Artikulation vma
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2’ 134: h . e. 3‘... fl » A : Hinterzungen.k : ~ . , 0’; Zagfchen — q , g ,0};
Rach nlaute - h , .

A r der dritten Etappe wurde der Be-
stang der Konsonantenphoneme derudolga.
nischen Sprache bestimmt, hauptsachlnm
nach den Regeln der Aussonderung der Hm-
neme von N. Trubezkoj /10/ mit Analyu
der morphologischen Struktur der Wort-
formen, wo es notwendig war. Auf soldm
Weise werden in jeder Artikulationsgmmm
folgende Konsonantenpfignemevgggggsommrh
Li en -. p , 2. ; 6 Zungen-
ft $9 [tJZED £119.] £313]. [Pa 933.] {IiMittelzungen

.7 , f ..o ; n erzungen.
[kg/:{1EKJE2711EOI ;f€?pn:nEl-ngggl ésgtfld2 ;
Rachen honeme - . er
weitergn Analyse zeigen,"daB die Hintmu
zungen - [k]1,[213,dieliagfcgenphonemai

und ] im er a n 5 er zusa z -
Eggi Distggbfition zueingnder stagin.Dis
laBt uns eine weitere P onemvera geme-
nerung machen, indem die beiden Phonam
paare [101. [1:12 und [q]1..[q]2 zu eingm
Paar vereint werden auf die bedingtdu
Symbole [k]1 und [kf aber mit bedeutmm
verallgemeinerterem Enhalt verbreitet
warden. Im allgemeinen unterscheidet mm
im Dolganischen 17 Konsonantenphonemm

Der Autor halt sich an jefie guffasimg
des Phonems, die von L.W.Tsc er a
formuliert and von L.R.Sinder /12/ inum
serer Zeit entwickelt wurde.

Die durchgefuhrte experimental-phmm-
tische Forschung laBt folgende SchluBmL
gerungen ziehen.

Ffir das System der Konsonantenphonam
der dolganischen Sprache ist die Eintfle
lung in zwei phonetische Gruppen nachdm
Spannungs radudes aktiven Hauptorgmmemm
schwache %Gerauschlaute) - 1O Phonemeum
eghr schwache (serauscharme Laute) - 7
P oneme.

Die schwachen Phoneme werden ihrer-
seits in lange (5 Phoneme) und kurze 6
Phoneme)”eingeteilt.

Die Tonungen der ersten Phoneme indfl
folgenden Paaren [p11 - [P]2o [t]1-[fl2.
[$11-[h]2. [k]1-[k]2 warden vom Forsdmm
dessen Muttersprache Russisch 1st,"&15
stimmhafte, und die Tonungen der nechfin
Phoneme als stimmlosenLaute aufgenommmh
obwohl in einzelnen Tonungen der erS‘tenPhoneme die stammharte Komponente nach
exPerimentalen Angaben zwischen 34,2 '

-100,Q% der gesamten‘ Lautlange, und in
den Tonungen der nachsten Phoneme die
stimmhafte Komponente zwischen 0.0-35,7%
der gesamten Lautlange schwankt. Aber das
Vorhandensein solcher stimmhaften wie«fi»
und stimmlosen wie «h» der kombinatori-schen Positionstonungen beim Phonem [hJ
stort die eben bemerkte GesetzmaBigkeit
in der phonetischen Gegenuberstellung der
dolganischen Konsonanten nach den Merkma-
1en der Stimmlosiggeit - Stimmhaftigkeit.was aber die Gegenuberstellung nach der
Lange anbetrifft, so 1st sie in der Tat,
wie die experimentalen Angabenuzeigen,
ausnahmlos, indem sie alle Gerauschkonso-
nanten in 2 Gruppen einteilt - in kurze
und hinge: [p]. rt]. [#1] . [k]. Eh}; [In] .[ta , w. [5:]. [In] . ,,

Zum Beispiel heben die Tonungen des
Phonems [t] in der intervokalen Position
=\FCVG eine relative Lange (nach verallge-

meinerten Angaben von 3 Sprechern) etwa
38,0-108,0% der mittleren Lange des Lau-
tes, und die Tonungen des Phoneme [t3 in
derselben Position fifc eine relative
Lange von etwa 96,3-168,0% der mittleren
Lange des Lautes.

Die Teilubereinstimmung der Zonen in
konkretenNSchwankungen der relativen Len;
gen von Tonungen kurzer und langer Ge-
rausohphoneme laBt sich bei der exakten"
Zonenverteilung inrer relativen Mittellan-
gen dadurch erklaren, daB Dolganisch,
welches der Jakutischen Sprache nahver-
wandt ist, sich als Sprache in einer ver-
haltnismaBig kurzen historischen Frist,
ungefahr 1m Laure von 3 Jahrhunderten,
und dabei unter komplizierten etnogeneti-
schen Bedingungen bei Teilnahme verschie-
dener Gruppen der turkischen, tunguBer-
mantschurischer und samojedischer Sprach-
familien hergusbildete.
Fur alle Gerauschkonsonantenphoneme der
dolganischen Sprache ist die Mundartiku-
lation charakteristisch; die Mundartiku-
lation ist das obligatorische Hauptmerk-
mal dieser Gruppe vgn Konsonantenphoneme.

Die Analyse der upereinstimmenden Den~
tppalatogramme der Tonungen der Phonemefi]//lt:l, [h]//lh:| zeigt nur einen ge-
ringen Unterschied in der Form des Ab-
drucks auf dem kunstlichen Gaumen, daB
die Muskelspannung bei der Artikulation
der innerenustimmlosen VerschluBkomponen-
te in den Tonungen der Phoneme [t3 [h 3
sich nicht wesentlich von der Muskelspan-
nung der inneren VerschluBkomponente in
den Tonungen der Phoneme [t],[hj unter~
scheidet. Die Verderzungenkonsonantenpho-neme [t] und [tfl' und die Mittelzungen-phoneme [Tfl und [ha] werden also nach
Starke und Schwache nicht gegenuberge-
stellt.

Der Vergleich von Ergebnissen der in-
tervokalen homorganen Phoneme [p], [pfl ;
[t] a “23] ”:hjo [”3 :[kJ 9'3“] 9 die WiI‘ mit"tels eines Oszillographen bekommen haben,
zeigt, daB auf der Mundlinie die Segmente

dieser Konsonanten mehr oder yeniger Enge-
komponenten haben - minimal fur die Eonun—
gen der Phoneme Lpg , @fl , Em} , [kj ,
etwas mehr in den egmenten der Phoneme
@ , E], fig , De], die neben den Engeab-

so itten auch schwache VersghluBabschnit-
te haben, die inte pkalen Tgnungen der
Phoneme 33], E], Igj, [k] konnen nur
schmale gen abe , aber der Experimenta-
tor unterscheidet nicht vom Gehor die Kon-
sonanten mit dieser schmalen Engeartikula-
tion von Konsonanten mit VerschluBartikula-
tion, wobei er sie miteinander vermischt,
darum werden in der vorliegenden Arbeit
diese Konsonanten als VerschluBlaute be-
zeichnet. "

Diese fakultative Enge in den Gerausch-
phonemen zeugt undirekt von der verhalt-
nismaBig schwachen Muskelspannung der ak—
tiven Organe bei ihrer Artikulation. Eine
verhaltnismaBig groBere Engeartikulation
in den Segmenten der kurzen Phoneme @l,fi],l}fl, B] im Vergleich zu den Segmen ender langen Phoneme [pi] , [tzlJ [m] , Eta]
laBt sich nicht nur dgrch groBere Span-
nung der letzten erklaren, obwohl auch
das moglich ist, sondern auch durch tem-
porale Bedingungen, welche die Verwirkli-
Chung dieser ihrem Wesen nach VerschluB-
artikulation der langen Verschlqhoneme
sichern. Die analysierten Angaben der ex-
perimentalen Forschung lassen behaupten,
daB die mogliche Gegenuberstellung der
homorganen Konsonanten nach dem Spannungs-
grad des aktiven Organs, die denuanderen
turkischen Sprachen eigen ist, fur das
golganische Konsonantensystem irrelevant
st.

Die Aspiration oder ihr Fehlen kennen
auch nicht als Hauptmerkmale dienen, weil
sich einerseits vom Gehor die VerschluB~
laute der dolganischen Spraohe von den
russischen VerschluBkonsonanten nicht un-
terscheiden und andererseits im experimen-
talen Staff, welchen man mit Hilfe eines
Oszillographen bekam, die fur die aspi-
rierten Konsonantenkomponenten charakte-
ristischen Abschnitte nur in zwei Positio-
nen entdegkt wurden: im Auslaut und, in
einigen Fallen, auch im absoluten Anlaut,
und dabei kann ein und derselbe Sprecher
den Laut entweder schwach aspiriert oder
gar nicht aspiriert aussprechen.

Zehn dolganische Gerauschkonsonanten
haben eine verschiedene Positionsvertei-
lung in der Lautstruktur des Wortes. AuBer
einem kommen alle langen Gerauschphoneme
in einer beliebigen Position vor: im An—,
In- undAuslaut; das lange Phonemfh fl
wird im Auslaut nicht gebraucht. AgBer
dem Auslaut werden alle kurzen Gerausch-
phoneme in den Positionen‘CVE und =V'C V9
gebraucht.

_ Die Phoneme pg, fifl,' DJ, Ba, Dfl ,
b], EU kommen hauptsachlich in stimmhaf-

ten Tonungen vor, manchmal aber auchuin
stimmlosen und zum Teil stimmlosen Tonun—
gen. Infolgedessen warden die genannten
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Phoneme nicht alsusonore, sondern 815
sehr schwache gerauscharme Phoneme be-

stimmt. Gewohnlich sind die obengenapnten
Merkmale miteinander verbunden; dabel
wird dasuzweite Merkmal vom ersten be-

dingt. Fur die dolganischen Laute m, n,

‘n,..0 , 1, r, j ist wirklich, wie es vom

Gehor bestimmt wird, ein kleinerer Ge-.

réusch im Vergleich zu den Phonemen, dle
als Geréuschphoneme bezeichnet werden,

charakteristisch, deshalb kann man diese

Gyuppe der Phoneme 313 sehr schwache ge-

rauscharme Phoneme nennen. .,. "
Der Auto; meint, daB es zweckmaBls "3‘

re, die gerauscharmen Phoneme der dolgaf

nischen Sprache in zwei Gruppen einzutel-

lenaasale-und Mundphgneme.
Fur die nasalen gerauscharmen Phoneme

fifl,[d,flfl .[dlist in artikulatorischer Hin-
sicht folgendes typisch: a) ein sehr
sghwach gespannter VerschluB in dar Mund-
hohle, der in gewgssem MaBe durch einen
EngeverschluB erganzt, sehr oft auch
durch den letzten ersetzt wird, was nur

bei schwgcher Muskels annung des aktiven
Organs moglich ist; b der Abgang des

weichen Gaumens von der hinteren Wand
des Pharynjs.

Die gerauscharmen Mundkonsonanten l r,

j vereint artikulgtorisch folgendes: as
Enge in der Mundhohle b) VerschluB des
weichen Gaumens mit dem hinteren Teil des
Pharynx’s, wobe; die Lurt durch die Nasen-

hohle nicht stromen kann.
Diese drei Phoneme unterscheiden sich

voneinander durch die Arten von Hinder-
nissen mit entsprechenden akustischen Ef-
fekten - Artikulation der Seitenenge (En-
gen) beim PhonemEfl, der Mittelzungen-und
Vordergaumenenge beiffl, Mittelvorderzun-
gealveolarenge bei[fl.

Die Konsonantenphoneme der dolgani-
schen Sprache werden nach dem Hauptorgan
und gen entsprechenden passiven Organen
in funf phonematische Gruppen eingeteilt:
3 Phoneme der ersten Artikulation (Lip~
penphoneme), 6 Phoneme der zweiten Arti-
kulation (Vorderzungenphoneme), 4 Phoneme
der dritten Artikulation (Mittelzungen-
phoneme) 3 Phoneme der vierten Artikula-
tion (Hintergungen—und Ovularphoneme), 1
Phonem der funften Artikulation (Rachen—
phonem).

Die Hauptmerkmale der artikulatorisch~
akustischen Basis der dolganischen Spra-
che auf dem Gebiet der Konsonanten sind
folgende:
1) Bei der Aussprache der Kopsonanten
werden die Sprachorgane verhéltnisméBig
wenig oder kaum gespannt.
2) Fur den Sprechapparat ist das Vorhan-
densein von einfachen und kombinierten
Artikulationen eigen. Ein besonders brai-
ter Diapason ist nach dem aktiven Organ
den Konsonanten der vierten Artikulation
eigen. 3) Das Vorhandensein von 7 Artiku-
lationsreihen der Konsonanten: a) Lippen-
konsonanten, b) Vorderzungenalveolar-oder

talalveolar-hauptsachlich Dorsallaut

ginMittelzunsenn Alveolar-11nd Vordergail
menlaute, d) Hinterharten aumenlaute,e)
Vorderweichgaumenlaute, f Hinterzungen~
Hintergaumenlaute, g) Rachenlaute.
4) Es gibt wenig Zisch—, besonders Ge

-

réuschlaute.
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@OHOHOTMHECKAH MHTEPHPETAHMH SBYKOB "CHABOH" HOBMHMM
/HA MATEPMAflE BEBYEAPHHX FHACHHX @PAHHYBCKOFO HBHKA/

AKqEKEEBA MAPHH CYHTAHOBHA

Ka®enpa ggannyscnoro H3HKa
Knprnscx rocynapCTBeHHHfi HnBepceT
@pynse, Knprnsnn, CCCP 720 24

PaDOTa HOCBHmeHa npoOneMe @oneMHofi
MHTepnpeTannn desynapnnx rnacnnx open-
Hero nonBeMa @paHnyBCKoro HBHRa, a Tax—
me aHannsy coomnomennn @ononornqecxoro
BOOHpHHTKfl n aKYCTqCKMX xapaKTe KCTKK
BByKOB. Onnpancs npn onpenenennn ono-
nornqecxoro CTaTyca oeaynapnux rnacnnx
Ha penance n0BeneHne Hocenefi Hanna,
npennaraeTon nx onnosnaqnan @OHeMHan
TpaKTOBKa; BHHCHHDTCH TOPH, nefiCTBy~
mmne Ha nononLBOBanne HeM B deaynap—
HHX cnorax, a TaKme ponB B STOM donee
BHCOKMX yp0BHefi HBHKOBOPO crpon.

OnHofi n3 Handonee cnoxnnx @ononorn—
qecxnx n odneM nnn MHOPHX HSHKOB, B TOM
qncne n pannyacnoro, HBnHeTcn @oneMHan
TpaKTonga SBYKOB? Haxonnmnxcn B Tan Ha—

ABHBaeMOH "cnadofi' noennnn, T.e. B nosn-
nnn, rne OTC TCTBymT HeKOTOpHe npOTnBo-
HOCTaBneHnH HeM. HpnmeHnTenBHo K @paH—
nyBCKOMy nanny 9T0 ownoccn, B OCHOB—
HOM, K onpenenennm @oHeMHofi n unannem-
HOCTM rnaCHHx /e—£/. /%-a/, 0—3/ B
oesynapnux cnorax. ©0H0nornnecnan Tpan—
Tonng BTMX rnaonnx y paBHHX nocnenOBa-
Tenen HeonnHaKOBa, qTo CBHBaHO c pasnnq-
HHM nonxonom K pemennm pana odmenono-
rnqecxnx npoOneM /HefiTpann3annn @OHGM—
a npOTnBOHOCTaBneHnfi, nepenOBaHne @0—
HeM, Tnnu nponsneceHnn n cmnnn npon3no—
meann/. CymeCTByeT MHeHne, cornacno KO—
Topomy npOTnBOHOCTaBneHMe rnaCHHX open—
Hero nonBema B oesynapnofi nosnnnn Hefi—
TpannsyeTcn, npnq nononBBOBaHne Tofi
nnn nHofi @oneMH nonnnHHeTcn rapMOHnn
rnacnnx no nonBemy, T.e. odyon0BneHo Ka—

_qTBOM rnaonoro nocnenymmero ynapnoro
cnora /I /. Hana Tqa spennn Bocxo—
nnT_K M.PpaMM0Hy /2§.

yrne nonaramm, qTo npOTnBOHOCTaBne-
HMH @OHGM no npnsnany nonBeMa B ewofi
noannnn coxpaHHmTcn, Tax Kan HeBOBMOKHO
06$HCHMTB Bce onyqan nydneTHoro npons—
Homennn CHOB.rapM0nnefi rnacnux /8/.

Cornacno TpeTLen Tqe apennn, cyme—
CBymT "cpeae" rnaoHHe, npomemyTonHHe
no cBoemy KaneCTBy memny OTKpHTHMM n 3a-
KPHTHMM. TaKne @opmynnposxn naannemaT

Se 76.5.1

aBTOpaM-EOQOHOJOPaM MnM me aBTopaM,
He pemammnM @ononornqecxnx npodneM /4/.
H.B.Mepda nonycxaeT cpenHMe rnacnne
nnmb B HedpeKHOM npomsnomennn; B OqT—
nnBOM nponsHeceHnn OHM nponcnacn B
OTK HTHe HAM BaKpHTHe 8/. OnenOBaTenBHo,
no I.B.Mepde, @oneMHaH TpaKTOBKa BByKOB
nonmna onnpaTLcn Ha 0qTnnBoe nponsno—
meHMe.

M.FpaMM0H, He naaafi @ononornnec-
KHX nnefi, pesno Bo3oaman HpOTHB cpennnx
rnacnnx, oqnnHo, 'EDTOMy, qTo ero He-
nocpenCTBeHHoe BocnpnnTne Hocngenn nanng
TpeOOBano OTHeceHMH 3Byna g TOM nnn nHon
qKo onpenenennofi 3ByKOBOM ennnnne —@o—'
HeMe /2/.

ABTopn, ncgnenonanmne OGBeKTnBHme xa—
paKTepMCTMKM oesynapnux rnacnnx cpennero
nonBema BO @paHnyBCKOM nauxe, He odpama—
HHCL K nx Bocnpnnwnm HOCMTeflHMH Hanna,
nTo nosnonnno 6H pemnTb Bonpoc oo nx
@oneMHofi MHTepnpeTannn. HpnnannexnocTB
rnacnoro K Ton nnn MHofi @oneme caanaCL
nmn sapanee sanaHHofi.

TaKKM odpasoM, nun pemeHnH CHOpHHX
@ononornqecnnx BOHpOCOB He06xonnmo oopar
menne K mnpoxomy aynMTopCKomy anannsy
Hapnny c nccnenonannem aByCaecnnx xa—
paKTepHCTHK COOTBeTCTBymmnx BByKOB.

Pacxomnennn memny pasnumm CHOBapHMM,
memny cnonapnmn n peKOMeHnannnMM oo—
snnqecxnx nocodnfi, Reconnanenne Tex n
npyrnx naHHHx c @ononornqecnn onncanm-
HMM, B KOTOpHX oonepmaTcn yTBepmneHnn o
HefiTpannsannn HeKOTOpHX onnosnnnfi B 6e3-
ynapHOM cnore, TpeOymT cnennanbnoro ana—
nnsa yn0TpedneHnH rnaoHHx.

B KaqTBe maTepmana nnn Tanoro ana-
nnaa ounn nononLBOBaHu naHHHe CHOBapfl
A.MapTuHe n A.Baaep, He npennncmBamme—
no, a onncuBammero nponanocnwenbnym Hop-
M .
Hg OCHOBe CTaTMCTqCKofl odpaOOTKn BTMX
naHHHx dunn BHaeHH saKOHOMepHOCTK no-
nonbsonannn HocenHMM Hanna Tex nnn
ax @opM nponsnomennn. HoncanBaAMCL
Bce cnyq pasnoro BHOOpa MH®OpMaHTaMH
rnaCHHx ?E—£/, /¢—oe/, /o—3/ B Oesynap-
HHX cnorax. aTHBanMCL, KpOMe Toro, pa-
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snaHe OyKBeHHBe OOOBHaHeHMH eTnx rnac-
HHX a Taxxe npyrne @aKTopH. CHOCOOHHe .
BnnnTB Ha nponaHomeHne desynapHHX PfiaCHfig'
KaqecTBo rnacHoro ynapxoro enora. nannqo
nnn OTocTBne OOOTBeTcTBymmero ynapHor
K0 Ha, Tnn cnora.

pYHOTpeOfleHMe rnacnux QOHeM CPBHHeTgHTb
nOnBema B OesynapHBx cnorax He momeT
onncano HpOCTHMH eTKnmn npaBnnaMB Hnro
nna rpynnu BOBopnmnx, Hn name flflfl OHHO
HocenH Hanna. HoaTomy HeflLBH rOBOQKTb
n o Henmpannsannn npOTnBonocTaBneHnM no
nonBemy. B COBpeMeHHOM nnTepaTypHOM naungb
nonyoTnma nOCTaTqO mnpoxan BapnaTuBHoc
@OHeMHOBO COCTaBa 0n0Ba.

AHanns nponanomennn Kamnoro n3 HH®OP-
MaHTOB noaBonnn POBOpKTL O npenmymecTBeH-
HOM nononBBOBannn OTKpuTOfi nnn SaKpHTOfi
@oneMH: B nape HeByOHHx rnacHHx nepenHePO
Dana npennhnTenBHnM nun OonbmnBOTBa KKK-
TopoB HBnHeTcn B OTKpHTOM desynapHOM eno-
re Qonema /e , nepen coneTanneM cornacHHx
- /g/; B nape rnacnnx Banfiero pnna B 093-
ynapnofi nos npenMymecTBeHHO nononbsy—
eTcn @oneMa 3/; BAR napH /¢—oe/ B OTKPH-
TOM cnore xapaKTepHo HecKonB O Conee na—
cwoe ynOTpe0neHne @oneMB 0e nepen eno—
POM c OTKpHTHM rnaoHHM, / — nepen eno-
POM c 3aKpHTHM rnacnnM; nepen coqaHneM
cornao penmymBCTBeHHO nononbsyewon

pma §H§¢§. TaKnM OOpaBOM, aHanna nagHHx
nOBapH HOBBOflHeT BOBopnTB o Hexowopon

TenneHnnn K rapMOHnn no nonBemy nn nnn
nocnenfiefi napu rnaOHHX. u

flflfi BHOOpa n3 nByX @oneM B 0e3ynapnon
nosnnnn nmemT snaqenne n npyrne OOCTQH-
TenBcTBa: Bannym ponb nrpaeT M0p®onorn-
qecxan aHanornH, T.e. paCHPOCTpaHeHHHM
HBfiHeTCH npon3HomeHne TOTO rnacnoro B
desynapBOM cnore cnOBa, ROTopHfi BBya B
OOOTBeTcTBmeM ynapHOM Kopne. CymecTBeH-
HHM HBnHeTcn BnnBHne op®orpa®nm Ha npo-
nanomenne.

B TO me BpeMH TO OGCTOHTGJLCTBOI BTO
@OHeaecKne onOBapn He @nxcnpymm 'cpen—
a" rnacnnx, nponsnomeane KOTO EX onnca-
HO B pane nccnenOBaHnfi n nocog , saowaB-
nBeT HOCTaBETL Bonpoc: B Kaxon mepe OTpa—
eHan B cnOBapHx KaaHa COOTBeTcTByeT
peanBHO nponsnocHM BByKaM? Kan ®0HeMHan
xnaoonQnKannn, np0BeneHHaH Ha OOHOBaHnn
BOCHPMHTMH cnOBa B nenOM, COOTHOCHTGH o
aRycaecnn xapaBTepncTnKaMn 3ByKOB n c
nx BoonaTMeM BHe CMHCHOBOPO KOHTeKcTa?
Ann BHHCHGHMH STMX BOHpOCOB dun npennpn—
HHT aynnTopcxnfi BKCHepHMeHT n BooneBOBaHn
OOBeKTnBHHe oneKTpanBHHe xapaKTepncTnKn
rnacHHx . . BOCHPHHTKG rnacHHx anannsn—
pOBaHOCL B nBa swana: I/ BOCHPEHTKG rna—
CHHX, BHnenennnx n3 neonnpOBaHHHx cnOB n
cnOBocoqaHnn; 2/ BOCHpKHTHe rnacnnx,
Banenennnx n3 @paa, B COCTaB KOTOpHX BO—
mnn Te me caMHe nsonnpOBaHHne cnOBa. Boe-ro Onno nonodpago 555 nsonnpOBaHHHx onOB
n cnOBoooqaHnn, n3 a 92 dunn BBeneHH
B COCTaB @pa3. InacHHe Ounn npencTaBneHu
Bo Bcex Bosmomnnx nosnnnnx, UpK'STOM yqn-THBannoB pasnnnHHe @axmopn, CHOCOOHHe Bnn-

BuOo @OHGMH Oesynapfioro cnora.
fiTbflfig TOTO? nrodn nKKTOpn He cpaBHHm

gnu GyKBeHHHS odosnaqenng, qTonpn qTe
morno KM noncxasaTB TO nun nnoe uponmw_
meane. cnncnn CHOB, amamne pasflnqmm
rnacnne Ounn cocraBneHn B CflyqafiHOMIm.

fnacnne, BHneneHHne n3 BTMX ”NB
Taxme B aflyqafiHOM nOpHHKe npeaBmym
Ha onoananne aynnTOPaMo Pflacmm,
BuneneHHufi n3 KOHTeKCTa npn OBBOBpeMamW
onyXOBOM n ayaflLHQM KOHTPOHG. GHHIB-
penncan Ha qncTyD fieHTY K HOBTOPHnmITm
pasa. BaTeM cnen0Bana Hedoaan naysa
nnnwenBBOOTBm B HecnonBBO ceKyHn, iW.
MH KOTOpofi aynnTOpH sanncBBann CBOfi(WBM.
B KaqecTBe 3anaHEH OHJO Hpeflfloxeno om»
snaaB TOT rnacHHfi paHnyacxorO nsnxm
KOTOpHfi OHM cnumaT. pm STOM sapanee
npemIOJIaranocB, ‘ITO mvm MOI‘y‘I‘ OHTB Boc-
npnnnru rnacnae, KOTOpHX HeT B sxcnemp

Te.
MeHPnacHne, BnneneHHHe n3 n30 OBaHmm
onOB, OHOBOQOpM n OHOBOCOqaHMH, 31%“
nanomennn Kannoro nnKTOpa OOOTaBnnn I
cepnfi n13 npocnymnBaHnB no 35 OTnmynoB
B Kannofi- nBe cepnn no 31 OTnMyny H 0mm
cepnn c 50 cwnmynamn conepmann rnacnum
BuneneHHHe n3 @pas.

B OHHTaX no BOCHPHHTKD yqaCTBOBanozo
qefiOBeK, BnTenefi pasnnqnnx roponOB Qpan
unn, n3 a HOHOBMHa npocnymana rnamme
B npon3nomeHnn nnRTopa I, OOTanBHHe
- rnacHHe, nponsneOeHHHe nnKTopOM 2.Bw-
10 no nByM nnKTOpaM OOpaOOTaHO.I292OOB-
BeTOB.

MaBecTHo, qTO npn BHneneHnn rnacQ
MB nnmaeM ero TeM caMHM BCHKMX yxasamm
Ha TO, qTO onpeneneHHHe axycaecxne
oBofica 3aBKOHT OT @OHeTqCKOPO KMB
TeKCTa. 3T0 B nanBHenmeM nOBnnnno Ha
BOCHpHHTKe:TaK, rnacHue /e—5/ Bocnpmm-
manncb Kan cOOTBeTOTBymmne ryOHHe 31m-
nomennn memny ryOHHMM cornacHnMn, aIW&
cane /O-3/ - Bax coorBeTcTBymmne rnamme
nepennero pnna B nonomeann memmy nepak
HeasuqHHMM cornacflnmn. HO nOOKonBKyInw-
Hofi aaflaqefi nccnenOBaHna dun ananns my
CHpKHTHH aBHaKa nonBema, Ha3BaHHHe
OOOOeHHOOTn BOCHPMHTMH He.Memann MHTfik
npeTannn pesynBTaTOB aynnTopcxoro ana-
nnsa.

AHanns peayaaTOB BOCHpMfiTMfi dun
npOBeneH c nOMOmBm KpnTepnn BHaKOB.
Ecnn n3 necn aynnTopoB ceMB Mflfl Oonw
yxasnBann Ha BaKpHTOCTL rnacnoro, 910
caanocB nocTaTqHM OOHOBaHneM REE
YTBepKneHMH, n10 nonyqHHfi pesynBTaT
He cnyqaeH, T.e. qTO rnacanfi B naHHOM
KogxpeTHOM CHOBe oneHnBanon Kan BaKPH‘
THM. COOTBeTcTBeHHo rnacnnfi cnnTancH
OTKpHTHM, ecnn He MeHee ceMn qenOBeK
onOBHaBann ero Bax OTKpHTHfi. Ho ecnn
OKOHO nonOBnHu ay TopoB [qupe, HHTB
nnn mecTB qenOBex yBaBHBann Ha OTKPH-
TOOTB rnacnoro, a OOTanBHue OBnneTenb-
OTBOBann O ero BaKpHTOCTK, TO Bocnpnfl-
THE Hpnsnaxa nonBema TaROPO rnacHorO
CqHTaflOCL cnyqafiHnM.
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Cnyqafinoe Bocnpnawne, CBHBaHHOG c HeyBe-
peHHOOTBm aynMTOpOB B 0BoeM BHOOpe, yRa-
BHBaeT Ha cpennne @naecxne xapaxrepncTn-
Kn rnacnoro. MHHMH on0BaMM 9T0 TO 210
MHorna @oneTKCTH HasnBamT "ope rnao—
Hufi". Ana OOOBHaqnH rnacHHx. xapaKTepn-
symmnxca onyqafinun OHOBHaHMeM npnsnaxa
nonBemag B nanbnenmem nonoayeToa Tepnnn
"opeaM", a TaKme HpMMeHHmTCH 3 aKn: E
— nag cpennero rnacnoro n3 n H e-£/. OE
— nnn rnacHorO n3 napu o—oe , O —nnn open—
Hero rnaonoro n3 napn 0—2 .

H ooHOBe anannaa BOCHPMHTMH rnaCHHx
/e—€7 dun nonyqefi BuBon o npenmymecmBeHHOM
HononBBOB n /e B OTKpHTOM desynapHOM
cnore, /£ — nepe coqaHneM cornacHHx.

Hponanomenne 5/ B OTKpHTOM OesynapHOM
cnore MOKHO OOBHOHMTB BnnHHneM MOpQOHOPM-
qecnofi aHanorMn: y nepBorO gnKTOpa 77%
CBOB, rne Oeaynapnnn rnaongn dun BOCHPM-
HHT aynMTopaMM Bax OTKPHTHM, nmemT /£/ B
cOOTBeTOTBymmnx ynapHHx K08H%X: y nnKTopa
2 Taxne cnynan OOOTaBnHmT 0 . B pane CHOB
nponsnomenne OTKPHTOPO rnacnoro HeBosMOBHo
OOBBOHMTB.Mop@onornqecxon aHanorneM, H0
Torna oneBMnBHM HBnHeTc BnnBHne op®orpa-
@nn Ha ngonsHomeHne; A57 nponsnocCH Ha
meCTe opmorpaaeCKnx ai, a3, 6, ei.

OnHaBo HepenKn cnyqan Korna, HeoMOTpH
Ha Bosmonnoe BnMHHne MO ogornqecnofi ana-
nornn n Op®orpa®nn, rnacHun Bee me npons-
HOCMTCH Bax 3 pHTHfi: guépiére, (ils) vi-naigrérent n.I/, faiblesse, algrette
/n.2/ c /e/ B OesynapHOM snore. HonOOHBe
cnyqan CBHneTenBcTBymT 0 Ha? nn nepeno—
Bannn Af/ ynapHOBO KOpHH c g} desynapHHM.
Ho BOBMOMHOCTB nponaneoennn OTKpHTOPO rnac—
HOPO B OesynapHOM onore no ananornn c ynap—
HHM /6/ man Hen BnnaeM Op®orp HM neaaeT
3T0 nepen0BaHne HeOOBBaTenLHnM, axynBTa—
TnBHHM.

AynnTOpoxnfi aHanns rnacnnx /0-3/ nona-
san, HTO B nponanomeHnn n.I name OHOBHa-
eTCH 3/ B Oesynapnofi nosnnnn, y n.2 —
0/. aKpHTHfi rnaCHnfi nponsHocOH, Bax

ngaBnno, Ha M§CTe op®orpa®nqecnnx au, eau,
, a OTKpHTHM - Ha mecTe OyKBn o, qTO CB8—

BaHO c nomopnnecxnmn npnqnnamn. Kan n B
npenmecTBymmefi nape, cymecTBeHHym ponB npn
BHOOpe @OHeMH 003ynapHoro cnora nrpamT
M0p®onornqeonne OTHomeHMH. PapMOHnB rnac-
a enecB Taxme He HaxonnT nonTBepmneHnH,
BTO OTHOOMTCH n K TpeTbeK nape rnaca

-oe/. onepnMOHT no BOCHpMfiTKm rnaonnx
O—oe/ BBHBnn cymecTBOBaHne on enenennofi

BaBnonMOCTn BHOOpa deaynapaofi OHeMH OT
nosnnnn: /oe/ onosnaeTcn npenmymeCTBeHHo
nepen coqaHneM cornacag 1.0. B nosnnnn,
B KOTOpOfi BOBMOBeH BaKpHTHH cnor, /¢/ — B
OTK HTOM cnore.

naonne co cnyqafino BOCHpHHHTHM npnsna—
ROM nonBema 3a®nxcnp0BaHH BO Bcex Tpex na-
pax, XOTH n B oqB HeBHaHnTenBHOM qncne
cnyqaeB. HponeHT cpeax rnaonnx HecKonB-
KO Bnme Bo @paaax, BeM B nsonnpOBaBa
cn0Bax, BTO MOKeT aneTenBcTBOBaTB o meHB—
mefi qKOCTM BBYKOB, nponaneceHHux BO @pa—
sax. Y cpennnx rnacHHx cnyqafino onoaHaBan-
03 He TonBKO nonBeM, HO n npyrne npnanann

/pnna n oryOneHHOOTH/.
TpanKHMOHHHe, mnpoxo pacnpocrpaHeHHHe

BaraH, OBHBHBammne OTKpHTOCTL nnn aaxpn-
TOOTB rnacnoro c BaqecTBOM ynapnofi @OHeMH
He nonTBepnnamTcn B pesynBTaTax nooneno—
BaHnn: BaBnonMocTn BHOOpa @oneMH Oesynap-
HOTO cnora OT KaqecTBa rnacnoro nocne
mero ynapHOPO cnora He cymecyeT. @oneM-
Hoe npOTnBonocTaBneHne rnaOHHx COXpaHHeT-
on B Oesynapnofi nosnnnn, npn BTOM cymecw-
ByeT npenmymecTBeHHoe nononBBOBaHne @OHeM
B Tofi nnn nHofi nosnnnn: I) nan rnacHHx ne—
pennero pnna xapaBTepHo npenmymeOTBennoe
ynOTpeOBeHne 3aKpHTHX /e, B OTKpHTOM
cnore, OTKPHTHX A6, oe/ - nepen coqaHn-
eM oornacHHx; 2 nag rnacHHx sannero pfifla
MOKHO POBOpKTB o BaBncOOTn BapLKpOBaHMH
®0HeM OT aanyanBHHx OOOOBHHOCTefi nnK—
TOpOB /nmfi n.I npennhnTenBHa @opma c
/3/ nan n.2 — @opma c /o/.

TaBnM OOpaBOM, HeCMOTpfl Ha BHemHmm c—
meTpaocTB BTnx Tpex nap rnacnux /nx
OOBennHBeT HpOTKBOHOCTaBfleHHOCTB no npn—
BHaKy nonmema/, c Toqxn speHnH @yHKnno-
HanBHon gnu He ananornnnu, n10 eaaHO c
pasnnnnon nncwpndynnen rnacnux nepennero
n sanHero pana. B nape rnacnnx sanHero
pnna orpannqenne, o 3 nos 0 nosnnnefi B
onOBe, nmeeT @OHema 3 , B nape HeryOHHx
rnaca HMCTPMO nBHO orpannqa OTKpHTHM
onOBOM @OHema e/. MMeHHO BTn @OHeMB oxa-
3HBamTCH npennhnTenLHHMn B OesynapHOfi
nosnnnn.

nan Buncnennn Bongoca, qy OOBeKTnBHO
COOTBeTCTByeT cpennnn rnacHBfi n qTO BaTPY7
BHHeT Bocnpnnmne npnsnaxa OTKpHTOCTK—Ba-
KPHTOCTK, dun npOBeneH oneKTpanBHHfi ana—
nns rnaCa. BHno CHHTO 1290 oneKTporpaMM
Tnna "Bunnmaa peHL". Moonen0Bann0B onen—
TpanBHHe xapaKTepncTnKn OTannonapnofi nacTn
BnBOHorO, M3MepflflHCL nacTOTHHe BHaHeHKH
PI n F2, a Taxme yaHBanocB aBeHne F2
B Tex cnyqanx, Rorna @opmaHTHHe nepexonu
COCT ero BHaHnTenBHym aTB /He M0-Hee 400 flflMTefibHOCTfl/.

B peaynBTaTe npOBeneHHoro aHannsa Onno
OOHapymeHo, qTo BocnaTne Tofi nnn nHOn
@OHeMB BOCTaTqO onpeneneHHHM oOpaBOM
eBasaHO c OOBeKTnBHnMH aKycaecnnMn xa~
paKTnCTnKaMM 3ByKa. Hpn OTccTBnn
KaKon—nn00 nH®Opmannn OMca aynnTop npn—
HnmaeT pemenne O @OHeMHofi npnnannennocTn
BByKa Ha OCHOBaHMM TonBBO BByanH canoro
rnacnoro. B Tadn. I npnBeneHu cpennne BHa—
qnH @opmaHT Oeaynapfluxurnacnux, B TOM
qnone n rnacnnx co cnyqanHo BOCHPHHHTHM
HpMBHaKOM nonBeMa. ‘

C P I ga0nnna I.
eae 3HaqI/Ifl M ‘ es ,HapHHX

rfiacnnx /B Fn/ I 2 y

rnacnue EMKTOp I HMKTop 2
HeMH

$0 111 1=12 P1 P2
/e/ 445 2000 450 2290
/c/ 530 I850 525 1970

E 475 1860 470 1900
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snaHe OyKBeHHBe OOOBHaHeHMH eTnx rnac-
HHX a Taxxe npyrne @aKTopH. CHOCOOHHe .
BnnnTB Ha nponaHomeHne desynapHHX PfiaCHfig'
KaqecTBo rnacHoro ynapxoro enora. nannqo
nnn OTocTBne OOOTBeTcTBymmero ynapHor
K0 Ha, Tnn cnora.

pYHOTpeOfleHMe rnacnux QOHeM CPBHHeTgHTb
nOnBema B OesynapHBx cnorax He momeT
onncano HpOCTHMH eTKnmn npaBnnaMB Hnro
nna rpynnu BOBopnmnx, Hn name flflfl OHHO
HocenH Hanna. HoaTomy HeflLBH rOBOQKTb
n o Henmpannsannn npOTnBonocTaBneHnM no
nonBemy. B COBpeMeHHOM nnTepaTypHOM naungb
nonyoTnma nOCTaTqO mnpoxan BapnaTuBHoc
@OHeMHOBO COCTaBa 0n0Ba.

AHanns nponanomennn Kamnoro n3 HH®OP-
MaHTOB noaBonnn POBOpKTL O npenmymecTBeH-
HOM nononBBOBannn OTKpuTOfi nnn SaKpHTOfi
@oneMH: B nape HeByOHHx rnacHHx nepenHePO
Dana npennhnTenBHnM nun OonbmnBOTBa KKK-
TopoB HBnHeTcn B OTKpHTOM desynapHOM eno-
re Qonema /e , nepen coneTanneM cornacHHx
- /g/; B nape rnacnnx Banfiero pnna B 093-
ynapnofi nos npenMymecTBeHHO nononbsy—
eTcn @oneMa 3/; BAR napH /¢—oe/ B OTKPH-
TOM cnore xapaKTepHo HecKonB O Conee na—
cwoe ynOTpe0neHne @oneMB 0e nepen eno—
POM c OTKpHTHM rnaoHHM, / — nepen eno-
POM c 3aKpHTHM rnacnnM; nepen coqaHneM
cornao penmymBCTBeHHO nononbsyewon

pma §H§¢§. TaKnM OOpaBOM, aHanna nagHHx
nOBapH HOBBOflHeT BOBopnTB o Hexowopon

TenneHnnn K rapMOHnn no nonBemy nn nnn
nocnenfiefi napu rnaOHHX. u

flflfi BHOOpa n3 nByX @oneM B 0e3ynapnon
nosnnnn nmemT snaqenne n npyrne OOCTQH-
TenBcTBa: Bannym ponb nrpaeT M0p®onorn-
qecxan aHanornH, T.e. paCHPOCTpaHeHHHM
HBfiHeTCH npon3HomeHne TOTO rnacnoro B
desynapBOM cnore cnOBa, ROTopHfi BBya B
OOOTBeTcTBmeM ynapHOM Kopne. CymecTBeH-
HHM HBnHeTcn BnnBHne op®orpa®nm Ha npo-
nanomenne.

B TO me BpeMH TO OGCTOHTGJLCTBOI BTO
@OHeaecKne onOBapn He @nxcnpymm 'cpen—
a" rnacnnx, nponsnomeane KOTO EX onnca-
HO B pane nccnenOBaHnfi n nocog , saowaB-
nBeT HOCTaBETL Bonpoc: B Kaxon mepe OTpa—
eHan B cnOBapHx KaaHa COOTBeTcTByeT
peanBHO nponsnocHM BByKaM? Kan ®0HeMHan
xnaoonQnKannn, np0BeneHHaH Ha OOHOBaHnn
BOCHPMHTMH cnOBa B nenOM, COOTHOCHTGH o
aRycaecnn xapaBTepncTnKaMn 3ByKOB n c
nx BoonaTMeM BHe CMHCHOBOPO KOHTeKcTa?
Ann BHHCHGHMH STMX BOHpOCOB dun npennpn—
HHT aynnTopcxnfi BKCHepHMeHT n BooneBOBaHn
OOBeKTnBHHe oneKTpanBHHe xapaKTepncTnKn
rnacHHx . . BOCHPHHTKG rnacHHx anannsn—
pOBaHOCL B nBa swana: I/ BOCHPEHTKG rna—
CHHX, BHnenennnx n3 neonnpOBaHHHx cnOB n
cnOBocoqaHnn; 2/ BOCHpKHTHe rnacnnx,
Banenennnx n3 @paa, B COCTaB KOTOpHX BO—
mnn Te me caMHe nsonnpOBaHHne cnOBa. Boe-ro Onno nonodpago 555 nsonnpOBaHHHx onOB
n cnOBoooqaHnn, n3 a 92 dunn BBeneHH
B COCTaB @pa3. InacHHe Ounn npencTaBneHu
Bo Bcex Bosmomnnx nosnnnnx, UpK'STOM yqn-THBannoB pasnnnHHe @axmopn, CHOCOOHHe Bnn-

BuOo @OHGMH Oesynapfioro cnora.
fiTbflfig TOTO? nrodn nKKTOpn He cpaBHHm

gnu GyKBeHHHS odosnaqenng, qTonpn qTe
morno KM noncxasaTB TO nun nnoe uponmw_
meane. cnncnn CHOB, amamne pasflnqmm
rnacnne Ounn cocraBneHn B CflyqafiHOMIm.

fnacnne, BHneneHHne n3 BTMX ”NB
Taxme B aflyqafiHOM nOpHHKe npeaBmym
Ha onoananne aynnTOPaMo Pflacmm,
BuneneHHufi n3 KOHTeKCTa npn OBBOBpeMamW
onyXOBOM n ayaflLHQM KOHTPOHG. GHHIB-
penncan Ha qncTyD fieHTY K HOBTOPHnmITm
pasa. BaTeM cnen0Bana Hedoaan naysa
nnnwenBBOOTBm B HecnonBBO ceKyHn, iW.
MH KOTOpofi aynnTOpH sanncBBann CBOfi(WBM.
B KaqecTBe 3anaHEH OHJO Hpeflfloxeno om»
snaaB TOT rnacHHfi paHnyacxorO nsnxm
KOTOpHfi OHM cnumaT. pm STOM sapanee
npemIOJIaranocB, ‘ITO mvm MOI‘y‘I‘ OHTB Boc-
npnnnru rnacnae, KOTOpHX HeT B sxcnemp

Te.
MeHPnacHne, BnneneHHHe n3 n30 OBaHmm
onOB, OHOBOQOpM n OHOBOCOqaHMH, 31%“
nanomennn Kannoro nnKTOpa OOOTaBnnn I
cepnfi n13 npocnymnBaHnB no 35 OTnmynoB
B Kannofi- nBe cepnn no 31 OTnMyny H 0mm
cepnn c 50 cwnmynamn conepmann rnacnum
BuneneHHHe n3 @pas.

B OHHTaX no BOCHPHHTKD yqaCTBOBanozo
qefiOBeK, BnTenefi pasnnqnnx roponOB Qpan
unn, n3 a HOHOBMHa npocnymana rnamme
B npon3nomeHnn nnRTopa I, OOTanBHHe
- rnacHHe, nponsneOeHHHe nnKTopOM 2.Bw-
10 no nByM nnKTOpaM OOpaOOTaHO.I292OOB-
BeTOB.

MaBecTHo, qTO npn BHneneHnn rnacQ
MB nnmaeM ero TeM caMHM BCHKMX yxasamm
Ha TO, qTO onpeneneHHHe axycaecxne
oBofica 3aBKOHT OT @OHeTqCKOPO KMB
TeKCTa. 3T0 B nanBHenmeM nOBnnnno Ha
BOCHpHHTKe:TaK, rnacHue /e—5/ Bocnpmm-
manncb Kan cOOTBeTOTBymmne ryOHHe 31m-
nomennn memny ryOHHMM cornacHnMn, aIW&
cane /O-3/ - Bax coorBeTcTBymmne rnamme
nepennero pnna B nonomeann memmy nepak
HeasuqHHMM cornacflnmn. HO nOOKonBKyInw-
Hofi aaflaqefi nccnenOBaHna dun ananns my
CHpKHTHH aBHaKa nonBema, Ha3BaHHHe
OOOOeHHOOTn BOCHPMHTMH He.Memann MHTfik
npeTannn pesynBTaTOB aynnTopcxoro ana-
nnsa.

AHanns peayaaTOB BOCHpMfiTMfi dun
npOBeneH c nOMOmBm KpnTepnn BHaKOB.
Ecnn n3 necn aynnTopoB ceMB Mflfl Oonw
yxasnBann Ha BaKpHTOCTL rnacnoro, 910
caanocB nocTaTqHM OOHOBaHneM REE
YTBepKneHMH, n10 nonyqHHfi pesynBTaT
He cnyqaeH, T.e. qTO rnacanfi B naHHOM
KogxpeTHOM CHOBe oneHnBanon Kan BaKPH‘
THM. COOTBeTcTBeHHo rnacnnfi cnnTancH
OTKpHTHM, ecnn He MeHee ceMn qenOBeK
onOBHaBann ero Bax OTKpHTHfi. Ho ecnn
OKOHO nonOBnHu ay TopoB [qupe, HHTB
nnn mecTB qenOBex yBaBHBann Ha OTKPH-
TOOTB rnacnoro, a OOTanBHue OBnneTenb-
OTBOBann O ero BaKpHTOCTK, TO Bocnpnfl-
THE Hpnsnaxa nonBema TaROPO rnacHorO
CqHTaflOCL cnyqafiHnM.
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Cnyqafinoe Bocnpnawne, CBHBaHHOG c HeyBe-
peHHOOTBm aynMTOpOB B 0BoeM BHOOpe, yRa-
BHBaeT Ha cpennne @naecxne xapaxrepncTn-
Kn rnacnoro. MHHMH on0BaMM 9T0 TO 210
MHorna @oneTKCTH HasnBamT "ope rnao—
Hufi". Ana OOOBHaqnH rnacHHx. xapaKTepn-
symmnxca onyqafinun OHOBHaHMeM npnsnaxa
nonBemag B nanbnenmem nonoayeToa Tepnnn
"opeaM", a TaKme HpMMeHHmTCH 3 aKn: E
— nag cpennero rnacnoro n3 n H e-£/. OE
— nnn rnacHorO n3 napu o—oe , O —nnn open—
Hero rnaonoro n3 napn 0—2 .

H ooHOBe anannaa BOCHPMHTMH rnaCHHx
/e—€7 dun nonyqefi BuBon o npenmymecmBeHHOM
HononBBOB n /e B OTKpHTOM desynapHOM
cnore, /£ — nepe coqaHneM cornacHHx.

Hponanomenne 5/ B OTKpHTOM OesynapHOM
cnore MOKHO OOBHOHMTB BnnHHneM MOpQOHOPM-
qecnofi aHanorMn: y nepBorO gnKTOpa 77%
CBOB, rne Oeaynapnnn rnaongn dun BOCHPM-
HHT aynMTopaMM Bax OTKPHTHM, nmemT /£/ B
cOOTBeTOTBymmnx ynapHHx K08H%X: y nnKTopa
2 Taxne cnynan OOOTaBnHmT 0 . B pane CHOB
nponsnomenne OTKPHTOPO rnacnoro HeBosMOBHo
OOBBOHMTB.Mop@onornqecxon aHanorneM, H0
Torna oneBMnBHM HBnHeTc BnnBHne op®orpa-
@nn Ha ngonsHomeHne; A57 nponsnocCH Ha
meCTe opmorpaaeCKnx ai, a3, 6, ei.

OnHaBo HepenKn cnyqan Korna, HeoMOTpH
Ha Bosmonnoe BnMHHne MO ogornqecnofi ana-
nornn n Op®orpa®nn, rnacHun Bee me npons-
HOCMTCH Bax 3 pHTHfi: guépiére, (ils) vi-naigrérent n.I/, faiblesse, algrette
/n.2/ c /e/ B OesynapHOM snore. HonOOHBe
cnyqan CBHneTenBcTBymT 0 Ha? nn nepeno—
Bannn Af/ ynapHOBO KOpHH c g} desynapHHM.
Ho BOBMOMHOCTB nponaneoennn OTKpHTOPO rnac—
HOPO B OesynapHOM onore no ananornn c ynap—
HHM /6/ man Hen BnnaeM Op®orp HM neaaeT
3T0 nepen0BaHne HeOOBBaTenLHnM, axynBTa—
TnBHHM.

AynnTOpoxnfi aHanns rnacnnx /0-3/ nona-
san, HTO B nponanomeHnn n.I name OHOBHa-
eTCH 3/ B Oesynapnofi nosnnnn, y n.2 —
0/. aKpHTHfi rnaCHnfi nponsHocOH, Bax

ngaBnno, Ha M§CTe op®orpa®nqecnnx au, eau,
, a OTKpHTHM - Ha mecTe OyKBn o, qTO CB8—

BaHO c nomopnnecxnmn npnqnnamn. Kan n B
npenmecTBymmefi nape, cymecTBeHHym ponB npn
BHOOpe @OHeMH 003ynapHoro cnora nrpamT
M0p®onornqeonne OTHomeHMH. PapMOHnB rnac-
a enecB Taxme He HaxonnT nonTBepmneHnH,
BTO OTHOOMTCH n K TpeTbeK nape rnaca

-oe/. onepnMOHT no BOCHpMfiTKm rnaonnx
O—oe/ BBHBnn cymecTBOBaHne on enenennofi

BaBnonMOCTn BHOOpa deaynapaofi OHeMH OT
nosnnnn: /oe/ onosnaeTcn npenmymeCTBeHHo
nepen coqaHneM cornacag 1.0. B nosnnnn,
B KOTOpOfi BOBMOBeH BaKpHTHH cnor, /¢/ — B
OTK HTOM cnore.

naonne co cnyqafino BOCHpHHHTHM npnsna—
ROM nonBema 3a®nxcnp0BaHH BO Bcex Tpex na-
pax, XOTH n B oqB HeBHaHnTenBHOM qncne
cnyqaeB. HponeHT cpeax rnaonnx HecKonB-
KO Bnme Bo @paaax, BeM B nsonnpOBaBa
cn0Bax, BTO MOKeT aneTenBcTBOBaTB o meHB—
mefi qKOCTM BBYKOB, nponaneceHHux BO @pa—
sax. Y cpennnx rnacHHx cnyqafino onoaHaBan-
03 He TonBKO nonBeM, HO n npyrne npnanann

/pnna n oryOneHHOOTH/.
TpanKHMOHHHe, mnpoxo pacnpocrpaHeHHHe

BaraH, OBHBHBammne OTKpHTOCTL nnn aaxpn-
TOOTB rnacnoro c BaqecTBOM ynapnofi @OHeMH
He nonTBepnnamTcn B pesynBTaTax nooneno—
BaHnn: BaBnonMocTn BHOOpa @oneMH Oesynap-
HOTO cnora OT KaqecTBa rnacnoro nocne
mero ynapHOPO cnora He cymecyeT. @oneM-
Hoe npOTnBonocTaBneHne rnaOHHx COXpaHHeT-
on B Oesynapnofi nosnnnn, npn BTOM cymecw-
ByeT npenmymecTBeHHoe nononBBOBaHne @OHeM
B Tofi nnn nHofi nosnnnn: I) nan rnacHHx ne—
pennero pnna xapaBTepHo npenmymeOTBennoe
ynOTpeOBeHne 3aKpHTHX /e, B OTKpHTOM
cnore, OTKPHTHX A6, oe/ - nepen coqaHn-
eM oornacHHx; 2 nag rnacHHx sannero pfifla
MOKHO POBOpKTB o BaBncOOTn BapLKpOBaHMH
®0HeM OT aanyanBHHx OOOOBHHOCTefi nnK—
TOpOB /nmfi n.I npennhnTenBHa @opma c
/3/ nan n.2 — @opma c /o/.

TaBnM OOpaBOM, HeCMOTpfl Ha BHemHmm c—
meTpaocTB BTnx Tpex nap rnacnux /nx
OOBennHBeT HpOTKBOHOCTaBfleHHOCTB no npn—
BHaKy nonmema/, c Toqxn speHnH @yHKnno-
HanBHon gnu He ananornnnu, n10 eaaHO c
pasnnnnon nncwpndynnen rnacnux nepennero
n sanHero pana. B nape rnacnnx sanHero
pnna orpannqenne, o 3 nos 0 nosnnnefi B
onOBe, nmeeT @OHema 3 , B nape HeryOHHx
rnaca HMCTPMO nBHO orpannqa OTKpHTHM
onOBOM @OHema e/. MMeHHO BTn @OHeMB oxa-
3HBamTCH npennhnTenLHHMn B OesynapHOfi
nosnnnn.

nan Buncnennn Bongoca, qy OOBeKTnBHO
COOTBeTCTByeT cpennnn rnacHBfi n qTO BaTPY7
BHHeT Bocnpnnmne npnsnaxa OTKpHTOCTK—Ba-
KPHTOCTK, dun npOBeneH oneKTpanBHHfi ana—
nns rnaCa. BHno CHHTO 1290 oneKTporpaMM
Tnna "Bunnmaa peHL". Moonen0Bann0B onen—
TpanBHHe xapaKTepncTnKn OTannonapnofi nacTn
BnBOHorO, M3MepflflHCL nacTOTHHe BHaHeHKH
PI n F2, a Taxme yaHBanocB aBeHne F2
B Tex cnyqanx, Rorna @opmaHTHHe nepexonu
COCT ero BHaHnTenBHym aTB /He M0-Hee 400 flflMTefibHOCTfl/.

B peaynBTaTe npOBeneHHoro aHannsa Onno
OOHapymeHo, qTo BocnaTne Tofi nnn nHOn
@OHeMB BOCTaTqO onpeneneHHHM oOpaBOM
eBasaHO c OOBeKTnBHnMH aKycaecnnMn xa~
paKTnCTnKaMM 3ByKa. Hpn OTccTBnn
KaKon—nn00 nH®Opmannn OMca aynnTop npn—
HnmaeT pemenne O @OHeMHofi npnnannennocTn
BByKa Ha OCHOBaHMM TonBBO BByanH canoro
rnacnoro. B Tadn. I npnBeneHu cpennne BHa—
qnH @opmaHT Oeaynapfluxurnacnux, B TOM
qnone n rnacnnx co cnyqanHo BOCHPHHHTHM
HpMBHaKOM nonBeMa. ‘

C P I ga0nnna I.
eae 3HaqI/Ifl M ‘ es ,HapHHX

rfiacnnx /B Fn/ I 2 y

rnacnue EMKTOp I HMKTop 2
HeMH

$0 111 1=12 P1 P2
/e/ 445 2000 450 2290
/c/ 530 I850 525 1970

E 475 1860 470 1900
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450 I550 455 I490
/oé/ 520 I390 525 1580

O 470 1500 475 I420fl $28 5&8 32% £883
O 485 II30 475 I070
Cnynafinoe Bocnpnnrne npnsaaxa nonmema

cnzaano, Bo-neax, co opeaM KaneCTBOM

camoro rnacnoro /FI TaKoro rnacnoro, Has-
BaHHoro n "ECTKHHO cpenHKM". P3333
485-500 , a BO—BTOPHX, c Ennnnnam co-
ceax cornacnux, nemy OéfieKTEBHO coor-
BeTCTByeT aene P2 rnacnoro.

OnHaKo B pane cnyqaeB Taxoe BOCHPKHTEG
oxasanocs neodnacnnmnm c Tonxn spennn
oneKTpanLa xapaxrepncwnx ns-sa connane—
nna c @opmaHTHnmn ananennfimn saxpnwnx,
pane OTKpHTHX, rnacnnx. Tax, deaynap
I'JIaCHHfi B CJIOB dgsarmer, (ils)révérent,

férié /n.§§ Gan BOC aT agnnTopamn
KaK BaKpHTHfi npn P =450 n, P2=I 50 PH. a
B CJIOBaX testacé, ¥:' est ici, c' est assez,
c'est-é-dire npn Tex xe ananennnx
@opmaHT 6HH Bocnpnfinr onynanno.

Ananns KonnneCTBeHa KapaKTepKCTKK
cpennnx rnacnnx noxasan, nTo nx flflETeflL-
HOCTL B 1.5—2 pasa meHLme nnnTenLHOCTn
rnacnux, Bocngnnnrnx Kan OTKPHTHe nnn 3a—
RpHTHe /TaCfl. /.

Tadnnna 2.
BaBHCMMOCTL Bocnpnnmnn npnsnaxa
nomaema o'r mTeJILHoc'rn macnnx

BOC- cpennm
npu— Fl P2 nnnTenLHOCTL
HHTO B MCGK

/e/ 440—460 I950 100
E 450-460 1950 65

/é‘/ 485 I950 100
E 485 I950 80
Tam odpasom, 0mm JIPIIHB (DOPMaI-ITHHG .,

xapamegnc'rmcn He odecnenmaazo'r ynepeHHon
@oneMHon nneHTnQnKaImn, mm KOTOPOH neod—
xonmvxa one 12: noc'raTonHaa mmTeJnHocwb
macnoro. Axyc'rnqecnne xapaKTepnoTnnn
cpennnx macaw: odmcmT, nonemy on any—
KM name pyrnx xapamepnsymon cnyqafim
Bocnpmmem He TOJILKO non'beMa, HO n my-
I'nx HpKBHaKOB. Bocnpnnme TOI‘O n yroro
npnafiana 331314c OT nononennn P2. open—
M E I? mado neJmOM anIaeTcn BHH3, Jm—
do nmee nmnTenLHnfi nepexongun ynaCTOK c
donee HMBKHM HOHOKGHMGM swon gopmaHTH. Y
cpennnx O, Hanp0TnB, P2 nennxom anHyTa
KBep nan me nmeeT donee BHCOKO pacnono-
mennnn nepexon. B 0TcyT0TBne na®opmannn o
TOM, nTo Taxaa OCOCBHHOCTB eBynaHna BES—
BaHa @oaeaeCKMM nononennem, n npn nemn-
nnTe Bpemenn aynnTop npnnnmaem onynafiHoe
pemenne o coowneTCTBymmeM npnanaxe rnac-
Horo.

B pesynLTaTe npOBeneHHoro nccnenonanna
dune odnapymeno, nTo @oaemnoe npOTnBono-
CTaBneHne no npnanaxy OTKpHTOCTH—SaKpH-
TOOTH macnnx cpelmero nomema BO @pannys—
cxom Home coxparmerca B Oesynapnon noan—
mm. HpennhnTeJILHmvm Emma Te (boneMH,

KOTO He nmemT flMCTpKOYTKBHHe orpaguqe
0TH B cn0Teme Hanna rnacnne nap /eflfl

/¢—oe/, /o-3/ npOTKBOHOCTaBHeHH no ogflmw'
n .Tom'y me npnsnaKy. MCTPKOYTHBHHe OI'pa_
aennn y a pasnnnnn, n HOSTOMy 3 03mm
n Tofi me @onernnecxofi noannnn npennhn_
TGHBHHME onasnBaca rnacnne c Pa3flfiqmmm
HEQeeHHMaflbHHMK HPH3H§K3MH /33KpHTHfi B
nape Heryo n OTKPHTHH.B nape rnacnux
sannero . 3T0 oOCTOHTenLCTBo engmmT
KMeTB B Bnny npn pacoMOTpeHnn cncreMHHx
0THomeHnfi mexny @0Hemamn n aHannse EX _
KnnoHKPOBaHnH. GHOBEMK, Oflpenename
aQgpeHnnaflbHHX npnanaxoa HenOCTaTqo
nng TOTO, qrodn OHHCHBaTL @YHKHMOHaALHHe
ornomennn B cncweme.

Ananna ynowpednennn rnacnux cpennero
nonoema B 6e§ynapHHx cnorax Bunnnn
KOHOMepHOCTeK, KOTOPHM nonqnnnewca Bumn
ooennqKnx BapHaHTOB y TOBOPHmMX. 3TH
saxonomepnooTn onpenenacn He Tonbxo go.
Heaecxn, HO n B Tex cnyqaflx, rne 3T0
Bosmoxno/ CMHCHOBHMM n Mopéonornnecxnnn
0Tnomennamn. Hannqne Ton nun nHofi Qonmm
B ynapnom Kopne cnocodoTByeT COXpaHefifim
ee n npn desynapnofi nosnnnn Toro me cnmm,
Cnenosarenbno, npn aHannsg COOCTBeHHO @p
Heaecxnx saxonomepaocwen onenyeT npmm-
maTL BO Banmanne n donee BHCOKMe ypOBHn
asnxoaoro CTpOH, T.e. mopéonornqecxn901.
nomennn.

KaqTBo rnacnnx onosnaeTcn nocTammmo
yBepeHHO, npnneM nmeHHo HOfl$eM, T.e. TOT
npnsHag, no KOTOpOMy, Kan nacwo YTBemy
mT, HenTpannsynTca 3TH onnosnnnn, onoam-
eTca nqe, neM npyrne npnsnaxn. Temmm
"HefiTpannsannn" He MOKBT OHTB nHTepnpemb
pOBaH Kan orpannqHOCTL ynorpedneflnn my
HeM, HOTOMy qTo, Kan noxasnBamT n anamm
@onemnnecxnx nCTongnKOB, n nccnenOBaHne
BOCHPKHTKH, B nmdon nosnnnn Boomoxna my
Gan n3 nByX @oneM.

HeyBepeHHoe BocnaTne npnsnaxa nonw-
Ma HaOJmnagOCL Tonbxo B Tex onynanx,1w-
rna rnacnnn oonanan manofi nnnTenLHooTLm
n numb B oqL Hedonbmom nncne cnynaeB
manna c eae rnacnne nmenn n cpenHeesmy
qnH , T.e. Mornn pacemarpnsambcnxmx
xaqeowsénno penynnpoaannne qTo sasncwm
0T nx ynaneHHOCTn no oTHomeHnm K ynapemm
n mange duno Caano c nx KpaTKOCTLm/.
TaRnM odpa30M, opeae rnacnne npaKTwmc-
KM OTcyTCTBymT B nccnenOBaHHOM maTepnam.
Boonpnamne menopennnx rnaCHHx cnasanoc
KognqTBeHHgn, undo — peme — o Kanecwmn
Hon penyxnnen, T.e. c HenoaM Tnnon mm-
nsnecennn.
/I/ A.MapTMHe,"Hefimpann3annfi n cmnxpemww

Bonpocn HBHKOBHaHHH, .
/2/ M.Grammont, "Traité pratique de pro-

noncivation granoaise", Paris, I951.
/3/ H.§. fipda,"@onewnxa mpannyacxoro Haw

Ha , vocxna I955.
/4/ A.Lombard,"fiemarque sur 16 e moyen d“

francais. Mélanges de linguistique °f'
ferts a Dauzat", Paris, I951.

/5/ A.Ma.rtinet, H.Walter,"Dictionnaire de
la prononciationfrangaise dens son
usage réel", Paris, I973.
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450 I550 455 I490
/oé/ 520 I390 525 I580

O 470 1500 475 I420

43 $28 IS§8 453% £883
O 485 II30 475 I070
CnyqafiHoe Bocnpuae npnsaaxa nonsema

CBHSaHO, BO-HepBHX, co openHMM KaqTBOM

caMoro rnaCHoro /FI TaKOPO rnacnoro, Has-
BaHHoro H "ECTKHHO openHKM", paBHa
485—500 , a BO—BTOpHX, c BflEfiHKEM oo—
oeax COPHaCHHX, qemy OéfieKTEBHO COOT—
BGTCTByeT aene F2 rxacuoro.

OnHaKo B pane onyqaeB Taxoe BOCHPKHTEG
onasanocs HeOC$HCHMMHM c Toq BPGHEH
CHeKTpaflbHHX xapaxrepncrmx ns-sa conuane—
flux 0 @opmaHTHuMM 3Haqnfimn BaKpHTHX,
pexe OTKpHTHX, rxacnux. Tax, Oesynap
I‘JIaCHHfi B CJIOB dgsarmer, (ils)révérent,

férié /n.§§ oHn BOC HHHT agnnTgfiamn
Kax BaKpHTHfi upn P =450 u, F2=I 50 , a
B CJIOBaX testacé, %' est ici, c' est assezy
c’est-é-dire npn Tex me suaqo
@OpMaHT 6HH BOCHPKHET cnyuafixo.

Anaxns KoaeCTBeHHHx KapaKTepKCTKK
opeax rnacaux noxasan, qTo nx HflETeflL-
HOCTL B 1.5—2 pasa meHLme nflnTeJLHOCTK
rxacaux, Bocngnuarux Kax OTKPHTHe nan 3a—
KPHTHe /TaCfl. /.

Taomma 2.
BaBncmvxooTL BOCIIPMTKH npmanaxa
nomeMa o'r mTeJILHoc'm I‘JIaCHHX

BOC- Cpemfim
npn— PI P2 ,IumTeJILHoc'rb

HHTO B Moe}:

/e/ 440—460 I950 100
E 450—460 I950 65

/£/ 485 I950 100
E ' 485 I950 80

TaKKM odpasom, onfin nnmb @opmaHTHHe a
xapaxTeamuKn He odecneaamT yBepeHHon
@oaeMHon uneHTHQMKannn, nag KOTOPOK Heoo-
xonnma eme z nocwaTqaa HHMTBHLHOCTL
PflaCHOPO. Axycwnqecxne xapaxmepncmnxn
cpenfinx PflaCHHX 06$HCHHmT, noqemy org 33y-
KM name npyrnx xapaxrepnsymrca CflyaHHM
BOCHpKHTneM He TOflbKO non$ema, HO n npy-
rux HpKBHaKOB. BOCHPHHTMS Toro n yroro
npnanaxa 3a3uc OT nonomeana P2. open-
Hux E P‘ undo HeHMKOM oaraeTCH BHMS, AM—
60 nmee§ HflHTeflLHHfi uepexonfinfi yqaCTox o
donee HMBKKM HOHOKGHMeM awofi @opmaHTH. Y
opeax O, HaHpOTKB, P2 nennxom amHyTa
KBepxy nan me nmeeT ooxee BHCOKQ pacnono-
meHHHM nepexon. B OTcyTCTBMe nnoopmannn o
TOM, qTo Taxaa OCOOGHHOCTL eByaua BES—
BaHa @OHeTflqKMM nonoxeanem, n upn neQn—
nnTe BpeMBHH aynnTop npamaeT cayqafiHoe
pemeane o coowneTCTBymmeM npnaaaxe rnao—

. Horo.
B pesynLTaTe upOBeneHHoro KCCfleflOBaHnH

dune OOHapymeHo, qTo @oaeMHoe HpOTKBOHO-
CTaeHne no npnanaxy OTKpHTOCTH-SaKpH—
TOOTH rnaeHHx openHero non$ema BO @pafiuys-
cxom HBHKB coxpaHHeTca B de3ynapHon moan—
nnn. HpennhnTenLHHMM fiBflflmTCH Te @OHeMH,

KOTO He mam MCTPKOYTHBWG Ol‘pammemJ1
om B CHCTeMe 113m macrme nap /e-37

,—oe /o-3/ npOTKBOHOCTaBHeHH no 0
ééTomé'xe npnsHaKY. fifiCTPKOYTHBHHe 0%???
qeHmH aux pasafiu, n noaTomy 3 03mm
n Tofi me @oaeruqeoxofi noannnn Hpeflnhn_

Tensnumn OKaBHBamTCH rnaoaue c Pa3flfiqmmm
HEQeeHHMaflbHHMK HPK3H§K3MH /3aKpHTHfi B
nape Heryo n OTKPHTHH.B nape Tnacggx
safiHePO . 3T0 oOCTOHTenLCTBo Cflemnr
KMeTB B Bnny npn paooMOTpeHMu CECTGMHHX
0THomeHnfi memny @oaemaMM n aHannae Kx _
KnmonmpOBaHHH. HHHME CHOBaMK, OHPBEGHQMe
HMQQQpeHnnaflbHHX npnsnaxoa HeflOCTaTOq
nflfl Toro, qTooH OHKCHBaTL @yHKunOHaALHHe
oraomeHnH B CKCTeMe.

AHaJE3 YHOTPGOHGHKH rnacaux cpennero
nonoema B 6e§ynapHHx enorax BHHBKH
KOHOMepHOCTeK, KOTOPHM HOHqKHHeTCfl Bumm
ooeaeCKnx BapHaHTOB Y TOBOPflmMX. 3TH
BaKOHOMepHOCTK ogpenenHmTca He TOflbKo @0-
Heaecxn, HO n B Tex cnyqaflx, rne 3T0
Bosmoxao/ CMHCHOBHMK n MOPQOJOFEHGCKMMK
0THomeHnHMH. Hanuqne TOH Hflfi nHofi Qoamm
B ynapHOM Kopne cuocodcwayer coxpaaeanm
ee n upm desynapnofi nosnnnn Toro me cnmm,
Cxenosarenbgo, npn aaannsg codoTBeHHo Q»
Heqecxux BaKOHOMepHOCTeH onenyeT npmm-
MaTL BO BanmaHne M 60389 BHCOKMe ypOBHH
aauxoaoro crpoa, T.e. MOP®OHOFH§€CKM80®.
HomeHnH.

KaqTBo rnacnux OHOBHaeTCH nooTaTomo
yBepeHHO, npuq MMEHHO nonoeM, T.e. TOT
npnaaag, no KOTOPOMY. KaR qaCTO YTBGP$R%
mT, HeMTpannsymTca 9TH onnosnunn, ouoww_
eTCH nqe, q npyrne npzsnaxn. Tegmm
"Hefimpaxnsauna" He MOKBT GHTL MHTepHpemb
pOBaH K31: OI‘paHJZFIeHHOCTB yuorpeénem (po-
HeM, HOTOMy qTo, KaK noxaauBamT M aawma
@onemnqecxmx MOToqgnKOB, K nccxenoaanue
BOCHPKHTKH, B nodom noamnnn Bosmoxna mm
dag n3 nByX @oneM.

HeyBepeHHoe Bocnpnawne npmznaxa nonm-
Ma madnmnagOCL TOHLKO B Tex cnyqaflx,1w-
rna rxacnun oonanan manofi aTeALHocwbm
n numb B oqL HGOOflLmOM queue onyqaeB
Taxne c enHme PflaCHHe nmenn n openfieesmy
qnH , T.e. mornn pacemarpnsambcaxmx
KaqeownHo penyuxpoaaanme /qTo sasncwm
0T nx ynaneHHOCTn no owaomeflum K ynapemm
n Taxme GHHO CBHBaHO c nx xpaTKOCTbm/.
TaRHM odpa30M, cpenfine PflaCHHe npaKTwmc-
KM OTcyTCTBymT B KOCHBHOBaHHOM maTepnam.
Boonpnamne meuopenanx ruacnux caaaanoc
KognqTBeHn, undo — peme — c KaHeCTmm
Hon penyxunen, T.e. c HeHOflHHM TMHOM mm-
naneceHnH.
/I/ A.MapTMHe,"Hefimpaxn3aunfi M CMHemwfl

Bonpocu fiBHKOBHaHHH, .
/2/ M.Grammont, "Traité pratique de pro-

noncivation granoaise", Paris, I951.
/3/ H.§. fipfia,"@0HeTHRa ®paHuyBCKOPO flak

Ha , voca I955.
/4/ A.Lombard,"f€emarque sur 16 e mofifen d“

francais. Mélanges de linguistique Of'
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BTOPHIHHE TMHH CHOTOBHX MHTOHAHMZ B HMTOBCKMX LMAflEKTAX

AflEKCAC TMPflEHMC

BMflBHDCCKHfi rocyHMBepceTKa®enpa HMTOBCKOFO HauxaBMHBHDC, HMTCCP, CCCP 232055

0. PesmMe. B noxnane npnBonaTcg exone—
pnmeHTaHLHue nauame, cannewenbcwsymmme o
cymeCTBOBaHnn B HMTOBCKMX nmaxeKTax nByx
BTopuqHux THHOB CHOTOBHX MHTOHaunfi, ammon-
Hgmmnx pasnmqmmenLHym @yHKHnm KaK B aHyTM-
pOBaHHHX, Tax M s HMpKYqeKTMpOBaHHHX
enorax.

1.1. B ceBepoxeMafiTcxmx'nmaneKTax HM-
TOBCKOTO HBEKa HenaBHo 0Tmeqo cymeCTBo-
Banme xByx BToqHHx TMHOB CHOTOBHX nHTo-
Haunfi (aKyTa M umpxym®nexca), HpOTMBOHO-
CTaBHfleMHX B onnnaxoaux @onewmqecxmx yc-
JOBMHX [I]. Momno BHfleHKTL cuenywmne oc-
HDBHEe cuyqam MX @yHKuMOHMpOBaHMH:

a) "GapnwonmqKme" (I m 2 aKHeHTHaH
napaflnrma) u "OKCMTOHqCKMe" (T. e. no—
nBMmHue; 3 n 4 a. n.) KMGHHHB qaCTngpeqm,
cp,: ké’lts(l) '(cymz) EOAOTO': ka.lts(2
'(npmq.) OMT(Hfi)',svg;ists(l)'(cym.)(0flm—
Bqoe) magno' : sV§.ists(2) '(npuq.) KM—
HyT(Hfi)', s5'usi<l) '(BMH. U.) EHBapL' :
s§.u.si(2) '(BMH. n.) Txm';

6) Enaranu onHopasoBoro M MHOPOKpaT-
Horo nefiCTBMH, cp.: tré'uk¢(l) ’THHyfl(a)'
(HHQ. tré'uktg) : tra.fikg(2) 'nepran(a)'
(HHQ. tra.fiki't¢), bra'uke(l) 'nepeqepK-
Hyn(a)' (MHQ. bra'ukte) : br§.u.ke(2) 'ne—
peqepKnBaJ(a)' (HHQ; brauki‘tg);

B) 3 Juno HaGTOflmeTO M dynymero Bpeme—
HM, Haflp.: HaCT.B. k3'i§(l 'HMCTMT (-HTr
: Oyn. B. ka.3§(2) 'OyneT 8—yT) HMCTMTL',
HaCT. B. mg’ia(l 'cmemMBaeT (—mT)‘ :
m$.i.é(2) 'OyneT 2-yT) cmemMBaTb'.

HmeneHHHe MZHMMaHLHHe napu xopomo

IEHOBAHTE KAQDMKEHE

ma nsficxnfi nenMHCTMTyT
Ka npa AMTOBCKoro HBHKa
1113mm, JIMCCP, CCCP 235419

paanuqamTcx ayflMTOpaMM — npeflCTaBHTeHHMH
ceBepomemafiTcxnx POBOpOB. UnpxymémeKcu
BToporo Tuna (”4(2)) aynMpH B nonaBnfim—
meM GOALMHHCTBG cayqaeB Bocnpmammamw Kay
HHTOHaHMm, Oonee CHMBKyD K unpKyMQHeKcy
(Bocxonnmefi, nflaBHOfi MHTOHaHMH) flMTOBCKD-
r0 qepaTypHoro Hamxa; aynMTopH, Bnanem-
mme flaTHmCKHM HBHKOM, cqmwamT BTopqHfimemafiwcxufi aKyT (”1%) uneHqHHM npepuBm-
CTofi (lauzté) MHTOHaHMH HaTHMCKOTO flHTe-
paTypHoro HBHKa (c.—meM. bfi'S'dyneT(—yT)'= naT. bfis 'T.m.'), a BToqHufi HflpKyM-
@Hexc - HaTHmCKOfi flflMTeflbHOfi (stiepté)
nHTOHauMM.

B nMaXpOHqCKOM nHaHe ocoOeHHo HHTe—
peCHHM HpeflCTaBflHeTCfi nepBufi (a) onyqafi,Tax KaK OH CBMHeTeflLCTByeT o BosMomHofireHeqecxofi CBHBM BToqamx TMHOB MHTO-Haunfi c noamHHMM ("OKCMTOaeCKMMM")aKHEHTyaHMOHHHMH napaflnrmamn npadanwnfi—cxoro Hauxa (CM. Hume, § 3).

1.2. HeCHOHbKO nosme cxonHoe HBfleHMeoOHapymeHo n B BOCTOq-HMTOBCKKX "yTflH-cxnx" M "naHeBemcxmx" rosopax (CM.,Hanp../2/, /3/). AyflMTMBHHe sxcnepnMeHTu, BH-HOflHeHHHe c HpeflCTaBHTeflHMM CeBepHHX na-HeBemcxmx rosopos, CBMDBTenboTBymT o BGCEFma qKOM HpOTMBOHOCTaBJeHMH: aynMTopunpaBMxLHo pacnoaflaxn no 84.5% npennarae—MHX MMHMMaflbHHX nap Tana plfifi.ke(l) aH_JI(EU' (MHQ). plafi.ktf’g) : pléfi‘ke(2) 'ma...Ban(a)' (MH®. plauki'fib) n lé'uéeMax(a)' (MH@. lé‘ugéb) : 1a.fiée(2)'pa3na—MHBafl(a)' (MHQ. la.fi§¢%b). OcodeHHo xopo-
mo pasxmqamTCH nemqfi M BTopqHfi ump-

(-1) 'JIO—
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BTOPHIHHE TMHH CHOTOBHX MHTOHAHMZ B HMTOBCKMX LMAflEKTAX

AflEKCAC TMPflEHMC

BMHBEDCCKMfi rocyHMBepceTKa®ezpa flMTOBCKOFO HBHKaBmxbamc, HMTCCP, CCCP 232055

0. Peswme. B noxxane npnBonaTcg Bxcne—
pmmeHTaHBHue flaHHHe, CEMEeTeflLCTBmMe o
cymeCTBOBaHKK B HMTOBCKMX nMaxeKTax BByx
BTopuqHuX THHOB CJOTOBHX MHTOHaunfi, aon—
Hgmmmx paBflHqKTEHBHym @yHKHnm Bax B aKyTM-
pOBaHHHX, Tax M B HMpKqmeKTmpOBaHHHx
enorax.

1.1. B ceBepoxeMafiTcnmx'nmaneKTax HM-
TOBOKDTO Hanna HeBaBHo OTMeqo cymeCTBo—
BaHMe nByx BToqHHx TMHOB CHOTOBHX HHTO-
Haunfi (axywa u umpxyM®neKca), HpOTMBOHO-
CTaEflfleMHX B onnHaKOBux @OHeTqcxnx yc—
HOBMHX [I]. Momno BHfleflMTb cnenymmne oc-
HDBHHB onyqan ux @yHKuMOHMpOBaHMH:

a) "dapnTOqecxme" (I n 2 aKHeHTHaH
napannrma) n "OKCMTOHMHeCKMe" (T. e. no—
HBMXHHE; 3 n 4 a. n.) HMGHHHB HaCTHAPGQM,
cp.: ké’lts(l) '(cymz) ECHOTO': ka.lts(2)
'(npmq.) onT(Hfi)',snists(l)'(cym.)(CHM—
Bqoe) macno' : SVB.ists(2) '(npuq.) KM—
HyT(Hfi)', sfi'usi(l) '(BMH. U.) EHBapL' :
s§.u.si(2 '(BMH. n.) Txm';

6) nnaronu OflHOpasoBOTO M MHOPOKpaT—
Horo nefiCTBMH, cp.: tré'uk¢(l) ’THHyH(a)'
(BBQ. tré‘uktg) : tra.fik§(2) 'nepran(a)'
(MHQ. tra.fiki't¢), bra-uk¢(l) 'nepeqepK—
Hyn(a)' (MH®. brfi'ukte) : br§.u.k§(2) 'ne—
peqepKnBaJ(a)' (HHQ. brauki'te);

B) 3 JMHO HaGTOflmeTO m dynymero Bpeme—
HM, Hanp.: HaCT.B. ka-i§(l 'HMCTMT (-HTr
: dyn. B. ka.3§(2) 'OyneT 8—yT) HMCTMTL',
HaCT. B. mg’ia(l 'cmemMBaeT (—mT)‘ :
m$.i.é(2) 'OynBT 2-yT) cmemMBaTB'.

HmeneHHHe MZHMMaflLHHe napu xopomo

IEHOBAHTE KAHDMKEHE

ma nsficxnfi HeflHHCTflTyT
Ka nga JHTOBCKOFO 5353aIHHyJIm/I, JIMTCCP, CCCP 235419

pasnmqamTCH aynMTopaMM — npeflCTaBMTeHHMH
ceBepoxeMafiTcxnx r0B0pOB. HMpKymémec
BToporo Tuna (”“(2)) aynMpH B nonaBa-
meM OOflbmflHCTBe cayqaeB Bocnpmanmaww KaK
HHTOHaHHm, Oonee CHMBKyD K unpKymémeKcy
(Bocxonflmefi, HflaBHOfi MHTOHaHMH) JMTOBCKD—
PO aepaTypHoro HBHKa; aynMTopu, Bnanem-
mne flaTHMCKflM HSHKOM, cTaDT BToqHHfimemafiTCKMfi aKyT (”1%) nBeHTMHHHM npepuBn—
CTofi (lauzté) KHTOHaHMH HaTHmCKOTO nnTe—
paTypHoro Hsuxa (c.—meM. bfi’S'OyneT(—yT)’= mar. bfis 'T.x.'), a BToqHHfi UMpKyM—
mnexc — flaTHMCKOfi flflMTeHLHOfi (stiepté)
MHTOHaHMM.

B EmaXpOHqCKOM nHaHe ocodeHHo HHTe—
peca HpeflCTaBHHETCH nepBufi (a) cnyqafi,Tax Bax 0H CBMfleTeflLCTByeT o BosmomnofireHeTqCKofi CBHBM BToqm THHOB MHTO-aaumfi c noamHuMM ("oxcmwounqecxumn")aRHeHTyaHMOHHHMH napannrmamn npadanwufi—cxoro Hauxa (CM. Hume, § 3).

1.2. HeCKOHBKO nosme cxonHoe HBfleHMeooHapymeHo M B BOCTOq-HMTOBCRMX "yTHH-CKHX" M "naHeBemcxmx" rosopax (CM.,Hanp.,/2/, /3/). AyflMTMBHHe BKCHepHMeHTN, BH-HOHHeHHHe c HpeHCTaBHTeflHMM CeBepHHX na—HeBemcxmx r0Bop0B, CBMDBTeflBCTBymT o BeCL~ma qKOM HpOTMBOHOCTaBJeHMM: aynMTopunpaBMxBHo pacnosnann no 84.5% npenmarae—MHX MMHMMaflbHHX nap Tana plfifi.ke(l) 'nflm—Jl(a)' (MHQ). pléfi.kt}:) : pléfi‘ke(2) 'ma...Ban(a)' (HH@. pIauki'EB) n lé'uéeCl) vno_MaA(a)' (MHQ. lé‘ugéb) : 1a.fiée(2)'pa3fla—MHBafl(a)' (MHQ. la.fi§¢%B). OcodeHHo xopo-
mo pasxmqamTCH nemqHBfi M BTopqHfi ump-
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HyMLImencn — mm HBKOTopHX nap HOJIY‘IGHO no
943% npaBnJILHHX MSHTMKIMKEHM-

HepBI/I‘IHHfi ("Oapmonnqeomfi") BOCTO‘IHO“
aynm'rafi'rcxm‘zi aKyT aynn'ropu norm/1 eJIMHOJJJY'
IuHo oneHnBaxo'r Kan Gonee peaxo 11:3m
MHTOHaIImo, a B'ropnqnm‘zi ("onomonnqecmm")
UnpKqeKc - Kan pesno Bocxommym HHTO'
HalImo. Ho—Bmmomy, 9T0 odmcnneTcn npex-
ne Bcero paannnnnm UOOTHOmeHHeM nflMTefiB’
nocm (n anyc'rmecnofi oneprlm) KOMIIOHeH-
TOB mtp'ronra. Ho Ham/1M npeJIBapfiTeJILHHM
odcnenonanm B nanesexcmx rOBoa nep-
Bbrfi xomnonen'r onasanca OoJIee JIJIYITENIBHEM
non nemaHnM aKyTOM (cp.: iI=I89 MC 171 x2
=I75 Mc; t=2,25i>t0,05=1,97), a BToqHHfi
unpKyMtImeKo necnonbxo yBeJInaaeT JLIIMTeJIIr
HOCTB BTOpOI’O Komnonen'ra (cp.: SEQ =156 M0
n 21:150 Mo; t=3,482>t0’001=3.34) /3/.

2.0. bonee nonpoonnfi ananns axycmqe-
cmx HpI/IBHaKOB BTopaboc TnnoB onoronnx
nHToHaImi’I npoaomcn Ha 313M Tuna EC-IO60.
02 no nporpamme "EGLE", COCTaBIIeHHOfi HaMM
Ha name nporpammnposannn PL/l. B mamnny
(Kan nepsmnne namwe) mom/omen pesyma-
Tam pynHoro namepenrm ocumoxpawvx (n3-
MQPHJIPICB ammn'ryna n ,IUIH‘I‘eJIBHOCTL OTpes—
KOB Boxamrqecxoro cemeHTa B 2-3 KBasnne-
pnona). Boa Hafibflefimafl ananmnqecxan pa-
OOTa Bunonnena Ha SBM, Hanna}; 0 Tpc-
@opMam/In neaax namepennfi B @nsmecme
enauH (neundemu, repuu n T. n.) n KOH-
nan noc'rpoenneM "ToqeqHHx" ycpenHenIx
I'padgmxon mar/means OCHOBHOI‘O mm m MHTeH—
CMBHOCTPI (@14q Ha .momnrax Tame neqa—
Tanner. Tqne cpennne snaqennn M36paHa
Toqen rpaQfinKa n 1/9: nosepmenbnne 95-npo—
HeHTHbIe nHTepBaJm). ABTOMaTfl‘qKI/I onpene—
JIHJIOCI: pacc'ronnne o'r Hanana Bonannqecnoro
cemema no nnrca nHTenaHocm 11 081103110-
1‘0 Tona, Toqnn moTTaJInsaHnn, manaaonu n
npymsna "Bocxomnennn" P1 naneHnn MHTeH—
aHocm 121 mm m T.JI. Kpome odwmnx c'ra-
Tncmqecmx napame'rpoa (cpenm apqmflem-
necnnx, c'raHJJap'rnmx oTKJIoHeHm/I, noBepn—
TeJIBHHX nHTepBaJmB n np. [4]) , many/Ina
Tame onpeneJma K03<IXIMI1M€HTH noppennmm

Tam: nmenm‘i, Kan OCHOBHofi TOH 11 1431133.
CMBHOCTL, ocnonnofi TOH n mnTeJxLHocn,
MHTeHCMBHOCTL M mmenwoom.

HpemapHTeJIBHafi oncnepnmen'ranbnag pa-
do'ra nposomacra B Jladoparopnn ancnepn-
meHTanLHofi @one'mm, marema'rnqecnan oopa.
do'ma nanHHX ._ B BacnmeJILHon/x HBHTpe
KOJIJIGKTMBHOI‘O IIOJILBOBaHIdH BI'Y (noncm-
TaHT — non. B. Ynnaenac).

2.1.1. B ceBepoxemafiTCKr/nc roBopax (m-
cenonamcs maronbnue @opmn Tuna_6yn. B,
“3%) vdyflem (-y'r) 1incrm'rb‘ , ra.u.s(2
'Oyne'r (-yT) pHTB' , ku°§(2) 'GYJIeT (-yT)
neJmTL' n nacw. B. ké'iéfil) 'aTMT(-HT)',
ra-us(1) 'poeT (—mT)'. ku06(1)'uennT(-HT)
n ,11p.), Hanoonee qKo paanmamon nep-
Bnqnnfi n Bropnqnufi m, peamayerwne Kan
npepnsncwan MH'ronaumn. B Tex cnyqaax, K0-
rna CJIOI‘OHOCHTeJIeM amne'rca W m).
TOHI‘ ([aul. fail PI 1113.), BToqHnfi any?
omnqae'rcn 0T neaqro mnwemnocmo
CJIOI'OHOCMTeJIH (i2=365i35 MC, SEI=4OO+-32 Mo,
t=4,18 >to,05=2'00) , pasmmefi oononnoro
Tona m nHTecBHocm nepBou n BTopofi no-
JIOBIZIHH mQTOHI‘a (COOTBeTCTBeHHO 552:6,1 1n
n iI=5,2 m, 112:2 11B 14 i1 = 2.6 1113), pas—
JIMTJHHM omocenmmM "paccwomeM" no
Town momanusaunn (12:52i14%, XI = 581
16%, t/E/=2'03 >t0’05=2,00) , pTnanofl
nanennn nHTeHCMBHocm M Tona (COOTBeTCT-
Beano 7:2:100i82 313/0; 21 = 82133 HIS/0,15:
2,25 >t0’05z2,00; 32:93:35 IIT/C, 21:78i27
IIT/C, 17:2 ,95 >t0’05=2.04) .

Hpax'mqecm BO Bcex 0.11q donee Im-
KKMPI oxaaanncr: npnsnam HHTGHCMBHOCTK (cm.
pno. I) -_ ocnosnofi TOH BLIIIOJIHHeT Kan (SH
BCHOMOI’aTeJILHyIO pom.

Peaxmfi HolmeM MHTGHCMBHOCTPI n Ronny
mpmnra - Hoomem BTopI/rqnoro aKyTa, n0-
BMJUZIMOMy, n nponssom'r Bneqamenne omb-
Hofi mo'rTannsam/m ("IIpepHBa") , omeqaemofi
MHOI‘HMPI aynuwopamn. Ha KpMBuX oononnoro
Tona (CM. pnc. 2) 3T0 nanenne He Haema-
emq: Bce Tonoane omnnnn cnomeaI/IPOBa‘
an B HaaBHOM o'rpesne cnoronocn'rem.

Peaynmam aHannsa aKyTnpOBaHHHX SE11:
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P140. 2. OOoOmeHHHe Kpae max/means: ocnon—HOI‘O Tona cnonnnx aKyTMpOBaHI-ILDC JII/KIJTOHI'OBceBeponemafiTcnnx I‘OBOpOB.

fl mmonros ([ie/, [uo/) csnne'renbc'rsy-
m o Tex me Tennenumax. M B ,HaHHOM cnyqae
BTOpM‘qHHe Tnnu any'ra pasnnqamcn .IUIMTGJIL—
Hoc'mo (352:2’71138 MC, iI=312i41 MC, 17 =
2 ,74 >t0’05=2,06) , cooTHomeHneM nHTecB—
Hocm nepBon n BTopofi IIOJIOBHHH cnoronocn—

Tenn (12:6’53 us, 31:23:? 115, 17:2 ,70 >t0’05
=2 .06) , 0THOCMTeJIBHHM "paccwoannem" no
TO‘IKPI momannaamam (i2=53i14%,il=68i18%,
t=2,54 >to,05=2'06)' a Tame pTMBHofi na-
nemm MHTecBHoc'rn (i2=114i82 nB/c, XI =
83i22 nB/c, t=2,93>t0,05=2,06). OCHOBHofi
TOH I‘onoca onasancn coBceM HBBHa‘mMHM -
nccnelzyeMHe npoconexvm, no Bcefl BepOHTHOC-
Tn, xapamepnsyrocrcn mama ,IIMHaMI/NGCKKMPI
IIpPIBHaKaMI/I.

2.1.2. BTOpMTIHbTe mnu ceBeponemafiTono-
ro 112123d39308 (ecnn GyILMTB no pesynma—
Tam Hamero encnepnmeHTa) pasmqamcn sna-
aeJILHo cnaoee. OOHapynenn mm}. enem-

. IOIlUde CTaTMCTW-IGCKPI BHBHPIMHG paBHM‘II/IH: JUN!-
TenLHocTL enoroHocenn (i§=381t87 MC, ii
=431139 MC, t=3,43>>t0,05=2,06), nnanaaon
M3MeHeHHH ("BocxomneHna") MHTeHCMBHOCTH
($2411 1115, il=2tI ms, t=3,007t0,05=2,06)
n pTnsna "BocxomneHnH" nHTen0MBHO0TH<i§=41 ns/c, 31:21 1IB/C,t=2,21 > 120,05 =
2,06).

2.2.1. B BOCTOHHO-amTafiTCKHX (Hane-
Bemcnnx) roBopax (nocnenonanncs Imaronu
onHopasoBoro M MHOTOKpaTHOPO neficmsnn
bréfi.ke(l) 'nepeqepKHyn(a)‘ (HHQ. bréfi.—
kfb), tré'uke(l) 'THHyn(a)' (MHQ. tré'u-
ktb), bréfi'ke(2) 'nepeqepKnBan(a)' (nH@.
brauki'tb), tra.fike(2) 'nepI‘aJI(a)' (1213(1).
tra.fik¢%5) n np.), Kan n npennonaranoob
no pesynLTaTaM npenBapMTenLHoro aynnpoaa—
Hun, nqe pasnnqamTcn BTopaHe TMHH Egg
Kymmnenca.

OcooeHno qHo pasnnqaeTcn cpennee sna-qMe ocnonnoro gggg (ié=—2,Ii0,9 UT, ii:-2,510,8 n'r, 17:2,29 ”0.05:1,98), cpeJIHnfiTOH BTopofi HOHOBMHH nn®Tonra (ib2-2,3t0,8nT, EI=—2,7i1,1 nT, t=2,44 > to,05=1,98),
MMHMMaaoe BHaqne Tona (ib=-4,It1,9nw,iI=—5,813,2 nT,t=3,20>to,05=1,98), OT-
HocenLHoe "paccwonnne" no MMHnmyma Tona
(172:67,2t28,4%, SiI=80,8t23,8%, t = 2,322
to’05=1,98), Hanonen — pasnaHfi nflanason
nanennn Tona (25:3,9i2,5 HT, ii = 5,3i1,3
HT, t=2,14:>to’05=1,98). '

Becsma snaqnma n odman gagggggggggé
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HyMLImencn — mm HBKOTopHX nap HOJIY‘IGHO no
943% npaBnJILHHX MSHTMKIMKEHM-

HepBI/I‘IHHfi ("Oapmonnqeomfi") BOCTO‘IHO“
aynm'rafi'rcxm‘zi aKyT aynn'ropu norm/1 eJIMHOJJJY'
IuHo oneHnBaxo'r Kan Gonee peaxo 11:3m
MHTOHaIImo, a B'ropnqnm‘zi ("onomonnqecmm")
UnpKqeKc - Kan pesno Bocxommym HHTO'
HalImo. Ho—Bmmomy, 9T0 odmcnneTcn npex-
ne Bcero pEBHI/NHHM ooo'rnomenneM JUIMTe-TIB’
nocm (n anyc'rmecnofi oneprlm) KOMHOHeH-
TOB mtp'ronra. Ho Ham/1M npeJIBapfiTeJILHHM
odcnenonanm B nanesexcnnx rOBoa nep-
Bbrfi xomnonen'r onasanca OoJIee JIJIYITENIBHEM
non nemaHnM aKyTOM (cp.: iI=I89 MC 171 x2
=I75 Mc; t=2,25i>t0,05=1,97), a BToqHHfi
unpKyMtImeKo necnonbxo yBeJInaaeT JIJIMTGJIIr
HOCTB BTOpOI’O Komnonen'ra (cp.: 112 =156 M0
n 21:150 Mo; t=3,482>t0’001=3.34) /3/.

2.0. bonee nonpoonnfi ananns axycmqe-
cmx HpI/IBHaKOB BTopaboc TnnoB onoronnx
nHToHaImi’I npoaomcn Ha 313M Tuna EC-IO60.
02 no nporpamme "EGLE", COCTaBIIeHHOfi HaMM
Ha name nporpammnposannn PL/l. B mamnny
(nan nepsmnne namwe) 1330mm}: pesynb-
Tam pynHoro namepenrm ocumoxpawvx (n3-
MQPHJIPICB ammn'ryna n ,IUIHTeJIBHOCTL OTpes—
KOB Boxamrqecxoro cemeHTa B 2-3 KBasnne-
pnona). Boa Hafibflefimafl ananmnqecxan pa-
OOTa Bunonnena Ha SBM, Hanna}; 0 Tpc-
@opMam/In neaax namepennfi B @nsmecme
enauH (neundemu, repuu n T. n.) n KOH-
nan noc'rpoenneM "ToqeqHHx" ycpenHenIx
I'padgmxon mar/means OCHOBHOI‘O mm m MHTeH-
CMBHOCTPI (@14q Ha .momnrax Tame neqa—
Tanner. Tqne cpennne snaqennn M36paHHbrx
Toqen rpaQfinKa n 1/9: nosepmenbnne 95-npo—
HeHTHbIe nHTepBaJm). ABTomamnecnn onpene-
JIHJIOCI: pacc'ronnne o'r Hanana Bonannqecnoro
cemeH'ra no nnKa nHTencuBHocm 11 081103110-
1‘0 Tona, Toqnn moTTaJInsaunn, manaaonu n
npymsna "Bocxomnennn" P1 naneHnn MHTeH—
aHocm 121 mm m T.JI. Kpome odwmnx c'ra-
Tncmqecmx napaMeTpOB (CpeJIHPIX apmmem-
necnnx, c'raHJJap'rnmx oTKJIoHeHm/I, noBepn-
TeJIBHHX nHTepBaJmB n np. [4]) , many/Ina
Tame onpeneJma Kosmnnnemu noppennmm

Tam: nmenm‘i, Kan OCHOBHofi TOH 11 1431133.
CMBHOCTL, ocnonnofi TOH n mnTeJxLHocn,

MHTGHCMBHOCTL M .IIJIMTeJILHOCTB.
HpemapHTeJIBHafi encnepnmen'ranbnag pa-

50m HpOBOJIMJIaCL B Jladoparopnn ancnepn-

meHTanLHofi @one'mm, ma'rema'rnqecnan oopa.
do'ma nanHHX ._ B BacnmeJILHon/x HBHTpe
KOJIJIGKTMBHOI‘O IIOJILBOBaHIdH BI'Y (noncm-
TaHT — non. B. Ynnaenac).

2.1.1. B ceBepoxemafiTCKr/nc roBopax (m-
cenonamcs maronbnue @opmn Tuna_6yn. B,
“3%) vdyflem (-y'r) 1incrm'rb‘ , ra.u.s(2
'Oyne'r (-yT) pHTB' , ku°§(2) 'dyne'r (-yT)
HelIIITL' n nacz‘. B. ké'iéfil) 'qncmfl-aw)‘,
r’é'usu) 'poeT (—m‘)’ , ku05(1)'uemT(—HT)I
n ,11p.), Hanoonee qKo paanmamon nep-
Bnqnnfi n Bropnqnufi anyw, peamayeMHe Kan
npepnsncwan MH'ronaumn. B Tex cnyqaax, K0-
rna CJIOI‘OHOCHTeJIeM manne'rca W m).
TOHI‘ ([aul. fail PI 1113.), BToqHnfi any?
ommae'rcn 0T neaqro mnremnocmo
CJIOI'OHOCMTeJIH (512::365‘535 MC, SEI=4OO+-32 Mo,
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n iI=5,2 m, 112:2 11B 14 i1 = 2.6 1113), pas—
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Town momanusaunn (12:52i14%, XI = 581
16%, t/E/=2'03 >t0’05=2,00) , p'rnanofl
nanennn nHTeHcmaHocm 1/1 Tona (COOTBeTCT-
Beano 7:2:100i82 313/0; 21 = 82133 HIS/0,15:
2,25 >t0’05z2,00; 32:93:35 IIT/C, 21:78i27
IIT/C, 17:2 ,95 >t0’05=2.04) .

Hpax'mqecm BO Bcex onyqanx donee Im-
KKMPI oxaaanncr: npnsnam HHTGHCMBHOCTK (cm.
pno. I) -_ ocnosnofi TOH BLIIIOJIHHeT Kan (SH
BCHOMOI’aTeJILHyIO pom.

Peaxmfi HolmeM MHTGHCMBHOCTPI n Ronny
.mpmnra - Hoomem BTopI/rqnoro aKyTa, n0-
BMJUZIMOMy, n nponsrsoma'r Bneqamenne omb-
Hofi mo'rTannsam/m ("npepHBa") , omeqaemofi
MHOI‘MMPI aynuwopamn. Ha xpmssux oononnoro
Tona (CM. pnc. 2) 3T0 nanenne He Haema-
eTCH: Bce Tonoane omnnnn cnomeaI/IPOBa‘
an B HananLHoM o'rpesne enoronocn'rem.

Peaynmam aHannaa aKyTPIpOBaHI-IHX SEAT:
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P140. 2. OOoOmeHHHe Kpae max/means: ocnon—HOI‘O Tona cnonnux aKyTMpOBaHI-ILDC JMIJTOHPOBceBeponemafiTcnnx I‘OBOpOB.

fl mmonros ([ie/, [uo/) csnne'renbc'rsy-
m o Tex me Tennenumax. M B ,HaHHOM cnyqae
BTOpM‘qHHe Tnnu any'ra pasnnqamcn .IUIMTGJIL—
Hoc'mo (352:2’71138 MC, iI=312i41 MC, 17 =
2 ,74 >t0’05=2,06) , cooTHomeHneM nHTecB—
Hocm nepBon n BTopofi IIOJIOBHHH cnoronocn—

Tenn (12:6’53 us, 31:23:? 115, 17:2 ,70 >t0’05
=2 .06) , 0THOCMTeJIBHHM "paccwoannem" no
TO‘IKPI momannaamam (12:53i14%,il=68i18%,
t=2,54 >to,05=2'06)' a Tame pTMBHofi na-
nemm MHTecBHoc'rn (— =114i82 nB/c, XI =
83i22 nB/c, t=2,93>t0,05=2,06). OCHOBHofi
TOH I‘onoca onasancn coBceM HBBHa‘mMHM -
nccnelzyeMHe npoconexvm, no Bcefl BepOHTHOC-
TPI, xapamepnsymcn mun. ,IIMHaMI/NGCKKMPI
IIpPIBHaKaMI/I.

2.1.2. BTOpMTIHbTe mnu ceBeponemafiTono-
ro 112123d39308 (ecnn GyILMTB no pesynma—
Tam Hamero encnepnmeHTa) pasmqamcn sna-
aeJILHo cnaoee. OOHapynenn mm}. enem-

. IOIlUde CTaTMCTW-IGCKPI BHBHPIMHG paBHM‘II/IH: JUN!-
TenLHocTL enoroHocenn (i§=381t87 MC, ii
=431139 MC, t=3,43>>t0,05=2,06), nnanaaon
M3MeHeHHH ("BocxomneHna") MHTeHCMBHOCTH
($2411 1115, il=2tI ms, t=3,007t0,05=2,06)
n pTnsna "BocxomneHnH" nHTen0MBHO0TH<i§=41 ns/c, 31:21 1IB/C,t=2,21 > 120,05 =
2,06).

2.2.1. B BOCTOHHO-amTafiTCKHX (Hane-
BGKCKHX) roBopax (nocnenosanncs Imaronu
onnopasosoro M MHOTOKpaTHOPO nefiCTBnn
bréfi.ke(l) 'nepeqepKHyn(a)‘ (HHQ. bréfi.—
kfb), tré'uke(l) 'THHyn(a)' (MHQ. tré'u-
ktb), bréfi'ke(2) 'nepeqepKnBan(a)' (nH@.
brauki'tb), tra.fike(2) 'nepran(a)' (MHQ.
tra.fik¢%5) n np.), Kan n npennonaranoob
no pesynLTaTaM npenBapMTenLHoro aynnpoaa—
Hun, nqe pasnnqamTcn BTopaHe TMHH Egg
Kymmnenca.

OcooeHno qHo pasnnqaeTcn cpennee sna-qMe ocnonnoro gggg (ié=—2,Ii0,9 UT, ii:-2,510,8 n'r, 17:2,29 ”0.05:1,98), cpeJIHnfiTOH BTopofi HOHOBMHH nn®Tonra (ib2-2,3t0,8nT, EI=—2,7i1,1 nT, t=2,44 > to’05=1,98),
MMHMMaaoe BHaqne Tona (ib=-4,It1,9nw,iI=—5,813,2 nT,t=3,20>to,05=1,98), OT-
HocenLHoe "paccwonnne" no MMHnmyma Tona
(172:67,2t28,4%, SiI=80,8t23,8%, t = 2,322
to’05=1,98), Hanonen — pasnaHfi nflanason
nanennn Tona (25:3,9i2,5 HT, ii = 5,3i1,3
HT, t=2,14:>to’05=1,98). '

Becsma snaqnma n odman gagggggggggé
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cnoronocm‘em, TOJILKO B IIaHHOM CJIY‘Iae (B

ommne OT xemafi'rcmx I'OBOpOB) GOJIee MILI-

TeJILHHM onaaamcs BTOQWZI-mfi umpxymcimexdxz

=296i53 MC, 521:280‘213 MC, 17/s .98>to,05
=2,0I) .

OdodmeHHHe KpMBHe nHTeHCHBHocm nonyqn—

macs noqm nsomopmumn, a Kpmaue OCHOBHO-

ro' Tona canneTeJILc'rBym o Becmwa cymecw—

BeHHOM pasJImU/m (CM. pnc. 3).

7 2 .3a a” 6” {w r...
-1_ .. [all]

I’ \
'2. \-..” \\‘/

«x-3. [aufl \

-4-

HT

Pnc. 3. OOoOmeHHHe Kpmahxe mmem OCHOB-
HOI‘O TOHa @1021:m uMpKmeKTMpOBaHHHX

Boc'roqao-amTafiTcxI/Lx mimoaroxa.

2.2.2. B aKyTgponaHHHx caorax BOOToq-

Ho—amTafiTCKnx (nanesemcxnx) TOBOpOB yc—

TaHOBfleH numb onnH cwaTMCaecxn snaqmmufl
npnaaax.— pasnaoe "paCCTOflHMe" MMHnmyma

MHTGHCMBHOCTH 0T Banana HMQTOHra (32:88t

21%, il=9silo%, t=2,15>to’05=1,99); o
cxonaofi Tenneanmn osuneTenLcyeT m nono—
xeane MMHmmyma ocnoanoro Tona (i2=72i24%,
ii=82i22%,'t=I,96>tO’l=I,66).

3. MTaK, B HMTOBCKMX rogopax npOTMBOHG-
CTaBflflmTCH He TOJLKO HepBMqHHe TMHH encro-
BHX nHTOHanmfi (aKyT n HMpKqmeKc), H0 n
BTopaHe EX TKHH (nemqHHfi M BToqHHfi
aKyT, neaqHHfi m BTopqHfi unpxymgmeKc).
TO'iHHfi @onoxormecxmfi c'ra'ryc BTopI/I‘IHHX MH-

TOHaumfi noxa He UpenCTaBHHeTCH Bnonne HG—
HEM: BosmomHo, HTo MX onnosunmn CBOEETCH
K npOTMBOHOCTaBneHmm flByX pasnnqnux THHOB
exogecaoro ynapeHma (cymeCTBOBaHme ROTO-
pux B flMTOBCKMX nnaneKTax yme noxaaano),
XOTH UpOTMB Taxofi TpaETOBKM MOKHO BHHBM-
HyTB m HeKOTopue Bospamenma.

B Mmeamecxom mane Handonee 138e

Bonpoc 0 01333121 BTOpI/DIHHX VIHTOHaunfi 0 Im-

daJImficmmn (u npaMHnoeBponeficmmz) ax-

uem-yaunonnuwl napalmrmamn Id, Come KOHK-

pe'rao, c nepememexmmm yJIapeHIm B pagflm

aux @opmax, 0THOGHII1MXCH K omofi M T0121 me

ameHTyannonnofi napannmeflosrmxaew ceph—

9311351 mama, qTo cqn'ra'rb nepsmmmfl'ox-

cmonmecxoe" ynapeHme GJIOBOQOpM, omocg-

meecx K danmmcxofi noJIBmxHofi ("oxcm'rogm

qecxofi") napalmme, mm me BTopvrqaue cm)—

romae mnwoaalmm. BTopI’I‘IHHe KHTOHaHMM mom-

Ho OGMCHHTB Bax pesyJILTa'r peTpaKum yua-

peHPLH c Koneqnux (moron (cp. BOBHMKHOBe-

Hme cpemenammonofi npepHBnc'rofl mmoaanm

m cxomme manna B JIMTOBCKKX "dapmoam-

qecxnx" rosopax), HO npmumnnamno BOSMO-

mm m npownBonmIomHaH Toma spemm: 37m-

peane momo oxaaaTLca Ha ROHeqHOM more

MBBeCTHHX CJIOBO®0pM B pesyJILTa're ero ne-

pememenm c ocnoa, oOJIaJIaBmmc nporro'rmnaw

COBpeMeHHHX "BTopqHHX" MHTOHaum‘i (op.

cxonnoe donee noagmee Hmenme, ormcmaae-

moe sanonom @opTyHaTOBa — Ite Coccmpa).

Mm cmoaflemca K nepBof/i aJIL'repHa'rnBe,

xom ,IIOKaBaTb ee "eflMHCTBeHHOCTB", IIO-BM-

mow, noxa He'r peanbaofi BOSMOKHOCTH.
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ceBeponaHeBecoro manema Jm'roscrcoro
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KaHlI. (1mm. HayK. Bmsmoc, 1984.

3. Kaéiuékiené G. Antriniai priegaidiiu

tipai éiauriniq panevééiékiq tarméjefl
Mokomojo ir aukléjamojo proceso 01‘85'
nizavimas: Praneéimu tezés. éiauliai.
1983. P. 179-180.

4. Ypdax B. 10. CTaTMCTmeCKI/xfi aHaJII/IB B On-
OJxorI/Iqecxmc n memm/IHCKMX MCGJIeIIOBaHfl'
Hx. M.: Memunaa, 1975.
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HMHAMMKA ODHOSMHMK CHOFOBHX MHTOHAHMH B QOHOHOPMHECKMX CMCTEMAX flMAflEKTHOH
M IDPOHCKOM PEEK /HA MATEPMAHE HMTOBCKOPO EBHKA/

EAHMA PPVMAHEHE

HHCTKTyT nuwoscxoro Hauxa n
nurepawypu AH flCCP
Bnusfimc, flnTCCP, CCCP 232043

PEBKME

B noxnane npnnonfircn exonepnmeawaabfiue
mane, CBMJIBTGJIBCTBYKXHKS 0C5 omocmenbao
MBJIOH BHa‘IKMOCTK upoconnqecm xapam‘epnc—

TKK (HO-WW, 3a KCKJIKJ‘IBHMBM npmsHaKa

nanwexsuocrn) cuoroaux nxroaaunfi AMQTOHPOB
He TOHBKO B nuwoncxofi roponcxofi pequ. HO
n - B meHLmefi crenean — B Bocroqflom nua-
aeKTe.

B Hacroamee BpeMfi moxHo cqnwarb noxasafi—
HHM, qTo cnoronue nxroaannn ceBepo-aanan—
aux (xemafircxnx) nuaneKToa nnroacxoro H38-
Ka HOCET npemmymecrneuuo nuHammqecxufi, a
He mysuxaALHHfi xapaxrep /I/. Hpnpona eno-
ronux naroaannfl Bocroqanx (n mxfiux) nua—
fieKTOB anagerca doaee npodnemarmqfiofi. Oco—
OeHHo BaxHHM (n, xpome TOPO, Becsma nuc-
xyccuoaaum) no cnx uop ocwaerca nonpoc 06
owaoczrensaofi annexaunu naHHofi npoconnqec-
Kofi onnoannnn Ha BOCTOHHOaJKTOBCKMX monom—
TOHPaX /2/. CymecrneHHHe K3MeHeHEH aKueH—
Tyaunoaaofi cmcreMH, Hadxmnaemue B roponc-
Kofi pequ /3/, yxaauBamT Ha onpenexenfiue
cymecTBeHHHe'anrn B cncweme encroaux HH-
TOHannfi.

B naHHOM MCCHGHOBaHHH conocranngwrca upo-
connqecxne xapaxrepncruxn cacronux KHTOHa—
nnfl B peqn npencranurenefi Bocwoqnux ayxm.
Tafiros n ypoxeauen r.BnnLHmc. Ens uncrpy—
MGHTaHBHOPO aHanuaa Oman nonodpafin caosa c
KWOHI‘aMK 2-3! 5‘39 9}, (moronue HHTOHa-

BOHMQAHAC CTYHEKH

BKHLHmCCKHfi rocyxnnepcurer
enpa AHTOcoro 533m

BEHBHDC, HMTCCP, CCCP 232017

m KOTOpHX BIIOflHe ‘IGTKO paaxuqamca Rafi
BO Bcex nuaneKTax, wax n B roponcxofi peqm.
flnmrourn ai, a9, ei Guam peannaoBaHH nex—
1U myxm CONIaCHHMH MK nocne nayau:
taiko — Egggito, taiko - Baiko, kaifo -
Baigo, tauko - tango, gauk - sauk, kguké-
kauké, kaugg - kauéo, auk - auk, keikia-

222222. 2222-2 - 22222, 2222 - 2e2k7fi§§§ue
anona ”BCTaBnEnMCB" B Kparxne npennoxeung
B ROTOPHX can aafinmann cpenfimn noauunm, n
Guam 3aqnwauu c Bocxonfimefi (4) n uncxo-
namefi (i) @paaoauMn MHTOHauMHMH des norm—
qecxorb yuapeama Ha nccnenyemux cnonax. a
range B cnasaom TeKcre (9%) non HeamQaTn-
qecn @pasoBHM ynapexnem. flnKTopaMH Oman
nBa npencraanreaa BOCTqo-ayxmmafircxoro
ymaacxoro nuanexwa u nBa ypoxenua r.aL-
fine, He Bxanemmne an oaM TpanMnKOHHHM
HKTOBCKMM nuanexwou.
Hepanqfiue naHHHe BK3yaflLHO K3M8peHHHX 264
ocunnxorpamm Guam nonBeeyTH mawemarnxo-
cramncrnqecxomy auanuay B Buqncnuwensfiom
uefirpe KonneKTuBHoro nonbsonanna BPY' no
nporpamme "EGLE" (HSHK nporpammzponafina
PL/l; cocwaanm A.rnpneauc), xoropaa aBTO—
marnqecxn onpenenaer K crarucruqecxn od-
padarunaem Bce ocaoafiue npoconnqecne xa-
paxrepncrnxn unwoaauzfi (CM./4/).
Pesynbwawu aaannsa cnnnewenscraymr o TOM,
qTo camum nocroaHHHM npoconnqecxnm nanzxa-
TOPOM enoronax HHTOHanKfi nnmroaron nccne-
nyemnx nocrqo-anwoscxnx roaopon n peqn
Bnnbamcuen asaaerca aggggggggggg (axyrxgp
BaHHue aroarn no odmefi nauwenbxocwu 33-
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M IDPOHCKOM PEEK /HA MATEPMAHE HMTOBCKOPO EBHKA/

EAHMA PPVMAHEHE

HHCTKTyT nuwoscxoro Hauxa n
nurepawypu AH flCCP
Bnusfimc, flnTCCP, CCCP 232043

PEBKME

B noxnane npnnonfircn exonepnmeawaabfiue
mane, CBMJIBTGJIBCTBYKXHKS 0C5 omocmenbao
MBJIOH BHa‘IKMOCTK upoconnqecm xapam‘epnc—

TKK (HO-WW, 3a KCKJIKJ‘IBHMBM npmsHaKa

nanwexsuocrn) cuoroaux nxroaaunfi AMQTOHPOB
He TOHBKO B nuwoncxofi roponcxofi pequ. HO
n - B meHLmefi crenean — B Bocroqflom nua-
aeKTe.

B Hacroamee BpeMfi moxHo cqnwarb noxasafi—
HHM, qTo cnoronue nxroaannn ceBepo-aanan—
aux (xemafircxnx) nuaneKToa nnroacxoro H38-
Ka HOCET npemmymecrneuuo nuHammqecxufi, a
He mysuxaALHHfi xapaxrep /I/. Hpnpona eno-
ronux naroaannfl Bocroqanx (n mxfiux) nua—
fieKTOB anagerca doaee npodnemarmqfiofi. Oco—
OeHHo BaxHHM (n, xpome TOPO, Becsma nuc-
xyccuoaaum) no cnx uop ocwaerca nonpoc 06
owaoczrensaofi annexaunu naHHofi npoconnqec-
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nyemnx nocrqo-anwoscxnx roaopon n peqn
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BaHHue aroarn no odmefi nauwenbxocwu 33-
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pozcssi pezz smears Emu" um
: -=p3:i _ *3: E5332: cmsmnézsxyn
2.225.225.3223 mmm means we-
:3-3: amen. me swampzt (B sa-

w“? maximal. rze yam“? Eze-
sau 53:35:35 21:53:13; we: macro 05-

perase '~ “23:22:23 /7/; 3 33351221 neare-
:.:3=__-:z=.x naepuaezca. are a memmcx
5.3m maniacs; 3:23:33 - 2:13am-
:a‘z 2.223351: 2:223:21 flea—mi /8/).
3:352: 15:3: :pezzsasmi 5552i uran-

czr an": “ii-7.52.": mars; HECCIEEEEO
merge:- cman. 2:22:31; 95mm 1 same:-
332 yzmazze :5;3::~:> 3352:25-123. Tame}:—
IE‘- 3, axiarseszoe 333233511 1 mm
mama. 2mm: taste I aims-z :3.

we 'KpaTKOC‘Ib' (1MB. Tomee, 858311135.

xeKBOCTB) 1, y B Hopuarzaaofi mePaTYPHoa

pen /9/-
Penesamaocn npyru Upocomecm “FREE

303 .. nareaczaaoc'rz, ocaoaaoro TOEa

-

3

cutbmcme WEB amen or maxpergog

Bosw- A ,
Tito mcae'rca upencraazrezzez mama, To

mowmoe acne PIE-5853315123 Datum

mamaerca B 'rexcre (mmeacaxza orcyrc.

ram saaqzmc‘rfi P3333“?! ammm l
mmemzpoaamx 12111051013 no mu,

Hocrz?): amzponaaaae 31:103.“: 0mm.

c3 meabm paCCTOHHZEM mam Eamon 111;.

mare. a mom»; EHTEHCZBHOCTZ (30.4%),
:15“ upmemzpoeame (46.6%). a ram

cones yam xzanaaoaon 33613223513 a do-

Jree msmfi mopofi €83?l KpZBofi ocaonaom

'roaa. MWexcy caoficrseaaa (Doodegao

3 1103mm: 0 Hzcxomzez (ipaaoaoz momma)

(50’:s paama new I z 2 Eacrm max-

cmocrn. BM amzposazzw moron 3 ma-

Jzeme xapamepim cme Koppem new

cpewefi mwoc'rw z cpezfiei meson-

Hocmn mm TOHOM, new cpezaei mesm-

Hoc'mo n cpemm; TORCH (3a acmqeazenm-

am e momma?! $123030: Emma),

Toma 3a: m mmemzposaszsx - m

nomenmm moppeamm.

B pen BULHDCIIEB (xpoue summer: 0628!

wwwomz) meme:- ymaars Ha cmm

Poppemm Hem meacmocrm 31 canon-

53M roaon; 03a osaapyxzeaerca B ocaomon

mum B mpWemzpom exorax. Ea-

npmep, npn nemmei ipasoaoz zsroaam

oaa film-term 013535 cmoi (3 = 0.3682 >

> 0.1600). a B npemozemx c mcmmez

ipasoaoi aroma: orcyrcrsyer.

Crasaefize upooomecm cmic'rz pen

nc'rasmezefl zmema a 1‘0c 1101335-

8591'. t{To moan 31, an, ei 3 3mm
Cm! Pew: ammcq OBEee'EpaEE-tmm. qex
”OTRTCTBWS .mi'roam momma-amt: -
:afircmro mama (pasma crarzcrzqecn

. , , ‘ .

-

.m .__ -.. mama 3a zcmqeaz u . mm?Ia E3 Edit—:5. 2s is. 3.5). cc 2“ ' ' 3 WW
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TOHI‘OB B rexcre (maxpenme name cp. no
TaOJIW-Ie))o
Maxcmamaoe mono peneBaLn-Hux pamrmfi
mew Amemnofi n roponcxofi peV-mo Hamm—
naerca y aKy'mpOBaHHHx nucproaros, pe‘aJm-
ayeMHx c axommefi @pasonofi mroxannen .
B arofi nosmmn lIaHI-Ihle nmom‘z BOCTO‘IHO-
aymafircxoro meme. omnqam'ca morn-
mm xapamepmc'mxamn KHTeHCHBHOC’I‘PI (Han —
pumep, donee anemia I qacrszo Kpunofimazb-
mefi pasmmefi mew I n 2 qac'raxvm CJIOI‘OHO-
cn'rem, 6635mm pacc'roafinem 110 HaaIa MM-
gmyma m maximum pacc'roaHMeM mew Haqa-
30M ,zmqn'orma z MaxcmyMOM, conee yam
masoxom Bocxomemm m meHLmefi xpy'rna -
Hon naueam) n ocaonaoro 105a (aaupmep.
<56a pacc'roaHMeM mam Eamon .IIKKIA‘OH-
ra K maKcmm. meHLmefi p'maaofi Boc-
xomenm. Oonee yam manaaoaou axox-
news a np.). Koppewmm mecBHoc-
m m ocaonfloro 1033 Hart B nuaJxex'rHofi. wax
n B roponcxofi pew madam Mfiome pam -
qm, uo—Bmzmmw, odmcmm‘ca Boaneficm
(pamopa MHTeJILHOCTK.

unprqrmemnposame Amman non Hucxo -
mefi mroxaunefi mefiee paannm. Kpomem-
to. n B nmeme, n B roponcmfi perm Ha-
dmmaercx cmwax Koppemmm mew mares-
cuBHoc'rw n OCHOBHHM TOHOM. unpwmimexcy
Bocrqo-aymrrafi'rcxoro nnaJIem'a xapam‘e-
pHo do’Jmee pacc'roxane no Havana mm-
Ma meacnnfiocm n ocaonnoro roaa.
Hpmepao 're me paamqm B npoconnqecxnx
OCOOeHHOCTfiX unpiqrmimemnponaanux nuqrrori-
r013 lmaJIGKTHOfi n roponcxofi peqn HaCSJIKma—
max M c Bocxozmmefi KHTOHaLmefi. Tommo B
gamma cyqae ms: nmema xaparcrepeH do-
nee umpoxufi nuanaaon maxemm nareacmaaoo-
M u ocuoanoro 'rona, a Tame Oonbmaa pn
Hana nememm ocaomioro Tona.
I{To xacae'rca aKYTPIpOBaI-IHHX amomos B
1103mm c Bocxommefi mronatmefi. '1‘0 owe-
me pasmqm xaparcrepuc'rmc ocaomxoro T0-
Ha memy nmemaofi M roponcraofi pemo co-
xpamm-ca, a pasanm xapam'epuc'rnx mi—

TGHCKBHOCTM OTCYTCTBYIOT, 3a KCIUIIO‘IGHHBM .
pacc'roamm no name. wmua.
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TBHOKBHOCTH woxgux WOI‘II‘OB c
ancxowmzefi @paaoaofi KHTOHaImen.
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Puc.2. OGoOmeHHHe KpMBHe nmeam oc-
HOBHOI‘O roaa (mama): MOI-EOE
c Hzcxommefi (ppaaonofi nuroaanmefi

_ __ : airmen} BOOT. aymaflm

.. .. . .. — am

~~~ - “PRIME-Hem

MaTeMaTnm-c'ramcrnqecxnfl aHaJma commo-
rpaqecxnx nammx CBmeTeJILc'rBye'r o TOM,
q'ro Brnmemnon cnc'reme exorcism mosa-
unfi nnqrroaroa ooxpaamocs ddnsmee ‘MCJIO
peJIBBaH‘l‘KHX npocomqecm xapamepncmx .
qeu B ropolxcmfi perm. Hocrommum 0611121q-
53m ocemc cacrem amercz gmenbfloc'rg
no Been Bepoamoc'rn. Burexamax 11?. pass--
amoro Kaqecrea nepBoro Icon/momma aKy -
wpoaammx n Impiqrmem‘zposaum .mp-

} BMLHJOCHH
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TOHI‘OB. CJIBIIOBaTeJIBHO. Ha NOTOKB JIETOBC-
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nocreneano Tepam camcromemww 338-

mms naxe Ha Woman npmzem B ro-

poncxofi perm aro'r nponecc uponcxonn'r do-

me aneprmmo n nowenoaaremao. 3130 an-

Jremae Hexademio nomo npmaecrz K ocmd —

mm H name ncqeaxonexnm onnoamlm moro-

BHX umouaunfi Ha mnoqmarax, me npoco—

mmecxne HpH3HaKM He xomeacnpymca Ka-

‘IeCTBeI-IHHMPI. IIo—Bmxmomy, 3mm memo 065-

scam'r. peaynma'ru IIpeJIMMKHapHOI'O ammo—

recmponanm, yxasuaamne Ha T0, we a

Bocrormom JIKTOBCKOM (B qac'raocm y'macxoxv)

rosope morome MHTOHaImn MOHOQDTOHI‘OB ( n
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L.Anusiené 1

DURATION OF LONG STRESSED VOWELS' IN PRESENT-DAY

LITHUANIAN UTTERANCES

LILIJA ANUSIENE

Dept. of Foreign Languages

Vilnius Civil Engineering Institute

Vilnius, Lithuania, USSR 232040

ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the results of an

investigation into the duration of acute

and circumflex vowels and vocalic diph-

thongs in extended speech contexts. The

results obtained lead us to the conclusion

that duration is not the main factor in

the differentiation of accent type.

In Lithuanian, long monophthongs, and vo-

calic or mixed diphthongs (vowel plus ei-

ther liquid or nasal consonant) in stress-

ed position may have falling or rising ac-

cent. The terms "falling" and "rising" re-

tain musical connotations, and the actual

nature of the intonation is in doubt, so

for practical purposes it is better to use

the neutral terms "acute" and "circumflex"

/I/. These tenms refer only to the names

of the signs used to mark the accent /2/.

Some investigators have proposed that the

most notable prosodic feature of Lithua-

nian accent is vowel duration /3/, with

the circumflex vowels being longer than

acute ones /4/.

The duration of syllabic neuclei in the

Lithuanian colloquial language has been

experimentaly investigated by many lin -

guists. Previous studies used the follow-

ing as test material: 1) isolated two-syl-

lable words /5/, 2) minimal pairs in iso-

lation and 3) minimal pairs placed at the

beginning, in the middle, or at the end of

short phrases /6/.

The purpose of this research was to study

the duration of acute and circumflex vo—

wels and vocalic diphthongs. The experi—

mental data consisted of 128 utterances,

typical of the Standard Lithuanian langu-

age, recorded on magnetic tape by 3 male

and 2 female subjects. Measurements were

obtained from intonograms.

In the experimental material the vowels

and diphthongs under investigation are

found in various phonetic environments and

in various positions in the phrase. The

vowels in question are found in all possi-

ble positions in the word and in the phra-

se. So as to compensate for the influence

of the position of the word in the phrase

the experimental phrases were constructed
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L.Anusiené

so that the vowel is found an equal number

of times in each position. In order to

compensate for differences in absolute du-

ration in different positions computations

are based on relative differences in dura-

tion. The data for each subject were indi-

vidually analyzed, but since the same car-

pus was used for each subject we can also

contrast the data on vowel and diphthong

duration for all the subjects as a group.

Previous studies which examined the dura-

tion of long stressed vowels revealed

that: l) in isolated two syllable words

the duration of circumflex vowels is al-

ways greater than that of acute vowels /7A

2) in short phrases material results indi-

cated that duration of circumflex vowels

is greater in 86.7% of the cases /8/.

The results of the present research re-

vealed that there is almost no difference

in the duration of circumflex and acute

vowels in extended speech contexts.

Lehiste /9/ claims that in the range of

the durations of speech sounds - usually

from 30 to about 300 mseo - the just-no-

ticeable differences in duration are be-

tween 10 and 40 msec. In our experimental

material the difference in duration of

vowels with different accent types is less

than l0 msec in 53.3% of the cases, is

less than 20 msec in 40% of the cases, and

slightly exceeds 20 msec in 6.7% of the

cases. In subject 3 there is a substantial

difference in duration between acute and

2

circumflex /1/ (131.23) but there isaL

most no difference for subjects 1 and 4

(“1.02; 1:1.01). The two /u/’s with dif.

ferent accent types do not differ for sub.

jects (1:1.05; 1:1.04), but“

differ substantially for subject 1 (lug;

3 and 4

There are no other cases of clear dim.

rences in duration between acute andch.

cumflex vowels.

The results obtained revealed that flmm

is no significant difference in duraum

of the acute and circumflex vowels.Tma

leads us to the conclusion that durafim

is not the main factor in the differenfia

tion of accent type in the Lithuaniancd.

loquial language.

Some Lithuanian linguists /10/ claitt

circumflex diphthongs are longer thanaw-

te ones. Pakerys, Plakunova and Urbelum

/11/ claim that the diphthongs /au/,/aU,

/ei/ are almost equal in duration, inns

pective of the type of accent. The reams

of the present research revealed thattm

acute diphthongs are longer than thecn-

cumflex ones. Substantial difference n

duration between different accent typesfi

characteristic of the pronunciation ofafl

the subjects in the case of the diphuws

/ai/. for three

/au/

/ei/. As

(i.e. 6.67% of the cases)

subjects in the case“

subject in the case M

out of fifteen

and for one

only one case

shows subsmm

tial difference in the duration 0ft“

/ei/. /ie/. luO/diphthongs in favour“
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the acute accent type, we may claim that

there is essentially no difference in the

duration of the above mentioned circumflex

and acute diphthongs. It should be noted

that the range of duration of circumflex

diphthongs in female subjects is very

small, so that in their speech there is

no significant difference in duration for

all the under in-circumflex diphthongs

vestigation.

The given data allow us to arrange the

diphthongs, irrespective of the accent

type, in order of decreasing duration:

au-—>ai —>-ei —-uo —~ie.

From the above

that:

evidence we may conclude

1. There is no significant difference in

duration between acute and circumflex

vowels.

2. There is a substantial difference in

the duration of the diphthongs /ai/ and

/au/ pronounced with different accent

type.

3. Where (2) is relevant, acute diphthongs

are longer than circumflex ones.

4. There is no significant difference in

duration for the diphthongs /ei/, /uo/.
/ie/ pronounced with different accent

type.

5. According to their duration, diphthongs
may be classified into three groups,

irrespective of accent type: /au/. /ai/

- the /ei/ /uo/.
/ie/ - the shortest.

longest, - medium,

3

6. Circumflex diphthongs in the speech of

female subjects show no difference in

duration.
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PITCH ACCENTS IN STANDARD LITHUANIAN

VALERIJA VAITKEVICIUTE

State ConserVatoire
Vilnius, Lithuania, USSR 232000

ABSTRACT

In Standard Lithuanian there is no
overall scheme for the realisation of
pitch accents. A common feature in speak-
ers of the Standard language and also in
those of Various dialects is the constant
presence of opposition of acute and circum
flex accents, while the choice of phonetic
characteristics used in opposition and the
way they were used Varied from dialect to
dialect. Prosodic distinctions are found
in the difference in level of amplitude
and fundamental frequency and not in their
contours.

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary researchers into Standard
Lithuanian pitch accents /l,2,3/ have
attempted to find an overall scheme for
their realisation in the parameters of
difference in fundamental frequency, in
intensity and in duration. They took
averages of data received from speakers of
both sexes (with varying disposon of
voice) who also had different dialect
origins. Their estimates of durational,
fundamental frequency and amplitudinal
difference in pitch accents of vowels
were based only on the number of cases
and did not take into account whether or
not such differences were of any signifi-
canse for perception. Researchers have
also failed to attach significance to the
following remarks of the well-known
dialectician Z.Zinkeviéius /4/: "Speakers
of dialects who subsequently learn Stan-
dard Lithuanian pronounce monophthongs and
diphthongs with the pitch accents of that
dialect. They do not acquire the pitch
accents of Standard Lithuanian, that is of
the language spoken in the southern part
of Western Aukstaiéiai."
Pitch accents were studied from oscillo-
graphic recordings of normal and whispered
speech and from listening tests using
segmented quasi-homonyms as stimuli. Thefollowing parameters were investigated:duration, amplitude, fundamental frequencyproportional energy of stressed vowels
(the amount of total energy per msec),total energy of unstressed vowels as well
as pitch fluctuation in adjacent syllables
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The work presents data from a recent osci-
llographic study of pitch accents in
isolated disyllabic quasi-homonyms of
speakers of Standard Lithuanian from di—
fferent regions that has shown all the
dialects to have a continual opposition of
accent, while choice of phonetic characte-
ristics and the manner of their use varied
from dialect to dialect. Two speakers
spoke the Kapsai dialect: Sp.l, 4; the Ve-
liuoniskiai dialect was represented by
Sp.2; the Dzukai dialect by Sp.5. Ampli-
tude, fundamental frequency and proportio-
nal energy were measured for vowels as a
whole and for vowel parts CI, II, III): of
the first and second components of diph-
thongs and monophthongs. This method was
used to gather information conCerning
amplitudinal, fundamental frequency and
proportional energy difference in differ-
ent pitch accents of Vowels in identical
parts of the vowels. This identified the
part which carries information about di-
fferences between the pitch accents in
each of the various parameters. Analysis
of the vowel part by part makes it
possible to define the difference between
pitch accents occuring, not in the con-
tours of amplitude and fundamental fre-
quency, but in the uneVen level of these
parameters as a whole. Only in this way
is it possible to identify the particular
part of the vowel where compensation of
one parameter another takes place, to find
out where correlation between them occurs
and to find out which parameter is most
important.
Differences of pitch accents in duration,
amplitude and fundamental frequency were
expressed in per cent and compared in
pairs by the sign criterion (sign test)
P = 0.05. First and foremost, we estimated
all the differences revealing this ten-
dency, disregarding their contribution to
perception. The significance of differ-
ences in duration and amplitude as postu-
lated by Weber and Fechner, and the signi—
ficanca of differences in fundamental fre-
quency (tone) as postulated by Flanagan
and Saslaw. Only these perceptually signi-
ficant differences were later taken into
consideration. Data on duration differ*
ences also included a record of the dif-
ferences in the type of vowels under study
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PITCH ACCENTS IN SPEAKERS 0F KAPSAI
ORIGIN (Sp.1 AND 4)

- the mostIn ka sai dlalect (513.1 and 4), _
imporgant features were amplituge gfizpero-
cially for Sp.4) and duration. n v we)
nuncntion of Sp.l, information on o f the
differences in amplitude, ggggggégg in
t e of itch accen , was
sgpentirg vowel (monophthons or gipgtggggt
2)an entire monophthong or the firs d
ponent of a diphthong, 3)the first agif_
third parts of a Vowel. 89-1 showed
ferences in whole vowels in 82% 0f tge f
cases, significant differences in 55 25%
the cases. For 2) we obtained 91%‘andth .
respectively. For 3) 82% and 64% fgr 6
lat art of a vowel and 91% and 73m fori
the rd part of a vowel. In all the s -
tuations mentioned above, the stressed
vowel with acute accent had greater inten-
sity than the vowel with circumflex ac-
cent. Data values ex ressing the tendency
shown in points l),2 ,3) by the sign cri-
terion (P = 0.05) were labelled +_o and
the significant difference in amplitude
was‘called "-".
Therefore, the amplitude in phonetic rea-
lization of pitch accents in the pronun-
ciation of Sp.l is highly important. 0n
the one hand, it is distinguished by a
stable level within the-vowels and expres-
ses the tendency. On the other hand, the
small number of quasi-homonyms where dif-
ferences in amplitude were significant,
indicates a certain lack of independence
of this parameter. The same may be said
concerning the differences in duration of
vowels with Various pitch accents. Dur-
ation differences in vowels were expressed
in 100% of the cases; differences were
significant in 64% of the cases, while dif
ferences significantly correlated with the
character in only 55% of the cases. The.
expressed duration differences by the sign
criterion (P = 0.05) were considered "+",
and significant differences in all the
previously mentioned cases were "-".
Comparison of data on the ratio of ampli-
tude and duration leads to the following
conclusion. In the pronunciation of Sp.l
the uneven level of amplitude within vo-
wels with different pitch accents is sup-
ported by their difference in duration:
the proportional energy of the whole straysed vowel with acute accent is greater
than that of a corresponding vowel with
circumflex accent-in 91% of the cases. TheIst, the IIIrd parts in 82% of the cases.In all cases data Values for the sign cri-terion (P = 0.05) were "+", indicating thecorrelation of these two parameters.
Difference in fundamental frequency of V0-wels with different pitch accents for Sp.lin 64% of the cases were expressed andsignificant only in the 1st part of thevowels. In both cases data Values for thesign criterion (P = 0.05) were "~". Fae-.tors that witness its participation were
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s.Pirst, the shift of maximum _aiiifliiozo the first part of the VOWelg:
phiapered speech. Secondly, the lack of
"1 1f1cant differences in these Vowel
8 5:5 in amplitude and in duration. Thbd
:3 some extent the test Values for per-
caption: pitch accents in quasi-homo
with deleted initial consonants and on-
lides of vowels in some pairs were re-

gognized as different, while in others
they lost information concerning diffmh
ences and weri)taken for identical acute

F1 0 o

gfikentguncigtion of Sp.1, the differmme
in fundamental frequency between syl-
1ables acted as an auxiliary: the differ.
ences in fundamental frequency betweentm
last part of the vowel with acute accent
and a following unstressed vowel was
greater than the corresponding differmme
between the vowel with circumflex accent
and a following unstressed vowel in 73%og
the 085 ea 0
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Fig.l. Speaker 1. Difference between vo-
wels with acute accent and the corres-
ponding vowels with circumflex accent.
—~-- amplitude difference shown;-~---'
significant amplitude difference;-—-—-‘
proportional energy difference; --------
significant fundamental frequency diffmv
ence; I,II,III corresponding parts ofvw
geéS;-—--—positiVe data value for P=

0 5.
.

In the pronunciation of Sp.4 duration w"ferences of VOWels were expressed in 1of the cases, significantly so in 92%,311d
Significantly corresponding to the chamb
ter in 84% of the cases. Data valuee(P‘
0-05) in all three cases were " ?, indfifi
eating the independence of durationald
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ferences in vowels. Information on ampli-tude differences in pitch accents was car-ried by l)the whole vowel, 2)the whole mo-nophthong or only b the first componentof the diphthong, 3)ist and 11nd parts of
the vowels. Differences in whole vowelswere marked in 75% of the cases, signi-
ficantly so in 50% of the cases; in mono-phthongs and only the Jbt components of ~diphthongs they were expressed in 75% ofthe cases,.significantly in 58% of the
cases, in the let parts in 84% of theCases, significantly in 50%; in IInd partsdifferences were expressed andsignificantin 84% of the cases. Data Values express-ing the tendency shown in points l),2),3)by the sign criterion (P: 0.05) were "+".Data values of significant differences inamplitude in all the aforementioned pointby the sign criterion (P: 0.05) were "-",excepting the 11nd parts,where data valua:were ii". The fact that amplitude differ-ences are of prime importance in the oppo-sition of pitch accents was confirmed bythe perception tests. In the pronunciatiaiof Sp.4, the listeners could not discrimi-nate even dynamically marked differencesin the stressed syllable. .Difference in fundamental frequency of vo-wels with different pitch accents in 58%of the cases were expressed and signifi-cant in the IIhd and IIIrd parts of thevowels (Fig.2).
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;ig-i. Speaker 4. Explanatory notes as at1g. .

PITCH ACCENTS m SPEAKER OF VELIUONIsKIAIORIGIN (Sp.2)

The most important features were duration

and fundamental frequency. Duration dif-ferences of vowel sound were significant-ly marked and in keeping with the generalcharacter in 100% of the cases. Data Va-lues of significant difference accordingto the sign criterion (P: 0.05) were "+".Difference in fundamental frequency leveloccurred in all parts of the vowel, andgreater amplitude and higher fundamentalfrequency were characteristic of certainparts of the vowel with acute accent incomparison with the vowel of circumflexaccent. Differences in vowels with variouspitch accents were marked and significant-ly so in 90% of the cases of whole vowelsand monophthongs on the same grounds withthe Ist components of diphthongs. In thelet, IInd and IIIrd parts of vowels, dif-ferences were expressed and significantlyso in 80% of the cases. Data values forthe sign criterion (P: 0.05) were " ".Difference in amplitude of the whole vowelwas expressed in 90% of the cases; differ-ences in monophthongs in the same manner,with the.Ibt components of the diphthongsin 80% of the cases; of the first partsin 90% of the cases.Data values pressingtendency for the sign criterion (P: 0.05)-were “f", significant differences in allthe p01nts were "-". In addition, the dif-ferences in vowels with acute and‘circum-flex accents were supported by the differ-ences expressing the tendency, of post-stressed syllables in total energy (in 80%of the cases), and also by the differencesinclined toward tendency of the funda-mental frequency between syllables (70%).
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Fig.3. Speaker 2. Explanatory notes as atfig.1.
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PITCH ACCENTS IN SPEAKERS 0F KAPSAI
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ferences in vowels. Information on ampli-tude differences in pitch accents was car-ried by l)the whole vowel, 2)the whole mo-nophthong or only b the first componentof the diphthong, 3)ist and 11nd parts of
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PITCH ACCENTS IN SPEAKER 0F DZUKAI
ORIGIN (Sp.5)

In the speech of Sp.5, a representative of
the dzukai dialect, the important role In
phonetic realization of vowels with dif-
ferent pitch accents was played by dif-
ferences in duration (These were expressed
in 90% of the cases and significantly cor-
responded to the character in 80% of the
Cases), by differences in fundamental.fre‘
§uency modulation-between syllables (Dif-

erences in fundamental frequency between
vowels with acute accent and post-stressed
vowels in 80% of the cases were smaller
than those between vowels with circumflex
accent and post-stressed vowels), and by
differences in total energy of post-stres-
sed vowels (After acute accent the total
energy was greater than after circumflex
accent in 80% of the cases). Data values
of significant differences in all afore-
mentioned cases by the sign criterion (P:
0.05) were '+" (Fig.4).
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CONCLUSION

The data which we have obtained
to show that the hitherto preVaiigggars
theory of the exixtence of an OVerall for
the realisation of pitch accents of speak-
ers of Standard Lithuanian irres ective oftheir original dialect is ground ess. How-ever, these investigations can at bestserve only as the starting point of a ’great deal of further work for those re-searchers investigating the prosody of Li-thuanian, both in the standard language

and in its dialects.
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TYPES OF SYLLABLE TONEME IN THE ZIEMERI VARIANT OF
HIGH LATVIAN DIALECT

DACE MARKUS

Dept. of Languages and Literature
Latvian State University
Riga, Latvia, USSR 226000

ABSTRACT

The research permits to confirm the

supposition concerning the functionating
of two types of syllable toneme in the
Eastern variants of the High Latvian dia-
lect. The answer to the discutable ques-
tion on the place of glottalization in
the monophthongs and diphthongs with a
broken (acute) syllable toneme is sear-
ched for.

INTRODUCTION

At present the amount of experimental
phonetic research in the field of Latvia
dialects leaves much to be desired. We
have attempted to investigate a variant
(sub-dialect) of a very peculiar and only
partly explored High Latvian dialect cal-
led Augszemnieku. The sub-dialect under
consideration is still widely used basi-
cally in everyday life. The Ziemeri sub-
dialect may be heard in the north-eastern
part of Latvia adjacent to the border of
the Estonian SSR. However, the Estonian
language has not affected the Ziemeri sub-
dialect to any notable extent.The variant
in question belongs to the eastern group
of High Latvian dialect. A distinctive
feature of these sub-dialects is the mo-

nophthongization of the common Latvian
diphthong ie_ C>I) and uo (> u), e. g. siva
<:sieva 'wife'; ula<iuola 'egg'.

Two types of syllable tonemes functi-
on in the Ziemeri sub-dialect, namely,
the so-called falling (\) and broken (glo-
ttalized,/\), e.g. rait 'to swallow' and
reit 'tomorrow'. The level syllable tone-
me 6V0 occurring in the Latvian standard
language is substituted by the falling
syllable toneme in the Ziemeri sub—dia-
lect, e.g. laime"happiness', mate 'moth-
er', safile 'sun', in the Ziemeri sub-

. dialect are pronounced as laima, muote or
muota, saula. The two types of the sylla-
ble toneme were likewise distinguished by
us in the sub-dialects used in the areas
adjacent to that of the Ziemeri sub-dia-
lec‘t, namely, the sub-dialects of Alfiksne,
Jaunlaicene, Jaunroze, Karva and Veclai-
cene. To differentiate and identify a va-
riety of syllable toneme, we investigated
the fundamental pitch, intensity and the
spectrum dynamics of vowels (vocalic cen-
tre of syllable).

So in the Ziemeri sub-dialect two ty-
pes of syllable pitch are most strikingly
correlated according to the dynamics(cha-
racteristic motion) and direction of the
fundamental pitch in vowels. They are as
follows:

1) the syllable pitch specified by a
rather narrow range and 1 e v e l chan-
ges in the fundamental pitch, and also a
falling, rising, or rising-falling direc-
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tion of tone. .

In the Latvian standard languages in

which the falling, drawling and broken

syllable toneme is contrasted, the fall-

ing toneme is more distinctly realized

(with a falling direction of the fundame-

ntal pitch). Be it otherwise, it would

coincide both, with a broken and drawling

syllable toneme. In the system of two

types of syllable toneme, functioning in

the Ziemeri sub-dialect, it is essential

that the falling syllable toneme should

not coincide with the broken syllable to-

neme. Therefore, the falling syllable to-

neme is subject to greater variations -

obtaining the characteristics similar to

the drawling syllable toneme of the stan-

dard language;

2) a very distinct syllable toneme

specified by a wide range and a c u t 6

changes in the fundamental pitch, and,

likewise, a snift falling tone.

There are cases when the direction of

the tone is sniftly falling in the first

half of the vowel, but rising - in the

second half of it without reaching the

maximum frequency.'

The second type of the syllable tone-

me is specified by a decrease in the re-

gularity of vocal-chords vibrations, the

so-called glottalization, pointed also

out by A.Ebele, A.Laua, I.Lehiste, M.Nei-
lande, M.Vecozola, and others. The design

of the irregular vibrations of this kind

bears resemblance to the broken toneme

(the so-called stod) of the Danish.
Until all the variants of the High

Latvian dialect are not examined experi-

mentally, it is disputable in which part

of the vowel with a broken syllable to-

neme, in Latvian sub-dialects, the loss

of regular vibrations occurs, or where
there is a complete discontinuation (bre-

ak) of voice.

The analysis of spectrum dynamics of
the vowels in the Ziemeri sub-dialect

proves the weakening, or even fading of

formants, in the case of the broken syrh_

ble toneme, e.i. an a c u t e Changein

the dynamic design can be observed. In flu

sub-dialect under consideration, acute am.

nges of the spectrum design are observed

in the transition part of a diphthong.so.

metimes the fading 0f formants is somemmt

delayed, e.i. it occurs at the beginning

of the second element. After the break so.

me spectrograms all the three constituent

parts of the formant are distinctive enmn

gh. In the monOphthongs with a broken syl-

lable toneme, of the Ziemeri sub-dialect,

irregular vibrations or a complete disap.

pearance (break) of voice occurs at abmn

the end of a third part, or in the middle

of the syllabic element.

When investigating syllable tonemeby

auditive methods, Latvian philologist A.

Breidaks expressed a view that in many

variants of the High Latvian dialect, the

disappearance, or acute shanges in voice

occur in the first (prolonged) element of

a diphthong or a diphthongal combination

having a broken syllable toneme /l/. A.

Breidaks refers also to the research made

by A.lbele and M.Lepika /2/, who had ana-

lysed by auditive method the texts of the

Jaunlaicene, Jaunroze and Veclaicene sub-

dialects, which are adjacent to that of

Ziemeri. Yet in another contribution /3/
concerned with the Aluksne sub-dialect,

which is also adjacent to its Ziemeri cw

unterpart, on the basis of the experimen-

tal data obtained by kymographic analysim

A.Ebele states that acute changes occur
in the final part of a diphthong. In the

course of the experimental investigation

of the other three variants of the High
Latvian dialect, I.Martinsone observed av

ute changes in the middle or the second

element of a diphthong uttered with a brr

ken syllable toneme /4/. Summing up the
statements mentioned above, we may COHCMV
de that the experimental research of the
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vocalism used in different variants of the

High Latvian dialect proves the occuren-
cc of acute changes, or disappearance of

voice, in the case of the broken syllab-

le toneme, in the transition part,or the
beginning of the second element of a di-
phthong. The fact is contradicted by au-

ditory perception and, therefore, must
be subjected to a careful experimental

test. Experimental research of uninvesti-
gated variants of the High Latvian dia-
lect is left for the future.

In the spectra of the vowels with

a falling syllable toneme, a distinct re-
levant feature - acute changes - are ab-
sent. The changes in the dynamic design
of the spectra are l e v e 1.

These occurences testify to the fact
that, in the Ziemeri sub-dialect,the bro-
ken syllable toneme is a marked element
of opposition with regard to the unmarked

toneme of the first type. This kind of
toneme corresponds to the conventional

term used for the broken syllable toneme.
The first type of toneme is conventional-
ly called falling, it would be more pre-
cise, from a phonological view point, to
call the first type - unbroken or level.

According to dynamics and intensity
direction in the vowels of the Ziemeri
sub-dialect, two types of syllable pitch
can be contrasted:

l) the syllable toneme specified by
l e v e 1 changes in intensity and also
by a rising-falling direction of intensi-

ty: .
2) the syllable toneme specified by

a c u t e changes in intensity, and, al-

so, by an acute falling or rising-falling
direction of intensity. In some cases in-
tensity may have a quick fall in the first
half and a rise in the second half of a
vowel without ascending to a maximum in-
tensity of the first half of a vowel.

We may conclude that in both types of
syllable toneme a_rising-falling intensi-
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ty occurs, consequently, intensity direc-
tion (as well as the direction of the fun-
damental pitch) is of no significance in
the differentiation of the types of sylla-
ble toneme in the Ziemeri sub-dialect.
Both types are contrasted to each other
by the presence or absence of a specific
prosodic distinctive feature - an a c u-
t e or 1 e v e 1 characteristics of
intensity changes (as well as the funda-
mental pitch changes).

Depending on the syllable toneme in
the Ziemeri sub-dialect, long monophthongs
differ as to their duration: long monoph-
thongs with a falling syllable toneme
(Mf) exceed long monophthongs with a bro-
ken syllable toneme (Mb) in their durati-
on. An avrage correlation is: Mf : Mb : M
= 1,7 : 1,2 : l (M - short monophthongs).

In the sub-dialect the duration of
diphthongs is close to that of long mono-
phthongs.

The differentiation of the syllable
toneme types in the Ziemeri sub-dialect
is based on the spectrum, fundamental
pitch, intensity and duration of vowels.
Each of these parameters plays a certain
role in differentiating toneme. For exam-
ple, the acute changes in the fundamental
pitch and intensity, the decline in the
tembre of monophthongs (reflected by the
lowering of formants in a spectrum) and
the reduced duration may signal the pre-
sence of a broken syllable toneme. Yet
not a single parameter functions as the
only, basic and reliable indicator. The
spectrum, fundamental pitch, intensity
and duration seem to compensate each oth-
er. It is credible that in certain phra-
ses or intonation patterns the decisive
role is played by one or the other of the-
se distinctive features (for instance, it
may be considered by preliminary observa-
tions that in interrogative phrases pitch,
to a certain extent is deprived of its
ability to differentiate syllable tonemes)
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diphthongal syllables, in fact, do not

bear distinction among them - their dis-

tinctive features fully coincide. Judg-

ing by auditory perception, the distinc-

tive features or the same kind are pre-

sent in diphthongal clusters,which were

not investigated by us.

We may conclude that both types of

syllable toneme are contrasted to each

other by the presence or absence of the

specific prosodial feature - a c u t e

or 1 e v e 1 changes in the fundamen—

tal pitch, intensity and spectrum. See

also some illustrations (Fig. 1, 2, 3:

4) of the fundamental pitch and intensi-
ty of vowels with the both types of syl-

lable toneme.
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Fig.4. Monophthong a_in the word astu

We consider that, from the phonologi.

cal view point, it would be more apt to

call the two types of syllable toneme

-

a c u t e (or broken) and l e v e 1 (9,1,

unbroken).
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ABSTRACT

The durational properties of consonants have
been studied for Swedish in the context of a speech
data base of read sentences. We have developed a
system to access a speech data base in an effective
manner by means of rules. These rules can also be
used to describe models that can be tested against
the data. Some durational effects such as inherent
duration and stress and quantity effects have been
verified. Durational attributes of boundaries play
an important role in a complete account of prosody.
Syllable, morph, word and phrase boundaries have to
be taken into account. The needs for larger speech
data bases are obvious when finer details are going
to be studied and described. Our main objective in
this paper has been to illustrate the method and to
show the power of the approach.

INTROIIJCI‘IQQ

Durational data has been reported for several
languages and also formulated into coherent rule
systems. Oily Swedish data and models will be dis-
cussed and referred to in this paper. An expanded
version of this paper also includes data for Ameri-
can English /l/.

A speech data base of read Swedish sentences
has been created and methods to search this data
base by means of rules are also reported. The
prosodic analysis of Swedish in this paper consists
of both duration analysis of consonants and testing
of duration models. The models are based on a
general structure proposed by Klatt /2/.

THE SWEDISH SENTENCE DATA BASE

The speech data base in our example consists
of 150 Swedish sentences, containing about 5000
phonemes, read by one male speaker. The first step
in creating the data base was to record and label
speech. In our system, speech data is stored in
sentence~sized files. Our text-to—speech system is
used to phonetically transcribe the utterances /3/ .
This transcription is edited to match the pro—
nunciation as well as possible ( Figure 1). It is a
matter of discussion how detailed this transcrip-
tion should be. We are aiming at a relatively broad
phonemic transcription. We believe that the broader
transcription makes it easier to use the data base
to discover and study phonetic variations of cer—
tain kinds. An example is devoicing of voiceless
sounds in voiced contexts which appears to be a

graded phenomenon rather than an allophonic selec-
tion. Stress and word-tone is marked by special
signs. Additional markers indicating e.g. syntactic
boundaries and emphasis can be added to the tran-
scription if needed.

The phonetic transcription is used by an auto—
matic segmentation program, /4/, to distribute the
phonetic labels along the wave form. The segmenta-
tion program gives an estimate of the time position
of each phoneme. Segmentation of speech in phone—
sized parts in an unambiguous way is a classical
problem, possibly without a solution. When a number
of persons are contributing to the data base, it is
important that the same criteria are usedthrough-
out. An attractive alternative is to leave the
segmentation to a self-consistent algorithm. The
accuracy of the present program is, however, not
sufficient.

When a detailed analysis should be done, the
labels have to be checked and corrected. This is
done by means of a wave form editor program, which
is a general purpose program for labelling and
editing sampled files. By means of the joystick,

SPEECH TEXT
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the rule controlled data
base environment.
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sounds in voiced contexts which appears to be a

graded phenomenon rather than an allophonic selec-
tion. Stress and word-tone is marked by special
signs. Additional markers indicating e.g. syntactic
boundaries and emphasis can be added to the tran-
scription if needed.

The phonetic transcription is used by an auto—
matic segmentation program, /4/, to distribute the
phonetic labels along the wave form. The segmenta-
tion program gives an estimate of the time position
of each phoneme. Segmentation of speech in phone—
sized parts in an unambiguous way is a classical
problem, possibly without a solution. When a number
of persons are contributing to the data base, it is
important that the same criteria are usedthrough-
out. An attractive alternative is to leave the
segmentation to a self—consistent algorithm. The
accuracy of the present program is, however, not
sufficient.

When a detailed analysis should be done, the
labels have to be checked and corrected. This is
done by means of a wave form editor program, which
is a general purpose program for labelling and
editing sampled files. By means of the joystick,
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samples can be labeled or labels can be changed-
The labels are stored in label files which are used
by all following programs. During the editing, the
program can suggest good positions for labels. This
is done by an automatic procedure that-places the
cursor at zero crossings or at the closmg time Of
the glottal source. These features make the program
fast, interactive, and user—friendly.

Figure 2 shows a spectrogram of a sentence
pronounced by the same speaker that we used in the
KTH data base. The label names and positions can be
seen at the top.

Labelling speech is often a difficult task. In
many cases no obvious segment boundary can be
found. This is especially the case in sequences of
segments sharing the same manner of articulation.
In many of these cases the labels have to be set
according to some conventions that can be coupledto acoustic events. Even though the label pos1tlon
can sometimes be regarded as ambiguous or. even
meaningless it is important to always supply it..By
having a labeled data base we have the possibility
of identifying sounds in a specific context forfurther analysis which is not crucially dependenton the exact label position.

RULE-DRIVEN SEARCH

The data base is accessed by means of rules.
By a brief rule statement, speech segments meetingthe specified contextual conditions can be identi-fied. The rule structure is similar to the notationused in generative phonology and is also used inour text—to—speech project.

The rules operate on the transcription and areused to insert a '*' symbol in front of the phonemeto be analyzed and to give it a set of parametervalues. These parameters can be used to specify the

time position for each phoneme, the. duration of the

phoneme, the stress level, or any mfonnatioh
can be derived from the. phonetic transcription or
the durational information in the label file. Table
I gives an example of a Simple rule SYStem to find
all vowels and to claSSIfy them depending on Stress

level and phonological length. If the VOWe1 pre-
cedes an unvoiced stop it is given a higher 016551.
fication number. The result of the analysis is
shown in Figure 3.

Table I. Rule system to find and classify Vowels

insert * in front of vowels
01.00: * *~/ 5. <VONEL>
savevowel durations in the *,- give all vowelsclassl02.00: * ‘ <wn=Y,CLAss:=1> / & <VONEL.Y:=mR>
give class 2 to short vowels with primary Stress
04.00: * ‘ <CLA$=2> / & «IO/17H.STRESS,lSI'Rfiss,-rmqg£>
give class 3 to long stressed vowels
05.00: * “ <CLAss=3> / s. <vovmsrmssm
add 3 to the class if vowels are before voiceless Stcps
07.00: * A <CLAMA$+3> / & <VTMEL> <SI(P,—\K)I(I~>

It is a well known fact that a vowel is
shortened when followed by an unvoiced stop. How
ever, we find support for a strong shorteningeffect only in short stressed vowels while theother two categories have a minor shift in dura-tion. Also we find that the unvoiced stops have amuch higher long/short ratio than other consonantsin our data.

A special feature of the system is that therule notation itself is a powerful tool to describea model such as a text-to—speech system. The modelprediction can, thus, be immediately compared withthe actual data during the data base search. Someexamples will be given in this paper.
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Figure 3. Influence of stop consonants on the pre—ceding vowel. (a) unstressed vowels, (b) stressedshort vowels, (c) stressed long vowels.

DURATICN ANALYSIS OF THE KTH DATA BASE

D.1rational variation in consonants depend on *several factors including consonant type, stressand immediate phonetic context. As a referencepoint the mean and SD for all 2917 consonants wasfound to be 60 ms. and 34 ms. respectively. Allclause-initial 'and clause—final consonants areexcluded from the analysis. Some of the variationcan be taken care of by splitting the material indifferent groups. The decrease in SD is used as ameasure of the predictive power of the categories.

At first the consonants are divided into threemajor classes: unstressed, stressed and stressedlong consonants. In the present analysis a con-sonant is defined to be stressed if it is followedby a primary stressed vowel. A consonant is re—garded as stressed long if it immediately follows aprimary stressed short vowel. These definitionsneed to be modified as will be seen in the follow-ing analysis.
In Table II the number of occurrences, meanand SD for the subcategories are presented. To takeinto account each consonant's typical length, wecalculated the mean for each consonant in the threecategories and estimated the variation (SD*) inrelation to these means. The result is interestingin the context of a text-to—speech system. If wegive each consonant three typical duration valueswe will get a prediction that only takes care of 25percent of the original SD.

Table II. Mean and SD for different Swedishconsonant classes.

N rrean (115.) S) (rrs.) 80* (11's.)

unstressed 1717 54 29 25stressed short $6 62 26 21stressed long 394 83 33 30

all oa‘sonants 2917 60 34 25

The next step in our analysis is to break downour data into more specific subgroups. We havedivided the material into word-initial and word-medial or -final consonants ( Table III ).

Table III. Mean and SD for Swadish consonants.

INITIAL mm. or FINAL
MEAN SD N MEAN so N

UNSTRESSED
g 53 19 177 53 26 9279c 54 22 169cg 53 19 216

smmsrn
g’v 69 21 406
gc’v 63 21 171
o_c_‘v 49 16 I88

‘vg 92 32 181’v_=c 75 24 213'vc:c 61 21 206
The long consonants have the expected in—creased duration and this increase is maintainedeven if the consonant is followed by another con-sonant. Even the second consonant following thelong consonant is longer than the unstressed con-sonant. Therefore, to be able to do a correctprediction of duration in Swedish, we have to knowthe syllabic structure which is difficult to deriveeven from a theoretical point of view.
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It is a well known fact that a vowel is
shortened when followed by an unvoiced stop. How
ever, we find support for a strong shorteningeffect only in short stressed vowels while theother two categories have a minor shift in dura-tion. Also we find that the unvoiced stops have amuch higher long/short ratio than other consonantsin our data.

A special feature of the system is that therule notation itself is a powerful tool to describea model such as a text-to—speech system. The modelprediction can, thus, be immediately compared withthe actual data during the data base search. Someexamples will be given in this paper.
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D.1rational variation in consonants depend on 'several factors including consonant type, stressand immediate phonetic context. As a referencepoint the mean and SD for all 2917 consonants wasfound to be 60 ms. and 34 ms. respectively. Allclause-initial 'and clause—final consonants areexcluded from the analysis. Some of the variationcan be taken care of by splitting the material indifferent groups. The decrease in SD is used as ameasure of the predictive power of the categories.

At first the consonants are divided into threemajor classes: unstressed, stressed and stressedlong consonants. In the present analysis a con-sonant is defined to be stressed if it is followedby a primary stressed vowel. A consonant is re—garded as stressed long if it immediately follows aprimary stressed short vowel. These definitionsneed to be modified as will be seen in the follow-ing analysis.
In Table II the number of occurrences, meanand SD for the subcategories are presented. To takeinto account each consonant's typical length, wecalculated the mean for each consonant in the threecategories and estimated the variation (SD*) inrelation to these means. The result is interestingin the context of a text—to—speech system. If wegive each consonant three typical duration valueswe will get a prediction that only takes care of 25percent of the original SD.
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ANALYSIS IN THE CONTEXT OF A MODEL

We have so far discussed some broad analySis

of the consonant duration in the present KTH data

base. As mentioned earlier the data base is too

small for very specific analyses. Even inherent

duration, according to the definition above. is

hard to measure reliably. Swedish words often end

with consonants and to make a natural data base

with a statistically reasonable frequency of Single

word-initial stressed consonants preceded by vowels

demands a considerably larger corpus-

We have chosen to approach the material from a

different point of view. We have implemented the

rule system presented by Klatt (1979) as part Of

the data base search. This makes it possible to

test the predicted duration against the measured.

The rules are based on the concepts of inherent

duration, minimal duration and a correction factor.

Chly a few of the rules are applicable for our

purpose. The rule numbers refer to the rule system

in Klatt's work.

Find inherent duration INHDUR and minimal duration

MINER in a phoneme—specific table. Set adjustment

parameter : PKNP=LO

Rule 6. munitial—amscnant dortaung. Omscnants in

namrd—initial position are shortened by :
PKNI‘ = PKNI' *. 85

Rule 7. Unstressed sinrte’iirsg. Unstressed segments are

half again more mnpressible than stressed segments.

Then both unstressed and 2-stressed segments are

slortened: MINUJR=lvflNlllR/2 arfl PWKNWJ

Rile 10. Sknrtening in clusters. Segments are shortened

in consonant-consonant sequences ( disregarding word

boundaries, but mt across fiirase boundaries).

caxsomnt preceded by oarsonant: PKNI‘ = PKNI‘ * .70

consonant followed by caiscnant: pm = Pm * .70

Me xx. Long consonants after primary stress were

adjustedarxnrdingtotherule: PRQII‘=PRQII‘*2

Calculate the resulting duration:
DIR = (mm—mm)*Pm + MlNIJR

As a starting point the rules were implemented

and the inherent duration and the minimal duration

were estimated from the predictions and actual

data. In a sequence of test runs these values were

optimized. The results are presented in Table IV.

Table IV. Inherent and minimal duration for Swedish

INHDJR MINDJR DHIJR MINIIJR

b oocl 65 50 f 90 60

d oocl 55 40 s 100 50

rd cool 55 4O rs 100 50

g oocl 50 40 sh 95 60

p oocl 65 - 50 h 90 20

t cool 50 40 v 50 40

rt oocl 50 40 j 65 35

k cool 50 40 r 50 30

m 65 50 l 65 40

n 70 40 rl 65 40
In 70 40

ng 80 50

The first test showed. a. sp of 23 ms., which

should be compared to the initial 34 m5. Without

consonant—Specific adjustments and :25 ms. with the

three category classification. The {'mPIOVement is

minor and not statistically Significant. It is

however unfair to claim that the rule SYStem has

little or no positive features. Wt is missing is

to adjust the rules to the _Syllabic nature of the

Swedish language and to lnqlud‘e the important

phrase rules. If a simple Strlpplng of unStressed

endings and prediction of secondary stress in com-

pounds together with a few other rules were added

the SD decreased to 20 ms. The comparison of the

measured and predicted consonant durations canbe

visualized in graphical form. We still get 91.055

errors at phrase boundaries. Excluding these we

find the quite acceptable SD of 13 ms.

CWCUJSIW

We have developed a system to access a speech

data base in an effective manner by means of ruleg.

These rules can also be used to describe models

that can be tested against the data. This method

has been used to study the durational structure of

Swedish. Some durational effects such as inherent

duration and stress and quantity effects have been

verified. Durational attributes of boundaries play

an important role in a complete account of prosody,

Syllable, morp , word and phrase boundaries have to

be taken into account. The need for larger speech

data bases is obvious when finer details are going

to be studied and described. Our main objective in

this paper has been to illustrate the method and to

show the power of the approach. The current system

enables us to test hypotheses and to transform the

gained knowledge to our text-to-speech system or

speech recognition system in a fast and effective

manner.
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We have so far discussed some broad analy51s

of the consonant duration in the present KT?! data

base. As mentioned earlier the data base 15 too

small for very specific analyses. Even inherent

duration, according to the definition above. is

hard to measure reliably. Swedish words often end

with consonants and to make a natural database

with a statistically reasonable frequency of Single

word-initial stressed consonants preceded by vowels

demands a considerably larger corpus-

We have chosen to approach the material from a

different point of view. We have implemented the

rule system presented by Klatt (1979) as part of

the data base search. This makes it possible to

test the predicted duration against the measured.

The rules are based on the concepts of inherent

duration, minimal duration and a correction factor.

mly a few of the rules are applicable for our

purpose. The rule numbers refer to the rule system
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consonant preceded by crnsmant: PKNI‘ = PKNI‘ * .70
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R119 xx. long consonants after primary stress were

adjustedaocordingtotherule: PRQII‘=PRQII‘*2

Calculate the resulting duration:
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As a starting point the rules were implemented

and the inherent duration and the minimal duration

were estimated from the predictions and actual

data. In a sequence of test runs these values were

optimized. The results are presented in Table IV.
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minor and not statistically Slgnlflcant. It is
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to adjust the rules to the syllable nature of the

Swedish language and to include the important

phrase rules. If a simple Strlpplng of unStressed

endings and prediction of secondary stress in com-

pounds together with a few other rules were added

the SD decreased to 20 ms. The comparison of the

measured and predicted consonant durations canbe

visualized in graphical form. We still get 91.055

errors at phrase boundaries. Excluding these we

find the quite acceptable SD of 13 ms.

C(IICUJSIW

We have developed a system to access a speech

data base in an effective manner by means of ruleg.

These rules can also be used to describe models

that can be tested against the data. This method

has been used to study the durational structure of

Swedish. Some durational effects such as inherent

duration and stress and quantity effects have been

verified. Durational attributes of boundaries play

an important role in a complete account of prosody,

Syllable, morp , word and phrase boundaries have to

be taken into account. The need for larger speech

data bases is obvious when finer details are going

to be studied and described. Our main objective in

this paper has been to illustrate the method and to

show the power of the approach. The current system

enables us to test hypotheses and to transform the

gained knowledge to our text-to-speech system or

speech recognition system in a fast and effective

manner.
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STATISTISCHE ZEITPARAMETER DER GESPROCHENEN SPRACHE
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ABSTRACT

Eine empirische Untereuchung an etwa 100

Sprechern gibt AufschluB Uber die Aussa-

gekraft sog. makrozeitlicher Parameter,
mit deren Hilfe wichtige phonostilisti-

sche Besonderheiten der gesprochenen

Sprache beschrieben werden kénnen. Die

Untersuchung reicht von expressionsarmen

Nachrichten des Rundfunks bis zu sprech-

kUnstlerisch gestalteten Texten (Lyrik,
Ballade, Prosa, Sprechtheater). Einige

korrelative Beziehungen zwischen den Pa-

rametern werden festgestellt.

Neben der mikrozeitlichen Struktur ge-

sprochener Texte, wie eie sich aus Laut-

dauermessungen ergibt oder in Silbendauer

oder Redetaktdauer zum Ausdruck kommt,

ist eine makrozeitliche Struktur auf-

schluBreich, deren wichtigste Parameter

geeignet sind, die Verschiedenartigkeit

der gesprochenen Form von Texten zu cha-

rakterisieren sowie die temporalen Ver-

laufsformen sog. freier lautsprachlicher
AuBerungen zu kennzeichnen.

Solche Parameter sind (1) die mittlere

Sprechgeschwindigkeit Vo einer Sprach-

auBerung, ausgedrflckt in Silben/s,

(2) die Stneuung der Syntagmageschwindig-

keiten, die aus der Verteilung der mitt-

leren Geschwindigkeit Jener Textabschnitte

zu ermitteln ist, welche nicht durch eine

Pauae getrennt werden (Pausensyntagmen),

(3) die mittlere absolute Geschwindig-
keitsfluktuation (Gf), berechnet als mitt-
lerer Betrag der Geschwindigkeitsdifferen-
zen zwiechen zwei aufeinanderfolgenden Pau-
sensyntagmen, (4) der Pausenzeitquotient,
berechnet aus der Gesamtzeit des Textes
(t) und der reinen Sprechzeit (to), also
PEQ = t/to, (5) die mittlere Pausendauer
(tp) des Textes, (6) die auf loo Silben
bezogene Pausenhéufigkeit (Pn). - Prosodi-
sche Parameter, die mit den angefflhrten
Zeitparametern in engem Zusammenhang ste-

hen, sind die mittlere Akzentdichte, aus-

gedrfickt durch den mittleren Akzentab-
stand sowie die rhythmische Kontextentro-
pie, die aus den Verbundhaufigkeiten der

Redetaktkette des Textes berechnet wird.
Eine gréBere Anzahl Textproduktionen und
-reproduktionen wurden auf die genannten
Parameter hin analysiert; unter den Spre-
chern befanden sich auch solche, die

Deutsch als Fremdsprache studieren (Hut-
tereprache Russisch. Ukrainisch).
Die Sprechgeschwindigkeit Vo einos Textes
weist in verschiedenen SprachauBerungen
die folgenden Hittelwerte auf (Silben/s):

Mittelwert Streuungsbe-
reich

Nachrichten 5,7 5.4-6.1
Belletristik 5,4 4.6-6.1
Sprechtheater 4,97 3,5~6.1
Lyrik/Ballade 3,7 3.1-4.4
freie fiuBerung 5,9 5.5-6.1

Die freie Redeauflerung betraf die Verbali-
sierung einer Bildgeachichte. - Stati-
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stisch signifikant ist lediglich der Un-

taschied zwischen 'Lyrik/Ballade' und al-

len anderen Gruppen; es gibt also hin-

sichtlich Vo nur eine Differenzierung

zwischen sog. versgebundener und nicht—

versgebundener Rede. Ermittlungen an

Sprechern russischer und ukrainischer

Muttersprache ergaben mit 5,8 Silb./s

fur die freie AuBerung dem Deutschen an-

genéherte Werte.

PZQ (5.0.) drflckt den (relativen) Anteil

der Pausenzeit (tp) aus. PZQ hat die Ten-

denz, bei abnehmender Sprechgeschwindig-

keit zu wachsen.

Mittelwert Streuungs-

(PZQ) bereich

' - 26Nachrlchten 1,21 1,13 1,

Belletristik 1,40 1.22-1.83

Sprechtheater 1,38 1,23-1,59

Lyrik/Ballade 1,42 1,23-1,75

freie AuBerung 1,62 1,30-1,7

Bemerkenswert ist der kleine Streuungsbe-

reich der Nachrichten; mit der Zunahme

der Mittelwerte wéchst der Streuungsbe-

reich nach oben. Es hat sich gezeigt, daS

bei den reproduzierten Texten PZQ wéchst,

wenn die Expressivitét des Sprechaus-

drucks zunimmt. In der freien Aufierung

spiegelt sich dagegen im hohen PZQ vor

allem der Planungszeiteufwand der Sprech-

produktion wider. Phonostilistisch deutet

sich die prosodische Normierung und gerin-

ge Variabilitét der Nachrichten an.

Die Streuung der Pausensyntagmageschwin-

digkeiten (H) und die Geschwindigkeits-

fluktuation wurde nur an einem Teil des

Corpus ermittelt (Prose, Sprechtheater

und freie fivBerungen):

H Gf
(in bit) (Silb./s)

Prose 2,7074 0,93

Sprechtheater’ 3,0131 1,32
freie fiuBerungen 3,1 1,35

Beim Vergleich mit anderen Zeitparametern

erweist sich, daB sich die Gruppen 'Pro-

sa' und 'Sprechtheater' nur hinsichtlich

H und Gf signifikant voneinander unter-

scheiden lessen. Bemerkenswert ist digge_

ringe Differenz zwischen 'Sprechtheater
und .freien AuBerungen'.

.Von den Pausenparametern ist die mittlem

Pausenzeit (2p) lediglich geeignet, wen

auseinanderliegende TexEklassen (Lyrik/

Ballade einerseits_mit tp = 0.8 s, Lesum

gen von PrOSa mit tp = 0.6 s) zu differm.

zieren. Die bezogene Pausenhéufigkeit p

signalisiert demgegenflber rhythmische

Strukturverschiedenheiten, die idiolek.

tisch oder situativ vafiabel sind, Neben

Pn kann auch der mittlere Pausenabetand

Pa in Silben berechnet werden.

Pn Pa

Nachrichten 5.8 17.3
Belletristik 11.5 8.3
Sprechtheater 9:4 10:6
Lyrik/Ballade 15.0 6.7
freie AuBerung 11.2 8.2

Nachrichten und Lyrik/Ballade stellen dn

extremen Gruppen dar. Betrachtet man du

Pause ale syntagmatisches Gliederungsmw

ment, das auch Recodierschritte beim Ven

stehensprozefl markiert. so geben die Wmm

des Sprechtheaters einen Hinweis auf dm

optimale Recodierschrittlénge.

Weitere Differenzierungsmoglichkeitenzeb

gen sich, wenn man Pausen zwischen den

Sétzen (SZP) und Pausen innerhalb dersm-

ze (SP) gesondert betrachtet. Sprechthe

ater (DR) und Prosalesung (PR) unter-

scheiden sich in dieser Hinsicht signifi-

kant voneinander.

Satzzwischenpausen Satzpausen

‘ ' ' P
tszp Pn tsp n

PR 1,5‘ 2,5 0,53 6%
DR 1,1 3,5 0,69 SJ

Ein Quotient aus den Werten for die Par

= - - 1t daszwsendauer (PQ tszp/tsp) sp1ege “ . '

Gunsten der SZP verschobene Verhaltnlsln

der Prosa wider (PR: 2,87; DR: 1,69).-

Die Abhéngigkeit zwischen Pn und V0 lfi

geeignet, die phonostilistisch unter-

scheidbaren Textklassen 'Lyrik/Ballade:
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‘Nachrichten' und 'Belletristik' zu unter—

scheiden; die Abhengigkeit Ep Von V0 191-

stet dies nicht. - Die Erwartung, daB bei

zunehmender Sprechgeechwinfigkeit Pn und ;

sich verringern,gilt allenfalls ffir einen

bestimmten Bereich emotionaler Neutralitét

In einer Leseprobe des Corpus wird ale

Ausdruck fUr resgnative Haltung hohe

Sprechgeschwindigkeit in Verbindung mit

groBer mittlerer Pausendauer und Pausen-

néufigkeit realisiert (Vo = 6,13 Silb./s;
tp = 1,18 s; Pn = 11,0 Pans/100 811b,) Es

kommen also Tendenzen zu positiver wie ne-

gativer Korrelation vor, Deutlicher zeigt

sich die Tendenz zu einer negativen Korre-

lation zwischen Vo und Pn in den freien

AuBerungen, dagegen scheint hier zwischen

v und Ep keinerlei korrelative Beziehung

p

o
zu bestehen. ErwartungsgemeB liegt aber
eine korrelative Beziehung zwischen PZQ

und Ep vor.

Nichttemporale prosodische Paramter, die

mit den erwéhnten Zeitparametern in engem

Zusammenhang stehen, sind Akzentstruktur

bzw. rhythmische Struktur einee Textes,

ausgedrfickt durch den mittleren Akzentab-

stand als MaB fur die 'Akzentdichte', so-

wie die rhythmische Kontextentropie, die

aus den relativen Verbundhéufigkeiten der

Redetaktklassen berechnet wird. Nit wach-

sender Akzentdichte und zunehmend kfirze-

ren Redetakten erhoht sich der rhythmi-

sche Ordnungsgrad (verringert sich die

rhythmische Entropie) und nehmen die

SprechgeschWindigkeit sowie die Peusen-
héufigkeit ab. All dies 31nd Kennzeichen

eines wachsenden expressiven Spennungs-

grades.

Die temporale Makrostruktur geeprochener

Texte ist geeignet, einen Beitrag ffir

eine genauere Beschreibung phonostilisti-

scher Gegebenheiten, jedoch auch indivi-

dualtypischer Erscheinungen der Sprech-

weise zu leisten. AuBerdem liefern ihre

Zeitparemeterobjektive Angaben ffir die

'fluency of speech' and somit far die Be-
stimmung des qualitativen Niveaus der
(nicht nur phonetischen) Sprachbeherr-
schung. Darflber hinaus sind eie ffir pey-
cholinguistische bzw. sprachpsychologi-
sche und sogar fUr kriminologische Ermitt
lungen aufschluBreich.
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ABSTRACT

The present study examines the effects which final
consonants have upon the timing of the fundamental
frequency contour in words carrying the sentence
accent in Swedish. Monosyllabic test words contain-
ing both phonologically long and short vowel seg-
ments are placed in initial and final utterance
positions. Results show that the timing of the F0-
events that signal the sentence accent is dependent
on whether the consonant following the vowel is
voiced or not, especially when the vowel is phono-
logically short. The fundamental frequency fall in
the case of a short vowel followed by an unvoiced
consonant has to occur earlier than in the other
cases in order to get the frequency fall within the
vowel segment, otherwise the prosodic information
will get lost.

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental frequency contour of an utterance
is heavily influenced by the segmental composi~tion. In investigations about the fundamentalfrequency contour utterances built up of only
sonorants are often used [I] and thereby the in-
fluence of constrictions in the vocal tract isavoided or at least diminished. It is assumed thatthe fundamental frequency contour obtained in sucha way will reflect some basic pattern that is per-turbed by the segmental composition in ordinaryutterances. Most studies of the fundamental fre-quency contour are dealing with overall patternsi.e. in which syllables maxima and minima willoccur in the segmental flow [1] [2]. In models forgenerating an accurate fundamental frequency con-tour it is also necessary to take into account howthe location of the maxima and minima is affectedby the segmental composition. The exploration ofsuch effects in greater detail is hopefully ofgreat importance for the generation of syntheticspeech with a naturalness and intelligibility thatis acceptable in different types of communicationsystems. A systematic mapping of the variations ofthe locations of the extremes owing to the seg-mental setup can also be expected to provide someinsight into certain aspects of the mentalprocesses underlying the temporal organization ofspoken language.

In the present investigation the fundamentalfn-quency contour associated with sentence accent isstudied in greater detail. The syllable strucwnand word position are systematically varied andtmeffects on the location of the extremes anexamined.

Some fundamentals of Swedish prosody

The fundamental frequency contour of a monosyHaMcword carrying sentence accent will in phrase findposition have a maximum point in the vowel foHomdby a minimum point in the vowel or the foHoMm
consonants. For a more detailed description ofthfundamental frequency contour in differentpofi-
tions of Swedish utterances, see e.g. Bruce [1]amLyberg [3]. The fundamental frequency manifestafimassociated with the signalling of sentence acmmin Swedish seems to be very similar to the come
sponding frequency manifestation in AmericanEm-
lish according to e.g. Pierrehumbert [2].TMn' are, however, discrepancies in the interpretafiu
of the underlying parameters, and in theta-minology used by the two authors Bruce amPierrehumbert.

Two degrees of quantity are distinctive inSm-dish, the short/long distinction. There is flua complementary distribution of phonologkfllength between vowels and consonants ustressed syllables. A long vowel is in strewnsyllables followed by a short consonant aMishort vowel by a long consonant [4].

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Speech material

A set of utterances containing one and tm”leXical main stresses was constructed. TheteStword was in the case of three-word sentences plfiwin both initial and final positions and tmsentences were pronounced either with the adword in focus or with a "neutral" stress Datum1.6: with a conscious effort of the SpeakertoaVOld Junctures and contrastive stresses.
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The test word was build up of both phonologically
short and long vowel segments in order to eluci-
date the interaction between the signalling of the
quantity distinction and the fundamental frequency
contour. In addition to that the surrounding con-
sonants were varied in a systematic way so that
both voiced and unvoiced consonants occurred in
postvocalic position. The test words were always
monosyllables and may be considered as nonsense
words. The seminonsense three-word utterances where
built up of both nonsense (test words) and seman-
tically non-anomalous words (always /sag/ saw in
English).

The inventory and syntactic structure of the test
sentences are presented in Table I. The sentences
were read in ten randomly ordered sequences by
a trained phonetician.

TABLEI

Sentences Syntactic structure

Dad
Dadd
Dat
Dad

Z
—

Z
—

U
)

U

3
Dad dad Np/ \vpDadd 8.. dadd
Dat ag dat A V/ \N

N

Datt dab: P

+ A phonologicallg short vowel is in the orthography followed bg
two consonants.

Measurements

The duration of the vowel segment in the test wordswas measured. The duration of the vowel segment isdefined as the interval between the release of theconsonant preceding the vowel (always /d/; a rapidincrease of intensity) and the occlusion of thefollowing consonant (always /d/ or /t/; a rapiddecrease of intensity).

The fundamental frequency was measured in nineequally spaced points of the vowel segment in thetest words, at the beginning, at the end, and atseven points within the vowel segment.

OBSERVATIONS

The fundamental frequency contour is in figs. 1 and2 shown for the final position of the three-wordutterances. The diagram in fig.1 shows the funda-

mental frequency contour when the utterance ispronounced with a "neutral" intonation pattern andthe diagram in fig.2 the frequency contour whenfocus is assigned to the final position of theutterance. Every point in the diagrams representsa mean value of ten recordings ot the sameutterance. The maximum point and the followingminimum point of the fundamental frequency contourwill occur within the vowel segment no matterwhether the following consonant is voiced or not
and whether the vowel in question is phonologicallylong or not. The fundamental frequency contourafter the minimum point is, in the case of a phono-logically long vowel followed by an unvoiced con—sonant or a short vowel followed by a voiced con-sonant, more or less truncated in comparison to thefrequency curve in the case of a long vowelfollowed by a voiced consonant. When a short vowelis followed by an unvoiced consonant the funda—mental frequency fall will occur about 20 to 30msec. earlier in the vowel segment in comparison tothe other cases.
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Fig. I The fundamental frequencg contour ofthe vowel for
different test words in final position of three—word
utterances. The utterance is pronounced with a
"neutral"intonation pattern.
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Fig_ 2 The fundamental frequency contour ofthe vowel for
different test words in final position of three-word
utterances. Focus is assigned to the final position.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE TIMING 0F FO-EVENTS

Bertfl Lgberg

Swedish Telecommunications Administration

Technology Department, 8-123 86 Farsta, Sweden.

ABSTRACT

The present study examines the effects which final
consonants have upon the timing of the fundamental
frequency contour in words carrying the sentence
accent in Swedish. Monosyllabic test words contain-
ing both phonologically long and short vowel seg-
ments are placed in initial and final utterance
positions. Results show that the timing of the F0-
events that signal the sentence accent is dependent
on whether the consonant following the vowel is
voiced or not, especially when the vowel is phono-
logically short. The fundamental frequency fall in
the case of a short vowel followed by an unvoiced
consonant has to occur earlier than in the other
cases in order to get the frequency fall within the
vowel segment, otherwise the prosodic information
will get lost.

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental frequency contour of an utterance
is heavily influenced by the segmental composi~tion. In investigations about the fundamentalfrequency contour utterances built up of only
sonorants are often used [I] and thereby the in-
fluence of constrictions in the vocal tract isavoided or at least diminished. It is assumed thatthe fundamental frequency contour obtained in sucha way will reflect some basic pattern that is per-turbed by the segmental composition in ordinaryutterances. Most studies of the fundamental fre-quency contour are dealing with overall patternsi.e. in which syllables maxima and minima willoccur in the segmental flow [1] [2]. In models forgenerating an accurate fundamental frequency con-tour it is also necessary to take into account howthe location of the maxima and minima is affectedby the segmental composition. The exploration ofsuch effects in greater detail is hopefully ofgreat importance for the generation of syntheticspeech with a naturalness and intelligibility thatis acceptable in different types of communicationsystems. A systematic mapping of the variations ofthe locations of the extremes owing to the seg-mental setup can also be expected to provide someinsight into certain aspects of the mentalprocesses underlying the temporal organization ofspoken language.

In the present investigation the fundamentalfn-quency contour associated with sentence accent isstudied in greater detail. The syllable strucwnand word position are systematically varied andtmeffects on the location of the extremes anexamined.

Some fundamentals of Swedish prosody

The fundamental frequency contour of a monosyHaMcword carrying sentence accent will in phrase findposition have a maximum point in the vowel foHomdby a minimum point in the vowel or the foHoMm
consonants. For a more detailed description ofthfundamental frequency contour in differentpofi-
tions of Swedish utterances, see e.g. Bruce [l]am
Lyberg [3]. The fundamental frequency manifestafimassociated with the signalling of sentence acmmin Swedish seems to be very similar to the come
sponding frequency manifestation in AmericanEm-
lish according to e.g. Pierrehumbert [2].TMn' are, however, discrepancies in the interpretafiu
of the underlying parameters, and in theta-minology used by the two authors Bruce amPierrehumbert.

Two degrees of quantity are distinctive inSm-dish, the short/long distinction. There is flua complementary distribution of phonologkfllength between vowels and consonants ustressed syllables. A long vowel is in strewnsyllables followed by a short consonant aMishort vowel by a long consonant [4].

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Speech material

A set of utterances containing one and tm”leXical main stresses was constructed. Thetfltword was in the case of three-word sentences plfiwin both initial and final positions and tmsentences were pronounced either with the adword in focus or with a "neutral" stress Datum1.6: with a conscious effort of the SpeakertoaVOld Junctures and contrastive stresses.
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The test word was build up of both phonologically
short and long vowel segments in order to eluci-
date the interaction between the signalling of the
quantity distinction and the fundamental frequency
contour. In addition to that the surrounding con-
sonants were varied in a systematic way so that
both voiced and unvoiced consonants occurred in
postvocalic position. The test words were always
monosyllables and may be considered as nonsense
words. The seminonsense three-word utterances where
built up of both nonsense (test words) and seman-
tically non-anomalous words (always /sag/ saw in
English).

The inventory and syntactic structure of the test
sentences are presented in Table I. The sentences
were read in ten randomly ordered sequences by
a trained phonetician.

TABLEI

Sentences Syntactic structure

Dad
Dadd
Dat
Dad
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—
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U

3
Dad dad NP/ \vpDadd 8.. dadd
Dat ag dat A V/ \N

N

Datt dab: P

+ A phonologicallg short vowel is in the orthography followed bg
two consonants.

Measurements

The duration of the vowel segment in the test wordswas measured. The duration of the vowel segment isdefined as the interval between the release of theconsonant preceding the vowel (always /d/; a rapidincrease of intensity) and the occlusion of thefollowing consonant (always /d/ or /t/; a rapiddecrease of intensity).

The fundamental frequency was measured in nineequally spaced points of the vowel segment in thetest words, at the beginning, at the end, and atseven points within the vowel segment.

OBSERVATIONS

The fundamental frequency contour is in figs. 1 and2 shown for the final position of the three-wordutterances. The diagram in fig.1 shows the funda-

mental frequency contour when the utterance ispronounced with a "neutral" intonation pattern andthe diagram in fig.2 the frequency contour whenfocus is assigned to the final position of theutterance. Every point in the diagrams representsa mean value of ten recordings ot the sameutterance. The maximum point and the followingminimum point of the fundamental frequency contourwill occur within the vowel segment no matterwhether the following consonant is voiced or not
and whether the vowel in question is phonologicallylong or not. The fundamental frequency contourafter the minimum point is, in the case of a phono-logically long vowel followed by an unvoiced con—sonant or a short vowel followed by a voiced con-sonant, more or less truncated in comparison to thefrequency curve in the case of a long vowelfollowed by a voiced consonant. When a short vowelis followed by an unvoiced consonant the funda—mental frequency fall will occur about 20 to 30msec. earlier in the vowel segment in comparison tothe other cases.
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In the diagram in fig.3 the fundamental frequency

contdur is shown for the one-word utterances. The

diagram shows that mainly the same timing diffe-

rence of the fundamental frequency fall is apparent

in these utterances. When a short vowel is followed

by an unvoiced consonant the frequency fall will

happen earlier in comparison to the other cases. A

comparison between the fundamental frequency fall

of a final test word carrying sentence accent in a

three word utterance and a comparative test word in

a one-word utterance shows that the fundamental

frequency fall in the -one-word utterance will

happen later than in the three-word utterance.
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Fig. 3 The fundamental frequencg contour ofthe vowel for

. different test words in one-word utterances

When focus is assigned to the initial word position
the acoustic manifestation of the sentence intona-

tion is in the studied utterances a maximum point

of the fundamental frequency contour in the vowel
segment of the test word followed by a minimum
point, but in this case the minimum point seems to
be located outside the vowel segment (fig.4). Most
of the frequency fall is, however, still within the
vowel segment. Some limited data from another

speaker show a somewhat another strategy. For that

speaker the fundamental frequency fall is more or
less outside the vowel segment. The timing diffe-
rence of the fundamental frequency fall for the
different test words in this position is never-
theless the same as in the other word positions.

The duration of the vowel segment in the different
test words is in fig.5. shown for different focus
assignments of the three word utterances. The dia-
gram shows that final lengthening is to a great
extent dependent on the location of the focus
position. When focus is assigned to the initial
utterance position the duration of the vowel in the
final test word is shortened. The speaker seems to
have a prolongation of the vowel segment in the
initial word position when it is in focus position
that is more or less of the same magnitude as the
lengthening process in utterance final position.
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Fig.4 The fundamental frequency contour of the vowel for

different test words in initial position of three-word

utterances. focus is essog ned to the initial position_

dad dadd

—foc +foc -foc +foc

-fin 216 304 -fin 156 198

+fin 245 330 +fin 162 202

dat datt

'fOC +f0C ‘fOC +fOC

-fin 199 273 —fin 132 174

.fin 235 294 W 157 186

Fig. 5 The duration ofthe vowel segment in msec. is

shown for different combinations of focus and

utterance positions.

DISCUSSION

The main observation on the timing of the fre-

quency fall connected with the signalling of
sentence accent is that the frequency fall wiH
occur earlier in a phonologically short vowd
followed by an unvoiced consonant in relation to

the CV-boundary than in the other cases. The dura-

tion of the vowel is in this case extremely short
and the unvoiced consonant cannot convey any in-
formation about the fundamental frequency fall.
When focus is assigned to the utterance finfl
position and the final word consists of a mono-
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syllable, the frequency fall has to occur within

the vowel or within the vowel and the following
consonants. When the following consonants are
unVOlCEd’ it seems to be necessary to move the
frequency fall to an earlier point in relation to
the cV-boundary in order not to lose.the prosodic

information.

It is in non-final position possible to partly

locate the fundamental frequency fall to following
syllables and words. The speaker in this study

locates most of the frequency fall in the vowel but

alimited study of another speaker seems to support

the idea that it is a possible strategy for some
speakers to locate the minimum point of the fre-

mmncy fall in a following syllable. This is some-

fimes the case when a monosyllabic word is built up
of unvoiced consonants after the vowel. The proso-

dic information is then signalled by the change of
mamental frequency level in the successive
syHables. Similar data can be observed in American
English [5]. '

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It seems possible to assume that an underlying in-
tonation scheme. is similar for sentences with the
same prosodic pattern but built up of different
segments and words. The timing pertubations obser-
ved seem to be possible to handle by means of
adjustment rules on a more peripheral level. A
complete intonation model of a language must at
least include the following parts.

-An1mderlying intonation scheme.

-Timing perturbations owing to the' syllable
composition.

-Frequency perturbations owing to physiological
factors such as e.g. inherent pitch.

The importance of accounting fer the different
types of perturbations of the fundamental frequency
cmnour in the generation of synthetic speech to
obtfin a higher degree of naturalness and intelli-
gibflity must be determined by perceptual tests.
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DURATIONAL PATTERN OF RUSSIAN SYNTAGMA: THE STANDARD SCHEME
AND ITS MODIFICATIONS

Olga Krivnova

Department

ABSTRACT

In the present paper it is suggested .t:e

idea of the existtnce of a pronunciational bac -

ground related "to rhythmical speech organiza-

tion. In temporal aspect this background is rea-

lized in particular through some standard scheme

of phonosyntagma pattern. 0n the basis of cohe-

rent Russian text the most important-qualitative

features of the standard scheme are revealed and

a numerical nodal and statistical characteris—

tics of its realization are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The principle of speech rhythmical orga-

nization suggeSts forming a certain pronunciatir
cnal background in speech signal. Regular repro-

duction of the elements realizing this backgro-

und leads to disintegration of Speech into vari-
ous phonetic constituents /phoncwords, syntag-
nas, phrases, periods/ with their specific inner
structure periodically recurring in rhythmical-

ly organized speech. Rhythlhforming elements ha-
ving various physical realization attach impor-
tant functions to acoustic speech parameters -
functions of form construction and integrity of

speech units. The subject functions are intrin-
sic to duration as well. In this paper a possi-
bility of presentation of phonosyntagma durati-
onal patterns in Russian as a result of realiza—
tion of a standard scheme and its regular modi-
fications is considered. Besides, the standard
scheme is viewed as temporal stereotype which,
being a part of pronunciational background and
skills of a native speaker, plays an important
role in creating phonetic integrity of the syn—
tag-a.

STANDARD SCHEME OF SYNTAGMA TEMPORAL
ORGANIZATION

Qualitative description

A great number of phonetic experimental re-
search as well as speech synthesis practice de-
monstrate that the general tendency of syntagma
temporal arrangement in Russian is related to
forming a positional contrast or, in other
words, differences in duration of various com—
ponents of a phonetic word depending on its po-
sition in the syntagma. Various language materi—
al shows an almost universal character of the
positional factor when analysing its influence

te University
f Philology Moscow Sta

0 Moscow, USéR, 119899

on word durational characteristics within spy

tagla. The positional contrast in a Russian swp

tagma is clearly detected not only when isolaud

phrases are pronounced but in running speeches

well, Thus we can speak about the existince of,

corresponding temporal stereotype or a standam

realization scheme of the positional contrafl,

At the same time up to now the positionalcom

trast has been studied on separate phrases rub

a limited set of rhythmical word—patterns am

sound composition. But if we try to analyse rm»

ning speech, the data obtained from such a mate

rial are not sufficient. In view of the above

mentioned facts the first part of our researd

was devoted to the qualitative analysis ofir

trasyntagmatic duration relations in cohermt

text. Our purpose was first of all to enriched

make more accurate the experimental data obuv

ined earlier.
The study was carried out on a corpusof

syntagmas singled out as a result of audimn

analysis of coherent scientific Russian textre

ad by an announcer /standard Moscow speahn

with moderate individual speaking rate. _
Syntagmas of various length with a an

stressed word in final position were seledd

for this analysis. Total volume of the sample

comprised 438 units. Sound durations were lea-
sured according to oscillograms /registeredat

film speed of 100 mm/sec/. In order to maketm

segmentation procedure easier speech signalmn

intensity curve were recorded on the filmsimb

taneously.
As a result of the analysis -the folloflu

peculiarities of the positional contrast /W/
were revealed:
I. A normative /statistically predominant/ Id
of a PC realization is time shortening of a wfi
in the syntagma nonofinal position. The shot“?

ins is achieved by fast speaking rate ofthfie
words while maintaining normal speaking rateffl
words in the final position and single-wordSW‘
tazflas. The following symbols can be used tad?
Signflte the way of the PC construction: F /nU'
N /f/. Further we'll speak about it as ofsflk
dard temporal scheme /STS/ of the syntagmflvuw
native nature of the subject scheme is denom:
rated by the results of the comparison 01‘:

Word speaking rate characteristics in vain

syntagma positions with data on individual W?
kins rate differences in Russian. Tables I w
2 present data on average sound duration forVV
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rious individual speaking rates and for words in
different syntagma positions accordingly.

Table 1. Average sound duration /in msec/ of in-
dividual speaking rate in Russian /I/

INDIVIDUAL FAST NORMAL smw
SPEAKING RATE

GENERAL 65 65-73 73

VARIATION
mam NORMAL
GENERAL TEMPO 60,4-I,4 74,2-3,o 87,1—2,2

Table 2. Average sound duration /in msec/ for
words.in different syntagma positions

NUMBER 0? POSITION
WORDS IN A INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL
SYNTAGMA

2 ‘ 60o 0'2) 0 "' 77, 0-3, 0

3 .59’0-1’4 58,0rI,2 76,0-2,0

Data on word stress perception in a Russian
syntagma /2/ make it possible to assume that the
scheme F /nf/ - N /f/ being a standard method of
the PC realization takes part in the formation
of a syntagma accent pattern /component known as
syntagmatic stress/. In this connection one may
notice that in works on Russian phonetics /3/,
/4/ the idea that an increase of the speaking
rate can be considered as a Source of numerical
and qualitative reduction of vowels in a word
was put forward more than once. The notion that
the fast tempo of pronunciation of syntagma non-
final words decreases their prominence level and
creates the contrast needed for syntagmatic
stress is a natural widening of this idea.
2. Apart from the positional factor, the word
duration depends also on such shortening factors
as the number of syllables per word and the word
distance from the syntagma beginning point. Un-
der the total influence of all shortening fac-
tors duration is decreasing in a nonlinear man—
ner showing what is known as "an ineompressibi-
lity effect" /5/. This effect is clearly seen in
syntagma non-final positions /fig. I/.
3. Minimal vowel durations characterizing the
incompressibility effect are close to certain
temporal perception constants. For example, the
minimal duration of an unstressed vowel /Tmupz
30-40 msec/ is close to the threshold value of
its detection under any consonant environment
/5/. The minimal duration of a stressed vowel
/Tnun“ 70-90 msec/ is close to threshold value
needed for its phoneme running identification
/5/. It follows that vowel duration in syntagma
non-final words is constrained within limitati—
ons which, first of all, provide a possibility
of correct identification of rhythmic type of
the word and recognition of its stressed vowel.
It is also worth mentioning that minimal durati—
ons of stressed and unstressed vowels relate as
2 to I.
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Fig. I
Duration modification of the stressed vowel in
syntagma under the influence of the following
factors: position /P/, number of syllables per
word /S/, word distance from the syntagma begin-
ning point measured in lexical stresses preceded
/H/. Average values disregarding vowel quality
distinctions.

4. Duration boundary values which separate stre-
ssed vowel realizations in non-final and final
words [TgndO-IOO msec/ are close to phoneme
boundary values obtained for languages with pho-
nemic contrast in vowel length /7/, /8/. This
makes it possible to speak about different dura-
tion categories in Russian speech as well. The
analysis shows that a vowel of a mid length is
realized when it is stressed, belongs to syntag-
ma final word but not followed by a pause. In
that case its duration is about 3 times longer
than the critical value of vowel detection. If
the later is classified to be supershort, then
vowel realizations of other categories are cha—
racterized by the following relations of durati-
ons - I/supershort/: 2/short/: 3/mid/: 4/long/.

It is obvious that STS supposes the stre-
ssed vowels of non-final words in syntagma to be
short and the stressed vowels of final words to
be mid.
5. Positional shortening of non-final words in
Russian syntagma is of an asymmetric nature: the
shortening is mostly noticeable in vowels in the
word terminal part beginning with its stressed
vowel /"swallowing" of word terminals is an ex-
treme manifestation of this peculiarity/.

Asymmetry leads to smoothing and actually
to the loss of temporal contrast of prestressed
and stressed vowels in the syntagma non-final
word and this apparently hampers correct stress
identification.

Numerical model
The second part of our study is devoted to

the development of a numerical model of the PC
standard temporal scheme. Such a model is of
great interest from the various points of view.
Generality of the positional factor in its in-
fluence on speech temporal characteristics cau—
ses us to think that specific linguistic featu-
res of the PC are imbodied in its numerical pa-
rameters.

The results of the preliminary qualitative
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ABSTRACT

In the present paper it is suggested .t:e

idea of the existtnce of a pronunciational bac -

ground related "to rhythmical speech organiza-

tion. In temporal aspect this background is rea-

lized in particular through some standard scheme

of phonosyntagma pattern. 0n the basis of cohe-

rent Russian text the most important-qualitative

features of the standard scheme are revealed and

a numerical model and statistical characteris—

tics of its realization are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The principle of speech rhythmical orga-

nization suggeSts forming a certain pronunciatir
anal background in speech signal. Regular repro-

duction of the elements realizing this backgro-

und leads to disintegration of Speech into vari-
ous phonetic constituents /phonowords, syntag-
mas, phrases, periods/ with their specific inner
structure periodically recurring in rhythmical-

ly organized speech. Rhythlhforming elements ha-
ving various physical realization attach impor-
tant functions to acoustic speech parameters -
functions of form construction and integrity of

speech units. The subject functions are intrin-
sic to duration as well. In this paper a possi-
bility of presentation of phonosyntagma durati-
onal patterns in Russian as a result of realiza—
tion of a standard scheme and its regular modi-
fications is considered. Besides, the standard
scheme is viewed as temporal stereotype which,
being a part of pronunciational background and
skills of a native speaker, plays an important
role in creating phonetic integrity of the syn—
tag-a.

STANDARD SCHEME OF SYNTAGMA TEMPORAL
ORGANIZATION

Qualitative description

A great number of phonetic experimental re-
search as well as speech synthesis practice de-
monstrate that the general tendency of syntagma
temporal arrangement in Russian is related to
forming a positional contrast or, in other
words, differences in duration of various com—
ponents of a phonetic word depending on its po-
sition in the syntagma. Various language materi—
al shows an almost universal character of the
positional factor when analysing its influence
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on word durational characteristics within spy

tagla. The positional contrast in a Russian swp

tagma is clearly detected not only when isolaud

phrases are pronounced but in running speeches

well, Thus we can speak about the existeuce of,

corresponding temporal stereotype or a standam

realization scheme of the positional oontrafl,

At the same time up to now the positionalcom

trast has been studied on separate phrases rub

a limited set of rhythmical word—patterns am

sound composition. But if we try to analyse rm»

ning speech, the data obtained from such a mate

rial are not sufficient. In view of the above

mentioned facts the first part of our researd

was devoted to the qualitative analysis ofir

trasyntagmatic duration relations in cohermt

text. Our purpose was first of all to enriched

make more accurate the experimental data obuv

ined earlier.
The study was carried out on a oorpusof

syntagmas singled out as a result of audimn

analysis of coherent scientific Russian textre

ad by an announcer /standard Moscow speahn

with moderate individual speaking rate. _
Syntagmas of various length with a an

stressed word in final position were seledd

for this analysis. Total volume of the sample

comprised 438 units. Sound durations were lea-
sured according to oscillograms /registeredat

filn speed of 100 mm/sec/. In order to maketm

segmentation procedure easier speech signalmn

intensity curve were recorded on the filmsimb

taneously.
As a result of the analysis -the folloflu

peculiarities of the positional contrast /W/
were revealed:
I. A normative /statistically predominant/ Id
of a PC realization is time shortening of a wfi
in the syntagma nonofinal position. The shot“?
ins is achieved by fast speaking rate ofthfie
words while maintaining normal speaking rateffl

VOTdS in the final position and single-wordsW‘
tazflas. The following symbols can be used tad?
Signflte the way of the PC construction: F /nU'
N /f/. Further we'll speak about it as ofsflk
dard temporal scheme /STS/ of the syntagmflvuw
mative nature of the subject scheme is denom:
rated by the results of the comparison 01‘:
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syntagma positions with data on individual W?
kins rate differences in Russian. Tables I w
2 present data on average sound duration forVV
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rious individual speaking rates and for words in
different syntagma positions accordingly.

Table 1. Average sound duration /in msec/ of in-
dividual speaking rate in Russian /I/

INDIVIDUAL FAST NORMAL smw
SPEAKING RATE

GENERAL 65 65-73 73

VARIATION
mum NORMAL
GENERAL TEMPO 60,4-I,4 74,2-3,o 87,1—2,2

Table 2. Average sound duration /in msec/ for
words.in different syntagma positions

NUMBER 0? POSITION
WORDS IN A INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL
SYNTAGMA

2 ‘ 60o 0'2) 0 "' 77, 0-3, 0

3 .59’0-1’4 58,0rI,2 76,0-2,0

Data on word stress perception in a Russian
syntagma /2/ make it possible to assume that the
scheme F /nf/ - N /f/ being a standard method of
the PC realization takes part in the formation
of a syntagma accent pattern /component known as
syntagmatic stress/. In this connection one may
notice that in works on Russian phonetics /3/,
/4/ the idea that an increase of the speaking
rate can be considered as a Source of numerical
and qualitative reduction of vowels in a word
was put forward more than once. The notion that
the fast tempo of pronunciation of syntagma non-
final words decreases their prominence level and
creates the contrast needed for syntagmatic
stress is a natural widening of this idea.
2. Apart from the positional factor, the word
duration depends also on such shortening factors
as the number of syllables per word and the word
distance fro: the syntagma beginning point. Un-
der the total influence of all shortening fac-
tors duration is decreasing in a nonlinear man—
ner showing what is known as "an incompressibi-
lity effect" /5/. This effect is clearly seen in
syntagma non-final positions /fig. I/.
3. Minimal vowel durations characterizing the
incompressibility effect are close to certain
temporal perception constants. For example, the
Iinimal duration of an unstressed vowel /Tmupz
30-40 msec/ is close to the threshold value of
its detection under any consonant environment
/5/. The minimal duration of a stressed vowel
/Tnnn“ 70-90 msec/ is close to threshold value
needed for its phoneme running identification
/5/. It follows that vowel duration in syntagma
non-final words is constrained within limitati—
ons which, first of all, provide a possibility
of correct identification of rhythmic type of
the word and recognition of its stressed vowel.
It is also worth mentioning that minimal durati—
ons of stressed and unstressed vowels relate as
2 to I.
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Fig. I
Duration modification of the stressed vowel in
syntagma under the influence of the following
factors: position /P/, number of syllables per
word /S/, word distance from the syntagma begin-
ning point measured in lexical stresses preceded
/H/. Average values disregarding vowel quality
distinctions.

4. Duration boundary values which separate stre-
ssed vowel realizations in non-final and final
words [IgndO-IOO mseo/ are close to phoneme
boundary values obtained for languages with pho-
nemic contrast in vowel length /7/, /8/. This
makes it possible to speak about different dura-
tion categories in Russian speech as well. The
analysis shows that a vowel of a mid length is
realized when it is stressed, belongs to syntag-
ma final word but not followed by a pause. In
that case its duration is about 3 times longer
than the critical value of vowel detection. If
the later is classified to be supershort, then
vowel realizations of other categories are cha—
racterized by the following relations of durati-
ons - I/supershort/: 2/short/: 3/mid/: 4/long/.

It is obvious that STS supposes the stre-
ssed vowels of non-final words in syntagma to be
short and the stressed vowels of final words to
be mid.
5. Positional shortening of non-final words in
Russian syntagma is of an asymmetric nature: the
shortening is mostly noticeable in vowels in the
word terminal part beginning with its stressed
vowel /"swallowing" of word terminals is an ex-
treme manifestation of this peculiarity/.

Asymmetry leads to smoothing and actually
to the loss of temporal contrast of prestressed
and stressed vowels in the syntagma non-final
word and this apparently hampers correct stress
identification.

Numerical model
The second part of our study is devoted to

the development of a numerical model of the PC
standard temporal scheme. Such a model is of
great interest from the various points of view.
Generality of the positional factor in its in-
fluence on speech temporal characteristics cau—
ses us to think that specific linguistic featu-
res of the PC are imbodied in its numerical pa-
rameters.

The results of the preliminary qualitative
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e us an idea of the general for. of

:hzlggésnfiizrical model. While determining 00“

crete numerical estimates we limited ourseln

to the consideration of stressed vowels /V/. the

ta of their duratiomgwere obtained by usingbeen

same corpus of syntagmas that has already

ed above.

descrlhe proposed STS model accounts for all the

shortening factors: word position in the syn>gfi

'8 /P/, the number of syllables per word ,

the number of preceding lexical stresses /K/.

Elongation factors such as absolute prepau;

sal position and position under semantic aocen

are not taken into ac t. Consonant environ-

lent that influences 8 is not taken into consi-

deration as well. Thus, formulae {1, 2/ give

mean duration to the non—prepausal Y in a syn‘

tagma with final main stress when there is no

pronounced semantic accent in it.

The general form of the model was chosen on

the basis of the notions that were used before

in some generative models of Speech temporal or—

ganization /9/, /IO/.

These notions are as follows:

I. For every stressed vowel of a given phonetic

quality there can be singled out two specific

realizations: first in the context where both

elongation and shortening factors are absent and

second in the context where shortening factors

have their maximum effect. In the first case it

is natural to regard the vowel duration as its

intrinsic duration /Tc/, and in the second case

as its critical duration /T,"m/. The difference

/T3-T"fin/ which characterizes’ a stressed vowel

temporal potential can be called its residual

duration.
2. The shortening factors P, S, R effect [To -

Tm” / and besides they act independently and ir—

respective of vowel quality.

3. The factors 8 and H shorten the stressed vo-

wel recursively, i.e. their shortening effect is

realized cyclicly as a function of the correspon-

ding variables.
,In accordance with the accepted assumptions

the Y duration in the absence of elongation fac-

tors can be presented as follows:

EWNFUL'TM.) «XS—313'? (Ila 77m, (1),

where S, X as defined above, P can acquire 2 me-

anings: 0 - for a word in syntagma final posi-

tion and I — for a word in non-final position,

d,F , I - shortening coefficients. ,

As a result of the examination of Y measu—

red durations the d'f , K -coefficients were ap—

proximated as 0,82; ,20; 0,90 accordingly. In

compliance with the obtained estimates the sub—

Ject suprasegmental factors can be ordered ac-

cording to their increasing shortening effect as

follows: N, S and P. Such an order corresponds

to the data presented in other publications.

flith the received estimates, the STS model

for syntagma stressed vowels looks like this:

“I; P, y (x?) = (T. -Tm;.)-qxz‘i'qzo-Po,go”+(T,3,,
I ’ 2‘ '

la 2 one can find the 1n00Ipr9531_

511itin ifzzzt detected empirically

-

Vowel re-

duction decreases gradually when the 5h°rtening

reased.

effeoldiitiz; of formula 2 was verified 0a a

corpus of 505 syntagnas /the same Speaker per-

formed the reading/. As a deviation value of ‘8‘

d and calculated durations egg? 0110.1“;

“m d- T'" 'm-T '< )1 Th
value was selects . flaky 3",,” . is

value was defined on di ferent generalizauon

levels of durations measured. We haVe eStabl1-

shed 3 levels:,I - a level of average Values of

a generalized V /disregarding its phonetic qua-

11ty/: T.=130 I6490., Tm=75 nsec, 11 - a level

of mean- values of V with regard of Close-082“

distinctions;a To =14? msee,‘ Tm=85 “afiffia

I34 mseo, T,;h =78 msec: Té; =114 nSeQ’ 12¢» a

66 msec, III - a level of V specific realizati-

ons: the values Tc and Tm are the same as in

case II. Sample mean valuel Tmsd,-T¢u&1 . devia.

tion and confidence interval for the 85-ple

mean (12,.) were calculated for each Echeraliza.

tion level. Table 3 shows the calculation re-

sults.

Table 3. Statistical characteristics of IT _

T.n&j for different generalization levels of
empirical data

STATISTICAL GENERALIZATION IEWELS
CHARACTERISTICS

I II 111

THESImun mun
/mseo/ 5.5 7,4 15,8

MEAN-SQUARE
navmxou 6' 7,2 7,2 13,1
/msec/

t2€§ 2,2 1,4 0,0

n - NUMBER

on THE ITEMS 41 96 1031

Accounting that the accuracy of duration

measurement didn't exceed 5 msec the agreement

between the calculated and empirical data can be

considered as good. Cases of essential deviath

ons demand a close analysis: they give evidence

of additional factors the effects of which are

not taken into consideration in the proposed Hr

del.

STS realization in running speech
The syntagma STS F /nf/ - N /f/ is a compo—

nent of a pronunciational background stipulated

by speech rhythmical organization. It is obvimw
that a concrete realization of the scheme in!

coherent text depends on various contextual our

ditions. Fermula 2 /when used to calculate void

telporal scales/ shows variation of absolute WP
lues of a stressed vowel duration in syntngl“
that conform to the STS but at the same tin

have different verbal filling. It is also 1IP0”
tant to detect cases of STS disagreement andt°
reveal their sources. 'It is worth rememberhu
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that violation of general rhythm-forming tenden-
cies is the most relevant informative and des—
criptive mean in coherent text. Thus the task of

detecting the syntagmas corresponding to the STS

and those having deviations from it arises.
In this research the same material which

served as the basis for the STS numerical model
construction was used for the elaboration of the
given task. Analysis-by—synthesis procedure was

utilized to solve the problem of whether a syn-
tagma chosen arbitraly from the text corresponds

to the STS. The latter was considered to be rea—
lized in the syntagma if its stressed vowels had

the durations compatible with the values calcu-
lated by formula 2. Thus empirical data were in-
terpreted taking into account specific phonetic
conditions /vowel quality, word rhythmical type,
syntagma length/ under which STS is realized. If

there we incompatibility of calculated and em-

pirical durations in the syntagma we conside-
red that there was an STS violation in it.

The most difficult problem which arose in
the process of implementation of above—mentioned
procedure is the definition- of critical value
sufficient to acknowledge essential divergence

of empirical and calculated durations. The dif-

ficulty of the problem lies in the fact that ve—

ry little is yet known about how a listener perb

ceives, estimates and interprets duration diffe—

rences. We decided to conside a d vergence un—
essential if the value 7‘ T“: didn't ex-
ceed 20%. It is worth noticing at despite some
divergences the overall data at present show

that the critical value of Just—noticeable dif-

ference for the perceived change in vowel dura-

tion is about IS%—20% /9/.
' Before presenting the results of the expe-

rimental research conducted it is worth showing

theoretically possible types of deviations from
the STS. Since the STS presupposes the realiza-
tion of the stressed vowel in the syntagma non-
final and final words in short and mid lengths

accordingly, it is easy to see that at the level

of stressed vowels the following deviations from

the standard are possible:
A - absence of V reduction in the syntagma non-

final word /i.e. realization of the mid or long

cate ory/,
B - 5 reduction in the syntagma final word

/1.e, realization of the short category/,

C - V lengthening in the syntagma final word

/i.e. realization of the long categoryl.

Table 5 displays statistical data /%/ on
STS realization obtained on the basis of our re-

search material.

Let's look at the section I first. We can
see that when the main stressed word is in final

Position the STS is realized without any devia-
tions in approximately half of the cases. Within

the set of syntagmas with STS violations those

with one deviation prevail, syntagmas with more
than one deviation constitute only 11% of the

overall set. It follows that in syntagmas of

this type the observed deviations are local mo—

difications of the standard and are not the re-
sult of its modification as a whole. The same
conclusions may be deduced for syntagmas settled

in section II.

Table 5. STS realization in coherent text
I - syntagmas with main stressed word in final
position /438 units/, II

-

syntagmas with main
stressed word in non—final position /67 units/.

NUMBER AND TYPES OF DEVIATIONS FROM THE STS
0 I 2 3

0 A ‘n c A,A A,B A,C A,C

I l5,9 9,6 19,0 14,8 0,9 6,6 2,3 0,5

II 26,4 19,4 19,4 3,0 3,o~14,9 9,0 3,0

0n the basis of literary data and the re—
sults of our research the following sources and
positions of probable STS disagreements can be
distinguished: ,
I. Absolute prepausal V position/for final won#
2. Type of pitch contour /for word in main stre—
ssed position/.
3. Weakening or strengthening of a word promi-
nence level /for word.in any position/.
4. Syntagna position in regard to utterance ex-
ternal and internal boundaries /for word in fi-
nal position and position of main stress/.
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e us an idea of the general for. of

:hzlggésnfiizrical model. While determining 00“

crete numerical estimates we limited ourseln

to the consideration of stressed vowels /V/. the

ta of their durationgwere obtained by usingbeen

same corpus of syntagmas that has already

ed above.

descrlhe proposed STS model accounts for all the

shortening factors: word position in the syntgfi

'8 /P/. the number of syllables per word ,

the number of preceding lexical stresses /K/.

Elongation factors such as absolute prepau;

sal position and position under semantic aocen

are not taken into ac t. Consonant environ-

lent that influences 8 is not taken into consi-

deration as well. Thus, formulae {1, 2/ give

mean duration to the non—prepausal Y in a syn‘

tagma with final main stress when there is no

pronounced semantic accent in it.

The general form of the model was chosen on

the basis of the notions that were used before

in some generative models of Speech temporal or—

ganization /9/, /IO/.

These notions are as follows:

I. For every stressed vowel of a given phonetic

quality there can be singled out two specific

realizations: first in the context where both

elongation and shortening factors are absent and

second in the context where shortening factors

have their maximum effect. In the first case it

is natural to regard the vowel duration as its

intrinsic duration /Tc/, and in the second case

as its critical duration /T,"m/. The difference

/T3-T"fin/ which characterizes’ a stressed vowel

temporal potential can be called its residual

duration.
2. The shortening factors P, S, R effect [To -

Tm” / and besides they act independently and ir—

reSpective of vowel quality.

3. The factors 8 and H shorten the stressed vo-

wel recursively, i.e. their shortening effect is

realized cyclicly as a function of the correspon-

ding variables.
,In accordance with the accepted assumptions

the Y duration in the absence of elongation fac-

tors can be presented as follows:

Tow“) «smog-offs? A 7:... (1),
where S, X as defined above, P can acquire 2 me-

anings: 0 - for a word in syntagma final posi-

tion and I — for a word in non-final position,

d,F , I - shortening coefficients. ,

As a result of the examination of Y measu—

red durations the d'f , K -ooefficients were ap—

proximated as 0,82; ,20; 0,90 accordingly. In

compliance with the obtained estimates the sub—

Ject suprasegnental factors can be ordered ac-

cording to their increasing shortening effect as

follows: N, S and P. Such an order corresponds

to the data presented in other publications.

flith the received estimates, the STS model

for syntagma stressed vowels looks like this:

“I; P, y (x?) = (To -Tm;.)-qxz‘i'qzo-Po,go”+(T,3,,
I ’ 2‘ '

la 2 one can find the 1n00Ipr9531_

bilitin ::;::t detected empirically - VOWel re-

duction decreases gradually when the 5h°rten1ng

reased.
effeoidgztlzg of formula 2 was verified 0a a

corpus of 505 syntagnas /the same speaker per-

formed the reading/. As a deviation value of ‘8‘

d and calculated durations egg? 0110.1“;
amre d' Tm' -(Y)—T '( )1 Th
value was selects . flaky 3",,” . is

value was defined on di ferent generalizauon

levels of durations measured. We haVe eStabl1-

shed 3 levels:,I - a level of average Values of

a generalized V /disregarding its phonetic qua-

11ty/: T.=130 I6490., Tmia=75 nsec, II - a level

of mean- values of V with regard of Close-082“

distinctions: To =14? mse930LTflun=35 lsec; T 3

I34 mseo, Tjfi: =78 mseo: Te; =114 nSeQ’ T:fia

66 mseo, III - a level of V specific realizati-

ons: the values Tc and Tm are the same as in

case II. Sample mean valuel Tmsd,-T¢u&1 . devia.

tion and confidence interval for the 85-ple

seen (12,.) were calculated for each Echeraliza.

tion level. Table 3 shows the calculation re-

sults.

Table 3. Statistical characteristics of IT _

T.g&j for different generalization levels of
empirical data

STATISTICAL GENERALIZATION IEWELS
CHARACTERISTICS

I II III

THESImus mun
/nsec/ 5.5 7,4 15,8

MEAN-SQUARE
nsvmxou 6' 7,2 7,2 13, I
/mseo/

t2€§ 2,2 1,4 0,5

n - NUMBER

on THE ITEMS 41 96 1031

Accounting that the accuracy of duration

measurement didn't exceed 5 msec the agreement

between the calculated and empirical data can be

considered as good. Cases of essential deviath

ons demand a close analysis: they give evidence

of additional factors the effects of which are

not taken into consideration in the proposed Hr

del.

STS realization in running speech
The syntagma STS F /nf/ - N /f/ is a compo—

nent of a pronunciational background stipulated

by speech rhythmical organization. It is obvimw
that a concrete realization of the scheme in!

coherent text depends on various contextual our

ditions. Fermula 2 /when used to calculate void

telporal scales/ shows variation of absolute WP
lues of a stressed vowel duration in syntngl“
that conform to the STS but at the same tin

have different verbal filling. It is also 1IP0”
tant to detect cases of STS disagreement andt°
reveal their sources. 'It is worth remember“!
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that violation of general rhythm-forling tenden-
cies is the most relevant informative and des—
criptive mean in coherent text. Thus the task of

detecting the syntagmas corresponding to the STS

and those having deviations from it arises.
In this research the same material which

served as the basis for the STS numerical model
construction was used for the elaboration of the
given task. Analysis-by—synthesis procedure was

utilized to solve the problem of whether a syn-
tagma chosen arbitraly from the text corresponds

to the STS. The latter was considered to be rea—
lized in the syntagma if its stressed vowels had

the durations compatible with the values calcu-
lated by formula 2. Thus empirical data were in-
terpreted taking into account specific phonetic
conditions /vowel quality, word rhythmical type,
syntagma length/ under which STS is realized. If
there we incompatibility of calculated and em-

pirical durations in the syntagma we conside-
red that there was an STS violation in it.

The most difficult problem which arose in
the process of implementation of above—mentioned

procedure is the definition- of critical value
sufficient to acknowledge essential divergence

of empirical and calculated durations. The dif-

ficulty of the problem lies in the fact that ve—

ry little is yet known about how a listener perb

oeives, estimates and interprets duration diffe—

rences. We decided to conside a d vergence un—
essential if the value 7‘ T“: didn't ex-
ceed 20%. It is worth noticing at despite some
divergences the overall data at present show

that the critical value of Just—noticeable dif-

ference for the perceived change in vowel dura-

tion is about IS%—20% /9/.
' Before presenting the results of the expe-

rimental research conducted it is worth showing

theoretically possible types of deviations from
the STS. Since the STS presupposes the realiza-
tion of the stressed vowel in the syntagma non-
final and final words in short and mid lengths

accordingly, it is easy to see that at the level

of stressed vowels the following deviations from

the standard are possible:
A - absence of V reduction in the syntagma non-

final word /i.e. realization of the mid or long

cate ory/,
B - 5 reduction in the syntagma final word

/i.e, realization of the short category/,

C - V lengthening in the syntagma final word

/i.e. realization of the long categoryl.

Table 5 displays statistical data /%/ on
STS realization obtained on the basis of our re-

search material.

Let's look at the section I first. We can
see that when the main stressed word is in final

Position the STS is realized without any devia-
tions in approximately half of the cases. Within

the set of syntagmas with STS violations those

with one deviation prevail, syntagmas with more
than one deviation constitute only 11% of the

overall set. It follows that in syntagmas of

this type the observed deviations are local mo—

difications of the standard and are not the re-
sult of its modification as a whole. The same
conclusions may be deduced for syntagmas settled

in section II.

Table 5. STS realization in coherent text
I - syntagmas with main stressed word in final
position /438 units/, II - syntagmas with main
stressed word in non—final position /67 units/.

NUMBER AND TYPES OF DEVIATIONS FROM THE STS
0 I 2 3

o A ‘n c A,A A,B A,C A,C

I l5,9 9,6 19,4 14,8 0,9 6,6 2,3 0.5

II 23,419,4 19,4 3'0 3,014.9 9.0 3,0

0n the basis of literary data and the re—
sults of our research the following sources and
positions of probable STS disagreements can be
distinguished: ,
I. Absolute prepausal V position/for final won#
2. Type of pitch contour /for word in main stre—
ssed position/.
3. Weakening or strengthening of a word promi-
nence level /for word.in any position/.
4. Syntagna position in regard to utterance ex-
ternal and internal boundaries /for word in fi-
nal position and position of main stress/.
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11%

Le (rancais ouébecois coeporte oes voyelles pbonoloqiqueeent lonques ou

breves, de Moe que (les consonnes pbonétiqueeent longues ou breves.

dont certaines sont abrégeantes et d‘autres allongeantes. Les rises

syllabiques qui en résultent presentent des configurations systemi-

oues de' durees qui tiennent a la nature des noyaux et des codas. Cette

systeeatique peut Atre exploitee pour la synthése et la reconnaissance

autonatique de la parole naturelle.

MBMHLN

Le frangais quebecois a conserve l'ancien systéae phonologique de 17

voyelles, dont huit coeportent necessaireeent, en plus de la dis-

tinction du tiebre, 1e trait de durée en syllabe entravée. Ces voyelles

longues sont le [3/ de mg oppose au IE/ bref de mtg, le [M de me

oppose au la/ br94 de atte, 1e [0/ de gm oppose au [0/ bref de fig,

1e leu/ de 1101; oppose au loe/ breé de 'eune. et les ouatre nasales

/en/ de 4e1nte, lanl de 4ente, lon/ de 4onte et /un/ de défunte.

Dans le but de prograner la synthese par réoles flu 4rangais du fluebec

de niveau international, on a entrepris d'etudier 1a prosodie trés Ial

connue de ce dialecte, et en particulier 1a systéeatioue des durées

seqeentales en fonction des positions accentuelles. Les resultats que

nous presentons ici portent sur un corpus de 215 lots prononcés isole-

oent puls repris en (in de syntagee sujet; ex.‘ ate'; '1e not w ee

plai‘t'. (2e corpus a eté enregistré plus d'une (ois. toujours dans les

shes conditions et a debit constant par la aeee personne,1a production

d’un ou deux autres locuteurs québécois ne servant que de contrble. Les

résultats presentés ici (ont donc ressortir 1a systéeatique des durées

chez ce seul locuteur; car si une telle systéeatique existe, elle doit

s'exercer et apparal‘tre plus netteeent que si on 1'extrait des ooyennes

de plusieurs locuteurs. L’ordinateur n'a pas a parler cone une

eoyenne, et 11 n'aura jaaais 1 reconnaltre la parole d'une eoyenne do

locuteurs. La systéeatique de cbaque locuteur respecte celle de son

dialecte eais reste personnelle. Dans ce preeier teaps, c'est cam

systéeatique des durees que nous avons voulu dégager.

Nous n'avons retenu pour l'instant que les riees syllabiques colportant

les consonnes dites obstruantes, a 1'exclusion des sonantes; il s'agit

donc des 7 voyelles breves et des 8 voyelles longues entravees par 12

consonnes, soit les 3 occlusives sourdes, les sonores correspondantes,

les 3 constrictives sourdes et les sonores correspondantes. Nous n’a-

vons pas encore tenu coepte de la légére influence de la consonne ini-

tiale de syllabe, ni des durees spécifiques des voyelles qui sont bien

connues (Di Christa 19801. (Zes durees 4ines seront prises en coepte au

aoeent de la (oreulation des reqles de base de chaque phoneae.

Groupes de voyelles et de cw

L'exaeen des durées vocaliques nous pereet d’établir des groupes

hologenes de voyelles selon leurs coeporteeents sous l'entrave

abréqeante ou allongeante; ce sont les voyelles hautes i. y. 1|; 195

quatre breves E, a, o, oe; les quatres longues correspondantes 3, 8, 0.

eu; les quatre nasales. Les deux voyelles restantes,le/ et le schna, ne

se rencontrent pas en syllabe entravee.

Les consonnes se divisent netteeent en {ortes ou longues,_ et en iii“?!

ou breves. selon qu‘elles sont sourdes ou sonores. Les consonnes lon-

gues par nature sont P T K et surtout 4 s C (cone dans git); 0" VET”

par les tableaux qui suivent que seules les occlusions sourdes sont ab-
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regeantes. Les consonnes breves par nature sont les occlusives sonores

at les constrictives sonores, ces dernieres seules etant allongeantes.

Les abrégeeents et les allongeeents sont tres prononces sur les sept

voyelles bréves par nature, et beaucoup eoins sensibles, bien que

reels. sur les huit voyelles lonoues par nature.

Dans les tableaux oui suivent, on trouve dans l'ordre 1a durée de la

voyelle, celle de la consonne, 1a duree de la riee et l'ecart des

pourcentages de durée occupée par les deux segeents. (Set ecart est

urqul posit” 51 1e noyau vocalique doaine. et négatit si la coda

l'eaporte en duree. Ex. i y u + P T K: la voyelle occupe 30.21 d'une

rise de 26.6 cs. la consonne 69.81; 1'6cart négatif est de ~39.6.

Le tableau 1 présente les résultats sous 1'accent en finale‘abso lue,

1e tableau 2, sous 1'accent en (in de syntapee intérieur.

2.

iyu +PTK

aoe -

iyu +bdg

aoe -

iyu +4512

aoe -

iyu +s

aoe -

3A0eu+PTK

anenonun -

3Afleu+bdg

anenonun -

3A0eu+4s£

anenonun -

3A0eu+ v1.1

an en on U" '

Hoyennes de durées

ablsaui

V.

8.

10.

11.1

13.88

11.64

20.61

20.58

23.18

21.72

24.47

24.31

28.75

SOUS

18.56

17.

11.95

11.84

23.12

21.35

9.3

26.6

27.

23.

25.72

34.76

33.56

33. 46

30.44

36.17

33.73

30.45

31.29

40.42

42.

35.16

35.58

en

+44.4

+30.

4 7.

+22.

+35.

+39.5

+ 7.4

+16.

+38.

+49.

(inale absolue.
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Tableau 2.

V. 12. R. E.

l. i y u + P 111 5.26 13.28 18.54 -43.4

E a 0 0e - 8.18 14. 22.18 -26.4

2. i y u + bdg 7.25 6.25 13.75 4 5.4

E a o no - 10.53 7.58 18.11 +16.

3. i y u + 4 sC 7.18 13.26 20.45 -29.6

Ea o oe - 9.0 12.32 21.32 -15.4

4. i y u + v 1 .1 14.65 7.94 22.59 +29.7

E a o oe - 13.32 8.26 21.58 +24.

5. 3 A 0 en 4 P 1' K 13.85 11.73 25.58 +8.

an en on on - 15.57 11.38 26.26 +15.5

6. 3 A 0 eu 4 b d g 15.48 7.35 22.83 +36.

an en on un - 16.87 8.15 25.0 +35

7. 3 A D eu + 4 s C 15.37 11.3 26.67 +15.3

an en on un - 17.96 13.87 31.83 +13.

8. 3 A 0 eu + v 1.1 17.19 7.9 25.09 +37.

an en on un - 19.41 8.7 28.11 +38.

floyennes des durées sous 1'accent de {in de syntagee interleur.

Durées des qroupes vocaligues sous 1'accent tereinal.

Les breves par nature (non allonqées par 0 2 J (coeee dans geanll ont

des durees qui se situent entre 8 et 14 cs, avec une eoyenne a 11.64 et

un sigea de 2. Par cooparaison dans le groupe on peut considérer que P

T K les abréqent un peu (8 et 10 cs1 que 8 d g les allongent un peu

(11.1 et 13.88 cs), tandis que 4 s C les laissent inchangées (11.64 et

12.21 cs).

Les voyelles orales longues par nature aliichent des durées oennes

de 21.48 cs entre 19 et 25 cs et un siqea de 2.1. Elles sont un peu ah-

régées par P T K (19.34), trés peu par b d 9 (20.581; suivies de 4 s C,

elles restent pres de la eoyenne (21.721, et devant v 1 J elles s'al-

longent a 24.31 cs. Les voyelles breves par nature allongées par v 1 J

sont presque aussi longues que les longues par nature, elles-eéaes al-

longées: (24.16 pour les voyelles hautes, et 19.34 pour les autres bre- -

ves). Dn peut reearquer que ces derniéres se déearquent des longues par
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de niveau international, on a entrepris d'etudier 1a prosodie trés Ial
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chez ce seul locuteur; car si une telle systéeatique existe, elle doit
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de plusieurs locuteurs. L’ordinateur n'a pas a parler cone une

eoyenne, et 11 n'aura jaaais 1 reconnaltre la parole d'une eoyenne do

locuteurs. La systéeatique de cbaque locuteur respecte celle de son

dialecte eais reste personnelle. Dans ce preeier teaps, c'est cam

systéeatique des durees que nous avons voulu dégager.

Nous n'avons retenu pour l'instant que les riees syllabiques colportant

les consonnes dites obstruantes, a 1'exclusion des sonantes; il s'agit

donc des 7 voyelles breves et des 8 voyelles longues entravees par 12

consonnes, soit les 3 occlusives sourdes, les sonores correspondantes,

les 3 constrictives sourdes et les sonores correspondantes. Nous n’a-

vons pas encore tenu coepte de la légére influence de la consonne ini-

tiale de syllabe, ni des durees spécifiques des voyelles qui sont bien

connues (Di Christa 19801. (Zes durees 4ines seront prises en coepte au
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quatre breves E, a, o, oe; les quatres longues correspondantes 3, 8, 0.

eu; les quatre nasales. Les deux voyelles restantes,le/ et le schna, ne

se rencontrent pas en syllabe entravee.

Les consonnes se divisent netteeent en {ortes ou longues,_ et en iii“?!

ou breves. selon qu‘elles sont sourdes ou sonores. Les consonnes lon-

gues par nature sont P T K et surtout 4 s C (cone dans git); 0" VET”

par les tableaux qui suivent que seules les occlusions sourdes sont ab-
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regeantes. Les consonnes breves par nature sont les occlusives sonores

at les constrictives sonores, ces dernieres seules etant allongeantes.

Les abrégeeents et les allongeeents sont tres prononces sur les sept

voyelles bréves par nature, et beaucoup eoins sensibles, bien que

reels. sur les huit voyelles lonoues par nature.

Dans les tableaux oui suivent, on trouve dans l'ordre 1a durée de la

voyelle, celle de la consonne, 1a duree de la riee et l'ecart des

pourcentages de durée occupée par les deux segeents. (Set ecart est

urqul posit” 51 1e noyau vocalique doaine. et négatit si la coda

l'eaporte en duree. Ex. i y u + P T K: la voyelle occupe 30.21 d'une

rise de 26.6 cs. la consonne 69.81; 1'6cart négatif est de ~39.6.

Le tableau 1 présente les résultats sous 1'accent en finale‘abso lue,

1e tableau 2, sous 1'accent en (in de syntapee intérieur.

2.

iyu +PTK

aoe -

iyu +bdg

aoe -

iyu +4512

aoe -

iyu +s

aoe -

3A0eu+PTK

anenonun -

3Afleu+bdg

anenonun -
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anenonun -
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10.
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13.88

11.64

20.61

20.58

23.18

21.72

24.47

24.31

28.75
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18.56

17.

11.95

11.84

23.12

21.35

9.3

26.6

27.

23.

25.72

34.76

33.56

33. 46

30.44

36.17

33.73

30.45

31.29

40.42

42.

35.16

35.58

en

+44.4

+30.

4 7.

+22.

+35.

+39.5

+ 7.4

+16.

+38.

+49.

(inale absolue.
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Tableau 2.

V. 12. R. E.

l. i y u + P 111 5.26 13.28 18.54 -43.4

E a 0 0e - 8.18 14. 22.18 -26.4

2. i y u + bdg 7.25 6.25 13.75 4 5.4

E a o no - 10.53 7.58 18.11 +16.

3. i y u + 4 sC 7.18 13.26 20.45 -29.6

Ea o oe - 9.0 12.32 21.32 -15.4

4. i y u + v 1 .1 14.65 7.94 22.59 +29.7

E a o oe - 13.32 8.26 21.58 +24.

5. 3 A 0 en 4 P 1' K 13.85 11.73 25.58 +8.

an en on on - 15.57 11.38 26.26 +15.5

6. 3 A 0 eu 4 b d g 15.48 7.35 22.83 +36.

an en on un - 16.87 8.15 25.0 +35

7. 3 A D eu + 4 s C 15.37 11.3 26.67 +15.3

an en on un - 17.96 13.87 31.83 +13.

8. 3 A 0 eu + v 1.1 17.19 7.9 25.09 +37.

an en on un - 19.41 8.7 28.11 +38.
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Les breves par nature (non allonqées par 0 2 J (coeee dans geanll ont

des durees qui se situent entre 8 et 14 cs, avec une eoyenne a 11.64 et

un sigea de 2. Par cooparaison dans le groupe on peut considérer que P

T K les abréqent un peu (8 et 10 cs1 que 8 d g les allongent un peu

(11.1 et 13.88 cs), tandis que 4 s C les laissent inchangées (11.64 et

12.21 cs).

Les voyelles orales longues par nature aliichent des durées oennes

de 21.48 cs entre 19 et 25 cs et un siqea de 2.1. Elles sont un peu ah-

régées par P T K (19.34), trés peu par b d 9 (20.581; suivies de 4 s C,

elles restent pres de la eoyenne (21.721, et devant v 1 J elles s'al-
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Entin. les nasales sont plus longues gue toutes les autres voye

‘ t e 20 et
dans les IEses conditions. Leur soyenne se situe a 24.25 cs en r

. 8)
29, avec on sign de 3.4. Elles sont un peu abreqees par b d g 123 1 ,

ées
laissees inchangees pres de la soyenne par 1 s C (24.47) et allong

par v 1 J 128.75).

Qggggs,dg§_gggupgg_vgcaligugs sous l'accent intersvntaggggiggg

Sous l’eftet de la desaccentuation qu'entratne le deplacesent de la

syllabe accentués sur la tin du sujet, les durtes subissent des disinu-

tions systesatigues. Les voyelles breves ont uns soyenne da 7.9 cs

(contre 11.64 sous l'accent tersinal) situee entre 5 et 11 cs (avec un

sigsa de 1.8). Les voyelles orales longues par nature voient leur

soyenne reduite a 15 cs (centre 21.48) entre des durees extrEses de 13

et 17.5 cs avec un slgsa de 1.37. Les nasales se situent en soyenne 1

17.5 cs lcontrs 24.25 en finals absolue) entre 15 et 19.5 cs avec un

sigsa de 1.5. Le tableau 3 rappelle ces cosparaisons et sontrs les

pourcentages de reduction due A la position sccentuelle.

MM;

Accent tersinal Accent interieur

I S H S I

8rbves‘ 11.3 2 7.9 1.8 71

tongues 21.48 2.1 15. 1.37 70

Nasales 24.25 3.4 17.5 1.5 72

On peut voir gue l’eftet de la desaccentuation sur la duree a ete

sensiblesent is I!!! pour les trois groupes de voyelles.

Durees des groupes ds cunsonnes sous l'accent tersinal

0e qui est I sontrer ici, c'est que certains groupes de consonnes

replent leur durte d l'interieur de la rise sur la duree vocaligue;

ainsi, en reprenant les'donnees du tableau 1_. on voit que les durees

des P l K disinuent I assure que les voyelles entravess s'allongent:

Tableau 4

V C R E

i y u 4 P T K 8.03 18.56 26.6 ~40

E a o be - 10. 17. 27. -25

3 A 0 Eu - 19.34 16.83 36.17 + 7

an en on un' - 20.61 13.12 33.73 +22

DurEe des groupes consonantiques

Ce phénostne est plus prononce encore apres les nasales ob les cunsm.

nes na font plus que 13.12 parce que les voyelles tres longues par nr

ture isposent leur préponderance dans la rise. Tout ss passe dansl'm-

ganisation des durees relatives coase si, tout en respectant les exh

gences de durée longue ou breve des voyelles et aussi celles des can

sonnes longues (sourdes) ou breves (sonores) par nature, )a durte dela

rise constituait un cadre ouantltatil )isitatif. flvec les voyellesbrb

ves par exesple. la rise se situs autour de 27 cs et cs sont les dwtn

des segsents qui cosposent entre eux pour respecter cet ordre degrm-

deur; c'est ce qui 4ait varier l’ecart des pourcentages ds dwtu

relatives.

Avec les deux groupes de voyelles longues par natureI la rise estneb

tesent plus longue (33-36 cs), sais cet ordre de grandeur est relaUvr

sent respectt. Voyons s'il en est de sése avec les autres consonnes

nvec les ‘b d g, breves par nature. is duree de la rise a noyau VMI‘

lique bret est de 23-25.72 cs lvoir tableau 1), tandis gu'elle est n

31 cs environ guand ls noyau vocalique est une longue par nature. n

duree des consonnes disinue quand celles des voyelles augsentenL

Avec les longues par nature 5 s C, encore plus longues que les P I h

les rises sont de l'ordre de 34 cs guand le noyau est bref. et de4042

cs quand il est long. 0n observe le sese jeu de cospensation voyfllr

consonne: la durée consonantique varie en sens inverse par rapportll)

duree vocaligue. Entin les consonnes allongeantes et breves par nfiufl

v 1 J obtissent au Itse secanisse; sais cette fois le noyau vocfliW'

'51 touiours long, do sorts gue la rise n'a qu'un ordre de grandeun “

30 t 38.5 cs. Hais on ne voit pas les consonnes breves descendre sws
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1: seull des 9 cs, sese quand les voyelles s'allongent considérablesent

cosse les nasales. 11 en resulte des ecarts positifs (en taveur du

noyau vocalique) trés Iarqués dans ce groupe de rises (44 et 49).

an peut repartir les rises syllabiques du point de vue des Ecarts en

deux groupgs, negatil et positif, qui presentent une interiace. Les

rises cosprises dans cette interface peuvent Etre nettesent séparées

par les constituants ou par la duree de la rise elle-sése.

0n peut entrevoir, Iése par cet exesple lisité, qu’un prugrasse

d‘intelligence artificielle applique A la systésatique des durées a

l'intérieur de la rise syllabique sous cet accent peut grandesent con-

tribuer a la reconnaissance autosatique des segsents. L'espace sanque

pour faire le Iése exasen sur les donnees pour l'accent interieur; on

peut le {aire au soyen du tableau 2. Nous nous contenterons de voir

l'effet global de la désaccentuation sur la durée des consonnes.

Lisa 5

moLesLLéEs new images-

i££:!lflfll ggc.inter L acc.final acc.inter 1

P T K 17.78 13.64 76.7 1.5 11.55 77.

b d g 11.89 7. 58.8 9.41 7.75 82.3

4 s C . 22.23 12.79 57.5 18.16 12.58 69.3

v 1 J 10. 8.1 81. 10.34 8.3 80.

Reduction des consonnes par desaccentuation

0n peut voir queles abregeantes et les allongeantes se réduisent

respectiveaent a 77 et 801 environ, et cela aussi bien aprés les

voyelles breves qu‘apres les voyelles longues par nature. Pour les con-

strictives, cela peut se cosprendre, puisque les breves sont presgue

aussi longues que les autres sous leur entrave. D’ailleurs elles sont

dejt assez breves et de sauraient se reduire beaucoup plus. Les 3 oc-

clusives abregeantes doivent garder leur trait de longueur et leur

effet abregeant avec toutes les categories de voyelles.

Ces considerations pourralent sans doute servir 1 etablir des régles de

duree tres réalistes pour la synthese de la parole, sais paraissent

plus difliciles a exploiter pour la reconnaissance que sous l'accent

tersinal.

En4in, on peut resarguer gue les dittérences de durée entre les deux

groupes d'occlusives et entre les deux groupes de constrictives est un

soyen plus sOr de distinguer les cognates que le trait dlt de sonorite.

Les occlusives di44erent par 351 de durée sous l'accent tersinal at par

32! sous l’accent intérieur; les constrictives sonores sont deux fois

plus courtes que leurs cognates sous l'accent tersinal, et plus courtes

de 351 sous l'accent interieur.

Conclusion

Cetts etude sur les durees fait partie d‘une recherche plus vaste sur

la prosodie du trangais québécois, en vue de la synthese et de la re-

connaissance autosatiques. Les durees relatives dans les rises syllabi-

ques répondent a une systésatique bien definie qui repose. dans ce dia-

lecte, sur un systese de voyelles breves et de vuyelles longues par na-

ture, et sur des consonnes qui les abregent toutes et d'autres conson‘

nes gui les allongent toutes, i.e. les occlusives sourdes et les cons-

trictives sonores. Les sourdes sont elles~s9ses longues par rapport aux

sonores. Les occlusives sonores et les constrictives sourdes n'ont que

tres peu d’influence sur la duree des voyelles qu'elles entravent.

Par'contre, dans toutes les rises lonques ou breves, il s‘exerce un jeu

de prédosinance systésatioue de la duree vocalique uu consunantique.

selon la nature des segsents en presence. Cette systésatique rend pos-

sible l'utilisation de l'intelligence artificielle dans la prograsaa-

tion de la synthese et de la reconnaissance de la parole naturelle.
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PROSODIC INTERFERENCE: A TYPOLOGICAL APPROACH
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ABSTRACT

The interaction of prosodic systems

in a bilingual's speech reveals itself

in minimal prosodic units (tonemes, d
accentemes, chronemes, rhythmemes "ea

in their structural complexes, or p o-

nological syntagms" (tonal contours,

accentual, temporal and rhythmic struc-

tures). As the actual relations between

the units of the languages in contact

are set by a bilingual speaker accor-

ding to the laws of interlanguage iden-

tification, the character of these re-

lations determines types of interference

on the paradigmatic plane ( underdiffe;
rentiation, overdifferentiation, subst -

tution) and on the syntagmatic plane
( intercatenation, plus-segmentation,

minus-segmentation, permutation).

INTRODUCTION

dic interference is defined as
Eigzzes in the realization of the prosodic
system of the non-native, second language
(L2) that emerge under the influence of

the native language (L1), and manifest
themselves in a bilingual's speech as de-
viations from the norm of L2.
Topicality of problems of prosodic inter—
ference for language theory and applied

linguistics has widened the range of ex-
perimental phonetic investigations in
spite of the lack of knowledge on prosody
as linguistic phenomenon and despite the
difficulties of contrastive prosodic ana-
lysis aimed at revealing areas of poten-
tial interference in a bilingual's speech
Investigations are carried out predomi-
nantly on the level of the utterance (in-
tonation group) in terms of perceptual
and acoustic features, pertaining to the
prosodic structure of an utterance as a
whole and to its separate elements - pre-
head, head, nucleus and tail.
The features of prosodic interference
(deviations, errors) are analysed as to

to of Foreign Languages

USSR, 220662

nc stability,communicative
thiiiaiizqgg will as to their occurrence

i: different types of utterances and prm

sodic subsystems.

o of prosodic interference

Eggesyggltfiz character of actual rela-

tions between the elements of the twolan
ages as they are set by a bilingual

ggeaker according to the laws of inter-

language identification has not as yet

been touched upon. The solution of this

significant linguistic problem requires

the description and classification of tm

prosodic units of the languages in con-

tact. But what units does the prosodic

system comprise? The question, as we kmm

is a point of discord between linguists
and an attempt is made here to give our

interpretation of the units of a prosodu

system.

TYPES OF PROSODIC UNITS

In View of the polycomponental and poly-
functional nature of prosody it seems 1m

gical to admit objective existence of
essentially heterogenious prosodic uni“,
forming relatively autonomous but inter
connected and interpenetrating subsystem
- temporal, accentual, rhythmical and
tonal. Each of the subsystems contains
units of two types - microprosodemes (mt
nimal prosodic units) and macroproso-
demes ( structural complexes of microprm
sodemes, "phonological syntagms").The
first type includes syllablechronemes,

eccentemes, rhythmemes,tonemes (functim
nal types of syllable duration,accents,
rhythmic units, tones). The second tn»
is represented by temporal, accentual,
rhythmic and tonal structures which fun?
tion as inte ative units, as patternsof

syntagmatic phonotactic) organizationo
microprosodemes.
Each structural complex is at the same
time 8 Paradigmatic unit when opposedto
other structural complexes of the sub-
s stem.
T 6 units of both types are phonologmal
units. if phonology is viewed in the
broad sense including(1)segmental and
suprasegmental units,(ii) elementary
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units and "phonological syntagms"Jiii)unfls
that perform a distinctive function and
those that have no such function in the
language but fulfil the constitutive (in-
tegrative) and identificatory functions.
In the functioning of prosody as one
whole the structural correlation of the
toneme, accenteme and chroneme as syste-
mic elements provides their close inter-
connection and interaction in complex
polycomponental units - micro- and macro-
prosodemes of an utterance.
Ontologically, prosodemes as invariants
exist in classes of their variants (allo-
prosodemes) as the general in the parti-
cular. And since the prosodeme, unlike
the phoneme, is a sign, the invariability
of the prosodeme is inherent in both its
aspects - form and content. The invariant
of the prosodemic form is its material
essence ( its constant phonetic features)
and the invariant of the content is a
generalized denotational meaning. Thus,
the rising toneme has a rising direction
of pitch movement as its invariable for-
mal feature and its denotational (logi-
cal-modal, or intellective) meaning of
indefiniteness, non—finality,incomplete-
ness is its semantic invariant, which in
its turn is conveyed, irrespective of the
context, by all the functional and struc-
tural variants of the toneme and is rea-
lized as categorial meaning of the com-
municative type of an utterance.
Variants of the toneme as to its form are
marked by configurational and pitch-level
varieties of its allotonemes ( tone
types); whereas its variants as to the
content are distinguished by subjective-
modal (emotive,attitudinal) connotations
realized as different situational ( or
stylistic) and pragmatic meanings of an
utterance.
The number of prosodemic variants is con-
ditioned by the system which regulates
their (1) positional, combinatory and
structural distribution within a polycom-
ponental macroprosodeme (phonological
syntagm), the variants being closely in-
terconnected with the phonemic structure
of the speech segment, and (ii) semantic-
functional distribution, determined by
the polysemantic nature of prosodemes on
the one hand, and by their interaction
with the units of lexical and grammatical
subsystems of the language, on the other.
The system specifies the areas of reali-
zation of prosodemes and limits their
variation. On the whole the prosodic sys-
tem, as any other system, stipulates the
norms of its functioning.
In spite of the fact that prosody is to
a great extent universal in its catego-
ries, languages differ one from another
in the number and character of their pro-
sodemes, in the frequency and sphere of
their functioning, as well as in the
number, distribution and acoustic—percep-

tual peculiarities of their variants. All
that provides the basis for interference,
i.e. variations in the form and character
of functioning of prosodemes which do not
conform to the norms of the second languagm
In the study of Byelorussian-English,
Byelorussian-Russian, Russian-English and
other types of interference /I,2,3,4,5/
contrastive experimental analyses of pro-
sodic norms of the languages in contact
that preceded error analysis made it
possible to establish the inventory of
units of the tonal, accentual, temporal
and rhythmic subsystems of the languages
and as a result to approach the descrip-
tion of prosodic interference in terms of
systemic units. An attempt Was made to
determine types of prosodic interference
on the basis of peculiarities of the in-
fluence of LI upon L in the sphere of
paradigmatic and syntagmatic realtions
between prosodic units /1/.

TYPES OF PROSODIC INTERFERENCE

The interaction of prosodic systems in a
bilingual's speech takes place on the
level of minimal prosodic units and on
the level of phonological syntagms. In
the latter cases the interference of the
native language system in the syntagmatic
organization of the microprosodemes with-
in the structures is more expressed than
in the features pertaining to the struc-
ture as a whole /1,2/.
Types of paradigmatic interference, as is
well known, are determined by the differ-
ences in the number and character of pro-
sodic units, by their semantic-and-func-
tional differences in the languages under
consideration.
The unequal number of prosodemes in the
two languages provides a basis for under-
differentiation or overdifferentiation of
some of them by a bilingual speaker.Thus,
in the English speech of Russians there
occurs underdifferentiation of English
rising and falling-rising tonemes, the
latter being absent in the system of the
Russian language. But in the Russian
speech of Englishmen there often appears
overdifferentiation of the Russian ri-
sing toneme: the structural variants \1’
of its level-rising ._/ allotoneme is ’
identified by Englishmen as the falling-
rising toneme. It should be noted,how-
ever, that due to the universal nature
of the majority of prosodic units the
above-mentioned types of paradigmatic in—
terference are not frequent.
A more widespread type of paradigmatic
interference is substitution. It is a re-
sult of language distinctions in the cha-
racter of prosodemes and the sphere of
their functioning, as Well as distinc-
tions in the frequency of occurrence of
the alloprosodemes that represent them.
The following deviations in the English
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ABSTRACT

The interaction of prosodic systems

in a bilingual's speech reveals itself

in minimal prosodic units (tonemes, d
accentemes, chronemes, rhythmemes "ea

in their structural complexes, or p o-

nological syntagms" (tonal contours,

accentual, temporal and rhythmic struc-

tures). As the actual relations between

the units of the languages in contact

are set by a bilingual speaker accor-

ding to the laws of interlanguage iden-

tification, the character of these re-

lations determines types of interference

on the paradigmatic plane ( underdiffe;
rentiation, overdifferentiation, subst -

tution) and on the syntagmatic plane
( intercatenation, plus-segmentation,

minus-segmentation, permutation).

INTRODUCTION

dic interference is defined as
Eigzzes in the realization of the prosodic
system of the non-native, second language
(L2) that emerge under the influence of

the native language (L1), and manifest
themselves in a bilingual's speech as de-
viations from the norm of L2.
Topicality of problems of prosodic inter—
ference for language theory and applied

linguistics has widened the range of ex-
perimental phonetic investigations in
spite of the lack of knowledge on prosody
as linguistic phenomenon and despite the
difficulties of contrastive prosodic ana-
lysis aimed at revealing areas of poten-
tial interference in a bilingual's speech
Investigations are carried out predomi-
nantly on the level of the utterance (in-
tonation group) in terms of perceptual
and acoustic features, pertaining to the
prosodic structure of an utterance as a
whole and to its separate elements - pre-
head, head, nucleus and tail.
The features of prosodic interference
(deviations, errors) are analysed as to
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nc stability,communicative
thiiiaiizqgg will as to their occurrence

i: different types of utterances and prm

sodic subsystems.

o of prosodic interference

Eggesyggltfiz character of actual rela-

tions between the elements of the twolan
ages as they are set by a bilingual

ggeaker according to the laws of inter-

language identification has not as yet

been touched upon. The solution of this

significant linguistic problem requires

the description and classification of tm

prosodic units of the languages in con-

tact. But what units does the prosodic

system comprise? The question, as we kmm

is a point of discord between linguists
and an attempt is made here to give our

interpretation of the units of a prosodu

system.

TYPES OF PROSODIC UNITS

In View of the polycomponental and poly-
functional nature of prosody it seems 1m

gical to admit objective existence of
essentially heterogenious prosodic uni“,
forming relatively autonomous but inter
connected and interpenetrating subsystem
- temporal, accentual, rhythmical and
tonal. Each of the subsystems contains
units of two types - microprosodemes (mt
nimal prosodic units) and macroproso-
demes ( structural complexes of microprm
sodemes, "phonological syntagms").The
first type includes syllablechronemes,

eccentemes, rhythmemes,tonemes (functim
nal types of syllable duration,accents,
rhythmic units, tones). The second tn»
is represented by temporal, accentual,
rhythmic and tonal structures which fun?
tion as inte ative units, as patternsof

syntagmatic phonotactic) organizationo
microprosodemes.
Each structural complex is at the same
time 8 Paradigmatic unit when opposedto
other structural complexes of the sub-
s stem.
T 6 units of both types are phonologmal
units. if phonology is viewed in the
broad sense including(1)segmental and
suprasegmental units,(ii) elementary
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units and "phonological syntagms"Jiii)unfls
that perform a distinctive function and
those that have no such function in the
language but fulfil the constitutive (in-
tegrative) and identificatory functions.
In the functioning of prosody as one
whole the structural correlation of the
toneme, accenteme and chroneme as syste-
mic elements provides their close inter-
connection and interaction in complex
polycomponental units - micro- and macro-
prosodemes of an utterance.
Ontologically, prosodemes as invariants
exist in classes of their variants (allo-
prosodemes) as the general in the parti-
cular. And since the prosodeme, unlike
the phoneme, is a sign, the invariability
of the prosodeme is inherent in both its
aspects - form and content. The invariant
of the prosodemic form is its material
essence ( its constant phonetic features)
and the invariant of the content is a
generalized denotational meaning. Thus,
the rising toneme has a rising direction
of pitch movement as its invariable for-
mal feature and its denotational (logi-
cal-modal, or intellective) meaning of
indefiniteness, non—finality,incomplete-
ness is its semantic invariant, which in
its turn is conveyed, irrespective of the
context, by all the functional and struc-
tural variants of the toneme and is rea-
lized as categorial meaning of the com-
municative type of an utterance.
Variants of the toneme as to its form are
marked by configurational and pitch-level
varieties of its allotonemes ( tone
types); whereas its variants as to the
content are distinguished by subjective-
modal (emotive,attitudinal) connotations
realized as different situational ( or
stylistic) and pragmatic meanings of an
utterance.
The number of prosodemic variants is con-
ditioned by the system which regulates
their (1) positional, combinatory and
structural distribution within a polycom-
ponental macroprosodeme (phonological
syntagm), the variants being closely in-
terconnected with the phonemic structure
of the speech segment, and (ii) semantic-
functional distribution, determined by
the polysemantic nature of prosodemes on
the one hand, and by their interaction
with the units of lexical and grammatical
subsystems of the language, on the other.
The system specifies the areas of reali-
zation of prosodemes and limits their
variation. On the whole the prosodic sys-
tem, as any other system, stipulates the
norms of its functioning.
In spite of the fact that prosody is to
a great extent universal in its catego-
ries, languages differ one from another
in the number and character of their pro-
sodemes, in the frequency and sphere of
their functioning, as well as in the
number, distribution and acoustic—percep-

tual peculiarities of their variants. All
that provides the basis for interference,
i.e. variations in the form and character
of functioning of prosodemes which do not
conform to the norms of the second languagm
In the study of Byelorussian-English,
Byelorussian-Russian, Russian-English and
other types of interference /I,2,3,4,5/
contrastive experimental analyses of pro-
sodic norms of the languages in contact
that preceded error analysis made it
possible to establish the inventory of
units of the tonal, accentual, temporal
and rhythmic subsystems of the languages
and as a result to approach the descrip-
tion of prosodic interference in terms of
systemic units. An attempt Was made to
determine types of prosodic interference
on the basis of peculiarities of the in-
fluence of LI upon L in the sphere of
paradigmatic and syntagmatic realtions
between prosodic units /1/.

TYPES OF PROSODIC INTERFERENCE

The interaction of prosodic systems in a
bilingual's speech takes place on the
level of minimal prosodic units and on
the level of phonological syntagms. In
the latter cases the interference of the
native language system in the syntagmatic
organization of the microprosodemes with-
in the structures is more expressed than
in the features pertaining to the struc-
ture as a whole /1,2/.
Types of paradigmatic interference, as is
well known, are determined by the differ-
ences in the number and character of pro-
sodic units, by their semantic-and-func-
tional differences in the languages under
consideration.
The unequal number of prosodemes in the
two languages provides a basis for under-
differentiation or overdifferentiation of
some of them by a bilingual speaker.Thus,
in the English speech of Russians there
occurs underdifferentiation of English
rising and falling-rising tonemes, the
latter being absent in the system of the
Russian language. But in the Russian
speech of Englishmen there often appears
overdifferentiation of the Russian ri-
sing toneme: the structural variants \1’
of its level-rising ._/ allotoneme is ’
identified by Englishmen as the falling-
rising toneme. It should be noted,how-
ever, that due to the universal nature
of the majority of prosodic units the
above-mentioned types of paradigmatic in—
terference are not frequent.
A more widespread type of paradigmatic
interference is substitution. It is a re-
sult of language distinctions in the cha-
racter of prosodemes and the sphere of
their functioning, as Well as distinc-
tions in the frequency of occurrence of
the alloprosodemes that represent them.
The following deviations in the English
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speech of Byelorussians and Russians

illustrate substitution in all the subsys-

tems of prosody: 1) the use of the rising

toneme in non-final intonation groups in-

stead of the falling toneme and vice-ver-

se, the use of the falling toneme instead

of the rising one in requests,apologies,

contradictions; 2) the substitution of

the English rising toneme for the corres-

ponding Russian toneme in particular, the

use of the rising-falling allotoneme

which is more frequent in Russian instead

of the more frequent English level-rising

allotoneme._/; 3) the use of the Byelo—

russian rising toneme ( its level-rising

allotoneme in particular) instead of the

English falling-rising toneme in general

questions; 4) the use of strong accen-

temes instead of weak ones due to a

greater number of strong (full) accents

in Russian and Byelorussian utterances as

there is a greater number of notion words

in them and some classes of words (perso-

nal and possessive pronouns, modal verbs

etc.) attract accent more often than in

English and the role of the semantic and

grammatical factors of accentuation is

greater, whereas in English the rhythmic

factor is the main regulator of accents;

S) substitution of accentual and tempo-

ral structures of rhythmic units, tonal

contour substitution; 6) substitutions of

the accentemes (nuclear and non-nuclear

of L2 for the corresponding accentemes of

L1, substitution of syllable chronemes,

the use of configurational and pitch-le-

vel allotonemes of L1 instead of the

functionally similar allotonemes of L2.

Underdifferentiation and overdifferen-

tiation, as well as substitution of func-

tionally different prosodic units (points

1-5) belong to communicatively relevant

semantic interference, i.e. display both

formal and semantic-functional non—stand-

ard variation of prosodemes and allopro-

sodemes. Within communicatively relevant

prosodic interference two subtypes are

distinguished: modal (emotive) and sty-
listic.
Substitution of units, which are functi-

onally identical but qualitatively dif-

ferent (point 6) belongs to communicati-
vely irrelevant interference; such sub-

stitution signals formal-structural non-

standard variation only.
The above-mentioned types of interference

are deviations from the norms of prosodic
unit choice which occur when the communi-

cative-pragmatic message is actualized in
various speech situations.

Syntagmatic interference is represented
by the deviations in the combinability of
microprosodemes within structural complex
as (macroprosodemes), on the one hand,and
by the inadequate realization of micro—
prosodemes as certain positional and com-

binatory variants, on the other.
One type of syntagmatic interference is

intercetenation of microprosodemes of L

according to the structural pattern of L

resulting in a new structural pattern, ’

which does not exist in L2. 8-8- inade-
quate combination of the sliding (or heta
rogeniOUS) head with the high rising to-
name in the contour of English general

questions, pronounced by Byelorussian
speakers of English.
Another type is minus-segmentation, or
elision of elements in the structure,e,g

the omission of prehead or tail in Eng-'
lish utterances of By910TU8518n-English
bilinguals due to an increased number of
accents or shift of accents. Wherefore

plus-segmentation, or increase of elemems
in the structure as, for instance, in

cases when the prehead and tail appear u
the structure of an utterance is due to
the reduced number of accents. The three

types are deviations from the structural
norms of the functioning system and below
to communicatively relevant interference
Closely connected with these types are

deviations from the norms of realization
of L2 units. The latter are conditioned
by language distinctions in the acoustu
areas of the units.
Thus realization of syllablechronemes of
L2 which are functionally identical to m
chronemes differ in utterances of Byeh»
russian-Russian (3-H) and Byelorussian-
-English (B-E) bilinguals. Initial unac-

canted syllables and the 1st fully accem
ted syllable in B—E and R-E are longer
than in standard English realizations
(SE), the tempo of pronunciation being
identical. The 2nd accented syllable am
the unaccented syllables of the head are
characterised by approximate isochronyin

B-E, whereas the nuclear and post-nuclear
syllables are drawled in comparison with

the temporal standard of Russian (SR)and

English (SE). All that leads to inade-
qgaie realizations of temporal structurm
o 2.
Distortions in the norms of realization
are well marked in R-E and B-E utterancw
of identical tonal contour. Fo intervals
between the elements of the contour are
not as evident as in SE. Prehead and head
(its 1st accented syllable) have lowerFo
level in R-E and B-E than in SE. F0 in-
terval of the gradually descending head
is wider in R-E and B-E due to the lower
ing of F0 level on the 2nd accentual unfi.
Interference in the realization of EngIUh
falling toneme is marked in B-E by the
lower initial F0 level and higher final
Fo level than in SE. Realizations of le-
vel-rising allotonemes in B-E are charam
terised by their higher initial and lows
final F0 levels and, consequently, by a
narrower F interval than in SE.
In the realization of utterance accen-
temes in B-E and R-E /2,3/ syllable prw
minence is achieved by different combim-
tions of acoustic parameters. The acmm-
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tic contrasts of unaccented and accented
syllables are less clearly marked in R—E
and especially in B—E realizations as
compared to ES. The distortions of the
norm as to differences in the distribu-
tion of phonetic features of prosodic
units are termed permutational interfe-
rence.
Theistudy of prgsodic interference in
var ous ypes 0 na ural and "c1 "
bilingualism /5/ reveals typologizgllgm
common features of interference which
are characteristic of kindred and struc-
turally similar languages and specific
features, characteristic of the speakers
of only 2:6 language.
Some 0 e typolo icall common f
are as follows: (1% a higher finalegzulzf
vol of the falling toneme in the English
and German speech of Russians and Byelo-
russians and, consequently, a lower final
F0 level of the falling toneme in Russian
spoken by Englishmen and Germans; (ii) a
lower F0 level of the tonal contour of
English and German utterances in R-E B-E
R-G and B-G as compared to SE and SG’rea:
lizations; (iii) drawled initial syllables
(ascented and unaccented) in B-E and B-G
u erances as com arerealizations. p d to their standard

Specific features of interference -
ticular types of bilingualism are %E)par
greater I contrasts between accented and
unaccented syllables in R-E as compared
to B-E; (ii) the absence of reduction in
unaccented syllables in B—E; (iii) rhythm
in B-E which tends to be syllable-timed.
In the cases of reverse language domina-
tion in the same types of bilingualism
piggodic changes have an opposite direc-

There should also be mentioned u
deviations such as slowing down giveizal
tempo of utterance, increase in the num-
ber of accents, rhythmic distortions etc.
which can be observed at the early
stages of any type of bilingualism.

CONCLUSION

Description of prosodic interferon
a linguistic phenomenon in terms ofesgg-
temic units of prosody extends our gener-
aé knowledge of phonological interference

/ and makes it possible to model the
so-called "interlingua" at different
gtages of bilingualism which is important
f3: ggzczhggiy ofllanguage contacts and

asecond language?p cation in teaching a
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speech of Byelorussians and Russians

illustrate substitution in all the subsys-

tems of prosody: 1) the use of the rising

toneme in non-final intonation groups in-

stead of the falling toneme and vice-ver-

se, the use of the falling toneme instead

of the rising one in requests,apologie3,

contradictions; 2) the substitution of

the English rising toneme for the corres-

ponding Russian toneme in particular, the
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ABSTRACT

This presenu threeexperinnntscomermngtte
metamoffiemhm Englishalor L3by
bilingual amdmonolingualspeakers. Tieresfltsare
interpretedintermsoftheinflmmeolandLZin
thirdlangtngelearmnginbilinguals..'l'ieseresults
suggest that interfereme phenomena in L3 m be
explaimdintermxsofthemomticnatm'eoftiesomfis
ol.

1.1NTRODUCTION

Accent in moral or third language oral prodmtions
canbe explaimd in terms of interfereme between tie
mother tongue and the acuired langmgels. It is
somatim possibletomakesorm predictiomhmedon
phonological descriptions but this can lead to
hypotheses that do not correspond to the aztual
problems emountered during L2 or L3 mqmsition It
than becomes my to charmterize phonetic
interferenm phenomena at subphonemic level, using
experimental technique. Some rwearch along this
line has been carried out by 1E. Flege and his
associates but they deal with mond language
azquisition by monolingual speakers.

The phonetic performmre of bilingual speakers has
also been studied from an experimental point of view,
but little is know about the pattern of interferexm
between first, second and third language. This paper
describes three experiments which aim at assessing the
influzrm of L1 and 12 in L3 prodmtioms of bilingual
speakers.

Tiesubjectsstudiedareeitierbilingualspeakeis
havingCatalanasafirstlanguageamlCmtilianas
second language or monolingual speakers having
Castilianasafirstlanguage.lthastobeborminmind
that for the first group of subjects 'bilingual' is a
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sonnwint confusing designation sime the subjects
studied don't lnve tin same level of proficiency in
both languages, Catalan being dominant over
Cmtilian

2.EXPERIMENT 1

In this first experiment the prodmtion of Fremh oral
vowels by bilingual learners of Fremh as a third
language wm studied .

2.1. METHOD

Tenbilingual miiversitystndents ofFremh (6 femnle
and4nnle)readaseriesofCatalan, Spamsham
Fremh isolated vowels imerted in carrier sentences
with a word containing the same vowel tint was
pronomned inisolation ( eg. ' Il adit 'i' comma dans
'si' '). The vowels studied were [i], [e], [e], [a], [a],
[a], [o], [u] for Catalan, [i], [e], [auo], [u] for Spanish
and [I]. [9], [a 1.. [a]. [a]. [0]. [U]. [3']. [<3], [5]. [filfor
Fremh Recordings were made in amchmc conditions
usingaRevoxA77taperworder and aSennheiser
MD 44M 1 cardioid microphone plmed at comtant
distame from the mouth
Anatomic analysis of a total of 240 utterances was
mndeusingaBrtiel & Kjaar 2033 marrow ham
analyzer. The freqtemy of the first two formants was
determined from visual examination of narrow band
spectra obtaimd using a FFT algorithm

2.2. RESULTS

F llF2 plottings for tie male speakers are shown in
figs. 1 and 2. Tie analysis of their Fremh prodmtiom
suggests two different problems: the series of central
rounded vowels and the mid-open I mid—close pairs.
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Fig l: Catalan and Fremh vowel produztions bilingual speakers ( Catalam
continuos line; Fremlr dotted line).
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Fig. 2: Castilian and French vowel productions by bilingual speakers ( Castiliarr(lasted lim, Fremh' dotted line )

Sime central rounded vowels do not exist either in
Catalanor inSpanish tinvtemd tobe clusteredina
central area of tie FllFZ vowel space with no
differentiation between the members of the class. In a
native speaker prodmtion there is some overlapping,
but always to a lesser extent than in non-native vowels.
As for the [e]—[&] and [0H0] pairs, their situation in the
FllFZ plane shows the same pattern in French and in
Catalan However, tin Castilian prodmtions of
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bilingual' ’ speakers differ from the
results obtaimd' for native
Castili' am for the bilingml
speakers[e] and [o]appear intin

_samnareaasCatalanamlFremh
[e] and [0], whereas in Castilian
tiny tenl to show the m
dispersion as Catalan or Fremh
[8H8] and [OI-[011] [2]-

3.EXPERIMENT 2

In this secoml experiment we tried
to analyze the produztion of
English vowels comparmg' tin
performnme of bidingml' and
monolmgual' learmrs of Englis' h
assecond orthirdlanguage.

3.1. METHODS

Four monolmgml' and five
bilingtnl" university students of
English were mked to read a
series of quasi-homophom words
containing' ' the vowels of Catalan,
Castil' ian and English and
embedded in camer‘ sentemes.
Recordin' gs were made in the
same coalitions as in Experiment
landwere analyzed withthemne
techniques. A total number of 386
utterames were named.

3.2- RESULTS

Meastn-ermnts of vowel durations
on oscillogrann showed that both
bilingual and monolingual
speakers do not make significant
differences between long and
short English vowels; tin only
pairs where differences between
the mean durations were found to
be significant were [iHi:] and [BHal

The results for vowel quality are
smnmarized inFigs 3am 4.1tcan
beobserved that thereisahigh
degree of overlapping' between
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Enghsh mat vowels, both for bumsnl
monolingual speakers; Catalan W tend t.°
prodmetie Englishschwawithtiesaneacom
charmieristicsasCatalanschwa

Bilingml subjects show a better distribution of tie

Englishopenlclose vowels [He] anl []—[ Ho], which

appear with strongly overlapped areas in the

produttion of monolingual speakers, due to tie lid of
thispairintiefirstlanguage.
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Fig. 3: English vowels by bilingual speakers
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4.D(PERD1ENT 3

In mam: 3. the 00W? Ween the
perform of 1110t ml 133111181131 Speakers
was exterded to tie frieetive comments 0(t
mnbitsasystemoffncatives veryamilar to
Catalan - [t], [S]. [2]. [I]. [21- We Wm differs
having [fl [9]. [S] 8111l

1.1. METHOD

Four bilingual and four monolingual speakers

shrients of Fremh at university level were asked to
realaseriesofcarriersentemescontairfimgwords
with fricative consomnts in Catalan, Cmtilian and
Fremh Recordings were made under the sarm
coalitions as the previom experiments For emh

fricative the following acoustic parameters were
considered: frequemy am intemity of upper am
lower limits of ironstic erergy, freqmmy ant
intensity of the two frieative formnts, initial ant final
slope, energy spreai am duration of tie corsommt
This gives an estimate of the spectral distribution of
acoustic energy for emhsouni.

4.2. RESULTS

Significative differemes between the three languages
have only been founi for tie voiceless alveolar [s] [3].
Thissoundwm foundtoieveverysimilar
cinrasteristics in Catalan and Castilian native
prodmtions and in Castilian prodmtions by
bilinguals. However, both groups showed significant
differemes with respect to native Fremii Fremh [s]
has higier freqmmy than tie Catalan or Castilian [s],
and it was prodmed by our subjects with frequemy
parameter values even higier than those found for
mtive Fremh speakers'l‘hisis the same behaviour as
observedby Murillo [4] and is illustrated in Figs. 4
ml 5.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of moustic energy in Catalan,
tilianand Fremh [s] by bilingual speakers.

Fig. 5: Distribution of mowtic energy in Castilian and
Fremh[s] by monolingual speakers.

SDISCUSSION

Tie woustic study of foreign language vowel
prodmtions for mh am English shows that
bilingualspeakersappeartobehaveintlesameway
when learning a third langtnge with a complex vowel
system Tiey teni to follow tie distributional pattern
oftieir Ll inflexomtic vowel space; tiepositionof
thissamespaze forthe L2 vowels does notseemto
interfere with their L3 prodmtions. Tie analysis of
the L2 productions in bilingtnlschows that their
distribution of tie vowels in the FUFZ plane is
similar in both languages, despite tie fast that [e] and
[o] inCastilian cover larger areas thanin Catalan die
to the lmk of a phonologically distimtive closeiopen
pair.

Acoustic data for tie alveolar voiceless fricative [5]

shows that both bilingual axrl monolingual speakers
tent to overestimate tie moustic characteristics of tie
target langtnge prodming this sound with a
comentration of moustic eiergy at higier freqtenjss
than those fouml in native speakers of French

ECONCLUSION

It 11% been experimentally shown that in tie case of
bilingmls learning a third language, tiers is no
inflteme of their 12 in tie produztion of L3.
lnterfereneseemsto beentirelyexplaiied bythe
acousticfeatmesoftiesomrlsoftieirLl.

Tie results of asotistic analysis of L2 am L3
productions seem to suggest that, at tie phonetic level,

interlanguag phenomena do not appear, sime no
intermediate values of the parameters measured were
found.
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A SPEECH DISCRIMINATI ON TEST USING BILINGUAL COMPETING MESSAGES

J.C.WEBSTER, C.CAVE, AND M.ROSSI

CNRS Inst.de Phonetique,

Abstract '
Pairs of overlapping arithmetic

statements have been recorded by natE

and non—native bilingual talkers using

the English and French languages. In

each language numerals are chosen that

are easily confusable. Message pairs are

counterbalanced by language, sex of

talker, ear on playback, etc. BuCh that
listeners can be asked to listen to

their native (non—native) language, to

the (fe)male talker, left (right) ear,

true (false) statement, or to the talker

with(out) the foreign accent. Control

tests,both messages in the same language

measure the listeners' basic ability to

listen selectively to one of two

messages. Results on six bilingual

Institut personnel confirm earlier
results of a Czech/English version of
the test. Only the most bilingually

proficient obtain results showing both

languages to be equally interferring in
a selective attention task. For the
others their native language prevails.
_Basic Assumptions

This study starts with two_basic
assumptions, first, that people learn
to think in a second language long
before they learn to calculate in it,
and that the most difficult of commun—
icating situations is when messages
compete for your attention, that is when
you are trying to listen when two_or
more people are talking at the same
time. Combining these two assumptions
into a quantitative, selective
attention, speech discrimination test
should therefore measure a persons
bilingual capability. »
Test Paradigm

The basic paradigm is; use pairs of
mathematical statements, either true or
untrue, that overlap each other, to wit:
English/English (E/E)

Fifteen and five = twenty
Fifty minus nine = six

French/French (F/F)

Cent moins dix = quatre-vingt—dix
Cinq et six = cent six

U. de Provence;
Aix“en Provence, FRANCE

and the bilingual versions of the Ewe

sets, E/F and its equivalent F/E:

Fifteen and five = twenty. or
Cinq et six = cent six

Cent moins dix = quatre—vingt—dix

Fifty minus nine = six

Note that in all overlapping pairs,0m
statement is true while the otheris
untrue. Other parameteLcwuN
balanced in the recording and playbmk
of the test are: one of each pairis
spoken by a male voice, the other bya
female voice; one is played back totm
left ear, the other to the right; am
half of the time the English (andthe
French) message is the first message
When the messages are both in the saw
language one is spoken by a native
speaker, the other by a non- native
speaker, that is with a foreign accmt

To make the statements equally
difficult in the two languages numern
pairs are specifically chosen to be
maximally confusable. In the above
examples; in English fifteen and ty
differ by a single phoneme, they we
logically and actually very confusaMe,
as are five and nine. In French,bbm
cinq and cent a six and dix are also
maximally confusable. The first Mmpin
writing the test script is to confer
with native phoneticians and map mu
logical and known_confusions. In tMS
manner tests have been layed out in
English/Russian, English/Czech, EngHSW
Serbo—Croatian and English/German. Tm
matrices are so chosen that any pairof
languages in the sets can be matched
against each other. For example,sm
Russian, or Russian/German, or Czedfl
Serbo-Croatian. Although both the
EnQlish/Russian and the English/Czed
matrices were recorded, only the
EnqliSh/Czech tests were tried outon
bilingual listeners, [1].
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The test can be used as a simple speech
discrimination test by playing back only
one of the two channels and requiring a
response for the "answer" to the arith—
metic statement only. It was in fact
tried out in this manner at schools for
the deaf in Moscow and Belgrade [1].
Test Construction

The present version of the test com-
pare: English with French.- Co-authors,
Prof. Mario Rossi and Dr Christian Cave-
furnished me the list of confusable
French numerals listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

CONFUSABLE NUMBER NUMBER OF
PAIRS . OF TYPES TOHENS

1—4*,9* 2 12
1—20 1 1
2—10“,12*' 2 4
3-4* 1 6
3‘13A 1 2
3—30 1 1
5—7* 1 6
5-100 1 1
6‘10” 1 2

11—12A 1 2
13—15“,lb“ 2 4
30—40“” 1 B
70-90“” 1 B

Total 16 54

KINDS OF TOHENS

*(20,3o....ao.ao>+<1—4,9)
“(60,BO)+(2—10,12)
~~ 2,3....9)+<30—40)

To interpret the table note in the left
column (CONFUSAELE PAIRS) that “un” is
confusable with ”quatre“, and "neuf".
In column two this is noted as two TYPES
of confusions. However "un", "quatre”
and ”neuf" are also confusable when
combined with ”vingt, trente, quarante,
cinquante, soixante or quatre vingt", in
English twenty, thirty, forty, fifty,
sixty and eighty, as shown at the bottom
of the table under, KINDS OF TOHENS .
Therefore these two TYPES of confusions
are represented by twelve TOHENS, as
noted in column 3. In line two, note
that ”un" is also confusable with vingt,
one additional TYPE and TOKEN.
fieseeuse.£e£mat

The answer sheets for these tests
are in a multiple—choice format where a
Choice among four alternatives is
required for the actual word
discrimination part of the test. Table 2
shows the portion of the answer sheet
that the listener would see when
answering statements about the
confusable pairs "un" and "quatre” and
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"cinq" and "cent". Choices must also be“
made between the operator words; plus,
and, minus & less in English and between
gigs, at a moins in French. For the
"answer" to the arithmetic statement a
one- in—eight choice must be made.
Scores between zero and ten points
(bits) can be accumulated for correctly
perceiving the arithmetic statement.
,Six

for

two

the

additional points can be accumulated
the correct identity of which of the
messages was the first (second) of
overlapping pair, which was in the

right (left) ear, which was spoken by
the male (female), or with (without) the
foreign accent and double credit for
spec ifying whether the statment was
arithmetically true or false.

Tqble 2

PROB TYPE 5 e100 35 a 45
1 a 4 1 a 4

XXXXXXXXXXHXXX‘A‘AXXXXXXXXXXXXX
x 5 ET 1 = 1 96 x 31 41x 35 PLUS 4 = 4 99 x 34 44
x 45 MOINS 9 = a 101 x 36- 46
x 100 MOINS 20 = 9 104 x 39 49
XHXXXXXXXXXHXXXXXN)(XXXNK‘AXXXX

To the left in Table 2 under “Problem
Type” note the column of numerals five,
thirty five, forty five and one hundred;
the operator words, "et", "plus" and
"moins"; and the numerals one, four,
nine and twenty. Then note in the
column after the equal signs the sets
five and one hundred and one and four.
The eight numerals in the cell below
these represent all eight of the
possible combinations of the larger
numerals (5 a 100), the operator words
and the smaller numerals (1 & 4) from
the first column.
gisteninq Tasks

Three native French and three English
speaking listeners, all with consider—
able knowledge and experience of both
French and English served as listeners
for a series of F/E, E/F, E/E and F/F
tests. After extensive instructions on
how to respond on the rather complex
answer sheets, they were given the
following series of tasks:
Task 1. On the F/E test, "respond to the
message in your native language“.'
Task 2. On replay, "respond to the
message in your non-native language“.
Task 3. On the third replay, "respond to
the left (right) ear message".
Task 4. On the E/E version of the test,
"respond to the left (right) message”.
Task 5. On the F/F version, ”respond to
the left (right) ear message".
Tasks 6, 7 a 8. Repeat 3, 4 and S
answering the first (second) message.
Tasks 9, 10 b 11. Repeat 3, 4 and 5
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A SPEECH DISCRIMINAT ION TEST USING BILINGUAL COMPETING MESSAGES

J.C.NEBSTER, C.CAVE, AND M.ROSSI

CNRS Inst.de Phonetique,

Abstract . .
Pairs of overlapping arithmetic

statements have been recorded by natE

and non—native bilingual talkers using

the English and French languages. In

each language numerals are chosen that

are easily confusable. Message pairs are

counterbalanced by language, sex of

talker, ear on playback, etc. SUCh that
listeners can be asked to listen to

their native (non—native) language, to

the (fe)male talker, left (right) ear,

true (false) statement, or to the talker

with(out) the foreign accent. Control

tests,both messages in the same language

measure the listeners' basic ability to

listen selectively to one of two

messages. Results on six bilingual

Institut personnel confirm earlier

results of a Czech/English version of

the test. Only the most bilingually

proficient obtain results showing both

languages to be equally interferring in
a selective attention task. For the
others their native language prevails.
.Basic Assumptions

This study starts with two basic
assumptions, first, that people learn
to think in a second language long
before they learn to calculate in it,
and that the most difficult of commun—
icating situations is when messages
compete for your attention, that is when
you are trying to listen when two or
more people are talking at the same
time. Combining these two assumptions
into a quantitative, selective
attention, speech discrimination test
should therefore measure a persons
bilingual capability. ~
Test Paradigm

The basic paradigm is; use pairs of
mathematical statements, either true or
untrue, that overlap each other, to wit:
English/English (E/E)

Fifteen and five = twenty
Fifty minus nine = six

French/French (F/F)

Cent moins dix = quatre-vingt-dix
Cinq at six = cent six

U. de Provence;
pix“en Provence, FRANCE

and the bilingual versions of the Ewe

sets, E/F and its equivalent F/E:

Fifteen and five = twenty. or
Cinq et six = cent six

Cent moins dix = quatre—vingt—dix

Fifty minus nine = six

Note that in all'overlapping pairs,0m
statement is true while the otheris
untrue. Other parameteLcwnN
balanced in the recording and playbmk
of the test are: one of each pairis
spoken by a male voice, the other bye
female voice; one is played back totm
left ear, the other to the right; am
half of the time the English (andthe
French) message is the first message
when the messages are both in the saw
language one is spoken by a native
speaker, the other by a non— native
speaker, that is with a foreign accmt

To make the statements equally
difficult in the two languages numern
pairs are specifically chosen to be
maximally confusable. In the above
examples; in English fifteen and ty
differ by a single phoneme, they we
logically and actually very confusaMe,
as are five and nine. In French,bbm
cinq and cent a six and dix are also
maximally confusable. The first Mmpin
writing the test script is to confer
with native phoneticians and map mu
logical and known_confusions. In tMS
manner tests have been layed out in
English/Russian, English/Czech, EHQHSN
Serbo—Croatian and English/German. Tm
matrices are so chosen that any pairof
languages in the sets can be matched
against each other. For example,sm
Russian, or Russian/German, or Czedfl
Serbo-Croatian. Although both the
English/Russian and the English/Czed
matrices were recorded, only the
English/Czech tests were tried DUtO”
bilingual listeners, [1].
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The test can be used as a simple speech
discrimination test by playing back only
one of the two channels and requiring a
response for the "answer" to the arith—
metic statement only. It was in fact
tried out in this manner at schools for
the deaf in Moscow and Belgrade [1].
Test Construction

The present version of the test com—
pare: English with Frenth.~ Co-authors,
Prof. Mario Rossi and Dr Christian Cave*
furnished me the list of confusable
French numerals listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

CONFUSABLE NUMBER NUMBER OF
PAIRS . OF TYPES TDKENS

1—4*,9* 2 12
1—20 1 1
2—10“,12*' 2 4
3-4* 1 6
3‘13A 1 2
3—30 1 1
5—7* 1 6
5-100 1 1
6‘10” 1 2

11—12A 1 2
13—15“,1b“ 2 4
30—40““ 1 B
70-9OAA 1 B

Total 16 54

KINDS OF TOKENS

*(20,30....60.BO)+(1—4,9)
A(eo,eo)+(2—1o,12>
~~ 2,3....9)+<30~40)

To interpret the table note in the left
column (CONFUSAELE PAIRS) that "un" is
confusable with ”quatre", and ”neuf”.
In column two this is noted as two TYPES
of confusions. However "un", ”quatre”
and ”neuf" are also confusable when
combined with ”vingt, trente, quarante,
cinquante, soixante or quatre vingt", in
English twenty, thirty, forty, fifty,
sixty and eighty, as shown at the bottom
of the table under, KINDS OF TOHENS .
Therefore these two TYPES of confusions
are represented by twelve TOHENS, as
noted in column 3. In line two, note
that ”un" is also confusable with vingt,
one additional TYPE and TOKEN.
fieseeuse.£ecmat

The answer sheets for these tests
are in a multiple—choice format where a
Choice among four alternatives is
required for the actual word
discrimination part of the test. Table 2
shows the portion of the answer sheet
that the listener would see when
answering statements about the
confusable pairs "un" and "quatre” and

”cinq" and "cent". Choices must also be“
made between the operator words; glus,
and, minus & less in English and between
gigs, at & moins in French. For the
"answer" to the arithmetic statement a
one—in—eight choice must be made.
Scores between zero and ten points
(bits) can be accumulated for correctly
perc

,Six

for

two

the

eiving the arithmetic statement.
additional points can be accumulated
the correct identity of which of the
messages was the first (second) of
overlapping pair, which was in the

right (left) ear, which was spoken by
the male (female), or with (without) the
foreign accent and double credit for
specifying whether the statment was
arithmetically true or false.

T_‘_‘—”“““’"‘"?EEI§‘§—"‘"“""""T_""

PROB TYPE 5 a1oo 35 a 45
1 & 4 1 b 4

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 5 ET 1 = 1 96 x 31 41
x 35 PLUS 4 = 4 99 x 3 44
x 45 MOINS 9 = 6 101 x 36. 46
x 100 MOINS 20 = 9 104 x 39 49
XNXXKXXXX>1XX.‘(X)1XXNXXXXXX‘AXXXX

To the left in Table 2 under "Problem
Type" note the column of numerals five,
thirty five, forty five and one hundred;
the operator words, "et", "plus" and
"moins"; and the numerals one, four,
nine and twenty. Then note in the
column after the equal signs the sets
five and one hundred and one and‘four.
The eight numerals in the cell below
these represent all eight of the
possible combinations of the larger
numerals (5 & 100), the operator words
and the smaller numerals (1 & 4) from
the first column.
gisteninq Tasks

Three native French and three English
speaking listeners, all with consider—
able knowledge and experience of both
French and English served as listeners
for a series of F/E, E/F, E/E and F/F
test

how
5. After extensive instructions on
to respond on the rather complex

answer sheets, they were given the
foll

Task

owing series of tasks:
1. On the F/E test, "respond to the

message in your native language“.'
Task

mess

Task

the

Task
"res

Task

the

Task

answ

Task
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2. On replay, "respond to the
age in your non-native language“.

3. On the third replay, "respond to
left (right) ear message".
4. On the E/E version of the test,

pond to the left (right) message”.
5. On the F/F version, ”respond to

left (right) ear message".
5 6, 7 & 8. Repeat 3, 4 and S
ering the first (second) message.
5 9, 10 b 11. Repeat 3, 4 and 5
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answering the male (female) voice. .

Tasks 12 & 13. Repeat 4 and 5 answering

only the native (non—native) talker.

Tasks 14, 15 & 16. Repeat 3, 4 and 5
answering only that statement that is

true. (No attempt was made to have them

answer only the untrue statement, this

would be much too difficult).
Beneral»Results '

The listener's test scores can be
analized in many ways. Some questions

to be answered are: How well are the
numerals and operator words in the
mathematical statements perceived, that
is, how does the test function as a word
discrimination test? What type of dis-
crimination errors are made? Do the
errors tend to be random or are they
concentrated on the specially chosen
confusable number pairs? How accurately
can the extra—acoustic and phonetic
aspects of the messages be identified?
Can the message content, the truth or
falsity of the arithmetic statement, be

- be correctly ascertained?v How well can
the messages be selected on the basis of
the acoustic, phonetic and cognitive

information contained in them? Tables 5
and 4 will help to answer.some of these
questions. ‘

Table 3 shows what percentage of the
ten bits of information in the arith-
metic statement are correctly perceived.
Averaged over all listeners and listen-

'ing conditions that figure is 76.18%
Other aspects of the messasge that are
perceived this well are the sex of the
talker and the ear in which the message
is heard. Whether the talker had a
foreign accent or not was perceived more
than half the time. Not unexpectedly
the most difficult thing for the ,
listeners, in the time allowed, (10
seconds), to record the answer was to
judge whether the arithmetic statement
was true or false. The most surprising
shortfall was ascertaining which of the
two messages was first, or second.
Listeners, including the experimenters,
noted that memory for the time of
arrival was flighting, if the response
was not recorded immediately it could
not be recalled. This was not true for
talker sex or accent or message

,localization, left Vs right ear. These
aspects could be answered any time
before the next message arrived. The

- 69% overall score is ideal for tests of
this type, not Egg difficult and no real
problem of truncation. '

.Table 3

Test Scores in Percent

for various message parameters of the

Bilingual Listening Competing MESSSagE

Numerical Statement Test -
Listeners

French English A“

Problem(10) 70.63 81.74 7648
Acoustic(2) .

Ear 69.28 81.13 75.21
Time 38. 28 63. 02 50.65

Talker(2) . _
Sex 69.01 .5.64 76.32
Accent 51.43 69.20 60.32

Cognitive(2) 41.28 45.86 43.57

Average 63.55 75.40 69.48

Table 4 shows the average listener
scores (in 2) according to the task

required of them. Column 1 gives the

task number, the details of which are
listed above. Column 2 is a short hand
reference to the tasks listed.above.
Columns 3 and 4 list scores (in Z) for
the three native English—language
listeners, and columns 5 and 6 list
native-French—listeners scores (in ZL
Columns 2 and 4 are scores for

statements spoken in English and columm
3 and 5 for those spoken in French.

Table 4

Test Scores in Percent
for the various listening tasks

Bilingual Listening Competing Messsage
Numerical Statement Test

Listeners
English French

Tests
Tsk Selectn E/E F/F E/E F/F

Critria* F/E *F/E *F/E *F/E

1,2 N/nN*_~ 75.00 76.69 59.58 69.79

3 Lft/Rt* 76.95 74.61 65.02 77.344,5 Lft/Rt 70.90 72.46 58.08 77.61

6 1/2* 75.59 78.13 53.65 66.15
7.8 172. 73.05 69.85 62.11 77.87

10,11 Mn/Nmn 88.09 86.62 69.79 84.“
12.13 No/Act 79.45 88.28 60.94 71.622 .

14 Tr/Fls* 69.14 69.79 39.84 34.63
15,16 Tr/Fls 67.58 40.62 34.90 44.79

Average* 74.12 74. 81 53. 97 61.98
Average 75. 68 72. 42 57. 16 71-20ColumnAv 74. 99 75. 48 55. 74 67-10Grand Average 67.83
*for the (N)ative/no(nN)ative Languagetask and all other tasks marked with Um
asterisk, the F/E test was used.
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In both Tables 3 and 4 it will be
noted that the ”English" listeners
obtain higher scores than the French
listeners. This reflects the fact that
as a group they were considerably more
experienced in French ,than the French
listeners were experienced in English.
Two of the three had been married for
ten years to French spouses and had
residied in France the whole period
The French listeners had at most spent
two years in America, and one was a
student who had yet to spend any time in
an English speaking country. As a group
the English listeners show negligible
differences between scores on the
English statements and‘scores on the
French statements. By contrast the less
experienced French listeners make higher
scores on French statements regardless
of whfether they are overlapped by other
French messages or by English messages.

Concerning the types of word/numeral
confusions: the majority of errors were
ommission errors, but there were many
cases of obvious errors among confusable
pairs. These were often made to make a
logically untrue statement true. The
use of numerals does seem to sort out
those who have really mastered the
second language. where the experieced
English listeners did differ was on
asnswereing true statementa as well in
French-as in English. Only one person
could do this and he admitted he had
finally learned to ”calculate” only
withibn the last two years, which
happened to coincide with helping his
young elementary school boy memorize his
"arithmetic tables".

[1] J.C.Webster,"Applied Research on
Competing Messages” in J. Tobias and
ELD.Schubert, Eds, Hearing Research aflg
Theory, Academic Press, 1983, New York
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answering the male (female) voice. .

Tasks 12 & 13. Repeat 4 and 5 answering

only the native (non—native) talker.

Tasks 14, 15 & 16. Repeat 3, 4 and 5
answering only that statement that is

true. (No attempt was made to have them

answer only the untrue statement, this

would be much too difficult).
Beneral»Results '

The listener's test scores can be
analized in many ways. Some questions

to be answered are: How well are the
numerals and operator words in the
mathematical statements perceived, that
is, how does the test function as a word
discrimination test? What type of dis-
crimination errors are made? Do the
errors tend to be random or are they
concentrated on the specially chosen
confusable number pairs? How accurately
can the extra—acoustic and phonetic
aspects of the messages be identified?
Can the message content, the truth or
falsity of the arithmetic statement, be

- be correctly ascertained?v How well can
the messages be selected on the basis of
the acoustic, phonetic and cognitive

information contained in them? Tables 5
and 4 will help to answer.some of these
questions. ‘

Table 3 shows what percentage of the
ten bits of information in the arith-
metic statement are correctly perceived.
Averaged over all listeners and listen-

'ing conditions that figure is 76.18%
Other aspects of the messasge that are
perceived this well are the sex of the
talker and the ear in which the message
is heard. Whether the talker had a
foreign accent or not was perceived more
than half the time. Not unexpectedly
the most difficult thing for the ,
listeners, in the time allowed, (10
seconds), to record the answer was to
judge whether the arithmetic statement
was true or false. The most surprising
shortfall was ascertaining which of the
two messages was first, or second.
Listeners, including the experimenters,
noted that memory for the time of
arrival was flighting, if the response
was not recorded immediately it could
not be recalled. This was not true for
talker sex or accent or message

,localization, left Vs right ear. These
aspects could be answered any time
before the next message arrived. The

- 69% overall score is ideal for tests of
this type, not Egg difficult and no real
problem of truncation. '
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Test Scores in Percent

for various message parameters of the

Bilingual Listening Competing MESSSagE

Numerical Statement Test -
Listeners

French English A“

Problem(10) 70.63 81.74 7648
Acoustic(2) .

Ear 69.28 81.13 75.21
Time 38. 28 63. 02 50.65

Talker(2) . _
Sex 69.01 .5.64 76.32
Accent 51.43 69.20 60.32

Cognitive(2) 41.28 45.86 43.57

Average 63.55 75.40 69.48

Table 4 shows the average listener
scores (in 2) according to the task

required of them. Column 1 gives the

task number, the details of which are
listed above. Column 2 is a short hand
reference to the tasks listed.above.
Columns 3 and 4 list scores (in Z) for
the three native English—language
listeners, and columns 5 and 6 list
native-French—listeners scores (in ZL
Columns 2 and 4 are scores for

statements spoken in English and columm
3 and 5 for those spoken in French.

Table 4

Test Scores in Percent
for the various listening tasks

Bilingual Listening Competing Messsage
Numerical Statement Test

Listeners
English French

Tests
Tsk Selectn E/E F/F E/E F/F

Critria* F/E *F/E *F/E *F/E

1,2 N/nN*_~ 75.00 76.69 59.58 69.79

3 Lft/Rt* 76.95 74.61 65.02 77.344,5 Lft/Rt 70.90 72.46 58.08 77.61

6 1/2* 75.59 78.13 53.65 66.15
7.8 172. 73.05 69.85 62.11 77.87

10,11 Mn/Nmn 88.09 86.62 69.79 84.“
12.13 No/Act 79.45 88.28 60.94 71.622 .

14 Tr/Fls* 69.14 69.79 39.84 34.63
15,16 Tr/Fls 67.58 40.62 34.90 44.79

Average* 74.12 74. 81 53. 97 61.98
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*for the (N)ative/no(nN)ative Languagetask and all other tasks marked with Um
asterisk, the F/E test was used.
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In both Tables 3 and 4 it will be
noted that the ”English" listeners
obtain higher scores than the French
listeners. This reflects the fact that
as a group they were considerably more
experienced in French ,than the French
listeners were experienced in English.
Two of the three had been married for
ten years to French spouses and had
residied in France the whole period
The French listeners had at most spent
two years in America, and one was a
student who had yet to spend any time in
an English speaking country. As a group
the English listeners show negligible
differences between scores on the
English statements and‘scores on the
French statements. By contrast the less
experienced French listeners make higher
scores on French statements regardless
of whfether they are overlapped by other
French messages or by English messages.

Concerning the types of word/numeral
confusions: the majority of errors were
ommission errors, but there were many
cases of obvious errors among confusable
pairs. These were often made to make a
logically untrue statement true. The
use of numerals does seem to sort out
those who have really mastered the
second language. where the experieced
English listeners did differ was on
asnswereing true statementa as well in
French-as in English. Only one person
could do this and he admitted he had
finally learned to ”calculate” only
withibn the last two years, which
happened to coincide with helping his
young elementary school boy memorize his
"arithmetic tables".

[1] J.C.Webster,"Applied Research on
Competing Messages” in J. Tobias and
ELD.Schubert, Eds, Hearing Research aflg
Theory, Academic Press, 1983, New York
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ABSTRACT

The paper reports on an attempt to ob—
tain some objective criteria for measure-
ment of prosodic interference. A new
technique based on rank correlation
analysis is suggested to relate perceptuab
1y valid cues with acoustic features
signalling foreign accent in utterances as
spoken b Russian learners of English
(6 males) and compared with native speak—
ers (2 males and 2 females).
The experiment was repeated with the same
speakers reading the same material after
two years' period of studies.
The calculated coefficients of cross—cor-
relation between relative vowel durations
and pitch values were compared within the
same speaker and with native speakers.The
intraspeaker correlation proved to be much
higher than interspeaker data which was in
agreement with experts' rates in listening
testsby a force-choice and category judge—
ment methods.

INTRODUCTION
Most phonetic investigations on foreign

accent are primarily concerned with the
detection of divergencies from the phonic
norms of a target language, rather than
its prosodic features /3;4/. One of the
reasons lies in the inadequacy and incom-patibility of the existing descriptions ofprosodic systems/10/.

R. Collier /2/ stresses that the lin-
guistic description remains incomplete aslong as it does not account for all per-
ceptually relevant pitch events, but onlyfor those that are distinctive. That iswhy many relevant intonation phenomena areoften overlooked when they are described
in terms of tone units, pitch phonemes etdDurational properties seem to be a sortof the resultant of a number of speechfactors such as degree of 'phonetic makeup, syntactic
utterance, pausal effects,speaker's idio-syncrasy etc. Thus rhythm is believed tobe the backbone of melody, the frameworkon which it hangs /11/.

Speech timing control along with melodyare an integral part of the speaker'slinguistic competence, and the interfering
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effect of a first language must manifefl
itself as distortions of temporal and
pitch structure which are perceived by
native users of the language /6; 7/.

Compared to grammar learning and prd
nunciation of phonemes in Speech flow,
prosodic features of a second languageare
acquired later, errors persist longer mm
are more difficult for the learner to
realize and correct, since intonation hm
only marginal meaning.

It is agreed that learning the phonm
logy of a second language is a processor
gradual, progressive approximation towmd
target language norms. This is not the
case with mastering intonation, the pre
cess extremely uneven, prone to ceaseat
early stages /4; 5; 9/. This fact sugges
ted an idea to reproduce the experimaw
after two years' period of studies by
employing the same subjects readingthe
same experimental material.

This study was designed to reveal Hm
departures from the authentic prosodyin
the Russian-accented English utterances
With this object in view an attempt was
made to develop a formalized techniquefm
analysis and measurement of prosodicinmp
ference. Besides, it seemed interesting
to compare the results of listening teas
in which two groups of auditors - natiw
and non-native speakers took part.

LACOUSTIC EXPERIMENT

Method

Stimuli and Procedure. The experimentd
material consisted of five sentencesem-
bedded in short dialogues and one tongm-
twister. Their length varied from 6 t020
syllables, and they were of various
syntactic structure and communicativetwa
These sentences are given below.

(’3) Could you turn your TV down a frac-
tion?

(2) Peter Piper picked a peck of pic
peppers.

(5) A friend told me I could find 5mm
accommodation here. _

(4) I'd rather have a cup of coffeelf
you don't mind.

(5) Yes, and it matches your scarf
perfectly.
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(6) I'm sorry but I seem to have mislaid
your scarf.

Six Russian learners of English (all
male) and four native users (two male) of
the same age group naive to the purposes
of the experiment were asked to solo read
the test material.

The Russian learners were half-way in
their five-year course of studies at the
English department, the University of
Leningrad. They spoke English fluently
with nearly all English sounds.

The material was recorded in a sound—
proof studio and then subjected to an
acoustic analysis. Electronically obtained
fundamental frequency trajectories were
manually smoothed by continuous curves
throughout the utterance. Each contour was
divided into a number of regular time
intervals equal for all speakers. Depend-
ing on the length of an utterance the
time lag could vary anywhere from 50 to
200 ms.

Frequency measurements were taken at
these points to obtain a reduced contour
description that would allow point—to—
point comparison between different spec’-
ers. The oscillograms of the test utter—
ances were segmented into vocalic and
consonantal segments. To facilitate this
task the sentences were purposefully made
up of words carrying mostly voiceless
plosives and fricatives. The durations of
vowels were read to an accuracy of 5 ms.

Speech rate was calculated as the ratio
of overall articulation time (ms) to the
number of phonemes in the ideal (careful)
transcription of the utterance.

The experiment was reproduced two years
later with the same learners reading the
same test material under the same experi—
mental conditions.

It is customary to :ssume that human
perception deals with relative properties
of fundamental frequency and timing by
rating acoustic events within a linguistic
unit. This concept conforms to rank cor-
relation statistics to the best advantage
and, in particular, Spearman rank correla~
tion coefficient.

The coefficients were computed to
analyse the degree of agreement between
different productions of the same sentence
by different speakers and by the same
subject two years later. The obtained data
were presented in correlation matrices for
each utterance, pitch and durations being
considered separately. Two resultant (mean
matrices for each parameter were also
calculated.

In order to visualize the degree of
similarity of pitch contours as well as
time patterns, correlation matrices were
transformed into correlation graphs through
Ehe use of an algorithm of maximum corre-
ation.

ILRESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 summarizes the data derived.from
the analysis of correlation matrices for
for two parameters.

Table 1. Percentage of significant cor—
relation coefficients computed separately
for pitch and timing pattern similarity
between native and non-native speakers of
English at two levels of confidence

Pitch patterns Timing patterns

Speakers Russian English Russian English

Russian
p = .05 48 42 85 74
p = .01 12 15 61 40
English
p = .05 61 72
p = .01 25 56

The results presented in Table 1 clear—
ly indicate that the subjects were able to
approximate the timing organisation of the
target language sufficiently well. The
native speakers appear to allow greater
variability of rhythmic structures than
Russian speakers.

As far as pitch contours are concerned,
the best agreement is observed for utter-
ances produced by native speakers, though
the group consisted of two male and two
female subjects.

The difference in the percentage of
significant correlations between the
group of Russian learners and native
speakers was found to be statistically ir—
relevant for pitch pattern correlation.

The data obtained from the same Russian
subjects after two years of studies demon~
strated that significant intraspeaker
correlations accounted for 75—100 percent
of all coefficients. At the same time
cross—correlation with one of the native
speakers did not show any marked improve—
mentcompared to earlier performance.
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Fig.1. Correlation graphSof pitch contour
(top) and timing pattern similarit :
sentence 6 as spoken by English (E and
Russian subjects (R).

Examination of correlation graphs made
it possible to specify some utterances as
most indicative for verification of the
speaker'slanguage background.

These are graphs for sentences 4, 6 andthe
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ABSTRACT

The paper reports on an attempt to ob—
tain some objective criteria for measure-
ment of prosodic interference. A new
technique based on rank correlation
analysis is suggested to relate perceptuab
1y valid cues with acoustic features
signalling foreign accent in utterances as
spoken b Russian learners of English
(6 males) and compared with native speak—
ers (2 males and 2 females).
The experiment was repeated with the same
speakers reading the same material after
two years' period of studies.
The calculated coefficients of cross—cor-
relation between relative vowel durations
and pitch values were compared within the
same speaker and with native speakers.The
intraspeaker correlation proved to be much
higher than interspeaker data which was in
agreement with experts' rates in listening
testsby a force-choice and category judge—
ment methods.

INTRODUCTION
Most phonetic investigations on foreign

accent are primarily concerned with the
detection of divergencies from the phonic
norms of a target language, rather than
its prosodic features /3;4/. One of the
reasons lies in the inadequacy and incom-patibility of the existing descriptions ofprosodic systems/10/.

R. Collier /2/ stresses that the lin-
guistic description remains incomplete aslong as it does not account for all per-
ceptually relevant pitch events, but onlyfor those that are distinctive. That iswhy many relevant intonation phenomena areoften overlooked when they are described
in terms of tone units, pitch phonemes etdDurational properties seem to be a sortof the resultant of a number of speechfactors such as degree of 'phonetic makeup, syntactic
utterance, pausal effects,speaker's idio-syncrasy etc. Thus rhythm is believed tobe the backbone of melody, the frameworkon which it hangs /11/.

Speech timing control along with melodyare an integral part of the speaker'slinguistic competence, and the interfering
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effect of a first language must manifefl
itself as distortions of temporal and
pitch structure which are perceived by
native users of the language /6; 7/.
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to compare the results of listening teas
in which two groups of auditors - natiw
and non-native speakers took part.
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(6) I'm sorry but I seem to have mislaid
your scarf.
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male) and four native users (two male) of
the same age group naive to the purposes
of the experiment were asked to solo read
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their five-year course of studies at the
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number of phonemes in the ideal (careful)
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The experiment was reproduced two years
later with the same learners reading the
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rating acoustic events within a linguistic
unit. This concept conforms to rank cor-
relation statistics to the best advantage
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calculated.

In order to visualize the degree of
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transformed into correlation graphs through
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English at two levels of confidence

Pitch patterns Timing patterns
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p = .05 48 42 85 74
p = .01 12 15 61 40
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p = .05 61 72
p = .01 25 56

The results presented in Table 1 clear—
ly indicate that the subjects were able to
approximate the timing organisation of the
target language sufficiently well. The
native speakers appear to allow greater
variability of rhythmic structures than
Russian speakers.

As far as pitch contours are concerned,
the best agreement is observed for utter-
ances produced by native speakers, though
the group consisted of two male and two
female subjects.

The difference in the percentage of
significant correlations between the
group of Russian learners and native
speakers was found to be statistically ir—
relevant for pitch pattern correlation.

The data obtained from the same Russian
subjects after two years of studies demon~
strated that significant intraspeaker
correlations accounted for 75—100 percent
of all coefficients. At the same time
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iiiuior pigchpcontour correlation.andn

graphs for sentences 3 and 6 pertainzrg

to the temporal structure of the uh

ances. It is easy to see that in t ese

graphs native speakers form clusters

which suggest that cross—correlation eawr

between native—spoken utterances is gr _

than correlation with the other RuSSian

accented utterances (Fig.1).

III. AUDITORY TEST

Material, Subjects, Procedure

The same test utterances as in the

previous experiment were segmented from a

broader context read by the same RuSSian

speakers and two native speakers E2 and E4

(both male). The utterances were paired

with each other and ordered at random, all

samples occurring in the first and second

position equally. Between the first and
the second member of each pair, 1-2 sec
silence was inserted; each pair was re-
peated once, and four seconds intervened

between pairs of stimuli. .
The listeners were 15 RuSSian teachers

of English phonetics and 10 British
students. They were instructed to choose

from each pair the sample they thought.
preferable as regards intonation ignoring

possible occasional mistakes in sounds.
In another series of listening seSSions

the task of listeners-was to rate the .
degree of similarity between two successne
utterances on a five-point scale. The 115-

teners grades were expressed in per cent
for each utterance and pooled in matrices
which were transformed into correlation
graphs. The latter were compared with the
correlation graphs of acoustic Similarity
obtained earlier.

Table 2. Mean opinion scores (in per cent)
listeners in auditory tests by force—choice
lation coefficients between their responses

Iv. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As can be seen from Table 2, thereis
good agreement between the judgments”,ade

by both groups of experts. However, the

values of rank coefficient vary from 0J2
to 0.90 that suggests the same lergan
ces from the standard intonation pattem

had a different effect on two groups of

‘ eners.
llSIt should be noted that non-natiVe

utterances were sometimes prefered to
those spoken by native speakers. TheSe
data testify to the fact that natiVe
speakers may depart suffiCiently fromtm

commonly accepted norms of their natiVe
a e.

langhegcomparison of graphs obtained fin
pitch contour correlation and timing mm;
larity, on the one hand, and graphs of
perceptual likeness, on the other, rmmfl_
ed certain isomorphism in their struchma
i.e. certain clusters in one graph cmma.
ponded to analogous subgraphs in theotMn
By pro-assigning thresholds on graphsWe
were able to obtain subgraphs composed

mostly of native speakers.
The subjects made no overt analysisor

their reasons for prefering a stimulusbm
they appear to weigh up temporal and mum
dic factors involved in the judgment mm
combine them into a single response.
Native listeners were found to be more
responsive to the distortions of rhyflmn
pattern of the utterance.

Using the available graphs as the bag
we selected most representative uttermmm
with faulty rhythm and melody for compma
tive analysis of sentence prosody.

The comparative study of pitch modds
and timing patterns has enabled us to
establish the following acoustic cues
which contribute to the detection of
Russian accent in English prosody:

(1) Russian speakers tend to level mm
contrast in length between phonologicdly
long and short vowels that affects the

assigned by English (E) and Russian (R)
judgment method.and Spearman rank corre-

Sentences
pe:X:::§:a_

Speaker 1 2 5 4 5 6
Listeners E R E R E R E R E R E R E R

R1 42 53 45 58 51 28 1o 18 48 51 2 21 . 58.5R2 71 56 50 21 50 55 49 52 55 57 43 65 2173 56-0R5 69 41 71 59 59 44 60 65 51 27 69 46 58.8 58-8R4 5 26 50 53 49 15 27 7O 50 58 51 59.6 58-5as 48 55 15 17 21 45 82 57 55 41 57 19 46.4 44-1R6 72 44 85 72 62 62 78 64 59 59 54 40 65.2 67.2E4 82 71 75 76 87 79 81 85 75 86 a2 78 80.5 78-?2:2 91 98 85 80 85 91 94 80 75 71 91 91 86.7 85-1
Rank correlation *“‘
coefficients, r0 0.97 0.95 0.72 0.79 0.96 0.81 0.99
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rhythmic structure of word-like phonetic
units;

(2) slower overall speech rate of Rus~
sian speakers (87.91 i 7.95 ms as against
80.3 i 7.45 ms per sound);

(3) greater relative duration of auxi-
liaries and other grammatical words in an
utterance;

(4) less distinct lengthening of vowels
at the end of an utterance;

(5) Russian speakers are apt to lengthen
excessively stressed syllables and shorten
unstressed ones;

(6) timing pattern distortions result
from inability of Russian learners to
observe stress shifts under the influence
of rhythmic tendency;

(7) pitch rise on the first pre-stressed
syllable occurs much more often and is
greater in magnitude;

(8) there is a strong tendency among
Russian learners to use less contrastive
rise-falls at the begining of an utter—
ance-

(9) preferable use by non-native speak-
ers of downward glides on tonic syllables;
(10) the first pitch rise occurs earlier

in utterances spoken by nativespeakers
due to a higher relative speech rate on
the segments preceding the major stress.

V. CONCLUSION

As a result of the considerations pre—
sented in this paper, it appears that
fluently speaking Russian learners are
able to reproduce English sentence rhythm
to a rather high accuracy in terms of
relative durations of vowels. By contrast,
sentence pitch movement proved to be much
more informative for the detection of
residual effects ofa second language.

Intraspeaker correlations between utter—
ances replicated by the same speaker after
two years of studies were found to be
greater than interspeaker correlations,
especially, with native speakers. This
outcome strongly suggests that in the
learning process the speaker tends to ,
adjust earlier acquired melodic prototypes
to the target language by working out a
prosodic idiolect.

Non-native speakers are prone to lapse
into vernacular pitch and rhythm patterns
unless special attention is paid to reme-
dial exercises.

Prosodic interference seems to be
caused by language—specific phonetic fac-
tors rather than phonological aspects of
melody and rhythm. These phonetic peculi-
arities influence the authenticity of
foreign language speech production to a
great extent.

The present study explores only one
aspect of speechperformance - prepared
reading aloud, and does not tackle the
problem of spontaneous foreign speech.

Feodorov 4

Indications are that interlanguage pro-
sodic interference becomes more apparent
in casual speech.
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DIFFICULTIES IN COMPRE HENSION OF L2 INTONATION:

DIAGNOSIS AND PREDICTION IN ENGLISH

MADALENA CRUZ-FERREIRA

Viken,

ABSTRACT

The a er resents a general test

of intongtgonaT comprehension of English

which may be used by learners of any

language. It consists of sentences of

English spoken with particular inton—

ation patterns of tonality, toniCity

and tone. Three alternative interpreta-

tions are provided for each sentence,

the learner having to match each sen-

tence with only one of the interpreta-
tions. It is proposed that the test may
be enlarged and/or modified so as to be

applicable in diagnosing and predicting

difficulties with the intonation of any

L2.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a general test of

intonational comprehension of English

which, it is assumed, can be used by

learners of English of any native tongue.

It is an enlarged and more comprehenSive

version of an English and Portuguese

test presented earlier to Portuguese and

English speakers, respectively, in /3/.

This is eminently a practical test, and

theoretical discussion is reduced to a
minimum. For discussion on the testing
of non-native intonation see /l/, /5/,

/7/, /8/ and /9/- .
The reasons for the presentation of

the test can be summarized in three main
points:

- intonation is still the last .
stronghold of a foreign accent in
speaking any L2;
intonation has only recently begun
to be seriously and systematically
taken into account both in the
literature devoted to foreign lan-
guage learning and in teaching it-
self;

- the test will not only help in de-
tecting these difficulties but
also, through the setting up of a
typology of errors, help to correct
them.

Sweden

It is assumed that the first diffi-

culty faced by non-natives with the in-

tonation of L2 lies in comprehenSion and

not in production: in the first stages of

learning, a faulty comprehension of in-

tonation will determine difficulties in
production, and not Vicefversa."There is

no point in trying to eliCit a correct“

intonational form from a non-native, by
imitation or otherwise, if he does not

perceive it as sui-generis and SpeCTflC
to the foreign language. Ihis paper pre-

sents therefore a comprehenSion test.

The test is proposed both as diag:
nostic and as predictive. Diagnostic in

the sense that it enables the teacher to
ascertain in a straightforward way the
difficulties of the learners - what these
are and where they are. For a more accu-

rate evaluation of the results, the for-
mat of the test is such that statistical

treatment of the replies of the learners

is quite easy. The test is also meant to
be predictive, in the sense that eachnge

sentence resented is ypica o a ra
of other Eentences where the same corre-

spondence intonation pattern-meaning .

applies. One point needs expliCit clari-

fication: I do not believe that inton—

ation works, that is, means, independenth

of the lexico-grammatical sentences it
occurs or, rather, interacts with. I do
not therefore believe that intonation can

be profitably learned or taught indepen-
dently of lexico—grammatical structures.
This is the real sense in which I mean tm

word "predictive": difficulties in inter
preting a sentence such as she won't drlM

finy coffee as meaning "she rinks on y
some types of coffee" predicts diffi-
culties in interpreting the meaning ofuaW
sentence with the structure "not...any
and a falling-rising intonation patternon
the quantifier I'any”.

BACKGROUND

The intonational devices by which the
different meanings are conveyed are takfl
to correspond to three types of inton-
ational choice (see /6/): tonality, the
division of an utterance into intonation
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groups; tonicity, the placement of the
nucleus, or main accent, in each inton-
ation group; and tone, the melodic shape
of the nucleus, for example rising of
falling-

Examples of meaning differences
brought about by intonational devices in
each of the three choices are:

tonality \she,dressed/and fed the
baby

\she dressed and fed the
baby

tonicity ‘she gave her dog
biscuits ‘
she gave her dog
biscuits

tone she won't drinkvany
coffee \
she won't drink any
coffee

LAYOUT OF THE TEST

A more complete version of the test
15 presented in /4/. The test is composed
of several sentences, each with a par-
ticular intonation of English. The sen-
tences are colloquial in style and the
vocabulary used is chosen to be as simple
as possible, to avoid the possibility of
lexico—semantic factors affecting the
interpretation of the intonation patterns.

In each sentence, the intonation pat—
tern presented is the one which gives the
sentence the least probable interpreta—
tion, if only the strict lexico-grammati-
cal meaning of the sentence is taken into
account. For example, the written sentence

she won't drink any coffee
will be given the interpretation associ-
ated with a high-falling tone rather than
with the falling-rising (see /2/ for de—
tails on this).

The interpretation of the sentences
as presented in the test is thus pre-
dicted to present the highest degree of
difficulty for the learners. But it is
also clear that this will depend to a
large extent on the interactions of inton-
ation and lexico-grammatical structure
occuring in the native tongue of the
learner. Knowledge of these interactions
in L1 will therefore enable the teacher
to modify the test accordingly. For each
test sentence, three possible interpreta-
tions are given:
a. the correct one;
E. a wrong one, but the most probable

wrong answer, that is, the one corre-
sponding most closely to the ”written"
form intepretation. A majority of 9.
replies will in principle mean that the
intonation pattern of the sentence is
misunderstood;

In also a wrong interpretation but, be-
sides, the least probable one, given
mostly to ascertain the degree of ran-
domness in the replies of the learners.
In most cases c. is not in fact a poss-
ible interpretation of the sentence,
and a majority of c. replies will in
principle show that the intonation
patterns of the sentence is not under-
stood.

Example:

sentence she won't drink any coffee

|
w . she drinks coffee, but

only special types
b. she drinks no coffee at

all
2. she prefers tea to coffee

TEST PROCEDURE

The test sentences should be presented
to the learners through listening only,
ideally through headphones in a language
laboratory. The learners are given answer
sheets where only the sentence numbers and
the interpretations a., b. and c., duly
randomized and re—letterEd, are—written.

The learners should give one answer
only for each sentence and should leave
no blank answers. In other words, they
are forced to make a decision and one de-
cision only as regards the meaning—Bf
each sentence. The forced choice layout is
important for the establishment, after
analysis of the results, of a typology of
learners' errors and difficulties.

APPLICATIONS AND USES OF THE TEST

The test has been designed to typi-
cally be used as an intonational diagnosis
instrument, together with other tests
(grammatical, lexical, phonetic) which may
be part of regular teaching instruments of
evaluation. It can furthermore be used in
any situation where assessment of fluency
and proficiency in any language is re-
quired, and it can be supplemented by
intonational production tests.

The predictive component of the test
will help the teacher in establishing a
typology of errors and/or difficulties,
and thereby help in the setting up of
adequate correction procedures.

The analysis of the typical replies
of the learners will hopefully give a
clear picture of the following:

what are the difficulties - that
is, what typology of errors has
emerged from the results;
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~ where the difficulties lie - that

is, where do the systematic mis-

matches in the interaction inton—

ation/lexico—grammatical form
appear;

- why are they difficulties - that

is, are the mismatches due to

interference of differently mean-

ingful pairings of intonation/

lexico-grammar in L1; _
how to counteract the difficulties

- that is, what is the best way of

introducing and stabilising the

specific pairings of intonation/
lexico~grammat in L2, having in
mind the particular L1 of the
learners.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The design of the test is such as to

be easily understood and used by both

learners and teachers, and its design

easily lends itself to statistical treat»

ment of the results. Its format can also
be easily modified, adapted or enlarged

according to the proficiency level of the
learners and to the purposes of the
teaching.

In the version presented in this
paper, the test is meant to be used by

learners of English from any mother

tongue. But it is also assumed that its

underlying design is suitable for use in
the assessment of learners of any other

language. It is hoped that the results

provided by the test can be profitably
used in the setting up of a typology of
intonational errors and difficulties
according to the L1 of the learners, and
thereby provide insights into adequate and
systematic correction procedures.
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Dichotic listening studies in normal subjects
have indicated a right ear (left hemisphere) pre-
ference for many linguistic stimuli, including stop
consonant, initial nonsense syllables (Shankweiler
& Studdert—Kennedy, 1967; Studdert—Kennedy &
Shankweiler, 1975), digits, and other lexical items
(Kimura, 1961); as well as a left ear (right hemi-
sphere) preference for certain nonlinguistic
stimuli, including melody (Kimura, 1964), chords
(Gordon, 1970), environmental sounds (Curry, 1967),
and nonverbal vocalizations such as laughing and
sighing (King & Kimura, 1972).

In contrast to the concept of a left hemisphere
specialization for verbal material, and a right
hemisphere specialization for nonverbal material,
many investigators believe the left hemisphere is
specialized for analytic processing and the right
for holistic processing. On this view, when
musical tasks share properties with speech such as
temporal order, duration, simultaneity, and rhythm
(Krashen, 1973), the left hemisphere is responsible
for stimulus processing. Conversely, when the musi-
cal task is free of temporal constraints (i.e., not
time bound), the right hemisphere is presumably
processing the information in a gestalt manner. In
other words, time-dependent (sequential or temporal)
processing is best performed by the left hemisphere
while time—independent processing is best performed
by the right hemisphere (Carmon & Nachson, 1971;
Albert, 1972; Gordon, 1979). This approach is con—
sistent with an interpretation of lateral asym-
metries on the basis of degree of processing (Brown
1983) rather than parallel systems or separate pro-
cessing components.

There are relatively few studies on timbre and
cerebral specialization, though a left ear super—
iority has been demonstrated with dichotic listen—
ing techniques (Gordon, 1970). Others have found a
left ear superiority for limited duration only,
mggesting that the ability to detect target tim-
bres may disappear after repeated trials (Kallman &
Corballis, 1975). In one study showing no signifi-
cant difference between the ears for the detection
of timbre (Spellacy, 1970), the intervals between
dichotic presentation and recognition stimuli were
5 and 12 sec, suggesting that a different pattern
of ear advantage emerges with shorter intervals, as
in the case of pitch (Wyke, 1977). With shorter
huervals, the procedure approaches a discriminat-
ion task, suggesting that it is the dimension of
Mimulus discrimination rather than the material
discriminated which gives the right hemisphere

Se 80.1.1

effect. Thus, Mazziota, Phelps, Carson, & Kuhl,
(1982) found diffuse righthemisphere PETT meta-
bolic activation with a timbre discrimination
task.

There is some evidence for selective left hemis-
phere involvement in phonological processing. For
example, rCBF methods have demonstrated that rhyme
or suffix monitoring engages left temporal regions
preferentially (Maxmillian, 1982; Knopman, Rubens,
Klassen, & Meyer, 1982). Conversely, Zaidel (1977)
demonstrated poor phonological feature discrim—
ination in the right but not left hemispheres of
commissurotomy subjects. To date, there are no
studies of phoneme monitoring in aphasics, though
it has been determined that aphasics are impaired
in the discrimination of phonological contrasts
(Blumstein, Baker & Goodglass, 1977) and in the
labeling or identifying of consonants presented in
a consonant-vowel context (Basso, Casati & Vignolo,
1977). This would be of particular interest in
light of evidence that phoneme monitoring involves
operations that are not essential for normal lan—
guage: children who have difficulty learning to
read fail on such tasks, though their ability to
speak and to understand spoken language is approxi-
mately normal (Liberman, 1974; Calfee, Chapman, &
Vanesky, 1972). Level of reading skill, however,
does not predict performance on a phonological
task (Morais, 1975) though it has been suggested
that performance on such tasks might identify
dyslexic individuals.

METHODS
Subjects
Twenty right-handed subjects with reportedly

normal hearing (as confirmed by audiological data),
English as a native language, and ranging in age
from 40 to 70 years were participants in this study.
All subjects sustained a single, CT scan document—
ed unilateral (10 left, 10 right) cerebral vascular
accident and had no history of other neurological
disorders. Left hemisphere damaged subjects in-
cluded 4 nonfluent aphasics, 3 fluent aphasics and
3 total aphasics, with lesion location as follows:
4 anterior, 3 posterior and 3 anterior/posterior.
Lesion location in the right hemiSphere damaged
subjects included 4 anterior, 5 posterior and l
anterior/posterior. Three left hemisphere damaged
and 2 right hemisphere damaged patients were deem-
ed musically sophisticated; each had actively
played a musical instrument for at least 8 years
prior to CVA.
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cluded 4 nonfluent aphasics, 3 fluent aphasics and
3 total aphasics, with lesion location as follows:
4 anterior, 3 posterior and 3 anterior/posterior.
Lesion location in the right hemiSphere damaged
subjects included 4 anterior, 5 posterior and l
anterior/posterior. Three left hemisphere damaged
and 2 right hemisphere damaged patients were deem-
ed musically sophisticated; each had actively
played a musical instrument for at least 8 years
prior to CVA.
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Materials and Procedure

Each subject wore a pair of Pioneer SE—305

stereo headphones and listened to recordings on an

AKAI GX4000D tape recorder. Each subject was re-

quired to indicate recognition of targets by rais-

ing the hand ipsilateral to the lesion. All

stimuli were prepared at the Haskins Laboratory,

New Haven, Connecticut.

Language stimuli. Stimuli consisted of mono—

syllabic (CVC, CVCC, CCVC) words spoken by a

female. Words were arranged in two 5-min blocks

of 52 stimuli each, at the rate of one every 3.7

sec, with an 8—sec interval between blocks.

Stimuli ranged from 850 to 1180 msec in length.

Targets consisted of words beginning with the

sound/b/ and foils consisted of words beginning

with the sound /s/, /j/, /r/,/k/, /w/, and /m/.

No target or foil ended with the sound /b/.

Targets constituted 15% of the stimuli. None of

the targets or foils were repeated.

Nonlanguage stimuli . Electronically generated

sounds produced by an Apple computer with

Syntauri software were used as stimuli. Parameter

values for these stimuli are shown in Table 1.

Seven different timbres were used. Each timbre

was generated at four pitch levels corresponding

to middle C through F above middle C. In perform

ing the task, subjects were trained to identify

one timbre as a target. Seven other timbres

judged in pilot studies to be maximally different

from the target served as foils. Stimulus pre-

sentations were identical to those used for

phoneme monitoring. Sounds were presented in two

5—min blocks at the rate of one per 3.7 sec.

Individual stimulus durations ranged from 973 to

1183 msec. Targets represented 15% of the stimuli

and were presented in the same list locations

as phoneme targets.

In order to motivate subjects and to ensure

attention to the task, each Subject was paid 15

cents for each target detected.

RESULTS

A three-factor analysis of variance with repeat—

ed measures on one factor (number of errors) was '
performed, with number of errors (false positives

and omissions) as the dependent variable. The two

between—group factors were left hemisphere damage
vs. right hemisphere damage, and anterior lesion

site vs. posterior lesion site. One repeated

within-group factor was task stimuli (phoneme vs.

timbre.

The results (Table 2) show a main effect for task

stimuli (F = 13.57, p = .0025). Left hemisphere
CVA patients performed poorly on the phoneme task

only, and right hemisphere CVA patients exhibited
the opposite effect. False positive responses

for both groups of patients for both listening
tasks were categorized in comparison to target

stimuli. For phonemes, high acoustic frequency
(/f/, /s/) and low acoustic frequency (/m/,/j/)

responses were sorted; for timbres, octave and
nonoctave responses were sorted. Chi square

analysis revealed no pattern of false positive
phoneme responses for either group of patients but
a strong pattern of false positive timbre responses
(F = 1, p = .0065) for left hemisphere damaged

patients only, indicating that this group of

patients made errors that were in octave relation

to the target-

DISCUSSION

The principle finding in the study is that 12“

brain—damagEd aphasics have more difficulty With

phoneme monitoring than with timbre monitoring,

while the right brain-damaged nonaphasic patienm

show the reverse pattern. This finding appearsto

be material specific, since the two tasks were

designed to be (1) as analogous as possible, (a

similar in such features as volume, stimulus mnap

ion and spacing, percentage of "hits," and relauve

distance of foils from targets; and (3) comparabh

in response mechanisms (ipsilateral hand).

The observation of a reciprocal performance on

these analogous tasks in left and right damaged

patients supports the association of phonological

processing with the left hemisphere and its dis-

ruption in aphasia, and provides support for the

view that phoneme monitoring involves linguistic

rather than purely acoustic or attentional medw

anisms. The pattern of impairment according to

hemisphere damaged is also inconsistent with an

interpretation of the aphasics' performance head

on task complexity or degree of effort. In facn

in pilot studies with normals monitoring for

two phonemes or two timbres, the latter task was

judged the more difficult.

No clear relationship was found between lesiw

localization (anterior vs posterior) or aphasia

type and performance on the phoneme monitoring

task, though the number of patients was small.

Severity of aphasia, as determined by Boston

Diagnostic Aphasia Examination scores, was also"

not correlated with task performance. Further-

more, a separate analysis of patients deemed

musically sophisticated prior to their strokes

failed to disclose patterns deviating from the

froup mean. Specifically, musically sophisticamd

subjects did not make errors consistent with a

left hemisphere shift for timbre processing.

of note is the fact that these tasks were

employed as activation measures in a PETT study

of glucose metabolism in normal subjects

(Bartlett, Brown, Wolf, & Brodie, 1985). In thm

study, phoneme and timbre stimulation resulted m

similar patterns of metabolic rates ~ namely,

slightly greater left than right values- though

regional data showed greater intersubject vari-

ability on language activation. Specifically,we

did not find task—dependent metabolic asymmetrRs

on the phoneme and timbre stimuli such as repOrted
by Mazziota et a1. (1982) for language and
timbre activation. In the latter study, howeven

stimuli were different in material (story vs.
timbre pairs), operations (listening vs. same/

different judgments); and response measures
(subsequent retrieval vs. motor response)- When
these operations are controlled, as in the preswt

StUdy, phoneme and timbre stimuli give similar
metabolic patterns. Thus, the data indicate thM

lesion effects and behavioral dissociations are

perhaps more sensitive than currently available

metabolic correlations.
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TABLE 1
Parameter Values for Timbre Stimuli

Timbre parameter A(target) B C D E F G

Percussion rate 51 225 97 11 150 250 120
Percussion volume 224 222 226 222 250 250 250
Fall rate 40 40 57 45 100 80 140
Fall volume 224 0 218 0 220 80 80
Attack rate 40 225 97 189 180 250 120
Attack volume 224 225 226 227 250 250 250
Decay rate 25 17 28 19 180 40 120
Release rate _ 40 40 57 68 8O 80 140
Release volume 0 0 O 0 0 0 0

TABLE 2

Individual Responses for Both Groups of Patients on Phoneme and Timbre
Monitoring Tasks

Correct False positives Omissions
Ph Ti Phoneme Timbre Ph Ti

Aphasics

A 15 15 2 0 O 0
A 3 14 22 3 12 l
A/p* 9 14 11 5 6 1
A 14 14 0 l 1 l
A/P 7 10 12 l 8 5
P 15 15 O 2 0 O
P* 15 15 0 4 0 0
P 13 12 24 3 2 3
A/P 8 10 7 2 7 5
A* 9 14 1 3 6 1

Mean 10.8 13.3 7.9 2.4 4.2 1.7
Total stimuli 104 Total targets 15

A 13 13 0 6 2 2
A/P l3 5 O 10 2 10
P 13 15 0 2 2 0
P* 15 15 O 2 0 0
P 14 0 0 7 1 15
P 15 7 0 29 0 8
A 15 15 0 14 0 0
A 14 l 1 21 1 14
A 14 3 0 8 l 12
P* 15 15 0 0 O 0

Mean 14.1 8.9 0.1 9.9 0.9 6.1
Total stimuli 104 Total targets 15

Note. * = Musically sophisticated; A.P., and A/P refer to anterior, posterior,
or combined lesion localization.
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SENTENCE INTONATION FOLLOWING UNILATERAL LEFT AND RIGHT HEMISPHERE LESION

Parth M. Bhatt

Experimental Phonetics Laboratory, Department of French,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

ABSTRACT

The results of an instrumental analysis of

acoustic attributes of sentence intonation
in the speech of six Francophone patients
show that subjects with left anterior lesion

have relatively intact range and frequency

of use of F0 movements whereas subjects with

right anterior lesions show reduced F3 range
and frequency of movement.

INTRODUCTION

A. Prosodic modification following left

anterior lesion

The question of the status of proso—

dic systems following unilateral brain damage
has received considerably less attention
than deficits of phonetic, phonemic and morpho-
syntactic systems. One can perhaps attribute

this to the fact that the status and function
of prosodic systems has remained a topic

of controversy within the framework of linguis—

tics as a whole. Prosody is often seen as

a musical or emotional supplement to speech

which has a minimal linguistic role. There
has been a recent renewal of clinical interest
in the subject of prosody following unilateral
brain lesion, but the phonetic and clinical
data do not as yield a clear interpretation.

There are a number of clinical observa-
tions of prosodic modification following
unilateral left anterior lesion. A number
of case reports describe patients whose speech
output began with a period of quasi-mutism
and then evolved to the utterance of a few
monosyllables with modulations of intona-
tion [l][2][3][4]. These observations suggest
that in the initial stages of Broca’s aphasia,

prosody seem to be relatively well preserved.
However, in further stages of evolu-

tion of language disorders following left
anterior lesion, specific prosodic modifi-
cations called dysprosody, appear. Dysprosody
can be divided into two major categories: a)
"foreign language dysprosody" (accent change)

and b) "flat, discontinous speech melody".
Case reports of foreign language dYSPFO‘

“Ody are numerous. The first such case was

Se 80.2.1

reported by A. Pick [5]. Pick observed a
young male Czech patient with a left anterior
lesion, who took on a "Polish" accent beéause
he systematically misplaced word level accent-
uation which, in Czech falls on the first
syllable of the word, to the penultimate
syllable. G. Monrad-Krohn later reported
the case of a young female Norwegian patient,
with a large anterior left hemisphere lesion
who had recovered fluent articulation, but
was unable to produce the tonal distinction
which, in Norwegian differentiate "Bonder"
(farmers) from ”Bonner" (prayers or green
beans) [6][7]. In these two cases, it is
legitimate to say that the "foreign pronon-
ciation" is directly linked to a prosodic
modification.

On the other hand, a number of researchers

have used the term dysprosody to designate

any and all cases of strange prononciations

which seemed to show traces of a foreign

accent, as for example. the cases reported

by Alajouanine and Lhermitte [8], Cole [9],
Critchley [10], Engl and Von Stockert [ll][12],
Nielson and McKeown [l3], Pilch [l4], and
Whitty [15]. In most of these cases it does
not seem that the accent change can be attri—

buted to a primary and isolated modifica-
tion of prosodic systems but rather to general

difficulties in phonetic realization.

The second major type of prosodic disorder

that has also been termed dysprosody, is

associated with subjects suffering from severe

non—fluent aphasia accompanied by agrammatism.

H. Goodglass [16] was probably the first
to use the term dysprosody to describe the

flat and discontinuous quality of the melodic

line in the speech of patients with severe

non-fluent aphasia. For Goodglass, this type

of aphasic patients are unable to use intona—

tion to demarcate constituent boundaries.

There are relatively few instrumental

studies of prosodic modification following

left anterior lesion. In a corpus of sponta—

neous speech produced by aphasic subjects,

Danly, De Villiers and Cooper [17] observed

that F0 sentence declination was present

and that major falls in Fa occured at the

end of sentences. However, sentence final

syllable lengthening was-absent.
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ABSTRACT

The results of an instrumental analysis of

acoustic attributes of sentence intonation

in the speech of six Francophone patients
show that subjects with left anterior lesion

have relatively intact range and frequency

of use of F0 movements whereas subjects with

right anterior lesions show reduced F3 range
and frequency of movement.

INTRODUCTION

A. Prosodic modification following left
anterior lesion

The question of the status of proso—

dic systems following unilateral brain damage
has received considerably less attention
than deficits of phonetic, phonemic and morpho-
syntactic systems. One can perhaps attribute

this to the fact that the status and function
of prosodic systems has remained a topic

of controversy within the framework of linguis—

tics as a whole. Prosody is often seen as

a musical or emotional supplement to speech

which has a minimal linguistic role. There
has been a recent renewal of clinical interest
in the subject of prosody following unilateral
brain lesion, but the phonetic and clinical
data do not as yield a clear interpretation.

There are a number of clinical observa-
tions of prosodic modification following
unilateral left anterior lesion. A number
of case reports describe patients whose speech
output began with a period of quasi-mutism
and then evolved to the utterance of a few
monosyllables with modulations of intona-
tion [l][2][3][4]. These observations suggest
that in the initial stages of Broca’s aphasia,

prosody seem to be relatively well preserved.
However, in further stages of evolu-

tion of language disorders following left
anterior lesion, specific prosodic modifi-
cations called dysprosody, appear. Dysprosody
can be divided into two major categories: a)
"foreign language dysprosody" (accent change)
and b) "flat, discontinous speech melody".

Case reports of foreign language dYSPFO‘
“Ody are numerous. The first such case was
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reported by A. Pick [5]. Pick observed a
young male Czech patient with a left anterior
lesion, who took on a "Polish" accent beéause
he systematically misplaced word level accent-
uation which, in Czech falls on the first
syllable of the word, to the penultimate
syllable. G. Monrad-Krohn later reported
the case of a young female Norwegian patient,
with a large anterior left hemisphere lesion
who had recovered fluent articulation, but
was unable to produce the tonal distinction
which, in Norwegian differentiate "Bonder"
(farmers) from ”Bonner" (prayers or green
beans) [6][7]. In these two cases, it is
legitimate to say that the "foreign pronon-
ciation" is directly linked to a prosodic
modification.

On the other hand, a number of researchers

have used the term dysprosody to designate

any and all cases of strange prononciations

which seemed to show traces of a foreign

accent, as for example. the cases reported

by Alajouanine and Lhermitte [8], Cole [9],
Critchley [10], Engl and Von Stockert [ll][12],
Nielson and McKeown [l3], Pilch [l4], and
Whitty [15]. In most of these cases it does
not seem that the accent change can be attri—

buted to a primary and isolated modifica-
tion of prosodic systems but rather to general

difficulties in phonetic realization.

The second major type of prosodic disorder

that has also been termed dysprosody, is

associated with subjects suffering from severe

non—fluent aphasia accompanied by agrammatism.

H. Goodglass [16] was probably the first
to use the term dysprosody to describe the

flat and discontinuous quality of the melodic

line in the speech of patients with severe

non-fluent aphasia. For Goodglass, this type

of aphasic patients are unable to use intona—

tion to demarcate constituent boundaries.

There are relatively few instrumental

studies of prosodic modification following

left anterior lesion. In a corpus of sponta—

neous speech produced by aphasic subjects,

Danly, De Villiers and Cooper [17] observed

that F0 sentence declination was present

and that major falls in Fa occured at the

end of sentences. However, sentence final

syllable lengthening was-absent.
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In a second study based on a corpus

of read sentences, Danly and Shapiro [18]

were able to confirm the existence of major

frequency falls in sentence final p051tion,

and the absence of sentence final syllable

lengthening. Furthermore, Fa sentence declina—

tion was found to apply to smaller domains

as compared to normal speech and aphaSIC

subjects with left frontal lesions were found

to make more frequency rises than normal

subjects and they did not encode sentence

length by choosing a high initial F0 peak.

Ryalls [19] found that eight subjects

with Broca’s aphasia showed a restricted

frequency range. In a second study, this

author noted that subjects with large anterior

left hemisphere lesions had a higher average
Fb than control subjects [20].

According to Cooper et al. [21], Broca's

aphasics show a relatively flat frequency

contour, their subjects did however, produce

sentence final word‘lengthening.

In general, the portrait of Broca’s

aphasics shows considerable disorders in

the phonetic production of fundamental fre—

quency. Eb is flat and discontinuous with

restricted overall range. Sentence final

syllable lengthening is usually absent, but

sentence final intonational falls seem to

be intact.

B. Prosodic modification following right
anterior lesion

There have been relatively few clinical
reports of prosodic deficits following anterior
right hemisphere lesion [22]. Recently however,
the syndrome of "aprosodia", which according
to Ross [23] designates a selective inability
to use prosody to express emotional states,
and "auditory affective agnosia" [24] which
designates the inability to recognize emotional
information carried by voice, have lead to
a renewal of research on this topic.

As far as phonetic studies are concerned,
Dordain, Degos and Dordain [25] reported
monotonous voice in nine of seventeen subjects
with right hemisphere lesions suffering from
right hemiplegia. Kent and Hosenbek [26]
also report monotonous voice in two subjects
with right hemisphere lesions. In an earlier
study of nine subjects with right hemisphere
lesion (three frontal, three parietal and
three temporal) we were ourselves able to
observe that the three subjects with right
frontal lesion showed restricted intonational
movements in phrase and sentence final posi—
tion [27]. However, these subjects produced
considerable lengthening in vowel duration
for phrase and sentence final syllables.

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Subject population and speech sample
The subjects for this study were six

francophone, adult right-handed patients. Three
patients (A, B and C) suffered from unilateral
left lesions affecting the anterior portion
of the left hemisphere. Three other patients

(D, E and F) suffered from unilateral right
lesions affecting the anterior portion of
the right hemisphere. There were four female

subjects, A, C: D and E3 and tV° male SUbJeCts
B and F. As for 1e51on etiology, subjects

A, B, c and F suffered from cerebro—vasCu_

lar accidents: Subject A, a thrombosis of

the internal carotid artery; Subject B, an
occlusion of the middle cerebral artery;
Subject C, occlusion of the internal carotid
artery and Subject F from an rupture of an

aneurysm of the internal carotid artery. Sub-

jects D and E both suffered from cerebral
tumors, an astrocytoma and a glioma, respec—

tively. At the time of 1nterv1ew Subject

A was 23 years of age, Subject B, 63 years

of age, Subject 0. 36 years of age. Subject
0, 38 years of age, Subject E, 47 years of
age and Subject F, 35 years of age.

All subjects suffered from severe hemi—
plegia contralateral to the side of the lesion.

For subject A the clinical interview
was carried out 473 days after onset of the

accident, for Subject B the interview took

place 637 days after onset, for Subject C,
180 days after onset, for Subject D, 17 days

after onset for Subject E, 21 days after
onset and for Subject F, 14 days after onset.
All subjects were in stable neurological
condition at the time of interview.

The speech sample submitted to instru-

mental analysis was drawn from the spontaneous
speech section of the clinical aphasia exami-
nation battery currently in use at the Sal—
pétriére and St. Anne Hospitals in Paris,

France. The patients were replying to questions
about their illness, their profession, etc.

For each subject approximately 300 sylla-
bles of spontaneous speech were analyzed.

The speech sample for each subject was

was submitted to two parallel instrumental
phonetic analyses of frequency, intensity
and duration. The first analysis was carried

out by a digital real-time fundamental fre-
quency analyzer and the second by a digital
real-time colour spectrograph.

B. Results of instrumental analysis
Subjects A, B, and C, with unilateral

left anterior lesions were found to have:
a) intact range of Fo movements (Fig.1);
b) relatively frequent use of F0 movements

to indicate sentence boundaries (Fig.2h
c) relatively infrequent use of sentence

final syllable lengthening (Fig.3);
d) very frequent use of pauses(Fig.4);
e) frequent use of monosyllabic or bisyl-

labic utterances (Fig.5).
Subjects D, E and F, suffering from

unilateral right anterior lesions, when compa-
red to subjects A, B and C, showed:
a) reduced range of F0 (Fig.1);
b) reduced use of F0 movements to indicate

sentence boundaries (Fig.2);
C) relatively frequent use of sentence final

syllable lengthening(Fig.3);
d) reduced use of pauses (Fig.4);
e) considerably less frequent use of mono-
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syllabic and bi~syllabic accentual groups
(Fig.5).

Fa Range Range

Range Coefficient t=5.621, p(4)<0.01
Figgre 1 Frequency range.

Occurences of

F0 movement

Group Sen
1

08%

Group Final Fb: t = 0.127, p(4)>0.90
Sentence Final Fa: t = 5.535, p(4)<0.01
Figure 2: Percentage of occurences of Eb
movement in group and sentence final position.

Occurence of

llable len thenin
Group

33

75

Group Fihal Lengthening t = 6.081,
p(4)<0.01

Sentence Final Lengthening t=13.497,
p(4)<0.001

Figne 3 Percentage of occurence of syllable
lengthening in group and sentence
final position.

Number Total Pause
of pause percen—

39.

Mmmer of pauses t=6.096, p(4)<0.01
Pause percentage t=2.488, p(4)<0.05
Eifl!£§_é Pauses.

Mono— Bi- Total
syllabicllabic

Monosyllabic groups t=l4.360, p(4)<0.001
Bisyllabic groups t=3.033, p(4)<0.05
Figure 5 Percentage of occurence of mono—

and bi-syllabic accentual groups.

DISCUSSION

While subjects with anterior left hemiSv
phere lesions produced a high number of pauses
and a large number of mono— and bi—syllabic
accentual groups, they continued to use a
rudimentary system of intonational marking
based primarily on F0 movement to indicate
phrase and sentence boundaries.

The results also suggest that patients
with unilateral left hemisphere lesion do
not show a restricted Fa range when compared
to subjects with unilateral right hemisphere
lesions. This observation is slightly diffe—
rent, but is not incompatible with previous
phonetic studies which compared brain-damaged
subjects to control subjects. It is however
important to note that none of the patients
misplaced intonational movements or produced
anomalous intonational patterns. The strategy
used was simple and consisted in attributing
intonational rises to syllables in non-sentence
final position and major falls to syllables
in sentence final position.

The intonational strategies used by
these two groups of subjects have important
consequences for clinical analysis of language
deficits following focal brain lesions and
for theories of cerebral processing of speech.

In terms of the clinical analysis of
Broca’s aphasia with accompanying agrammatism,
these results suggest that the use of the
term dysprosodic, which suggests a selective
prosodic deficit, to qualify the speech output
of these subjects is inappropriate. Moreover,
the intonational movements produced by these
patients do not have simply a musical or
emotional role, they serve to delimit the
major constituent boundaries of the utterances.

0n the other hand, subjects with right
anterior lesions relied more heavily on dura-
tional attributes, as opposed to F0 movement,
to indicate the principal syntactic units
of their utterances. This finding is in agree—
ment with previous results. It is however
important to note that the overall F0 contour
of these patients is not absolutely flat. The
principal difference between these patients
and patients A, B and C is the lack of Eb
movement in group and sentence final position
where the greatest variations in F0 usually
occur. This flat final syllable, combined
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In a second study based on a corpus

of read sentences, Danly and Shapiro [18]

were able to confirm the existence of major

frequency falls in sentence final p051tion,

and the absence of sentence final syllable

lengthening. Furthermore, Fa sentence declina—

tion was found to apply to smaller domains

as compared to normal speech and aphaSIC

subjects with left frontal lesions were found

to make more frequency rises than normal

subjects and they did not encode sentence

length by choosing a high initial F0 peak.

Ryalls [19] found that eight subjects

with Broca’s aphasia showed a restricted

frequency range. In a second study, this

author noted that subjects with large anterior

left hemisphere lesions had a higher average
Fb than control subjects [20].

According to Cooper et al. [21], Broca's

aphasics show a relatively flat frequency

contour, their subjects did however, produce

sentence final word‘lengthening.

In general, the portrait of Broca’s

aphasics shows considerable disorders in

the phonetic production of fundamental fre—

quency. Eb is flat and discontinuous with

restricted overall range. Sentence final

syllable lengthening is usually absent, but

sentence final intonational falls seem to

be intact.

B. Prosodic modification following right
anterior lesion

There have been relatively few clinical
reports of prosodic deficits following anterior
right hemisphere lesion [22]. Recently however,
the syndrome of "aprosodia", which according
to Ross [23] designates a selective inability
to use prosody to express emotional states,
and "auditory affective agnosia" [24] which
designates the inability to recognize emotional
information carried by voice, have lead to
a renewal of research on this topic.

As far as phonetic studies are concerned,
Dordain, Degos and Dordain [25] reported
monotonous voice in nine of seventeen subjects
with right hemisphere lesions suffering from
right hemiplegia. Kent and Hosenbek [26]
also report monotonous voice in two subjects
with right hemisphere lesions. In an earlier
study of nine subjects with right hemisphere
lesion (three frontal, three parietal and
three temporal) we were ourselves able to
observe that the three subjects with right
frontal lesion showed restricted intonational
movements in phrase and sentence final posi—
tion [27]. However, these subjects produced
considerable lengthening in vowel duration
for phrase and sentence final syllables.

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Subject population and speech sample
The subjects for this study were six

francophone, adult right-handed patients. Three
patients (A, B and C) suffered from unilateral
left lesions affecting the anterior portion
of the left hemisphere. Three other patients

(D, E and F) suffered from unilateral right
lesions affecting the anterior portion of
the right hemisphere. There were four female

subjects, A, C: D and E3 and tV° male SUbJeCts
B and F. As for 1e51on etiology, subjects

A, B, c and F suffered from cerebro—vasCu_

lar accidents: Subject A, a thrombosis of

the internal carotid artery; Subject B, an
occlusion of the middle cerebral artery;
Subject C, occlusion of the internal carotid
artery and Subject F from an rupture of an

aneurysm of the internal carotid artery. Sub-

jects D and E both suffered from cerebral
tumors, an astrocytoma and a glioma, respec—

tively. At the time of 1nterv1ew Subject

A was 23 years of age, Subject B, 63 years

of age, Subject 0. 36 years of age. Subject
0, 38 years of age, Subject E, 47 years of
age and Subject F, 35 years of age.

All subjects suffered from severe hemi—
plegia contralateral to the side of the lesion.

For subject A the clinical interview
was carried out 473 days after onset of the

accident, for Subject B the interview took

place 637 days after onset, for Subject C,
180 days after onset, for Subject D, 17 days

after onset for Subject E, 21 days after
onset and for Subject F, 14 days after onset.
All subjects were in stable neurological
condition at the time of interview.

The speech sample submitted to instru-

mental analysis was drawn from the spontaneous
speech section of the clinical aphasia exami-
nation battery currently in use at the Sal—
pétriére and St. Anne Hospitals in Paris,

France. The patients were replying to questions
about their illness, their profession, etc.

For each subject approximately 300 sylla-
bles of spontaneous speech were analyzed.

The speech sample for each subject was

was submitted to two parallel instrumental
phonetic analyses of frequency, intensity
and duration. The first analysis was carried

out by a digital real-time fundamental fre-
quency analyzer and the second by a digital
real-time colour spectrograph.

B. Results of instrumental analysis
Subjects A, B, and C, with unilateral

left anterior lesions were found to have:
a) intact range of Fo movements (Fig.1);
b) relatively frequent use of F0 movements

to indicate sentence boundaries (Fig.2h
c) relatively infrequent use of sentence

final syllable lengthening (Fig.3);
d) very frequent use of pauses(Fig.4);
e) frequent use of monosyllabic or bisyl-

labic utterances (Fig.5).
Subjects D, E and F, suffering from

unilateral right anterior lesions, when compa-
red to subjects A, B and C, showed:
a) reduced range of F0 (Fig.1);
b) reduced use of F0 movements to indicate

sentence boundaries (Fig.2);
C) relatively frequent use of sentence final

syllable lengthening(Fig.3);
d) reduced use of pauses (Fig.4);
e) considerably less frequent use of mono-
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syllabic and bi~syllabic accentual groups
(Fig.5).

Fa Range Range

Range Coefficient t=5.621, p(4)<0.01
Figgre 1 Frequency range.

Occurences of

F0 movement

Group Sen
1

08%

Group Final Fb: t = 0.127, p(4)>0.90
Sentence Final Fa: t = 5.535, p(4)<0.01
Figure 2: Percentage of occurences of Eb
movement in group and sentence final position.

Occurence of

llable len thenin
Group

33

75

Group Fihal Lengthening t = 6.081,
p(4)<0.01

Sentence Final Lengthening t=13.497,
p(4)<0.001

Figne 3 Percentage of occurence of syllable
lengthening in group and sentence
final position.

Number Total Pause
of pause percen—

39.

Mmmer of pauses t=6.096, p(4)<0.01
Pause percentage t=2.488, p(4)<0.05
Eifl!£§_é Pauses.

Mono— Bi- Total
syllabicllabic

Monosyllabic groups t=l4.360, p(4)<0.001
Bisyllabic groups t=3.033, p(4)<0.05
Figure 5 Percentage of occurence of mono—

and bi-syllabic accentual groups.

DISCUSSION

While subjects with anterior left hemiSv
phere lesions produced a high number of pauses
and a large number of mono— and bi—syllabic
accentual groups, they continued to use a
rudimentary system of intonational marking
based primarily on F0 movement to indicate
phrase and sentence boundaries.

The results also suggest that patients
with unilateral left hemisphere lesion do
not show a restricted Fa range when compared
to subjects with unilateral right hemisphere
lesions. This observation is slightly diffe—
rent, but is not incompatible with previous
phonetic studies which compared brain-damaged
subjects to control subjects. It is however
important to note that none of the patients
misplaced intonational movements or produced
anomalous intonational patterns. The strategy
used was simple and consisted in attributing
intonational rises to syllables in non-sentence
final position and major falls to syllables
in sentence final position.

The intonational strategies used by
these two groups of subjects have important
consequences for clinical analysis of language
deficits following focal brain lesions and
for theories of cerebral processing of speech.

In terms of the clinical analysis of
Broca’s aphasia with accompanying agrammatism,
these results suggest that the use of the
term dysprosodic, which suggests a selective
prosodic deficit, to qualify the speech output
of these subjects is inappropriate. Moreover,
the intonational movements produced by these
patients do not have simply a musical or
emotional role, they serve to delimit the
major constituent boundaries of the utterances.

0n the other hand, subjects with right
anterior lesions relied more heavily on dura-
tional attributes, as opposed to F0 movement,
to indicate the principal syntactic units
of their utterances. This finding is in agree—
ment with previous results. It is however
important to note that the overall F0 contour
of these patients is not absolutely flat. The
principal difference between these patients
and patients A, B and C is the lack of Eb
movement in group and sentence final position
where the greatest variations in F0 usually
occur. This flat final syllable, combined
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with a greater degree of syllable lengthening

in group and sentence final position give

the auditory impression of a flat voice.

As for the clinical interpretation of

"aprosodia", these results suggest that the

relatively flat Fo line which is a maJor

component of these patients verbal output

may be related to a functional deficit in

cerebral processing of Fe and not to a selec-

tive disorder of emotional behaviour.

In terms of cerebral phonetic processing,

the use of a rudimentary intonational strategy

by subjects with left anterior lesions in

the face of massive articulatory deficits,

suggests that the cerebral circuits implied

in the control, planning and execution of

Fe movements are functionally separate from

those responsible for the planning and execu-

tion of consonant and vowel segments. Further-

more the difference in intonational behaviour

of subjects according to hemispheric latera-

lization of lesion suggests that there is

a degree of functional specialization of

cerebral circuits involved in the planning

and execution of F0 movements [31]. Unilateral

right anterior lesions appear to be associated

with a reduction in range and frequency of

occurence of Fe movements at major constituent

boundaries. Unilateral left anterior lesions

appear to be associated with a severe reduc-

tion in phrase length, causing non—fluent

speech output, but with intact placement

and range of Fe.
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with a greater degree of syllable lengthening

in group and sentence final position give

the auditory impression of a flat voice.

As for the clinical interpretation of

"aprosodia", these results suggest that the

relatively flat Fo line which is a maJor

component of these patients verbal output

may be related to a functional deficit in

cerebral processing of Fe and not to a selec-

tive disorder of emotional behaviour.

In terms of cerebral phonetic processing,

the use of a rudimentary intonational strategy

by subjects with left anterior lesions in

the face of massive articulatory deficits,

suggests that the cerebral circuits implied

in the control, planning and execution of

Fe movements are functionally separate from

those responsible for the planning and execu-

tion of consonant and vowel segments. Further-

more the difference in intonational behaviour

of subjects according to hemispheric latera-

lization of lesion suggests that there is

a degree of functional specialization of

cerebral circuits involved in the planning

and execution of F0 movements [31]. Unilateral

right anterior lesions appear to be associated

with a reduction in range and frequency of

occurence of Fe movements at major constituent

boundaries. Unilateral left anterior lesions

appear to be associated with a severe reduc-

tion in phrase length, causing non—fluent

speech output, but with intact placement
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BURST INTENSITY AS A MEANS OF ASSESSING
SPEECH MOTOR PERFORMANCE IN UNINTELLIGIBLE CHILDREN

Hedwig Amorosa, Ursula von Benda, Gerd Scheimann
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Mfinchen, BRD

ABSTRACT be assessed only during the act of
speaking and with methods that do notAs part of a larger study of chil- interfere with this activity. We used

dren with a diagnosis of specific devel- acoustic analysis of repetitions of a
opmental speech and/or language disor- simple syllable [4] to compare speechder, the burst intensity in repetitive motor coordination in unintelligible
productions of the syllable /ta/ was children and normally developing chil-examined in 24 children between 4:6 and dren of the same age.
870 years Of age With unintelligible Speech can be considered as aSpeech. Twenty—four children without skilled act, practiced increasinglyspeech/language deficits matched for during childhood. Two important aspectsage served as controls. The intrain- of skilled acts are speed and low vari-dividual variability was significantly ability in repetitions of the samegreater in the children with unintel- movement. Besides other parameters, weligible Speech than in the controls. measured the mean intensity of theThis is interpreted as an indication of release burst of the /t/ in slow anda deficit in speech motor coordination. fast repetitions of the syllable /ta/.The patterns Of variability in the The intensity of the release burst isunintelligible children differed, dependent on the intraoral pressurehowever, indicating an inhomogeneous build—up during the stop closure and thegroup with different types of underlying speed of the release of the stop. There-motor deficits. fore, the subglottal pressure, the

opening of the glottis, the closure of
the velum and the seal of the stop
closure all have to be controlled and
related to each other to result in an

INTRODUCTION overall invariant burst intensity
[5,6,8]. Measurements of intraoralNormal children can be understood by pressure [3] or peak airflow [7] havestrangers at the age of 4 years. There shown that adults have very littleis a group of children, however, with variation in syllable repetitions.normal intelligence, normal hearing and

otherwise normal development who are METHOD
unintelligible much longer, sometimes
till age 7 or 8. Recently, the phonolo- Subjects
gical aspect of this disorder has been The subjects were 24 children bet—enphasized, following a trend in studies ween 4:6 and 8:0 years of age fromon speech and language disorders to several special schools for speech andstress cognitive and linguistic aspects language handicapped children. They had
and deemphasize or disregard, motor been selected for our study because of
functioning. In our previous studies we their unintelligible spontaneous speech.
found that motor coordination problems None of the children had a subnormal IQ
Contribute as much to unintelligibility or any hearing deficit. A detailed
in Children with Specific speech and language assessment revealed that the
language disorders as do dysgrammatism, children had speech and language defi-
Paraphasia, and other linguistic abnor- cits of varying types and severity,malities [1,2]. including language comprehension prob—

Since speech requires constant lems, dysgrammatism and word findingPermutations and combinations of ges- problems. The control subjects were 24tures in tightly defined temporal se- children without, speech or languagequences, speech motor coordination can problems matched for age-
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Procedure

The children were tested individu—

ally in a quiet room at their school.

They were asked to repeat the syllable

/ta/ first slowly and then as fast as

possible about 20 times each. The speech

was tape—recorded with a Sennheiser

microphone MKE 803 and a Nagra 4.2 tape

recorder. The microphone was placed in

front of the child about 50 cm from the

mouth. For each child the recording

level was adjusted at the beginning of

the recording. The tape— recorded speech

was digitized at 20 kHz. The intensity

level was again adjusted at the begin-

ning of the digitization. The syllables

were segmented at the release of the

stop under visual and auditory control

using a segmentation program developed

by M. Dames on an LSI II/73.

The mean intensity of the 12.5 ms

from the beginning of the stop release

was calculated in dB in relation to the

overall amplitude of the analog-digital

converter. This procedure allows com-

parisons of relative mean burst inten-

sity in individual children but not of

absolute intensity between children. The

difference between the burst intensity

of two consecutive syllables was cal-

culated in X of the intensity of the

preceding syllable.

Statistical analysis

Since not all children produced 20

syllables, difference scores for up\to

15 syllables per child were used. These

number children with unintelligible speech

of children D children with normal speech

124
1
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I II III IV V

Figure 1
Classification of children into 5

clusters according to the variability of

the mean intensity of the 12,5 ms after

the stop release of /ta/.

scores were then grouped into 5 clusters

using Ward's [9] cluster analysis, Group

I included those children with less than

10% variability, Group II 10-13%, Group

III 14-19%, Group IV 20—99% and Group v

30—45% variability. The Wilcoxon matched

pairs test was used to test for the

difference in ranks between the tWo

groups.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the distribution of

the children with unintelligible speech

and the matched controls over the 5

clusters. In cluster I (indicating the

least variability) there are 10 children

from the control grOup and 3 children

with unintelligible speech, whereas in

cluster Iv there are only children with

speech disorders. The difference between

the distributions is significant

(p<0.01). There is no significant cor—

relation with the variability of the

mean intensity of the total syllables or

the speed of fast syllable repetitions.

DISCUSSION

Zue [10] has measured the average

RMS—amplitude 10-15 ms following stop

release in adults. He does not give data

on the variability, however. No studies

on the variability of the burst inten—

sity in children were found in the

literature. If conclusions can be drawn

from the low variability of intraoral

air pressure [3] or peak airflow [7] for

syllable repetitions, one would expect

to find little variation in burst inten-

sity in normal adults. The higher varia-

bility of the mean intensity of the

first 12.5 msec of burst release in

slow and fast repetition of the syllable

/ta/ in children with unintelligible

speech as compared to age‘matched con-

trol children can be interpreted in

terms of the problems these children

have with motor coordination. It is most

likely that they are having difficulty

with the necessary and normally highly

automatized constant adjustment and

coordination of subglottal pressure and

glottal opening, and with the nasal and

oral closure. In a few of the children

the high variability in the speed of the

stop release might also play a role.

The group of children with unintel-

ligible speech was not homogeneous. Some
of the children were in fact able to

establish control as well as the chil-

dren with normal speech and language

deV91°Pment. The high variability of the
burst intensity had different explana-
tions in different children. Some sub-
Jects were able to control the intensitY

‘ for the first few syllables but seemed

to lose this control later on. A few
produced several syllables with very
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similar

was

who

burst intensity and than there

a sudden change. These were children

showed involuntary choreatiform

movements.

our
in
[1] -

These results are compatible with

findings on phonatory abnormalities

children with unintelligible speech

It seems to be the continuous

adjustment and fine coordination of the

different interacting systems that

is the problem. Both cerebellar deficits

and extrapyramidal abnormalities may be

responsible for the variability in the

motor output of children with unintel-

ligible speech.

[1]

[ 2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[9]

[10]
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ABSTRACT

Speech samples obtained in_4 speech

situations from 11 autistic children (7

to 17 years of age) were compared with

those from speech/language disordered

children and controls matched for age

and IQ. The recrdings were analyzed by

digital speech processing programs, the

parameters assessed being f0, intenSity

and' duration of speech segments. Analy-

ses of variance yielded significant

group differences on all three parame-

ters, with the autistic group showing

the highest intra- and interindiVidual

variability. Discriminant analyses

resulted in a clear separation of the

groups. These findings support the

hypothesis that intonation can be of key

importance in differential diagnOSis of

children with developmental disorders of

speech communication.

INTRODUCTION

Comparisons of morphosyntactic

abilities have not resulted in

statistically significant differences

between verbal autistic children and

speech/language disordered children [1].

However, ' the intonation of autistic
children has consistently been described

in rather impressionistic and negative

terms,. for example as odd, mechanical,

hollow, devious or monotonous [2,3],

whereas, when mentioned at all, the

intonation of speech and language

disordered children has been judged as

normal, adequate or even "compensatory“.

Monotonous or idiosyncratic patterns of

intonation are easily attributed to

emotional disturbances because emotional

aspects of verbal communication are

frequently expressed solely by

intonation. But intonation in its wider
sense [4,5,6], acoustically a composite

of the parameters f0, intensity and
duration 'and their co-variation, serves
multiple functions: on the level of the

word, of the whole utterance and of the

speech situation. To Cite Fay and

Schuler [2]: "Correct use of non-

segmentals thus requires not .°?1y

grammatical ability but also the ability

to attend to and interpret soc1al cues."

Normally the understanding and

imitation of intonational contours

precedes the acquisition of speech.

Ricks [7] found some evidence that in

young autistic children "patterns of

babble are also impaired or abnormal".

It is generally agreed that eVen quite

intelligent older autistic children lack

an intuitive understanding of

intonational cues. Their literalness and

lack of symbolic language might be due

to this basic defect [2].
We therefore decided to compare

intonational aspects of speech in

autistic children, children with

specific ' developmental speech and

language disorders [8] and normally

developing children. We hypotheSized

that measurements of f0, of intensity

and of duration of speech segments would

result in
1. statistically significant group

differences between the autistic

children on. the one hand and the

speech/language disordered and

control children on the other;
2. Individual differences that would

allow identification of each autistic
child by discriminant analysis.

METHOD

Subjects . ' .

The subjects were 11 autistic chil-

dren, 11 children with speech/language
disorders and 11 normally developing

children between 7 and 17 years of age,

matched for age and IQ (Raven CPM or

SPM). All of the children were of normal
intelligence (:SD). They were attending
schools for the language disabled or

normal primary or secondary schOols.
The autistic' children had been

diagnosed by two different psychiatrists
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and met Rutter's criteria for infantile
autism [9] -

The speech/language disordered

children (SLD) mat Ingram's criteria for
specific speech and language disability

[8].

MEALS:
speech data were obtained in four

different speech situations:
L Repeating sentences (total of 14

syllables)
L Reading sentences (total of 22

syllables)
3. Telling a story to pictures

Answering questions about cars.4.
In the latter two situations only the
first 30 syllables were included in
the subsequent analysis.

Procedure
Recordings were made under low noise

conditions ‘with a highly directional
microphone (Sennheiser Electret Conden—
ser Module Microphone MKE 803) placed
one meter from the child's mouth. Speech
signals were recorded by a NAGRA 4.2.
After appropriate low pass filtering,
they were digitized at a sampling rate
of 20 kHz. Syllables were then segmented
by visual (computer screen) and auditory
feedback. F0 was determined by using a
refined version of the auto-correlation-
pitch—detector suggested by RABINER [10]
and visually reexamined with the help of
asignal editor to correct any "errors".
The data were then transposed into
quarter tone steps for better compari-
son. Intensity was measured (in dB) in
relation to the individual maximum
amplitude within a giVen speech situa-
tion.

Analyses of variance were performed
to assess (a) the homogeneity_of group
variances (four speech situations) and
(b) the homogeneity of variance of
individual variances within groups (four
speech situations).‘

Discriminant analyses were made to
classify the subjects.

Variables for statistical analysis:
1. MEAN DUR/S (mean duration of

syllables
2. MAX DUR/S

syllables
3. MIN DUR/S

syllables
4. MEAN FO/S

in msec)
(maximum duration of
in msec)
(minimum duration of
in msec)
(mean f0, data in

quarter tones above 50 Hz)
5. MAX FO/S (maximum f0, data in

quarter tones above 50 Hz)
6. MIN FOIS (minimum f0, data in

quarter tones above 50 Hz)
7. MEAN INT/S (relative mean

amplitude
8. MAX INT/S

amplitude
9. MIN INT/S

amplitude

in dB)
(relative maximum
in dB)
(relative minimum
in dB)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Homogeneity of group variance
For each of the 9 variables studied,

the Bartlett test was used to assess the
homogeneity of the estimated variance of
the three groups (see Table 1).

Table 1: Bartlett test for homogeneity
of group variance

Variable CHI-SQ. DF Significance

1. MEAN DUR/S 19.8 2‘ p<.001
2. MAX DUR/S_ 31.3 2 p<.001
3. MIN DUR/S 4.7 2 n.s.
4. MEAN FO/S 5.9 2 p<.05
5. MAX FO/S 3.3 2 n.s.
6. MIN FO/S 2.6 ‘2 n.s.
7. MEAN INT/S 8.2 2 p<.05
8. MAX INT/S 3.4 2 n.s.
9. MIN INT/S 0.2 2 n.s.

For variables 1 (MEAN DUR/S) and 2
(MAX DUR/S), the variances of the three
groups were significantly heterogeneous
(0.1% level) due to the variability in
the autistic group. This was the case
also for the variables 4 (MEAN FO/S)
and 7 (MEAN INT/S) (at the 5% level).
There was a significantly greater varia-
bility in the autistic group than in
either of the other two groups. Although
the difference between the control group
and the SLD group was not significant
for either of these variables (Fetest),
these two groups could be separated
indirectly by comparison with the autis-
tic group: Variable 4 (MEAN FO/S) yield-
ed a statistically significant differ-
ence between the autistic children and
the control subjects but not between the
autistic children and the SLD group.

Homogeneity of variance of individual
variances _ . ‘

We then used the Bartlett test to
assess the homogeneity of variance of
the individual variances within the
three groups. We did this because we
thought that even in those cases where
homogeneous mean group variances could
be assumed, homogeneity or heterogeneity
of variance of individual variances
might enable a clear separation of the
groups.
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ABSTRACT

Speech samples obtained in'4 speech

situations from 11 autistic children (7

to 17 years of age) were compared with

those from speech/language disordered

children and controls matched for age

and IQ. The recrdings were analyzed by

digital speech processing programs, the

parameters assessed being f0, intenSity

and' duration of speech segments. Analy-

ses of variance yielded significant

group differences on all three parame-

ters, with the autistic group showing

the highest intra- and interindiVidual

variability. Discriminant analyses

resulted in a clear separation of the

groups. These findings support the

hypothesis that intonation can be of key

importance in differential diagnOSis of

children with developmental disorders of

speech communication.

INTRODUCTION

Comparisons of morphosyntactic

abilities have not resulted in

statistically significant differences

between verbal autistic children and

speech/language disordered children [1].

However, ‘ the intonation of autistic
children has consistently been described

in rather impressionistic and negative

terms,. for example as odd, mechanical,

hollow, devious or monotonous [2,3],

whereas, when mentioned at all, the

intonation of speech and language

disordered children has been judged as

normal, adequate or even "compensatory“.

Monotonous or idiosyncratic patterns of

intonation are easily attributed to

emotional disturbances because emotional

aspects of verbal communication are

frequently expressed solely by

intonation. But intonation in its wider
sense [4,5,6], acoustically a composite

of the parameters to, intensity and
duration 'and their co-variation, serves
multiple functions: on the level of the

word, of the whole utterance and of the

speech situation. To Cite Fay and

Schuler [2]: "Correct use of non-

segmentals thus requires not .°?1Y

grammatical ability but also the ability

to attend to and interpret soc1al cues."

Normally the understanding and

imitation of intonational contours

precedes the acquisition 0f Speech.
Ricks [7] found some evidence that in

young autistic children "patterns of

babble are also impaired or abnormal".

It is generally agreed that eVen quite

intelligent older autistic children lack

an intuitive understanding of

intonational cues. Their literalness and

lack of symbolic language might be due

to this basic defect [2].
We therefore decided to compare

intonational aspects of speech in

autistic children, children with

specific ' developmental speech and

language disorders [8] and normally

developing children. We hypotheSized

that measurements of f0, of intensity

and of duration of speech segments would

result in
1. statistically significant group

differences between the autistic

children on the one hand and the

speech/language disordered and

control children on the other;
2. Individual differences that would

allow identification of each autistic
child by discriminant analysis.

METHOD

Subjects . . .

The subjects were 11 autistic chil-

dren, 11 children with speech/languege
disorders and 11 normally developing

children between 7 and 17 years of age,

matched for age and IQ (Raven CPM or

SPM). All of the children were of normal
intelligence (:SD). They were attending
schools for the language disabled or

normal primary or secondary schOOls.
The autistic' children had A363

diagnosed by two different psychiatrists
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and met Rutter's criteria for infantile
autism [9]-

The speech/language disordered

children (SL0) mat Ingram's criteria for
specific speech and language disability

[8].

MEALS:
speech data were obtained in four

different speech situations:
L Repeating sentences (total of 14

syllables)
A Reading sentences (total of 22

syllables)
3. Telling a story to pictures

Answering questions about cars.4.
In the latter two situations only the
first 30 syllables were included in
the subsequent analysis.

Procedure
Recordings were made under low noise

conditions ‘with a highly directional
microphone (Sennheiser Electret Conden-
ser Module Microphone MKE 803) placed
one meter from the child's mouth. Speech
signals were recorded by a NAGRA 4.2.
After appropriate low pass filtering,
they were digitized at a sampling rate
of 20 kHz. Syllables were then segmented
by visual (computer screen) and auditory
feedback. F0 was determined by using a
refined version of the auto-correlation-
pitch-detector suggested by RABINER [10]
and visually reexamined with the help of
asignal editor to correct any "errors".
The data were then transposed into
quarter tone

son. Intensity
relation to

steps for better compari-
was measured (in dB) in

the individual maximum
amplitude within a giVen speech situa-
tion.

Analyses of variance were performed
to assess (a) the homogeneity_of group
variances (four speech situations) and
(b) the homogeneity of variance of
individual variances within groups (four
speech situations).‘

Discriminant analyses were made to
classify the subjects.

Variables for statistical analysis:
1. MEAN DUR/S (mean duration of

syllables
2. MAX DUR/S

syllables
3. MIN DUR/S

syllables
4. MEAN FO/S

in msec)
(maximum duration of
in msec)
(minimum duration of
in msec)
(mean f0, data in

quarter tones above 50 Hz)
5. MAX FO/S (maximum f0, data in

quarter tones above 50 Hz)
6. MIN FO/S (minimum f0, data in

quarter tones above 50 Hz)
7. MEAN INT/S (relative mean

amplitude
8. MAX INT/S

amplitude
9. MIN INT/S

amplitude

in dB)
(relative maximum
in dB)
(relative minimum
in dB)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Homogeneity of group variance
For each of the 9 variables studied,

the Bartlett test was used to assess the
homogeneity of the estimated variance of
the three groups (see Table 1).

Table 1: Bartlett test for homogeneity
of group variance

Variable CHI-SQ. DF Significance

1. MEAN DUR/S 19.8 2‘ p<.001
2. MAX DUR/S. 31.3 2 p<.001
3. MIN DUR/S 4.7 2 n.s.
4. MEAN FO/S 5.9 2 p<.05
5. MAX FO/S 3.3 2 n.s.
6. MIN FO/S 2.6 .2 n.s.
7. MEAN INT/S 8.2 2 p<.05
8. MAX INT/S 3.4 2 n.s.
9. MIN INT/S 0.2 2 n.s.

For variables 1 (MEAN DUR/S) and 2
(MAX DUR/S), the variances of the three
groups were significantly heterogeneous
(0.1% level) due to the variability in
the autistic group. This was the case
also for the variables 4 (MEAN FO/S)
and 7 (MEAN INT/S) (at the 5% level).
There was a significantly greater varia-
bility in the autistic group than in
either of the other two groups. Although
the difference between the control group
and the SLD group was not significant
for either of these variables (F-test).
these two groups could be separated
indirectly by comparison with the autis-
tic group: Variable 4 (MEAN FO/S) yield-
ed a statistically significant differ-
ence between the autistic children and
the control subjects but not between the
autistic children and the SLD group.

Homogeneity of variance of individual
variances _ . '

We then used the Bartlett test to
assess the homogeneity of variance of
the individual variances within the
three groups. We did this because we
thought that even in those cases where
homogeneous mean group variances could
be assumed, homogeneity or heterogeneity
of variance of individual variances
might enable a clear separation of the
groups.
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Thus speech situations 1 and 2
allowed correct classification of all
autistic subjects, and situations 3 and
4 of all control children. No child was
classified incorrectly more than once,
so that if the predominant category for
a given child was used this always led
to a correct assignment.

whether this procedure will general-
1y produce such good results must still
be established by testing the model with
other children meeting the same cri-
teria.

SUMMARY

Measurements of fundamental frequen—
cy, intensity and duration of syllables
in four different speech situations
resulted in statistically significant
differences between autistic, speech/—
language disordered and normal control
children (analyses of variance). More—
over, discriminant analyses allowed the
assignment .of each child to the correct
diagnostic group.

It is noteworthy that this clear
classification was possible without
considering age, IQ or verbal profic—
iency, i.e. even with very intelligent,
highly trained and/or older subjects. It
appears that not only autistic children
but also SLD children fail to achieve
the level of proficiency that normal
children do.

If analyses of other subjects meet-
ing the same criteria yield similar
results, we anticipate that in the
future such evaluations of intonation
with the help of digital speech process—
ing programs may become a useful tool in
differential diagnosis, even in the
preverbal stage.
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Thus speech situations 1 and 2
allowed correct classification of all
autistic subjects, and situations 3 and
4 of all control children. No child was
classified incorrectly more than once,
so that if the predominant category for
a given child was used this always led
to a correct assignment.

whether this procedure will general-
1y produce such good results must still
be established by testing the model with
other children meeting the same cri-
teria.

SUMMARY

Measurements of fundamental frequen—
cy, intensity and duration of syllables
in four different speech situations
resulted in statistically significant
differences between autistic, speech/—
language disordered and normal control
children (analyses of variance). More—
over, discriminant analyses allowed the
assignment .of each child to the correct
diagnostic group.

It is noteworthy that this clear
classification was possible without
considering age, IQ or verbal profic—
iency, i.e. even with very intelligent,
highly trained and/or older subjects. It
appears that not only autistic children
but also SLD children fail to achieve
the level of proficiency that normal
children do.

If analyses of other subjects meet-
ing the same criteria yield similar
results, we anticipate that in the
future such evaluations of intonation
with the help of digital speech process—
ing programs may become a useful tool in
differential diagnosis, even in the
preverbal stage.
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ABSTRACT

We observed 110 infants suffering

from cerebral paralysis. The aim of the

present investigation is to study infant

speech formation under cerebral patholo-

gy. Clinical and psychopedagogical me-

thods were used in the investigation.

The early period of the infant de-

velopment is of great importance for the

normal speech formation. It is condition-

ed by the peculiarities of the infant

brain development, optimal periods of the

maturing of the speech function system as

well as by its abilities to compensate

disturbed functions. There is a conside-

rable number of works devoted to the pro-

blem of speech formation in normal deve-

lopment. whereas the question of the de-

velopment of this system under pathology

has not been studied enough so far. This

trend is presented in the works of E.M.

Mastyuchova /1/. E.F. Archipova /2/, M.

Cass /3/.
We observed 110 infants suffering

from cerebral palsy. The aim of the pre-

sent investigation is to study infant

speech formation under cerebral patholo-

gy.
In the investigation we used clini-

cal and psychopedagogical methods.

Infant cerebral palsy is a polyaeti-

ological illness of the central nervous

system which appears in the pre- and na-

tal period of the infant's development

and is characterized by the affection of

motor and psychic spheres. According to

the data of different authors speech af-

fections are found in 70-80 % of cases of

infants suffering from this illness.
The first year of the infant's life

is conventionally called a pre-speech pe-

riod the initial stage of which is the

cry. Infants with cerebral pathology may

have no cry or have a weak constrained

cry which is connected with the pathology

of the intrauterine period or asphyxia

during birth. Normally appearing in the

first weeks of life sounds appear with a

considerable delay under cerebral patholo.

1ogy. In this case they are rare and mono. ‘;

tonous. The early stage of baby-talk which

under normal conditions appear at the

age of 2.5 months develops spontaneously

only at the age of 4-5 months and someti—

mes of one year of the infant's life un-

der pathology. Besides the temporal delay

of this stage of baby-talk development in-

sufficient sounds melodiousness, rudimen-

tary character of sounds realization and

unmodularity take place. The main compo-

sition of the early stage of baby-talk is

formed by the consonant sounds of indist-

inct locality - approximate vowels "a",

"9", "H". Infants for a long time stay at

the period of articulatory movements rea-

lization which takes its course indepen-

dently of the infant's hearing. They pass

over to the next stage (autoecholalia and

echolalia) with great difficulty and de-

lay.

Baby-talk is usually delayed and

starts at 9—11 months and sometimes even

later - at the age of 1.5 year. The baby-

talk is often poor in the sound compoMi-

ion. Most frequent are bylabial ("11",

"6") and backlingual ("k". "P") sounds

less frequent are alveolar ("T", "I")80-

unds. Even during favourable developman

the baby-talk stage is characterized by

fragmentariness, poorness of sound cam-

lexes and little activity. The stagenmy

last more than one year.
Conventionally the end of the first

-year of the infant's life is marked by

the speech period formation. Children wit

cerebral paralysis have it at the age

from 1 year and 2-3 months to 2-3 years

which depends not only upon the level of

the psychic development of the child but

also on the severity of the speech—mom?

Path01ogy. The retraced dependence of the

speech transition period on the moment of

the baby-talk points out to its great PW

gnosis value.
Infant's speech formation under ce-

rebral paralysis generally follows the

main principles of speech formation in .

the norm. although it has its own pecuh-
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arities. They are— longer periods of ac—

maring separate groups of sounds and de-
endenoe of speech formation on severity

an affected locality of the articulato-
apparatus. Infant speech-motor ima-

es of the articulatory apparatus under

cerebral pathology do not serve as a ne—

cessary basis for the auditory perception

ofsounds. as it is observed in the norm.
}maring under these conditions hinders,

instead of stimulating, speech formation.
Substitutes acquire the same patho-

logical character — in the norm they help
inthe transmission from one sound to
mmther. whereas in this case they also
Nfly a hampering role. Substitutes are nd
ofconstant character, they often change.

The sound composition of infant spe-

ediis often characterized by the presen-
ceof one or two groups of sounds (accor-
dngto the manner and place of articula-
timfi which depends on the locality and

dwracter of affection of the articulato-
ry organs. Thus if the affection of the

tongue muscles prevails labial sounds are
mahfly present. while the lip muscles af—

fection gives an opportunity for the for-

mafion of lingual sounds. As a rule, we
cmm across a mixed type of pathology

much affects all the muscles of the ar-
tiaflatory organs, although some areas
arecharacterized by more explicit patho-
loguml changes as compared to the others

The affections described above at
um early age are characterized as a de-
lay in prespeech or speech development

much may eventually transform into a
speech breach and make the speech commu-
mcation of the child impossible.
fl/ - E. Mastyuchova "Clinical picture
mm rehabilitation therapy of cerebral
Inlay in infancy", Medicine, 1972.

é‘iéuiifih’éfié‘lEffie??? ”“9999 TM“_ ‘A ‘_ .t A .nESPI,1979. n cerebral palsy .

U/ -LL gass "Speech habituation in ce-
reéral palsy", Harver Publishing Company,
‘3 I). -
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ABSTRACT

We observed 110 infants suffering

from cerebral paralysis. The aim of the

present investigation is to study infant

speech formation under cerebral patholo-

gy. Clinical and psychopedagogical me-

thods were used in the investigation.

The early period of the infant de-

velopment is of great importance for the

normal speech formation. It is condition-

ed by the peculiarities of the infant

brain development, optimal periods of the

maturing of the speech function system as

well as by its abilities to compensate

disturbed functions. There is a conside-

rable number of works devoted to the pro-

blem of speech formation in normal deve—

lopment, whereas the question of the de-

velopment of this system under pathology

has not been studied enough so far. This

trend is presented in the works of E.M.

Mastyuchova /1/, E.F. Archipova /2/, M.

Cass /3/.
We observed 110 infants suffering

from cerebral palsy. The aim of the pre-

sent investigation is to study infant

speech formation under cerebral patholo-

gy.
In the investigation we used clini-

cal and psychopedagogical methods.

Infant cerebral palsy is a polyaeti-

ological illness of the central nervous

system which appears in the pre- and na-

tal period of the infant's development

and is characterized by the affection of

motor and psychic spheres. According to

the data of different authors speech af-

fections are found in 70-80 % of cases of

infants suffering from this illness.
The first year of the infant's life

is conventionally called a pre-speech pe-

riod the initial stage of which is the

cry. Infants with cerebral pathology may

have no cry or have a weak constrained

cry which is connected with the pathology

of the intrauterine period or asphyxia

during birth. Normally appearing in the

first weeks of life sounds appear with a

considerable delay under cerebral patholo.

logy. In this case they are rare and mono. ‘;

tonous. The early Stage 01’ baby-talk whim

under normal conditions appear at the

age of 2.5 months develops spontaneous1y

only at the age of 4—5 months and someti-

mes of one year of the infant's life un-

der pathology. Besides the temporal delay

of this stage of baby-talk development in-

sufficient sounds melodiousness, rudimen-

tary character of sounds realization and

unmodularity take place. The main compo-

sition of the early stage of baby-talk is

formed by the consonant sounds of indist-

inct locality - approximate vowels "a",

"3", "H". Infants for a long time stay at

the period of articulatory movements rea-

lization which takes its course indepen-

dently of the infant's hearing. They pass

over to the next stage (autoecholalia and

echolalia) with great difficulty and de-

lay.
Baby-talk is usually delayed and

starts at 9—11 months and sometimes even

later - at the age of 1.5 year. The baby-

talk is often poor in the sound composit-

ion. Most frequent are bylabial ("11",

"6") and backlingual ("k". "T") sounds

less frequent are alveolar ("T", "3")80-

unds. Even during favourable development

the baby-talk stage is characterized by

fragmentariness, poorness of sound cmw-

lexes and little activity. The stage may

last more than one year.
Conventionally the end of the first

-year of the infant's life is marked by

the speech period formation. Children wit

cerebral paralysis have it at the age

from 1 year and 2-3 months to 2-3 years

which depends not only upon the level of

the psychic development of the child but

also on the severity of the speech-mOhfl
Path010gy. The retraced dependence of the

speech transition period on the moment of

the baby-talk points out to its great PT°'
gnosis value.

Infant's speech formation under ce-

rebral Paralysis generally follows the
main principles of speech formation in .

the norm. although it has its own pecuh-
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arities. They are— longer periods of ac—

mdring separate groups of sounds and de-
endence of speech formation on severity

mm affected locality of the articulato-
apparatus. Infant speech-motor ima-

gesof the articulatory apparatus under

cerebral pathology do not serve as a ne—

cessary basis for the auditory perception

ofsounds. as it is observed in the norm.
xmaring under these conditions hinders,

instead of stimulating, speech formation.
Substitutes acquire the same patho-

logical character — in the norm they help
inthe transmission from one sound to

mmther. whereas in this case they also
Nfiy a hampering role. Substitutes are nd
ofconstant character, they often change.

The sound composition of infant spe-

ediis often characterized by the presen-
ceof one or two groups of sounds (accor-
dhgto the manner and place of articula-
timfi which depends on the locality and

amracter of affection of the articulato-
ryorgans. Thus if the affection of the
tongue muscles prevails labial sounds are
mahfly present. while the lip muscles af—

fection gives an opportunity for the for-

mafibn of lingual sounds. As a rule, we
cmm across a mixed type of pathology

much affects all the muscles of the ar-
tiuflatory organs, although some areas
arecharacterized by more explicit patho—

loguml changes as compared to the others
The affections described above at

um early age are characterized as a de-
lay in prespeech or speech development
much may eventually transform into a
epumh breach and make the speech commu—
mbation of the child impossible.
fl/ — E. Mastyuchova "Clinical picture
mm rehabilitation therapy of cerebral
palsy in infancy", Medicine, 1972.
éiéJiis.iérchipova "The prespeech period
_ ' ar res in i.f - l ' '"TSPI,1979. r ant cerebra- palsy .

/3/- M. gees "Speech habituation in ce-
rggral palsy", Harver Publishing Company,
".7 Do -
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ABSTRACT

Laryngographic techniques evolved in

speech analysis are extended in the

present work to the ana1y31s of the

singing voice. Attention is focused on

laryngographically derived measures of

vocal fold open—phase times.

Specifically, the measure of open

quotient (open phase time over_ whole

period time) provides a quantitative

parameter for the characterisation of

voice production differences between

speakers, trained singers and untrained

singers.

INTRODUCTION

The laryngograph [1] has been used for
many years as a tool for the analysis of
normal and pathological speech as well as
of the singing voice. More recently,
detailed studies have investigated
changes in the laryngograph output
waveform (Lx) on a cycle-by—cycle basis,
with a view to correlating these with the
acoustic output from the vocal tract [2].
The present work is designed to develop a
new series of laryngographically based
plots which can be utilised on a routine
basis for _speaking and singing voice
research and, potentially, in visual
displays to be developed to give feedback
in singing/speaking voice production
training.

DATA, SUBJECTS, AND RESULTS

Four adult male singers took part in the
experiment. Two are 'trained', having
had formal voice training and extensive
solo performance experience; one of these
is a baritone (GM) and the other a tenor
(SB). The other two have choral singing
experience and vocal ranges in the middle
(baritonal) range for men; one of these
(DH) is an experienced amateur musician
who has received vocal training for a

short period, and the other (GL) is

untrained. GL made recordings in botha

'natural,‘ informal style and in a

quasi-trained style which he adopts m,

choral'performance.

The subjects were digitally ”CM

recorded onto videotape in the anechmc

room at UCL, with the output from a hiw

quality condenser microphone (Sp) onone

channel and the laryngograph outwt

waveform (Lx) on the other.

The data consisted of:

l) a reading of a phonetically balanmd
passage lasting approximately tw
minutes;

2) five monophthongal vowels, in me
environments /b_d/ and /m_n/, spoken wfih
falling intonation and then sung on C

(256Hz), C (128Hz), E (330Hz) and E

(165Hz); . _
3) major scales exhibiting each singefls

range, sung on the vowel /a/; and
4) a performance of "God Save the Quem"

starting on G (192Hz).

The analyses consist of the followMg
(see Figs. 1—6):
a) the speech pressure waveform (SpH
b) the laryngograph output wavefmm

(Lx), derived by measuring the currmt
passing through the throat between tm

V°1tage driven electrodes placed ontm
wings of the thyroid cartilage; the P9aks
thus correspond to the maxima of VOCBl
fold closure and the valleys to maximaof
glottal opening, in each cycle [1];
c) vertical period markers derived ham

Lx (TX) [3];
d) a plot of the logarithm fl

fundamental frequency (derived 00 3

period by period basis from Tx) agamst

time (Fx); and
6) two plots of the open quotient mat

which is defined as the duration of t”
Open phase of each cycle divided bythe
duration of the whole of that-cyclev
calculated from Lx by different method5
-- the first method,(001) takes the POlnt
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0fvocal fold closure in a glottal cycle

to be the peak of the differentiated Lx

waveform, and the point of opening to be

the minimum in the differentiated Lx
waveform; whilst the second (DQZ) takes

the upper 70% of the peak—to—peak

amplitude of each cycle to represent

closure of the glottis and the lower 30%

to represent an open glottis (see [3] for

a full description)

Figs. 2 to 6 show theée analyses plotted
for the first note of the final
occurrence of the word "God" (E 330Hz)
in the sung performances of "God Save the
Queen" by each of the subjects. Fig. 1
shows equivalent plots for the vowel [a]
spoken by a female subject with high fall
intonation. In each figure pertaining to
singing, the 00 plots derived by both
methods remain relatively steady; mean
values for the portion shown are
tabulated in Fig. 7. This table also
gives summary statistics relating to the
speaking voice of each subject based‘on
the reading of the passage (section 1 of
the recording) which have been derived
from a second order fundamental frequency
distribution plot [4]. This plot
consists of a histogram of the number of
consecutive pairs of Tx period values
which fall within the same histogram
'bin'. The summarised statistics show
the number of such pairs in the plot for
that subject (under the heading
"samples"), the Fx range at the 0.1%
probability level, and the modal Fx
value. Mean values of 00 calcutated by
the two methods are also given in the
table.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In spoken data, evidence has been found
[2] for a 'preferred' value of Fx towards
the lower end of a speaker's overall
speaking range, at which the vocal folds
vibrate with optimal efficiency and
vigour. At this value of Ex, open and
closed phases are approximately equal and
the peak-to—peak amplitude of the Lx
waveform tends to be at its maximum.
Independent evidence that this is indeed
a preferred frequency of vocal fold
vibration is found in Fx distributions
for stretches of continuous speech which
have their modes near this Fx value. It
is plausible to suggest that this Fx
value is utilised by the speaker as a
departure/arrival point for prosodic
excursions and as a locus for neutral,
non'Pitch prominent syllables. Fig. 1
illustrates this for the speech of a
woman (EA), whose Fx range is measured
as 118Hz to 37l and whose Fx mode is
147HZ (Fig. 7); this speaker's 001 and
002 Values pass through the 5 % level

Se 81.1.2

around the point at which her Fx contour
passes through 147Hz.

It has also been found [3] that for many
speakers closed phase duration varies
considerably more with Fx than does open
phase duration. That is, the open phase
remains comparatively constant while the
closed phase is shortened as Fx rises and
lengthened as Fx falls. Thus the closed
phase is roughly the inverse of Fx, while
the: open phase is rather steadier. This
can be seen in the plots for our speaker
(Fig. 1) where 00 values, calculated by
both methods, tend to fall with the
falling Fx.

The majority of a singer's pitch range
makes use of Fx values which are high
relative to the normal speaking pitch
range. In view of the preceding
observations on speech, one might expect
raised 00 values at sung pitches at the
higher end of the range. This does not
appear to be the case with our trained
singers. Figs. 2-6 show- 00 values for
the note E (330Hz), which is well above
the upper limit of the measured Fx
speaking range for each subject: Fig. 7
gives a summary of their speaking ranges
and. modes. The singers are ordered by
experience, and our speaker (EA) is
included as the final table entry for
comparison. This ordering of subjects
corresponds closely to the trends in 001
‘and 002 values for the singers.

Subjects cw and SB are professionally
trained with many years solo performance
experience. cw is also a singing
teacher. In both cases the mean 00
values, calculated by both methods, are
markedly lower (30% to 3 %) than the
values found for the other subjects (49%
to 75%). Subject DH, who has had some
singing training ,and extensive choral
experience at an amateur level has mean
00 values close to 52%. Subject GL, who
has had no formal singing training,
recorded productions in two maners, an
informal style (GL(U)) and a
quasi-trained style (GL(T)), and it is
clear that he attains more appropriate 00
values when he adopts his choral style.
The mean 00 values given for our speaker
(EA) must be interpreted wih reference to
Fig. 1, since' it is clear that the 00
values vary over a wide range with .Fx
change: her 00 ,values are above 50%
during the first portion of the utterance
and they descend below 50% towards the
end as her Fx is lowered.

These data suggest that there is a clear
trend towards lowered 00 values with
increased singing training and
performance experience. This is of note
because speech data suggest that raised
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ABSTRACT

Laryngographic techniques evolved in

speech analysis are extended in the

present work to the analysrs of the

singing voice. Attention is focused on

laryngographically derived measures of

vocal fold open-phase times.

Specifically, the measure of open

quotient (open phase time over. whole

period time) provides a quantitative

parameter for the characterisation of

voice production differences between

speakers, trained singers and untrained

singers.

INTRODUCTION

The laryngograph [1] has been used for
many years as a tool for the analysis of
normal and pathological speech as well as
of the singing voice. More recently,
detailed studies have investigated
changes in the laryngograph output
waveform (Lx) on a cycle-by—cycle basis,
with a view to correlating these with the
acoustic output from the vocal tract [2].
The present work is designed to develop a
new series of laryngographically based
plots which can be utilised on a routine
basis for .speaking and singing voice
research and, potentially, in visual
displays to be developed to give feedback
in singing/speaking voice production
training.

DATA, SUBJECTS, AND RESULTS

Four adult male singers took part in the
experiment. Two are 'trained', having
had formal voice training and extensive
solo performance experience; one of these
is a baritone (GM) and the other a tenor
(SB). The other two have choral singing
experience and vocal ranges in the middle
(baritonal) range for men; one of these
(DH) is an experienced amateur musician
who has received vocal training for a

short period, and the other (GL) is

untrained. GL made recordings in botha

'natural,’ informal style and in a

quasi-trained style which he adopts m,

choral'performance.

The subjects were digitally ”CM

recorded onto videotape in the anechmc

room at UCL, with the output from a hiw

quality condenser microphone (Sp) onone

channel and the laryngograph outwt

waveform (Lx) on the other.

The data consisted of:

l) a reading of a phonetically balanmd
passage lasting approximately tm

minutes;
2) five monophthongal vowels, in me

environments /b d/ and /m_n/, spoken wfih

falling intonation and then sung on C
(256Hz), C (128Hz), E (330Hz) and E

(165Hz); . _
3) major scales exhibiting each singefls

range, sung on the vowel /a/; and

4) a performance of "God Save the Quem"

starting on G (192Hz).

The analyses consist of the followMg

(see Figs. 1-6):
a) the speech pressure waveform (SpH
b) the laryngograph output wavefmm

(Lx), derived by measuring the currmt

passing through the throat between tm

V°1t39e driven electrodes placed ontm
wings of the thyroid cartilage; the P9aks
thus correspond to the maxima of VOCBl
fold closure and the valleys to maximaof

glottal opening, in each cycle [1];
c) vertical period markers derived ham

Lx (TX) [3];
d) a plot of the logarithm fl

fundamental frequency (derived on 3

period by period basis from Tx) agamst

time (Fx); and
6) two plots of the open quotient mat

which is defined as the duration of t”
Open phase of each cycle divided bythe
duration of the whole of that-cyclev
calculated from Lx by different method5
-- the first method,(001) takes the POlnt
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0fvocal fold closure in a glottal cycle

to be the peak of the differentiated Lx

waveform, and the point of opening to be

the minimum in the differentiated Lx
waveform; whilst the second (DQZ) takes

the upper 70% of the peak—to—peak

amplitude of each cycle to represent

closure of the glottis and the lower 3 %

to represent an open glottis (see [3] for

a full description)

Figs. 2 to 6 show theée analyses plotted

for the first note of the final
occurrence of the word "God" (E 330Hz)
in the sung performances of "God Save the
Queen" by each of the subjects. Fig. 1
shows equivalent plots for the vowel [a]
spoken by a female subject with high fall
intonation. In each figure pertaining to
singing, the 00 plots derived by both
methods remain relatively steady; mean
values for the portion shown are
tabulated in Fig. 7. This table also
gives summary statistics relating to the
speaking voice of each subject based‘on
the reading of the passage (section 1 of
the recording) which have been derived
from a second order fundamental frequency
distribution plot [4]. This plot
consists of a histogram of the number of
consecutive pairs of Tx period values
which fall within the same histogram
'bin'. The summarised statistics show
the number of such pairs in the plot for
that subject (under the heading
"samples"), the Fx range at the 0.1%
probability level, and the modal Fx
value. Mean values of 00 calcutated by
the two methods are also given in the
table.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In spoken data, evidence has been found
[2] for a 'preferred' value of Fx towards
the lower end of a speaker's overall
speaking range, at which the vocal folds
vibrate with optimal efficiency and
vigour. At this value of Fx, open and
closed phases are approximately equal and
the peak-to—peak amplitude of the Lx
waveform tends to be at its maximum.
Independent evidence that this is indeed
a preferred frequency of vocal fold
vibration is found in Fx distributions
for stretches of continuous speech which
have their modes near this Fx value. It
is plausible to suggest that this Fx
value is utilised by the speaker as a
departure/arrival point for prosodic
excursions and as a locus for neutral,

non'Pitch prominent syllables. Fig. 1
illustrates this for the speech of a
woman (EA), whose Fx range is measured
as 118Hz to 37l and whose Fx mode is
147HZ (Fig. 7); this speaker's 001 and
002 Values pass through the 5 % level
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around the point at which her Fx contour
passes through 147Hz.

It has also been found [3] that for many
speakers closed phase duration varies
considerably more with Fx than does open
phase duration. That is, the open phase
remains comparatively constant while the
closed phase is shortened as Fx rises and
lengthened as Fx falls. Thus the closed
phase is roughly the inverse of Fx, while
the: open phase is rather steadier. This
can be seen in the plots for our speaker
(Fig. l) where 00 values, calculated by
both methods, tend to fall with the
falling Fx.

The majority of a singer's pitch range
makes use of Fx values which are high
relative to the normal speaking pitch
range. In view of the preceding
observations on speech, one might expect
raised 00 values at sung pitches at the
higher end of the range. This does not
appear to be the case with our trained
singers. Figs. 2-6 show. 00 values for
the note E (330Hz), which is well above
the upper limit of the measured Fx
speaking range for each subject: Fig. 7
gives a summary of their speaking ranges
and_ modes. The singers are ordered by
experience, and our speaker (EA) is
included as the final table entry for
comparison. This ordering of subjects
corresponds closely to the trends in 001
‘and 002 values for the Singers.

Subjects ow and SB are professionally
trained with many years solo performance
experience. ow is also a singing
teacher. In both cases the mean 00
values, calculated by both methods, are
markedly lower (30% to 3 %) than the
values found for the other subjects (49%
to 75%). Subject DH, who has had some
singing training ,and extensive choral
experience at an amateur level has mean
00 values close to 52%. Subject GL, who
has had no formal singing training,
recorded productions in two maners, an
informal style (GL(U)) and a
quasi-trained style (GL(T)), and it is
clear that he attains more appropriate 00
values when he adopts his choral style.
The mean 00 values given for our speaker
(EA) must be interpreted wih reference to
Fig. 1, since' it is clear that the 00
values vary over a wide range with .Fx
change: her 00 _values are above 50%
during the first portion of the utterance
and they descend below 50% towards the
end as her Fx is lowered.

These data suggest that there is a clear
trend towards lowered 00 values with
increased singing training and
performance experience. This is of note
because speech data suggest that raised
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raised Fx, and
lowered 00 in singing must

direct effect of. a
trained style of singing. This implies
that an important mechanism involved in
note productions by a trained singer is
the considerable lengthening of the
closed phase in each larynx cycle with
respect to the open phase. This has two
main conseqdences: firstly the vaice
quality becomes less breathy; and
secondly the longer closed phase ensures
more prolonged substantial acoustic
output from the vocal tract as .the
coupling-in of the subglottal cavities
(and the associated increase in acoustic
damping) occupies less of the cycle.
Thus the singer makes use of a natural
acoustic consequence of an action which
presumably requires no additional
pulmonic energy, to achieve this increase
in output. ’

00 values correlate with
therefore
presumably be a

Future work in this area will include a
. wider range of subjects with various

levels of singing training and experience
in order to evaluate the robustness of
these measures. The possibility also
exists of a new form of visual display to
aid the singer,
the singing assessment and development
(SINGAD) system currently aimed at' note
pitching by children from five years
upwards [5]. This system makes use of a
microcoMputer and a specially developed
hardware interface, based on [6], which
estimates fundamental frequency from an
acoustic input;. it also allows work on
vibrato, note onset and offset, and pitch
systems of different musical traditions.A new 00 component along the lines
discussed above, would make a significantcontribution towards establishing acomprehensive and coherent tool forstudents of singing.
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00 values correlate with raised. Fx, and
therefore lowered 00 in singlng must
presumably be a direct effect of a
trained style of singing. This implies
that an important mechanism involved in
note productions by a trained singer 15
the considerable lengthening of the
closed phase in each larynx cycle w1th
respect to the open phase. This has two
main conseqdences: firstly the vo1ce
quality becomes less breathy; and
secondly the longer closed phase ensures
more prolonged substantial acoustic
output from the vocal tract as .the
coupling-in of the subglottal cavities
(and the associated increase in acoustlc
damping) occupies less of the cycle.
Thus the singer makes use of a natural
acoustic consequence of an action which
presumably requires no additional
pulmonic energy, to achieve this increase
in output.

Future work in this area will include a
g wider range of subjects with various

levels of singing training and experience
in order to evaluate the robustness of
these measures. The possibility also
exists of a new form of visual display to
aid the singer, which could complement
the singing assessment and development
(SINGAD) system currently aimed at‘ note
pitching by children from five years
upwards [5]. This system makes use of a
microcoMputer and a specially developed
hardware interface, based on [6], which
estimates fundamental frequency from an
acoustic input; it also allows work on
vibrato, note onset and offset, and pitch
systems of different musical traditions.A new 00 component along the lines
discussed above, would make a significantcontribution towards establishing acomprehensive and coherent tool forstudents of singing.
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LES BIOUVEIVIENTS DU VOILE DU PALAIS DANS LE CHANT
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RESIIE

Dans l'enseignement du chant, une tradition datant

de plusieurs siecies, insiste sur l'importance du

souievement du voile du paiais pour 1'émssmn de

1'aigu. 0r, tous nos examens physiologiques on re-

vélé que dans ce registre i1 était relativement

abaissé. - >

Nous tentons d'expliquer cette contradiction et de

comprendre cement une tene erreur dans I'appré-

ciation d'un mouvement a pu étre ccmise par des

sujets dent 1es sensibilités internes sont extre-

mement de‘veloppées.
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trois principaux registres et sur 1es memes notes
que celles sélectionnées pour 1'examen radioio-
gique.
Des calques de chaque trame (50 par gatonde) ant

été ensuite dessinés.

8. - Paramétres anaizsés :

1. Sur 1es calques radioIogiques,

-

1e 'degré de relévement du voiie a été estiméi
partir de la 1igne bi-spina1e prolongéejus.
qu'é 1'arc antérieur de 1'at1as.

- 1a fermeture vélo-pharyngée est mesurée dans
1a region de constriction maximaie située
entre 1e dos du voile et la paroi postérieure
du pharynx (Fig. 1 B).

2. Les données endoscopiques précisent 1es rensei-
gnements fournis par 1es cliches radioiogiques,

sur les mouvements antéro-postérieurs du voile

et apportent une information complémentaire en

ce qui concerne 1es mouvevnents des parois pha-
ryngiennes. Toutefois, les mesures des documents
endoscopiques ne peuvent avoir qu'une valeur re-

1ative en raison des deformations optiques (de

type grand angulaire) et des déplace'nents éven-

tueis du fibroscope en cours d'exa'zzen.

Sur 1es caiques endoscopiques,
- 1es movements antéro-postérieurs du voile

sont mesures par reference a un axe para-né-

dien qui relie 1e centre du voile :1 1a paroi
pesterieure du pharynx;

- 1es deplacesnents des parois Iate'raIes du PM
rm ont eté mesurées par reference a une per-
pemiiculaire a Page para-.ue’dian au niveau de

la constriction maxinaIe (Fig. 1 A).

III. — RESULTATS

Saws 1e cadre linité Ce cette etude, nous n'avons
retenu cue deux vayeIIes extremes en ce (1‘41 W“
ceme Ia pcsition Cu voile :
[i] voyeHe orale, ferne‘e, tendce, Ni ”"95?“
figs 13. :aroie a m sevfl‘evemec: maxim du mile!:
/1/ vcyeile. nasate, adverts, detective. (Ni “tm'
ne scn azaissement.
Ces weyenes an: été énises tees Ies deux 1‘39“”?S
extrénes (sur siZ dens 1e grave at sur 514 ““5
I'eigu) :ar an secrvo :rcfessicrret. Swim Wt‘
afin de dis::ser d'un éiéne'it
cu? ccccerrze I'aaisse-nent maxinzl 6-; wife, ““5
31:15 egsienerrt eta-dis c’es images radfflcgii'ée‘ ‘

c’e reference en C9
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endoscopiques de respiration.

Les résultats des mesures effectuées sur les calf

ques radiographiques et endoscopiques sont conSi-

gnés dans les tableaux I et 11.

TABLEAU I : Mesures radiologiques.

ReIévement Fermeture

Respiration 0 7,5 mm

IIIGRAVE 7,5 mm 1' mm

liIAIGU ' 4 mm 2 mm

[EIGRAVE 2 mm 6 ‘mm

IEIAIGU 3 mm 4 mm

TABLEAU II :Mesures endoscopiques.

Mouvements Mouvements

anoéro-poste'rieurs lateraux

Respiration 21 mm 5.9 mm

[1] GRAVE 12.3 mm 1.7 mm

[1] AIGU 13,4 mm 3,7 Him

[61 GRAVE 21 mm 5 mm

ImAwu IQSmm 4 mm

IV . - CMNTAIRES

Les tableaux I et 11 démontrent l'existence d‘une
correlation positive entre le relevement du v01le

et le rétrécissement des parois latérales du

h r x.
Enaricanche, relevement et fermeture vélo-pharyngée
sont inversement corrélés.

On a donc : '
Relevé/Fermé/Rétréci «a Abaissé/Ouvert/Elargi

ce qui signifie que la fermeture vélo-pharyngée ne
peut étre réalisée qu‘en relevant le vaile et en

rétrécissant les parois latérales du pharynx. 0r,

dans le chant, le passage vélo-pharyngé et la tota-

lité du pharynx doivent rester ouverts. Pour Chan-

ter on doit donc nécessairement abaisser le veile,
ou du moins, utiliser des positions velaires pro-
ches de l'abaissement. L'analyse détaillée des do-

cuments radiologiques et endoscopiques confirme

d'ailleurs cette hypothese.

A. - Voyelles parlées et voyelles chantées dans le
grave :

Si le relévement et l‘accolement du voile sont tou-
jours liés dans la parole, il n'en est pas de meme
dans le chant on soulevement et accolement sont
dissociés.
1. Pour la voyelle /i/ qui est la plus tendue et la

plus fermée du systéme vocalique francais, la
radiographie du grave montre qu'il n'y a pas
d'occlusion vélo-pharyngée conme dans la parole,
mais au contraire, une ouverture de 1. am.-

L'endoscopie met en evidence un resserrement des

parois latérales du pharynx beaucoup moins pro-

noncé qu'en voix parlée et un relevementdu
voile moins accentué (Fig. 2 A) ~

2. La realisation de la voyelle_nasale /a/ néces-
site aussi bien dans le registre grave que dans

la parole une ouverture vélo-pharyngée plus in.

portante. .

Les calques radiologiques et endoscopiques mon-
trent que pendant l'émission de la voyelle IE/
dans le grave, la position du voile se rapproche E
’de celle de la respiration (Fig. 2 B).

B. - Réalisations des voyelles dans l'aigu :

Lors de l'émission-de l'aigu, le voile du puais
occupe une position spécifique qu'il ne prend 3m 1

mais dans la parole et qui est intermediaire anre

la position relevée/tendue des voyelles orales fen

mées et la position abaissée/détendue des voyelles

nasales (Fig. 2 C‘et 2 D). .
1. Pour la realisation de la voyelle /1/, on obsen

ve sur les calques radiologiques une modifma-

tion tres nette de la forme du voile lorsque k

sujet passe du grave a l'aigu (fig. 2 A et g C)
2. En revanche dans le cas de la voyelle /a/le

voile du palais conserve sa forme mais chanm

d'orientation pour l'aigu ou il se redresse 5am
se soulever (Fig. 2 B et 2 D).

Dans le registre aigu, la difference entre oraleet

nasale tend a disparaitre. Toutef01s, pour essayw
de maintenir la distinction des timbres vocaliques

le soprano a opéré de tres légeres modificatiom

destinées a conserver les caractéristiquesessm-

tielles de ces deux types de voyelles : labialisr
tion, augmentation de l'ouverture buccale, abaifie-

ment du voile, postériorisation de la masselim

guale, dilatation de l'espace vélo-pharyngé pom -
3 ar ra ort a i . _

g 4;: modggicatigné infimes, vient sjaJouterpfi"
la voyelle nasale un rétrécissement important J

l'espace compris entre la face endo-buccale i

voile et le versant pharyngien de la langug. %%
passe de 12 mm pour /i/ a 5 mm pour la/ (F19? va
et 2 D). Le son vocalique étant meins oralis
paraitre davantage nasalisé (HUSSON /1/)-. es
L'endoscopie ne fait pas apparaitre de differena
notables entre le /i/ et le /3/ aigus. Par rappow
a la voyelle orale,~la nasale se caractérise Pa;me
trés léger abaissement du voile associé a un IDA
élargissement des parois latérales du pharynx ( 9‘
2 C et 2 D).

V. - DISCUSSION

A l‘issue de cette étude, on peut se Poserdwx
questions‘: i-
- pourquoi le voile du palais a-t-il cette P0S

tion particuliere dans l'aigu ? t m
- comment expliquer la sensation de soulevemen gs

ressentent les chanteurs alors que leur V0fle
dans une position relativement basse ?

1. La position spécifique du voile du PaIaiSdfif
l'aigu peut s‘expliquer d'un point de vue p
siologique et acoustique :

a) Du point de vue physiologique m
l'accolement maximal du voile'contre lap“
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postérieure du pharynx est associé pour la
parole a un double effet de tension provenant
- des muscles du voile :

le péristaphylin interne (levator veli pala-
tini) associé au palate-pharyngien et au pala-
to-staphylin (musculus uvulae), et

- des muscles du pharynx :
le constricteur pharyngien supérieur qui agit
sur les deux diametres du pharynx (les cons-
tricteurs moyen et inférieur ayant surtout une
action élévatrice).

Cesdifférents groupes musculaires fonctionnant
ensynergie, aboutissent a une fermeture de type
sphinctérien qui risquerait d'entrainer un ser-
rage au niveau du pharynx lors de l'émission de
l'aigu. Pour éviter une trop grande contraction
des muscles pharyngiens et vélaires, le chanteur
vasoulever son voile sans l'accoler a la paroi
postérieure du pharynx grace a l'action simul-
tanée du péristaphylin interne et du palato-pha-
rwmien(l'activité du palato-staphylin étant
moindre dans ce cas). _
Men que son role ait été remis en question pour
la parole, on peut envisager l'intervention,
comm tenseur, du péristaphylin externe, seul
muscle du voile totalement indépendant des
autres muscles du pharynx.

b)Du point de vue acoustique et perceptif,
afin de mettre en evidence l'influence éven-
tuelle de cette position du voile sur le timbre
dela voix chantée, nous avons demandé a un
soprano d'émettre des vocalises du grave a
l'figu,d'abord normalement, c'est-a-dire avec
un voile en position basse, puis avec le voile
dupalais en position haute.
0mm lesecond cas, l'analyse acoustique fait
apparaitre une attenuation tres nette du Singing
Formant ainsi qu'une diminution importante de
PamMitude du vibrato de fréquence (qui passe
de 11.58 Svt 3 24,80 Svt, autrement dit de 1/4
de ton a un 1/2 ton).
Lesdeux vocalises soumises a l'appréciation de
DrOfessionnels du chant ont été jugées a l'una-
mmité de la fagon suivante : le son de la voca-
lue'éfise avec le voile du palais soulevé est
QUlié de “plat“, "terne", "écrasé"; alors que
leson de la premiere vocalise émise avec levofle abaissé est considéré comne "beau", "rond'I
6t “puissant“.
Sms étre en mesure d'affirmer l'existence d'une
résmmnce nasale dans le chant, nous constatonsuec TARnEAUD /2/ que l'acces de l'air pulmo-??re.aux_fosses nasales "embellit le coloris de

VOlX“.

“DESQénérations de professeurs ont parlé de “la
VoUte.du 50"" Qu'il faut réaliser en "soulevant"
1smile. De meme, tous les chanteurs sont cons-
me"§5 de ce "soulevement" qu'ils maitrisent
pa"faltement, 0r, ainsi que nous l'avons vu tout
a"]°"g de cette étude, le voile du palais oc-
cupfi dans l'aigu, une position relativementabaissée. '
A?" de FOmPrendre comment une telle erreur dans
mappréCiation d'un mouvement pouvait étre com-
nse par des sujets dont les sensibilités inter-
essont extremement développées, nous avonsFéuisé un examen endoscopique complémentaire du
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VI.

voile et de Ta luette par voie buccale.
L'endoscopie exo- et endo-buccale nous a permis
d'observer pour l'émission de l'aigu, une ten-
sion transversale du voile et un étirement des
piliers postérieurs, associés a une hyper-re-
traction de la luette.
C'est ce SoulEVement important de la région
uvulaire qui donne aux chanteurs l'illusion de
soulever l'ensemble du voile; ce qui explique
que cette erreur ait pu étre perpétuée pendant
si longtemps par les chanteurs et les profes-
seurs de chant.

- CONCLUSION

Dans la parole, lorsque le voile du palais est
relevé au maximum, il vient s'accoler contre la
paroi postérieure du pharynx et isole totalement le
naso-pharynx de la cavité buccale; ce qui n'est
jamais le cas dans le chant ou la cavité nasale
reste ouverte en permanence ainsi que le montrent
les

sur

téléxéroradiographies que nous avons réalisées
différents chanteurs professionnels.

Certains auteurs comme BARTHOLOMEN /3/ cu HUSLER
/4/ estiment cette ouverture vélo-pharyngée
indispensable dans le chant :
nasal cavity must stay open (because it is
the

"When sin ing, the
I one of

main resonators in singing".
D'autres, comme BUNCH /5/ en nient l'existence :
"Both actions (elevation and tension) are most
important for speech and singing because this
creates more resonating space in the oral pharynx
and blocks off the nasal pharynx, preventing an
undesirable nasal tone".
Sans prendre parti dans cette querelle, nous cons-
tatons néanmoins sur nos documents l'existence
d'une ouverture vélo-pharyngée qui augmente du
grave a l'aigu.
Quant a la position qu'occupe le voile du palais
pour l'émission de l'aigu, nous pensons qu'elle
rés ulte d'un équilibre physiologique entre les
muscles vélaires et pharyngiens.
Des études complémentaires seront nécessaires pour
préciser si cette position du voile n'est pas la
consequence d'autres coordinations motrices liées a
l'augmentation de l'ouverture buccale et au
relevement de la base de la langue.
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correlation positive entre le relevement du v01le

et le rétrécissement des parois latérales du

h r x.
Enaricanche, relevement et fermeture vélo-pharyngée
sont inversement corrélés.

On a donc : '
Relevé/Fermé/Rétréci «a Abaissé/Ouvert/Elargi

ce qui signifie que la fermeture vélo-pharyngée ne
peut étre réalisée qu‘en relevant le vaile et en

rétrécissant les parois latérales du pharynx. 0r,

dans le chant, le passage vélo-pharyngé et la tota-

lité du pharynx doivent rester ouverts. Pour Chan-

ter on doit donc nécessairement abaisser le veile,
ou du moins, utiliser des positions velaires pro-
ches de l'abaissement. L'analyse détaillée des do-

cuments radiologiques et endoscopiques confirme

d'ailleurs cette hypothese.

A. - Voyelles parlées et voyelles chantées dans le
grave :

Si le relévement et l‘accolement du voile sont tou-
jours liés dans la parole, il n'en est pas de meme
dans le chant on soulevement et accolement sont
dissociés.
1. Pour la voyelle /i/ qui est la plus tendue et la

plus fermée du systéme vocalique francais, la
radiographie du grave montre qu'il n'y a pas
d'occlusion vélo-pharyngée conme dans la parole,
mais au contraire, une ouverture de 1. am.-

L'endoscopie met en evidence un resserrement des

parois latérales du pharynx beaucoup moins pro-

noncé qu'en voix parlée et un relevementdu
voile moins accentué (Fig. 2 A) ~

2. La realisation de la voyelle_nasale /a/ néces-
site aussi bien dans le registre grave que dans

la parole une ouverture vélo-pharyngée plus in.

portante. .

Les calques radiologiques et endoscopiques mon-
trent que pendant l'émission de la voyelle IE/
dans le grave, la position du voile se rapproche E
’de celle de la respiration (Fig. 2 B).

B. - Réalisations des voyelles dans l'aigu :

Lors de l'émission-de l'aigu, le voile du puais
occupe une position spécifique qu'il ne prend 3m 1

mais dans la parole et qui est intermediaire anre

la position relevée/tendue des voyelles orales fen

mées et la position abaissée/détendue des voyelles

nasales (Fig. 2 C‘et 2 D). .
1. Pour la realisation de la voyelle /1/, on obsen

ve sur les calques radiologiques une modifma-

tion tres nette de la forme du voile lorsque k

sujet passe du grave a l'aigu (fig. 2 A et g C)
2. En revanche dans le cas de la voyelle /a/le

voile du palais conserve sa forme mais chanm

d'orientation pour l'aigu ou il se redresse 5am
se soulever (Fig. 2 B et 2 D).

Dans le registre aigu, la difference entre oraleet

nasale tend a disparaitre. Toutef01s, pour essayw
de maintenir la distinction des timbres vocaliques

le soprano a opéré de tres légeres modificatiom

destinées a conserver les caractéristiquesessm-

tielles de ces deux types de voyelles : labialisr
tion, augmentation de l'ouverture buccale, abaifie-

ment du voile, postériorisation de la masselim

guale, dilatation de l'espace vélo-pharyngé pom -
3 ar ra ort a i . _

g 4;: modggicatigné infimes, vient sjaJouterpfi"
la voyelle nasale un rétrécissement important J

l'espace compris entre la face endo-buccale i

voile et le versant pharyngien de la langug. %%
passe de 12 mm pour /i/ a 5 mm pour la/ (F19? va
et 2 D). Le son vocalique étant meins oralis
paraitre davantage nasalisé (HUSSON /1/)-. es
L'endoscopie ne fait pas apparaitre de differena
notables entre le /i/ et le /3/ aigus. Par rappow
a la voyelle orale,~la nasale se caractérise Pa;me
trés léger abaissement du voile associé a un IDA
élargissement des parois latérales du pharynx ( 9‘
2 C et 2 D).

V. - DISCUSSION

A l‘issue de cette étude, on peut se Poserdwx
questions‘: i-
- pourquoi le voile du palais a-t-il cette P0S

tion particuliere dans l'aigu ? t m
- comment expliquer la sensation de soulevemen gs

ressentent les chanteurs alors que leur V0fle
dans une position relativement basse ?

1. La position spécifique du voile du PaIaiSdfif
l'aigu peut s‘expliquer d'un point de vue p
siologique et acoustique :

a) Du point de vue physiologique m
l'accolement maximal du voile'contre lap“
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postérieure du pharynx est associé pour la
parole a un double effet de tension provenant
- des muscles du voile :

le péristaphylin interne (levator veli pala-
tini) associé au palate-pharyngien et au pala-
to-staphylin (musculus uvulae), et

- des muscles du pharynx :
le constricteur pharyngien supérieur qui agit
sur les deux diametres du pharynx (les cons-
tricteurs moyen et inférieur ayant surtout une
action élévatrice).

Cesdifférents groupes musculaires fonctionnant
ensynergie, aboutissent a une fermeture de type
sphinctérien qui risquerait d'entrainer un ser-
rage au niveau du pharynx lors de l'émission de
l'aigu. Pour éviter une trop grande contraction
des muscles pharyngiens et vélaires, le chanteur
vasoulever son voile sans l'accoler a la paroi
postérieure du pharynx grace a l'action simul-
tanée du péristaphylin interne et du palato-pha-
rwmien(l'activité du palato-staphylin étant
moindre dans ce cas). _
Men que son role ait été remis en question pour
la parole, on peut envisager l'intervention,
comm tenseur, du péristaphylin externe, seul
muscle du voile totalement indépendant des
autres muscles du pharynx.

b)Du point de vue acoustique et perceptif,
afin de mettre en evidence l'influence éven-
tuelle de cette position du voile sur le timbre
dela voix chantée, nous avons demandé a un
soprano d'émettre des vocalises du grave a
l'figu,d'abord normalement, c'est-a-dire avec
un voile en position basse, puis avec le voile
dupalais en position haute.
0mm lesecond cas, l'analyse acoustique fait
apparaitre une attenuation tres nette du Singing
Formant ainsi qu'une diminution importante de
PamMitude du vibrato de fréquence (qui passe
de 11.58 Svt 3 24,80 Svt, autrement dit de 1/4
de ton a un 1/2 ton).
Lesdeux vocalises soumises a l'appréciation de
DrOfessionnels du chant ont été jugées a l'una-
mmité de la fagon suivante : le son de la voca-
lue'éfise avec le voile du palais soulevé est
QUlié de “plat“, "terne", "écrasé"; alors que
leson de la premiere vocalise émise avec levofle abaissé est considéré comne "beau", "rond'I
6t “puissant“.
Sms étre en mesure d'affirmer l'existence d'une
résmmnce nasale dans le chant, nous constatonsuec TARnEAUD /2/ que l'acces de l'air pulmo-??re.aux_fosses nasales "embellit le coloris de

VOlX“.

“DESQénérations de professeurs ont parlé de “la
VoUte.du 50"" Qu'il faut réaliser en "soulevant"
1smile. De meme, tous les chanteurs sont cons-
me"§5 de ce "soulevement" qu'ils maitrisent
pa"faltement, 0r, ainsi que nous l'avons vu tout
a"]°"g de cette étude, le voile du palais oc-
cupfi dans l'aigu, une position relativementabaissée. '
A?" de FOmPrendre comment une telle erreur dans
mappréCiation d'un mouvement pouvait étre com-
nse par des sujets dont les sensibilités inter-
essont extremement développées, nous avonsFéuisé un examen endoscopique complémentaire du
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VI.

voile et de Ta luette par voie buccale.
L'endoscopie exo- et endo-buccale nous a permis
d'observer pour l'émission de l'aigu, une ten-
sion transversale du voile et un étirement des
piliers postérieurs, associés a une hyper-re-
traction de la luette.
C'est ce SoulEVement important de la région
uvulaire qui donne aux chanteurs l'illusion de
soulever l'ensemble du voile; ce qui explique
que cette erreur ait pu étre perpétuée pendant
si longtemps par les chanteurs et les profes-
seurs de chant.

- CONCLUSION

Dans la parole, lorsque le voile du palais est
relevé au maximum, il vient s'accoler contre la
paroi postérieure du pharynx et isole totalement le
naso-pharynx de la cavité buccale; ce qui n'est
jamais le cas dans le chant ou la cavité nasale
reste ouverte en permanence ainsi que le montrent
les

sur

téléxéroradiographies que nous avons réalisées
différents chanteurs professionnels.

Certains auteurs comme BARTHOLOMEN /3/ cu HUSLER
/4/ estiment cette ouverture vélo-pharyngée
indispensable dans le chant :
nasal cavity must stay open (because it is
the

"When sin ing, the
I one of

main resonators in singing".
D'autres, comme BUNCH /5/ en nient l'existence :
"Both actions (elevation and tension) are most
important for speech and singing because this
creates more resonating space in the oral pharynx
and blocks off the nasal pharynx, preventing an
undesirable nasal tone".
Sans prendre parti dans cette querelle, nous cons-
tatons néanmoins sur nos documents l'existence
d'une ouverture vélo-pharyngée qui augmente du
grave a l'aigu.
Quant a la position qu'occupe le voile du palais
pour l'émission de l'aigu, nous pensons qu'elle
rés ulte d'un équilibre physiologique entre les
muscles vélaires et pharyngiens.
Des études complémentaires seront nécessaires pour
préciser si cette position du voile n'est pas la
consequence d'autres coordinations motrices liées a
l'augmentation de l'ouverture buccale et au
relevement de la base de la langue.
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THE PITCH OF GLIDE-LIKE Fo CURVES IN VOTIC FOLK SONGS
:

JAAN ROSS
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Lauristini 6, 200 106 Tallinn
Estonia, USSR

ABSTRACT

It has been shown recently that in Votic
folk songs two successive tone glides, one
rising and the other falling, create a
clear unambiguous pitch sensation. An ex-
periment was conducted where musically
trained subjects had to match such F0
curves with their voice. The stimuli con-
sisted of four—note excerpts from the
natural song performed by a low female
voice, where the third note corresponded
to a glide-like F variation. The results
confirm that the perception of such F
curves belongs to the category of fus on,
which is characterized by the pitch sensa-
tion near the arithmetic mean of the ter—
minal frequencies and a small dispersion
of the subjects' responses. However, it
seems more appropriate to define the pitch
as F at the point of two thirds of the
overall duration of the_note.

INTRODUCTION

In speech, permanent F changes are very
common while long time intervals with a
stable pitch are perceived as something
unusual. Music, on the contrary, is con—
sidered to be a sequence of notes, i.e. of
discrete segments with a relatively stable
pitch each. Actual relationship between
pitch and frequency in musical performance
can, however, be quite complex. When a
particular note is perceived as having a
stable pitch it does not necessarily mean
that during this note F should behave as
stably as the pitch. Am8ng such frequency
changes which contribute more to the over-
all impression of sound than to the pitch
sensation, the best known is vibrato. Vi-
brato can be defined as a simultaneous
frequency, amplitude and phase modulation.
Evidence can be found in literature that
in European concert singing F can be
modulated within the limits of up to 2.5
semitones, the modulation rate being 5-8
Hz /1/.
Recently glide-like F variations in notes
with a stable pitch hgve been described in
Votic one—voiced folk songs /2/. (The
Votes are a Baltic—Finnic ethnic minority

shown in /2 glide-like F variationsin
these songs tend to occur due to the co-
incidence of the metric accent, word
stress and melody culmination. They have
a shape somewhat similar to a circumflex
where the right side is approximately
twice as long as the left one. The dif-
ference between the initial and the fhml
frequencies is considerable and in the
case of the (left—side) rising glide can
reach up to 4 semitones (see Fig. 1).
As a matter of fact, the decision abmn
the perceived pitch stability in such
cases can be made without special experi-
mental research. In ethnomusicology, a
written transcription of performed song
into conventional notation is an obliga-
tory procedure and ethnomusicologists am
very sensitive even to minor pitch chmmfl
which are beyond the limits of conven-
tional notation. There is a whole arsmml
of special symbols designed to mark down
such changes. We have compared the con-
ventional of the songs under investigatmn
with the results of an F extraction PPO'
cedure and have not foun any special
symbols at the notes with a glide—likeFo
variation which means that these notes
are Perceived as having a stable pitch-
In this Paper we consider glide—like F
variations mainly in one song called "RT
monishment of the bride". This song be-
longs to the older layer of the Baltic—
Finnic musical folklore, the origin of
which is dated back at least as far as
the 11th century. The song is character-
1?ed_by a strongly recitative manner of
Singing and is performed by a low female
voice in the frequency region of 180—250

group living near Leningrad.) As was
9

HZ- During the song one and the samemel-l
ody pattern is repeated 12 times with
p05§lble modifications. Glide-like F
Variations occur most frequently whege w
Odd repetition is passing over to an 6"en
one. The transition looks like this (?he
first note of the even repetition, wh1§h
ls always characterized with a glide-11ke
F0 pattern, is marked with an asteriskfi

1

fi
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Such a transition does not occur at the
end of even repetitions as they terminate
a minor structural unit in the song. The
total number of repetitions being twelve
the present melodic segment occurs six
times. The F patterns of the notes marked
with an astegisk are presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 displays the Fo curves of the note
next to that with an asterisk (i.e. the
final note in the example presented above,
or the 2nd note in the basic melody pat-

fiW

2m-

Z5—

—a

mm—

tern). The difference between Figs. 1 and
2 is considerable and it seems necessary
to find an answer to at least two ques-
tions in this connection. First, what is
the F value corresponding to the pitch
of thg note with an asterisk, and second,
whether the pitch of the note with an as-
terisk is the same as the pitch of the
next note. A psychoacoustical experiment
was conducted in order to answer these
questions.

1
Fig. 1. F patterns in a Votic wedding song which are perceived as having a

stable unambiguous pitch. Six F patterns are normalized with respect
to the frequency maximum (marked with the left arrow) along the time
axis (abscissa). Ordinate: the frequency scale (Hz) and its division
according to the equal temperation. The right arrow on the abscissa
roughly corresponds to the point at two thirds of the overall note
duration..Mean F values from a pitch-matching test, with standard de-
viation, are pregented at the rightmost side.

5m
KW—

225—
-a

2m—

'9

Fig. 2. F patterns in a Votic wedding song which are perceived as having the
s e pitch as those in Fig. 1. Abscissa: time, ordinate: frequency
scale (Hz) with its division according to the equal temperation.
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stable pitch it does not necessarily mean
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changes which contribute more to the over-
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brato can be defined as a simultaneous
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Evidence can be found in literature that
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modulated within the limits of up to 2.5
semitones, the modulation rate being 5-8
Hz /1/.
Recently glide-like F variations in notes
with a stable pitch hgve been described in
Votic one—voiced folk songs /2/. (The
Votes are a Baltic—Finnic ethnic minority

shown in /2 glide-like F variationsin
these songs tend to occur due to the co-
incidence of the metric accent, word
stress and melody culmination. They have
a shape somewhat similar to a circumflex
where the right side is approximately
twice as long as the left one. The dif-
ference between the initial and the fhml
frequencies is considerable and in the
case of the (left—side) rising glide can
reach up to 4 semitones (see Fig. 1).
As a matter of fact, the decision abmn
the perceived pitch stability in such
cases can be made without special experi-
mental research. In ethnomusicology, a
written transcription of performed song
into conventional notation is an obliga-
tory procedure and ethnomusicologists am
very sensitive even to minor pitch chmmfl
which are beyond the limits of conven-
tional notation. There is a whole arsmml
of special symbols designed to mark down
such changes. We have compared the con-
ventional of the songs under investigatmn
with the results of an F extraction PPO'
cedure and have not foun any special
symbols at the notes with a glide—likeFo
variation which means that these notes
are Perceived as having a stable pitch-
In this Paper we consider glide—like F
variations mainly in one song called "RT
monishment of the bride". This song be-
longs to the older layer of the Baltic—
Finnic musical folklore, the origin of
which is dated back at least as far as
the 11th century. The song is character-
1?ed_by a strongly recitative manner of
Singing and is performed by a low female
voice in the frequency region of 180—250

group living near Leningrad.) As was
9

HZ- During the song one and the samemel-l
ody pattern is repeated 12 times with
p05§lble modifications. Glide-like F
Variations occur most frequently whege w
Odd repetition is passing over to an 6"en
one. The transition looks like this (?he
first note of the even repetition, wh1§h
ls always characterized with a glide-11ke
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Such a transition does not occur at the
end of even repetitions as they terminate
a minor structural unit in the song. The
total number of repetitions being twelve
the present melodic segment occurs six
times. The F patterns of the notes marked
with an astegisk are presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 displays the Fo curves of the note
next to that with an asterisk (i.e. the
final note in the example presented above,
or the 2nd note in the basic melody pat-
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tern). The difference between Figs. 1 and
2 is considerable and it seems necessary
to find an answer to at least two ques-
tions in this connection. First, what is
the F value corresponding to the pitch
of thg note with an asterisk, and second,
whether the pitch of the note with an as-
terisk is the same as the pitch of the
next note. A psychoacoustical experiment
was conducted in order to answer these
questions.

1
Fig. 1. F patterns in a Votic wedding song which are perceived as having a

stable unambiguous pitch. Six F patterns are normalized with respect
to the frequency maximum (marked with the left arrow) along the time
axis (abscissa). Ordinate: the frequency scale (Hz) and its division
according to the equal temperation. The right arrow on the abscissa
roughly corresponds to the point at two thirds of the overall note
duration..Mean F values from a pitch-matching test, with standard de-
viation, are pregented at the rightmost side.
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Fig. 2. F patterns in a Votic wedding song which are perceived as having the
s e pitch as those in Fig. 1. Abscissa: time, ordinate: frequency
scale (Hz) with its division according to the equal temperation.
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PROCEDURE

The song "Admonishment of the bride" was

stored on a magnetic disk of the E01010

computer from a tape-recorder via a low-

pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5

kHz and a 12-bit A/D—converter with a

sampling frequency of 10 kHz. Six odd—to-

even transition samples were separated

from the song and played back to subjects

via a 12—bit D/A-converter, a lowpass fil-

ter with a cutoff frequency of 5 kHz and

TBS-1 earphones. The subjects were free

to regulate the SPL to a comfortable

level and listen to every sample (almost

identical to each other musically) as

many times as they chose. The subjects

were instructed to match the pitch of the

third note in the melodic pattern with

their voice. (This pattern was presented

to them in a written form, too.)

Three subjects, two male and one female,

participated in the experiment, all with

a musical education at least on college

level but with no reported absolute hearv

ing. They were told to use octave trans-

positions of pitch if necessary in order

to sing in a more comfortable frequency

range. As all 3 subjects responded to 6

melodic patterns, the total number of

answers was 18a The answers were then

stored on a magnetic disk using the hard-

ware mentioned above and run through a

pitch detection program. The resulting F

response curves of all three subjects 0

were smooth enough with a frequency change

of no more than 5 per cent. The frequency

which occurred most often was chosen as

the response in every case.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both male subjects were able to match the

pitch of the stimuli with no octave trans-

positions, i.e. they used the same fre-

guency range as the singer originally did.

The female subject performed the task one

octave higher. So, the frequency values

of her responses were replaced by twice

smaller ones during the following compu-

tation.
We assumed that in the original song the

singer uses a kind of internal tone scale

and frequency deviations in the case of

one and the same note may occur only in-

cidentally. The mean F value of all of

the 18 responses are presented on the

right side of Fig. 1, with standard devi-

ation. As one can see, the range of stan-

dard deviation is practically identical

to the range of the Fo variation in Fig.
2. So we can conclude that the pitches of
two successive h's (3rd and 4th note in
the note example above) are equal despite
the remarkable differences in the corre-
sponding F patterns.
Nabelek, Ngbelek and Hirsh /3/ have
studied the pitch of sound bursts where

two terminal frequencies are connected by

a linear frequency change. They have found

that three modes of perception can be dis-

tinguished with such glides, namely fusimn

separation and indecision. Fusion is char-

acterized by a pitch sensation near the

arithmetic mean of the terminal fre-

quencies and a small dispersion of re-

sponses. In the case of separation the

pitch of the glide is matched at one or

both terminal frequencies. Indecision

means that the subjects' responses are

widely distributed among the frequency

axis between the terminal frequencies.

Glide-like F patterns in Votic songs seem

to belong to the category of fusion, as

the dispersion of the subjects' responses

is small and the perceived pitch corre-

sponds neither to the initial nor to the

final frequency but is rather matched at

the middle of the glide. Nabelek et al.

have concluded that in the case of tone

bursts with a linear change of frequency

during 100 per cent of the burst duration,

fusion occurs when the difference between

terminal frequencies of is not too great

and the duration of the glide t not too

long. As one can see in Fig. 1, in Votic

songs of 2 50 Hz and t z 100 ms in the

case of a rising glide (the left part of

the circumflex) and Af’Z 30 Hz and

t 2:200 ms in the case of a falling glide

(the right part of the circumflex). When

we compare,the values of.Af and t with

those of Nabelek et a1. considerihg the

left and the right sides of the F pat-

tern separately, we find that sin 16 tone

bursts with such parameters clearly fall

to the category of fusion. 80 we can con-

clude that the results are in good agree-
ment with their investigation, v
However, the conclusions by Nabelek et al-
are rather general in nature as they en-

able us only roughly to determine the F
value which corresponds to the perceivea

pitch. In their following work /4/ the
authors wrote even more cautiously that

"in fusion ... the sound burst was matchd

by a single frequency located somewhere

between the initial and final fre uencieffl
In the experiment of Lublinskaya 5/ Sub‘
jects had to mimic with their voice the

F variation in synthetic vowels /a/ With
a glide~like frequency change. The author

Proposes that the most important task is
to determine the initial and final fre-

quénCles of a glide whereas the pitch as

Corresponding to their arithmetic mean
can be considered their derivative. The

comParison of the original F and the re—

sponse curves in her study c8nfirm that
it is the terminal frequencies that are
stressed in subjects' responses.
30551 /6/ has shown that the pitch of the
synthetic vowel /a/ with both an ascend-

ing and a descending glide—like F chant;e
£Af = ?3 HZ. t = 200 ms) is percgived a

he pOlnt of the thirds of the overall ,
duration of the vowel. This point approxr
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/6/ M RoI. s .

descedantgid

mately corresponds to that marked with
miarrow at the right side of Fig. 1. As

mm can see, at this point all six F
curves are passing quite a narrow fr -

mmncy region of 224-226 Hz which very
closely corresponds to the mean of the

subjects' responses in the described
pitch-matching experiment. So our experi-
mmfial results well agree with those of

Rossi, too.

CONCLUSIONS

hm pitch of tone glides has been ex—
plained on the basis of hypothetic mech-
mmsms operating both in frequency and
time domain. When pitch is measured in
the frequency domain, it is the determi-
nation of the initial and final fre-
mmncies that seems to be of the greatest
importance. In the time domain, the pitch
should correspond to the F value at the
poufi of two thirds of theooverall dur-
ahon of the stimulus. The results of the
present experiment can be explained both
on the basis of the frequency and the
time domain hypotheses, but as the latter
allows us to determine the F value more
precisely, this explanation ghould be
preferred.
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PROCEDURE
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APPLICATION OF AUTOMATED IDENTIFICATION METHODS OF BOW STROKES

TO MUSICAL FOLKLORE RESEARCH
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ABSTRACT

e ur ose of the presented paper is

$2 sgargh for the common and distinctive

features of an automated investigation

of music/speech and simple speech sig-

nals. An algorithm of musical parameter

estimation is based on the application

of speech parameter recognition. Topi-

cal aspects of the automated ciphering

in case the height of the mus1ca1 folk—

lore sounds is the same are analysed in

our report.

INTRODUCTION

"Lithuanian people’s songs art is excep-

tionally rich and various. The Lithuanian

folklore Manuscript fund stores about

half a million records of songs"./7 /

The most urgent problems of the Lithua-

nianfolklore songs were reviewed by Pro—

fessor J.Ciurlionyté for the first time
outside the republic /9, 10/. After that
the songs are investigated and systema-

tized in the following organizations:

- the Folk Music Study of the Lithuanian

State Conservatoire (founded by Professor
J.Ciurlionyté)/6, 8/, _

- the Folklore Department of the Institu-

te of the Lithuanian Language and Litera-

ture of the Lithuanian Academy of Scien-

ces /7. 17/.

An evolution of folklore witnesses the
improvement of folklore investigation me—
thods was attained thanks to the applica—
tion of new technical equipment (phonog—
raph, tape-records). Lately folklorists
often solve their problems with the help
of computers, i.e. cipher, analyse and

systematize the songs.

From the first stages in folklore investi-
gations both the linguists and etnomusico-
logists are excited by these problems in
the junction of the folklore music and
linguistic text / 1,11, 17/. E.g., Vice-
president of the Folklore Board of the
USSR Composer’s Union Alexeyev E. explores
the interrelation between musical intona-
tion and verbal inflection on the basis
of Lithuanian folk-songs /l/.

Dedicated to Professor

Jadvyga Ciurlionyte

Biruté Sinkeviéifite

Dept. of String Instruments of the

Lithuanian SSR State ConservatOire

Vilnius, USSR

Our report deals with a specific aspect

of the above junction: it presents an es-

timation algorithm of musical durations

the algorithm is based on the application

of characteristic speech parameters when

the height of the sounds analysed is the
same (Note example I, case /a/).

,1 e96

*I7l 'r * f
o—M. hi e; um -

x- 4-— .
E}:j in. 271s?

l-VJ' '

Note example I. _

/&/r"7 - a case when the height of
1'4 the sounds sung is the cams

/b/K} - consonants with.independmn
" musical height and duratlom

/C/CD - a melodic phrase performed
by one and the same voweh

/dAMMM — a case when both vowels of
diphtong have independent

musical durations.

The purpose of the presented paper is to

discuss the common and distinctive feahk

res of automated investigation of musiC/
speech and simple speech signals.

The 1986 International Computer Music 91'
ference (ICMC) was held in Hague, the Ne-
herland. October 20+24. We presented a f?

Port in which we discussed our main tOP”
"On the identification of violin istljokes.S
in a real-time performance system“ }n that.
ICMC. Now let us review the repOrt 1n gm ;
and to present our main material. ;

METHOD

Our paper /18/ deals with the automated
identification of violin strokeS_1n case 1
the height of the sounds played 18 the M
same. E.g. it happens in the main them?m
Concert No 2, E-dur by J.S.Bach (for V1
lin and chamber orchestra).EstimationSbY I

1

178 Se 81.4.1

the statistics 4/2 ‘[k4gfi/fl ,k=42,... (l)
are obviously sufficient for sounds and
pauses in a pizzicato case but it is not
mfificient to identify martele strokes:
(1) the estimates slightly differ from
mm another and the corresponding algo-
rithm identifies the beginning and the
end of the strokes unprecisely.

The violin plate bears a property to re-
sonate the sounds played and to cease rin-
ging gradually after stopping playing.
Therefore a physical interpretation of the
martele envelope is the following: at the
beginning of a new stroke we listen to the
sounds of new and earlier strokes resona-
ted by a violin plate.

Analogous features of merging sounds are
typical of speech analysis too: the sig-
nal is segmented in order to determine
hm limits of separate sounds. Segmenta-
tion of diphtongs is especially difficult
as the 5Lithuanian linguist A.Pakerys no—
tes

we proposed not only to measure the sound
parameters, but also to register the sup-
plementary information obtained from a
digital bow /4/.

Formalization of the above statement: let
us consider a violin stroke identification
function F// , where vu:;//})I (If) - is
Hm function of violin sound determinatiom
1!,t are the violin sound parameters:
pltdn intensity and duration, correspon-
dingly. The aim of the automated identi-
fication is to define the moments f.:

/ .
a i1f.(aufl—m.n.) J

£237= ’ J in case Q=amfl#
6, ml. (gut/w...)

IThe segments X“, XK2,---, If“ ’4‘” >>Zk
k= {[2, ) were investigated for this

mypose. The algorithm is sufficient for
MJZlcato stroke identification, but in a
martele case the segments kéLKH §> [K
were not detected. Therefore, we proposed
teconsider the function F'( 2) , where

0/\ Iy—(ZYVIZIZV and 2:}u/f‘.) : .
97%) ’f, as wit/t) A wrath”) (”4.1”)

.- = 0, as Wit-#0” M.) j (2)

. ‘1 as 117th We.) (V-m)
‘hw we deal with the application of the
a§°Ve methods to the automation of Lithua-
'Ufln m9Sica1 folklore analysis. Automated
filPherlng 0f the original, in case the
eldht of the sounds sung is the same,
note example I, case /a/) is an urgent

mnblem, Case /b/ of the note example il—
.ustrates the situation when a consonant
131n*800d agreement with musical duration.

"L”-— in musical notation

A phonetic syllable in the speech analysis
is determined as the least segment of
speech torrent, unit of the pronunciation,
which forms the words rhythmically and
With emphasis/l4/. In literature we did
not notise a monosemantical definition of
a phonetic syllable in the aspect of musi-
cal folklore analysis; let us denote it in
terms of a "musical syllable".

There are two points of View between etno-
musicologists on the above problem:
(a) musical syllable is not a structural
sound which has no influence on the defi-
nition of etnomusicological parameters of
the investigated melody: metre-rhythm
structure, ambitus, the stable marginal
sounds of the melodic vertical - the lower
and upper tonic — etc.
(b) musical syllable is namely a structu-
ral sound which is an independent unit and
therefore is fixed in musical notation.

There are many peculiarities in folklore
singing and untraditional elements of mu-
sical notation, used to express them, e.g.
U y , 5r} etc.

”-4- .
Let us consider a musical syllable dura-
tion (MSD) function H!) , wheregecflgéf)
is a function of a mus1cal sound etermi-
nation. The aim of the MSD identification
is to define the moments I? :

F!) :, a; 1L 4 fl when ?= Cowl/1L
5 * >z‘. I

For this aim the svegments k: [Ku>)lx are
searched as they are presented in the me-
thods for violin stroke identification.
The algorithm is not always sufficient
(e.g. sound intensity variation is often
possible in the same vowel, as it is shown
in fige for vowel "é"). Supplement para-
meter has to be applied to musical parame-
ter determination: classification parame-
ter "voiced speech/unvoiced speech seg-
ments" are widely:used in speech analysis/

ecK~16/Conseguently it is expedient to con—
sider the function Fgflzj:
z=3Vm
and Y77)=

f‘fftlfi),
lfi when T is a voiced speech

segment a3

4 when T is an unvoiced speech
' segment.

The value of parameter 1’ can estimated
using one of the numerous algorithms dis-
cussed in special literature /16, 19/.

k-
m} y. l M a

c .. i‘ l, 1 .. ..
rrmrnm{hulnmmnm-i - w 'ihlfi‘i'uf'fiilnrl‘n’".

r

~14

2»

Fig.1 Acoustic signal Of word sung
" mama "
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Fig.2 Acoustic signal of word sung 'tétis"

RESULTS

A musical fragment was introduced into the
universal computer BESM-G (Note examp-

1e II ). The sound waveform was sampled
at 4 kHz because the fragment was a low
register melody. For 100 ms acoustical se-
gments the intensity was computed accor—
ding to statistics (1) and an algorithm of
a delay function D(F) was applied to esti-
mate the pitch. The estimates of 9 and;
were not sufficient for the definition of
musical duration. Therefore, it is expe-
dient to deal with the function with more
parameters, i,e, to describe Ff ,z} ,
where Z=V(T) .Estimation of the algorithm
for segment vocalization is based on a
common interpretation of energy and zero
crossed frequency functions. An application
of this methods gives more concrete results
in comparison with the values of J.

" ,. o o '" "‘ . ."Juan." -mD. h— m «xi—km

.v+. 4' . .
”'9‘" “‘- tun.Han-05- but In.

Note example II.

ritohw.) 422.5; 42574! 429.03 432.32 433.25 ,
Intensity 4274/ 48431924.“! 3.57.3 €544?
Smmd ,0- —a- -a— -m- J”.

nation. In' contrast, violin stroke identi.
fication requires the application of fast
algorithms. One of such is presented in
our paper /18/. It reflects an effective
utilization of a delay function

DC”)=§;Ié/~‘<7Wl, ”“6 rem/M
As usual, in speech signal processing one
of the three models is applied: excitation’
model , perception model or mathematical
mode .1'2/.

By extending the conclusion of Hess our
point of view consists in that the app11.
cation of the known pure mathematical me-
thods is not sufficient in music/speech
signal processing. Perception models, ba-
sed on the musical knowledge, are prefe-
rable. The results below of our experiment
done on the pitch determination illustrate
this standpoint rather well.

Let us consider the following mathematical
model of pitch determination

/£)= a) + ff}, 05%” <4)
whereyffl/f‘ &£(2779/f+1/)

f/fl'ffi‘é’fl ; ‘ Tis a period, ?=//9'is
a pitch of the function jffl; ff!) is a
stationary random sequence in a wide-:sense.
The aim is to estimate a parameter mugfifi
We applied the following algorithms 0
spectral analysis:

; — V5775)"

_ ‘ A /L r
f7 w..___6.‘_-._. Julian)

itchw.) 4,7133 135154 129, 03 134. 1:4 432.44
w

Intensity 4.2643 (Q 50? [7‘42 1.7.554 20.499
ound —01- -a— —a— —a— -a

Table 1- Estimates of parameters
and of the sung word "mama"

X X X

In comparison with a real-time performan-
ce system it is sufficient to work in in-
teractive regime when the musical folklore
signal is processed. That allows to widely
use spectral algorithms for pitch determi-

g we)

9 i,-; 4,} e“. (7)' . 0.!

l
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Fig.4
Fig.3, 4 illustrate graphic represan- i)

tations of the functions 1,0), It”), W
obtained by theoretical series )'
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”PM lue 9 in case 2f. In another case, as 7,=/a,Slh _

sible in a mathematical algorithm sense, butit is not logical in the aspect of musicaltheory. As it is well known /13/ in thetheory, harmonics form consistent series ofmusical intervals: octava; quinta, quarta,b.tertia etc. There are following relations_ of harmonic frequencies in our example, as,_ 9=ro,220/m=2/4 -octava, Myrna/4 -octa-N,_ "* va,51nyz¢o-gxz -quinta etc. Octave interval”:1 .., M is repeated in our series, but it is impos-: *‘?**T““fi7~rt sible in the aspect of musical theory ( asFig.5 Fig.6 Egggrtoggtdfies nit exist in a musical sou
Fig.5. 6 illustfigte graphic represantations necessary gerigs ggtgugigjlAgniggsgggeihe-oirigégéfhggfihd ‘2‘?) generated by a real refore, it is true. This musical knowledges

is laid in perception models, based on theapplication of algorithms of harmonic sievetype/2 /.
Real time series of the sounds "a" and "é"

{ __ _-__ 3mg pitch estimate {wk-440a,. The estimate is pos-

THU . pig-(”(9) corresponds to the words "mama", "tétis"1': "r g ‘ h
of a music/speech signal. Selection of a‘ g , ~ parameter c has the influence on the esti-mation result, as shown in Fig.(5)—(d’).

'l‘lil V1!” .31m EM.-
Therefore, the application of perception
models is preferable again.
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Fig.2 Acoustic signal of word sung "tétis"

RESULTS

A musical fragment was introduced into the
universal computer BESM-6 (Note examp-

1e II ). The sound waveform was sampled
at 4 kHz because the fragment was a low
register melody. For 100 ms acoustical se-
gments the intensity was computed accor-
ding to statistics (1) and an algorithm of
a delay function D(P) was applied to esti-
mate the pitch. The estimates of 9 and;
were not sufficient for the definition of
musical duration. Therefore, it is expe-
dient to deal with the function with more
parameters, i,e, to describe FY’,Z ,
where Z=VN17 .Estimation of the algorithm
for segment vocalization is based on a
common interpretation of energy and zero
crossed frequency functions. An application
of this methods gives more concrete results
in comparison with the values of Fgfl
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model ,perception model or mathematical
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signal processing. Perception models,ba—
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rable. The results below of our experimmt
done on the pitch determination illushmm
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Let us consider the following mathematiwl
model of pitch determination
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a pitch of the function fiv; iVisa
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The aim is to estimate a parameterv:¥%vg
We applied the following algorithms 0
spectral analysis: _-,
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Table I- Estimates of parameters
and of the sung word "mama"

X X X

In comparison with a real-time performan-
ce system it is sufficient to work in in-
teractive regime when the musical folklore
signal is processed. That allows to widely
use spectral algorithms for pitch determi-
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sible in a mathematical algorithm sense, butit is not logical in the aspect of musicaltheory. As it is well known /13/ in thetheory, harmonics form consiStent series ofmusical intervals: octave; quinta, quarts,b.tertia etc. There are following relationsof harmonic frequencies in our example, as7/=10,-220///o=z/4 —octava, 440/220=.8/4 -octa-
vatétawvoxgm -quinta etc. Octava intervalis repeated in our series, but it is impos-sible in the aspect of musical theory ( asuntertone does not exist in a musical souunds). Pitch estimate §¥2ZOAk generatesnecessary series of musical intervals,the-refore, it is true. This musical knowledgeis laid in perception models, based on theapplication of algorithms of harmonic sievetype/2 /.
Real time series of the sounds "a" and "é"corresponds to the words "mama", "tétis"of a music/speech signal. Selection of a
parameter ¢ has the influence on the esti-mation result, as shown in Fig.(5)—(J).Therefore, the application of perception
models is preferable again.
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1) discussion of the problem of a searching
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an automated investigation of music/speech

and simple speech signals on the basis of

Lithuanian musical folklore (see note ex I)
2) parameters of the musical and speech

processing are closely interconnected; the-

refore their common interpretation makes

it possible to estimate musical duration

of sounds more precisely in case their he-

i ht is the same;
3% an exact definition of a term "musical
syllable“ is a topical problem in the as-

pect of automated ciphering of melodies.
There are same specific features of music/
speech sounds: sometimes consonants are in
agreement with independent musical height
and duration (note example I), necessary to
express; another well-known case deals with
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Aleksej Klyuchevsky
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Novosibirsk, USSR, 630099

ABSTRACT

This is an attempt at applying the linguis-
fic phonetic approach to the analysis of chants
/1/.A new phonic notation is suggested and pe-
udiarities of the phonological system of Yakut
chums are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Musical culture may be seen as onemore level
of natural language with its own paradigmatics
mm syntagmatics and is in some special way con—
cted whhthe phonological level of language,
above all, to prosody. Or, to use another termi-
nology, musical culture lies within the linguis-
tic conpetence. Chanting brings into operation
5mm additional rules affecting all the compo-
nents of grannar and imposes some special mark-
ings in the lexicon. The semantic representation
also cnanges.lhu hinders the understanding of a
chmu by the language-users whose linguistic com—
petence does not include musical culture. In this
case non-musical speech may be regarded as an
mmmrked performance with a zero feature.

1.0. The traditional five-lined tempered octave
SYStem. adequate to the European culture as it
has evolved, cannot efficiently express the sys-
tanof meaningful ' musical stylistic charac-
teristics (musical space and time) of non—Euro-
Pemlcultures. That is why musical structures
net are felt to be very simple appear rather
awhmrd when it comes to notation. Every musical
Systan has its own way of segmenting the sonic
mmit (the scope within which melodic development
occurs). Proceeding from the idea of the discrete
character of modal cells, we suggest here a music
nOtatlon which stands in the same relation to
traditional notation in music as phonological
notation is to phonetic transcription.

1.1. Basic notions.

1'L1- BE§§ggiones (bases). A folk chant is
miented around‘sévéfal-Easic tones (or bases),
t lsipitch constants structuring musical and
lr\tonational development. Each basic tone (base)
“my be represented by one pitch or by a pitch
zone, depending on the'structural peculiarities
0f the melody. This allows us to classifv chants

YAKUT FOLK CHANTS

Yurij Sheikin

Dept.ofthe Philology of the
North, Institute of Language,

Literature and History
Yakutsk, Yakut ASSR
USSR, 677000

according to the types of the development of ba-
51c tones (measured in kHz), as we do in classi—
fying intonational patterns in sentences.

1.1.2. ME§1§§1-IBEQE§N§5; Elementary units of a
chant are discrete modal cells which we shall call
musical intonemes, or, simply, intonemes.

Intonemes are distinguished according to the
following characteristics:
1) nasig_g§ giiging, that is, oriented or not ori-
ented towards basic tones.

Basic intonemes differ depending on the basic

tone they are oriented around. Here they are
divided into nppgn and igwgn.

Gliding intonemes are oriented around basic
intonemes and are divided into iniiing and §i§ing.
In our text gliding intonemes do not occur.
2) sinpie — ggmpign. Simple intonemes can be
§noni or igng. Short intonemes include those with
a duration 0 1, 2 or 3 conventional units.

Intonemes that are longer than 4 units are

called long.
Complex intonemes consist of several simple

intonemes linked together.
3) onnnngnggd - unggnangnigg. Ornamentation is a
slight constriction of the upper part of the vocal
cords and a uvular trill, an active sound ejection
developing into a normative constant which,with
Yakuts,goes beyond speech phonation. Ornamentation

can be partial. presesging. pattialigllonipg. and
spatinuquss

. Such ornamentation may be quite prolonged

at a certain pitch. In this case, it forms a

characteristic tone at a stable pitch, sustained

above the fundamental tone, which gives the effect

of a binary dependent phonation. This is a special

type of Yakut chanting, called kIlIhaq.
Intonemes may be preceded or followed by a

checked intoneme, that is,an intoneme with a dura-

tion of less than 1 unit.

1.2. Notation symbols nnd intoneme combinations.

(The present notation is slightly suggestive

of the generally accepted notation in music, of

the staves in particular. We think it quite possi-
ble that a more consistently symbolic notation

/say, linear/ might be proposed. The process of

analysis itself will determine the most suitable

notation).
1). Basic tone (bases) measured in Hz
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traditional notation in music as phonological
notation is to phonetic transcription.

1.1. Basic notions.

1'L1- BE§§ggiones (bases). A folk chant is
miented around‘sévéfal-Easic tones (or bases),
t lsipitch constants structuring musical and
lr\tonational development. Each basic tone (base)
“my be represented by one pitch or by a pitch
zone, depending on the'structural peculiarities
0f the melody. This allows us to classifv chants
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according to the types of the development of ba-
51c tones (measured in kHz), as we do in classi—
fying intonational patterns in sentences.

1.1.2. ME§1§§1-IBEQE§N§5; Elementary units of a
chant are discrete modal cells which we shall call
musical intonemes, or, simply, intonemes.

Intonemes are distinguished according to the
following characteristics:
1) nasig_g§ giiging, that is, oriented or not ori-
ented towards basic tones.

Basic intonemes differ depending on the basic

tone they are oriented around. Here they are
divided into nppgn and igwgn.

Gliding intonemes are oriented around basic
intonemes and are divided into iniiing and §i§ing.
In our text gliding intonemes do not occur.
2) sinpie — ggmpign. Simple intonemes can be
§noni or igng. Short intonemes include those with
a duration 0 1, 2 or 3 conventional units.

Intonemes that are longer than 4 units are

called long.
Complex intonemes consist of several simple

intonemes linked together.
3) onnnngnggd - unggnangnigg. Ornamentation is a
slight constriction of the upper part of the vocal
cords and a uvular trill, an active sound ejection
developing into a normative constant which,with
Yakuts,goes beyond speech phonation. Ornamentation

can be partial. presesging. pattialigllonipg. and
spatinuquss

. Such ornamentation may be quite prolonged

at a certain pitch. In this case, it forms a

characteristic tone at a stable pitch, sustained

above the fundamental tone, which gives the effect

of a binary dependent phonation. This is a special

type of Yakut chanting, called kIlIhaq.
Intonemes may be preceded or followed by a

checked intoneme, that is,an intoneme with a dura-

tion of less than 1 unit.

1.2. Notation symbols nnd intoneme combinations.

(The present notation is slightly suggestive

of the generally accepted notation in music, of

the staves in particular. We think it quite possi-
ble that a more consistently symbolic notation

/say, linear/ might be proposed. The process of

analysis itself will determine the most suitable

notation).
1). Basic tone (bases) measured in Hz
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2) a short simple unornamented basic

lower Eintoneme (duration - 1)
9+, .699— short simple unornamented
basic intonemes (duration—2 and 3 respectively).

4). —e—-— a long simple unornamented
basic intonemes (duration -m_ore than 4)
5)—'9—preceding ornamentation

—6'—- following ornamentation
-—e-— continuous ornamentation .

6) —§— 8 basic intoneme with a preceding
checked element, and

a basic intoneme with a following

checked element
7) p a rising unornanented gliding intoneme
(duration — 1)

\o a falling unornamented gliding intoneme

(duration - 1) ~
8) Prolongation, length, ornamentation and

checked elements for gliding intonemes have the

same symbols as for basic intonemes.
For instance, ‘p g c;

The elements, described may occur in various

combinations. The link between elements is shown

by juxtaposition or by a connecting line. Lg.

1.3. Groupes of intonemes possess certain_
prosodic features (the type of prosody is clear

fron the context), and there are specific pecu-

liarities of combinations of the prosodic fea—
tures and units. A prosodic feature symbol is
placed in front of brackets. In case of hierachi-

cally ordered prosodic features the order of the
feature is shown by its position with respect
to the brackets.
1) Idlihaq (see above) + kIl ( _— J.
In kIlIhaq bracketed are only unornamented

intonemes.
2) Inhalatory chanting (inspiration) - + inspin
Long ornamented intonemes do not occur in inhala-
tory chanting.
3) Exhalatory chanting (expiration) is unmarked
Yet, when alternating with inhalatory chanting,

it may be designated as + expir.

However, this seems, strictly speaking, redundant.
4) Continuous and simultaneous pharyngal and
laringal constriction

-

phan ( )
lar.

Within brackets all elements may occur.
The above elements, however, do not exhaust the
vast variety of prosodic features.

2.2. The beginning of the chant (to denote it
we shall use the term musical initial, hereafter
initial) sets the articulary position of the
chant, in other words, the pitch relations to be
fulfilled in chanting. That is to say, it deter-
mines the basic tones (bases). They are given by
simple vowels, usually of the simple vowel
triangle. In our example, though, the vowel I
is introduced there, too. Every syllable of the
initial opens with prothetic or epenthetic con-
sonants, conditioned by following vowels. The
initial of the chant in question is
hln-je-buo-a (I-e-u-o-a).
Examples of other initials: sie-Eej-fieje
(i-e-e-i-e-i-e).

ijau-ijau-ijau (i-a-u-i-a-u) (Lamut chants),

jawa-jawa (i-a-u-i-a—u) (Udihe chants).

3.0. In Yakut folk chants we. observe a number of

phonetic peculiarities partially shared by all

texts of poetic folklore.

Yakut vowels may be described in terms of

the following phonological distinctive features:
high, low, back, labialized, long..(tense‘?).

Due to vowel harmony the number of distinctive

features to oppose the vowels within one word-

form is reduced. 'Ihis allows us to regard vowel

harmony as a prosodic feature. The hierachy of

vowel harmonies may be shown by the position with
respect to the brackets (analogous to 1.3.)

In the Yakut language there is a consistent
palatal harmony and a more or less consistent

labial harmony /2/. The degree of aperture is

also harmonized but we shall not discuss it here.
The zone (- back) and rounding (- lab.) features
are indicated in front of the brackets, whereas
the indications as to the rise and quantity of

vowels are given inside. So, inside, we find a
kind of phonological vowel matrix where the zone
and rounding qualifications are not made expli-
cit.‘- To designate them we shall use capital
letters denoting back non-labial vowels.
3.1. There are lexemes where labial or palatal
harmony is irrelevant. E.g.: doydu-daydI (the
world) :tlab.+ back (dAydI),.sirey-slray -(a face)
: - lab. :back (sIray).

This freedom, like prosodic features of
other languages, is used in poetry in two ways:
first, in alliterations, second, together with
alliterations, in semantic characterization,

since in many attributes of the upper world of
the Yakut mythological cosmos we find lexemes
with + lab. - back features, whereas .lexemes
with - lab. + back features /3/ are found to denote
attributes of the lower world, that is, their
full distinctive-feature (and, thus, articula-
tory) opposition is made effective use of.

3.2. Consonants also show a tendency toward a
distinctive-feature homogeneity. Also used as a
poetic means is an optional distant consonant
assmilation acceding to 'nasality feature,
that is, :Ikind of nasal harmony. E.g.: mazan '
maaa-w‘te,ba -'m — ana-apost
sugporting the W332? W map

3.3. In chanting the opposition with respectto
the quantity of vowels becomes irrelevant, smCe
short vowels may be drawled, too.

3.4. Drawling in a chant may bring about the
neutralization with respect to the harmony 0f
wordform elements or separate vowels which are
intoneme-carriers. For instance, a nonolabial
back dyphthong Ia is monophthongized and becomes
a neutral vowel.

3.5. We have also observed certain dissimilation
processesat Junctures of wordforms within syn-
tagmas which become phonetic words.
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5,3,: k‘o’r6nn5r —9 k6r6nd5r _-_ looking;
elbeq figiis kange -9 el-be-iu-iios-kem—ye -

much time.

3.6. In drawling and tone-falling narrow vowels

are dyphthongized. Ii.g._:"o otun - orotuon .-

child; kb'rbbtiin - kbrbotuo'n - (he, she) will look.

NOTES&REFERENCES

/1/ We chose a text in the Yakut language since
due to the regularity of the phonological and
gramnatic structures Yakut texts are most con-
venient for all types of linguistic analysis.
We hope to apply this approach to the analysis
of other Syberian folk material.
/2/ N.D.D'jackovskij. Zvukovoj stroj jakutskogo
jazyka. CA. Vokalizm.Jakutsk, 1971,pp. 120—124.

/3/ An oral cournunication by L.L.Gaby§eva, who
wrote a very integsesting dissertation onthis
subject, however yet unpublished.

SUPPLBAEN I

Fragments of the algys analysed (algys is
a ritual request for a child's soul).
First, the record is given in the traditional
musxenotation, then, in the new simplified
notation, and finally goes the text. The position
of intonemes next to the basic tones indicates
fluctuations of the pitch zone.

I.I[Lne
o' “76'

l h
_1
—‘L Ill lllllllllllii

89- a-a-a- a- a-a-A.a.a.A

bu.o-a.- a.-a. a.o..a. o_a-o.

3. 7 line

2

33)

a- a..pa-ac a-a-fiu-eu-ra_a-ru-au

‘3 - 0-1'0-05 den-yt-tl-ro..a.-tt.an
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Interaction between formant and harmonic peaks in vowel perception.

Hector Raul Javkin, Hynek Hermansky’ and Hisashi Wakita

Speech Technology Laboratory, Santa Barbara, California

ABSTRACT

The listener of a voiced vowel receives a sig-

nal consisting of formant-modulated har-

monics. How this information is used in

deriving both vowel timbre and resulting

vowel identity is still not well understood.

The suggestion by Klatt (1985,1986), that

listeners perceive the actual resonance

peaks, is contradicted by many works,

including Mushnikov and Chistovich (1971)
and Carlson, Granstrom and Fant (1975)

who' proposed weighted averages of neigh-

boring harmonic peaks as the correlates of

perceived vowel quality. Our perceptual

experiments and re—analysis of the formant

difference limen experiments of Flanagan

(1955) and Nord and Sventelius (1979), sup-

port an interaction between formants and

harmonic peaks in vowel perception.

INTRODUCTION

Although the influence of fundamental frequency
on the perception of vowels is by now generally
accepted [1,2,7,9, etc.], Klatt [5,6] has recently suggested

that subjects respond to formant peaks without being
aflected by the location of the harmonic peaks deter—
mined by the fundamental, although he did find evi-

dence for a normalization related to F0.

We found surprising support for the role of har-
monic'peaks in vowel perception in difference limen data
shown in figures 1 [3], and 2 [8]. Both works provide
the original measurement points along with the interpo-
lated sensitivity curves. The measurements required a
generous amount of interpolation to obtain, smooth
curves. If one takes into account the frequencies of the
harmonic peaks in examining the published graphs, the
origin of some of the outlying points can be

hypothesised. The experiments were carried out with
analog circuitry which might have produced some errors
in fundamental frequency setting. If we allow for slight
deviations of F0 values, almost all outlying points can
be hypothetically attributed to the harmonic peak spac-
ing. In Hermansky and Javkin [4] we reported on
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further difference limen experiments on selected vowels

that generally confirmed this hypothesis. Figure 3 shows
the results for one of these experiments, for a vowel

with formants at 500, 2000, 2500, 3500 and 4500 Hz.

Bandwidths were 50, 90, 120, 150 and 180 for these for-
mants. The fundamental period was varied between T0

= 8.5 and T = 8.0 msecs. in 0.1 msec. increments.

Dashed lines in the figure connect points with equal for-
mant frequency deviation from the reference vowel.

Asymmetries, resulting from different distributions of
harmonic peaks depending on the fundamental, are
quite substantial. Figure 4-shows the results of the
experiment with the same vowel but with the funda-

mental period T0 = 4.2 msec (with consequently wide
harmonic spacing). Here the sensitivity curve shows an
irregular (non-unique value) portion, similar to those
observed in Flanagan’s [3] data, coincident with a har-
monic.
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The results provide further evidence for the
hypothesis that the human auditory system tends to
shift the formant peak estimate towards the nearest
harmonic peak, but do not provide a basis for quantify-
ing this shift. Carlson, Fant and Granstrom [1]
attempted to model human listeners‘ perception of for-
‘mant peaks and proposed the idea of ”most important
frequency” or MIF, which determines the weighted
means of the two most prominent harmonics by an
equation which can be written as follows:

mm+an

Wm+Wn
MIF =

[m is the frequency of the most prominent har-
monic, f" is the frequency of the next most prominent
harmonic, and Wm and W” are the weights given the
respective harmonics. Carlson et al made the weights
equal to the amplitude of the harmonics inrthe Sone
space, so that Sm and Sn were used for Wm and W" .

This formula suggests that listeners will accurately
find the peaks when a formant lies between two har-
monics, but will be less accurate when a formant coin—

cides with or is close to a harmonic. An average of the
two strongest partials, even one that is weighted
towards the stronger, contains at least some contribu—
tion of the second strongest partial, and pulls. the

model’s calculation of the formant away from the for-
mant peak. If listeners can accurately find the formant
peak when it coincides with a harmonic, the model will

differ from their responses. The hypothesized estima-

tion contains another, implicit hypothesis. Taking an

arithmetic weighted mean in the sone space makes the
assumption that listeners evaluate the amplitude of two
neighboring harmonics for the purpose of peak location
in the same way that they evaluate the amplitude of

sounds presented separately. That is to say, they evalu-
ate the relative amplitudes of the two without an
interaction that increases the perceived amplitude of
one or diminishes the perceived amplitude of the other.

Carlson et a1 conducted a. perceptual experiment
with F0 values from 100 to 160 Hz in 15 Hz steps and

F1 values ranging from 250 to 350 Hz in 25 Hz steps.

Their results showed that their hypothesis worked the
best among those examined, although its prediction is
quite different from the perceptual data when F0 = 100
and F1 = 300, i.e. when the formant coincided with

one of the harmonics.

A less compressed scale such as magnitude or inten-

sity will increase the contribution of the stronger partial

and can increase the correlation between the output of

Carlson et al‘s equation and their experimental data. It

should be noted, however, that using a less compressed

scale is functionally similar to using‘the same scale but
with the addition of some form of peak enhancement.
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mant frequency deviation from the reference vowel.

Asymmetries, resulting from different distributions of
harmonic peaks depending on the fundamental, are
quite substantial. Figure 4-shows the results of the
experiment with the same vowel but with the funda-

mental period T0 = 4.2 msec (with consequently wide
harmonic spacing). Here the sensitivity curve shows an
irregular (non-unique value) portion, similar to those
observed in Flanagan’s [3] data, coincident with a har-
monic.
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The results provide further evidence for the
hypothesis that the human auditory system tends to
shift the formant peak estimate towards the nearest
harmonic peak, but do not provide a basis for quantify-
ing this shift. Carlson, Fant and Granstrom [1]
attempted to model human listeners‘ perception of for-
‘mant peaks and proposed the idea of ”most important
frequency” or MIF, which determines the weighted
means of the two most prominent harmonics by an
equation which can be written as follows:

mm+an

Wm+Wn
MIF =

[m is the frequency of the most prominent har-
monic, f" is the frequency of the next most prominent
harmonic, and Wm and W” are the weights given the
respective harmonics. Carlson et al made the weights
equal to the amplitude of the harmonics inrthe Sone
space, so that Sm and Sn were used for Wm and W" .

This formula suggests that listeners will accurately
find the peaks when a formant lies between two har-
monics, but will be less accurate when a formant coin—

cides with or is close to a harmonic. An average of the
two strongest partials, even one that is weighted
towards the stronger, contains at least some contribu—
tion of the second strongest partial, and pulls. the

model’s calculation of the formant away from the for-
mant peak. If listeners can accurately find the formant
peak when it coincides with a harmonic, the model will

differ from their responses. The hypothesized estima-

tion contains another, implicit hypothesis. Taking an

arithmetic weighted mean in the sone space makes the
assumption that listeners evaluate the amplitude of two
neighboring harmonics for the purpose of peak location
in the same way that they evaluate the amplitude of

sounds presented separately. That is to say, they evalu-
ate the relative amplitudes of the two without an
interaction that increases the perceived amplitude of
one or diminishes the perceived amplitude of the other.

Carlson et a1 conducted a. perceptual experiment
with F0 values from 100 to 160 Hz in 15 Hz steps and

F1 values ranging from 250 to 350 Hz in 25 Hz steps.

Their results showed that their hypothesis worked the
best among those examined, although its prediction is
quite different from the perceptual data when F0 = 100
and F1 = 300, i.e. when the formant coincided with

one of the harmonics.

A less compressed scale such as magnitude or inten-

sity will increase the contribution of the stronger partial

and can increase the correlation between the output of

Carlson et al‘s equation and their experimental data. It

should be noted, however, that using a less compressed

scale is functionally similar to using‘the same scale but
with the addition of some form of peak enhancement.
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MATCHING EXPERIMENT

To test whether a different scale would yield results

closer to those of human listeners, a matching experi—

ment was conducted. Our aim here was to avoid the

effects of categorization that occur in vowel perception

and investigate the psychoacoustic effects. Accordingly,

single-formant stimuli with a single resonance driven by

a pulse train with a flat spectrum were synthesized. F0

was kept constant at 200 Hz. One set of stimuli had

peaks ranging from 600 to 800 Hz in 20 Hz increments,

the other set had the same increments, but ranging from

2000 to 2200 Hz. Both sets were prepared with three

bandwidths, of 50, 100, and 150 Hz, for a total of 66

stimuli. Durations of the single-formant stimuli were

500 msec with 40 msec leading and 70 msec trailing

edges, while the tones had a 500 msec duration but 60

msec leading and 120 msec trailing edges. The inter—

stimulus interval was 200 msec.

The presentation of the stimuli and the recording

of responses were performed by a computer with a 16-

bit digital-to—analog converter using a sample rate of 10

kHz with the output appropriately filtered. The stimuli

were presented in different quasi-random orders to

different subjects, who listened through earphones inside

a sound—treated room. Subjects set the loudness of

presentation to a comfortable level, and the level was

checked visually after each subject completed the exper-

iment. None of the subjects reported any hearing

pathology. For each trial, subjects heard one of the

single-formant stimuli followed by a sine wave. Their

task was to match the timbre of the first stimulus by

adjusting the frequency of the sine wave, using keys on

a computer terminal. Their responses were limited to

between 550 and 850 Hz for theFl range stimuli and

between 1950 and 2250 Hz for the F2 range stimuli.

They could make adjustments .for as long as they

wished and heard a repetition of the two stimuli after

each adjustment. When they indicated satisfaction with

a match, their last adjusted value was automatically

recorded in a computer file and the next trial began.

RESULTS OF MATCHING EXPERIMENT

Twelve subjects participated in the experiment.

The task proved quite difficult for some subjects and

two were eliminated after complaining of the difficulty

and giving over a third of the responses at the response

limits. The results for the different bandwidths did not

differ significantly but were noisy. The results were

band—limited to within 150 Hz (approximately two stan-

dard deviations) of the presented stimuli in’order to

limit somewhat the distorting effects of outliers. This

meant that, for example, responses greater than 750 Hz

to a 600 Hz stimuli were dropped from the data.

Because of the band limitations in the presented stimuli

and in the possible subject respOnses, points far away

from the stimuli would severely distort the means. In

addition, given a fundamental frequency of 200 Hz, a

response of more than 750 Hz to a stimulus with a for-

mant at 600 Hz might be the result of approaching the

harmonic at 800 Hz. The results for the three

bandwidths were combined in table 1, showing the
results of the experiment for stimuli in the F1 range,

and in table 2, showing the results for stimuli in the F2

range.

Table 1.

Stimuli

600 620 640 660 680 700 720 740 760 780 300

sub} 608 615 627 640 656 693 698 730 743 778 77g

sane 640 648 661 674 687 700 713 726 739 752 760

mag 622 630 645 663 681 701 720 738 756 771 778

int 603 606 616 . 635 664 702 738 757 785 794 797

Table 2.

Stimuli

2WD 2020 2040 2060 2080 21m 2120 2140 2160 2180 2200

Iubj 2005 2010 2035 2047 2056 2118 2100 2140 2188 2166 2200

sons 2054 2059 2067 2077 2087 2098 2109 2120 2130 2138 2143

ms; 2037 2043 2053 2067 2082 2098 2114 2128 2142 2163 2159

int 2010 2014 2024 2040 2065 2095 ' 2126 2153 2172 2183 2188

Figures 5 and 6 graph the same results. Subjects’

responses are represented by a solid line. The predic-

tions of MIF. calculated in sones are represented by a

line of long dashes; the predictions calculated in magni-

tude are represented by a line of short dashes; and the

predictions of MIF in the intensity space are shown by

alternating short and long lines.
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The results for both sets are similar at their end-

points, although the data for the F2 range shows a less

smooth pattern than the data for the F1 range. Both

show a tendency for stimuli with harmonics close to the

formant peak to attract responses and also for responses

to show a ”plateau” when the formant is equidistant

between harmonics. The reSponses would approximate a

straight line if subjects were responding to the location

of the formant peak without regard to the location of

harmonics, so that the experiment confirms the effect of

harmonic peaks. Nevertheless the experiment does not

confirm the predictions of Carlson et al.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from the experiments reported here, as

well as the vast majority of the experimental literature,

that the location of harmonics plays a role in the per-

Ception of vowels, and,vmore specifically, that harmonic

Peaks which coincide or nearly coincide with formants

tend to attract judgments of formant location. This
effect appears to be too strong to be represented by a

Weighted average of the two most prominent harmonics

In the loudness space. Such an average can be improved

by-using a different scale, effectively eXPandiDg 1411‘?
differences in amplitudes. Although the results reported

here are still somewhat sketchy and must be considered

“31th caution, they support the idea that such an expan~

son is necessary to describe the response of the human

auditory system. ‘
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MATCHING EXPERIMENT

To test whether a different scale would yield results

closer to those of human listeners, a matching experi—

ment was conducted. Our aim here was to avoid the

effects of categorization that occur in vowel perception

and investigate the psychoacoustic effects. Accordingly,

single-formant stimuli with a single resonance driven by

a pulse train with a flat spectrum were synthesized. F0

was kept constant at 200 Hz. One set of stimuli had

peaks ranging from 600 to 800 Hz in 20 Hz increments,

the other set had the same increments, but ranging from

2000 to 2200 Hz. Both sets were prepared with three

bandwidths, of 50, 100, and 150 Hz, for a total of 66

stimuli. Durations of the single-formant stimuli were

500 msec with 40 msec leading and 70 msec trailing

edges, while the tones had a 500 msec duration but 60

msec leading and 120 msec trailing edges. The inter—

stimulus interval was 200 msec.

The presentation of the stimuli and the recording

of responses were performed by a computer with a 16-

bit digital-to—analog converter using a sample rate of 10

kHz with the output appropriately filtered. The stimuli

were presented in different quasi-random orders to

different subjects, who listened through earphones inside

a sound—treated room. Subjects set the loudness of

presentation to a comfortable level, and the level was

checked visually after each subject completed the exper-

iment. None of the subjects reported any hearing

pathology. For each trial, subjects heard one of the

single-formant stimuli followed by a sine wave. Their

task was to match the timbre of the first stimulus by

adjusting the frequency of the sine wave, using keys on

a computer terminal. Their responses were limited to

between 550 and 850 Hz for theFl range stimuli and

between 1950 and 2250 Hz for the F2 range stimuli.

They could make adjustments .for as long as they

wished and heard a repetition of the two stimuli after

each adjustment. When they indicated satisfaction with

a match, their last adjusted value was automatically

recorded in a computer file and the next trial began.

RESULTS OF MATCHING EXPERIMENT

Twelve subjects participated in the experiment.

The task proved quite difficult for some subjects and

two were eliminated after complaining of the difficulty

and giving over a third of the responses at the response

limits. The results for the different bandwidths did not

differ significantly but were noisy. The results were

band—limited to within 150 Hz (approximately two stan-

dard deviations) of the presented stimuli in’order to

limit somewhat the distorting effects of outliers. This

meant that, for example, responses greater than 750 Hz

to a 600 Hz stimuli were dropped from the data.

Because of the band limitations in the presented stimuli

and in the possible subject respOnses, points far away

from the stimuli would severely distort the means. In

addition, given a fundamental frequency of 200 Hz, a

response of more than 750 Hz to a stimulus with a for-

mant at 600 Hz might be the result of approaching the

harmonic at 800 Hz. The results for the three

bandwidths were combined in table 1, showing the
results of the experiment for stimuli in the F1 range,

and in table 2, showing the results for stimuli in the F2

range.
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Figures 5 and 6 graph the same results. Subjects’

responses are represented by a solid line. The predic-

tions of MIF. calculated in sones are represented by a

line of long dashes; the predictions calculated in magni-

tude are represented by a line of short dashes; and the

predictions of MIF in the intensity space are shown by

alternating short and long lines.
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The results for both sets are similar at their end-

points, although the data for the F2 range shows a less

smooth pattern than the data for the F1 range. Both

show a tendency for stimuli with harmonics close to the

formant peak to attract responses and also for responses

to show a ”plateau” when the formant is equidistant

between harmonics. The reSponses would approximate a

straight line if subjects were responding to the location

of the formant peak without regard to the location of

harmonics, so that the experiment confirms the effect of

harmonic peaks. Nevertheless the experiment does not

confirm the predictions of Carlson et al.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from the experiments reported here, as

well as the vast majority of the experimental literature,

that the location of harmonics plays a role in the per-

Ception of vowels, and,vmore specifically, that harmonic

Peaks which coincide or nearly coincide with formants

tend to attract judgments of formant location. This
effect appears to be too strong to be represented by a

Weighted average of the two most prominent harmonics

In the loudness space. Such an average can be improved

by-using a different scale, effectively eXPandiDg 1411‘?
differences in amplitudes. Although the results reported

here are still somewhat sketchy and must be considered

“31th caution, they support the idea that such an expan~

son is necessary to describe the response of the human

auditory system. ‘
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ABSTRACT

The perception of rapid changes

(jumps) of formant frequency and ampli-

tude in the spectrum of synthesized vo-

wel was studied (in the experiments).

The boundaries of these changes as-

sociated with the consonants of different

phonetic qualities were determined. Au-

ditory images of studied stimuli in the

form of space-time distribution of the

responses of the detectors of amplitude

irregularities in analyser frequency

channels were received on the model. The

character of the model representation

of acoustic transitions from consonant

to vowel was revealed.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of the study is auditory re-

presentation of "acoustic events" inhe-

rent in combinations of consonant and

vowel phonemes in current speech. On dy-

namic spectrograms in these points one

can observe rapid changes of formant fre-

quency and amplitude, as well as those

of the envelope amplitude.

It is known that the result of auditory

analysis of formant transitions is used

by man as phoneme determiners of dipho-

nes. As for automatic analysis of tran-

sitions it is known to be a difficult

task, in particular, the formant frequen-

cy determination. For this reason it

seems useful to apply the well-known

principles of auditory processing for

the analysis of transitions in speech

signals.

According to some neurophysiological re-

search the neurones in auditory system

respond in a special way to the rapid

changes in amplitude or spectral charac-

teristics that occur in speech. The neu-

rones which respond only to the positive

or negative amplitude 'jumps (on- and

off-responses) have been described in many

papers/4l.

The simulations of such reactions

was realized by the functional model of

auditory determination of the amplitude

irregularities (ADAI) /3,5/. It includes

a model of peripheral spectral analyser

(the "cochlea") and the system of the en-

velope processing in every frequency

channel.

Positive and negative markers stri-

ctly localised in time are the responses

to the respectively amplitude increase

and decrease in the channels. The signal

is represented in the ADAI model as the

space-time distribution of the positive

and negative markers in the channels. It

was assumed that the markers might be

used to form the segmentation function

of speech flow and to sample the spect-

ral information /3/. For this purpose,

it is necessary to assume the integration

of similar markers over the frequency

channels. At the same time. on-and 011‘

resPonses to narrow frequency signals

may be strictly localized in frequency

scale. This was also confirmed by the
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psychoacoustic data /1/. The narrow time

an frequency localization of these reac-

fipns assumes the formation of space-

.fime distributions as the response to

theformant transitions.

wiswork was aimed to find out the pos-

fibility to use the responses of the ADAI

mad.for the analysis of such acoustic

evens as the formant frequency and am-

pntude Jumps. The present research has

beuzinspired by the well-known fact that

thejump of the formant frequency or the

mmlitude Jump along the vowel-like seg-

mmm of the signal is identified as a

cmmomum and the whole signal as the

sfllable CV or VG depending on the di-

rmnion of the jump /2,3/. The jump value

determines the phoneme quality of the

cmmonant. When the jumps are relatively

lame the stimulus is perceived as DNJV

or [h]V, when the jumps are smaller -

as [ZJV /£2/. The present research com-
mised 2 stages. Psychoacoustic experi-

mmfis with synthesized vowels were car-

nedout during the first stage. They

was devised to determine the physical

vflme of the jump of formant frequency

and amplitude /A F1 orAA1/, when they

was identified as the consonants fin] or

[Z] . The stimuli with the studied cha-
rmneristics were analised in the func-

fional model of peripheral spectral ana-

lyser and in ADAI model during the se-
cond stage.

PHWEPTION EXPERIMENTS.

Smmhesized two-formant vowels (192 ms-

24Pitch periods, 8 ms each) were used

inexPeriments. The parallel formant ana-

lflgsynthesizer generated the stimuli.

TheVariations of stimuli parameters we-

rerealized in 2 ways, as ShOWn in figu-
re1. The parameters F16 and A10 of the

first segment (the "consonant" segment,

641118) were controled. The second formant

"35constant and it was 10 dB less than

Se 82.2.2

the level of the first one. The set of

experiments has been done, each test in!

cluded only one type of stimuli. The va-

lues of F1 and F2 of the synthesized vo-

wels are shown in the Table.

.3 I II

E [—_‘—"“1 r-
5 P’

i a)

5‘
a
g :sl-Il-II . .
d .

3”: M
£31 r l I

1 i1
§J*r I I“

time

Fig.1. Structure of the stimuli in

experiments: a) the amplitude envelope;

b) the formant trackes; c) the markers

in the channels of the ADAI model.

Table

The parameters of the stimuli and expe-

rimental data.

v F2 F1 I II 3

o
11 (Hz) (HZ) AF(Hz) A4013) B

E W [Z] [l] [/n] .3

Li 625 400 120 60 4.4 11.1 1

80 50 3.4 7.6 2

,i 1480 400 120 60 5.7 14.0 1

100 60 4.8 11.2 2

L' 2250 400 120 50 6-7 13.7 1

100 60 4.3 12.9 2

e 1800 440 140 60 5.7 13.5 1

130 50 4.3 11.9 2

o 780 535 17'5 55 4.3 9.6 1

165 95 3.8 8.6 2

E 1665 585 205 75 5-7 10.9 1

205 115 3.8 11.5 2

50° 160 5.0 5.5 1
1100 900

a 500 210 3.8 9.0 2
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of acoustic transitions from consonant

to vowel was revealed.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of the study is auditory re-

presentation of "acoustic events" inhe-

rent in combinations of consonant and

vowel phonemes in current speech. On dy-

namic spectrograms in these points one

can observe rapid changes of formant fre-

quency and amplitude, as well as those

of the envelope amplitude.

It is known that the result of auditory

analysis of formant transitions is used

by man as phoneme determiners of dipho-

nes. As for automatic analysis of tran-

sitions it is known to be a difficult

task, in particular, the formant frequen-

cy determination. For this reason it

seems useful to apply the well-known

principles of auditory processing for

the analysis of transitions in speech

signals.

According to some neurophysiological re-

search the neurones in auditory system

respond in a special way to the rapid

changes in amplitude or spectral charac-

teristics that occur in speech. The neu-

rones which respond only to the positive

or negative amplitude 'jumps (on- and

off-responses) have been described in many

papers/4l.

The simulations of such reactions

was realized by the functional model of

auditory determination of the amplitude

irregularities (ADAI) /3,5/. It includes

a model of peripheral spectral analyser

(the "cochlea") and the system of the en-

velope processing in every frequency

channel.

Positive and negative markers stri-

ctly localised in time are the responses

to the respectively amplitude increase

and decrease in the channels. The signal

is represented in the ADAI model as the

space-time distribution of the positive

and negative markers in the channels. It

was assumed that the markers might be

used to form the segmentation function

of speech flow and to sample the spect-

ral information /3/. For this purpose,

it is necessary to assume the integration

of similar markers over the frequency

channels. At the same time. on-and 011‘

resPonses to narrow frequency signals

may be strictly localized in frequency

scale. This was also confirmed by the
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psychoacoustic data /1/. The narrow time

an frequency localization of these reac-

fipns assumes the formation of space-

.fime distributions as the response to

theformant transitions.

wiswork was aimed to find out the pos-

fibility to use the responses of the ADAI

mad.for the analysis of such acoustic

evens as the formant frequency and am-

pntude Jumps. The present research has

beuzinspired by the well-known fact that

thejump of the formant frequency or the

mmlitude Jump along the vowel-like seg-

mmm of the signal is identified as a

cmmomum and the whole signal as the

sfllable CV or VG depending on the di-

rmnion of the jump /2,3/. The jump value

determines the phoneme quality of the

cmmonant. When the jumps are relatively

lame the stimulus is perceived as DNJV

or [h]V, when the jumps are smaller -

as [ZJV /£2/. The present research com-
mised 2 stages. Psychoacoustic experi-

mmfis with synthesized vowels were car-

nedout during the first stage. They

was devised to determine the physical

vflme of the jump of formant frequency

and amplitude /A F1 orAA1/, when they

was identified as the consonants fin] or

[Z] . The stimuli with the studied cha-
rmneristics were analised in the func-

fional model of peripheral spectral ana-

lyser and in ADAI model during the se-
cond stage.

PHWEPTION EXPERIMENTS.

Smmhesized two-formant vowels (192 ms-

24Pitch periods, 8 ms each) were used

inexPeriments. The parallel formant ana-

lflgsynthesizer generated the stimuli.

TheVariations of stimuli parameters we-

rerealized in 2 ways, as ShOWn in figu-
re1. The parameters F16 and A10 of the

first segment (the "consonant" segment,

641118) were controled. The second formant

"35constant and it was 10 dB less than

Se 82.2.2

the level of the first one. The set of

experiments has been done, each test in!

cluded only one type of stimuli. The va-

lues of F1 and F2 of the synthesized vo-

wels are shown in the Table.
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Fig.1. Structure of the stimuli in

experiments: a) the amplitude envelope;

b) the formant trackes; c) the markers

in the channels of the ADAI model.

Table

The parameters of the stimuli and expe-

rimental data.

v F2 F1 I II 3

o
11 (Hz) (HZ) AF(Hz) A4013) B

E W [Z] [l] [/n] .3

Li 625 400 120 60 4.4 11.1 1

80 50 3.4 7.6 2

,i 1480 400 120 60 5.7 14.0 1

100 60 4.8 11.2 2

L' 2250 400 120 50 6-7 13.7 1

100 60 4.3 12.9 2

e 1800 440 140 60 5.7 13.5 1

130 50 4.3 11.9 2

o 780 535 17'5 55 4.3 9.6 1

165 95 3.8 8.6 2

E 1665 585 205 75 5-7 10.9 1

205 115 3.8 11.5 2

50° 160 5.0 5.5 1
1100 900

a 500 210 3.8 9.0 2
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Two methods - adjustment and identifica-

tion - were'epplied in experiments. In

the first case the subject controled the

values of F1cand A1c to achieve the per-

ception of the stimulus as UNIV or

(H v.
Results of the adjustment were registe-

red by the experimenter.

According to the second method the sets

of stimuli were presented to the subject,

AF1 and AM being varied within de-

finite limits.

Two subjects participated in adjustment

experiments and five subjects - in idenp

tification experiments.

The results of the first type experiments

are shown in the Table where the average

values of AF1 and AM are indicated

as the responses of each subject, when

the stimuli were determined as the [[}V

or [m] v syllables. The identification

experiments data are analogous and the-

refore not described here.

The main preperties of the perception of

the jumps of formant frequency and amp-

litude are the following:

1. The perception of F1-jump depends on

the quality of the vose1.The higher F1v’

the larger the jump AlF1, percepted as

the consonant must be.

2. No regular dependence on F1v in the

perception of the A1-jump is revealed.

3. The common feature inherent in percep-

tion of both frequency and amplitude

jumps is revealed. The larger jump was

identified as an [m], the smaller one

as an [5] .

MODEL RESPONSES TO THE STIMULI

The sets of stimuli phonetically identi-

fied as V, HIV, [mIV according to

A F1 and A A1, were chosen for the ana-

lysis in the model. The markers distri-

bution at the moment of the jump was

examined for each stimulus. Two modes of

operation were possible depending on the

threshold value of markers generator:

at the threshold of the detection of am-

plitude irregularity in the signal or at

the threshold of the detection of the

consonant while changing the amplitude 01

the signal .

Under the first condition the responses

of the ADAI model were distributed on a

wide frequency ranges. Under the second

condition the markers were obtained in

narrow frequency ranges near F1 and F2.

We calculated and compared the number of

channels were the markers could be regi-

stered at the moment of the jump. The

number of marked channels correlate with

the value of AF1 or AM under both con-

ditions.

The patterns of the markers distributi-

ons were different for the frequency and

amplitude jumps: only positive markers

near 31v were registered for the ampli-

tude jump, at the same time, the positive 1

markers near F1v’ as well the negative

ones near F16 were obtained for the fre-

quency jump.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The ADAI model reveals cues for the dis-

tinction between frequency and amplitude

jumps, on the one hand, and allows to

estimate the values of these both jumps

according to the results of these eIPe‘

riments. We hope that the model features

can help to describe the formant transi'

tions in speech signals. The experimental

data don't allow to make a conclusion

about the information used by man 101‘

the Phonetic interpretation of the fre-

quency Jumps. Whether he uses the time-

-1requency distribution of on- and off-

‘reSPOnses only or he follows also the

formant tracks. Possibly, both proces-

sings are necessary to provide the efiec'

tive auditory perception of speech 318‘
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nals.

I. [myoT‘vma petm VI anyxa: Cdopsmc Haqb

2, )nos C.fl. )nosa MJ‘. Bocnpvm'me more

3. Owawonoms petm. Bocnpmme pew us—

5. Koshevnikov V.A., Stoljarova E.I.
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ABSTRACT

Previous studies suggest that the first formant trajectory

in vowels is perceived differently from the second formant tra-

jectory. Fl may be perceived as a weighted time-average of

its time-varying frequency values (Huang, 1085, Di Benedetto,
1087). F2 in high vowels may be perceived with an overshoot

(Lindblom and Studdert-Kennedy, 1007). The present study ex-

amines F2 in the low vowel region using synthesized utterances.

Results from identification tests suggest that F2 in low vow-
els is perceived with an overshoot of 60 Hz in some contexts.

However, results from preliminary experiments in which sub-
jects matched vowels in nonsense words to steady state vowels
seem to conflict. with the perceptual overshoot theory for F2.

INTRODUCTION

The present study addresses the question: Is the first
formant trajectory in a vowel perceived in a different man-
ner from the second formant trajectory? Does a person
listening to a vowel with time-varying formant frequen-
cies use one strategy to determine a single value for the
vowel‘s height, which is related to F1, and another strat-
egy to determine the vowel’s backness, which is related
to F2? Evidence from perceptual tests suggests that the
strategies for F1 and F2 perception are indeed different.

There are also theoretical reasons which suggest that
F1 and F2 could be perceived differently. F1 and F2 cor-
respond to independent phonological features, high-low
and front-back, respectively. The phonological features
high~low and front-back (and therefore F1 and F2) have
independent articulatory correlates, tongue body height
and tongue body backness. Tongue movements in run-
ning speech may result in different coarticulation effects
for F1 and F2 trajectories. In the vowel spectrum, the
spectral prominence corresponding to F1 may be widened
or obscured by nasalization, which introduces a pole-zero
pair to the spectrum (Stevens et al. [8]) or breathiness,
which increases the amplitude of the fundamental har-
monic (Bickley [1]) The F2 spectral prominence is not

‘Supported by grants from NINCDS (Nos. NS-04332 and N's-07040)
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subjected to such effects. The different acoustic character-
istics of F1 and F2 could be mirrored in their perception.

The properties of the peripheral auditory system form
the basis of an alternative reasoning for the possibility
that F1 and F2 are perceived differently. F1 and F2 oc-
cupy different frequency bands in the vowel spectrum.
The peripheral auditory system processes low frequency
and high frequency sounds differently, as shown by the
differences in the shapes of the tuning curves for audi-
tory nerves which respond most strongly to low frequency
sounds when compared to those for auditory nerves re-
sponding most strongly to high frequency sounds. By this

reasoning, it may be hypothesized not only that the F1 and

F2 trajectories are perceived differently from each other,

but that any formant trajectory is perceived differently
depending on whether it is high or low in frequency.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Studies by Huang [3], Di Benedetto [2] and Lindblom

and Studdert-Kennedy [6] can be interpreted as evidence
for F1 and F2 trajectories being perceived differently. Each
study consisted of a. series of tests in which subjects were

presented with the synthesized vowels in nonsense words

and asked to identify the synthesized vowel by making a
forced choice between two vowels or two classes of vowelS-

In Figure 1, the F1 trajectories for equivalent stimuli
in Huang’s study are shown. On the basis of identification
data from five subjects, each of the stimuli would be called
/i/ half of the time and /3/ half 0f the time. Results f01'

the /U»A/ continuum (not shown) were very similar. The
F1 target frequencies of the equivalent stimuli differ by
up to about 20 Hz in both vowel continua. The stimulus
with the longer onglide and offglide had to attain a higher
Fl target value to be perceived to be equivalent to the
stimulus with the shorter onglide and offglide. These [9'
sults are conSIStent with a theory of perceptual averaging

or F1- SUbieCtS seem to perceive an effective F1 frequen‘Cy
which is between the maximum and minimum frequenclfs
attained in the formant trajectory. Unfortunately, in this
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Figure 1: Fl trajectories for three equivalent Stimuli in
Huang‘s study.

study F2 was also varied, but only by half the change in
F1 frequency on the Bark frequency scale (Schroeder et
al. [7]). It may be argued that the change in F1 was
perceptually more important.

In Figure 2, two vowel trajectories from Di Benedetto's
study are shown. The F1 trajectory shape was different
for two types of stimuli. The trajectories for F2 and all
higher formants were the same and symmetric for both
types of stimuli. Although the two F1 trajectories have
the same average (defined as the area under the trajectory
vs. time curve divided by the duration of the curve), they
are perceived to be different vowels. The trajectory shape
with the early steady state caused each of four subjects to
identify the vowel as /c/ more than half the time, and the
trajectory shape with the later steady state was identified
as /i/ or /i/ more than half the time. The tendency was
the same for three other subjects who were native speak-
ers of languages other than American English, although
the target value of the fifty-percent crossover stimulus was
different. These results can be accounted for if a weighted
average in which the early portion of the vowel is given
more importance than the later portion is hypothesized.
The later portion must be given non-zero weight, however,
since it was shown in Huang’s study that stimuli with tra-
jectories as in Figure l with the same onglide duration and
target frequency are not equivalent.

laindblom and Studdert-Kennedy’s study suggests that
52.15 perceived with an overshoot. For example, for an F2
raJeClorY Which rises to a target and falls again, subjects

:fiem t0 hear an effective F2 frequency which is higher
an the frequency actually attained. Note that if it is

mdhipothesized that F1 and F2 are perceived differently,
be in comfifmd Studded-Kennedy’s study wbuld be seen to
(Orinanjn' ict with the studies described above. The vowel
trajectos in their study had parabolic trajectories. The F1

3 tra'eryt was the same for all stimuli, while the F2 and
anonsJenc ones were either concave upward, resulting in
Fesul‘in 3:6 Word of the form /jVj/ or concave downward,

" g 111 a nonsense word of the form /wVw/. The tar-
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Figure 2: Fl trajectories from Di Bencdetto‘s study. The vow-cls are perceived as c and I.
~

gets for F2 and F3 were varied while the target for F1 re-mained fixed for all stimuli, yielding a continuum betweenthe vowels/U/ and /i/. Subjects’ identification ofthe vow-els with parabolic formant trajectories were compared totheir identification of steady state vowels. The equivalentstimuli shown in Figure 3 are derived from the medianfifty-percent crossover points in the identification curvesfor the steady-state vowels from ten subjects and medianfifty-percent crossover shifts for the two contexts relativeto the steady state vowels. (An identification curve shows
percentage identification of a stimulus as /I/, for exam-
ple, versus the stimulus’ position in the continuum.) The
targets of the equivalent steady state and /wVw/ stimulidiffer by 185 Hz. The targets of the equivalent steady state
and /jVj/ stimuli differ by 75 Hz.

There was much inter- and intra-subject variation in
Lindblom and Studdert-Kennedy’s data. which probably
arose from subjects’ difficulty in hearing the /wVw/ and
/jVj/ stimuli as words. Huang [4] did a similar but smaller
study using the nonsense words /awVwa/ and obtained
more consistent data which confirm Lindblom and Studdert-
Kennedy’s results.
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Figure 3: F2 trajectories for equivalent stimuli in Lindblom
and Studdert-Kcnncdy‘s study.
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study F2 was also varied, but only by half the change in
F1 frequency on the Bark frequency scale (Schroeder et
al. [7]). It may be argued that the change in F1 was
perceptually more important.

In Figure 2, two vowel trajectories from Di Benedetto's
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as /i/ or /i/ more than half the time. The tendency was
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ers of languages other than American English, although
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average in which the early portion of the vowel is given
more importance than the later portion is hypothesized.
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target frequency are not equivalent.
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raJeClorY Which rises to a target and falls again, subjects

:fiem t0 hear an effective F2 frequency which is higher
an the frequency actually attained. Note that if it is

mdhipothesized that F1 and F2 are perceived differently,
be in comfifmd Studded-Kennedy’s study wbuld be seen to
(Orinanjn' ict with the studies described above. The vowel
trajectos in their study had parabolic trajectories. The F1

3 tra'eryt was the same for all stimuli, while the F2 and
anonsJenc ones were either concave upward, resulting in
Fesul‘in 3:6 Word of the form /jVj/ or concave downward,

" g 111 a nonsense word of the form /wVw/. The tar-
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Figure 2: Fl trajectories from Di Bencdetto‘s study. The vow-cls are perceived as c and I.
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gets for F2 and F3 were varied while the target for F1 re-mained fixed for all stimuli, yielding a continuum betweenthe vowels/U/ and /i/. Subjects’ identification ofthe vow-els with parabolic formant trajectories were compared totheir identification of steady state vowels. The equivalentstimuli shown in Figure 3 are derived from the medianfifty-percent crossover points in the identification curvesfor the steady-state vowels from ten subjects and medianfifty-percent crossover shifts for the two contexts relativeto the steady state vowels. (An identification curve shows
percentage identification of a stimulus as /I/, for exam-
ple, versus the stimulus’ position in the continuum.) The
targets of the equivalent steady state and /wVw/ stimulidiffer by 185 Hz. The targets of the equivalent steady state
and /jVj/ stimuli differ by 75 Hz.

There was much inter- and intra-subject variation in
Lindblom and Studdert-Kennedy’s data. which probably
arose from subjects’ difficulty in hearing the /wVw/ and
/jVj/ stimuli as words. Huang [4] did a similar but smaller
study using the nonsense words /awVwa/ and obtained
more consistent data which confirm Lindblom and Studdert-
Kennedy’s results.
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Figure 3: F2 trajectories for equivalent stimuli in Lindblom
and Studdert-Kcnncdy‘s study.
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F2 PERCEPTION IN THE

LOW-VOWEL REGION

Lindblom and Studdert-Kennedy’s study investigated

F2 in the high-vowel region. The present study exam-

ines F2 in the low vowel region. Utterances of the form

/aws/ and /ojVja/ were synthesized using the Klatt

cascade formant synthesizer [5]. The target for the second
formant of the vowel /V/ was varied in 57 Hz steps from

1090 Hz to 1720 Hz, a range of values appropriate for the

vowel continuum /ae,a/. The vowelhad four formants, and

the first, third, and fourth formant targets were 695 Hz,

2425 Hz, and 3500 Hz, respectively, for all stimuli. Two

vowel durations were studied, 100 ms and 200 ms. The

vowel trajectories in the nonsense words were parabolic
and were concave upward for the /j/ context and concave

downward for the /w/ context. Steady-state vowels with
formant frequencies at the targets of the parabolic tra-
jectories were also synthesized. The utterances were pre-
sented to five subjects in forced—choice identification tests
in an order which ensured a balanced context. Each stim-
ulus was repeated twelve times. Nonsense words of the
same type and duration were presented together.

Fiftypercent crossover points were obtained by hand-
fitting smooth curves to the identification curves. The
fifty-percent crossover points for each subject and for the
averaged identification curves are shown in Table 1. In
Figure 4, the F2 trajectories of equivalent stimuli derived
from the crossover points from the averaged data are shown.
There is a shift in fifty-percent crossover point of 60 Hz

Context

/w/, 200mssteady, 200ms /j/, 200ms
Subjects /w/, 100ms steady, 100ms /j/, 100ms

nd 5.2 5.5 6.8

4.5 5.5 6.5

ms 6.8 6.5 8.2

6.1 5.8 —

aw 5.8 7.0 7.5
5.2 7.0 8.5

th (5.2 5.1 6.8
5.5 4.6 8.1

Cb 6.1 6.5 7.2
5.5 6.8 7.2

Average 6.1 6.2 7.2
5.5 5.8 7.6

Table 1: Results of the present study: 50% crossover points
from identification curves. The numbers refer to the scale of
stimulus numbers. Stimulus 1 was the most [GI-like; Stimu-
lus 12 was the most /a':/-like. The lower the crossover point,
the more stimuli in the vowel continuum were called /a/. The
step-size was 57 Hz in F2. A dash (—) means data was unusable.
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study. 1600- 1600 L 9

1500 — 1500 - a a
when comparing the vowels in the /j/ context to the steady 1400 - 1400 . .
state vowels. The shift is in a direction consistent with a 1 1300 - 1300 ~ .
hypothesis of perceptual overshoot. On the average, there [200 . n 4 1200 _
is no shift in the crossover point when comparing vowels “00 j 9 a a “00 _
in the /w/ context to the steady state vowels, since in- 1000 o 1000

I I l l r ' I l 1dividual subjects showed shifts in both directions. There
are small shifts in crossover point when comparing the 200
ms vowels to the 100 ms vowels in both the /w/ and /j/
contexts in directions indicating that the perceptual over-
shoot effect increases for shorter duration stimuli.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM
VOWEL MATCHING EXPERIMENTS

The same five subjects were then asked to match the

vowels in the nonsense words to steady state vowels. F1,

F3, and F4 of the steady state vowels for matching were
at the target frequencies of those formants in the vowels

in the nonsense words. The F2 of adjacent steady state
vowels differed by about 30 Hz, and subjects knew the rela-

tive position of each matching stimulus on the steady state

vowel continuum. Nonsense word stimuli were chosen in

which subjects had unambiguously identified the vowels.

The subjects matched the vowels by playing any desired
vowels in sequence on a computer as often as they wished-

As shown in Figure 5, subjects tended to match a vowel
in the /w/ context to a steady state vowel with a lower
F2 than actually attained in the parabolic trajectory, 5113'

gesting that F2 is averaged. Subjects also tended to matCll
a vowel in the /j/ context to a steady state vowel whoSe

target was lower than actually attained in the parabola,

which is consistent with the original hypothesis of mm?
tual overshoot.

If F2 were perceived with averaging in the /w/ context
the vowel in /awVwa/ should be equivalent to a steady
state vowel whose F2 frequency is below that actually at-
tained in the parabolic trajectory. That is, to be consistent
with the trends seen in the preliminary vowel matching ex-
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aw in nd ms cb aw lh nd ms cb

Figure 5: Data from the preliminary matching experiment.
Horizontal lines show the F2 target value of the vowel in the
nonsense word. Points Show the F2 of the steady state vowel
matched to the 100 ms and 200 ms parabolic vowels.

periment, the fifty-percent crossover stimulus on the iden-
tification curve should be closest to the most extreme /a/
stimulus for the steady state vowel continuum and closest
to the most extreme /2e/ stimulus for the vowels in the
/j/ context. The identification data for subjects TH and
MS are consistent with the trends seen in the preliminary
matching data. Identification data for the other subjects
seem to conflict with this trend.

DISCUSSION

Apparent conflicts between the identification test re—
sults and the vowel matching results must be explained.
The two kinds of experiments may be yielding informa-
tion about different aspects of vowel perception. In this
study, the matching experiment only investigated vowels
which had been unambiguously identified by the subjects,
while identification tests only yielded information about
the vowels at the perceptual boundaries. A new vowel
matching experiment must be done using the entire con-
tinuum of vowels in nonsense word contexts. The tasks of
vowel identification and vowel matching are different, and
fills may also explain the apparent conflict. In vowel iden-
tification, a subject labels the vowel, possibly comparing
It. to an internal idea of how the vowel should sound. This
“internal idea” may change depending on the context of
the Vowel. In vowel matching, a subject compares two “ex-
ternal” vowels and is not required to label. A subject may
label the vowels before matching them, hOWever. Subjects

may listen to the vowels more analytically in the match-
ing test than in the identification test, especially since they
were allowed to play the vowels as often as they wished in
this matching experiment. Subjects may use more lan-
guage knowledge to perform the identification task than
the vowel matching task. Individual subjects’ strategies
may account for the individual differences seen in the data.

Trying to determine whether the effects observed are a
result of language learning or of properties of the periph-
eral auditory system is essential to understanding these
effects. A starting point could be to see which of the ob-
served effects can be reproduced using a model incorporat-
ing current knowledge of the peripheral auditory system.

Data from identification tests in previous studies and
the present study are consistent with the hypothesis that
the F1 and F2 trajectories are perceived differently. How-
ever, the original hypothesis that F 1 is perceived with av-
eraging and F2 with an overshoot does not account for
all the effects observed in different types of experiments.
Further work needs to be done to understand the relation-
ship between the identification experiments and matching
experiments for both F1 and F2 trajectories.
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F2 in the high-vowel region. The present study exam-

ines F2 in the low vowel region. Utterances of the form

/aws/ and /ojVja/ were synthesized using the Klatt

cascade formant synthesizer [5]. The target for the second
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1090 Hz to 1720 Hz, a range of values appropriate for the
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the first, third, and fourth formant targets were 695 Hz,

2425 Hz, and 3500 Hz, respectively, for all stimuli. Two

vowel durations were studied, 100 ms and 200 ms. The

vowel trajectories in the nonsense words were parabolic
and were concave upward for the /j/ context and concave

downward for the /w/ context. Steady-state vowels with
formant frequencies at the targets of the parabolic tra-
jectories were also synthesized. The utterances were pre-
sented to five subjects in forced—choice identification tests
in an order which ensured a balanced context. Each stim-
ulus was repeated twelve times. Nonsense words of the
same type and duration were presented together.

Fiftypercent crossover points were obtained by hand-
fitting smooth curves to the identification curves. The
fifty-percent crossover points for each subject and for the
averaged identification curves are shown in Table 1. In
Figure 4, the F2 trajectories of equivalent stimuli derived
from the crossover points from the averaged data are shown.
There is a shift in fifty-percent crossover point of 60 Hz
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in the nonsense words. The F2 of adjacent steady state
vowels differed by about 30 Hz, and subjects knew the rela-

tive position of each matching stimulus on the steady state

vowel continuum. Nonsense word stimuli were chosen in

which subjects had unambiguously identified the vowels.

The subjects matched the vowels by playing any desired
vowels in sequence on a computer as often as they wished-
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in the /w/ context to a steady state vowel with a lower
F2 than actually attained in the parabolic trajectory, 5113'

gesting that F2 is averaged. Subjects also tended to matCll
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target was lower than actually attained in the parabola,

which is consistent with the original hypothesis of mm?
tual overshoot.

If F2 were perceived with averaging in the /w/ context
the vowel in /awVwa/ should be equivalent to a steady
state vowel whose F2 frequency is below that actually at-
tained in the parabolic trajectory. That is, to be consistent
with the trends seen in the preliminary vowel matching ex-
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Figure 5: Data from the preliminary matching experiment.
Horizontal lines show the F2 target value of the vowel in the
nonsense word. Points Show the F2 of the steady state vowel
matched to the 100 ms and 200 ms parabolic vowels.

periment, the fifty-percent crossover stimulus on the iden-
tification curve should be closest to the most extreme /a/
stimulus for the steady state vowel continuum and closest
to the most extreme /2e/ stimulus for the vowels in the
/j/ context. The identification data for subjects TH and
MS are consistent with the trends seen in the preliminary
matching data. Identification data for the other subjects
seem to conflict with this trend.

DISCUSSION

Apparent conflicts between the identification test re—
sults and the vowel matching results must be explained.
The two kinds of experiments may be yielding informa-
tion about different aspects of vowel perception. In this
study, the matching experiment only investigated vowels
which had been unambiguously identified by the subjects,
while identification tests only yielded information about
the vowels at the perceptual boundaries. A new vowel
matching experiment must be done using the entire con-
tinuum of vowels in nonsense word contexts. The tasks of
vowel identification and vowel matching are different, and
fills may also explain the apparent conflict. In vowel iden-
tification, a subject labels the vowel, possibly comparing
It. to an internal idea of how the vowel should sound. This
“internal idea” may change depending on the context of
the Vowel. In vowel matching, a subject compares two “ex-
ternal” vowels and is not required to label. A subject may
label the vowels before matching them, hOWever. Subjects

may listen to the vowels more analytically in the match-
ing test than in the identification test, especially since they
were allowed to play the vowels as often as they wished in
this matching experiment. Subjects may use more lan-
guage knowledge to perform the identification task than
the vowel matching task. Individual subjects’ strategies
may account for the individual differences seen in the data.

Trying to determine whether the effects observed are a
result of language learning or of properties of the periph-
eral auditory system is essential to understanding these
effects. A starting point could be to see which of the ob-
served effects can be reproduced using a model incorporat-
ing current knowledge of the peripheral auditory system.

Data from identification tests in previous studies and
the present study are consistent with the hypothesis that
the F1 and F2 trajectories are perceived differently. How-
ever, the original hypothesis that F 1 is perceived with av-
eraging and F2 with an overshoot does not account for
all the effects observed in different types of experiments.
Further work needs to be done to understand the relation-
ship between the identification experiments and matching
experiments for both F1 and F2 trajectories.
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ABSTRACT

Acoustic properties of vowels, which can be hypothesized to classrfy

vowels along a dimension of height, are investigated. In particular,

vowel representation in the (F1-F0) dimenSion (F 1 and F0 are

expressed in Bark) for five vowels of American English is presented

and this analysis is compared with the analysrs of the same speech

materials in the traditional F1 vs F2 space. Resultsshow that

individual differences are reduced when the (F1-F0) dimen5ion is

used in the case of low vowels while for high and mid vowels the

difference in F0 values among speakers is larger than that of F1

values. Perceptual experiments have been carried out usmg CVC

and one-formant synthetic stimuli to examine the influence of F0 on

the perception of vowel height. Results are in agreement With the

observations on the acoustic analysis and suggest that either F1 and

F0 are related in a more complex way than the (F1-F0) Bark-

transformed difference or that the Bark scale should be modified at

low frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, vowel sounds have been classified along several

dimensions: height, backness, tenseness, etc. The formant

frequencies of vowels have been widely used as acoustic parameters

representative of the different dimensions. For example, it is well

known that the first formant frequency (F1) is an acoustic feature

related to vowel height and the second formant frequency (F2) to

vowel backness. ‘
Syrdal (1985) has introduced the Bark-transformed (F1-F0) distance

into a model for the auditory representation of vowels. Syrdal

observes that the Bark»transtormed (F1-F0) dimension corresponds

to a dimension of vowel height. The results of Syrdal's analyses are in
agreement with the perceptual results found by Traunmtiller-(1981).
The latter proposes that the prevailing criterion for the perception of

vowel height is the distance between F1 and F0 expressed in Bark,

when F0 is not between 350 and 400 Hz, approximately.

The present study examines the effectiveness of the (F1-F0)
distance to classify vowels according to vowel height. Acoustic

analysis of five vowels of American English, in the (F1-F0) vs F2
space (F1 and F0 are expressed in Bark), is presented and compared
with the analysis in the F1 vs F2 space. Perceptual experiments
which have been carried out, using CVC and one-formant synthetic
stimuli, to investigate the influence of F0 in the perception of vowel
height are described. The agreement of the results obtained with the
findings of the acoustic analysis and their interpretation are then
discussed.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

xrimnlniinnr r

Five vowels of American English [I,s,ae,a,,\] are the object of this

analysis. In the vowel system of American English, these vowels are
characterized by the feature (—round) and by being monophthongal,
while the other vowels are all either (+round) or diphthongized.
[I,s,ae] are front vowels and [aux] are back vowels. [I] is (+high), [a,ae]
are (+low), and [8,A] are (-high, -low). These vowels are considered in

the context of voiced and voiceless stop consonants ([b,d,g,p,t,k]),

(‘) this work was carried out while the author was with the Speech
Communication Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA, USA.

forming CVC syllables, pronounced in the sentence frame "The _

again". All the combinations between the vowels and the consonants

listed are considered, except the non~symmetrical contexts with

respect of voicing. in addition, t and #Vdsyllables are analyzed.
Three native speakers of American English, one female and two
males. uttered the speech materials. They were asked to pronounce
the sentences carefully and clearly. If a mistake occurs, the sentence
is repeated. The sentences are pronounced in a random order. The
set of syllables is pronounced three times. Thus, three versions at
each vowel in each consonantal context are available. The speech j
materials are recorded in a sound-treated room using high quality
equipment. The distance between the microphone and the i
speakers mouth is about 20 cm. The recorded materials are then
evaluated by a phonetically sophisticated listener. The speech signal “
is then stored on the MIT—Speech VAX-750. For this purpose, it is
Iovass filtered at 4.8 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz.
The speech materials are analyzed using a software program
KLSPEC developed by Dennis Klatt (1984). This program computes ,

a 512-point DFT transform of slices of the signal (predifferenced and ‘

premultiplied by a Hamming window). The duration of the Hamming
window is 30 ms at the sampling rate considered. In addition,
fundamental frequency (F0) is determined by collecting frequencies

of local maxima occuring below 3000 Hz and judging it to be that
frequency (F0) which accounts for most peaks as harmonics. The

program KLSPEC also calculates a spectrogram-like spectrum which
is obtained by windowing a slice of signal (256 samples) and
computing a 256-point DFT. A weighted sum of adjacent DFT sample
energy is then computed for each of 128 spectrogram-like filters.
Local maxima in this spectrum are most often ‘indicative of the
frequency positions of the formants. An interpolation algorithm
improves the accuracy over the 40 Hz resolution implied by a 128-

sample spectrum over 5 kHz. The spectrogram-like spectrum has

been used for the estimation of the formant frequencies of the

vowels under analysis. in some cases, in which this algorithm is not
successful, the formant frequencies are manually extracted. DFT
spectrum slices sampled every 5 ms are plotted and the frequency
positions of the formants are evaluated by visual examination of the
evolution of the locations of the DFT spectrum peaks in time. The ‘
temporal sampling point of F1, F2 and F0 is the time at which F1 i

reaches its maximum, as discussed in Di Benedetto (1987). The

values of F0 and F1 are converted into a critical band tonality scale.

according to Zwicker and Terhardt's (1980) mathematical
approximation as adopted by Syrdal (1985).
WWW;
As expected, the highest F0 is found for the female speaker (03)
(191 Hz), while F0 for the two male speakers (JP) and (KS) '5
comparable (118 and 127 Hz, respectively).
The results of the analysis of the vowels [I,s,ae,a,A] for the three

speakers considered in the (F1-F0) vs F2 space and in the F1 vs F2 ,

space are extensively described in Di Benedetto (1987). In the ;,

present paper, results for only one of the speakers ((KS)) and one 0i i

the versions are presented as shown in Fig.1. Figure 1a shows that .

overlapping occurs in the (F1-F0) dimension only between [a] and f
[A]. In the F1 vs F2 space (Fig.1b) overlapping occurs between [I]
and is}. [a] and tee], and [a] and [A] while in the (F1‘ F0) vs F?- Spacg' ;
the [i], [8] and [88] areas are well separated. The use of the (Fi'Fi l
dimension seems to improve the distinction between differeéll ;

Vowe's contiguous along the (F1-F0)dimension, for (KS). The resu75
obtained for the other versions and speakers (Di Benedetto. 198:

show that similarly an improvement is obtained, in terms of belle
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Figure 1: Results of the analysis in the a) (F1-F0) vs F2, and b) in the F1vs F2 spaces of the vowels [Lead/x] (speaker (KS)). Each vowel
is considered in 20 different consonantal contexts.
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Figure 2: Average F1-F2 values (Fig.23) and (F1-F0)-F2 values (Fig 2b) of the vowels [I,€,&,a,/\] for speakers (CR), (JP) and (KS).
The averaged values are obtained by pooling all the consonantal contexts and versions.

grouping and separation of the vowel areas in the (F1-F0) dimension,
compared to what was obtained in the F1 dimension. However,
problems of overlapping still occur between vowel areas of a single
speaker in the (F1-F0) dimension. One should note that the
differences in (F1-F0) values between vowels in voiced and
ioiceless consonantal contexts are lower than in F1 values (Di
Benedetto, 1987). Consequently, one of the factors which
contributes to a better separation of the vowel areas is that in the (F1-
F0) dimension the vowel areas are better grouped.
The results of the cOmparison the vowel areas of the three speakers
are summarized in Fig.2. Figure 2a (2b) shows for speaker (CR) (full

losangues), (JP) (open losangues) and (KS) (full squares) the F1 and
F2 values ((F1-F0) and F2 values) for each vowel, averaged over all
the consonantal contexts and versions. The comparison of Fig.2a

and Fig.2b shows that the difference in the representation of vowels
for different speakers is reduced using the (F1-F0) parameter for the
low and front vowel [2e] and the two back vowels [a,/\]. For the mid
vowel [e], in the (F1-F0) dimension the [e]-area of the female speaker
(CR) is shifted to lower values than those characterizing the [s]~area of

(KS) and (JP) and this effect is even more accentuated in the case of
the vowel [I].
A comparison of these results with the analysis of American English
vowels by Peterson (1961) has been carried out. it is noticed on
Peterson's data that the difference in F1 values between male and
female speakers, depends upon the range of F1 values. In particular,
It is observed that this difference for high vowels is much smaller than
for non~high vowels, and this difference increases when F1
increases. This result confirms what is observed in the present study.
Syrdal (1985) reports the Bark-difference means for ten vowels of
American English on the Texas instruments data base which consists
of vowels in WC words pronounced in isolation by 52 men, 51
women and 51 children. The data reported by Syrdal confirm that the
difference in (F1-F0) values between male and female speakers
depends on the height of the vowel considered. Note that both
Peterson's and Syrdal's results are based on vowels pronounced in
t or hVC words while the vowels of the present study are
considered in several consonantal contexts.
In conclusion, acoustic analysis of the five vowels [I,e,ae,a./\] has
Shown that, in the dimension representing vowel height. individual
differences for low vowels are reduced when the vowels are
represented by the difference (F1-F0) rather than by F1. For high

and mid vowels, on the other hand, a smaller shift in the F1
dimension would be needed to correct the differences in F0.

PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENTS

All the stimuli used in the experiment described were synthesized
with the Klatt synthesizer (1980, 1984).
Experimenn

Description. The aim of this experiment is to investigate the
influence of F0 on the perception of vowel height, using dVd
synthetic syllables. One set of stimuli is characterized by F0=125 Hz
(125~stimuli) while the two other sets of stimuli consists of stimuli
which are identical to the previous ones as regards F1 and higher
formant, while F0 of the stimuli of this experiment is increased in two
steps: 60 Hz (185<stimuli) and 120 Hz (245-stimuli). Each set consists
of 10 stimuli characterized by different values of F1 maximum,
ranging from 300 Hz (stimulus #1) to 500 Hz (stimulus it 10) in steps
of 30 Hz. Experiment 1 consists of two phases: a vowel identification
test and a "boundary" identification test.
In the first phase the test was carried out on four american subjects.
The subjects were all non-naive listeners, native speakers of
American English and members of the Speech Communication
Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. They all name
English as their best language.The stimuli used are the 125- and185-
stimuli. The subjects were asked to identify the vowel of the synthetic
utterances as [Le] as justified by the results of a previous experiment
(Di Benedetto, 1987).
in the second phase, 125-stimuli, 185-stimuli and 245-stimuli were
used. Sequences of stimuli (and the same sequences in reverse
order) characterized by the same F0 were played to the subjects who
were asked to declare when their perception of the synthetic vowels
presented changed from [i] to [e] or viceversa. Each sequence, in
each order, was presented three times. Three subjects participated
in this test.The subjects‘ description is identical to that of the subjects
who participated in the vowel identification experiment

Results. Results of the identification test are presented for
each subject, separately, in Fig.3 which shows that a change of 60
Hz in F0 does not result in a clear effect on the identification
functions for any of the subjects who participated in the test. The
three subjects who participated in the "boundary" identification test
reported that they perceived the vowels of the synthetic utterances
as either [i] or [e], as they were instnicted. Figure 4 shows the results
for each of the three subjects and indicates the first stimulus which is
perceived as [6], when the sequences presented are ordered with
ascending stimuli number, or the last stimulus which is perceived as
[e], in the case of sequences ordered according to a descending
stimulus number progression. Figure 4 shows that, in the case of the
three subjects who participated in this test, an increase in F0 from
125 to 185 Hz does not result in a change of the perceptual
boundary between [i] and [e], while a variation in F0 from 12510 245
Hz does result in a consistent shift in this boundary. No difference
was observed in the results obtained with sequences of stimuli with

‘ F1 increasing or in reverse order.
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ABSTRACT

Acoustic properties of vowels, which can be hypothesized to classrfy

vowels along a dimension of height, are investigated. In particular,

vowel representation in the (F1-F0) dimenSion (F 1 and F0 are

expressed in Bark) for five vowels of American English is presented

and this analysis is compared with the analysrs of the same speech

materials in the traditional F1 vs F2 space. Resultsshow that

individual differences are reduced when the (F1-F0) dimen5ion is

used in the case of low vowels while for high and mid vowels the

difference in F0 values among speakers is larger than that of F1

values. Perceptual experiments have been carried out usmg CVC

and one-formant synthetic stimuli to examine the influence of F0 on

the perception of vowel height. Results are in agreement With the

observations on the acoustic analysis and suggest that either F1 and

F0 are related in a more complex way than the (F1-F0) Bark-

transformed difference or that the Bark scale should be modified at

low frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, vowel sounds have been classified along several

dimensions: height, backness, tenseness, etc. The formant

frequencies of vowels have been widely used as acoustic parameters

representative of the different dimensions. For example, it is well

known that the first formant frequency (F1) is an acoustic feature

related to vowel height and the second formant frequency (F2) to

vowel backness. ‘
Syrdal (1985) has introduced the Bark-transformed (F1-F0) distance

into a model for the auditory representation of vowels. Syrdal

observes that the Bark»transtormed (F1-F0) dimension corresponds

to a dimension of vowel height. The results of Syrdal's analyses are in
agreement with the perceptual results found by Traunmtiller-(1981).
The latter proposes that the prevailing criterion for the perception of

vowel height is the distance between F1 and F0 expressed in Bark,

when F0 is not between 350 and 400 Hz, approximately.

The present study examines the effectiveness of the (F1-F0)
distance to classify vowels according to vowel height. Acoustic

analysis of five vowels of American English, in the (F1-F0) vs F2
space (F1 and F0 are expressed in Bark), is presented and compared
with the analysis in the F1 vs F2 space. Perceptual experiments
which have been carried out, using CVC and one-formant synthetic
stimuli, to investigate the influence of F0 in the perception of vowel
height are described. The agreement of the results obtained with the
findings of the acoustic analysis and their interpretation are then
discussed.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

xrimnlniinnr r

Five vowels of American English [I,s,ae,a,,\] are the object of this

analysis. In the vowel system of American English, these vowels are
characterized by the feature (—round) and by being monophthongal,
while the other vowels are all either (+round) or diphthongized.
[I,s,ae] are front vowels and [aux] are back vowels. [I] is (+high), [a,ae]
are (+low), and [8,A] are (-high, -low). These vowels are considered in

the context of voiced and voiceless stop consonants ([b,d,g,p,t,k]),

(‘) this work was carried out while the author was with the Speech
Communication Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA, USA.

forming CVC syllables, pronounced in the sentence frame "The _

again". All the combinations between the vowels and the consonants

listed are considered, except the non~symmetrical contexts with

respect of voicing. in addition, t and #Vdsyllables are analyzed.
Three native speakers of American English, one female and two
males. uttered the speech materials. They were asked to pronounce
the sentences carefully and clearly. If a mistake occurs, the sentence
is repeated. The sentences are pronounced in a random order. The
set of syllables is pronounced three times. Thus, three versions at
each vowel in each consonantal context are available. The speech j
materials are recorded in a sound-treated room using high quality
equipment. The distance between the microphone and the i
speakers mouth is about 20 cm. The recorded materials are then
evaluated by a phonetically sophisticated listener. The speech signal “
is then stored on the MIT—Speech VAX-750. For this purpose, it is
Iovass filtered at 4.8 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz.
The speech materials are analyzed using a software program
KLSPEC developed by Dennis Klatt (1984). This program computes ,

a 512-point DFT transform of slices of the signal (predifferenced and ‘

premultiplied by a Hamming window). The duration of the Hamming
window is 30 ms at the sampling rate considered. In addition,
fundamental frequency (F0) is determined by collecting frequencies

of local maxima occuring below 3000 Hz and judging it to be that
frequency (F0) which accounts for most peaks as harmonics. The

program KLSPEC also calculates a spectrogram-like spectrum which
is obtained by windowing a slice of signal (256 samples) and
computing a 256-point DFT. A weighted sum of adjacent DFT sample
energy is then computed for each of 128 spectrogram-like filters.
Local maxima in this spectrum are most often ‘indicative of the
frequency positions of the formants. An interpolation algorithm
improves the accuracy over the 40 Hz resolution implied by a 128-

sample spectrum over 5 kHz. The spectrogram-like spectrum has

been used for the estimation of the formant frequencies of the

vowels under analysis. in some cases, in which this algorithm is not
successful, the formant frequencies are manually extracted. DFT
spectrum slices sampled every 5 ms are plotted and the frequency
positions of the formants are evaluated by visual examination of the
evolution of the locations of the DFT spectrum peaks in time. The ‘
temporal sampling point of F1, F2 and F0 is the time at which F1 i

reaches its maximum, as discussed in Di Benedetto (1987). The

values of F0 and F1 are converted into a critical band tonality scale.

according to Zwicker and Terhardt's (1980) mathematical
approximation as adopted by Syrdal (1985).
WWW;
As expected, the highest F0 is found for the female speaker (03)
(191 Hz), while F0 for the two male speakers (JP) and (KS) '5
comparable (118 and 127 Hz, respectively).
The results of the analysis of the vowels [I,s,ae,a,A] for the three

speakers considered in the (F1-F0) vs F2 space and in the F1 vs F2 ,

space are extensively described in Di Benedetto (1987). In the ;,

present paper, results for only one of the speakers ((KS)) and one 0i i

the versions are presented as shown in Fig.1. Figure 1a shows that .

overlapping occurs in the (F1-F0) dimension only between [a] and f
[A]. In the F1 vs F2 space (Fig.1b) overlapping occurs between [I]
and is}. [a] and tee], and [a] and [A] while in the (F1‘ F0) vs F?- Spacg' ;
the [i], [8] and [88] areas are well separated. The use of the (Fi'Fi l
dimension seems to improve the distinction between differeéll ;

Vowe's contiguous along the (F1-F0)dimension, for (KS). The resu75
obtained for the other versions and speakers (Di Benedetto. 198:

show that similarly an improvement is obtained, in terms of belle
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Figure 1: Results of the analysis in the a) (F1-F0) vs F2, and b) in the F1vs F2 spaces of the vowels [Lead/x] (speaker (KS)). Each vowel
is considered in 20 different consonantal contexts.
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Figure 2: Average F1-F2 values (Fig.23) and (F1-F0)-F2 values (Fig 2b) of the vowels [I,€,&,a,/\] for speakers (CR), (JP) and (KS).
The averaged values are obtained by pooling all the consonantal contexts and versions.

grouping and separation of the vowel areas in the (F1-F0) dimension,
compared to what was obtained in the F1 dimension. However,
problems of overlapping still occur between vowel areas of a single
speaker in the (F1-F0) dimension. One should note that the
differences in (F1-F0) values between vowels in voiced and
ioiceless consonantal contexts are lower than in F1 values (Di
Benedetto, 1987). Consequently, one of the factors which
contributes to a better separation of the vowel areas is that in the (F1-
F0) dimension the vowel areas are better grouped.
The results of the cOmparison the vowel areas of the three speakers
are summarized in Fig.2. Figure 2a (2b) shows for speaker (CR) (full

losangues), (JP) (open losangues) and (KS) (full squares) the F1 and
F2 values ((F1-F0) and F2 values) for each vowel, averaged over all
the consonantal contexts and versions. The comparison of Fig.2a

and Fig.2b shows that the difference in the representation of vowels
for different speakers is reduced using the (F1-F0) parameter for the
low and front vowel [2e] and the two back vowels [a,/\]. For the mid
vowel [e], in the (F1-F0) dimension the [e]-area of the female speaker
(CR) is shifted to lower values than those characterizing the [s]~area of

(KS) and (JP) and this effect is even more accentuated in the case of
the vowel [I].
A comparison of these results with the analysis of American English
vowels by Peterson (1961) has been carried out. it is noticed on
Peterson's data that the difference in F1 values between male and
female speakers, depends upon the range of F1 values. In particular,
It is observed that this difference for high vowels is much smaller than
for non~high vowels, and this difference increases when F1
increases. This result confirms what is observed in the present study.
Syrdal (1985) reports the Bark-difference means for ten vowels of
American English on the Texas instruments data base which consists
of vowels in WC words pronounced in isolation by 52 men, 51
women and 51 children. The data reported by Syrdal confirm that the
difference in (F1-F0) values between male and female speakers
depends on the height of the vowel considered. Note that both
Peterson's and Syrdal's results are based on vowels pronounced in
t or hVC words while the vowels of the present study are
considered in several consonantal contexts.
In conclusion, acoustic analysis of the five vowels [I,e,ae,a./\] has
Shown that, in the dimension representing vowel height. individual
differences for low vowels are reduced when the vowels are
represented by the difference (F1-F0) rather than by F1. For high

and mid vowels, on the other hand, a smaller shift in the F1
dimension would be needed to correct the differences in F0.

PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENTS

All the stimuli used in the experiment described were synthesized
with the Klatt synthesizer (1980, 1984).
Experimenn

Description. The aim of this experiment is to investigate the
influence of F0 on the perception of vowel height, using dVd
synthetic syllables. One set of stimuli is characterized by F0=125 Hz
(125~stimuli) while the two other sets of stimuli consists of stimuli
which are identical to the previous ones as regards F1 and higher
formant, while F0 of the stimuli of this experiment is increased in two
steps: 60 Hz (185<stimuli) and 120 Hz (245-stimuli). Each set consists
of 10 stimuli characterized by different values of F1 maximum,
ranging from 300 Hz (stimulus #1) to 500 Hz (stimulus it 10) in steps
of 30 Hz. Experiment 1 consists of two phases: a vowel identification
test and a "boundary" identification test.
In the first phase the test was carried out on four american subjects.
The subjects were all non-naive listeners, native speakers of
American English and members of the Speech Communication
Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. They all name
English as their best language.The stimuli used are the 125- and185-
stimuli. The subjects were asked to identify the vowel of the synthetic
utterances as [Le] as justified by the results of a previous experiment
(Di Benedetto, 1987).
in the second phase, 125-stimuli, 185-stimuli and 245-stimuli were
used. Sequences of stimuli (and the same sequences in reverse
order) characterized by the same F0 were played to the subjects who
were asked to declare when their perception of the synthetic vowels
presented changed from [i] to [e] or viceversa. Each sequence, in
each order, was presented three times. Three subjects participated
in this test.The subjects‘ description is identical to that of the subjects
who participated in the vowel identification experiment

Results. Results of the identification test are presented for
each subject, separately, in Fig.3 which shows that a change of 60
Hz in F0 does not result in a clear effect on the identification
functions for any of the subjects who participated in the test. The
three subjects who participated in the "boundary" identification test
reported that they perceived the vowels of the synthetic utterances
as either [i] or [e], as they were instnicted. Figure 4 shows the results
for each of the three subjects and indicates the first stimulus which is
perceived as [6], when the sequences presented are ordered with
ascending stimuli number, or the last stimulus which is perceived as
[e], in the case of sequences ordered according to a descending
stimulus number progression. Figure 4 shows that, in the case of the
three subjects who participated in this test, an increase in F0 from
125 to 185 Hz does not result in a change of the perceptual
boundary between [i] and [e], while a variation in F0 from 12510 245
Hz does result in a consistent shift in this boundary. No difference
was observed in the results obtained with sequences of stimuli with

‘ F1 increasing or in reverse order.
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Experiment 2
Description The aim of this experiment is to investigate the

influence of F0 in the perception of vowel height, using one—formant

stimuli. Various one-formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz, 185 Hz or 245

Hz were generated. The one-formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz were

characterized by five values of the formant (F 1) (300, 350, 400, 500,

600 Hz). Each of these stimuli was matched against one-formant

stimuli with F0=185 Hz and values of F1 ranging from the F1 value of

the standard stimulus to the F1 value that would give the same F1-Fo

for comparison and standard stimuli. Each pair was played three

times. The same procedure was repeated with the same standard

stimuli (F0=125 H2) but the comparison stimuli were characterized by

F0=245 Hz.Seven subjects participated in this experiment.They

were non-naive listeners, native speakers of American English, and

members of the Speech Communication Group at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. They all named English as their best

language. They were asked to indicate which pair of stimuli was most

similar in terms of vowel height.

M”
Man

tun-Imus»
I-l-l'l

Stimulus I

Figure 4: Results of the boundary identification test for the three

subjects. Each dot on the figure (of different shape for each subject)

indicates the stimulus at which the identification changes from [i] to

[e], in the case of the three stimuli F0 types.

Ms. Figures 5 and 6 show the results obtained in

experiment 2. Figure 5 shows on the abscissa the standard stimuli

(with F0=125 Hz) identified by the F1 maximum value, and on the

ordinate the comparison stimuli (with F0=185 Hz) which are matched

against the standard stimuli. As shown on Fig.5 each standard

stimulus is matched against three comparison stimuli: one with the
same F1, one with the same (F1-F0) (in Hertz) and one with a F1

value intermediate between the same F1 and the same (F1-F0). For
each standard stimulus, Fig.5 shows the value of F1 for best match in
the case of each subject individually (1° column: subject (MA), 2°
column: subject (TC), etc, as shown on the figure). A full (open)

symbol indicates that the corresponding comparison stimulus Was

never (always) chosen as stimulus for best match by the subject.
Partially open symbols indicate the percentage of times that this
particular stimulus was chosen for best match. Figure 6 is similar to
Fig.5 but indicates the results of the test in the case of the
comparison stimuli with F0=245 Hz. In this case, each standard
stimulus can be matched against five comparison stimuli: one with the

same F1, one with the same (F1-F0) and three with intermediate
values of F1, between the same F1 and the same (F1-F0). As in

Fig.5, the value of F1 for best match is indicated by partial or
complete blanking of the corresponding symbol, for each subject.
Figure 5 shows that the F1 value for best match, in the case of stimuli
with F0=185 Hz, corresponds to an exact formant match for low F1

values (300 and 350 Hz). For other values of F1 the match is in
general between an exact formant match and values of F1 leading to
similar (F1-F0) values. Note that in the case of the highest F1 value
for the standard stimuli (600 Hz) the match is similar to (F1-F0) for
subjects (TC) and (CH) and is close to this value for (KS). One should
note that when F1 is high enough (for values higher than 400 Hz,
approximately) F1 is out of linear Bark range. Consequently, the (F1-
F0) distance expressed in Bark is always lowerfor comparison stimuli

than for standard stimuli when F1 is in this range.

Figure 6 shows that the value for best match, in the case of stimuii

with F0=245 Hz is in general at intermediate values of F1, between
an exact formant match and values leading to similar (F1-F0) Values

for comparison and standard stimuli. In the case of the lowest values

of F1 for standard stimuli (F1=300 Hz), the match is almost in all cases

with stimuli characterized by F1=330 Hz corresponding to the first

intermediate step. For values of F1 in the middle range (350, 400 and

500 Hz) the match shifts to stimuli with intermediate F1 values higher

than in the case of standard stimuli with F1 =300 Hz, with increasing

F1 of the standard stimuli. Note, in fact, that for standard stimuli with

F1=350 Hz the match is in general against comparison stimuli with
F1=410 Hz and that for standard stimuli with F1=400 Hz or F1=500
Hz, the match is in general against comparison stimuli with
F1=460~490 Hz and F1=560~590 Hz. respectively. The case of
standard stimuli with F1=600 Hz is similar to the case of F1=400 Hz
and F1=500 Hz. but note that for one subject (CH) the match is
partially against stimuli with F1 values (720 Hz) leading to similar (F1-

F0) values for comparison and standard stimuli.

DISCUSSION

Results of the perceptual experiments have shown that the influence

of F0 in the perception of vowel height is related to F0 and F1~values.

In particular, vowel identification experiments using CVC synthetic
stimuli, have shown that an increase in F0 from 125 to 185 Hz does

not result in a clear effect on the identification functions, while a

variation from 125 to 245 Hz does result in consistently different

judgements. A second experiment has been described, in which

one-formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz and various values of F1 (300.

350, 400, 500, 600 Hz) were matched against one-formant stimuli in

which F1 was adjustable and F0 equal to 185 or 245 Hz. Results

show that the value of F1 for best match was usually between an

exact formant match and a match yielding similar values of (F1-F0) for

comparison and standard stimuli. The match was close,to F1 for low

F1 values and approached in general similar (F1—F0) values for higher

F1. In some cases, in particular when comparison stimuli with F0=185

Hz were considered, the match reached the same (F1-F0) values (in

Hertz) for comparison and standard stimuli. it has been noticed that In

these cases, the (F1-F0) values expressed in Bark are lower for

comparison stimuli than for standard stimuli. ,

The results of the perceptual experiments presented are in

agreement with the observations on the acoustic analysis. The
results of the acoustic analysis have shown that in the dimensron

representing vowel height, individual differences for low vowels are

reduced when the vowels are represented by the (F1-F0) difference
rather than by F1. For high vowels, the shift in the F1 dimension I0
account for differences in (F1-F0) increases the acoustic variability 0'

the same vowel among speakers. For mid vowels, an intennedlale
effect is observed. In these cases (high and mid vowels), it has been
observed that a smaller shift in the F1 dimension would be needed‘0
correct the differences in F0. In the perceptual experiments, stimui

with three different values of F0 (125, 185 and 245 Hz) have_been

used. The average F0 value of the female speaker considered in the
acoustic analysis is ~ 190 Hz and of the male speakers ~120-1_30 HZ.

as Previously mentioned. The results of the perceptual experiments

for F0=125 Hz and F0=185 Hz, have shown that for low values Oi F1:
F0 does not seem to influence the perception of vowel helgm-
Correspondingly. one should note that it has been observed that the
vowel area of the high vowel [I] for the male and the female speakers
is located at similar values of F1. Experiment 2 has shown that when

F1 is high, a Change of F0 from 125 to 185 Hz influences "‘9
Perception of vowel height and that stimuli with different values 01 F1i
and F0 but similar (F 1-F0) values are perceived as similar in termso
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Figure 5: Results of experiment 2 for comparison stimuli with F0=185
Hz.

vowel height. Correspondingly, the acoustic analysis has indicated
that the location of the [aej-area corresponds to higher F1 values in
the case of the female speaker, and to similar (F 1—F0) values for the
female and male speakers.
The interpretation of the results obtained can be given as follows.
When F1 is sufficiently low (as in high vowels) and F0 assumes also
low values (below ~200 Hz) F1 may be considered, by the perceptual
mechanism which processes it, relative to the extreme end of the
scale (the end of the scale is used as ananchor point) and is then the
most relevant factor in vowel height perception. When F1 is high (as
in low vowels) and F0 is sufficiently far from F1, F1 may be considered
relative to F0 (not as previously to the end of the scale), F0 being
used as an anchor point, and the distance between F1 and F0 (in
Bark) is determinant in the perception of vowel height. When F1 is at
intermediate values, or the distance between F1 and F0 is not large
enough, F1 and F0 would both intervene in the perceptual process
determining vowel height in a relation which would not attribute the
same weight to F1 and F0. This interpretation would imply a non-
uniform vowel normalization in agreement with Fant's study (1975).
This hypothesis finds support in results of physiological experiments
carried out by Delgutte and Kiang (1984), as pointed out by Stevens
(1985). These investigators have observed the location of the largest
components in the discrete Fourier transforms of period histograms
obtained from auditory-nerve fibers with various values of the
characteristic frequency (CF). The stimuli were steady-state two
formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz. Delgutte and Kiang note that for all
vowels, there is a CF region which is located around F1 (F1 region)
where the harmonics close to F1 dominate the response spectra. In
addition, they observe that this region is flanked on the low-CF by
another region in which the harmonics close to CF are the largest
components in the response spectra. These harmonics correspond
to the fundamental frequency or to intermediate values between F1
and F0. For low vowels, this region extends up to about 400 Hz while
on the contrary, for high vowels, this region is not distinct. Delgutte
and Kiang observe that "...the open-close dimension of phonetics
correlates with both the position of the F1 region along the CF
dimension and with the extent of the low-CF region". This
observation could justify the results of the present study that for low
F0 values, F1 determines the perception of vowel height when F1 is
low (hlgh vowels), whereas if F1 is high (low vowels) F0 influences
vowel height perception. Unfortunately, Delgutte and Kiang do not
Present results in the case of higher values of F0. Consequently, the
results of the present study in the case of higher values of F0 cannot
be interpreted on the same basis. We want to point out that the
perception of vowels with F1 and F2 closer than 3.5 Bark could be
based on one equivalent formant located in a position intermediate
between the two formants, according to the categorical perceptual
effect SCG (Spectral Center of Gravity) found by Chistovich et al.
(1979). It. could be hypothesized then that this one formant is
relevant, in the cases of vowels with F2-F1 < 3.5 Bark, to vowel
height perception.
w is aspect of the problem is not addressed in the present study. We

ant to suggest that our interpretation of the relation between F1
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and F0 in the perception of vowel height is appropriate in the case of
front vowels, but that for back vowels additional factors could be
relevant, such as, according to the SCG theory, the relative
amplitudes of F1 and F2.
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Experiment 2
Description The aim of this experiment is to investigate the

influence of F0 in the perception of vowel height, using one—formant

stimuli. Various one-formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz, 185 Hz or 245

Hz were generated. The one-formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz were

characterized by five values of the formant (F 1) (300, 350, 400, 500,

600 Hz). Each of these stimuli was matched against one-formant

stimuli with F0=185 Hz and values of F1 ranging from the F1 value of

the standard stimulus to the F1 value that would give the same F1-Fo

for comparison and standard stimuli. Each pair was played three

times. The same procedure was repeated with the same standard

stimuli (F0=125 H2) but the comparison stimuli were characterized by

F0=245 Hz.Seven subjects participated in this experiment.They

were non-naive listeners, native speakers of American English, and

members of the Speech Communication Group at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. They all named English as their best

language. They were asked to indicate which pair of stimuli was most

similar in terms of vowel height.

M”
Man

tun-Imus»
I-l-l'l

Stimulus I

Figure 4: Results of the boundary identification test for the three

subjects. Each dot on the figure (of different shape for each subject)

indicates the stimulus at which the identification changes from [i] to

[e], in the case of the three stimuli F0 types.

Ms. Figures 5 and 6 show the results obtained in

experiment 2. Figure 5 shows on the abscissa the standard stimuli

(with F0=125 Hz) identified by the F1 maximum value, and on the

ordinate the comparison stimuli (with F0=185 Hz) which are matched

against the standard stimuli. As shown on Fig.5 each standard

stimulus is matched against three comparison stimuli: one with the
same F1, one with the same (F1-F0) (in Hertz) and one with a F1

value intermediate between the same F1 and the same (F1-F0). For
each standard stimulus, Fig.5 shows the value of F1 for best match in
the case of each subject individually (1° column: subject (MA), 2°
column: subject (TC), etc, as shown on the figure). A full (open)

symbol indicates that the corresponding comparison stimulus Was

never (always) chosen as stimulus for best match by the subject.
Partially open symbols indicate the percentage of times that this
particular stimulus was chosen for best match. Figure 6 is similar to
Fig.5 but indicates the results of the test in the case of the
comparison stimuli with F0=245 Hz. In this case, each standard
stimulus can be matched against five comparison stimuli: one with the

same F1, one with the same (F1-F0) and three with intermediate
values of F1, between the same F1 and the same (F1-F0). As in

Fig.5, the value of F1 for best match is indicated by partial or
complete blanking of the corresponding symbol, for each subject.
Figure 5 shows that the F1 value for best match, in the case of stimuli
with F0=185 Hz, corresponds to an exact formant match for low F1

values (300 and 350 Hz). For other values of F1 the match is in
general between an exact formant match and values of F1 leading to
similar (F1-F0) values. Note that in the case of the highest F1 value
for the standard stimuli (600 Hz) the match is similar to (F1-F0) for
subjects (TC) and (CH) and is close to this value for (KS). One should
note that when F1 is high enough (for values higher than 400 Hz,
approximately) F1 is out of linear Bark range. Consequently, the (F1-
F0) distance expressed in Bark is always lowerfor comparison stimuli

than for standard stimuli when F1 is in this range.

Figure 6 shows that the value for best match, in the case of stimuii

with F0=245 Hz is in general at intermediate values of F1, between
an exact formant match and values leading to similar (F1-F0) Values

for comparison and standard stimuli. In the case of the lowest values

of F1 for standard stimuli (F1=300 Hz), the match is almost in all cases

with stimuli characterized by F1=330 Hz corresponding to the first

intermediate step. For values of F1 in the middle range (350, 400 and

500 Hz) the match shifts to stimuli with intermediate F1 values higher

than in the case of standard stimuli with F1 =300 Hz, with increasing

F1 of the standard stimuli. Note, in fact, that for standard stimuli with

F1=350 Hz the match is in general against comparison stimuli with
F1=410 Hz and that for standard stimuli with F1=400 Hz or F1=500
Hz, the match is in general against comparison stimuli with
F1=460~490 Hz and F1=560~590 Hz. respectively. The case of
standard stimuli with F1=600 Hz is similar to the case of F1=400 Hz
and F1=500 Hz. but note that for one subject (CH) the match is
partially against stimuli with F1 values (720 Hz) leading to similar (F1-

F0) values for comparison and standard stimuli.

DISCUSSION

Results of the perceptual experiments have shown that the influence

of F0 in the perception of vowel height is related to F0 and F1~values.

In particular, vowel identification experiments using CVC synthetic
stimuli, have shown that an increase in F0 from 125 to 185 Hz does

not result in a clear effect on the identification functions, while a

variation from 125 to 245 Hz does result in consistently different

judgements. A second experiment has been described, in which

one-formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz and various values of F1 (300.

350, 400, 500, 600 Hz) were matched against one-formant stimuli in

which F1 was adjustable and F0 equal to 185 or 245 Hz. Results

show that the value of F1 for best match was usually between an

exact formant match and a match yielding similar values of (F1-F0) for

comparison and standard stimuli. The match was close,to F1 for low

F1 values and approached in general similar (F1—F0) values for higher

F1. In some cases, in particular when comparison stimuli with F0=185

Hz were considered, the match reached the same (F1-F0) values (in

Hertz) for comparison and standard stimuli. it has been noticed that In

these cases, the (F1-F0) values expressed in Bark are lower for

comparison stimuli than for standard stimuli. ,

The results of the perceptual experiments presented are in

agreement with the observations on the acoustic analysis. The
results of the acoustic analysis have shown that in the dimensron

representing vowel height, individual differences for low vowels are

reduced when the vowels are represented by the (F1-F0) difference
rather than by F1. For high vowels, the shift in the F1 dimension I0
account for differences in (F1-F0) increases the acoustic variability 0'

the same vowel among speakers. For mid vowels, an intennedlale
effect is observed. In these cases (high and mid vowels), it has been
observed that a smaller shift in the F1 dimension would be needed‘0
correct the differences in F0. In the perceptual experiments, stimui

with three different values of F0 (125, 185 and 245 Hz) have_been

used. The average F0 value of the female speaker considered in the
acoustic analysis is ~ 190 Hz and of the male speakers ~120-1_30 HZ.

as Previously mentioned. The results of the perceptual experiments

for F0=125 Hz and F0=185 Hz, have shown that for low values Oi F1:
F0 does not seem to influence the perception of vowel helgm-
Correspondingly. one should note that it has been observed that the
vowel area of the high vowel [I] for the male and the female speakers
is located at similar values of F1. Experiment 2 has shown that when

F1 is high, a Change of F0 from 125 to 185 Hz influences "‘9
Perception of vowel height and that stimuli with different values 01 F1i
and F0 but similar (F 1-F0) values are perceived as similar in termso
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Figure 5: Results of experiment 2 for comparison stimuli with F0=185
Hz.

vowel height. Correspondingly, the acoustic analysis has indicated
that the location of the [aej-area corresponds to higher F1 values in
the case of the female speaker, and to similar (F 1—F0) values for the
female and male speakers.
The interpretation of the results obtained can be given as follows.
When F1 is sufficiently low (as in high vowels) and F0 assumes also
low values (below ~200 Hz) F1 may be considered, by the perceptual
mechanism which processes it, relative to the extreme end of the
scale (the end of the scale is used as ananchor point) and is then the
most relevant factor in vowel height perception. When F1 is high (as
in low vowels) and F0 is sufficiently far from F1, F1 may be considered
relative to F0 (not as previously to the end of the scale), F0 being
used as an anchor point, and the distance between F1 and F0 (in
Bark) is determinant in the perception of vowel height. When F1 is at
intermediate values, or the distance between F1 and F0 is not large
enough, F1 and F0 would both intervene in the perceptual process
determining vowel height in a relation which would not attribute the
same weight to F1 and F0. This interpretation would imply a non-
uniform vowel normalization in agreement with Fant's study (1975).
This hypothesis finds support in results of physiological experiments
carried out by Delgutte and Kiang (1984), as pointed out by Stevens
(1985). These investigators have observed the location of the largest
components in the discrete Fourier transforms of period histograms
obtained from auditory-nerve fibers with various values of the
characteristic frequency (CF). The stimuli were steady-state two
formant stimuli with F0=125 Hz. Delgutte and Kiang note that for all
vowels, there is a CF region which is located around F1 (F1 region)
where the harmonics close to F1 dominate the response spectra. In
addition, they observe that this region is flanked on the low-CF by
another region in which the harmonics close to CF are the largest
components in the response spectra. These harmonics correspond
to the fundamental frequency or to intermediate values between F1
and F0. For low vowels, this region extends up to about 400 Hz while
on the contrary, for high vowels, this region is not distinct. Delgutte
and Kiang observe that "...the open-close dimension of phonetics
correlates with both the position of the F1 region along the CF
dimension and with the extent of the low-CF region". This
observation could justify the results of the present study that for low
F0 values, F1 determines the perception of vowel height when F1 is
low (hlgh vowels), whereas if F1 is high (low vowels) F0 influences
vowel height perception. Unfortunately, Delgutte and Kiang do not
Present results in the case of higher values of F0. Consequently, the
results of the present study in the case of higher values of F0 cannot
be interpreted on the same basis. We want to point out that the
perception of vowels with F1 and F2 closer than 3.5 Bark could be
based on one equivalent formant located in a position intermediate
between the two formants, according to the categorical perceptual
effect SCG (Spectral Center of Gravity) found by Chistovich et al.
(1979). It. could be hypothesized then that this one formant is
relevant, in the cases of vowels with F2-F1 < 3.5 Bark, to vowel
height perception.
w is aspect of the problem is not addressed in the present study. We

ant to suggest that our interpretation of the relation between F1
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and F0 in the perception of vowel height is appropriate in the case of
front vowels, but that for back vowels additional factors could be
relevant, such as, according to the SCG theory, the relative
amplitudes of F1 and F2.
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ABSTRACT

Lors d'un test perceptif inspiré de la
méthode “tape splicing". cent soixante-dix

sujets Porto-Ricains se sont prononces sur

la qualité orale ou nasale de la voyelle

de la derniere syllabe des mots dont la con
sonne finale avait été effacée électronique
ment. Les mots enregistrés étaient du genre
VCVC ou VCVN et ceux proposés aprés découpa
ge étaient du genre VCV. Chaque mot compor-
tait au moins une paire minimale.
Les mots ont été proposes en deux sériesdif—
férentes. chaque série se différenciant u—
niquement par la quantité de transition re-
tranchée en meme temps que la consonne.
Dans la premiere série seul 2.5 centiemes
de sec. ont été retranchés. tandis que dans
la deuxieme c'est la transition toute enti-
ere qui a été éliminée.
Le r61e de la transition dans la perception
a ainsi été mis en évidence at on a pu con-
firmer la portée de l'acticn assimilatrice.

INTRODUCTION

De nombreux auteurs se sont intéressés a l'
aspect perceptif de la nasalisation. Des
chercheurs tels que Lintz et Sherman /1/.
Malécot A. et G. Metz /2/ et Ali Latif /3/.
comptent parmi ceux qui ont publié le ré-
sultat de test perceptifs effectués sur des
sujets francais ou américains.
Mais les techniques mises en application.
ainsi que les formats des corpus utilises
dans l'élaboration de leurs expériences dif
férent grandement selon la langue étudiée.
l'époque a laquelle l'expérience a été con-
duite et le but recherché. Les résultats ob
tenus ont pu. eux aussi varier en conséquen
Geo

Ainsi Lintz et Sherman ont conclu que le de
gré de nasalisation d'une voyelle en contex
te nasal varie d'apres la hauteur de la voy
elle. les voyelles hautes étant les moins
nasalisées et d'aprés le point d'articula-
tion. les voyelles postérieures étant les
moins nasalisées.
Les résultats du test conduit par Ali indi-
quent que les consonnes qui suivent la voy-
elle basse /a/ ont été pergues comme nasa-
les plus souvent que les consonnes se trou-
vant apres /u/ et /i/. Dans le méme article

Ali démontre que dans le cas des syllabu

du type CVVN le sujet peut detecter la pm-
sence de la nasalité meme lorsque la cmmm
ne nasale ainsi que la transition ont éfi
retranchées. Ceci est du selon Ali a l'amr’
ture prématurée du chénal vélopharyngalam
ticipant la consonne nasale finale. '
Dans la méme perspective nous avons realné
un test qui a pour but de mettre en évhkm
ce dans l'espagnol de Porto-Rico les voyeh
les que les consonnes nasales adjacentesat
fectent le plus.
Ce test perceptif s'inspire dans le domahm
de la technique de la méthode dite "tapes-
plicing" ou découpage électronique d'une
bande enregistrée.
La théoriesousjacente qui permet ce genre
d'expérince se fonde sur des études cine-
radiographiques qui montrent qu'un seum
vement articulatoire peut correspondre a
plus d'un segment phonétique.
Le concept de co-articulation a la basede
notre travail a amené V.A. Kozhévnikovet
L.A. Chistovitch /u/ a proposer que lasyb
labe soit l'unité minimale d'articulatiom
La fusion intime entre les différents elk
ments d'une méme syllabe se traduit prewue

obligatoirement par des phénoménes d'arncu
lation qui aboutissent a la creation desvr
riations allophoniques. .
Dans le cas des segments ou des suitesqul
comportent un phoneme nasal. il a touJoufi
été admis que la coloration particulieredfi
la consonne est perceptible déja lors del
énonciation de la voyelle orale. Moll et'
Daniloff /5/ ont démontré que dans de§59'
quences du enre CVN le voile du palaisefl
déja abaisse des le début de la voyelleo'
rale. '
ll importe d'établir maintenant et c'estle
but du présent travail. Si is partage d“
trait nasal est aussi courant dans l'BSP?
gnol de Porto-Rico que dans les autreslflm

gues pour lesquelles nous avons dejé des
résultats.

CORPUS UTILISE DANS LE TEST DE PERCEPTION

Les mots proposés dans le test de Pe€°§pli
tion sont tous bisyllabiques et ont etep.
sentes en deux séries. Ils portent tou§%
accent sur la derniére syllabe et ONt 9“
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retenus car ils ont tous au moins deux pai-
res minimales dont une se termine par une
consonne nasale.

emere . 2 e
1 série série

iran iran
mantén mantén
matén matén
cojin cojin
guién guién
ladrén
limén
Goran
harem
cai
ladré
mantel
iras
Bali
coral

Mm mots de la premiere série. sous contra—
le de l'oscillographe. nous avons retranché
toute la consonne nasale ainsi que 2.5 cen-
memes de sec. de la transition.
Aux mots se terminant par consonne orale
nous avons retranché le meme segment qu'aux
mots se terminant par consonne nasale. Aux
mots se terminant par voyelle deux ou trois
vibrations leur ont été retranchées; juste
assez pour donner l'impression que "quelque
dmse" avait été enlevé,
les mots de la deuxieme série. se sont vu
retrancher outre la consonne finale. toute
la transition. Le but de cette operation é-
mit de cerner le role de la transition.
Ilconvenait de savoir si les sujets porto-
ficainspercoivent le trait nasal lorsque
tMNe la transition et une partie de la voy
elle ont été enlevés.
Pour nous assurer que rien ne restait de la
mansition. dans certains cas nous avonsdfi
iouper jusqu'a trente pour cent de la voyel

e0

Nous aurions voulu preparer le corpus a l‘
mde des cinq voyelles de l'espagnol. mais
malheureusement les lois distributionnelles
del'espagnol empéchent de travailler con-
venablement avec la voyelle postérieure /u/
mu est tres rare en fin de mot.

ysLsuieis

LecorPus a été prononcé a vitesse normale
par un sujet féminin. choisi parmi douze
emuldats pour sa diction Claire et pour
SWIaCCent typiquement porto-ricain. Cette
mtcaution garantissait qu'il n'y aurait
P§Sd'interférence linguistique a cause de
lEnglais. Avant d'enregistrer le corpusla
rE‘qlgence fondamentale de la voix du sujet

gete calculée a l'aide d'un spectrogramme.
nn£ a eté enregistrée a 1UOHz.
eSSUJets linguistiquement naifs qui ont’

93. se Prononcer sur le corpus enregistre
gaient au nombre de cent quatre-vingt-chxy
9”! diverses raisons. les formulaires de

rePonse de sept d'entre eux ont du étre an—

nulés. Un nombre élevé de réponses garantit
par la suite une analyse plus précise des
resultats.
Les sujets devaient identifier la nature de
la derniere consonne d'un mot préalablement
enregistre. Des syllabes du type CVC et
CVVC ont été utilisées. leur derniére con-
sonne pouvant etre /m/. /n/ ou un phoneme
non nasal. La derniere consonne a donc éte
retranchée et les syllabes CV et CVV résul-
tantes ont été proposées aux sujets qui de-
vaient identifier la nature de la consonne
manquante.

Résultats fournis par lagpremiere série.

Voici un tableau récapitulatif présentant
les mots terminés par une nasale. qui ont
ete proposés aux étudiants. ainsi que le
nombre de fois ou ceux-ci ont identifié cue
rectement la nature de la consonne manquanm.

matén 99/177 = 56.5%
guion 117/177 = 66.0%
ladrén 99/177 = 56.0%
limén 150/177 = 85.0%
mantén h8/177 = 27.0%
harem 69/177 = 39.0%
irén 81/177 = 46.0%
Goran 27/177 = 15.0%
cojin 66/177 = 38.0%

La nasalisation dans le cas de "limén". Rip
tron'. est évidemment élevée a cause du fin'-
neme bilabial situé devant la voyelle. La
voyelle postérieure /o/ ne semble pas of-
frir une resistance importante a l'assimila-
tion nasale. La voyelle antérieure /e/ sem-
ble avoir mieux résisté a l‘assimilation
que le /o/. ‘
Nous nous attendions a ge qu‘un plus grand
nombre d'individus jugeat que le /a/ était
fortement nasalisé: il n‘en fut rien lors
de cette premiere série de mots.
Aucun des sujets n’a pu identifier comme
telles la totalité des consonnes nasales
retranchées. Voici les résultats.

0 sujets ont identifié 9 nasales sur 9
1 5 u 8 u 9

21 " 7 " 9
2 7 u 6 n 9

6 9 ll 5 u 9

2 u n l} n 9

15 " 3 9
3 N 2 I. 9

3 Cl 1 W 9

O 'I o I. 9

Il est possible d'affiner les résultats.
Pour ce qui est des mots auxquels seul
une partie de la transition a été enlevée.
135 personnes sur 177 soit 76% des sujets
ont percu le trait nasal au moins cinq fois
sur neuf. Ces chiffres tendent a confirmer
que loque la transition est présente. la
nasalité est percue avec une relative faci-
lité meme si la consonne nasale est oblite-
rée. 5i l'on compare ces chiffres a ceux
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ABSTRACT

Lors d'un test perceptif inspiré de la

méthode “tape splicing". cent soixante-dix

sujets Porto-Ricains se sont prononces sur

la qualité orale ou nasale de la voyelle

de la derniere syllabe des mots dont la con
sonne finale avait été effacée électronique
ment. Les mots enregistrés étaient du genre
VCVC ou VCVN et ceux proposés apres découpa
ge étaient du genre VCV. Chaque mot compar-
tait au moins une paire minimale.
Les mots ont été proposes en deux sériesdif-
férentes. chaque série se différenciant u—
niquement par la quantité de transition re-
tranchée en meme temps que la consonne.
Dans 1a premiere série seul 2.5 centiemes
de sec. ont été retranchés. tandis que dans
la deuxieme c'est la transition toute enti-
Ere qui a été éliminée.
Le r61e de la transition dans la perception
a ainsi été mis en évidence at on a pu con-
firmer la portée de l'action assimilatrice.

INTRODUCTION

De nombreux auteurs se sont intéressés a l'
aspect perceptif de la nasalisation. Des
chercheurs tels que Lintz et Sherman /1/.
Malécot A. et G. Metz /2/ et Ali Latif /3/.
comptent parmi ceux qui ont publié le ré-
sultat de test perceptifs effectués sur des
sujets frangais ou américains.
Mais les techniques mises en application.
ainsi que les formats des corpus utilisés
dans l'élaboration de leurs experiences dif
ferent grandement selon la langue étudiée.
l'époque a laquelle l'expérience a été con-
duite et le but recherche. Les résultats ob
tenus ont pu. eux aussi varier en conséquen
C8.

Ainsi Lintz et Sherman ont conclu que le de
gré de nasalisation d'une voyelle en contex
te nasal varie d'aprés la hauteur de la voy
elle. les voyelles hautes étant les moins
nasalisées et d'apres le point d'articula-
tion. les voyelles postérieures étant les
moins nasalisees.
Les résultats du test conduit par Ali indi-
quent que les consonnes qui suivent 1a voy-
elle basse /a/ ont été pergues comme nasa-
les plus souvent que les consonnes se trou-
vant aprés /u/ at /i/. Dans le meme article

Ali démontre que dans le cas des syllabu
du type CVVN le sujet peut detecter la pm-
sence de la nasalité meme lorsque la cmmon:

ne nasale ainsi que la transition ont éfi
retranchées. Ceci est du selon Ali a l'amr
ture prématurée du chénal vélopharyngalam
ticipant la consonne nasale finale.
Dans la méme perspective nous avons réalné
un test qui a pour but de mettre en évnmm
ce dans l'espagnol de Porto-Rico les voyeb
les que les consonnes nasales adjacentesaf
fectent le plus.
Ce test perceptif s'inspire dans le domahm
de la technique de la méthode dite "tapes-
plicing" ou découpage électronique d'une
bande enregistrée.
La théoriesousjacente qui permet ce genre
d'expérince se fonde sur des études cine-
radiographiques qui montrent qu’un seum
vement articulatoire peut correspondre a
plus d'un segment phonétique.
Le concept de co-articulation a la basede
notre travail a amené V.A. Kozhevnikovet
L.A. Chistovitch /u/ a proposer que lasyb
labe soit l'unité minimale d'articulatiom
La fusion intime entre les différents elk
ments d'une méme syllabe se traduit premue

obligatoirement par des phénoménes d'arflcu
lation qui aboutissent a la création desvw
riations allophoniques. .
Dans le cas des segments ou des suitesQU1
comportent un phoneme nasal. il a touJoufi
été admis que la coloration particulieredfi
la consonne est perceptible déja lors del
énonciation de la voyelle orale. Moll et'
Daniloff /5/ ont démontré que dans de§59'
quences du enre CVN le voile du palaiseSt

déja abaisse des le début de la voyelleo'
rale. '

11 importe d'établir maintenant et c'estle
but du present travail. si le partage d“
trait nasal est aussi courant dans l'eSPW
gnol de Porto-Rico que dans les autreslam

gues pour lesquelles nous avons deja deS
résultats.

CORPUS UTILISE DANS LE TEST DE PERCEPTION

Les mots proposes dans le test de Pe€°§pli
tion sont tous bisyllabiques et ont etep.
sentes en deux séries. IlS portent tou§%
accent sur la derniére syllabe et ONt 9“
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retenus car ils ont tous au moins deux pai-
res minimales dont une se termine par une
consonne nasale.

emere . 2 e
1 série série

irén irén
mantén mantén
matén matén
Cojin cojin
guién guién
ladrén
limén
Goran
harem
cai
ladr6
mantel
irés
Bali
coral

Mm mots de la premiere série. sous contra—
ie de l‘oscillographe. nous avons retranché
toute la consonne nasale ainsi que 2.5 cen-
memes de sec. de la transition.
Aux mots se terminant par consonne orale
nous avons retranché le meme segment qu'aux
mots se terminant par consonne nasale. Aux
mots se terminant par voyelle deux ou trois
fibrations leur ont été retranchées; juste
assez pour donner l'impression que "quelque
dmse” avait été enlevé,
les mots de la deuxieme série. se sont vu
retrancher outre la consonne finale. toute
la transition. Le but de cette operation é-
mit de cerner le role de la transition.
Ilconvenait de savoir si les sujets porto-
Mcainspercoivent le trait nasal lorsque
mute la transition et une partie de la voy
elle ont été enlevés.
Pour nous assurer que rien ne restait de la
mansition, dans certains cas nous avonsdu
iouper jusqu'a trente pour cent de la voyel
e.

Nam aurions vculu preparer le corpus a l‘
aide des cinq voyelles de l'espagnol. mais
malheureusement les lois distributionnelles
del’espagnol empéchent de travailler con-
venablement avec la voyelle postérieure /u/
quiest tres rare en fin de mot.

Les sujets

LECOYPUS a été prononcé a vitesse normale
par un sujet féminin. choisi parmi douze
emuldats pour sa diction Claire et pour
SWIaCcent typiquement porto-ricain. Cette
MECaution garantissait qu'il n'y aurait
P§Sd‘interférence linguistique a cause de
lénglais. Avant d'enregistrer le corpusla
f“(itluence fondamentale de la voix du sujet
gete calculée a l'aide d'un spectrogramme.
nu£ a eté enregistrée a 140Hz.
“3 suJets linguistiquement naIfs qui ont’
93. se Prononcer sur le corpus enregistre
gaient au nombre de cent quatre-vingt-cht}
9”! diverses raisons. les formulaires de

rePonse de sept d'entre eux ont du étre an—

nulés. Un nombre élevé de réponses garantit
par la suite une analyse plus précise des
resultats.
Les sujets devaient identifier la nature de
la derniere consonne d'un mot préalablement
enregistre. Des syllabes du type CVC et
CVVC ont été utilisées. leur derniére con-
sonne pouvant etre /m/. /n/ ou un phoneme
non nasal. La derniere consonne a donc éte
retranchée et les syllabes CV et CVV résul-
tantes ont été proposées aux sujets qui de-
vaient identifier la nature de la consonne
manquante.

Résultats fournis par lagpremiere série.

Voici un tableau récapitulatif présentant
les mots terminés par une nasale. qui ont
ete proposes aux etudiants. ainsi que le
nombre de fois cu ceux-ci ont identifié car
rectement la nature de la consonne manquanb.

matén 99/177 = 56.5%
guién 117/177 = 66.0%
ladrén 99/17? = 56.0%
limén 150/177 = 85.0%
mantén 08/177 = 27.0%
harem 69/17? = 39.0%
irén 81/177 = 46.0%
Corén 27/177 = 15.0%
cojin 66/177 = 38.0%

La nasalisation dans le cas de "limén". 'dp
tron'. est évidemment élevée a cause du fin-—
néme bilabial situé devant la voyelle. La
voyelle postérieure /o/ ne semble pas of-
frir une resistance importante a l'assimila-
tion nasale. La voyelle antérieure /e/ sem-
ble avoir mieux résisté a l'assimilation
que le /o/. ‘
Nous nous attendions a ge qu'un plus grand
nombre d'individus jugeat que le /a/ était
fortement nasalisé: i1 n'en fut rien lors
de cette premiere série de mots.
Aucun des sujets n'a pu identifier comme
telles la totalité des consonnes nasales
retranchées. Voici les résultats.

0 sujets ont identifié 9 nasales sur 9
1 5 u 8 u 9

21 " 7 " 9
2 7 n 6 u 9

6 9 II 5 II 9

2 a n l} u 9

15 " 3 9
3 u 2 II 9

3 ll 1 W 9

0 II 0 ll 9

11 est possible d'affiner les résultats.
Pour ce qui est des mots auxquels seul
une partie de la transition a été enlevée.
135 personnes sur 1?? soit 76% des sujets
ont percu le trait nasal au moins cinq fois
sur neuf. Ces chiffres tendent a confirmer
que lorsque la transition est présente. la
nasalité est percue avec une relative faci-
lité méme si la consonne nasale est oblite-
rée. Si l'on compare ces chiffres a ceux
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qu‘avance Ali (op.cit) dans son tableau nu-

méro deux page 539 nous constatons qu'ilex-

plique que tous ses sujets. vingt geux en

tout. ont identifié correctement cinq nasa-

les ou plus sur neuf. Dans ses résultats La

transition a été complétement effacee.

Les résultats de Clumeck /6/ pour la fran-

gais révelent que les sujets frangais nbnt

pu determiner avec certitude si les mots

auxquels on avait retranché 1a derniére con

sonne étaient on non terminés par nasale.

Les conclusions de ces deux expériences

vont dans le sens de la théorie selon laqmfl

1e 1e degré de nasalité atteint par une ww—

elle orale différe selon la langue. Il sem-

ble que nos résultats se situent entre ceux

d'Ali et ceux de Clumeck.

Résultats fournis par la deuxieme série.

La deuxiéme série comporte cinq mots se ur-

minant par une consonne nasale. Ces memes

mots ont été utilisés lors de la premiere

série proposée. La seule différence est mm

cette fois ci. toute la transition a étéen—

levée. Nous espérions ainsi dégager l'impor

tance de la transition dans la perception

du trait nasal. Voici les mots proposés et

le pourcentage de réponses exactes.

matén 36/177 = 20%
guién 72/177 = but
mantén 39/177 = 21%

cojin 51/177 = 30%
iran 48/177 = 28%

Le pourcentage de réussite dans ce cas est

moindre que lorsque la syllabe a été seule‘

ment privée d'une partie de la transition:

28% pour la deuxiéme série contre 47% pour

la premiere série.
La plupart des sujets ont pergu les voyel-

les sous étude comme étant complétement o-

rales. Les résultats statistiques montrent

néanmoins que les sujets ont eu tendance a

répondre au hasard. Avec la transitionrmus
avons du éliminer. dans la majorité des cas
plus de 30% de la voyelle.
Remarquons que c‘est pour 1e /o/ que les
résultats different 18 plus. Lorsque toute

la transition a été enlevée. la nasalisa-
tion a été remarquée environ 30% de fois
contre 70% de fois lors de la série précé-
dente.

CONCLUSION

Ce test perceptif laisse entrevoir que les
auditeurs portoricains percoivent dans les
voyelles orales une coloration semblable
au trait nasal qui normalement n'accompagm
que les phonemes nasaux. Cette coloration
est importante surtout lorsque la voyelle
orale se trouve dans une syllabe terminée
par une consonne nasale. position dans la-
quelle elle subit toujours une assimilatkm
regressive.
Tous nos sujets ont en effet pergu avec

plus an moins de netteté la teinte nasale

surtout lorsque 1a transition nia pas été

retranchée dans sa totalite._L'eliminathm

de toute 1a tranSition. ainsi que le rac-

courcissement de la voyelle qui en découh 3

ant non seulement rengu plus difficile la

perception de l'assimilation nasale, mais

encore ont incite les sujets a répondreau

hasard. Le role de la transition n'a dmm

pas pu fitre entierement cerné.

Ces résultats montrent neanmoins que la

voyelle /o/ située en contexte nasal est

celle a laquelle on a le plus souvent ab

tribué le partage du trait nasal.
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qu‘avance Ali (op.cit) dans son tableau nu-

méro deux page 539 nous constatons qu'ilex-

plique que tous ses sujets. vingt ceux en

tout. ont identifié correctement cinq nasa-

les ou plus sur neuf. Dans ses résultats La

transition a été complétement effacee.

Les résultats de Clumeck /6/ pour la fran-

gais révelent que les sujets frangais nbnt

pu determiner avec certitude si les mots

auxquels on avait retranché 1a derniére con

sonne étaient on non terminés par nasale.

Les conclusions de ces deux experiences

vont dans le sens de la théorie selon lawkl

la la degré de nasalité atteint par une ww—

elle orale differs selon la langue. 11 sem-

ble que nos résultats se situent entre ceux

d'Ali et ceux de Clumeck.

Résultats fournis par la deuxieme série.

La deuxieme série comporte cinq mots se ur-

minant par une consonne nasale. Ces memes

mots ont été utilisés lors de la premiere

série proposée. La seule difference est mm

cette fois ci. toute la transition a étéen—

levée. Nous espérions ainsi dégager l'impor

tance de la transition dans la perception

du trait nasal. Voici les mots proposés et

1e pourcentage de réponses exactes.

matén 36/177 = 20%
guién 72/177 = but
mantén 39/177 = 21%

cojin 51/177 = 30%
irén 48/177 = 28%

Le pourcentage de réussite dans ce cas est

moindre que lorsque la syllabe a été seule-

ment privée d'une partie de la transition;

28% pour la deuxiéme série contre 47% pour

la premiere série.
La plupart des sujets ont pergu les voyel-

les sous étude comme étant complétement o-

rales. Les résultats statistiques montrent

néanmoins que les sujets ont eu tendance a

répondre au hasard. Avec la transitionrmus
avons du éliminer. dans la majorité des cas
plus de 30% de la voyelle.
Remarquons que c'est pour 1e /o/ que les
résultats different le plus. Lorsque toute

la transition a été enlevée. la nasalisa-
tion a été remarquée environ 30% de fois
contre 70% de fois lors de la série précé-
dente.

CONCLUSION

Ce test perceptif laisse entrevoir que les
auditeurs portoricains percoivent dans les
voyelles orales une coloration semblable
au trait nasal qui normalement n'accompagm
que les phonemes nasaux. Cette coloration
est importante surtout lorsque la voyelle
orale se trouve dans une syllabe terminée
par une consonne nasale. position dans la-
quelle elle subit toujours une assimilatkm
regressive.
Tous nos sujets ont en effet percu avec

plus ou moins de netteté la teinte nasale

surtout lorsque 1a transition nia pas été

retranchée dans sa totalite._L'eliminathm

de toute la tranSition. aln51 que le rac.

courcissement de la voyelle qui en découh 3

ant non seulement rendu plus difficile la

perception de l'assimilation nasale, mais

encore ont incite les sujets a répondreau

hasard. Le role de la transition n'a dmm

pas pu fitre entierement cerné.

Ces résultats montrent neanmoins que la

voyelle /o/ situee en contexte nasal est

celle a laquelle on a le plus souvent ab

tribué le partage du trait nasal.
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AN EXPERIMENT ON THE CUES TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF FRICATIVES
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ABSTRACT

Synthetic fricatives with two spectral peaks
scanning a wide range of frequencies were put into

three versions of the context <a_'E:>, also gene-
rated synthetically, and imitating a male speaker
(1), a child (2), and an aroused male speaker (3)
with elevated F0 and F1. The stimuli were presen-
ted in two orders, with increasing or decreasing
frequencies of the spectral peaks, to 16 speakers
of Swedish who identified the fricatives as <f>,
<s>, <g>, <s>, or <lj>. In a given context, the
obtained phonetic boundaries followed mainly the
spectral peak lowest in frequency, while the upper
peak contributed only marginally even if it was at
a distance less than the “critical distance" of
about 3 Bark. In context (2), as compared with
(1), the phonetic boundaries were shifted up, but
less (in Bark) than the vowel formants.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the characteristic fre-
quencies, i. e., the frequencies of the formants
and the fundamental in speech sounds with a given
phonetic quality vary with the overall dimensions
of the speaker’s vocal tract. If the characteris-
tic frequencies of vowels are converted into a
measure of tonotopical place, such as critical
band rate (Bark), differences in speaker size can
be seen to correspond to a tonotopic translation
of the auditory pattern of excitation <11>.

Identifications of synthetic two-formant vowels
revealed that a uniform tonotopic compression of
the auditory pattern of excitation with a ixed
point in the region of F3 also preserves phonetic

quality <12>. Natural vowels are transformed in
this way in shouting and in whispering <11>.

The present investigation is about the trans-
formations the spectra of voiceless fricatives can
be subjected to without affecting their phonetic
Quality. It is known that voiceless fricatives can
be synthesized satisfactorily with two resonances
and one antiresonance and that the cues to the
Phonetic identity of voiceless sibilants reside
mainly in the stationary part of their spectrum,
While the transitions are more important for non-
SIbilants <5, 7>. One-parameter sibilants can be

Synthesized using a resonance and an antiresonance
one octave lower in frequency <5>. Such sibilants
lack intrinsic cues to speaker size. In spectro-
gram reading, the Swedish voiceless sibilants can
be distinguished by the frequency of spectral

energy Onset while there is more variation, even

within the same speaker and context, in the detail
above that frequency <6>. A second characteristic
spectral peak can, however, often be discerned and
one question we address here is whether this se-
cond peak is used to normalize for speaker size.
We also investigate in how far a vocalic context
can serve this purpose.

METHODS

Subjects

The experiments were conducted with a group of
20 native and 6 non-native speakers of Swedish,
all employees or students at the Institute of
Linguistics at Stockholm University. None of them
reported auditory handicaps and all were familiar
with the phonetics of Swedish, possessing /f/,
/s/, /;/, and AF/. We report here the results of
16 native speakers with uniform behavior, mostly
speakers of the local variety with the distribu-
tional allophones <s> and <fi> for LIV, but inclu-
ding three speakers of southern varieties, who had
no <s> in their own speech.

Stimuli

The stimuli were synthetic VCV sequences.The
vocalic segments had been obtained by synthetic
imitation of a natural <a's:e:>, produced by a
male speaker of Swedish (Stockholm variety). A
three parameter voice source <3> signal in accor-
dance with that utterance was generated by the
procedure described in <12>. The vocalic as well
as the fricative segments were generated in serial
synthesis by use of a block diagram simulating
program (sampling at 16 kHz, 16 bit/sample). Eight
vowel formants were used. Their bandwidths obeyed
the standard relation 81 = 0.05 Fi + 50 Hz.

The fricatives were generated by feeding white
noise through a high-pass and a low-pass resonance
filter, both of second order and with Q=10. The
two resonance frequencies F1 and Fh were varied in
steps of a factor41/9 (approx.1.0 Bark).42 com-
binations of F1 and Fh were used to scan the audi-
tory space as shown in Figure 1. The fricatives
had a duration of 0.20 s and the intensity onset
and offset of the natural <s> was also imitated

A second version of the vowel context was
obtained by a uniform translation of all vowel
formant frequencies by + 2.5 Bark. The voice
source parameters were rescaled in such a way that
the mean F0, weighted according to amplitude, was
also translated by + 2.5 Bark. This transformation
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ABSTRACT

Synthetic fricatives with two spectral peaks
scanning a wide range of frequencies were put into
three versions of the context <a_'E:>, also gene-
rated synthetically, and imitating a male speaker
(1), a child (2), and an aroused male speaker (3)
with elevated F0 and F1. The stimuli were presen-
ted in two orders, with increasing or decreasing
frequencies of the spectral peaks, to 16 speakers

of Swedish who identified the fricatives as <f>,
<s>, <s>, <s>, or <fi>. In a given context, the
obtained phonetic boundaries followed mainly the
spectral peak lowest in frequency, while the upper

peak contributed only marginally even if it was at
a distance less than the "critical distance" of
about 3 Bark. In context (2), as compared with
(1), the phonetic boundaries were shifted up, but
less (in Bark) than the vowel formants.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the characteristic fre-
quencies, i. e., the frequencies of the formants
and the fundamental in speech sounds with a given
phonetic quality vary with the overall dimensions
of the speaker‘s vocal tract. If the characteris-
tic frequencies of vowels are converted into a
measure of tonotopical place, such as critical
band rate (Bark), differences in speaker size can
be seen to correspond to a tonotopic translation
of the auditory pattern of excitation <11>.

Identifications of synthetic two-formant vowels
revealed that a uniform tonotopic compression of
the auditory pattern of excitation with a ixed
point in the region of F3 also preserves phonetic

quality <12>. Natural vowels are transformed in
this way in shouting and in whispering <11>.

The present investigation is about the trans-
formations the spectra of voiceless fricatives can
be subjected to without affecting their phonetic
Quality. It is known that voiceless fricatives can

be Synthesized satisfactorily with two resonances
and one antiresonance and that the cues to the
Phonetic identity of voiceless sibilants re51de

mainly in the stationary part of their spectrum,
While the transitions are more important for non—
Sibilants <5, 7>. One-parameter sibilants can be

Synthesized using a resonance and an antiresonance
one octave lower in frequency <5>. Such sibilants
lack intrinsic cues to speaker size. In spectro-
gram reading, the Swedish voiceless sibilants can
be distinguished by the frequency of spectral

energy Onset while there is more variation, even
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within the same speaker and context, in the detail
above that frequency <6>. A second characteristic
spectral peak can, however, often be discerned and
one question we address here is whether this se-
cond peak is used to normalize for speaker size.
We also investigate in how far a vocalic context
can serve this purpose.

METHODS

Subjects

The experiments were conducted with a group of
20 native and 6 non-native speakers of Swedish,
all employees or students at the Institute of
Linguistics at Stockholm University. None of them
reported auditory handicaps and all were familiar
with the phonetics of Swedish, possessing /f/,
/s/, /c/, and ([7. We report here the results of
16 native speakers with uniform behavior, mostly
speakers of the local variety with the distribu-
tional allophones <s> and <§> for (IV, but inclu-
ding three speakers of southern varieties, who had
no <s> in their own speech.

Stimuli

The stimuli were synthetic VCV sequences.The
vocalic segments had been obtained by synthetic
imitation of a natural <a's:e:>, produced by a
male speaker of Swedish (Stockholm variety). A
three parameter voice source <3> signal in accor-
dance with that utterance was generated by the
procedure described in <12>. The vocalic as well
as the fricative segments were generated in serial
synthesis by use of a block diagram simulating
program (sampling at 16 kHz, 16 bit/sample). Eight
vowel formants were used. Their bandwidths obeyed
the standard relation Bi = 0.05 F1 + 50 Hz.

The fricatives were generated by feeding white
noise through a high-pass and a low-pass resonance
filter, both of second order and with Q=10. The
two resonance frequencies F1 and Fh were varied in
steps ofa factor41 9 (approx.1.0 Bark).42 com-
binations of F] and Fh were used to scan the audi-
tory space as shown in Figure 1. The fricatives
had a duration of 0.20 s and the intensity onset
and offset of the natural <s> was also imitated.

A second version of the vowel context was
obtained by a uniform translation of all vowel
formant frequencies by + 2.5 Bark. The voice
source parameters were rescaled in such a way that
the mean F0, weighted according to amplitude, was
also translated by + 2.5 Bark. This transformation
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produces the characteristic frequencies in vowels

of children four to five years of age from those

of the same vowels pronounced by men <11>.

A third version of the vowel context was ob-

tained by a uniform tonotopic compressmn of all

formant frequencies and the weighted mean F0. The

compression is described by Equation <1>:

z = 20 + 0.15 (15.5 - 20) <1>.

where Z0 is the critical band rate of a characte-

ristic peak in the original version, and Z is the

corresponding value in the compressed version.

This transformation produces the characteristic

frequencies of shouted vowels from those of the

original <11>. Between these modes of speech,

there are, however, additional differences which

have not been imitated in our stimuli which pro—

voked the impression of being produced by an

aroused speaker rather than by a shouting one.‘

For conversion of the vowel formant frequenCies

(f (in Hz) into critical band rate 2 (in Bark)
Equation <2> that agrees to within i 0.05 Bark
with the empirical values <13) in the range of 0.2

to 6.7 kHz (10> was used and for reconverSion

Equation <3>. The formants, which were stationary,

had the frequencies listed in Table 2 together

with the weighted mean F0.

2 = (26.81 f / (1960 + f)) - 0.53 <2>

f = 1960 (1 + 0.53) / (26.28 — z) <3>

Table 2: The characteristic frequencies of the

three Versions of the same vowels (in Hz).

Neutral male Neutral child Aroused male

(a) (2;) <3) (2;) <3) (2;)

F0 102 110 327 337 298 306

F1 751 442 1153 751 945 639

F2 1248 1799 1626 2617 1421 1932

F3 2501 2390 3702 3525 2558 2461
F4 3359 3413 5160 5258 3287 3332
F5 4311 4386 6977 7131 4052 4111

After D/A conversion the stimuli were recorded

on tape in two different orders. First, F] and En

started at their highest values, 24 and 25 log.

units. F1 subsequently decreased in steps of 2 u.

and Eh in steps of 1 u. until the distance between
the two peaks reached 7 u. In the following de-
scending series of stimuli F] and Fh started 1 u.
below the initial values, etc. In the second order

F] and r‘h started at their lowest values, 7 and 14
u., and ascended in reversal of the first order.

Each stimulus had a duration of .8 s and was

presented twice in succession with an interval of
1.5 s. In the following, any sequence of this kind
is considered as one “stimulus'. Each stimulus was
followed by a pause of 2.5 s for the subjects to
respond. A pause of 5 s was inserted before each
new series of stimuli. The stimuli were presented
in six blocks, beginning with the neutral male
version in the first (1) order, followed by child
(2), aroused male (1), neutral male (2), child
(1), and aroused male (2).

Procedure

The subjects were tested in a quiet, 50W
treated room and the stimuli were PV‘ESented to

them via Sennheiser HD414 headphones at a comfor.
table listening level. The subjects receiVedan.
swer sheets with a set of the five symbols "9, 5’
tj, rs, sj" for each stimulus. After explaining‘
the meaning of the symbols (<9> or <f>, <s>, (PM
<§>, <fi>) and presenting a few stimuli for aquain~
tance, the subjects were asked to mark for Each

stimulus the symbol of the fricative they had

heard. They were allowed to mark two different
symbols in cases of doubt. Single-symbol responSQS
were counted as two markings of the same symbol,

Two-dimensional histograms were obtained from

the distribution of assigned labels as a function
of the F1 and Fh values. The histograms were
locally normalized with respect to the total nun.
ber of responses to each stimulus and smoothed by
a spatial cosine filter. “Phonetic boundaries",
say between <5) and <c>, were obtained by conside-
ring only the <s> and <c> labels and computing the
50 ‘1 level curve.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects _o_f_ presentation order

"9“-labels were infrequent and mainly attached
at the highest resonance frequencies and, occasio-
nally, at the very lowest. The boundaries between
the sibilants are shown in Figure 1. The effect of

contrast can clearly be seen at the <s> - <§>

“WW

boundary which is shifted by 0.9 Bark in F] be:
tween the two orders of presentation. Since con-
trast presupposes that at least one similar stinu- f
lus has been heard, there is no such effect at the

beginning of each series (shown with thin lines in

Figure 1). There, the responses are, instead,E

likely to be biased by expectation towards <s> 0r
<fi> responses because the previous series of sti-

muli begun with these sounds. Outside this region.
the <s> - <c> boundary is shifted just as much as

the <c> - <s> boundary. As for the boundary be-
tween <fi> and <s>, the responses are likely to be
biased towards <s>, because this allophone would

normally occur in an /afE:/ sequence as pronounced
by most of our subjects. This would explain the

deviant course of this boundary in the second

order of presentation.

Effects g intrinsic properties

The perceptual role of the two spectral Peaks
in our stimuli can be understood by studying the ’
slopes of the boundaries in Figure 1. The bounda-

ries whose slope is not affected by Order effects

are well approximated by straight lines. Two Of

them (<9) - <s> and <§>

-

(5)) have a course
almost perpendicular to the F1-axis, implying that
the higher resonance Fh is practically irrelevar)t
for these distinctions. Then, of course, the di-
stance between the spectral peaks is also irrele:

vant. Thus, intrinsic properties of these stint!h
were not used to normalize for speaker size_-

Phonetic boundaries might possibly be 9”“. Di
3 gross center of spectral gravity, like Perce‘ve
Sharpness" <l>. Since Fh does affect the sharp‘
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Figure 1: P'honetic boundaries between Swedish
Sibi ants. First (continuous) and second (dashed)
order of presentation. Pooled contexts.

(Bark)

M2: Phonetic boundaries between sibilants in
Contexts of a man‘s (cotinuous), a child's
(daShed). and an aroused man's (dash-dotted)
Vowels. Pooled orders of presentation.

ness of our stimuli - as affirmed by informal
listening - the results show that sharpness is not
an invariant quantity in sibilants with a given
phonetic quality.

.If the resonances are separated less than a
critical distance of 3.5 Bark observed by Chisto-
Vich et al.<2> the phonetic boundaries might be
expected to reflect an integrated spectral peak.
The main part of our <s> - <s> boundary runs
through an area where Zh - Z] < 3.5 Bark (see
Figure 1).The slope of this line indicates, how-
ever, that this phonetic decision is only based on
the pitch of the lower spectral peak or on the
spectral onset of auditory excitation. Similar
results have been obtained in non-phonetic pitch
matching tasks <4, 9> for frequencies below 1 kHz.

The boundaries between <s> and <s> are, how—
ever, not completely independent of Fh. This may
be due to the fact that <c> and <s> are the sibi-
lants for which our synthetic stimuli were closest
to the natural versions, as judged by comparison
with measured spectra of Swedish sibilants <9, 8>.
The other phonetic boundaries might have followed
a similar course if the stimuli had been closer
imitations of natural sibilants. The phonetic
boundaries can be described by Equation <4>:

Zl + ki Zhi = Ii <4>

where k1 is a factor expressing the perceptual
weight of Zhiv see Table 3, and Ii is a constant
characteristic of boundary L The factor k might
reflect the goodness of fit between the auditory
spectra of the synthetic stimuli and those of
natural sibilants, but it might, alternatively, be
a function of (Zh - 21). In that case the phonetic
boundaries in Figures 1 and 2 should deviate
slightly from linearity. Interestingly, k is most
negative for (Zh - 2]) a 35 Bark. This reminds of
the suggestion by Syrdal et al. <8> to regard this
distance as specific of phoneme boundaries among
sonorants. While our data do not immediately sup-
port this for sibilants - the observed boundaries
are not perpendicular to the (Zn - Z])—axis - they
do show a tendency in this direction.

Table 1: Perceptual weight k of Fh
in relation to that of F], cf. Equation <4>.

Phonetic
boundary <s>-<c> <;>—<§> <§>-<;> <§>-<5>

k ~0.05 —0.20 ~0.27 -0.1O

Effects fl context

Since intrinsic normalization for speaker size
is almost absent in our results, we would expect
such a normalization, which theoretically would be
appropriate, to be mediated by context. Figure 2
illustrates the effects of transforming the spec-
trum of the vowel context. we can see that the
boundaries between sibilants are affected by the
acoustic properties of the vowel context whose
phonetic quality was close to invariant.

The extent of the boundary shift between the
neutral male and the child version of the vowels
(between +0.7 and +1.3 Bark) is, however, smaller
than the translation of the vowel spectra (+2.5
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tj, rs, sj" for each stimulus. After explaining‘
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the distribution of assigned labels as a function
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50 ‘1 level curve.
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Vich et al.<2> the phonetic boundaries might be
expected to reflect an integrated spectral peak.
The main part of our <s> - <s> boundary runs
through an area where Zh - Z] < 3.5 Bark (see
Figure 1).The slope of this line indicates, how-
ever, that this phonetic decision is only based on
the pitch of the lower spectral peak or on the
spectral onset of auditory excitation. Similar
results have been obtained in non-phonetic pitch
matching tasks <4, 9> for frequencies below 1 kHz.

The boundaries between <s> and <s> are, how—
ever, not completely independent of Fh. This may
be due to the fact that <c> and <s> are the sibi-
lants for which our synthetic stimuli were closest
to the natural versions, as judged by comparison
with measured spectra of Swedish sibilants <9, 8>.
The other phonetic boundaries might have followed
a similar course if the stimuli had been closer
imitations of natural sibilants. The phonetic
boundaries can be described by Equation <4>:
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where k1 is a factor expressing the perceptual
weight of Zhiv see Table 3, and Ii is a constant
characteristic of boundary L The factor k might
reflect the goodness of fit between the auditory
spectra of the synthetic stimuli and those of
natural sibilants, but it might, alternatively, be
a function of (Zh - 21). In that case the phonetic
boundaries in Figures 1 and 2 should deviate
slightly from linearity. Interestingly, k is most
negative for (Zh - 2]) a 35 Bark. This reminds of
the suggestion by Syrdal et al. <8> to regard this
distance as specific of phoneme boundaries among
sonorants. While our data do not immediately sup-
port this for sibilants - the observed boundaries
are not perpendicular to the (Zn - Z])—axis - they
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Since intrinsic normalization for speaker size
is almost absent in our results, we would expect
such a normalization, which theoretically would be
appropriate, to be mediated by context. Figure 2
illustrates the effects of transforming the spec-
trum of the vowel context. we can see that the
boundaries between sibilants are affected by the
acoustic properties of the vowel context whose
phonetic quality was close to invariant.

The extent of the boundary shift between the
neutral male and the child version of the vowels
(between +0.7 and +1.3 Bark) is, however, smaller
than the translation of the vowel spectra (+2.5
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Bark), especially at the <s> - <5) boundary.

The boundaries in the aroused male version are

shifted from those in the neutral version about

halfway in the same direction as those in the

child version. The <§> - <5) boundary (at 11.6

Bark = 1.6 kHz) is shifted by roughly +0.3 Bark,

i. e., less than the vowel formants in the same

frequency region (+0.6 Bark). Since, further, the

upper vowel formants (above 15.5 Bark = 2.9 kHz)

in the aroused male version are not shifted up-

wards but slightly downwards, the shift of the <s>

- <c> boundary (at Z] = 19 Bark) can not have been

guided by the vowel formants in the same frequency

region. Apparently, the sibilant boundaries are

shifted about half as much as some weighted mean

of the vowel formants, F2 given the highest

weight. This w0uld hold approximately for both of

our context transformations, but the correlation

of the extent of boundary shift with F] remains an

open question.
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ABSTRACT rand the air-flow breathing out ls ll' }.

opvious”l etc. i ” ;I3
The distinction between aspirated and In recent decades: tnanxs to the l; . .‘7

mn—aspirated consonants _in Standard widely application of phonetic .experimen- llj”‘§
CMnese (SC) is usually described in tation; phoneticians can stucy the i ‘ ‘3
"editional phonetics as a difference in prooiems of aSpiration more deeply: and ‘ii5i-
lmce or giottis opening. Our experiments, the veil of non-aspirateo/aspirated dis- :lj'l

including acoustic analysis: manometers tinctlon are now oeing raised gradually. ft

masurements and perception tests with Many tecninlcs have been used tor investi— l ‘

synthesized consonants; revealed that satins tnis feature in the levels of art:- ‘ 3 ‘
mformation about aspiration is carried by CUlatt) acoustics and perception. The l‘q 3:2

prmonged turbulence with different VOT features of aspirated/ non-aspirated l; 3

matures.. The perceptive cues for aspi- opposlton was examined in spectrograms and ‘il

ration in aHrlcates also depend upon the was proved by perception 'tests as an ' jg"
tumue positions of the toilowing vowels: !mPDPtant CUE[2];there were also investi- Lfil l
wan oefore a low vowel; the aspiration is eatUrS cealins with the SiDttic movements: ‘ I:
reanzed as a tricative /h/ immediatly air-flow rates: and nerves activities.

foHowing the releasing noise: while Those studies have drought the discussion h

ulore a high-vowel: it is. realized as of aseiration to a high level.E33
tneproiongation Of the releasing NOISE. This paper lntengs to ma‘e further i‘

studies on the. non-aspirated/aspirateo H{ Em
consonants in Standard Chinese in order to l}' ' ‘

IMRODUCTION raise and answer the following questions: El,

1) which is the main perceptive cue i
In ‘Standard Chinese: there are two for aspiration, -the air—stream force; the ‘J‘

Smups of consonants which can oe produced “urat’nn 0” VOT’ 0' the S'DFt's ”De”'“9? »
mtn with and without aspiration. These 2) ‘Wnat are the art'cu'atary pro-
are the voiceless stops and attricatesa 595595 0’ these consonants? .

man of whicn is distinguished from its 3) Are there any d'++erent as” "31‘5“
munterpart in the feature aspirated/nan- features petween stops and attrlcates?

asmrated in the Chinese phonology.

1" many European languages; e.g.
Envish; the aspiration of word initial EXPERIMENT
:np;als only a cdndltlonal feature; out Early In 60’s we testec a:i the

- hy tone languages; especlally ln
CHnese, it is a phonemic feature. In SC consonants: spoken oy two speexersl a

"Editional Chinese phonetic wDPKE! the male and a female: ET the BelJlng Elalect:
using a level recorder (type= SK 2304) tonature of eels' ' ' l discriped . ,

,lratldn '5 most y measure the amplltudes and the :ength o1ihterms oi the force of articulation= the
- v . consonantal se ments. The amplitude

asplrated consonants haVlng greater force the 3 .. ,
y - » . . - represents the Overa-z acoustlc pressure

- artlculatlon than the non-asplrateu
Mes One of th . h etic outline and the length was measured» +rom the

' ' n . - I .

Do a pgpufar °.° . . release pdlnt to the starting polnt or
“5 stated, ”In asplrated articulation, vowels

the air l . n mautn _' l ,
CaWty i stream EXDEI.EC.+FDM t :piratec -or measuring the concentratlon area

H - ' , .

EPclats stronger than In nag.aned here of holes and the VOT as well as tne

am the 'Dn“1; It‘!s also min In eiease tranSltion cue in stops and affricatesl ar _ . ,
:5ca'lee ‘haF. an 3;" *‘Qw autE” air—tlow Kay sonagrapn of model 7029 was used. The

in nnnu ESP'rat'Dn ’ tha? t e , r‘ and amplitude were measured immediately after

flcpte, seplratea sound '5 weaKE+Dr an the release. The materials were SPDKen oy
4: and vlse versa: and that a male 39;Jin5 native.D4]

asPirated sound: the giottis is openec
- . . ‘ Two sets of nanometers were used to

3”“"9 r‘esease, tne air pressure as :arSC
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ABSTRACT

The distinction between aSpirated and
mn—aspirated consonants _in Standard

CMnese (SC) is usually described in
naditional phonetics as a difference in
lmce or giottis opening. Our experiments:
induding acoustic analysis: manometers

masurements and perception tests with

swnhesized consonants; revealed that

ifiormation about aspiration is carried by

prMonged turbulence with different

“stores“ The perceptive cues for aspi-

rafibn in affricates also depend upon the

tmwue positions of the following vowels:

wen before a low vowel; the aspiration is

reanzed as a fricative /h/ immediatly

fbHowing the releasing noise: while

ufore a high VOWESJ it is realizeo as
tneprolongation of the releasing noise.

ENTRODUCTION

in Standard Chinese, there are two
smups of consonants which can be produced

mtn with and without aspiration. These

are the voiceless stops and affricatesa
ex: of which is distinguished from its
munterpart in the feature aspirated/non-

ESNrateo in the Chinese phonology.

In many European languages; e.g.

Envish; the aspiration of word initial

smps is only a conditional feature; but
in many tone languages; especially in

CH“95€l it is a phonemic feature. In
uaditional Chinese phonetic WDPKE! the

fiture 0* aSpiration is mostly discribed

interms Di the force of articulation= the

asmratEd consonants having greater force

5* ar‘ticuiation than the non-aspirateo

Mes, Ohe Of the popular phonetic outline

DBMS Stated, ”In aspirated articulation:
the air stream expelled from the mouth

:aWty i5 Stranger than in non-aspirated
aI“tlculatln.i1.:; It.is also mentioned here
em there that “an air-flow after release

:5cal19u aSDiration”; that ”the air—flow

In nun"ESPirateo sound is weaker* and

:Erte», aha Vise verse} and that ”for an

-_rateg Sauna, the Blottis is opened
aumng re ease, the air pressure g5 :argc

China

-and the air-flow breathing out .5

obvious”; etc.
thanxs to the

.experimen—

In recent decades;

widely application of phonetic
tation; phoneticians can study the

problems of aspiration more deeply» and

the veil of non-aspirateo/aspirateo dis-

tinction are now being raised gradually.
Many tecninics have been used for investi—

gating this feature in the levels of art -

culation, acoustics and perception. The
VOT features of aspirated/ non-aspirated
oppo5lton was examined in spectrograms and
was proved by perception 'tests as an
Important cue[2];there were also investi-
gators dealing with the giottic movements;
air-flow rates: and nerves activities.

Those studies have brought the discussion

of aSpiration to a high Ievei.E33
This paper intends to maxe further

studies on the‘ non-aspirateo/aspirated
consonants in Standard Chinese in order to
raise and answer the following questions=

1) which is the main perceptive cue

for aspiration, -the air-stream force: the

duration or VOT; or the glottis opening?
2) what are the articulatory pro-

cesses of these consonants?

3) Are tnere any different aspiratloc

features between stops and affricates?

EXPERIMENT

Early in 60’s we testec azi the
SC consonants» spoken by two.speeKersl a
ma:e and a female; of the Beijing dialect:

using a level recorder (type= SK 2304) to

measure the amplitudes and the :engtn oi

the cnnsanantai segments. The ampiituoe
represents the overass acoustic pressure

and the length was measured' from the

release point to the starting point of

VDWEIS.

=or measuring the concentration area

of noise and the VOT as well as the

tranSltion cue in stops and affricates: a

Key sonagraph of model 7029 was used. The

amplitude were measured immediately after

the release. The materials were spoxen by

a male Beéjing native.D4]
Two sets of manometers were used to
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air-pressures
measbre the supra-glottis

and air—flow rates; the equipments were

constructed by Professor Peter Ladafoged.

[5] Thanks to the Department of

linguistics at UCLA: the experiments were

done in their lab oy Dr.H.M. Ran. Two

informantsba male and a female: were asKed

to pronounce all the stops and the

affricates in Standard Chinese; each

followed oy three vowels; high or iow.

For the perception test; a numder of

non-aSpirated and aspirated stops and

affricates were synthesized by a synthetic

system designed by the phonetics saoora-

tory of the Institute of LineuiStECS)

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.E6J

Selected samples of spectrograms were made

of the synthesized sylladles.

For comparison: we made

Spectrograms from Miao language in Guiznow

and Bai-ma language in Tibet: which have

aspirated fricatives in contrast with non-

aspirated fricatives: in order to examine

several

the nature of the a5piratidn noise. The

materials were kindly supplied oy the

Institute of Nationazitiesi Chinese

Academy of Social Sciences.

DISC: SION

determineFORCE OR DURATION? To

whether the force or the length of the

noise plays the major rDEe as the percep-

tive cues for aSpirationi a numoer of

experimental.technioues were used. As the

space of the present paper is limited:

Only a few selected examples are given

here. Fig.1 and Fig.2 are histograms of

the amplitudes measured from the acoustic

records spoken by two subjects A and B (a

maie and a female). The amplitude of asoi-

rated stops and affricates are shown some-

what stronger than that of unaspirated

ones; especially in /pa/ and /pu/; where

the explosion of unaspirated stops are too

dB

20- A

lauiau

‘In ID ID
P k kP‘ t t‘.

Fig.1 Histograms of the amp ituce 3+ pan-

stopsaspirated‘ and aspirate:

dB

20 A

10'

o.

20- B

10'

o
t

a i y a '-L u a 1 u

to te ts te’ ts ts‘

‘Fig.2 Histograms of the amplitude of non-

aspirated and aspirated affricates

week to be detected. But in the /p’u/,

/t’u/i /ts’a/ and /ts’u/ spoken by B, t“

to De Just in tm
results ~turned out

contrary. As a whole:

force oetween the

the difference m

aspirated and 'nor

aspirateo consonants are not so evident fl

commonly oelieved. In Fig.3 and Fig.m

great ditferences can be seen in t“

meaSurements oetween the length of tm

aspirated and non—aspirated consonants

vthat 'for the stopsa the proportion 0‘

amplitude in the aspirated and new

aspirated stops is 11/7 and that or

duration is 71/111 while for the

affricates the proportion of amplitudeln

the two categories is 14/10 and the

proportion of duration is 120/46. On tfi

average, their differences.are around L3

to 1 in amplitude and 3 or more to 1 In

duration.

Tapie I~_ gives the data of suprr

glottal air-pressure of both stops anc

affricates. There are no direct propmf

tionai relationship oetween aspirated and

a A B

PIE]
4 u

PCZJ
i

a

tall u
tEZJ

i

klll '
.
kullh:

I I I r I I I I I I '

10ms O 24 6 8100-2 4l6 810

P 9-3 HiStograms at the duration of “CT
stoD5

_aspirated and aspirated
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:3; :E E
uE: gt.

10mg b i 5, é {31'01'21'46 i 4 E {31'01'21‘41‘6
of the duration of non-

and aSpirated affricates
Fig.h histograms

aspirated

Table I Supraglottal air-pressure of
stops and affricates in SC

ii p t' k ts ta ta

:1 .A 10 90 - 11 89 . 14
g B 10 27 - 11 31 58

p‘ t‘ k‘ ts‘ ta‘ to‘
g

32 A 11 84 3 11 39 17
B 10 24 - 19 , 10 25

Table II Supraglottal air—flow rate
of stops and affriuates in SC

Q
as ‘P 1: k ' ta ta t3

1: A — 54 - so -

-

.2 B —

--

'-

--

f (

g ‘ p t k‘ ts‘ ‘ ts" tor
m
< A 90 100 110 100 120 80

B 100 50 90 100 120 80

nUri-aspirated consonants. Moreover, the

WDDortion of pressure in /t‘/ and /t/ is
5A/90 and in /ts’/ and /ts/ is 39/89 :y

fleaxe: A: and in /tc‘/and /t5/ is 25/58
w 3.1he air-pressure of aspirated consoc
mnts is occasionally weeKer rather_ than

2;?2832 than that of non-aspirated ones.
,‘, 1. gives the data of supraglotta:

Wr‘f!ow rates: which are directly propor—

tlonal to
“Unsti: .tfie qurqtion measured in the

Mrs the S'mensjon..That is to say: the

"U'on elP;fiowl the more the noise l5

a”;+'::E- .ne difference in supraglottal

aSDNate oetween aspirated and non-

iseasy : l“imminents are much greater. it

the eke-o e¥°lain.l in unasplrated stops;

viDSSlVE noise is short and as

vowel. There

a silent gap oetween CV

noise. In unaspirated

i " » 'VMWdiately followed by the
:5 occasions: y
Ifistead of a

affricates: although the friction seems to

be the results of air-flow: the air does
not expel continuously out from the

pulmonic cavity while the glottis KeePS
open. However; the width of the eiDttlS
opening is much more smaller than that of
aspirated affricates [73. So their air-

flow rate could hardly be measured.

SOUND SOURSE The aspiration of
consonant is usually defined as a noise.
On the acoustic point of view, questions
might be raised as= what are characteris-

tics of these noise? Are they all white-
noise: or noise with different parameters?

In the Spectrograms of these
consonants: in an aspirated stop as /p’/;
the aspirated section is a sequence of
non-periodical noise; bearing the acoustic
features similar to that of fricative /h/.
l.e.: the concentration areas are
scattered and connected the formants of
the following vowel with a /plain/
transitional feature. while in an
aspirated affricates as /ts’a/; the
sequence of noise is separated into two:
the first part of the noise bears the same
acoustic character as the fricative /s/;
and the second part is the same as /h/i
Thus a clear boundary between them is
shown. ‘ But when an aspirated
affricated‘ifollowed oy another vowel' as
in /ts‘1/: the noise is quite different
from that in /ts’a/. It gives no /h/ noise
out prolongs the /s/ friction. The same
phenomina can he aiso.found in /ts’1/ and

/ts‘i / in Standard Chinese. These can as
ekplained . by the physiological

interpretation. When the vowel after an

aspirated affricate: if the tongue\height

is lower than that of the consonant as- in

/ts’a/; as soon as the constriction of

/ts/ is released and the tongue moves to

/a/: no turduience will he produced with

the tongue tiPJ then the aspiration has to

oe formed by another way; so a /h/ like

turbulence is produced at the deck area of

the tongue. This can be seen in the tay

films. But in /ts’1/1 when the vowel
starts; the tongue position does not move

far apart from the upper palate for the

gesture of the vowel is homorganic with

that of /ts’ /) out the stricture is

slightly enlarged and the turdulence is

displayed by the voice.

PERCEPTION TEST In order to prove

the results mentioned apove: a number of

tests are arranged"through a

Some of the 'consonants
Perception

synthesizer

given in Fig.1-4 are sythesized oy rule

in which the aspirated sections are

changeo oy oouole the amplituoe or oouole

the length of the friction. The parameters

of the frictive part of the affricates are

given oased on the quality of /h/ or of

the same as the friction of“ affricates.

Fig.5 is a sample of an affricate /t /

followed oy an open vowel /a/. From leét

:9 right) /ts/ is a non—affricate: /t§/
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measure the Supra-glottis air-presSures dB rap—‘1'! A ——_jB affricates, although the triction seems to l i

and air—flow rates; the equipments were
~ be the re ‘ _ . , 3 ‘

20 A
W- 1

Mt Spits Uf‘alr‘ flow: the air does l l

EXPEI continuously out from the ‘ 5

constructed by Professor Peter Ladefogeo.L5] Than-K5 to the Department of “it: yl m _ pulmonic cavity while the glottls Keeps i

open. Mowover, the width of the giottis l

linguistics at UCLA: the experiments were 10-
r, I

i

done in their lab oy Dr.H.M. Ren. Two .
ap ' h opening is much more smaller than that 0+ ‘ . i

informantsba male and a female: were asKeo 0'
alrEtee affricates [7]. So their air- ;i ilii

to IpronOunce all the stops and the 20- B tg. 1% m . flow rate could hardly be meaSured. 3;." ”if

affrlcates in Standard Chinese; each _ . tED
SOUND SOURSE The aspiration 0+ i5 ii

uF——-j h——. conson ' - -‘ - ' . ~: -i .
ant is usually defined as a noise. :i X}

‘i 3'
followed oy three vowels; high or low.

7
10'

I“ 1 . .On the acoustic point of view, questions

For the perception test; a numoer of

non-aspirated and aspirated stops and -
a . might oe raised as: what are :nara t . .

affricates were synthesized by a synthetic o i 8. 1 i 118"
tics of thesa noise” Are theyiallcwEYits : .i

a
a ‘ u ’

. . _ ~ 3- . . l

y
"0'59! or noise with. different parameters?  . .i

system designed by the phonetics saoora- '1. u min 1

t f th ' of Lin uistics : ‘
.

.

ory o e Institute , .9 1 In t: D In uh In the spectrograms of these i l 1

Chinese Academy of Social SCIEHCES.E64 t ta tg’ t t‘
EDnSonants, in an aspirated stop as / 7/ ll ;

. ’
S - I I I 1 l I In I 1 v 1 . V T . P ’ ' S i

Selected samples of spectrograms were made t” fi V S 3 10ms 0 2 4 6 81012140 2 4 6 810121416 tne BSpiratea section is a sequence of ‘liii

of the synthesized syllaoles. . ,_‘ ... __ . . ntin-periodical noise; bearing the acoustic .i‘.i

ror comparison: we made several rig.2 histograms 0+ the_am9||tUUe 0? non- Hg.h Histograms of the duration of non— features Similar to that of fricative /h/ i i i

spectrograms from Miss language in Guizhow _ aspirated and aspirated atfricates aspirated and aspirated affricateg ’-9-’ the concentration areas are i

and' Bai-ma language in Tibet: which have weak to be detected. But in the /p’uh Table I Supraglottal air- Scattered and connected the formants 0+ j i

aspirated fricatives in contrast with non- /t‘u/I /ts’a/ and /ts’u/ spoxen Dy 3, pm etc 5 and affricat 1 Pressure of the following vowel with a /plain/ T l

aspirated fricatives: in order to examine results .turned out to oe Just in the p es n SC transitional feature. while in an i ii

the nature of the aspiration noise. The contrary. A5 a whole, the difference in A t. k ti aspirated affricateg as /ts’a/; the i %

materials were kindly supplied Dy tne force oetween the aspirated and ‘nor g p s t5 t3 Sequence of noise is separated into two: i Z

Institute of. INaticnazities; Chinese aspiratEd consonants are not so evident n I A 10 90 1 the fifet Part of the noise bears the same 3 3

Academy of Social Sciences. commonly oelieved. In Fig.3 and Fi9_m g B 10 27 - 1 89 - 14 acoustic character as the fricative /s/; i i

great oitferences can 'oe seen in the z ' 11 31 58 aha the second part is the same as /h/t i

measurements oetween the length of tm ‘ t‘ k‘ ‘ ‘ c Thus a clear boundary between them is 3

DISC; DION aspirated and non-aspirated consonants g p t3 t? t9 5::We- .‘ But when an aspirated f'ié

vthat 'for the stop54 the propertion 0‘ m A 8 § r‘Iifieted‘ifollowed by another vowel' as fl‘fii

rORC; OR DURAVtON? :o determine amplitude in the aspirated and now- 4 B 13 24 3 11 39 17 in /ts‘1/: the noise is quite different 1: i in

whether the TUPCE a” the ‘9“9th 0* the aspirated stops is 11/7 and tnat of 4 ' 19 ' 10 25 from that in /ts’a/. It gives no /h/ noise , i ‘3

noise plays the major rote as the percep- duration is 71/11, while for the , , Dut prolongs the /s/ friction, The Same ‘ ‘Ei

tive 1:”95 +0" asF‘rat'Dn’ a “umne” 0* aftricates the proportion of amplitudein
DhenUmma can oe also found in /t?'1/ and V

experimental.technlpues were used. As the the two categories is 14/10 and the Table II Supraglottal air-flow rate /t l~ / i S . . 1 'fi

space of the present paper is limited: proportion of duration is 120/45. On tw . 0f StOps and affriuates in SC ekfiiai n tanoard Chinese. These can DE ih'l

Only a few selected examples are given average, their differences are arouno L5
' inte “a: '_ by . the phy5lologlcal t ‘;

.—. . _. , . ‘ ' ‘ '

D!“
,

‘ .; )

here. Fig.1‘ and rig.2 are histograms of to 1 in amplitude and 3 or more to 1 In 3 p t k . t t aSDi:ate atlinj When .the vowel a+tep an i

the amplitudes measured from the acoustic duration m 3 § t3 i l ed a7 ricate; ’1 the tDnEII-Ie\helgnt

records SDDKen oy two subjects A and B (a Taoie I~ gives the data o+ suprr E A .- 54 50 /: iower than that of the consonant as- in

male and a female). The amplitude of asoi- - - ' . V O B . ' , ' 5 a f as EDD” as the CDnStPICtiDn of

. . glottal air-pressure of both stops anC z - — _ _ _ _ /ts/ ,5 released a d t

rated stops and affricates are Show” some_ affricates There are no direct propm-
/ / n ..he.t°ngue moves to

what stronger than that of unaspirateo tional relationship oetween aspirated am pr t! k: ( r r 2 ’ no turoulence w'il be produced ”it“ :

ones; especially in /pa/ and /pu/; where ' ' a 1 ts . t? t9 t e tongue t'PJ.then the aspiration has to i

the explosion of unaspirateo stops are too
m be ‘.ormeo oy another way; 50 a /h/ like i

B < % 188 100 110 100 120 80 turbulence is produced at the deck area of 1

dB a A 50 90 100 120 80 the tongue. This can be seen in the X‘ray i‘

. films. But in /ts’1/l when t' '

pa
_ ;

_ ‘ . he vowel a;

20- A 4 Mn asp rated consonants. Moreover, the starts; the tongue po5ltlon does not move ii

. PE:J :2?m”tlon of pressure in /t‘/ and /t/ is far apart +rDm the upper palate for the ii

10‘
1 s 90 and in /tsl/ and /ts/ is 39/89 :y gesture of the vowel is homorgani: with l H :

. , DeeKe:lAz and in /tc‘/and /t5/ is 25/58 m?" ”I A?) /’ '3‘” the “”5““? ‘5 ii i 3 i
Jy3. :he air-pressure of aspirated conso— Elleht'y enlarge“ aha the tUFDU’ence 35 i i hi

i. O B
a :nts ,s occasionally wEEKer rather_ than displayed oy the voice. E‘ J I

l 20'
-'?“59P than that of non-aspiratec ones. PERCEPTION TEST In order to pr i “

tn
Eagle '1‘ ,

, EVE F ‘ .

c
t -u al.' I. gives the data of 'supragiotta; the results mentioned aoove, a number 0+ ; li“

r-‘rl . ‘
U

l . v i. i

10‘
t[:j ho ..ow rates: which are directly propcr— perception tests are arranged through a ‘ ‘~ if

. . i a ”a" to the duration measured in the Synthesizer Some of the consonants i l I

0-
£3:5t|: gimensiqn. That is to say: the given in Fig.1-4 are sythESiZEd DY "”19 i i i

a u 1 a u i a u
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tpga tgha

Fig.5 Spectrograms of synthesized

atfricates /ts/ in different hammers

followed by vowei /a/ (see text).

oouoie the amplitude of /s/, /ts / douole
the 'length oi /s/ and /tsh/, is /ts/
foliowd by /h/. The perception result is
promissing in the last SElE, an: in
which a ooundary oetween the two frictions
is prominentiy seen. Fig.6 is a sample of
affricate Its/ foliowed oy the vowel /1 /:
and a /tp/ followed oy the vowel /i/: both
with their frictions couoieo the :ength or
toliowec by /h/;' oetter results are
ootained oy douoled_the lengths instead 0‘

plus a /h/..

Ragga, tgh't_ 1:991 tchi
F g.6 Spectrograms of syntnesizec affr--

:ates /t / and /t;/ in different
manners iflilDWEG 3y VDwEES /1/ an:

/i/ respectiveiy (see text).

It is interesting to have this
reSuits revealed in certain minority
:anguages in China. For exampie; there are
non-aspirated/sspirated pairs in Miao
language of Guizhou» ooth the atfricates
and frictives can be aspirated. Fig.7
snows two pairs ot ”sa”/“s’a” and
”ci”/”a‘i”; in which we can see that ”s’a“

iii.

ea ., s‘a(eha) ‘31 F‘j-(Qpi)
“measle 3" "thick" "gall" "clear"

Fig.7 Spe:.rograms of non-aspirated and
ESPi“aIEE fricatives /s/ an: /5/ ir

Misc. anguage.

is ”s” plus ”h” with a boundary in the

friction: while ”c’i” is a prolonged ”5”
without any boundary in the friction.

CONCLUSION

The stops and. he affricates Wn
Standard Chinese lexist two manners of
articulation, non-aSpirated and aspirated

The perception cues are mostly based upm

the noise duration rather than the force

Moreover; the acoustic features of the
aspirated noise are difterent in two typfi
according to the following vowels. TM

a5piration is formed by adding a‘/h/ soum

after release if it is followed my an 0pm

vowel; while . formed by prolonging the

:ength 'of noise if followed by a hi?

vowel homorganic with the consonant.
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PERZEPTIVE BEWERTUNG DER TSCHECHISCHEN EXPLOSIVLAUTE

Séva ' Hlavéc‘f

Phonetisches Labor
Institut ffir tschechischen Sprache éSAV
Praha, (ESSR

RESUME

Die beschriebenen Experimente sollten Be-
ziehungen zwischen signifikanten Merkmalen
der tschechischen Explosivlaute feststellen.
Der Wichtigkeitsgrad, gemeinsame Vertausch-
méglichkeit und Reduktion der Merkmale wurdem
definiert. Die Merkmale waren: das explosive
Gerfiusch, das postexplosive (PE) homorgane
Geréiusch und Transiente an dem die Konso-
nante begleitenden periodischen Signal.

EINLE ITUNG

Gegenwértige Methoden der Sprachsynthese be-
nutzen meistens digitalisierte Segmente mit
aer Lange 20 + 30 ms. Im Verarbeitungsprpzefl
muss man wichtige perzeptionsrelevante Merk-
male bestimmen, die keine Verzerrung erleiden
durfen. Fur Explosive _ist das besonders
wichtig ihres transienten Charakters wegen.
Dafi Sprechsignal wird durch verzerrende Ein-
flusse beeintréchtigt; zugleich wirkt aber
auch cieren Kompensationsfaktor. Die Gesamt-
verstanc'ilichkeit kann auch dann erhalten
bleiben, wenn einzelne Faktoren der Laute
(iin vera‘nderter Weise realisiert' werden. In
Te: Sprachsynthese kommt es darauf an,welcher
te l des akustischen Signals fiir die Perzep-
tion des untersuchten Explosivs der .wich-
hirism lst: das explosive Gerausch, das PE
dieOII-(‘gane Gerausch oder Transiente an dem
Si insonanten begleitenden periodischen
scgna . Das Experiment wurde mit tschechi-
{t en stimmlosen Explosivlauten [P]: Ct]:
6;? [RJ durohgeffihrt. Bei der Bewertung an—
heiir EpOSivlaute muB man die Verschieden—
ti en in der Lautbildung und deren perzep-

Onellen Bewertung respektieren.

BENUTZTE MESSMETHODE

:2 der SPrechforsczhung benutzt man héiufig die
Spg‘enentale Synthese. Fur die Analyse der
natucgelemente ist es jedoch zweckmassig mit
abo: ichem Signal zu arbeiten. In unserem

nisch Verwendeten wirdie Methode der mecha-
keit 13,2 Montage des bei hijher Geschwindig-

bande ,2 Cm/s arbeitendenvollspurigen alon-
lich-s. Mittels dieser Methode ist es mog-

1- Eeliebige Kombination der Signalabschnit-
e zu konstruieren und einzelne Teile

dabei auslass'en

Se 83.5.1

2. ausgewéihlte Abschnitte genau an Stellen
zu bringen die vorher im Spektrogramm
definiert.wurden

3. voraus- definierte Signalfibertragung zu
bestimmen und das Signalin der Intensi-
tat zu modifizieren
die gesamte Aufnahmelange, konstant zu
halten bzw. sie nach Bedarf zu modifi-
zieren

5. einzelne Teile des Signals durch andere
zu ersetzen

6. das Originalspektrum der Restteile und
die Zeitverhaltnisse nur minimal beein-

trachtigen.
Die Zeitdauer des Uberganges der verbunde-
nen Teile war meistens 10 ms (Abb. 1).

.5 o

Abb.1

-90 . .'

Diese Lfingeerméglichtedie maximale Infor-

mation fiber das ursprfingliche Signalzu be-

halten und gleichzeitig das Entstehen von
Ubergangserscheinungen zu begrenzen. Der

Ubergang_wurde dort gelegt, wo konnte man

keine signifikanteSignalanderungerwarten.

Das Materialwurdewiefolgtverarbeitet:

a) Das Spektrogramm derAufnahmewurde ver-

fertigt.
b) Nach Auswerten des Spektrogramms wurde

mittels MontageeinnmdifiziertesSignal-

muster erstellt.

c) Das Spektrogramm des Musters wurde ver-

fertigt.
d) Das Muster wurde perzeptiv gewertet.

Die Bewertung der Lrgebnisse ist dadurch

beeinfluBt, daB das MaB an Wichtigkeit des

perzipierten Signals in keinem konstanten,

linearen Verhaltnis zur Intensitat steht.

Die genaue Auswertung der Zeit— und Spekt-

ralverhaltnisse muB also sehr sorgfaltig

ausgeffihrt werden.

GRAPHISCHE DARSTELLUNG UND PHYSIOLOGISCHE

PROZESSEN ‘ -
Unter Anwendung der Booleschen Algebra kbn-

nen die, fiir die Identifizierung des tsche-

chischen Explosivs notwendigen Bedingungen
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wie folgt definiert werden

En _ Fo Fchar r

En - Erkennbarkeit des nicht stimmhaften
Explosivs

Fo - Grundton der Stimme
- charakteristisch verstarkte Fre—

char quenzbereiche
T - Zeitfaktor (Dauer, Anderungsgeschwin-

digkeit...)

Eine Analyse des Artikulationsprozesses
zeigt, daBnacheiner relativ langen Unter-
brechungsphase des Vokaltraktes eine jahe
fnung folgt. Ihrer phasikalischen Reali-
sierung entspricht ein Ablauf der nur'einen
Teil der mit k1(1 - exp(—k2t)) ausgedrfick-
ten allgemeinen Exponentialkurve bildet.
Das fnen des Stimmweges verlauft nur in
erster Approximation sprunghaft, der Erre-
gungsimpuls entsteht also mit beschrankter
Geschwindigkeit.Dasbreiteste Spektrum er-
regt der Anlaufteil des Impulses, sofern
dieser in genfigender Intensitat entsteht:
dies wird zum groBten Teil durch die Arti-
kulationsweise beeinfluBt. In der weiteren
Phase des fnens entsteht ein homorganes
postexplosives Reibegerausch, modifiziert
durch das Erweitern des Spaltes. Beide Ge-
rauscharten werden durch die filtrierende
Wirkung der Resonanzhohlen beeinfluBt. Auch
die Parameter der Hohlensindveranderlich,
meistens zugleichxnitVeranderungen des Ge-
rausches. Folgt.aufein Explosiv ein weite-
res Explosiv, endetderganzeProzeBbei der
dem zweiten Explosiv entsprechenden Okklu-
sion. Das Gerauschsignal des ersten Explo-
sivs ist so zeitlich begrenzt. Folgt ein
Vokal, schlieBt sich verhaltnismaBig bald
nach der Explosion ein periodisches Signal
an. Durch Resonanz wird dieses Signal in
Frequenzbereichen verstarkt, die durch das
ansonst abschwachende homorgane Gerausch
des ausklingenden Explosivs betont werden.
Das.PE Gerausch‘ wird kontinuierlich abge-
schwacht und durch das periodische Signal
maskiert; in seiner Anfangsphase kann also
dieses zur Erkennbarkeit.desExplosivs bei-
tragen. Der letzte'Teildes flieBendenUber-
ganges gehért zum typischen Bereich des
folgenden Vokals. Beinx Anhoren des iso-
lierten Teils aus dem mittlerenBereichdes
Uberganges kann weder'dieZugehorigkeit zum
Vokal, noch diejenige zum Explosiv mit ge-
nfigender Genauigkeit bestimmt werden.
Bei guter Aussprache sind im Spektrum zwei
Teile zu erkennen: die Explosion und aas
postexplosive Gerausch, bei verschlechter—
ter Qualitat der Aussprache verschlechtern
sich beide gleichzeitig. Bei gelaufigem
SprechenistdieExplosionhaufiggeschwacht,
oder (in spektraler Darstellung) fehlt sie
ganz. Im Falle der segmentalen Darstellung
des Sprechsignals (2.8. bei der LPC Syn-
these) kann die Explosion entweder ganz
fehlen oderwirdsie in aerLangedes ganzen
Segments dargestellt. Solche Weglassung
oder Verlangerung wirkt sich meistens als
storend aus.

EXPERIMENTELLE ANORDNUNG DER VERSUCHE

Die durchgefiihrten Experimente sollten fol-
gende Fragen beantworten:
1 . Welche ist die Bedeutung der eigentlichen

Explosion und des PE Gerausches?
2‘. Welche sind die Folgen einer Verkfirzung

der eigentlichen Explosion bei fehlendem
PE Gerausch?

3. Welche Folgen hat das Aussetzen der Ex-
plosion bei behaltenem PE Gerausch?

4. Welche sind die Folgen der fehlenden Ex-
plosion und des PE Ger'ausches bei be-
haltenem periodischen Anlaufteil des
folgenden Vokals?

5. Welchen EinfluB auf die Perzeption des
Explosive hat das vollkommene Beseitigen
des periodischen Anlaufteils des Vokals
bei behaltener Explosion?

6. Gelten analogische Schlfisse, wenn das Ex-
plosiv vor einem anderen Explosiv oder
einem Vokal steht?

Die Versuche wurden mit tschechischen war-
tern entsprechend den Formeln C1C2V und
C1C2C3V durchgeffihrt. Untersucht wurde der
EinfluB von Veranderungen am
a) explosiv in der Initialstellung (C1)
b) explosiv in der Medialstellung (C2 vorC3)
c) explosiv in der Medialstellung vor dem

Vokal (C2V)
) Ubergangsgebiet des Vokalanlaufs nach

einem Explosiv (C2V)

DJ

Die Worte wurden aus Tonbandaufnahmen guter
Aussprache in einer akustisch gedampften
Kammer des Phonetischen Labors des Instituts
fiir tschechischen Sprache der ESAV in Pra-
ha ausgew'aihlt. Die Aufnahme wurde mit 2
mannlichen Stimmen durchgeffihrt. Proben
normaler Aussprache wurden nach den R6991n
der zuf'alligen Anordnung mitmittels Montage
modifizierten Proben vermischt, und iDre
Perzeption wurde mittels einfacher Anhbr-
teste fiberpruft. Bei der Probenverfertigung
benutzte man ein Eichsignal 2 kHz, 100 m5:
im Abstand 100 ms vor dem Probeanfang- In
jedem Test wurden Proben derselben Stimme
vergleichen. Die Anhorgruppe betrug etwa 1O
Personen ( 7 +11); es handelte sich dabei um
geborene Tschechen mit phOnetischer Ausbi?

uung sowie auch ohne dieser, jedenfalls mit
normalem Gehb‘r. Gewertet wurde nach 631“"r
dreistufigen Skala:
1. Normaler Gehoreindruck, ohne wahrnehmbare

Veranderungen
2. Geho'reindruck mit wahrnehmbaren

tatsanderungen
3. Erkennbarkeit des Lautes gleichNull We:

Laut nicht perzipiert, durch anderen La“
substituiert, nicht erkennbar) - h

Das Auswerten der Ergebnisse geschah nac
Schema: Urteile (1 +2) gegeniiber 3.

Die Explosive nach a) und 1)) wurden in Zwel
TEStS (A. B) verarbeitet. Die mittels MC)”
tage modifizierten Proben enthielten in dle'
sen Fallen sowohl das Auslassen der EXPIO'
sion (-E) als auch das AuSlassen des hOm‘
orgaanen PE Gerausches (-PE) .

Quali-
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Die Explosive nach c) und der Ubergang nach
d) wurden in vier Tests verarbeitet (C, D,
E, F) . Im Test _C wurdén die Proben des nor-
malen (Vn) oder ver‘anderten (Vmed) Vokals
kombiniert mit Modifikationen des Explosivs
mit ausgelassener Explosion (-E) oder aus-
gelassenem PE Ger‘ausch (-PE) . Die verander-
te Probe (Vme ) entstand dadurch, daB der
normale Anlaugteil der periodischen Schwin—
gung des Vokals durch den medialen - statio-
naren - Teil des Vokals ersetzt wurde. Es
entstanden 4 Modifikationen: ~EVn, -PEV

'Evmed I "PEVmed '

Der Test D enthielt Modifikationen der L'ange
des explosiven Gerausches vor demVokal mit
ersetztem Anlaufteil. Der Rest des PE Ge-
ra'usches war 5 ms und die Explosion wurde
auf die Dauer von 5, 1O und 15 ms begrenzt.
Die Proben E15+5Vmed, E1O+5vmed’ E5+5Vn.ed’

E:O+5Vmed'

Der Test E bestand aus Proben mit ausge-
lassener Explosion und ohne PE Gerausch, in
denen entweder der normale Vokalanlauf
folgte, oder war der Anlauf durch den Me-
dialteil ersetzt. Ein langsamer Intensitéits-
anlauf dieses substituierten Teils erfolg-
te mit Langen von 10, 20, 40, 70 ms: so
wurde das weiche Ansetzen der Intensit'at
substituiert, bei dem die Komponente der
Frequenzvera'nderung fehlte (die aber im
normalen Sprechsignal immer vorhanden ist) .
So entstanden die Proben -EVn, 'Evmed‘lO'

“Vmed20’ -Evmed40’ -Evmed70'
Im Test F wurden Proben mit Explosion vor
dem Vokal, dessen Anlaufteil durch den Me-
dialteil ersetzt war, mit Proben ohne Ex-
Plosion‘und PE Gerausch vor dem Normalvokal,
oder vor dem ersetzten Anlaufteil kombi-
niert. Proben +Evmed' -Evn, -EVmed.

Der angeffihrte Arbeitsgang ist anhand aus-
gewahlter Beispiele dokumentiert. Die Ab-
bildun(Jen zeigen Spektrogramme des tsche-
Chischen Wortes mit Anderungen in Position
nach C) und d) und Verarbeitung nagh E, F.
33 handelt sich um das Wort tka:t5 (3 we-
be“). Abb. 2 zeigt das Origina Spektrum mit
Slit entwickeltem Ubergang der Laute l[ka:j.
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Abb- 3 zei
la

' rune

gt dasselbe Spektrum mit ausge-
Ssenfi‘ Explosion und ohne PE Geréiusch.

:bb' 4 2919f. ein Spektrum mit behaltener
xPlosion und mit PE Gerausch. Der Anlauf-
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teil ist durch Signal aus oem charakteris-
tischen Medialbereich des folgenden Vokals
[az] ersetzt.
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Abb. 5 zeigt dasSpektrmnmit ausgelassener
Explosion und PE Gerauschinnimit ersetztem
Anlaufteil des Vokals (ahnlich wie in Abb.
4). Die Lange der ProbenentsprichtderOri-
ginalaufnahme. Bei der Auslassung des Ori-
ginalsignals wurde ein Blank derselberLLan-
ge aus demselben Tonband benutzt. Partien
ohne Sprechsignal sind mit gleichem Ge-

rauschhintergrund der Tonaufnahme wie beim
umgebenden Signal dargestellt. Die Montage
nach Abb. 4 und 5 kann man kfinstlich (nur
1m Labor) erzielen. In der Sprache ist es
infolge der endlichenTragheitder sich be-

wegenden Stimmorgane nicht erreichbar. Zur

Kontrolle diente die AnordnungnachAbb. 5,

in der der EinfluB allerSignaledes Explo-

sivs vollkommen unterdrficktwurde. Ahnliche

Verarbeitung wurde auch ffir den Fall mit

dem Explosiv in der Medialstellung benutzt

(C2 in der Gruppe C1C2C3V).
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wie folgt definiert werden

En _ Fo Fchar r

En - Erkennbarkeit des nicht stimmhaften
Explosivs

Fo - Grundton der Stimme
- charakteristisch verstarkte Fre—

char quenzbereiche
T - Zeitfaktor (Dauer, Anderungsgeschwin-

digkeit...)

Eine Analyse des Artikulationsprozesses
zeigt, daBnacheiner relativ langen Unter-
brechungsphase des Vokaltraktes eine jahe
fnung folgt. Ihrer phasikalischen Reali-
sierung entspricht ein Ablauf der nur'einen
Teil der mit k1(1 - exp(—k2t)) ausgedrfick-
ten allgemeinen Exponentialkurve bildet.
Das fnen des Stimmweges verlauft nur in
erster Approximation sprunghaft, der Erre-
gungsimpuls entsteht also mit beschrankter
Geschwindigkeit.Dasbreiteste Spektrum er-
regt der Anlaufteil des Impulses, sofern
dieser in genfigender Intensitat entsteht:
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kulationsweise beeinfluBt. In der weiteren
Phase des fnens entsteht ein homorganes
postexplosives Reibegerausch, modifiziert
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rauscharten werden durch die filtrierende
Wirkung der Resonanzhohlen beeinfluBt. Auch
die Parameter der Hohlensindveranderlich,
meistens zugleichxnitVeranderungen des Ge-
rausches. Folgt.aufein Explosiv ein weite-
res Explosiv, endetderganzeProzeBbei der
dem zweiten Explosiv entsprechenden Okklu-
sion. Das Gerauschsignal des ersten Explo-
sivs ist so zeitlich begrenzt. Folgt ein
Vokal, schlieBt sich verhaltnismaBig bald
nach der Explosion ein periodisches Signal
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Frequenzbereichen verstarkt, die durch das
ansonst abschwachende homorgane Gerausch
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Das.PE Gerausch‘ wird kontinuierlich abge-
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tragen. Der letzte'Teildes flieBendenUber-
ganges gehért zum typischen Bereich des
folgenden Vokals. Beinx Anhoren des iso-
lierten Teils aus dem mittlerenBereichdes
Uberganges kann weder'dieZugehorigkeit zum
Vokal, noch diejenige zum Explosiv mit ge-
nfigender Genauigkeit bestimmt werden.
Bei guter Aussprache sind im Spektrum zwei
Teile zu erkennen: die Explosion und aas
postexplosive Gerausch, bei verschlechter—
ter Qualitat der Aussprache verschlechtern
sich beide gleichzeitig. Bei gelaufigem
SprechenistdieExplosionhaufiggeschwacht,
oder (in spektraler Darstellung) fehlt sie
ganz. Im Falle der segmentalen Darstellung
des Sprechsignals (2.8. bei der LPC Syn-
these) kann die Explosion entweder ganz
fehlen oderwirdsie in aerLangedes ganzen
Segments dargestellt. Solche Weglassung
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EXPERIMENTELLE ANORDNUNG DER VERSUCHE

Die durchgefiihrten Experimente sollten fol-
gende Fragen beantworten:
1 . Welche ist die Bedeutung der eigentlichen

Explosion und des PE Gerausches?
2‘. Welche sind die Folgen einer Verkfirzung

der eigentlichen Explosion bei fehlendem
PE Gerausch?

3. Welche Folgen hat das Aussetzen der Ex-
plosion bei behaltenem PE Gerausch?

4. Welche sind die Folgen der fehlenden Ex-
plosion und des PE Ger'ausches bei be-
haltenem periodischen Anlaufteil des
folgenden Vokals?

5. Welchen EinfluB auf die Perzeption des
Explosive hat das vollkommene Beseitigen
des periodischen Anlaufteils des Vokals
bei behaltener Explosion?

6. Gelten analogische Schlfisse, wenn das Ex-
plosiv vor einem anderen Explosiv oder
einem Vokal steht?

Die Versuche wurden mit tschechischen war-
tern entsprechend den Formeln C1C2V und
C1C2C3V durchgeffihrt. Untersucht wurde der
EinfluB von Veranderungen am
a) explosiv in der Initialstellung (C1)
b) explosiv in der Medialstellung (C2 vorC3)
c) explosiv in der Medialstellung vor dem

Vokal (C2V)
) Ubergangsgebiet des Vokalanlaufs nach

einem Explosiv (C2V)

DJ

Die Worte wurden aus Tonbandaufnahmen guter
Aussprache in einer akustisch gedampften
Kammer des Phonetischen Labors des Instituts
fiir tschechischen Sprache der ESAV in Pra-
ha ausgew'aihlt. Die Aufnahme wurde mit 2
mannlichen Stimmen durchgeffihrt. Proben
normaler Aussprache wurden nach den R6991n
der zuf'alligen Anordnung mitmittels Montage
modifizierten Proben vermischt, und iDre
Perzeption wurde mittels einfacher Anhbr-
teste fiberpruft. Bei der Probenverfertigung
benutzte man ein Eichsignal 2 kHz, 100 m5:
im Abstand 100 ms vor dem Probeanfang- In
jedem Test wurden Proben derselben Stimme
vergleichen. Die Anhorgruppe betrug etwa 1O
Personen ( 7 +11); es handelte sich dabei um
geborene Tschechen mit phOnetischer Ausbi?

uung sowie auch ohne dieser, jedenfalls mit
normalem Gehb‘r. Gewertet wurde nach 631“"r
dreistufigen Skala:
1. Normaler Gehoreindruck, ohne wahrnehmbare

Veranderungen
2. Geho'reindruck mit wahrnehmbaren

tatsanderungen
3. Erkennbarkeit des Lautes gleichNull We:

Laut nicht perzipiert, durch anderen La“
substituiert, nicht erkennbar) - h

Das Auswerten der Ergebnisse geschah nac
Schema: Urteile (1 +2) gegeniiber 3.

Die Explosive nach a) und 1)) wurden in Zwel
TEStS (A. B) verarbeitet. Die mittels MC)”
tage modifizierten Proben enthielten in dle'
sen Fallen sowohl das Auslassen der EXPIO'
sion (-E) als auch das AuSlassen des hOm‘
orgaanen PE Gerausches (-PE) .

Quali-
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Die Explosive nach c) und der Ubergang nach
d) wurden in vier Tests verarbeitet (C, D,
E, F) . Im Test _C wurdén die Proben des nor-
malen (Vn) oder ver‘anderten (Vmed) Vokals
kombiniert mit Modifikationen des Explosivs
mit ausgelassener Explosion (-E) oder aus-
gelassenem PE Ger‘ausch (-PE) . Die verander-
te Probe (Vme ) entstand dadurch, daB der
normale Anlaugteil der periodischen Schwin—
gung des Vokals durch den medialen - statio-
naren - Teil des Vokals ersetzt wurde. Es
entstanden 4 Modifikationen: ~EVn, -PEV

'Evmed I "PEVmed '

Der Test D enthielt Modifikationen der L'ange
des explosiven Gerausches vor demVokal mit
ersetztem Anlaufteil. Der Rest des PE Ge-
ra'usches war 5 ms und die Explosion wurde
auf die Dauer von 5, 1O und 15 ms begrenzt.
Die Proben E15+5Vmed, E1O+5vmed’ E5+5Vn.ed’

E:O+5Vmed'

Der Test E bestand aus Proben mit ausge-
lassener Explosion und ohne PE Gerausch, in
denen entweder der normale Vokalanlauf
folgte, oder war der Anlauf durch den Me-
dialteil ersetzt. Ein langsamer Intensitéits-
anlauf dieses substituierten Teils erfolg-
te mit Langen von 10, 20, 40, 70 ms: so
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substituiert, bei dem die Komponente der
Frequenzvera'nderung fehlte (die aber im
normalen Sprechsignal immer vorhanden ist) .
So entstanden die Proben -EVn, 'Evmed‘lO'

“Vmed20’ -Evmed40’ -Evmed70'
Im Test F wurden Proben mit Explosion vor
dem Vokal, dessen Anlaufteil durch den Me-
dialteil ersetzt war, mit Proben ohne Ex-
Plosion‘und PE Gerausch vor dem Normalvokal,
oder vor dem ersetzten Anlaufteil kombi-
niert. Proben +Evmed' -Evn, -EVmed.

Der angeffihrte Arbeitsgang ist anhand aus-
gewahlter Beispiele dokumentiert. Die Ab-
bildun(Jen zeigen Spektrogramme des tsche-
Chischen Wortes mit Anderungen in Position
nach C) und d) und Verarbeitung nagh E, F.
33 handelt sich um das Wort tka:t5 (3 we-
be“). Abb. 2 zeigt das Origina Spektrum mit
Slit entwickeltem Ubergang der Laute l[ka:j.
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4). Die Lange der ProbenentsprichtderOri-
ginalaufnahme. Bei der Auslassung des Ori-
ginalsignals wurde ein Blank derselberLLan-
ge aus demselben Tonband benutzt. Partien
ohne Sprechsignal sind mit gleichem Ge-

rauschhintergrund der Tonaufnahme wie beim
umgebenden Signal dargestellt. Die Montage
nach Abb. 4 und 5 kann man kfinstlich (nur
1m Labor) erzielen. In der Sprache ist es
infolge der endlichenTragheitder sich be-

wegenden Stimmorgane nicht erreichbar. Zur

Kontrolle diente die AnordnungnachAbb. 5,

in der der EinfluB allerSignaledes Explo-

sivs vollkommen unterdrficktwurde. Ahnliche

Verarbeitung wurde auch ffir den Fall mit

dem Explosiv in der Medialstellung benutzt
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Bei der VerarbeitungderErgebnisse benutz-

te man statistisches Testverfahren. Jede

Probe wurde 1m Test 2+ 3mal prasentiert.In

jedem Test wurde das arithmetische Mittel

der richtigen Antworten und die Standaré-

abweichung ermittelt. Richtige Antworten

bewegten sich im Bereich ungefahr 834-100%.

AUSWERTEN DER ANHURTESTE

Das Auswerten der Teste ergab:

1. Die Perzeption des Explosivs in Medial-

stellung blieb im Prinzip ungestort:

a) bei Auslassen der Explosion, wenn ein

PE Gerausch folgte,
b) bei Auslassen des PE Gerausches, wenn

die Originalexplosion vorhanden war.

2. Wurde das PE Gerausch ausgelassen, ffihr-

te ein weiteres Kfirzen der Explosion zu

einer schlechterenErkennbarkeitdes un-

tersuchten Explosivs. Im Grenzfall ver-

schwand es vollkommen. Es handelte sich
dabei um eine fehlende Perzeptionser-
scheinung, nicht um das Verwechseln mit

einem anderen Laut.
3. Wurde im Signal nur das PE Gerfiusch be-

halten, blieb auch in diesem Falle die

Perzeption weitgehend ungestort.
4. Wurden sowohl Explosion als auch PE Ge-

rausch ausgelassen und der Anlaufteil
des folgenden Vokals behalten (wie in
Abb. 3), blieb die Perzeption ebenfalls
ungestort.

5. Das Vertauschen des periodischen Anlauf-
teils des Vokals bei behaltener origi-
naler Explosion (Abb. 4) hat aufdie Ex-
plosivperzeption ebenfalls keinen be-
deutenden EinfluB gehabt.

6. Analogische SchluBfolgerungen zeigen,
daB jedes der drei untersuchten Elemen-
te fur die Perzeptionserscheinung allein
genugt. Die Kombination von zwei oder
allen Elementen hat redundanten Charak-
ter und verbessert die Verlafilichkeit
der Perzeption.

Im Kontrollversuch wurde die Explosion als
auch das PE Gerausch ausgelassen und der
periodische Anlaufteil des Vokals wurde
durch den Medialteil ersetzt (Abb. 5). Das
relevante Explosiv konnte keinesfalls iden—
tifiziert werden. Dielu3prfingliche6esamt-
qualitat blieb dabei erhalten. Dies ffihrte
zu einer merklichen Verlangerung'dervokal—
perzeption.BeiVerlangerungdesIntensitats-
anlaufs der substituierten periodischen
Komponente in Abb. 4 und 5 (schrittweise
bis 80 ms) konnte die Voraussetzung nicht
bestatig warden, daB ein hartes (kfirzeres)
Ansetzen desperiodischenTeils die Identi-
fizierung des Explosives verbessert, so-
fern es nicht zugleich von einer entsprei
chenden Frequenzanderung begleitet wird.

Aus den Messungen folgt ebenfalls der Be-
weis der hohen Perzeptionempfindlichkeit
des Gehfirs ffir signifikante Ubergangspro-
zesse. Z.B. eine Verkfirzung des relevanten
Gerauschsignals des [k] bis auf ca 15 + 10 ms
(Extremfall) hatte keine EinfluB auf die

Erkennbarkeit oes Explosivs, unterder Vor-
aussetzung einer Explosion mit gut entwi-
ckeltem Spektrum.

Im natfirlichen Sprechsignal erganzen sich
also gegenseitig alle Komponenten: Explo-
sion + PE Gerausch event. die.periodisdw
Komponente im Anlaufteil des folgenden Vo-
kals. Bei idealer Artikulation istdas nach
der Explosion folgende Signal redundant,
umgekehrt bei schlechter Artikulation mit
fehlender (ungenfigend entwickelter) Explo-

sion kann die zweite oder die dritte Kom-

ponente die Explosion vertreten. Besondem
markant ist diese latsache bei der Kombi-

nation Explosiv-+Vokal. Diese Wertung ist
natfirlich diskutabel: es kann ebenso be-

hauptet werden, daE im gelaufigen Spredr

signal der EinfluB der Ubergangsgebiete

primar zur Geltung kommt, wfihrend uie
eigentliche Explosion eher zur redundanten

Information gehort.

SCHLUSSFOLGERUNG

Die beschriebene Methods demonstriert die

Annahme, daB tschechische Explosivenuttels
mehrerer sich gegenseitig vertretenderMefir

male bestimmt werden kbnnen. Die Spektro-

gramme der modifiziertenSignalewurdenzur
Auswertung des Charakters von mittels der

Perzeptionsteste identifiziertenProbenbe-

nutzt.

Die Perzeptionsauswertung dertschechischen
Explosivlaute Beruht also aufderBewertwfl
der einander sich vertretenden Merkmale

(RedundanzprinZip). Ffir richtige Bewertmw
des Explosives genfigt nur'eineinzigeSLErk-
mal von den hier beschriebenen (Einzelffik

le natflrlicher und RUnstlicher'Sprachdegra'
dation) . SchluBfolgerungen kann man bei der
Sprachsyntheseprogrammierung ausnutzen.
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AUTOMATIC ASSESSMENT OF MACHINE TRANSCRIPTIONS

Peter Roach Andrea Dew Paul Rowlands
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ABSTRACT

Research in the automatic transcription of
fleech sounds by computer requires a
daniled and accurate comparison between
Hm expert phonetician's transcription and
the machine's attempt. A computational
teduuque for assessing the accuracy of a
madune transcription is described:
Mfferences between segments are expressed
interms of a small number of primitive
Nmnetic features.

INTRODUCTION

A number of modern approaches to.the
mmomatic recognition of continuous speech
Imke use of the technique of dividing the
fiream of speech into a string of segments
and labelling these with a chosen set of
Nmnetic category labels ([1], [2]: [3]:
[4L [5]). These categories, which are not
Iwcessarily restricted to phoneme-sized
”Hts, may be more or less precisely
fimcified. Dalby et a1 [6] refer to three
ferent types of analysis: Broad Class
hdentifying segments as, for example,
ksal, Fricative, Vowel), Mid Class
(Umluding details such as whether a
EQment is voiced or not, whether a vowel
15 front or back, or whether a fricative
iSStrong or weak), and Fine Class, which
is roughly equivalent in precision to a
aemic transcription. Given that such
teemuques have a useful role to play in a
“m?Ch recognition system, it can be
clZ-llmed that phonetic science should be
able to contribute significantly to their
Evelopment, both in their design and in

6 assessment of their performance. This
Pflmr deals with the latter application,
;MMssing the extent to which automatic

;°?etic transcriptions can be accurately
re: 11ated. This is discussed with
LUPirence to a system (which we call
Wu :3) developed at Leeds University [7]
r C carries out speaker-independent

b§fiit Class analysis Of continuous speech
"1 e Ofifitic segmentation and labelling;
mr e system was developed u51ng a

pus 0f recordings from 18 speakers, the

tests reported below were carried out with
new data from new speakers and the
system's recognition rules were left
unaltered. It is claimed that a
computational technique for measuring
accuracy as outlined here will make
testing much more efficient than a
"manual" equivalent [8], and should be
valuable in making explicit some of the
phonetic principles underlying the
analysis.

RECORDING 0F ERRORS IN SEGMENTATION AND
LABELLING

As explained in Roach et a1 (op cit),
errors in transcription will be of a
number of different types: (i) a segment
is omitted; (ii) a spurious segment is
inserted; (iii) a segment is assigned to
the wrong phonetic category; (iv) a
segment boundary is located incorrectly on
the time axis. All of these errors must be
detected and recorded in the assessment
procedure, and some score reflecting the
level of seriousness of the error must be
derived. In our present research work
(funded by S.E.R.C./Alvey Grant MMI-053)
the assessment is carried out by a
computer program which takes a
transcription of a passage made by a human
expert and compares it with the computer's
transcription of the same data. The human
transcription is always treated as the
correct model (though it sometimes happens
that the computer's version causes humans
to revise their transcriptions). Since the
transcription is typed in in the symbols
of the Edinburgh Machine-readable Phonemic
Alphabet or the "Alvey" ASCII symbol codes
[8], while the computer transcribes using
only a very small set of symbols
(basically comprising Fricative, Nasal,
Vowel, Dip, Stop, Flap, Burst, Silence),
it is necessary for the human
transcription to be converted into this
alphabet before the comparison begins. All
segments in both transcriptions are given
duration values in csec.

A simple form of assessment was used in
our earlier work: each error of types (1)
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to (iii) above was counted as one error,
and a final success rate was arrived at by
expressing the total number of errors as a
percentage of the total number of segments
in the passage. Errors of type (iv) were
ignored. Scoring on this basis gave
success rates in the region of 80% for
informal conversational speech in six
different languages with a number of
different speakers including female and
male. However, it was found that there
were many cases where we felt we should
treat some errors as "minor" or
"forgiveable" (e.g. inserting a very brief
Dip (approximant) segment between
neighbouring voiced segments, or
categorising a sound as a flap when the
human had heard it as a brief stop), while
other errors were considerably more
serious; it was also found that the
process of "marking" a machine
transcription was a very time-consuming
process that needed to be done after each
run of LUPINS. It was because of these
factors that it was decided to develop an
automatic assessment technique. An
additional advantage of doing this was
that the technique should also make it
possible to align an unknown recording of
speech with its transcription: this has a
number of potential applications in the
field of large speech databases.

AUTOMATIC ASSESSMENT OF ACCURACY: EXAMPLES

Two short recorded test passages that were
analysed recently are used as examples of
the technique. The first passage is by two
speakers, one male and one female, and the
text is as follows:

M. Hello, operator — operator?

F. Yes, what can I do for you?

M. I'd like to make a telephone call.

The second passage is a male speaker
saying Can you recognise this sentence?".
The assessment is done as follows:

(a) The human transcription (H) and the
machine transcription (M) are compared
symbol by symbol, and each case of
matching symbols is scored as one
correct symbol.

(b) When a symbol of H is found not to
be matched by the corresponding symbol
of M, the M transcription is corrected
in one of the following ways:

(i) if M has missed a symbol, the
symbol from H is inserted, and one
error is recorded.

(ii) if M has inserted a symbol that
is not pesent in H, that symbol is
deleted and one error is recorded.

(iii) if the corresponding M symbol
does not match, but subsequent pairs
of H and M symbols do match, theM-
symbol is marked as incorrect, and is
replaced by the H symbol. A score for
the error between 0 (insignificanu
and 1 (complete failure of
recognition) is calculated by the
procedure described in Section 4 bekm
and added to the errors total.

(c) If the time values of the H segmmms
are known (they are always includedin
transcription files made within our
project, but may be missing from oflmr
transcriptions), the time values in M
are adjusted to fit them, and the extmm
of the required adjustment is noted an
added to a time—adjustment total scorm
adjustments in either direction on Hm
time axis are treated as positive
numbers. This score is kept separate
from the scoring of correct/incorrect
segments. Time measurement is donein

csec, and the final time—adjustmmm
error score is the number of csec
recorded in the time-adjustment totalas

a percentage of the overall number of
csec in the entire passage.

A particular case of a "missed symboN
is found fairly frequently when an
intervocalic segment is missed anda
very long vowel recorded instead. In Um

example given below, for example: the H
sequence / ee / should have been
transcribed as VDV , but came out as a
long V ; this would result h1two

errors being recorded, but we feel it E
more appropriate to count this as a cafi
of one missed segment.

MEASUREMENT OF ERROR GRAVITY

Our treatment of cases of incorrfeCt
symbols in the M transcription is Stlu
at a provisional stage, but it is clear
that what is needed is some formof
distance measure so that a wrong symbol
that denotes a segment radicalh
different from the correct one will be
counted as nearer the error value 1I§nd
a symbol that is not so different W1”
receive a score that is nearer to 29?“
We measure distance by compart?
segments on a feature by feature basl%
in earlier work [8] we used Phone“c
features based on those of Ladefoged[10], but found difficulties in relating
some of the features to our labek
(which are essentially defined 1n
acoustic terms) [11]. We are currentU
working with a set based on those 95a
in the study of perceptual confusmns
among English consonants by Miller é“

Nicely [12]: the provisional set Of five
primitive" features comprises

+-
_ u

VOiCEdi +/- High energy (the term "hlgh
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is deliberately ambiguous between "high
in amplitude" and "high in frequency",
and is used to distinguish / s and I /
from other fricatives); +/— Nasal; +/-
Transient (non—transient sounds are
capable of having an audible steady
state, while transients include
plosives, bursts, semivowels and flaps)
aw +/— Fricative. The features could in
some cases be given numerical
(non—binary) values if wished, but for
Um purposes of this paper only binary
values are used. (It is noticeable that
even this small set contains more
redundancy than phonologists would
approve of). For each feature that was
wrong in the M transcription, .2 was
added to the overall error score, and
the same was added to the "segments
correct" total for each feature
correctly identified: hence a case of
all five features being wrong (e.g.
Must instead of Nasal) would cause 1 to
be added to the total error score. 0n
Hus basis, eight clear cases of error
were selected for illustration and were
scored as shown in Table 1, where the
cohmms are headed 'H' for the human
transcription using I.P.A. symbols,
'CME' for the "correct machine
emuvalent" (i.e. what the machine
Mmuld have produced), 'WM' for the
wrong machine transcription and 'S' for
Um error score for that segment.

TABLE 1

Examples of Error Scores

H CME WM S

l D Fw .6

d S Fm .6

D Fm .8

d S D .2

h B F5 .4

g Fw D .6

Sil Sil S .4

n N D .6

RESULTS

Space does not allow a full presentation
of the analysis of the example passages,
but we will discuss one section: the
first part is "Hello, operator" /heleu
Dperexte /, which in equivalent machine
symbols is FVDVVSBVDVSBV . Table 2 shows
the H transcription ('H'), converted
machine equivalent symbols ('CME'),
durations (D1), the actual
machine-transcribed symbols ('M') and
their durations (D2). The right-hand
column gives our evaluation. The error
score for the extract chosen is
calculated as 4.2, with 9.8 correct
symbols, giving a success rate of 57%.
The time—alignment score is calculated

TABLE 2

Sample Assessment of Errors

H CME D1 M

h F 7 Fw
e V 10 V
l D 9 Fw

9U v 37 V
D

D v 24 v
p s 5 S
h B 2 B

a V 6 V
x D 7 _

e1 V 16 (V)
t S 6 Fm
h B 3 ..

a V 28 V

D2 Result ErrorScore

7 correct
18 correct
14 wrong .6

16 correct
12 spurious 1

16 correct
9 correct
2 correct
33 correct
— ‘ missed 1
(") (continuation)
6 wrong .6
— missed 1

31 correct
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as 59%.

Overall scores for the whole of the chosen
test material were calculated on the same
basis: 92 segments were processed, with a
success rate of 60%. On time-alignment, a
total of 954 csec of speech was processed,
with a success rate of 72%.

It is clear from the figures that our
automatic segment marking is stricter than
our previous technique: this is probably
not a serious matter, since our chief
concern is to have a technique that is
reliable and objective, and which allows
us to make comparative judgments about
system performance under different
conditions. More work to refine the
technique is, however, still needed.
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ETIQUBTAGE AUTOMATIQUE DU SIGNAL DE PAROLE CONTINUE A L'AIDB DELA VARIATION RELATIVE D'ENBRGIE DES SBQUENCES DE PHONEMES

DESI M. RINGOT P. ANDREEWSKY A.

CNRS - LIMSI - ORSAY BP 30 91406 ORSAY CEDBX FRANCE

I. TRANSFORMATION DE LA CHAINS
PHONETIQUB EN UNE SUITEA threshold-tree system for auto- D'ALTBRNANCBS PHONETIQUES, A L'AIDE:aticiblsbelliriqot Speech :iaml is DE REGLES CONTEXTUELLES.escr e . Ha n y we trans orm the

phonetic strings into energetic Les operations suivantes sontstrings, using context-based rules effectuées:
or a square matrix which formalise: I.1. Definition des classesthe relative variation of energy phonétiques.
between any two phonemes. For 700 Elle repose sur la principesentences database, 958 of the la- suivant: deux phonemes qui ont, dansbels are well matched. The adapta- un contexte phonétique identique. untion, for other languages is easy. comportement identique sur la courbe

d'énergie, appartiennent a la méme
classe.
O (occlusives) : /p,t.k,b,d,g/
F (fricatives) : /f,v/
S (sifflantes) : /s,z/
X (chuintantes) : Af,3/
N (nasales) : /m, n. fi/
L (liquides) : ll, r/
I semi—v0 elles : / . w. u/_ L'étiquetage automatique, c'est a V Evoyellez) ) : /i' e, a; i.5d}:e l'attribution de valeurs phoné- o, u, y, ¢' ca, 3' a! e muet/t1Que: aux spectres obtenus a partir DEB, FIN

$un signal de parole, a pour but 1.2. La chaine phonétique prononcéehgygggzgabia phase d':§pr:nt:ssagfi est transformée en une chaine dee pour e ec ue
déCOdage acoustico-phonétique per- ciagses.on écrit des réglesformant pour la reconnaissance de la phonétiques qui, a la chaine de
garole continue sur des vocabulaires classes, va faire correspondre une
ofiendus. Dans le present travail suite de minimums (min), de maximums
gamrappelle d une part les 1dées (Max) et d'alternances secondairesuquzaézzyziém: :zgzsitazeonazizzzg rrrrrrr r: rre calculer les param tres e issage
:2: nouvelle version d“, module de de la courbe d'énergie, afin de
twig: dud.2:°f1} thégrique de1'23 transformer cette derniére en unee ue - -connait 1a chainglghonézizge corres- §UIte d: min, Mix'étglfiz' ayant une
PNMante, Cette modification a lgtirp: tat:°?e: ogonégi ues opérent°°mME intérét d'une art de mieux ' ' es r g p q 1Nmrim . p . sur les classes at ont par exams e
'étiQSZtaéz Ehéorggazgxs gac§?::tr: la forme suivante:) (1e symbole *

ans e ' signifie: suivi de
grilde permetre une extension plus 1) Une occlusive en debut d'énoncé1afigle de cette approche a d'autres prend 1a valeur 0.

ues .‘ 2) $1 01*L‘Y‘02qu0n donne les résultats de l'éti- alors 01:0; L=%: vzl; 02:0lwiiige automatique sur 700 phrases 3) Si olaozev1to3
mot Sent un vocabulaire de 2000 alors 01'02=0®o; v1=1

SdIfférent$- 4) Si01*V1*02 alors 01=o: v1=1
5) Une occlusive en fin d'énoncé
prend la valeur 0.
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ETIQUBTAGE AUTOMATIQUE DU SIGNAL DE PAROLE CONTINUE A L'AIDB DELA VARIATION RELATIVE D'ENBRGIE DES SBQUENCES DE PHONEMES

DESI M. RINGOT P. ANDREEWSKY A.

CNRS - LIMSI - ORSAY BP 30 91406 ORSAY CEDBX FRANCE

I. TRANSFORMATION DE LA CHAINS
PHONETI US EN UNE SU TA threshold-tree system for auto- D'ALrsxgmcss PHONETIQUES, A PAID:matic labelling of speech signal is as REGLES CONTEXTUELLES.

described. Mainly we transform the
phonetic strings into energetic Les operations suivantes sontstrings, using context-based rules effectuées:
or a square matrix which tornalises I.1. Definition des classesthe relative variation of energy phonétiques.
between any two phonemes. For 700 Elle repose sur la principesentences database, 958 of the la- suivant: deux phonemes qui ont, dansbels are well matched. The adapta- un contexte phonétique identique. untion, for other languages is easy. comportement identique sur la courbe

d'énergie, appartiennent a la meme
classe.
O (occlusives) : /p.t.k,b,d,g/
F (fricatives) : /f,v/
S (sifflantes) : /s,z/
X (chuintantes) : Af,3/
N (nasales) : /m, n. fi/
L (liquides) : /l, r/

_ L'étiquetaqe automatique. c'est a 5 fizgélzgzelles) ; ji' 2' :{ i.5dlre l'attribution de veleurs phoné- o u y , ca, 3 é! é mnet/QQues aux spectres obtenus a partir DEB, FIN ' ' 'iggorzignaiadghggzolgzapgrgztisszgz 1.2. La chain: phonétique firgnoncge
fluispensable pour effectuer un zizsszgensform e en une c a ne edCOdage acoustico-phonétique per- I.3. 0n écrit des réglesformant pour la reconnaissance de la phonétiques qui, a la chaine de
piggéssCOntlgue 3“: desév°czbtlaizgi clesses, ya. faire correspondre une
on rappelle a3? 3 prtse? rgdées suite de minimums (min). de max1numsgfiwrales de lgziigzgtageesautoma- (Max) et d'alternances secondaires
fiQUe du systéme SHERPA et on expose (hitzié algzrtiiafiztigguzelelggsazzune nouvelle version du module de 3a C13 rcourbep d'énergie afin decfl£u1 d“ profil théorique de la teensformer cette derniere en uneCmube d'énergie lorsque 1'°n r'te de min Max Alts ayant uneconnait 1a chaine phonetique corres- §uter rétatién hofiétique'DNMante. Cette modification a 1“ p p é ' - é tComma intérét d'u e rt de mieux I.4. Les régles phon tiques op ren
eXmimer la théor2e Egus jacente é sur les clesse: ?t ?§t gagboffiemfif
'étiquetage dans SHERPA et d'autre 1? forne.suiyan e. e y' Slgnlfle. su1v1 de)part: de permetre une extension plus ' déb t d'é céffiCile d . 1) Une occ1u51ve en u non1 e cette approche e d autres prend 1a valeur 0.
“9““. 2) Si 01*L*Y*O20n donne les résultats de l'éti- alors 01:0; L=%: V=1: 02=03:?tége automatique sur 700 phrases 3) Si oltoztvlto3

mils?“ un vocabulaire de 2000 alors 01'02=0®°; V1=1
lfférents. 4) Si ouvuoz alors 01=0: V1=1

5) Une occlusive en fin d'énoncé
prend la valeur 0.
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Appliquées a la chaine phonétique

correspondent a "promptitude",
*p‘r'g‘p‘t'i‘t'y‘d

‘ O ‘ L * V ‘ O * O * V ‘ O ‘ V * O
m 7.

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
ces regles nous donnent la suite de

0,1,1/2,a suivante: ,
0 1/2 1 0’3 0 1 0 1 O

que nous appelerons "chaine des

contrastes". Cette chaine fournit 1e
nombre théorique d'alternances qu'il
faut conserver sur la courbe
d'énergie et par consequent 1e
nombre de fluctuations qu'il va
falloir lisser sur cette courbe.

Ces regles contextuelles, au
nombre de 2000 environ, attribuent
des valeurs du type min aux
occlusives, Max aux voyelles, min,
Max ou Alts aux autres classes de
phonemes en fonction du contexte
phonétique immédiat de aauche ou de
droite. Les étiquettes attribuées
peuvent dans certains cas regrouper
plusieurs étiquettes simples (/y5/).

Les regles transforment toute
chaine phonétique, quelqu'en soit
la longueur, en une suite d'alter-
nances du type (0,1,0) qui
correspondent a des pseudo-syllabes
(dont la definition ne se superpose
pas avec celle de la syllabe
classique).

Comme on l'a vu dans l'exemple
ci-dessus, les valeurs K et a peu—
vent s'insérer dans l'alternance
(0,1,0), ce qui correspond a des
fluctuations intrasyllabiques possi—
bles. Le nombre d'alternances
(0,1,0) et le nombre total de K et
de ‘3 sont determinants pour la
procedure de lissage.

II. TRANSFORMATION DE LA CHAINE
PHONETIQUE A L'AIDE D'UNE
MATRICE DES CONTRASTES D'ENERGIE DES
PHONEMES.

L'approche par regles contextual-
les suppose une etude exhaustive des
contextes phonétiques, assez longue
a mettre en place pour une langue
donnée et son adaptation ensuite a
d'autres langues reste complexe.
Nous exposons une méthode diffe-
rente qui repose sur une meilleure
définition théorique du probléme, et
qui est plus facilement générali—
sable.
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Le principe de base consiste a
utiliser l'évolution de l'énergie
d'un phoneme a l'autre, au cours de
l'émission d'une chaine phonétique
continue.

Dans cette approche, les voyelles
se situent toujours aux maximas
d'énergie. Deux voyelles ou plus,
qui se suivent sans hiatus, sont
regroupées en un seul maximum. Tant
que, a partir d'une voyelle ou d'un
groupe de voyelle, l'énergie théori-
que des phonemes successifs décroit,
on est toujours dans le maximum. Par
exemple, dans /artist/, le premier
maximum est constitué par /ar/. Des
que l'énergie se met a croitre,
c'est que l'on est passe par un
minimum (dans /artist/, on décroit a
partir de /a/ en passant par? /r/
pour aller jusqu'a /t/ et on remonte
a partir du /t/ qui est un minimum
énergétique). A partir du minimum
d'énergie, et jusqu'au maximum voca-
lique suivant il peut s‘insérer des
alternances secondaires (K on '3):
occlusive suivie de liquide, occlu—
sive suivie d'occlusive, occlusive
suivie de n'importe quelle consonne.

Pour l'application de ces
principes, on a utilisé une matrice
carrée de dimension 10: 8 classes
phonétiques et 2 symboles de début
et fin d'énoncé.

Nous allons nous contenter de
donner 1a partie de la matrice
indispensable pour traiter la chaine
phonétique "promptitude" /pr5ptityd/

O L v ... DEB FIN

0 '3 x + ... ¢ ¢

L - - + ... ¢ ¢

V - - = ... ¢ ‘

DEB ¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢

FIN ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢

La signification de ces symboles e5t
simple:

- Sur la premiere colonne (par
laquelle on entre dans la matriCE):
on trouve 1a classe du phoneme de
gauche.

- Sur la premiere ligne, 0“
trouve la classe du phoneme de
droite.

- "+" signifie que le phoneme d8
droite a une énergie supérieure
celle du phoneme de gauche.
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- "—" signifie que le phoneme de

finite a une énergie inferieure a

Cale du phoneme de gauche.
- "K" signifie que l'on peut

avdx une alternance secondaire du
wpe K entre phoneme de gauche et

wwnéme de droite.
- "=" signifie que les phonemes

de gauche et de droite ont une
amrgie similaire au sens de
Falgorithme.

- "g" correspond a une sequence

impossible.

Si on utilise cette matrice pour
trumformer la chaine phonétique
wrSptityd/, ou plus exactement sur
la chaine de classes phonétiques
cmrespondante (O L V O O V O V O),
on commence par attribuer la valeur
Oaux occlusives et la valeur 1 aux
wyelles; ensuite on attribue a L
fins 0 L V 1a valeur K et on écrit
una entre les deux occlusives de la
sémmnce O O; on obtient finalement
la séquence

0 K 1 0'3 0 1 O 1 0

HI. LE LISSAGE.

L'objectif du lissage est de
healiser les spectres correspon-
dmns aux étiquettes des minimums
(cmmonnes ou groupes consonnanti-
flew et aux étiquettes des maximums
WOYelles ou groupes vocaliques).
ms spectres correspondents aux
fhmtuations intrasyllabiques sont
dflibérément lissés mais ensuite,
évanuellement, étiquetés aprés un
fiexamen de l'aspect de la courbe a
lfintérieur de la pseudo—syllabe.

_ Pour cela on effectue un double
INSaQE, dont l'intensité est guidée
”I la structure de la chaine des
Cmnrastes, d'abord sur 1'axe des
énez‘9185 puis ensuite sur celui des
tWWS- L'importance relative des
1553985 énergétique et temporel
NUtétre parametrée.
d Remaqe: il est indispensable
a){ggfectuer un lissage sur les deux
Pé - _En effet un lissage sur
legfirgle seule risquerait de gommer
sllluctuations liées a des pseudo-
Véabes peu contrastées sur
n’mFgle (par exemple: /si/. /mY/)-

outrhSSage sur 1'axe des temps,
Ida: 18. fait qu'il pallie 3

I low/filler”. précédent, permet
Srhffner des fluctuations petites
rflativaxe des temps mais parfols

ement importantes sur 1'axe
g3 éner i l _“0ndu /§/e? (par exemple l explo

Le lissage s'effectue donc en
deux temps et utilise deux nombres
fournis par la chaine des contras-
tes; le premier correspond au nombre
total de pseudo-syllabes et donne 1e
nombre d'extremums qu'il convient de
conserver aprés les deux lissages:
le-deuxiéme correspond au nombre de
fluctuations intrasyllabiques possi-
bles et est determinant pour évaluer
l'importance relative des deux
lissages. Cette importance relative
est également régulée par un parame-
tre d'ajustement, si les criteres de
controle (Cf ci-dessous) de la bonne
qualité de l'étiquetage ne sont pas
vérifiés.

Le double lissage est obtenu par
suppression itérative des fluctua—
tions énergétiques puis temporelles
jusqu'a obtention du nombre
théorique d'extremums.

Soulignons que dans cette proce-
dure de lissage, i1 n'est fait appel
a aucun seuil ni sur l'énergie, ni
sur le temps, ce qui représente un
facteur de portabilité intra et
multilocuteurs tres important.

IV. PROCEDURE D'ETIQUETAGE.

La procedure d'étiquetage est
relativement simple.

Dans un premier temps, on attri-
bue‘ aux extremums sélectionnés par
le lissage, des étiquettes phoneti-
ques consonnantiques (simples ou
multiples) aux minimas et vocaliques
(simples ou multiples) aux maximas.
La valeur et l'ordre des différentes
étiquettes sont donnés par la proce-
dure de transformation des chaines
phonétiques.

Dans un deuxiéme temps, on
essaye, a l'intérieur meme de la
pseudo-syllabe, de dissocier les
étiquettes multiples chaque fois que
la presence d'une fluctuation éner-
gétique intrasyllabique rend cela
possible. Par exemple, l'étiquette
complexe /pr/ dans la pseudo—syllabe
/pr3/, pourra étre dissociée en lp/
et /r/ si entre les extremums
correspondent au min: /pr/ et max:
/S/, i1 existe une fluctuation de la
courbe. I1 existe ainsi, compte tenu
de 1'énergie relative des phonemes
constituent des étiquettes
multiples, plusieurs cas de figure
que nous ne détaillerons pas ici.
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Appliquées a la chaine phonétique

correspondent a "promptitude",
*p‘r'g‘p‘t'i‘t'y‘d

‘ O ‘ L * V ‘ O * O * V ‘ O ‘ V * O
m 7.

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
ces regles nous donnent la suite de

0,1,1/2,a suivante: ,
0 1/2 1 0’3 0 1 0 1 O

que nous appelerons "chaine des

contrastes". Cette chaine fournit 1e
nombre théorique d'alternances qu'il
faut conserver sur la courbe
d'énergie et par consequent le
nombre de fluctuations qu'il va
falloir lisser sur cette courbe.

Ces regles contextuelles, au
nombre de 2000 environ, attribuent
des valeurs du type min aux
occlusives, Max aux voyelles, min,
Max ou Alts aux autres classes de
phonemes en fonction du contexte
phonétique immédiat de oauche ou de
droite. Les étiquettes attribuées
peuvent dans certains cas regrouper
plusieurs étiquettes simples (/y5/).

Les regles transforment toute
chaine phonétique, quelqu'en soit
la longueur, en une suite d'alter-
nances du type (0,1,0) qui
correspondent a des pseudo-syllabes
(dont 1a definition ne se superpose
pas avec celle de la syllabe
classique).

Comme on l'a vu dans l'exemple
ci—dessus, les valeurs % et a peu-
vent s'insérer dans l'alternance
(0,1,0), ce qui correspond a des
fluctuations intrasyllabiques possi-
bles. Le nombre d'alternances
(0,1,0) et le nombre total de K et
de ‘3 sont determinants pour la
procedure de lissage.

II. TRANSFORMATION DE LA CHAINE
PHONETIQUE A L'AIDE D'UNE
MATRICE DES CONTRASTES D'ENERGIE DES
PHONEMES.

L'approche par regles contextuel-
les suppose une etude exhaustive des
contextes phonétiques, assez longue
a mettre en place pour une langue
donnée et son adaptation ensuite a
d'autres langues reste complexe.
Nous exposons une méthode diffe-
rente qui repose sur une meilleure
définition théorique du probléme, et
qui est plus facilement générali-
sable.
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Le principe de base consiste a
utiliser l'évolution de l'énergie
d'un phoneme a l'autre, au cours de
l'émission d'une chaine phonétique
continue.

Dans cette approche, les voyelles
se situent toujours aux maximas
d‘énergie. Deux voyelles ou plus,
qui se suivent sans hiatus, sont
regroupées en un seul maximum. Tant
que, a partir d'une voyelle ou d'un
groupe de voyelle, l'énergie théori-
que des phonemes successifs décroit,
on est toujours dans le maximum. Par
exemple, dans /artist/, le premier
maximum est constitué par /ar/. Des
que l‘énergie se met a croitre,
c'est que l'on est passe par un
minimum (dans /artist/, on décroit a
partir de /a/ en passant par? /r/
pour aller jusqu'a /t/ et on remonte
a partir du /t/ qui est un minimum
énergétique). A partir du minimum
d'énergie, et jusqu'au maximum voca-
lique suivant il peut s‘insérer des
alternances secondaires (K on '3):
occlusive suivie de liquide, occlu—
sive suivie d'occlusive, occlusive
suivie de n'importe quelle consonne.

Pour l'application de ces
principes. on a utilisé une matrice
carrée de dimension 10: 8 classes
phonétiques et 2 symboles de début
et fin d'énoncé.

Nous allons nous contenter de
donner la partie de la matrice
indispensable pour traiter la chaine
phonétique "promptitude" /pr3ptityd/

0 L v ... DEB FIN

o “a x + ... ¢ ¢

L - - + ... ¢ ¢

V - - = ¢ ‘

DEB ¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢

FIN a ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢

La signification de ces symboles e5t
simple:

- Sur la premiere colonne (par
laquelle on entre dans la matriCE):
on trouve 1a classe du phoneme de
gauche.

- Sur la premiere ligne, on
trouve la classe du phoneme de
droite.

- "+" signifie que le phoneme d8
droite a une énergie superieure
celle du phoneme de gauche.
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- "—" signifie que le phoneme de

finite a une énergie inferieure a

Cale du phoneme de gauche.
- "K" signifie que l'on peut

avdx une alternance secondaire du
wpe K entre phoneme de gauche et

wwnéme de droite.
- "=" signifie que les phonemes

de gauche et de droite ont une
amrgie similaire au sens de
Falgorithme.

- "g" correspond a une sequence

impossible.

Si on utilise cette matrice pour
trmmformer la chaine phonétique
wrSptityd/, ou plus exactement sur
la chaine de classes phonétiques
cmrespondante (O L V O O V O V O),
on commence par attribuer la valeur
Oaux occlusives et la valeur l aux
wyelles; ensuite on attribue a L
fins 0 L V 1a valeur x et on écrit
una entre les deux occlusives de la
sémmnce O O; on obtient finalement
la sequence

0 K 1 0'3 0 l O 1 0

HI. LE LISSAGE.

L'objectif du lissage est de
healiser les spectres correspon-
dflns aux étiquettes des minimums
(cmmonnes ou groupes consonnanti-
flew et aux étiquettes des maximums
Woyelles ou groupes vocaliques).
ms spectres correspondents aux
fhmtuations intrasyllabiques sont
dflibérément lissés mais ensuite,
évanuellement, étiquetés aprés un
fiexamen de l'aspect de la courbe a
lfinterieur de la pseudo-syllabe.

_ Pour cela on effectue un double
INSaQE, dont l'intensité est guidée
”I la structure de la chaine des
Cmnrastes, d'abord sur l'axe des
énez‘9185 puis ensuite sur celui des
tWWS- L'importance relative des
1553985 énergétique et temporel
NUtétre parametrée.
d Remaqe: il est indispensable
anfectuer un lissage sur les deux
Pés. _En effet un lissage sur
legfirgle seule risquerait de gommer
51 luctuations liées a des pseudo-
¥£abes peu contrastées SUI
nn§F91e (par example: /si/. /my/).

Wtrlssage sur l'axe des temps,
Ida: 18. fait qu'il pallie é
.li°?Vén1ent précédent, permet

Sr Tfner des fluctuations petites
rflativaxe des temps mais parfols

ement importantes sur 1'axe
ts éner i l _“0ndu /§/e? (par exemple l explo

Le lissage s'effectue donc en
deux temps et utilise deux nombres
fournis par la chaine des contras-
tes; le premier correspond au nombre
total de pseudo-syllabes et donne 1e
nombre d'extremums qu'il convient de
conserver aprés les deux lissages:
le deuxiéme correspond au nombre de
fluctuations intrasyllabiques possi-
bles et est determinant pour évaluer
l'importance relative des deux
lissages. Cette importance relative
est également régulée par un parame-
tre d'ajustement, si les criteres de
contrale (Cf ci-dessous) de la bonne
qualité de l'étiquetage ne sont pas
vérifiés.

Le double lissage est obtenu par
suppression itérative des fluctua—
tions énergétiques puis temporelles
jusqu'a obtention du nombre
théorique d'extremums.

Soulignons que dans cette proce-
dure de lissage, i1 n'est fait appel
a aucun seuil ni sur l'énergie, ni
sur le temps, ce qui représente un
facteur de portabilité intra et
multilocuteurs tres important.

IV. PROCEDURE D'ETIQUETAGE.

La procédure d'étiquetage est
relativement simple.

Dans un premier temps, on attri-
bue aux extremums sélectionnés par
le lissage, des étiquettes phoneti-
ques consonnantiques (simples ou
multiples) aux minimas et vocaliques
(simples ou multiples) aux maximas.
La valeur et l'ordre des differentes
étiquettes sont donnés par la proce-
dure de transformation des chaines
phonétiques.

Dans un deuxiéme temps, on
essaye. a l'intérieur méme de la
pseudo-syllabe, de dissocier les
étiquettes multiples chaque fois que
la presence d'une fluctuation éner-
gétique intrasyllabique rend cela
possible. Par exemple, l'étiquette
complexe /pr/ dans la pseudo—syllabe
/prS/, pourra étre dissociée en /p/
at /r/ si entre les extremums
correspondant au min: /pr/ et max:
/S/, i1 existe une fluctuation de la
courbe. Il existe ainsi, compte tenu
de l'énergie relative des phonemes
constituant des étiquettes
multiples, plusieurs cas de figure
que nous ne détaillerons pas ici.
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V. PROCEDURES DE CONTROLE.

Ces procedures détectent au

sens de certains critéres, les

phrases qui présentent un risque

d'étiquetage défectueux. On propose

alors une solution de réétiquetage

en faisant varier le paramétre

d'ajustement qui controle l'impor-

tance relative des lissages énergé—

tiques et temporels.
La qualité du nouvel étiquetage

est a son tour vérifiée sur 1'ensem-

ble des critéres et il est remis

éventuellement en cause. On effectue

ainsi au plus six tentatives ( 1e
parametre d'ajustement varie six
fois): si a la sixieme tentative les

critéres ne sont toujours pas véri-

fies, 1a phrase est automatiquement
rejetée du corpus d'apprentissage.

Actuellement seuls deux critéres
sont opérationnels. L'un vérifie que
les N occlusives d‘un énoncé sont
placées sur les N minimas les plus
bas de la courbe d'énergie; il
détecte les erreurs globales d'éti-
quetage. L'autre vérifie que deux
étiquettes consécutives sont sépa-
rées par un minimum de deux spec-
tres; ce critere détecte 1a plupart
des erreurs purement locales.

VI. RESULTATS.

L'étiquetage automatique a été
testé sur un corpus de 700 phrases

de longueur variable de 5 a 10 mots.
La qualité de l'étiquetage est
évaluée par rapport aux performances
de l'étiquetage manuel par un
phonéticien; les occurences d'un
méme mot a des parties différentes
du corpus ont 1a méme courbe
d‘énergie et les étiquettes
correspondantes sont placées aux
mémes endroits de la courbe.

Phrases rejetées (critéres de
controle non vérifiés): 15%.
Etiquettes bien placées: 95%.
Etiquettes complexes: 15%.

complexes dissociées: 50*
Les 5% d'erreurs d'étiquetage ont

peu de répercussion sur l'ensemble
du systéme car les autres modules de
l'apprentissage comportent des
controles internes qui permettent de
les détecter.

L'adaptation de ce systéme d'éti-
quetage a une autre langue que le
francais est simple. I1 suffit de
modifier 1e contenu de la matrice de
transformation des chaines phoneti-
ques, en fonction du systéme phoné-
tique de la langue. L‘adaptation est
en cours de realisation pour l'espa-
gnol et l'italien.
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V. PROCEDURES DE CONTROLE.

Ces procedures détectent au

sens de certains critéres, les

phrases qui présentent un risque

d'étiquetage défectueux. On propose

alors une solution de réétiquetage

en faisant varier le paramétre

d'ajustement qui controle l'impor-

tance relative des lissages énergé—

tiques et temporels.
La qualité du nouvel étiquetage

est a son tour vérifiée sur 1'ensem-

ble des critéres et il est remis

éventuellement en cause. On effectue

ainsi au plus six tentatives ( 1e

parametre d'ajustement varie six

fois): si a la sixieme tentative les

critéres ne sont toujours pas véri-

fies, 1a phrase est automatiquement

rejetée du corpus d'apprentissage.

Actuellement seuls deux critéres

sont opérationnels. L'un vérifie que
les N occlusives d‘un énoncé sont

placées sur les N minimas les plus
bas de la courbe d'énergie; il
détecte les erreurs globales d'éti-
quetage. L'autre vérifie que deux
étiquettes consécutives sont sépa-
rées par un minimum de deux spec-
tres; ce critere détecte 1a plupart
des erreurs purement locales.

VI. RESULTATS.

L'étiquetage automatique a été
testé sur un corpus de 700 phrases

de longueur variable de 5 a 10 mots.
La qualité de l'étiquetage est
évaluée par rapport aux performances
de l'étiquetage manuel par un
phonéticien; les occurences d'un
méme mot a des parties différentes
du corpus ont 1a méme courbe
d‘énergie et les étiquettes
correspondantes sont placées aux
mémes endroits de la courbe.

Phrases rejetées (critéres de
controle non vérifiés): 15%.
Etiquettes bien placées: 95%.
Etiquettes complexes: 15%.

complexes dissociées: 50*
Les 5% d'erreurs d'étiquetage ont

peu de répercussion sur l'ensemble
du systéme car les autres modules de
l'apprentissage comportent des
controles internes qui permettent de
les détecter.

L'adaptation de ce systéme d'éti-
quetage a une autre langue que le
francais est simple. I1 suffit de
modifier 1e contenu de la matrice de
transformation des chaines phoneti-
ques, en fonction du systéme phoné-
tique de la langue. L‘adaptation est
en cours de realisation pour l'espa-
gnol et l'italien.
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SEGHENTATION ET RECONNAISSANCE EN PAROLE CONTINUE A L'AIDEDES REFERENCES ISSUES DU SYSTEME VARAP.
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We present two possible approa-
Mes of continuous speech .recogni-
Mom The first uses a segmentation
mtahmd_by a training process. The
“cmm using an appropriate distance
aHows to simultaneously achieve the
seuwntation and recognition.

Dans ce travail. on expose lestdences de reconnaissance qui
Ontété iaites, compte tenu'du sys-
mme d'étiquetage automatique ‘em‘
Noyé (utilise sur un corpus de 700
Phases) et du mode de selectionUtHisé dans le systems VARAP. Deux
Néfimdologies différentes sont expo-
“at L’une qui precede d'abord a
u”augmentation, puis a une recon-
"Mesance, la seconde'effectue ces
deuxoPérations simultanément. Dans
°°qul suit. on utilise une-distance
quiest donnée par la formula :
I‘Di-x1>-(02—x2)l+...+.

‘ l( 015 - X15 ) - ( 016 - X16 ) A
on es valeurs 01...016 sont les i
Vahurs du premier spectre et
tH-Xle sont les valeurs du second.

£6 SEGMENTATION OBTENUE A PARTIR DURPUS D'APPRENTISSAGE.‘

Em9¥atre parametres sont définis:
“élm’ EM. TM_dont la signification

a suivante:
:zst Un seuil minimal d’éner819°3t un seuil minimal temporal-QSt un seuil maximal d’énergIE-es un seuil maximal temPOPe'-

Le mode d'utilisation de ces quatre
parametres est le suivant :
Toutes les alternances qui ont une
difference d’énergie interleure a Em
sont lissees tant que leurs fluctua-
tions sur le temps ne sont pas supe-
rieures s TM. De meme, toutes les
alternances quf ont une fluctuation
sur le temps inferieure a Tm sont
lissées tant que les fluctuations
sur l'énergie ne sont pas supérieu-
res 3 EM. Les parametres Em, EH, Tm,
TM sont determines sur le corpus
d'apprentissage. Pour cela, on se-
lectionne le plus petit écart non
lissé sur l'énergie et sur le temps
dans chaque phrase étiquetée du

.corpus at on calcule' pour chacun de
ces écarts 1e nombre de fois dans le
corpus ou il a été conservé ou-lissé
Le plus grand des plus petits écarts
de chaque phrase du corpus donne les
valeurs de EM et de TM.
La selection des seuils inférieurs
Em et Tm se fait en imposant un
rapport aussi optimise que possible
entre le nombre de tois cu Em. Tm
ont été lissés et le nombre de fois
ou ils ont été conserves. étant
entendu que l'optimisation est defi-
nie par le plus petit pourcentage
possible d’erreurs Conservées sur le
corpus.' '
Les résultats de la segmentation sur
so phrases aprés optimisation sont
les suivants : .

Dans les 50 phrases. 11 y 3 en tout
1032 segments.
Le lissage optimisé laisse un nombre
total d’ajouts égal a 29 et un nom-
bre total d'élisions égal s 28.

Parmi les ajouts, 11 y a 14 segments
qui correspondent ou bien a .des
repetitions du, meme phoneme ”(par
exemple Isssl). ou bien a des disso-
ciations d'étiquettes complexes du
type voyelle-voyelle (par exemple
Ilaa/ qui donne /a/,/a/) ou bien des
étiquettes complexes du type voyel-
1e-|1qufde (par exemple /ar/‘ qui
donne /a/.1r/).
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1032 segments.
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total d’ajouts égal a 29 et un nom-
bre total d'élisions égal s 28.
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qui correspondent ou bien a .des
repetitions du, meme phoneme ”(par
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étiquettes complexes du type voyel-
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donne /a/.1r/).
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ll reste done 15 ajouts qui ne peu-
vent pas etre interprétés dans le
cadre du niveau phonétique ou nous
nous situons.

Pour-les élisions, 18 segments cor-
respondent a des étiquettes com-
plexes que la segmentation n’a pas
dissociées. Ce sont des groupes du
type consonne-liquide ou consonne-
chuintante (par exemple /b/ at /r/
formant une seule etiquette /br/) ou
encore des groupes du type consonne-
consonne (par exemple /t/ at /d/ ne
formant qu'une seule etiquette
/td/).
ll reste done 10 segments d'éli-
sions.
Par consequent, le pourcentage total
d'erreurs est de l’ordre de 5% . Si
on se refers a une segmentation
phonémique, le pourcentage d’erreurs
est de 3% dans notre systeme de
reference qui admet des étiquettes
phonétiques multiples.

ll. UNE EXPERIENCE DE SEGMENTATION
ET DE RECONNAISSANCE SIMULTANEE.

Cette experience comprend les
étapes suivantes:

A. Sur la suite continue des spec-
tres correspondants a un énoncé don-
ne, on préleve les triplets succes-
sifs de spectres en commencant dans
l’ordre par le premier spectre puis
le second et ainsi de suite. Deux
triplets consécutifs ont donc tou-
jours deux spectres en commun.

B. Ces triplets sont proposes au
dictionnaire des references ter‘
naires obtenues a partir du systeme
VARAP. 0n obtient ainsi des treillis
de quatre phonemes candidate. re-
sultats d’un scrutin majoritaire
effectué sur les quinze plus pro-
ches references du dictionnaire ou
l'on tient compte de la position des
references at de leur nombre.
Simultanément, on conserve la dis-
tance entre le meilleur candidat du
treillis et la reference analysée.
at on affiche la courbe des dis-
tances.

C. Resultats.
Un dépouillement effectué sur 200
phrases montre tout d’abord que la
courbe des distances suit les con-
trastes de la courbe d'énergie et
qu'elle fournit une segmentation de
meme qualité.
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Cela nous conduit a faLre la
remarque importante suivante: i‘ana-
lyse centiseconde effectuee utilise
un dictionnaire de references qui ne
contient pas les transitions. Par
consequent, on pouvait s’attendre 3
ce que les extrema de la_ coube
d'énergie soient_aux minima de la
courbe »des distancEs. Une explica-
tion de ce phénoméne tient dans le
fait que la distance utilisée bien
qu’étant* du type convergence uni-
forme contient un facteur d’énergie
qui se manifests de maniere impor-
tante sur les voyelles.

Les comparaisons avec le corpus
d‘apprentissage font apparaitre:

- des plages de grande stabilité
phonétique permettant de determiner
des ilots de confiance.
- la possibilité en cours d'élabora-
tion d'identifier l’énoncé a partir
de la suite des treillis et de la
disposition des extrema de la courbe
des distances -a l’exception des
debuts et des fins d’énoncé.
Des dépouillements effectués sur 200
phrases donnent des résultats de
reconnaissance phonétique tres va-
riables selon les phrases, de l’or'
dre de 60 a 75 X .
Les procedures indispensables per-
mettant de dégager une decision a
partir des treillis et des extrema
sont en cours d’élaboration.
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ABSTRACT
In this work the algorithm for the pho-

nemic labelling and segmentation of spe-
ech waveforms is described. This algori-
thm is founded on the feature maps: the
self-organized neural networks model. The
model is ' able to form automatically a
representation of distribution of speech
signal parameters. The algorithm descri-
bed below utilizes this ability in order
to form criteria of phonemic labelling
and segmentation. In the such manner we
produce the representation for not 'only
short-time signal parameters but also of
the temporary trajectories of this para-
meters.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most succesful speech re-
cognition methods is one, which founded
on the use of statistical 1aws,which has
been established in the speech signal
parameters distribution. Therefore, ' it
seems important. to investigate methods
which is able to accomulate the data abo-
ut distribution of Speech signal parame-
ters," for example, to approximate the
probability density function of mutial
distribution of this parameters. Often
this task can be solved satisfactory by
means of self-organizing neural network
models, in particulary, the model. for
the self-organized formation of structu-
red feature maps /1/.

Let us be a pattern space, the
elements of may-be represented by
vectors 55,5 R ( pattern vector ). The
structured representation of is formed
with the help of matrix M L” ( feature

map ) with the elements Raj . fiery m.)- is
defined by it's time-variable weights
r71;5=(g4E3)K,gflL. Initially, the values of the
my choosed in the. randomly manner. An
algorithm creation of features map consist
of two steps /1/. let us, -for the time mo-
ment t, t=0,1, ..., n, ... the-input pat-
tern vector would be x(t). Then, in the
first step, we define the indexes 10.30
of the element micj‘IeM, such, that:

1‘ fit) ”mus. “ = YULH “2100‘"q (1)
° 5

In the second step the modifications 0f
weights 14,-} is made. For mas. and 1175
neighbours ( for example, if the radius
fit)“ , the neighbours for the_ mags. Will
be m-W 3° ,m

.9713“); fiii(t-1J+ Janice) -}‘4Lj(t-x))(2)

Lc‘iit’miojc'i ,m to Sc” )"

In equation (2) cCCt) satisfy the condi'

tions: f’ nus-”N 50‘2““ *°° '. (“9’0
It wd‘é shown l1,2t/‘0that for correct

choise the values of the 4.0.) and fit),
described above process has the next
properties. When t —» co the Values 0f
figs change so, that adjacent elements

of the matrix M respond to ( in the
sense of equation (2) ) closed (in the
sense of norm ll - ll ) vectors from “Space
65 . The distribution of values 1".” °n

the matrix M approximates the mu 151'
distribution probability density mad”
for patterns vectors.

The successful application of featu-re
maps for 'fonemic labelling have been mag
in the work 13/. But the fonemic qualiti
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es of the sounds depend not only of it's
short-time spectra, but also the context
- phonemic qualities of the adjacent pho-
nemes. In our investigation the method ,
was described, and feature maps, produced
in the such manner, Was used for creation
the segments boundary criteria and acco-
mulation the information about temporary
traectories of spectral parameters. It's
apparently, that this information may be
useful for transeme segments analysis.

AN AUTOMATIC FORMATIONS THE
CRITERIA FOR SETTING THE LABELS
OF THE SEEMENTS BOUNDARY IN THE

SPEECH SIGNAL

We assume, that the important role in
the Speech perception belongs to the sta-
tionary segments of speech and the si-
lence segments. This segments may be
viewed the adaptation's signals for
our hearing system in the sense of adap-
tation-.to amplitude spectra of the sound.
Therefore, the labels setting, in order
t0 mark the stationary segments, may be
useful on one hand, to produce the phone‘
mic identification this segnents, and on
the other hand, to correctly identify the
trendition segments, which phoneme inter-
Pretation depend on long-time infernation.

As the input patterns we used the short "
time Spectra s,t) and the phonemic
function /5/: 4)(w,t):€9(1S(w,t)I-|SLQ,t-I)}
Where 00 denote frequency, t - time, and

" small time delay. We use the EM
algorithm in order to calculate the 252‘-
‘Point amplitude spectra C divided into
2‘ frequency channel in the range to Hz-
51‘32 ) eVery 12.6 ms. Central frequency
0f each channel was equally spaced and
the Channel 22 contented the total energy
or the segment. The Values of fonemic fu-
n‘Btion calculated from two adjacent short
- time sPectra. We used the synthetic so-
unds. Three sounds modelled the vowels.

13 formant frequency were spaced at
900 Hz: 1600 Hz, 2900 Hz. One sound was
rePresented as an unvoiced fricative.

0:: the first step we formed two maps:
map for short - time spectra and the 59"

cond map for fonemic function values.
The matrix}! contained 6 6 elements in
both cases. The process (1)-(2) contained
T-ZOOOO steps. The values and de-
creased linearly: IcthAU-t/r) , mums-Ur)
where eta: > . .We denoted sounds
stimulus asA, B, C, D. The resulting.
maps are shown in the figures~1 and 2. In
order to denote the elements—of maps the

next procedure was applied/13!. Approximate-
ly ~wone hungreed of well known patterns
of every sound were presented to input
the algorithm (1)-( 2). The element, main-
ly correspond t( in accordance with (1))
to patterns of the sound A was denoted A.

:V'.=

C--DDD

---C-A

A--B-B

Figure 1 . The feature map for the Values
of the short - time spectra. The symbol
"-' denotes the nolabelled elements.

s-n—--

Figure 2. The feature map-for the fonemic

function values. The symbol '8' corres-
ponds the values of fonemic functions for

stationary segments of the sounds A,B,C.

The symbol 'N' denotes the same segments

of the sound D. The symbol '-' denotes
the transition segments.
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algorithm creation of features map consist
of two steps /1/. let us, -for the time mo-
ment t, t=0,1, ..., n, ... the-input pat-
tern vector would be x(t). Then, in the
first step, we define the indexes 10.30
of the element micj‘IeM, such, that:

1‘ fit) ”mus. “ = YULH “2100‘"q (1)
° 5

In the second step the modifications 0f
weights 14,-} is made. For mas. and 1175
neighbours ( for example, if the radius
fit)“ , the neighbours for the_ mags. Will
be m-W 3° ,m

.9713“); fiii(t-1J+ Janice) -}‘4Lj(t-x))(2)

Lc‘iit’miojc'i ,m to Sc” )"

In equation (2) cCCt) satisfy the condi'

tions: f’ nus-”N 50‘2““ *°° '. (“9’0
It wd‘é shown l1,2t/‘0that for correct

choise the values of the 4.0.) and fit),
described above process has the next
properties. When t —» co the Values 0f
figs change so, that adjacent elements

of the matrix M respond to ( in the
sense of equation (2) ) closed (in the
sense of norm ll - ll ) vectors from “Space
65 . The distribution of values 1".” °n

the matrix M approximates the mu 151'
distribution probability density mad”
for patterns vectors.

The successful application of featu-re
maps for 'fonemic labelling have been mag
in the work 13/. But the fonemic qualiti
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es of the sounds depend not only of it's
short-time spectra, but also the context
- phonemic qualities of the adjacent pho-
nemes. In our investigation the method ,
was described, and feature maps, produced
in the such manner, Was used for creation
the segments boundary criteria and acco-
mulation the information about temporary
traectories of spectral parameters. It's
apparently, that this information may be
useful for transeme segments analysis.

AN AUTOMATIC FORMATIONS THE
CRITERIA FOR SETTING THE LABELS
OF THE SEEMENTS BOUNDARY IN THE

SPEECH SIGNAL

We assume, that the important role in
the Speech perception belongs to the sta-
tionary segments of speech and the si-
lence segments. This segments may be
viewed the adaptation's signals for
our hearing system in the sense of adap-
tation-.to amplitude spectra of the sound.
Therefore, the labels setting, in order
t0 mark the stationary segments, may be
useful on one hand, to produce the phone‘
mic identification this segnents, and on
the other hand, to correctly identify the
trendition segments, which phoneme inter-
Pretation depend on long-time infernation.

As the input patterns we used the short "
time Spectra s,t) and the phonemic
function /5/: 4)(w,t):€9(1S(w,t)I-|SLQ,t-I)}
Where 00 denote frequency, t - time, and

" small time delay. We use the EM
algorithm in order to calculate the 252‘-
‘Point amplitude spectra C divided into
2‘ frequency channel in the range to Hz-
51‘32 ) eVery 12.6 ms. Central frequency
0f each channel was equally spaced and
the Channel 22 contented the total energy
or the segment. The Values of fonemic fu-
n‘Btion calculated from two adjacent short
- time sPectra. We used the synthetic so-
unds. Three sounds modelled the vowels.

13 formant frequency were spaced at
900 Hz: 1600 Hz, 2900 Hz. One sound was
rePresented as an unvoiced fricative.

0:: the first step we formed two maps:
map for short - time spectra and the 59"

cond map for fonemic function values.
The matrix}! contained 6 6 elements in
both cases. The process (1)-(2) contained
T-ZOOOO steps. The values and de-
creased linearly: IcthAU-t/r) , mums-Ur)
where eta: > . .We denoted sounds
stimulus asA, B, C, D. The resulting.
maps are shown in the figures~1 and 2. In
order to denote the elements—of maps the

next procedure was applied/13!. Approximate-
ly ~wone hungreed of well known patterns
of every sound were presented to input
the algorithm (1)-( 2). The element, main-
ly correspond t( in accordance with (1))
to patterns of the sound A was denoted A.

:V'.=

C--DDD

---C-A

A--B-B

Figure 1 . The feature map for the Values
of the short - time spectra. The symbol
"-' denotes the nolabelled elements.

s-n—--

Figure 2. The feature map-for the fonemic

function values. The symbol '8' corres-
ponds the values of fonemic functions for

stationary segments of the sounds A,B,C.

The symbol 'N' denotes the same segments

of the sound D. The symbol '-' denotes
the transition segments.
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In the segmentation and labelling algo-

rithm we supposed, that elements denoted

by the symbols 'N' and '-' would be cor-
respond to nonstationary segments.

In the work [6/ it have been made sug-
gestion about existence of Special cells
- detectors for phonemes boundary detec-

tion. The first question was: may the map

of fonemic function values to be use as

as the map of such detectors ? We tested
this capability of the map using the conr

tinious signal, contained 1k0 above - me-

ntioned sounds. On the map of fonemic fu-

nction Values we obtained the trajectory,
consisted of the elements, that corres-

ponded the sequence of input patterns.

The algorithm produced the label of trans

sition region ( segments ) when this cor-
responded element was belong to transiti-
on region of the map ( or, another words,
was denoted as transition element ). The
labels of stationary regions were produr

ced in the such manner. In the ease of

stationary regions the algorithm made an

attempt to interpret this segments in

accordance with the map of short - time
spectra. The analysis bf the result shows
that all stationary segments belonged vo-
wels sounds have been labelled correctly.
About 8& of the transition regions were
omissed. All stationary segments were re-
cognized ( with respect to map of short -
time spectra ) right.

THE USE OF THE INFORMATION ABOUT
TEMPORARY TRAJECTORIES OF THE
PARAMETERS FOR THE FONEMIC LABELLING

In order to use the temporary trajecto-
ries of the parameters as a feature pat-
terns, let us see the next feature map
( denote it map III ) formation process.
The input vectOrs for this map consisted
from the values of the outputs of the map
of short - time spectra ( map I ). The
dimensionality of the input vectors to
map III is equal to the number of eler
ments in the map I, and the values of the
cbmponents of this elements are equal to
output values C see equation (1) ) of the
correspond elements of the map I C these
output Values have been added during some

times ). It can be said, that each ele -
ment of the map III is connected with.each
element of map I. In order to control the
map III formation process we used the mm
of phonemic function Values ( map II ).
When the corresponded element of the mapII

was the element, denoted as ststionary,
the-label of stationary segment was promr

ced. Up to this moment the Values have
been summing up and the result was used

as the input vector to map III. The pro-

duced label element of map II became nmr

active for some time. For the formation
of the map III we used the map I~ and map
II, described above. The number of elemmms

in the map III was~AXA. The process con-
tains T=6000 steps. The values of the ra-

dius r(t) and parameter out) where cho‘

osen as it Was shown below. The result is

presented on the figure 3.

BB

--

AA

--

--

AA

BC AB —- AA

CC

--

AB

Figure 3. The feature map for tempora-

ry trajectories of parameters. Here AA,
BB, CC, are corresponding to the statio‘

nary segments, BC and AB are corresp0*

nding to transition regions.
In the test signal for formation-of

the map III we used transition region

beetween A and B, B and c, c and D, D and
A only. It is clear, from the figure 3:

that no exist elements, that correspond t°
transition regions CD, DA and sound D.

We tried to label the test signal, descri'
bed above, with the help of the maP III.
In this ease the algorithm was the same 35

the algorithm for the creation of the map
III. The only difference between then was

that in the algorithm of the labelling.
every input vectors was identified in ac‘

cording-,- with map III. As it was expected.
we received 100 of correct detection of
transitions between B and C,-A and B and

stationary segments of A,B,C. But the de’
tection of_the sound D and transition re’
gions CD and DA contained many mistakes.
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CONCLUSION

It have been shown in our works,that

use of model of the feature maps formati-
on yields the possibility to form in the

simple manner the labelling and segments?
tion rules founded-on statistical proper—
ties of the signal. This rule uses the
proPerties both stationary and transition

segments of signal.
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In the segmentation and labelling algo-

rithm we supposed, that elements denoted

by the symbols 'N' and '-' would be cor-
respond to nonstationary segments.

In the work [6/ it have been made sug-
gestion about existence of Special cells
- detectors for phonemes boundary detec-

tion. The first question was: may the map

of fonemic function values to be use as

as the map of such detectors ? We tested
this capability of the map using the cons

tinious signal, contained 140 above - me-

ntioned sounds. On the map of fonemic fu-

nction Values we obtained the trajectory,
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ced in the such manner. In the Case of
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from the values of the outputs of the map
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map III is equal to the number of eler
ments in the map I, and the values of the
cbmponents of this elements are equal to
output values C see equation (1) ) of the
correspond elements of the map I C these
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times ). It can be Said, that each ele -
ment of the map III is connected with each

element of map I. In order to control the
map III formation process we used the mg
of phonemic function Values ( map II ).
When the corresponded element of the mapII
was the element, denoted as stationary,

the label of stationary segment was proMr

ced. Up to this moment the Values have
been summing up and the result was used

as the input vector to map III. The pro-

duced label element of map II became nom-

active for some time. For the formation
of the map III we used the map I- and map
II, described above. The number of elemmms

in the map III was-4X4. The process con—
tains T=6000 steps. The values of the ra'
dius r(t) and parameter out) where cho-
osen as it Was shown below. The result is

presented on the figure 3.
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nary segments, BC and AB are correspO‘

nding to transition regions.
In the test signal for formation of

the map'III we used transition region
beetween A and B, B and c, c and D, D and
A only. It is clear, from the figure 3:

that no exist elements, that correspond t°
transition regions CD, DA and sound D.

We tried to label the test signal, descri‘
bed above, with the help of the map III-
In this ease the algorithm was the same 85

the algorithm for the creation of the map
III. The only difference between then Was

that in the algorithm of the labelling:
every input vectors was identified in aC‘

cordinge with map III. As it was expected:
we received 100 of correct detection 0f
transitions between B and C,-A and B and
stationary segments of A,B,C. But the de‘
tection of_the sound D and transition re‘
gions CD and DA contained many mistakes.
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A LARGE BULGARIAN CENTRAL ALLOPHONES DATA BASE

PHILIP CHRISTOV

Voice Man-Machine Communication Lab.
Mechanics & Biomechanics Institute
Sofia, Bulgaria, 1090, P.

ABSTRACT

In this paper a large data base of Bul-
garian central allophones is considered
consisting? of about 5000 utterings from
60 professional speakers (30 male and 30
female). They are imbeded in words each
pronounced at the end of a standard carrier
sentence. Professional analog (motion pic-ture magnetic and optical) recordings are
available of the carrier sentences together
with the digital recordings ( IBM compatir
ble) of the vowel and consonant segments,
manually extracted from the carrier. Eachsuch record is labeled with a digital codewhich allows computer selecting, sortingand merging the data, according to the par-ticular researchipurpose. The data base isverifyed by a group of 20 listeners by
means of a semiautomatic aural identifica-tion procedure (CHRISTOV, Ph., Acustica,29,347-349. 1973)- .—

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary computing technology offers
vast prospects in processing large amounts
of speech material in sensible stretches
of time. The results are free of individu-
al interpretations of the experimental data
(as is the case, forexample,by visual rea-
ding of spectrograms). If by the preparati-

Von of the machine speech input suitable
knowledge is used, the machine output shou-
ld be comparable not only within the limits
of a given language, but also within the
much broader limits of its language group.

SPEECH INPUT

A principal requirement in performing mea-
ningfull acoustic measurements upon the
phonetic units of speech [1/ is to use as

232

O.Box 373

experimental stuf PHONES (See REMARK) of
comparable ALLOPHONES imbededin words,ut-
tered in equal phrases with equal intona-
tion.

In agreement‘with this requirement thecor
posite parts of the data base are phones
of the central allophones of the Bulgarian
speech, namely:

[C-t-C/ - stressed vowels in relevant 0n-
vironment of two bilabial con-

sonants

[arc-a] - consonants in relevant environ-

ment of a preceeding unstressed

la] and a following stressed

It/ /2/.
ESCh phone, together with its relevant en-
.vironment is put into a major stress frac-
tion of a word, taken from sulgarian uni-
lingual dictionaries and inserted at the
end of a carrier sentence.
The carrier sentence consists of four phra'
see: The first phrase carries the labelof
the individual speaker, the second-the 13‘
bel of the phonemic group, the third-the
label of the particular allophone and the
last-the carrier word.
As shown in the TABLE except of the 811
Bulgarian vowels from the central allopho'
nes [btb/ and [ptp/, there are vowels from
two more allophones which are not centraL
The first of them, ntt/ is chosen 1390“”

' common words could be found for all Balza'
rian vowels. The second, /t/, is the “n,
stressed opposition of the central alloPh°’

Se 85.1.1

ne/bt. All consonant phones of the cen-
tral allophones [ach/ are contained in the
nneenvironment speech fraction [need]
which is imbeded in the initial part of the
carrier word.

Theconsonant phones in initial and final
position in words are presented by the al-
hphones /Chn.../ and /,..nhC/. The latter
may as well be considered as central for
theconsonants of these.particular phone-
fic groups. Judjing from the similar phone-
uc context there is little doubt about
their comparability with the central allo-
phones /naCh/.

BUILD UP PROCEDURE

Thedata base build up procedure is simi-
larto that employed in the classical stu-
Q of Potter and Steinberg /3/ the diffe-
rume being in its intensification by ap-
pHcation of computing technology (Fig.1).

Thetest utterings are extracted from two
groups of speakers:

30 bass-bariton males
30 mezzo-soprano females

flay all are professionals with distinct
Mtnunciation selected among the radio and
“levision speakers and the actors from
thetheaters of the Bulgarian capital. The-
1oiceg are energetic and belong to peo-
Plebetween 25 and 50 years old. From them
haSheen demanded to pronounce each phrase
°fthe carrier sentence indifferently, in
u°' at319 and with falling intonation.
Theworking language in front of the mic-
”MmOne "as Standard Bulgarian, 1.8., the
Immuage the speakers are practizing during
“”1? public performances.
Theapeakers read the test material two ti-
meafrOM randomly mixed cards to avoid the
practice effect.
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AUDITORY VERIFICATION

The auditory verification of the data base
/4/ is carried on by a group of 20 lay lis-
teners all native Bulgarians from different
parts of the country and with some techno-
logical education.

The listeners have been presented two tim-
es with sound recordings of the carrier
sentences. Having at their disposal lister
nerscards, containing labeled carrier wor-
ds, they reacted by filling in the empty
spaces in the carrier words with the let-
ters of the phones they heard.

The listeners output was punched on machi-
ne cards and processed by a computer prog-

ram which excludes the responses of the
false listeners and punches on cards the
labels of uncorrectly pronounced phones.

ANRLOGUE DATA

During the sound recording session the
speakers read the input cards with modera-
te voice effort and kept a sound level be-
tween 60 and 80 dB. The microphone was
placed in the middle of a highly damped
camera for acoustic measurements.
The audio recording was carried on by a
professional sound recording staff which
used studio equipment. The frequency res-
ponse of the sound recording equipment
via microphone and magnetic tape was flat
between 100 and 15000 Hz (1 2 as) and the‘
noise level via magnetic tape was -64 dB.
During the recordings the voltage and the
frequency of the altrnating Current net-
work remained inside their standard 11-
mits: 220 V (+4.55. +05) and.50 Hz (19%).
The original speech data are recorded on
6.35 mm magnetic tape with tape speed of
760 mm/sec. Working copies have been pre-
pared on standard 35mm motion picture per-
forated magnetic and photographic tapes
including high quality oscillograms and
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ne/btb/. All consonant phones of the cen-
tral allophones [ach/ are contained in the
mmeenvironment speech fraction [naca/
which is imbeded in the initial part of the
carrier word.

Theconsonant phones in initial and final
position in words are presented by the al-
hphones [can.../ and /,..nhC/. The latter
may as well be considered as central for
theconsonants of these.particular phone-
fis groups. Judjing from the similar phone-
uc context there is little doubt about
their comparability with the central allo-
phones /nacE/.

BUILD UP PROCEDURE

Thedata base build up procedure is simi-
larto that employed in the classical stu-
b of Potter and Steinberg /3/ the diffe-
rmme being in its intensification by ap-
phcstion of computing technology (Fig.1).

Thetest utterings are extracted from two
groups of speakers:

30 bass-bariton males
30 mezzo-soprano females

““3 all are professionals with distinct
“enunciation selected among the radio and
“levision speakers and the actors from
thetheaters of the Bulgarian capital. The-
1!.Voices are energetic and belong to peo-
Plebetween 25 and 50 years old. From them
haSheen demanded to pronounce each phrase
°fthe carrier sentence indifferently, in

u°‘ at116 and with falling intonation.
Theworking language in front of the mic-
rqm°ne was Standard Bulgarian, 1.8., the
luguage the speakers are practising during
their public performances.
Theepeakers read the test material two ti-
me‘from randomly mixed cards to avoid the
practice effect.
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AUDITORY VERIFICATION

The auditory verification of the data base
/4/ is carried on by a group of 20 lay lis-
teners all native Bulgarians from different
parts of the country and with some techno-
logical education.

The listeners have been presented two tim-
es with sound recordings of the carrier
sentences. Having at their disposal liste-
nerscards, containing labeled carrier wor-
ds, they reacted by filling in the empty
spaces in the carrier words with the let-
ters of the phones they heard.

The listeners output was punched on machi-
ne cards and processed by a computer prog-

ram which excludes the responses of the
false listeners and punches on cards the
labels of uncorrectly pronounced phones.

ANALOGUE DATA

During the sound recording session the
Speakers read the input cards with modera-
te voice effort and kept a sound level be-
tween 60 and 80 dB. The microphone was
placed in the middle of a-highly damped
camera for acoustic measurements.
The audio recording was carried on by a
professional sound recording staff which
used studio equipment. the frequency res-
ponse of the sound recording equipment
via microphone and magnetic tape was flat
between 100 and '15000 Hz (3 2 as) and the‘
noise level via magnetic tape was -64 dB.
During the recordings the voltage and the
frequency of the altrnating current net-

work remained inside their standard 11-
mits: 220 V (+4.55, 50%) and.50 Hz (105).
The original speech data are recorded on
6.35 mm magnetic tape with tape speed of

760 mm/sec. Working copies have been pre-
pared on standard 35mm motion picture per-
forated magnetic and photographic tapes
including high quality oscillograms and
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trivial variable-area photographic motion

picture sound recordings. They can be dis-

played simultaneously and synchronously on

motion picture sound editting equipment

thus offering the technological prerequi-

site for simultaneous audio-visual inspec-

tion of the analbg sound recordings.

SEGMENTATION

The “segmentation" of the analog data was

carried on manually on a sound reading

bench after carreful audio-visual inspec-

tion of the sound records and their cont-
rol oscillograms.

It consists of marking the beginning and

the end of each magnetic tape segment, car-

rying a labeled phone, with a perforation

and a strong magnetic pulse (Fig. 2).

The places of the markers belonging to each
such magnetic tape segment have been de-

termined after:

1. The content of the segment has been

HEARD as coextensive with the labeled-pho-
ne quality

2. The visual duplicate of the same seg-
ment has been OBSERVED on the control os~
cillogram or motion picture sound record:

a) By the VOWEL-phones: As a mighty tone
burst between two weak noisy signals

b) By the CONSONANT-phones: As a modera-
te or weak noise-like signal between two a
mighty tone bursts or between a pause and
a mighty tone burst.

DIGITAL DATA

The segmented analogue data were fed to

the input of an analog to digital conver-

ter set "on" by each "Start" marker and

”off" by the imediately following "Stop"

marker. In the analog to digital converter

the nonturbulent segments (vowels and re-

sonants) were sampled with a rate of 20kHz

and the turbulent ones with 40kHz to enw-

re no lose of audio frequency information

below 10kHz, for the sonant-like,and behw

ZOkHz for'the turbulent sounds.

The output digital data files were stored

in an 1BM-compatible magnetic tape memou

with recording density of 1600 bit/inch.
After the analog to digital conversionthe

data were processed by a servise program

which does three things:

1. Records meaningfull 9-symbol labels

at the head of the first block of each fl-

le. The simbols are decimal numbers carn-

ing information about the origin, thehyr

tory, the kind and the inventory of the

file. The last symbol in the label is a

key which lockes the file if ordered.
2. Performs correction of the segmenm'

tion.

3. Lockes unfinished files at the end

of the tape or files for which no agree'

ment was reached between the speaker mm

the group of reliable listeners.

CONCLUSION

The data base here considered was cremmd
for a resauch aimed at the build up orthe

phonetic fulcrum of the Bulgarian lanymy
for the purposes of computer recognition

of continuous speech. It is available in
14 volumes, each stored on a 1/2 inch,

2600 feet magnetic tape together with 3

subroutine in FORTRAN IV for sequential°r

selected reading and/or rewriting of the

labeled files. Its output can be easily

reshaped by the use of standard sort/merge

Programs because in the labels are Present
9191101te symbols except for the Phonemm

categOry but also for each individuals?”

aker and its sex. This way the data beBe

can be used for research purposes not only

in the field of trivial and c0mparative

acoustic phonetics but also in studying
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the prosodic features in speech connected

‘Twith the personality and the sex of the
speakers.

REMARK

From the different definitons of PEOEEMES
existing in the linguistic litterature the
definition of B. Bloch [5/ is adopted he-
re because it suits best the technological
aspects of speech:

PRONEME - class of allophones

ALLOPHONE - class of phones in the same
relevant environment

PHONE - any continuous fraction of a
phrase that is heard as coex-
tensive with a given quality

HmASE - an utterance or part of an
utterance bounded by succes~
sive pauses
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up procedure

Fig. 2. (Top) Segment of magnetic tape re-
' cord carrying the vowel ,a/ from

the allophone /bab/ imbeded in
the word [baba/ uttered by spea-
ker N.D.(male); (Bottom) Control
oscillogram of the same segment
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St2, Sp2 corrected segmentation
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INTRODUCTION

When designing a vowel recognizer for continuous speech,

one must consider not only the actual recognition algo-

rithms but also the question of what categories the recog-

nizer should attempt to identify. Should the vowel cate-

gories be at a phonemic level or a phonetic level 1 27 For

a particular level of labeling, how detailed should the cat-

egories be? For example, if a phonetic level of labeling

is chosen, which allophones should be grouped together?

Another important problem is to find a consistent way of

labeling speech at a particular level for training and test- 1

ing the system.

This paper will describe the current design of the vowel

recognizer that is under development and present classifi-
cation results using two sets of vowellabels. The vowel rec-
ognizer is part of the acoustic phonetic recognition mod-
ule of the CMU DARPA speech understanding system
(Adams and Bisiani [?]). The system consists of a signal
processing module, an acoustic phonetic recognition mod
ule, a word matcher, and a sentence parser. A block dia-
gram of this system can be seen in Figure 1. The acoustic
phonetic recognition module is given various representa-
tions of the speech signal as input and produces a network
representing possible phonetic transcriptions of the speech
signal. The network has nodes representing possible seg-
ment boundaries and arcs that have lists of labels with
associated probabilities.

1. In this paper, the terms "phonemic level" and "phoneme" refer to the
speaker‘s internal representation of the sounds in the lexicon. The term "pho-

netic level” refers to the actual sound present in the speech signal. For example.

speakers may produce the word “children" such that the first vowel would be

perceived as an [oh] if listeners were to base their perception only on the acous-

tic signal (taking into account acoustic context but ignoring expectations from

lexical knowledge). This vowelwill be considered to be an [t It the phonemic
level and an [ah] at the phonetic level

2. The term "segment” is used here only to refer to a portion of the speech
signal. It is not meant to imply that these are phonetic segments.

3. The term ”feature" is being used here as in the pattern recognition
literature. It is not intended to menu phonetic feature.

'Supported by grants from DARPA and NSF

THE VOWEL RECOGNIZER

The job of the vowel recognizer is to produce a list of

probabilities of vowel labels given begin and end times for

a segment 2 of the speech signal. In the system, these be-

gin and end times are produced by the segmentation algo-

rithms. In these classification experiments, the hand tran-

scription boundaries are used as the segment begin and

end times. The segment boundaries are not considered

to be the boundaries of the relevant information about

the vowel since important acoustic information about the

identity of the vowel may be present in the vowel’s sur-

roundings. These begin and end times are only used to

define the portion of speech that the recognizer is to clas-

sify.

The vowel recognizer consists of a set of feature 3 mea-

surement algorithms to measure the acoustic properties of

the vowel and a multi-dimensional classifier to produce the

label probabilities. The set of feature measurement algo-

rithms should capture all of the relevant acoustic infor-

mation. The feature measurements for the vowels conSlSt

mainly of formant measurements at various points in time.

formant changes throughout the segment, spectral centers

Speech in

L . Signal Processing J

[Acoustic Phonetic Recognitiglj

[ Word Matcher _l

l
L Sentence Parser _J

Sentence out

Figure 1: Block diagram of the CMU ”Stem-
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of gravity measured at various points in time, duration,

and average pitch of the segment. Many measurements

(for example formant frequencies) are computed in more

than one way and it is left to the classifier to decide which

is the most reliable way to make a particular measure-

ment for a particular decision. The complete list consists

of about 100 feature measurements.

Each segment is represented as a single point in a multi-

dimensional space which has a dimension for each of the

feature measurements. The job of the classifier is to give
the probability of each of the vowel categories given a point

in this space (Duda and Hart [2]). The classifier used
consists of (n * (n-l))/2 pairwise classifiers where n is the
number of vowel categories. The pairwise classifiers are

used rather than a single classifier so that the number of
dimensions can be as low as possible for each classifier.
A single classifier would have to use all of the dimensions
that were needed for all labels. Each pairwise classifier
is able to use only the features needed for that particular
pairwise decision. For example, this allows the system to
use a formant tracker specifically designed for front vowels
in the [iy] vs [ih] classifier, a formant tracker specifically
designed for back vowels in the [aa] vs [a0] classifier, and
some spectral centers of gravity for the [iy] vs [aa] classifier.

Each classifier is a two-class, n-dimensional Bayesian
classifier where n is the number of feature measurements
used for that particular pairwise decision. The classifier as-
sumes a multi-variate Gaussian model of the data samples
from each vowel category and given the feature measure-
ments for a segment, assigns probabilities for each vowel

caLtegOry based on that model. Training consists of select-

ing the best features for each pairwise decision and esti-
mating the parameters of the Gaussian model from a set
0f training data. Feature selection is done by performing a
best-first search through all combinations of available fea-

tures, using classification performance on a subset of the
training data as the criterion for deciding which combina-
tion of features is best.

. The vowel category probabilities from the pairwise clas-
Slfiers are combined in the following manner: For each
pairwise classifier, the vowel category with the highest
probability is given a vote. The probability of the vowel

cate301')! with the greatest number of votes is the average
0f the probabilities of that vowel category from each of
the pairwise classifiers involving that vowel category. The

Probability for each other vowel category is the probability
of that vowel category from the pairwise classifier for that
VOWel category versus the vowel category with the greatest
Ill1_mber of votes. The probabilities are then normalized so

th“ the sum of the probabilities for all vowel categories
equals one,

VOWEL CATEGORIES

In recognition of vowels in continuous speech, the per-
formance of the recognition system will be greatly affected
by the choice of vowel categories that the recognizer is at-
tempting to identify. Since the labels given to vowel seg~
ments in the training data define the recognizer’s models
of the vowel categories, the procedure used to obtain these
labels is an important factor in determining the system’s
performance.

The goal of the vowel recognizer is that its decisions

should be based on the same information that a human lis-

tener would use when making a decision about the vowel.

Since the current design of the vowel recognizer works

without any top down information from the higher levels

of the system, this goal must be altered slightly: the vowel

recognizer should use all the information that a human lis-

tener uses except any higher level language knowledge.

A listener’s perception of a vowel in continuous speech

is affected by many factors other than just the acoustic

properties of the segment (Rudnickey and Cole [3], Jacob

et al. [4]) The neighboring phonemes affect the acous-
tic realization of the vowel and the vowel affects the real-

ization of the neighboring phonemes. Listeners take into

account these local acoustic effects when making a judge-

ment about the identity of the vowel. Listeners are also

able to use information from a larger acoustic context
(speaking rate, speaker characteristics, etc.) to make a

judgement about the vowel. They will also be influenced

by their expectation of what the vowel should be given

their lexical and semantic knowledge.

The vowel recognition system should take into account

as much of the acoustic information as possible to make a

decision. This seems to mean that vowel categories on a

' phonetic level rather than a phonemic level should be used.

The acoustic realization of a phoneme depends on higher

level rules of the language. Since the vowel recognizer

is only able to use acoustic information and not higher

level information, it would not be able to map the varying

acoustic realizations to the intended phoneme.

It’s not clear how to obtain vowel labels at a phonetic

level. If listeners are presented with enough of the signal

to obtain the complete acoustic context, they will learn

what words were spoken and be influenced by the expected

phoneme. Alternatively, If short segments of speech are

presented, the listeners will only be able to use the local

acoustic context. Sentences composed of nonsense words

could be used for training and testing the system. This

would allow listeners to hear the entire utterance without

being having any expectations of the intended vowels. The

problem with this approach is that the speakers may have

difficulty speaking the sentences in a natural manner.

Since the recognizer must map acoustic information
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level and an [ah] at the phonetic level

2. The term "segmeut' is used here only to refer to a portion of the speech

signal. It is not meant to imply that these are phonetic segments.
3. The term ”feature" is being used here as in the pattern recognition

literature. it is not intended to mean phonetic feature.

'Supported by grants from DARPA and NSF

THE VOWEL RECOGNIZER

The job of the vowel recognizer is to produce a list of

probabilities of vowel labels given begin and end times for

a segment 2 of the speech signal. In the system, these be-

gin and end times are produced by the segmentation algo-

rithms. In these classification experiments, the hand tran-

scription boundaries are used as the segment begin and

end times. The segment boundaries are not considered

to be the boundaries of the relevant information about

the vowel since important acoustic information about the

identity of the vowel may be present in the vowel’s sur-

roundings. These begin and end times are only used to

define the portion of speech that the recognizer is to clas-

sify.

The vowel recognizer consists of a set of feature 3 mea-

surement algorithms to measure the acoustic properties of

the vowel and a multi-dimensional classifier to produce the

label probabilities. The set of feature measurement a130-

rithms should capture all of the relevant acoustic infor-

mation. The feature measurements for the vowels cox'lslst

mainly of formant measurements at various points in time;

formant changes throughout the segment, spectral centers
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of gravity measured at various points in time, duration,

and average pitch of the segment. Many measurements

(for example formant frequencies) are computed in more

than one way and it is left to the classifier to decide which

is the most reliable way to make a particular measure-

ment for a particular decision. The complete list consists

of about 100 feature measurements.

Each segment is represented as a single point in a multi~

dimensional space which has a dimension for each of the

feature measurements. The job of the classifier is to give

the probability of each of the vowel categories given a point

in this space (Duda and Hart [2]). The classifier used
consists of (n * (n-1))/2 pairwise classifiers where n is the
number of vowel categories. The pairwise classifiers are

used rather than a single classifier so that the number of
dimensions can be as low as possible for each classifier.
A single classifier would have to use all of the dimensions
that were needed for all labels. Each pairwise classifier
is able to use only the features needed for that particular
pairwise decision. For example, this allows the system to
use a formant tracker specifically designed for front vowels
in the [iy] vs [ih] classifier, a formant tracker specifically
designed for back vowels in the [aa] vs [a0] classifier, and
some spectral centers of gravity for the [iy] vs [aa] classifier.

Each classifier is a two-class, n-dimensional Bayesian
classifier where n is the number of feature measurements
used for that particular pairwise decision. The classifier as-
sumes a multi-variate Gaussian model of the data samples
from each vowel category and given the feature measure-
ments for a segment, assigns probabilities for each vowel
caliegOry based on that model. Training consists of select-

ing the best features for each pairwise decision and esti-
mating the parameters of the Gaussian model from a. set
of training data. Feature selection is done by performing a
best~first search through all combinations of available fea-

tures, uSing classification performance on a subset of the
training data. as the criterion for deciding which combina-
tion of features is best.

. The vowel category probabilities from the pairwise clas-
SIfiers are combined in the following manner: For each
pairwise classifier, the vowel category with the highest
PTObability is given a vote. The probability of the vowel

“tegow with the greatest number of votes is the average
01' the probabilities of that vowel category from each of

the Pairwise classifiers involving that vowel category. The
PFObability for each other vowelcategory is the probability
Of that vowel category from the pairwise classifier for that

Vowel category versus the vowel category with the greatest
Ill1_mber of votes. The probabilities are then normalized so

th“ the sum of the probabilities for all vowel categories
equals one,

VOWEL CATEGORIES

In recognition of vowels in continuous speech, the per-
formance of the recognition system will be greatly affected
by the choice of vowel categories that the recognizer is at-
tempting to identify. Since the labels given to vowel seg~
ments in the training data define the recognizer’s models
of the vowel categories, the procedure used to obtain these
labels is an important factor in determining the system’s
performance.

The goal of the vowel recognizer is that its decisions

should be based on the same information that a human liS<

tener would use when making a decision about the vowel.

Since the current design of the vowel recognizer works

without any top down information from the higher levels

of the system, this goal must be altered slightly: the vowel

recognizer should use all the information that a human lis-

tener uses except any higher level language knowledge.

A listener’s perception of a vowel in continuous speech

is affected by many factors other than just the acoustic

properties of the segment (Rudnickey and Cole [3], Jacob

et al. {4}) The neighboring phonemes affect the acous-
tic realization of the vowel and the vowel affects the real-

ization of the neighboring phonemes. Listeners take into

account these local acoustic effects when making a judge-

ment about the identity of the vowel. Listeners are also

able to use information from a larger acoustic context
(speaking rate, speaker characteristics, etc.) to make -a

judgement about the vowel. They will also be influenced

by their expectation of what the vowel should be given

their lexical and semantic knowledge.

The vowel recognition system should take into account

as much of the acoustic information as possible to make a

decision. This seems to mean that vowel categories on a

' phonetic level rather than a phonemic level should be used.

The acoustic realization of a phoneme depends on higher

level rules of the language. Since the vowel recognizer

is only able to use acoustic information and not higher

level information, it would not be able to map the varying

acoustic realizations to the intended phoneme.

It’s not clear how to obtain vowel labels at a phonetic

level. If listeners are presented with enough of the signal

to obtain the complete acoustic context, they will learn

what words were spoken and be influenced by the expected

phoneme. Alternatively, If short segments of speech are

presented, the listeners will only be able to use the local

acoustic context. Sentences composed of nonsense words

could be used for training and testing the system. This

would allow listeners to hear the entire utterance without

being having any expectations of the intended vowels. The

problem with this approach is that the speakers may have

difficulty speaking the sentences in a natural manner.

Since the recognizer must map acoustic information
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onto probabilities of vowel labels, the labels used for train-

ing and testing the system should have as consistent as

possible a relationship to the acoustic information. There

is ambiguity in phonetic labels (Church [5]). Even if listen-

ers were able to hear vowels in their full acoustic context

without being influenced by their phonemic expectation,

they would not always agree. Effects such as listeners be-

ing influenced by their phonemic expectation or not being

presented with the full acoustic context will increase the

amount of ambiguity. Since the recognition performance

of the system is limited by the amount of ambiguity in the

vowel categories in the training and testing data, the la-

beling procedure should attempt to minimize the amount

of additional ambiguity.

LABELING

Two labeling procedures were tried. In one, the people

doing the labeling are able to hear the entire sentence and

in the other, listeners are given the vowel segment with

only a small amount of acoustic context. Both labeling

procedures used the same set of labels. This list can be

seen in the confusion matrices in Table 3.

The first set of labels used were the hand transcrip-

tions being done for the DARPA speech project’s acoustic

phonetic database. These transcriptions are made by lis-

tening to the utterance, giving a phonetic transcription.

running an automatic alignment program, and correcting

alignment errors. Besides hearing the whole utterence,

transcribersare able to see a spectrogram and other dis-

plays and are able to play any section of the utterance.

The transcriptions are intended to be phonetic transcrip-

tions but are biased towards the expected vowel in the

cases where the realized vowel was ambiguous.

The second set of labels were produced by presenting

trained listeners with each vowel segment in its local acous-

tic context. The segment boundaries were obtained from

the hand transcriptions mentioned above. Each vowel seg-

ment was first played imbedded in the section of speech

starting from the beginning of the transcribed segment be-

fore the vowel to the end of the segment after the vowel.

After a half second pause, the vowel segment was played in

isolation. The listener was able to have these two speech

tokens played as many times as necessary. The listener

then gave a'phonetic label to the vowelwith the option of

responding with “not sure”. ~

TESTS

The training data for these tests consists of 1000 utter-

ances from 100 (30 female and 70 male) speakers from the

DARPA acoustic phonetic database. All of the utterances

were labeled both by doing the hand transcriptions and

the labeling by listeners described above. The labeling by
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Testing labels

Listener labels Transcription labels

Training labels (topl/topZ/top3) (topl/topz/top3)

Listener labels 48.3 / 68.7 / 79.3 40.3 / 60.8 / 72.4

Transcription labels [41.4 / 64.3 / 77.1 46.2 / 68.1 / 78.3

Table 1: System performance on the four combinations of

training and testing labels. The numbers given are the per-

cent agreement to the testing labels in the top choice, the top

two choices, and the top 3 choices of the vowel recognizer.

listeners was done by four listeners (each listener labeled

a subset of the 1000 sentences).

The testing data consists of 160 utterances from 20

(6 female and 14 male) speakers. The testing speakers

and utterances do not overlap with the training speakers

and utterances. The testing data was labeled by the hand

transcription and also by three listeners. Each listener

labeled all 160 sentences so that listener versus listener

agreement could be tested.

The system was trained on both types of labels and

tested on both types of labels. The listeners gave a “not

sure” label to 3.6% of the segments. These “not sure”

labels were ignored during training. For testing the system

on listeners’ labels, the segments that were given the “not

sure” label were automatically relabeled with the label

from the hand transcriptions. The results of these tests

can be seen in Table l.

The labels obtained from the three listeners were com-

pared to each other and also to the hand labels. TWO

comparisons were done: In one, only segments that were

not given the “not sure” label by any of the listeners Wef:

used. In the other, all segments were used and “not sure

answers were considered to be errors. A summary of These

results can be seen in Table 2. Confusion matrices for 3‘"

Listener 1 Listener 2 Listener 3 TranscriPtions
Listener 1 — 648/653 699/653 63.0/59-2
Listener 2 64.8/65.8 — 669/623 5119/55-1
Listener 3 69.9/65.8 66.9/62.3 — 643/62-2

Average Listener versus Listener agreement 67.2/62.7 8

Average Listener versus transcription agreement 62.5/58-

Table 2: This table shows the labeling agreement betl’f’ceil all
combinations of the three listeners and the hand transcriptionst
For each entry, the first number is the percentage agreemfn,

considering only the segments that no listeners gave a “not suret

label. The second number is the percentage agree for all 5931“”)

cotuiting “not sure” labels as errors
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erage listener versus listener agreement and for average
listener versus hand label agreement can be seen in Table

3.

DISCUSSION

From the results in Table 2, it can be seen that the

listeners agree with each other 67% of the time and they

agree with the hand labels 62% of the time. It seems that

there is at least a small difference in these two type of la-

bels. This difference may be due to convention differences

between the two types of labels or it may be that the re-

lationship between the acoustic information and the hand

labels is less consistent for some distinctions than for the

listener’s labels. For example, it may be more difficult to

make ajudgement about the vowel color without being bi-

ased by phonemic expectation when listening to the entire

utterance. It may also be true that the listening labels are

less consistent than the hand labels for some other dis-

tinctions. For example, it is likely that it is more difficult

to make a decision about vowel reduction in the listening

labeling procedure since the listeners were not presented

with the entire utterance and do not have access to infor-

mation about speaking rate and the relative amplitudes of

neighboring syllables.
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Table 3: Confusion matrices for average listener versus listener
comparison (a) and average listener versus hzmd transcription

b)‘ In (bl the row is the hand transcription label and the
€01llmn is the listener label.
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When trained and tested on the, hand labels, the sys-

tem’s first choice accuracy is 46% and when trained and

tested on the listeners’ labels, the accuracy is 48%. A

larger difference in performance can be seen comparing

testing the system on the same type of labels as it was

trained on versus testing the system on the other set of la-

bels. Again this could either be explained by a convention

difference or by a difference in the types of inconsistencies

in the two labeling procedures.

It certainly seems that there is a large amount of am-

biguity in the vowel categories being used for the vowel

recognizer. The upper limit to the performance of the

vowel recognizer is the amount of ambiguity present in

the mapping from the acoustic information to the vowel

labels. Since the listeners only agree with each other 65%

of the time, this is the upper limit for the vowel recognizer

performance if it is trained and tested on these labels. Ob-

taining labels that have a more consistent relationship to

the acoustic information either by redefining the vowel cat-

egories or by developing a better labeling procedure should

directly improve the performance of the vowel recognizer.

From the system performance data, it seems that the two

labeling procedures investigated so far have approximately

equivalent amounts of ambiguity. If some distinctions are

made more consistently with one procedure than the other,

perhaps a better labeling procedure would combine the

best aspects of both.
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onto probabilities of vowel labels, the labels used for train-

ing and testing the system should have as consistent as

possible a relationship to the acoustic information. There

is ambiguity in phonetic labels (Church [5]). Even if listen-

ers were able to hear vowels in their full acoustic context

without being influenced by their phonemic expectation,

they would not always agree. Effects such as listeners be-

ing influenced by their phonemic expectation or not being

presented with the full acoustic context will increase the

amount of ambiguity. Since the recognition performance

of the system is limited by the amount of ambiguity in the

vowel categories in the training and testing data, the la-

beling procedure should attempt to minimize the amount

of additional ambiguity.

LABELING

Two labeling procedures were tried. In one, the people

doing the labeling are able to hear the entire sentence and

in the other, listeners are given the vowel segment with

only a small amount of acoustic context. Both labeling

procedures used the same set of labels. This list can be

seen in the confusion matrices in Table 3.

The first set of labels used were the hand transcrip-

tions being done for the DARPA speech project’s acoustic

phonetic database. These transcriptions are made by lis-

tening to the utterance, giving a phonetic transcription.

running an automatic alignment program, and correcting

alignment errors. Besides hearing the whole utterence,

transcribersare able to see a spectrogram and other dis-

plays and are able to play any section of the utterance.

The transcriptions are intended to be phonetic transcrip-

tions but are biased towards the expected vowel in the

cases where the realized vowel was ambiguous.

The second set of labels were produced by presenting

trained listeners with each vowel segment in its local acous-

tic context. The segment boundaries were obtained from

the hand transcriptions mentioned above. Each vowel seg-

ment was first played imbedded in the section of speech

starting from the beginning of the transcribed segment be-

fore the vowel to the end of the segment after the vowel.

After a half second pause, the vowel segment was played in

isolation. The listener was able to have these two speech

tokens played as many times as necessary. The listener

then gave a'phonetic label to the vowelwith the option of

responding with “not sure”. ~

TESTS

The training data for these tests consists of 1000 utter-

ances from 100 (30 female and 70 male) speakers from the

DARPA acoustic phonetic database. All of the utterances

were labeled both by doing the hand transcriptions and

the labeling by listeners described above. The labeling by
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Testing labels

Listener labels Transcription labels

Training labels (topl/topZ/top3) (topl/topz/top3)

Listener labels 48.3 / 68.7 / 79.3 40.3 / 60.8 / 72.4

Transcription labels [41.4 / 64.3 / 77.1 46.2 / 68.1 / 78.3

Table 1: System performance on the four combinations of

training and testing labels. The numbers given are the per-

cent agreement to the testing labels in the top choice, the top

two choices, and the top 3 choices of the vowel recognizer.

listeners was done by four listeners (each listener labeled

a subset of the 1000 sentences).

The testing data consists of 160 utterances from 20

(6 female and 14 male) speakers. The testing speakers

and utterances do not overlap with the training speakers

and utterances. The testing data was labeled by the hand

transcription and also by three listeners. Each listener

labeled all 160 sentences so that listener versus listener

agreement could be tested.

The system was trained on both types of labels and

tested on both types of labels. The listeners gave a “not

sure” label to 3.6% of the segments. These “not sure”

labels were ignored during training. For testing the system

on listeners’ labels, the segments that were given the “not

sure” label were automatically relabeled with the label

from the hand transcriptions. The results of these tests

can be seen in Table l.

The labels obtained from the three listeners were com-

pared to each other and also to the hand labels. TWO

comparisons were done: In one, only segments that were

not given the “not sure” label by any of the listeners Wef:

used. In the other, all segments were used and “not sure

answers were considered to be errors. A summary of These

results can be seen in Table 2. Confusion matrices for 3‘"

Listener 1 Listener 2 Listener 3 TranscriPtions
Listener 1 — 648/653 699/653 63.0/59-2
Listener 2 64.8/65.8 — 669/623 5119/55-1
Listener 3 69.9/65.8 66.9/62.3 — 643/62-2

Average Listener versus Listener agreement 67.2/62.7 8

Average Listener versus transcription agreement 62.5/58-

Table 2: This table shows the labeling agreement betl’f’ceil all
combinations of the three listeners and the hand transcriptionst
For each entry, the first number is the percentage agreemfn,

considering only the segments that no listeners gave a “not suret

label. The second number is the percentage agree for all 5931“”)

cotuiting “not sure” labels as errors
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erage listener versus listener agreement and for average
listener versus hand label agreement can be seen in Table

3.

DISCUSSION

From the results in Table 2, it can be seen that the

listeners agree with each other 67% of the time and they

agree with the hand labels 62% of the time. It seems that

there is at least a small difference in these two type of la-

bels. This difference may be due to convention differences

between the two types of labels or it may be that the re-

lationship between the acoustic information and the hand

labels is less consistent for some distinctions than for the

listener’s labels. For example, it may be more difficult to

make ajudgement about the vowel color without being bi-

ased by phonemic expectation when listening to the entire

utterance. It may also be true that the listening labels are

less consistent than the hand labels for some other dis-

tinctions. For example, it is likely that it is more difficult

to make a decision about vowel reduction in the listening

labeling procedure since the listeners were not presented

with the entire utterance and do not have access to infor-

mation about speaking rate and the relative amplitudes of

neighboring syllables.
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Table 3: Confusion matrices for average listener versus listener
comparison (a) and average listener versus hzmd transcription

b)‘ In (bl the row is the hand transcription label and the
€01llmn is the listener label.
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When trained and tested on the, hand labels, the sys-

tem’s first choice accuracy is 46% and when trained and

tested on the listeners’ labels, the accuracy is 48%. A

larger difference in performance can be seen comparing

testing the system on the same type of labels as it was

trained on versus testing the system on the other set of la-

bels. Again this could either be explained by a convention

difference or by a difference in the types of inconsistencies

in the two labeling procedures.

It certainly seems that there is a large amount of am-

biguity in the vowel categories being used for the vowel

recognizer. The upper limit to the performance of the

vowel recognizer is the amount of ambiguity present in

the mapping from the acoustic information to the vowel

labels. Since the listeners only agree with each other 65%

of the time, this is the upper limit for the vowel recognizer

performance if it is trained and tested on these labels. Ob-

taining labels that have a more consistent relationship to

the acoustic information either by redefining the vowel cat-

egories or by developing a better labeling procedure should

directly improve the performance of the vowel recognizer.

From the system performance data, it seems that the two

labeling procedures investigated so far have approximately

equivalent amounts of ambiguity. If some distinctions are

made more consistently with one procedure than the other,

perhaps a better labeling procedure would combine the

best aspects of both.
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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the determination of the
allophones that are necessary for achieving a good
recognition of the French numbers by a speech
recognition system based on a Markov modelling
approach. The allophones have been distinguished,
for the vowels, by the formant transitions at the
"onset" and at the "offset", and for the con—
sonants, by their phonetical characterization.

For this specific application, using an aver—
age of 2 allophones by phoneme and a few "clus—
ters", we achieved 94.9% correct recognition rate
on the whole numbers, for 13 speakers that were
not in the training set.

INTRODUCTION

A speaker-independent speech-recognition sys—
tem has to deal with all the possible acoustical
realizations of the words in the vocabulary. The
variations result from various speakers, different
possible pronunciations and coarticulation
effects. The recognition system we used [1],
based on a Markov modelling approach, can handle
part of these variations through the automatic
training procedure. However, the basic units,
used to describe the words (usually phonemes),
have different acoustical realizations depending
on the context. If one uses a specific acoustical
model for each phoneme in each context, the total
number of necessary models would be pretty large.
But, for any phoneme, several contexts may have
nearly the same influence on its acoustical reali-
zation. So a good tradeoff, between accuracy and
complexity, is to use different acoustical models,
for a given phoneme, only when the context influ-
ence is different enough.

That is the reasons why we are studying the
allophones as each of them corresponds to a par—
ticular acoustical realization. It is worthwile
mentioning that this study concerns only a
specific application, namely the French numbers
between 0 and 999, and thus has no pretention to
be a full theoretical research of the French allo-
phones. Nevertheless, the set of allophones
determined in this study may be extended as needed
to fit a new vocabulary. The French numbers use
nearly all the vowels and half of the consonants
of the French language. The strict syntax and the
limited vocabulary restrict the number of contexts
for each phoneme, thus, we were able to conduct a
full study of the different contexts for this
specific application.

After a description of the data base, this
details the different realizations of the

For the vowels, we used mainly the

paper
phonemes.
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transition of the formants, and for the con-
sonants, their phonetical characterizations. We
end the paper by an application of the allophones
in a speech recognition system.

DATA BASE

The data base contains about 3000 Framh
numbers between 0 and 999. They were recorded
from 34 adult speakers (22 men and 12 women?.lA11
the speakers have a "standard" pronunciatiom

except one having a strong regional accent.

The table lists the different phonemes ofthe

data base. For typographical reasons we denom
the phonemes by one or two ascii characters, and

We specified here the standard phonetical meannm
when different from the notation used.

i, ei(€), ai(£)v 3’
Oral 0(3), au(d), ou(u)y

Vowels eu(¢), oe(a), e(3%

Nasal an(3), in(§), un(&)y mu?)

Plosive d, t, k.
Conso— Fricative v, 2, f, s.
nants Liquid r.

Nasal n.
Semivowel w, y(3).

This study, concerning the determination 9f

the allophones, was conducted using the SP9°9°B
grams of the data in association with the P1“
and the waveform.

VOWELS ALLOPHONES

One of the main acoustical realizations 9f
the context influence on the vowel is the trans;e

tion of the formants at the "onset” and at the
"offset". For practical reasons, related to m
implementation of the speech recognition. Syséid
we will treat separately the consonantic ll'ng
ence, the pause influence, the possible dev0161
and the case of adjacent vowels.

Consonantic Influence
. insFrom the locus theory [2, 3), which" eXPifior

the transition of the formants at the onse
f articu‘the "offset" of the vowels by the point 0 ineds

lation of the adjacent consonant, we def etherclasses for the consonants. We grouped tog con—the apico—dental and the redorso-alVeclar. theytexts because the transition of the formants
induce are very similar [3].
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, d, n (apico—dental)

Dental ( , z (predorso-alveolar)
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Instead of measuring by degrees the displace-
ment of the articulation point, or the aperture
[4L during the realization of the vowel, we will
characterize the allophones by their full context.
The next table reports the vowels of the data base
and the contexts in which they occur. Each row
corresponds to a left context, and each column to
a right context. "Lpal" stands for labio-palatal,
and "Lvel" for labia—velar. In order to represent
all the positions we add the "pause" and "vowel"
contexts. They will be treated later on.

R' h .Left 1g t Labi Dental Lpal Vela Uvul Paus Vowe

Labial in in in in in
Dental { an ai,an,eu an an ei an an

oe i,in,ou in o eu ei
Lpal. i
Lvel. a a
Velar a,an,in a

Uvular { au a1, au au an au auoe an
Pause on unVowel on un

Taking each vowel in each possible context
would define a full set of allophones for this
application. However, one can also define a sub-
set by grouping together for each vowel some con—
texts which have nearly the same influence. Wefiwuld point out that this grouping is different
fiom one vowel to another. For example, for the
oral vowel /au/ we can put together the right con-
tQXtS "velar", "labial" and "pause"; but for the
llasal vowel /an/ we will have to keep separate the
fallzations corresponding to the "velar" and
lablO‘Palatal" contexts which induce important

Hansitions on the formants.

Pause Influence

, In general 3 different realizations are pos—
“ble for the "onset" or the "offset" of a vowel
flmn adjacent to a pause. Just after a pause, we
can have a glottal stop, a synchronized or an
aSplrated (devoiced) beginning. Just before a
page, We can have a glottal stop, a synchronized
or? devoiced ending. A synchronized beginning or
fidNW C0rresponds to a progressive rising or fal-
:ng of the pitch and of the intensity showing a
ail'nchronization between the vocal cords vibrations
devihe velum and the articulators movements. A
Hal :ed beSlnning or ending results from a par—
ha' Orward or backward assimilation, the pause

Vlng the same effect as a voiceless context.

Vowel devoicing

The Voicin be ratherMbust g feature appears to
for the vowels. Only one context was

numbers. One of
realizations of
longer duration of the
closed syllable, the influence of the
consonant
vious studies [7, 8].

therefore
lated with the duration of the sense—group. How—
ever the duration

strong enough in our data base to devoice a wholevowel. This context was /s.w s/ for the vowel/a/ in the word "60" (/s.w.a.s.an.t/). After a
devoicing of the /w/, the vowel /a/, surrounded byvoiceless consonants loses its voicing feature and
becomes coarticulated with the surrounding noise.

Adjacent vowels

For 2 adjacent vowels, belonging to differentwords, we noticed the following realizations: For
unstressed vowels the transition of the formants
is smooth and uninterrupted. For stressed vowels
either a short pause (50 to 200 ms) appears
between the vowels and they may start or end by a
glottal stop, or the transition is realized by a
glottalized vocalic portion having a low pitch.

Summary

Because of the implementation in the speech
recognition system we group together the "pause"
and the "vowel" contexts. The pause does not
induce formant transitions, and the transitions
between adjacent vowels are handled by specific
acoustical models. In order to obtain a good
representation of the various transitions of the
formants we had to define an average of 2 allo-
phones by vowel. The number of allophones used
for each vowel, reported in the following table,
does not take into account the pause influence and
the possible devoicing.

Vowel i ei ai a o au ou oe eu an on in un

Alloph. 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 4 1

SUPRASEGHENTAL INFORMATION

As this speech recognition system does not
use pitch information, and also because for such
short sentences the pitch is not a useful syntaxic
hierarchical cue, the only suprasegmental informa-
tion we have studied is the segmental duration.
The importance of the vocalic duration is justi—
fied by the facts that, besides an obvious corre—
lation between word and phoneme durations, the
degree of perturbation of the formants by the con—
text is strongly related to the length of the
vowel. Also, the knowledge of the minimal dura-
tion is useful for designing the acoustical
models. For these reasons we haved started a sta—
tistical analysis of the segment durations.

The vowels before a pause are longer than the
same in other positions. This agree with the fact
that, in French, the stress is on the last syll—
able of the sense—group [5,6], which often
correspondS‘ for our application to the whole

the most important acoustical
the stressed syllables is the

vocalic nucleus. In a
following

on the vocalic duration agree with pre—

The vowel duration in a non final syllable,
unstressed position, is strongly corre-

stressedof a vowel is
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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the determination of the
allophones that are necessary for achieving a good
recognition of the French numbers by a speech
recognition system based on a Markov modelling
approach. The allophones have been distinguished,
for the vowels, by the formant transitions at the
"onset" and at the "offset", and for the con—
sonants, by their phonetical characterization.

For this specific application, using an aver—
age of 2 allophones by phoneme and a few "clus—
ters", we achieved 94.9% correct recognition rate
on the whole numbers, for 13 speakers that were
not in the training set.

INTRODUCTION

A speaker-independent speech-recognition sys—
tem has to deal with all the possible acoustical
realizations of the words in the vocabulary. The
variations result from various speakers, different
possible pronunciations and coarticulation
effects. The recognition system we used [1],
based on a Markov modelling approach, can handle
part of these variations through the automatic
training procedure. However, the basic units,
used to describe the words (usually phonemes),
have different acoustical realizations depending
on the context. If one uses a specific acoustical
model for each phoneme in each context, the total
number of necessary models would be pretty large.
But, for any phoneme, several contexts may have
nearly the same influence on its acoustical reali-
zation. So a good tradeoff, between accuracy and
complexity, is to use different acoustical models,
for a given phoneme, only when the context influ-
ence is different enough.

That is the reasons why we are studying the
allophones as each of them corresponds to a par—
ticular acoustical realization. It is worthwile
mentioning that this study concerns only a
specific application, namely the French numbers
between 0 and 999, and thus has no pretention to
be a full theoretical research of the French allo-
phones. Nevertheless, the set of allophones
determined in this study may be extended as needed
to fit a new vocabulary. The French numbers use
nearly all the vowels and half of the consonants
of the French language. The strict syntax and the
limited vocabulary restrict the number of contexts
for each phoneme, thus, we were able to conduct a
full study of the different contexts for this
specific application.

After a description of the data base, this
details the different realizations of the
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transition of the formants, and for the con-
sonants, their phonetical characterizations. We
end the paper by an application of the allophones
in a speech recognition system.

DATA BASE

The data base contains about 3000 Framh
numbers between 0 and 999. They were recorded
from 34 adult speakers (22 men and 12 women?.lA11
the speakers have a "standard" pronunciatiom

except one having a strong regional accent.

The table lists the different phonemes ofthe

data base. For typographical reasons we denom
the phonemes by one or two ascii characters, and

We specified here the standard phonetical meannm
when different from the notation used.

i, ei(€), ai(£)v 3’
Oral 0(3), au(d), ou(u)y

Vowels eu(¢), oe(a), e(3%

Nasal an(3), in(§), un(&)y mu?)

Plosive d, t, k.
Conso— Fricative v, 2, f, s.
nants Liquid r.

Nasal n.
Semivowel w, y(3).

This study, concerning the determination 9f

the allophones, was conducted using the SP9°9°B
grams of the data in association with the P1“
and the waveform.

VOWELS ALLOPHONES

One of the main acoustical realizations 9f
the context influence on the vowel is the trans;e

tion of the formants at the "onset” and at the
"offset". For practical reasons, related to m
implementation of the speech recognition. Syséid
we will treat separately the consonantic ll'ng
ence, the pause influence, the possible dev0161
and the case of adjacent vowels.

Consonantic Influence
. insFrom the locus theory [2, 3), which" eXPifior

the transition of the formants at the onse
f articu‘the "offset" of the vowels by the point 0 ineds

lation of the adjacent consonant, we def etherclasses for the consonants. We grouped tog con—the apico—dental and the redorso-alVeclar. theytexts because the transition of the formants
induce are very similar [3].
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Instead of measuring by degrees the displace-
ment of the articulation point, or the aperture
[4L during the realization of the vowel, we will
characterize the allophones by their full context.
The next table reports the vowels of the data base
and the contexts in which they occur. Each row
corresponds to a left context, and each column to
a right context. "Lpal" stands for labio-palatal,
and "Lvel" for labia—velar. In order to represent
all the positions we add the "pause" and "vowel"
contexts. They will be treated later on.
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Uvular { au a1, au au an au auoe an
Pause on unVowel on un

Taking each vowel in each possible context
would define a full set of allophones for this
application. However, one can also define a sub-
set by grouping together for each vowel some con—
texts which have nearly the same influence. Wefiwuld point out that this grouping is different
fiom one vowel to another. For example, for the
oral vowel /au/ we can put together the right con-
tQXtS "velar", "labial" and "pause"; but for the
llasal vowel /an/ we will have to keep separate the
fallzations corresponding to the "velar" and
lablO‘Palatal" contexts which induce important

Hansitions on the formants.

Pause Influence

, In general 3 different realizations are pos—
“ble for the "onset" or the "offset" of a vowel
flmn adjacent to a pause. Just after a pause, we
can have a glottal stop, a synchronized or an
aSplrated (devoiced) beginning. Just before a
page, We can have a glottal stop, a synchronized
or? devoiced ending. A synchronized beginning or
fidNW C0rresponds to a progressive rising or fal-
:ng of the pitch and of the intensity showing a
ail'nchronization between the vocal cords vibrations
devihe velum and the articulators movements. A
Hal :ed beSlnning or ending results from a par—
ha' Orward or backward assimilation, the pause

Vlng the same effect as a voiceless context.

Vowel devoicing

The Voicin be ratherMbust g feature appears to
for the vowels. Only one context was

numbers. One of
realizations of
longer duration of the
closed syllable, the influence of the
consonant
vious studies [7, 8].

therefore
lated with the duration of the sense—group. How—
ever the duration

strong enough in our data base to devoice a wholevowel. This context was /s.w s/ for the vowel/a/ in the word "60" (/s.w.a.s.an.t/). After a
devoicing of the /w/, the vowel /a/, surrounded byvoiceless consonants loses its voicing feature and
becomes coarticulated with the surrounding noise.

Adjacent vowels

For 2 adjacent vowels, belonging to differentwords, we noticed the following realizations: For
unstressed vowels the transition of the formants
is smooth and uninterrupted. For stressed vowels
either a short pause (50 to 200 ms) appears
between the vowels and they may start or end by a
glottal stop, or the transition is realized by a
glottalized vocalic portion having a low pitch.

Summary

Because of the implementation in the speech
recognition system we group together the "pause"
and the "vowel" contexts. The pause does not
induce formant transitions, and the transitions
between adjacent vowels are handled by specific
acoustical models. In order to obtain a good
representation of the various transitions of the
formants we had to define an average of 2 allo-
phones by vowel. The number of allophones used
for each vowel, reported in the following table,
does not take into account the pause influence and
the possible devoicing.

Vowel i ei ai a o au ou oe eu an on in un

Alloph. 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 4 1

SUPRASEGHENTAL INFORMATION

As this speech recognition system does not
use pitch information, and also because for such
short sentences the pitch is not a useful syntaxic
hierarchical cue, the only suprasegmental informa-
tion we have studied is the segmental duration.
The importance of the vocalic duration is justi—
fied by the facts that, besides an obvious corre—
lation between word and phoneme durations, the
degree of perturbation of the formants by the con—
text is strongly related to the length of the
vowel. Also, the knowledge of the minimal dura-
tion is useful for designing the acoustical
models. For these reasons we haved started a sta—
tistical analysis of the segment durations.

The vowels before a pause are longer than the
same in other positions. This agree with the fact
that, in French, the stress is on the last syll—
able of the sense—group [5,6], which often
correspondS‘ for our application to the whole

the most important acoustical
the stressed syllables is the

vocalic nucleus. In a
following

on the vocalic duration agree with pre—

The vowel duration in a non final syllable,
unstressed position, is strongly corre-

stressedof a vowel is
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independent of this influence. For example, the

/a/ appearing in the third syllable of a 6 syll—

ables sense—group lasts 54 ms as regards to 82 ms

when being in the unstressed syllable of a 2 syll—

ables word. But, when the /a/ appears in a

stressed syllable, it lasts 164 ms in a 6 syll—

ables group even followed by a shortening con—

sonant such as /t/ in French, compared to 144 ms,

ceteris paribus, in a 2 syllables word.

NEUTRAL VOWEL — SCHVA

The neutral vowel should be treated like a

possible occurence place rather than an acoustical
realization pattern. Theoretically, in French, at

a slow speaking rate in a careful articulation

manner, it is possible to pronounce a schwa at the
end of every isolated word ending by a consonant.

However, for connected words such as the numbers,

this neutral vowel may be pronounced at the end of

each of the individual words. For example,
whether the schwa (e) is pronounced or not,

implies 4 different theoretical patterns for a
sequence like "55" (ls.in.k.an.t.(e).s.in.k.(e)/).

For a correct identification of the neutral
vowel, one needs to use suprasegmental information

such as the vocalic duration. The duration seems
to be the more appropriate cue for differentiating
the schwa from the vowels /oe/ and /eu/. For
example, the duration of the schwa before a pause
was always very short compared to the duration of
the previous stressed vowel.

CONSONANTS ALLOPHONES

The different realizations of the consonants,
are first described using phonetical characteris—
tics such as nasalization, labialization, etc, as
modifiers applied to the "standard" realization.
After that, we treat the case of the epenthetic
sounds and the voicing feature.

Allophonic characterization

Nasalization: This concerns the stop consonants
after a nasal vowel. The voiced stop /d/ may, by
a forward coarticulation effect, become partly or
completely nasalized. For the voiceless stops, a
nasal consonant may be realized before it or even
replace it.

Palatalization: This concerns the stop consonants
in a right labia-palatal context, or before a
palatal, anterior vowel.

Labialization: This concerns the fricatives fol—
lowed by a labio-velar semivowel, or preceeded by
a rounded posterior vowel.

Vocalization: This concerns the voiced fricative
/v/ and the liquid /r/ in some intervocalic posi»
tions (for example /oe.v,in/ in "80" and /a.r.an/
in "40").

Fricatization: The unvoiced realization of /r/ is
in a strict sense a fricative [9]. The devoicing,
usually due to an adjacent voiceless consonant,
may occur, for some speakers, even in an intervo—
calic context.

Rolled: This concerns, in our data, only the
unvoiced /r/ after the voiceless stop consonant

/t/. This realization is produced by a flapphm
(quasi occlusion) between the back of the tongue
and the "velo-uvular" region.

Tense: For these data, the consonant durafion
vary a lot in two positions: first or last con—
sonant of a sense~group adjacent to a pause. Some

studies [10] note an increase in the tensionof

the articulators, the vocal cords and the velum

for the initial position of a sense—group and for

the stressed syllable of the group. Ve win

denote as "tense" the corresponding realizationof

the consonants. This characteristic does not
correspond to the feature "tense" as defined u

some classical theories of segmental phonology

[11], but rather defines some consonantic realiza-

tions appearing in specific contexts.
An initial voiced consonant may also have a

very short duration, and even vanish, in which

case the only remaining cues are the formant tram
sitions at the "onset" of the following vowel (for

example ly/ in /y.i.t/ or /v/ in /v.in/). For

these reasons we have to define, in an inifial

position, just after a pause, 2 allophones wifl
different acousticalrealizations and different

durations for the fricative /v/ and the semivowel

/y/, one corresponding to a "standard" pronunc1a—

tion and the other to the "tense" realization. At

the end of a sense—group, in a stressed syllablm

the VOT of the unvoiced stops, when followed

immediatedly by a pause have the same realizations

as "tense" consonants for some speakers (important

high frequency noise and a longer VOT).

Speaking rate and epenthetic sounds

For some speakers having a rather slow speah'
ing rate we notice the realization of 2 epentheuc

sounds, one consonantic and one vocalic. IA“
unvoiced consonantic "closure" is realized 1na
context where the nasal consonant is preceeded by

an unvoiced consonant; this occurs for the con—

sonant /n/ preceeded by the voiceless stop /t/ or
the devoiced fricative /z/. A neutral V0Wd

(schwa) may occur when the voiced realization 0f

/r/ is followed by a voiced consonant.

Voicing feature

The voicing feature, for the consonants, 15
often inaccurate and is strongly influenced by the
context. In fact, its modification, due to C03”

ticulations effects, appears to be the same f0;
most of the consonants: stops, fricatives an

semi—vowels. For voiced consonants, the pause has

the same influence as an unvoiced context, and

thus implies a partial or total devoicinz b¥a
forward or backward assimilation. The followflm

table gives, for the specified contexts the CO?
sonants for which the voicing feature may be modk

fied:

Consonants Left context Right context

d, 2. V- Pause
2« Vowel

y, W- Unvoiced consonant

t. k- Vowel
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Summary

The following table lists for each charac—
teristics the consonants that are affected, and
Hm contexts that induce this modification by a
forward or backward assimilation. The "*" denotes
Miirrelevant context (ie anything).

Characteristics Consonants Contexts

Nasalization t, d, k. /an/,/in/ —~ *
. . t. * —— /y/

Palatallzation{ d. * __ /i/

. . . s. * —— /w/
Labialization{ z. /ou/,/on/ __ *

Vocalization r, v. Vowel ._ Vowel
"Rolled" r. /t/ —— *

Fricatization{ r. /t/ __ *
r. Vowel —— Vowel

v, y. Pause —— *

Tense { t, k (VOT) * —— Pause

RECOGNITION TESTS

We applied this study to the speaker indepen—
dent recognition of the French numbers between 0
mm 999. For this recognition test we used a data
base of 26 speakers (14 men and 12 women), each
speaker having recorded the 10 digits, 50 random
mmmers between 00 and 99 and 50 between 000 and
999. Half of this data base was used in the study
of the acoustical realizations. This data base,
cmnaining about 2900 numbers, was separated into
2 parts. The data from 13 speakers were used for
uaining the model parameters, and the data from
the 13 other speakers were used for measuring the
recognition performances in a speaker independent
imde. The acoustical parameters used are the Mel
freQuency cepstrum coefficients, plus the total
amrgy and its temporal variation. They are com-
fined every 20 ms (frame rate) using the energy in
24 Mel filters; the bandpass of the signal being
6.4 t.

‘ The reference point, for measuring the
1n‘Provement due to the allophones, is a phonetic
based model, in which the words are described as
SEXWences of phonemes, each of them being
represented by the same acoustical model, indepen—
dmnly of the context. However, because of strong
umrticulations effects, the sequences /t.r/,
/Wa/ and /y.i/ were considered as basic units and
thuS were represented by a single acoustical
Wflel. Using this description, we achieved 93.1
corfeet recognition rate on the whole numbers for
thetesting set. Using an average of 2 allophones
tfiph9neme, introducing specific models to handle
tllanm't'ions between adjacent vowels, and keeping
99 3 clusters" mentionned above, we achieved
b, 4 correct recognition rate on the same data
aseythus reducing the error rate by 25%-

CONCLUSION

the This paper shows that a good description of
sSpeetgocabulary' improves the performances of a
and recognition system. As the coarticulations

the different pronunciations are predicted,
e acoustical medels have just to take into

account the variations due to the various speak—
ers. However, it seems that to correctly predict
all the coarticulations, it would be necessary to
consider, besides the immediate context, the indi-
vidualities of the speakers and also the speaking
rate of the current sense—group. The set of allo—
phones, defined for this specific application, can
easily be extended to fit new vocabularies.

Although the current version of our speech
recognition system cannot handle segment duration
information, we noticed that the duration is an
important cue for differentiating a final devoiced
/z/ from /s/. An extra cue for identifying a
final devoiced /z/ is the realization of a schwa
after the fricative.
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independent of this influence. For example, the

/a/ appearing in the third syllable of a 6 syll—

ables sense—group lasts 54 ms as regards to 82 ms

when being in the unstressed syllable of a 2 syll—

ables word. But, when the /a/ appears in a

stressed syllable, it lasts 164 ms in a 6 syll-

ables group even followed by a shortening con—

sonant such as /t/ in French, compared to 144 ms,

ceteris paribus, in a 2 syllables word.

NEUTRAL VOWEL — SCHVA

The neutral vowel should be treated like a

possible occurence place rather than an acoustical
realization pattern. Theoretically, in French, at
a slow speaking rate in a careful articulation

manner, it is possible to pronounce a schwa at the
end of every isolated word ending by a consonant.

However, for connected words such as the numbers,

this neutral vowel may be pronounced at the end of

each of the individual words. For example,
whether the schwa (e) is pronounced or not,

implies 4 different theoretical patterns for a
sequence like "55" (ls.in.k.an.t.(e).s.in.k.(e)/).

For a correct identification of the neutral
vowel, one needs to use suprasegmental information

such as the vocalic duration. The duration seems
to be the more appropriate cue for differentiating
the Schwa from the vowels /oe/ and /eu/. For
example, the duration of the schwa before a pause
was always very short compared to the duration of
the previous stressed vowel.

CONSONANTS ALLOPHONES

The different realizations of the consonants,
are first described using phonetical characteris—
tics such as nasalization, labialization, etc, as
modifiers applied to the "standard" realization.
After that, we treat the case of the epenthetic
sounds and the voicing feature.

Allophonic characterization

Nasalization: This concerns the stop consonants
after a nasal vowel. The voiced stop /d/ may, by
a forward coarticulation effect, become partly or
completely nasalized. For the voiceless stops, a
nasal consonant may be realized before it or even
replace it.

Palatalization: This concerns the stop consonants
in a right labia-palatal context, or before a
palatal, anterior vowel.

Labialization: This concerns the fricatives fol—
lowed by a labio-velar semivowel, or preceeded by
a rounded posterior vowel.

Vocalization: This concerns the voiced fricative
/v/ and the liquid /r/ in some intervocalic posi—
tions (for example /oe.v,in/ in "80" and /a.r.an/
in "40").

Fricatization: The unvoiced realization of /r/ is
in a strict sense a fricative [9]. The devoicing,
usually due to an adjacent voiceless consonant,
may occur, for some speakers, even in an intervo—
calic context.

Rolled: This concerns, in our data, only the
unvoiced /r/ after the voiceless stop consonant

/t/. This realization is produced by a flapphm
(quasi occlusion) between the back of the tongue

and the "velo-uvular" region.

Tense: For these data, the consonant durafion
vary a lot in two positions: first or last con—
sonant of a sense~group adjacent to a pause. Some

studies [10] note an increase in the tensionof

the articulators, the vocal cords and the velum

for the initial position of a sense—group and for

the stressed syllable of the group. Ve win

denote as "tense" the corresponding realizationof

the consonants. This characteristic does not

correspond to the feature "tense" as defined h

some classical theories of segmental phonology

[11], but rather defines some consonantic realiza-

tions appearing in specific contexts.
An initial voiced consonant may also have a

very short duration, and even vanish, in which

case the only remaining cues are the formant tram

sitions at the "onset" of the following vowel (for

example /y/ in /y.i.t/ or /v/ in /v.in/). For

these reasons we have to define, in an inifial

position, just after a pause, 2 allophones wifl
different acousticalrealizations and different

durations for the fricative /v/ and the semivowel

/y/, one corresponding to a "standard" pronunc1a—

tion and the other to the "tense" realization. At

the end of a sense—group, in a stressed syllablm

the VOT of the unvoiced stops, when followed

immediatedly by a pause have the same realizations

as "tense" consonants for some speakers (important
high frequency noise and a longer VOT).

Speaking rate and epenthetic sounds

For some speakers having a rather slow speah'
ing rate we notice the realization of 2 epentheUc

sounds, one consonantic and one vocalic. ‘An
unvoiced consonantic "closure" is realized 1na

context where the nasal consonant is preceeded by

an unvoiced consonant; this occurs for the con—

sonant /n/ preceeded by the voiceless stop /t/ or
the devoiced fricative /z/. A neutral V0Wd

(schwa) may occur when the voiced realization 0f

/r/ is followed by a voiced consonant.

Voicing feature

The voicing feature, for the consonants, 15
often inaccurate and is strongly influenced by the
context. In fact, its modification, due to C03”

ticulations effects, appears to be the same f0;
most of the consonants: stops, fricatives an

semi—vowels. For voiced consonants, the pause has

the same influence as an unvoiced context, and

thus implies a partial or total devoicinz b¥a
forward or backward assimilation. The followflm

table gives, for the specified contexts the CO?
sonants for which the voicing feature may be modk

fied:

Consonants Left context Right context

d9 2, V- Pause
Z- Vowel

Y. W- Unvoiced consonant

t, k- Vowel
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Summary

The following table lists for each charac—
teristics the consonants that are affected, and
Hm contexts that induce this modification by a
forward or backward assimilation. The "*" denotes
Miirrelevant context (ie anything).

Characteristics Consonants Contexts

Nasalization t, d, k. /an/,/in/ —« *
. . t. * —— /y/

Palatallzation{ d. * __ /i/

. . . s. * —— /w/
Labialization{ z. /ou/,/on/ __ *

Vocalization r, v. Vowel ~— Vowel
"Rolled" r. /t/ —— *
. . . r. /t/ —— *

Fricatization{ r. Vowel __ Vowel

v, y. Pause —— *

Tense { t, k (VOT) * —— Pause

RECOGNITION TESTS

We applied this study to the speaker indepen—
dent recognition of the French numbers between 0
mm 999. For this recognition test we used a data
base of 26 speakers (14 men and 12 women), each
speaker having recorded the 10 digits, 50 random
mmmers between 00 and 99 and 50 between 000 and
999. Half of this data base was used in the study
of the acoustical realizations. This data base,
cmnaining about 2900 numbers, was separated into
2 parts. The data from 13 speakers were used for
Raining the model parameters, and the data from
the 13 other speakers were used for measuring the
recognition performances in a speaker independent
mode. The acoustical parameters used are the Mel
freQuency cepstrum coefficients, plus the total
amrgy and its temporal variation. They are com-
fined every 20 ms (frame rate) using the energy in
24 Mel filters; the bandpass of the signal being
6.4 t.

‘ The reference point, for measuring the
1n‘Provement due to the allophones, is a phonetic
based model, in which the words are described as
SEXWences of phonemes, each of them being
represented by the same acoustical model, indepen—
dmnly of the context. However, because of strong
umrticulations effects, the sequences /t.r/,
/Wa/ and /y.i/ were considered as basic units and
thuS were represented by a single acoustical
Wflel. Using this description, we achieved 93.1
corrGet recognition rate on the whole numbers for
thetesting set. Using an average of 2 allophones
tipheneme, introducing specific models to handle
tllanm't'lons between adjacent vowels, and keeping
99 3 clusters" mentionned above, we achieved
b, 4 correct recognition rate on the same data
aseythus reducing the error rate by 25%-

CONCLUSION

the This paper shows that a good description of
sSpeetgocabulary' improves the performances of a
and recognltlon system. As the coarticulations

the d1fferent pronunciations are predicted,
e acoustical medels have just to take into

account the variations due to the various speak—
ers. However, it seems that to correctly predict
all the coarticulations, it would be necessary to
consider, besides the immediate context, the indi-
vidualities of the speakers and also the speaking
rate of the current sense—group. The set of allo—
phones, defined for this specific application, can
easily be extended to fit new vocabularies.

Although the current version of our speech
recognition system cannot handle segment duration
information, we noticed that the duration is an
important cue for differentiating a final devoiced
/z/ from /s/. An extra cue for identifying a
final devoiced /z/ is the realization of a schwa
after the fricative.
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TAKE/[HIM METOII BHlII‘JIEIPMfI IEPMBHAKOB PE‘IEBOI‘O CMI'HAJIA
M IIOQOHEMHOE PACHOBHABAHIAE PERI/I

JROlIOBI/IK EBI‘EHVHZ WWII!

Mncrnm Knoepnemm nM. B.M.I‘.uymxosa AH YCCP
KneB , CCCP

AHHOTAID/IH

Hoswannoe ycwpanenne nsoHTonHOCTn n3
neanwonannnx napamerpon onncannn peqoro
cnrnana, a manna ynew Konwencwa, TO eCTB,
onpyxenna Kannoro nHTepBana aHannsa Ha-
npaanenn B Konennom nTore Ha onnosnannoe
ynaaanne ananenna Bunennemoro npnanana, a
B cnynae no®onemnoro pacnosnananna —
Homepa @oneMH.

BBEHEHI/EE
Hpnmenaeme B pacnosnanam penn 'rnnu

nemnoro onncamm peneBoro cnrHaJxa upen-
CTaBJLam codofi moromepnne Bex'ropn. memry
Komonen'ramn xo'ropnx nmemcn pasnnoro
pona aanncmvxoc'm. Rpm mom was: omens-
naa Komonenma Hece'r He onens more nnrbop—
mannn o nanomemom npnsnalce. Mopwalmn
Kan (SH pasmasana no nomnonemam, npnnem
anann'renbnaa naccrb nmpopmamm o saanemm
mememoro npnsnana conepm'rcn B nomenc-
Te, TO GCTB, B Komnonen'rax nepnnnnoro orna-
cama cnmana Ha cocemmx ZHTepBaJIaX. Ec—
TeCTBeHBO B omen 0 3mm HOIIHTaTBCK co—
OPaTL no Bosmoxnocm 13cm nmbopmannm, o'man
"Bony" n3 Icomnonen'r neaqro omacaHnH,
COOTBeTCTByIOIIWIX nHTepBanaM anamsa 0 xx
onpymennem.

Hpennaraewmn me'ron BKJHD‘IaGT swan ody-
qemm, m Ro'roporo HeOOXOlUZIMO HEKOHMTB n
paame'mrz. odyqamrym Budopzcy /OB/. (Dopmanb-
HO pasmenermaa OB npenc'rame'r codofi no-
CJIelIQBaTeJIBHOCTb nap g(n).v(n). 1snsL.
rne g(n)={gi(n)}'§=1 — m-Mepmfi BeKTOp

252207

nepanoro onncanm peneBoro CHI’HaJIa Ha
n—M HHTepBaJIe anamsa, a v (n) - same-

3159 memenaoro n‘pnsnaxa v Ha a'rom HH-
TepBaJIe, L - 0656M Eudopxn B nH'repBaJIax

anamsa.
110.11; Women/mm npnsnanom mom nonn-

METBCH. npnsnaxn pasmoro xapax'repa: Ha-
npnmep, npnsnan TOE/HUM, ap'rnxymmome
napame'rpu mm nowep @oneMH. Bo Bcex ema-
nx npemonaraewca, n'ro odnac'rs ananemafi
npnanana paaon'ra Ha 2k nonodJIac'refi,
rne k = 1 m ,nBonnHHx npnanaxoa n k=6
m Homepa (IDOHBMH manna new Imam

anaqennmm.
B manecme nepnmmoro onncanm MOI‘YT

ECHOJIBQOBaTBCH came paamrme HaooPH na—
pame-rpon, Hanpnmep, nosfinnnenm WWW"
n nn'rencnnnocws cnrnana mm as anaqem
sneprnn B nac'ro'mmx nonocax. Mory'r HPWB'
HHTLCH Tame n naoopn pasnopomimc HaPaMeT’
p03. _

OOyneHne nmee'r 1:9e nocwpoerme Upe"
oopaaonam napame'rpon nepnnnnoro omncamm
more nn'repBana anaJmsa n 01(1)m ero
B enaqenne n'pnanana, npmcannoe s'roMy
nmepBaJIy.

Hoc'rpoerme Tpe6yemoro npeoépalaoliaHm
Gyne'r nponsnom-rbca nos-ranno. Hpn 3T0M 0T
man It a'rany dyne'r ymensma'rbca KOJDI‘IQCTB"
onTOB, neodxomxmx m xpanenm omcarmfi.

Ha sammenbnom a'rane Tpeoyemoe JIM 9'”
ro Romec'rno on'roa nomo coanac'rb 0 PW

PHILHOCTBN k BHneJmeMOI-o npnaHaKao

' Bosmomm JIBa Bapnanrra noomanomm 33'
nann nocoeHnn npeoopasoBamm. B 01130”
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H3 m nponecc nocwpoennfi npeodpasonam
Hanpamen Ha Homemae nmopmannonnofi Ha-
cnmennoc'rn mom Onwa onncam. Bo BTO-

pom BapHaHTe 119a more swana Hapm
co cxamem onncamm were}; enamel-me Be-
poamocm oumdm pacnoananam snanemm
npnanana no OTJIGJIBEHM anemon'raM onncanna
oqepennoro ypoam. Mmemio STOT Bapnan'r n
dyneT paCCMOTpeH mute.

yl‘flEIHbIIIEIPME MBBiTOqHOCTPI, OPHEH'I'M—
POBAHHOE HA CHI/MIME IMCJLA OHMBOK

Hpemaraeumfi Me'ron nearae'roa Ha
npnmepe momma npnanama. ROTOIHfi moxe'r
npnnnma'rb ananemm 0T 0 no I5, T0 ecu,
Tpedye'r mm sanarmn neTHpex OM.

Hpennonomnm noxca, no see nomnonenm
nepmnoro onncamm npomaamonami Ha I6
yponnefi n, Tami odpasom, npencramexm
nempexpaspnmmm ,IIBOKTll-IHM Konom.

oopasyem COCTaBHoe Bocmmpaspnnnoe
ouncanne n3 g1 (n) n {32 (n)

51,201): g1(n)o16 + g2(n).

Mcxom n3 Oafieconcnoro xpn'repnn, no-

cwpom pemammee npannno mm onmmamnoro
Pacnoananarma anaqemm npnsnarca v(n), no
61 2(n) . C 36:01? nemm mm more
BOCBWPaspamioro momoro Rona k8 onpe—
Ixemm T0 snanerme 1:4 nplzxsnarca8 v ,
ROTOPOe BCTpenae'rca Handonee qacrro B nape
0 k8

k4: f1(k8)=

atlI‘E'max (“fill 31 2(n)=k8,v(n)=k4])

Ma G aneCL osnaqaeT Komqec'rno
men/lemon B monecme—aprymen're.

Tenepb memo onpenenn'rb 118m KOMIIO—
HeHTY OIIKcaHnn BTOpOI‘O yponnn:

g§<n)=_r‘ (gLQm) ).

AHaJxoqan uponempa nanome'rcn Han

Tpe'rbefi n nemeprofi Romonen'ram onncannn
nepBoro yposna, 13 pesymu‘aTe nomaem
{:2 (n) — BTOPyX) Komonen'ry onncazms; BTO-
poro ypomm n nun. Tam oopaaoM nan no-
c'rponM npeoopasonaxme omcamm IIGPBOI'O
yponm B onncanne B‘I'OpOI'O ypoann. Hpn STOM
MH cmanm nnéopmannommfi 06mm onncamm
31:309. qeM Beamocmsn new napamm nom-
nonen'r n, BepOHTHO, nonnc nanemoc'rb
pacnosnaaannn.

Tam me odpaaom nepexomM R omcann-
HM Tpe'rLero :21 1mm yponnefi, no Tex nop,
nona £195a oxmcaI-mn n3 omofi ROMEO-
Beam 35(n) /npenno.noxma. ‘ITO nemmoe
onncamae coc'romro n3 I6 Romanen'rfl

.IIaJIee MOJKHO yqec'rb oxpymenne n-I‘O
ma'repBaJIa anamsa. IDIH aToro omcannym BH-
me nponempy cmemaamm meme'r npnmenn'rb
E g (n) n 55501.1) ; 13 peaynmaa‘e no-
.nym onncarme cnexgmero yponenn g6 (n) .
BaTeM odwmamem 7g (n) n g6(n+1) n
npeodpaayem B g (n) n TJI. C Ram

swanom MH Tenepb yBeJmnnBaeM pasmep qar—
mama, yqac'rnymero B @OPWIPOBam pemenmz
o snaqennn npnsnazca v(n) Ha n-M na-
Tepnane anamsa. BTo'r nponecc mone'r 61m

oc'ranomen moo npn noc'rnnem sanannofi
mm qameHTa, do B TOM cmae, Roma

tmono omndozc npn pacnosnanam 0B nepecwa-

new ymenmanca.
Ecnn memenm nepnnqnoro omcam

mew 60.1mm paapmocu‘b, neM snaqenne

npnsnaxa, Ha nepBOM wane onenye'r annou-

HHTB nponemmy cmemsanns mm mom Ta-

ROI'O anemem‘a B o'rnenbnocm.

Eon, Hanpo'rms, paspsumocrb Ram-To

Romnonen'r omcam menbme paapmocm ana—

nennfi‘ npnsnaxa. njpn nocmpoem npeodpaso—

Bamm cmensarma oneme'r odtbemns'rb 60.1m-

mee tmcno Romnonen'r, n'ro noanoJm'r eqme

nonmsona'rs Baamocmsn mew mm.

Paccmo'rpm Tenepb cmafi npnsnaxa _

dommefi paspaamoc'm, nanpnmep, nyc'rL 9mm

npnsnaxom Gyne'r HOMGP @oneMH.

Bynem HCXOIIIITB n3 TOI‘O, qTo nncno (1)0-

HeM He npemmaew 64, Tam odpasom, anaqe-
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TAKE/[HIM METOII BHlII‘JIEIPMfI IEPMBHAKOB PE‘IEBOI‘O CMI'HAJIA
M IIOQOHEMHOE PACHOBHABAHIAE PERI/I

JROlIOBI/IK EBI‘EHVHZ WWII!

Mncrnm Knoepnemm nM. B.M.I‘.uymxosa AH YCCP
KneB , CCCP

AHHOTAID/IH

Hoswannoe ycwpanenne nsoHTonHOCTn n3
neanwonannnx napamerpon onncannn peqoro
cnrnana, a manna ynew Konwencwa, TO eCTB,
onpyxenna Kannoro nHTepBana aHannsa Ha-
npaanenn B Konennom nTore Ha onnosnannoe
ynaaanne ananenna Bunennemoro npnanana, a
B cnynae no®onemnoro pacnosnananna —
Homepa @oneMH.

BBEHEHI/EE
Hpnmenaeme B pacnosnanam penn 'rnnu

nemnoro onncamm peneBoro cnrHaJxa upen-
CTaBJLam codofi moromepnne Bex'ropn. memry
Komonen'ramn xo'ropnx nmemcn pasnnoro
pona aanncmvxoc'm. Rpm mom was: omens-
naa Komonenma Hece'r He onens more nnrbop—
mannn o nanomemom npnsnalce. Mopwalmn
Kan (SH pasmasana no nomnonemam, npnnem
anann'renbnaa naccrb nmpopmamm o saanemm
mememoro npnsnana conepm'rcn B nomenc-
Te, TO GCTB, B Komnonen'rax nepnnnnoro orna-
cama cnmana Ha cocemmx ZHTepBaJIaX. Ec—
TeCTBeHBO B omen 0 3mm HOIIHTaTBCK co—
OPaTL no Bosmoxnocm 13cm nmbopmannm, o'man
"Bony" n3 Icomnonen'r neaqro omacaHnH,
COOTBeTCTByIOIIWIX nHTepBanaM anamsa 0 xx
onpymennem.

Hpennaraewmn me'ron BKJHD‘IaGT swan ody-
qemm, m Ro'roporo HeOOXOlUZIMO HEKOHMTB n
paame'mrz. odyqamrym Budopzcy /OB/. (Dopmanb-
HO pasmenermaa OB npenc'rame'r codofi no-
CJIelIQBaTeJIBHOCTb nap g(n).v(n). 1snsL.
rne g(n)={gi(n)}'§=1 — m-Mepmfi BeKTOp
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nepanoro onncanm peneBoro CHI’HaJIa Ha
n—M HHTepBaJIe anamsa, a v (n) - same-

3159 memenaoro n‘pnsnaxa v Ha a'rom HH-
TepBaJIe, L - 0656M Eudopxn B nH'repBaJIax

anamsa.
110.11; Women/mm npnsnanom mom nonn-

METBCH. npnsnaxn pasmoro xapax'repa: Ha-
npnmep, npnsnan TOE/HUM, ap'rnxymmome
napame'rpu mm nowep @oneMH. Bo Bcex ema-
nx npemonaraewca, n'ro odnac'rs ananemafi
npnanana paaon'ra Ha 2k nonodJIac'refi,
rne k = 1 m ,nBonnHHx npnanaxoa n k=6
m Homepa (IDOHBMH manna new Imam

anaqennmm.
B manecme nepnmmoro onncanm MOI‘YT

ECHOJIBQOBaTBCH came paamrme HaooPH na—
pame-rpon, Hanpnmep, nosfinnnenm WWW"
n nn'rencnnnocws cnrnana mm as anaqem
sneprnn B nac'ro'mmx nonocax. Mory'r HPWB'
HHTLCH Tame n naoopn pasnopomimc HaPaMeT’
p03. _

OOyneHne nmee'r 1:9e nocwpoerme Upe"
oopaaonam napame'rpon nepnnnnoro omncamm
more nn'repBana anaJmsa n 01(1)m ero
B enaqenne n'pnanana, npmcannoe s'roMy
nmepBaJIy.

Hoc'rpoerme Tpe6yemoro npeoépalaoliaHm
Gyne'r nponsnom-rbca nos-ranno. Hpn 3T0M 0T
man It a'rany dyne'r ymensma'rbca KOJDI‘IQCTB"
onTOB, neodxomxmx m xpanenm omcarmfi.

Ha sammenbnom a'rane Tpeoyemoe JIM 9'”
ro Romec'rno on'roa nomo coanac'rb 0 PW

PHILHOCTBN k BHneJmeMOI-o npnaHaKao

' Bosmomm JIBa Bapnanrra noomanomm 33'
nann nocoeHnn npeoopasoBamm. B 01130”
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H3 m nponecc nocwpoennfi npeodpasonam
Hanpamen Ha Homemae nmopmannonnofi Ha-
cnmennoc'rn mom Onwa onncam. Bo BTO-

pom BapHaHTe 119a more swana Hapm
co cxamem onncamm were}; enamel-me Be-
poamocm oumdm pacnoananam snanemm
npnanana no OTJIGJIBEHM anemon'raM onncanna
oqepennoro ypoam. Mmemio STOT Bapnan'r n
dyneT paCCMOTpeH mute.

yl‘flEIHbIIIEIPME MBBiTOqHOCTPI, OPHEH'I'M—
POBAHHOE HA CHI/MIME IMCJLA OHMBOK

Hpemaraeumfi Me'ron nearae'roa Ha
npnmepe momma npnanama. ROTOIHfi moxe'r
npnnnma'rb ananemm 0T 0 no I5, T0 ecu,
Tpedye'r mm sanarmn neTHpex OM.

Hpennonomnm noxca, no see nomnonenm
nepmnoro onncamm npomaamonami Ha I6
yponnefi n, Tami odpasom, npencramexm
nempexpaspnmmm ,IIBOKTll-IHM Konom.

oopasyem COCTaBHoe Bocmmpaspnnnoe
ouncanne n3 g1 (n) n {32 (n)

51,201): g1(n)o16 + g2(n).

Mcxom n3 Oafieconcnoro xpn'repnn, no-

cwpom pemammee npannno mm onmmamnoro
Pacnoananarma anaqemm npnsnarca v(n), no
61 2(n) . C 36:01? nemm mm more
BOCBWPaspamioro momoro Rona k8 onpe—
Ixemm T0 snanerme 1:4 nplzxsnarca8 v ,
ROTOPOe BCTpenae'rca Handonee qacrro B nape
0 k8

k4: f1(k8)=

atlI‘E'max (“fill 31 2(n)=k8,v(n)=k4])

Ma G aneCL osnaqaeT Komqec'rno
men/lemon B monecme—aprymen're.

Tenepb memo onpenenn'rb 118m KOMIIO—
HeHTY OIIKcaHnn BTOpOI‘O yponnn:

g§<n)=_r‘ (gLQm) ).

AHaJxoqan uponempa nanome'rcn Han

Tpe'rbefi n nemeprofi Romonen'ram onncannn
nepBoro yposna, 13 pesymu‘aTe nomaem
{:2 (n) — BTOPyX) Komonen'ry onncazms; BTO-
poro ypomm n nun. Tam oopaaoM nan no-
c'rponM npeoopasonaxme omcamm IIGPBOI'O
yponm B onncanne B‘I'OpOI'O ypoann. Hpn STOM
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31:309. qeM Beamocmsn new napamm nom-
nonen'r n, BepOHTHO, nonnc nanemoc'rb
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Tam me odpaaom nepexomM R omcann-
HM Tpe'rLero :21 1mm yponnefi, no Tex nop,
nona £195a oxmcaI-mn n3 omofi ROMEO-
Beam 35(n) /npenno.noxma. ‘ITO nemmoe
onncamae coc'romro n3 I6 Romanen'rfl

.IIaJIee MOJKHO yqec'rb oxpymenne n-I‘O
ma'repBaJIa anamsa. IDIH aToro omcannym BH-
me nponempy cmemaamm meme'r npnmenn'rb
E g (n) n 55501.1) ; 13 peaynmaa‘e no-
.nym onncarme cnexgmero yponenn g6 (n) .
BaTeM odwmamem 7g (n) n g6(n+1) n
npeodpaayem B g (n) n TJI. C Ram

swanom MH Tenepb yBeJmnnBaeM pasmep qar—
mama, yqac'rnymero B @OPWIPOBam pemenmz
o snaqennn npnsnazca v(n) Ha n-M na-
Tepnane anamsa. BTo'r nponecc mone'r 61m

oc'ranomen moo npn noc'rnnem sanannofi
mm qameHTa, do B TOM cmae, Roma

tmono omndozc npn pacnosnanam 0B nepecwa-

new ymenmanca.
Ecnn memenm nepnnqnoro omcam

mew 60.1mm paapmocu‘b, neM snaqenne

npnsnaxa, Ha nepBOM wane onenye'r annou-

HHTB nponemmy cmemsanns mm mom Ta-

ROI'O anemem‘a B o'rnenbnocm.

Eon, Hanpo'rms, paspsumocrb Ram-To

Romnonen'r omcam menbme paapmocm ana—

nennfi‘ npnsnaxa. njpn nocmpoem npeodpaso—

Bamm cmensarma oneme'r odtbemns'rb 60.1m-

mee tmcno Romnonen'r, n'ro noanoJm'r eqme

nonmsona'rs Baamocmsn mew mm.

Paccmo'rpm Tenepb cmafi npnsnaxa _

dommefi paspaamoc'm, nanpnmep, nyc'rL 9mm

npnsnaxom Gyne'r HOMGP @oneMH.

Bynem HCXOIIIITB n3 TOI‘O, qTo nncno (1)0-

HeM He npemmaew 64, Tam odpasom, anaqe-
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Hm msaaxa v(n) B e'rom cxyqae ma—

mca mec'rnpaspwmmm mom Roxanna.

Hponempa cmensarma no'rpedye'r B

awofi cnwyam noc'rpoerma TadJmmi H3
261264096 mecmpaapamm: momma: queen.

B TOM cmae, Roma nepnnmoe omcamae

000mm 113 16 Komonen'r u Roma Mb! xo'mM
ma pacnosnaBanm Ha n—M EHTepBaJIe no-

IIOJIBSOBETB n3®opmamm o 4-): npemmmnx M
4-1: nocnemmx HH‘I‘epBaJIaX, no'rpeéye'rca

06mm namm 48 K dam.

,HJIH ymenbmem 3a'rpa'r namm mena-
TGJILHO HaY‘flZITbCH momma nponelrypy ome-
maarma Tamra odpasom, 1113063 B pesyJIL'ra're
HOeamcs He mecmpaspamme ROILH omcamfi
cnemmmx yposnefi, a, Hanpmep, qHpex-
paspame.

B omen G 9mm Boanmcae'r HGCKOJIBKO
KHTepeCHHX sanaq.

I. ’Ipedye'rca HOCTpOHTB pemamee npa-
Bmo, mmmsnpymee BepOfiTHOCTB omndm
pacnosnasamm odwmoa 1213 N maceon,
ecu: o'raeTam pacnoanamma MOI‘yT 61m.
TOJIBKO t maccoz, H N . 11pm BTOM
sanaerca TOJI‘BKO mono maccon t , a
name EMGHHO a'ro Oym'r 3.1130011 Tame neod-
xommo onpenemn.

2. Tpedye'rca omens mecmpaspame
KOIIH B 16 rpm Tax, q’rodn odwmneme
sToro HOBOI‘O qempexdn'roaoro ouncarma c
Herco'ropum WM (IMKGMpOBaHHHM mec'mpas-
mm IIO3BOJmJIO 6H pacnosnaBaTb Homep
macca c mazmamnofi Bepoxmoc'mo 0111mm.

Pemerme modofi n3 msamm sanaq
noanome-r samenms npeodpasoBame-cmefixy
26x 26-46 mama upeodpasoBam/xm:
26*24 n 241; 26*2 , ‘ITO nae'r exonoxvmxo
naMH'm norm B qempe pasa. Hono, OJJIIaKO,
trro B'ropofi Bapnam B doabmefi c'renerm c110-
codc'rnyew nommemm Hanexfioc'm pacnosflaBa-
Hm.

Eme 60mm 330mm 11mm 1:31.710 61;
pememae cnemmefi aanaqn.

3. lIorryc'mm, Ir'ro mee'roa ,maa mec'mpaa-
PWX omcamm g1 (n) H 552(n)
‘I‘pedye'rca Hafi'm JLBa cmenaamzx HPGOCSpaso-

6 213am; f1: 2 n f : 222$,
r+s=m, 6 s m , Tamax q'rodu COCTaBHoe
omacamxe (f7(g1(n)),r2(gz(nm
nosnomo OH pacnosnauaa'rb HOMGP macca

(@oneMH) c W530i: Bepoa'moc'rm onmd-

1m.

~2r

B sTofi samqe r z s Tame sm-

WTCFI mcxonmm napame'rpam. Sana}; 111.6,

Mb: nwrya SKOHOMKIO 11mm 39 13 4 paaa,

Kan B npenmymem cmae, a B necmm pas.

Hpn STOM, omiaxo, Hammoo'rb pacnosfiasamm

dyne'r nemame, q B npemmymem cmae.

Hpum m=1O , mu 110mm Bapnam

B Ko'ropHfi sanaqa 2 BXOJIE‘T B Kaqec'mse qac'r-

HOI‘O cmaa. Hoaromy sneer; mu mom 6H

paccmmaarb Ha Homeme Hammocm pac—

nosHaBaHm no cpaBHeHmo c BapnaHTOM 2.

HTaK, pesyJIL'raTom odyqemm dyneT 00-

BOKyIIHOC'I‘B omenBamnx owoopaxeimfi, name

us KOTOPHX sanae'rcx Tadmefi, conepmamefi
union/1am 0 paadnemm nanomec'raa Komdnfla-

mm snaqermfi napame'rpos Ha Homomec'rsa.

PacnosfiaBaIme c nomommo STEIX Tam
TpMBIZIaJIBHO. Hymo nocaxenosaTeJmHo n’peOGPa'

30131:!m sHaqma xomonenm omcanm B

COOTBGTCTBPHZI 0 9mm Tadmarvm; oxoma-

Tenhrmfi peayms'raT npeodpaBOBaHm ormcamdfi
Ha ,ILaHHOM METepBaJIe aHaJmsa n mew!

OTBeTOM pacnosnaBamm. Heodxomxvmm one-

PalUZImm 111m STOM HBJLHIOTCH ouepalmfi 06%”
HeEIM LBW ROJIOB B 0mm Icon—aprymeHT n

onepamm 121313.719q n3 coowBeTc'rBymefi
mefim Tammi}: Kola—enaqem HaPaMeTPa
omcamm cnemero ypomm.

BAIUHOW

HPGJUIOKemmfi Tami meToll 0110006’
CTBYeT HaKammBamm (Romen'rpamfl) E3590?

mam, cymec'rBeHHofi ma pacnosnaaazmfio

Hpouenypa pacnosnaBanm Tpnnzamfia M W
HOJIBBYGT Jmmb ILBe oqem; upocme onepaw'
Ytze'r Romexc'ra naer ocnonsamm Hanembcfi
Ha SmeKTKBHOCTL Tadmrmoro meToJIa Paw"
anasam. Monomsonamze mmoromzuc'ropHOfi OB
coanaerr npemocumm mm pacnosHaBaHnfl Peqfl
mom MTopOB (Sea noncwpom.
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AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF WORDS

DIFFERING 1N DISTINCTIVE QUANTITY

G. Kuhn

96 Leigh Avenue

Princeton, NJ 08540

USA

ABSTRACT

We report the results of an experiment on

tamer-dependent, connected recognition of 1D Estonian

CVCV words that differ in distinctive quantity. The

words were spoken, and recognized, in sentence pairs of

theform “Did you say (word 1, word 2, word 3)? No, I
said (word 4, word 5, word 6)." The test sentences were
smflen either at the same rate as the training sentences,

orat a much faster rate. Each word was modelled with

spectral estimates for four variable-duration states.

The best recognition results obtained on the test
wonm spoken at the training (faster) rate, were 88!

(641) without probabilities or likelihoods of durations

or duration ratios, 37x (68%) with likelihoods of
muations, and 851 (771) with likelihoods of duration

ratios.

We conclude that speech rate can be a major problem

forautomatic recognition of these words, and that in

Nmse experiments the problem was not completely overcome

using ratios of successive state durations.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of
new interest in

modelling of speech
there is a correction
durations may be

automatic speech recognition, there

implicit [1] and explicit [2,3]

state durations. However, unless

for speech rate, expected state

. inappropriate. In languages which use

{1'5”"Ctive quantity, like Estonian or Finnish,
$Iapp'09riate state durations could lead to

'SrECOQHItion of a large number of words.

is

In this results of an

Estonian CVCV

quantity"

Experim paper,. we report the

wows ent on lautomatic recognition of 10

[Stonian the} differ in distinctive
_ Is_ described as having three consonant

$:::;ties and three vowel quantities: short, long and

Nords :9 [4,5,6,7]. Within our vocabulary of 10 Estonian

mantuo be recognized, 4 words participated in 2 two-way

“ONE 9 C0ntrasts: tee:de—teete and Eggs-kuuzde; and 6

‘ooweparticipated in 2 three—way Contrasts: toode—toote-

\‘ and fig-fl—kaue.

CORPUS

Wad Speech was recorded while one of the authors (K0)

a prepared .text. The text consisted of a

Se 86.1.1

and K. Ojamaa

Library of Congress

Washington, DC 20540

USA

randomization of 36 occurrences of each of the 10 words,

embedded in 60 repetitions of the sentence pair 'Kas sa

Utlesid (Did you say] ’word 1, word 2, word 3'? Ei ma

fitlesin (No I said) 'word 4, word 5, word 6’". The

randomization was constrained so that each word occurred

6 times in each position in each sentence of the pair.

The text was recorded 3 times. In the first two

recordings, one sentence pair was spoken every 6 seconds.

In the third recording, one sentence pair was spoken

every 4 seconds. The first recording was used to train

the word. models, while the second and third recordings

were used for the recognition tests.

Each recording was digitized at 10000 samples/s.

The digitized :recordings were parameterized in

centisecond frames 'using a 10—channel, filter—bank

spectrum analyzer.

WORD MODELS

We used 15 "word“ models, one each for -Kas sa,

fltlesin, (pause), and the 10 CVCV words.

Utlesid and Utlesin had six. states. The

models for all other words had four states. Each state

had an initial segment of fixed duration, a center

segment of variable (possibly 0)- duration, and a final

segment, again of fixed duration. The minimum duration

of a state was thus the sum .of the durations of its

initial and final segments. The minimum durations of the

four states in the 10 CVCV words were 3+2, 3+3, 3+2, and

2+3 cs.

Utlesid, Ei ma,
The models for

word models were trained using two passes

through the training productions. Pass 1 started with DP

alignments [B] to the "miniav". The miniav for each word

is that training production which has minimum average

distance to all training productions of the word. Pass 1

alignments minimized the distance between each training

production and the miniav. Means and a covariance matrix

were computed over the spectra aligned to each segment of

each hand—marked state of the miniav. Pass 2 alignments

maximized the probability of the training productions

given the Pass 1 means and covariances. Duration

estimates (minimum, average, maximum) for each state were

produced from the Pass 2 alignments.

The

In some experimental conditions, spectral estimates

were tied across word models, j.e., the weighted average

of the means and the weighted average of the

outer-product matrices were computed over corresponding
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initial and final segments. The minimum durations of the

four states in the 10 CVCV words were 3+2, 3+3, 3+2, and

2+3 cs.

Utlesid, Ei ma,
The models for

word models were trained using two passes

through the training productions. Pass 1 started with DP

alignments [B] to the "miniav". The miniav for each word

is that training production which has minimum average

distance to all training productions of the word. Pass 1

alignments minimized the distance between each training

production and the miniav. Means and a covariance matrix

were computed over the spectra aligned to each segment of

each hand—marked state of the miniav. Pass 2 alignments

maximized the probability of the training productions

given the Pass 1 means and covariances. Duration

estimates (minimum, average, maximum) for each state were

produced from the Pass 2 alignments.

The

In some experimental conditions, spectral estimates

were tied across word models, j.e., the weighted average

of the means and the weighted average of the

outer-product matrices were computed over corresponding
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segments of the states looped together below:

ON?
(Here we refer to the states by name. We feel that this
is justified because of the good correspondance over
alignments to the miniav). The weights were the number of
spectra aligned to each segment. when spectral estimates
were tied, there was no spectral difference between the
models ‘in word pairs kugs-kuu:de, toote-toozte, and
kais-katte.

RECOGNITION

The routines for connected recognition computed a
spectral match score for the best path through an entire
recording [9,101. That score was the maximum product of
the likelihoods of the observed spectra, over all
segments of all states of all words on the path. The
likelihood of a single spectrum 0‘ under the continuous
multivariate—gaussian probability density function (pdf)
for spectral shape in segment J of state i of word w, was

L(Otlj,i,w) = P(Dili,i,w) .
IJZIZH P(0¢|j,i,ul

The recognition routines used the notion of a
"contrast group". Let C(w) be the contrast group for
word w, i.e., the group of words including word w that we
Expected to be confusable under a pure spectral match
score. Kas sa, Ei ma and (pause) were each assigned to a
one-word group. Utlesid and Utlesin were assigned to a
two-word group. The in CVCV words were assigned to four
contrast groups, one for each V.: /e/, /u/, /0/ or /a/.

The recognition options were:
1) expanded range of state durations;
2) restricted word order;
3) independent probabilities of state durations;
4) independent likelihoods of state durations given

the contrast group;
S) multivariate likelihood of state durations given

the contrast group; ,
independent likelihoods of a pair of state
duration ratios given the contrast group;

7) independent likelihoods of a Second pair of
state duration ratios given the contrast group;

8) multivariate likelihood of the second pair of
state duration ratios given the contrast group.

6 \_4

With expanded state durations, durations in the
range O.S§mini_u through 1.5umaxi'u were permitted.

With restricted word order, Kas sa could only
follow (pause); Utlesld could only Follow Kas sa; El ma
could only follow (pause), Utlesin could only follow
Ei ma; while the other 10 words and (pause) could follow
one another any number of times.

With independent probabilities of state durations,
the spectral score for each possible duration of each
state was multiplied by P(d,ll,w). Pid.li,w) is the
probability of duration d, in state i‘of word w, under
a discrete binomial state duration pdf parameterized by
(min.,u, average;_u, maxi,u).

with independent likelihoods of state duram
given the contrast group, the Spectral score for add
possible duration of each state was multiplied by

L(diii,w,G[w)J = Pidl-li,w) .
imuciuii’idilim)

Hlth the multivariate likelihood of state duraflom
given the .contrast group, the spectral score for and
word w was multiplied. by the tri-varlate gausnan
L(ds_2,ds_,,dslw,G(w)), where S is the number of Halo
in word w.

Hith independent likelihoods of a pair of sin:
duration ratios, the spectral score for each wordw ms
multiplied by a(ratlo,lw,G(w)), rs1,2. The undeng-
ing duration ratio pdf’s, Piratiorlw), were discute
binomials parameterized by the (min,expected,max) vuuu
of ratio,. The first pair of duration ratios testedlifl
was

ratio. d5_2/(ds-2 + ds-t)
ratio; = ds-2/(d5-2 '6 Us) .

The second pair of duration ratios tested [12] was

ratio, ds-2/(ds-2 + d5-1)
ratio; = (ds_2+ds-1)/(d5-2+ds-‘+ds) .

With the multivariate likelihood of the secondpah
of state duration ratios given the contrast group:the
spectral score for each word was multiplied by tm
bi-variate gaussian L(ratio,,ratio;lw,G(w))-

RESULTS

Boxes are drawn on the confusion matrix in TaMe L

Let the count in the boxes divided by the count intheifl
rows be a “similarity score" (these words were atleafl
I’eCY-‘Qnized as a word in the same contrast group). TM“
this confusion matrix shows how a recognition scoreof
881 and a similarity score of 99.41 was obtained whena

baseline SUStEm was run on the Gs/pair test recorwni
The baseline system used the observed range of Sifle

du'a‘ionsi Separate spectral models, unrestricted wom
order, and a path score based only on the spectral mamh.

Figure 1 gives recognition results in terms M
recognition scores on each test recording, and “V“aw
similarity score over the two test recordings. TheCUW°
of recognition scores for the Ss/pair test reco'dmg's
labelled "6". The curve of recognition scores for.”
4s/pair test recording is labelled "4"- The unveof
average similarity scores is labelled "51""-

Under conditions 0-3 in Figure 1, the baselinesdsyz
was used (condition 0), or the baseline 595‘?“ ”Od'he
by three cumulative changes: expanded range 0' d“'“9°fi(condition 1), tied models (condition 2), and ”5mm
word order (condition 3).

. orNot surprisingly, both the recognition score I
ethe ds/pair recording, and the average similarity 5°°r’

improved with the expanded range of durations.

“dThe recognition score for both recordings decree
inert-“Cewith the tied models, because there was “0 d on_

between the models ln word pairs kude-kuu1de, l2——
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toofle, and kate-katte, so the routines always chose the

Hrstlisted word of each pair. However, the average

simHarlty score increased with the tied models, from
9L2! to 98.21.

Restricted word order did not significantly affect
therecognition or similarity scores.

Conditions 4-9 of Figure 1 used expanded durations,

Hed models, and restricted word order. Conditions 4-6

med recognition options 3-5, respectively. Conditions

#9 used recognition options 6-3, respectively.

MSCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As Figure 1 shows, the best recognition results
OMained on the test words spoken at the training
Master) rate, were 881 (641) without probabilities or
eHhoods of durations or duration ratios, 87! (681)
fith likelihoods of durations, and 851 (771) 'with
eHhoods of duration ratios.

Figure 2 is a plot of L(ratio,lw,G(w)) for the CVCV
cmurast groups (from top to bottom) with V, = /e/, /u/,
lo/or /a/. Figure 3 is the analogous plot for ratio3.
The solid curves are for the models made from the
Raining productions. The dashed curves are for models
Mdepost hoc from the 4s/pair productions. As modelled,
the ratio, contrast between toote and toozte was
nunraHzed at the faster rate of speech.

Figure 4 is a scatter plot of the values of ratio,
andratio; observed while modelling the CVCV words in the
"dining recOrding. Figure 5 is the analogous plot for
theds/pair test recording. Polar coordinates were used
for these plots, i.e., the radius is ratio;, and the
“mic is ratio,in/2. Assuming independence, quantity
cmnrast boundaries lie along radii or along rays.

riQure 6 is a scatter plot of the values of the
muations of v, and C2 observed while modelling the CVCV
Hoids of the training recording. Figure 7 is the
a“31090115 plot for the 4s/pair test recording. The
MEMmum permitted state durations were apparently some—
MMtlong for the 4s/pair recording.

We conclude that speech rate can be a major problem
fOfautomatic recognition of these words, and that in
””59 experiments the problem was not completely overcome
““"gratios of successive state durations.
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segments of the states looped together below:

ON?
(Here we refer to the states by name. We feel that this
is justified because of the good correspondance over
alignments to the miniav). The weights were the number of
spectra aligned to each segment. when spectral estimates
were tied, there was no spectral difference between the
models ‘in word pairs kugs-kuu:de, toote-toozte, and
kais-katte.
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The routines for connected recognition computed a
spectral match score for the best path through an entire
recording [9,101. That score was the maximum product of
the likelihoods of the observed spectra, over all
segments of all states of all words on the path. The
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The recognition routines used the notion of a
"contrast group". Let C(w) be the contrast group for
word w, i.e., the group of words including word w that we
Expected to be confusable under a pure spectral match
score. Kas sa, Ei ma and (pause) were each assigned to a
one-word group. Utlesid and Utlesin were assigned to a
two-word group. The in CVCV words were assigned to four
contrast groups, one for each V.: /e/, /u/, /0/ or /a/.

The recognition options were:
1) expanded range of state durations;
2) restricted word order;
3) independent probabilities of state durations;
4) independent likelihoods of state durations given

the contrast group;
S) multivariate likelihood of state durations given

the contrast group; ,
independent likelihoods of a pair of state
duration ratios given the contrast group;

7) independent likelihoods of a Second pair of
state duration ratios given the contrast group;

8) multivariate likelihood of the second pair of
state duration ratios given the contrast group.
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With expanded state durations, durations in the
range O.S§mini_u through 1.5umaxi'u were permitted.

With restricted word order, Kas sa could only
follow (pause); Utlesld could only Follow Kas sa; El ma
could only follow (pause), Utlesin could only follow
Ei ma; while the other 10 words and (pause) could follow
one another any number of times.

With independent probabilities of state durations,
the spectral score for each possible duration of each
state was multiplied by P(d,ll,w). Pid.li,w) is the
probability of duration d, in state i‘of word w, under
a discrete binomial state duration pdf parameterized by
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given the contrast group, the Spectral score for add
possible duration of each state was multiplied by
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Hlth the multivariate likelihood of state duraflom
given the .contrast group, the spectral score for and
word w was multiplied. by the tri-varlate gausnan
L(ds_2,ds_,,dslw,G(w)), where S is the number of Halo
in word w.

Hith independent likelihoods of a pair of sin:
duration ratios, the spectral score for each wordw ms
multiplied by a(ratlo,lw,G(w)), rs1,2. The undeng-
ing duration ratio pdf’s, Piratiorlw), were discute
binomials parameterized by the (min,expected,max) vuuu
of ratio,. The first pair of duration ratios testedlifl
was

ratio. d5_2/(ds-2 + ds-t)
ratio; = ds-2/(d5-2 '6 Us) .

The second pair of duration ratios tested [12] was

ratio, ds-2/(ds-2 + d5-1)
ratio; = (ds_2+ds-1)/(d5-2+ds-‘+ds) .

With the multivariate likelihood of the secondpah
of state duration ratios given the contrast group:the
spectral score for each word was multiplied by tm
bi-variate gaussian L(ratio,,ratio;lw,G(w))-

RESULTS

Boxes are drawn on the confusion matrix in TaMe L

Let the count in the boxes divided by the count intheifl
rows be a “similarity score" (these words were atleafl
I’eCY-‘Qnized as a word in the same contrast group). TM“
this confusion matrix shows how a recognition scoreof
881 and a similarity score of 99.41 was obtained whena

baseline SUStEm was run on the Gs/pair test recorwni
The baseline system used the observed range of Sifle

du'a‘ionsi Separate spectral models, unrestricted wom
order, and a path score based only on the spectral mamh.

Figure 1 gives recognition results in terms M
recognition scores on each test recording, and “V“aw
similarity score over the two test recordings. TheCUW°
of recognition scores for the Ss/pair test reco'dmg's
labelled "6". The curve of recognition scores for.”
4s/pair test recording is labelled "4"- The unveof
average similarity scores is labelled "51""-

Under conditions 0-3 in Figure 1, the baselinesdsyz
was used (condition 0), or the baseline 595‘?“ ”Od'he
by three cumulative changes: expanded range 0' d“'“9°fi(condition 1), tied models (condition 2), and ”5mm
word order (condition 3).

. orNot surprisingly, both the recognition score I
ethe ds/pair recording, and the average similarity 5°°r’

improved with the expanded range of durations.

“dThe recognition score for both recordings decree
inert-“Cewith the tied models, because there was “0 d on_

between the models ln word pairs kude-kuu1de, l2——
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toofle, and kate-katte, so the routines always chose the

Hrstlisted word of each pair. However, the average

simHarlty score increased with the tied models, from
9L2! to 98.21.

Restricted word order did not significantly affect
therecognition or similarity scores.

Conditions 4-9 of Figure 1 used expanded durations,

Hed models, and restricted word order. Conditions 4-6

med recognition options 3-5, respectively. Conditions

#9 used recognition options 6-3, respectively.

MSCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As Figure 1 shows, the best recognition results
OMained on the test words spoken at the training
Master) rate, were 881 (641) without probabilities or
eHhoods of durations or duration ratios, 87! (681)
fith likelihoods of durations, and 851 (771) 'with
eHhoods of duration ratios.

Figure 2 is a plot of L(ratio,lw,G(w)) for the CVCV
cmurast groups (from top to bottom) with V, = /e/, /u/,
lo/or /a/. Figure 3 is the analogous plot for ratio3.
The solid curves are for the models made from the
Raining productions. The dashed curves are for models
Mdepost hoc from the 4s/pair productions. As modelled,
the ratio, contrast between toote and toozte was
nunraHzed at the faster rate of speech.

Figure 4 is a scatter plot of the values of ratio,
andratio; observed while modelling the CVCV words in the
"dining recOrding. Figure 5 is the analogous plot for
theds/pair test recording. Polar coordinates were used
for these plots, i.e., the radius is ratio;, and the
“mic is ratio,in/2. Assuming independence, quantity
cmnrast boundaries lie along radii or along rays.

riQure 6 is a scatter plot of the values of the
muations of v, and C2 observed while modelling the CVCV
Hoids of the training recording. Figure 7 is the
a“31090115 plot for the 4s/pair test recording. The
MEMmum permitted state durations were apparently some—
MMtlong for the 4s/pair recording.

We conclude that speech rate can be a major problem
fOfautomatic recognition of these words, and that in
””59 experiments the problem was not completely overcome
““"gratios of successive state durations.
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COMPUTER RECOGNITION OF ISOLATED WORDS IN
FIXED LENGTH FEATURE SPACE

ALGIMANTAS RUDZIONIS

Speech Research Laboratory
Kaunas Polytechnical Institute
Kaunas, Lithuania, USSR 233028

ABSTRACT

After the boundaries of separate words

was defined, each word was divided line-

ufly into KS static and KD dynamic seg-

mmns. With a fixed number of spectral

cwmonents L, arbitrary reference words

ham equal volumes. Several vocabularies

ofdigits and of 100 geographic names

was read, and recognition accuracy was

wtimated in relation to KS, KD' L and to

flm number of repetitions R. It is shown,

flmt with a satisfactory training, even

mull computers can recognize about 100

Words with a 1 to 2% error rate without

WW devices of increasing their operation

speed.

L INTRODUCTION

Agood number of studies on the main para—
mMmra of speech recognition systems. and
tOthe main factors determining their suc—
WSS have appeared recently /l-4/.We find
a{lfllstudies as /3, 4/ revealing the dif—
ficulties encountered in attemps to eva-

hmte the advantages of different parame-

Er descriptions of signals, as well 88 Of
different methods of comparison-
3“” 0f the recent works consider comPB‘
l”ison of words divided into fixed number
°f Segments /5,6/. This approach ensures
c(Wider-ably higher recognition speeds,as
cmmared to the non-linear time mode.Per-

haps because of the insufficient local

similarities of Words, the advantages of

dynamic transformations of time function

are not always exploited.

The present study was aimed at an evalu-

ation of speaker dependent recognition.

when separate words are described by fixed

numbers of static and dynamic segments of

the speech signal, and when the reference

of any word is of the same dimension.This

mode of' description opens new potential

ways of word comparison, including poly-

dimensional rating. We consider here the

most simple, but not the less important

parameters: number of static KS and dyna-

mic KD segments, number of spectral com-

ponents L and effect of training as numba'

-of repetitions R.

Our results on several vocabularies of

Russian words suggest a continous decrease

of the error rate with increasing KS, KD,

L, i. In particular, which KSA’B, KD"’4,

LAI8 and satisfactory training, on-line

recognition of random vocabularies of

about 100 words is possible without any

increase in the proceSSing speed, at the

error rate of l to 2 %.

2. GENERAL REMARKS

The suggested approach has the undoubtful

advantage of speed. The effects of small

values of Ks, KD, L,'R on its reliability

is to be estimated yet. Intuition sug—
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that higher values of these parameters

should extract more information from the

speech signal. But we are also interested

in the least admissible values and expect

significant effects of the vocabulary con-

tent. Let us now consider some special

aspects of the problem.

2.1. Extration of Featgres from Speech

Signals

Normal logarithmic spectral from the filter

bank were chosen as primary features. A

word was first described by sequence of

spectral vectors SK(¢) every T seconds,

where K=l,2,...,Kw number of spectral vec-

tor; Kw - duration of a word expressed by

the number of vectors, and! =1,2,...,L

number of a spectral component.For a word

divided into KS static segments, its divi-

sion points ye are

W5) ’INT[4+($-1){kw-I)/k‘] (1)
INT stands for a whole part, S=l,2,...KS+

+1. Static segments FS(() are formed by
averaging spectral vector in intervals K:

a % ,....ag,, 4 a"

fi/l/I W n ’5‘”) (2)
The filter analyser used contained L=24

filters, discributed on a semi-logarithmic

scale. Dimensional variation of features

(L) over the freguency scale was performed

either by averaging subsequency spectral

frequency components, or by choosing a

certain part of component say, in the range

of the telephone channel, which is further

'denoted by LT'

2.2. Introduction of Dynamic Segments

A certain part of useful information in

recognizing speech signals may be gained

from changes of the signal spectrum. Its

most simple estimation is through the

spectrum dynami s

5W $18.41) - are)! (3)
where K=l,...,Kw-J. For the KD dynamic

'segments FD(!), in (2) SK(E) is replaced
by SK((). One of the other possible esti-
mations of spectrum dynamics is weighting

by linear functions. But its result was

256

not significantly better, so that (3)WH

used thanks to its simplicity. The abso-

lute value of (3) has an effect of limi-

tation, but we used it successfully to

denote preservation of feature values in-

side one byte, without any additional

operation. Vectors SK(!) were followed

every 10 ms with assumed J=3. Size ofa

reference word was in our case equal to

L(Ks KD) bytes and did not depend on the

duration Kw of a word. Recognition was

carried out by Euclidian distance minimmm

2.3. The Level of Training 1

The often applied one-time reading of a

vocabulary as a means of training forisc

lated words recognition systems suffersa

high degree of randomization of referenu

words. As a main parameter in our study

we chose the estimate of the trainingset

that is the number of repetitions R fora

reference word. The level of trainingis

significantly dependent on the distance

measure and on the dimension of thelsfw

rence word. From practical consideratimw

we consider here only small values of R.

On the other hand, a proper level of tram

ning can reveal the information efficienfl

of Separate features, and the application

limits of the suggested approach.

2.4. Vocabularies Studied

The resultant recognition accuracy is 5“?

nificantly influenced by the vocabulary

length and eSpecially by its content.T0

combine practical interest with fundammk

tal solutions, we selected the following

vocabularies: wl- names of 100 towns in

the Soviet Union, included as a demonst’

ration of the recognition accuracy on

vocabularies of medium length; w2 - Rus-

sian digits from zero to thousand (38

words); W3 — Russian digits from ZeTO t°

nine (10 words); w4'— Russian digits fnm

eleven to twenty (10 words). VocabularieE

. w3 and W4 constitute parts of vocabulary

we. Vocabulary wj consists of most fre‘

Quent in computer recognition words.and
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wmabulary W4 is a most difficult voca-

muary, because all its words have a com—

mmlstressed second part.

L EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Mostof the results refer to a single

speaker. Hardware consisted of a dynamic ‘

Merophone, a spectral analyser and a mic-

nmomputer. Each word was repeated several

fines, but direct recognition was estimamd _

ceatedly on the second reading, until a

shtistically significant relation was

fmnm. Where possible, several parallel
reference vocabularies were formulated.
Hm number of control outputs for each

testpoint was from 500 to 8000.

mm main studied parameters were: KS’ KD -

mmbers of static and dynamic segments;

L- number of spectral components (in the
‘wlephone channel range LT); R — number of
usining repetitions.per word; N - vocabu-
lmw length; B - number of bits for a
Vunor component of a reference or of an

1nPUt; NC - number of control inputs;
T- period of following the spectral vec-
‘mrs from filter analyser ms.
Ember of static segments, Fig.1 shows
recogniticn accuracy for different KS' A

aj~8n1ficant effect of the vocabulary
structure is evident, Fig.1b, combined
fith the effect of the level of training

Fl-8.la. Vocabulary W4 is by far more dif-
ficult, than vocabulary W3, because in W4

% p ,4
‘3 uw, Rd
3 m N=5a 4‘ w, ”'4”

/ Nc=950_ WW
2:

‘ .3 8 '5 .
o a) I»)

“84/9 45342.44

Mfi-l. Recognition errors as a function

giffie number of static segments. (LT=8,
=0

‘ Se 86.2.3

information is concentrated in the first

unstressed parts. Vocabulary w2, which

is nearly four times longer, is nearly as

difficult as vocabulary w4 for R=I, but

its recognition accuracy improves largely

with the number of repetitions, Fig.Ia.

In general, recognition accuracy is unsa-

tisfactory at Rs 8. .

Dimension of spectral representation. Ty-

pical results in Fig.2 support the expec-

ted increase of the recognition accuracy

at larger L.

%
”l W', ”'00

R:5, [£3500
, s

s

4

& IV), N:10

__/ 2:1, New!)
0 .—.—-—o——o———o———-

2.412854

Fig.2. Recognition errors under the effect

of spectral resolution (KS=4, T=20).

Level of system training. The effect of

R as also estimated on vocabularies w3

and W4 which described by KS=4 static seg-

ments. The error rate in vocabulary W4 was

never lower than pafl% because of its in—

complete information, even at levels of

training as high as R=IOO. Vocabulary w3

was nicely recognized at R=3 (Fig.3.

7% We % ”A 0w 2:: . 2:2:
40 \ 4

a b

0 1 a55auw R l a I 512 3 )

Fig.3. Recognition errors of w and W4 at

different levels of training (KS=4, T=20).

Effect of s ectrum d namics.

Introduction of dynamic segments was shown

in 2.2. Let the words he presented KS=6
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static and KD=4 dynamic segments. A proper

level of training was ensured by numerous

repetitions (R=20). It follows from table

I, that dynamic segments carry 2 to 4

times less information than static ones,

but combined application of both gives 3

times error rates, than static segments

only. Note also, that with a satisfactory

training, the accuracy of recognition is

nearly independent of the vocabulary

length.

Table 1. Recognition errors of three

vocabularies from their static dynamic

and mixed segments, % (LT=8’ R=20,

NC“ 1000)

W W W
KS KB 1 2 4

N=lOO N=38 N=10

6 " 6,5 5,3 596

_ 4 15,2 19,5 11,6

6 4 1,8 1’6 2’2

Presentation accuracy of reference words.

The volume of a reference word depends on

the number of bits, which are given for

each component of the vectors sequences.

0n the other hand one might expect that

the more reliable reference words are also

6 5 4 5 2 B 6 5 4 5 2 8

Fig.4. Recognition error rate of the bit

number in the reference sequence (L=24,

KS=4 ) I

less sensitive to the accuracy of their

presentation. Fig.4 shows the recognition

errors of 50 words (vocabulary w2 plus 12

control words) and of vocabulary W4 of ten

words, when the reference words and the

input words were represented by a different

number of bits (B). The lower curve, Fig.

258

4a represents reference words of increasw

reliability thanks to higher R. Here a

decrease of B down to 3 bit has no signi-

ficant influence on the result.

Vocabulary W4 is highly sensitive to a

decrease B of even at R=lOO.

4.CONCLUSIONS

1. Recognition of words in finite spaces

of features with small reference sequen-

cies (8 to 16 segments) and proper levels

of training can be suggested for vocabu-

laries of up to 100 words and medium pm»

ceasing speed.

2. Introduction of dynamic segments confl-

derable (3-fold) descrease of the erros

rate. A continous decrease of the error

rate was observed with increasing KS’KD’

L and R..
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THE PRINCIPLES OF PHONETICAL STRUCTURING OF VOCABULARY
. FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Valeria Kuznetscva

Department of Philology, Moscow State University
Moscow, USSR, 119899

ABSTRACT

In the present paper the problem of deco-

ding the results of the first stage of speech

recognition into vocabulary units >is discussed.

The open syllable is proposed as the basic ele-
Ient for such decoding. The final decision is

lode with consideration both lexic and phonetic
context. The context function is carried out by

specially organized vocabulary module in the syb
s on.

INTRODUCTION

Lately the problem of mapping the results
of preliminary acoustic analysis onto linguistic
units draws great attention of different resear—
chars. This problem is very important both for
the description of the model of human speech
Perception and for developing the system of au-
tonatio speech recognition and understanding.

The purpose of the present paper is to sugr
Seat the‘solution of this problem in relation to

the sVstem of automatic speech recognition. Not
discussing in detail the problem of human spe-
00h perception, we adopt the following starting-
Doint hypothesis:
L The decision about signals phonetic content

13 lode for elements corresponding to syllables.
L Until the content is correlated with the se—
:nntic meaning of the unit it is considered to

9 prelininary and is represented by a limited
:::tof variants or by generalized phonetic con-

3. To arrive at the final interpretation of the

Signal (to correlate it with some vocabulary
unit and to define its phonetic composition more

accurately) multifold strategy is implemented on
the basis of the information supplied by phone-
'tio and higher levels of analysis.

t The Present paper deals with the problem of

he Phonetic structuring of vocabulary module,
50 Without taking into consideration higher le—

VelB of linguistic analysis we'll describe some
POSsible model of transition fron signal repre—
Sentation (in terms of the first stage alphabet)
t0 vocabulary units.

PHONETIC SYLLABLE RECOGNITION

is The basic element of our recognition nodal

is ‘“ open syllable. The selection of this unit
s“Ppox‘ted both by the acoustic-phonetic lite-

rature data regarding it to be the minimal unit

0f speech perception and production /I/-/5/ and
by the possibility of automatic segmentation of

the results of the first stage recognition into

egements corresponding to open syllables /5/.

/ /. "
The results of the first stage recognition

presented in /6/ were used to test .the model's
reliability. Signal, corresponding to syllable,

automatically having been singled out and reco-

rded in terms of the first stage alphabet (FSA)
is compared with syllable sample (SS) from the

system's memory. Each SS is correlated to pho—

netic syllable. Thus the result of the first

stage recognition goes into the input of the

given submodule while in,the output there are

syllables in phonetic transcription.

V. These SS were designed on the basis of

analysis of the results of the first stage re-

cognition of the definite system with regard to

possible within-syllable coarticulation and the

duration of syllable's constituents. Thus SS

are in their nature idealised, generalized con-

cept 'of the results of the.first stage recogni-

tion and are recorded in terms ‘of FSA. The SS

set is determined by the requirements put on the

recognition system vocabulary. It is rather

small in case of limited vocabularies. For evo—

lving systems of automatic speech recognition

with extensive and unlimited vocabularies the

SS set must be compiled with regard to syllab4

1e statistics. The existing syllable statistics

for Russian speech /7/, /8/ do not fully anewer

the requirements of this problem_ as they are

received on the basis of idealized transcripti-

on of written texts. Contrary to the statement

in /I/ syllables constituting these statistics

cover no more than 60% of different type oral

texts, as it was shown in our experiment. Thus

taking the statistics presented in /8/,, as the

starting point we are now compiling a fuller

statistics that would comprise up to 1000 open

syllables revealed from the recordings of dif—

ferent types of oral texts. This statistics

would supply the basis for SS set of the speech

recognition system with extensive vocabulary in

which every syllable would get SS representati-

on. The model was tested with SS set of 100 sy-

llables and voCabulary of 200 words.

The syllable corresponding to signal is

selected by.means of comparing the entering si—

gnal to each SS and is determined by minimal
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lstance between then. The distance is measured
7 means of consecutive comparison of each si-
nal constituent to elements of the sample with
he help of the matrix of phonetic distance
MPD) stored in the system's nemory. “TD comp-
'ises conventional distances between elements
If FSA constituting the signal and SS.

We used the following technique for crea-
ting “PD. Each element of PSA corresponds to a
certain set of acoustic features. It can be
characterized by presence/absence of some feat-

ure and the strength of its manifestation (e.g.
absence of fundamental frequency is characteri-
stic of unvoiced consonants; by different de-
grees of its manifestation along with several
other features,voiced obstruents, sonorants and
vowels are distinguished).

The difference between FSA elements regar—
ding each feature was estimated by assigning
certain marks to them. The results of our ana-
lysis /9/, /IO/ of reliability of these featu-
res in recognition were taking into considera—
tion. The distance between reliable features
was given a higher mark, while the distance be-
tween less reliable ones was given a low mark,
that is the scales of distances were not line-
ar. Thus the scales were made not for elements
of alphabet,but for the features by which these
elements are characterized. The summarized dis—
tance between the constituents of the compared
features of FSA elements was put into MPO. In
the process in a number of cases frequent subs-
titution of elements of the alphabet in the si-
gnal or complete absence of such substitution
was taken into consideration.

The technique described above can be prese—
nted in the following way: if M and N are ele-
ments of FSA, and H is characterized by the set
of features /x,, ..., xL/ while H'- /x;,...,xi/
then ,

RH,N ' '1m +---+"Ixi,x{)* kale
where B N is the distance included in MPO,
r /xL, xfi/ - the distance in the scale for each
feature, k,9~ - correction coefficient of sub-
stitution frequency of elements in the definite
recognition system.

We have distinguished and scaled the fol-
lowing acoustic features:
I. Fundamental frequency
2. Presence of formant structure and degree of
its manifestation
3. Intensity -‘
4. Main area of energy concentration
5. F11 frequency
6. Fl frequency

These acoustic features are highly analo-
gous to syllable contrasts described by L.Bon-
darko /I/. The lain difference here is the abs-
ence of durational contrast in our scales. It
is impossible to introduce this feature into
MP0 because the decision is made about each ti—
me segment of the signal, and not about segment
corresponding to some phonetic unit (whether
sound or syllable). The coefficient of compari-
son between signal duration and sample duration
is introduced into algorithm for calculation
of distance between the result of the first

stage recognition and SS. It seems interesting
to colpare our data with those obtained on the
basis of /I/. By means of the technique descri-
bed above we have constructed MPDI on the basis
of the scales corresponding to syllable coat-
rasts description in /I/. Naturally the absohr
to distance rarely coincide as singled out fea-
tures do not match 'completely, although sole
general tendency in the sequence of elementsof
the alphabet which are arranged accordingto
the degree of closeness to each element can be
observed. We are planning to compare the effi-
ciency of the matrix in the recognition system

The results of comparing the signal with
SS set allow us to put forward a preliminary
hypothesis about some syllable corresponding to
the certain signal. As it was mentioned above
such decision is represented by either a setof
syllables with minimal distances fro. the sig-
nal (in our case 3 ninimal distances were taken
into consideration) or by symbolic recordingof
the syllable, reflecting generalized phonetic
content (e.g. TA - a syllable consisting of un-
voiced stop and non-front vowel). Whether a set
of variants or a generalized content would be
selected for syllable recording depends on the
signal's character (the degree of nanifestation
of features that allow us to define some conc-
rete sound with greater or lesser precision)or

on its distance from the sample. Such attihfle
seems quite reasonable as not always in thesi-

gnal there are acoustic cues that would allo'

us to correlate it with some definite smmd,
syllable or even word /II/, /12/.

THE STRUCTURING AND USE OF THE VOCABULARY
As the result of the program for comparins

the signals of the first stage recognition with
SS each word is represented in form of open‘SY’
llables' string. This fact determines the ohl‘
racter of phonetic description of the vocamna-

ry. The constructing of the vocabulary 05” be
divided into 2 stages.

0n the first stage lexical units In the
-form cldse to idealized phonetic transcript“n
are recorded as strings of open syllables.0n
the second stage pronounciational variants and
the most frequent substitutions in recognit“n
being Singled out 'in the preliminary ana1y919
are included into transcribed word recordinkIf
limited vocabulary is used on this stage 1‘19
advisable to,set apart possible quaeibosonlls
such as[KAPAT'-KATAT'] (in this axe-p10 W
vowels of initial syllable are identical while

the consonants at the beginning of the second
8Yilable are phonetically very similar and 9“”
ctically undistinguishable in the process 01
recognition or are distinguished irregularly'd

Each transcribed recording is correlate
with corresponding word or words and in th0°°'
se of reliable syllable recognition we set 39°.
lling of the words on the vocabulary output- a

The program for syllable Joinins “'9‘“
all possible strings of syllable-06ndmates
with those recorded in the vocabulary 8nd°°r
responding to real words. These equivalents 0’9
then recorded into spelling and sent to th‘ e
outPut. Variants of input strings of syll°bl°
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that do not correspond to any vocabulary unit
are eliminated. This program imitates the role
of the lexical context in phonetic recognition.
In some cases it's possible that a whole group
of syllable strings would correspond to vocabu-
lary units, thus we'll get 2 or more words at
the output. During program approbation such ca-
see were rather few and the number of words at
an output didn't exceed 3. This can be expla-
ined by the small size of the vocabulary. Theo-
retically the number of variants for the se-
lected number of syllable candidates /3/ is ,
where X stands for number of syllables in the
given word. we suppose that in such cases the
elimination of extra variants is possible on a
higher level of analysis and it corresponds to
the role of syntactic, pragmatic and semantic
context in speech perception.

A more complex case is presented by the
situation when some syllables are identified
incorrectly and none of the strings of syllab—
les at the input of the vocabulary module core
reSponds to the vocabulary units. In this case
lultiple strategy of word search must be imple-
Iented. This strategy must be based on sole fa—
ctors that determine identification of the sig-
nal with a lexical unit and its segment compo-
sition /in other words the strategy is phone-
tic-context dependent/. The number of syllables
in a word, stress position, rhythmical structu-
re of a word as a whole, basic /most reliable
in the Process of recognition/ syllables, ini-
tial syllables, consonant clusters can be naled
as such phonetic factors here. The type of the
selected factors and their number cause the voe
cabulary structure, the determining of absolu-
tely reliable factors cause in its turn the
Strategy of word search in general: consequent
Search beginning with subvccabularies, composed

‘aocording to absolutely reliable word characte-
ristics /in respect of the process of recogni—
unn/ and ontov subvccabularies based on less
reliable phonetic word characteristics, were
°n1Y candidates selected with the help of 're—
115516" subvccabularies are taken into conside-
ration. As the first stage recognition results
d0n't allow us to consider every selected fac-
tor absolutely reliable, one has to turn to pa-
rallel 'word search strategy, although it's a
"ther complicated procedure.

. The vocabulary has the following structure.
The Vocabulary is recorded in the form of its
Variants /subvocabularies/, which are organized
a accordance with the selected factors. Sone

suhvocabnlary is derived into parts comprising
sililar rhythmic structures, another is orien-
ted at the basic syllables and so on.‘ Strings
°f sYllable'oandidates which have no correspon-
dins lexical elements in the main vocabulary
are entered into all these subvccabularies and

are are selected every subvccabulary word ca-
ndldates identical /in the structural characte-
r18tic of a certain subvccabulary/ t0 the ente-
red string. Word candidates are entered into
the analyser which in the output delivers words
EYOSent in all registers. If no such words can
I: identified word candidates with the highest

”ks are selected. For this purpose to each of
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the subvccabularies a certain rank is assigned
according to the reliability of the factor ref—
lected in it.

. At present we are conducting an experiment
aimed at selecting'faotors used in word recog—
nition and defining the degree of their reli-
ability. For this purpose the results of syl-
lable recognition with false decision were gi-
ven to a group of experts, who using the words'
phonetic features and unlimited vocabulary put
forward some hypothesis about lexical correla-
tion of these results. The group consists of 4
linguists who can theoretically ground their
decisions. The data thus obtained are of preli-
Iinary character but it should be pointed out
that the experts pay attention to the words'
rhythmical structure and to the segnent compo-
sition of stressed and initial syllables.

VOCABULARY MODULE

INPUT FSASIGHAL

F" _________________ 1

BVOC. I . . .a'. 7. SUBvoc. a

"m‘éc‘aii FOE '] Thebes—III— 1953 I I
‘ SELECTING , I SELECTING l—e—I
‘ or $3 I Lop worms _, I
I‘I“I"I“— ’I'r‘l'“ "I

vacuums! I
I
I
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Fig. I

The generalized scheme of the vocabulary
nodule work

With the use of limited vocabulary and

pragmatically oriented recognition system the

strategy of word prediction can be used /12/.
In this case the reliability of recognition of

syllables and the probability of their substi-

tution must be taken into account. The vocabu—

lary lust be built in the fcrl of a matrix ref-

lecting the consecutive member of each syllable

in a word and the search is conducted through

the vocabulary beginning with the most reliable

syllable to its possible left or right neigh—

bours. If the supposed neighbouring syllables

coincide with the result of the recognition or
if they are not contradictory to it /that is,

are included into the register of possible sub—

stitutions or have the generalized phonetic

content/ the search is conducted further on. On

the basis of some given text pragmatics seman—

tically and syntactically oriented subvccabula-

ries can be selected to conduct the search whi—

le the sequence of entering into each subvcca—

bulary will be determined by the previously re-
cognized words.

This model has no computerbprogram reali-
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ure and the strength of its manifestation (e.g.
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grees of its manifestation along with several
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ding each feature was estimated by assigning
certain marks to them. The results of our ana-
lysis /9/, /IO/ of reliability of these featu-
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tion. The distance between reliable features
was given a higher mark, while the distance be-
tween less reliable ones was given a low mark,
that is the scales of distances were not line-
ar. Thus the scales were made not for elements
of alphabet,but for the features by which these
elements are characterized. The summarized dis—
tance between the constituents of the compared
features of FSA elements was put into MPO. In
the process in a number of cases frequent subs-
titution of elements of the alphabet in the si-
gnal or complete absence of such substitution
was taken into consideration.

The technique described above can be prese—
nted in the following way: if M and N are ele-
ments of FSA, and H is characterized by the set
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then ,
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where B N is the distance included in MPO,
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feature, k,9~ - correction coefficient of sub-
stitution frequency of elements in the definite
recognition system.
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2. Presence of formant structure and degree of
its manifestation
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4. Main area of energy concentration
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These acoustic features are highly analo-
gous to syllable contrasts described by L.Bon-
darko /I/. The lain difference here is the abs-
ence of durational contrast in our scales. It
is impossible to introduce this feature into
MP0 because the decision is made about each ti—
me segment of the signal, and not about segment
corresponding to some phonetic unit (whether
sound or syllable). The coefficient of compari-
son between signal duration and sample duration
is introduced into algorithm for calculation
of distance between the result of the first

stage recognition and SS. It seems interesting
to colpare our data with those obtained on the
basis of /I/. By means of the technique descri-
bed above we have constructed MPDI on the basis
of the scales corresponding to syllable coat-
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The results of comparing the signal with
SS set allow us to put forward a preliminary
hypothesis about some syllable corresponding to
the certain signal. As it was mentioned above
such decision is represented by either a setof
syllables with minimal distances fro. the sig-
nal (in our case 3 ninimal distances were taken
into consideration) or by symbolic recordingof
the syllable, reflecting generalized phonetic
content (e.g. TA - a syllable consisting of un-
voiced stop and non-front vowel). Whether a set
of variants or a generalized content would be
selected for syllable recording depends on the
signal's character (the degree of nanifestation
of features that allow us to define some conc-
rete sound with greater or lesser precision)or

on its distance from the sample. Such attihfle
seems quite reasonable as not always in thesi-

gnal there are acoustic cues that would allo'

us to correlate it with some definite smmd,
syllable or even word /II/, /12/.

THE STRUCTURING AND USE OF THE VOCABULARY
As the result of the program for comparins

the signals of the first stage recognition with
SS each word is represented in form of open‘SY’
llables' string. This fact determines the ohl‘
racter of phonetic description of the vocamna-

ry. The constructing of the vocabulary 05” be
divided into 2 stages.

0n the first stage lexical units In the
-form cldse to idealized phonetic transcript“n
are recorded as strings of open syllables.0n
the second stage pronounciational variants and
the most frequent substitutions in recognit“n
being Singled out 'in the preliminary ana1y919
are included into transcribed word recordinkIf
limited vocabulary is used on this stage 1‘19
advisable to,set apart possible quaeibosonlls
such as[KAPAT'-KATAT'] (in this axe-p10 W
vowels of initial syllable are identical while

the consonants at the beginning of the second
8Yilable are phonetically very similar and 9“”
ctically undistinguishable in the process 01
recognition or are distinguished irregularly'd

Each transcribed recording is correlate
with corresponding word or words and in th0°°'
se of reliable syllable recognition we set 39°.
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The program for syllable Joinins “'9‘“
all possible strings of syllable-06ndmates
with those recorded in the vocabulary 8nd°°r
responding to real words. These equivalents 0’9
then recorded into spelling and sent to th‘ e
outPut. Variants of input strings of syll°bl°
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that do not correspond to any vocabulary unit
are eliminated. This program imitates the role
of the lexical context in phonetic recognition.
In some cases it's possible that a whole group
of syllable strings would correspond to vocabu-
lary units, thus we'll get 2 or more words at
the output. During program approbation such ca-
see were rather few and the number of words at
an output didn't exceed 3. This can be expla-
ined by the small size of the vocabulary. Theo-
retically the number of variants for the se-
lected number of syllable candidates /3/ is ,
where X stands for number of syllables in the
given word. we suppose that in such cases the
elimination of extra variants is possible on a
higher level of analysis and it corresponds to
the role of syntactic, pragmatic and semantic
context in speech perception.

A more complex case is presented by the
situation when some syllables are identified
incorrectly and none of the strings of syllab—
les at the input of the vocabulary module core
reSponds to the vocabulary units. In this case
lultiple strategy of word search must be imple-
Iented. This strategy must be based on sole fa—
ctors that determine identification of the sig-
nal with a lexical unit and its segment compo-
sition /in other words the strategy is phone-
tic-context dependent/. The number of syllables
in a word, stress position, rhythmical structu-
re of a word as a whole, basic /most reliable
in the Process of recognition/ syllables, ini-
tial syllables, consonant clusters can be naled
as such phonetic factors here. The type of the
selected factors and their number cause the voe
cabulary structure, the determining of absolu-
tely reliable factors cause in its turn the
Strategy of word search in general: consequent
Search beginning with subvccabularies, composed

‘aocording to absolutely reliable word characte-
ristics /in respect of the process of recogni—
unn/ and ontov subvccabularies based on less
reliable phonetic word characteristics, were
°n1Y candidates selected with the help of 're—
115516" subvccabularies are taken into conside-
ration. As the first stage recognition results
d0n't allow us to consider every selected fac-
tor absolutely reliable, one has to turn to pa-
rallel 'word search strategy, although it's a
"ther complicated procedure.

. The vocabulary has the following structure.
The Vocabulary is recorded in the form of its
Variants /subvocabularies/, which are organized
a accordance with the selected factors. Sone

suhvocabnlary is derived into parts comprising
sililar rhythmic structures, another is orien-
ted at the basic syllables and so on.‘ Strings
°f sYllable'oandidates which have no correspon-
dins lexical elements in the main vocabulary
are entered into all these subvccabularies and

are are selected every subvccabulary word ca-
ndldates identical /in the structural characte-
r18tic of a certain subvccabulary/ t0 the ente-
red string. Word candidates are entered into
the analyser which in the output delivers words
EYOSent in all registers. If no such words can
I: identified word candidates with the highest

”ks are selected. For this purpose to each of
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aimed at selecting'faotors used in word recog—
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ability. For this purpose the results of syl-
lable recognition with false decision were gi-
ven to a group of experts, who using the words'
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forward some hypothesis about lexical correla-
tion of these results. The group consists of 4
linguists who can theoretically ground their
decisions. The data thus obtained are of preli-
Iinary character but it should be pointed out
that the experts pay attention to the words'
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tution must be taken into account. The vocabu—

lary lust be built in the fcrl of a matrix ref-
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coincide with the result of the recognition or
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content/ the search is conducted further on. On
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zation, yet we present it here in accordance

with the concept that in speech recognition as

well as in human speech perception it's impos-

sible to lilit oneself to one particular stra-

tegy. The final decision can be made on the ba-

sis of identification of the word image as a

whole, on the basis of the analysis of the fac-

tors /phonetical as well as relating to other

levels of analysis/ determining this image, on

the basis of prediction of syllables and larger

units /words and word combinations/ by limiting

the communicative vocabulary according to the

pragmatic content of the text.

MODEL'S EXPERIMENTAL APPROBATION

Model's partial approbation /syllable re-
cognition and word selection in the vocabulary
with the help of the vocabulary of basic sylla-
bles/ was conducted on the vocabulary of 200
words and a set of 100 syllable samples. Sylla-
ble candidates are obtained as the result of
the realization of the program for comparing of
the first stage signals with SS. Strings for-—
ad of syllable candidates are receded into vo-
cabulary units. As the experiment demonstrates,
for a small vocabulary it's sufficient to in-
troduce I or 2 subvocabularies. 3 operational
variants of the program are possible: simple
Joining of recognized syllables, word predic-
tion by means of the subvocabulary of basic sy-
llables, refusing to make final decision in ca-
se of false recognition or absence of the basic
syllable in the string. For the purpose of li-
miting the number of analysed strings the syl-
lables undoubtedly falsely recognized /initial
and final syllables that got into middle posi—
ticn, middle syllables that got into initial or
final position/ are eliminated. The result ap-
pears in the spelling form with an index show-
ing the ratio between the number of correctly
recognized syllables and the total number of
syllables in the word. Below some examples of
different variants of the decision are given:

TRANSMITTED RECOGNIZED THE RESULTS
SYLLABLES

I 2 3

naja /maI Ja/ — “835
/ma mna/ - 2/2
(maI) (n3) -

vzaimno /vza iI (rva) vzaimno
/za T71) (n3) 2/3

_ (an) (/p'i) (va) zaika
2/3

v des'at' /vd'eI s'a 3:1 v des'at'
(d'eI) a'iI ' f/ 3/3
/d'eI (/51) s)’ des'at'

3/3

/ma - initial syllable
d'eI - stressed syllable
f/ - final syllable
iI — basic syllable
TERI) — syllable eliminated by the program

The experiment was conducted on computer
SM—k with positive results.

REFERENCES

/1/ BOHJIapKO JI.B. @one'mqecxoe ormca-
Hue Hanna VI tbononormecxoe ormca-
HI/Ie perm. 11., 1981.

/2/ Bonnapxo JI.B. CJIOI‘: npaea my
mum, MexaHl/IBMLI. - B 1:14.: éymcun
onanbnafi H 006mm TeKCTa.M.,I982.

/3/ BOHILapKO JI. . AKyc'rmecm/Ie xapaKTe-
pncrrmm pew/I. - B KH.: CJIyX M 9%
B H pMe VI naTonomn /m. 1/. .,
1974.

/4/ ypOBHI/I asmca B peqoi/i nemenmoc—
TH: E npodneme JIMHPBMCTqCKoro
o6ecneqI/m aBTOMaTqCKoro acno-
suasanufi pegg/Hon pen. 11.13. Hua-

KO. - e )-

/5/ meow/11‘2”; KM” CBeTosapOBa 11.11.
Cnoroeafi (1)0HeTI/uca VI Tpm (porxeTJ/IKM
JI.B.111ep6m. - B 1cm: Teopm mama.
MGTOILH ero Hccnenoeam/m M npenolua-
BaHI/IH. II. 1981.

/6/ BeJIHBCIfl/Il/l 15.141. ABTOMaTI/Iqecxaa cer-
MGHTaLU/Ifl CJIMTHoi/‘L petm. - B 06.:
IX BcecorosHaa aKyCTI/mecxaa KOte-

emu/m. Teams norm OB. 1/1.,19’77.
/'7/ Egma B.H., low/IP18. J1. ."CTaTI/ICTVIKa

OTKpTHx CJIOI‘OB pyccxom perm. -
06.: Bmmcnmenbnme CI/ICTeMH, I4.
HOBocm6MpCK 1964.

/8/ 3naToyc'r0Ba 11.8. H 11p. AJIPOpMTMhI
npeo6paSOBam/m pyccmx optborpaiim'
uecmx TeKCTOB B q>0HeTVItIeCKo 381‘
I'll/10b. M., a .

-

/9/ MOCKaJIeHKO T.A. AKyCTmueCKMM anama
comacmc BByKOB B uemax aBTgMaTI/I‘
uecxor‘o pacnosuaeanm pyccxou pe-
‘IM. - B. 06.: ABTOMaTI/IqKoe paCHO'
BHaBaHI/[e onyxosmc o6 aBOB: TeBMCH
.0101. 14 0006111. APCO- 4. RayHaC,

/10/ Hy3Heuoaa B.B., CMVIpHOBa O.H. AHa-_

””3 Hanemocrm aBTOMaTMQeCKOI‘O pa
cnosnaBax—ma (bonerrmecxmc npmsua-
ROB. - TaM me. _

/11/ HgOO'JIeMbI VI meTonm BKCUepMMGHTaJIbHO
.ouemuecxoro aHaJII/IBa petll/I- n

/12/ 1{gBHBHOBa 8.13. O BOBMOXCHOM cnocode'
OpMMpOBaHI/IH CJIOBapHHX BTaJIOPIOBé_

B (36.: ABTOMaTneCKOG acnggfigpo
We CJIyXOBt o paBOB: e314 . .
IiiggcoyoaHoro ceMMHapa APCO-IZ- W95’

2
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GRUNDBEGRIFFE EINER THEORIE DER AUSSPRACHENORM

M.W. RAJEWSKI

Philologisché Fakultfit
Staatliche Lomonossov-Universitatzu Moskau

UdSSR,

\

V In untenstenenden Beitrag wird auf
die Notwendigkeit der Entwicklung einer
Theorie der Aussprachenorm hingewiesen.
De eine Theorie nur mit Hilre einiger
Grundbegrirfe entwickelt werden kann,
warden folgende Begrifte zu diesem Zwecke
vorgeschlagen und erortert: Aussprache-
norm, nichtkodifizierte.Aussprachenorm,
todifizierte Aussprachenorm, Bestandteile
einer kodifizierten Lussprachenorm, Merk-
male einer kodifizierten AuSSprachenorm,
normative Aussprache und ihre Pormen.

Das aktive Interesae fur die Sprach-
norm, daa in den letzten Jahrzehnten in
der UdSSR und im Ausland an den Tag gelegt
wurde, auBerte sich in zahlreichen Ver-
Bffentlichungen allgemeinen Charakters,
die'sich mit soichen Fragen der Sprach-
normtheorie beschartigten w1e Verhéitnis
von sprachnorm uud Sprachsystem, Stabili-
tat und Variabilitat der Sprachnorm u.dgl.
Grofle Autmerksamkeit uird der Errorsohung
der einzelsprachlichen Nermen in ihrer
Entwicklung und ihrem heutigen Zuetand ge-
schenkt. Neben.der Erforschung verschiede-
ner Aspekte einzelsprachlicher Sprachnorb
men entwickelt sich auch eine allgemeine
Theorie der Sprachnorm /1/. Doch liegt,
wie man sich leioht davon vergewiesern kann
das Hauptaugenmerk auf den grammatikali-
schen und lexikalischen Normen, wanrend die
Aussprachenorm (1m folgenden - AN) im Hin-
tergrund bleibt und in rein theoretischer
Hinsioht nur beilfiufig behandeit wird. Der
Grund daffir wird wohl darin zu sucnen sein,
daB die Bemfihungen von Fachleuten auf dem
Gebiet einzelsprachlicner Aussprachenormen
bis in die jfingste Zeit hinein der Be-
scnreibung und Kodifizierung einer AN so-
wie der Ermittlung ihrer Variabilitfits-
grenzen galten, denn die Erfordernisse des
praktischen Sprachunterrichts machten eben
diese Aufgaoen aktuell. Doch sollten einp
zelsprachlicne Aussprachenormen nicht nur
in einschlfigigen Nachscnlagewerken be-
schrieben und Kodiriziert warden, sondern
aucn eine theoretische Begrfindung und Ein-
schfitzung 1m Rahmen der allgemeinen Sprach-
normtheorie errahren. Eine notwendige Vor-
aussetzung darfir bildet die Aufstellung von
dazn errorderlichen‘Grundbegrifren, die
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auon enteprecnend»deriniert werden mfissmn
Im folgenden wird der Versuch.unternommmn
einige Begriffe aufzuzahien und zn eror—
tern, die m.E. zn den Grundbegrirren enmr
Theorie der AN gehoren sollten.

Die AN bildet einen Teil oer Spraar
norm 1m groBen una ganzen. Darum ist es
zwecKmEBig, die Definition der AN ausder
Definition der Sprachnorm schlecntnniab-
zuleiten. Von der von Prof. Dr. 0.3. Ad?
manova vorgeschlagenen Definition der
Sprachnorm ausgehend (die Sprachnorm sei
"der anerkannte Gebrauch von Sprachmittem
in der Rede, die Gesamtheit von Regeln‘
(Reglementationen), die den Gebrauch von
Sprachmitteln in der individuellen Rede
ordnen" /2/), kann man die AN als den NP
erkannten Gebrauch von lautlichen Aus-
drucksmitteln einer Sprache oder als die
anerkannte Gestaltungsweise der lautlidmn
Seite einer individuallen Rede definierflh
Die Grundlage einer AN bilden natfirlich
entstandene oder bewuBt formulierte Regdfi'
die den Gebraucn von lautlichen Ausdnwkr
mitteln einer Sprache in der individuallen
sprecnerischen Tatigkeit steuern.

Je nach den Funktionen, die versdfle-
denen Sprachen eigen sind, 51nd zweiAI‘ten
von Aussprachenormen zu unterscheiden:
nichtkodifizierte und kodifizierte Aus-
spracnenormen. Eine nichtkodifizierteAN
ist die Norm, die keine bewuBte Festleymg
erfahren hat und nur in mundlicher Uber-
lieferung existiert als eine Gesamtheit
von vage els Norm empfundenen Vorschrift?
und Verooten, die die individuelle Artflw
lationstétigkeit von Mutterspracnierl}"
geln. Eine nichtkodifizierte AN ist €UT
Orts- und Territorialmundarten, achrift-
1°59 Sprachen, Bowie Literaturspracheninb
friihereh Perioden ihrer EntwicklunB CW“
teristisch.

Eine kodifizierte AN ist die Norm.
die bewuBt festgeiegt, ausffihrlich b@}e_
schrieben und ale eine Gesamtheit wanken
geln in enteprechenden Nachschlagewerexy
und Anleitungen dargestellt ist. Also em
stiert sie ffir die Mutterspracnier alagr
von ihnen freiwillig und bewuBt aKZEPt1_
tea Muster. data 315 Regulator 1hrer arm
kulatoriachen Tfitigkeit funktioniert- s—
kodifizierte AN bestimmt die Gestaltunfi
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der lautlichen Seite der individuellen
wrecherischen Tétigkeit auf der Grundla»
gevon bewubt durch Fachieute formulier-
ten und vom Sprecherkoiiektiv bewuBt ak-
zeptierten Regeln, die ffir den Gebrauch
lautlicher Mittel der jeweiligen Sprache
umflgeblich sind. Sie ist nur ffir entwik-
kelte, allseitig normierte Literaturspra-
chaicharakteristiech. Dank der Vielfait
finer Funktionen sollten solche Spraonen
maximal reglementiert sein sowohi in ihrer
mmrirtlichen als such in ihrer mfindlichen
Enetenzrorm, was die Aneignung dieser
Sprachen und 1hre Anwendung ale Versténdi-
amgsmittel erleichtert. Die Kodifizierung
enmr AN setzt eine ziemlich hone Entwicx-
lmmsstufe der artikulatorischen Dhonetik
wuaus und stellt die letzte, abachlieflen-
deEtappe in der Festiegung von Normen e1-
nerentwickelten Literatursprache dar.

Die AN einer entwickelten Literatur-
wrache beruht auf einer detaillierten
Besdueibung der lautlichen Seite der
mmdlichen literatursprachiicnen Kommuni-
kafinn von Muttersprachlern. Diese Be-
uhreibung ermoglicht es vor allem, den
Lmnhestand der jeweiligen Literatur-
mrache in ihrer mfindlicnen Form, d.h.
inren normativen Lautbestand zu ermitteln.
Me Laute der jeweiligen Literatursprache
afllen genfigend einffirmig artikuliert wer~
Mn, was durch die Befolgung von Regeln
igrer normativen Artikulation gesichert
Wrd.

Doch werden die Laute im Sprechstrom
DIGruppen artikuliert, welche Folgen von
Mieinander nahtlos verbundenen, ja ein-
MMer durchdringenden akustischen Ereig-
Mesen darstellen, die durch die artikula-
tmische Tatigkeit des Sprechers hervorge-
Mann werden (eine solche minimale Folge
Wdet die Silbe). Die artikulatorisohe
TatiEkeit des Sprechers verlauft innerhalb
ehms zwischen zwei Pausen liegenden
$rechstromabschnittes ununterbrochen. Da—
rElnsollen die Artikulationskomplexe, die
fUPdaa Aussprechen von unmittelbar be—
naflmarten Lauten erforderlich sind, unbe-
dhgt nicht nur einander angepafit werden,
amnern auch einander durchdringen, was
He notwendige artikulatorisohe Fusion und
ieKontinuitat der Lautung ermoglicht.
mum werden die Regeln der normativen Ar-

tihflation von isolierten Lauten durch die
Regelnihrer normativen Artikulation im
Drechstrom ergénzt.

Die Befolgung der beiden Regeltypen
eFAUbt es, 1) eine mehr oder weniger ein-
Mmige Aussprache dieser Laute zu er-

r?iChen und 2) die Deutlichkeitsschwelle
“1““ Zn fibersohreiten, unterhalb welcher
1eAussprache undeutlich wird.

t Endlioh enthfilt die AN einer Litera-
ursPrache auch den in orthoepischen Wor-
ermkhern festgelegten normativen Lautbe-

Sand einzelner worter. Die Festleguns
vfises "idealen phonetischen Bestandes von
ortern" /3/ vereinheitlicht die Aussprache

mm LEUtung von wortern und Wortformen im

Se 87.1.2

Sprechstrom. Von Zeit zu Zeit finden im
normativen Lautbestand einzelner worter
Verfinderungen statt, die durch die Umver-
teilung von Lauten im literatursprachli-
chen Wortschatz hervorgerufen werden. Die-
se Veranderungen sollen in den nachfolgen—
den Auflagen von Ausspracheworterbfichern
und sonétigen Nachschlagewerken ihre Wi-
derspiegelung finden.

Die AN einer entwickelten Literatur-
sprache, als Gesamtheit ihrer'obengenann-
ten Teile betrachtet, weist folgende Merk-
male auf:

1) sie ist kodifiziert, d.h. als Ge-
samtheit von Regeln in einschlfigigen An-
leitun en festgelegt;

2% sie ist bearbeitet, d.h. sie un-
terliegt bestimmten Regain, die das Resul-
tat einer zielgerichteten Tatigkeit von
Experten sind, welche die Auswahl der op-
timalsten Artikulationen und kommunikativ
am meisten berechtigten Realisationen ein-
zelner Laute und dee normativen Lautbe-
standes einzelner worter bezweckt;

3) sie ist zugénglich, d.h. sie ent-
hélt nur solche Regeln, die es allen Mut-
tersprachlern erleuben, sich die AN beim
Erlernen der Literatursprache anzueignen;

4) sie ist stabil und verénderlich
zugleich, d.h. sie behalt ihre Qualitat
im ganzen im Laure einer gewissen Zeit
unter allméhlichen Verénderungen einiger
Regeln in der sprecherischen Praxis, was
die periodischen Prdzisierungen und
manchmal sogar eine teilweise Neufestle-
gung der Norm notwendig macht.

5) sie hat einen sozial bewuBten
Charakter, d.h. sie ist von den Trégern
der jeweiligen Literatursprache als die
einzig richtige Gestaltungsweise der laut-
lichen Seite der literatursprachlichen
mfindlichen Kommunikation, ale Muster, an

‘welches sie ihre artikulatorische Tetig-
keit angleichen, bewuBt akzeptiert;

6) infolge der bewuBten Anerkennung
durch die Trager einer Literatursprache
ist sie ffir jeden Muttersprachler in kom-
munikativen Situationen verbindlich, die
die Anwendung der jeweiligen Literatur-
spreche erfordern.

Solche Merkmale der kodifizierten AN
wie ihre Kodifiziertheit, ihr Bearbeitet-
sein, ihre Zugénglichkeit, Stabilitét und
Verénderlichkeit sind ihr als Regulator
der artikulatorischen Tatigkeit beim lite-
ratursprachlichen Sprechen immanent eigen.
Solche Merkmale aber wie bewuBten Charak-
ter und Verbindlichkeit erhélt die kodi-
fizierte AN sozusagen von auBen im Ergeb-
nis ihrer Billigung und Anerkennung durch
die Tréger der jeweiligen Literatursora-
che.

Die Aussprache, die der von den Tra-
gern einer Literatursprache akzeptierten
AN entspricht. wird als normative Aus—
sprache (Literaturaussprache, Musteraus-
sprache usw.) bezeichnet. Die normativen
Aussprachen von Literatursprachen der Ge-
genwart existieren mindestens in zwei
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daB die Bemfihungen von Fachleuten auf dem
Gebiet einzelsprachlicher Aussprachenormen
bis in die jfingste Zeit hinein der Be-
scnreibung und Kodifizierung einer AN so-
wie der Ermittlung ihrer Variabilitats-
grenzen galten, denn die Erfordernisse des
praktischen Sprachunterrichts machten eben
diese Aufgaoen aktuell. Doch sollten einp
zelsprachlicne Aussprachenormen nicht nur
in einschlagigen Nachscnlagewerken be—
schrieben und Kodiriziert werden, sondern
aucn eine theoretische Begrfindung und Ein-
schatzung 1m Rahmen der allgemeinen Sprach-
normtheorie errahren. Eine notwendige Vor-
aussetzung darfir bildet die Aufstellung von
dazn errorderlichen‘Grundbegrifren, die
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aucn entsprechendvderiniert werden mfissau
Im tolgenden wird der Versuch.unternommuu
einige Begriffe aufzuzahien und zn erog-
tern, die m.E. zu den Grundbegrirren enmr
Theorie der AN gehoren sollten.

Die AN bildet einen Teil der Sprmm-
norm im groBen und ganzen. Darum ist es
zweckmaBig, die Definition der AN ausder
Definition der Sprachnorm schlechtnniab-
zuleiten. Von der von Prof. Dr. 0.3. Auk
manova vorgeschlagenen Definition der
Sprachnorm ausgehend (die Sprachnorm sei
"der anerkannte Gebrauch von Sprachmittem
in der Rede, die Gesamtheit von Regeln-
(Reglementationen), die den Gebrauch von
Sprachmitteln in der individuellen Rede
ordnen" /2/), kann man die AN als den m?
erkannten Gebrauch von lautlichen Aus-
drucksmitteln einer Sprache oder als die
anerkannte Gestaltungsweise der lautlidmn
Seite einer individuallen Rede definiermh
Die Grundlage einer AN bilden natfirlich
entstandene oder bewuBt formulierte Regdfl'
die den Gebraucn von lautlichen Ausdnmkr
mitteln einer Sprache in der individuallen
sprecnerischen Tatigkeit steuern.

Je nach den Funktionen, die versdfle-
denen Sprachen eigen sind, sind zweiAI‘ten
von Aussprachenormen zu unterscheiden:
nichtkodirizierte und kodifizierte Aus-
spracnenormen. Eine nichtkodifizierte
ist die Norm, die keine bewuBte Festleguns
erfahren hat und nur in mundlicher Uber-
lieferung existiert als eine Gesamtheit n
von vage als Norm empfundenen Vorschrifta
und Vernoten, die die individualle Artiku
lationstfitigkeit von Mutterspracniern}?’
seln. Eine nichtkodifizierte AN ist fur
Orts- und Territorialmundarten, achrift;
1°96 SPT&Chen, sowie Literatursprachen Db
frfihereh Perioden ihrer EntwicklunB CW“
teristisch.

Eine kodifizierte AN ist die Norm.
die bewuBt festgelegt, ausffihrlich b@}e_
schrieben und als eine Gesamtheit wanken
geln in entsprechenden Nachschlagewerexy
.und Anleitungen dargestellt ist: Also em
stiert sie fur die Mutterspracnler Blafir
von ihnen freiwillig und bewuBt axzept1_
tes Muster, das als Regulator ihrer arDi
kulatorischen Tatigkeit funktioniert- s—
kodifizierte AN bestimmt die Gestaltunfi
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der lautlichen Seite der individuellen
wrecherischen Tatigkeit auf der Grundla»
gevon bewuut durch Fachleute formulier-
ten und vom Sprecherkoiiektiv bewuBt ak-
zeptierten Regeln, die ffir den Gebrauch
lautlicher Mittel der jeweiligen Sprache
umflgeblich sind. Sie ist nur ffir entwik-
kelte, allseitig normierte Literaturspra-
chaicharakteristisch. Dank der Vielfait
finer Funktionen sollten solche Spracnen
maximal reglementiert sein sowohi in ihrer
mmrirtlichen als such in ihrer mfindlichen
Existenzrorm, was die Aneignung dieser
Sprachen und ihre Anwendung als Verstandi-
ymgsmittel erleichtert. Die Kodifizierung
enmr AN setzt eine ziemlich hone Entwicx-
1mgsstufe der artikulatorischen Phonetik
wmaus und stellt die letzte, abschlieflen-
deEtappe in der Festiegung von Normen ei-
xmr entwickelten Literatursprache dar.

Die AN einer entwickelten Literatur-
wrache beruht auf einer detaillierten
chreibung der lautlichen Seite der
mmdlichen literatursprachiicnen Kommuni-
kafion von Muttersprachlern. Diese Be-
uhreibung ermoglicht es vor allem, den
Lmnbestand der jeweiligen Literatur-
wrache in ihrer mfindlicnen Form, d.h.
inrainormativen Lautbestand zu ermitteln.
Me Laute der jeweiligen Literatursprache
mllmigenfigend einffirmig artikuliert wer-
dflh was durch die Befolgung von Regeln
igrer normativen Artikulation gesichert
Wrd.

Doch werden die Laute 1m Sprecnstrom
hIGruppen artikuliert, welche Folgen von
mjeinander nahtlos verbundenen, ja ein-
MMer durchdringenden akustischen Ereig-
Mssen darstellen, die durch die artikula-
tuische Tatigkeit des Sprechers hervorge-
Mean werden (eine solche minimale Folgefildet die Silbe). Die artikulatorisohe
Tafigkeit des Sprechers verlauft innerhalb
fines zwischen zwei Pausen liegenden
firechstromabschnittes ununterbrochen. Da-
rBinsollen die Artikulationskomplexe, die
furdas Aussprechen von unmittelbar be-
naflmarten Lauten erforderlich sind, unbe-
dh¥t nicht nur einander angepaBt werden,
amnern auch einander durchdringen, was
“8 notwendige artikulatorische Fusion und
“fl Kontinuitat der Lautung ermoglicht.
Baum werden die Regeln der normativen Ar-
fikulation von isolierten Lauten durch die
Regehlihrer normativen Artikulation im
%rechstrom erganzt.

Die Befolgung der beiden Regeltypen
eFAUbt es, 1) eine mehr oder weniger ein-
Mmige Aussprache dieser Laute zu er-

r?iChen und 2) die Deutlichkeitsschwelle
“1““ Zn fiberschreiten, unterhalb welcher

16 Aussprache undeutlich wird.
t Endlich enthalt die AN einer Litena-
ursPrache auch den in orthoepischen Wor-
ermkhern festgelegten normativen Lautbe-

Sand einzelner worter. Die Festleguns
vfises "idealen phonetischen Bestandes von
ortern" /3/ vereinheitlicht die Aussprache

mm LEUtung von wortern und Wortformen im
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Sprechstrom. Von Zeit zu Zeit finden im
normativen Lautbestand einzelner worter
Veranderungen statt, die durch die Umver-
teilung von Lauten im literatursprachli-
chen Wortschatz hervorgerufen werden. Die-
se Veranderungen sollen in den nachfolgen—
den Auflagen von Ausspracheworterbfichern
und sonstigen Nachschlagewerken ihre Wi-
derspiegelung finden.

Die AN einer entwickelten Literatur-
sprache, als Gesamtheit ihrer obengenann-
ten Teile betrachtet, weist folgende Merk-
male auf:

1) sie ist kodifiziert, d.h. als Ge-
samtheit von Regeln in einschlagigen An-
leitun en festgelegt;

2% sie ist bearbeitet, d.h. sie un-
terliegt bestimmten Regeln, die das Resul-
tat einer zielgerichteten Tatigkeit von
Experten sind, welche die Auswahl der op-
timalsten Artikulationen und kommunikativ
am meisten berechtigten Realisationen ein-
zelner Laute und des normativen Lautbe-
standes einzelner worter bezweckt;

3) sie ist zuganglich, d.h. sie ent-
halt nur solche Regeln, die es allen Mut-
tersprachlern erlauben, sich die AN beim
Erlernen der Literatursprache anzueignen;

4) sie ist stabil und veranderlich
zugleich, d.h. sie behalt ihre Qualitat
im ganzen 1m Laure einer gewissen Zeit
unter allmahlichen Veranderungen einiger
Regeln in der sprecherischen Praxis, was
die periodischen Prdzisierungen und
manchmal sogar eine teilweise Neufestle-
gung der Norm notwendig macht.

5) sie hat einen sozial bewuBten
Charakter, d.h. sie 1st von den Trégern
der jeweiligen Literatursprache als die
einzig richtige Gestaltungsweise der laut-
lichen Seite der literatursprachlichen
mfindlichen Kommunikation, als Muster, an
welches sie ihre artikulatorische Tatig-
keit angleichen, bewuBt akzeptiert;

6) infolge der bewuBten Anerkennung
durch die Trager einer Literatursprache
ist sie ffir jeden Muttersprachler in kom-
munikativen Situationen verbindlich, die
die Anwendung der jeweiligen Literatur-
sprache erfordern.

Solche Merkmale der kodifizierten AN
wie ihre Kodifiziertheit, ihr Bearbeitet-
sein, ihre Zugénglichkeit, Stabilitat und
Verénderlichkeit sind ihr als Regulator
der artikulatorischen Tatigkeit beim lite-
ratursprachlichen Sprechen immanent eigen.
Solche Merkmale aber wie bewuBten Charak-
ter und Verbindlichkeit erhalt die kodi-
fizierte AN sozusagen von auBen im Ergeb-
nis ihrer Billigung und Anerkennung durch
die Trfiger der jeweiligen Literatursora-
che.

Die Aussprache, die der von den Tra-
gern einer Literatursprache akzeptierten
AN entspricht. wird als normative Aus—
sprache (Literaturaussprache, Musteraus-
sprache usw.) bezeichnet. Die normativen
Aussprachen von Literatursprachen der Ge-
genwart existieren mindestens in zwei
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Formen. Eine davon ist ihre am meisten
verbreitete Standardform, die fur alle

Sprecher der jeweiligen Literatursprache

in kommunikativen Situationen verbindlich

ist, in welchen sie sich mit der Notwen-

digkeit konfrontiert sehen, die Literatur-

sprache in ihrer mfindlichen Form anzuwen-

den. Eben diese Form wird gemeint, wenn

man von der Literaturaussprache im eigent-

lichen Sinne des Wortes oder der Standard-

aussprache (dem orthoepischen Standard)

spricht. Die andere Form der normativen

Aussprache ist ihre Hochstform, die eine

tadellose Lautung der literatursprachli-

Chen mfindlichen Rede sichert. Sie ist vor

allem ffir das bfihnengerechte Sprechen der

Schauspieler charakteristisch und wird aus

diesem Grund als Bfihnenaussprache bezeich-

net/4/. Die Bfihnenaussprache stellt gleich-

sam die berufsbedingte Form der Literatur-

aussprache dar.

Die beiden Formen differieren vonein—

ander vor allem durch die Unterschiede im

Grad der Konsequenz, mit welchem die Spre-

cher den normativen Lautbestand von war-

tern einer Literatursprache realisieren,

doch konnen sie voneinander auch in Be-

sonderheiten der Artikulation einzelner

Laute abweichen. Dabei ist fur die Bfihnen-

aussprache eine strange Einhaltung der
kodifizierten Lautung von wortern und ih-

ren Formen charakteristisch, denn nun die
maximal genaue Wiedergabe ihres normati-

ven Lautbestandes ermoglicht es den Zu-

schauern, wie weit entfernt von der Bfihne

sie auch sitzen mogen, worter und Wort-
gruppen mfihelos zu identifizieren und so-
mit alles zu verstehen, was auf der Bfihne
gesprochen wird. Die Literaturaussprache
im eigentlichen Sinne des Wortes (Stan—
dardaussprache) lafit eine bestimmte Vari-
abilitat des normativen Lautbestandes
eizelner worter und Wortformen zu, die
durch verschiedene Ursachen hervorgerufen
werden kann (Snrechtempo, Charakter der
kommunikativen Situation, regionale Be-
sonderheiten der Artikulation einzelner
Laute, Unterschiede im Entwioklungsgrad
orthoepischer Fertigkeiten u. dgl.).

Die normative Aussprache der Litera-
tursprachen der Gegenwart weist in ihrer
Standardform oft regionale Abarten auf,
was vor allem ffir Sprachen charakteri-
stisch ist, die auf grofieren Territorien
gesprochen werden /5/. Die Standardaus-
sprache der polynationalen Literatur-
spraohen (z.B. Englisch, Spanisch,
Deutsch) existiert in einer Reihe von na-
tionalen Varianten. Regionale Typen bzw.
nationale Varianten der normativen Aus-
sprache einer Literatursprache unter-
scheiden sich voneinander dadurch, daB
jeder bzw. jede von ihnen einige Beson-
derheiten enthalt, die durch die Einwir-
kung territorialer Dialekte bedingt sind
und von Generation zu Generation mfindlich
fiberliefert werden.

Von der kodifizierten Standardaus-

sprache heben sich ihre regionalen Ab-
arten ab durch Abweichungen von den nonm-

tiven Regeln der Artikulation einzehwr

Laute bzw. durch Verletzungen des norma-

tiven Lautbestandes einzelner W6rter.Re—
gionale Abarten der Literaturausspraam
im eigentlichen Sinne des Wortes, diein
den Grenzen eines Nationalstaates nebmr

einander bestehen und verwendet werden,
kann man als regionale Typen dieses
orthoepischen Standards betrachten.

Nationale Varianten der Standard-

aussprache polynationaler Literaturspra-

Chen; die sich voneinander auch durch
Besonderheiten der Artikulation einzehmr

Laute und Abweichungen im normativen

Lautbestand einzelner worter untersdmi-

den, stellen nationale Aussprachenormal
polynationaler Literatursprachen dar.

Regionale Typen der Standardausmmw

che erfahren keine bewuBte Festlegungin

einschlagigen Anleitungen und orthoepi-
schen worterbfichern. Ihre Besonderheiten

werden in diesen Nachschlagewerken lang-
lich erwahnt, wenn sie deren Autoren

wichtig erscheinen. Ebenso werden die

Wandlungen innerhalb regionaler Typen dfl
Standardaussprache hochstens nur mitbe-
rficksichtigt. Daffir aber sind die Wand-

lungen in der kodifizierten normativen

Aussprache - welcher Herkunft sie auch
sein mogen (Folgen von spontanen Lautvmh

anderungen in bestimmten Positionen mmr

Veranderungen in der sozialen Zusammar

setzung der Trager einer Literaturspnmhh

Konkurrenz von territorialen Aussprqdm'
varianten usw.) - ein Gegenstand stmm1'
ger Beobachtung von Fachleuten, da es
ihre Aufgabe ist, jede kodifizierte AN
von Zeit zu Zeit mit der fortschreitendw

Entwicklung der jeweiligen Literaturflfla‘
che in Einklang zu bringen.

Mit Rficksicht auf alle vorherggfin’
den Ausffihrungen konnte folgende PraZI'
sierte Definition einer kodifizierten_‘

vorgeschlagen werden: unter einer kodlfr

zierten AN ist eine in einschl'agigen‘m‘te
leitungen und worterbuchern reglemenfifir'
und von den Tragern der jeweiligen Litafl
tursprache bewuBt als verbindlich akzflr

tierte historisch entstandene traditio'

nelle Gestaltungsweise der lautlichen

Seite der mfindlichen literatursprachli's’

chen Rede zu verstehen. Diese Gestaltmf.
weise der lautlichen Seite des literfitu
sprachlichen Sprechens setzt vor allem

die Einhaltung sowohl bestimmter Regen:
die die Artikulation der Laute and fl”;
Folgen im Sprechstrom steuern, als auc

des normativen Lautbestandes einzfil9er
worter voraus. Sie ist wandlungSfahlg
und wird deshalb notwendigenfalls au
ihre Entsprechung der literatursRTBCh‘
lichen Sprechwirklichkeit fiberpruft “n“
- wenn notig - dieser Sprechwirklichkert
angepaBt. Eine kodifizierte AN existie_
mindestens in zwei Formen, die SiCh von
einander durch Spharen ihrer Anwendung
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mm den Genauigkeitsgrad in der Einhal-

nmg normativer Vorschriften unterschei-

den.
Die oben besprochenen Begriffe, die

fie internationale Kodifikationspraxis

mnerspiegeln, erlauben es in erster Li-

Me, wie aus der erweiterten Definition

der kodifizierten AN ersichtlich ist, ei—

neTheorie der kodifizierten AN zu ent-

M£keln. Mit Hilfe dieser Begriffe lassen

flfih nicht nur der synchrone Zustand und

we Geschichte einzelsorachlicher kodifi-

nerter Aussprachenormen beschreiben, son-

dern auch Anforderungen an Normen junger

Hieratursprachen, deren Festlegung noch

bevorsteht.

ANMERKUNGEN

L Vg1.. 2.3.: Norma i social’naja diffe-

ramiacija jazyka. M., 1969; Semenjuk N.N.
Norma. - In: Obéoee jazykoznanie. Formy
suééestvovanija, funkcii, istorija jazyka.
M. 1970, 3.549-596; Skvorcov L.I. Teore-

tigeskie osnovy kultury reoi. M., 1980;
Nerius D. Untersuchungen zur Herausbildung

finer nationalen Norm der deutschen Lite-
gazursprache im 18. Jahrhundert. Halle,

9 7.
L Achmanova O.S. Slovar’ lingvistioes-
kic terminov. M., 1969, s. 270.
3. 5erba L.V. Jazykovaja sistema i reée-

V338 dejatel’nost’. L., 1974, s. 141-146.
4.R.I. Avanesov unterschied zwischen der

Strengen, d.h. durchgehend normierten,
und der freien, d.h. weniger normierten
Abart des neutralen Aussprachestils, oder
zwischen Bfihnenaussprache und orthoepi—
sdmm Minimum, das ffir jeden Trager der
mmsischen Literatursprache absolut not-

Wendig ist. Siehe: Avanesov R.I. Russkoje
hieraturnoje proiznosenie. 6—e izdanie.
MM 1984. s.35-36. Eine andere Scheidung
innerhalb der normativen Aussprache des
Dmfischen schlagt G. Meihold vor, der mit
dem Begriff orthoepischer Formstufen ar-
bfljet und neben der vollen Formstufe (ge-

aPrOChene Dichtung) zwei Formstufen der
damschen Standardaussprache unterschei-

det, die er als gehobene Formstufe und
FOrmstufe des Gesprachs bezeichnet. Jede
lihnen zerféllt in zwei weitere Stufen:
hum Formstufe und gemaBigte Formstufe ei—

nergeits und gehobene Formstufe des Ge-
Sprachs und lassige Formstufe des Gesprachs

“wererseits. Siehe: Meinhold G. Deutsche

Standardaussprache. Lautschwachungen und
FOlfinstufen. Jena, 1973 (Wissenschaftliche

BF¢rfige der Friedrich-Schiller-Universi-

tatJena 1973), s. 71 ff.
1 V81-. z.B.: "Die Einheit der Literatur—
SpraChe "auf dem ganzen Territorium"
BuniEBt eine gewisse Variierung ihrer
9rmen in einzelnen Teilen dieses Territi-

rumEvnicht aus". Siehe: Skvorcov L.I. Te-
or"9ti.<:es1u'.e osnovy kultury reEi. S. 119.
Sgl. aUCh: Kleine Enzyklopadie. Deutsche
prache. Leipzig, 1983. 8.383 r.
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Formen. Eine davon ist ihre am meisten
verbreitete Standardform, die fur alle

Sprecher der jeweiligen Literatursprache

in kommunikativen Situationen verbindlich

ist, in welchen sie sich mit der Notwen-

digkeit konfrontiert sehen, die Literatur-

sprache in ihrer mfindlichen Form anzuwen-

den. Eben diese Form wird gemeint, wenn

man von der Literaturaussprache im eigent-

lichen Sinne des Wortes oder der Standard-

aussprache (dem orthoepischen Standard)

spricht. Die andere Form der normativen

Aussprache ist ihre Hochstform, die eine

tadellose Lautung der literatursprachli-

Chen mfindlichen Rede sichert. Sie ist vor

allem ffir das bfihnengerechte Sprechen der

Schauspieler charakteristisch und wird aus

diesem Grund als Bfihnenaussprache bezeich-

net/4/. Die Bfihnenaussprache stellt gleich-

sam die berufsbedingte Form der Literatur-

aussprache dar.

Die beiden Formen differieren vonein—

ander vor allem durch die Unterschiede im

Grad der Konsequenz, mit welchem die Spre-

cher den normativen Lautbestand von war-

tern einer Literatursprache realisieren,

doch konnen sie voneinander auch in Be-

sonderheiten der Artikulation einzelner

Laute abweichen. Dabei ist fur die Bfihnen-

aussprache eine strange Einhaltung der

kodifizierten Lautung von wortern und ih-

ren Formen charakteristisch, denn nun die
maximal genaue Wiedergabe ihres normati-

ven Lautbestandes ermoglicht es den Zu-

schauern, wie weit entfernt von der Bfihne

sie auch sitzen mogen, worter und Wort-
gruppen mfihelos zu identifizieren und so-
mit alles zu verstehen, was auf der Bfihne
gesprochen wird. Die Literaturaussprache
im eigentlichen Sinne des Wortes (Stan—
dardaussprache) lafit eine bestimmte Vari-
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werden kann (Snrechtempo, Charakter der
kommunikativen Situation, regionale Be-
sonderheiten der Artikulation einzelner
Laute, Unterschiede im Entwioklungsgrad
orthoepischer Fertigkeiten u. dgl.).

Die normative Aussprache der Litera-
tursprachen der Gegenwart weist in ihrer
Standardform oft regionale Abarten auf,
was vor allem ffir Sprachen charakteri-
stisch ist, die auf grofieren Territorien
gesprochen werden /5/. Die Standardaus-
sprache der polynationalen Literatur-
spraohen (z.B. Englisch, Spanisch,
Deutsch) existiert in einer Reihe von na-
tionalen Varianten. Regionale Typen bzw.
nationale Varianten der normativen Aus-
sprache einer Literatursprache unter-
scheiden sich voneinander dadurch, daB
jeder bzw. jede von ihnen einige Beson-
derheiten enthalt, die durch die Einwir-
kung territorialer Dialekte bedingt sind
und von Generation zu Generation mfindlich
fiberliefert werden.

Von der kodifizierten Standardaus-

sprache heben sich ihre regionalen Ab-
arten ab durch Abweichungen von den nonm-

tiven Regeln der Artikulation einzehwr

Laute bzw. durch Verletzungen des norma-

tiven Lautbestandes einzelner W6rter.Re—
gionale Abarten der Literaturausspraam
im eigentlichen Sinne des Wortes, diein
den Grenzen eines Nationalstaates nebmr

einander bestehen und verwendet werden,
kann man als regionale Typen dieses
orthoepischen Standards betrachten.

Nationale Varianten der Standard-

aussprache polynationaler Literaturspra-

Chen; die sich voneinander auch durch
Besonderheiten der Artikulation einzehmr

Laute und Abweichungen im normativen

Lautbestand einzelner worter untersdmi-

den, stellen nationale Aussprachenormal
polynationaler Literatursprachen dar.

Regionale Typen der Standardausmmw

che erfahren keine bewuBte Festlegungin

einschlagigen Anleitungen und orthoepi-
schen worterbfichern. Ihre Besonderheiten

werden in diesen Nachschlagewerken lang-
lich erwahnt, wenn sie deren Autoren

wichtig erscheinen. Ebenso werden die

Wandlungen innerhalb regionaler Typen dfl
Standardaussprache hochstens nur mitbe-

rficksichtigt. Daffir aber sind die Wand-

lungen in der kodifizierten normativen

Aussprache - welcher Herkunft sie auch

sein mogen (Folgen von spontanen Lautvmh

anderungen in bestimmten Positionen mmr

Veranderungen in der sozialen Zusammar

setzung der Trager einer Literaturspnmhh

Konkurrenz von territorialen Aussprqdm'
varianten usw.) - ein Gegenstand stmm1'

ger Beobachtung von Fachleuten, da es
ihre Aufgabe ist, jede kodifizierte AN
von Zeit zu Zeit mit der fortschreitendw

Entwicklung der jeweiligen Literaturflfla‘
che in Einklang zu bringen.

Mit Rficksicht auf alle vorherggfin’
den Ausffihrungen konnte folgende PraZI'
sierte Definition einer kodifizierten_‘

vorgeschlagen werden: unter einer kodlfr

zierten AN ist eine in einschl'agigen‘m‘te
leitungen und worterbuchern reglemenfifir'
und von den Tragern der jeweiligen Litafl
tursprache bewuBt als verbindlich akzflr

tierte historisch entstandene traditio'

nelle Gestaltungsweise der lautlichen

Seite der mfindlichen literatursprachli's’

chen Rede zu verstehen. Diese Gestaltmf.
weise der lautlichen Seite des literfitu
sprachlichen Sprechens setzt vor allem

die Einhaltung sowohl bestimmter Regen:
die die Artikulation der Laute and fl”;
Folgen im Sprechstrom steuern, als auc

des normativen Lautbestandes einzfil9er
worter voraus. Sie ist wandlungSfahlg
und wird deshalb notwendigenfalls au

ihre Entsprechung der literatursRTBCh‘
lichen Sprechwirklichkeit fiberpruft “n“
- wenn notig - dieser Sprechwirklichkert
angepaBt. Eine kodifizierte AN existie_
mindestens in zwei Formen, die SiCh von
einander durch Spharen ihrer Anwendung
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Die oben besprochenen Begriffe, die
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mnerspiegeln, erlauben es in erster Li-

Me, wie aus der erweiterten Definition

der kodifizierten AN ersichtlich ist, ei—

neTheorie der kodifizierten AN zu ent-

M£keln. Mit Hilfe dieser Begriffe lassen

flfih nicht nur der synchrone Zustand und
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nerter Aussprachenormen beschreiben, son-

dern auch Anforderungen an Normen junger

Hieratursprachen, deren Festlegung noch

bevorsteht.

ANMERKUNGEN

L Vg1.. 2.3.: Norma i social’naja diffe-

ramiacija jazyka. M., 1969; Semenjuk N.N.
Norma. - In: Obéoee jazykoznanie. Formy
suééestvovanija, funkcii, istorija jazyka.
M. 1970, 3.549-596; Skvorcov L.I. Teore-

tigeskie osnovy kultury reoi. M., 1980;
Nerius D. Untersuchungen zur Herausbildung

finer nationalen Norm der deutschen Lite-
gazursprache im 18. Jahrhundert. Halle,

9 7.
L Achmanova O.S. Slovar’ lingvistioes-
kic terminov. M., 1969, s. 270.
3. 5erba L.V. Jazykovaja sistema i reée-

V338 dejatel’nost’. L., 1974, s. 141-146.
4.R.I. Avanesov unterschied zwischen der

Strengen, d.h. durchgehend normierten,
und der freien, d.h. weniger normierten
Abart des neutralen Aussprachestils, oder
zwischen Bfihnenaussprache und orthoepi—
sdmm Minimum, das ffir jeden Trager der

mmsischen Literatursprache absolut not-

Wendig ist. Siehe: Avanesov R.I. Russkoje
hieraturnoje proiznosenie. 6—e izdanie.

MM 1984. s.35-36. Eine andere Scheidung
innerhalb der normativen Aussprache des
Dmfischen schlagt G. Meihold vor, der mit
dem Begriff orthoepischer Formstufen ar-
bfljet und neben der vollen Formstufe (ge-

aPrOChene Dichtung) zwei Formstufen der
damschen Standardaussprache unterschei-

det, die er als gehobene Formstufe und
FOrmstufe des Gesprachs bezeichnet. Jede
lihnen zerféllt in zwei weitere Stufen:
hum Formstufe und gemaBigte Formstufe ei—

nergeits und gehobene Formstufe des Ge-
Sprachs und lassige Formstufe des Gesprachs

“wererseits. Siehe: Meinhold G. Deutsche

Standardaussprache. Lautschwachungen und
FOlfinstufen. Jena, 1973 (Wissenschaftliche

BF¢rfige der Friedrich-Schiller-Universi-

tatJena 1973), s. 71 ff.
1 V81-. z.B.: "Die Einheit der Literatur—
SpraChe "auf dem ganzen Territorium"
BuniEBt eine gewisse Variierung ihrer
9rmen in einzelnen Teilen dieses Territi-

rumEvnicht aus". Siehe: Skvorcov L.I. Te-
or"9ti.<:es1u'.e osnovy kultury reEi. S. 119.
Sgl. aUCh: Kleine Enzyklopadie. Deutsche
prache. Leipzig, 1983. 8.383 r.
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ZUR FRAGE VON STILISTISCHEN VARIANTEN IN DER DEUTSCHKN STANDARDAUSSPRACHE

UND mRER BERUCKSICHTIGUNG BEI DER NORMKODIFIZIERUNG

EVA-MARIA KRECH

Wissenschattsbereich Sprechwissenschaft
der Martin-Luther-Universitat Halle-Wittenberg
Kalle/Seals, 4020, DDR

Zusammenfassung r-Laut /2/, die Behauchung der VerschluB-

Die Brauchbarkeit von Normkodifizierun— laute ,3l’ den Schwa-Laut /4/’ den Vokal-einsatz [5/ u.a.m. betraren.

giggieguggmutEggegagggnggrdgfigizgge Diese Erhebungen hatten sine gauze Reine
9 von Positionen verdeutlicht, in denen

ghggoitillilfiizche giftegifiziemixgenti satzphonet1sch-1ntonatorisch und koarti-
:11 cUstc Eh wer $1131 tie fly: 3:1: ' kulatorisch bedingte Varianten prinzi-

5 9A n ersuh W815 t s Ecrd e 8' piell such in der Standardaussprache ge-
er “”9”“: "31' an °n 9" ° W“ “n“ branchnch sind Es handelte sich dabeiterschiedliche Grade der Artikulations- 1m wesentlichen.um Lautschwfichungen d.h.

prazision 1n ausgewahlten Kommunika- um Ver'sinde en Reduktionen und Lant-
tionsereignissen zu emitteln und auf schwund imxxungonsonantismus und Vokalia-
eindBegingungsgefuge 2n beziehen. Es mus, die, vor allem 1nf0189 deg 1m Deut-
:1 {1 er eine Pilotstudie berichtet, schen stark zentrierend wirkenden Sat!-19 einen Beitrag zur Bearbeitung der akzentes als Ausdruck der Relaxation
Problematik darstellt. Iiir die schneller gesprochenen, unbeton-

Unter Standardaussprache wird hier die ten Positionen kennzeichnend sind. Die
Untersuchungen des Sprechgebrauchs hat-
ten Jedoch auBerdem autgedeckt, daB die-

se Varianten - offensichtlich abhfineis

allgemein realisierte, akzeptierte und
erwartete Ausspracheform auf der Ebene
der Hoch- oder Literatursprache verstan-
:31;- ger 3:31:11? bezgeht figh dag“ rich: Eggx‘ainfiitgizfiigifiiinsgiii 2.353323enee usveoere are recwe- --
5e, fihlifit andzgrseéts aber augh nicht fig xgrgggizgiigg figégofigigfigfiu.
err or gepr‘ e 0 er sale a s- -sprachliche Realisationen ein.pgieu§%:§ nigger Sprechspannung und sprechgedardaussprache wird von geubten Sprechern feline :fikeifii h E ittl hemati-1n gelesenen, memorierten, halbrrei and 11 tigh ems”? e immllgungegfordertfrei gesprochenen AuBerungen realisiert. s sit f a: t erenz e an 1chen Be-Ihr Anwendungsgebiet reicht von der feier- dim :3 guimeélgn, nits}: "gtandardaus-lichen Reds in GroBraum his 211 Gesprachen a $38 n 1611 etrauchi giichen Grade2wischen wenigen Kommunikationspartnern dp L etwe c .e an ersc e 111 tische

$3 23:32? :1? a?“ alienating? 212° 2:. 03mm.2 6 us. onen. ’ ‘ ‘Je nach dem konkreten Verwendungs— bzw. sigrung konkreter KomunikagiongggafiéeKommunikationsbereich waist die Standard- EntizurbVerdeutlichungfier end minio-aussprache jedoch 1n Gestalt unterschied- a dons ereichen zugehdrenden gen Kon-licher Artikulstionsprazisionen Varianten ren en Funktionen der sprachlicauf, die stilistische Funktionen erfflllen. gmnlk:t%on beitragen. (13,3 bei ent-D.h., die der Literatur- oder Hochsprache unachs dsei unterstellt. d1 Lautunseigene stilistische Differenziertheit be— :prgc en en Untersuchungen erm:l.t’c<-:ltfitzt ein Pendant in der Aussprache. Sol- wxirdonngtinikatiggsereignifigenegevam um1“Minnie::zczziomgnnd.mngame; 51w? €3331.55:2?23°”: “W”en erwarden, durrten diese phonostilistischen t1°ns°r°15niss°n "pram-tam“ Ei’éfiiemDifferenzierungen 2n berucksichtigen sein. Ein bisher keineswegs 891081768 kon-Untersuchungen 2ur Emittlung stili t1 Stellt Jedoch die press dar. welche .
bedingter Aussprachevarianten schligBeSCh kreten Bedingungen und merkmale derwxomnotwendigerweise an Jane Erhebungen zum munikation 1m Zusammenhang mit der r
Sprechgebrauch an, an! denen die kodifi- unterschiedlicher, “Jinlniasgtisch £33118“zierte Norm 1m "Wdrterbuch der deutschen ArtikulationSprazisie en wicAussprache" /l/ basierte und die 2.3. den 31nd.
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In neueren Darstelltmgen, bei denen es
um die Untersuchung und Zuordnung l6; 7/
sowie erstmals 1m Rahmen einer Normkodi-
fizierung /8/ um Empfehlungen zum Ge-
brauch phonostilistischer Differenzierun—
gen geht, wurden mit den Merhnalen Vorle-
sen und Vortrsgen von kunstlerischen und
Sachtexten sowie Ireies Sprechen in un-
terschiedlichen Gesprfichsstuten und Re-
deformen bereits wesentliche Kriterien
berficksichtigt, die die Artikulations-
prazision beeinflussen. Allerdings durf-
te der Bezug auf diese Merhnale noch
nicht genfigen [9/3 Insbesondere bleiben
die Funktion der AuBerung, die Struktur
des Konnnunikationsereignisses und die so-
zialen Beziehungen 2wischen den Kommuni-
kationspartnern mehr oder weniger ausge-
apart. De. sich somit noch nicht an! sine
Systematisierung 2urflckgreifen lfidt, die
mtigliche Bedingungen, unter denen Stan-
dardaussprache realisiert warden kann,
befriedigend und mit entsprechender Wich-
tung der Merkmale berflcksichtigt, bleibt
gegenwfirtig nur, die Jeweils konkreten
Bedingungen zu erfassen und zu beschrei—
ben, unter denen die zu untersuchende
Kuflerung produziert wurde. Des Ziel ist,
dabei zunehmend 2n einer fur Nannie-
rungszwecke brauchbaren, d.h. auf einen
praktikablen Umfang beschriinkten, Be-
dingvmgstypologie zu gelangen, nach der
sich phonostilistische Differenzierun-
Sen klassifizieren lessen.
Im folgenden warden Merkmale aus dem
(Massenderen) Bedingungsgeflige sprech-
sPramhlicher Kommunikation angeftihrt,
die fur den Sprecher speziell bei der
Wahl unterschiedlicher Artikulationspra-
zisionen 1m konkreten Kommunikationser-
8181113 wesentlich sein kannen.
Dabei warden 2.'1‘. vorliegende Typik-
Schltiesel ma. genutzt [10; ll; 12/:
Art der KuBe s roduktion: 2.3.
‘ Eextreproduzgerendes Eprechen:

Lesen
Vortragen memorierter KuBerungen
halbfreies Sprechen

- freies Sprechen:
in verschiedenen Formen der Rede
und des Gesprachs

LIME-é der Sfirechhandlgg: 2.3.
' Bpon an - an on
8tilistische Merlunala der Textsorte:2.3.
‘ WIssenscHERIIcEe Texts
- nichtW'issenschaftliche Sachprosa
' triviale Alltagstexte
' kflnstlerische Texte: 2.3.

Sebunden - ungebunden
'klassisch' - 'modern'
groBes Pathos - geringeres Pathos

d0min1erende Funktion der KuBe : 2.3.
‘ II‘BJCIsTusHon
‘ Eisensvermittelnde Funktion: informie-

- verhaltenesteuernde u. meinungsbildende
Funktion (primar rational- primfir emo-
tional wirkend): ektivieren

- phatische Funktionx Kontakt herstellen
oder aufrecht erhalten

- expressive Funktion
- gadgnistische Punktion kfinstlerischer

ex 9

Kommunikationsfegenstandflhematik: 2.3.
- er a en - is c
- tragisch - komisch

s rachliche Gestalt des Textes: 2.3.
- EompIIzIert - eIE’uacE
-’- abstrskt - konkret

Modalitfit der Themenbehandl :
- desEriptIv - argumentatIv - assoziativ

Grad der Offizialitht Ge r§ theit durch
eInen eseL sc .0 en Au r
—o 2e..-nIcE‘Eo 2e -pr1vat

Grad der Uffentlichkeit
- 0 en c - o entlich - nicht

fiftentlich
Inszeniertheit des Kommunikationsereifi-
nisses 2w. er 9 us ven e en:
- InszenIert - nIcEt InszenIert

Strukturmerkmale des Kommunikationsereig-
nisses:
- eInseitig - wechselseitig (Dialog /

Gruppengesprach)
- direkt — indirekt
- interpersonal - medienvermittelt
- direkt und durch techn. Hilfsmittel

verstfirkt

raumliche Bedi en: 2.3.

-

EIIta"gIIcE - gesélich
— Seal - mittelgroBer Ramn - kleiner Raum

sozialer bzw. beruflicher Status der
Kommunikatlons artner: 2.3.
- Femssprecfier - nIcht Berufssprecher

Hierarchieverha‘ltnis 2wischen den Part-
nern: .
- Partner gleichberechtigt
- nicht gleichberechtigt (Privilegierung /

Unterordnung des Sprechers)

Bekarmtheits- bzw. Vertrautheits rad:

- BeEannt -’n1'c5t BeEannt
- eng vertraut - vertraut - nicht ver-

traut
Grafle und Art des Hb'rerkreises: 2.3.

- Massenpu um
- inhomogener relativ groBer Harerkreis

- strukturierte soziale Gruppe
einzelner Harer

Art der vom S recher realisizerten domi;

nIerenden AnsErecHHEItgga Her sgezl'fi

80 en er 0 6 6 2W. 68 ommun a'ti-

ven Grund estus: 2.3.
_ direEter - Indirekter Ansprechmodus
- persongerichtet - sachgerichtet -

ungerichtet
- ansprechen - nennen - sich aussprechen
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ZUR FRAGE VON STILISTISCHEN VARIANTEN IN DER DEUTSCHEN STANDARDAUSSPRACHE

UND IHRER BERUCKSICHTIGUNG BEI DER NORMKODIFIZIERUNG

EVA-MARIA KRECH

Wissenschattsbereich Sprechwissenschaft
der Martin-Luther-Universitfit Halle-Wittenberg
Kalle/Seals, 4020 , mm

Zusammenfassung

Die Brauchbarkeit von Normkodifizierun—
gen der deutschen Standardaussprache
hangt zunehmend davon ab, inwieweit
phonostilistische Differenzierungen
berficksichtigt warden. Eine systemati-
sche Untersuchung stilistisch beding-
ter Aussprachevarianten erfordert, un-
terschiedliche Grade der Artikulations-
prazision in ausgewfihlten Kommunika-
tioneereignissen zu ermitteln and an!
ein Bedingungsgetfige 2n beziehen. Es
wird fiber eine Pilotstudie berichtet,
die einen Beitrag zur Bearbeitung der
Problematik darstellt.

Unter Standardaussprache wird hier die
allgemein realisierte, akzeptierte und
erwartete Aussprachefonm an! der Ebene
der Hoch- oder Literatursprache veretan-
den. Der Begriff bezieht sich damit nicht
an! eine exklusive oder elitare Sprechwei-
se, schlieBt andererseits aber auch nicht
territorial gepragte oder saloppe umgangs-
sprachliche Realisationen ein. Die Stan-
dardaussprache wird von geflbten Sprechern
1n gelesenen, memorierten, halbfrei und
frei gesprochenen AuBerungen realisiert.
Ihr Anwendungsgebiet reicht von der feier-
lichen Rede 1m GroBraum bis 2n Gesprachen
2w1schen wenigen Kommunikationspartnern
und beschrankt sich nicht auf fientliche
und ofrizielle Situationen.
Je nach dem konkreten Verwendungs— bzw.
Kommunikationsbereich weist die Standard-
aussprache jedoch in Gestalt unterschied-
licher Artikulationsprfizisionen Varianten
auf, die stilistische Funktionen erfflllen.
D.h., die der Literatur- oder Hochsprache
eigene stilistische Differenziertheit be—
sitzt ein Pendant in der AusSprache. Sol-
len Branchbarkeit und Anwendungsbreite
kflnftiger Aussprachenormierungen erh6ht
werden, dfirften diese phonostilistischen
Differenzierungen zu berucksichtigen sein.
Untersuchungen zur Ermittlung stilistisch
bedingter Aussprachevarianten schlieBen
notwendigerweise an Jena Erhebungen zum
Sprechgebrauch an, an: denen die kodifi-
zierte Norm 1m "warterbuch der deutschen
Aussprsche" /1/ basierte und die 2.B. den

r-Laut /2/, die Behauchung der Versflflub
laute 13/. den Schwa-Laut /4/, den Vokal-
einsatz [5/ u.a.m. betraten. ‘
Diese Erhebungen hatten eine ganze Reflm
von Positionen verdeutlicht, in denen
satzphonetisch-intonatorisch und koartr
kulatorisch bedingte Varianten prinzi-
piell such in der Standardanssprachege-
brfiuchlich sind. Es handelte sich dflwi
1m wesentlichen um Lautschwfichungen,dch
um Veranderungen, Reduktionen und Lan-
schwund 1m Konsonantismus und Vokalia-
mus, die, vor allem infolge des 1m Dun-
schen stark zentrierend wirkenden Sat!-
akzentes, ale Ausdruck der Relaxation
Iflr die schneller gesprochenen, unbetmr
ten Positionen kennzeichnend sind.D16
Untersuchungen des Sprechgebrauchslmt-

ten dedoch auBerdem aufgedeckt, dafidir
se Varianten - offensichtlich abhfineis
von einem umfassenderen Bedingun88k°¥‘
plex - unterschiedlich stark ausgepmgt
und unterschiedlich haufig aurtreten,
und 2war phonetisch insbesondere vermib
telt fiber Sprechspannung und Sprechse‘
schwindigkeit.
Eine systematische Ermittlung phonosti‘
listischer Differenzierungen errordert
somit festzustellen, unter welchen BB'_
dingungen beim Gebrauch der Standardfltus
eprache welche unterschiedlichen Grade
der Lautschwfichung eine stilistischei‘
Funktion besitzen, d.h. zur Charakterhe
sierung konkreter Kommunikationsbereii
und zur Verdeutlichung der denKomlm1n '
kstionsbereichen zugeharenden domin16‘_
renden Funktionen der sprachlichen K0“
munikation beitragen. t
Zunachst sei unterstellt, daB bei en '
sprechenden Untersuchungen die Lauhflf
in Kommunikationeereignissen ermitteld
Wird, die gesellschattlich relevant in;-
fur einen beetimmten Typ von Kommun1
tionsereignissen reprasentativ sind-m
Ein bisher keineswegs gelfistes Problimr
stellt jedoch die Frage dar, welche Kem-
kreten Bedingungen und Merkmale der
munikation 1m Zusammenhang mit der wter
unterschiedlicher, stilistisch beding
Aitékulationsprazisierungen wichtis
s n .
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nineueren Darstellungen, bei denen es
umdie Untersuchung und Zuordnung l6; 7/
sowie erstmals 1m Rahmen einer Normkodi-
fizierung /8/ um Empfehlungen zum Ge-
brauch phonostilistischer Differenzierun—
gen geht, wurden mit den Merkmalen Vorle-
sentum Vortragen von kanstlerischen und
Sachtexten Bowie Ireies Sprechen in un-
terschiedlichen Gesprachsstuien und Re-
deformen bereits wesentliche Kriterien
berucksichtigt, die die Artikulations-
prazision beeinrlussen. Allerdings durf-
te der Bezug an! diese Merkmale noch
nicht genfigen [9/3 Insbesondere bleiben
die Funktion der AuBerung, die Struktur
desKommunikationsereignisses und die so-
zialen Beziehungen 2w1schen den Kommuni-
kationspartnern mehr oder weniger ausge-
apart. Da sich somit noch nicht an! eine
Systematisierung zurfickgreifen 1531:, die
mfigliche Bedingungen, unter denen Stan-
dardaussprache realisiert warden kann,
befriedigend und mit entsprechender Wich-
tung der Merkmale berflcksichtigt, bleibt
gegenwfirtig nur, die Jeweils konkreten
Bedingungen 2n erfassen und 2n beschrei—
ben, unter denen die 2n untersuchende
Kuflerung produziert wurde. Das 2161 ist,
dabei zunehmend zu einer fur Normie-
nngszwecke brauchbaren, d.h. auf einen
praktikablen Umfang beschrankten, Be-
dinsungstypologie zu gelangen, nach der
ugh phonostilistische Differenzierun-
Sen klassifizieren lessen.
Im folgenden werden Merkmale aus dem
(Umfassenderen) Bedingungsgeruge sprech-
8Prachlicher Kommunikation angeffihrt,
die fur den Sprecher speziell bei der
Wdfl unterschiedlicher Artikulationspra-
zisionen 1m konkreten Kommunikationser-
eignis wesentlich sein kfinnen.
Dabei Werden 2.T. vorliegende Typik-
”hlflssel u.§. genutzt /10; 11; 12/:
AFtder KuBe s roduktion: 2.3.
'Eextreproduzgerendes Eprechen:

Lesen
Vortragen memorierter KuBerungen
halbfreies Sprechen

-freies Sprechen:
in verschiedenen Formen der Rede
und des Gesprachs

Elugg% der Sgrechhandlggg: 2.B.
'Bpon an - en on

“ilistische Merkmale der Textsorte:2.B.
‘ WIssenscHEIEIIcEe Texts
~nichtwiseenschaftliche Sachprosa
'triviale Alltagstexte
'kfinstlerische Texte: 2.B.

Sebunden - ungebunden
'klassisch' - 'modern'
groBes Pathos - geringeres Pathos

d.2min1erende Funktion der KuBerggg: 2.3.
- raXsun on

‘:::sensvermittelnde Funktion: informie-

verhaltenssteuernde u. meinungsbildende
Funktion (primar rational- primfir emo-
tional wirkend): aktivieren
phatische Funktionx Kontekt herstellen
oder aufrecht erhalten
expressive Funktion
hedonistische Punktion kfinstlerischer
Texte

Kommunikations§e5enstandZThematikz 2.3.
- er a en - is c
- tragisch - komisch

s rachliche Gestalt des Textes: 2.3.
- EompIIzIert - eIfigacE
A abstrakt - konkret

Modalitfit der Themenbehandl :
- aesEriptIv - argumentatIv - assoziativ

Grad der Offizialitht Ge r5 theit durch
eInen eseIIEEEEItIlc en Au r
— o 2 e r - nIcHt o 2 e - privat

Grad der Uffentlichkeit
- 0 en 0 - o entlich - nicht

fittentlich
Inszeniertheit des Kommunikationsereifi-
nisaes 2w. er s ua van 9 Eggngen:
- nszen er - n C nszen er

Strukturmerkmale des Kommunikationserei -
nisses:
- eInseitig - wechselseitig (Dialog /

- direkt — indirekt
- interpersonal - medienvermittelt
- direkt und durch techn. Hilfsmittel

Gruppengesprach)

verstarkt

raumliche Bedi en: 2.B.
- EIItEgIIcE - ges§Ii hc
— Seal - mittelgroBer Raum - kleiner Raum

sozialer bzw. beruflicher Status der
Kommunikations artner: 2.B.
- Berfizssprecfier - nIcht Berurssprecher

Hierarchieverhaltnie 2wischen den Part-

nern: A
- Partner gleichberechtigt
- nicht gleichberechtigt (Privilegierung /

Unterordnung des Sprechers)

Bekanntheits- bzw. Vertrautheitsgrad:
- e ann -'n c e ann

eng vertraut - vertraut - nicht ver-
trant

Grafle und Art des Harerkreises: 2.3.

- Massenpu um

Art der vom S recher realisierten domr:

nIerenden AnsErecHHEItggfia Her sgezifi
80 en er 0 6 6 2W. 68

inhomogener relativ groBer Harerkreis

strukturierte soziale Gruppe
einzelner Harer

ommun Eti-

ven Grund estus: 2.5.
_ direEter - Indirekter Ansprechmodus

persongerichtet - sachgerichtet -
ungerichtet

ensprechen - nennen - sich aussprechen
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Intensitat des Hfirerkontaktes:
- eng - n c eng 00 er

Aus ra s rad der vom S recher
reiiisieréen Efioiionen:
- s ar - m e - ger 8

Grad der muskulfiren S annun ents rechend
em 0 re en Aus ruc s e a z. . Zorn

e es a on :
- 8 ar e - m ere - geringe Spannung

In einer Pilotstudie wurde die Ausspra—
che von 7 Berufssprechern in zwei ver-
schiedenen Klassen von Kommuniketionser-
eignissen auditiv untersucht /13/: beim
Lesen von 3 Naohrichtentexten und von 4
Prosatexten erzahlender Art. 391 diesen
vom Funk gesendeten Beitrfigen interes-
sierte der Grad der Artikulationsprazi-
sion der Vokale e und 1 in den Artikeln
'der' und 'die'. Grundsfitzlich war nicht
zu erwarten, dafl die volle Form, d.h. die
AuSSprache mit geschlossenem langen Vokal
hfiurig zu beobechten 1st, da an! die Ar-
tikel 1m allgemeinen nie der Wort- oder
Satzakzent ra11t. Sie finden sich in der
Regel also stets in den spannungsloseren
und auch schneller gesprochenen Passagen
der KuBerung. AuBerdem kommt hinzu, daB
sie in ihrer Position vor einem poten-
tiell akzentuierten Wort einem zusfitzli—
chen Spannungsverlust unterliegen. Bei
Uberprfifung der Frage, ob bestimmte Aus-
pragungsgrade der Schwfichung auBerdem ffir
best immt e sprechst ilist ische Bere iche
charakteristisch sind, wurde unterschie-
den zwischen voller Form

[due] und [db] , Kiirzung des Vokals:
[deg] , [di] , und zus'eitglicher Ver‘dnde-

rung der Qualitat durch Offnung des Vo-
kals: [data , [d1] . Weiterffihrende Re-
duktionen der Vokale kamen in dem Mate-
rial nicht vor.
Folgende Hauptergebnisse liefien sich er-
mitteln:

(s. Tabelle)
Es zeigt sich somit vor allem:
In samtlichen untersuchten KuBerungen
herrscht die erste Reduktionsstufe (Kfir-zung des Vokals) vor.
Die Lautschwfichung ist bei den N-Spre-chern weniger hauIig und weniger starkausgepragt als bei den P-Sprechern. Siekann vermutlich als Merkmal ffir stilisti-sche Differenzierungen im Bereich derStandardaussprache gelten. Zusfitzliche Un-teisuchungen der Sprechgeschwindigkeit er-ga en:
Die durchschnittliche Geschwdndigkeits-fluktuation, d.h. der Wechsel der Sprech-geschwindigkeit Von Sprecheinheit zuSprecheinheit betrfigt bei den N-Sprechern33 Silb./Min., bei den P-Sprechern 55Silb./Min. Damit nehmen die Vokalschwa-chungen eindeutig, wenn auch nicht pro-portional, mit der starkeren Bewegtheit
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der Sprechweise bei den P-Sprechern m»
Bei einem Vergleich der kommunikativml
Konstellationen beider SprechergruPPen
wird deutlich: Unterschiede sibt 95V°r
allem hinsichtlich der stilistischen
Merkmale der Textsorten, der dominierar
den Funktion der KuBerungen, der emotfo'
nalen Anteilnahme der Sprecher, desHo-
rerkontaktes und der AnsprechhaltlmeoDie
N-Sprecher vermitteln Sachtexte mitder
Absicht, sachbetont zu informierennpie
Ansprechhaltung ist indirekt, der Horn?
kontakt locker. Eine emotionale Kompmmn'
te ist nicht spfirbar. Die P-Sprecher ver-
mitteln Texte erzahlender Art. die dasGrenzgebiet zur Belletristik wie auchdas
zur Alltagsrede tangieren. Die Textedir
nen der Unterhaltung und haben einephr
tische Funktion. Die Sprecher simulimwn
eine enge Vertrautheit mit den Horern.
Meist dominiert ein direkter Anspredmm'
dus. Obwohl auch diese Sprecher lesen.
entsteht der Eindruck einer lockerenGG'
sprachshaltung mit mittelstarker emotig:
naler Anteilnahme der Sprecher. Damit e
statigt sich wiederholt /14/, 933 diebisher kaum berficksichtigten /63 7‘8/t.funktionalen und aozialen ASpekte Weenliche Bedingungsgrafien fur Grade der
Lantschwachung darstellen.
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URBAN SPEECH AS A PRODUCT 0F STANDARD, COLLOQUIAL AND DIALECTAL SPEECH

L.A.Verbitskaya
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ABSTRACT

This report deals with the problem of
inter- and intral age interference.
Two types of experimental data have been
analyzed: first, modern Russian pronun-
ciation in various areas of Russia and,
secondly, Russian speech of native speak-
ers of other languages in a number of
Soviet Republics.
It was found that.there were similar de-
viations from the norm in the speech of
non-native speakers of Russian,i.e.ab-
sence of palatalization and lack of i-
glides in vowels, along with language
specific‘peculiarities.
The speech of native speakers of Russi-an was influenced by the dialectal,
colloquial and popular features.

in our time the Russian language has be-come not only a tool for multinationalcommunication within the many Republicsof the Soviet Union, but rather a lan

-

age used intensively in all spheres ogulife, as a second language in a number ofrepublics.
Widespread modern means of communicationhave lead to the penetration of Russianliterary language into every nook andcrany of the Russian Federation, where itexerts a certain influence on the diale—

realization of phonologically essentialproperties of the phonetic system. Theinfluence of the Russian literary. langua-ge on dialects and national languagesshould be subjected to special investiga-tion. Russian language influence on thenationalnlanguages leads to theappear-ance of borrowed" phonemes, alongsideRussian lexical loan-words. Dialects aregradually. destroyed by the effects of li-erary pronunciation, the sound systems

are altered, although certain dialectal
patytEernzs/ show various degrees of stabilis
y, .

We have observed! Russian speech as it is
spoken by the metropolitan gopulation of
the Russian Federation and oviet Repub-
lics, wait is in the cities that the
clash and interaction of normative and _
dialectal speech and colloquial speech 13
the sharpest. -
The study of city speech may: be approach-
ed in various ways. First, we may record
standard Russian speech in a specific
language medium and obtain a realistic
picture of the language interferencefiee
condly, we may record the phonetic syst-
em of the Russian langu e in various
functional conditions an define the mo-
re stable and the more mutable elements.
i.e.find.the weak points, elements that
are subject to constant change, and the
strong points that do not change-
The aim of the present investigationfion'ducted in the Phonetics Department OfLeningrad University, is to study thefunctioning .of the phonetic system of the
RuBSian languageefrom these- two points Of
view. On the basis of comprehensive inve‘
stigation of national-Russian bilingual“
ism and intra-lingual interference “'9hope to give a well-rounded description
of the phonetic properties of the Russian
language. 'As an aid to understanding the nature ofthe interaction of phonetic systems, We
have considered cases demonstrating thevariable degrees and quality of opposi“ion to Russian phonetic properties-Features under consideration are the of:fact on Standard Russian of Russian dial
ects, of closely-related languages (suchas , Ukrainian and. Byelorussian) , Of °°5nate but not verya'close languages ( 83dLatvian and Lithuanian) and of unrelat°_onesUfistonian, Azerbaijanian and Georgi
an e'

For comprehensive investigation of ‘11-‘31"ectal‘. interference, the dialects fl)” .the following cities. have been reviewed-
North Russian cities ( Archangeloluma‘g'Volo da and Perm ), Central Russian 01ies Gork , Pskov,¥aroslavl,‘Kuib She",Volgograd), South Russian cities final
5113]“ Kursk, Ryazan, Rostov-on-Don: _nodar), Russian cities of the Urnasve
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rdlovsk. Chelyabinsk and Nizhny T 11),
and Siberian cities (Tomsk, Omsk,a§ovosi-
birsk and Krasnoyarsk) .
Texts were compiled with regard to the
frequency of vowels, consonants and .their
combinations in Standard Russian. The
texts wera tape recorded vb grou s from
the cities under study of to native
speakers representing good and poor skillsin command of Standard Russian. The mate.-
rial was listened to by the experimenter,by a group of native subjects and then
analysed experimentally. All deviations
from the standard were fixed in the list-eners' sheets. Findings were systematizedand subjected to statistical prosessing,which revealed the most striking perceptoual features and statistically signific-ant segmental units (stressed and unstres-sed vowels, consonants and their combina-tions) and also suprasegmental features.It is not always easy to differentiatebetween segmental and suprasegmental fea-tures; for instance, a lack of unstressedreduction, which must be considered seg-
mental, leads to rhythmical alteration inthe word and affects the suprasegmentalconstruction of the utterance.The description of the phonetic propert- .ies of dialects and national languages in'their comparison with the phonetics ofStandard Russian was followed by experim-ental analysis. Both qualitative and quan-titative differences were taken into ac-count "in the comparison of phoneme inven-tories.
The main difficulty for the second-langu-age learner of Russian vowels is basical-ly the necessity of mastering an articul-ation that differs from the articulati-on of his native tongue and‘of acceptingcertain distributional rules.for consonants, the speakers of other
languages, and even of dialects, must al-ter their pronunciation habits in Order‘0 Produce sounds having analogies inhelr mother tongue, and, moreover, theymust master new distinctive features, an-other system of oppositions. and distrib-utional rules. It seems that the problem01‘ mastering Russian consonants is more
exacting than that of the vowels.
_h?n, too, both vowels and consonants areJoined in syllables in speech production

and its perception, so that defects of
Pronunciation of one group of sounds in-
Trinee‘on the other.
w° aBPeCts should be distinguished in

the norm, namely, orthoepy, the phoneme
c°mposition of a word, and orthophonyythemanifestation of phonetic correlates of atmme in a word. These aspects are rel-
af‘j-Wll' independent. Orthophonetic distor-tlons are possible without the disturban-
ce 01’ the orthoepic norm, while the phon-
eme aFructure of a word may be distortedin ePlte of normative use of phonemeso_he nature of Russian speech in the unionrePublics is determined on the one hand

by the characteristics.of the.Russianphonological system,.by the specific co-
rrelation of sounds and letters and for-this reason must be uniform (for example
the absence of palatalizatuon, the omis-
sion of i-glides of vowels, were observ-
ed in the speech of all people tested,
no matter what their native.language
was). 0n the other hand, it is influen—
ced by the native language.
The interference of the two phonetic sy-
stems is.conditioned to a certain extent
by the closeness of the languages. This
may be true of thecgenetic kinship as
well as the purely ypological resemb1_
ance.
Moreover, the genetic affinity is not a
decisive factor. Much more important are
the manifestations of the phonetic syst-
em. Therefore, the interference of both
languages closely akin (for instance
Russian and Ukrainian) and langu as
that are genetically not related( ssian
and Azerbaijanian) can produce sound di-
stortions. seemingly of the.same type ,
(i.e. soft sibilants, /i/ so d instead
of [H/, the appearance of /j in syllab-
les where in Russian there should be a
soft consonant + vowel /t3a/,/mja/ and
so forth. 0n the other hand, in some ca-
ses mistakes of this kind are complete-
ly absent when unrelated languages come
in contact. .
Still, in the interaction of co ate
languages, the.very closeness o the
grammatical structure and lexical simi-
larity encourages the use of lexemes.and
morphemes of the native tongue involving
sound substitution even where it is not
caused by phonetic difficulties.
Hence, in the study. of sound interfer-
ence of unrelated languages analysis of
the phonetic_system W111 be sufficient
(including not only the set of phonemes
but also their distribution and implem-
entation in syllables and larger units),
while in the case of cognate languages,
all possible substitutions must be ac~
counted for.
The study of Russian speech as a second
lan age has revealed various numbers
of ggviations from the norm, minimal for
Byelorussians, and maximal for Estoni-
ans and Georgians. These deviations are
not at all alike. Some are found only
in the speech of a certain language(i.e.
the substitutions of sibilants by shi-
bilants in the Russian speech of Eston-
ians); other may be found in various
languages, but their realization and
honological nature do not coincides

gertain features and elements of the
Russian phonetic system are undoubtedly
difficult for spe7kers of ot er langua-
es, who replace #7 717h /1 because

ghey do not have the u sound(such as
Armenian, Lithuanian. Latvian and Geor-
gian). Or in cases where the same oppo-
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was). 0n the other hand, it is influen—
ced by the native language.
The interference of the two phonetic sy-
stems is.conditioned to a certain extent
by the closeness of the languages. This
may be true of thecgenetic kinship as
well as the purely ypological resemb1_
ance.
Moreover, the genetic affinity is not a
decisive factor. Much more important are
the manifestations of the phonetic syst-
em. Therefore, the interference of both
languages closely akin (for instance
Russian and Ukrainian) and langu as
that are genetically not related( ssian
and Azerbaijanian) can produce sound di-
stortions. seemingly of the.same type ,
(i.e. soft sibilants, /i/ so d instead
of [H/, the appearance of /j in syllab-
les where in Russian there should be a
soft consonant + vowel /t3a/,/mja/ and
so forth. 0n the other hand, in some ca-
ses mistakes of this kind are complete-
ly absent when unrelated languages come
in contact. .
Still, in the interaction of co ate
languages, the.very closeness o the
grammatical structure and lexical simi-
larity encourages the use of lexemes.and
morphemes of the native tongue involving
sound substitution even where it is not
caused by phonetic difficulties.
Hence, in the study. of sound interfer-
ence of unrelated languages analysis of
the phonetic_system W111 be sufficient
(including not only the set of phonemes
but also their distribution and implem-
entation in syllables and larger units),
while in the case of cognate languages,
all possible substitutions must be ac~
counted for.
The study of Russian speech as a second
lan age has revealed various numbers
of ggviations from the norm, minimal for
Byelorussians, and maximal for Estoni-
ans and Georgians. These deviations are
not at all alike. Some are found only
in the speech of a certain language(i.e.
the substitutions of sibilants by shi-
bilants in the Russian speech of Eston-
ians); other may be found in various
languages, but their realization and
honological nature do not coincides

gertain features and elements of the
Russian phonetic system are undoubtedly
difficult for spe7kers of ot er langua-
es, who replace #7 717h /1 because

ghey do not have the u sound(such as
Armenian, Lithuanian. Latvian and Geor-
gian). Or in cases where the same oppo-
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sition exists but the vowels are of dif-
ferent qualities(i.e.Ukrai7i ). The non-
standard pronunciation of 617Dis found in
the Russian speech of Estonians, Moldavi-
ans and Azerbaijanians. The deviation fun
the standard is connected, first, with
the specific articulation of the native
/u/—1ike sound and, second, with the in-
correct articulation of the syllable it-
self, for example,mu-mxw, the pronuncia—
tion of which is obviously influenced by
spelling rules.
The speakers of all ationalities mispro-
nounced the Russian 71/, though more ra—
rely than /6I/. The vowel became more re-
tracted if preceded by a partially,palata-
lized or even non-palatalized consonant.
Thus, both these traits were linked with
incorrect syllable production and depend—
ed on the rules of phoneme realization in
the syllable.
The commonest violation of orthophonic
st dards were t a retention of unstressed
/e instead of /i when preceded by parti-
ally palataliied or non-palatalized conso-
nants (Moldavians, Azerbaijanians, Georgi-
ans, Armenians, Ukrainians, Latvians, Lith-
uanians, Byelorussi s and Estoni s), the
pronunciation of /0 instead of /:7 and
'a/ preceded by palatalized consonants

instead of i when written "a" and "a"
(Georgians, Ukrainians, etc.).
These mistakes are obviously caused by the
different vowel distribution in the native
language of the speakers, namely in the ab-
sence of vowel gradation of stressed and
unstressed phonemes characteristic of Bus-
eian.
Some mistakes in vowel articulation are of
orthophonic n ture, i.e. thersubstitution
of /e/ by /5 , excessive vowel diphthong-
ization and insufficient q alitative and
uantitative reduction of 7a ,etc.
he main difference in phonological rela—

tIons between Russian and other national
languages in the pronunciation of Russian
consonants is the presence versus absence
of consonant palatalization. In a number
of languages this opposition does not oc-
cur at all(Estonian, Georgian, Armenian,
Azerbaijanian). In some other national
languages. certain pairs are not contrasted
in the same way(i.e.there is no r'—r 0p-
position in Byelorussian) or palatalized
consonants are produced differently than
in Russian(i.e. /t', d?/ in Lithuanian).
This- accounts for a number of orthoepic
mistakes. And here, too, there are signif-

‘differences, depending on the na-icant
ture of consonants .
Voiced versus voiceless consonant opposi-
tion is observed both in Russian and other
national languages investigated(except in
Estonian), but in Azerbaijanian and Geor-
gian consonants in some positions are on-
1y partially voiced. ln_addition, the dis-
tribution of voiced and voiceless conson-
ants in several languages studied does not

coincide with Russian. This produces both
phoneme substitutions and orthophonic mi-
stakes.
Almost all native speakers (except Lithu-
anians and Estonians) retain voiced con-
sonants in the word—final position.
The lar est number of deviations from
Standar Russian has been registered in
the Russian speech of Estonians, who do
not observe such oppositions as palatali-
zed versus non-palatalized consonants,
voic,ed-.vs.voiceless and sibilant vs.shi-
bilant. In addition. they make no contra-
st between fricatives and affricates.
The number of accentual traits in Russian
speech of othernative speakers can be
listed as follows: Weniens--22, Georgi-
ans -- , Azerbaijanians—i'h Moldavians
--I7, Latvians and Ukrainians --I5, Lith-
uanians.» -—I4, Byelorussians-—i0 .

. Our data for this investigation have sho-
wn that phoneme infringement in word pro-
duction is caused by incorrect phoneme
distribution. Even native Russian speak-
ers are guilty of such deviations from
Standard Russian at times. »
The majority. of mistakes appear to be
the result of orthOphonic deviations from
the Standard, i.e.insufficient palatali-
zation, weak velarizationyaffricates mill
incorrect durational correlation of occ-
lusive and constrictive elements, exces-
sive diphthongization of vowels, more
Open or more close vowels as compared to
the standard, etc.
The speech of cognate language represent-
atives(Byelorussians or Ukrainians) 315°
has deviations from the norm that are
characteristic of colloquial speech 01‘ °f
popular lenguagevwhich indicates an in-
sufficient knowledge of standard pronunci'
ation.
1n the speech of urban residents of lar-
ge cities of the-Russian Federation 52.0115
with standard usage in the pronunciation

of vowels and consonants we have record-
ed both orthphonic and orthoepic deviati-
ons. A certain set of relevant featurefi
of segmental and suprasegmental levels, °
epecific city pronunciation variant 15 "°
a considerable extent determined by ,the
Phonetic systems of the surrounding d13—
lects.‘ In Northern Russian dialects vowel
peculiarities were the most striking.
while. in Southern Russian dialects, 003'
sonantal peculiarities stood Out. The.
Middle Russian pronunciation variant 111
the main coincided with Standard Russian!
only some intonation patterns being ‘11 '
ferent.

The absence of a common pronunciation b
norm can be explained, on the one hand, Z
the flow of rural population brinslng the
alectal speech to the cities, and. on t
other hand, by the comparatively races the
spread of the spoken mass media, While ad‘
written literary language has a long tr
ition. A similar situation is found in
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many European and other languages.
older dialects have a stronger influenceon speech than newer dialects. However,
dialectal traits observed in the speech
of city dwellers are not stable, but are
foundalong with normative usage of vow-els and consonants, and a kind of "phone-tic accent" does not disturb the general
perception of speech as literary, if rul-
e: of grammar and word usage are observe-e .
Deviations of an orthophonic nature that
do not affect the phoneme composition ofa word are more widespread and stable thanorthoepic peculiarities(for instance, thepronunciation of a fricative/ K/ insteadof a plosive /g/ ). .
In addition to dialectal features havinga definite local occurrence, the speechof an overwhelming majority of speakers
had. popular or cello uial features. Thesewere, for instance, elabialization of anunstressed /u/ (Impo' - b'iro’ ), nonstan-ana reduct‘on of / , substitution f af-filiates /c and 425 bg fricatives s/and//.' as in pyzka /rd 'ka and "conuqe"sonse/, the reduction of final /t'/.in an/8"§f/ c7nbination, such as “CAélé'bC'm’”
/slabasf , etc. These same features occurin the speech of Leningraders and Muscov-Essie especially in the case of young. P -
substitutions of fricatives for affric-
ElWI. as a most characteristic feature of
colloquial Speech has been described not
0111)’ by Specialists in Russian philology,but also by investigators of other langu-
ages, such as Slavic and Germanic.
fEwels end consonants are modified in dif-
t.I‘ent ways in the interaction of the na-lve language standard,dialect and the
Sggulsr language. Here the difference bet-
int: «Enterlin istic and intralin isticof ti erence is strongly marked. Pica]-cul ? former is incorrect consonant 7171-“(1871711 (.a more retracted and open 6
arts 1 which leads to distorted vowels
in r consonants in CV syllables. wherebe standard language the consonant shouldintgalatalized, while for intralingual
ati rference the errors in vowel pronunci-
hem} do not depend on palatalization.0111 interference ‘reSult is affected not

my by the differences within the phon-eescfiystems involved (phoneme differen-
but in number, their distribution.et¢-).in thy how the interaction takes P151090he 9 interference of Russian and a nat-
cgrreanguage we usually- encounter an in-
ror ict reading of the text,i.e. an er-
Char n SOundfto-letter transition. The
oralscter of sound interference shows an
8n. aPIDI‘oach to mastering Standard RuSSi‘T . .
a2: gegree of kinship between RuSSian““1119 native language naturally asserts
t Rf. _The number of accentual traits in

Hanan speech of speakers of other
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languages gives interesting data for fur-
ther typological conclusions. In this re-
spect languages such as Armenian and Geo-
rgian form‘one group, Azerbaijanian and
Moldavian a second roup, and Latvian and
Ukrainian a third. fiithuanians in a num-.
ber of accent.traits occupy an intermed-
iate position between Ukrainians and Bye-
losussians .
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L'OBJET ET LES FINS DE LA PHONOSTYLISTIQUE
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ABSTRACT données empiriques (souvent subjectives)

et des descriptions impressionnistes.
The er di cusses the t tus of

pap s s a Quant aux travaux stylistiques. les
h no t 11 tic its reference to

t s pho s y s 3' descriptions des formes sonores ne sent
st 11 tics and other lin istic sciences ,y s gu ' pas justifiées par l'analyse phonétimm

expérimentale.

Il exists actuellement plusieursdé-

the purpose of phonostylistic studies;

it also discusses the problem of phone»

stylistic units as secondary from the
finitions de la phonostylistique vue 8mm

l'angle de ses taches [1.2.3.4] qu'on

Pent regrouper de la maniere suiVantes:

I) la phonostylistique étudie 1a valmu

point of view of their reference to

language units.

La phonostylistique est une science symbolique deg unités minimales de la

en formation, son statut est encore in— langue; 2) elle réVéle un ayatéme‘runi'
déterminé, see limites sont assez vagues. tés Ph°n08tylistiques aussi rigoureux

Ainsi, parait-il nécessaire de préciser que celui d3 phonemes; 3) 9119 fait res-
ees rapports avec la stylistique, ea sortir les valeurs potentialles de 18

place dans la phonétique; de mettre au matiere sonore du message; 4) elle démfit
clair

son objet d'étude, ses unités et ses

les traits phonétiques dont 1'emploi

crée un effet stylistique; 5) elle étud“
ses categories, ses fonctions,

méthodes de recherches. les variantes de discours (classesssflr

D'aprés I.F6nagy la phonostylistique ciales, sexes, groupes d'ages et Pr°fes‘
a pour origins les travaux de J.Laziczius, sionnelS, situations as discours, etcfi

6) elle cherche a établir les régles
d'encodage supplementaire du message-

qui distinguait les variantes combina-

toires, les Variantes libres non expres—

sives, les Variantes libres expressives. La liSte de ces téches est 39382
La phonostylistique precede d'une part vaste, auSSi pourrait-on 13 restraindrh
de l'étude des fonctions de la langue compte tenu de l'existence de la dialeGW‘
(Buhler, Troubetzkoy, Martinet, Jakobson, 10819, 59 la sociolinguistiquev ‘19 1"
Riffaterre, Léon), d'autre part deg PSYOhOIinguistique, de lagphonoséndfiimw’
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dont l'objet d'étude s'avere plus ou

mums clair . Ainsi, 1a tache N I es

rapporterait a la phonosémentique (étude

misymbolisme phonétique), tandis que la

tache N 5 releverait de la dialectologie,

dela psycholinguistiqus et de la socio—

linguist ique .

Les quatre taches restantes

dMNent étre analysées en partant de la

définition de l'objet de la phonostylis-

finue. Cette derniére étudie les caracté—

fistiques acoustiques du texts (message)

you as parenté avec la phonétique. A

notre avis l'objet de l'étuds purement

mmnostylistique peut étre congu comme

lechoix conscient de Variantes libres

nunités sonores du message. La des-

fliption de ces Variantes releve de la
fialectologie, de la sociolinguistique,
d61a psycholinguistique, etc., tandis

queleur étude stylistique est le propre
dela phonostylistique.

Les quatre téches qui restent se d1—
wsent ainsi en deux groupes: I) les
tédms phonostylistiques; 2) Ice téches
édominante stylistique (stylistico-pho»
nétique),

Le premier groups vise a dégager

u“Systems d'unités (phonostylemes,

d'apr‘es: P.Léon) différent de celui du
“”9 Phonologique (éléments segmentaux

etsuprasegmentaux). Par example, 163

Mmfileg d'expression des états émotion—

““3; les caractéristiques acoustiqueS
dedifférsnts types du discOure (dialogue
sP‘mtané, conference, discours politiquey

”c'h les parametres des registres stY-
Ustiques (niVeau moyen. familier, re-

cherché) (voir la tache N.2)n

Les taches du deuxieme groups sont

de préférence stylistique. C'est-a-dirs

elle visent non pas l'établissement des

modéles, mais 1e dépouillement des

contrastes phonétiques qui provoguent

'L' effet stylistique.

On sait que les definitions du style

sont variées et contradictoires. Le style

est congu comme un choix ou bien comme un

écart de la norms. Le choix se base sur

la competence linguistique et exige la

connaissancs des modeles, des parametres

de la norms considérée comme un étalon,

un standard; Mais il est clair qu'il

exists plusieurs types du discours chacun

ayant sa propre norms. L'effet stylisti—

que est également possible dans les li-

mites de ces normes, d'ou l'extréme im-

portance ds la notion du contrasts.

L'étude de la distribution de$

contrastes phonétiques dans la message

permet de révéler un encodage supple-

mentaire, les semes—clés et les semes

potentielles.

Il s'en suit que la créativité sty-

listique n'est qu'une activité linguis-

tique geggnggigg, qui organise 1e mes—

sage afin d'exercer une influence sur le

destinataire. On presuppose que ce

dernier connaitrait les variantes seg-

mentales et suprasegmentales, propres

aux sociolectes, jargons professionnels,

patois, registres de la langue et a

différents types du discours.

Dans ce cas les modeles de descrip—

tion (voir la tache N 2 du premier

groupe) concernent lee variantes et non
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qui distinguait les variantes combina-

toires, les Variantes libres non expres—

sives, les Variantes libres expressives. La liSte de ces téches est 39382
La phonostylistique precede d'une part vaste, auSSi pourrait-on 13 restraindrh
de l'étude des fonctions de la langue compte tenu de l'existence de la dialeGW‘
(Buhler, Troubetzkoy, Martinet, Jakobson, 10819, 59 la sociolinguistiquev ‘19 1"
Riffaterre, Léon), d'autre part deg PSYOhOIinguistique, de lagphonoséndfiimw’
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dont l'objet d'étude s'avere plus ou

mums clair . Ainsi, 1a tache N I es
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tache N 5 releverait de la dialectologie,

dela psycholinguistiqus et de la socio—
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fistiques acoustiques du texts (message)
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mmnostylistique peut étre congu comme

lechoix conscient de Variantes libres

nunités sonores du message. La des-
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queleur étude stylistique est le propre
dela phonostylistique.

Les quatre téches qui restent se d1—
wsent ainsi en deux groupes: I) les
tédms phonostylistiques; 2) Ice téches
édominante stylistique (stylistico-pho»
nétique),

Le premier groups vise a dégager

u“Systems d'unités (phonostylemes,

d'apr‘es: P.Léon) différent de celui du
“”9 Phonologique (éléments segmentaux

etsuprasegmentaux). Par example, 163

Mmfileg d'expression des états émotion—

““3; les caractéristiques acoustiqueS
dedifférsnts types du discOure (dialogue
sP‘mtané, conference, discours politiquey

”c'h les parametres des registres stY-
Ustiques (niVeau moyen. familier, re-

cherché) (voir la tache N.2)n

Les taches du deuxieme groups sont

de préférence stylistique. C'est-a-dirs

elle visent non pas l'établissement des

modéles, mais 1e dépouillement des

contrastes phonétiques qui provoguent

'L' effet stylistique.

On sait que les definitions du style

sont variées et contradictoires. Le style

est congu comme un choix ou bien comme un

écart de la norms. Le choix se base sur

la competence linguistique et exige la

connaissancs des modeles, des parametres

de la norms considérée comme un étalon,

un standard; Mais il est clair qu'il

exists plusieurs types du discours chacun

ayant sa propre norms. L'effet stylisti—

que est également possible dans les li-

mites de ces normes, d'ou l'extréme im-

portance ds la notion du contrasts.

L'étude de la distribution de$

contrastes phonétiques dans la message

permet de révéler un encodage supple-

mentaire, les semes—clés et les semes

potentielles.

Il s'en suit que la créativité sty-

listique n'est qu'une activité linguis-

tique geggnggigg, qui organise 1e mes—

sage afin d'exercer une influence sur le

destinataire. On presuppose que ce

dernier connaitrait les variantes seg-

mentales et suprasegmentales, propres

aux sociolectes, jargons professionnels,

patois, registres de la langue et a

différents types du discours.

Dans ce cas les modeles de descrip—

tion (voir la tache N 2 du premier

groupe) concernent lee variantes et non
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pas les unités. 11 en découle une défi—

nitian des unités phonostylistiques dif—

férente: oelles-ci représentent des com—

binaiSOns de variantes libres des unités

phonologiques (segmentales et supraseg-

mentales). Elles s'avérent done étre des

unités secondaires, le résultat-de l'acti-

vité linguistique secondaire.

J.Laziczius distinguait parmi les

variantes libres les variantes expres-

sives et non expressives. Cette conception

s'accordait avec la théorie stylistique

des années 30 (Ch.Bally en particulier)

qui'étudiait les faits d'expression du

language organises du point de vue de

leur contenu affectif. Si l'on reconnait

le caractere secondaire des faits phono—

stylistiques, il est inutile de dis-

tinguer les variantes expressives et non

expressives, car une variante non ex-

pressive peut acgérir de la valeur sty-

listique dans un contexte. Le but de

l'analyse phonostylistique est done de

révéler les valeurs potentialles des

variantes libres. Dans ce cas la notion

du contexts deviant particulierement im-

portante.

L'intérét pour la phonostylistique

est justifié par la nécessité d'élaborer

et d'approfondir 1e problems du contenu

de la forme, ce qui est important notam-

ment pour la traduction, 1a composition

des textes publicitaires, des discours

politiques, etc.
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ABSTRACT

Alongside the theoretical discussion of

terminology and metataxonomy problems
dealing with speech prosody an approach
towards setting up a correlation between .

asemantic label, attitude and its prosody
is presented.

Prosodic features differentiating the
labels that denote "friendly attitude" in

hmlish are described on the basis of the
lexico-semantic and semantico—prosodic
experimental data. Different degrees of
descriptive power of verbal metalanguage

units under study are revealed.

INTRODUCTION

Semantic description of speech prosody in-
VOlVes the problem of an adequate linguis-
tic terminology and metalanguage. As it is

put in /I/, a great deal of difficulties
ascribed to intonation are, in fact, dif-
ficulties of inadequate metalinguistic
description.
A metalanguage system is regarded as pos-
sessing a hierarchic field structure the
glements of which are in hyponimic rela-
lions. It comprises a core, or a relative-
y closed class of generic notions (termi-

n°1°8Y) and a periphery, or a relatively
Open class of specific notions (metataxo-
n°m¥. nomenclature).
éa‘far as terminology is concerned, it is
tudmitted to a formal claim made to any
n:I‘minOIOgical language: terms should be
thntral.and monosemantic at least within

e limits of a certain metalinguistic
system.
Eeiataxonomy with labels as descriptive

n t8 has been devoted very poor attention
c: in contrast to terminology. There is a
asniiderable disagreement between linguists

verbowhat labels should be: nonverbal or

On 31. artificial signs or linguistic
beis’ etc. The trouble is that lexical la-
fr 3 are not pure terms, they are borrowed

thom the popular speech. For this reason,
16 Majority of them are rather polyseman-

Thcithan unequivocal, as terms should be.
teetr heavy dependence upon specific con-
mix 8 creates a good deal of ambiguity and

Bunderstanding. Polysemy and synonymy do
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not seem to be the only variables that af-

fect the choice of lexical labels,metapho-

rical use and evaluative colouring being
the rest.
However, there is no need to reject common

words as labels since any natural language

possesses the metalinguistic function,i.e.

it is capable of describing itself rather

sufficiently. Besides, specific nonverbal

metalanguages do not hold good for broad

scientific descriptions.

Metalinguistic units, either verbal or non

verbal, reflect two planes of description:

the plane of expression and that of con-

tent, the descriptive categories being

partly terms, partly labels.

The plane of expression in speech prosody

can be rendered with both verbal and non-

verbal descriptive units. The latter are

symbolic-graphic means - prosodic trans-

criptions and representations. A verbal

metalanguage is made up with the termino—

logy of basic prosodic notions, i.e. units,

components, structures, etc.and the meta-'

taxonomy of their specific types..

The plane of content in speech prosody is

described with verbal terms and labels.

Terms are used to refer to the communica-

tive types of utterances, registers of

speech, phonostyles etc., as related to

the communicative and stylistic meanings'

of speech prosody. Semantic labels are,

for the most part, of attitudinal charac-

ter. They are made use of to describe the

pragmatic types of utterances,of emotional

and attitudinal connotations referring to

the pragmatic and attitudinal aspects of

speech prosody.
Any metataxonomy could be likewise charac-

terized by a hierarchic organisation. In

the attitudinal metataxonomy, for example,

semantic labels fall into clusters headed

by labels of a more general meaning. Re-

lated to terms as notions of higher gene-

rality labels are regarded to be specific

names referring to prosodically and para-

linguistically expressed emotions and

attitudes.
This class of label proves to be the least

systematized though the attitudinal func-

tiOn of intonation has been the subject

of intensive study over a number of years.

It may account for the fact that attitudi-

nal labels denote psychological states
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(affects, feelings). Therefore,the choice
of label was habitually associated with a
classification of emotions which seems
more to be the province of psychology and
physiology rather than linguistics. Any
success in developing the attitudinal me-
tataxonomy is hardly possible until de-
finite suprasegmental features conveying
some kind of attitude or emotion are
pinned down with a specific label.
Thus, the elaboration of the metataxonomy

A of attitudinal prosody is highly dependent
upon a set of variables: the notational
system (ordinary words), meaning-relations
between words (polysemy, synonymy), the
essential nature of denoted referents (on
the one hand, complex overlapping psycho-
physiological processes, on the other —
suprasegmental phenomena).
From the afore said one might ~see that
semantic labels perform two functions:
1) convey certain attitudinal meanings;
ii) point to usuprasegmental means respon-
sible for their ccmmunication.Accordingly,
the study of labels could be carried out
in two large spheres both involving seman-
tic equivalence of different types.
The first sphere embraces all kinds of se-
manticcorrelations between: a) attitudes
and emotions proper as between notions
with their semantic volumes standing in
logical relations of overlapping, inclu-
sion, complementation and contiguity;
b) attitudes and labels as between notions
and lexical units; c) labels themselves as
between lexical meanings (synonymy,antony—
my. hyponymy) .
Psychologically attitudinal labels render
general emotional colour, specific atti-
tudes and the degree of emotional intensi-
ty. These com onents could interact and be
reflected in abels' meanings in different
ways. As notions attitudes differ in seve-
ral qualitative and quantitative features
characterizing their psychological and
physiological nature: intensity,direction,
duration, way of outward expression,source
and cause of origin, etc. '
Intensity seems to be the most prominent
feature of any affect. The information
about the degrees of intensity is reflec-
‘ted in labels' meanings. It, thus, makes
up a semantic component and could refer to
either the whole meaning, or to a part of
it (a single lexico-semantic variant), or
even to another semantic component. Inten-
sity could also be associated with refannh
tial properties (denotational intensity),
with emotional evaluation (connotative in-
tensity) or with both simultaneously.Since
the denotational meaning of the attitudi-
nal labels is confined to the notions of
affects and feelings one mi ht talk about
the denotational (emotional intensity re-
flected in their semantic structure.Inten-
sity as a semantic feature could be re-
vealed through the analysis of labels'
dictionary explanations. This a proach is
possible due 0 the markers of intensity
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available in the entries. The analysisie
aimed to reveal intensity-differencesbeb
ween labels in order to relate the data
obtained to the results of prosodic
analysis.
The second set of questions is connected
'with maintaining a three-member correla-
tion: a semantic label - attitude - mwrm
segmantal means..In the frame of thiscon
relation a semantic label refers to a
bundle of distinctive prosodic features
and paralinguistic phenomena carrying
some kind of attitudinal meaning. This
approach to the description of the atti-
tudinal prosody seems to be more prefm»
able as compared with the previouslytwed
technique when separate intonation pat-
terns end pitch movements signalling mm-
tions were explained by a great deal of
ambiguous lexical means. .
The hypothesis that definite suprasegmmn-
als are fixed to specific labels has al-
ready been proposed and tested. However,
the experimental evidence was concerned
mainly with the auditory impressions mm
perceptive correlates of the attitudinal
labels. The acoustic aspect of this relm
tionship still remains undiscussed.

METHOD

In the present study our concern was.e
group of semantic labels referring tothe
prosodically manifested friendly attihmer
The grouping was done on the basis of
thesauruses and explanatory dictionariem

After some hesitation the total numberof
labels was confined to 8. The group 15
characterized by the field structure-At
the same time it might as well be called
a synonymic series. The core of it is made
up by synonymous adverbs amiahlx. émlflfl?
ly, in a friendly way with the attitudhml
meaning in question as a basic one. The
periphery is constituted by quasisynonflfi-
ous adverbs intimatel , cordiall . EQEL—
%y, warmly, warm-Hear¥edly with the 22329
_y attitude being secondary or attendant

The label in a friendly way was taken BB
a dominant of the series.
The textual material for invest183t1°n
was taken from fiction (125 sampleS)o ,
samples were microsituations (of 3-5Asen-
tences) intended to express various n33”
ces of the friendl attitude. In these
microsituations test phrases were embed-
ded as response remarks. Test sentences

(166 in total) were selected to be 33
colourless as possible with respect t°
lexics and grammatic structure. TaPe're'
cordings of the microsituations were 0
tained from 3 male and 3 female “at“;
speakers (professional teachers) Wh° i-
mulated a variants of the friendly a“ d
tude corresponding to 8 1a a s iflcusse'
The auditory analysis was arranged in
series. In the first series 5 trainedt e-
listeners were to assess whether the 39
recordings sounded natural and had any
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commotion with the friendly attitude.The
eafisfactory examples were chosen (140 in
total) to be later subjected to the
nmtrumental analysis.
Inthe 2-nd series 10 linguistically naive
nafiye speakers were presented the tape—
recordings of the satisfactory test phra-
sesisolated from the contexts in advance.
Thehearers identified the attitudinal va-
xdmns with most appropriate and accurate
descriptive terms while the tape-recor-
fings were played. To do the task the in-
fmmmnts were provided with lists of 17
labels (8 test labels and 9 additional
mws). They were also permitted to resort
toany other descriptive categories they
wimwd. Listening was repeated as the in~
formants wished.
Wmetime later the hearers were played
thewhole microsituation recorded to do
thesame task. This was thought reasonable
toindicate the effects of contexts on
anitude recognition.
Inthe 3-rd series 6 informants (Russian
‘nachers of English) who had training in
phmwtics made prosodic transcriptions of
therecorded test phrases. They made use
ofthe set up type of symbolic-graphic
making to describe prosodic features.
Theinstrumental analysis dealt with the
acmmtic correlates of prosodic features,
gig/were interpreted as it is suggested

REflETS

Thedetailed lexico-semantic analysis has
zfmn that friendly attitude is present in
d6 dictionary explanations of all labels
gscussed. The one exception to this ob-
frvation occurs in the label warm—hearted-
¥%.There is only one explanatory dic-
"gumry /3/ where the attitudinal meaning
en:found to be directly mentioned in the
dig? of this label. In the rest of the
a Clonaries it is implied by the near-
oymnyms cordiall and heartil .
0ffig‘lvations o e other mp cit markers
Mfr e attitudinal intensity exhibited-
pacterences between the labels in this res—
eati Attitudinal intensity was the great-
. 1 n the core of the group and the least
amfitthe periphery of it. One can talk
dhml the many-sided nature of the attitu-
”Mr intensity displayed by the labels:

amigl (in a friendl wa ), specifying
_1 a 1 . amiggbly , derivative (intimate-
lma§tidditi°nal or attendant (cordiall ,
fig7;AI.-warml , warm-heartedly).
Mn EEIYSis made it possible to dis-
has: 5h 3 degrees of friendly attitude
c0“131w exhibited by the labels under
Emliableration: high (in a friendl we .
Ws(amicably), moderate (intimately)
"Mm h cordial , heartil , warmly.~ ear e
‘8 far as. emotional intensit of ndfiiitude is concerned significantfy iifgx

nt results Were obtained.

Heartily and warmly available in the ent-
ries of the other labels can be regarded
as-indirect markers of high emotional in—
tensity, either general (for warm-hearted-
ly), or related to friendly attitude (for
cordially). In this sense, labels heartily
and warmly perform the function of inter-
nal intensives.
External intensives have not been revealed
in the dictionary explanations of the
lcore' labels and in intimately. This tes-
tifies to the moderate nature, with regard
to emotional intensity, of the attitude in
question displayed by them. We also failed
to detect internal intensives concerning
friendly attitude in the explanations of
these labels. Some of the internal inten-
sives found out for the 'core' labels
characterize positive evaluation rather
than friendly attitude. '
In contrast, internal intensives revealed
for the 'periphery' group contribute to.
increasing the degree of emotional inten-
sity. ,
As a result 3 degrees of emotional inten-
sity pertinent to friendly‘attitude were
stated: high (heartily, warml , cordial-
ly), moderate (intimatel ,warm—heartedly)
and low (in a friendly way, amiably,
amicably).
We can easily deduce from what is said
above:attitudinal intensity of the
meaning 'friendliness to smb.‘ is recipro—
cal to its emotional intensity.
In listening experiments involving isola-
ted test phrases label identification was
greatest for heartily (90% accuracy) and
somewhat less for in a friendly way:i cg:-
dially the percentage of correct an -
fications ranged from 70 to 60% of the‘
instances). These were closely followed
by intimately, amiably (60-50% of cases).
For amicably, warmly, warm-heartedly iden-
tifications were considerably reduced (the
recognition score was no higher than 10%).
With ggzmzhgggigill identifications were
completely random.
As far as labels amiggbly and Egymzhggyggr

1y are concerned, their poor identifica-‘
tion may be accounted for several reasons.
First, it is probably caused by either too
specific (gmigsbly) or too amorphous(ygymr
hggyiggly) lexical meanings they possess.
Second, this may be due to the absence of
descriptive power, devoid of any specifi-
cation with respect to suprasegmental
means. If the latter is true,these labels
are useless as descriptive terms. However,
more research is needed to confirm their
descriptive inability.
Frequency of use could give rather
valuable additional data as to the des-

criptive status of labels. There is a ten-

dency for easily identifiable labels to be

frequently used as descriptive terms of

other attitudinal variants, while the re-

verse is true for hardly recognizable la-

bels. However, there is no regular inter-

dependence between correct identifications
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ways. As notions attitudes differ in seve-
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physiological nature: intensity,direction,
duration, way of outward expression,source
and cause of origin, etc. '
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‘ted in labels' meanings. It, thus, makes
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sity could also be associated with refannh
tial properties (denotational intensity),
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tensity) or with both simultaneously.Since
the denotational meaning of the attitudi-
nal labels is confined to the notions of
affects and feelings one mi ht talk about
the denotational (emotional intensity re-
flected in their semantic structure.Inten-
sity as a semantic feature could be re-
vealed through the analysis of labels'
dictionary explanations. This a proach is
possible due 0 the markers of intensity
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available in the entries. The analysisie
aimed to reveal intensity-differencesbeb
ween labels in order to relate the data
obtained to the results of prosodic
analysis.
The second set of questions is connected
'with maintaining a three-member correla-
tion: a semantic label - attitude - mwrm
segmantal means..In the frame of thiscon
relation a semantic label refers to a
bundle of distinctive prosodic features
and paralinguistic phenomena carrying
some kind of attitudinal meaning. This
approach to the description of the atti-
tudinal prosody seems to be more prefm»
able as compared with the previouslytwed
technique when separate intonation pat-
terns end pitch movements signalling mm-
tions were explained by a great deal of
ambiguous lexical means. .
The hypothesis that definite suprasegmmn-
als are fixed to specific labels has al-
ready been proposed and tested. However,
the experimental evidence was concerned
mainly with the auditory impressions mm
perceptive correlates of the attitudinal
labels. The acoustic aspect of this relm
tionship still remains undiscussed.

METHOD

In the present study our concern was.e
group of semantic labels referring tothe
prosodically manifested friendly attihmer
The grouping was done on the basis of
thesauruses and explanatory dictionariem

After some hesitation the total numberof
labels was confined to 8. The group 15
characterized by the field structure-At
the same time it might as well be called
a synonymic series. The core of it is made
up by synonymous adverbs amiahlx. émlflfl?
ly, in a friendly way with the attitudhml
meaning in question as a basic one. The
periphery is constituted by quasisynonflfi-
ous adverbs intimatel , cordiall . EQEL—
%y, warmly, warm-Hear¥edly with the 22329
_y attitude being secondary or attendant

The label in a friendly way was taken BB
a dominant of the series.
The textual material for invest183t1°n
was taken from fiction (125 sampleS)o ,
samples were microsituations (of 3-5Asen-
tences) intended to express various n33”
ces of the friendl attitude. In these
microsituations test phrases were embed-
ded as response remarks. Test sentences

(166 in total) were selected to be 33
colourless as possible with respect t°
lexics and grammatic structure. TaPe're'
cordings of the microsituations were 0
tained from 3 male and 3 female “at“;
speakers (professional teachers) Wh° i-
mulated a variants of the friendly a“ d
tude corresponding to 8 1a a s iflcusse'
The auditory analysis was arranged in
series. In the first series 5 trainedt e-
listeners were to assess whether the 39
recordings sounded natural and had any
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commotion with the friendly attitude.The
eafisfactory examples were chosen (140 in
total) to be later subjected to the
nmtrumental analysis.
Inthe 2-nd series 10 linguistically naive
nafiye speakers were presented the tape—
recordings of the satisfactory test phra-
sesisolated from the contexts in advance.
Thehearers identified the attitudinal va-
xdmns with most appropriate and accurate
descriptive terms while the tape-recor-
fings were played. To do the task the in-
fmmmnts were provided with lists of 17
labels (8 test labels and 9 additional
mws). They were also permitted to resort
toany other descriptive categories they
wimwd. Listening was repeated as the in~
formants wished.
Wmetime later the hearers were played
thewhole microsituation recorded to do
thesame task. This was thought reasonable
toindicate the effects of contexts on
anitude recognition.
Inthe 3-rd series 6 informants (Russian
‘nachers of English) who had training in
phmwtics made prosodic transcriptions of
therecorded test phrases. They made use
ofthe set up type of symbolic-graphic
making to describe prosodic features.
Theinstrumental analysis dealt with the
acmmtic correlates of prosodic features,
gig/were interpreted as it is suggested

REflETS

Thedetailed lexico-semantic analysis has
zfmn that friendly attitude is present in
d6 dictionary explanations of all labels
gscussed. The one exception to this ob-
frvation occurs in the label warm—hearted-
¥%.There is only one explanatory dic-
"gumry /3/ where the attitudinal meaning
en:found to be directly mentioned in the
dig? of this label. In the rest of the
a Clonaries it is implied by the near-
oymnyms cordiall and heartil .
0ffig‘lvations o e other mp cit markers
Mfr e attitudinal intensity exhibited-
pacterences between the labels in this res—
eati Attitudinal intensity was the great-
. 1 n the core of the group and the least
amfitthe periphery of it. One can talk
dhml the many-sided nature of the attitu-
”Mr intensity displayed by the labels:

amigl (in a friendl wa ), specifying
_1 a 1 . amiggbly , derivative (intimate-
lma§tidditi°nal or attendant (cordiall ,
fig7;AI.-warml , warm-heartedly).
Mn EEIYSis made it possible to dis-
has: 5h 3 degrees of friendly attitude
c0“131w exhibited by the labels under
Emliableration: high (in a friendl we .
Ws(amicably), moderate (intimately)
"Mm h cordial , heartil , warmly.~ ear e
‘8 far as. emotional intensit of ndfiiitude is concerned significantfy iifgx

nt results Were obtained.

Heartily and warmly available in the ent-
ries of the other labels can be regarded
as-indirect markers of high emotional in—
tensity, either general (for warm-hearted-
ly), or related to friendly attitude (for
cordially). In this sense, labels heartily
and warmly perform the function of inter-
nal intensives.
External intensives have not been revealed
in the dictionary explanations of the
lcore' labels and in intimately. This tes-
tifies to the moderate nature, with regard
to emotional intensity, of the attitude in
question displayed by them. We also failed
to detect internal intensives concerning
friendly attitude in the explanations of
these labels. Some of the internal inten-
sives found out for the 'core' labels
characterize positive evaluation rather
than friendly attitude. '
In contrast, internal intensives revealed
for the 'periphery' group contribute to.
increasing the degree of emotional inten-
sity. ,
As a result 3 degrees of emotional inten-
sity pertinent to friendly‘attitude were
stated: high (heartily, warml , cordial-
ly), moderate (intimatel ,warm—heartedly)
and low (in a friendly way, amiably,
amicably).
We can easily deduce from what is said
above:attitudinal intensity of the
meaning 'friendliness to smb.‘ is recipro—
cal to its emotional intensity.
In listening experiments involving isola-
ted test phrases label identification was
greatest for heartily (90% accuracy) and
somewhat less for in a friendly way:i cg:-
dially the percentage of correct an -
fications ranged from 70 to 60% of the‘
instances). These were closely followed
by intimately, amiably (60-50% of cases).
For amicably, warmly, warm-heartedly iden-
tifications were considerably reduced (the
recognition score was no higher than 10%).
With ggzmzhgggigill identifications were
completely random.
As far as labels amiggbly and Egymzhggyggr

1y are concerned, their poor identifica-‘
tion may be accounted for several reasons.
First, it is probably caused by either too
specific (gmigsbly) or too amorphous(ygymr
hggyiggly) lexical meanings they possess.
Second, this may be due to the absence of
descriptive power, devoid of any specifi-
cation with respect to suprasegmental
means. If the latter is true,these labels
are useless as descriptive terms. However,
more research is needed to confirm their
descriptive inability.
Frequency of use could give rather
valuable additional data as to the des-

criptive status of labels. There is a ten-

dency for easily identifiable labels to be

frequently used as descriptive terms of

other attitudinal variants, while the re-

verse is true for hardly recognizable la-

bels. However, there is no regular inter-

dependence between correct identifications
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and frequent use. On the whole, labels of
more general meaning of friendliness tend
to be frequently used to refer.to"6ther
attitudinal variants (in a friendl wa ,
intimatel , cordially). This is not true
for easily recognizable hgartily. The mat-
ter is that heartily is very often used to
label genera emo onal colour. That is
why listeners often ascribe descriptive
terms emphatically or impatiently to this
attitudinal variant.
Label identification of test phrases pro-
nounced within the context was, to some
extent, negligible. This finding is in
agreement with the results of label iden-
tification experiments done by D.Crystal
/1/. Easily identifiable labels tend to
have high recognition scores in both cases
(in a friendly way, amiably, cordially,
heartily). Amicably and warm-heartedly
proved to have similar identification (10—
15% of correct instances). The exception
could be made for warmly. The influence of
context was rather strong in this case;
correct identification rose to 40%.
These observations suggest that labels
could be used as terms out of context.How—
ever, the_statement requires experimental
confirmation since attitudinal variants
rarely were ascribed a single label.
Analysing the prosodic features of the at-
titudinal variants under study we have
obtained a) constantly overlapping, b) va-
riationally overlapping characteristics
and c) distinctive features by which a
certain label differs.markedly from the
rest. The latter two are briefly outlined
below.
Amiably - b) no.1nstances of high initial
fundamental frequency (F0) levels,few ins-
tances of mid-narrow F0 ranges in pre-
heads, relatively low F0 peak values; ab—
sence of mediumrzone'mean syllable dura-
tion; low minimum—zone intensity of un-
stressed syllables;
c) low decreased-zone intensity of un-
stressed syllables.
Amicably - b) relatively high mean values
of mid-wide Fo range in terminal tones,
few instances of mid-narrow Fo range in
the utterance;
c) high mid—narrow Fo range average values
in terminal tones. '
Friendly - b) moderate recourrency of wide
Fo range in the utterance; high upper
limit of high-wide and full Fo registers
in terminal tones and heads;
c) low F° medium range mean values in ter—
minal tones; low minimum-zone average in-
tensity of unstressed syllables,high medi-um-zone average intensity of unstressed
'syllables in preheads. *
Intimatel - b) frequent wide F° range inthe prosodic structure; low medium-zone
intensity of stressed syllables;
c) high mean values of mid-wide F° rangein terminal tones and heads low F mini-mum values of nuclear syllable followed
by a post-nuclear syllable; high de-

creased-zone mean syllable duration.
Cordiall - b) high frequency of midqmn
row an mid-wide F° registers in prosofib
structures; low decreased- and medhmk
zone intensity of unstressed syllables;
c) low mean values of mid-narrow Fo rage
in pre-heads3 t hi
Heartily - b instances of ex ra- ghFo

na evel, no cases of mid-narrow and
mid-wide Fo registers in pre-heads;in-
creased upper limits of wide F0 register
in prosodic structures, increased P, peak
values; high F0 minimum values; highxnnb
mum-zone mean intensity values of unsure
sed syllables;
c) increased upper limits of high-wideFo
register in terminal tones; high F0 peak
values in nuclear syllables; high de-
creased-zone mean syllable duration.
Warmly - b) no instances of mid-wide mm
narrow F° range in terminal tones,noin&
tances of narrow and mid-wide F° rangein
prosodic structures as compared to the
'core' labels and labels heartily, wank
heartedly; relatively high mean valuesof
mid-narrow and wide Fo range, partimflan
ly in comparison to other 'periphery'
labels;
c) high minimum-zone shortest duration.
Warm—heartedly - b) mid-high, low, extra-
high and mid-low (in decreasing rank of
frequency) Fo initial levels; highaverage
values of minimum-zone intensity of un-
stressed syllables; .
c) high-narrow F0 range mean values in
pre-heads.
As the results of the experiment showthe
most marked and functionally loaded are
heartily, in a friendly way, intimgflflfl-
They are most readily identified by the
listeners too. The fact that certahlprw
sodic structures are associated with Bk
certain label makes it possible to sPea
about such labels as having a strong t-
degree of descriptive power. On thecon
rary, labels with only some distinctive
prosodic features 'attached' to thmnare
of very little metalinguistic helg f
(amicabl , warmly, warm-heartedly 0r°
no use at all such as 'amicabl ')-
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ATTITUDINAL AND DIALECTAL VARIATION IN INTONATION
Hioh tone displacement and the role of the distortional

component in Autosegmental theory
a

ANTONY HIND

Département de Recherches Linguistiques
Université Paris VII
Paris, France 75005

ABSTRACT

n this paper I show how the Autosegmental theory
fisociated with the “distortion as a secondary mes-
sage“ theory of Fonagy [1] can contribute to our
understanding of attitudinal variants as significant
ystortions from expected target realizations (or
aotypes") of underlying segmental phonological

camours (or melodemes) [2], and I discuss the re-
lation between attitudinal and dialectal variation.

INTRODUCTION

According to this new theory :
1) the phonological contour is part of an ideo-

aic coding system : the juxtaposition of tonal

Sewmnts defined with binary features, allows the
Weaker to express his attitude in relation to his
assertive choices - i.e. modality.

2) modulation of the basic contour is interpreted
asa Significant distortion from the target contour;
which is due either to :

. a) non application of the obligatory rules of
theintonation component (digital coding) ;

or, b) a difference in utterance structure, intro-

TKEd by the application of some optional rule —
i.e. modulation.
Her6.1 will first concentrate, in I and II, on ca-

WS 0f "abnormal“ pitch prominence in variant R.P.
Contours (i.e. where pitch promininence does not

§9rre5p0nd to underlying accent prominence as pre-

éfizgg by the obligatory tone/text association

finally, in 111, I raise the question of whether,
E)intonation variants between R.P. and Scottish
"9115b (Rise-fall replacing Fall) could be due to

S§pec1al case of 2b, (tone displacement, an optic-

5a r{Jle of R.P. could be an obligatory rule for

Fiott‘Sh) [4} l5] ; or b) whether, (as for some

oQCh SPeakers of English), different principles
Fulgne text alignment could result in thE'SlmpTe

wo d‘“9_contour being associated twice to the same
r . glVing a complex Rise—falling contour [3].

I - INTENSE VARIANTS

PhOnetic and semantic date brought to light during

EgyghO‘PhOnetic tests brought me to distinguish two

h" ra§tlng Phonological contours underlying Falling
p °”Etic contours. These as in (1) are roughly equi-
valent to . . . _ _ _

Contours, the trad1t10nal Falling and Rise falling

*__ _*

(1) H L +L (5), and L_H +L (3i),

By postulating an [H L +L] Falling contour contrast-
ing with the [L H +L] Rise—falling contour, I can
explain :

1) the difference of function of these two types

of contours as described by Sag and Liberman [6] -
which can't be accounted for in Liberman [7] - and,

more important for our present discussion ;

2) the symmetric mirror image form of the neutral

and intense variants of the two contours.

The intense variant of the Falling contour (Leben

[8], can now be expressed in terms of a high tone

escaping the effects of an obligatory Down-drift

process [2].
For example, in (2.a) below, the neutral Falling

contour is obtained first by the association of the

contour to the text (with the "high nuclear tone"

associated, by copy, to all the pre-nuclear accented

syllables) ; this is, then, followed by the applica-

tion of Down-drift, which lowers each successive

high tone by one degree, giving a Falling stepping

head, as in the following example :
+ + *

(2a) I followed her to a tiny apartment #

H H' H'2 L L

According to Leben [8], p.85 : "In Engllah (alluae

to lowea the peak 06 the nucleaa syllable £4 ofiten

a Algnal 05 amazement 0a concean". Now in my theory,

Down—drift can be formulated so as to be blocked

before a certain type of pause, or rupture, (noted

here with a square pause sign) ; when this is pla-

ced, optionally, before the nuclear syllable as in

(2.b) : + + *

(2b) I followed her toa tiny # apartment#
H H' H‘0 L L

The association of this pause before the word con-

taining a nuclear syllable results in an abnormally

high nuclear syllable which is very probably judged

as a "distortion" in relation to the phenotype of

(2.a), (i.e. +2 degrees) which could either express

a tense attitude on the part of the speaker (amaze-

ment, surprise, etc. via increased vocal tension)

or simply be a means for focussing the attention of

the addressee on the word containing the nuclear

syllable.
In R.P., the Rise—falling contour, however, has a

rising stepping head : the low tones associated to

the pre—nuclear stressed syllables by copy from the

low initial tone of the contour are affected by

Up-drift as in (3.a).
This process of Up—drift can also be blocked before

the nuclear syllable for the purpose of expressive-

ness or contrast ; but in this case it gives an
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abnormally low departure of the nuclear syllable as
in (3.b). Only the existence of a low initial tone,
in the underlying melody, can explain this abnor-
mally low departure (-2 degrees).

++

(3a) What a marvellous old steam engine #
..-*

L L"1 L+2 H L

4H-+ +
(3b) What a marvellous old # steam engine #

_...*

L L+1 L” H L
The fact of postulating the [L H +L] contour, under-
lying Rise—falling intonation, allows me to derive
all the interpretations of these contours, pointed
out by Liberman and Sag [9] or myself, through an
ideophonic interpretation of its components : the
nuclear contour in [Llould support interpreta-
tions, compatible with the notion of increased
vocal cord tension : "appeal to the addressee",
“astonishment", "putting the addressee in question"
etc.. However, it is clear that the Rise—falling
and Falling contours have in conmon their non-open
character, and this would be present in both con-
tours, on the level of the final floating low tone,
that they have in common.
However, it should be noted, that the negative or
positive nature of speaker's judgment (admiring
surprise, or reproving astonishment) depends more
on the context of the utterance, paralinguistic
features etc. rather than the contour itself.
The same low departure for the nuclear syllable is
also heard in ironical realizations of the Rise—
falling contour as in (4).

l-+ + +
(4) She says her husband's name is ii Pam e la if

L L+1 L+2 L+0 H L
But, here, there is also a tendency to displace thenuclear tone on to a following post-nuclear syllableby High tone displacement, creating a further "sur-prise'I effect. Speaker intrusion is manifested bythe disturbed accent/pitch structure.
Roughly then, the more the contour differs from
that predicted by the obligatory rules, the greaterthe speaker intrusion in his text. Note that thepresence of the initial low tone, explains why thenh tone can not move to the left. As predictedby this analysis, we also find the mirror image ofthlS contour with falling intonation, where thenuclear High tone is retracted on to a precedingWeak syllable (the presence of post-nuclear lowtone prevents its realignment to the right) :

- 1!

(5a) He has opened the door #
M H L L

+ + *
(5b) He may open the door #

M H H H
In (5a) the nuclear height of "the" is increasedrelatively by deaccenting the pre-nuclear syllables.The unexpected high tone on "the" is particularlyapt for expressing the speaker's "shocked surpri-se". While in (5b), the combination of level pre-nuclear contour (non-application of Down—drift) —giv1ng an "abnormally“ stylized contour suitablefor stereotyped performative exchange (cf. [2],

[10], (11]) - and, unexpected High tone on'thel-
speaker intrusion in the text, expressing mmprhe
or irony - apparently can be used to evoke animnh
effect, expressing ”mocking authoritative contemm“
(cf. [2]. [8]).

II - STEREOTYPED EXCHANGE, AND PITCH/ACCENT
MISALIGNMENT

Some cases of tone prominence of non-accentedsyh
lables even in R.P. do not give rise to "surprkew
emphatic contours". Indeed, in certain rhythmk
realizations - where the metrical grid imposes
strict alternating strong/weak patterns - a weak
or even reduced, vowel can be aligned witha Show
metrical position, and have a high or low toneas-
sociated to it ; but in this case, the positionof
the tone is totally predictable from the rhythm
rules, and as such, is suitable only for pasfinga
message with low pragmatic information contentand
is generally part of a stereotyped exchange.
For example, in a highly rhythmic form of theRiu-
falling contour, an utterance such as "Canadais
green" is aligned with a trochaic (alternating .
strong/weak) grid, and all pre-nuclear stronggrm
positions receive a low tone,

*-

§ green #
H LH L

(where "§" is a rhythmic juncture) '
even though the Metrical grid does not coincide
with the underlying rhythmic structure in whichtm
last syllable of Canada is weak and the vowd
reduced. .
This realization while being very emphatic,1s no
vertheless highly predictable in the positionof
the tones, and is most probably found as a desW'
rate repetition “just for the form“ (I've toldyou

+ +
(6) Cana§ da is

L H L

before, but I can see I will have to tell you again)-
It can never be used to express alarm or surpme
from the very nature of its predictability.
The claim is thus that there would be a Closereh-
tion between predictability of contour and the
conventional nature of the communication. . g
The distortion theory, then, makes the predicflon
that misalignment of pitch and accent structures
will be used to vehicle attitudinal variationSOr
modulations within the same dialect ([2],[5])’ 1
and that the relation between contour and accafiui
structure must therefore be rule governed.Fu"?hermore, it correctly predicts that speakers ofdia-
lects which differ in their contour accent/Stmmi
ture association will tend to be received by €39.
other as deviating significantly on the attituqmilevel (i.e. their utterances will seem to conunually vehicle secondary messages of the same type,
when judged from the standpoint of the speaker?the other dialect). This may well at least part ’explain certain stereotype characteristics whlcher
one linguistic group tends to attribute to anot '
III - DIALECTAL AND INTERLANGUAGE VARIATION

When dealing with dialectal variation. it lsfifit
always easy to know whether we are dealing WIt'ca
differences of accentuation structure. Ph9"°]°91
CONtOUF. or surface differences due to "d1SMacenuclear tones". _ 1Listening to a recording of a Scottish reglona
sPeaker. I became aware of what at first Seeme
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beaccentuation variants as follows :
(7a) Exciseman, Smugglers

L H L L H L
(kgn the initial syllable in each case sounded
Mavier than the the syllable on which the rise
occurred) ; whereas normal R.P. pronunciation with
Fflling intonation would give :

(7b) Exciseman, Smugglers
H L H L

lbwever this put me in mind of the way French stu-
dmns tend to repeat certain stress patterns pro-
mmed by an R.P. English speaker with falling
Mtonation even when they know the stress rules of
English.
Hm facts are as follows : when the student repeats
a mwd such as "development“, frequently the into-
mtion peak is on "op” and not on the stressed syl-
laMe 'vel'. At first I thought these errors were
“so due to an error in stress positioning but
menon many occasions the students making the
'trror" claimed that their intention was to stress
flw target syllable, I realized it was no doubt a
moMem of contour. My first analysis of the facts
[H was as follows : the student would in fact havefisociated two Falling contours to the same word
giving the pattern :

(8) x a
de vel opment fath er
H L H L H L HL

Rmmhly, the first contour would be associated to
me stressed syllable according to the principles
ofEnglish (though, the fonm of the association
wo follow the rules of French, i.e. One tone
Persyllable and one syllable per tone) ; however
asecond contour would then be associated to the
EHdOf the word entirely according to the rules foraxoc1ating French contours). The resulting contourwmld be due to the application of two different
wtsof language principles to the same word. TheshMent would still, according to this hypothesis,
etY‘ylng to reproduce a Falling contour, themfortunate Rise-falling contour would be a phoneticrafimr than a phonological fact. I presented this

Wpothesis in a communication in 1984 where I
SIlggested (very tentatively) that a similar Celtic/
"Nl§h bilingualisme might have been the origin ofthERise-falling contour of Scottish English which

ggtsnpseems to replace the neutral Falling contour

%"me then D.R. Ladd made me aware of a rather dif-
twent anaU’sis in which he suggested that High
°nedelay features could explain this sort of caser['his analysis the Rise—falling contour is a va-
Ent 0f the Falling contour with optional delayed
lghnuclear tone, and dialectal variants could

"3:? °bhgatory rather than optionally delayed High
r ear tones ([4]. [5]). With my analy51s of R.P.,

aeSEnce 0f the post-nuclear low tone in the Falling
ntour, blocks realignment to the right. However,
‘5 does not necessarily preclude the possibility
atScottish speakers, as well as French speakers
urnglish, might be using a simpler Falling con-

dfla as follows : [MHL]. In that case High tone
then{ywould also be a possible analysis within my

que§tion remains whether it is possible to
8m e elther analysis and I think it might be. For

mple, 0" a longer word such as "terrifying" if

the peak is on the post nuclear syllable and not
on the prefinal syllable it could be an argument
in favour of the hypothesis of delayed High tone.
I have not as yet been able to follow up this
problematic as far as Scottish speakers are con-
cerned but I have been able to increase the number
of examples obtained with French students speaking
English. ,
The results in (9a) (though not those in (9b)) at
first examination seem to suggest that delayed
High tone is the valid explanation as the peak is
clearly post;nuclear. *

(9a) terr i fy ing plan at ar y
L H H L L H H L

4(- I *
(9b) economically or economically cy ber net ic

L H H L L H H L L H H L
However when you point out to a speaker (using a
diagram) that the English contour for (9a) goes
down on "ter" and "plan" but stays down over the
whole word, the French speaker very generally stays
down over the first two syllables, rising however
on the pre-final syllable as follows :

(10) e a
terr i fy ing plan et ar y

L L H L L L H L
This tends to imply that the initial low tone here
can not simply result from High tone displacement,
and that it results from a partly independent pho—
nological choice.
I suggest that these realizations do in fact result
from the association of two contours but that the
form of the initial contour is at least partly
determined by the rules of French.
In certain emphatic forms of French intonation the
initial syllable of a word is lowered and yet a
normal Falling contour effects the end of the word.
This complex contour seems to be made up of an LH
associated to the beginning of the word and a final
HL associated to the end of the word (the tones
being assigned according to the biunique principle:
one tone/one syllable). This contour on the word
"terrifiant“ would give the following result :

(11) terr if i ant
L H H L

This is very close to the realization given above
on terrifying.
Now, if this is the correct analysis we understand
how a French speaker might try to extend the
association of the initial low tone over the fol-
lowing syllable normally aligned with the High tone
as follows :

(12) terr i fy ing + terr i fy ing
L H H L L L H L

It would be difficult to see how High tone delay
would afford an explanation of these cases.
Now, in (8) above, I suggest that the French stu-
dents would have associated a slight deviant from
this contour (with the LH associated to the second
rather than initial syllable) on “development"
simply because it is the nearest thing to the En-
glish contour that French can offer (i.e. with a
pitch movement anywhere else than at the end of
the word).
More significantly, my recordings also show that
French students not only use this contour when the
nucleus is near the beginning of the word but also
where there is an initial secondary stress as shown
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abnormally low departure of the nuclear syllable as
in (3.b). Only the existence of a low initial tone,
in the underlying melody, can explain this abnor-
mally low departure (-2 degrees). *

+ +
(3a) What a marvellous old steam engine #

..-*

L L+1 L+2 H L

*-+ +
(3b) What a marvellous old # steam engine #

_...*

L L+1 L” H L
The fact of postulating the [L H +L] contour, under-
lying Rise—falling intonation, allows me to derive
all the interpretations of these contours, pointed
out by Liberman and Sag [9] or myself, through an
ideophonic interpretation of its components : the
nuclear contour in [Llould support interpreta-
tions, compatible with the notion of increased
vocal cord tension : "appeal to the addressee",
“astonishment", "putting the addressee in question"
etc.. However, it is clear that the Rise—falling
and Falling contours have in conmon their non-open
character, and this would be present in both con-
tours, on the level of the final floating low tone,
that they have in common.
However, it should be noted, that the negative or
positive nature of speaker's judgment (admiring
surprise, or reproving astonishment) depends more
on the context of the utterance, paralinguistic
features etc. rather than the contour itself.
The same low departure for the nuclear syllable is
also heard in ironical realizations of the Rise—
falling contour as in (4).

*+ +
(4) She says her husband's name is l¥ Pam e la f?

L L+1 L+2 L+0 H L
But, here, there is also a tendency to displace thenuclear tone on to a following post-nuclear syllableby High tone displacement, creating a further "sur-prise" effect. Speaker intrusion is manifested bythe disturbed accent/pitch structure.
Roughly then, the more the contour differs from
that predicted by the obligatory rules, the greaterthe speaker intrusion in his text. Note that thepresence of the initial low tone, explains why theHigh tone can not move to the left. As predictedby this analysis, we also find the mirror image ofthis contour with falling intonation, where thenuclear High tone is retracted on to a precedingWeak syllable (the presence of post-nuclear lowtone prevents its realignment to the right) :

.. *

(5a) He has opened the door #
M H L L

+ + *
(5b) He may open the door #

M H H H
In (5a) the nuclear height of "the" is increasedrelatively by deaccenting the pre-nuclear syllables.The unexpected high tone on "the" is particularlyapt for expressing the speaker's "shocked surpri-se". While in (5b), the combination of level pre-nuclear contour (non-application of Down—drift) —giVing an "abnormally" stylized contour suitablefor stereotyped performative exchange (cf. [2],

[10], (11]) - and, unexpected High tone on'ihel-
speaker intrusion in the text, expressing mmprhe
or irony - apparently can be used to evoke animnh
effect, expressing "mocking authoritative contemm“
(cf. [2]. [8]).

II - STEREOTYPED EXCHANGE, AND PITCH/ACCENT
MISALIGNMENT

Some cases of tone prominence of non-accentedsyh
lables even in R.P. do not give rise to "surprkew
emphatic contours". Indeed, in certain rhythmk
realizations - where the metrical grid imposes
strict alternating strong/weak patterns - a weak
or even reduced, vowel can be aligned witha Show
metrical position, and have a high or low toneas-
sociated to it ; but in this case, the positionof
the tone is totally predictable from the rhythm
rules, and as such, is suitable only for pasfinga
message with low pragmatic information contentand
is generally part of a stereotyped exchange. _
For example, in a highly rhythmic form of theRiu-
falling contour, an utterance such as "Canadais
green" is aligned with a trochaic (alternating .
strong/weak) grid, and all pre-nuclear stronggrm
positions receive a low tone,

*-+ +
(6) Cana§ da is § green #

L H L H LH L
(where “§" is a rhythmic juncture) '

even though the Metrical grid does not coincide
with the underlying rhythmic structure in whichtm
last syllable of Canada is weak and the vowfl
reduced.

.This realization while being very emphatic,is no
vertheless highly predictable in the positionof
the tones, and is most probably found as a desW‘
rate repetition "just for the form“ (I've toldyou
before, but I can see I will have to tell youqfilH
It can never be used to express alarm or surPY‘Ise
from the very nature of its predictability.
The claim is thus that there would be a Closereh-
tion between predictability of contour and the
conventional nature of the communication. . .
The distortion theory, then, makes the prediction
that misalignment of pitch and accent structures
will be used to vehicle attitudinal variationSOr
modulations within the same dialect ([2],[5])’ 1
and that the relation between contour and accafiui
structure must therefore be rule governed.FUr?iler
more, it correctly predicts that speakers ofdia-
lects which differ in their contour accent/SIN”;
ture association will tend to be received by 939.
other as deviating significantly on the attituqmilevel (i.e. their utterances will seem to conunually vehicle secondary messages of the same type.
when judged from the standpoint of the speaker?the other dialect). This may well at least part Iexplain certain stereotype characteristics whlcher
one linguistic group tends to attribute to anot '
III - DIALECTAL AND INTERLANGUAGE VARIATION

When dealing with dialectal variation. it ‘Sfifit
always easy to know whether we are dealing WIt'ca
differences of accentuation structure. Ph9"°]°91
CONtOUF. or surface differences due to "d1SMacenuclear tones". _ 1Listening to a recording of a Scottish reglona
sPeaker. I became aware of what at first seeme
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beaccentuation variants as follows :
(7a) Exciseman, Smugglers

L H L L H L
(umugn the initial syllable in each case sounded
Mavier than the the syllable on which the rise
occurred) ; whereas normal R.P. pronunciation with
Fflling intonation would give :

(7b) Exciseman, Smugglers
H L H L

lmwever this put me in mind of the way French stu-
dmns tend to repeat certain stress patterns pro-
dmed by an R.P. English speaker with falling
Mtonation even when they know the stress rules of
English.
Hm facts are as follows : when the student repeats
a mwd such as "development“, frequently the into-
mtion peak is on "op" and not on the stressed syl-
laMe 'vel'. At first I thought these errors were
“so due to an error in stress positioning but
menon many occasions the students making the
'trror" claimed that their intention was to stress
Hm target syllable, I realized it was no doubt a
moMem of contour. My first analysis of the facts
[H was as follows : the student would in fact havefisociated two Falling contours to the same word
giving the pattern :

(8) a» in
de vel opment fath er
H L H L H L HL

Rmmhly, the first contour would be associated to
me stressed syllable according to the principlesofEnglish (though, the fonm of the association
wo follow the rules of French, i.e. One tone
Persyllable and one syllable per tone) ; however
asecond contour would then be associated to the
EHdOf the word entirely according to the rules fora30c1ating French contours). The resulting contourmmld be due to the application of two differentfltsof language principles to the same word. TheshMent would still, according to this hypothesis,
etrylng to reproduce a Falling contour, themfortunate Rise-falling contour would be a phoneticrafimr than a phonological fact. I presented this

Wpothesis in a communication in 1984 where I
SIlggested (very tentatively) that a similar Celtic/
Enfll§h bilingualisme might have been the origin ofthERise-falling contour of Scottish English which
ggtsnpseems to replace the neutral Falling contour

iflme then D.R. Ladd made me aware of a rather dif-
twent anaLi'sis in which he suggested that High
°nedelay features could explain this sort of caser['his analysis the Rise—falling contour is a va-
Ent 0f the Falling contour with optional delayed
lghnuclear tone, and dialectal variants could

£E$°bllgat0Fy rather than optionally delayed High
r ear tones ([4]. [5]). With my analySis of R.P.,

aeSEnce 0f the post-nuclear low tone in the Falling
Itouri blocks realignment to the right. However,
‘5 does not necessarily preclude the possibility
atScottish speakers, as well as French speakers
urnglish, might be using a simpler Falling con-

dflayazof?;]°ws 2 [NHL]. In that case High tone
“wory_ U also be a pOSSible analySis within my

que§tion remains whether it is possible to
8m e either analysis and I think it might be. For

mple, 0" a longer word such as "terrifying" if

the peak is on the post nuclear syllable and not
on the prefinal syllable it could be an argument
in favour of the hypothesis of delayed High tone.
I have not as yet been able to follow up this
problematic as far as Scottish speakers are con-
cerned but I have been able to increase the number
of examples obtained with French students speaking
English. ,
The results in (9a) (though not those in (9b)) at
first examination seem to suggest that delayed
High tone is the valid explanation as the peak is
clearly post;nuclear. *

(9a) terr i fy ing plan at ar y
L H H L L H H L

4(- * *
(9b) economically or economically cy ber net ic

L H H L L H H L L H H L
However when you point out to a speaker (using a
diagram) that the English contour for (9a) goes
down on "ter" and "plan" but stays down over the
whole word, the French speaker very generally stays
down over the first two syllables, rising however
on the pre-final syllable as follows :

(10) a *
terr i fy ing plan et ar y

L L H L L L H L
This tends to imply that the initial low tone here
can not simply result from High tone displacement,
and that it results from a partly independent pho-
nological choice.
I suggest that these realizations do in fact result
from the association of two contours but that the
form of the initial contour is at least partly
determined by the rules of French.
In certain emphatic forms of French intonation the
initial syllable of a word is lowered and yet a
normal Falling contour effects the end of the word.
This complex contour seems to be made up of an LH
associated to the beginning of the word and a final
HL associated to the end of the word (the tones
being assigned according to the biunique principle:
one tone/one syllable). This contour on the word
"terrifiant" would give the following result :

(11) terr if i ant
L H H L

This is very close to the realization given above
on terrifying.
Now, if this is the correct analysis we understand
how a French speaker might try to extend the
association of the initial low tone over the fol-
lowing syllable normally aligned with the High tone
as follows :

(12) terr i fy ing + terr i fy ing
L H H L L L H L

It would be difficult to see how High tone delay
would afford an explanation of these cases.
Now, in (8) above, I suggest that the French stu-
dents would have associated a slight deviant from
this contour (with the LH associated to the second
rather than initial syllable) on "development"
simply because it is the nearest thing to the En-
glish contour that French can offer (i.e. with a
pitch movement anywhere else than at the end of
the word).
More significantly, my recordings also show that
French students not only use this contour when the
nucleus is near the beginning of the word but also
where there is an initial secondary stress as shown
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above in (9b). This explains why they tend to neu-
tralize the difference between a word like "cyber-
netic" /2010/ and a word like “terrifying" /1000/
as follows :

+ * *

cybernetic terrifying
L H H L L H H L

This fact is easily explained within the present
analysis but not within the hypothesis of delayed
High tone.
It must be noted however that this result shows
that a strong universal gestuel theory (as criti-
cized in Ladd [4])is quite untenable. In this exam-
ple, drawn from French student's attempts at repro-
ducing English contours, it is shown that contour
form is far more important than contour meaning.
Attempts at reproducing the contour shape are more
important than the meaning conveyed (motivated or
otherwise). An emphatic French contour is substi-
tuted for a neutral English contour simply because
it is the contour with the closest phonetic shape.
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DIE ROLLE DER TONHOHE IN DER EMPHASE AM BEISPIEL DES KATALANISCHEN

JAUME TIO

Laboratori de Fonética "Pere Barnils"
Estudi General de Lleida/Universitat de Barcelona

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Es ist bekannt, daB man sich im Alltagsleben sehr oft von der Emphase
bedient, um jene Empfindungen auszudriicken, die ihm am tiefsten Herzen
liegen. So wie man im Katalanischen feststellen kann, sind solche
ernphatische Sfitze von den normalen Aussagesétzen syntaktisch gesehen oft
mcht zu unterscheiden. Ziel unserer Untersuchung ist es, die Rolle zu
emhiillen, die die Tonhéhe bei der Anerkennung emphatischer Stitze seitens
des Herers spielt. Bei diesem Vetsuch wird man feststellen, daB die
Emphase mit bestimmten Tonhoheschwankungen verbunden ist, die alleine
lmstande sind, uns zu zeigen, wann der Satz eine Emphase enthé‘tlt und
wann nicht. Um dieses zu veranschaulichen, haben wir verschiedene S‘zitze
von mehreren Informanten aufgenommen, sie nach der Tonhohe ihrer
Elemente klassifiziert und unsere Schlulifolgerungen durch einen
Wahmehmungstest bestiitigen lassen.

EINFUHRUNG

DEflUntersuchung wurde im Laboratori de Fonérica "Pere
garmls durchgefiihrt. Grundséitzlich haben wir mit dem
.lek‘TOglO}t0graph (F-J Electronics Aps, Modell BO 830),

Eigem oszflloskopischen Schirm ( F-J Electronics ApS, Modell
70 1300) und emem X-Y Register (Hewlett—Packard, Modell
. 103) gearbeitet, mit denen wir die Intonationskurven von
instigesamt 75 S'eitzen (15 Séitze x 5 Informanten) gewonnen
(51$. Sie wurden gleichzeitig auf Tonband aufgenommen
T _1 R 4400 Report Monitor) und auf Papier gedruckt.
Mel we1se haben Wll‘ auch mit dem Visi-Pitch (KAY Elemetn'cs,

Odell 6087) und dem Digital-Sonagraf (KAY Elemetn'cs,
naogell 7800) gearbeitet, um mangelhafte Information
d‘c zuholen (z.B., um festzustellen, wo Oder in welcher Silbe

1° gesuchte Tonhohe lag).

2157.1 der Untersuchung war, die Rolle zu enthiillen, die die
dgnflohe bei der Produktion der Emphase spielt. Wir sind von
ver ypothese ausgegangen, daB die Emphase sich wohl durch
a rschledene Tonhoheschwankungen charakterisieren wfirde,

gcsehen von anderen suprasegmentalen Elementen wie
empo und Intensitéit.

CORPUS

JedWit haben ffinf verschiedene Satztypen ausgewéihlt und fur
6“ TYP drei Sétze zur Untersuchung gestellt:

A1 E13 llibres, els va dur el pare.(Les llibretes, la mare)

A2 1“ Pomes, 3e [es va menjar el nen.(Les peres. la nena)
A3 513 arbres, els va matar e1fred.(Les plumes. Ia sequera)
Bl El: llibres va dur el pare.(No pas les Ilibretes)

L35 P0mes e: va meniar e1 nen.(N0 pas les peres)

B3 Elx arbrex va malar elfred.(No pas [ex plantes)
C1 Els llibres va dur e! pare?(Em pensava que les Ilibretes)
C2 Les pomex es va menjar e1 nen?(Em pensava que les peres)
C3 Els arbres va matar elfred?(Em pensava que les planles)
D1 El pare va dur els llibres.(La mare, les llibreIes)
D2 El nen es va menjar les pomes.(La nena, [es peres)
D3 Elfred va matar e1: arbrex.(La sequera, Ies plumes)
E1 E1 pare va dur els Ilibres.(No pas Ia mare)
E2 E1 nen es va menjar 1e: pomes.(No par la nena)
E3 El fred va matar els arbres.(No par la sequera)

Die A-Séitze sind dadurch charakterisiert, daB die beiden
Teile des Satzgefiiges eine Gegenfiberstellung darstellen, in
denen das direkte Objekt thematisiert und infolgedessen
vorangestellt wird; das direkte Objekt wird dann durch das
jeweilige Pronomen ersetzt In den B— und E—Sitzen ist auch
eine Gegenfiberstellung zwischen beiden Satzgeffigen zu
erkennen; der Unterschied liegt nur daran, daB das direkte
Objekt in den B-Séitzen umgestellt wird. Schlielllich sind die D-
Siitze Aussagesfitze, deren Satzgefiige verschiedene Tatsachen
aufzéihlen, und die C—Séitze Frageséitze, in denen auch eine
Gegenfiberstellung zwischen dem Gedachten und dem
Wirklichen vorliegt.

INFORMANTEN

Die Informanten waren fiinf Studenten der Philosophischen
Fakultéit, 17 bis 22 Jahre alt, minnlich; sie haben ihr ganzes

Leben im westkatalanischen Gebiet verbracht. Geburtsort und

Wohnort der Informanten sowie ihrer Eltem liegen wiederum
im westkatalanischen Gebiet, bis auf die der Mutter des fiinften

lnformanten, die in Ostkatalonien geboren wurde, seit langem

aber im Westen wohnhaft ist. ‘

WAHRNEHMUNGSTEST

Der Test enthielt nur zwei Fragen, zu denen es drei
Antwortsmoglichkeiten gab.

I .Wasffir einen Satz ist dds?
0. Es ist zweifelhafi/Ich wei/J’ es nichtl...
I . Aussagesatz
2. Fragesatz

2. Wie is: dieser Satz?
0. Es ist zweifelhaft/Ich weifl es niclzII...
I . Neutral
2. Emphatisch

Der Test wurde von 18 Studenten aus der Philosophischen
Fakultfit beantwortet, die alle zum westkatalanischen Dialekt

gehoren.
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DIE ROLLE DER TONHOHE IN DER EMPHASE AM BEISPIEL DES KATALANISCHEN

JAUME TIO

Laboratori de Fonética "Pere Barnils"
Estudi General de Lleida/Universitat de Barcelona

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Es ist bekannt, daB man sich im Alltagsleben sehr oft von der Emphase
bedient, um jene Empfindungen auszudriicken, die ihm am tiefsten Herzen
liegen. So wie man im Katalanischen feststellen kann, sind solche
ernphatische Sfitze von den normalen Aussagesétzen syntaktisch gesehen oft
mcht zu unterscheiden. Ziel unserer Untersuchung ist es, die Rolle zu
emhiillen, die die Tonhéhe bei der Anerkennung emphatischer Stitze seitens
des Herers spielt. Bei diesem Vetsuch wird man feststellen, daB die
Emphase mit bestimmten Tonhoheschwankungen verbunden ist, die alleine
lmstande sind, uns zu zeigen, wann der Satz eine Emphase enthé‘tlt und
wann nicht. Um dieses zu veranschaulichen, haben wir verschiedene S‘zitze
von mehreren Informanten aufgenommen, sie nach der Tonhohe ihrer
Elemente klassifiziert und unsere Schlulifolgerungen durch einen
Wahmehmungstest bestiitigen lassen.

EINFUHRUNG

DEflUntersuchung wurde im Laboratori de Fonérica "Pere
garmls durchgefiihrt. Grundséitzlich haben wir mit dem
.lek‘TOglO}t0graph (F-J Electronics Aps, Modell BO 830),

Eigem oszflloskopischen Schirm ( F-J Electronics ApS, Modell
70 1300) und emem X-Y Register (Hewlett—Packard, Modell
. 103) gearbeitet, mit denen wir die Intonationskurven von
instigesamt 75 S'eitzen (15 Séitze x 5 Informanten) gewonnen
(51$. Sie wurden gleichzeitig auf Tonband aufgenommen
T _1 R 4400 Report Monitor) und auf Papier gedruckt.
Mel we1se haben Wll‘ auch mit dem Visi-Pitch (KAY Elemetn'cs,

Odell 6087) und dem Digital-Sonagraf (KAY Elemetn'cs,
naogell 7800) gearbeitet, um mangelhafte Information
d‘c zuholen (z.B., um festzustellen, wo Oder in welcher Silbe

1° gesuchte Tonhohe lag).

2157.1 der Untersuchung war, die Rolle zu enthiillen, die die
dgnflohe bei der Produktion der Emphase spielt. Wir sind von
ver ypothese ausgegangen, daB die Emphase sich wohl durch
a rschledene Tonhoheschwankungen charakterisieren wfirde,

gcsehen von anderen suprasegmentalen Elementen wie
empo und Intensitéit.

CORPUS

JedWit haben ffinf verschiedene Satztypen ausgewéihlt und fur
6“ TYP drei Sétze zur Untersuchung gestellt:

A1 E13 llibres, els va dur el pare.(Les llibretes, la mare)

A2 1“ Pomes, 3e [es va menjar el nen.(Les peres. la nena)
A3 513 arbres, els va matar e1fred.(Les plumes. Ia sequera)
Bl El: llibres va dur el pare.(No pas les Ilibretes)

L35 P0mes e: va meniar e1 nen.(N0 pas les peres)

B3 Elx arbrex va malar elfred.(No pas [ex plantes)
C1 Els llibres va dur e! pare?(Em pensava que les Ilibretes)
C2 Les pomex es va menjar e1 nen?(Em pensava que les peres)
C3 Els arbres va matar elfred?(Em pensava que les planles)
D1 El pare va dur els llibres.(La mare, les llibreIes)
D2 El nen es va menjar les pomes.(La nena, [es peres)
D3 Elfred va matar e1: arbrex.(La sequera, Ies plumes)
E1 E1 pare va dur els Ilibres.(No pas Ia mare)
E2 E1 nen es va menjar 1e: pomes.(No par la nena)
E3 El fred va matar els arbres.(No par la sequera)

Die A-Séitze sind dadurch charakterisiert, daB die beiden
Teile des Satzgefiiges eine Gegenfiberstellung darstellen, in
denen das direkte Objekt thematisiert und infolgedessen
vorangestellt wird; das direkte Objekt wird dann durch das
jeweilige Pronomen ersetzt In den B— und E—Sitzen ist auch
eine Gegenfiberstellung zwischen beiden Satzgeffigen zu
erkennen; der Unterschied liegt nur daran, daB das direkte
Objekt in den B-Séitzen umgestellt wird. Schlielllich sind die D-
Siitze Aussagesfitze, deren Satzgefiige verschiedene Tatsachen
aufzéihlen, und die C—Séitze Frageséitze, in denen auch eine
Gegenfiberstellung zwischen dem Gedachten und dem
Wirklichen vorliegt.

INFORMANTEN

Die Informanten waren fiinf Studenten der Philosophischen
Fakultéit, 17 bis 22 Jahre alt, minnlich; sie haben ihr ganzes

Leben im westkatalanischen Gebiet verbracht. Geburtsort und

Wohnort der Informanten sowie ihrer Eltem liegen wiederum
im westkatalanischen Gebiet, bis auf die der Mutter des fiinften

lnformanten, die in Ostkatalonien geboren wurde, seit langem

aber im Westen wohnhaft ist. ‘

WAHRNEHMUNGSTEST

Der Test enthielt nur zwei Fragen, zu denen es drei
Antwortsmoglichkeiten gab.

I .Wasffir einen Satz ist dds?
0. Es ist zweifelhafi/Ich wei/J’ es nichtl...
I . Aussagesatz
2. Fragesatz

2. Wie is: dieser Satz?
0. Es ist zweifelhaft/Ich weifl es niclzII...
I . Neutral
2. Emphatisch

Der Test wurde von 18 Studenten aus der Philosophischen
Fakultfit beantwortet, die alle zum westkatalanischen Dialekt

gehoren.
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ERGEBNISSE

Aus den gewonnenen Intonationskurven kann man

schlieBen, daB wir vor vier Grundtypen stehen. In all den
Typen féngt die Kurve mit einer kleinen Abnahme der Tonhéhe

an, die gleich danach den hbchsten Punkt erreicht, abgesehen

von den Frageséitzen, wo manchmal der hbchste Punkt am

Satzende liegt. Die vier Grundtypen unterscheiden sich wie
folgL‘

I. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhbhe
ohne bedeutende Schwankungen allm'ahlich ab.

2. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhéhe
zuerst mal stark, dann schwécher ab, so dafl eine Beugung in

der fallenden Kurve festzustellen ist.

3. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhéhe
auch zuerst mal ab, um dann aber wieder bis zu einem zweiten

sekundéiren Gipfelpunkt zu steigen, bevor sie wieder abnimmt.

4. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhbhe
zuerst mal ab, bis sie einen Tiefpunkt erreicht, aus dem die
Kurve steigend zum Satzende geht.

Aus den elektroglottographischen Aufnahmen haben wir
folgende Ergebnisse gewonnen. Die Zahlen entsprechen den Hz-
Messungen in folgenden Punkten der Intonationskurve:
1=Anfangspunkt, 2=erster Tiefpunkt, 3=erster Gipfelpunkt,
4=zweiter Tiefpunkt Oder Beugung, 5=zweiter Gipfelpunkt und
6=EndpunkL

Satz Hd1 H712 H113 Hfl4 H215 H716

1-A1 115 100 190 120 150 60
1-A2 140 110 200 135 175 75
1-A3 130 105 190 95 150 60
1-B1 150 120 200 115 140 70
l-BZ 155 120 205 120 155 70
1—B3 145 130 185 95 125 80
l-Cl 125 110 210 115 -- 205
1—C2 140 110 215 110 «- 225
1-C3 130 100 210 80 -— 175
1-D1 115 80 180 -—- - 65
l-D2 150 130 185 135 165 - 70
1—D3 150 100 185 135 150 60
l-El 155 140 180 —- -—- 65
1-E2 150 130 190 135 175 60
1-E3 150 135 200 105 135 60

2-A1 165 135 250 140 --- 235
2-A2 145 110 250 145 175 85
2—A3 155 135 250 135 --- 200
2-Bl 140 125 235 130 -- 240
2-82 150 90 215 ~- -—- 95
2-B3 160 140 235 125 -— 210
2-C1 170 150 260 150 --- 265
2—C2 175 135 250 145 --- 225
2-C3 150 125 250 130 -- 225
2-D1 155 115 215 —- --- 90
2-D2 165 125 220 --- --- 95
2-D3 175 145 220 --- -~ 100
2—E1 155 120 220 --- -— 105
2-E2 155 135 225 —- -- 80
2-E3 150 130 210 —- -- 100

3-A1 105 85 180 90 115 40
3-A2 115 85 170 110 125 75
3-A3 100 90 165 105 120 50
3-B1 110 100 165
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Satz H211 Hfl2 H213 H714 H215 H216

3-B2
3-133
3-Cl
3-C2
3-C3
3-D1
3-D2
3-D3
3-E1
3-E2
3-E3

4-A1
4-A2
4-A3
4.131
4432
4.133
4—c1
4-C2
4-C3
4.131
4432
4433
4451
4.122
4.53

5-A1
5-A2
5-A3
5-Bl
5-BZ
5-B3
5-C1
5-C2
5-C3
5-D1
5-D2
5-D3
S-El
5-E2
5-E3

110
110
110
105
105
110
140
100
115

85
'95

110
120
125
115
120
110
120
100
115
110
150
110
115
100
110

155
145
170
175
155
150
175
155
165
135
200
145
150
180
160

145
150
185
180
185
160
180
165
170
165
155

185
195
180
180
180
190
165
165
155
180
190

dritte Spalte zeigt, wie hoch der
AuBerung als emphatisch erkléirt.
Schwankungen zu lesen:

a) Schwankung zwischen Anfangspul'lk
Tiefpunkt.

b) Schwankung zwischen erstem Tiefpunkt und erstem

Gipfelpunkt.

c) Schwankung zwischen erstem Gipfelppnkt

70
75
60
85
75

170
190
170
155
160
155
165
155
165

190
165
185
170

150

230
195
220
215

50
40

190
185

120
130

haben sich

ben wir Infol’lmint “n
b die AuBemnfi
A) oder aIs 61,“
rozentsatz; tile

t und 6151““

Tiefpunkt oder Beugung, falls sie vorhanden 51nd.

d) Schwankung zwischen zweitem Tiefp
und Endpunkt, oder zwischen erstem
Endpunkt, falls weder zweiter Tiefpunkt noCh
vorliegen.

' 'c

GleiChZCitig haben wir die Satze in drei Gruppen vertell'wl
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unkt Oder Bcug1mg
Gipfclpu

Aus der Lektiire des Wahmehmungstests und dcr

elektroglottographischen Aufnahmen
Zahlen ergeben. In der ersten Spalte ge
Satz an; aus der zweiten kann man entnehmen, o
nach dem Wahmehmungstest als ein Aussagc- (
Fragesatz (F) bewertet wurde und der erreichte P

Prozentsatz 1168‘, H _
SchlieBlich smd die Z

und zweitem

nach den Ergebmssen des Wahmehmungstests. Zuerst kommen

die nicht emphatische, dann die emphatische Aussages'atze und

schlieBlich die Frages'zitze. Wir haben darin die fiinf Informan-

ten auseinander gehalten, um mégliche Idiolektalunterschiede

beriicksichtigen zu kbnnen.
Info- Aussage/ Emphase Hz-Schwankungen

Satz Fragesatz a b c d

I-Al A400 33.3 45 9o -70 -60
143 A400 33.3 -25 85 -95 -35
1.01 A-lOO 5.6 -35 100 415
1132 A400 0 -20 55 -50 -65
1-03 A—lOO 11.1 -50 85 -50 -75
1.51 A—100 0 45 4o 415
1422 A400 5.6 -20 6o -55 -75

1-A2 A-lOO 55.6 -30 9o -65 —60
1—31 A-94.4 76.5 -30 80 . -85 45
1432 A400 72.2 -35 85 -35 -50
1433 A400 33.9 45 55 -9o 45
1423 A-lOO 66.7 -15 65 -95 45

l-Cl 588.9 25 45 100 —95 90
14:2 5100 55.6 -30 105 405 115
14:3 594.4 35.3 -30 110 430 95

2-A2 A-lOO 16.7 -35 140 405 -60
2.32 11.944 0 -60 125 —- 420
2.131 A-lOO 5.6 40 100 —- 425
2432 A-100 11.1 40 95 -- 425
2-D3 A-100 16.7 -30 75 u- 420
2.51 A-94.4 23.5 -35 100 —— 415
2452 A—100 5.6 -20 9o 445
2-E3 A400 5.6 .20 80 .-- 410

2—A1 594.4 52.9 -30 115 -110 95
2-A3 588.9 68.7 -20 115 415 65
2.31 594.4 64.3 .15 110 405 110
233 583.9 56.2 -20 95 410 85
21:1 533.9 63.7 -20 110 410 115
2-C2 594.4 52.9 .40 115 405 80
2-C3 5100 33.3 -25 125 420 95

3—A1 A-100 11.1 -20 95 -90 -50
3-A2 A400 5.6 -30 85 -6o —35
3-A3 A400 5.6 40 75 -60 -55
3-Dl A-100 0 -20 70 -120
3-D2 A-100 0 40 80 —- -125
am A-100 0 -20 85 —- —100
3421 A-100 0 40 95 -105
3-E2 A-lOO 0 - -15 85 -115

3-E3 A-lOO 0 -25 8O —- -115

W A-94.4 52.9 40 65 405 -10
3-32 A-94.4 58.8 —25 60 -75 -20
333 A400 77.8 45 55 -75 -35

3‘01 5100 72.2 .10 85 425 130
3432 594.4 70.6 -20 95 -95 100
3C3 ‘ 5100 66.7 -5 85 -110 90

47“ A400 27.8 - -35 75 -65 ’ -5
“‘2 A—100 11.1 40 75 -50 -90
41“ A400 16.7 40 55 '-40
4‘53 A-94.4 23.5 -25 8o -65
4431 A400 0 -2o 70 -30 -65
“32 A400 5.6 45 40 40 -35
4‘03 A400 5.6 -20 80 -50 —15
4‘51 A400 5.6 -25 70 40 40
“52 A400 5.6 -25 60 45 -5
4'53 A400 0 40 75 -5o -60
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Info- Aussage/ Emphase Hz-Schwankungen
Satz Fragesatz a b c d

4-B1 A—94.4 82.4 -25 65 -65 -35
4-B2 A—94.4 52.9 -20 60 -70 -35

4-Cl F- 100 83.3 -35 45 —90 125
4-C2 F-88.9 93.7 -35 65 -100 140
4—C3 F-lOO 66.7 -35 40 -55 35

S-Al A-lOO 27.8 -25 100 —85 -40
5-A2 A-lOO 38.9 -45 150 -105 -55
5-A3 A-100 11.1 -10 105 -105 -40

5-B3 A-94.4 29.4 -20 65 -60 -35
5-D1 A—94.4 5.9 -50 115 --- -115
5-D2 A-100 0 -10 45 -55 70
5-D3 A- 100 5.6 -30 90 —70 -50
S-El A—lOO 0 -35 105 -70 ~10
S-EZ A- 100 5.6 -20 65 -75 —SO
5-E3 A- 100 27.8 -30 95 —- -125

S-Bl A-94.4 52.9 -40 105 -125 - 15

5-B2 A- 100 83.3 «35 100 -95 ~25

S-Cl F—lOO 61.1 ~25 85 -95 95

5—C2 F- 100 72.2 -30 120 -120 145

5-C3 F-lOO 66.7 -40 120 -120 120

BESPRECHUNG

Es ist bemerkenswert, daB alle Sitze, die als Fragesfitze

bewertet, ebenfalls als emphatisch empfunden wurden, bis auf

der l-Cl-Satz, dessen emphatischer Prozentsatz bei 25 liegt.

Dieses einzige nicht emphatische Beispiel erlaubt uns jedoch

nicht, irgendeinen SchluB zu ziehen, denn seine absoluten'Hz-

Werte genauso wie seine Hz—Schwankungen we1sen lgemen

Unterschied auf in Vergleich mit den fibrigen emphanschen

Fragesfitzen.

Dagegen ist der Unterschied zwischen Frage- und

Aussagesatz eindeun'g festzustellen, wenn .. man d1e d-_Hz-

Schwankungen beobachtet. In den Fragesatzen Sind d1ese

Schwankungen immer positiv und zwar ab 35 H2 lrn 4—C3-

Satz, wahrend sic in den Aussages‘zitzen immer negat1v 51nd (ab -

5 Hz in den 4-A1— und 4—E2-Sitzen). Es ist nur eine Ausnahme

zu verzeichnen: in dem 5-D2-Aussagesatz ist diese Schwanlcung

um 70 Hz positiv; wenn man diesen Satz mit den Fragesatzen

vergleicht, kommt es vor, daB seine c-Hz—Schwankung

wesentlich niedriger und nur vergleichbar m1t d6]: des 4-C3-

Fragesatzes ist. Der Unterschied liegt hier wahrschemlxch 1n der

Akzentstellung, denn, wfihrend der letzte T1ef10n 1m 4_—C3-

Fragesétz mit dem letzten Wortakzent zusammenfallt, fallt dieser

im 5—D2-Aussagesatz schon mit dem letzten Hochton zusam-

men, was ein weiterweisendes Signal darstellen mag.

Bei den emphatischen Aussagesfitzen jst immer'eine c-l-Iz-

Schwankung zu beobachten, was nicht_1mmer 1361"a nicht

emphatischen Aussagesétzen der Fall ist. Man kpnnte also

sagen, daB der Satz keine Emphase enghiilt, wenn d1e Tonhohe

vom Gipfelpunkt ausgehend allm‘ahhch bis zum Endpunkt

absteigt.

Die emphatischen und die iibrigen nicht emphatischen

Aussagesfitze unterscheiden sich dadurcn, daB" d1es_e c-H2-

Schwankung in den emphatischen wesentlichugroBer lst als 1n

den nicht emphatischen Sitzen: wenn w1r zunachsg mal die A-

Séitze von der Untersuchung ausklammem, 51nd d1e e-

Schwankungen in den emphan‘schen Sfitzen im Vergle1ch mit

denjenigen der nicht emphatischen Sfitzen d1e folgenden:
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ERGEBNISSE

Aus den gewonnenen Intonationskurven kann man

schlieBen, daB wir vor vier Grundtypen stehen. In all den

Typen féngt die Kurve mit einer kleinen Abnahme der Tonhéhe

an, die gleich danach den hbchsten Punkt erreicht, abgesehen

von den Frageséitzen, wo manchmal der héchste Punkt am

Satzende liegt. Die vier Grundtypen unterscheiden sich wie
folgL‘

I. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhbhe
ohne bedeutende Schwankungen allm'ahlich ab.

2. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhéhe
zuerst mal stark, dann schwéicher ab, so daB eine Beugung in

der fallenden Kurve festzustellen ist.

3. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhéhe
auch zuerst mal ab, um dann aber wieder bis zu einem zweiten

sekundaren Gipfelpunkt zu steigen, bevor sie wieder abnimmt.

4. Typ. Nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt nimmt die Tonhéhe
zuerst mal ab, bis sie einen Tiefpunkt erreicht, aus dem die
Kurve steigend zum Satzende gehL

Aus den elektroglottographischen Aufnahmen haben wir
folgende Ergebnisse gewonnen. Die Zahlen entsprechen den Hz-
Messungen in folgenden Punkten der Intonationskurve:
1=Anfangspunkt, 2=erster Tiefpunkt, 3=erster Gipfelpunkt,
4=zweiter Tiefpunkt oder Beugung, 5=zweiter Gipfelpunkt und
6=EndpunkL

Satz H211 H212 H213 H214 H215 Hd6

l-Al 115 100 190 120 150 60
1-A2 140 110 200 135 175 75
1-A3 130 105 190 95 150 60
1-81 150 120 200 115 140 70
1-B2 155 120 205 120 155 70
l-B3 145 130 185 95 125 80
l-Cl 125 110 210 115 -- 205
1-C2 140 110 215 110 -- 225
1-C3 130 100 210 80 -— 175
1-Dl 115 80 180 ... - 65
1-D2 150 130 185 135 165 - 70
1—D3 150 100 185 135 150 60
HE] 155 140 180 -- -- 65
1-E2 150 130 190 135 175 60
1-E3 150 135 200 105 135 60

2-A1 165 135 250 140 --- 235
2-A2 145 110 250 145 175 85
2—A3 155 135 250 135 --— 200
2-Bl 140 125 235 130 -- 240
2-82 150 90 215 ~- -—~ 95
2-B3 160 140 235 125 -— 210
2-C1 170 150 260 150 --- 265
2—C2 175 135 250 145 --- 225
2-C3 150 125 250 130 -- 225
2-D1 155 115 215 —- --- 90
2-D2 165 125 220 --- --- 95
2-D3 175 145 220 --- -- 100
2—E1 155 120 220 --- -— 105
2-E2 155 135 225 —- -- 80
2-E3 150 130 210 —- -- 100

3-A1 105 85 180 90 115 40
3-A2 115 85 170 110 125 75
3-A3 100 90 165 105 120 50
3-B1 110 100 165 60 90 50
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Satz H211 Hfl2 H213 H214 H215 H216

3-B2
3-133
3-Cl
3-C2
3-C3
3-D1
3-D2
3-D3
3-E1
3-E2
3-E3

4-A1
4-A2
4-A3
4-B1
4-BZ
4-BS
4-Cl
4-C2
4-C3
4~Dl
4-D2
4-D3
4—E1
4-E2
4-E3

S-Al
5-A2
5-A3
5-Bl
5-B2
5-B3
5-C1
5-C2
5-C3
5-D1
5-D2
5-D3
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GleiChZCitig haben wir die Satze in drei Gruppen vertelllvl
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Aus der Lektiire des Wahmehmungstests und dcr

elektroglottographischen Aufnahmen
Zahlen ergeben. In der ersten Spalte ge
Satz an; aus der zweiten kann man entnehmen, o
nach dem Wahmehmungstest als ein Aussage- 1(3

e

und zweitem

nach den Ergebmssen des Wahmehmungstests. Zuerst kommen Info- Aussagel Emphase Hz-Schwankungen

die nicht emphatische, dann die emphatische Aufssages'z‘gze und Satz FrageSatz a b c d

schlieBlich die Frages'atze. Wir haben darin die iinf In orman- _ _

ten auseinander gehalten, um mégliche Idiolektalunterschiede 13; 2'32: 5%; 33 2(5) :3 g:

beriicksichtigen zu kbnnen. ' ' ' '

Info- Aussage/ Emphase Hz-Schwankungen 4.0 1.1100 83.3 _35 45 _90 125

SW Fragesatz a b c d 4-c2 F-88.9 93.7 -35 65 -100 140
4—C3 F-lOO 66.7 -35 4O -55 35

l-Al A-lOO 33.3 -15 90 -70 -60

l-A3 A-100 33.3 -25 85 -95 -35 S-Al A-100 27.8 -25 100 —85 -40

ID] A-lOO 5.6 -35 100 --- ‘115 5-A2 A—100 38.9 -45 150 -105 -55

1-D2 A400 0 -20 55 ~50 -65 5-A3 A-lOO 11.1 -10 105 -105 40
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emphatisch nicht emphatischUnterschied

1. Informant: ab —85 Hz bis -55 Hz 30 Hz

2. Informant: ——— --— --—

3. Informant: ab —75 Hz —-- ---

4. Informant: ab ~65 Hz bis —50 Hz 15 Hz

5. Informant: ab -95 Hz bis —75 Hz 20 Hz

Es ist zu bemerken, daB die nicht emphatischen A-Satze
mehimals einen nicht ganz eindeutigen Prozentsatz nach dem
Wahmehmungstest erweisen: 38,9% (5—A2), 33,3% (l-Al, 1—

A3), 27,8% (4-A1, 5-A1), 16,7% (2-A2). Die Hz-Werte ihrer c-
Schwankungen sind hier mehrmals auch ahnlich wie diejenigen
der emphatischen satzen. Man kann auch dasselbe sagen vom
einzigen emphatischen A-Satz (1-A2), der auch keinen sehr

eindeutigen Prozentsatz erweist (55,6%) und einen niedrigeren
Hz-Fall (-65 Hz) als die anderen emphatischen Séitze hat.

Schliefllich sind noch einige nicht emphatische A-Satze (3-A1, 3-
A2, 3—A3, 5-A3), die einen eindeutigeren Prozentsatz erweisen

(11,1%, 5,6%) und auch einen starken Hz-Fall haben, und

andere (4-A2, 4-A3), in denen keinen Unterschied im Vergleich

mit den ubrigen nicht emphatischen S'atzen zu erkennen ist. Der
Unterschied zwischen den nicht emphatischen A-Satzen und
den fibrigen emphatischen Sitzen scheint darin zu liegen, dais
die Tonhohe nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt aufrechterhalten
wird, urn dann wieder von neuem die Intonation zu beginnen,

nach einer mehr oder weniger kurzen Pause.

SCHLUSS

Nachdem wir gesehen haben, wo die Ahnlichkeiten und die
Unterschiede liegen, konnen aus unserer Untersuchung
folgende Schliisse gezogen werden:

1. Die Fragesatze unterscheiden sich von den Aussagesatzen
dadurch, daB die Hz-Schwankung zwischen dem zweiten
Tiefpunkt oder der Beugung und dem Endpunkt aufsteigt; in
den Aussagesiitzen steigt sie immer ab, ob der Tiefpunkt oder
die Beugung vorhanden sind oder nicht.

\
Fragesatz 5-C2: Les pomes es va menjar e1 nen?

2. Die nicht emphatischen Aussageséitze charakterisieren sich
dadurch, daB die Tonhbhe nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt
allmahlich bis zum Endpunkt absteigt, ohne daB es sich keine
besondere oder nur eme geringere Schwankung gibt.

Aussagesatz 3-D2: El nen es va menjar les pomes.

kmwx‘x
”Wk

Aussagesatz 5—D3: El fred va mazar els arbres.

290

3. Einige nicht emphatische Aussagesatze, die ja syntaktisch
genau charakterisiert werden k6nnen, erweisen trotzdem eine
gro'Bere Schwankung nach dem ersten Gipfelpunkt Diese
Schwankung findet aber normalerweise nach einer kurzen
Pause statt, und erfolgt nur bei thematisierten Sitzen.

\jflW\

Aussagesatz 5-A3: Els arbres, els va matar e1 fred.

4. Die emphatischen Aussages'atze charakterisieren sich

dadurch, daB die Tonhohe einer grofien Hz-Schwankung nach

dem ersten Gipfelpunkt unterliegt, ohne daB eine Pause

dazwischen liegt

“\\
Aussagesatz 3—83: Els arbres va matar e1 fred.

SchlieISlich ist es auch hinzuzufiigen, daB diese Beobach-
tungen wahrscheinlich nicht von den anderen suprasegmentalen
Elementen (Tempo und Intensitat) getrennt werden konnen.
Wahrend der ganzen Untersuchung haben wir die Vermutung
gehabt, daB Intensitat und Tonhohe sich erg'anzen: wqdle
Tonhohe in einer emphatischen Satz nicht so charaktenStISCh
wirkt, ist die Intensitat Starker, oder umgekehrt. Tempo UHd

Tonhohe m6gen sich auch wohl erganzen: den Tiefpunkt oder
die Beugung vor dem Satzende wird um so schneller errelght,
desto grbBere die Hz-Schwankung ist. Diese Verhaltmsse
miissen aber noch weiter untersucht werden.

Vergleichung am Beispiel einiger Satze des 1. Informanten

L
250

l200 k A

Hz 150 IQ?

100

/w
50

Intonationskurven

‘0- B2 - Emphmjscher Aussagesatz

.- C2 - Fragesatz
(>- El

-

Nicht emphatischer Aussagesatz
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PERCEPTUAL ASPECTS OF EMOTIONAL SPEECH

MALL LAUR

Information and Computer Centre

State Committee of TV and Broadcasting Centre of the ESSR

Tallinn, Estonia, USSR 200100

ABSTRACT-

The verbal aspect of short utterances
can affect the perceptual process of emo-
tional speech. The affect is observed on
the basis of three different stimuli, a
short greeting among them. The investiga-
tion is cross-cultural.

INTRODUCTION

The perception of emotions by vocal
mms has been examined by several authors.
Among the factors which might affect the
Perception appear to be sex of listener
/8/. age of listener /4/,/5/./7/. cultural
distance between speaker and listener/1ol,
H/./2/./3/. The verbal aspect of speech
Stimuli has often been eliminated /6/.How-
ever, aiming to investigate emotion per-
ception in the process of speech communi -
cation, the verbal aspect of stimuli may
not be neglected.

The goal of the present research was
t0 examine emotion perception on the basis
Ofshort utterances (mono- and disyllabic
Sentences, 260-360 ms in neutral speech).
mmrt duration of a signal may cause defi-
Money of vocal cues and subsequently lis-
tenervs perception can be affected by the
Verbal aspect.

WHHOD
Stimuli

Three stimuli in Estonian were select-
ed-To check the insufficiency of a short
Interance for emotion perception, a four
Word utterance was chosen for one stimulus
y)"Taavi saatis Saarale kaardikese." -
Dav1 sen a car 0 ar ", a er refer-

ged as 'long sentence' or LS.
hort utterances differed in their meaning

and position in a dialogue:
(2)"Tere" - "Hello", a most common greet -
iESFEEIZtonian; later referred as 'greet-

0 .
(3 "Saab" - 3rd p. sing. pres. indicative
ofthe verb 'saama' meaning 'to get,obtain
gr receive sth; to become sth, sb; used
0th as a personal and an impersonal pre -

dicate;4later as 'short sentence' or .
Emotions from Izard's study /9/ - surgs-
rise, interest, Joy, fear, sadness, shame
anger, contempt, disgust - and in addi -
tion love and neutral were chosen for mo-

tional categories.(Disgust was not use:
for greeting).

Recordings were made in a soundproof
booth using a microphone connected to a
tape recorder outside the booth.

Subjects and the Procedure

The stimuli, set in a random order,
were rendered twice. During the first ses-
sion listeners had to label the emotions.
At the second session they had to choose
a response out of the 10 or 11 categories.
The first test will be referred as 'free
choice test', the second as 'forced choice
test'.Pauses for responding lasted ten se—
conds, the sequence number of a stimulus
was checked after every 5 stimuli. When
the primary group had accomplished both
tests, the stimuli were presented in a re-
arranged order to a control group.

A part of the stimuli (28 long senten-
ces, 27 short sentences and 40 greetings)
were rendered 28 Russians from Moscow
State University (students and the staff,
no knowledge of Estonian) to accomplish
the forced choice test.

The sizes of Estonian listener groups:
for long and short sentence 65 subjects
in the primary group and 21 subjects in
the control group; for greeting 48 sub —
jects in the primary and 28 subjects in
the control group; the division between
genders was roughly half in all subject
groups.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of forced choice test form
the basis of the following discussion.

Overall mean of identification scores of

Estonian subjects for the three groups of

stimuli, long sentence, short sentence

and greeting, did not differ (x=49,2;49,4;
42,7 accordingly, see Table 1).Still, the

comparison by categories revealed some
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differences (see Table 2).

TABLE 1. Mean percentage of correct iden-
tifications of emotional catego-
ries by Estonian subjects.

LONG SENT.SHORT SENT.GREETING
17355421 111-65421 =48+28

1 2 1 2 1 2
neutr. 6 88.7 4 75.0 4 61.1
surprise 6 58.4 4 40.4 4 58.9
interest 3 27.1 4 55.5 4 34.2
joy 6 61.0 4 61.2 4 45.6
love 6 6304 4 6206 4 5315

sadness 6 59.4 4 47.8 4' 47.4
fear 6 52.3 2 44. 4 30.9
shame 3 2 . 3 14. 4 20.7
anger 6 40.8 4 59.5 4 35.9
contempt 6 50.0 2 56.3 4 38.9
disgust 3 17.1 3 25.7

overall 57 49.2 35 49.4 40 42.7
1 — number of stimuli
2 ~ % of correct identifications

TABLE 2. Analysis of variance by means of
the T-test between the identifi-
cation soores of emotional cate-
gories of different stimuli.

LS >< SS LS X G SS X G
T df T df T df

he“ r. v o o

surprise 1.893 15 0.013 15 1.665 15
interest 5.901 1:»:x 0.893 11 2.758 10x

ove 0.997 18 0.875 18 0.763 16
sadness 1.498 19 1.352 16 0.073 15
fear 0.669 5 3.557 201 1.190 5
shame 1.61015 0.847 5 1.330 14
anger 2.903 201‘ 0.491 18 3.229 14‘contempt 0.809 11 1.481 19 2.219 10:
disgust 0.207 7

overall 0.041 43 1.191 37 0.996 20
x1><o.05
TABLE 3.Mean percentage of correct identi-

fications of emotional expressions
by Russian and Estonian subjects.x

LONG SENT. SHORT SENT. GREETING
Russ.Eston.Russ.Eston. Russ.Esbn

2
xResponses of these Estonian groups have
been considered who accomplished the test
in equal conditions (sequence of stimuli
was the same): control group for LS and
SS, primary group for G.
The stimuli in Table 3 do not entirely co-
incide with those reported in Table 1.

The comparison of identification scores
of Estonian listeners did not revealtha
suppositional affect of verbal aspect of
short utterances on emotion perception -
the overall mean scores were similar mm
the differences on category level did an
yield any regularity.
Cluster analysis /11/, carried out onthe
confusion matrices demonstrated that on
the basis of long sentence, emotimiper-
ception had proceeded from the concephmh
positive - negative dimension. Thatimlm
true for both groups of listeners Esto-
nians and Russians.i.e. the verbal aspect
of a longer utterance did not have an
affect on emotion perception (see Fig.1
and Fig.4).
The confusions occurred in the responses
of Estonian listeners to short uttermmem
SS and G, revealed a discrepancy - there
gular confusion of surprise with interem
was missing in the responses to greethwv
interest had been included into the chm-
ter of passive emotions (see Fig.2 and3h
surprise had been confused with joy. The
confusion clusters of G can easily bee!-
Plained if the verbal aspect of thisstb
mulus is taken into consideration. Alir
tener hearing a greeting is foremostim
terested in the probability of converse-
tion continuation. If the speaker seam
to be pleasantly surprised (surprisedOYh
conversation will most likely follow.If
the greeting is purely formal (neutral,
contemptuous, angry), no conversation is
expected. If the greeting expresses spea-
ker's passiveness (passive emotionsh *5
continuation of conversation will depmfi
on the listener.
The described affect of verbal aspectcan
be confirmed if the responses of Russian
listeners reflected a different attihme.
in fact they did. The responses of wim
listeners to short sentence and greeting
revealed rather unity than discrepancy 110
(see Fig.5 and 6) - in both samples 80*N 28 N 21 N328 N321 N‘QB N348 p05étivg 3?: negative emotions hidebzgn

con use - e c sur r 5neutr. 83.3 85.7 70.2 76.0 49.1 61.5 interest’is preggfigsignbgfh degdrogrww'
surprise 35.3 68.3 54.7 58.7 41.1 66.2 The comparison of the identification WW1
interest 17.9 61.9 10.7 63.6 20.6 35.8 centages of Russian and Estonian listmwi‘

oy 59.5 69.8 71.4 61.9 20.5 41.2 at the category level yielded another 9'
°V° 63- 77-3 80-9 82-2 44-5 51-6 dance in favour of the affect of verbssadness 71.4 68.3 44.6 56.0 50.9 41.2 aspect on emotion perception on the basefear 57.1 52.4 62.5 54.7 20.6 31.3 of short utterances. Namely. quiteulmxshame 33.6 21.4 21.4 21.6 8.1 20.9 pectedly an association between a meanflfi

anger g6.2 21.2 28.8 61.9 48.2 38.9 of the stimulus (short sentence) an r“contempt 6.2 5. 5.5 61. 49.1 36.5 emotional category (interest) had °°“”.n
- "s‘aab" could be interpreted as "BREToverall 55.4 61.3 52.7 59.9 35. 3 42,5" in whether sth_g§n_bg_g§£§ig§Q"-As ‘1 r
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HIUSTRATIONS

2 5 7 4 5 1 6 8 9 1g—_1L
1 neutral 4 joy 7 fear 1O contempt
2 surprise 5 love 8 shame 11 disgust
5 interest 6 sadness 9 anger

Fig. 1. Long sentence. Confusions of
Estonian listeners

i

H I ".71,4
12346—857910

1 neutral 4 joy 7 fear 10 contempt
BurPrise 5 love 8 shame 11 disgust

5 interest 6 sadness 9 anger
Fig. 2. Short sentence. Confusions of

Estonian listeners
I

Bruin—l I——1[I
5 8 6 7 1 9 1O 2 4

; neutral 4 joy 7 rear 10 contempt
3Enrprise 5 love 8 shame

nterest 6 sadness 9 anger

F18. 5. Greeting. Confusions of
Estonian listeners

F1.4 r1
2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O 1

1 neutral 4 Joy
2 surprise 5 love 8 shame
5 interest 6 sadness 9 anger

Fig. 4. Long
“semi—135mg

f—F‘1 ‘1
1 10 4 9 2 3 5 6 8 7

1 neutral 4 Joy
2 surprise 5 love 8 shame
5 interest 6 sadness 9 anger

Fig. 5. Short sentence. Confusions of
Russian listeners

I

F? F1 F7 ‘ r1
1 6 7 2 5 8 4 9 10

1 neutral 4 Joy
2 surprise 5 love 8 Shane
5 interest 6 sadness 9 anger

Fig. 6. Greeting. Confusions of
Russian listeners
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sult, interest had been well identified
on the basis of short sentence by Esto -
nian listeners whereas Russian listeners
had not distinguished interest at all ra-
ting all these stimuli to express surp -
rise.

The evidence supporting the hypothesis
about the affect of verbal aspect on emo-
tion perception is not strong - the emo-
tional category of interest the perception
of which forms the basis for this evi -
dence is too ambiguous and the present ar-
gument may turn to be wrong.Thua further
research in this direction - investigation
of verbal aspect on emotion perception in
different conditions, different speech
signals - is necessary either to confirm
the hypothesis under discussion or to dis-
prove it.

CONCLUSIONS

Long utterances used in this research
as stimuli (a sentence of four words: 2
disyllabic, 1trisyllabic and 1 four-syl-
labic word) favoured emotion perception.
The effect became evident in both groups
of listeners - who understood the stimuli
EEstonians) and who did not understand
Russians).

The presumable affect of verbal as-
pect of short utterances(mono- and disyl~
labic sentences) on emotion erce tion‘ua
came manifest mostly throng d fferent
perception of interest.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED DIAGNOSIS OF PERCEPTUAL ERRORS
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Department of Foreign Languages
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ABSTRA CT

A computer program has been developed for the
scoring and analysis of perceptual errors in classifying

German vowels. The program, written in "BASIC" for
MS-DOS system computers, plots out specific errors and
provides an accuracy index and length agreement
correlate. A second part' of the program provides the
learner with a ranking list of specific vowel difficulty and
an explanation of the likely nature of the perceptual
error. The results may either be printed or viewed on the
screen.

INTRODUCTION

The author has for some time been concerned with
studies of perception, in particular its application to
corrective procedures with the ultimate goal of
correcting and improving pronunciation of learners of
German. It has long been the author's belief that errors
0f pronunciation and errors of perception go hand in hand
and that correction of both perception and production
must be addressed. This has been the subject of several

earlier papers ([1, 2]) and is the underlying premise of a
book co—athored by H.-H. wangler which has recently

been Published by Western Washington University Press
[3] and is now used as a text by a number of German

departments in the USA.
The contrastive phonetic approach used in the book is
Ideally suited for computer application. Each sound is
trrated individually with a number of pedagogically
glented steps provided to facilitate mastery of the sound
difg'onteg based on potential perception and articulation
aeolcumesi A perceptual or listening frame With

Ompanymg listening tests in each case precedes actual
gPOduction exercises. The listening exercises set a
rameWOI‘k for contrastive problems both between

EOtentially conflicting native (L1 = English) 85 well 85
:{ngifit (L2 = German) sounds and contexts. The predeter-
each g factors as the potential of likely problems. for

and ”mid are based upon contrastive phonetic principles
percupo-n data gathered in the past administration of a
and eption test developed for native German speakers

then modified for non-native learners [4].
e test which has been modified numerous times has

served in the past as an accurate indicator of degree of
nativeness in perception. It is comprised of. minimal pairs
containing variations of German vowels which are then
classified as one of fifteen phonemic categories in
German. The test has in the past yielded valuable data
about ranking order of vowel difficulty for students at
various levels of study and has provided numerical
indexes corresponding to performance standards for
levels from first year college to advanced graduate
student status [5].
However in its specific application here, the test is seen
as an invaluable aid as part of a basic program aimed at
improving individual language skills. This is done by
administration of the test at varied intervals noting

specific progress at elimination or improvement of
certain perceptual errors. The computer program is

designed to indicate specific perceptual errors, provide a
priority listing of most frequently made errors and the
likely nature of both errors affecting the general
classification (or misperception) of vowel categories as

well as specific vowel errors. As such the program has

proved to be a valuable learning tool facilitating more

automatic and accurate assessment of difficulties and has

applications which greatly facilitate computer-dependent

learner acquisition of sound perception/production.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The test was administered individually via a Tandberg

Model 812 cassette recorder and headphones linked to an

IBM-PC by a serial connection. The test material is

displayed for the subject on a Teknika MJ-22 RGB

Monitor or may be printed on an Epson LQ-lSOO or FX-80

printer. The equipment is housed in the Foreign

Language Learning Center at Western Washington

University.

The student must classify each of 100 items on tape as

one of fifteen phonemic choices. These choices appear as

orthographic representations. The choices are indicated

as letters A through 0. At the conclusion of the test the

student is provided with a display of all errors made along

with a general assessment of major perceptual errors

(6). The student may review the errors on the screen or

receive a printed hard copy via printer as shown in

Figures 1 and 2.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program written for this application is in
two parts. The first part generates on-screen directions
for taking the test and generates data files through a sub-
routine of test responses. The responses themselves are
converted from letters A through 0 accessed on the key-
board to numerical values 1 through '15.
The second part of the program is the analysis routine
[7]. It is written in BASIC for MS-DOS with sub-routinescompiled in machine language to increase response
time. It comprises two major sections. The results of
the first section are illustrated as Figure l. The program
first performs a matching function comparing the data
file generated by the student with the data file of the key
of correct responses. Sub—routines perform the statis-tical functions of calculating the errors made. The initialanalysis compiles an error index for each vowel basedupon the agreement factor with the individual vowel. Atotal percentage for the test is calculated. A second sub-

routine in the program classifies each vowel as a subset
of either a short vowel group or long vowel group and
calculates errors on the basis of whether they are in
agreement with the length or in disagreement. The
extent of this agreement is calculated as the LAF (length
agreement factor). Further sub-routines classify the
errors and create a hierarchical arrangement of the
errors for individual vowels along with the percentage of
the frequency of that error for the specific vowel.
The display of errors as indicated in Figure l are in
phonetic symbols and may be displayed either on the
screen or printed. The screen program is accomplished
through a screen sprite routine using an IBM character
generator. The printer routine utilizes graphics char-
acters generated through Printworks [8] graphics program
and downloaded to the internal buffer of the printer.
The basic display of errors and statistical analysis is
followed by a second section which provides more
directed diagnostic help to the learner based on further
analysis of the errors. The results of the second phase of
analysis are indicated as Figure 2. The types of errors
are reclassified to provide more specific diagnostic help
aimed at assisting the student to improve his/her percep-
tion. First a listing of vowels is provided, arranged 1"
terms of perceptual difficulty for the student. The
number of errors compared to the total number of that
specific vowel contained on the test is indicated along
with a percentage of misclassification of that vowel.
This is followed by a section called "General Observa-
tions" and is again comprised of a number of sub—routines
comparing errors to specific arrays of character strings.
The first statement provides an analysis of the LAF
mentioned previously. Since the test items Were intended
to exhibit deliberate manipulation of both the qualityand
length axis, the errors should have been roughly diVIded
evenly between length and quality, an LAF of 5096—10?6
would thus be considered within the norm. If the LAF 15
less than 40%, the LAF percent factor is indicated along
with the statement "Wrong length substituted—Not atten-
tive enough to length differentiation among vowels." If
on the other hand the LAF is greater than 60%, a state-
ment such as that in Figure 2 appears indicating that i00
much dependence was placed upon length in clasmiymg
vowels and not enough upon qualitative distinctions.
Further routines in this part of the program compare
errors as character strings to distinguish between um-
lauted vs. non-umlauted sounds (indicating possible orthO‘

graphic interference), lip-rounded vs. non lip—rounded and
umlauted vs. other umlauted vowels. These categoms
usually account for approximately 50% of all student
perception errors. 1‘
The following would serve as an example of the nature 0t

a small segment of the analysis routine. A statemefld
intending to express the substitution factor of liP'“ounde
for non lip-rounded vowels and vice versa would use 85 a
basis the mutual substitutions of y=/Yli‘9‘/°e for
i:/I/e:/€ and vice versa. The letter codes would analyze
substitutions of ABCD for LMNO and vice versa, wheretls
the routine would identify them as numbers 1,2,3v4 f0:
129 13. 14, 15 and vice versa. The complete statemen
for. this routine is given below as lines 6540 through 65
as It actually occurs in the program.
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List: 6540-6570

6540 IF ER>O then if 0$="p" OR O$="P" THEN LPRINT
A|$:LPRINT A2$:LPR|NT A3$1LPRINT ELSE PRINT
Ai$zPRlNT A2$zPRlNT A3$zPR|NT

6550 ER=CRl(i,l2) + CRI(I,I3) + CRl(|,|4) + CRI(I,I5)
+ CRI(2,I2) + CRI(2,I3) + CRI(2,I4) + CRI(2,I5) + CRI(3,I2)
+ CRI(3,I3) + CRI(3,|4) + CRI(3,i5) + CRI(4,|2) + CR1(4,13)
+ CRI(4,|4) + CRI(4,|5)

6555 ER=ER+CRI(12,|) + CRI(|2,2) + CRI(I2,3) + CRI(12,4)
+ CRI(i3,|) + CRI(I3,2) + CRI(I3,3) + CRI(l3,4) + CRI(I4,i)
+ CRI(I4,2) + CRI(I4,3) + CRI(I4,4) + CR1(15,|) + CRI(I5,2)
+ CRI(I5,3) + CRI(I5,4)

6560 Al$=STR$<ER)+" ERRORS OR" + STR$(INT
(ER/NW‘iOO» +"% ARE DUE TO THE INABILITY
TO CLEARLY DISTINCUISH": A2$="BETWEEN LIP-
ROUNDED AND NON LlP-ROUNDED FRONT VOWEL
5. BE ATTENTIVE"

6570 A3$="OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN [i:]/[yz],
[e:]/i" + CHR$ (SCR(I4)) + ":1, ETC." ’

The program has been further developed to provide a
more detailed diagnostic analysis of individual vowels. A
student can choose to review the errors for individual
vowels. The most common errors indicated as substitu-
tions in Figure 1 are then diagnosed in detail along with
the severity of that error. For example if [ i:] were
Perceived as i I] a statement indicating that the long
V°Wel (b_igten was perceived as short (b_itten) would
appear; if i i:] were perceived as [e:] a statement would
ensue indicating that the perception was one of the wrong
quality (bgten instead of bi_eten); or if [ i:] were per-
ceived as [ t’3] a statement would follow indicating that a
l°ng high vowel was perceived as a short vowel of lower
quality (b_gtten instead of bi_eten). In this fashion errors
l'ei'lecting all commonly substituted vowels are given
brief explanations as to the nature of the error.

RESULTS

This analysis program has provided a useful tool in
attempts to correct perception errors. It affords the
POSSibility of self-administration of the test and repeated
attempts at frequent intervals to monitor progress
toWards the elimination of errors. It furthermore allows

e PPPortunity to concentrate efforts in goal-directed
“mo" on specific perceptual problem areas. Since thenature of the errors are by and large predictable based

"P0“ contrastive phonetic distinctions between English
an 9‘”man, this program could be further enhanced by
DFOVIding moving graphic illustrations on the screen
°PFPeIative to specific physiological activity produced in
yleldlng the error. The program also has the potential
Erupled to a digitizing/synthesizing package to serve as a
“isms?" to provide virtually automated recognition and
interim?" 0f pronunciation errors. .Together With an"com ctive video display the result ultimately could be a
cOntPllterized phonetician," at least Within a limited

ext Where errors are relatively predictable.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program written for this application is in
two parts. The first part generates on-screen directions
for taking the test and generates data files through a sub-
routine of test responses. The responses themselves are
converted from letters A through 0 accessed on the key-
board to numerical values 1 through '15.
The second part of the program is the analysis routine
[7]. It is written in BASIC for MS-DOS with sub-routinescompiled in machine language to increase response
time. It comprises two major sections. The results of
the first section are illustrated as Figure l. The program
first performs a matching function comparing the data
file generated by the student with the data file of the key
of correct responses. Sub—routines perform the statis-tical functions of calculating the errors made. The initialanalysis compiles an error index for each vowel basedupon the agreement factor with the individual vowel. Atotal percentage for the test is calculated. A second sub-

routine in the program classifies each vowel as a subset
of either a short vowel group or long vowel group and
calculates errors on the basis of whether they are in
agreement with the length or in disagreement. The
extent of this agreement is calculated as the LAF (length
agreement factor). Further sub-routines classify the
errors and create a hierarchical arrangement of the
errors for individual vowels along with the percentage of
the frequency of that error for the specific vowel.
The display of errors as indicated in Figure l are in
phonetic symbols and may be displayed either on the
screen or printed. The screen program is accomplished
through a screen sprite routine using an IBM character
generator. The printer routine utilizes graphics char-
acters generated through Printworks [8] graphics program
and downloaded to the internal buffer of the printer.
The basic display of errors and statistical analysis is
followed by a second section which provides more
directed diagnostic help to the learner based on further
analysis of the errors. The results of the second phase of
analysis are indicated as Figure 2. The types of errors
are reclassified to provide more specific diagnostic help
aimed at assisting the student to improve his/her percep-
tion. First a listing of vowels is provided, arranged 1"
terms of perceptual difficulty for the student. The
number of errors compared to the total number of that
specific vowel contained on the test is indicated along
with a percentage of misclassification of that vowel.
This is followed by a section called "General Observa-
tions" and is again comprised of a number of sub—routines
comparing errors to specific arrays of character strings.
The first statement provides an analysis of the LAF
mentioned previously. Since the test items Were intended
to exhibit deliberate manipulation of both the qualityand
length axis, the errors should have been roughly diVIded
evenly between length and quality, an LAF of 5096—10?6
would thus be considered within the norm. If the LAF 15
less than 40%, the LAF percent factor is indicated along
with the statement "Wrong length substituted—Not atten-
tive enough to length differentiation among vowels." If
on the other hand the LAF is greater than 60%, a state-
ment such as that in Figure 2 appears indicating that i00
much dependence was placed upon length in clasmiymg
vowels and not enough upon qualitative distinctions.
Further routines in this part of the program compare
errors as character strings to distinguish between um-
lauted vs. non-umlauted sounds (indicating possible orthO‘

graphic interference), lip-rounded vs. non lip—rounded and
umlauted vs. other umlauted vowels. These categoms
usually account for approximately 50% of all student
perception errors. 1‘
The following would serve as an example of the nature 0t

a small segment of the analysis routine. A statemefld
intending to express the substitution factor of liP'“ounde
for non lip-rounded vowels and vice versa would use 85 a
basis the mutual substitutions of y=/Yli‘9‘/°e for
i:/I/e:/€ and vice versa. The letter codes would analyze
substitutions of ABCD for LMNO and vice versa, wheretls
the routine would identify them as numbers 1,2,3v4 f0:
129 13. 14, 15 and vice versa. The complete statemen
for. this routine is given below as lines 6540 through 65
as It actually occurs in the program.
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List: 6540-6570

6540 IF ER>O then if 0$="p" OR O$="P" THEN LPRINT
A|$:LPRINT A2$:LPR|NT A3$1LPRINT ELSE PRINT
Ai$zPRlNT A2$zPRlNT A3$zPR|NT

6550 ER=CRl(i,l2) + CRI(I,I3) + CRl(|,|4) + CRI(I,I5)
+ CRI(2,I2) + CRI(2,I3) + CRI(2,I4) + CRI(2,I5) + CRI(3,I2)
+ CRI(3,I3) + CRI(3,|4) + CRI(3,i5) + CRI(4,|2) + CR1(4,13)
+ CRI(4,|4) + CRI(4,|5)

6555 ER=ER+CRI(12,|) + CRI(|2,2) + CRI(I2,3) + CRI(12,4)
+ CRI(i3,|) + CRI(I3,2) + CRI(I3,3) + CRI(l3,4) + CRI(I4,i)
+ CRI(I4,2) + CRI(I4,3) + CRI(I4,4) + CR1(15,|) + CRI(I5,2)
+ CRI(I5,3) + CRI(I5,4)

6560 Al$=STR$<ER)+" ERRORS OR" + STR$(INT
(ER/NW‘iOO» +"% ARE DUE TO THE INABILITY
TO CLEARLY DISTINCUISH": A2$="BETWEEN LIP-
ROUNDED AND NON LlP-ROUNDED FRONT VOWEL
5. BE ATTENTIVE"

6570 A3$="OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN [i:]/[yz],
[e:]/i" + CHR$ (SCR(I4)) + ":1, ETC." ’

The program has been further developed to provide a
more detailed diagnostic analysis of individual vowels. A
student can choose to review the errors for individual
vowels. The most common errors indicated as substitu-
tions in Figure 1 are then diagnosed in detail along with
the severity of that error. For example if [ i:] were
Perceived as i I] a statement indicating that the long
V°Wel (b_igten was perceived as short (b_itten) would
appear; if i i:] were perceived as [e:] a statement would
ensue indicating that the perception was one of the wrong
quality (bgten instead of bi_eten); or if [ i:] were per-
ceived as [ t’3] a statement would follow indicating that a
l°ng high vowel was perceived as a short vowel of lower
quality (b_gtten instead of bi_eten). In this fashion errors
l'ei'lecting all commonly substituted vowels are given
brief explanations as to the nature of the error.

RESULTS

This analysis program has provided a useful tool in
attempts to correct perception errors. It affords the
POSSibility of self-administration of the test and repeated
attempts at frequent intervals to monitor progress
toWards the elimination of errors. It furthermore allows

e PPPortunity to concentrate efforts in goal-directed
“mo" on specific perceptual problem areas. Since thenature of the errors are by and large predictable based

"P0“ contrastive phonetic distinctions between English
an 9‘”man, this program could be further enhanced by
DFOVIding moving graphic illustrations on the screen
°PFPeIative to specific physiological activity produced in
yleldlng the error. The program also has the potential
Erupled to a digitizing/synthesizing package to serve as a
“isms?" to provide virtually automated recognition and
interim?" 0f pronunciation errors. .Together With an"com ctive video display the result ultimately could be a
cOntPllterized phonetician," at least Within a limited

ext Where errors are relatively predictable.
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cant effect upon changing perceptual parameters.
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ABSTRACT

Development of a microcomputer-based speech processing,
analysis, manipulation and input/output system allows the
incorporation of revised techniques in the teaching of basic
phonetics. The Micro Speech Lab and related speech edit—
ing software permit acquisition, storage, random—access
retrieval, variable-order selection, marking, concatena—
tion, and auditory and visual comparison of phonetic data.
Phonemic inventories and speech samples of several div-
erse languages illustrating a variety of phonetic contrasts
have been collected for research and instructional applica—
tions in a Phonetic Data Base. Tasks are described which
give phonetics students the opportunity to collect speech
sound data, hear and evaluate linguistic and indexical con-
trasts, and extract short samples for illustration, compari—
son and practice.

THE MICRO SPEECH LAB SYSTEM

The procedures for phonetics instruction described here
are the direct result of the development of a Micro Speech
Lab microcomputer-based system for capture, playback
and analysis of speech and other acoustic signals. Micro
Speech Lab (MSL) is a complete hardware/software pack-
age for use with IBM (PC, XT, AT) microcomputers,
designed and developed in the Centre for Speech
Technology Research] Phonetics Laboratory at the
University of Victoria. MSL contains a software diskette
and internally mounted data acquisition hardware including
anti—aliasing filters, A/D and D/A circuitry, and a user's
manual with user instructions and descriptions of theory of
use and applications [1]. The software includes user con-
trol of signal input, several waveform displays, audio out-
put, analysis (amplitude, pitch, spectrum) and file
management. Phonetic instruction using MSL applies this
rapid random-access speech input/output capability to the
recording, storage, recall, comparison, visual waveform
observation and manipulation, spectral analysis, and vari-
able auditory presentation of speech sound material col-
lected in a Phonetic Data Base.
In addition, a program written to supplement MSL's
speech-capturing, storage and processing capabilities, MSL
EDIT, allows students to access and display graphic wave—
forms of sampled data files in order to listen to words or
several—second samples of text in any language selected,
vary listening sequences, edit existing files, and combine
elements of old files into new files. "Designed as a sup-
plementary package to accompany the Micro Speech Lab,
the purpose of the program is to provide a highly flexible
method for auditory examination and manipulation of digi-
tally stored signals" [2]. Up to five sampled data files can

be displayed and monitored individually, in reverse, or in

continuous repetition of sequences composed of parts of

any file.

THE PHONETIC DATA BASE

To provide a core of linguistically organized speech data

for instructional and research purposes, a Phonetic Data
Base of speech samples has been assembled _usmg MSL-
Words and text drawn from numerous linguistic,.soc1olm-

guistic and dialect survey sources, represent a Wide range

of speech sounds of languages of the world. Samples are

digitally encoded using the MSL capturing routine on the

IBM-PC microcomputer. Files are stored by language on
diskette or hard disk and documented on paper by number
for reference to phonetic, phonemic and orthographic reP‘

resentations and English gloss of each sample. . .

Examples of phonetic sounds that are normally difficult to

obtain, and phonemic inventories of a range of language:
not usually encountered or available during the course 05

most phonetics classes have been included: Languéget

collected thus far include: Egyptian Arabic, Inuktitut;

Korean, Miriam, Nitinaht, Nyangumarta, Rutool'oy 5Ci°la

Gaelic, Skagit (Coast Salish), Spokane, Turkish, 11min!

Xhosa, and Yoruba. At least 50 words and several 5 0

text files for each language have been stored in the cur
rent library. _ ho-

This system has been made available to students m'ptics

netics classes, including those in Applied nmsara-

(TeaChing English as a Second Language) teacher pfeP are
tion programs. Individual words and short textsani
accessed from diskette or hard disk directories and I: Hi:

ulated by groups of students according to tasks set host
instructor to focus on particular auditory categories. r-

tasks are carried out with MSL EDIT, and most are p9

formed outside of class time.

REVISING METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

The Phonetic Data Base (PDB) is intended to ”0113;;
Practical, accessible and realistic mechau'llSm to; emulti—
encing, Comparing and evaluating the range Of t e chart-
dimensional acoustic space reflected in the phonetlfearners
The PDB gives manipulative and creative power to tudents
[3], and illustrates to prospective teachers hO‘f’ 5 s in a
can be enabled to collect and store language nem
format that allows easy reorganization [4T [51' . orporat-
The goal is to enhance phonetics instruct“).n by mcmber 0
ing the PDB and MSL delivery system With'a. [inn theory
recent developments in second language acqumtio d tech-
into the structure of the phonetics course- Bevmsice set'
niques emphasize the role of prosody, mCIUdmg v
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ting, in the initial stages of phonetic exposure rather than
focusing attention immediately on segmental analysis.
Attention is given to the interpretation of indexical as well
as of phonological properties of speech, for listeners first
encountering a new language.
Auditory recognition and assignment of written symbols to
represent categories of sounds are the central skills to be
developed here, as they are in second language (L2)
listening/speaking tasks that emphasize aural discrimina-
tion rather than production [6] [7]. Many current, popular
LZ teaching approaches omit explicit teaching of pronun-
ciation [8] [9] and may leave language teachers with no
clear model of how to present L2 speech sounds other than
their recollection of how they themselves were taught
phonetics. This decrease in overt attention given to the
pronunciation component of L2 teaching has caused some
alarm [10], and it is hoped that this discrepancy can be
partially reduced by introducing a modified approach into
the course where language teachers originally learn pho-
netics.
The emphasis in L2 teaching is shifting away from the
static model approach based on the ideal phonemic inven—
tory of the target language taught in a dedicated pronun-
ciation class, towards communicative, problem—solving
task-based activities designed to provide larger amounts of
L2 for manipulation by students [11]. Where pronunciation
IS taught explicitly in L2 programs, the focus has shifted to
word-level meaning contrasts rather than phoneme drills,
and to the early introduction of prosodic features [12] [l3]
[I4] [15]. Specific conditions found to benefit L2 acquisi-
tion and teaching include: (1) diversity of language
material presented in meaningful situations, (2) experience
and practice in perception before production is required,
(3) clear identification and association of concrete refe-
rents, assimilated at the student's own pace, (4) presence
°1f65ignificant target language models, especially of peers

Pie benefit for phonetics teaching is the range of
Ynamic variety" that can be presented with the random-

access capability of MSL. Instead of relying on imitation
and memorization in production of segmental units, MSL
a110m students to satisfy perceptual criteria by obtaining
understandable "input" of sounds in their natural context
bEfOl’e having to produce "output" [17]. Students can
ch09“: their own pace and sequence using MSL, rather than

Vmg‘recorded examples presented in uncontrolled order.
e criterion of identification with speaker models is met

as Sindents use MSL to choose specific individuals' voices
to luten to and arrange spoken material into phonetic
c a{Exilfication schemes [18]. In this way, students gradually
“M an inventory of sounds and symbols, to complete the

P Onetic chart, based on "input" which they have collected
and Classified themselves according to the phonetic princi-
ples they are learning.

TASK-ORIENTED INSTRUCTION IN BASIC PHONETICS

T0 ”.53 the PDB, groups of 2—4 students sit at a "work-
Statlon" table around one computer with external speaker
an SpaCe f0? writing and reference materials. All words
an te“is are listed by filename, including language and
{lumber’ to be typed in when calling up an item. .Lists
:1C1ude Phonetic and phonemic transcriptions of each item,

rtc’a‘Phic representations in the native language If
:Vallable, and English glosses. The' instructor first assxgns

:36n Sounds for students to listen for, with lists of files

atniammg those sounds. Initial listening focuses attention

v' he long‘term level, on features of phonation type,

Olce “nine. and dynamics [19]. Some features Wth can

be identified from PDB text samples in this long—term lis-
tening exercise include tongue fronting, breathiness, close
jaw, backing, spreading, roundedness, nasality, and promi—
nent manners or secondary articulations such as retroflex-
ion, clicks, approximants, frication, affrication, or
glottalization. Figure 1 illustrates an MSL EDlT display
contrasting recurring clicks of Xhosa (screen A, top) with
the acoustic waveform and articulatory characteristics of
an Inuktitut text (screen B). The set-up indicates that
screens A and B will be heard repeatedly at lOOOmsec
intervals. »

Figure l.
MSL EDIT display of Xhosa (top) and Inuktitut text.

RCTIUE SCREEN l (PRUSE: 1000 N590) MARKED: 0.000 sec
TIME: 2.962 sec URLUE: -l OUTPUT SEQUENCE: ab!

[I‘ll DISPLAY MARKED (RCTIUE SCREDi) [F2] DISPLM’ nu. (RC‘TIUE SCREW) TF9Dn]-)

HIDTH: 2.963 sec

Pitch, amplitude and spectral characteristics can also be
calculated and displayed by MSL, adding recognition of
visual correlates to the task of becoming familiar with a
range of auditory features. This is illustrated in figure 2
where the Inuktitut text has been analyzed to show ampli-
tude (middle screen) and pitch (bottom screen) over time.
Read-outs represent values at the position of the left cur-
sor. In figure 2, left and right cursors have been placed to
isolate 25 frames of speech. This adjustable window, or
the entire waveform, can be monitored using D/A by
pressing the function keys indicated in the menu scroll.
This capability is also present in MSL EDIT.

Figure 2.
MSL amplitude and pitch display of Inuktitut text.

\JIM
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TIRE: 0.883600 SECS SHARE: 36 EtiERGf: 4984 PITCH FREQ: 120 HZ
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Students locate new sounds, manipulate elements of stored
items, arrange them in categories, and create new sets of
files that represent the inventory of speech sounds from
the phonetic chart to meet the instructional objective of
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ABSTRACT

Development of a microcomputer-based speech processing,
analysis, manipulation and input/output system allows the
incorporation of revised techniques in the teaching of basic
phonetics. The Micro Speech Lab and related speech edit—
ing software permit acquisition, storage, random—access
retrieval, variable-order selection, marking, concatena—
tion, and auditory and visual comparison of phonetic data.
Phonemic inventories and speech samples of several div-
erse languages illustrating a variety of phonetic contrasts
have been collected for research and instructional applica—
tions in a Phonetic Data Base. Tasks are described which
give phonetics students the opportunity to collect speech
sound data, hear and evaluate linguistic and indexical con-
trasts, and extract short samples for illustration, compari—
son and practice.

THE MICRO SPEECH LAB SYSTEM

The procedures for phonetics instruction described here
are the direct result of the development of a Micro Speech
Lab microcomputer-based system for capture, playback
and analysis of speech and other acoustic signals. Micro
Speech Lab (MSL) is a complete hardware/software pack-
age for use with IBM (PC, XT, AT) microcomputers,
designed and developed in the Centre for Speech
Technology Research] Phonetics Laboratory at the
University of Victoria. MSL contains a software diskette
and internally mounted data acquisition hardware including
anti—aliasing filters, A/D and D/A circuitry, and a user's
manual with user instructions and descriptions of theory of
use and applications [1]. The software includes user con-
trol of signal input, several waveform displays, audio out-
put, analysis (amplitude, pitch, spectrum) and file
management. Phonetic instruction using MSL applies this
rapid random-access speech input/output capability to the
recording, storage, recall, comparison, visual waveform
observation and manipulation, spectral analysis, and vari-
able auditory presentation of speech sound material col-
lected in a Phonetic Data Base.
In addition, a program written to supplement MSL's
speech-capturing, storage and processing capabilities, MSL
EDIT, allows students to access and display graphic wave—
forms of sampled data files in order to listen to words or
several—second samples of text in any language selected,
vary listening sequences, edit existing files, and combine
elements of old files into new files. "Designed as a sup-
plementary package to accompany the Micro Speech Lab,
the purpose of the program is to provide a highly flexible
method for auditory examination and manipulation of digi-
tally stored signals" [2]. Up to five sampled data files can

be displayed and monitored individually, in reverse, or in

continuous repetition of sequences composed of parts of

any file.

THE PHONETIC DATA BASE

To provide a core of linguistically organized speech data

for instructional and research purposes, a Phonetic Data
Base of speech samples has been assembled _usmg MSL-
Words and text drawn from numerous linguistic,.soc1olm-

guistic and dialect survey sources, represent a Wide range

of speech sounds of languages of the world. Samples are

digitally encoded using the MSL capturing routine on the

IBM-PC microcomputer. Files are stored by language on
diskette or hard disk and documented on paper by number
for reference to phonetic, phonemic and orthographic reP‘

resentations and English gloss of each sample. . .

Examples of phonetic sounds that are normally difficult to

obtain, and phonemic inventories of a range of language:
not usually encountered or available during the course 05

most phonetics classes have been included: Languéget

collected thus far include: Egyptian Arabic, Inuktitut;

Korean, Miriam, Nitinaht, Nyangumarta, Rutool'oy 5Ci°la

Gaelic, Skagit (Coast Salish), Spokane, Turkish, 11min!

Xhosa, and Yoruba. At least 50 words and several 5 0

text files for each language have been stored in the cur
rent library. _ ho-

This system has been made available to students m'ptics

netics classes, including those in Applied nmsara-

(TeaChing English as a Second Language) teacher pfeP are
tion programs. Individual words and short textsani
accessed from diskette or hard disk directories and I: Hi:

ulated by groups of students according to tasks set host
instructor to focus on particular auditory categories. r-

tasks are carried out with MSL EDIT, and most are p9

formed outside of class time.

REVISING METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

The Phonetic Data Base (PDB) is intended to ”0113;;
Practical, accessible and realistic mechau'llSm to; emulti—
encing, Comparing and evaluating the range Of t e chart-
dimensional acoustic space reflected in the phonetlfearners
The PDB gives manipulative and creative power to tudents
[3], and illustrates to prospective teachers hO‘f’ 5 s in a
can be enabled to collect and store language nem
format that allows easy reorganization [4T [51' . orporat-
The goal is to enhance phonetics instruct“).n by mcmber 0
ing the PDB and MSL delivery system With'a. [inn theory
recent developments in second language acqumtio d tech-
into the structure of the phonetics course- Bevmsice set'
niques emphasize the role of prosody, mCIUdmg v
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ting, in the initial stages of phonetic exposure rather than
focusing attention immediately on segmental analysis.
Attention is given to the interpretation of indexical as well
as of phonological properties of speech, for listeners first
encountering a new language.
Auditory recognition and assignment of written symbols to
represent categories of sounds are the central skills to be
developed here, as they are in second language (L2)
listening/speaking tasks that emphasize aural discrimina-
tion rather than production [6] [7]. Many current, popular
LZ teaching approaches omit explicit teaching of pronun-
ciation [8] [9] and may leave language teachers with no
clear model of how to present L2 speech sounds other than
their recollection of how they themselves were taught
phonetics. This decrease in overt attention given to the
pronunciation component of L2 teaching has caused some
alarm [10], and it is hoped that this discrepancy can be
partially reduced by introducing a modified approach into
the course where language teachers originally learn pho-
netics.
The emphasis in L2 teaching is shifting away from the
static model approach based on the ideal phonemic inven—
tory of the target language taught in a dedicated pronun-
ciation class, towards communicative, problem—solving
task-based activities designed to provide larger amounts of
L2 for manipulation by students [11]. Where pronunciation
IS taught explicitly in L2 programs, the focus has shifted to
word-level meaning contrasts rather than phoneme drills,
and to the early introduction of prosodic features [12] [l3]
[I4] [15]. Specific conditions found to benefit L2 acquisi-
tion and teaching include: (1) diversity of language
material presented in meaningful situations, (2) experience
and practice in perception before production is required,
(3) clear identification and association of concrete refe-
rents, assimilated at the student's own pace, (4) presence
°1f65ignificant target language models, especially of peers

Pie benefit for phonetics teaching is the range of
Ynamic variety" that can be presented with the random-

access capability of MSL. Instead of relying on imitation
and memorization in production of segmental units, MSL
a110m students to satisfy perceptual criteria by obtaining
understandable "input" of sounds in their natural context
bEfOl’e having to produce "output" [17]. Students can
ch09“: their own pace and sequence using MSL, rather than

Vmg‘recorded examples presented in uncontrolled order.
e criterion of identification with speaker models is met

as Sindents use MSL to choose specific individuals' voices
to luten to and arrange spoken material into phonetic
c a{Exilfication schemes [18]. In this way, students gradually
“M an inventory of sounds and symbols, to complete the

P Onetic chart, based on "input" which they have collected
and Classified themselves according to the phonetic princi-
ples they are learning.

TASK-ORIENTED INSTRUCTION IN BASIC PHONETICS

T0 ”.53 the PDB, groups of 2—4 students sit at a "work-
Statlon" table around one computer with external speaker
an SpaCe f0? writing and reference materials. All words
an te“is are listed by filename, including language and
{lumber’ to be typed in when calling up an item. .Lists
:1C1ude Phonetic and phonemic transcriptions of each item,

rtc’a‘Phic representations in the native language If
:Vallable, and English glosses. The' instructor first assxgns

:36n Sounds for students to listen for, with lists of files

atniammg those sounds. Initial listening focuses attention

v' he long‘term level, on features of phonation type,

Olce “nine. and dynamics [19]. Some features Wth can

be identified from PDB text samples in this long—term lis-
tening exercise include tongue fronting, breathiness, close
jaw, backing, spreading, roundedness, nasality, and promi—
nent manners or secondary articulations such as retroflex-
ion, clicks, approximants, frication, affrication, or
glottalization. Figure 1 illustrates an MSL EDlT display
contrasting recurring clicks of Xhosa (screen A, top) with
the acoustic waveform and articulatory characteristics of
an Inuktitut text (screen B). The set-up indicates that
screens A and B will be heard repeatedly at lOOOmsec
intervals. »

Figure l.
MSL EDIT display of Xhosa (top) and Inuktitut text.

RCTIUE SCREEN l (PRUSE: 1000 N590) MARKED: 0.000 sec
TIME: 2.962 sec URLUE: -l OUTPUT SEQUENCE: ab!

[I‘ll DISPLAY MARKED (RCTIUE SCREDi) [F2] DISPLM’ nu. (RC‘TIUE SCREW) TF9Dn]-)

HIDTH: 2.963 sec

Pitch, amplitude and spectral characteristics can also be
calculated and displayed by MSL, adding recognition of
visual correlates to the task of becoming familiar with a
range of auditory features. This is illustrated in figure 2
where the Inuktitut text has been analyzed to show ampli-
tude (middle screen) and pitch (bottom screen) over time.
Read-outs represent values at the position of the left cur-
sor. In figure 2, left and right cursors have been placed to
isolate 25 frames of speech. This adjustable window, or
the entire waveform, can be monitored using D/A by
pressing the function keys indicated in the menu scroll.
This capability is also present in MSL EDIT.

Figure 2.
MSL amplitude and pitch display of Inuktitut text.
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Students locate new sounds, manipulate elements of stored
items, arrange them in categories, and create new sets of
files that represent the inventory of speech sounds from
the phonetic chart to meet the instructional objective of
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the course. Evaluation of the task considers: (a) number

and range of representation of sounds collected, (b) ade-

quacy of each item extracted from surrounding speech to

illustrate the sound intended, and (c) organization of items

into phonetic categories for presentation. The goal is for

students to become active agents in their own learning

process while, at the same time, learning the use of

instrumental techniques.

Items are collected with task-based instructions: "Find all

the words from the following languages that have sound X

in them," and then "Find the sounds that the following

words have in common" and "Group the following words
together according to sounds that they share in common."

Once collected, the sounds are studied in detail and gradu-

ally assigned phonetic symbols. Sounds isolated in this

process are then grouped together in new files representing

sets of allophonic variants of the "same" phoneme in a lan-
guage. Isolated sounds can also be combined in new files

represented by the same phonetic symbol, but which have

been taken from different languages. Figure 3 illustrates

how short samples can be collected, marked and displayed.

The cursor in each screen is aligned at 0.0lec to high-

light initial consonant differences.

Figure 3.
MSL EDIT display of similar CV sequences.

A B C D

Xhosa [t'o] Korean [t+u] Nitinaht [t'e] Skagit [t'a]

WNWUWM
lawmwmmwmwllm

gCTIUE SCREDC ll (MUSE! 20% nsec) HIDTH: 9.213 sec
IKE: 0.l sec UNIT: '11 OUTPUT SEQUENCE: “ECU

[Til STEM! OUTPUT SEQUENCE [T8] CHRNGE OUTPUT SEQUENCE H’sa

If pharyngeal sounds need to be demonstrated, for exam-
ple, the pharyngealized series of stops, affricates or nasals
from Salishan and Wakashan languages, or the pharyngeal-
ized series from Arabic, are loaded for auditory contrast
and transcription and visual observation of acoustic corre-
lates. Extensive exposure is achieved by having students
collect a variety of reflexes of each articulation specified
on the phonetic chart, especially for sounds or symbols
they find difficult and want to practice.
in another activity format, as a testing or "challenge" pro-
cedure, five items are displayed for visual identification.
The instructor or a student specifies a sound by phonetic
symbol or articulatory label, for a group of students to
locate. Cursors can be positioned on the screens to isolate
the sound and examine its transitions. If the indicated
sound is not present, the item(s) closest to it in articula-
tory features must be identified.

CONCLUSION

With the development of a Phonetic Data Base, the pres-
entation of speech sound material for phonetic study is
facflltated, allowing expedient access to greater amounts

of data, and manipulation and organization of speech items

in an active learning format. The system also permits the

training of language teachers in the use of technological

aids for the delivery of speech sound information, in a

manner consistent with the precepts of communicative,

holistic language learning theory. Research on second lan-

guage acquisition processes and teaching approaches is

integrated with Micro Speech Lab hardware and software

for delivery and analysis of speech signals to provide an

expedient system for presenting phonetic material for

pedagogical purposes. Additional applications of this sys-

tem include the transmission and sharing of speech data

for collaboration in phonetic research.
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the course. Evaluation of the task considers: (a) number

and range of representation of sounds collected, (b) ade-

quacy of each item extracted from surrounding speech to

illustrate the sound intended, and (c) organization of items

into phonetic categories for presentation. The goal is for

students to become active agents in their own learning

process while, at the same time, learning the use of

instrumental techniques.

Items are collected with task-based instructions: "Find all

the words from the following languages that have sound X

in them," and then "Find the sounds that the following

words have in common" and "Group the following words
together according to sounds that they share in common."

Once collected, the sounds are studied in detail and gradu-

ally assigned phonetic symbols. Sounds isolated in this

process are then grouped together in new files representing

sets of allophonic variants of the ”same" phoneme in a lan-

guage. Isolated sounds can also be combined in new files

represented by the same phonetic symbol, but which have

been taken from different languages. Figure 3 illustrates

how short samples can be collected, marked and displayed.

The cursor in each screen is aligned at 0.0215ec to high-

light initial consonant differences.

Figure 3.
MSL EDIT display of similar CV sequences.
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If pharyngeal sounds need to be demonstrated, for exam-
ple, the pharyngealized series of stops, affricates or nasals
from Salishan and Wakashan languages, or the pharyngeal-
ized series from Arabic, are loaded for auditory contrast
and transcription and visual observation of acoustic corre-
lates. Extensive exposure is achieved by having students
collect a variety of reflexes of each articulation specified
on the phonetic chart, especially for sounds or symbols
they find difficult and want to practice.
In another activity format, as a testing or "challenge" pro-
cedure, five items are displayed for visual identification.
The instructor or a student specifies a sound by phonetic
symbol or articulatory label, for a group of students to
locate. Cursors can be positioned on the screens to isolate
the sound and examine its transitions. 1f the indicated
sound is not present, the item(s) closest to it in articula-
tory features must be identified.

CONCLUSION

With the development of a Phonetic Data Base, the pres-
entation of speech sound material for phonetic study is
facxlitated, allowing expedient access to greater amounts

of data, and manipulation and organization of speech items
in an active learning format. The system also permits the

training of language teachers in the use of technological

aids for the delivery of speech sound information, in a

manner consistent with the precepts of communicative,

holistic language learning theory. Research on second lan-

guage acquisition processes and teaching approaches is

integrated with Micro Speech Lab hardware and software

for delivery and analysis of speech signals to provide an

expedient system for presenting phonetic material for

pedagogical purposes. Additional applications of this sys-

tem include the transmission and sharing of speech data

for collaboration in phonetic research.
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GRAFISCHE MODELLIERUNG DER SPRECHBEWEGUNGEN
MIT HILFE EINES KLEINCOMDUTERS

GERHART LINDNER

Sektion Rehabilitationspadagogik und
Kommunikationswissenschaft, Humboldt-Universitat
Berlin (DDR) 1 040

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Entwicklung der Computertechnik macht
es mdglich, die artikulatorischen Bewe-
gungen beim Sprechen aui einem Monitor zu
modellieren. Damit sie in der Lehre im
Hochschulunterricht eingesetzt werden kan—
nen, ist ein Programm, das Sich mit Hilfe
eines Kleincomputers darbieten liBt, von
Vorteil. Zu einem Grundmuster des Kopfes
werden die Bewegungen der Artikulationsor—
gene (Lippen, Unterkiefer, Gaumensegel)
mit differenzierten Programmen ausgewie-
sen. Bei Eingabe der Lautfolge werden sie
zusammengeffigt. Die Zungenlinie wird durch
einen besonderen Algorithmus ermittelt, in
dem die Laute fixierte Hohepunkte darstel-
len. Um den Bewegungsablauf auch in den
Zwischenphasen wirklichkeitsgetreu abbil—
den zu konnen, ist der Vergleich mit Real-
aufnahmen notwendig.Fflr die deutsche Spra-
che wird das Ergebnis der Modellierung mit
Rontgen-Zeitlupen—Aufnahmen verglichen,
die bereits ausgewertet sind und an denen
einige Gesetzmafiigkeiten des koartikulato—
rischen Bewegungsablaufs ermittelt wurden.
Die Optimierung des Programme ffir die Zun-
genlinie erfolgt in drei Schritten: 1. Li-
neare Interpolation, 2. Berficksichtigung
des differenzierten Bewegungstempos der Ar—
tikulationsorgane, 3. Berficksichtigung der
lautfibergreifenden Koartikulation.
1. NOTWENDIGKEIT DER MODELLIERUNG ARTIKU-LATORISCHER BEWEGUNGEN
Das Sprechen ist ein weitgehend automati-
sierter ProzeB, bei dem eine Vielzahl von
dezentralisiert 1m Organismus gelegenen
Organen harmonisch zusammenwirkt. Bei der
Anbildung oder der Korrektur des Sprechensist es notwendig, in diesen automatisier—
ten ProzeB einzugreifen. Um rationell vor-gehen zu konnen, ist es erforderlich, die—jenigen Artikulationsbewegungen zu erhal-
ten und zu nutzen, die richtig ausgefuhrtwerden, und gleichzeitig diejenigen Bewe-gungen zu korrigieren, die fehlerhaft
sind. Dazu mud der Pedagoge fiber differen—
zierte Vorstellungen und detaillierte Ein-sichten in den ProzeB der miteinander ver-flochtenen Bewegungen der Sprechorgane
verffigen. MENZERATH hat dieses komplexe
Geschehen anschaulich als Sprechbewegungs-geffige bezeichnet./1/

Den Sprechbewegungsablauf darzustellentmd
zu lehren ist deshalb besonders schwierig,
weil
— nur Hohepunkte des als Gesamtablaufimer
das akustische Klangprodukt kontrollimfien
Komplexes, die Laute, bewuBt werden,
- die Umsetzung der Lautsprache in die
Schrift nur diese Hohepunkte nutzt undda-
mit die Orientierung des Kenntniserwerbs
in bezug auf Ausschnitte aus dem Gesamt-
komplex unterstfitzt,
- sich die Organe nicht, den isolierten
Lauten entsprechend, plotzlich und ruckmh
tig bewegen, sondern im Verlauf einesdgr-
monischen Bewegungsgeschehens die P051t1-
onen durdhlaufen, die den Lauten ent-
sprechen,
- sich gerade zwischen den als Lauten ge-
kennzeichneten Hohepunkten wichtige Bewa-
gungen einzelner Organe vollziehen,
- das Tempo der Bewegungen der einzelnen
Organe unterschiedlich ist, dies aber nur
in den akustisch wirksamen GesamtprozeI3
eingeht,
- sich die innere Anschauung fiber das Be-
wegungsgeffige nicht aus der Selbstbeobadk
tung gewinnen last, da wesentliche Bewa-
gungen der unmittelbaren Beobachtung mm-
zogen sind.
Zum Zweck der Korrektur und der systemafl-
schen Anbildung muB der Padagoge in der
Lage sein, den komplexen Bewegungsablauf
in seine Einzelheiten aufzulosen. Die V“?
mittlung dieser Vorstellungen ist eben-
falls sohwierig weil
- die visuelle Deobachtung der Sprechorg?
ne auf die Bewegungen von Lippen, unter-
kiefer und Zungenspitze beschrankt lst’
- sich nur wenige Organe taktil kontrol‘
lieren lassen,
- die auditive zeitliche Differenzierung
wohl zur Erkennung der Laute, nicht aber
der Lautfibergange ausreicht,
- sich die Bewegungen, die sich in
stimmlosen Perioden des Sprechens V011‘ik
ziehen, weder auditiv noch meBtechniSCh
ber das akustische Signal erfassen lassen'
Mit den phonetischen Anschauungsmitteln!
wie sie sich in Lehrbfichern finden’ 135‘sen sich zwar Kenntnisse fiber die IBUtbev
zogenen Organpositionen vermitteln./293’
Diese Kenntnisse betreffen aber nur HbE‘
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pmflie des miteinander verflochtenen Bewe-
gmgsablaufs und nehmen auf die Verfinde-
mmgen bei der Koartikulation keinen Be-
zug. Fur die effektive Korrektur des zu-
:mmmenhangenden und die Anbildung des
fliefienden Sprechens ist es aber notwen—
fig, daB der Padagoge weiB, wie sich die
Ihwegungen der Sprechorgane zwischen den
Mmschnitten vollziehen, damit er beim
Schfiler die notwendigen Bewegungen stimu-
neren, entwickeln und kontrollieren kann.
Dmulder Schfiler muB beim Sprechen Bewe—
gmgen vollziehen, und der Lehrer muB die-
se bewerten.
nu die Lehre ist es deshalb notwendig,
eh1anschauliches Modell zu entwickeln
mt dem sich die Bewegungen der Artikula—
tionsorgane beim Sprechen demonstrieren
lassen. Dadurch wird der LernprozeB, der
mlanwendungsreifen Vorstellungen fflhrt,
Mgekfirzt und gleichzeitig fiber das Niveau
Mnausgeffihrt, das mit den heutigen An-
sdmuungsmitteln erreichbar ist.

2;VDRAUSSETZUNGEN FUR DEN LGSUNGSANSATZ
Daflt die Aufgabe,die mit Hilfe der Compu-
tergrafik ldsbar geworden ist, realisiert
waden kann, mfissen eine Reihe von Verein-
fadmngen vorgenommen werden.Sie betreffen
-den Verzicht auf die Individualitat,
-die Darstellung der Bewegungen in nur
mmidimensionaler Abbildung,
-die Beschrankung auf die deutsohe Stan-
dardauSSprache, wobei spatere Erweiterun—
galauf Sprechfehler, Dialekte oder Fremd-
flmachen vorgesehen werden,
-die Kontinuitét der zeitlichen Auflo—
gmg, da die Bewegungen ohnehin auf einem
hmnitor dargestellt werden.
Dmmx eine computergrafische Modellierung
Vfllzogen werden kann, werden die Einzel-
haten des Kopflangssdhnittes nach bewahr-
temhheter in unbewegliche und bewegliche
meane unterteilt./5/ Die unbeweglichen
Tale dienen zum genauen Verfolgen der Be-
Wegungen und werden unverandert beibehal-
t@h Sie sind der konstante Tell des gra-
f1-SOhen Programms:
”Oberkiefer mit Zéhnen, Ansatz zum Nasen-
rE313111, hintere Rachenwand, Kehlkopf mit
?1mmlippen in einer Mittelstellung.

m3 artikulatorischen Bewegungen wahrend
es SPrechens werden von folgenden Orga-

nendargestellt:
~Unterkiefer mit Zfihnen und Kinnlinie,

erlippe, Unterlippe, Gaumensegel und
Z3nEenlinie.

1? Einstellungen und Bewegungen der
1mmlippen sind in der zweidimensionalen
rStellung des Kopfléngsschnittes nicht

§MStellbar. Fur eine Weiterentwicklung
1“ Seplant sie in einer anderen Abbil-
dWVsebene (Draufsicht) in einer Ecke des
11des einzublenden. Die aktuelle Lautfol-

g9 er modellierten Bewegungen wird in
phoUBtischer Umschrift dargestellt.

3. PRINZIPIELLE'SCHWIERIGKEITEN EINER
ARTIKULATORISCHEN BEVEGUNGSSYNTHESE

Die Modellierung artikulatorischer Ablau-
fe ist deshalb schwierig, weil es sich um
die Darstellung von Einzelheiten handelt,
die von der Phonetik bisher nicht oder
kaum erarbeitet warden sind, da sie prak—
tisch nicht gebraucht wurden. Sowohl bei
der Anbildung und Korrektur des Sprechens
als auch im Fremdsprachenunterricht kannen
sich Lehrer und Schfiler auf voll eingeflb-
te Bewegungsautomatismen stfitzen. Auch bei
einem vdllig Stummen sind Bewegungsvollzu—
ge der Organe, die zum Sprechen notwendig
sind, fur den rein emotionalen Ausdruck
und zur Nahrungsaufnahme in einer bestimm-
ten Weise eingeSpielt. Diese Bewegungen
mflssen im Verlauf des Lernprozesses um-
gestellt und anders koordiniert werden.
Bei der Ausfuhrung dieser natfirlichen Be-
wegungen der Sprechorgane sind die einzel-
nen Teile, die im Modell separat darge—
stellt werden mfissen, zwangslaufig mitein—
ander verbunden und in ihrem Bewegungsin-
ventar aufeinander abgestimmt.
Fur die Modellierung der Bewegungen fallen
diese Bedingungen weg, die das Bewegungs-
inventar einschranken. AuBerdem entféllt
die Mdglichkeit, das auf dem Monitor Mo-
dellierte durch den akustischen Effekt zu
kontrollieren. Ffir die Modellierung gibt
es bisher keine Vorgaben fur Grenzbedin-
gungen der Einstellungen oder Bewegungen
einzelner Organe und fur deren Zusammen-
wirken; denn solche Angaben werden fur
den Unterrichtsprozefl nicht gebraucht.
Deshalb steht die Modellierung von artiku—
latorisohen Bewegungen heute vor Schwie-
rigkeiten,die denen gleidhen, die die aku-
stische Sprachsynthese zu Beginn ihrer Ar-
beiten fiberwinden mufite. Das System fur
die Sprechbewegungssynthese ist ein offe-
nes System. Hit ihm sind prinzipiell alle
bildlichen Darstellungen der Spreehorgane
realisierbar auch solche, die auf den er-
sten Blick als unsinnig erkannt werden (z.
B.wenn die Zunge aus zwei Teilen besteht).
Die Schwierigkeit besteht darin, daB die
Darstellung exakt der Wirklichkeit ent—
spricht, damit dam Schfiler wirklichkelts-
getreue und anwendbare Vorstellungen von
Bewegungsvollzflgen vermittelt werden.
a. VERFAHREN DES LUSUNGSWEGES

Damit ein Gesamtbild modelliert werden
kann, muB es nach bewahrten Grundsatzen,
die auch fur bewegte Trickzeichnungen an-
gewendet werden, in einzelne Telle zerlegt
werden. Als Teilbilder werden benutzt:
- Das Grundmuster des Kopfléngsschnittes.
Es wurde nach anatomischer Vorgabe entwor-

n. 6
feDié gerschiedenen Einstellungen des Un—
terkiefers. Zwischen maximaler Welte und
minimaler Enge wurden weitere 7 Stellungen
vorgesehen. A15 10. Positlon lst.eine re-
trahierte Stellung geplant, um dle labla-
len Engelaute darzustellen.
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Die Entwicklung der Computertechnik macht
es mdglich, die artikulatorischen Bewe-
gungen beim Sprechen aui einem Monitor zu
modellieren. Damit sie in der Lehre im
Hochschulunterricht eingesetzt werden kan—
nen, ist ein Programm, das Sich mit Hilfe
eines Kleincomputers darbieten liBt, von
Vorteil. Zu einem Grundmuster des Kopfes
werden die Bewegungen der Artikulationsor—
gene (Lippen, Unterkiefer, Gaumensegel)
mit differenzierten Programmen ausgewie-
sen. Bei Eingabe der Lautfolge werden sie
zusammengeffigt. Die Zungenlinie wird durch
einen besonderen Algorithmus ermittelt, in
dem die Laute fixierte Hohepunkte darstel-
len. Um den Bewegungsablauf auch in den
Zwischenphasen wirklichkeitsgetreu abbil—
den zu konnen, ist der Vergleich mit Real-
aufnahmen notwendig.Fflr die deutsche Spra-
che wird das Ergebnis der Modellierung mit
Rontgen-Zeitlupen—Aufnahmen verglichen,
die bereits ausgewertet sind und an denen
einige Gesetzmafiigkeiten des koartikulato—
rischen Bewegungsablaufs ermittelt wurden.
Die Optimierung des Programme ffir die Zun-
genlinie erfolgt in drei Schritten: 1. Li-
neare Interpolation, 2. Berficksichtigung
des differenzierten Bewegungstempos der Ar—
tikulationsorgane, 3. Berficksichtigung der
lautfibergreifenden Koartikulation.
1. NOTWENDIGKEIT DER MODELLIERUNG ARTIKU-LATORISCHER BEWEGUNGEN
Das Sprechen ist ein weitgehend automati-
sierter ProzeB, bei dem eine Vielzahl von
dezentralisiert 1m Organismus gelegenen
Organen harmonisch zusammenwirkt. Bei der
Anbildung oder der Korrektur des Sprechensist es notwendig, in diesen automatisier—
ten ProzeB einzugreifen. Um rationell vor-gehen zu konnen, ist es erforderlich, die—jenigen Artikulationsbewegungen zu erhal-
ten und zu nutzen, die richtig ausgefuhrtwerden, und gleichzeitig diejenigen Bewe-gungen zu korrigieren, die fehlerhaft
sind. Dazu mud der Pedagoge fiber differen—
zierte Vorstellungen und detaillierte Ein-sichten in den ProzeB der miteinander ver-flochtenen Bewegungen der Sprechorgane
verffigen. MENZERATH hat dieses komplexe
Geschehen anschaulich als Sprechbewegungs-geffige bezeichnet./1/

Den Sprechbewegungsablauf darzustellentmd
zu lehren ist deshalb besonders schwierig,
weil
— nur Hohepunkte des als Gesamtablaufimer
das akustische Klangprodukt kontrollimfien
Komplexes, die Laute, bewuBt werden,
- die Umsetzung der Lautsprache in die
Schrift nur diese Hohepunkte nutzt undda-
mit die Orientierung des Kenntniserwerbs
in bezug auf Ausschnitte aus dem Gesamt-
komplex unterstfitzt,
- sich die Organe nicht, den isolierten
Lauten entsprechend, plotzlich und ruckmh
tig bewegen, sondern im Verlauf einesdgr-
monischen Bewegungsgeschehens die P051t1-
onen durdhlaufen, die den Lauten ent-
sprechen,
- sich gerade zwischen den als Lauten ge-
kennzeichneten Hohepunkten wichtige Bewa-
gungen einzelner Organe vollziehen,
- das Tempo der Bewegungen der einzelnen
Organe unterschiedlich ist, dies aber nur
in den akustisch wirksamen GesamtprozeI3
eingeht,
- sich die innere Anschauung fiber das Be-
wegungsgeffige nicht aus der Selbstbeobadk
tung gewinnen last, da wesentliche Bewa-
gungen der unmittelbaren Beobachtung mm-
zogen sind.
Zum Zweck der Korrektur und der systemafl-
schen Anbildung muB der Padagoge in der
Lage sein, den komplexen Bewegungsablauf
in seine Einzelheiten aufzulosen. Die V“?
mittlung dieser Vorstellungen ist eben-
falls sohwierig weil
- die visuelle Deobachtung der Sprechorg?
ne auf die Bewegungen von Lippen, unter-
kiefer und Zungenspitze beschrankt lst’
- sich nur wenige Organe taktil kontrol‘
lieren lassen,
- die auditive zeitliche Differenzierung
wohl zur Erkennung der Laute, nicht aber
der Lautfibergange ausreicht,
- sich die Bewegungen, die sich in
stimmlosen Perioden des Sprechens V011‘ik
ziehen, weder auditiv noch meBtechniSCh
ber das akustische Signal erfassen lassen'
Mit den phonetischen Anschauungsmitteln!
wie sie sich in Lehrbfichern finden’ 135‘sen sich zwar Kenntnisse fiber die IBUtbev
zogenen Organpositionen vermitteln./293’
Diese Kenntnisse betreffen aber nur HbE‘
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pmflie des miteinander verflochtenen Bewe-
gmgsablaufs und nehmen auf die Verfinde-
mmgen bei der Koartikulation keinen Be-
zug. Fur die effektive Korrektur des zu-
:mmmenhangenden und die Anbildung des
fliefienden Sprechens ist es aber notwen—
fig, daB der Padagoge weiB, wie sich die
Ihwegungen der Sprechorgane zwischen den
Mmschnitten vollziehen, damit er beim
Schfiler die notwendigen Bewegungen stimu-
neren, entwickeln und kontrollieren kann.
Dmulder Schfiler muB beim Sprechen Bewe—
gmgen vollziehen, und der Lehrer muB die-
se bewerten.
nu die Lehre ist es deshalb notwendig,
eh1anschauliches Modell zu entwickeln
mt dem sich die Bewegungen der Artikula—
tionsorgane beim Sprechen demonstrieren
lassen. Dadurch wird der LernprozeB, der
mlanwendungsreifen Vorstellungen fflhrt,
Mgekfirzt und gleichzeitig fiber das Niveau
Mnausgeffihrt, das mit den heutigen An-
sdmuungsmitteln erreichbar ist.

2;VDRAUSSETZUNGEN FUR DEN LGSUNGSANSATZ
Daflt die Aufgabe,die mit Hilfe der Compu-
tergrafik ldsbar geworden ist, realisiert
waden kann, mfissen eine Reihe von Verein-
fadmngen vorgenommen werden.Sie betreffen
-den Verzicht auf die Individualitat,
-die Darstellung der Bewegungen in nur
mmidimensionaler Abbildung,
-die Beschrankung auf die deutsohe Stan-
dardauSSprache, wobei spatere Erweiterun—
galauf Sprechfehler, Dialekte oder Fremd-
flmachen vorgesehen werden,
-die Kontinuitét der zeitlichen Auflo—
gmg, da die Bewegungen ohnehin auf einem
hmnitor dargestellt werden.
Dmmx eine computergrafische Modellierung
Vfllzogen werden kann, werden die Einzel-
haten des Kopflangssdhnittes nach bewahr-
temhheter in unbewegliche und bewegliche
meane unterteilt./5/ Die unbeweglichen
Tale dienen zum genauen Verfolgen der Be-
Wegungen und werden unverandert beibehal-
t@h Sie sind der konstante Tell des gra-
f1-SOhen Programms:
”Oberkiefer mit Zéhnen, Ansatz zum Nasen-
rE313111, hintere Rachenwand, Kehlkopf mit
?1mmlippen in einer Mittelstellung.

m3 artikulatorischen Bewegungen wahrend
es SPrechens werden von folgenden Orga-

nendargestellt:
~Unterkiefer mit Zfihnen und Kinnlinie,

erlippe, Unterlippe, Gaumensegel und
Z3nEenlinie.

1? Einstellungen und Bewegungen der
1mmlippen sind in der zweidimensionalen
rStellung des Kopfléngsschnittes nicht

§MStellbar. Fur eine Weiterentwicklung
1“ Seplant sie in einer anderen Abbil-
dWVsebene (Draufsicht) in einer Ecke des
11des einzublenden. Die aktuelle Lautfol-

g9 er modellierten Bewegungen wird in
phoUBtischer Umschrift dargestellt.

3. PRINZIPIELLE'SCHWIERIGKEITEN EINER
ARTIKULATORISCHEN BEVEGUNGSSYNTHESE

Die Modellierung artikulatorischer Ablau-
fe ist deshalb schwierig, weil es sich um
die Darstellung von Einzelheiten handelt,
die von der Phonetik bisher nicht oder
kaum erarbeitet warden sind, da sie prak—
tisch nicht gebraucht wurden. Sowohl bei
der Anbildung und Korrektur des Sprechens
als auch im Fremdsprachenunterricht kannen
sich Lehrer und Schfiler auf voll eingeflb-
te Bewegungsautomatismen stfitzen. Auch bei
einem vdllig Stummen sind Bewegungsvollzu—
ge der Organe, die zum Sprechen notwendig
sind, fur den rein emotionalen Ausdruck
und zur Nahrungsaufnahme in einer bestimm-
ten Weise eingeSpielt. Diese Bewegungen
mflssen im Verlauf des Lernprozesses um-
gestellt und anders koordiniert werden.
Bei der Ausfuhrung dieser natfirlichen Be-
wegungen der Sprechorgane sind die einzel-
nen Teile, die im Modell separat darge—
stellt werden mfissen, zwangslaufig mitein—
ander verbunden und in ihrem Bewegungsin-
ventar aufeinander abgestimmt.
Fur die Modellierung der Bewegungen fallen
diese Bedingungen weg, die das Bewegungs-
inventar einschranken. AuBerdem entféllt
die Mdglichkeit, das auf dem Monitor Mo-
dellierte durch den akustischen Effekt zu
kontrollieren. Ffir die Modellierung gibt
es bisher keine Vorgaben fur Grenzbedin-
gungen der Einstellungen oder Bewegungen
einzelner Organe und fur deren Zusammen-
wirken; denn solche Angaben werden fur
den Unterrichtsprozefl nicht gebraucht.
Deshalb steht die Modellierung von artiku—
latorisohen Bewegungen heute vor Schwie-
rigkeiten,die denen gleidhen, die die aku-
stische Sprachsynthese zu Beginn ihrer Ar-
beiten fiberwinden mufite. Das System fur
die Sprechbewegungssynthese ist ein offe-
nes System. Hit ihm sind prinzipiell alle
bildlichen Darstellungen der Spreehorgane
realisierbar auch solche, die auf den er-
sten Blick als unsinnig erkannt werden (z.
B.wenn die Zunge aus zwei Teilen besteht).
Die Schwierigkeit besteht darin, daB die
Darstellung exakt der Wirklichkeit ent—
spricht, damit dam Schfiler wirklichkelts-
getreue und anwendbare Vorstellungen von
Bewegungsvollzflgen vermittelt werden.
a. VERFAHREN DES LUSUNGSWEGES

Damit ein Gesamtbild modelliert werden
kann, muB es nach bewahrten Grundsatzen,
die auch fur bewegte Trickzeichnungen an-
gewendet werden, in einzelne Telle zerlegt
werden. Als Teilbilder werden benutzt:
- Das Grundmuster des Kopfléngsschnittes.
Es wurde nach anatomischer Vorgabe entwor-

n. 6
feDié gerschiedenen Einstellungen des Un—
terkiefers. Zwischen maximaler Welte und
minimaler Enge wurden weitere 7 Stellungen
vorgesehen. A15 10. Positlon lst.eine re-
trahierte Stellung geplant, um dle labla-
len Engelaute darzustellen.
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- Die aktiven Einstellungen von Ober- und
Unterlippe. Dabei setzt die Oberlippe an
feststehenden Punkten des Grundmusters an.
Die Bewegungen der Unterlippe sind von der
Position des Unterkiefers abhangig. Obwohl
bekannt ist, daB in bestimmten artikulato-
rischen Ablaufen die aktiven Bewegungen
von Ober— und Unterlippe nicht fiberein—
stimmen, wurden sie auf der Grundlage ei-
ner gemeinsamen Aktivitat modelliert.
- Die verschiedenen Stellungen des Gaumen—
segels, dessen Darstellung an Festpunkten
des Grundmusters ansetzt.
- Far die Erweiterung des gegenwartigen
PrOgramms ist auch die Modellierung der
Glottiseinstellungen vorgesehen. Dabei ist
zu berficksichtigen daB neben der Stimm-
stellung auch die Binatmungs-, Ranch-,Flfi-
ster— und Ruhestellung zu sehen sind.
Die Bewegungen von Unterkiefer, 0ber~ und
Unterlippe, Gaumensegel und auoh der Glot-
tis lassen sich mit Hilfe eines relativ
kleinen Programme modellieren,da sich die-
se Bewegungen immer in der gleichen Weise
wiederholen und die Variationsmoglichkei-
ten gering sind.
GrdBere Schwierigkeiten bereitet die Mo-
dellierung der Zungenlinie, da sie einer—
seits von den Bewegungen des Unterkiefers
abhangig ist und andererseits in minde-
stens zwei Hauptabschnitte (Zungenspitze
und ~rficken) aufgeteilt werden mufi.
Um diese komplizierte Bewegung mit vielen
Ubergangsmoglichkeiten modellieren zu kon-
nen, wurde ein spezielles Koordinatensy—
stem entwickelt.
Es hat sidh als ausreichend erwiesen, die
Zungenlinie mit 15 Punkten festzulegen und
die Zwischenraume durch gerade Strecken
miteinander zu verbinden. Diese Punkte
liegen an den Stellen maximaler Krfimmung.
Da bei den Vokalen der gesamte Hohlraum
des Ansatzrohres an der Klangbildung be-
teiligt ist wurde entschieden, alle Werte
der Zungenlinie fest zu speichern. Bei den
Konsonanten wurde eine Differenzierung
vorgenommen, indem jene Gebiete der Zun—
genlinie, die unbedingt eingenommen wer-
den mfissen, von solchen unterschieden wer-
den, die bei der Lautbildung koartikula-
torisch veranderlich sind.
Das Programm wurde von Anfang an so konzi-
piert, daB es fur weitere Laute organ-
zungsfahig'ist und daB es in einem spate-
ren Stadium mit dem Sprachsynthesator
ROSY #201 /7/ zusammengeschaltet werden
kann, so daB dann die moglidhkeit gegeben
ist, die visuelle Synthese mit der akusti-
schen zu kombinieren.
Aus den Teilbewegungen von Unterkiefer
Lippen, Gaumensegel und Zungenlinie lafit
sich die beim Sprechen einer beliebigen
Lautfolge notwendige Bewegung der Artiku-
lationsorgane als Ganzes modellieren. Da—
bei reicht es aus, die Bewegungen, die
sich in dem Zeitraum von 20 ms vollzie-
hen, zu einem Bild zusammenzufassen. Eine
feinere Unterteilung ist weder notig noch

moglich, da auf dem Monitor pro Sekunde
nur 50 Halbbilder gezeigt werden.
Fur den Zeittakt wurden die folgenden Vmu
gaben konzipiert, um die Wirklichkeits-
treue der Modellierung zu flberprfifen.Die
Vorgaben fur den Zeittakt wurden aus der
Literatur entnommen /8/ und grob verehk
facht. Die Zeittakteinheit (ZTE) wurde 315
20 ms festgelegt. Es betragt die Dauer
- eines kurzen Vokals h ZTE
- eines langen Vokals 7 ZTE
- eines Diphthongs 7 ZTE
— des Murmelvokals 3 ZTE
- eines Konsonanten 5 ZTE
Diese Zeitvorgaben werden in Abhangig-
keit von der Akzentuierung modifiziert:
— Zusohlag zu einer betonten Silbe 3ZTE
- Kfirzung bei einer unbetonten Silbe QZTE
Der Vergleich mit dem real produzierten
Spradhmaterial wurde an dem gleiohenZMSF
satz vollzogen, der rontgenkinematogra-
fisch aufgenommen und ausgewertet worden
war./9/ Dieser Testsatz, der die haufig-
sten deutschen Lautfolgen enthalt,1auteh
"Wie denn, ist das einer der Steine,die
ich im Winter anderwarts gefunden habe?"
Die Zeit ffir die Modellierung ergibtzmch
den oben angegebenen Zeittaktwerten eine
Dauer von 5,36 s und liegt damit inner-
halb der individuellen Variationsbreite.

5. STANDORTBESTIMMUNG FUR DIE REALISIE—
BUNG An_

Wenn man davon ausgeht, daB die Lautelw-
hepunkte des artikulatorischen Geschdmns
sind, dann ist es mdglich,die fur dieLmP
te entwickelten Gesamtbilder als die Am?
gangspunkte fur die Modellierung derlmep
gange zu nutzen. Es wird zunachst davmr

abgesehen, daB auch die Lautpositionenlm
zusammenhangenden Sprechen veranderlich
sind.
Es ist bekannt,dafi vor allem die Konsoi
nanten, aber auch die Vokale, koartihla‘
torischen und akzentabhangigen Verandekn
rungen unterliegen, was sich besonders
der Realisierung unbetonter Silben def
Rede ausdrfickt. Sie sind fur das Ru551‘
sche besser aufgearbeitet als ffir das
Deutsohe. 10
Fur das Deutsche liegen sie weder in.aifir
rithmisch nutzbarer Form noch in veI‘Web
baren Abbildungsunterlagen vor. DeSh3£m_
wird bei der Modellierung zunachst an
veranderlichen Lautbildern festgehaltegie
Sie stellen im Modell die Phasen dar’a—
die Artikulationsorgane bei der AuSSPrfen.
che einnehmen oder wenigstens durchlmar
Bei den langen Anteilen eines Lautes :—
dann die fur den Laut vorgegebene ?051‘
tion eine Anzahl von Phasen gleichgehal)h
ten. Bei den kurzen Lauten wird diesel-
se zwar als Zielposition fur die Mode3e
lierung zum Hohepunkt hin verwendet, 9
nach deren Erreichen sofort als Auféggg
position fur die Ansteuerung zum na dam
Laut verwendet.Der Betrachter erlebt r
diese Position eines kurzen Lautes nu
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als Durchgangspnase. '
Als einfachste M6glichkeit, die Ubergénge
zwischen den Lauten zu realisieren,bietet
fish die lineare Interpolation an. Dieses
Verfahren ist rechnerisch unkompliziert.
Inmit die Veranderungen, die sich inner—
halb einer Lautfolge vollziehen,gut perzi-
pierbar sind,werden ehe sich das Bild zu
verandern beginnt,die auszufUhrenden Ver—finderungen als Vektoren abgebildet.(Abb.1)
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Apbt1: Computerausdruck eines Positions—
Dihms mit den Bewegungsvektoren zum
olgelaut.

Me zweite moglichkeit ist, die unter—
Sdfledliche Bewegungsgeschwindigkeit der
orSane zu berucksichtigen. Zungenspitze
mm Lippen sind sohnell- Unterkiefer und
Eamwnsegel sind langsam ewegliche Organe.
lit diesem Algorithmus, der vor allem die
hflm Beweglichkeit der Zungenspitze be-
mmksichtigt,wurde zeichnerisch die Laut-
f9186 "der Steine" modelliert. Dies 151:
an Agssohnitt aus dem Testsatz und liegt
315 rontgenkinematografische Analyse von
:flwchiedenen Versuchspersonen vor. Der
ergleich zwischen Modellierung und Real-

aui’l'lr'ahmen erfolgte mittels des Motogramms.“1/ Der Vergleich zeigt gute Ubereinstim—
Mme znischen Modellierung und Realaufnah—
$3M Die Modellierung liegt innerhalb der
ndiViduellen Variationsbreite.

‘Te d?itte Stufe der Annéherung an die
'lrkllchkeit 1st noch perspektivisch. Sietisteht in der Berficksichtigung der koar—
sikulatorischen Bedingungen,wobei berfick—
d “mist werden mufi, daB die Konsonanten
enstarkeren koartikulatorischen Veran-
erunBen ausgesetzt sind.
5m DEM PROGRATM ERZIELTB ERG-EENISSE
giftPrOgI‘amm wurde mit dem Ziel ausgear—
Mt et, daB es als Lehr— und Unterrlchts-
etel Verwendet werden kann. Deshalb wur—

Ihcfis fuI‘ den an allen Universitéten und
mu sChulen der DDR vorhandenen Kleincom—

er KC 85/2 ausgearbeitet. Damit ist be-

wiesen, daB ein so umfangreiches und kom—
pliziertes Programm, wie es ffir die Bewe—
gungssynthese notwendig wird, mit einem
Kleinoomputer realisierbar ist. Fur einen
Teil der Studenten wurde dadurch,daB das
Programm in den planmasigen Lehrprozefi des
Phonetikunterrichts einbezogen wurde, die
Einsicht in die Dynamik der Physiologie
des Sprechens erheblioh verbessert, die
eigene Besohfiftigung mit artikulatorischen

Bewegungsvorgangen wesentlich sti—
muliert.
Die Mdngel, die das Programm heute
noch aufweist, zeigen, daB noch in—
tensive Forschungen durchgefflhrt
werden mussen, um unsere Kenntnisse
fiber die Physiologie artikulatori-
scher Bewegungsvollzflge zu erhohen.
Diese erst bilden die Voraussetzung
ffir eine in allen Belangen wirk-
lichkeitsgetreue Modellierung. Es
ist anzunehmen, daB die prinzipi-
elle moglichkeit, Sprechbewegungen
computergrafisch zu modellieren,
der Phonetik einen starken Impuls
fur diesbezfigliche Forschungen
verleiht.
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- Die aktiven Einstellungen von Ober- und
Unterlippe. Dabei setzt die Oberlippe an
feststehenden Punkten des Grundmusters an.
Die Bewegungen der Unterlippe sind von der
Position des Unterkiefers abhangig. Obwohl
bekannt ist, daB in bestimmten artikulato-
rischen Ablaufen die aktiven Bewegungen
von Ober— und Unterlippe nicht fiberein—
stimmen, wurden sie auf der Grundlage ei-
ner gemeinsamen Aktivitat modelliert.
- Die verschiedenen Stellungen des Gaumen—
segels, dessen Darstellung an Festpunkten
des Grundmusters ansetzt.
- Far die Erweiterung des gegenwartigen
PrOgramms ist auch die Modellierung der
Glottiseinstellungen vorgesehen. Dabei ist
zu berficksichtigen daB neben der Stimm-
stellung auch die Binatmungs-, Ranch-,Flfi-
ster— und Ruhestellung zu sehen sind.
Die Bewegungen von Unterkiefer, 0ber~ und
Unterlippe, Gaumensegel und auoh der Glot-
tis lassen sich mit Hilfe eines relativ
kleinen Programme modellieren,da sich die-
se Bewegungen immer in der gleichen Weise
wiederholen und die Variationsmoglichkei-
ten gering sind.
GrdBere Schwierigkeiten bereitet die Mo-
dellierung der Zungenlinie, da sie einer—
seits von den Bewegungen des Unterkiefers
abhangig ist und andererseits in minde-
stens zwei Hauptabschnitte (Zungenspitze
und ~rficken) aufgeteilt werden mufi.
Um diese komplizierte Bewegung mit vielen
Ubergangsmoglichkeiten modellieren zu kon-
nen, wurde ein spezielles Koordinatensy—
stem entwickelt.
Es hat sidh als ausreichend erwiesen, die
Zungenlinie mit 15 Punkten festzulegen und
die Zwischenraume durch gerade Strecken
miteinander zu verbinden. Diese Punkte
liegen an den Stellen maximaler Krfimmung.
Da bei den Vokalen der gesamte Hohlraum
des Ansatzrohres an der Klangbildung be-
teiligt ist wurde entschieden, alle Werte
der Zungenlinie fest zu speichern. Bei den
Konsonanten wurde eine Differenzierung
vorgenommen, indem jene Gebiete der Zun—
genlinie, die unbedingt eingenommen wer-
den mfissen, von solchen unterschieden wer-
den, die bei der Lautbildung koartikula-
torisch veranderlich sind.
Das Programm wurde von Anfang an so konzi-
piert, daB es fur weitere Laute organ-
zungsfahig'ist und daB es in einem spate-
ren Stadium mit dem Sprachsynthesator
ROSY #201 /7/ zusammengeschaltet werden
kann, so daB dann die moglidhkeit gegeben
ist, die visuelle Synthese mit der akusti-
schen zu kombinieren.
Aus den Teilbewegungen von Unterkiefer
Lippen, Gaumensegel und Zungenlinie lafit
sich die beim Sprechen einer beliebigen
Lautfolge notwendige Bewegung der Artiku-
lationsorgane als Ganzes modellieren. Da—
bei reicht es aus, die Bewegungen, die
sich in dem Zeitraum von 20 ms vollzie-
hen, zu einem Bild zusammenzufassen. Eine
feinere Unterteilung ist weder notig noch

moglich, da auf dem Monitor pro Sekunde
nur 50 Halbbilder gezeigt werden.
Fur den Zeittakt wurden die folgenden Vmu
gaben konzipiert, um die Wirklichkeits-
treue der Modellierung zu flberprfifen.Die
Vorgaben fur den Zeittakt wurden aus der
Literatur entnommen /8/ und grob verehk
facht. Die Zeittakteinheit (ZTE) wurde 315
20 ms festgelegt. Es betragt die Dauer
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Der Vergleich mit dem real produzierten
Spradhmaterial wurde an dem gleiohenZMSF
satz vollzogen, der rontgenkinematogra-
fisch aufgenommen und ausgewertet worden
war./9/ Dieser Testsatz, der die haufig-
sten deutschen Lautfolgen enthalt,1auteh
"Wie denn, ist das einer der Steine,die
ich im Winter anderwarts gefunden habe?"
Die Zeit ffir die Modellierung ergibtzmch
den oben angegebenen Zeittaktwerten eine
Dauer von 5,36 s und liegt damit inner-
halb der individuellen Variationsbreite.
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Bei den langen Anteilen eines Lautes :—
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tion eine Anzahl von Phasen gleichgehal)h
ten. Bei den kurzen Lauten wird diesel-
se zwar als Zielposition fur die Mode3e
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als Durchgangspnase. '
Als einfachste M6glichkeit, die Ubergénge
zwischen den Lauten zu realisieren,bietet
fish die lineare Interpolation an. Dieses
Verfahren ist rechnerisch unkompliziert.
Inmit die Veranderungen, die sich inner—
halb einer Lautfolge vollziehen,gut perzi-
pierbar sind,werden ehe sich das Bild zu
verandern beginnt,die auszufUhrenden Ver—finderungen als Vektoren abgebildet.(Abb.1)
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gungssynthese notwendig wird, mit einem
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noch aufweist, zeigen, daB noch in—
tensive Forschungen durchgefflhrt
werden mussen, um unsere Kenntnisse
fiber die Physiologie artikulatori-
scher Bewegungsvollzflge zu erhohen.
Diese erst bilden die Voraussetzung
ffir eine in allen Belangen wirk-
lichkeitsgetreue Modellierung. Es
ist anzunehmen, daB die prinzipi-
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RESUME
Une meilleure information sur les connaissances ac-
quisesen acoustique de la parole pourrait étre im—
médiatement disponible pour tous grace aux techni-
ques informatiques. Nous donnons un example de la
forme qu'elle pourrait adopter et prions membres et
organisateurs du Congrés de preparer l'établissement
d'un organisms représentatif qui poursuivrait la ré-
alisation d'une image visuelle, probablement sylla-
bique, de la parole, infonmant ainsi d'une facon sa-
tisfaisante de l'acouis scientifique en ce domains.

AIMS

At recent meetings of acousticians, I have pointed
to the predicament in which we, who teach Foreign
languages, find ourselves: we must know what speech
habits the student should change in order to speak
another language well, but the scientific informat-
ion about pronunciation that we need for that pur~
pose, is too often lacking, or practically unavail-
able, or uncertain. At the 1986 International Con-
gress on Acoustics at Toronto, I was asked to give
a model of what we precisely want. As may be expect—
ed, that question can be answered only in part, and
that's why the drawings we'll show to give a clear
answer, will be somewhat like dreams, made of both
true and doubtful elements. Nevertheless, as will be
seen, they should help in stating more precisely
what elementary problems still plague our general
knowledge of speech, and suggest steps to be taken
in order that better information on this subject be
made readily available to all.

WHAT PARTS ARE BEST DESCRIBED?

Though speech statements are unpredictable, their
parts are limited in diversity, and thus susceptible
of scientific description.The most obvious element-
ary parts in speech chains are the syllables, but
these have long been divided into vowelsend conson—
ants, and lately these smaller parts, in their turn,
were analysed into smaller elements variously descr-
ibed as phonemes, features, indices, etc. The first
problem therefore is: what elementary parts of pro-
nunciation should be selected for a practical, real-
istic,and up-to—date visual description of speech?
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Three Reasons for Choosing Syllables.

Tentatively in these drawings,we have chosen adlm
bles as basic units, and for a long time DBStvthe
three following reasons could have been givenfor
this choice.First, they are the only divisionsthm

are immediately perceptible to all language users
Second, we may therefore say that syllables arethe

basic units used by our minds to process speechlfu
for the sake of brevity, you forgive us for umng

SUCh simple terms.Thirdly, the finer divisionsvafl
according to the syllables in which they are tobe

found,and, for a scientific description, thesevan

iations nullify the fundamental advantage of amh

smaller elements, 1.3. that of being less nummpus

than syllables. .

Why Finer Divisions Are Unsatisfactory;
If vowels and consonants,and all the morqphmwmfi:
features, etc., vary according to the other cqwgfi
ents with which they are to be found, two atU{:fi_
may be adopted.First, if we want to give a '95 nd
ic visual representation of speech with vowelsizu5

consonants,we must distinguish between the var anb

Sounds that each of these may represent Thisltcm

1y led to the International Phonetic AlphébEtRa
we know that such notations cannot be satisfasgg‘

because too many diacritic signs make them imp:ieb
icable, even though only the more important V5
ions are noted. nun-

A second attitude is to forgo writing 55 amalfl
equivocal system of signs;this is what we Baker”

do and, particularly for the study of our weiudentS
languagespit is one of the basic obstacles 5 Chan
have to overcome. But, more fundamentall 5” bee
equivocal use of vowels and consonants cavngiono
satisfactory basis for a scientific descrlp ia
language sounds since what is then SPOKE“ 0555 w.
instance, may not be the same object as wha fthfi
scribed in another, without our being aware Dtday
change in the object. Many problems of Dresfizs
acoustical research should be ascribed to t
fundamental cause.

The Decisive Reason for Choosing the §l¥£5%%iw
But the practical reason which motiVated ogrscfiof the syllables as the basic units to be :rtwm'
in the speech chain, is pedagogical' For Distafim
ty years now, teaching experience has cons

b195shown that a predominant attention to sylla ’
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raflwr than to the individual vowels and consonants,
isa decisive factor in helping English and French
weakers to use the other tongue without those ire
ranessible defects that mark our two communities as
pmticularly unsuccessful among European students
offoreign languages. This pedagogical advantage of
shessing attention to syllables does not seem to be
restricted to French and English, but to apply it to
ofiwr languages requires special studies for each of
bees, and this was why we first asked acousticians
for an improved general description of language
smmds. The benefits for the millions of language
shfients the world over, suggest the importance of
thepursuit, and its interest is not limited to
pedagogy.

ANew Reason for this Choice.
Lastly, finer analyses of speech sounds have recent-
lyshown that vowels and consonants are not always
smmrated in the time sequence as we formerly thought
up as is recorded in our spellings. On the contrary,
sfliables follow strictly the sequential character
ofspeech. At bottom, this may be but another aspect
0fthe first two reasons we mentioned, but it is a
most compelling argument when considering visual
representation.

HOW COULD SUCH DESCRIPTIONS BE ACCOMPLISHED?

Misquestion requires two different answers. As we
wreinvited to do, we must give a precise view of
Mat we would find in such new descriptions, and
”is we shall do with our drawings. But a more pract-
ical answer is also needed: showing what should, or
cmfld, be doneis in itself ineffectual; we must
al50 say how the necessary work can be accomplished.
"us need for a better description of languages is
Mt Just theoretical; congresses such as this are
Oflmsions to start a process leading to some organ-
Hation for a cooperation among acousticians who can
enliten us in their various fields.
We first step we mentioned: switching more scient-
istS'attention to syllables, is too heavy a task
hr anyone, and therefore it requires the action of
mm“ a representative body. And in the course of our
descrisiltion of a desirable new visual representation
°fSDeech, the need for such a research organization
“11 again be found in several convincing ways.

A FEASISLE SYLLASIC VISUAL REPRESENTATION

Thu“Shit cannot be done in this black and white
Pmmr, we would take advantage of the widening U59
Ofcolor and information processing. We would have

ree separate drawings for production transmission,anddecoding of syllables. In these drawings, thecmmon parameter of duration will be shown on the
mu :Untal or "x" axes of our two—dimensional
“fins. We have assigned different colors to each
Mr e drawings by specifying the lengths of the

Escondlng light-waves, as will be seen in the
:mTh View that can be shown only with colors. In

méck and white, the superposition of lines and
55 Would be confusing.
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Light—wave lengths between 7200 and 5600 Angs—
trfims may mark the range of colors to be used in
figure 1; for Fig. 2, the choice would be more lim-ited (5500 to 5000 A.) since the diversity in the
airwaves pressures is not so large as for the phen—
omena described in Fig. 1 and 3. For this third fig-
ure, the corresponding lengtfswould extend from
5000 to the end of the specter.

Using light-wave lengths as practical units may
be deemed artificial, and since these drawings will
be interpreted with the help of computer processing,
the specifications of colors that computers manu—
facturers provide, could be more conveniently used.
Hopefully, our research organization could work for
standardization of these color specifications.

Further Notes on the Proposed Representation of
Syllables.
The various intensities, or degrees, in the recorded
phenomena, could be shown by the intensity of the
colors used. Within each of the three groups of
recorded phenomena, related facts or events could
be pictured in the same colors. Some type of color
correspondance could also be specified for related
parts in the three drawings, whenever such relations
are generally recognized.

Our drawings show individual production of pre—
cisely determined syllables, and not more or less
general models of syllables, since "norms" and
"averages" are not yet established for a sufficient
classification among them. Only an important re-
search organization could usefully set standards or
"averages" to obtain such classifications.

"Model" or "average" syllables could thus be de-
termined, but several types of occurrences must be
separately represented. To give just one instance
of this unavoidable multiplicity, the duration of
accented syllables cannot usually be assimilated to
that of unaccented syllables. In our use of this
complex information, a limited number of properly
selected syllables would be sufficient for an effic-
ient study of the sound characteristics of a given
foreign language. On the other hand, storing the
large volume of the pertinent information on all the
syllables in any language, is not a major problem
for computers. Similarly, the calculations needed
to obtain "average" or "normal" models from a suffic-
ient number of individual performances does not seem
to be unusually large either.

Since such "models" are not available now, our
present drawings show the performances by a “normal"
speaker or hearer in a given language for what we
deem a representative occurrence of the chosen
syllables.
We must also note that, similarly to the establish-
ment of "norms" of syllable occurrences, the decis—
ions on many points in our drawings require a know—
ledge and an authority that can rest only with a
representative research organization.

In our drawings, we have purposely included some
obviously unusual opinions in order to underline

both that these pictures are intended just to show

one possible kind of up~to-date visual representat-

ion and that our generally accepted opinions may
have to be modified, for instance as a result of a
wider study of speech in the various communities.
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RESUME
Une meilleure information sur les connaissances ac-
quisesen acoustique de la parole pourrait étre im—
médiatement disponible pour tous grace aux techni-
ques informatiques. Nous donnons un example de la
forme qu'elle pourrait adopter et prions membres et
organisateurs du Congres de preparer l'établissement
d'un organisms représentatif qui poursuivrait la ré-
alisation d'une image visuelle, probablement sylla-
bique, de la parole, infonmant ainsi d'une facon sa-
tisfaisante de l'acouis scientifique en ce domains.

AIMS

At recent meetings of acousticians, I have pointed
to the predicament in which we, who teach Foreign
languages, find ourselves: we must know what speech
habits the student should change in order to speak
another language well, but the scientific informat-
ion about pronunciation that we need for that pur~
pose, is too often lacking, or practically unavail-
able, or uncertain. At the 1986 International Con-
gress on Acoustics at Toronto, I was asked to give
a model of what we precisely want. As may be expect—
ed, that question can be answered only in part, and
that's why the drawings we'll show to give a clear
answer, will be somewhat like dreams, made of both
true and doubtful elements. Nevertheless, as will be
seen, they should help in stating more precisely
what elementary problems still plague our general
knowledge of speech, and suggest steps to be taken
in order that better information on this subject be
made readily available to all.

WHAT PARTS ARE BEST DESCRIBED?

Though speech statements are unpredictable, their
parts are limited in diversity, and thus susceptible
of scientific description.The most obvious element-
ary parts in speech chains are the syllables, but
these have long been divided into vowelsend conson—
ants, and lately these smaller parts, in their turn,
were analysed into smaller elements variously descr-
ibed as phonemes, features, indices, etc. The first
problem therefore is: what elementary parts of pro-
nunciation should be selected for a practical, real-
istic,and up-to—date visual description of speech?
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Three Reasons for Choosing Syllables.

Tentatively in these drawings,we have chosen adlm
bles as basic units, and for a long time DBStvthe
three following reasons could have been givenfor
this choice.First, they are the only divisionsthm

are immediately perceptible to all language userm
Second, we may therefore say that syllables arethe

basic units used by our minds to process speechlfu
for the sake of brevity, you forgive us for umng
such simple terms.Thirdly, the finer divisionsvam

according to the syllables in which they are tobe

found,and, for a scientific description, thesevan

iations nullify the fundamental advantage of amh

smaller elements, 1.3. that of being less nummous

than syllables.

Why Finer Divisions Are Unsatisfactory;
If vowels and consonants,and all the morqphmwmfi:
features, etc., vary according to the other cqwgfi
ents with which they are to be found, two atU{:fi_
may be adopted.First, if we want to give a '95 nd
ic visual representation of speech with vowelsizu5

consonants,we must distinguish between the var enb

Sounds that each of these may represent Thisltcm

1y led to the International Phonetic AlphébEtRa
we know that such notations cannot be satisfasgg‘

because too many diacritic signs make them imp:ieh
icable, even though only the more important V5
ions are noted. nun-

A second attitude is to forgo writing 55 amalfl
equivocal system of signs;this is what we Baker”

do and, particularly for the study of our weiudentS
languagespit is one of the basic obstacles 5 Chan
have to overcome. But, more fundamentall 5: bee
equivocal use of vowels and consonants cavngiono
satisfactory basis for a scientific descrlp ia
language sounds since what is then SPOKE“ 0555 w.
instance, may not be the same object as wha fthfi
scribed in another, without our being aware Dtday
change in the object. Many problems of Dresfizs
acoustical research should be ascribed to t
fundamental cause.

asThe Decisive Reason for Choosing the S 113:: dmiw
But the practical reason which motated Ddescof the syllables as the basic units to be warer '3in the speech chain, is pedagogical' For gistantly
ty years now, teaching experience has con D125shown that a predominant attention to sylla
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raflwr than to the individual vowels and consonants,
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Oflmsions to start a process leading to some organ-
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A FEASISLE SYLLASIC VISUAL REPRESENTATION
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Pmmr, we would take advantage of the widening use
OfColor and information processing. We would have
tree separate drawings for production transmission,
anddecoding of syllables. In these drawings, thecmmon parameter of duration will be shown on the
moSillintal or "x" axes of our two—dimensional
“fits. We have assigned different colors to each
Mr e drawings by specifying the lengths of the
0LlesF‘Onding light-waves, as will be seen in the

Marfih View that can be shown only with colors. In
flea and white, the superposition of lines and

55 Would be confusing.
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Light—wave lengths between 7200 and 5600 Angs—
trfims may mark the range of colors to be used in
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omena described in Fig. 1 and 3. For this third fig-
ure, the corresponding lengtfswould extend from
5000 to the end of the specter.
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Our drawings show individual production of pre—
cisely determined syllables, and not more or less
general models of syllables, since "norms" and
"averages" are not yet established for a sufficient
classification among them. Only an important re-
search organization could usefully set standards or
"averages" to obtain such classifications.

"Model" or "average" syllables could thus be de-
termined, but several types of occurrences must be
separately represented. To give just one instance
of this unavoidable multiplicity, the duration of
accented syllables cannot usually be assimilated to
that of unaccented syllables. In our use of this
complex information, a limited number of properly
selected syllables would be sufficient for an effic-
ient study of the sound characteristics of a given
foreign language. On the other hand, storing the
large volume of the pertinent information on all the
syllables in any language, is not a major problem
for computers. Similarly, the calculations needed
to obtain "average" or "normal" models from a suffic-
ient number of individual performances does not seem
to be unusually large either.

Since such "models" are not available now, our
present drawings show the performances by a “normal"
speaker or hearer in a given language for what we
deem a representative occurrence of the chosen
syllables.
We must also note that, similarly to the establish-
ment of "norms" of syllable occurrences, the decis—
ions on many points in our drawings require a know—
ledge and an authority that can rest only with a
representative research organization.

In our drawings, we have purposely included some
obviously unusual opinions in order to underline

both that these pictures are intended just to show

one possible kind of up~to-date visual representat-

ion and that our generally accepted opinions may
have to be modified, for instance as a result of a
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FIGURE 1 : SPEECH PRODUCTION
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In this, and in the third pictures, we should imag-
ine as many "x", or horizontal, axes, as there are
phenomena, or groups of phenomena, indicated in the
left margins. In these drawings, intensities or
degrees are often marked by curves, and therefore
various intensities of colors are not needed here;
so these could be used for information that is not
now available about these phenomena. Though we have
hinted at much of present day knowledge, we beg to
be forgiven for insisting that these drawings are
not meant to be complete, but merely to show how
knowledge about language sounds may be accurately
recorded in visual representations.
Perhaps we should have grouped together muscular act-
ions in the higher or lower part, and the positions
of the various organs of speech in the other part of
the figure. The aspect of the picture would change
much according to such options. There are at least
two often conflicting rules to be followed in all
our drawings: 1/in the conventions we adopt, we
should try'to keep as near to actual facts as we can;
2/the drawings should be as expressive as possible.
In this, and still more in the fourth totalizing
picture, various factors will be mixed that cannot
readily be isolated by an untrained user. However,
though in a different way, this is also true for the
sounds of real speech. So long as the same convent-
ions are strictly adhered to for all representations,
their artificial character is not to be unduly re—
gretted.
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F.2 "TRANSMISSION OF SPEECH" OR"AIR PRESSURE WMES“
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Since reither the voice, nor the languageofndfi0t
even the syllable are specified, this draWing 15

most arbitrary, and the sounds of 59980“ it Part”
represents, may cause more surprisgthan in thefl”
figure. In the fundamental frEQUenCY1 we pu’posely
marked a variation which is unusual in our Eur0p882
languages, in order to stress the fact that most°the five thousand, or so, languages haVe "at ya
been scientifically studied, not even briefly.

ThereforE, what we consideras basic and generaldngrules of the production, transmission, and decol

of speech, could be less universal and necessary

than we hold.

Fig. 3 DECODING THE NATURE OF THE TOTAL SOUND'
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could already be noted. Still: in our picture
have shown our opinion that it is not reali
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without due caution. To be sure, not everybo
agree that, meaning being essential to 5999
analysis that unguardedly excludes the mean

aspect of language, runs a risk of being PD
or wrong. Perhaps will it still take many Y
before this opinion is examined by influeht
sons, and yet we have noted it in this thir
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W Show that such representations of speech could
beused to other ends than mere information.
Todefend the validity of this opinion however, per—
has we might note that, even in a language like
Hench, in which syllables are relatively unaffected
bythe meaning they convey, there are still import—
antvariations due to their specific role in a sent-
“Cm For instance, the syllable “in" which often
WanyWEgation" in some way or other, sounds quite
dlffBrently in words such as "inexact","innombrable“
:nd'fimpossible", and still more unexpectedly in
lmwyation" and "innové". Even more directly in
999mg with our third drawing, the syllable "ma"

méybe more easily identified as a part of a word
hkF'Wmtériel" than if it is pronounced separately,
53 In contrast With "pan or uba‘n’ "fa", etc.

Semantis decodin cannot be overlooked therefore,
wiflmut unpredictable consequences for an objective

::dy 0F SPBBCh. We have even noted that, for the
9 Speech fact, contexts generally differ for the

TESREP and the hearer. We have suggested only minor
DH erSWES in this case, but in our view, this
“NW cannot be overlooked.

THE NEED FOR A REPRESENTATIVE BODY
T
se faCtS are not usually taken into account, and

10?: generally speaking, points that require discuss—
Dntge many. Only a representative body can dec1de
SDUlSSS controversial issues. Realistic draWings
Tmre B aimed at, and the relative serenity of a
aduejentfitlve institution is most desirable to
“made this. And perhaps, for the third drawing,

We have stressed even more than we did, that
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our attitude about semantics was marked, not with
a View to have it accepted, but especially to show
the inclusive character that these new visual re-
presentations of speech could have. A limited organ—
ization,’ not to speak of an isolated individual,
cannot be responsible for such a vast endeavor.

CONCLUSION

Especially in their totalising pictures, which can-
not be given without colors, our successors may
bring a measure of beauty that must now remain a
conjecture. But, as we have beautiful scripts and
prints, perhaps our conventions will be modified in
the future with this preoccupation in mind.
For now, let's limit ourselves to voicing a wish
that is probably in each of us: to have an easy and
accurate means of access to all the findings which
our colleagues will have gathered on our subject.
But, to be practical in this conclusion, our duty
now is to beg you, members and organizers of this
meeting, not to leave it to a hypothetical future
to take steps towards establishing a representative
authority that can change our present dream into a
not too far distant reality.
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DH erSWES in this case, but in our view, this
“NW cannot be overlooked.

THE NEED FOR A REPRESENTATIVE BODY
T
se faCtS are not usually taken into account, and

10?: generally speaking, points that require discuss—
Dntge many. Only a representative body can dec1de
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Tmre B aimed at, and the relative serenity of a
aduejentfitlve institution is most desirable to
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our attitude about semantics was marked, not with
a View to have it accepted, but especially to show
the inclusive character that these new visual re-
presentations of speech could have. A limited organ—
ization,’ not to speak of an isolated individual,
cannot be responsible for such a vast endeavor.

CONCLUSION

Especially in their totalising pictures, which can-
not be given without colors, our successors may
bring a measure of beauty that must now remain a
conjecture. But, as we have beautiful scripts and
prints, perhaps our conventions will be modified in
the future with this preoccupation in mind.
For now, let's limit ourselves to voicing a wish
that is probably in each of us: to have an easy and
accurate means of access to all the findings which
our colleagues will have gathered on our subject.
But, to be practical in this conclusion, our duty
now is to beg you, members and organizers of this
meeting, not to leave it to a hypothetical future
to take steps towards establishing a representative
authority that can change our present dream into a
not too far distant reality.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the simulation in real
time and the formal subjective evaluation of two

low bit-rate speech coders, viz. LPC and RELP, in a

mobile satellite system.

The effects of channel impairments, such as
multipath fading and shadowing, on intelligibility
scores is evaluated by means of the Diagnostic
Rhyme Test. The subjective data have been examined
to pinpoint the fidelity with which distinctive
features and specific phonetic cues are transmitt-
ed. Results show that a RELP coder at 9.6 kbit/s,
incorporating an error protection scheme, provides
a moderately good quality, while the 2.4 kbit/s LPC
vocoder yields a quality that is not felt to be
commercially acceptable.

1. INTRODUCTION

In our society, mobile communications have
become a need for people and a major objective of
research. The perception of coded speech under
real-world (noisy) transmission conditions is an
important aspect of this area, with several impli-
cations into the reliability and quality of
existing and/or new services (e.g. mobile satellite
communications, cellular mobile telephony, etc.)
and into the design of efficient and robust speech
coding systems.

In this work, two speech digitizers, that is a
Residual Excited Linear Predictive (RELP) coder at
7.2/9.6 kbit/s [1], and a Linear Predictive Coder
(LPC) at 2.4 kbit/s [2], have been simulated and
assessed through the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT)
[3]. Useful diagnostic information on Specific
quality degradations can also be obtained using
phonetically constrained sentences [4], instead of
rhyming word pairs. Both RELP and LPG algorithms
have been used in mobile communications. systems
5,6].

Our major objective was the determination of
trade-off relationships between speech intelligibi—
lity and channel-capacity requirements in mobile
satellite systems. In this context, the main
constraints to be faced are due to the available
bandwidth and transmitter power of satellite and
terminals. The bit rate reduction offered by effi-
cient speech digitizers represents an economic
incentive in expanding satellite communications,
but the attainable subjective quality is of concern
if the service should be extended from professional
users to the general public.
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More specifically, the coders must be capaMe

of providing acceptable quality also in the pw-

sence of multipath propagation and inherent smnfl
fading. This degradation, which typically causg

burst errors on the transmission link, can bemih-

gated by the use of error control techniques.lm

issue of error control was investigated by explod-

ing four channel models of increasing complexfiy w

choose the optimal method. Results presafifl
throughout this paper have been obtained ushm We

McCullough model [7], which is characterized by‘

independent parameters and can be used to gmwrfie

sequences that are similar to real-life ermr

sequences. In particular, in this study we conmdfl
two examples of bursty channel environments, tm

former (channel No. 1) typical of land mobilecow

munications for open area into rural, the lat“

(channel N0. 2) including multipath fading. A DNEI

description of the coders is given in sechon L

The DRT structure is described in section & am
the diagnostic scores are discussed in sectionl.

2. CODING TECHNIQUES

Both speech compression algorithms and chmmel

models were simulated in real time on an array pm
cessor FPS-120 B connected to a VAX 11/785.Th§f
coding systems run in half duplex and use a SpemA
fic audio processing front end with 111-bl't A/DDéo
converters. The input speech is band-limited ‘n

200—3400 Hz and sampled at 8 kHz. An automatic Si“e
control circuit permits a suitable reduction 0f

input d namic ran e.
Th: 2.4 kbifvs LPC is based on a 10th owgr

autocorrelation analysis performed every 22.5 3;
an AMDF pitch extractor with median smootherranfio
voiced/unvoiced detector driven by the energy ra

between high and low frequency regions- _ thfi
The 7.2/9.6 kbit/s RELP coder used 1" ly-

StUdY Performs an 8th order autocorrelation anamg
sis over frames of 25 ms in duration, With H?mm a
windowing of 37.5 ms. After inverSe filtaq'e
1000 Hz low-frequency portion (basebandl 3 TM
residual signal is quantized and transmltfe'
regeneration of the full band excitation Slgnadd-
performed at the receiver using the SpeCtra]t San
ing method [a]. The 9.6 kbit/s RELP incorpOra. :tion
error protection scheme based upon the cowbHer
of bit interleaving and bit protection "1th edat
correcting codes. The former mechanism ‘5 a1mhorter
splitting a long error burst into seVera‘ saHow
bursts (ideally, into isolated errors): thus

Se 90.1.1

ing, through a sort of "divide—and-conquer" stra-
tegy. easier protection of the most important para-
meters in the data frame. The latter mechanism pro-
tects the reflection coefficients k(1) through k(4)
using four (15,5) BCH codes, and the r.m.s. value
of each frame using a (12,4) code. The first code
can correct up to 3 errors, whereas the second can
correct 1 or 2 errors. Residual samples are left to
the channel mercy. Overall, the frame format of the
9.6 kbit/s RELP consists of 190 bits of speech
information, 48 bits of error protection and 2 bits
for synchronization. Both the LPC vocoder and the
7.2 kbit/s RELP do not exploit error protection.

3. PROCEDURE

A set of four DRT lists was selected for the
experiment. Each list contains 116 pairs of English
isolated words, read by native American speakers (2
Hsts read by males, and 2 read by females). These
lists were recorded in a quiet environment using an
Mtec 659A dynamic microphone without a puff
screen.

Six different circuit conditions have been ex-
mfined, combining the three coding bit-rates with
two typical channels, as stated in the introduc-
Hon. Output signals of the processed stimuli have
been recorded on analog tapes and then used for the
smjective test. Eight listeners took part in the
DRl sessions, that were conducted at the Dynastat
Inc. (Austin,Texas) in-house speech evaluation
facility.

3J Structure of the DRT

The DRT of Voiers [3] is based on discrimina-
tion between two rhyming monosyllabic words that
differ for the initial consonant. The listener's
task is simply to indicate which word has been pre-
smued. Word pairs are chosen so that initial con-
sonants differ for only one distinctive feature
according to the taxonomy shown in Table 1, in
Mfich the sign + means positive (present) state of
the feature, the sign means negative (absent)
Mate, and the circle means "doesn't apply". Table
ZShows an example of stimulus words used in DRT.

DRT data can be scored in different ways,
according to the investigator's interest. In our
"mi, we want to focus not only on the six major
features ,i.e. voicing, nasality, sustention, sibi-
latl‘On. graveness and compactness, which are rec-
omfized as essential to phonemic distinction for
EngHsh, but also on scores for the apprehensibili-
tV Of a given feature, e.g. sustention, in voiced
NM unvoiced phonemes, or voicing in frictional and
nonfrictional phonemes. That is because a finer
figmMnation may often pinpoint particular deficien-
was 0f the speech processor. However, the total
Séore is obtained by averaging the six main
d‘8gnostic scores.

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

The Gross scores of the six critical phonemic
res considered in the DRT are plotted in Fig

H :COPe differences over subcategories are high—

cted in the discussion, while SubllSlon of the
hres according to the voicing state or speCific

pOne-Me cues are shown in Table 3.

fEatu
L

Noteworthy are the consistent depressions on
the voicing, graveness and sustention components
for the conditions No. 5 and 6. In fact, these
three features separate the RELP coders from the
LPC vocoder.

The voicing feature.distinguishes the voiced
consonants from their unvoiced counterparts: /b/
from /p/, /d/ from /t/, /v/ from /f/, etc. For the
vocoder conditions, there is a small but consistent
bias towards the voicing absent state (i.e., voiced
is more frequently perceived as unvoiced). This is
due to a significant bias towards the friction
absent state.

The graveness feature distinguishes /p/ from
/t/, /b/ from /d/, /w/ from /r/, /m/ from /n/, etc.
The graveness scores are the smallest for almost
all conditions, and this wide gap is primarily due
to the inherent difficulty in distinguishing the
unvoiced consonant pairs /f/-/6/ and /p/-/t/. The
graveness scores exhibit a bias favoring the absent
state, especially for the unvoiced and nonplosive
sub—categories (see Table 3). This bias is by far
larger for female than for male speakers.

We know that degradations on higher frequency
components of voice signals affect the graveness
and sibilation features most. Therefore, we can
conclude that low scores on these features are also
due to the inadequacy of the excitation signal fed
into the synthesiser. This is more evident in the
LPC algorithm, where the excitation signal is
modeled in a rigid and poor way. Also in the RELP,
however, the frequency components greater than 1
kHz in the excitation are regenerated in a synthe—
tic manner using the baseband, and this approach is

not efficient for certain phonemes and for speakers

with high frequency energy concentration. This

impairment may be mitigated by a better represen-

tation of the true full—band residual signal.
Indeed, recent algorithms, such as Multi-pulse [9]

or Regular—pulse LPC [101 and Vector Excited Coders

[11,12,13], aim at improving the subjective quality

at low bit-rates by exploiting a perceptually effi—

cient excitation coding method.

The most significant difference between the
three pairs of conditions (1-2, 3-4 and 5-6), is

given by the sustention feature, which distin—

guishes the abrupt weak consonants from their

sustained counterparts (/p/ from /f/, /b/ from /v/,

/t/ from /6/). The largest drop is observed from

RELP to LPC conditions, and in fact sustention suf-

fers the greatest impairment in vocoded speech. We

note that for conditions 2, 3 and 4, the unvoiced

sustention feature is affected by a bias towards

the absent state. i.e., unvoiced sustained con-

sonants become more like stops. For vocoder con—

ditions 5 and 6, there is also a strong bias

towards the voiced present state. This bias is pri-

marily a result of pitch and gain coding, which

made most voiced stop consonants (e.g. /b/) sound

like continuants (e.g. /v/). Improvements on this

effect can be obtained with faster frame update for

unvoiced speech and better gain quantization.

The nasality feature, which distinguishes /n/

from /d/ and /m/ from /b/, is the best perceived

feature for all conditions.
Scores for the feature compactness relate to

the compact~diffuse attribute that serves to

distinguish /y/ from /w/. /0/ from /d/. /k‘/ from
/t/, [f/ from /s/, etc. There are no significant
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the simulation in real
time and the formal subjective evaluation of two
low bit-rate speech coders, viz. LPG and RELP, in a
mobile satellite system.

The effects of channel impairments, such as

multipath fading and shadowing, on intelligibility
scores is evaluated by means of the Diagnostic
Rhyme Test. The subjective data have been examined
to pinpoint the fidelity with which distinctive
features and specific phonetic cues are transmitt-
ed. Results show that a RELP coder at 9.6 kbit/s,
incorporating an error protection scheme, provides
a moderately good quality, while the 2.4 kbit/s LPC
vocoder yields a quality that is not felt to be
commercially acceptable.

1. INTRODUCTION

In our society, mobile communications have
become a need for people and a major objective of
research. The perception of coded speech under
real-world (noisy) transmission conditions is an
important aspect of this area, with several impli-
cations into the reliability and quality of
existing and/or new services (e.g. mobile satellite
communications, cellular mobile telephony, etc.)
and into the design of efficient and robust speech
coding systems.

In this work, two speech digitizers, that is a
Residual Excited Linear Predictive (RELP) coder at
7.2/9.6 kbit/s [1], and a Linear Predictive Coder
(LPC) at 2.4 kbit/s [2], have been simulated and
assessed through the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT)
[3]. Useful diagnostic information on specific
quality degradations can also be obtained using
phonetically constrained sentences [4], instead of
rhyming word pairs. Both RELP and LPG algorithms
have been used in mobile communications. systems
5,6].

Our major objective was the determination of
trade-off relationships between speech intelligibi—
lity and channel-capacity requirements in mobile
satellite systems. In this context, the main
constraints to be faced are due to the available
bandwidth and transmitter power of satellite and
terminals. The bit rate reduction offered by effi-
cient speech digitizers represents an economic
incentive in expanding satellite communications,
but the attainable subjective quality is of concern
if the service should be extended from professional
users to the general public.
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More specifically, the coders must be capaMe

of providing acceptable quality also in the pw-

sence of multipath propagation and inherent sMnfl
fading. This degradation, which typically causg

burst errors on the transmission link, can bemih-

gated by the use of error control techniques.lm
issue of error control was investigated by explofl-

ing four channel models of increasing complexfiy w

choose the optimal method. Results presufiu

throughout this paper have been obtained ushm me

McCullough model [7], which is characterized bY‘
independent parameters and can be used to gmwrfie
sequences that are similar to real-life ermr

sequences. In particular, in this study we conmdfl
two examples of bursty channel environments, tm

former (channel No. 1) typical of land mobilecow

munications for open area into rural, the lfitfl
(channel N0. 2) including multipath fading. A bmef
description of the coders is given in sechon L

The DRT structure is described in section a am
the diagnostic scores are discussed in sectiond.

2. CODING TECHNIQUES

Both speech compression algorithms and chmmel

models were simulated in real time on an array p”
cessor FPS-120 B connected to a VAX 11/785.Th§f
coding systems run in half duplex and use a 5990A
fic audio processing front end with 14-bit F/Doio
converters. The input speech is band-limrted 'n

200—3400 Hz and sampled at 8 kHz. An automatlc 92‘6
control circuit permits a suitable reduction 0f

input d namic ran e.
The 2.4 kbitg/s LPC is based on a 10‘“ 0rd?

autocorrelation analysis performed every 22'5 3;
an AMDF pitch extractor with median smoothervanfio
voiced/unvoiced detector driven by the energy ra

between high and low frequency regions- . thfi
The 7.2/9.6 kbit/s RELP coder used 1" ly-

StUdY Performs an 8th order autocorrelation anamg
sis over frames of 25 ms in duration, With H?mm a
windowing of 37.5 ms. After inverSe filtmqpm1000 Hz low-frequency portion (basebané) Z TM
residual signal is quantized and transmltfe'
regeneration of the full band excitation Slgna°d_
performed at the receiver using the SpeCtra]t san
ing method [a]. The 9.6 kbit/s RELP incorpOra. :tion
error protection scheme based upon the cowbHer
of bit interleaving and bit protection "1th edat
correcting codes. The former mechanism ‘5 a1mhorter
splitting a long error burst into seVera1 5 How
bursts (ideally, into isolated errors): thus 8
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ing, through a sort of "divide—and-conquer" stra-
tegy. easier protection of the most important para-
meters in the data frame. The latter mechanism pro-
tects the reflection coefficients k(1) through k(4)
using four (15,5) BCH codes, and the r.m.s. value
of each frame using a (12,4) code. The first code
can correct up to 3 errors, whereas the second can
correct 1 or 2 errors. Residual samples are left to
the channel mercy. Overall, the frame format of the
9.6 kbit/s RELP consists of 190 bits of speech
information, 48 bits of error protection and 2 bits
for synchronization. Both the LPC vocoder and the
7.2 kbit/s RELP do not exploit error protection.

3. PROCEDURE

A set of four DRT lists was selected for the
experiment. Each list contains 116 pairs of English
isolated words, read by native American speakers (2
Hsts read by males, and 2 read by females). These
lists were recorded in a quiet environment using an
Mtec 659A dynamic microphone without a puff
screen.

Six different circuit conditions have been ex-
amhmd, combining the three coding bit-rates with
two typical channels, as stated in the introduc-
Hon. Output signals of the processed stimuli have
been recorded on analog tapes and then used for the
smjective test. Eight listeners took part in the
DRl sessions, that were conducted at the Dynastat
Inc. (Austin,Texas) in-house speech evaluation
facility.

SJ Structure of the DRT

The DRT of Voiers [3] is based on discrimina—
tion between two rhyming monosyllabic words that
differ for the initial consonant. The listener's
task is simply to indicate which word has been pre-
saued. Word pairs are chosen so that initial con-
sonants differ for only one distinctive feature
according to the taxonomy shown in Table 1, in
Mfich the sign + means positive (present) state of
the feature, the sign means negative (absent)
Mate, and the circle means "doesn't apply". Table
ZShows an example of stimulus words used in DRT.

DRT data can be scored in different ways,
according to the investigator's interest. In our
WW*. we want to focus not only on the six major
features ,i.e. voicing, nasality, sustention, sibi-
lahon, graveness and compactness, which are rec-
Omfized as essential to phonemic distinction for
EnQHSh. but also on scores for the apprehensibili-
ty 0f 3 given feature, e.g. sustention, in voiced
mu unvoiced phonemes, or voicing in frictional and
nonfrictional phonemes. That is because a finer
exmfination may often pinpoint particular deficien-
mes 0f the speech processor. However, the total
Store is obtained by averaging the six main
dlaghostic scores.

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

featThe Gross scores of the six critical phonemic

Ures considered in the DRT are plotted ln Fig
fl :COPe differences over subcategories are high—
nted in the discussion, while SubllSlon of the
hres according to the voicing state or spec1fic

PoneMe cues are shown in Table 3.

Noteworthy are the consistent depressions on
the voicing, graveness and sustention components
for the conditions No. 5 and 6. In fact, these
three features separate the RELP coders from the
LPC vocoder.

The voicing feature.distinguishes the voiced
consonants from their unvoiced counterparts: /b/
from /p/, /d/ from /t/, /v/ from /f/, etc. For the
vocoder conditions, there is a small but consistent
bias towards the voicing absent state (i.e., voiced
is more frequently perceived as unvoiced). This is
due to a significant bias towards the friction
absent state.

The graveness feature distinguishes /p/ from
/t/, /b/ from /d/, /w/ from /r/, /m/ from /n/, etc.
The graveness scores are the smallest for almost
all conditions, and this wide gap is primarily due
to the inherent difficulty in distinguishing the
unvoiced consonant pairs /f/-/6/ and /p/-/t/. The
graveness scores exhibit a bias favoring the absent
state, especially for the unvoiced and nonplosive
sub—categories (see Table 3). This bias is by far
larger for female than for male speakers.

We know that degradations on higher frequency
components of voice signals affect the graveness
and sibilation features most. Therefore, we can
conclude that low scores on these features are also
due to the inadequacy of the excitation signal fed
into the synthesiser. This is more evident in the
LPC algorithm, where the excitation signal is
modeled in a rigid and poor way. Also in the RELP,
however, the frequency components greater than 1
kHz in the excitation are regenerated in a synthe—
tic manner using the baseband, and this approach is
not efficient for certain phonemes and for speakers

with high frequency energy concentration. This

impairment may be mitigated by a better represen-

tation of the true full—band residual signal.
Indeed, recent algorithms, such as Multi—pulse [9]

or Regular—pulse LPC [10] and Vector Excited Coders

[11,12,13], aim at improving the subjective quality

at low bit-rates by exploiting a perceptually effi—

cient excitation coding method.

The most significant difference between the

three pairs of conditions (1-2, 3-4 and 5-6), is

given by the sustention feature, which distin—

guishes the abrupt weak consonants from their
sustained counterparts (/p/ from /f/, /b/ from /v/,

/t/ from /6/). The largest drop is observed from

RELP to LPC conditions, and in fact sustention suf-

fers the greatest impairment in vocoded speech. We

note that for conditions 2, 3 and 4, the unvoiced

sustention feature is affected by a bias towards

the absent state, i.e., unvoiced sustained con-

sonants become more like stops. For vocoder con—

ditions 5 and 6, there is also a strong bias

towards the voiced present state. This bias is pri-

marily a result of pitch and gain coding, which

made most voiced stop consonants (e.g. /b/) sound

like continuants (e.g. /v/). Improvements on this

effect can be obtained with faster frame update for

unvoiced speech and better gain quantization.

The nasality feature, which distinguishes /n/

from /d/ and /m/ from /b/, is the best perceived

feature for all conditions.
Scores for the feature compactness relate to

the compact~diffuse attribute that serves to

distinguish /y/ from /w/. /0/ from /d/. ”Q from
/t/, [f/ from /s/, etc. There are no significant
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differences between the voiced and unvoiced states
of the compactness feature.

The Sibilation feature, which distinguishes
/s/ from /9/, /f/ from /k/, etc., shows a bias
towards the absent state, indicating that strident
consonants can be reproduced with mellow cues. This
effect is due to deficiencies of the excitation
signal, as discussed for the graveness feature.

The maximum degradation in going from the
channel No.1 to the channel No.2 is about 5 points
for the sustention feature. In particular, com-
paring the performance of RELP coders, we note that
the error protection implemented on the RELP coder
at 9.6 kbit/s seems to be more useful to preserve
this feature along with sibilation (for the channel
No.1) and graveness (for the channel No.2). In
fact, large amounts of consonant feature informa—
tion are carried in the duration and spectral char~
acteristics of adjacent vowels, as well as in the
acoustical manifestations of the consonants. There~
fore, the error protection of spectral parameters
from k(1) to k(4), particularly adequate for vow—
els, gives benefits also to certain consonants. Of
course, loss of information in the upper frequency
formants may cause significant degradations. The
robustness of nasality for all the conditions, and
of voicing for RELP configurations, is clearly evi-
dent. Also compactness, which depends on, among
other things, the higher second-formant frequen—
cies, appears somewhat robust for all the con-
ditions.

Overall, the DRT scores show the remarkable
robustness of the 9.6 kbit/s RELP system, even in
case of multipath fading degradation.

The performance of the LPC system is mainly
impaired on the voicing, graveness and sustention
features, which are generally quite fragile in all
vocoders and sensitive to various forms of speech
degradation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have simulated in real time two speech cod-
ing systems at low bit-rates, suitable for mobile
satellite communications. We have evaluated their
robustness against typical channel degradations
using the DRT facility, and got useful information
to trade-off between important issues such as
power, bandwidth, quality, complexity and delay. It
turns out that a 9.6 kbit/s RELP coder is capableof ensuring very good intelligibility, provided
that the most important parameters of the side-information be protected with a combination of bitinterleaving and error—correcting codes. Short
codes must be used. In fact, in addition to being
simpler to decode, short codes are more adequate
than long ones when the error probability of the
channel is large. In particular, a (15,5) BCH code
and 3 (12,4) code have proven to be suitable forour purposes.

Comparing the DRT scores, it results that twosubjective categories are gained by the 9.6 kbit/sRELP over the 2.4 kbit/s LPC system. Indeed, theability to yield fair quality at 2.4 kbit/s usingconventional vocoders remains to be seen. Shouldthis happen, however, it could allow an additionalreduction of 4 in power and bandwidth.
Recent speech compression algorithms [9-13]provide high quality speech somewhere between 4 and
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8 kbit/s, under ideal transmission condihbns’
Therefore, future problems to be addressed are
those associated with their subjective performmme
in presence of environmental noise, channel amen
and multipath fading.
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FEATURES m n v a z 5 3 d 9 w r l j f 9 s I I p t k h

Voicing + + + + + + + + + + + + ---------
Nasality + + ---------------------
Sustention - - + + + - - — + + + + + + + + - — - - +
Sibilation - - - - + + --------- + + + - - -
Graveness - + - - 0 - 0 — 0 0 — — 0 o - 0 0
Compactness ----- + - + - 0 + - - - + + - - + +

Tab. 1 — Consonant taxonomy used in DRT [3]

' VOICING NASALITY SUSTENTION FEATURES CONDITIONS
Vmced-unvoiced nasal-oral sustained-interrupted 1 2 3 4 5 6

veal-feel meat-bear vee-bee voxcxnc 95.1 93.0 94.7 93.4 86.9 85.0
bean-pee" need—deed sheet-cheat frictional 91.8 89.1 91.0 89.1 82.0 79.7
gin-Chin nip-dip Vill-bill nonfrictional 98.4 96.9 98.4 97.7 91.8 90.2
dint'tint moot-boot thick-tick NASALITY 98.4 97.3 98.0 95.9 96.1 95.1
200.3” news-dues foo-pooh grave 98.8 95.9 98.0 94.5 95.7 97.7

dune-tune moan-bone shoes-choose acute 98.0 97.7 98.0 97.3 96.5 92.6
9°at‘coat neck-deck those-doze SUSTENTION 89.5 84.4 86.3 80.5 69.7 63.9

gensettEnse mad-bad shew-chew voiced 86.3 22.; 22.3 31.3 23.? $3.:
J°Ck-chock - fence— ence unvoiced 92.6 . . . . .

knOCK dOCk p SIBILATION 85.5 81.1 81.3 80.1 82.4 80.7
s.21'13ILAT10N GRAVENESS COMPACTNESS voiced 91.; $3.: $2.; $2.: 33.: 3;:
‘ i--Unsibi . - ct-diffuse unvoiced 79. . . . - -

I gr.v° .CUte COIPI GRAVENESS 80.5 80.5 80.1 75.8 74.0 72.9

cheep'keep weed—reed yield-wield voiced 22.: 22.; 23-: 21-; 23-; 22-:
Ji1t‘911t eak-teak key-tea unvoiced . . . . . .

s""g‘mng pbid-did hit-fit plosive 84.0 86.3 84.4 80.9 '14.: 23.:
.°'T‘°"'°°° fin-thin you-rue nonplosive 77.0 74.5 75.8 70.; 3.1 93.0
Ju'ce‘9°°$e moon-noon ghost-boast COMPACTNESS 95.7 92.8 94.: :g.6 93.0 96.1
solg'th°le pool—tool coop-poop voiced 95.7 90.2 95.8 87.5 85.2 89.8
Cha‘r'care fore-thor yawl-wall unvoiced 95.7 95.3 93. 85.9 83-0 81.7

jab‘dab bond-dong got-dot TOTAL SCORE 90.8 88.2 89.2 03 72 77
lee-thee wad-rod shag-sag STD. ERROR .86 -94 ~55 1- - -

Tab- 2 ~ Sample of DRT stimulus words [3] Tab. 3 - DRT scores of main
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differences between the voiced and unvoiced states
of the compactness feature.

The Sibilation feature, which distinguishes
/s/ from /9/, /f/ from /k/, etc., shows a bias
towards the absent state, indicating that strident
consonants can be reproduced with mellow cues. This
effect is due to deficiencies of the excitation
signal, as discussed for the graveness feature.

The maximum degradation in going from the
channel No.1 to the channel No.2 is about 5 points
for the sustention feature. In particular, com-
paring the performance of RELP coders, we note that
the error protection implemented on the RELP coder
at 9.6 kbit/s seems to be more useful to preserve
this feature along with sibilation (for the channel
No.1) and graveness (for the channel No.2). In
fact, large amounts of consonant feature informa—
tion are carried in the duration and spectral char~
acteristics of adjacent vowels, as well as in the
acoustical manifestations of the consonants. There~
fore, the error protection of spectral parameters
from k(1) to k(4), particularly adequate for vow—
els, gives benefits also to certain consonants. Of
course, loss of information in the upper frequency
formants may cause significant degradations. The
robustness of nasality for all the conditions, and
of voicing for RELP configurations, is clearly evi-
dent. Also compactness, which depends on, among
other things, the higher second-formant frequen—
cies, appears somewhat robust for all the con-
ditions.

Overall, the DRT scores show the remarkable
robustness of the 9.6 kbit/s RELP system, even in
case of multipath fading degradation.

The performance of the LPC system is mainly
impaired on the voicing, graveness and sustention
features, which are generally quite fragile in all
vocoders and sensitive to various forms of speech
degradation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have simulated in real time two speech cod-
ing systems at low bit-rates, suitable for mobile
satellite communications. We have evaluated their
robustness against typical channel degradations
using the DRT facility, and got useful information
to trade-off between important issues such as
power, bandwidth, quality, complexity and delay. It
turns out that a 9.6 kbit/s RELP coder is capableof ensuring very good intelligibility, provided
that the most important parameters of the side-information be protected with a combination of bitinterleaving and error—correcting codes. Short
codes must be used. In fact, in addition to being
simpler to decode, short codes are more adequate
than long ones when the error probability of the
channel is large. In particular, a (15,5) BCH code
and 3 (12,4) code have proven to be suitable forour purposes.

Comparing the DRT scores, it results that twosubjective categories are gained by the 9.6 kbit/sRELP over the 2.4 kbit/s LPC system. Indeed, theability to yield fair quality at 2.4 kbit/s usingconventional vocoders remains to be seen. Shouldthis happen, however, it could allow an additionalreduction of 4 in power and bandwidth.
Recent speech compression algorithms [9-13]provide high quality speech somewhere between 4 and
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8 kbit/s, under ideal transmission condihbns’
Therefore, future problems to be addressed are
those associated with their subjective performmme
in presence of environmental noise, channel amen
and multipath fading.
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ABSTRACT

A 24-channel vocoder was used to study

the quality of vocoded speech under the

effects of its compression variables\-

the number of spectral parameters n, sam-

pling period T and bit number m in voco—

der spectral parameters. Syllable intel-

ligibility S and speaker recognition 0

(identification) were used as measures

of the quality. To reduce the number of

spectral parameters the method of avera-

ging over subsequent amplitude spectrum

samples (AS) is suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Major variables of the compression ratio
in a channel vocoder are: the number of
spectral parameters n (the number of
channel signals, which represents the en-
velope of the short-time spectrum of the
speech signals), sampling period T ( the
sampling interval of any spectral parame-
ter), bit number m (the number of quanti-
zation bits per one spectral parameter).
Design of vocoders with pre-given proper-
ties demands a proper knowledge of rela-
tions between the quality of vocoded
speech and the above variables. We are
not aware of any efficient and reliable
method of evaluating vocoded speech qua-
lity. Most reseachers rely on intelligi—
bility and speaker recognition in their

judgements over processed speech. There

is a number of publications on intelligh

bility, but none of them reflects propur

ly relations between vocoded speech hue-

lligibility and variables n, m, T. Asto

speaker recognition, we can mention mat

one study dealing with the evaluationof

recognition accuracy of LPG speech /lfl
Tape recordings of 24 speakers convershm

over an unprocessed channel and overan

LPC voice processing system with therafl

2400 bit/s were subjected to listening

tests. The listeners were 24 co—workers

who attempted to identify each speaker
from a group of about 40 people working

in the same branch. The average duration

of the speech samples was 29,8 5. Recog-

nition accuracy was 88% for unprocessed

speech, and 69% for LPC speech. No eva-

luation of the effect of compression

ratio on the speaker recognition accura-

cy was made.

Note, that most of industrial vocoders

use differential pulse code modulation.

(DPCM), in which the reference parametl"1c

signal is coded with a 3-bit logarithm1c
code, other signals—by 2-bit DPCM /2.3fl
This type of coding is very popular’ye“
the relation between intelligibility of
vocoded speech, as its main qualitynw?'

sure, and the number of quantizatimlblm

per one Spectral parameter is intereSting

from the point of view of the relative

information of variable m in comparison
with n and T.

314 Se 90.2.1

Wealso attempted to find a simple and

reliable method of reducing the number of

spectral parameters. This may be done by

averaging subsequent samples of the ampfir

tude spectrum (AS).

ACCURACY OF SPECTRUM REPRODUCTION

Toevaluate the efficiency of the sugges-

ted averaging approach, we

comparative analysis of spectrum repro-
mmtion by the two methods of reducing
um number of spectral parameters. A

samples of amplitude spectrum of the
vocoder analyser output signal were sub-
jected to harmonic approximation (appro-
ximate representation of the spectral
envelope by means of a Fourier series) by
flm first method, and a certain number of
mmsequent components was averaged by the

second method, that is several subsequent

SamPles of the amplitude spectrum from
Hm vocoder synthesizer output signal were

rehlaced by the average value of the ana-
Mser output samples. The test was per-
fmmed on a micro-computer—aided 24~chan-

nflnVOcoder with a high syllable intel—
hgibility of the vocoded speech (average
MMre 94.3% at data rate 4800 bit/s). Its
fresuerlcy range was from 100 Hz to 8 kHz.

Theanalyser was equiped with 6—th order
BegBel band-pass filters having 3 dB at-
tenuation at 25 Hz. In the synthesizer 2O
narrow-band 2—nd order filters with out-

mnfi Combined in an antiphase summation
"a? used to cover the speech bend to 5
kHzflnd 4 wideband filters were used in

theuPDer freguency range. Modulation was
am” by digital-analogous converters.From>
idflmical speech samples, the absolute

BVmgge error of one spectral component-

:nPr 0f spectrum reproduction - was found
y

K "mu

-

I . .5- 7 774;” E1 ‘21 flaw-QM

performed a

where FAk(i)’ FSk(i) — the i-th sample of
the k-th spectrum frame on the analyser

output, and on the synthesizer input,

respectively. Fig.1 presents the depen-

dence ofcf on the number of spectral pa-

rameters n for the two methods of reducing
this number.

A3d3 a;as

Fig.1. Accuracy of spectrum reproduction

for long utterance (a), long vowels /a,i/

(b) and fricative consonant Af/ (c).

o — averaging

x - harmonic approximation

Approximation by harmonic functions is

only preferable for vowel phonemes, and

long utterances (sentences) are more so-

curately reproduced by averaging subse—

quent spectrum samples. Human perception

tests on the two methods suggest their

comparative effects of spectrum reproduc-

tion. Further we restrict ourselves by

the more simple method of averaging.

INTELLIGIBILITY OF VOCODED SPEECH

To evaluate the quality of vocoded speech

its syllable intelligibility S was eva-

luated as a more objective factor, as

compared to intelligibility of phrases

and words. For each test, fiVe tables of

phonetically balanced syllables of Rus—

sian words (total 250 syllables) were

recorded by one male reader and processed

in the vocoder. Samples of spectrum cut-

offs on the output of the analyzer were
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microcomputer-processed to reduce the

number of quantization bits per one spec—

tral parameter and the number of spectral

parameters. The necessary sampling period

was controlled manually by the switch.

Samples of compressed spectrum cut-offs

were fed to the synthesizer, as samples

of the following spectrum cut-offs from

the output of the analyser were fed to

the computer. Processed syllables were

recorded on a magnetic tape and played

before three listeners. Syllable intelli-

gibility for separate listeners and ave-

rage intelligibility of vocoded speech

were then determined. Two more simple ways

of reducing bit number m were tested: a)

transfer of amplitude spectrum samples

(TS), when several subsequent amplitude

spectrum samples on the synthesizer input

FS(i) are replaced by a single amplitude

spectrum sample on the analyser output,

FA(i) and b) deletion of samples (DS),

when separate values FS=O. The determined

relations between syllable intelligibili-

ty S and the number of spectral parame-

ters n for TS, DS and AS methods are

shown in Fig.2.

5:33
90
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70

60

JD

6 8 4h &kn

Fig.2. Dependence of syllable intelligi-

bility S on the number of spectral para-

meters n

Deviation from the natural speech was ob-
served at n<12. The undoubtful advantage

of the averaging method was stated and

further it was used in the evaluations
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of intelligibility.

A relations between syllable.intelligfln-

S of vocoded speech and the number of

quantization bits per one spectral pam-

meter m for given numbers of spectralpa-

rameters n are shown in Fig.38.A disthmt

deviation from natural speech occursat

m<:3.
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bility s on variables m(a), T(b)-

For the same number of spectral parameww

n, relations between syllable intelligfl?

1ity S and sampling period T were meammfi
(Fig.3b). Deviation from natural BPeeCh

at T=40 s is mainly due to the failurein

the synthesis of short sounds.

SPEAKER RECOGNITION

The evaluation of Speaker recognitimly

comes from two tests. First an attempt

was made to find a relation between SWN‘

ker recognition from unprocessed SPeeCh

and vocoder-processed speech and the mar

tion of speech sample. Speech sample6 "we

collected from 11 known speakers and 4

unknown speakers. 5 monosyllabic words

each of 0.5 s average duration, 5 P01y9fl’

labic words - 1.5 s and 5 phrases - 4 a

were used. Each sequence of samples was
chosen at random, recorded on a magnetic

tape and played before 11 listeners.
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A warning concerning the unknown speakers

was made. The listeners were carefully
instructed not to chek off names or to
use any process of elimination because
some speakers were sampled more than once

mmrocessed speech, vocoded speech and
mmmtonous vocoded speech Were tested.The
values of compression variables were: n=
=24,nm8, T=4O ms. The relations of spea-
ker recognition 3 and the duration of
apeechfi sample t are shown in Fig.4a.
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1i18-4. Speaker recognition :7 in relation
tothe duration of speech sample t (a)
Urunprocessed, 2-vocoded, 3- monotonous
vocoded speech) and to the
spectral parameters n (b).

number of

Theabsence of fundamental frequency of
flu Voice results in a 20% decrease in
therecognition accuracy. For a success-
fulidentification and verification of a
Speaker from vocoded speech, just a phrafi
or“ P°1ysyllabic word may be used without
“Preciable loss of accuracy.
Theaecond test was done by 11 known spea-

hrs.on1y Phrases were read, and only
”COded BPeech with different numbers of
”evhgl Parameters n, was evaluated. The
resultant relations of speaker recognitnn

and the number of spectral parameters n

f0rtWO methods of reducing this number
:ZBhown in Fig.4b. The recognition accu-
They beOomes significantly lower at n412.

c°mparison supports the advantages of
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the averaging method.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented relations of vocoded speech
syllable intelligibility S to the number
of spectral parameters n, sampling period
T and the number of quantization bits per
one spectral parameter m, as well as the
relations of speaker recognition 7 to the
number of spectral parameters n open the

ways towards designing vocoders for pre-
given properties of the processed speech,
which can be achieved by choosing proper
design parameters. Test evaluations of

the quality of vocoded speech may be des-
cribed by the limiting values of variafiws

n, m, T, which are: n;l2, m33, T540 ms.
Vocoded speech becomes significantly un-
natural whenever one of the variables

exceeds it limiting value. We underline

the advantages of the method of reducing
the number of spectral parameters by ave

raging subsequent samples of speech amp-

litude spectrum. Problems of speaker re-

cognition and verification from vocoded

speech may be solved on single utterunce

from 2 to 4 5.
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microcomputer-processed to reduce the

number of quantization bits per one spec—

tral parameter and the number of spectral

parameters. The necessary sampling period

was controlled manually by the switch.

Samples of compressed spectrum cut-offs

were fed to the synthesizer, as samples

of the following spectrum cut-offs from

the output of the analyser were fed to

the computer. Processed syllables were

recorded on a magnetic tape and played

before three listeners. Syllable intelli-

gibility for separate listeners and ave-

rage intelligibility of vocoded speech

were then determined. Two more simple ways

of reducing bit number m were tested: a)

transfer of amplitude spectrum samples

(TS), when several subsequent amplitude

spectrum samples on the synthesizer input

FS(i) are replaced by a single amplitude

spectrum sample on the analyser output,

FA(i) and b) deletion of samples (DS),

when separate values FS=O. The determined

relations between syllable intelligibili-

ty S and the number of spectral parame-

ters n for TS, DS and AS methods are

shown in Fig.2.
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meters n

Deviation from the natural speech was ob-
served at n<12. The undoubtful advantage

of the averaging method was stated and

further it was used in the evaluations
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the averaging method.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented relations of vocoded speech
syllable intelligibility S to the number
of spectral parameters n, sampling period
T and the number of quantization bits per
one spectral parameter m, as well as the
relations of speaker recognition 7 to the
number of spectral parameters n open the

ways towards designing vocoders for pre-
given properties of the processed speech,
which can be achieved by choosing proper
design parameters. Test evaluations of

the quality of vocoded speech may be des-
cribed by the limiting values of variafiws

n, m, T, which are: n;l2, m33, T540 ms.
Vocoded speech becomes significantly un-
natural whenever one of the variables

exceeds it limiting value. We underline

the advantages of the method of reducing
the number of spectral parameters by ave

raging subsequent samples of speech amp-
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from 2 to 4 5.
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KQHHPOBAHME PEQEBHX CHPHAHOB HHH HEHEM aflEBHTKHHKHI) HPOTESMPOBAHHH CflYXA

H.B. HECOFOP

Mac'm'ry'r chuanouormu m.M.H.UaBuOBa AH CCCP,‘ .IIemuHrpau.

PEBDME

OnucaHH ncnxoaxycuuqeonue sxcnepumenwu c

Bocnpuuruem KouupOBaHHHx peqHx curuauoa

Hopmaubno cuumammmn ECHHTyeMHMM. Kouuposa-

Hue ocymeoTBuqCL TaKMM'oopasom, qTo KC-

xouHHfi curnau npeodpasoBHBauca B nocueuo-

BaTeHLHOCTB Kopouxux Onnouapnux umnyubcos,

mouyuuposaHHHx no amnuuwyue orndammefi pe-
qoro curaaua.

HccueuogauOCL.Bunannepeauuqnux napamer-

p013 RompOBaHm Ha cuoaecrmo pasdopqusoc'rb,

BBEEEHHE

BueKTpouHoe npoueaupoaaune cuyxa mum

KoxueapHaH umnuanuannu HBHHeTCH ouHMM us
Hosefimux HanpaBueHMfi peaduuuTauMn cuyxa
npu nouHofi ruyxore. OCHOBHEH sauaqa, KOTO-
paa CTOMT nepeu uccueuOBaTeuuMM, 3aHumam-
mumuca eueKTpouHuM HpOTBBMpOBaHMeM cocuo-
MT B TOM, qTOOH ocymeCTBnTL Taxoe npeoo-
paaoBaHMe peqoro curHaua B auexrpnqecxne
cwumyua, ROTopoe c QuHofi CTOpOHH coxpaHuuo
6H Kax mouHo oousme unwopmaunn o peqom
ourHaue, c upyrofi - yuosueTBopHuo TBM yo-
HOBKHM, Koropue Boaxuxamw B csusu co one—
HMQMKofi auexwpuqecxoro Headyxueana cuyxo—
Boro HepBa.

Bce‘umewmueca B Hacwoamee Bpemu CKCTe-
MH euenwpounoro npoweauposaunu pasueuumT
Ha ounoxanausnue m mmoroxanaubnne. upma-
uuunaubnoe ouuuque MHoroxaHauLHofi CMCTeMH
0T quHoxaHauLaofi cocrouu B TOM, qro MHoro-
KaHaHLHHe cucremu npOTBBHpOBaHMfl, umemT
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HGCKOHLKO napauueuLHHx xanauos, paauemn»

mux anycruqeoxufi curnau Ha cnenupaumme

nouocu nocpeucwsom Quubrpos, u TaKWWOO-

paaom moryr odecnequrs usedpaxenze peqe-

BHX ourHauos, Gouee ouusxoe x ecuecrnmo

Homw. Hpu OnHOKaHaHBHOM me crnmyuupOBamm

HeOOxouuMO npousaeCTn TaKoe Konuponanne

axycruqecxoro curaaua, KOTOpoe nossouuw

Baueuumb n3 Hero npusuaxu, couepxamflecfi
BO BpemeHHofi KapTuHe [I] . OuuouaaamF

Hue CHCTeMH oduauamT pauom cymeCTBeHHHx

uOCTouHoTB, u umeHHo noeromy, B Hacwomwe

Bpema OHM nouyqnun Handoubmee pacnpocfln’
Keane. OCHOBHHe npeumymecuBa sanumqamwm

B cuenymmem: I. Haunque ouHoro Kanaualh

cueuOBaTeuLHo, ouHoro euexupona. aflaqn‘
TeHLHO yupomaer noncwpyxunm n, qmo ocoomk

HO Bamno, nMuuaHTauum KoxueapHHx HPOTEwB
2. TOHBKO ouHoxaHauLHaH crumyuuumfi “MeeT
CMHCH B Tex cuyqaax, Korua y GOHBHOPOOC’

TEGTCE Hedoubmoe KouuqTBo coxpaHfiEmfi’

CH (Hemopaueunux) BOHOKDH cuyxoaorormp'

Ba. 3. BpemeHHaa cwpynrypa CTHMYHKPma'
ro cnrHaua flBnfleTCH ropasno flfiiflpMaTflfi‘
Hee, gem 3T0 npeunouarauOCL up nocuamfi‘

r0 Bpemenn; c eé nomombm momer nepefla‘
BaTLCH He TOHLKO npocounqecxafi HH¢DPM3'
nun, HO u MH®opmauuH o @OHeMBXv a T3339
MouHo uocuuqb yuoaueTBopMTeuLHoro pac-

uosHaBaHMu max 0TueuLHHx coruacuux E W?
Hocuomuux cuOB, wax u cunrnofi peqn [4]'
Bouee ammeKTnBHHMM HBHHDTCH TaKHe Oflfio’

KaHaIEBHHe CKCTeMH suempounoro HPOTSMPO:
BaHnH, B Kowopux npeodpaaoaanne ocymmflB
HHeTCH TaKuM odpasom, qwo Mfi¢opmaunfi°

' Se 90.3.1

qacwouxom cocraBe peqoro curnaua, nonu—

pyewcu Beuuqunofi mexumnyubcnux unrepgauos,
a unmopmauna oo'nHTecBHocru - undo uuu-
TeflBHOCTLm, undo aMHunTyuofi KMHyHbOOB

[5] .
B Hacuozmee BpBMH paspadouaHo u nonu-

Tusaeucu MHOFO Tunes peqesux npeodpasoaa—
Teuen, uposouurcu nx cpaBHMTeuLHHe uccue-

uogaauu, ouHaKo uo cux nop eme HeT qeuxux
uaHHux, KacammMXCH Eudopa Handouee onwu—
MfiHbHHX napameTpOB KoumpOBaHnH: qaCTOTH

cpeaa Quubupa, uuureuLHOCTn annouupnux
muwubcos H T.u. 3T0 MOEHO OO$HCHMTL TeM,

qTo uocuauosannfi, npOBouuMHe Ha nannenTax
c KMHHaHTpeMHMM suexwpouamn ycuoxHHmTca

neuum punom npaaqecxux punoowefi: a)
qucuo Bosmounux HaHMSHTOB mauo (I nun 2);
O) umnuanwnpyemoe ycwpoficTBo Hauaraer or-
paHuquu Ha cnrnau crumyuuuuu; B) pesyub-
Tara aaBHCflT OT Taxux HeKOHTpouupyeMHx

¢EKTOPOB, CBHBaHHHx c nawouoruefi yHHTKH,
lax qucuo K xapaxwepuounqeoxau qaCTOTa

Yueuesmux cuyxoaux HefipOHOB. Hoswomy Hamn

Gflna upeunpuHuTa HOHHTKa pemMTL ewy saua-

qY c nomombm KaTyemux. oduauammnx Hop-
MaHLHHM cuyxom, ucxoug K3 Toro, qTo onTue
mauLHOCTL napamewpoa BHdpaHHaH KCHHTyeMHMH

ClmPMEHLHHM cuyxom Oyuew Taxme neHCTBM-
TeubHa u uuu ruyxux nauuenTOB. MBBeCTHO,
qTo ucnoubsosanue HopmaubHocuHmam nonu—

TyeMHX Ana CpaBHMTeHBHOPO aHauusa oxeM
peqesoro KouupoBaHnH B paGOTe [2] uauo
xOpoume pesyuLTaTH.

OEKMHME KOHMPYDWETO-YCTPOKCTBA M HPOHE‘
HQk MBMEPEHMH

Ha OCHOBaHMM BHmeKBHOKeHHOTO HaMH Ouuo
5E3Dadouano yCTpofiCTBo, nosBouammee Roun—

pmwTB KaK peqesofi, Tan H umOofi axycuu-

qecxfifi HRH sueKTqecxufi cnrfiau ouHuM,
Ia“ Ham Kauercu, M3 Handouee OHTHMEHBHHX
mcGOB, npn KOTOpOM ucxouHHfi ourHau

MEOOPagyeTCH B nocueuosaweubHOCTL Kopou-

Mm GMHOHHDHHX MMflyflbCOB, mouyuMpOBaHHHx

HoaMHHMTYAe oruoammefi peqoro cnrHaua.

Se 90.3.2

Hpeodpasoaareub BauouHeH B Buns OT-
ueuLHoro ycwpoficrsa. Ha axon Kowoporo cur-
Hauu moryu nouaBaTLca undo c muxpo®ona,
undo OT umdoro ucroqnuxa auexrpuqecxux
cnrnauos. B ycrpofiorse uMeeTcx @uuLTp upo-
nycnanmu HMBKKX qaoTOT (@Hq), qacwowu cpe-
3a KQTOPOPO yCTaHaBuMBamTCH uepexumqaue-

’ueM n npunumamr snaquu OT 0;5 urn uo
3.0 KPH CTyHeHHMH qepes 0.5 KPH. HHHaME-
qecxufi unanasou amnuuuyun Buxounux HM-
HyHBCOB onpeueuHeTcu amnuumyufiofi xapaxre—
pucunxofi ouumero B Hero uoraqMqcxo-
ro ycuuuTeuu, Koropuu oduauaer KOMHpeCCH-
efi 1:10. Amnuuryuuau oruoammaa nepemeHHoro
curaaua Baueuaewca ueTeKTopOM u saTeM crua-

_uHBaeTCH c nomombm MHTerpaTopa. Gopmnpo-

Baune MMHyHBCOB CcymeCTBHHéTCH nocpeucr-

BOM Tpurrepa WMMTTa u ouHOCTaOMuBHHx

MyuLTMBMOpaTopOB. Ha Euxoue, TaKKM odpa—

30M,.nouyqamTca amnuuTyuHo—MouyqOBaHHHe

OunoqHHe umnyubcu 3auaHHofi nunTeuLHoc-

Tu, momenwu HOHBHGHKH Kouopux coorseucrsy-

mT MOMeHTaM nepecequH Hyuu (B uouoxu—

TeuLHofi @ase) ourHaua c Buxoua 0H1.
Dpoueuypa usmepennu cocroaua B cueuym-

meM: sanucaHHHe Ha rpamnuacwunxy cuosa c

peqoro ayunomerpa AP-03 nocuynaum Ha

Kouupymmee yCTpOfiCTBO, Teuemouu. Hpoouy-

mMBaHne npousaouuuocs B sayxousounpoaannofi
Kamepe, MOHoypaHLHO, KCHHTyeMHMH c Hop-

MauLHHM ouyxom. HCHOHLBOBEHHCL cuennauLHo

COCTaBHeHHHe raouuuu cues F.M.Fpuudepra,

H.P.8uHuepa u E.B.HefimaH. Baum HpOBeueHH

4 cepuu sxcnepumearos no onpeueuenmm Hang

douee OHTHMEHBHHX snaqeaufi cueuymmux napaf

meTpOB auepuqecxMx crumyuogz qaCTOTH

cpesa QHH, 1 uunTeuLHocuu OunouapHHx

MMHyHLCOB, m ; HOCTOfiHHOfi Bpemenn uHTer-

pupoganna,17 ; MHTGHCHBHOCTH nouaBaeMHx

cTumyuOB, L : C swofi neubm ouuu CHHTH

3aBHCKMOCTH paedopquaocuu peqesax meow-

TaOuMu OT sHaqMa BTMX napaMeTpos. Paa—

OOptOCTL onpeueuauacs no ROHqCTBy npa—

BMHBHO Bocnpunuwux M sauncaHHHx HCHHTyeMH-

MM cuOB (na 60 npeususueunux) H BupauauaCL

B npoueHTax.
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KOHMPOBAHHE PEQEBHX CHPHAHOB HHH HEKEM aflEBHTKHHKHI) HPOTESMPOBAHKH CEYXA

H.B. HECOTOP

Mac'rmy'r (bxsnonormx mu.M.II.IIaBnosa AH CCCP,‘ .Ilermm'pan.

PEBDME

OnucaHH ncnxoaxycwnqeonne sxcnepnmexmu c

Bocnpnarnem xonnpOBaHHHx peqeaux czrnanos

Hopmanbno amammMM ECHHTyeMHMM. Konmpoaa-

Hue ocymeCTBKHnOCB TaKnM‘OOpasom, qTo KC-

xonHHfi cnrnan npeodpaSOBHBanofl B nooneno-

BaTeHLHOCTB KopOTKKX Onnonapnux nmnynbcos,

monynuposafiaux no amnnnTyne ormdammefi pe-
qoro cmrnana.

HOCHGAOBaHOCb.BHHHHHepaBHMQHHX napameT-

p013 Komposam Ha cnoaeoHym paedopqnsoc'rs.

EBEEEHHE

BHeKTponHoe npowesmposanne cnyxa nun

KoxneapHaH nmnnaHTannfl HBHHeTCH onHMM K3
Hosefimnx HanpaBneHMfi peaOHHflTaHMM onyxa
npm nonHofi rnyxore. OCHOBHEH sanaqa, KOTO-
pan CTOMT nepen MCCHBHOBaTeHHMM, aaHumam-
mmmuca eneKTponHuM HpOTBBMpOBaHMeM coomo-
MT B TOM, qTOdH ocymeCTBMTL Taxoe upeoo-
paaoBaHMe peqoro cnrHana B anepnqeoKHe
cwnmyna, ROTOPOG c aofi oroponu ooxpaHHno
6H EEK MOKHO oonbme unmopmaunn o peqOM
onrHane, c npyrofi - ynosnewsopnuo TGM yo-
HOBMHM, Kowopue BOBHKKEDT B CBHBK co one—
ummuxofi anenrpmqecxoro BosnneHnH cnyxo-
Boro HepBa.

Bce nmemmnecfl B nacwoamee BpeMfl CMCTe-
MH anexrponnoro npowesuposanna paanenflmT
Ha onxoxananLHHe n MHOPOKaHaHLHHe. HpMH-
unnnanbnoe ornnqme MHoroxaHanLHofi CMCTeMH
OT aoxaHanLHofi cocronr B TOM, qro macro—
KaHaHLHHe CHCTGMH npowesnposanna, umemr
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HECKOHLKO napannenLHHx xananon, paanemn»

mmx anycrnqeoxmfi cnrnan Ha cuexmpammme

uonocu nocpenoTBOM abrpon, n Taxmwoé-

paaom moryw odecneas nsoopaxeane pene-

BHX OPEN-1871013, Gonee dmsxoe x ec'recmaeu—

Homw. Rpm onHoxaHanbnom me crnmynnpOBamm

HeOOxonnMO nponsaeCTn TaKoe KonMpOBaHMe

axycrnqecxoro cnrnana, Kowopoe nossonnw

BHAeHMTL n3 Hero HpHBHaKM, conepxamfleOfi
BO Bpemennofi KapTKHe [I] . OnnoxaaamP

Hue CflCTeMH oonanamw panom GymeCTBeHHHX

HOCTOKHCTB, u KmeHHO noawomy, B Hacwomwe

Bpema OHM nonqnn Handonbmee pacnpocflfi'
HeHme. OCHOBHHe upenmymecwsa saxnmqamwm

B cuenymmeM: I. Hannque onHoro KaHant

CHeAOBaTenLHO, onHoro eneKTpona. 3Haqn’
TeHLHO ynpomaer Koncwpyxunm n, qmo 00066?

HO Bamno, nMunaHTaunm KoxneapHHx HP°“”°B
2. TOHBKO onHoxaHanLHaH crnmynfiumfi “MeeT
CMHCH B Tex cnyqaflx, Horne y GOHBHOPOOC’

TEGTCE Hedonbmoe KOHqCTBO coxpaflfimmu'
CE (HemopameHHHx) BOHOKDH cnyxosoroe‘

Ba. 3. BpemeHHaa cwpynrypa CTKMYHKmme'
ro cnrnana HBnaeTcn ropasno HHQDPMBTHB'
Hee, gem 3T0 npennonaranoob np nocnamw'

r0 Bpemenn; c eé nomombw moxeT nepefla‘
BaTbCfl He TOHLKO npoconnqeoxafl HH¢DPM3'
nma, HO n MH®opmaunH o QoHeMax. a T3339
momHo nocmnqb ynoaneTBopMTenLHoro pac-

uosHaBaHMH max OTneHLHHx cornaCHHx EOW‘
HoonomHHx cnos, Tan H cTHofi pequ

Bonee SQQGKTHBHHMM HBHHDTCH Tanne Oflfio'

RaHaEBHHe CKCTeMH sneK'rponHoro HPOTSMPO’
Baa, B KOTOpHX npeodpaaoaanme ocymmflB‘
nHeTCH TaKMM odpasom, qwo McOPMBum o

' Se 90.3.1

qacwowxom cocraBe peqoro cmrnana, Ronn—

pyewca Benmqnnofi mexnmnynhcnux nnrepsanoa,
a unmopmanna od'nHTecBHocrn - undo nan-
TeflBHOCTLD, undo amnnnwynofi KMHyHbOOB

[s] . ,
B Hacroamee BpeMH paspaOOTaHo n nonu-

THBaeTCE MHOPO THHOB peqesux npeodpasoaa—
Tenen, uposonflwca EX cpaBHMTenLHHe uccne-

nosaxux, onHaKo no cmx nop eme HeT qewnmx
naHHux, xacammnxca Eudopa Handonee onwm—
MEHBHHX napamewpos Konnposannflz qaCTOTH

cpeaa QMHLTpa, nnnTeHLHOCTn Omnonfipnux
mmwnbcos M T.n. 3T0 MOEHO OO$HCHMTL TeM,

qro nccnenosannfi, npOBonHMHe H8 nannenwax
c ZMnHaHTMpyeMHMM snexwponamn yonoxHHmTca

uenum panom npaaqecxmx pnnoowefi: a)
qucno BOSMOKHHX nannenros mano (I nun 2);

6) mmnnanwnpyemoe yCTpOfiCTBO Hanaraer or-

paHqHna Ha cnrnan crumynfiunu; B) pesynb-
rawu aaBncaT OT Taxmx HeKOHTponMpyeMHx

QEKTOPOB, CBHBaHHHx c nawonormefi yHHTKH,
lax qmcno m xapaKTepMCTqCKafi qacrowa

Yueneax cuyxoaux HefipOHOB. HOswomy HaMH

GHHa upenaHflTa HOHHTKa pemMTL eTy saga-

qy c nomomLm MCHHTyeMHX, odnanammnx Hop—
MaHLHHM onyxom, mcxong n3 TOFO, qTo onTne
manLHOCTL napamewpon BHdpaHHaH KCHHTyeMHMH

°*mPMaaHM onyxom dynew Taxme neHCTBm-
TeHbHa u nun rnyxnx naumenTOB. MBBGCTHO,
qTo KCHOHL$OBaHKe HopmanLHoamam nonu—

TyeMHx Ana CpaBHMTeHBHOPO aHanMsa oxeM
peqesoro Konnpogannfl B paGOTe [2] nano
XOpomme pesynLTaTH.

OIMCAIfl/E Hommmro yCTPOMCTBA M HPOIIE-
11m HBMEPEmu

H3 OCHOBaHHK BHmeKSHOEeHHOPO HaMM Ouno

pa39800118110 yCTpofiCTBo, nosBonammee Ronn-

pmwTL KaK peqofi, Tan H aofi aKyCTH-

qecKKfi Hun aneKTqecxnfi cnrHan onHHM,
la“ HaM Kamercn, MB Hanoonee OHTHMEHLHHX
mmcoooa, HpM KOTOpOM mcxonHHfi cmrnan

MEOOPagyeTCH B HOCHBJOBaTenBHOCTL KOpOT-

mm GMHOHHPHHX MMHyHbCOB, monynMpOBaHHHx

HoaMHHMTyne ornoammefi peqoro onrHana.

Se 90.3.2

Hpeodpasoaareas Buuonnea B BERG OT-
nenLHoro ycwpoficwaa. Ha axon Kowoporo cur-
HaHH moryw nonaaawboa undo c MMKpOQOHa,
undo OT umdoro MCTqmxa aneKTpmqKKx
cnrnanos. B ycrpofioTBe nMeeTcx QMHLTp upo-
nycxanmn HMBKKX qaoTOT (@Hq), qacwowu cpe-
3a KQTOPOPO yCTaHaBHMBamTCH uepexnmqawe-

'neM n upnnnmawr snaqeana CT 0.5 KPH no
3.0 KPH CTyHeHHMH qepes 0.5 KPH. EKHaME-
qecxnfi nnauasoa amnnnwynn Buxonnux KM-
nynLCOB onpenenHeTca amnnnrynnofi xapaxwe-
pncrnxofi onamero B Hero noraqMqcxo-
ro yCMHKTeHH, Koropufi odnanaeT KOMHpeCCH-
efi 1:10. Amnnnrynaaa oeammaH nepemenfioro
cnrHana Banenaemca neTeKTopOM H saTeM orna-

_EHBaeTCH c nomombm HHTerpaTopa. GopMMpo-

BaHMe MMHyHBCOB ocymeCTBnfleTca nocpenor-

BOM Tpmrrepa MMMTTa n ongocwadnnsHHx

MyHBTMBMOpaTOpOB. Ha suxone, TaKKM odpa—

30M,.nonyqamTca amnnnrynHo—MonyHHpOBaHHHe

OmnoaHHe nmnynscu sanannofi nunTenLHoc-

TM, MOMeHTH HOHBHGHKH Homopux OOOTBeTCTBy-

mT MOMeHTaM nepeoeqenna Hynx (B nonomn-

TBHLHOfl @ase) ourHana c Buxona 0H1.

Hpouenypa msmepexma cocwoana B onenym-

meM: saumcaHHHe Ha rpamnnacwmnxy cuosa c

peqoro aynnomempa AP—OS nocwyuanm Ha

Konnpymmee ycwpofioTBo, TeneQOHH. flpoony-

mnBaHHe nponaaonMHOCL B sByxonsonnpOBaHHofi
Kamepe, MOHoypaao, KCHHTyeMHMH c Hop-

M8HLHHM cayxom. Mononbsonannos cueunanLHo

COCTaBneHHHe madnuuu'cnos F.M.FpMHOepra,

H.P.8MHnepa M £.B.HefimaH. Baum HpOBeneHH

4 cepnn ancnepnmeHTos no onpenenenmm Hang

donee OHTHMBHBHHX snaqenmfi onenywmnx napag

meTpOB anepuqecxMx ownmynogz qacworu

cpesa @Hq, nunreaocTM OHHOHflpHHX;

MMHyHLCOB, m ; HOCTOfiHHOfi Bpemenu naTer-
h-

pmpOBaHna, L ; MHTGHCMBHOCTH nonaBaeMHx
ornmyHOB, L : C swofi uenbm ounu CHHTH

BaBMCMMOCTH pasdopqmaoomm peqesax meow-

Ta6nmu or anaqenna STMX napameTpos. Pas-

OOpaooTL onpenenanacs no KOHqCTBy npa-

BHHBHO Bocnpmnawux M sauncaHHHx HCHHTyeMH-

MM cnon (ms 60 npensfisnennux) M BupaxanaCL

B npouexrax.
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PESYJIBTATH M OBCYEIEHKE

flame, nonyqHue 13 exonepmen'rax no
onpenenenmo paedopqnsocm peqoro Team
13 easncmwoc'rn OT qacrorru cpesa (Mama
11111111112111 qac'ro'r, (npmmc'rommofi Bpemezm
cruamsamm 5 mceK 111 nmrennoc‘rn 0171110-
napHHx 11111131115005 100 M 500 MKCGK), npmae-
nenbx 11a p110. I. ‘
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Pnc. I. 3aBKCKMOCTB cnosecnofi paedopqn-
BOOTH OT qacrorn cpeaa QHQ.

H0 ocn opnnHaT - pascopqnsocrs B upo-
ueHTax; no ocn accuncc - qacrowa B KPH
(ycpenneanne naHHse nun 5 ncnnwyemsx).
X - tn: IOO mxcex; O - tn = 500 MKCGK

= 5 mceK.
Momso angers, qTo pasoopsnBOCTb peaxo B03-
paCTaeT c pacmnpennem nonocu nponycxanna
cnrsana no I.O KPH; npn nanbnefimempynenn-
qesnm qaCTOTu cpeaa paedopqnsocrs meager-

’ on Keenaqurenbno. Mccnenosannn Hefiponnux

OTBeTOB 11pm enempnqecrcofi c'rmwmm Tax-
xe'yxaausam 11a orpannqennsfi qacro'mufi
manaaon, He npesmnammnfi I KI‘u, 11pm KO-
TOpOM coxpawzeTca Impopmaum o nepnone
Konecaxmfi c'rmvwnos. 3T0 noasomer npemo-
1101111111., 1110 ecm HOpMEIHBHOCIIHmaUU/Ifi 1101111-
TyeMHfi cnocodeH pasnnqa'rb peque ems/1111111,
npomemnne HI! (pnnbwpaumo 0 qacrowofi cpeaa
I.O - I.5 KI‘n, T0 11 nameHT 0 0.1111011211151711:-
Hofi c'rmvnvmmaefi BHyTpeHHero yxa, manasou
Bocnpmmmaewx lzac'ro'r KOTOpOI‘O orpamaqen
2101110171 me 11810110111011 0011510111310 0M0111eT pacnoa-
HaBaTB peque crmvwm, 11011011535111 Tam/1e
napameTpH, Kan qacro'ry 001101311010 1011a 11
sacro'ry I—fi 121 z-fi‘mopmam, nemamnx B upe-
11e71ax 911012! 0011610111.

B0 Bwopofi cepnn SKCHGpPIMeHTOB 1100119110-

Banocr, 1311mm 11001011101012 Bpemerm ornam—

Basm ammrrynnofi orndammefi, Komopag 11pm-

Hmwana enaqnH, pasxme 5, 20 121 50 M06111.
Ha pasdopqnsoc'rb peqesorc Tecma 11pm 1100-
'10111111111: anaqesmx t1221011011171 cpesa (1.5 KM)
11 1111111191151100'1'1/1 11101317130013 (500 11130011). Pe-
aynwa'ru sxcnepmen'ra 1101033511111, 1110 1100-
1051111133 spemerm crnamsam OqI: HesHa—
qu'renbno BIII’IHBT Ha pasdopqmaocrb. A11a11113
0111110011 OTBeTOB yxa'ausae'r Ha TO, qTo yBe’
nmqenne nocmoannofi npemema crnaxcHBaHI/M
BHMHBT 11a Bocnpm'me 11111115 11511181151101? (1)039'
11111 B czzose. Hoe'romy 11pm ’t’: 50 MCGK
YeemqmsaeTca qncno 01111210011 13 pacnosnaflm1

Haqainanon QOHSMH. Hpn asaqemmx ’U =511ce11

xaqec'rso 31331112111115 yxymflaeTCH ea 0q BOG-
npzmrrm memma.

Ha 00110551111111 mecxaaaHHoro 11011110 Clle’
11a1'b 51113011 0 TOM, qTo Handonee onvxaIIB'

11111111 c *1q spam HpaBPIJILHOI‘O Pacnosfla’
1351111111, 3131111101011 snaqenm 11001051111101? 1399‘
men ornamaxma 10—20 men.

B Tpe'rbefi cepnn exonepmen'ron oflpefle’
muses aasncmvxoc'rs cuonecnofi paSCOPWBOC'
TH 01 nmrenbsocm 01211101111m MMIIYHBCOB'
IUMTSIILHOCTB MMIB’HLCOB memnacra B Hpeflenax
01' I00 MKCeK 110 I000 1111110611. 11311111216 6“”
1101151q 11713 Tpex nonn'ryewx. Mcxollfl “3 ’
peaynma'ros npemmmnx cepnfi exonepmemo”
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qaCTo'ra cpesa 0H1! dune BHOpaHa pasnofi
1.511111, 11001031111515 Bpemema cmammaam .
mmmwymofi orndalomefi ncxonHoro cnmana
IO M0. M3 exonepmuema onenyer, 1110 c 31139-
meme nmwemsoc'm Gnuonapxmx mnynscos
110 500 cex, npouen'r HpaBMIIBHOI‘O 1300a-
11111 11101101011110 Bospac'raer, a saw oc'raer—
ca 11001011331111, paBHHM 2: 70%. Hanna pesyrzs—
1am xopomo cornacymca 0 11811111111111, 1101m-
qemmwm y namen'ros c mnamnponammm
BHSKTpOJlaMTA' [3] .

Ms Bsmecxaaannoro anew/em, 1110 (111121—
Ma11511a11 ,EJIMTeHLHOGTL 61211101111p 11111131115003
cocranmer orcono 500 MKCeK.

B qBepTofi cepnn exonepmeu'ros neme-
pmacs sasncmwocrb cnosecnofi paedopqmsoc-
111 0'1 yposm nonasaeMHx peqHx cmvwnos.
T.e. onpenemnocra, cymec'reyer 111/1 KaKOfi-TO
Hamdonee onTmaufl yposeHL nH'recBHoc—
TH peqHx crmwynos, 11pm KOTOpOM paedop-
qmaocm nonyqaercx HaKOOIILIIIefi. YpOBeHL
31331110130110 ,naBJIeHJ/m nemepancs 13 .115 38.11 110-
POPOM cmmmaocm omensno 117111 Kenmoro 110—
HHTyemoro. Kan 1110111110 12121111211. 1113 pncyHKa 2
name 119M 11111311011 yposne MH'I‘BHCPIBHOCTM c'm-
Mynos (IO .l ) paedopqmaocm 'nocma-
mac 131100103; 111111 2-1: ncmryemux 011a upe-
Bbflflae'r 50% 11 HaMHOI‘O Esme HaaILHOI‘Q ypos—
“3 padopqmaoc 11 (20%) 111111 Tpersero 1101m-
TYBMQI‘O-e ’

2%

100-

80 - ”4

/‘/>\<60 . Xf4;—$ .,

4o -

20 1

0 2‘0 40 oh so 107135
P110.so 2- BaBHcmwocrb cnosecnofi 138300q-

cm
0T yPOBHH nonanaexvmx peqHx erm—

nos nus Tpex HCHHTyeMHX.
(3 4 men. A; x ~ non. B; . - non. B

upu C = 1.5 KPH n ’C' = IO MCGK.
Handonee OHTfimaHBHHM ypOBHeM, npn‘xoropom
pasdopqnsocrb nocmnraer 82% (men. A n B),
oxasancz yposeHL 70 AB. Hpn nanLHenmeM
ysenzsesnn HHTeHCMBHOCTH cnrnana nponcxo—
AMT HeKoropoe yxynmenne pasdopqnsocrn,
Bussasnoe cnnmxom‘sucoxnm yposHeM unres-
cnsnocrn ornmynos, 6HH3KMM K doneBoMy n0-
pory. TaKnM odpasoM, peeynLTaTH naHHofi pa-
60TH nossonnnn uocpencrnom ncnxoaxycrn-
qecnnx BKCHepHMGHTOB HpOK3BeCTK npenBapu—
TenLHHfi snoop onrnmanbnux napamerpos eneKT-
pnqecxnx cnrnanos, qTo HBKHBTCH HeOOXO-
nnMHM marom Ha naHH0M aTane nocnexosannfi
B odnacrn eneKTponnoro npowesnposaHnH,
T.K. nosnonuw donee odocsosaHHo nqnxonnrb
K cosnannm aunaparypn ans anposann pe-
qn n COKpaTMTb spema nocronepaunonnoro
Tecrnposasns OOHBHHX c nmunanmnpyemnmn
eneKTponaMH.
HKTEPATYPA

I. ImdnnncxaH'B.B. Cnyxosoe Bocnpnsrne y
qenosexa npn sneKTqeCKOM paanpaxennn
cnyxosofi CECTeMH. Pasnpamenne nepzme-
pnqecxnx ownenom cayxosofi CMCTeMH. B
KH.: anepoxHoe nporesnponanne onyxa.

‘ fl.,: "Hayxa", I984, crp. I47-IVI.
2. Blamey P.Y., Martin L.F.A., Clark G;M.

A comparison of three speech coding

strategies using an acoustic model of

a cochlear implant. ~ J.Acoust. Soc.

Amer., 1985, v.77 (1), p. 209-217.
3. Burian K., Hochmair E., Hochmair-Deso—

yer I.J., Lessel M.B. Designing of the

experience with multichannel cochlear

implants. - Acta otolaryngol., 1979,
v.86, p. 190-195.

4. Hochmair-Decoyer I.J., Hochmair E.S.,

Fischer R.E., Burian K. Cochlear pros-

thesis in use: Recent speech compre-

hension results. - Arch.0t0—Rhino-La-

ryngol., 1980, v.229, p. 81-98.
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flame, nonyqHue 13 exonepmen'rax no
onpenenenmo paedopqnsocm peqoro Team
13 easncmwoc'rn OT qacrorru cpesa (Mama
11111111112111 qac'ro'r, (npmmc'rommofi Bpemezm
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Pnc. I. 3aBKCKMOCTB cnosecnofi paedopqn-
BOOTH OT qacrorn cpeaa QHQ.

H0 ocn opnnHaT - pascopqnsocrs B upo-
ueHTax; no ocn accuncc - qacrowa B KPH
(ycpenneanne naHHse nun 5 ncnnwyemsx).
X - tn: IOO mxcex; O - tn = 500 MKCGK

= 5 mceK.
Momso angers, qTo pasoopsnBOCTb peaxo B03-
paCTaeT c pacmnpennem nonocu nponycxanna
cnrsana no I.O KPH; npn nanbnefimempynenn-
qesnm qaCTOTu cpeaa paedopqnsocrs meager-

’ on Keenaqurenbno. Mccnenosannn Hefiponnux

OTBeTOB 11pm enempnqecrcofi c'rmwmm Tax-
xe'yxaausam 11a orpannqennsfi qacro'mufi
manaaon, He npesmnammnfi I KI‘u, 11pm KO-
TOpOM coxpawzeTca Impopmaum o nepnone
Konecaxmfi c'rmvwnos. 3T0 noasomer npemo-
1101111111., 1110 ecm HOpMEIHBHOCIIHmaUU/Ifi 1101111-
TyeMHfi cnocodeH pasnnqa'rb peque ems/1111111,
npomemnne HI! (pnnbwpaumo 0 qacrowofi cpeaa
I.O - I.5 KI‘n, T0 11 nameHT 0 0.1111011211151711:-
Hofi c'rmvnvmmaefi BHyTpeHHero yxa, manasou
Bocnpmmmaewx lzac'ro'r KOTOpOI‘O orpamaqen
2101110171 me 11810110111011 0011510111310 0M0111eT pacnoa-
HaBaTB peque crmvwm, 11011011535111 Tam/1e
napameTpH, Kan qacro'ry 001101311010 1011a 11
sacro'ry I—fi 121 z-fi‘mopmam, nemamnx B upe-
11e71ax 911012! 0011610111.

B0 Bwopofi cepnn SKCHGpPIMeHTOB 1100119110-

Banocr, 1311mm 11001011101012 Bpemerm ornam—

Basm ammrrynnofi orndammefi, Komopag 11pm-

Hmwana enaqnH, pasxme 5, 20 121 50 M06111.
Ha pasdopqnsoc'rb peqesorc Tecma 11pm 1100-
'10111111111: anaqesmx t1221011011171 cpesa (1.5 KM)
11 1111111191151100'1'1/1 11101317130013 (500 11130011). Pe-
aynwa'ru sxcnepmen'ra 1101033511111, 1110 1100-
1051111133 spemerm crnamsam OqI: HesHa—
qu'renbno BIII’IHBT Ha pasdopqmaocrb. A11a11113
0111110011 OTBeTOB yxa'ausae'r Ha TO, qTo yBe’
nmqenne nocmoannofi npemema crnaxcHBaHI/M
BHMHBT 11a Bocnpm'me 11111115 11511181151101? (1)039'
11111 B czzose. Hoe'romy 11pm ’t’: 50 MCGK
YeemqmsaeTca qncno 01111210011 13 pacnosnaflm1

Haqainanon QOHSMH. Hpn asaqemmx ’U =511ce11

xaqec'rso 31331112111115 yxymflaeTCH ea 0q BOG-
npzmrrm memma.

Ha 00110551111111 mecxaaaHHoro 11011110 Clle’
11a1'b 51113011 0 TOM, qTo Handonee onvxaIIB'
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1351111111, 3131111101011 snaqenm 11001051111101? 1399‘
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TH 01 nmrenbsocm 01211101111m MMIIYHBCOB'
IUMTSIILHOCTB MMIB’HLCOB memnacra B Hpeflenax
01' I00 MKCeK 110 I000 1111110611. 11311111216 6“”
1101151q 11713 Tpex nonn'ryewx. Mcxollfl “3 ’
peaynma'ros npemmmnx cepnfi exonepmemo”
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qaCTo'ra cpesa 0H1! dune BHOpaHa pasnofi
1.511111, 11001031111515 Bpemema cmammaam .
mmmwymofi orndalomefi ncxonHoro cnmana
IO M0. M3 exonepmuema onenyer, 1110 c 31139-
meme nmwemsoc'm Gnuonapxmx mnynscos
110 500 cex, npouen'r HpaBMIIBHOI‘O 1300a-
11111 11101101011110 Bospac'raer, a saw oc'raer—
ca 11001011331111, paBHHM 2: 70%. Hanna pesyrzs—
1am xopomo cornacymca 0 11811111111111, 1101m-
qemmwm y namen'ros c mnamnponammm
BHSKTpOJlaMTA' [3] .

Ms Bsmecxaaannoro anew/em, 1110 (111121—
Ma11511a11 ,EJIMTeHLHOGTL 61211101111p 11111131115003
cocranmer orcono 500 MKCeK.

B qBepTofi cepnn exonepmeu'ros neme-
pmacs sasncmwocrb cnosecnofi paedopqmsoc-
111 0'1 yposm nonasaeMHx peqHx cmvwnos.
T.e. onpenemnocra, cymec'reyer 111/1 KaKOfi-TO
Hamdonee onTmaufl yposeHL nH'recBHoc—
TH peqHx crmwynos, 11pm KOTOpOM paedop-
qmaocm nonyqaercx HaKOOIILIIIefi. YpOBeHL
31331110130110 ,naBJIeHJ/m nemepancs 13 .115 38.11 110-
POPOM cmmmaocm omensno 117111 Kenmoro 110—
HHTyemoro. Kan 1110111110 12121111211. 1113 pncyHKa 2
name 119M 11111311011 yposne MH'I‘BHCPIBHOCTM c'm-
Mynos (IO .l ) paedopqmaocm 'nocma-
mac 131100103; 111111 2-1: ncmryemux 011a upe-
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0T yPOBHH nonanaexvmx peqHx erm—

nos nus Tpex HCHHTyeMHX.
(3 4 men. A; x ~ non. B; . - non. B

upu C = 1.5 KPH n ’C' = IO MCGK.
Handonee OHTfimaHBHHM ypOBHeM, npn‘xoropom
pasdopqnsocrb nocmnraer 82% (men. A n B),
oxasancz yposeHL 70 AB. Hpn nanLHenmeM
ysenzsesnn HHTeHCMBHOCTH cnrnana nponcxo—
AMT HeKoropoe yxynmenne pasdopqnsocrn,
Bussasnoe cnnmxom‘sucoxnm yposHeM unres-
cnsnocrn ornmynos, 6HH3KMM K doneBoMy n0-
pory. TaKnM odpasoM, peeynLTaTH naHHofi pa-
60TH nossonnnn uocpencrnom ncnxoaxycrn-
qecnnx BKCHepHMGHTOB HpOK3BeCTK npenBapu—
TenLHHfi snoop onrnmanbnux napamerpos eneKT-
pnqecxnx cnrnanos, qTo HBKHBTCH HeOOXO-
nnMHM marom Ha naHH0M aTane nocnexosannfi
B odnacrn eneKTponnoro npowesnposaHnH,
T.K. nosnonuw donee odocsosaHHo nqnxonnrb
K cosnannm aunaparypn ans anposann pe-
qn n COKpaTMTb spema nocronepaunonnoro
Tecrnposasns OOHBHHX c nmunanmnpyemnmn
eneKTponaMH.
HKTEPATYPA

I. ImdnnncxaH'B.B. Cnyxosoe Bocnpnsrne y
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MEI‘OJI HOBbIIHEHI/[H KAUECTBA BBY‘IAHI/IH CVIHTEBMPOBAHHOI‘O
PE‘IEBOI‘O CVII'HMIA B LIVIQPOBOM BOKAJIEPE C HPEIICKA3AHVIEIM

C.<15.JIaq, M.B.Ha3ap0B, IO.H.Hpoxop0B

MOCKOcfi eJIeKTpo'reXaecmfi
HHCTMTyT CBH 3M

Pecbepa'r

Hpenxoxen BOBHfi meTon oneHnBaHnB napameT—
pOB peqHx CHPHBHOB Ha OCHOBe MSTOHB
OOHOBnHmmero nponeoca (OH), Ho cpaBHeHuw
c TpannnBOBHuM meTonom Hammeabmnx KBan-
paTOB (MHK), paspaOOTaHHHfi meTon noaBo—
flHeT HOBHCMTB KaqTBo.BByaHB aTeen—
pOBaHHoro peqoro cnrHana B HMQpOBOM
Boxonepe, padomammeM npn nefiCTBxu myMOB

ymepeHHofi MHTecBHOCTn.

I. BBBJIEHEB

HpenmeTOM Hacroxmero noxxaxa BBAHeTCB
nccneBOBaHne u paspadowxa MeTOflOB HOBHme—
HMH aQQeKTuBHOCTn pexyppeHTHHx aflrOpKTMOB
OHeHMBaHMH HapaMGTpOB, odecneqHBaxmnx no—
Bumenue Kaqeca un®p0Bofi nepenaqn peqn
npu ansxnx CKOpOCTHX 2400...4800 GMT/c n
Haann onnux myMOB ymepeHHofi Burea-
CKBHOCTK.

B HaCToamee BpGMfl Handonee nepcneKTBB—
HHMH B GTOM HanpaBneHKm BBaTca CHCTeMH
nepenaqn c npencxasaHMeM [I.2.3] .

MsBeCTHo, qTo B Boxonepax c flHHefiHHM
npencxasaHBeM He yauBamrcz OCOGBHHOCTH
onyx0Boro Bocnpnawua B qacwownofi odnacwu.

B padorax [I,2,4,5] K npyrnx noxasaHo,

two OOJIaCTb HPIBKPIX qacwo'r HaMOOJIee Baxna

mm cnyxa. B Tome BpeMH MBTOIIH Jmnefiuoro

npencxasaxm, noc'rpoemme B paMKaX meTona

Hameubmux KBalipaTOB, odecnemBam memo

omndxy B onncamm Bucoxoqac'ro'mofi OOJIaCTH

cnex'rpa, K Ko'ropofi yxo menee qc'aTeJm—

HO. colzfl n3 a'roro, owmrme CHeKTpOB MC-

XOILHOI‘O n CMHTeBKpOBaI-IHOFO pequx cnma—

JIOB oxasuBaeTca JIOBOJI‘LHO BHa‘IfiTeJIBHHM.

Hmaxoe Kaqec'rBo Boccwanomeaaoro curHaJxa

B msxocxopoc'raux cncmemax c JIKHefiHHM

npencxasarmem odycnomeno Tem, qro nor-

pemHoc'rB npencxasams couepxm' MHQOPWW
o cnex'rpe, KOTOPYIO He moxe'r 1431311q ana-

JU/ISBTOp cncwemu nepenaqn, noc'rpoemmfl Ha

MBTOJIB HaKMeHbHH/IX KBallpaTOB. HoaToMY ‘50”
mmofi Haymmfi n Temqecmfi nuwepeo HPBJI‘
CTaBme'r paapado'ma mewona. Taxoro HBMGHG‘

Hm cuex'rpaJxBHoro ooo'raBa BOCCTBHOBJIGHHO'

ro peqoro cmmana, npu KOTOpOM quBa-

xo'rca ocodeHHoc'm cayxozsoro Bocnpm'rnfi.

2. Me'rox: ouemaBamm napameTpOB

npencxasanna.

a—

BBeneM aBToperpeccnonfio MOJle-Hb 0“”
JIa

“1:370:14) *fit) (I)
11119 [2’5 (4’9” '1 QM) - BeKTOp napkin/INFOB

aBTOperpeccnn; fine”) - @yumma pew“:
CM: 31- — nopomaumfl uponecc; F
DEBMepHOCTL moneJm.

Ecma cnman n moneJIB c'roxacmqecKfi
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BKBHBaJIeHTHH, To oOHOBJImoumfi npouecc vt
oxasuBae'rcx HOCfleIIOBa'I‘eHBCHOCTBIO HeKoppe-
MPOBEHHHX cmafiuux BeqnH, odnanammx
new: we xapaKTepncmxan/M, TITO n upouecc
fit . Hoa'romy cmm'es cnmaJxa Ha npneMHofi

cwopoue CMCTeMH nepenaqu MQmHo npenc'ra—
mm Kax npoxoxmerme odnomaxmzero npouec—
ca v, qepea Jmnefinoe 33am 0 nepena—
TO‘IHOfi (DYHKIIMefi K («1) . OTmoaerme (bop—
MaHTHHX maxcnmyMOB B CHGKTpe peqoro cm—
I'HaJIa sameTHo Ha onyx, ecm 0H0 npeBHmae'r
+IILB. Tamra odpasom, n3 manqeczmx cood—
pamermfi oxenyew, q'ro noxasa'renb Kaqec'rBa,
owpaxammfi CHeKTpaJIBHHe CBofica cumesm-
pOBaHHOI‘O aHaJIOI‘OBOI‘O peqoro CKI‘HaJIa,
JIOJDKGH npencwamm 0060171 mepy OTKJIOHeHmI
CHSKTPOB ncxomioro (6:510) ) n cnmeanpo—
BaHHOI'O ( .90) ) pequx CKI‘HaJIOB. Taxyro
Mepy MOJKHO npenc'raBnTB B Brute:

f=/[n)--K(w)~6'-;{w)/'/VW/”Iwa (2)
me M/w) - @313a Beca.

@YHKIIKH no'repB (2) He H03BOJIHeT Bony-
‘m‘s anammqecm hpoc'rue anroputrmu one-
HHBaHKH flapaMETpOB petIeBoro cnmaJIa.
HYCTB M: 0 , ec 6‘20) ‘

‘KM‘Qfi-WQ Toma mamo sannca'rb

,0: W612”)

-

/((w)¢.;’(w)]-/‘/Iw)'160/. (3)
Mcnomsyg npeodpaBOBaHKe BHHepa-XIIH-

We MGPY ,0 (3) Tenepb memo npenc—
TaBHTB B 3M6:

f=///5.gr,)~m)&{’r)/WW ”J (4’
Me ”(13)?! Mad) CBHBaHH npeodpaBOBa-
me” 4331359; (1;): £314 [(23) - npeod—
PaaOBaHne (Dypbe of’tJA’w/I/w) ,

Samemm KHTGI‘paJI nHTePpaJIBHOfi .cyMMOfi
M ”0110mm B Hee men 83;?) ee0 , -He“KY. 11%q noxaaareJIB Kaqeca B m—
°KPeTH0M BpeMeHn;

" u y 9

-

25/”14"”?é’fa-a33zwlfxm ”(Wig
I‘

116 ”(2') - BECOBBH HOCJIBJIOBaTeJIBHOCTB.

Banaqa oneHBBamm napameTpOB mome'r
GHTB cmopmymposaaa caenymuaModpasom: no
Hadnmaemofi HOCJISJIOBBTGJIBHOCTK x; mm
2¢=x4f14 , t:1,a,.../1/ n-anpno-

pm sanaHHofi MOBeJm CMI‘HaJIa (I) onpeJIeJm'rB
Hamymylo 0-7;; M3 yCJIOBIm:

9 . "”w 4’94"” 7M4), (6)2

me ‘. Vt — UlyMOBaH HOCJGfiOBaTeJILHOCTB;

m” — ouerma BeKTOpa D.
Matron o'rucxam OIIBHOK napame'rpOB M0—

Jem’ aB'roperpeccmx MHH'KMHBaLII/Iefi HGJISBOfi
(12m Z,( 5: ) HBJIHBTCH paaBnmeM
merona OOHOBJIHKIIIGI‘O npouecca [I] .

Ms (5) MOJKHO HOWTB ouTBMBJIBno B
CMHCJIe. (6) ouen

d. I: IV}; .. r -lu 4’ .,

my-[gqg mumflpnlgwgaafmv)
Monomsyx nemmy oo odpameHm‘L ma'rpxm

DOWN pexyppeH'rHHe Bupaxenm m3 one—
HOK: __ _. k _. +

”1/21 +.r1.;m..)g; waMxflfmet/fflxm-Jk
-. 'D t! -O -D -.

frfi.:r1.27’ga.afflgMyra}...m;m.)]58)
'éfi(t)'?/vt~l).JQ-1 J

c HaaIBri‘Em/M yCJggBumm '

,7, mm :e-mm, mm, x. (m)
11pm cwoxacmqecnofi BHBPIBaJIeHTHOCTK

cumaxa n molten OHGHEa (7),(8) COBHalIaeT
npn #»e6 c acmnTo'mqecxof/‘I oueHKofi
MHK, HO B OTqmI 01‘ Bee B JIHHefiHOM oxy—
qae oxaauBae'rCH HecmemeHHofi 11px cwamm-
HapHHX mymax c paBHOMepHHM cnex'rpom, Tax
Tax. Hanpnmep, npu ,b = I.¢d‘(2‘)=§'u~° .
nMeeM M3 (7):

IV-uoo axn’to) + 8w (to) 4"?”
CBofic'rBo acmmromqecxofi aecmemeanoc-

m coxpaaae'rca mm Jmnefinofl moneJm aBro—

perpeccma 11pm JIIOGOM 2', , HO mome'r

Hapyma'rbcx B HemefiHOM curiae.

CJIOJKHOCTB reminqecxofi peamaamm aJI-

ropnTMa (8) odycnomerig Heodxommocmm

Butmcnermg maImu )1 . .UJIH ynpo-
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means Bumcnennfi dun npemomen npudJImeH—

mm anropnm ouemaBaHnH:

Ii: 77);"; 4,5“(tj fi/fi-¢)[a4;fr/xfltq);€ql,( IO)

-.

me 415/; - marpnua Rommemos. Memo
.g

noxasa'rb, we 4m 5:; =Q ,
t-vu

3. 3KcnepnmeH'raJIbHoe nccnenonarme.

Excnepmemanmaa npoaepxa amopn'ma

ouemam napame'rpon nponomacs mm .m-

Hefinofi n HemaHefiHofi Monenefi npencxasam.

B cmae Jmnefinofi momma noxasano, ‘ITO

paspadowamme aJxropn'rMH no cpaBHeHmo c

anropnmamn MHK odecnemaam‘ meubmee cme—

meme nonpenexbnux oueHox napame'rpOB B

nrymax c paBHomepmm cneK'rpom. Ha pnc.I
noxaaaHo cmemexme oueHKu 5;, napame'rpa

q, B uryzvxax (11pm nc'rmmom snaqemm

a=-O,8) mm mxefiuofi monem aB'roperpeccm

nepBoro nopamca, npn pammx omomemmx

cnrHaJI-mym.
/Q-m¢/

IQ/

- I

as SNR - o'momerme
' cumafl-urym

{as B 1113
\

_ a;\\\/flH/r

\ \
az \\

\\

I ' - ¥f

-n7 '5' 0 5' A? 0° Sflfle

Pnc.I Cmememae oueHox napame'rpoa.

'Ha pncyHKa ammo, two npu Ext/Q: 5...
IO 11B, cmemerme oueHOK B 2.. .3 paaa mens-
me, q [Jpn MHK.

B Kaqec'rBe HemmefiI-xofi moneJm paccmo'r-
peHa monem npencxaaamm, B Ko'ropofi per—
peccrm ( 2“,, ) npenc'ramena B we
pnna no Wm Yomua:

‘ h fl-I .
" l') I)Mace-21%.?“ M! y.,.,,

I‘JIe {ak’"j' ‘ “‘10 ' " m; i: 0’ ' ' 0’ ”-f

- napame'rpu Hemuefixoro npencxasarma;
a,“ "2,” — @yummfi Yomna i ~ro no-

panxa. Taxoe npexzc'ramenue noasoumer yqe—
. OTB Herayccoacxoe pacnpenenerme neponr-

Hoc'refi cmmaJIa.

Mropn'mu ouermaam napamerpos a

cmae Hemnefinofi moneJm odecnemaam

"odenemae" norpemHoc'm npencxasaxms. B

qacmocm. B net nonaamwrcs mmymacu oc-

HOBHOI‘O TOHB. Ha puc.2 npenc'rameaa Kop-

penmoxxafi @yflmms norpenmoc'm npencxa—

38mm peqoro camaJIa nomeam no MHK

MOH. O'rpesxmw noxaaan 95%-ufl nonepnrema-

mm KHTepBaJI; T" - nepuon ocnomoro T088.

(
Reea)

4 x/MHK
I .

| I '

0.9" \\

(”on ! N’V‘
' \

\ ,\ I \ _ .
o v.‘,:€.~:::.-;:s;>t;dv ‘fi~—;fi7=fi“*?

fin

Pnc.2 Koppemmome @ynmnm onmdxn.

4. Paapadowxa Boxonepa.

Ha OCHOBe anropnma (8) Ha 913M HPOBe'
.IIBHO monemposame Imbponoro BOKOlIePa ‘7

eymneHHHM Kaqec'raom anywalmx BOCCTaHOB"

JIeHHOI‘O peizeBoro cvzmaJxa B axyc'mqecmdx
mymax ymepeHHofi MHTGHCKBHOCTK SIVQ=(+5...

+IOJIB). CKOpOCTb nepenatm 2400 (Sm/C-
B Kaqec'rne ncxomtoro maTepuaJIa 6311

nonomsonau peqofi CPII‘HaJI c ncmocofi 180‘
'ro'r no 4;? Km npn txac'ro'rax mcxpemsaw
8:16 xI‘u COOTBeTCTBeHHO n rmcne II’IJOBHei‘t
KBaHTOBaHHH 2L2. - A

Enox—cxema nepenamefi qac'm (aflww’
Topa) Boxonepa npenc'rameua Ha pnc.3.
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Hepenartmx coc'rom us:
dnoxon upemaapmemnofl odpado'rm (BH—

nemem ocaoafloro arena (BOT), maccmbn-
“TOP TOH-IIIyM (KTHI). anamsaTop maxcmayma
KOPDBJIHIWI (AMK), ocymec'rnmnmx oueHKy
lleMona ocaosnoro Toua, npuaaaxa Boxaam-
BOBaHHog'm. a Tame noncxa TOVIKH BSBBIHK-
Bamm OHEHKPI Koppemoaaofi @yfimmn Texy—
II191‘0 cermea'ra CMI‘HaJIa;

um: Bernefi anamaa (OJIOK ouermaaxms
HapaMeTpOB 011), Mon npencxasamm (11).
Mon Bum/renew Rommemon ycmeHm
(Bay) ‘3 Pasqm/z snaqemdm ($w ne-
ca

-

( f. );
(Mona naMg'm, B KOTOpI-ifl sanncunamcx

:2n norpemHocm upencxasaxm n
eHTH youeana;

(Mona anamaa norpenmoc'm upencxaaa—
Egg). xo'ropufl ocymec'rmse'r 3560p H0-
“Hwy 0 EH no MHHnmanLHomy paCCTOHHKD
Hocm ueHKofi dayHKmm KOppemmm uorpem-

“Pellcxasanna mm ,ILaHHOfi BGTBM M

mefi KOPPBJIHm nopomamero npouecca;
(”1038 KBBHTOBaHIL‘I (K).
E)K‘meplmeuTammie nomenonamm BOKO-
“OKBSBJM onenymee:

91103243n 34% ’= 5. ..IO 115 paadoprmnoc'rb
38 97%.
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) yJW‘IIIIeHHe Kaqec'rBa CMHTBBHPOBaH-

Hepa

Horo cnrHana no cpaBHeHnm c MHK nocrura—
ewes aa cqer yToqaeHna cnepOB cnrHana
Ha nepexonnux yqacrxax peqz, KOTOpHe axo-
xo Bocnponanswcs B Tpannunonnnx Boxc-
nepax. BKKSOCTB CueKTDOB nun Koppenannou—
Hux @yxxunfi ncxonxoro n CHHTGBHpOBaHHOPO
cnrnanos B paapéOOTaHHOM Boxonepe ynyq-
maeTcx Ha I5...20%.

B Tadnnue I upnBeneHH KonnqTBHHHHe
coowaomenns n33 KaanpaTHqHHx orxnoneuufi
@ynxnnfi ncxonnoro n czxreanpoaaafloro cur-
Hanoa npn pasnnqnux ,QAAQ . Omndxa {if
paBHa HOpMMpOBaHHOMY HBanpaTy HOpMH pas-
HOCTH Koppenfiunonnux @yaxnnfi ucxonHoro n
CEHTSSEPOBaHHOPO cnrnanon Ha nepnone oc-
HOBHoro Tona.
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Ha nepexonnux yqacrxax peqz, Koropue axo-
xo Bocnponanawca B Tpannuzonxux Boxe—
nepax. BKKSOCTB cuenrpoa nan Koppenaunou—
Hux @yxxunfi ncxonHoro n cuHTesnpOBaHHoro
cnrnaxos B paspéGOTaHHOM Boxonepe ynyq—
maeTcx Ha I5...20%.

B Tadnnue I upMBeneHH KonnqecHHHHe
coornomenms nus KaanpaTHqHHx orxxoueunfi
@yHKunfi ncxonuoro n czxweaupoaauaoro cur-
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ON UNIVERSAL AND SPECIFIC FEATURES IN VOWEL PERCEPTION

K.S. OGORODNlKOVA

Dept . of Phonetic s
Leningrad State Univ.

Leningrad, USSR, 199164

ABSTRACT

The results of a cross—language
study of the perception of a set of
synthetic steady—state vocalic stimuli
using mimicking and identification
methods are reported. The subjects
were native speakers of Russian,French
and Georgian. The results show the in—
fluence of the vocalic system of the
mother tongue on vowel perception. A
close correlate to the given stimulus
occuring in the native vowel system
unuces significant changes in mimick—

fl% and identification re5p0nses. This
influence may be manifest even in
cases where this correlate is a con—
text-bound allophone. A superficial

aQuaintance with the vocalic system of
a second language changes the identi-
fication results,which has implications
for th a a _
Oeptua dgtgysis of experimen a1 per

INTRODUCTION

hm Present paper attempts to establish,
to what extent vowel perception of dif—
gerent language speakers is determined
3 the vowel system of their mother

tOngue‘, and to what extent — by the uni—
versal Perceptual abilities of human
listeners. '
A number of researchers have maintained

that Speakers of different languages are
able to identify more vowels than the
gumber 0f vowel phonemes in the language
hey are speaking. However, neither a fi—

nite inventory of such perceptual vowel

unite, nor their relation to linguistic
Phonemes has as yet been established for
any language.

0 Possible solutions have been sug—

gested for native speakers of Russian:
1 this set of internal vowel representa—

algns mi8ht correspond to context—bound
mi°Ph°neS in Russian vowels /3,2/; 2) it

Eht conform to cardinal vowels /I/. But
beSe solutions are not fully supported

fy the actual experimental data in dif—
Brent Perceptual tests.

cacombination of mimicking and identifi-

' tion was used. There is evidence to

believe that the transformations of the

initial signal in mimicking and identifi-

cation coincide up to the phonetic fea—

ture leve1.In mimicking, transformation

of the phonetic representation into motor

commands then takes place. Identification

requires the phonetic labelling step. Mi-

micking does not seem to imply a necessa—

ry phonemic classification, and when it

is difficult, no decision in terms of pho—

nological categories is made. The compa-

rison of mimicking and identification re-

sults makes it possible to isolate motor

and labelling factors.
It is important to realize that in ana-

lysing mimicking data purely in terms of

F1 and F2 values we lose a great deal of

information about the phonetic quality of

vowel responses.

PROCEDURE

Three groups of IO male adult subjects,

native speakers of Russian, French and

Georgian, took part in the experiments. A

set of 8 synthetic steady—state vocalic

stimuli with Fo increasing from 100 Hz to

I25 Hz was used (phonetic symbols with a

letter "s" are assigned to each stimulus).

Formant frequencies of synthetic

vocalio stimuli

Stimuli F1 r2 F3 F4
LS 260 2760 2930 3500
9k 240 1880 2660 3500
¢k 350 1560 2200 3250
3% 840 1710 2200 3250
u; 240 660 2420 3250
93* 290 600 2420 3250
95 570 800 2420 3250
as 760 1060 3220 4000

The stimuli were recorded in random order

at 5 ms interval, each stimulus was re-

peated 5 times.

There are eleven oral vowels in French:

/(,,€,£,<1,y., 95168: w,0,o,a. /; Six

in Russian /0, e,b7, u, 0,(L /; five in

Georgian: /12, e, a, w,o/. The Russian

and the Georgian vowel systems are con—

siderably poorer than the French one. On

fiascloser quality,g§-more open quality.
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The results of a cross—language
study of the perception of a set of
synthetic steady—state vocalic stimuli
using mimicking and identification
methods are reported. The subjects
were native speakers of Russian,French
and Georgian. The results show the in-
fluence of the vocalic system of the
mother tongue on vowel perception. A
close correlate to the given stimulus
occuring in the native vowel system
unuces significant changes in mimick—

fl% and identification responses. This
influence may be manifest even in
cases where this correlate is a con—
text-bound allophone. A superficial
aQuaintance with the vocalic system of
a second language changes the identi-
fication results,which has implications
for th a a

_

°ePtua dgtfifsis Of exPerimen a1 per

INTRODUCTION

Mm present paper attempts to establish,
to what extent vowel perception of dif—
gerent language speakers is determined
3 the vowel system of their mother

tongue‘, and to what extent — by the uni—
versal perceptual abilities of human
listeners. '
A number of researchers have maintained
that Speakers of different languages are
able to identify more vowels than.the
number of vowel phonemes in the language
they are Speaking. However, neither a fi—
nite inventory of such perceptual vowel

UnitS, nor their relation to linguistic
Phonemes has as yet been established for
any language.

0 Possible solutions have been sug—
gested for native speakers of Russian:
t2 this set of internal vowel representa—
l°n5 might correspond to context—bound

milophones in Russian vowels /3,2/; 2) it
Eht conform to cardinal vowels /I/. But

b ese solutions are not fully supportEd
fy the actual experimental data in dif—
Brent Perceptual tests.

0azombination of mimicking and identifi-
' ion was used. There is evidence to

believe that the transformations of the

initial signal in mimicking and identifi—

cation coincide up to the phonetic fea—

ture level.In mimicking, transformation

of the phonetic representation into motor

commands then takes place. Identification

requires the phonetic labelling step. Mi-

micking does not seem to imply a necessa—

ry phonemic classification, and when it

is difficult, no decision in terms of pho—

nological categories is made. The compa-

rison of mimicking and identification re-

sults makes it possible to isolate motor

and labelling factors.

It is important to realize that in ana-

lysing mimicking data purely in terms of

F1 and F2 values we lose a great deal of

information about the phonetic quality of

vowel responses.

PROCEDURE

Three groups of IO male adult subjects,

native speakers of Russian, French and

Georgian, took part in the experiments. A

set of 8 synthetic steady—state vocalic

stimuli with F0 increasing from 100 Hz to

125 Hz was used (phonetic symbols with a

letter "s" are assigned to each stimulus).

Formant frequencies of synthetic

vooalio stimuli

Stimuli FI F2 F3 F4
L5 260 2760 2930 3500
9k 240 x880 2660 3500
¢5 350 1560 2200 3250
33 840 I710 2200 3250
Us 240 660 2420 3250
93* 290 600 2420 3250
95 570 800 2420 3250
as 760 1060 3220 4000

The stimuli were recorded in random order

at 5 ms interval, each stimulus was re—

peated 5 times.

There are eleven oral vowels in French:

/L9e)£’d'ay.9 ¢,C€, “$030,“ /; Six

in Russian /.0, 8,57, to, 0, a, /; five in

Georgian: /1, , e, a, u,o/. The Russian

and the Georgian vowel systems are con—

siderably poorer than the French one. On

Narcloser quality,g§—more open quality.
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the other hand, large allophonic varia-,

tions occur in Russian, unlike French and

Georgian. Vowels differ in quality accord—

ing to stress position and to the phonolo—

gical alatalization of adjacent conso—

nants i—glides and an advanced vowel ar—

ticulation).. . .
The stimuli 43, as, “3 have correlates in
all three languages; 59 and ¢3 — front
labial vowels — occur only in French. The
stimuli an, 9;, 93 have no close corre—
lates in any of the three languages. How—

ever, agris phonetically nearer to the

French /a/ and /é/,~35- to /0/, 93- to
/o/, than to Russian or Georgian vowels.

MIMICKING TEST

All the subjects were instructed to re—
peat as closely as possible the stimuli

that they thought to be natural. Each
subject went through the mimicking test
twice and gave IO responses to each sti—
mulus, which were recorded onto tape.
Before mimicking, subjects pronounced
vowels in their own language.

The F1 and F2 values of the response
vowels were measured from spectrograms
and plotted as dots on the FI/F2 plane.
The accumulations of such dots formed the
response areas for each stimulus by each
group (see Fig.1 a,b,o).
All the vowel responses were classified
using phonetic symbols and signs_for
finer phonetic details by a trained pho—
netician (see Table I for the results).
The response areas to different vocalic
stimuli partly overlap, less inthecaseof
French s eakers and most of all in the
case_of eorgian speakers. ,
All the Subjects responded to L3, as, as
stimuli with their own corresponding
vowels.
Only French subjects were successful in
mimicking 9k and ¢s. Russian subjects
showed much poorer results and those of
Georgian subjects were On the whole in—
adequate.
French and Russian subjects gave similar
responses to 3%; the Georgians responded
by an [(Z/, often pharyngalized.
Russian and Georgian subjects tended to
substitute their own vowels for gg‘and Q;
stimuli. French sub ects' responses were
sometimes phonetica 1y rather close tog;
and 93. ,
Thus, mimicking results were strongly de-
termined by the lin uistic experience of
the subjects: mimic ing is more accurate
when the stimulus has a correlate in the
vocalic system of the mother tongue. It
was therefore to be expected that the
mimicking of French subjects would be
most accurate.
But a vowel without correlates in the
subjects' native language can also be
accurately responded to. The better mi-
micking results of Russian subjects in
comparison with Georgian ones seem to be
due to the advanced articulation of the
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Fig.1 a,b,c. Mimicking res on
the FI/F2 plane of French a),
(b) and Georgian (c) subjects
symbols.ap, up etc. show the
of French vowels, an , Lg etc
and ac,¢e — Georgian vowels

of 20 measurements, mini and
F2 values are also shown).
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Russian / LL , 0 , a,/ adjacent to the pa—

htalized consonants. The perceptual in—

dependence of such allophones is rein-

flmced by the existence of special let-

wrs for them in the Russian alphabet.
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Table I. Mimicking responses to s
)Wels by groups of French /I/, Russ

and Georgian /3/ speakers.

ynthetio
ian
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Russian, and only rarely Georgian
speakers responded to 515 and ¢ with the
unrounded vowels: a central /hyfor a re—
tracted [1/, realizing the same low va-
lues of F2 owing to vowel retraction and

not to vowel rounding.

IDENTIFICATION TEST

The same subjects after a delay of se-
veral days were instructed to provide a
possibly exact graphical repreSentation
of the same set of stimuli as in the mi—

micking test. See the results of the
classification of the diverse responses

in Table 2.
Identification and mimicking responses

to each stimulus by the three groups of
subjects have much in common: the est,
results in the three groups were for by ,

as, “g vowels; the most adequate res—«

ponses were from French subgects; there

were better responses from ussian than

from Georgian subjects to 9:, ¢s,£€g sti—

muli etc. It should be specially noted,

that a Russian subject identified'&%ras

/?1/ - after a palatalized consonant,
while a Georgian one — as /fi/, that is,
he perceived pharyngalization and consi—

dered it to be the most prominent feature

A supplementary test was conceived to

verify our assumption that even a super—

ficial aquaintanoe with the vocalic sys—

tem of a second language may influence

the perception of vowels that do not

occur in the mother tongue as context-

free allophones. The identification of

the same set of vocalic stimuli was tes-

ted with a group of native speakers of

Georgian, all — first year students in

physics at Tbilisi University. Of-the

total of 38 subjects - I6 had studied

English as a foreign language at school

and 22 - French and German. It was found

that those who had studied English did

not respond to 9% with rounded vowels at

all and gave almost no responses to ¢g

with a front rounded vowel. Those who had

studied French and German identified 9w

as a rounded vowel and ¢y - as a front

rounded vowel in 1/3 of their reSponses.

Thus the results of mimicking and of

identification of vocalic stimuli proved

to be similar, but mimicking was still

more accurate: the subjects responded

with similar vowel types in both tests.

In general, this is also true for each

individual subject. Sometimes, however,

subjects answered with different vowels

from test to test: for example, mimicking

responses to 95 as /a/ and identification

reSponses as /J/ of a French subject.

If mimicking responses were influenced by

individual articulation skill, the iden—

tifioation responses even in a free-

choice experimental situation were to a

great extent determined by the subjects'

resourcefulness in choosing an appro-

priate symbol. (For example, a Georgian

identified yr as "fi" - the consonant
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the other hand, large allophonic varia-,

tions occur in Russian, unlike French and

Georgian. Vowels differ in quality accord—

ing to stress position and to the phonolo—

gical alatalization of adjacent conso—
nants i—glides and an advanced vowel ar—

ticulation).. . .
The stimuli 43, as, “3 have correlates in
all three languages; 59 and ¢3 — front
labial vowels — occur only in French. The
stimuli an, 9;, 93 have no close corre—
lates in any of the three languages. How—
ever, agris phonetically nearer to the
French /a/ and /é/,~35- to /0/, 93- to
/o/, than to Russian or Georgian vowels.

MIMICKING TEST

All the subjects were instructed to re—
peat as closely as possible the stimuli
that they thought to be natural. Each
subject went through the mimicking test
twice and gave IO responses to each sti—
mulus, which were recorded onto tape.
Before mimicking, subjects pronounced
vowels in their own language.
The F1 and F2 values of the response
vowels were measured from spectrograms
and plotted as dots on the FI/F2 plane.
The accumulations of such dots formed the
response areas for each stimulus by each
group (see Fig.1 a,b,o).
All the vowel responses were classified
using phonetic symbols and signs_for
finer phonetic details by a trained pho—
netician (see Table I for the results).
The response areas to different vocalic
stimuli partly overlap, less inthecaseof
French s eakers and most of all in the
case_of eorgian speakers. ,
All the Subjects responded to L3, as, as
stimuli with their own corresponding
vowels.
Only French subjects were successful in
mimicking 9k and ¢s. Russian subjects
showed much poorer results and those of
Georgian subjects were On the whole in—
adequate.
French and Russian subjects gave similar
responses to 3%; the Georgians responded
by an [(Z/, often pharyngalized.
Russian and Georgian subjects tended to
substitute their own vowels for gg‘and Q;
stimuli. French sub ects' responses were
sometimes phonetica 1y rather close tog;
and 93. ,
Thus, mimicking results were strongly de-
termined by the lin uistic experience of
the subjects: mimic ing is more accurate
when the stimulus has a correlate in the
vocalic system of the mother tongue. It
was therefore to be expected that the
mimicking of French subjects would be
most accurate.
But a vowel without correlates in the
subjects' native language can also be
accurately responded to. The better mi-
micking results of Russian subjects in
comparison with Georgian ones seem to be
due to the advanced articulation of the
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Russian, and only rarely Georgian
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Table 2. Identification responses to syn—
thetic vowels by groups of French (top
figure for each classification unit),
Russian (middle figure) and Georgian
(bottom figure) speakers-

seemingly carried the feature of "lip
articulation", i.e. "rounded").

CONCLOSION

The results reported above suggest the
influence of the vocalio system of the
mother tongue on vowel perception. The
set of synthetic vowels was most compa—
tible with the linguistic experience of
the French subjects, and they had the
best results in identification.
But this influence is more complex than
the presence of a close corresponding
vowel to the stimulus in the vocalio
system. We may assume a certain role of
acoustical properties of the native
vowels involved as references in the
perceptual process.
Furthermore, we may Speculate that not
only the phonetic properties of the
context—free allophones, but also of the
most perceptually distinct context—bound
allophones of the native vowels exert a
certain influence on vowel perception.
The better results in mimicking and
identification of 3;, fig 695' 301119"ed
by native speakers of Russian than by the
Georgians seem to be due to the actual
advancement of the Russian / 11/ , 0 ,‘L
allophones adjacent to palatalized con—
sonants.
On the contrary, large allophonic
variations do not occur in the Georgian
language and Georgian subjects tend to
give more "categorical" responses. .
The obtained results cannot be explained
only by the influence of the phonolog1cal
system of the mother tongue, but also re-
flect the universal perceptual abilities
of different language users.
And finally, it is suggested that even 3
superficial aquaintance with the vow; 1:
system of a second language has an efiec

on vowel perception which should be borne
in mind when interpreting the results Of
perceptual experiments.
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ABSTRACT

This paper shows that the paradigm of

Categorical perception also applies to

wtCh contours. In LPG-synthesized
shmuli, an F0 peak is shifted through an

utterance in 30—ms steps. The stimuli of

fins physical continuum are identified in

a contextualization experiment. The

response function shows an abrupt change
a the F0 peak is moved into the vowel

0f the stressed syllable. When stimuli

from the continuum are paired with 0, 1 or

2 steps between them, the differentiation

fmmtions show maxima at the category

bmnflary established by the identification
test. The ordering in each pair has an
influence on the differentiation function.

INTRODUCTION

. The paradigm of categorical perception

ls well-known in the area of sound seg-

Ifints /1/. It means that a physical con—
Pnuum of a sound property is partitioned
1nto sections inside which the same categ—

OrY is identified and between which categ—

ory identification changes. The corollary

of this is that differentiation along the
slcal continuum is sharpest across the

Category boundaries and weakest inside the

categOries. The evidence for this phenom—
Hmn in the perception of prosodic feat-

ureg, e.g. word tones in tone languages,

is contradictory /1,2/, and it certainly
és not_ been demonstrated for utterance

th contours. To show its relevance in

the field of intonation the following

exDGriments were carried out.

PROCEDURE

In the German sentence "Sie hat ja

gelOQen-" ("She's been lying."), With
EOCUS stress on the syllable "—lo-" /10:/,

he F0 peak can be on the syllable "ge—",

Ereceding the stress, or at the centre of

[he Stressed syllable, or at its end (of.

13/). This shift in the F0 peak position
8 correlated with a change in meaning

Atom 'established' to 'new' to 'emphatic'.

tOken of this sentence was pronounced by

a male speaker, LPG—analyzed, and resyn—

thesized with 11 F0 contours, in which the

peak was shifted in 30-ms steps from "ge-"

to "-en" (for further details cf. /3/).

Experiment 1.
The first 8 stimuli out of this series

of'11 (counting from left to right) were

each paired with the preceding context

"Jetzt versteh ich daS» erst." ("Now I

understand."; spoken by the same speaker,

and LPC-resynthesized). This precursor

sets a semantic frame of reference for

something new to follow in the test.

utterance. Since the 8 test stimuli span

the continuum of F0 peak positions from

"ge—" 'to the centre of the stressed

syllable "—lo-", they either contain the

same semantic component as suggested by

the context frame, i.e. 'new', or the

different meaning feature 'established',

which would be appropriate as a summing-up

at the end of a chain of arguments, for

instance after "Once a lyer, always a

lyer; this also applies to Anne: ...".

Thus the chosen context and each of the 8

test stimuli either form a semantic match

or they do not. A test tape was prepared

with a randomization of 80 pairings of

context and test stimuli (8 stimuli x

10 repetions) and presented to 19 list—

eners who had to indicate on prepared

answer sheets whether context and test

sentence were semantically congruous.

Experiment 2.

Stimuli from the series of 11 were

paired in such a way that they differed by

O, 1, or 2 steps of F0 peak position. All

1- and 2-step combinations were formed in

both orders (2x10 and 2x9, respectively),

and supplemented by identical ’stimulus

pairings at the uneven rank numbers in the

series (6). Two test tapes were prepared:

(I) for the ascending rank order in

stimulus pairs (i.e. left—to-right shift

of the F0 peak), and (II) for the descend-

ing rank order (i.e. right-to-left shift).

For each test tape, the 6 identical

stimulus pairs were added; the resulting

25 pairs were then repeated once and

randomized.
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A group of 39 subjects listened to test

tape (I), a different group of 34 subjects
to test tape (II). Listeners had to

indicate on prepared answer sheets whether

they perceived a difference between the

members of a pair.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 gives the identification
function for Experiment 1: it shows an
abrupt change from "matching" to
"non-matching" judgments in spite of the
gradual change along the physical con-
tinuum, and is thus clearly categorical.
The answers "matching" or "non-matching",
respectively, can be interpreted as the
identification of two sentence meanings:
'summing-up conclusion' (A) versus 'new
point of argumentation‘ (B). Stimuli 1-4
represent semantic category (A), stimuli
6-8 category (B); stimulus 5 is on the
border between the two. The latter is
characterized acoustically by being the
first stimulus in the whole series (from
left to right) that has the F0 peak in the
stressed vowel /o:/: approximately 30 ms
after vowel onset. In the stimuli 1-4, the
F0 peak precedes the stressed vowel, and
there is thus only an F0 fall in it; in
the subsequent stimuli, the F0 fall in the
stressed vowel is prefixed by a rise of
increasing extent, which at a peak
position of 60 ms into the vowel has
become prominent enough to signal a dif-
ferent category in an identification task.
We thus have a time span of about 60 ms
into the vowel where the F0 peak is in a
boundary area between two categories, and
therefore has an equivocal meaning
attached to it.

Figures 2a-c provide the discrimination
functions for Experiment 2. The pairs of
identical stimuli show a maximum of false
alarms at the category boundary found in
identification, i.e. for stimulus 5. This
is what one would expect if the associated
meaning is equivocal: listeners overdif-
ferentiate at the perceptual level when
the semantic attribution is unclear. In
the pairs of different stimuli in the
ascending order, the maximum of discrime
ination occurs at the category boundary of
the identification function, as long as
one member lies outside the transition
span, i.e. for the pairings 4/5, 5/6; 3/5,
4/6, 5/7. This pattern. changes in the
pairs with descending order; the maXimum
is generally shifted to the next higher
rank in the stimulus series: 6/5, 7/6;
6/4, 7/5, 8/6. This finding may be related
to an upward shift of the transition span,
the uncertain boundary area now being
around- stimulus 6. Such a boundary shift
can be explained by perceptual hysteresis
under the special conditions of the dis-
crimination test paradigm.

If in a sequence of two segmentally
identical utterances, i.e. a repetition of
the same word string, two different F0
peak positions are selected from around
the category transition as established by
the identification test, the listener
expects a descending F0 peak order, linked
to a semantic shift from the category
'new' to the category 'established', as
the unmarked case; a reversal of this

order constitutes the marked case in this

test frame because the repetition of the

sentence suggests the progression from

'new' to 'established'. In this situation,
perception becomes less acute to a

decrease in the extent of a rising F0

(preceding the fall in the stressed vowel)
than to an increase: the category boundary

is raised in a right-to—left sequence‘of
peaks, compared to its position determin-

ed by identification. Thus, stimulus 5,

which lies between the two categories in

the identification test, and which seems

to stay there in left-to-right discrimina:

tion, is incorporated in the 'established

category in the reversed-order discrimina-

tion.

The maximum of differentiation between

stimuli from an. F0 peak position continuum

is thus at the transition between ident-

ification categories. Therefore: the
phenomenon of categorical perception also

applies to the field of prosody, in part-
icular to global utterance intonation. At
the same time, however, a strong order
effect which results from the perceliitllal
testing procedures and which disturbs the
differentiation functions has to be taken
into account. It 'is found in segment Per;
ception, too, but has largely passe
unnoticed because it has not been factored

out.
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A group of 39 subjects listened to test

tape (I), a different group of 34 subjects
to test tape (II). Listeners had to

indicate on prepared answer sheets whether

they perceived a difference between the

members of a pair.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 gives the identification
function for Experiment 1: it shows an
abrupt change from "matching" to
"non-matching" judgments in spite of the
gradual change along the physical con-
tinuum, and is thus clearly categorical.
The answers "matching" or "non-matching",
respectively, can be interpreted as the
identification of two sentence meanings:
'summing-up conclusion' (A) versus 'new
point of argumentation‘ (B). Stimuli 1-4
represent semantic category (A), stimuli
6-8 category (B); stimulus 5 is on the
border between the two. The latter is
characterized acoustically by being the
first stimulus in the whole series (from
left to right) that has the F0 peak in the
stressed vowel /o:/: approximately 30 ms
after vowel onset. In the stimuli 1-4, the
F0 peak precedes the stressed vowel, and
there is thus only an F0 fall in it; in
the subsequent stimuli, the F0 fall in the
stressed vowel is prefixed by a rise of
increasing extent, which at a peak
position of 60 ms into the vowel has
become prominent enough to signal a dif-
ferent category in an identification task.
We thus have a time span of about 60 ms
into the vowel where the F0 peak is in a
boundary area between two categories, and
therefore has an equivocal meaning
attached to it.

Figures 2a-c provide the discrimination
functions for Experiment 2. The pairs of
identical stimuli show a maximum of false
alarms at the category boundary found in
identification, i.e. for stimulus 5. This
is what one would expect if the associated
meaning is equivocal: listeners overdif-
ferentiate at the perceptual level when
the semantic attribution is unclear. In
the pairs of different stimuli in the
ascending order, the maximum of discrime
ination occurs at the category boundary of
the identification function, as long as
one member lies outside the transition
span, i.e. for the pairings 4/5, 5/6; 3/5,
4/6, 5/7. This pattern. changes in the
pairs with descending order; the maXimum
is generally shifted to the next higher
rank in the stimulus series: 6/5, 7/6;
6/4, 7/5, 8/6. This finding may be related
to an upward shift of the transition span,
the uncertain boundary area now being
around- stimulus 6. Such a boundary shift
can be explained by perceptual hysteresis
under the special conditions of the dis-
crimination test paradigm.

If in a sequence of two segmentally
identical utterances, i.e. a repetition of
the same word string, two different F0
peak positions are selected from around
the category transition as established by
the identification test, the listener
expects a descending F0 peak order, linked
to a semantic shift from the category
'new' to the category 'established', as
the unmarked case; a reversal of this

order constitutes the marked case in this

test frame because the repetition of the

sentence suggests the progression from

'new' to 'established'. In this situation,
perception becomes less acute to a

decrease in the extent of a rising F0

(preceding the fall in the stressed vowel)
than to an increase: the category boundary

is raised in a right-to—left sequence‘of
peaks, compared to its position determin-

ed by identification. Thus, stimulus 5,

which lies between the two categories in

the identification test, and which seems

to stay there in left-to-right discrimina:

tion, is incorporated in the 'established

category in the reversed-order discrimina-

tion.

The maximum of differentiation between

stimuli from an. F0 peak position continuum

is thus at the transition between ident-

ification categories. Therefore: the
phenomenon of categorical perception also

applies to the field of prosody, in part-
icular to global utterance intonation. At
the same time, however, a strong order
effect which results from the perceliitllal
testing procedures and which disturbs the
differentiation functions has to be taken
into account. It 'is found in segment Per;
ception, too, but has largely passe
unnoticed because it has not been factored

out.
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ABSTRACT

Speech perception is viewed as having available multiple

sources of information supporting the identification and

interpretation of the language input. The results from a wide

variety of experiments can be described within a framework of a

fuzzy logical model of perception. The assumptions central to the

model are 1) each source of information is evaluated to give the

degree to which that source specifics various alternatives, 2) the

sources of information are evaluated independently of one another,

3) the sources are integrated to provide an overall degree of support

for each altemative, and 4) perceptual identification and

interpretation follows the relative degree of support among the
alternatives. A formalization of these assumptions is applied to
results of an experiment manipulating audible and visible
characteristics of the syllables lba/ and /da/. In addition, the results
are used to test an alternative categorical model of speech
perception. The good description of the results by the fuzzy logical
models indicate that the sources of support provide continuous
rather than categorical information. The integration of the multiple
sources results in the least ambiguous sources having the most
impact on processing. These results provides major constraints to
be met by theories of speech perception and language processing.

INTRODUCTION

Speech perception is a human skill that rivals our other
impressive achievements. Even after decades of intense effort,
speech recognition by machine remains far inferior to human
performance. The central thesis of the present proposal is that
there are multiple sources of information supporting speech
perception, and the pcrceiver evaluates and integrates all of these
sources to achieve perceptual recognition. Consider recognition of
the word performance in the spoken sentence

The actress was praisedfor her outstanding performance.

Recognition of the critical word is achieved via a variety of
bottom-up and top-down sources of information. Top-down
sources include semantic. syntactic, and phonological constraints
and bottom-up sources include audible and visible features of the
spoken word.

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PATTERN
RECOGNITION

According to the present framework, well-leamed patterns are
recogni/cd in accordance with a general algorithm, regardless of
the modality or particular nature of the patterns [1. 2, 3]. The
model has received support in a wide variety of domains and
consists of three operations in perceptual (primary) recognition:
feature evaluation. feature integration, and pattern classification.
Continuously-valued features are evaluated, integrated. and

matched against prototype descriptions in memory, and an

identification decision is made on the basis of the relative goodness

of match of the stimulus information with the relevant prototype

descriptions. The model is called a fuzzy logical model of

perception (abbreviated FLMP).

Central to the FLMP are summary descriptions of the

perceptual units of the language. These summary dcscriptionsate

called prototypes and they contain a conjunction of various

properties called features. A prototype is a category and the

features of the prototype correspond to the ideal values that an

exemplar should have if it is a member of that category. The exact

form of the representation of these properties is not known and may

never be known. However, the memory representation must be

compatible with the sensory representation resulting front the

transduction of the audible and visible speech. Compatibility is

necessary because the two representations must be related to one

another. To recognize the syllable lbal. the perceivcr must be able

to relate the information provided by the syllable itself to some

memory of the category /ba/.

Prototypes are generated for the task at hand. .In SP9“?

perception, for example. we might envision activation of 31

prototypes corresponding to the perceptual units of the languag;

being spoken. For ease of exposition, consider a speech so}:h

representing a single perceptual unit. such as the syllable lbs/1 blc

sensory systems transduce the physical event and make “3113 ct

various sources of information called features. During theffiui]:

operation in the model, the features are evaluated tn terms 0

prototypes in memory. For each feature and for each protoltiii);

featural evaluation provides information about the degree to Wf he

the feature in the speech signal matches the featural value 0 I

prototype.
, it is necessaryGiven the necessaril lar ye variet of features

y g y f match of each
to have a common metric representing the degree 0 _ ‘ rural

feature. The syllable /ba/. for example, might have vrsrblc {cad‘ble
information related to the closing of the liPS and au lam

information corresponding to the second and mid _{9mcy
transitions. These two features must share a common mctnc‘ this
eventually are going to be related to one another. To “Mid“
purpose. fuzzy truth values [4] are used because they prciwcslic

natural representation of the degree of match. Fuzzy truthva ubcin"

between zero and one. corresponding to a proPOS'uon s a
completely false and completely true. The value .5 correspor: true

a completely ambiguous situation whereas .7 would be mil can

than false and so on. Fuzzy truth values. therefore. note Ymcy

represent continuous rather than just categorical infgmaufiothfl
also can represent different kinds of infonnation- tion in

advantage of fuzzy truth values is that they couch infomiaallows

mathematical terms (or at least in a quantitative forrn). This f
the natural development of a quantitative description 0
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phenomenon of interest.

Feature evaluation provides the degree to which each feature
in the syllable matches the corresponding feature in each prototype
in memory. The goal, of course, is to determine the overall
goodness of match of each prototype with the syllable. All of the
features are capable of contributing to this process and the second
operation of the model is called feature integration. That is, the
features (actually the degrees of matches) corresponding to each
prototype are combined (or conjoined in logical terms). The
outcome of feature integration consists of the degree to which each
prototype matches the syllable. In the model, all features contribute
to the final value. but with the property that the least ambiguous
features have the most impact on the outcome.

The third operation during recognition processing is pattern
classification. During this stage, the merit of each relevant
prototype is evaluated relative to the sum of the merits of the other
relevant prototypes. This relative goodness of match gives the
proportion of times the syllable is identified as an instance of the
prototype. The relative goodness of match could also be
determined from a rating judgment indicating the degree to which
the syllable matches the category. The pattern classification
operation is modeled after Luce‘s [5] choice rule. In
pandemonium-like terms [6], we might say that it is not how loud
some demon is shouting but rather the relative loudness of that
demon in the crowd of relevant demons. An important prediction
of the model is that one feature has its greatest effect when a
second feature is at its most ambiguous level. Thus, the most
informative feature has the greatest impact on the judgment.

Evaluation Integration Classification
. a,
|—. b |——

_.. pi]. —- .. Rii
V,-’ bv—n

l i

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the three operations
involved in perceptual recognition.

Figure 1 illustrates the three stages involved in pattern

“(ignition Auditory and visual sources of information are
mpresented by uppercase letters. The evaluation process
lransfonns these into psychological values (indicated by lowercase
letters) that are then integrated to give an overall value. The
ClalS_Sil"tcation operation maps this value into some response, such as
fldtscrete decision or a rating. The model confronts several
”“Pomlnt issues in describing speech perception. One issue has to
‘10 With whether multiple sources of information are evaluated in

Speed" Perception. Two other issues have to do with the evaluation
of lhe sources in that we ask whether continuous information is
a”Habit: from each source and whether the output of evaluation of
0116 source is contaminated by the other source. The issue of

Categofica] versus continuous perception can also be asked with

703999! I0 the output of the integration process. Questions about
'mcgration assess whether the components passed on by evaluation
are ‘m-Cgrated into some higher-order representation and how the
(W . . .0 Sources of information are integrated.

Valuaghe theoretical framework of the FLMP has proven to be a
_ C framework for the study of speech perception.

inigengments designed in this framework have provided'important
i{11011 concerning the sources of information in speech

EEECCPUOH, and how these sources of information are processed to

p0” SPCCCh perception. The experiments have studied a broad

mil“ information sources, including bottom-up sources such as
include and vrsrble characteristics of speech and top-down sources.

”1g Phonological, lexical. syntactic, and semantic constraints.

As examples, experiments have assessed the contributions of
formant structure and duration of vowels in vowel identification
[7], the role of vowel duration and consonant duration in the
identification of post-vocalic stop consonants [8, 9] and fricatives
[10], the integration of voice onset time and formant structure of
segment-initial stop consonants [11, 12] and fricatives [13]. These
results are not limited to western languages; experiments have
shown that both pitch heightand pitch contour contribute to the
perception of Mandarin Chinese lexical tone [14]. Experiments
have also revealed the integration of nonauditbry sources of
information, such as pointing gestures, with auditory sources [15].
Several experiments have also addressed the relative contributions
of acoustic information and higher-order constraints in the pattern.
These experiments have included formant structure and
phonological constraints in the identification of glides [16], the
formant structure and lexical constraints in the identification of
stop consonants [17], segmental information and syntactic
constraints in the identification of words [18], semantic constraints
in word identification [l9]. and word order, animacy, and noun-
verb agreement in sentence interpretation [20].

EXPANDED FACTORIAL DESIGN

An expanded factorial design with open-ended response
alternatives offers the potential of addressing important issues in
speech perception. I will describe an experiment manipulating
auditory and visual information in a speech perception task. The
novel design illustrated in Figure 2. along with open-ended
response alternatives. has not been used previously in speech
perception research and it provides a unique method to address the
issues of evaluation and integration of audible and visible
information in speech perception.

Eight college students from the University of California.

Santa Cruz, participated for one hour in the experiment. All test
stimuli were recorded on videotape. On each trial the speaker said
either lba/ or /da/ or nothing, as cued by a video terminal under
computer control. When the speaker was cued to say nothing, a

AUDlTORY

BA23456760AN0NE

as
.1
d

8 DA
S

NONE

Figure 2.

Expansion of a typical factorial design to include

auditory and visual conditions presented alone. The nine

levels along the auditory continuum represent speech
sounds varying in equal steps between [bal and /da,/.

computer-controlled tone was recorded on the audio channel of the

videotape 400 msec after the onset of the neutral cuc. The original

audio track of the videotape was replaced with synthetic speech. A
nine~step /ba/ to /da/ auditory continuum was used to replace the
original audio. By altering the parametric information specifying

the first 80 msec of the consonant-vowel syllable, a set of nine 400

msec syllables covering the range from /ba/ to [do] was created.
The experimental videotapes were made by copying the original

tape and replacing the original sound track with the synthetic
speech. The presentation of the synthetic speech was synchronized

with the original audio track on the videotape.
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interpretation follows the relative degree of support among the
alternatives. A formalization of these assumptions is applied to
results of an experiment manipulating audible and visible
characteristics of the syllables lba/ and /da/. In addition, the results
are used to test an alternative categorical model of speech
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models indicate that the sources of support provide continuous
rather than categorical information. The integration of the multiple
sources results in the least ambiguous sources having the most
impact on processing. These results provides major constraints to
be met by theories of speech perception and language processing.

INTRODUCTION

Speech perception is a human skill that rivals our other
impressive achievements. Even after decades of intense effort,
speech recognition by machine remains far inferior to human
performance. The central thesis of the present proposal is that
there are multiple sources of information supporting speech
perception, and the pcrceiver evaluates and integrates all of these
sources to achieve perceptual recognition. Consider recognition of
the word performance in the spoken sentence

The actress was praisedfor her outstanding performance.

Recognition of the critical word is achieved via a variety of
bottom-up and top-down sources of information. Top-down
sources include semantic. syntactic, and phonological constraints
and bottom-up sources include audible and visible features of the
spoken word.

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PATTERN
RECOGNITION

According to the present framework, well-leamed patterns are
recogni/cd in accordance with a general algorithm, regardless of
the modality or particular nature of the patterns [1. 2, 3]. The
model has received support in a wide variety of domains and
consists of three operations in perceptual (primary) recognition:
feature evaluation. feature integration, and pattern classification.
Continuously-valued features are evaluated, integrated. and

matched against prototype descriptions in memory, and an

identification decision is made on the basis of the relative goodness

of match of the stimulus information with the relevant prototype

descriptions. The model is called a fuzzy logical model of

perception (abbreviated FLMP).

Central to the FLMP are summary descriptions of the

perceptual units of the language. These summary dcscriptionsate

called prototypes and they contain a conjunction of various

properties called features. A prototype is a category and the

features of the prototype correspond to the ideal values that an

exemplar should have if it is a member of that category. The exact

form of the representation of these properties is not known and may

never be known. However, the memory representation must be

compatible with the sensory representation resulting from the

transduction of the audible and visible speech. Compatibility is

necessary because the two representations must be related to one

another. To recognize the syllable lbal. the perceivcr must be able

to relate the information provided by the syllable itself to some

memory of the category /ba/.

Prototypes are generated for the task at hand. .In SP9“?
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being spoken. For ease of exposition, consider a speech so}:h

representing a single perceptual unit. such as the syllable lbs/1 blc
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various sources of information called features. During theffiui]:

operation in the model, the features are evaluated tn terms 0

prototypes in memory. For each feature and for each protoltiii);

featural evaluation provides information about the degree to Wf he

the feature in the speech signal matches the featural value 0 I

prototype.

Given the necessarily large variety of features

to have a common metric representing the degree 0 _ ‘ rural

feature. The syllable /ba/. for example, might have vrsrblc {cad‘ble
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information corresponding to the second and fluid _{9mcy
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phenomenon of interest.

Feature evaluation provides the degree to which each feature
in the syllable matches the corresponding feature in each prototype
in memory. The goal, of course, is to determine the overall
goodness of match of each prototype with the syllable. All of the
features are capable of contributing to this process and the second
operation of the model is called feature integration. That is, the
features (actually the degrees of matches) corresponding to each
prototype are combined (or conjoined in logical terms). The
outcome of feature integration consists of the degree to which each
prototype matches the syllable. In the model, all features contribute
to the final value. but with the property that the least ambiguous
features have the most impact on the outcome.

The third operation during recogrtition processing is pattern
classification. During this stage, the merit of each relevant
prototype is evaluated relative to the sum of the merits of the other
relevant prototypes. This relative goodness of match gives the
proportion of times the syllable is identified as an instance of the
prototype. The relative goodness of match could also be
determined from a rating judgment indicating the degree to which
the syllable matches the category. The pattern classification
operation is modeled after Luce‘s [5] choice rule. In
pandemonium-like terms [6], we might say that it is not how loud
some demon is shouting but rather the relative loudness of that
demon in the crowd of relevant demons. An important prediction
of the model is that one feature has its greatest effect when a
second feature is at its most ambiguous level. Thus, the most
informative feature has the greatest impact on the judgment.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the three operations
involved in perceptual recognition.

Figure 1 illustrates the three stages involved in pattern
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mpresented by uppercase letters. The evaluation process
lransfonns these into psychological values (indicated by lowercase
letters) that are then integrated to give an overall value. The
ClalS_Sil"tcation operation maps this value into some response, such as
fldtscrete decision or a rating. The model confronts several
”“Pomlnt issues in describing speech perception. One issue has to
‘10 With whether multiple sources of information are evaluated in

Speed" Perception. Two other issues have to do with the evaluation
of lhe sources in that we ask whether continuous information is
a”Habit: from each source and whether the output of evaluation of
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mil“ information sources. including bottom-up sources such as
include and vrsrble characteristics of speech and top-down sources.
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As examples, experiments have assessed the contributions of
formant structure and duration of vowels in vowel identification
[7], the role of vowel duration and consonant duration in the
identification of post-vocalic stop consonants [8, 9] and fricatives
[10], the integration of voice onset time and formant structure of
segment-initial stop consonants [11, 12] and fricatives [13]. These
results are not limited to western languages; experiments have
shown that both pitch heightand pitch contour contribute to the
perception of Mandarin Chinese lexical tone [14]. Experiments
have also revealed the integration of nonauditbry sources of
information, such as pointing gestures, with auditory sources [15].
Several experiments have also addressed the relative contributions
of acoustic information and higher-order constraints in the pattern.
These experiments have included formant structure and
phonological constraints in the identification of glides [16], the
formant structure and lexical constraints in the identification of
stop consonants [17], segmental information and syntactic
constraints in the identification of words [18], semantic constraints
in word identification [l9]. and word order, animacy, and noun-
verb agreement in sentence interpretation [20].

EXPANDED FACTORIAL DESIGN

An expanded factorial design with open-ended response
alternatives offers the potential of addressing important issues in
speech perception. I will describe an experiment manipulating
auditory and visual information in a speech perception task. The
novel design illustrated in Figure 2. along with open-ended
response alternatives, has not been used previously in speech
perception research and it provides a unique method to address the
issues of evaluation and integration of audible and visible
information in speech perception.

Eight college students from the University of California.

Santa Cruz, participated for one hour in the experiment. All test
stimuli were recorded on videotape. On each trial the speaker said
either lba/ or /da/ or nothing, as cued by a video terminal under
computer control. When the speaker was cued to say nothing, a
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Figure 2.

Expansion of a typical factorial design to include

auditory and visual conditions presented alone. The nine

levels along the auditory continuum represent speech
sounds varying in equal steps between [bal and /da,/.

computer-controlled tone was recorded on the audio channel of the

videotape 400 msec after the onset of the neutral cuc. The original

audio track of the videotape was replaced with synthetic speech. A
nine~step /ba/ to /da/ auditory continuum was used to replace the
original audio. By altering the parametric information specifying

the first 80 msec of the consonant-vowel syllable, a set of nine 400

msec syllables covering the range from /ba/ to [on] was created.
The experimental videotapes were made by copying the original

tape and replacing the original sound track with the synthetic
speech. The presentation of the synthetic speech was synchronized

with the original audio track on the videotape.
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The 29 speech events illustrated in Figure 2 were presented to

each subject in a randomized order. Each subject made about 600

identifications, which were convened to probabilities of responding

with each of the eight alternatives. Figure 3 presents the observed

probability of each of the eight responses for the 29 unique speech

events. .

FUZZY LOGICAL MODEL OF PERCEPTION (FLMP)

Applying the model to the present task using auditory and

visual speech, both sources are assumed to provide continuous and

independent evidence for the altematives /ba/ and /da/. Defining

the onsets of the second (FZ) and third (F3) fonnants as the

important auditory feature and the degree of initial opening of the

lips as the important visual feature. the prototype for /da/ would be:

/da/ 2 Slightly falling F2-F3 & Open lips.

The prototype for [bad would be defined in an analogous fashion.

/ba./ : Rising F2-F3 & Closed lips.

and so on for the other response alternatives. Given a prototype‘s

independent specifications for the auditory and visual sources. the

value of one source cannot change the value of the other source at

the prototype matching stage. The integration of the features

defining each prototype is evaluated according to the product of the

feature values. if aD. represents the degree to which the auditory

stimulus A.- supports the alternative Ida]. that is. has Slightly falling
F2-F3; and i represents the degree to which the visual stimulus

Vj supports the altemative lbal. that is. has Open lips. then the
outcome of prototype matching for /da/ would be:

/da/ I (ID; VDj

where the subscripts i and j index the levels of the auditory and
visual modalities, respectively. Analogously. if a8. represents the
degree to which the auditory stimulus A.- has Rising F2-F3 and v8,-
represents the degree to which the visual stimulus Vj has Closed
lips. the outcome of prototype matching for /ba/ would be:

/b3/ 1 dB; VB)

and so on for the other altematives.

The pattern classification operation would determine their
relative merit leading to the prediction that

(ID; VD-P(/da/|A.-Vj)=_z_L (1')

where Z is equal to the sum of the merit of all eight alternatives.
derived in the manner illustrated for /da/ and IbaI. ‘

The important assumption of the FLMP is that the auditory
source supports each alternative to some degree and analogously
for the visual source. Each alternative is defined by ideal values of
the auditory and visual information. Each level of a source
supports each alternative to differing degrees represented by feature
values. The feature values representing the degree of support from
the auditory and visual information for a given alternative are
integrated following the multiplicative rule given by the FLMP.
The model requires 2 parameters for the visual feature values and 9
parameters for the auditory ‘feature values. for each of the 8
response alternatives, for a tothl of 88 parameters.

CATEGORICAL MODEL OF PERCEPTION (CMP)

It is essential to contrast one model with other models that
make alternative assumptions. One alternative is a categorical
model of perception (CMP). It assumes that only categorical
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Figure 3. Probability of responding with each of the eight

alternatives as a function of the auditory and visual sources

under the bimodal and unimodal conditions. The nine levels

between B and D along the auditory continuum represent

speech sounds varying irl equal steps between bill and Ida].

The level N refers to no auditory information. The curve

parameter corresponds to a visual [be]. a visual Idol. and no

visual information. The lines give the predictions for the

FLMP.

information is available from the auditory and visual sources and

that the identification judgment is based on separate decisions to

the auditory and visual sources. Given eight response altcmativea

there are eight possible outcomes for a particular combination of

auditory and visual information. Considering the /ba/

identification, the visual and auditory decisions could be lbal-lbalr

lbal-not /ba/. not /ba/-/b8/. or not lbaI-not [bit]. if the two dccisrons

to a given speech event agree. the identification response“?

follow either source. When the two decisions disagree. ll ‘5
assumed that the subject will respond with the decision to the

auditory source on some proportion p of the trials. and Willlmc
decision to the visual source on the remainder (l—p) 0f the WIS
The weight p reflects the relative dominance of the auditory

source.

The probability of a /ba/ identification response. WW
given a particular auditory/visual speech event. A. Vj. would be.

P(/ba/tA.-Vj)=(1)aB.~i+(p)aBi(1_i) (2)

+(1—P)(1—a8.)i + (0)(1—aB.)(1-VB})

where i and j index the levels of the auditory and “F?“
modalities, respectively. The a8.- value represents the Pmb‘fb‘my

of a lba/ decision given the auditory level i , and VBJ' ‘5 the
probability of a /ba/ decision given the visual level j. The valuCP
reflects the bias to follow the auditory source. Each of the four

terms in the equation represents the likelihood of one of the four
possible outcomes multiplied by the probability of a f”
identification response given that outcome. To fit this model to. the
results. each unique level of the auditory stimulus requires aumqlg

parameter aB.-. and analogously for i. The modeling Dub

responses thus requires 9 auditory parameters plus 2 mu
parameters. Each of the other seven response alternatives needs an

analogous equation to Equation 2 and an additional 11 Paramelem
thus requiring a total of 88 visual and auditory parameters. Form

of the eight
bc constrainCd

given

particular auditory-visual combination. the sum
decision probabilities to a given source also has to.

to be less than or equal to one; the assumption ts that a
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source is categorized as only a single category on any given

presentation. An additional p value would be fixed across all

conditions for a total of 89 parameters. Thus, we have a fair

comparison to the FLMP which requires 88 parameters.

MODEL TESTS

Figures 3 and 4 give the average observed results and the

average predicted results of the FLMP and CMP. As can be seen in

the Figure 4, the CMP gave a poor description of the observed

results. The predictions of the FLMP shown in Figure 3, on the

other hand, provide a very good description. The FLMP gave a

mean root mean square deviation (RMSD) of .030 averaged across

the individual subject fits of the 8 subjects compared to an average

RMSD of.148 for the CMP.
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Figure 4. Probability of responding with each of the eight

alternatives as a function of the auditory and visual sources

under the bimodal and unimodal conditions. The nine levels

belWCCn B and D along the auditory continuum represent

speech sounds varying in equal steps between /b8./ and Ida/-
The level N refers to no auditory information. The curve

Parameter corresponds to visual lbal. a visual Ida]. and no

visual information. The lines give the predictions for the CMP.

CONCLUSION

““3 Present framework provides a valuable approach to the
study of Speech perception. We have learned about some of the

fundamental stages of processing involved in speech perception by

car and We. and how multiple sources of information are used in

.Spccc“ Perception. Given the potential for evaluating and

Integrating multiple sources of information in speech perception

and Understanding, no Single source should be considered

nccessam There is now good evidence that pcrceivers have

conUnuous information about the various sources of information.

“Ch sflurce is evaluated. and all sources are integrated in speech

PCFCcpuon. Future work should address the nature of the variety of

SOurcc5 0f information. and how they function in recovering the

Speaker's message.
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The 29 speech events illustrated in Figure 2 were presented to

each subject in a randomized order. Each subject made about 600

identifications, which were convened to probabilities of responding

with each of the eight alternatives. Figure 3 presents the observed

probability of each of the eight responses for the 29 unique speech

events. .

FUZZY LOGICAL MODEL OF PERCEPTION (FLMP)

Applying the model to the present task using auditory and

visual speech, both sources are assumed to provide continuous and

independent evidence for the altematives /ba/ and /da/. Defining

the onsets of the second (FZ) and third (F3) fonnants as the

important auditory feature and the degree of initial opening of the

lips as the important visual feature. the prototype for /da/ would be:

/da/ 2 Slightly falling F2-F3 & Open lips.

The prototype for [bad would be defined in an analogous fashion.

/ba./ : Rising F2-F3 & Closed lips.

and so on for the other response alternatives. Given a prototype‘s

independent specifications for the auditory and visual sources. the

value of one source cannot change the value of the other source at

the prototype matching stage. The integration of the features

defining each prototype is evaluated according to the product of the

feature values. if aD. represents the degree to which the auditory

stimulus A.- supports the alternative Ida]. that is. has Slightly falling
F2-F3; and i represents the degree to which the visual stimulus

Vj supports the altemative lbal. that is. has Open lips. then the
outcome of prototype matching for /da/ would be:

/da/ I (ID; VDj

where the subscripts i and j index the levels of the auditory and
visual modalities, respectively. Analogously. if a8. represents the
degree to which the auditory stimulus A.- has Rising F2-F3 and v8,-
represents the degree to which the visual stimulus Vj has Closed
lips. the outcome of prototype matching for /ba/ would be:

/b3/ 1 dB; VB)

and so on for the other altematives.

The pattern classification operation would determine their
relative merit leading to the prediction that

(ID; VD-P(/da/|A.-Vj)=_z_L (1')

where Z is equal to the sum of the merit of all eight alternatives.
derived in the manner illustrated for /da/ and IbaI. ‘

The important assumption of the FLMP is that the auditory
source supports each alternative to some degree and analogously
for the visual source. Each alternative is defined by ideal values of
the auditory and visual information. Each level of a source
supports each alternative to differing degrees represented by feature
values. The feature values representing the degree of support from
the auditory and visual information for a given alternative are
integrated following the multiplicative rule given by the FLMP.
The model requires 2 parameters for the visual feature values and 9
parameters for the auditory ‘feature values. for each of the 8
response alternatives, for a tothl of 88 parameters.

CATEGORICAL MODEL OF PERCEPTION (CMP)

It is essential to contrast one model with other models that
make alternative assumptions. One alternative is a categorical
model of perception (CMP). It assumes that only categorical
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Figure 3. Probability of responding with each of the eight

alternatives as a function of the auditory and visual sources

under the bimodal and unimodal conditions. The nine levels

between B and D along the auditory continuum represent

speech sounds varying irl equal steps between bill and Ida].

The level N refers to no auditory information. The curve

parameter corresponds to a visual [be]. a visual Idol. and no

visual information. The lines give the predictions for the

FLMP.

information is available from the auditory and visual sources and

that the identification judgment is based on separate decisions to

the auditory and visual sources. Given eight response altcmativea

there are eight possible outcomes for a particular combination of

auditory and visual information. Considering the /ba/

identification, the visual and auditory decisions could be lbal-lbalr

lbal-not /ba/. not /ba/-/b8/. or not lbaI-not [bit]. if the two dccisrons

to a given speech event agree. the identification response“?

follow either source. When the two decisions disagree. ll ‘5
assumed that the subject will respond with the decision to the

auditory source on some proportion p of the trials. and Willlmc
decision to the visual source on the remainder (l—p) 0f the WIS
The weight p reflects the relative dominance of the auditory

source.

The probability of a /ba/ identification response. WW
given a particular auditory/visual speech event. A. Vj. would be.

P(/ba/tA.-Vj)=(1)aB.~i+(p)aBi(1_i) (2)

+(1—P)(1—a8.)i + (0)(1—aB.)(1-VB})

where i and j index the levels of the auditory and “F?“
modalities, respectively. The a8.- value represents the Pmb‘fb‘my

of a lba/ decision given the auditory level i , and VBJ' ‘5 the
probability of a /ba/ decision given the visual level j. The valuCP
reflects the bias to follow the auditory source. Each of the four

terms in the equation represents the likelihood of one of the four
possible outcomes multiplied by the probability of a f”
identification response given that outcome. To fit this model to. the
results. each unique level of the auditory stimulus requires aumqlg

parameter aB.-. and analogously for i. The modeling Dub

responses thus requires 9 auditory parameters plus 2 mu
parameters. Each of the other seven response alternatives needs an

analogous equation to Equation 2 and an additional 11 Paramelem
thus requiring a total of 88 visual and auditory parameters. Form

of the eight
bc constrainCd

given

particular auditory-visual combination. the sum
decision probabilities to a given source also has to.

to be less than or equal to one; the assumption ts that a
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source is categorized as only a single category on any given

presentation. An additional p value would be fixed across all

conditions for a total of 89 parameters. Thus, we have a fair

comparison to the FLMP which requires 88 parameters.

MODEL TESTS

Figures 3 and 4 give the average observed results and the

average predicted results of the FLMP and CMP. As can be seen in

the Figure 4, the CMP gave a poor description of the observed

results. The predictions of the FLMP shown in Figure 3, on the

other hand, provide a very good description. The FLMP gave a

mean root mean square deviation (RMSD) of .030 averaged across

the individual subject fits of the 8 subjects compared to an average

RMSD of.148 for the CMP.
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Figure 4. Probability of responding with each of the eight

alternatives as a function of the auditory and visual sources

under the bimodal and unimodal conditions. The nine levels

belWCCn B and D along the auditory continuum represent

speech sounds varying in equal steps between /b8./ and Ida/-
The level N refers to no auditory information. The curve

Parameter corresponds to visual lbal. a visual Ida]. and no

visual information. The lines give the predictions for the CMP.

CONCLUSION

““3 Present framework provides a valuable approach to the
study of Speech perception. We have learned about some of the

fundamental stages of processing involved in speech perception by

car and We. and how multiple sources of information are used in

.Spccc“ Perception. Given the potential for evaluating and

Integrating multiple sources of information in speech perception

and Understanding, no Single source should be considered

nccessam There is now good evidence that pcrceivers have

conUnuous information about the various sources of information.

“Ch sflurce is evaluated. and all sources are integrated in speech

PCFCcpuon. Future work should address the nature of the variety of

SOurcc5 0f information. and how they function in recovering the

Speaker's message.
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HEHHHEKHOCTL HEPKQEPHQECKOPO OTflEflA OPPAHA CHYXA H fiBflEHKE MACKHPOBKH

B.C. MYHHHKOB

Hacrn'ry'r dmsnonornn HM. MJIJIaBnosa AH CCCP
JIeHuHrpan

PEBDME

Padora noameHa Buacnennm Bonpoca o
npnpone Hennnefinocwn amméxwa macnnposxn.
floxasano, qTo c nomombm axcnepnmeHTOB c
macxnposxofi MOKeT OHTB BHHBHeHa TonBKo
qaCTOTHo-BaBnonmaH COCTaBnnmman amnnnryn-
Hofi xapaxrepncwnxn onyXOBofi CMCTeMH.Hpen-
naraeTca PMHOTeaa, qTo Hennnefiuocmb mac-
Knponxn OOyCHOBHeHa Hennnefinocmbm Koneoa-
Hnfi Oaannflpnofi MBMdpaHH ynnTKn BHyTpeHHe-
ro yxa. Honyqenn aaBncnmoc'rn, nosBomomne
nepefiTn OT Kpax macxnposxn K KpMBHM
BOBOymneHnn.

Hpn nccnenosannn nexaHMBMOB Bocnpnnwnn
cnoxnnx aKyCaecxMx CMPHaHOB, B TOM quo-
ne n pequx, anaaenBHoe MeCTO sannmamT
ncnxoaKycrnqecxne BKGHepMMeHTH c macxnpos-
Kon.flaHHHe, nonyqHne B arnx axcnepnmen—
Tax nononbsymmcn npn ouee paapemammefi
cnocodnoowu oprana onyxa no qaCTOTe [I] ,
npn onpenenennn nomexoycwofiqnnocwn n pas—
OOqBOCTn peqn, B namepennnx rpomxocwn
[6] . flpcwosepnocrb npennaraemnx monenefi
oopaOOTKn CMPHaHOB onyXOBofi CMCTeMOfi npn
Bocnpnnrnn B Oonbmofi CTeHeHM saBnc OT
nHTepnpeTannn Tex xpuBux, KOTODHe namepa-
DTCH B ancnepnmenrax c macxnpoaxofi n aneK-
BaTHOCTH Hamnx npeBCTaBneHMfi ownocnmenbno
mexaHMBMOB BTOPO HBHEHMH.

aa n3 Bannefimnx npodneM, CBHBaHHHX c
aeHneM maCKnpOa sannmqaerca B TOM,qTo
nnnefinan BaBMCMMOCTL memny ypOBHeM macne-
pa n ypOBHeM macxnpyemoro Tone ooxpaHHeT-

on 11141113 npn yCJIOBnn cosnanernm qacTOT
macxepa n TECT-TOHa; Ha Bcex npyrnx qac-
Towax 'rec'r-Tona BaBPICPIMQCTL Hemefmafi

pnc. I .

3,35

av

60

40

20-

o

(2102 0.552 5‘ fr)?

PEG. 1. Kpae macxnposm TOHa ysxono—

7100mm myMOM co cpenfien qac'rorofi I KI‘n.

H0 “OCH aGCIU/Ico — qac'ro'ra TGCT—TOHa B

Km; no 0011 OPJII’IHE'Y‘ - yposem; BByKOBOI‘O
.IIaBneHnn meow—Toma B n15.

Hum 31 KPHBHX - ypOBeI-IB macxepa B .115-
HlTpI/IXOBaH Imam - accomrnnfi nopor CRYXa°
HaaaH c maconqecmx onnros Berem PI
Jenna [5] BOSHPIKHOBeHPIe Hemnefinnx 941591“
TOB Ha BHCOKVLX qac'ro'rax odmcmnocr: 311MH-

HneM FaPMOHMK macxepa, npemonommenbno
HOHBILFHOIILKXCH Boneno'ae Hememmcm o'rlle',

JIOB onyxa, npemnec'raymmnx CHBKTpaHBHOW
anamaa'ropy. B naHBHeir’nneM oxaaanoca. qT°
onc'rema HapyBHoro n CpeJII-IBI‘O yxa meme B
oqL Common/1 nnanasone ypOBHefi 3ByK°BHX
naBneHnfi. u 'raKHM oopasom, npnqnmi Hem‘
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HBfiHOCTM WCKMPOBKM common He BHHCHBHHH-

rm no Hacromuero Bpemenn. Hemnefinoc'rh Rpm-
Imx MaCKMpOBKM Ha qaCTOTax Bnme.qacwown

Iwcxepa Ha6nmnaeTcn n B axcnepmmeHTax c
sanepxannofi macxnpOBKofi, a Taxme npn no—
nBOBaHMM B KaqTBe macxepa He TOHBKO
Tmmnbnnx, HO n myMOa, peqnx n npyrnx
CMPHBHOB.

Hun OO$HCH8HHH BnmeynomnHyToro HBHeHKH
aBTop HaCTonmero COOOmeHKH npennaraew rn-
mneay, cornacno KOTopofi HenHHefiHooTL SQ-
Qmwa macxnpOBKn HBHHeTCfl 0Toopaaennen He-
mmefinux oBofioTB rnnponnnamnqecnofi qaCTn
ymnxn BHyTpeHHePO yxa n nnTaeTcn onpene—
mnb Bnn aTofi Hennnefinoown n3 sxcnepnmeH-
TOBC macxnponnofi. Heodxonnmo OTmeTMTB,

‘ITO npenoTaBneHne o TOM, qTo Kpnnne macro/1-

POBKH, B OCHOBHOM, onnaamT nponeccn,
mmnqnnmne B nepnfiepnqecxom ownene Opra-

HaCna, cymeCTByeT, HaqMHan o caMHx nep—
EHXSKCHepHMeHTOB c maCKflpOBKOfi n mnpoxo

IWMHHTO B Baoronmee BpeMH. aTaeTca, qTo
Immsne maoxnpOBKn owoopamamT xapaHTep p80-
Imenenennn Bossymnenna, Bosnnxammero Bnonb
fimnnnpnofi meMopaHn ynnTKn BHyTpeHHero yxa
HWIBOsnefiCTBHeM onnoro cnrHaua. Taxoe

ImGACTaBneHMe nemnr B OCHOBe conpemennnx
fimqOB PpOMKOCTM CHPHaHOB [6] .

B flannofi paGOTe dyneM pacemanBaTB
“afi OCTaTqofi maCKnpOa, qTodn ynpoc—
nnb CMTyaa M MBOeBaTB HeOOXOnMMOCTn
wa He BHHCHGHHOPO no Hacwonmero BpemeHn
Mflwnnama nByXTOHOBoro nonaBneHMH. Hpn

eTOMOYILeM noxonMTB n3 Tore, qTo KaaHa
pac”Pellenennn BOBOymneBnH, Bosnnxman Bnoub
KC”Pm/Imam X CHCTGMH non LefiCTBHeM macxepa

COXDaHHeTcn B Teqenme HeKOToporo Bpemenn
[mene anmqennn maCKepa. ECTeCTBeHHo upen-
‘mHOKMTB, qTo nnfi BOGHpHHTHH B BTKX yCHO-
mmx TeCT-TOHa He00xonnmo, qTOOn amnayna
KEOVKRGHMH, BHBBaHHOPO HM Ha nenoropofi
Imofllmnawe XT Gama paBHa amnnMTyne £08633—
flmmfl, BHBBaHHOPO Macxepom Ha eTofi Koopnn-

IfiTe» Mun ornnqanaCB OT Hee Ha HeKOTopym

Hedonbmyxo Bennqnny E, , npencrasmnwxo
codofi, no cymeCTBy, nn®®epennnanbnnfi no—
por no HHTSHCMBHOCTH, T.e.

WM(X.DM) ' WT(X{ 91')“ §(X10M) (1)
Ecnn Bemnnofi g npeHeopq,nocxonBKy
ona no KpafiHefi mepe Ha nopanox meHLme
Tqocwn camoro meTona McnpOBKn, TO no—
nyqaerca, qTo Kaxym OH @opmy amnnnTynHofi
xapaKTepMCTHKK VV== VJ(P) He nmena Hana
CHCTeMB, BHHBMTB eé B exonepnmeHTax c
MBCKMpOBKofi MH He cmomeM, nocxonbxy n
TeCT-TOH n Macxep nonBepramTcn onHomy n
Tony me, E oomeM onyqae, Hennnefinomy npe-
oOpaBOBaHnm. B pesynBTaTe axonepnmenros

o macxnpOBKofi MH Bcerna OyneM nonyaB
nnnefinym BaBncOCTB menny ypOBHHMM mac-

Kepa n TeCT—TOHa Ha Bcex naCTOTax.

Hocxonbny, Kan yme dune cxaaano BHme.

3T0 npOTnBopea BKCHepflmeHTaHBHHM naHHHM,

ocwaeTcn npennonoxnwb, qTo amnnnwynnne

xapaKTepnoTnKn npeodpaBOBaHnn ypOBHefi
3ByKOBoro naBneHnH macxepa n TGCT-TOHa B

ypOBenB BOBOaeHna pasnaH nun macxepa

n TeCT-TOHa. aTnBaB, qTo meow-Ton ownn—

qaewcn or macxepa TOHBKO qaCTOTofi, OCTaeT-

on HpKHHTL, Bro amnnnwynnan xapaxwepncmn—

Ra npeodpaaonannn ypOBHH BByKOBOPO naBno-

HMH B ypOBeHL BOBOymnennH qaCTOTHO-BaBM-

cnma, T.e. Kannan "KoopnnHaTa" onnonBaeT-

on He onnofi, a cemeficOM amnnnrynnnx xa—

paKTepncrnR, saBncnmnx 0T BO3flefiCTBmefi
qaoTorn n cnennmnqnnx nun naHHofi Roopnnna—

TH.

Honnraemcn Tenepb yCTaHOBnTB CBHSB Mem-

ny KpMBHMM, upenCTaBneHHnMM Ha pnc. I n

amnnnTynnumn xapaKTepBCTnxamn CKCTGMH.

HyCTL Ha pnc. 2 oxemaaeoKn nsoopamenn

nBe amnnnwynnne xapaKTepHCTHKH VJM(P) n
VVT(P) HeKOTopofi KoopnnHaTn XI cncwemn,

COOTBeTCTBymmne qacmoram macxepa n TeCT-

Tona.HpHpameHne yponna macxepa Ha Bennqn—

By [3 PM BHBOBeT ybennqenne ypOBHH Bos—

Oymnenna CHCTGMH Ha HeKOTopym Bennqnny]\.

flan Toro, qTooH TeCT-TOH Gnu BOCHpHHflT,
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HEHHHEKHOCTL HEPKQEPHQECKOPO OTflEflA OPPAHA CHYXA H fiBflEHKE MACKHPOBKH

B.C. MYHHHKOB

Hacrn'ry'r dmsnonornn HM. MJIJIaBnosa AH CCCP
JIeHuHrpan

PEBDME

Padora noameHa Buacnennm Bonpoca o
npnpone Hennnefinocwn amméxwa macnnposxn.
floxasano, qTo c nomombm axcnepnmeHTOB c
macxnposxofi MOKeT OHTB BHHBHeHa TonBKo
qaCTOTHo-BaBnonmaH COCTaBnnmman amnnnryn-
Hofi xapaxrepncwnxn onyXOBofi CMCTeMH.Hpen-
naraeTca PMHOTeaa, qTo Hennnefiuocmb mac-
Knponxn OOyCHOBHeHa Hennnefinocmbm Koneoa-
Hnfi Oaannflpnofi MBMdpaHH ynnTKn BHyTpeHHe-
ro yxa. Honyqenn aaBncnmoc'rn, nosBomomne
nepefiTn OT Kpax macxnposxn K KpMBHM
BOBOymneHnn.

Hpn nccnenosannn nexaHMBMOB Bocnpnnwnn
cnoxnnx aKyCaecxMx CMPHaHOB, B TOM quo-
ne n pequx, anaaenBHoe MeCTO sannmamT
ncnxoaKycrnqecxne BKGHepMMeHTH c macxnpos-
Kon.flaHHHe, nonyqHne B arnx axcnepnmen—
Tax nononbsymmcn npn ouee paapemammefi
cnocodnoowu oprana onyxa no qaCTOTe [I] ,
npn onpenenennn nomexoycwofiqnnocwn n pas—
OOqBOCTn peqn, B namepennnx rpomxocwn
[6] . flpcwosepnocrb npennaraemnx monenefi
oopaOOTKn CMPHaHOB onyXOBofi CMCTeMOfi npn
Bocnpnnrnn B Oonbmofi CTeHeHM saBnc OT
nHTepnpeTannn Tex xpuBux, KOTODHe namepa-
DTCH B ancnepnmenrax c macxnpoaxofi n aneK-
BaTHOCTH Hamnx npeBCTaBneHMfi ownocnmenbno
mexaHMBMOB BTOPO HBHEHMH.

aa n3 Bannefimnx npodneM, CBHBaHHHX c
aeHneM maCKnpOa sannmqaerca B TOM,qTo
nnnefinan BaBMCMMOCTL memny ypOBHeM macne-
pa n ypOBHeM macxnpyemoro Tone ooxpaHHeT-

on 11141113 npn yCJIOBnn cosnanernm qacTOT
macxepa n TECT-TOHa; Ha Bcex npyrnx qac-
Towax 'rec'r-Tona BaBPICPIMQCTL Hemefmafi

pnc. I .

3,35
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PEG. 1. Kpae macxnposm TOHa ysxono—

7100mm myMOM co cpenfien qac'rorofi I KI‘n.

H0 “OCH aGCIU/Ico — qac'ro'ra TGCT—TOHa B

Km; no 0011 OPJII’IHE'Y‘ - yposem; BByKOBOI‘O
.IIaBneHnn meow—Toma B n15.

Hum 31 KPHBHX - ypOBeI-IB macxepa B .115-
HlTpI/IXOBaH Imam - accomrnnfi nopor CRYXa°
HaaaH c maconqecmx onnros Berem PI
Jenna [5] BOSHPIKHOBeHPIe Hemnefinnx 941591“
TOB Ha BHCOKVLX qac'ro'rax odmcmnocr: 311MH-

HneM FaPMOHMK macxepa, npemonommenbno
HOHBILFHOIILKXCH Boneno'ae Hememmcm o'rlle',

JIOB onyxa, npemnec'raymmnx CHBKTpaHBHOW
anamaa'ropy. B naHBHeir’nneM oxaaanoca. qT°
onc'rema HapyBHoro n CpeJII-IBI‘O yxa meme B
oqL Common/1 nnanasone ypOBHefi 3ByK°BHX
naBneHnfi. u 'raKHM oopasom, npnqnmi Hem‘
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pac”Pellenennn BOBOymneBnH, Bosnnxman Bnoub
KC”Pm/Imam X CHCTGMH non LefiCTBHeM macxepa
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flmmfl, BHBBaHHOPO Macxepom Ha eTofi Koopnn-

IfiTe» Mun ornnqanaCB OT Hee Ha HeKOTopym
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codofi, no cymeCTBy, nn®®epennnanbnnfi no—
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Tony me, E oomeM onyqae, Hennnefinomy npe-
oOpaBOBaHnm. B pesynBTaTe axonepnmenros

o macxnpOBKofi MH Bcerna OyneM nonyaB
nnnefinym BaBncOCTB menny ypOBHHMM mac-

Kepa n TeCT—TOHa Ha Bcex naCTOTax.

Hocxonbny, Kan yme dune cxaaano BHme.

3T0 npOTnBopea BKCHepflmeHTaHBHHM naHHHM,

ocwaeTcn npennonoxnwb, qTo amnnnwynnne

xapaKTepnoTnKn npeodpaBOBaHnn ypOBHefi
3ByKOBoro naBneHnH macxepa n TGCT-TOHa B

ypOBenB BOBOaeHna pasnaH nun macxepa

n TeCT-TOHa. aTnBaB, qTo meow-Ton ownn—

qaewcn or macxepa TOHBKO qaCTOTofi, OCTaeT-

on HpKHHTL, Bro amnnnwynnan xapaxwepncmn—

Ra npeodpaaonannn ypOBHH BByKOBOPO naBno-

HMH B ypOBeHL BOBOymnennH qaCTOTHO-BaBM-

cnma, T.e. Kannan "KoopnnHaTa" onnonBaeT-

on He onnofi, a cemeficOM amnnnrynnnx xa—

paKTepncrnR, saBncnmnx 0T BO3flefiCTBmefi
qaoTorn n cnennmnqnnx nun naHHofi Roopnnna—

TH.

Honnraemcn Tenepb yCTaHOBnTB CBHSB Mem-

ny KpMBHMM, upenCTaBneHHnMM Ha pnc. I n

amnnnTynnumn xapaKTepBCTnxamn CKCTGMH.

HyCTL Ha pnc. 2 oxemaaeoKn nsoopamenn

nBe amnnnwynnne xapaKTepHCTHKH VJM(P) n
VVT(P) HeKOTopofi KoopnnHaTn XI cncwemn,

COOTBeTCTBymmne qacmoram macxepa n TeCT-

Tona.HpHpameHne yponna macxepa Ha Bennqn—

By [3 PM BHBOBeT ybennqenne ypOBHH Bos—

Oymnenna CHCTGMH Ha HeKOTopym Bennqnny]\.

flan Toro, qTooH TeCT-TOH Gnu BOCHpHHflT,
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Heooxonnmo ysennqn'rr. ero yponem. Ha 'ramno

Bennqnny A PT. Koropan npnBeneT K we-

nnqenmo yposnn Boeoynnenna Ha Ty me Benn-

qm. '
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Pnc. 2. Cxemawnqeonoe neoOpaneHne nnyx

amnnnrynnux xapaxwepnownn (nun Teen-Tone

n maoxepa) onnofi m won me KoopnnHaTH XT

Oasnnnpnon neMOpanH.

no oon a6cunco - yposenb eByKOBoro

nannennn B n5; no oon.opnnHaT — yposeHL

noseynnennn B n5. OCTaHLHHe noaonennn B

Tenors.

flpyrnmn cnoaamn, moxno aanncarn:

A: ADMWWa 9% = Apr—#3 99/09) )
u wanna WY: !9 0L}

“3/5
me f— yron Haxnoua xepamepnc'rm
PT(PM) B Toqxe XI, a at 11 fi — yrnu Harc-
nonon xapanrepnc'rnn WM (PM) In WT(PT).
O'rcmna mango, q'ro ecnn, nanpnmep, xapan—
Tepnorm WM (PM) K w-r(P'r) connanam,
mm npoc'ro onnnny'rn no ropnsomannfigr
Boerna Oyner paBeH I, T.e. MH nonya
npsmne non yrnom 45°, q'ro MH :4 Hammnaem
B cnyqae, ecnn qaorom macxepa n TeCT-TO-
Ha cosnanaxo'r OPnc. 3).

Ma Bupanemm (3) meme cnenye'r, mo na
ocnonannn exonepmem'os c macnnponnofi on-
penennTL BM amnnn'rynnofi xapaKTepI/ICTPIKM
cmcremn Ha qacro're Teen-Tone mono 11a

npn ycnonnn, ecnn nanec'rna amm'rynnan

xapamepncrnxa onc'remn Ha qao'ro're macrcepa
n HaOOOpo'r.

pr.”
60-

4o-

" 1.0
20-

a ‘ 2‘0 4'0 ‘ so ab 0.1.064.

Pnc. 3. Banncmvxoc'rb ypOBHH eByxosoro

nannemm TeCT-TOHa OT yponm eByxonoro

nannennn macxepa, npenc'rannsnomero ysxono—

nocnnfi myM co cpenHen qaoTo'rofi I XIII.

IIo ocn adcnncc - ypoeeHL eByKOBoro 1183‘

new maonepa B 1115; no 00121 opnnna'r - FPO“

Ben}. ssynosoro nasnem TGOT-TOHa B .1113.

Humps y Kpmaux - qaCTOTa meow-Tone B

Kl‘n. .
B nacronmee Bpem meercn nocmaTqoe

qncno cbaxron, ronopmxmx o TOM, qTo CIIYXO‘
nan cncrema yme Ha yponne mexannqecxux

noneOaHnfi dasnmpnofi meMOpaHH yin/ITEM

BHyTpeHHero yxa nonedne'rcn Hemmefinm 3914‘
new era Hememioc'rb qacro'rHo—eanncmua

[4] . [2] . Hem/{Hemmer}. e'rofi aMIIHMTYII-

Hofi xapamepnc'rnxn nandonee Bnpaxcena Ha

Koopma'rax meMOpaHH, KoneCSmomnxcn 0 P9‘

sonanonofi qac'ro'rofi; Ha ynaneHHHx 0T 993°“
Hca qac'ro'rax cncmema mefina.

ECTeCTBeHHO nononseosawn 3TOT mam N13
ana‘rmaa ammwynnm: xapax'repnc'rmc 961993“
mcmponxn. B npnnonem K HameMV ”3‘13”
a'ro oanaqae'r, q'ro ecam qac'ro'ra Tec'r—TOHa

noc'raTqo ynanena o'r qac'rom macxepa: To
amm'rynnan xapan'repncmna WMO’M) Ha
anon qac'rore meme, T.e. 0L= I 3°
BCGM nnanasone yponnefi macxepa, a Heme)!-
hoc'rL KpnBHx mcmpoann oo'monae'mfi He’m"
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Hefinocmo awmnmynnofi xapamepnc'rm H8

qacwowe weer-Tone, 'r.e. WT(PT). Toma

memo aannca'rL:
x”: 4.

W . tan
3aBMCKMOCTL PT (P ) Mome'l‘ Gun. .nerno n3-
Mepena ( Pnc. 3); snan a'ry xapan'repnc'rmcy,

Ha ocnosannn (4) momno HOqHTb npmaym
semen/100m WT(PT) (P140. 4).

[

Ln; ‘ ‘ ' 17,15

P1210. 4. Bannomwoom yposnn Boeoymenna
(Kpmaue I n 3) M cydnex'rnsnofi I‘porvncocm
Toma I Km (npmaan 2) o'r ypoena eByKOBoro
1183mm TBCT-TOHa.

H0 0014 aocnncc - yposem. BByKOBOI‘O
llaBHermn meow-Tone; no ocn opnnHaT - ypo—
56H}: Bosoynnennq n cyOmen'rnBHan rpomcoom

(3°: I) B norapmbmnqecnom macmTaOe.
RPM 3 nonyqa ny'rem anra KIMBOfi

1‘ KPMBaH 4 - npmvxan non yrnom 45°.
(Kapaxrepno'mna W (P ) nonyqae'rcn IIyTBM
II0501mm H81 900 aep'IrcangHoro naodpaxcenna
xaPaKTepI/ICTMKPI PT(PM)).

KaK BYUIHO, era npmaan maee'r TpM y'iaCT-
“3 ° xapaKTepHHMI/I ocooexmoc'rm: npn ma-
“ ypOBHf-IX c poc'rom onHoro cnmana
Egggfiamofl HeOHOpLLMOI-Iallbflo OHCTpoe

Tam/fie. "ycnnenne" ypOBHfl noseyme-
$31; qT0 xopomo cor-nacyeTcn c conpememw—

Dencrannemvm od aKTI/LBHOM mexannsme
Hegfiiowm nac'romofi nednpaTenLHocw
718cm Pmecxoro omena cnyxa [3] . B 06-

CDeIm ypOBHefi HaOmonaeTon "HEIGH-

meHne" xepaxrepncwnnn, ewo nponoxonnT ea
cq yMeHmHMH neonparenbnocwn (Toqnee,
Koemmnnnenra Hepannomepnocrn) qaoTOTHo-
HBOMpaTeHBHHX KpMBHx. Hpn erom narepecno
OTMeTHTL doaoe cxoncrso erofi KpflBOfi c
Kpnnofi cydneKTnBHofi rpomxocrn (Kpnnan 2

Ha pnc. 4). Haxonen, B oonacrn BHOOKHX
ypOBHefi cnorema CTaHOBfiTCH Bee donee un-

Hefinofi. qTo Taxxe xopomo cornacyercn c n3-

BBCTHHMM Quanonornqecxnmn excnepnmenramn.

C yqom nonyqHHx pesynLTaToe, xapax-

Tepncwnxn paonpenenennn BoymneHna Bnonb

Oasnnnpnofi meMOpaHH npnooperamw conceM

npyrofl Bun, q 9T0 nonyqaercn Henoopen-

CTBeHHO n3 exonepnmeHTos no macnnponne.
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noseynnennn B n5. OCTaHLHHe noaonennn B

Tenors.

flpyrnmn cnoaamn, moxno aanncarn:

A: ADMWWa 9% = Apr—#3 99/09) )
u wanna WY: !9 0L}

“3/5
me f— yron Haxnoua xepamepnc'rm
PT(PM) B Toqxe XI, a at 11 fi — yrnu Harc-
nonon xapanrepnc'rnn WM (PM) In WT(PT).
O'rcmna mango, q'ro ecnn, nanpnmep, xapan—
Tepnorm WM (PM) K w-r(P'r) connanam,
mm npoc'ro onnnny'rn no ropnsomannfigr
Boerna Oyner paBeH I, T.e. MH nonya
npsmne non yrnom 45°, q'ro MH :4 Hammnaem
B cnyqae, ecnn qaorom macxepa n TeCT-TO-
Ha cosnanaxo'r OPnc. 3).

Ma Bupanemm (3) meme cnenye'r, mo na
ocnonannn exonepmem'os c macnnponnofi on-
penennTL BM amnnn'rynnofi xapaKTepI/ICTPIKM
cmcremn Ha qacro're Teen-Tone mono 11a

npn ycnonnn, ecnn nanec'rna amm'rynnan

xapamepncrnxa onc'remn Ha qao'ro're macrcepa
n HaOOOpo'r.

pr.”
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Pnc. 3. Banncmvxoc'rb ypOBHH eByxosoro

nannemm TeCT-TOHa OT yponm eByxonoro

nannennn macxepa, npenc'rannsnomero ysxono—

nocnnfi myM co cpenHen qaoTo'rofi I XIII.

IIo ocn adcnncc - ypoeeHL eByKOBoro 1183‘

new maonepa B 1115; no 00121 opnnna'r - FPO“

Ben}. ssynosoro nasnem TGOT-TOHa B .1113.

Humps y Kpmaux - qaCTOTa meow-Tone B

Kl‘n. .
B nacronmee Bpem meercn nocmaTqoe

qncno cbaxron, ronopmxmx o TOM, qTo CIIYXO‘
nan cncrema yme Ha yponne mexannqecxux

noneOaHnfi dasnmpnofi meMOpaHH yin/ITEM

BHyTpeHHero yxa nonedne'rcn Hemmefinm 3914‘
new era Hememioc'rb qacro'rHo—eanncmua

[4] . [2] . Hem/{Hemmer}. e'rofi aMIIHMTYII-

Hofi xapamepnc'rnxn nandonee Bnpaxcena Ha

Koopma'rax meMOpaHH, KoneCSmomnxcn 0 P9‘

sonanonofi qac'ro'rofi; Ha ynaneHHHx 0T 993°“
Hca qac'ro'rax cncmema mefina.

ECTeCTBeHHO nononseosawn 3TOT mam N13
ana‘rmaa ammwynnm: xapax'repnc'rmc 961993“
mcmponxn. B npnnonem K HameMV ”3‘13”
a'ro oanaqae'r, q'ro ecam qac'ro'ra Tec'r—TOHa

noc'raTqo ynanena o'r qac'rom macxepa: To
amm'rynnan xapan'repncmna WMO’M) Ha
anon qac'rore meme, T.e. 0L= I 3°
BCGM nnanasone yponnefi macxepa, a Heme)!-
hoc'rL KpnBHx mcmpoann oo'monae'mfi He’m"
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Abstract

An acoustic property that distinguishes velar consonants

from labial, alveolar, and dental consonants is a promi-
nent midfrequency “compact” spectral peak, usually in

the frequency range 800-4000 Hz. In a series of percepé

tual experiments, synthetic syllables with initial voiced and

voiceless stop consonants were generated, and the spec-

tral characteristics of the consonant burst were systemat-

ically manipulated to yield various degrees of prominence

of a midfrequency spectral peak. From listener responses

to these stimulii, we have determined that the property

of compactness depends in part on the amplitude of the

prominent spectral peak in relation to a peak at about the
same frequency in the following vowel. Spectral analyses

of a number of naturally spoken stop consonants in English
have shown that the amplitude characteristics of the mid-
frequency spectral prominence of the burst are consistent
with the perceptual data. However, the degree of promi-
nence often shows fluctuations throughout the region ens
compassed by the burst and voicing onset in the following
vowel.

1. Introduction

The most distinctive acoustic characteristic of velar stops
is usually said to be a compact spectral prominence, in
the midfrequency' range of 800-4000 Hz. In Fig. l we
see smoothed spectra of the burst and vowel onset of a
naturally-spoken /ga/, together with the waveform. The
burst spectrum has the classical compact midfrequency
prominence. Another attribute of the pattern in Fig. l
is that the amplitude of the spectral peak in the burst is
comparable (within about 5 dB) to the amplitude of the
corresponding spectral peak in the vowel. This character-
istic of the burst in relation to the vowel is consistent with
data reported by several investigators [1, 2]. Velar stops
also have a number of secondary characteristics, such as
bursts that are longer, and first-formant transitions that
tend to be slower than those for bilabials and alveolars.
Nevertheless, spectra of velar stops vary a great deal, and
the concept of “compactness” is poorly understood.
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Fig. 1 Waveform (bottom) and spectra (top) sampled near the re-

lease of the syllable /ga/. Spectra are smoothed Fourier trausfortlilj

sampled in the burst (dashed line) and at the onset of the vowel (50 I

line).

This paper describes some preliminary work in a planned

series of studies of the acoustic characteristics of V91“

stops. We asked two questions, both of which focus 011

spectral rather than on temporal properties. First, can we

synthesize an acceptable velar stop simply by maBiPUIal'

ing the spectrum of the burst alone, and if so, what are

the critical acoustic characteristics of such bursts? And

second, to what extent are compact characteristics observ-

able in naturallyspoken syllables? The focus of interest

is the release burst and the first few milliseconds 0‘ the

following vowel in syllable-initial stops.

2. Perceptual experiment

The stimuli for a perceptual experiment consisted of a 93‘

ries of synthetic consonant-vowelsyllables. We constructed

acoustic continua of bursts such that, when these bursts

are followed by minimal vowels, we hear velar stops .31; one

end of the continua, and either alveolars or bilabial? at

the other end, depending on the continuum. The warm“5

342 Se 92.1.1

bursts were synthesized manipulating the amplitudes of
noise-excited formants in parallel synthesis.

Figure 2 shows short-time smoothed spectra of bursts at
the extremes of the two continua—the velar-bilabial in the
upper panel, and the velar-alveolar in the lower panel.
In the velar-alveolar set of bursts, the classically compact
shape of the spectrum labelled /g/ contrasts with the dif-
fuse, rising spectrum, /d/, that is typical of alveolars. The
variations in spectrum shape were achieved by changing
the amplitude of excitation of F2. For the velar-bilabial
set, formant amplitudes were altered so that the compact
/g/ spectrum was made flatter and slightly falling, as for
a bilabial.
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F fiequencg (kHz)

“5' 2 SPectra of the bursts in the synthetic velar-bilabial contin-
uum (WP) and the velar~alveolar continuum (bottom). The spectrum
‘I the velar end of each continuum is shown as the solid line and the
Spectrum at the bilabial or alveolar end is the dashed line.

St'muli intermediate between these extreme pairs were made

“hanging the particular formant amplitudes in equal dB
steps, resulting in two continua of 10 stimuli each. Lis-

leners heard the bursts either in isolation, or with short,

langlilOllless vowels following them, with or without as-

plratiom Since there were no transitions, the formant fre-
‘luencies in the vowds were the same as those in the bursts

EXCept for F1. for which there was a 20—ms rise at the on-

!“ from 250 to 500 Hz). F2 and F3 were lower in the

l:laribil3bial than in the velar-alveolar stimuli. For the

at :rialvedar continuum, the burst duration was constant

,0 55 "15.: Whereas the burst duration decreased from I5

Conrms “1 One-ms steps for stimuli on the velar-bilabial

, lnuum, We report here examples of results for the

Sibel“: coHSOHant-vowel stimuli, in which listeners were
ed to identify the initial consonants.

Figure 3 shows the results for the CV stimuli of the velar-
bilabial continuum and the velar-alveolar continuum for
nine subjects. Forced-choice categorization functions for
each continuum had a reasonably sharp crossover between
100% velar and 100% bilabial or alveolar responses, indi-
cating that most listeners could classify sounds in terms of
place of articulation using only the burst spectrum, per-
haps relative to certain characteristics of the vowel spec-
trum. There are some differences between the responses
for the velar-alveolar continua with and without aspira-
tion, presumably a consequence of the closer proximity of

voicing onset to the burst for the voiced continuum.
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Fig. 3 Responses of nine subjects to stimuli on the velar-bilabial con-

tinuum (top panel) and the velar-alveolar continuum (bottom panel).

The two functions represent the voiced (filled circles) and voiceless

(crosses) continua.

In the upper part of Fig. 4 we show, for the velar-bilabial

continuum, the spectrum of the vowel at the vowel onset

(light solid line), together with burst spectra for two stim-

uli: the burst for the most extreme velar (heavy solid line)

and the burst for the stimulus at which responses were

closest to and not greater than 75% velar (dashed line). A

similar display is given at the bottom for the velar-alveolar

continuum. In both cases, velar responses for these syn-

thetic stimuli are weakened when the midfrequency promi-

nence drops 3-5 dB below the level of the second formant

at the vowel onset. In some sense, the onset of the vowel

might function as an anchor, or reference, against which

the burst is evaluated.
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of a midfrequency spectral peak. From listener responses

to these stimulii, we have determined that the property

of compactness depends in part on the amplitude of the

prominent spectral peak in relation to a peak at about the
same frequency in the following vowel. Spectral analyses

of a number of naturally spoken stop consonants in English
have shown that the amplitude characteristics of the mid-
frequency spectral prominence of the burst are consistent
with the perceptual data. However, the degree of promi-
nence often shows fluctuations throughout the region ens
compassed by the burst and voicing onset in the following
vowel.

1. Introduction

The most distinctive acoustic characteristic of velar stops
is usually said to be a compact spectral prominence, in
the midfrequency' range of 800-4000 Hz. In Fig. l we
see smoothed spectra of the burst and vowel onset of a
naturally-spoken /ga/, together with the waveform. The
burst spectrum has the classical compact midfrequency
prominence. Another attribute of the pattern in Fig. l
is that the amplitude of the spectral peak in the burst is
comparable (within about 5 dB) to the amplitude of the
corresponding spectral peak in the vowel. This character-
istic of the burst in relation to the vowel is consistent with
data reported by several investigators [1, 2]. Velar stops
also have a number of secondary characteristics, such as
bursts that are longer, and first-formant transitions that
tend to be slower than those for bilabials and alveolars.
Nevertheless, spectra of velar stops vary a great deal, and
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This paper describes some preliminary work in a planned

series of studies of the acoustic characteristics of V91“

stops. We asked two questions, both of which focus 011

spectral rather than on temporal properties. First, can we

synthesize an acceptable velar stop simply by maBiPUIal'

ing the spectrum of the burst alone, and if so, what are

the critical acoustic characteristics of such bursts? And

second, to what extent are compact characteristics observ-

able in naturallyspoken syllables? The focus of interest

is the release burst and the first few milliseconds 0‘ the

following vowel in syllable-initial stops.

2. Perceptual experiment

The stimuli for a perceptual experiment consisted of a 93‘

ries of synthetic consonant-vowelsyllables. We constructed

acoustic continua of bursts such that, when these bursts

are followed by minimal vowels, we hear velar stops .31; one

end of the continua, and either alveolars or bilabial? at

the other end, depending on the continuum. The warm“5
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bursts were synthesized manipulating the amplitudes of
noise-excited formants in parallel synthesis.

Figure 2 shows short-time smoothed spectra of bursts at
the extremes of the two continua—the velar-bilabial in the
upper panel, and the velar-alveolar in the lower panel.
In the velar-alveolar set of bursts, the classically compact
shape of the spectrum labelled /g/ contrasts with the dif-
fuse, rising spectrum, /d/, that is typical of alveolars. The
variations in spectrum shape were achieved by changing
the amplitude of excitation of F2. For the velar-bilabial
set, formant amplitudes were altered so that the compact
/g/ spectrum was made flatter and slightly falling, as for
a bilabial.
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‘I the velar end of each continuum is shown as the solid line and the
Spectrum at the bilabial or alveolar end is the dashed line.

St'muli intermediate between these extreme pairs were made

“hanging the particular formant amplitudes in equal dB
steps, resulting in two continua of 10 stimuli each. Lis-

leners heard the bursts either in isolation, or with short,

langlilOllless vowels following them, with or without as-

plratiom Since there were no transitions, the formant fre-
‘luencies in the vowds were the same as those in the bursts

EXCept for F1. for which there was a 20—ms rise at the on-

!“ from 250 to 500 Hz). F2 and F3 were lower in the

l:laribil3bial than in the velar-alveolar stimuli. For the

at :rialvedar continuum, the burst duration was constant

,0 55 "15.: Whereas the burst duration decreased from I5

Conrms “1 One-ms steps for stimuli on the velar-bilabial

, lnuum, We report here examples of results for the

Sibel“: coHSOHant-vowel stimuli, in which listeners were
ed to identify the initial consonants.

Figure 3 shows the results for the CV stimuli of the velar-
bilabial continuum and the velar-alveolar continuum for
nine subjects. Forced-choice categorization functions for
each continuum had a reasonably sharp crossover between
100% velar and 100% bilabial or alveolar responses, indi-
cating that most listeners could classify sounds in terms of
place of articulation using only the burst spectrum, per-
haps relative to certain characteristics of the vowel spec-
trum. There are some differences between the responses
for the velar-alveolar continua with and without aspira-
tion, presumably a consequence of the closer proximity of

voicing onset to the burst for the voiced continuum.
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The two functions represent the voiced (filled circles) and voiceless

(crosses) continua.

In the upper part of Fig. 4 we show, for the velar-bilabial

continuum, the spectrum of the vowel at the vowel onset

(light solid line), together with burst spectra for two stim-

uli: the burst for the most extreme velar (heavy solid line)

and the burst for the stimulus at which responses were

closest to and not greater than 75% velar (dashed line). A

similar display is given at the bottom for the velar-alveolar

continuum. In both cases, velar responses for these syn-

thetic stimuli are weakened when the midfrequency promi-

nence drops 3-5 dB below the level of the second formant

at the vowel onset. In some sense, the onset of the vowel

might function as an anchor, or reference, against which

the burst is evaluated.
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Fig. 4 The three spectra in each'panel are the spectrum of the burst
at the velar end of the continuum (heavy solid lines), the spectrum
of the burst in the stimulus that elicited about 75% velar responses
(dashed lines), and the spectrum near the onset of the vowel (light
solid lines]. The continuum corresponding to each panel is indicated.

Basically this experiment shows that when the midfre-
quency peak of the burst is sufficiently prominent in re-
lation to the following vowel, listeners identify the conso-
nant as velar even in the absence of transitions. But there
are some puzzling aspects of these data, and of previous
data obtained by others. First, four of our 13 subjects did
not hear any velars at all on the velar-alveolar continuum,
although their responses to the velar-bilabial continuum
were basically the same as those of the other nine subjects.
In fact, in presenting the results in Figs. 3 and ,4 we have
omitted data from the few subjects who heard no velars on
the velar-alveolar continuum. These subjects may have fo-
cussed on the relation between the spectra of the burst
and the vowel at high frequencies, presumably because
the midfrequency spectral prominence was not sufficiently
salient for them. (In subsequent experiments we increased
the amplitude of the midfrequency spectral prominence by
about 9 dB at the velar and of the continuum, and all sub-
jects heard velars in this new continuum.) Second, several
investigators have shown that velar responses can be ob-
.tained when the burst is completely absent, provided that
a pair of adjacent formants (usually the second and third
formants) are close together ’at the beginning of the tran~
sition into the vowel [3, 4]. ‘

These findings, together with published data on the anal-
ysis of velar consonants in real speech, have suggested to
us that it is an oversimplification to describe a velar con-
sonant as a burst of noise with uniform-amplitude over

time, followed by a vowel with suitable transitions. Con-
sequently, we have reexamined the acoustic properties of
spoken velar consonants, particularly the fine structure of
the short-time spectrum through the burst and into the
onset of voicing.

3. Acoustic analysis of natural speech

We have looked at CV syllables spoken by several talkers

of British or American English saying /gi/, /ge/, /ga/,
/gu/. Several types of spectra were made of the burst and
at least the first two periods of the vowel, including Fourier

transforms, lpc spectra, and the output of certain auditory

models. Spectra were made in successive 5 ms steps and

additionally, for some syllables, in smaller steps.

Many of the spectra conform closely to the classical [com-

pact] description for the burst. But as other investigators

have also found [2], a substantial minority deviate from the
classical picture. However, almost all of these so-called de-
viant or atypical utterances, have compact properties dur-

ing at least some part of the burst or vocalic onset. Two

of the most common types will be shown here.
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Fig. 5 Sequence of lpc spectra sampled at 5oms intervals near the

release of the syllable Igi/ produced by a male speaker. The amphtude
scale is linear. Voicing onset occurs at about the 6th spew“? from
the front. This sequence is an example in which spectral prominence!
appear intermittently in the burst.

Figure 5 shows lpc spectra at successive 5 ms intervals

of a male talker’s /gi/. Neither the burst nor the vowel

onset appear particularly compact, but the peaks and Val'
leys during the burst fluctuate somewhat in amplitude .50
that a more classical compact spectrum appears intermll'

tently. Such fluctuating spectra will occur when there'IS 3
succession of transients at the release, although they “f”
occur even when individual transients cannot be seen in

the waveform. These fluctuations in compactness are more{

common in velars than other stops, presumably because 0
the longer constriction and slower release, and they may

themselves contribute to the perception of velaritY-
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Flg. 8 These are examples of sequences of lPc spectra in which the
burst does not show a compact spectral prominence. bl“ 3 l’wmm‘ince
appears following the onset of voicing.

FlSure 6 illustrates a second type of nonclassicai compact-
ness in which the burst is not compact but there is a very
sharp, narrow-bandwidth formant in the midfrequencies at
llle onset of the vowel. This sharply prominent peak ap-

Pears abruptly and in relative isolation from surrounding

peaks, and presumably arises because two formants are

very close in frequency. This strongly compact vowel on-

“l a~ppears to be associated more with velars before front

Vowels, and possibly with weak bursts.

These tWo phenomena together—a spectrum that fluctu-

ates in degree of compactness during the burst and a strongly

°°Inpact midfrequency peak at the onset of the vowel-—
maY each serve to enhance the compact percept. Rapid
fllfcmallons in a spectrum may compensate for an other-
wne weakly Compact burst by somehow focussing attentlon

.by Virtue of the fluctuating, spectrum. And compactneses
m the VOWel onset may override any ambiguities Of the
um- It is worth noting that we often found different

lYpes 0‘ cOmpactness in different tokens of the same?
V°w°l syllable, or from the same talker. We are assessmg

e eXtent to which these “alternative forms of comPaCF'
new can strengthen the perception of velarity in synthetic
consouaIlt~vowel syllables.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have seen in the perception experiments
that velar stops in a CV syllable with steady-state for-
mants are heard if the burst has a midfrequency spectral
prominence with an amplitude at least as great as that of
the corresponding peak at vowel onset. The analyses of
natural speech show that the compact prominence is typ-

ically present in the burst spectrum, or it may be only
intermittent, or it may be more evident in the vowel onset
than in the burst. These data suggest that compactness
should be defined not in terms of the prominence of a peak
in the average burst spectrum, but rather in terms of the
occurrence of prominence in the short-time spectrum in
at least some region of the syllable onset, whether it be
in the burst or in the onset of voicing. One possibility is

that the perception of velarity in the consonantal release

is enhanced if there are regions in the release phase where

a compact spectral prominence is embedded in a context

that has reduced compactness or prominence.

If these preliminary observations are confirmed on a larger

dataset, then the next task is to begin to describe com-

pactness more precisely through further preception exper-

iments. If we can express compactness in terms of the

amplitude, bandwidth, frequency range and time-course

of a midfrequency peak relative to adjacent spectra, then

we may be on the way to coming up with a description

that subsumes burst and transition information under one

umbrella.
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Fig. 4 The three spectra in each'panel are the spectrum of the burst
at the velar end of the continuum (heavy solid lines), the spectrum
of the burst in the stimulus that elicited about 75% velar responses
(dashed lines), and the spectrum near the onset of the vowel (light
solid lines]. The continuum corresponding to each panel is indicated.

Basically this experiment shows that when the midfre-
quency peak of the burst is sufficiently prominent in re-
lation to the following vowel, listeners identify the conso-
nant as velar even in the absence of transitions. But there
are some puzzling aspects of these data, and of previous
data obtained by others. First, four of our 13 subjects did
not hear any velars at all on the velar-alveolar continuum,
although their responses to the velar-bilabial continuum
were basically the same as those of the other nine subjects.
In fact, in presenting the results in Figs. 3 and ,4 we have
omitted data from the few subjects who heard no velars on
the velar-alveolar continuum. These subjects may have fo-
cussed on the relation between the spectra of the burst
and the vowel at high frequencies, presumably because
the midfrequency spectral prominence was not sufficiently
salient for them. (In subsequent experiments we increased
the amplitude of the midfrequency spectral prominence by
about 9 dB at the velar and of the continuum, and all sub-
jects heard velars in this new continuum.) Second, several
investigators have shown that velar responses can be ob-
.tained when the burst is completely absent, provided that
a pair of adjacent formants (usually the second and third
formants) are close together ’at the beginning of the tran~
sition into the vowel [3, 4]. ‘

These findings, together with published data on the anal-
ysis of velar consonants in real speech, have suggested to
us that it is an oversimplification to describe a velar con-
sonant as a burst of noise with uniform-amplitude over

time, followed by a vowel with suitable transitions. Con-
sequently, we have reexamined the acoustic properties of
spoken velar consonants, particularly the fine structure of
the short-time spectrum through the burst and into the
onset of voicing.

3. Acoustic analysis of natural speech

We have looked at CV syllables spoken by several talkers

of British or American English saying /gi/, /ge/, /ga/,
/gu/. Several types of spectra were made of the burst and
at least the first two periods of the vowel, including Fourier

transforms, lpc spectra, and the output of certain auditory

models. Spectra were made in successive 5 ms steps and

additionally, for some syllables, in smaller steps.

Many of the spectra conform closely to the classical [com-

pact] description for the burst. But as other investigators

have also found [2], a substantial minority deviate from the
classical picture. However, almost all of these so-called de-
viant or atypical utterances, have compact properties dur-

ing at least some part of the burst or vocalic onset. Two

of the most common types will be shown here.
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Fig. 5 Sequence of lpc spectra sampled at 5oms intervals near the

release of the syllable Igi/ produced by a male speaker. The amphtude
scale is linear. Voicing onset occurs at about the 6th spew“? from
the front. This sequence is an example in which spectral prommenCES
appear intermittently in the burst.

Figure 5 shows lpc spectra at successive 5 ms intervals

of a male talker’s /gi/. Neither the burst nor the vowel

onset appear particularly compact, but the peaks and Val'
leys during the burst fluctuate somewhat in amplitude .50
that a more classical compact spectrum appears intermli'

tently. Such fluctuating spectra will occur when there'IS 3
succession of transients at the release, although they “f”

occur even when individual transients cannot be seen in

the waveform. These fluctuations in compactness are more{

common in velars than other stops, presumably because 0

the longer constriction and slower release, and they may

themselves contribute to the perception of velaritY-
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Flg. 8 These are examples of sequences of lpc 51PM”3 in which the
burst does not show a compact spectral prominence, but a pl'omlllence
appears following the onset of voicing.
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sharp, narrow-bandwidth formant in the midfrequencies at
line onset of the vowel. This sharply prominent peak ap-

Pears abruptly and in relative isolation from surrounding

peaks, and presumably arises because two formants are

very close in frequency. This strongly compact vowel on-

3“ a~ppears to be associated more with velars before front

Vowels, and possibly with weak bursts.

These tWo phenomena together—a spectrum that fluctu-

ates in degree of compactness during the burst and a strongly
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e eXtent to which these “alternative forms of comPaCF'
new can strengthen the perception of velarity in synthetic
consouaIlt~vowel syllables.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have seen in the perception experiments
that velar stops in a CV syllable with steady-state for-
mants are heard if the burst has a midfrequency spectral
prominence with an amplitude at least as great as that of
the corresponding peak at vowel onset. The analyses of
natural speech show that the compact prominence is typ-

ically present in the burst spectrum, or it may be only
intermittent, or it may be more evident in the vowel onset
than in the burst. These data suggest that compactness
should be defined not in terms of the prominence of a peak
in the average burst spectrum, but rather in terms of the
occurrence of prominence in the short-time spectrum in
at least some region of the syllable onset, whether it be
in the burst or in the onset of voicing. One possibility is

that the perception of velarity in the consonantal release

is enhanced if there are regions in the release phase where

a compact spectral prominence is embedded in a context

that has reduced compactness or prominence.

If these preliminary observations are confirmed on a larger

dataset, then the next task is to begin to describe com-

pactness more precisely through further preception exper-

iments. If we can express compactness in terms of the

amplitude, bandwidth, frequency range and time-course

of a midfrequency peak relative to adjacent spectra, then

we may be on the way to coming up with a description

that subsumes burst and transition information under one

umbrella.
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0. Abstract

Perceived voicing in Dutch two-obstruent sequences
(C102), tested in synthetic VCCV nonwords, was shown
to depend not only on the amount of periodicity
present in the sequence (VOT and V'I'I‘), but also on
the intensity of frication noise, and on the dura-
tions of the second consonant and the preceding vow-
el. The duration of the first consonant and the
speed and range of formant transitions showed no
significant effect. Furthermore, these parameters
appeared to be independent cues to perception.

.1 . Introduction

Because of obligatory final devoicing in Dutch no
voiced obstruents occur word-finally, e.g. goed
(good): /xud/ -> /xut/. Therefore, no phonological
voicing opposition exists word-finally, and words as
bad (bid) and bot (bone) are phonetically equiva-
lent. As a consequence assimilation in two-obstruent
sequences (0101) with respect to the feature 'voice'
can only take place in sequences of which the first
consonant (Cl) is voiceless and the second (C2) is
voiced. This initial (i.e. before assimilation takes
place) voicing status of the obstruents is the one
occurring in an environment in which assimilation
cannot take place, e.g. /dlt bukls Xut/ (this book
is good).
Assimilation is essentially an articulatory phenom-
enon [4]. Therefore, if in a sequence of an (ini-
tially) voiceless C1 and voiced C1 assimilation with
respect to ’voice' did take place, both consonants
are produced with the same setting of the articula-tory feature 'voice', that is both are produced with
either vibrating or non-vibrating vocal folds.
Over the years, assimilation of 'voice' in Dutch,
which can take place word-internally in compounds as
well as across word boundaries, has received a good
deal of attention. So far, the aim of the research
has been to discover linguistic (and extralinguis-
tic) regularities in the occurrences of assimila-
tion. Two phonological assimilation rules have been
formulated.
(1)If C1 is a plosive, assimilation is regressive,

that is C: takes on the voicing status of C1. The
result is a sequence of two voiced consonants,
e.g. wit boek (white book): /wIt buk/ -> /wId
buk/.

(2)If C2 is a fricative, assimilation is progres-
sive, that is C2 adapts to C1. The result is a
sequence of two voiceless consonants, e.g. witzand (white sand): /wIt zant/ -> /wIt sunt/.

These rules were formulated on the basis of dataobtained by linguists who listened to utterances,often only to one occurrence as in radio broadcastsor lectures, and noted down cases of assimilation.The decisions about the voicing status of the obstr-uents were made on the basis of what one heard andthey were more often than not made by one perceiveronly, the researcher. Moreover, these researchersimplicitly assumed that if a voiced (or voiceless)

consonant was perceived, a voiced (or voiceless)
.consonant was produced. However, it is a well-known
fact that the perception of voicing is not only
affected by the acoustic correlate of presmme or
absence of vocal fold vibrations, but also by a mm-
ber of other acoustic cues [6]. In view of this and
of the fact that assimilation is an articulatory
process, the data obtained by means of this percep-
tual method can at best be considered as only indr
rect evidence of assimilation. __
A more direct method of establishing whether aSSimi-
lation did occur would be to measure vocal fold
activity during the production of the two-obstruent
sequence. Slis [8] took this methodological consr
quence and performed articulatory/acoustic voice
measurements of two-obstruent sequences in WhiCh
assimilation could occur. The voicing status of the
obstruents was established by relating the measure-
ments to those obtained for single voiced and vaice-
less consonants. In the light of the data thus
obtained rule (1) above in particular became cone
testable. ‘
Slis [9] also made a direct comparison of
articulatory/acoustic voice measurements and percep‘
tual voicing judgements of the same natural speeCh
stimuli. From this comparison it appeared that no
one-to-one relationship exists between the two type:
of data: the voicing status assigned on the baSis 0
the presence or absence of vocal fold vibrations was
not an adequate predictor of the voicing judgemflmf
obtained. However, it is possible that the two 90“.
sonants did become more alike in some other artigm
latory feature(s), the acoustic correlates of Vhlcr
may have triggered the perception of tWO veiced (0
two voiceless) consonants. h
As stated above, the assimilation rules for mflfio
are based on perceptual data. The researchers Vh
formulated them may have been able to distinguls
the acoustic correlate of presence or absence1°_vocal fold vibration from other acoustic cues rehzr
vant to the perception of voicing. But these 039'cues may also have (mis)guided their voicing J“ gen
ments. Therefore, the study of the relation bet::°_
acoustic cues and voicing judgements 0f the
obstruent sequences is of importance for f a
description of assimilation with respect to the e
ture Ivoice' in Dutch. the
The Question of what acoustic parameters affECt wfi
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences n'
addressed in a series of experiments employinghszen
thetic speech stimuli. Synthetic speech was ilkhe
since it allowed for a ready manipulation 0 ict
parameter(s) under investigation and for 8 5:: to
control on the other parameters. In order Po wfi
complicate matters, only one parameter at a timefter
varied in the earlier experiments, and only 5 at
some knowledge was gained about the effects.on 5 in
ception of the,various parameters an eXPenmenults
which they were covaried was performed. The res
of all these experiments are presented below. time
InveStigated were the effects of voice onfet one
(VOT), voice termination time (VTT), frication n
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mtmmity, and duration and range of formant tran-
ntmns [l] as well as duration of C; and C1, and
M Hm preceding vowel [2].

Z.Hethod

mastimuli were generated by a 'speech-synthesis-
w-nfles' system. In this system a string of pho-
mmelabels and prosodic condition signs is trans-
mmwd into a string of labels indicating successive
ngmnts. Parameter values for each segment are read
how a table containing target values and timing
dna for each parameter (a 'phoneme representa-
ta These values are adapted for context and pro-
wdk conditions by a set of rules (into an allo-
pMne' representation). Subsequently, these
puameter values for allophone-sized segments are
cmwerted into parameter values for segments of
pndiperiod size. These are used as input for the
mlmflation of the synthetic speech signal. The fun-
dmental frequency depended on the intrinSic Fa,
stmsa and declination, and varied around a mean of
mmn 150 Hz. At the allophoneosize level the pro-
gmm allows the user to set parameters at self-
dmsen values.

LI.Speech material

% Weclude effects due to phonetic context [3) the

”1 SeQuences were part of VCCV nonwords with a
stfitt control on the vowels. The obstruents includ-

edin the research were the labial and alveolar plo-
sWesand fricatives. Velar consonants were excluded
Mcmme in Dutch the phoneme lg/ occurs only in loan

"”d& and the voicing opposition in the velar fri-
“tnws is of a doubtful status. -
n“ seQuences are described as a voiceless plus

Yfified consonant, because these were the labels used

m um input string for the synthesis system. ..
Because informal listening showed that synthesizing
1plosives with the release burst counteracted the

Pficqnion of C; as voiced, and since I wanted the
nmmtic signal to be ambiguous with regard to cues

th“ were not under investigation, all C1 pIOSives

"He synthesized without a release burst. For the

sflm reaSOH, the consonantal segments (apart from
me Stimuli in the VOT and VTT experiments) werg

SWithesized without periodicity but for the first 1
m 0f the C1 segment in which the periodic source

amPlitUde dropped to zero.

12.8ubjects

IneacheXperiment 12 subjects partiCipated- l“ tEe
e"Perimnt on the durations of Cl and Ca. EPd 1“ t e
covarjfition experiment the number of subJeCts was

' All subjects were university students (3895
1&3” a11d Were paid for their services.

2'3- Procedure

. d-
Aft“the stimuli were syntheSized they were ifigowas
M Ont0 audiotape in random order. Each stlmu. . e-
ru°rd6d three times in succe55519n3 Withan: onanrcmfl interval between repetitions hich the

ntertrifll interval of five seconds, 1“ w
The subjects' tasks“b'ec -J ts made their response. of a stimu-

Y“ t0 listen to all three repetitions
‘ the

Ss’ t° identify the consonantal sgutiziég‘task
‘l . . .gtfime, and to indicate in a force se the

- 0Sequence the had heard. To thlfi purp re-
:“P°“Se alternatiyes were orthographlcagéy Iggda,
“Red on a score sheet, for examPle a a,

xéauand abta, standing for /obda/. /°Pd:Ké éggzgé:
vmc/ubt°/- The last response categorY.11y inadmis-

- eleSS se uence which is phonologica ._

Slme in Dutgh, was not included in the VOT and ftl

cation noise intensity experiments. Subjects were
tested individually in a sound-treated booth. The
stimuli were presented over headphones at a
comfortable listening level. Experimental trials
were preceded by ten practice trials to allow the
subjects to get used to the synthetic speech and to
the task. Informal interviews after the tests showed
that none of the subjects had experienced difficul-
ties in performing the task, and that all judged the
synthetic speech to be of good quality.

2.4. Data analysis

The response categories were labelled (++) for
voiced-voiced responses, (-+) for voiceless-voiced,
(--) for voiceless-voiceless and (+-) for vaiced-

' voiceless responses. For each stimulus the frequen-
cies of the response categories were assessed. The
resulting matrix of frequencies was analyzed accord-
ing to Goodman's loglinear model [5]. This model
was specifically developed for frequency data with
more than one independent variable. The statistic
employed is a multidimensional chi square.

3. Voice Onset Time (VOT)

The effect of VOT was tested in 16 sequences, all

combinations of /p,t,s,f/ + /b,d,z,v/. A uniform VOT

continuum was opted for, and therefore the durations

of the consonantal segments were set at-a constant

value of 75 ms each, counting the silent interval of

the plosives and the noise portion of the frica-

tives. The durations of the preceding and following

vowel were set at 90 and 170 ms respectively. Five

VOT.values were employed: ~150, -75, -30, 0, and +20

ms. These values are relative to the end of the seg-

ment representing C;, that is the end of the Silent

interval for plosives and the moment of frication

' set for fricatives.

Thészfgzgt of VOT was significanti x1: 246.23, df=8,

p<0.001. VOT did not interact with sequence type.

the same general pattern was observed for all

sequences. From the data in Table l'it is clear that

late VOT's (that is with no periodicity present in

the consonantal segments) favour (-:) responses, as

could be expected. With earlier VOT s the responses

shift via (-+) towards (++).

Table 1: Response frequencies for five VOT's (in %).

VOT (++) (-+) (--)

-150 55.7 33.9 10.4
-75 39.6 46.4 14.1
-30 21.4 52.6 26.0

o 13.5 29.7 56.8
+20 9.9 26.6 63.5

' of the -30 and 0 ms VOT conditions shows

Ehggflihzogo ms stretch of periodicity at the end of

the C; segment is a strong cue to C; perceptig%.8:t

raises the number of [+v01ce] C; percepts by . g;

But the number of [+voice] C1 percepts also incrzas

es although to a lesser extent (7.9m). Apparen 1y:

the stretch of periodicity is BIFO taken as a v? c

ing cue to C1. This seems to indicate that cues rom

rather distant portions of the acoustic Signal can
' ‘t. However the' te rated into a perceptual uni , '

Effégt at this cue appears to become reduced with

increasing distance.

4. Voice Termination Time (VTT)

In testing the effect of VTT the same 16 sequences
' ts were as inused. The durations of the segmen .

:figeVOT experiment. Five VTT values were employed.
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Perceived voicing in Dutch two-obstruent sequences
(C102), tested in synthetic VCCV nonwords, was shown
to depend not only on the amount of periodicity
present in the sequence (VOT and V'I'I‘), but also on
the intensity of frication noise, and on the dura-
tions of the second consonant and the preceding vow-
el. The duration of the first consonant and the
speed and range of formant transitions showed no
significant effect. Furthermore, these parameters
appeared to be independent cues to perception.

.1 . Introduction

Because of obligatory final devoicing in Dutch no
voiced obstruents occur word-finally, e.g. goed
(good): /xud/ -> /xut/. Therefore, no phonological
voicing opposition exists word-finally, and words as
bad (bid) and bot (bone) are phonetically equiva-
lent. As a consequence assimilation in two-obstruent
sequences (0101) with respect to the feature 'voice'
can only take place in sequences of which the first
consonant (Cl) is voiceless and the second (C2) is
voiced. This initial (i.e. before assimilation takes
place) voicing status of the obstruents is the one
occurring in an environment in which assimilation
cannot take place, e.g. /dlt bukls Xut/ (this book
is good).
Assimilation is essentially an articulatory phenom-
enon [4]. Therefore, if in a sequence of an (ini-
tially) voiceless C1 and voiced C1 assimilation with
respect to ’voice' did take place, both consonants
are produced with the same setting of the articula-tory feature 'voice', that is both are produced with
either vibrating or non-vibrating vocal folds.
Over the years, assimilation of 'voice' in Dutch,
which can take place word-internally in compounds as
well as across word boundaries, has received a good
deal of attention. So far, the aim of the research
has been to discover linguistic (and extralinguis-
tic) regularities in the occurrences of assimila-
tion. Two phonological assimilation rules have been
formulated.
(1)If C1 is a plosive, assimilation is regressive,

that is C: takes on the voicing status of C1. The
result is a sequence of two voiced consonants,
e.g. wit boek (white book): /wIt buk/ -> /wId
buk/.

(2)If C2 is a fricative, assimilation is progres-
sive, that is C2 adapts to C1. The result is a
sequence of two voiceless consonants, e.g. witzand (white sand): /wIt zant/ -> /wIt sunt/.

These rules were formulated on the basis of dataobtained by linguists who listened to utterances,often only to one occurrence as in radio broadcastsor lectures, and noted down cases of assimilation.The decisions about the voicing status of the obstr-uents were made on the basis of what one heard andthey were more often than not made by one perceiveronly, the researcher. Moreover, these researchersimplicitly assumed that if a voiced (or voiceless)

consonant was perceived, a voiced (or voiceless)
.consonant was produced. However, it is a well-known
fact that the perception of voicing is not only
affected by the acoustic correlate of presmme or
absence of vocal fold vibrations, but also by a mm-
ber of other acoustic cues [6]. In view of this and
of the fact that assimilation is an articulatory
process, the data obtained by means of this percep-
tual method can at best be considered as only indr
rect evidence of assimilation. __
A more direct method of establishing whether aSSimi-
lation did occur would be to measure vocal fold
activity during the production of the two-obstruent
sequence. Slis [8] took this methodological consr
quence and performed articulatory/acoustic voice
measurements of two-obstruent sequences in WhiCh
assimilation could occur. The voicing status of the
obstruents was established by relating the measure-
ments to those obtained for single voiced and vaice-
less consonants. In the light of the data thus
obtained rule (1) above in particular became cone
testable. ‘
Slis [9] also made a direct comparison of
articulatory/acoustic voice measurements and percep‘
tual voicing judgements of the same natural speeCh
stimuli. From this comparison it appeared that no
one-to-one relationship exists between the two type:
of data: the voicing status assigned on the baSis 0
the presence or absence of vocal fold vibrations was
not an adequate predictor of the voicing judgemflmf
obtained. However, it is possible that the two 90“.
sonants did become more alike in some other artigm
latory feature(s), the acoustic correlates of Vhlcr
may have triggered the perception of tWO veiced (0
two voiceless) consonants. h
As stated above, the assimilation rules for mflfio
are based on perceptual data. The researchers Vh
formulated them may have been able to distinguls
the acoustic correlate of presence or absence1°_vocal fold vibration from other acoustic cues rehzr
vant to the perception of voicing. But these 039'cues may also have (mis)guided their voicing J“ gen
ments. Therefore, the study of the relation bet::°_
acoustic cues and voicing judgements 0f the
obstruent sequences is of importance for f a
description of assimilation with respect to the e
ture Ivoice' in Dutch. the
The Question of what acoustic parameters affECt wfi
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences n'
addressed in a series of experiments employinghszen
thetic speech stimuli. Synthetic speech was ilkhe
since it allowed for a ready manipulation 0 ict
parameter(s) under investigation and for 8 5:: to
control on the other parameters. In order Po wfi
complicate matters, only one parameter at a timefter
varied in the earlier experiments, and only 5 at
some knowledge was gained about the effects.on 5 in
ception of the,various parameters an eXPenmenults
which they were covaried was performed. The res
of all these experiments are presented below. time
InveStigated were the effects of voice onfet one
(VOT), voice termination time (VTT), frication n
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mtmmity, and duration and range of formant tran-
ntmns [l] as well as duration of C; and C1, and
M Hm preceding vowel [2].

Z.Hethod

mastimuli were generated by a 'speech-synthesis-
w-nfles' system. In this system a string of pho-
mmelabels and prosodic condition signs is trans-
mmwd into a string of labels indicating successive
ngmnts. Parameter values for each segment are read
how a table containing target values and timing
dna for each parameter (a 'phoneme representa-
ta These values are adapted for context and pro-
wdk conditions by a set of rules (into an allo-
pMne' representation). Subsequently, these
puameter values for allophone-sized segments are
cmwerted into parameter values for segments of
pndiperiod size. These are used as input for the
mlmflation of the synthetic speech signal. The fun-
dmental frequency depended on the intrinSic Fa,
stmsa and declination, and varied around a mean of
mmn 150 Hz. At the allophoneosize level the pro-
gmm allows the user to set parameters at self-
dmsen values.

LI.Speech material

% Weclude effects due to phonetic context [3) the

”1 SeQuences were part of VCCV nonwords with a
stfitt control on the vowels. The obstruents includ-

edin the research were the labial and alveolar plo-
sWesand fricatives. Velar consonants were excluded
Mcmme in Dutch the phoneme lg/ occurs only in loan

"”d& and the voicing opposition in the velar fri-
“tnws is of a doubtful status. -
n“ seQuences are described as a voiceless plus

Yfified consonant, because these were the labels used

m um input string for the synthesis system. ..
Because informal listening showed that synthesizing
1plosives with the release burst counteracted the

Pficqnion of C; as voiced, and since I wanted the
nmmtic signal to be ambiguous with regard to cues

th“ were not under investigation, all C1 pIOSives

"He synthesized without a release burst. For the

sflm reaSOH, the consonantal segments (apart from
me Stimuli in the VOT and VTT experiments) werg

SWithesized without periodicity but for the first 1
m 0f the C1 segment in which the periodic source

amPlitUde dropped to zero.

12.8ubjects

IneacheXperiment 12 subjects partiCipated- l“ tEe
e"Perimnt on the durations of Cl and Ca. EPd 1“ t e
covarjfition experiment the number of subJeCts was

' All subjects were university students (3895
1&3” a11d Were paid for their services.

2'3- Procedure

. d-
Aft“the stimuli were syntheSized they were ifigowas
M Ont0 audiotape in random order. Each stlmu. . e-
ru°rd6d three times in succe55519n3 Withan: onanrcmfl interval between repetitions hich the

ntertrifll interval of five seconds, 1“ w
The subjects' tasks“b'ec -J ts made their response. of a stimu-

Y“ t0 listen to all three repetitions
‘ the

Ss’ t° identify the consonantal sgutiziég‘task
‘l . . .gtfime, and to indicate in a force se the

- 0Sequence the had heard. To thlfi purp re-
:“P°“Se alternatiyes were orthographlcagéy Iggda,
“Red on a score sheet, for examPle a a,

xéauand abta, standing for /obda/. /°Pd:Ké éggzgé:
vmc/ubt°/- The last response categorY.11y inadmis-

- eleSS se uence which is phonologica ._

Slme in Dutgh, was not included in the VOT and ftl

cation noise intensity experiments. Subjects were
tested individually in a sound-treated booth. The
stimuli were presented over headphones at a
comfortable listening level. Experimental trials
were preceded by ten practice trials to allow the
subjects to get used to the synthetic speech and to
the task. Informal interviews after the tests showed
that none of the subjects had experienced difficul-
ties in performing the task, and that all judged the
synthetic speech to be of good quality.

2.4. Data analysis

The response categories were labelled (++) for
voiced-voiced responses, (-+) for voiceless-voiced,
(--) for voiceless-voiceless and (+-) for vaiced-

' voiceless responses. For each stimulus the frequen-
cies of the response categories were assessed. The
resulting matrix of frequencies was analyzed accord-
ing to Goodman's loglinear model [5]. This model
was specifically developed for frequency data with
more than one independent variable. The statistic
employed is a multidimensional chi square.

3. Voice Onset Time (VOT)

The effect of VOT was tested in 16 sequences, all

combinations of /p,t,s,f/ + /b,d,z,v/. A uniform VOT

continuum was opted for, and therefore the durations

of the consonantal segments were set at-a constant

value of 75 ms each, counting the silent interval of

the plosives and the noise portion of the frica-

tives. The durations of the preceding and following

vowel were set at 90 and 170 ms respectively. Five

VOT.values were employed: ~150, -75, -30, 0, and +20

ms. These values are relative to the end of the seg-

ment representing C;, that is the end of the Silent

interval for plosives and the moment of frication

' set for fricatives.

Thészfgzgt of VOT was significanti x1: 246.23, df=8,

p<0.001. VOT did not interact with sequence type.

the same general pattern was observed for all

sequences. From the data in Table l'it is clear that

late VOT's (that is with no periodicity present in

the consonantal segments) favour (-:) responses, as

could be expected. With earlier VOT s the responses

shift via (-+) towards (++).

Table 1: Response frequencies for five VOT's (in %).

VOT (++) (-+) (--)

-150 55.7 33.9 10.4
-75 39.6 46.4 14.1
-30 21.4 52.6 26.0

o 13.5 29.7 56.8
+20 9.9 26.6 63.5

' of the -30 and 0 ms VOT conditions shows

Ehggflihzogo ms stretch of periodicity at the end of

the C; segment is a strong cue to C; perceptig%.8:t

raises the number of [+v01ce] C; percepts by . g;

But the number of [+voice] C1 percepts also incrzas

es although to a lesser extent (7.9m). Apparen 1y:

the stretch of periodicity is BIFO taken as a v? c

ing cue to C1. This seems to indicate that cues rom

rather distant portions of the acoustic Signal can
' ‘t. However the' te rated into a perceptual uni , '

Effégt at this cue appears to become reduced with

increasing distance.

4. Voice Termination Time (VTT)

In testing the effect of VTT the same 16 sequences
' ts were as inused. The durations of the segmen .

:figeVOT experiment. Five VTT values were employed.
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0, 40, 75, 110, and 150 ms. These values are rela-
tive to the beginning of the C; segment.
As can be seen from Table 2 VTT affects perception
significantly: x1: 451.16, df=8, p<0.001. Again
there was no interaction with sequence type: the
same pattern was found for all sequences. The
responses were in line with what was expected: short
VTT 5 led to (--) and long VTT's to (++) responses,
whereas for the intermediate VTT's (40 and 75 ms)
the highest frequencies for (+-) were observed,
although the frequencies for (++) and (-+) also
increased in comparison with 8 VTT of 0 ms. This is
most likely due to the fact that a voiced-voiceless
sequence is phonologically inadmissible in Dutch.
Probably, phonological restrictions affected percep-
tion [7], and the subjects (having perceived period-
icity) resorted to the (++) and (-+) categories.

Table 2: Response frequencies for five V'I'T's (in 33).

V'I'I' (++) ('4') (") (+')

0 3.1 16.7 66.1 14.1
40 6.8 24.5 37.5 31.3
75 28.6 32.3 14.1 25.0

110 55.7 32.3 4.2 7.8
150 62.5 31.8 2.6 3.1

These data. too, show indications that cues from
rather distant parts of the acoustic signal are
integrated into a perceptual unit. The 40 ms
stretch of periodicity at the beginning of the C;
segment not only raised the number of [+voice] C;
percepts by 20.9%, but also the number of [+voice]
C; percepts by 11.5%.

5. Frication Noise Intensity

Again the same 16 sequences were tested. The dura-
tions of all segments were controlled by the timing
rules of the synthesis system. Since C; plosives
contained no release burst, the variation of the
noise intensity was restricted to C; (the noise por-
tion of the fricatives and the release burst of the
plosives). The six amplitude values used were chosen
so as to cover the voiced-voiceless continuum with-
out exceeding naturalness limits. This resulted in a
3 dB step size for fricatives and 6 dB steps for
plos1ves.

Table 3: Response frequencies for six noise level
values (in %). Obstruent-plosives only.

noise (++) (-+) (--)

low 21.9 35.4 42.7
19.8 36.5 43.8

I 11.5 38.5 50.0
V 6.3 36.5 57.3

12.5 22.9 64.6
high 6.3 27.1 66.7

The overall effect of noise intensit was si ni -cant: xz= 30.74, df=10, p<0.01. Howevyer, the gntfjwaction with sequence type was also significant:nOise intensity did show an effect for obstruent~plosives, but not for obstruent-fricatives. The dif-ference is most likely due to the different stepsizes involved. The direction of the effect is .aswas expected: with increasingly higher noise levelsmore (--) responses were given at the cost of (++)and (-+). As may be clear from the data in Table 3the effect was rather weak, which may have been dueto the fact that other parameters were not set atadequate values. Most likely the segmental dura-tions, controlled by the built-in synthesis rules,

were too long and biased the responses to (n) and
(-+) -

6. Formant transitions

Range and duration of the F1, F2, and F3 transitions
into and out of the C';Cz sequence were tested in
/pd/, /tb/, /fd/, and /sb/. The consonantal dura-
tions were set at 60+65 ms for /pd/ and /tb/, and at
70+70 ms for /fd/ and /sb/. Speed and range of the
transitions were controlled by setting the moment of
transition onset and the time within which the shift
takes place. For VC; transitions moment of onset was
relative to the beginning of the C; segment, for C;V
transitions it was relative to the boundary between
the silent interval and the release burst.
Only a limited range of values could be used,
because in informal listening it appeared that long
transitions led to the perception of glides and
short transitions to the loss of the principal per-
ceptual cue to the place of articulation. Three
types of VC; transitions: . -40;40, -40;60, and
-20;40 (moment of onset and transition time respec-
tively) were combined with four types of W
transitions: -10;95, -10;75, O;75, and 0,55. 1
No overall effect on perception was observed: x=
31.10, df=33, ns. Also, the interaction between VC1
and C;V transitions and the main effect of CW tran'
sitions were not significant. A small effect of VC;
transitions (p<0.05) appeared to be due to one
sequence only (/pd/), the responses to which showed
no coherent pattern.

7. Durations of C; and 6';

Since the durations of both C; and C; were varied 1t
seemed advisable to have a clear acoustic boundary
between the two consonants. 50, only combinations
of a fricative (noise) with a plosive (silent inter'
val) were used: /fd,sb,pz,tv/. The durations 0f the
preceding and following vowel were set at 90 and i60
ms respectively. while limiting the total duration
of the sequence to 150 ms, both the durations of Cl
and C; were varied in 5 steps of 15 ms starting at
45 ms. This resulted in 15 combinations of duratlons
(C; and C; respectively): 45-45, 45-60, ~ 55-105:
60-45, 60-90, 105-45. All stimuli were syn
thesized under two stress conditions: stress on thf
first or on the second syllable. Stress was syntheil
ized by means of a prominence lending rise and fa
of F9.

The interactions of sequence type and streS-‘>_pat.tgrn
with duration were not significant. This “Smiles
that duration had a similar effect for the ”“0”?
sequences and both stress patterns, so for the dug.
tion results the data were pooled over these cone
tions. Since the design was not fully crossed for ld
and C2 duration, the effect of C1 duration 601-11,
only be tested for the various levels Of C2 duratfor
separately, and the effect of C: duratim‘ °n1y o
the various levels of C; duration separately“ . ble
For none of the levels of the C2 duration variB
did the factor of C; duration affect the frequgng
distribution of the four response categories' Y.
if only the responses to C; were considered' no 51:nificant effect was obtained. C2 responses’ to,
were not affected by C; duration. ins
0n the other hand, for a C; of 45 ms (C; “in?”
from 45 to 105 ms), for a c, of 60 ms (C:= “fa,ms), and for a c; of 75 ms (C1! 45-75 ms) the effin,
of C2 duration was significant. Longer C2 duratl
led to more (--) and (+-), and less (++) an .f 1
responses. The picture becomes even clearer 1.0“;
responses only are considered: longer CI duratfl (:1
led to more [~voice] C; percepts. N0 effeCt 0
duration on C; perception was observed- be
So. what the effect of this manipulation seem5 to
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boiling down to is that C; duration affects‘C; per-
ception, longer durations giving rise to more
[-voice] percepts. This effect is strong enough to
affect the frequency distribution of the four
response categories, wheras C; duration does not
have any effect at all.
The significant effect of stress pattern manifested
itself in that more (++) and less (--) responses
were given if stress was on the first than if it was
on the second syllable.

8. Preceding Vowel Duration

This effect was tested in the sequences /pd, tb, fd,
sb, pz, tv, fz, sv/. The vowels in the VCCV nonwords
were either a phonologically long /a:/ or a phonolo-
gically short /t/, to test a possibly differential
effect of preceding vowel duration for vowels of
different phonological length. The durations of /pd/
and /tb/ were 60+65 ms, of the other sequences 70+70
ms. The following vowel had a duration of 160 ms.
Stress was either on the first or on the second syl-
lable (stress-1 and stress-2 respectively), realized
by a prominence lending rise and fall. To avoid a
clash between stress and duration longer preceding
Vowel durations were used in the stress-1 condition
(80, 120, and 180 ms), than in the stress-2 condition
65.80. and 120 ms).
Vowel type and sequence type did not interact with
Vowel duration, so the data were pooled over these
conditions. Preceding vowel duration significantly
(X1= 21.25, df=6, p<0.001) affected the response
distribution in the stress-l condition, but not in
the stress-2 condition. Under stress-1 longer dura-
tions led to more (H) and (+-), and to 1955 ('+)
“d (") responses (see Table 4),

Table 4: Response frequencies for three preceding
vowel durations (in 7;).

stress-1 (++) (-+) <--) <+-) C1=(+) c.=(+)
80 10.4 31.8 38.0 19.8 30.2 42.2

120 17.7 30.2 31.3 20.8 38.5 47.9
180 26.6 22.4 27.6 23.4 50.0 49.0

(++.) ('+) ("l (+') C1=(+) Cz=(+)

12.5 27.6 45.314.6 27.1 40.1
10.4 28.6 42.2 18.8 29.2 39.1

‘ 120 15.6 29.2 31.3 24.0 39.6 44.8

From a comparison of the 80 and 120 ms conditions

“def stress-1 with the same conditions under

“”554, it appeared that the non-significant
fife“ for stress-2 is not due to the difference in

StresS, but rather to the smaller absolute range'in
durations. However, if only C; responses are conSid-

fired. the effect of vowel duration is significant
f0” Stress-1 (x2: 15.82, df=2, p<0.001) as well as
for Stress-2 (x1: 7.76, df=2, p<0.05), although the
ef 9‘“ is still larger for stress-1. Perception of

1 "as not affected significantly in both stress
cOflditions.
9. preceding vowel duration affects C1 perception.

with longer durations leading to more [+v01ce] Cl
Percepts. In stress-1 this effect is large enough to
1nfmeflce the distribution of the four response cat-
eSofies. .

.e interaction vowel type x duration was n°t 5.151;-
nlfiCant. However since vowel duration main y
affected 0, respohses, the interaction was. also
tested With (3, responses as the dependent. variable;

0r Stress-1 the interaction was significant: .X -

6‘78- df=2, p<0.05. With increasing vowel duration
the number of [+voice] percepts increased more rap

11y for /t/ than for /a:/, so it seems that an /8/
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is perceived as longer than an /a:/ of the same
duration. From this it may be inferred that an
internal representation of a vowel's intrinsic dura-
tion might play a role in its perceived duration.

9. Covariation of parameters

To study possible interactions between parameters an
experiment was run in which those parameters that

_ showed a significant effect were covaried. Four C;Cz
sequences were used: /fd,sb,pz,tv/. The duration of
the C; segment was 50 ms, that of the second vowel
160 ms. The six parameters that were varied were VOT
(in three steps of 0, -25, and -50 ms), VTT (in two
steps of 0 and 40 ms), noise intensity of the frica-
tives (two levels with a difference of approximately
10 dB), duration of C; (in three steps of 50, 75,
and 100 ms), duration of the preceding vowel (in two
steps of 80 and 120 ms), and stress pattern (stress
on the first or on the second syllable).
Some parameters interacted with sequence type due to
the fact that for some sequences the effect of some
parameters was more powerful, rather than to a
totally different response pattern. Therefore, the
data were analyzed for all four sequences separate-
ly. It appeared that for each sequence all six fac-
tors had a highly significant effect (p<0.001) on

perception and that the response patterns were in

line with the earlier findings. The few significant

interactions that were obtained seemed to be inci-

dental, since, if an interaction was observed, it

was found for one out of four sequences only.

10 . ' Conclusion

These results show that perception of voicing in

Dutch two-obstruent sequences does not depend solely

on the presence/absence of periodicity. Further-

more, it seems justified to conclude that the fac-

tors that affect the perception of voicing in two-

obstruent sequences (viz. VOT, V'l’l‘, frication neise

intensity, stress pattern, C; duration, and preced-

ing vowel duration) do so independently.
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0, 40, 75, 110, and 150 ms. These values are rela-
tive to the beginning of the C; segment.
As can be seen from Table 2 VTT affects perception
significantly: x1: 451.16, df=8, p<0.001. Again
there was no interaction with sequence type: the
same pattern was found for all sequences. The
responses were in line with what was expected: short
VTT 5 led to (--) and long VTT's to (++) responses,
whereas for the intermediate VTT's (40 and 75 ms)
the highest frequencies for (+-) were observed,
although the frequencies for (++) and (-+) also
increased in comparison with 8 VTT of 0 ms. This is
most likely due to the fact that a voiced-voiceless
sequence is phonologically inadmissible in Dutch.
Probably, phonological restrictions affected percep-
tion [7], and the subjects (having perceived period-
icity) resorted to the (++) and (-+) categories.

Table 2: Response frequencies for five V'I'T's (in 33).

VTI‘ (++) ('4') (") (+')

0 3.1 16.7 66.1 14.1
40 6.8 24.5 37.5 31.3
75 28.6 32.3 14.1 25.0

110 55.7 32.3 4.2 7.8
150 62.5 31.8 2.6 3.1

These data. too, show indications that cues from
rather distant parts of the acoustic signal are
integrated into a perceptual unit. The 40 ms
stretch of periodicity at the beginning of the C;
segment not only raised the number of [+voice] C;
percepts by 20.9%, but also the number of [+voice]
C; percepts by 11.5%.

5. Frication Noise Intensity

Again the same 16 sequences were tested. The dura-
tions of all segments were controlled by the timing
rules of the synthesis system. Since C; plosives
contained no release burst, the variation of the
noise intensity was restricted to C; (the noise por-
tion of the fricatives and the release burst of the
plosives). The six amplitude values used were chosen
so as to cover the voiced-voiceless continuum with-
out exceeding naturalness limits. This resulted in a
3 dB step size for fricatives and 6 dB steps for
plos1ves.

Table 3: Response frequencies for six noise level
values (in %). Obstruent-plosives only.

noise (++) (-+) (--)

low 21.9 35.4 42.7
19.8 36.5 43.8

I 11.5 38.5 50.0
V 6.3 36.5 57.3

12.5 22.9 64.6
high 6.3 27.1 66.7

The ovegall effect of noise intensity was signifi-cant: x = 30.74, df=10, p<0.01. However, the inter-action with sequence type was also significant:neise intensity did show an effect for obstruent~plosives, but not for obstruent-fricatives. The dif-ference is most likely due to the different stepsizes involved. The direction of the effect is .aswas expected: with increasingly higher noise levelsmore (--) responses were given at the cost of (++)and (-+). As may be clear from the data in Table 3the effect was rather weak, which may have been dueto the fact that other parameters were not set atadequate values. Most likely the segmental dura-tions, controlled by the built-in synthesis rules,

were too long and biased the responses to (n) and
(-+) -

6. Formant transitions

Range and duration of the F1, F2, and F3 transitions
into and out of the C';Cz sequence were tested in
/pd/, /tb/, /fd/, and /sb/. The consonantal dura-
tions were set at 60+65 ms for /pd/ and /tb/, and at
70+70 ms for /fd/ and /sb/. Speed and range of the
transitions were controlled by setting the moment of
transition onset and the time within which the shift
takes place. For VC; transitions moment of onset was
relative to the beginning of the C; segment, for C;V
transitions it was relative to the boundary between
the silent interval and the release burst.
Only a limited range of values could be used,
because in informal listening it appeared that long
transitions led to the perception of glides and
short transitions to the loss of the principal per-
ceptual cue to the place of articulation. Three
types of VC; transitions: . -40;40, -40;60, and
-20;40 (moment of onset and transition time respec-
tively) were combined with four types of W
transitions: -10;95, -10;75, O;75, and 0,55. 1
No overall effect on perception was observed: x=
31.10, df=33, ns. Also, the interaction between VC1
and C;V transitions and the main effect of CW tran'
sitions were not significant. A small effect of VC;
transitions (p<0.05) appeared to be due to one
sequence only (/pd/), the responses to which showed
no coherent pattern.

7. Durations of C; and 6';

Since the durations of both C; and C; were varied 1t
seemed advisable to have a clear acoustic boundary
between the two consonants. 50, only combinations
of a fricative (noise) with a plosive (silent inter'
val) were used: /fd,sb,pz,tv/. The durations 0f the
preceding and following vowel were set at 90 and 160
ms respectively. While limiting the total duration
of the sequence to 150 ms, both the durations of Cl
and C; were varied in 5 steps of 15 ms starting at
45 ms. This resulted in 15 combinations of duration5
(c1 and 02 respectively): 45-45, 45—60. - “5'105
60-45, 60-90, 105-45. All stimuli were syn
thesized under two stress conditions: stress on thf
first or on the second syllable. Stress was syntheil
ized by means of a prominence lending rise and fa
of F9.

The interactions of sequence type and sues-elm?tgrn
with duration were not significant. This “Smiles
that duration had a similar effect for the ”“0”?
sequences and both stress patterns, so for the dug?-

tion results the data were pooled over these cone
tions. Since the design was not fully crossed for 1d
and C2 duration, the effect of C1 duration 6min
only be tested for the various levels Of C; duratior
separately, and the effect of C2 duration only 0
the various levels of C; duration separately“ . ble
For none of the levels of the C2 duration varlfl
did the factor of C; duration affect the frequgng
distribution of the four response categories' Y.
if only the responses to C; were considered! no 51:nificant effect was obtained. C2 responses’ to,
were not affected by C; duration. ins
0n the other hand, for a C; of 45 ms (C; “in?”
from 45 to 105 ms), for a c, of 60 ms (C:= “fa,
ms). and for a c; of 75 ms (0,: 45-75 ms) the effin,
of C2 duration was significant. Longer C2 durat1_
led to more (--) and (+-), and less (++) and_f 5,
responses. The picture becomes even clearer l’onS
responses only are considered: longer CI duratfl (:1
led to more [~voice] C; percepts. N0 effeCt 0
duration on C; perception was observed- be
So. what the effect of this manipulation seem5 to
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boiling down to is that C; duration affects‘C; per-
ception, longer durations giving rise to more
[-voice] percepts. This effect is strong enough to
affect the frequency distribution of the four
response categories, wheras C; duration does not
have any effect at all.
The significant effect of stress pattern manifested
itself in that more (++) and less (--) responses
were given if stress was on the first than if it was
on the second syllable.

8. Preceding Vowel Duration

This effect was tested in the sequences /pd, tb, fd,
sb, pz, tv, fz, sv/. The vowels in the VCCV nonwords
were either a phonologically long /a:/ or a phonolo-
gically short /c/, to test a possibly differential
effect of preceding vowel duration for vowels of
different phonological length. The durations of /pd/
and /tb/ were 60+65 ms, of the other sequences 70+70
ms. The following vowel had a duration of 160 ms.
Stress was either on the first or on the second syl-
lable (stress-1 and stress-2 respectively), realized
by a prominence lending rise and fall. To avoid a
clash between stress and duration longer preceding
VOWel durations were used in the stress-1 condition
(80, 120, and 180 ms), than in the stress-2 condition
65.80. and 120 ms).
Vowel type and sequence type did not interact with
Vowel duration, so the data were pooled over these
conditions. Preceding vowel duration significantly
(Xz= 21.25, df=6, p<0.001) affected the response
distribution in the stress-l condition, but not in
the stress-2 condition. Under stress-1 longer dura-
tions led to more (H) and (+-), and to less (-+)
“d ("l responses (see Table 4),

Table 4: Response frequencies for three preceding
vowel durations (in 7;).

stress-1 (++) (-+) <--) <+-) c1=(+) c.=(+)
80 10.4 31.8 38.0 19.8 30.2 42.2

120 17.7 30.2 31.3 20.8 38.5 47.9
180 26.6 22.4 27.6 23.4 50.0 49.0

stress-z (++.) (-+) (--) (+-) c.=(+) CF“)
12.5 27.6 45.3 14.6 27.1 40.1

80 10.4 28.6 42.2 18.8 29.2 39.1
‘120 15.6 29.2 31.3 24.0 39.6 44.3

From a comparison of the 80 and 120 ms conditions

“def stress-1 with the same conditions under
stress~2, it appeared that the non-significant

fife“ for stress-2 is not due to the difference in

StresS, but rather to the smaller absolute range'in
durations. However, if only C; responses are conSid-

fired. the effect of vowel duration is significant
f0” Stress-1 (x2: 15.82, df=2, p<0.001) as well as
°t Stress-2 (x2: 7.76, df=2, p<0.05), although the

e f9“ is still larger for stress-1. Perception of
1 "as not affected significantly in both stress

cOflditions.
9. preceding vowel duration affects C1 perception.

"it longer durations leading to more [+V°1ce] 0‘
Percepts. In stress-1 this effect is large enough to
1nfmeflce the distribution of the four response cat-
eSofies, .

.e interaction vowel type X duration was not 5.151;-
nificanL However, since vowel duration main Y

afeCited C1 responses. the interaflion was. alsotested With (3, responses as the dependent. variable;

F°r stress-1 the interaction was significant: IX -

8- df=2, p<0.05. With increasing vowel duration

. e number of [+voice] percepts increased more rap
idly for /5/ than for /a;/, so it seems that an /8/
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is perceived as longer than an /a:/ of the same
duration. From this it may be inferred that an
internal representation of a vowel's intrinsic dura-
tion might play a role in its perceived duration.

9. Covariation of parameters

To study possible interactions between parameters an
experiment was run in which those parameters that

_ showed a significant effect were covaried. Four C;Cz
sequences were used: /fd,sb,pz,tv/. The duration of
the C; segment was 50 ms, that of the second vowel
160 ms. The six parameters that were varied were VOT
(in three steps of 0, -25, and -50 ms), VTT (in two
steps of 0 and 40 ms), noise intensity of the frica-
tives (two levels with a difference of approximately
10 dB), duration of C; (in three steps of 50, 75,
and 100 ms), duration of the preceding vowel (in two
steps of 80 and 120 ms), and stress pattern (stress
on the first or on the second syllable).
Some parameters interacted with sequence type due to
the fact that for some sequences the effect of some
parameters was more powerful, rather than to a
totally different response pattern. Therefore, the
data were analyzed for all four sequences separate-
ly. It appeared that for each sequence all six fac-
tors had a highly significant effect (p<0.001) on

perception and that the response patterns were in

line with the earlier findings. The few significant

interactions that were obtained seemed to be inci-

dental, since, if an interaction was observed, it

was found for one out of four sequences only.

10 . ' Conclusion

These results show that perception of voicing in

Dutch two-obstruent sequences does not depend solely

on the presence/absence of periodicity. Further-

more, it seems justified to conclude that the fac-

tors that affect the perception of voicing in two-

obstruent sequences (viz. VOT, V'l’l‘, frication neise

intensity, stress pattern, C; duration, and preced-

ing vowel duration) do so independently.
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0 . Abstract

The results of an earlier experiment contained indi-
cations that the degree of voicing in the phonetic
context affected the perception of voicing in Dutch
two-obstruent sequences. This was confirmed in a
separate perception experiment. The articulatory/
acoustic measurements obtained in a production
experiment refute an explanation in terms of a per-
ception mechanism in which regularities in speech
production are embodied. The phonetic context effect
appears to be a purely perceptual phenomenon.

1 . Introduction

Up to only a few decades ago, assimilation of voice
in Dutch two-obstruent sequences was investigated by
linguists who scored instances of assimilation by
ear, often after a single presentation of the utter-
ance. The results of these investigations varied
considerably, leading to a great variation of opin-
ions upon the subject [12]. In this contribution we
will try to show that one of the possible causes for
this lack of agreement may be found in the phonetic
context of the two-obstruent sequences.
According to Crystal's [7] definition, assimilation
‘is 'the influence of one sound segment upon the
articulation of another so that the two sounds
become more alike, or identical'. In line with this
definition, we too consider assimilation to be an
essentially articulatory phenomenon. If in a two-
obstruent sequence assimilation of voice takes
place, both consonants will be produced with the
same vocal fold setting: vibrating or non-vibrating.
This point of view was the basis for a number of
articulatory/acoustic measurements relating to vocal
fold behaviour during the production of the obstru-
ent sequence [12].
The consonantal sequence in which assimilation of
voice has taken place may be perceived as a sequence
of two voiced (or two voiceless) consonants. How-
ever, one may perceive two consonants as having the
same voicing status in spite of the fact that assi-
milation of voice did not take place [14]. In that
case it is obvious that voicing cues (i.e. acoustic
cues to the voicing status of the consonants in
question) other than the auditory result of the
presence or absence of vocal fold vibration are used
by the listener. At the Institute of Phonetics in
Nijmegen (IFN) the effect of voicing cues on the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences is
being investigated in a series of experiments. As
was the case with single voiced and voiceless ob-
struents in Dutch [13], a number of cues were found
to affect the perception of voicing in such C1Cz
sequences [1,2,3].
One of the factors that may affect the perception of
voicing in C10; sequences appears to be the degree
of voicing in the consonants in the context. Indica-
tions to that effect were found in an earlier study
[4] set up to investigate the most suitable type of

stimuli for a large series of experiments on the
perception of voicing in CICz sequences. In this
paper we will briefly discuss this study (section
2). The results gave rise to an experiment specifi-
cally designed to investigate such phonetic context
effects on the perception of voicing in C102
sequences [5]. This experiment is presented in sec- -
tion 3 of this paper. In section 4, several hypothe-
ses will be forwarded that may explain the results
obtained. In order to be able to choose between the
hypotheses a production experiment was run, which 15
discussed in section 5.
All experiments employed heterorganic two-obstruel'1t
sequences (C102) to avoid problems arising from the
use of (homorganic) geminates. Because of restric-
tions inherent in Dutch [6] the sequences con51sted
of a phonologically voiceless obstruent (C1) f01'
lowed by a phonologically voiced one (02).

2. Investigation of optimal" stimulus form

In this first experiment [4] we investigate‘1 the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences
that were part of two successive syllables
(CiVCI-CZVCf). One of the aims of this study was t°
investigate whether the linguistic status. 9f the
stimuli would affect the perception of veicmg in
such sequences. To this purpose the CiCz sequence-25
were embedded in three types of linguistic context.-

(a) a word pair that was part- of a meaningful sen
tence;

(b) the same word pair in isolation; _
(c) an utterance made up of two meaningless sylla

bles; these nonwords were obtained by changing
the initial consonant (Cg) of the first word an

the final consonant (Cf) of the second word 0d

the same pairs as used in conditions (a) an
(b)- .All stimuli were generated by means of 8 Spied;

synthesis-by-rules system available at the.Il'IStltu _
of Phonetics Nijmegen [ll]. Eighteen SUbJECtS ’13:?-
ticipated, who identified the consonants and m 1
cated what sequence they had heard in a f9“;
choice task with four response alternatives: V0101“
voiced, notation ("H“); Voiceless-voiced; “Otatln
(-+); voiceless-voiceless, notation (")3 ace
voiced-voiceless, notation (+-). This 1851'- sequen
is irregular in Dutch according to the gene“; 5:
accepted phonological rules, but it was neverthe :or

included. because the subjects felt the need
this response category.

No differences in the perception of voicing 1“ 6;?
secluences were observed between the sentence (X1:word pair conditions. However, a Significant een
12.30, df=6, P<.01) difference was found be“
word pairs and nonwords. . eneeThree possible explanations for this differ
offer themselves:
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1)A lexical explanation: the listener is inclined

to interpret the perceived sounds so that they

make up an existing word. We may expect, there-
fore, that the responses show a bias towards the
perception of meaningful words, and consequently

towards the perception of a voiceless consonant

foUowed by a voiced one, which yields a string

of unaltered words. In those cases where a non-
word can be changed into a word by a shift in the
voicing status of one of the members of the CICz

sequence, the meaningful word is expected to pre-

vail. A shift away from the voiceless-vorced

responses can then be expected. Nothing of the

kind is observed; on the contrary. nonwords show

more voiceless-voiced responses than word airs.

2)A phonological explanation: the listener 5 per-

ception is subject to his knowledge of phonolpgi-

cal rules, particularly in a language-mode of

listening. Therefore, we expect that the subjects

will perceive more 'regular sequences in .word

pairs than in nonwords. So, we expect a higher

number of voiced-voiced responses in word pairs

with obstruent-stop sequences, and a higher num-

ber of voiceless-voiceless responses in word

Pairs with obstruent-fricative sequences [6].

The results are to the contrary: we observed more

irregular sequences (voiced-voiceless) in words

than in nonwords. .
M A phonetic explanation: a change in the sound

structure of the context might have affected per-

ception. Since the linguistic and phonologlcal
explanations did not adequately predict the

observed response patterns, we were left wrth’thg

Phonetic explanation. The nonwords were derive

from the word pairs by altering the initial (Cl)
and the final (Cf) consonant. Therefore, the only

Nmnetic difference betWeen the word pairs and

the nonwords was in the C: and the Cf. 50, if a
difference in the phonetic context affects the

Parception of voicing in the C16; sequences, it

is obvious that the alterations in C; and Cr must

be the cause for the perceptual differences

observed.

AnanalYsis of the results showed that in those cas-
m where Ci and/or Cf was changed into a vorceless

cmmonant. the number of responses containing veice
1%5 Ci's and Cz's increased. A more detailed analy;

5“ suggested that changes in the voicing status cd

i WGIe related to changes in C; responses,_ a3

ch““1863 in the voicing status of Ct to changes in 2

resPOnSes. Since this phonetic context effect was

Mt exPected, we had not controlled for the Y01C1Eg

“an“ 0f the phonetic context when generating the

stmmlus material. In order to investigate t e

EffECt more systematically, a new experiment, sped

cifically designed for this purpose. was carrie
Out .

J'Tbe effect of voiced/voiceless contexts on the
Pmteption of voicing in C10: sequences

Um effECt of voicing in the phonetic context on the

Pflxepti°n 0f Voicing in two-obstruent sequences was

“weStigated in synthetically generated nonwords of

te type ClVCxczVCf. Both syllables were stressed,

the hr“ 1’ ' d b a fall in the
Y a rise the secon y '

hzggamental frequenc§ contour [8]. The vowel in

syllables was an a . The phonetic context; the
11“jependent variable, Ca: formed by Ci and CI. 30th
cmfld be either an /s/ (voiceless context): or an
IM (Voiced context). The C1C2 sequences used wer:

POSsible heterorganic combinations of labial 2n
sunal Obstruents, viz. /pd, tb, fd, sb,_pz, tv, a:

VA on the basis of the results of prev1ous expetl

ms the SYnthesis parameters were chosen so 35 to
ld Stimuli that were ambiguous with respect to

the perceptual voicing status of C1 and C1. This
implies that the stop-stop sequences had a closure
interval of 125 ms, and the other sequences one of
140 ms. The stimuli were synthesized without period-
icity during the closure interval. Procedure and
response categories were as described above.

Table 1: Frequencies of perceived voicing in 0102

sequences as a function of the voicing status of the
context (in Z).

context (f+) (-+) (--) (+-)

n--n 33.6 44.8 10.3 11.4
s--n 19.5 61.6 12.2 6.7
s--s 14.5 50.3 27.2 8.0
n--s 26.3 35.2 22.0 16.6

The results (see Tables 1 and 2) showed a highly
significant effect of voicing status of the phonetic

context. With a voiced Ci, viz. /n/, a significantly

(X‘=107.77, df=l, p<.001) higher number of vorced C;

percepts was observed than with a voiceless 9;, Viz.

/s/. With a voiced Cf (/n/) significantly (x =86.87,

df=1, p<.001) more voiced C2 5 were perceived than

with a voiceless Cf (/s/). ’ .

The voicing status of C; was found to have no 51g-

nificant effect on the perception of Cg, nor did the

voicing status of Cf affect C1 perception. There-

'fore, it would seem that effects of voicing in the

context are restricted to the syllable. Howover, it

remains possible that such effects can occur over

longer temporal distances, and thus across syllable

boundaries.

Table 2: Frequencies of C; and 0; responses if a

function of the voicing status of the initial an

final context (in Z).

context C1=(+) C1=(-) C;=(+) C1=(-)

-- 43.8 56.2 69.9 30.1

2-- 24.4 75.6 73.0 27.0

-‘ 35.5 64.5 79.8 20.2

--2 32.7 67.3 63.1 36.9

4. Discussion

In this section we will discuss fiur differegt

' the resu ts o aine .
theses that may explain .

Thgofirst two are based on the assumption thai the

erceptual mechanism uses its awareness of reguhar:S

gies in speech production. The other two hypot es

are purely perceptual in nature.

A1) Perceptual compensation of coarticulatory dif-

ferences

Let us assume that a difference in :he iegiiguzf

voicing in the context leads to a dif erextihepe is a

tion of the 01C; sequence. In that case, ensation

round for a mechanism like perceptua comp; rm er;

According to this mechanism listeners pe; o rogue-

ce tual corrections for differences in t e p t al

'pn of natural speech that arise from contex Lns

ihgluences [10]. The result of these cirrect2222tic

that no differences are perceived. n sy oustic

s eech stimuli in which these articulatory/ac cha-

P f ences are absent, the same compensation me

dlf er‘11 lead to perceptual differences. When we

glglyyghis to voicing in the context, we come to the

fgllowing argument.

In order to explain our

have to assume that in na
present results, we would

tural speech C; (or Cz) is
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0. Abstract

The results of an earlier experiment contained indi-
cations that the degree of voicing in the phonetic
context affected the perception of voicing in Dutch
two-obstruent sequences. This was confirmed in a
separate perception experiment. The articulatory/
acoustic measurements obtained in a production
experiment refute an explanation in terms of a per-
ception mechanism in which regularities in speech
production are embodied. The phonetic context effect
appears to be a purely perceptual phenomenon.

1 . Introduction

Up to only a few decades ago, assimilation of voice
in Dutch two-obstruent sequences was investigated by
linguists who scored instances of assimilation by
ear, often after a single presentation of the utter-
ance. The results of these investigations varied
considerably, leading to a great variation of opin-
ions upon the subject [12]. In this contribution we
will try to show that one of the possible causes for
this lack of agreement may be found in the phonetic
context of the two-obstruent sequences.
According to Crystal's [7] definition, assimilation
‘is 'the influence of one sound segment upon the
articulation of another so that the two sounds
become more alike, or identical'. In line with this
definition, we too consider assimilation to be an
essentially articulatory phenomenon. If in a two<
obstruent sequence assimilation of voice takes
place, both consonants will be produced with the
same vocal fold setting: vibrating or non-vibrating.
This point of view was the basis for a number of
articulatory/acoustic measurements relating to vocal
fold behaviour during the production of the obstru-
ent sequence [12].
The consonantal sequence in which assimilation of
voice has taken place may be perceived as a sequence
of two voiced (or two voiceless) consonants. How-
ever, one may perceive two consonants as having the
same voicing status in spite of the fact that assi-
milation of voice did not take place [14]. In that
case it is obvious that voicing cues (i.e. acoustic
cues to the voicing status of the consonants in
question) other than the auditory result of the
presence or absence of vocal fold vibration are used
by the listener. At the Institute of Phonetics in
Nijmegen (IFN) the effect of voicing cues on the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences is
being investigated in a series of experiments. As
was the case with single voiced and voiceless ob-
struents in Dutch [13], a number of cues were found
to affect the perception of voicing in such c,c,
sequences [1,2,3].
One of the factors that may affect the perception of
voicing in 01C; sequences appears to be the degree
of voicing in the consonants in the context. Indica-
tions to that effect were found in an earlier study
[4] set up to investigate the most suitable type of

stimuli for a large series of experiments on the
perception of voicing in CICz sequences. In this
paper we will briefly discuss this study (sectnm
2). The results gave rise to an experiment specifr
cally designed to investigate such phonetic cmnext
effects on the perception of voicing in 01%
sequences [5]. This experiment is presented hiseo -
tion 3 of this paper. In section 4, several hypothr
ses will be forwarded that may explain the resuhs
obtained. In order to be able to choose between the
hypotheses a production experiment was run, which n
discussed in section 5.
All experiments employed heterorganic two-obstruel1t
sequences (C102) to avoid problems arising from gm
use of (homorganic) geminates. Because of restrnr
tions inherent in Dutch [6] the sequences con51fl£d
of a phonologically voiceless obstruent (C1) fob
lowed by a phonologically voiced one (C2).

2. Investigation of optimal stimulus form

In this first experiment [4] we investigatEd the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequuwes
that were part of two successive syllables
(CiVC1-C1VCI). One of the aims of this study "65 t°
investigate whether the linguistic status. of the
stimuli would affect the perception of vorcnm in
such sequences. To this purpose the C1Cz Sequawes
were embedded in three types of linguistic contextl
(a) a word pair that was part of a meaningful sen

tence;
(b) the same word pair in isolation; _
(c) an utterance made up of two meaningless Sylia

bles; these nonwords were obtained by changnfi
the initial consonant (Cg) of the first word an

the final consonant (Cf) of the second word 0d

the same pairs as used in conditions (a) an
00- .All stimuli were generated by means of 8 Sptecfle

synthesis-by-rules system available at the Instit“_
of Phonetics Nijmegen [11]. Eighteen subJ99t5,p§£
ticipated, who identified the consonants and 1n1
cated what sequence they had heard in a fort:-
choice task with four response alternatives: V01cim
voiced, notation (++); voiceless-voiced. notatin

(-+); voiceless-voiceless, notation ("li ace
voiced-voiceless, notation (+-). This laSt Sequmfi
is irregular in Dutch according to the gener: 5:
accepted phonological rules, but it was neverthe:or
included. because the subjects felt the need
this response category.

No differences in the perception of voicing 1“ 6;?
sequences were observed between the sentence(x1=
word pair conditions. However, 3 Significant een
12.30, df=6, P<.01) difference was found bet”
word pairs and nonwords. . eneeThree possible explanations for this differ
offer themselves:
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1)A lexical explanation: the listener is inclined

to interpret the perceived sounds so that they

make up an existing word. We may expect, there-
fore, that the responses show a bias towards the
perception of meaningful words, and consequently

towards the perception of a voiceless consonant

foUowed by a voiced one, which yields a string

of unaltered words. In those cases where a non-
word can be changed into a word by a shift in the

voicing status of one of the members of the 010;

sequence, the meaningful word is expected to pre'

Vail. A shift away from the voiceless-vorced

responses can then be expected. Nothing of the

kind is observed; on the contrary. nonwords show

more voiceless-voiced responses than word airs.

2)A phonological explanation: the listener 5 per-

ception is subject to his knowledge of phonolpgi-

cal rules, particularly in a language-mode of

listening. Therefore, we expect that the subjects

will perceive more 'regular sequences in ‘word

pairs than in nonwords. So, we expect a higher

number of voiced-voiced responses in word pairs

with obstruent-stop sequences, and a higher num-

ber of voiceless-voiceless responses in word

Pairs with obstruent-fricative sequences [6].

The results are to the contrary: we observed more

irregular sequences (voiced-voiceless) in words

than in nonwords. _
M A phonetic explanation: a change in the sound

structure of the context might have affected per-

ception. Since the linguistic and phonoIOglcal
explanations did not adequately predict the

observed response patterns, we were left wrth'thg

Phonetic explanation. The nonwords were derive

from the word pairs by altering the initial (C1)
and the final (Cf) consonant. Therefore, the only

mmnetic difference between the word pairs and

the nonwords was in the Ci and the Cf. So, if a

difference in the phonetic context affects the

perception of voicing in the C16; sequences, it

is obvious that the alterations in C3 and Cr must

be the cause for the perceptual differences
observed.

AnanalYsis of the results showed that in those cas-
m where Ci and/or Cf was changed into a vorceless

cmmonant. the number of responses containing vorce

135 Ci's and Cz's increased. A more detailed analy;
sm suggested that‘changes in the voicing status cd

i were related to changes in C1 responses._ 83

changes in the voicing status of Ct to changes 1" Z
resP0nses. Since this phonetic context effect was

Mt exPected, we had not controlled for the YOlClEg

“3““ 0f the phonetic context when generating the

stmmlus material. In order to investigate t e

EHECt more systematically, a new experiment, sped
fifically designed for this purpose, was cattle
Out .

J'Tbe effect of voiced/voiceless contexts on the
Pmreption of voicing in C10: sequences

Du effect of voicing in the phonetic context on the
meption of Voicing in two-obstruent sequences was

lnveStigated in synthetically generated nonwords of
te type CiVC1C2VCf. Both syllables were stressed,

am fiISt by a rise, the second by a fall in the

undamentfll frequency contour [8]. The vowel in
.°th syllables was an /a/. The phonetic context, the

Independent variable, was formed by Ci and Cf- 30th
Cmud be either an /s/ (voiceless context): or an
[M (V°i°ed context). The C1C2 sequences used wer:

P°Ssible heterorganic combinations of labial an

s?mal obStruents, viz. /pd, tb, fd, Sb, P2, tV, £71
A On the basis of the results of prev1ous experi

m§ms the Synthesis parameters were chosen so 35 to
ld Stimuli that were ambiguous with resPECt t°

the perceptual voicing status of C1 and C1. This
implies that the stop-stop sequences had a closure
interval of 125 ms, and the other sequences one of
140 ms. The stimuli were synthesized without period-
icity during the closure interval. Procedure and
response categories were as described above.

Table 1: Frequencies of perceived voicing in 0102

sequences as a function of the voicing status of the

context (in Z).

context (f+) (-+) (--) (+-)

n--n 33.6 44.8 10.3 11.4
s--n 19.5 61.6 12.2 6.7
s--s 14.5 50.3 27.2 8.0
n--s 26.3 35.2 22.0 16.6

The results (see Tables 1 and 2) showed a highly
significant effect of voicing status of the phonetic

context. With a voiced Ci, viz. /n/, a significantly

(x‘=107.77, df=l, p<.001) higher number of vorcedlcl

percepts was observed than with a voiceless Ci, Viz.

/s/. With a voiced Cf (/n/) significantly (x =86.87,

df=1, p<.001) more voiced C2 5 were perceived than

with a voiceless Ct (/s/). ’ .

The voicing status of C; was found to have no Sig-

nificant effect on the perception of C2, nor did the

voicing status of Cf affect C; perception. There-

’fore, it would seem that effects of voicing in the

context are restricted to the syllable. Howover, it

remains possible that such effects can occur over

longer temporal distances, and thus across syllable

boundaries.

Table 2: Frequencies of C; and 01 responses if a

function of the voicing status of the initial an

final context (in Z).

context C:=(+) C1=(-) C;=(+) C2=(')

-- 43.8 56.2 69.9 30.1

2" 24.4 75.6 73.0 27.0

-' 35.5 64.5 79.8 20.2

"2 32.7 67.3 63.1 36.9

4. Discussion

In this section we will discuss fqur differegt

' the resu ts o aine .
theses that may explain .

Thgofirst two are based on the assumption thai the

erceptual mechanism uses its awareness of reguhar:S

gies in speech production. The other two hypot es

are purely perceptual in nature.

A1) Perceptual compensation of coarticulatory dif-

ferences

that a difference in the degree of

EZECIEE iiffih: context leads to a differezfi péoggc;

tion of the C1C2 sequence. In that case, egation

round for a mechanism like perceptual compfn er;

ficcording to this mechanisqflisqggfrinpifieogiosuc-

' ' eren

ceptua; i:;:::550::e;;f that arise from contextual

tElcfnllneonces [10]. The result of these correctiiisti:

that no differences are perceived. In sy20u2tic

s eech stimuli in which these articulatory/a cha—

P f ences are absent, the same compensation me

dlf er‘11 lead to perceptual differences. When we

glglyyghis to voicing in the context, we come to the

fgllowing argument.

In order to explain our

have to assume that in na
present results, we would

tural speech C; (or Cg) is
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produced with stronger 'voicing' if C; (or Cf) is
voiceless as compared to the condition where C,- (or
Cf) is voiced. This may be seen as a kind of empha-
sized articulatory contrast. The listener's compen-
sation for this articulatory contrast will lead to
the perception of the same sequence in all contexts.
If, however, the stimulus is ambiguous, as was the
case in the present experiment, the same mechanism
will result in the perception of a more voiceless
sequence in a voiceless context, and a more voiced
sequence in a voiced context.

A2) Perceptual expectation of coarticulatory effects

The listener may be inclined to perceive the things
he expects, in other words he may be the victim of
selective perception. In order to explain our
results we must assume that the listener expects to
hear a voiceless C; (or C2) in combination with a
voiceless C; (or Cf). This expectation must be
based on facts in natural speech. Therefore, we have
to assume that voiceless consonants in the context
lead to devoicing of (some of) the nearby conso-
nants. From a coarticulatory viewpoint this is a
plausible position.

The hypotheses A1 and A2 are mutually exclusive,
since they assume opposite effects in production.
80, articulatory measurements must enable us to make
a choice between the two, or, in case no differences
are found, refute them both.

Bl) A perceptual-phonological explanation

In this purely perceptual hypothesis we assume that
a sequence of speech sounds is recognized in terms
of a sequence of 'bundles of phonological features'
to which phoneme labels are attached. Context
effects as the one found in Experiment 2 may occur
when a correctly identified feature of C; or (0:) is
erroneously attributed to C; or (C1). If this type
of erroneous attributions in fact occur at the pho-
nological level, it is likely that the acoustic
duration of the intervening phoneme (the vowel) is
of no consequence. In that case no effect of
(intervening) vowel length is expected. A second
factor that can be expected to induce this type of
attribution errors is the resemblance between the
two 'phonological feature bundles'. In a way similar
to the processes involved in producing slips of the
tongue, We may expect an increase in the number of
attribution errors if the two phonemes (context and
target) have more features in common.

82) A perceptual-phonetic explanation

In this hypothesis we assume that the error occurs
at a more peripheral level, viz. that of acoustic
cue integration. During this stage the acoustic
cues are held in a preperceptual auditory storage
(PAS) [9]. The time span of PAS is about 200-250 ms.
So, if the temporal distance between context phoneme
and target phoneme is less than this time span, the
cues for the two phonemes are simultaneously present
in PAS. In such a situation misattributions of cues
may occur, resulting in a cue being erroneously tak-en as a voicing cue to the wrong sound segment. In
this way effects of voicing in the phonetic context
on the perception of voicing in C10; sequences may
be explained. Assuming that the 'strength' of cuesplays a role, we expect that such errors are likely
to be more frequent. with an increase in 'cue
strength' (voicedness or voicelessness) of the con-
text phonemes. So, the frequency of erroneous cue
attribution may be expected to be dependent on the
degree of voicedness or voicelessness. The notion
degree of voicing' may, for example, be operation-
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alized as the position of Ci (or Cr) on a Ivoicing
scalel depending on e.g. VOT (or V'I'I‘). Furthermore,
a greater temporal proximity of the context phoneme
and target phoneme may also promote misattributions
of voicing cues. So, the (phonological) duration of
the vowels intervening the context phoneme and the
target phoneme, that is the V's in a CiVCICzVCf
sequence, is expected to interact with the effect of
voicing in the phonetic context on the perception of
voicing invCIC; sequences.

The hypotheses El and 82 make different predictions
with respect to the effect of vowel duration and
with respect to a possible effect of the position of
Ci (or Cf) on the voicing scale.

In order to decide which of the four hypotheses out-
lined above prevails, two more experiments need to
be carried out. The first one, a production experi-
ment, will enable us to find out whether the context
affects articulation of the C102 sequence. If artic-
ulatory effects are found, we may decide on hypothe-
sis Al (perceptual compensation) if a voiceless con-
text (Ci and/or Cr) leads to more voicing in C1Cz:
or on hypothesis A2 (perceptual expectation) if it
leads to less voicing in Cn.
If no context effects are found in articulation
there is no ground to maintain hypotheses A1 and A2,
and a purely perceptual explanation would seem
appropriate. The crucial experiment for the choice
between hypotheses El and B2 would be one in which
the degree of voicing in the context and the dura‘
tion of the intervening vowels are varied. If pt?!"
ceptual errors result from an erroneous attribution
of already recognized phonological features, neither
gradations of voicing in the context, nor the dura-
tions of the vowel phonemes are expected to affect
the perception of voicing in the C1Cz sequence. If.
on the other hand, the errors are located in the cue
integration stage, we expect to find effects of gra-
dation of voicing and of vowel length.
The production experiment will be discussed in the
next section. The perception experiment has as yet
not been carried out.
5. The effect of voicing in the context on the PTO'
duction of C10; sequences

The production experiment did in fact consist of
three parts, referred to as part (a), (b). and (c)‘
respectively. In each of the three, five male SPPak'
ers participated, who were asked to read the stimu'
lus materials. The acoustic signal was recorded v18
a microphone, vocal fold activity by means of .8“
electrolaryngograph. Both these signals Were regls'
tered on photographic paper with a UV-recorder (5E
oscillograph 6008). In the oscillograms we related
the moment of voice termination (V'I'I‘) to that °f
oral closure, and the moment of voice onset (VOT? to
that of oral release. According to criteria derived
from single voiced and voiceless consonants, the
voicing status of C; and C; was assessed, and thus
whether assimilation of voice had occurred or “01:“
For a detailed description of the procedure and Ctl‘
teria. see [12].

In part (a) the stimuli were the same as in the
previous experiment, embedded in a short carrnjrr
phrase, viz. 'doe die C; VC1C2VCf om'. Employing this
type of stimuli resulted in a very low frequency 0
produced assimilation in obstruent-stop sequence?
(all'obstruent-fricative sequences were progresswe
1y assimilated). This was probably due to the fa“
that the speakers were aware of the central role °f
the nonword (the only element to vary in the sen',
tences) and may therefore have been inclined to pro;
nounce it with great care. So, we had five “he
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speakers read two additional series (parts (b) and
(c)) consisting of meaningful sentences in which the
010; sequence was part of two adjacent words
(C:VC;-C1VCf). In these sentences Cs and Cf were
either voiceless (single consonants or consonant
clusters) or voiced (single nasals). The 01C;
sequences used in these two series were all heteror-
ganic obstruent-stop sequences. In part (b) the
C1C1 sequence followed a stressed syllable, in part
(c) it preceded a stressed syllable. 0n the text
sheet syllables that had to be stressed were under-
lined. The speakers were instructed to read the sen-
tences as spontaneously as possible.

Table 3: Frequencies of assimilation of voice as a
function of voicing in the context (in 2').

context (++) (-+) (--)

+...+ 31.7 41.7*26.7
-...+ 30.0 50.0 20.0
-...- 31.7 38.3 30.0
+...- 26.7 33.3 40.0

In contrast with part (a) assimilation of voice,
either regressively (i.e. two voiced consonants) or

PIOgressively (i.e. two voiceless consonants)
occurred rather frequently. In line with earlier
measurements [14] stress on the syllable preceding
the QC; sequence (part (b)) favoured progresswe
assimilation, and stress on the following syllable

(part (c)) favoured regressive assimilation. How-
ever, in none of the three parts of this experiment
did we observe a significant effect of voicing in
the context on the production of the C1Cz sequences,
that is on assimilation of voice in those sequences.
For this reason, and because the number of speakers
was rather low, we pooled the obstruent-stop data
from the three parts of the experiment. These pooled
data are given in Tables 3 and 4. As may be clear
groin the figures no significant context effect was
ound.

Table 4: Frequencies of produced voiced and voice-
less 01 and C; as a function of voicing in initial
and final context (in 2').

Context C1=(+) Cx=(') Cz=(+) Cz=(')

'+... 29.2 70.8 66.7 33.3
30.3 69.2 - 75.0 25.0

30.8 69.2 76.7 23.3
29.2 70.8 65.0 35.0

5- Conclusion

sin“ We did not find any effects of voicing in the
Phonetic context (C; and/or Cf) on the production of
the “IO-consonant sequence 010;, we conclude that

the“ results refute the first two hypotheses, viz.
Perceptual compensation (Al) and perceptual expecta-
ti°n (A2) of articulatory differences. Thus we are
left with the two purely perceptual hypotheses (Bl

and 32% The question of whether we have to look for
an explanation in terms of an erroneous attribution

°f a Phonological feature (that is to the wrong pho-

heme), Or whether the error occurs at the cue inte-

gmtion stage, cannot be settled by the present
data, To address this issue an experiment needs to

e run in which the degree of voicedness/
v°i¢e1essness in the context (C: and/or Cr) is sys-
t‘lmatifially varied by choosing C: and Cf from a con-
tm“1'11- Besides, by varying the time interval

etween context and target phoneme, we may be able
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to assess whether the domain over which phonetic
context effects do take place is determined in dura-
tional terms or in terms of number of phonemes, and
thus whether the effect originates in PAS, or from
misattributions on a higher, phonological level.
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produced with stronger 'voicing' if C; (or Cf) is
voiceless as compared to the condition where C,- (or
Cf) is voiced. This may be seen as a kind of empha-
sized articulatory contrast. The listener's compen-
sation for this articulatory contrast will lead to
the perception of the same sequence in all contexts.
If, however, the stimulus is ambiguous, as was the
case in the present experiment, the same mechanism
will result in the perception of a more voiceless
sequence in a voiceless context, and a more voiced
sequence in a voiced context.

A2) Perceptual expectation of coarticulatory effects

The listener may be inclined to perceive the things
he expects, in other words he may be the victim of
selective perception. In order to explain our
results we must assume that the listener expects to
hear a voiceless C; (or C2) in combination with a
voiceless C; (or Cf). This expectation must be
based on facts in natural speech. Therefore, we have
to assume that voiceless consonants in the context
lead to devoicing of (some of) the nearby conso-
nants. From a coarticulatory viewpoint this is a
plausible position.

The hypotheses A1 and A2 are mutually exclusive,
since they assume opposite effects in production.
So, articulatory measurements must enable us to make
a choice between the two, or, in case no differences
are found, refute them both.

Bl) A perceptual-phonological explanation

In this purely perceptual hypothesis we assume that
a sequence of speech sounds is recognized in terms
of a sequence of 'bundles of phonological features'
to which phoneme labels are attached. Context
effects as the one found in Experiment 2 may occur
when a correctly identified feature of C; or (Gt) is
erroneously attributed to C; or (C1). If this type
of erroneous attributions in fact occur at the pho-
nological level, it is likely that the acoustic
duration of the intervening phoneme (the vowel) is
of no consequence. In that case no effect of
(intervening) vowel length is expected. A second
factor that can be expected to induce this type of
attribution errors is the resemblance between the
two 'phonological feature bundles'. In a way similar
to the processes involved in producing slips of the
tongue, We may expect an increase in the number of
attribution errors if the two phonemes (context and
target) have more features in common.

82) A perceptual-phonetic explanation

In this hypothesis we assume that the error occurs
at a more peripheral level, viz. that of acoustic
cue integration. During this stage the acoustic
cues are held in a preperceptual auditory storage
(PAS) [9]. The time span of PAS is about 200-250 ms.
So, if the temporal distance between context phoneme
and target phoneme is less than this time span, the
cues for the two phonemes are simultaneously present
in PAS. In such a situation misattributions of cues
may occur, resulting in a cue being erroneously tak-en as a voicing cue to the wrong sound segment. In
this way effects of voicing in the phonetic context
on the perception of voicing in C10; sequences may
be explained. Assuming that the 'strength' of cuesplays a role, we expect that such errors are likely
to be more frequent. with an increase in 'cue
strength' (voicedness or voicelessness) of the con-
text phonemes. So, the frequency of erroneous cue
attribution may be expected to be dependent on the
degree of voicedness or voicelessness. The notion
degree of voicing' may, for example, be operation-
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alized as the position of Ci (or Cr) on a Ivoicing
scalel depending on e.g. VOT (or VTI‘). Furthermore,
a greater temporal proximity of the context phoneme
and target phoneme may also promote misattributions
of voicing cues. So, the (phonological) duration of
the vowels intervening the context phoneme and the
target phoneme, that is the V's in a CiVCICzVCf
sequence, is expected to interact with the effect of
voicing in the phonetic context on the perception of
voicing invCIC; sequences.

The hypotheses El and 82 make different predictions
with respect to the effect of vowel duration and
with respect to a possible effect of the position of
Ci (or Cf) on the voicing scale.

In order to decide which of the four hypotheses out-
lined above prevails, two more experiments need to
be carried out. The first one, a production experi-
ment, will enable us to find out whether the context
affects articulation of the C102 sequence. If artic-
ulatory effects are found, we may decide on hypothe-
sis Al (perceptual compensation) if a voiceless con-
text (Ci and/or Cr) leads to more voicing in C1Cz:
or on hypothesis A2 (perceptual expectation) if it
leads to less voicing in Cn.
If no context effects are found in articulation
there is no ground to maintain hypotheses A1 and A2,
and a purely perceptual explanation would seem
appropriate. The crucial experiment for the choice
between hypotheses El and B2 would be one in which
the degree of voicing in the context and the dura‘
tion of the intervening vowels are varied. If per"
ceptual errors result from an erroneous attribution
of already recognized phonological features, neither
gradations of voicing in the context, nor the dura-
tions of the vowel phonemes are expected to affect
the perception of voicing in the C1Cz sequence. If.
on the other hand, the errors are located in the cue
integration stage, we expect to find effects of SW‘
dation of voicing and of vowel length.
The production experiment will be discussed in the
next section. The perception experiment has as yet
not been carried out.
5. The effect of voicing in the context on the PTO'
duction of C10; sequences

The production experiment did in fact consist of
three parts, referred to as part (a), (b). and (c)‘
respectively. In each of the three, five male SPPak'
ers participated, who were asked to read the stimu'
lus materials. The acoustic signal was recorded v18
a microphone, vocal fold activity by means of .8“
electrolaryngograph. Both these signals Were regls'
tered on photographic paper with a UV-recorder (5E
oscillograph 6008). In the oscillograms we related
the moment of voice termination (V'I'I‘) to that °f
oral closure, and the moment of voice onset (VOT? to
that of oral release. According to criteria derived
from single voiced and voiceless consonants, the
voicing status of C; and C; was assessed, and thus
whether assimilation of voice had occurred or “01:“
For a detailed description of the proced"'e and ”1‘
teria. see [12].

In part (a) the stimuli were the same as in the
previous experiment, embedded in a short carrler
phrase, viz. 'doe die C; VC1C2VCf om'. Employing this
type of stimuli resulted in a very low frequency 0
produced assimilation in obstruent-stop sequePCBf
(all'obstruent-fricative sequences were prc'gl'esswet
1y assimilated). This was probably due to the facf
that the speakers were aware of the central role °
the nonword (the only element to vary in the sen',
tences) and may therefore have been inclined to Pgo;
nounce it with great care. So, we had five 0‘: e
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speakers read two additional series (parts (b) and
(c)) consisting of meaningful sentences in which the
010; sequence was part of two adjacent words
(C:VC;-C1VCf). In these sentences Cs and Cf were
either voiceless (single consonants or consonant
clusters) or voiced (single nasals). The 01C;
sequences used in these two series were all heteror-
ganic obstruent-stop sequences. In part (b) the
axe, sequence followed a stressed syllable, in part
(c) it preceded a stressed syllable. 0n the text
sheet syllables that had to be stressed were under-
lined. The speakers were instructed to read the sen-
tences as spontaneously as possible.

Table 3: Frequencies of assimilation of voice as a
function of voicing in the context (in 2').

context (++) (-+) (--)

+...+ 31.7 41.7*26.7
-...+ 30.0 50.0 20.0
-...- 31.7 38.3 30.0
+...- 26.7 33.3 40.0

In contrast with part (a) assimilation of voice,
either regressively (i.e. two voiced consonants) or

Progressively (i.e. two voiceless consonants)
occurred rather frequently. In line with earlier
measurements [14] stress on the syllable preceding
the QC; sequence (part (b)) favoured progresswe
assimilation, and stress on the following syllable

(part (c)) favoured regressive assimilation. How-
ever, in none of the three parts of this experiment
did we observe a significant effect of voicing in
the context on the production of the C1Cz sequences,
that is on assimilation of voice in those sequences.
For this reason, and because the number of speakers
was rather low, we pooled the obstruent-stop data
from the three parts of the experiment. These pooled
data are given in Tables 3 and lo. As may be clear
groin the figures no significant context effect was
ound.

Table 4: Frequencies of produced voiced and .voice-
1955 C: and C; as a function of voicing in initial
and final context (in 2').

Context C1=(+) Cx=(') Cz=(+) Cz=(')

'+... 29.2 70.8 66.7 33.3
30.3 69.2 - 75.0 25.0

30.8 69.2 76.7 23.3
29.2 70.8 65.0 35.0

5- Conclusion

SinCe we did not find any effects of voicing in the
Phonetic context (C; and/or Cf) on the production of
the “IO-consonant sequence 010;, we conclude that

the“ results refute the first two hypotheses, viz.
Perceptual compensation (Al) and perceptual expecta-
ti°n (A2) of articulatory differences. Thus we are
left with the two purely perceptual hypotheses (Bi

and 32% The question of whether we have to look for
an explanation in terms of an erroneous attribution
°f a Phonological feature (that is to the wrong pho-

heme), Or whether the error occurs at the cue inte-

gration stage, cannot be settled by the present
data, To address this issue an experiment needs to

e run in which the degree of voicedness/
v°i¢e1essness in the context (C: and/or Cr) 1s sys-
tgmatically varied by choosing C: and Cf from a con-
vtmuum. BesideS, by varying the time interval

etween context and target phoneme, we may be able
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to assess whether the domain over which phonetic
context effects do take place is determined in dura-
tional terms or in terms of number of phonemes, and
thus whether the effect originates in PAS, or from
misattributions on a higher, phonological level.
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ABSTRACT

The speech mode of processing is a special
mode of information processing in the sense
that the cue-trading relationship of multiple
cues signifying one phonemic contrast is most
effective in the speech mode but not in the sense:
that cue—trading does not exist at non—linguistic
levels.

INTPODUCI‘ICN

Fitch, Halwes, Erickson and Liberman[8] claimed
that virtually every phonetic contrast is cued
by several distinct acoustic properties of
speech signal and within limits set bv the
relative perceptual weights and by the ranges
of effectiveness of these cues, a change in the
setting of one cue can be offset by an opposed
change in the setting of another cue so as to
maintain phonetic percept. This thencmenon of
of perception is generally known as phonetic
cue-trading relation. Using the results of new
works by Bailey, Sunmerfield and Dorman [l] ,
Best, Morrongiello and Robson [2] and Pepp [12] ,
Repp [13] argues that the cue-trading relation
operates only in the phonemic mode of perception
but not in the auditory mode of perception. Ch
the basis of this point, he claims that speech
perception is a special mode of perception
different from the mode of perceiving non—speech
sounds. >
Best et al. [2] investigated the cue —trading
relation between silence gap and F1 onset
frequency for the "say"/"Stay" continuum as their
test stimuli. They found that the cue-trading
relation was evident only in the group which
was instructed to treat the sinewave analogues
as speech sounds but not in the group which
was told that the stimuli were non-speech
computer sounds. However, their findings provoke
further questions about the nature of cue-trading
and its relevance to the nature of speech
perception. All their test stimuli were
confined to the word level. Thus it is necessary
to ascertain how the cue-trading relation as a
phenomenon behaves at now-linguistic and
linguistic levels other than words i.e. sentence,
syllable, phonetic and auditory levels, so that
the finding may shed more light on the
controversy of "speech specificity". The present
study was conducted in order to answer the.

following research questions:
(i) albng the five linguistic levels mentioned

above, do individuals' (both normal hearing
and hearing impaired) cue—trading relations
at one linguistic level differ from those
of the other levels, with initial voicing
contrast as an example?

(ii) if the cue—trading relations differ from one
level to another, what is the interlinguistic
level pattern of cue-trading?

(iii) how do the answers to the above questions
fit into the present controversy of 599C131
v. non-special mode of speech perception?

METHOD

Selection of Segments and Creation of Linguistic
levels

The stop consonant type selected for initial
voicing contrast was alveolar because alveolar

Stops have the most confined range of initial F2
and F3 freouencies (see [7] :123). The vowel
/a/ was chosen for the syllable level continuum.

The diphthom /ai/ (forming the words "dve"/"tie")
was chosen for the word level continuum. The
same /dai/-/tai/ continuum was chosen for the
sentence level as well. In order to create the
sentence level processing, the individual steps
of the /dai/—/tai/ continuum were placed at the
end of. PL carrier sentences. The phonetic and
auditory level stimuli were the sinewave analofiues
of the syllable level /da/—/ta/ ten VUI‘ steps.

Syllable Level Stimuli

Using the 12 parameter serial analogue speah
synthesiser designed by Clark [3] and [4] ' Step
one of the syllable level continuum, one with
0 var i.e. the good /da/ of the /da/—/ta/
continuum, was created first. The freouehCV values
of the three formant patterns of the good /da/
were set after the averaged measurements of the
five /da/ spectrogram of five general to broad
Australian male native speakers of English. The
duration was 300 msec. The fundamental fremlenCV
was constant at 125 Hz over the first 85 msec and
fell linearly to 90 Hz. The initial formant .
transitions were stemlise linear and 45 msec. 1h
duration. Fl rose from 285 to 770 Hz, F2 fell
from 1540 to 1233 HZ and F3 fell from 3019 to

2520 Hz. The duration of the svnthesis time
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frame was 5 msec i.e. the synthesis data was up-

dated at every 5 msec. Then the V01‘ continuum

for the retaining nine 5-msec steps was created

by replacing the periodic voiced (V) excitation

with noise'and simultaneously increasing the band—

width of F1 transition to its maximum and hence
virtually eliminating the existence of F1 transi—
tion .1 The first /da/-/ta/ continuum created in
such a way produced a good/da/ on one end and a
good /ta/ on the other. The amplitude levels of

the noise and vomel portions (though different in
actual measurements) in this continuum were given
the noninal OdB each. Therefore the first /da/—
/ta/ continuum can be described as bearing the
ncminal amplitude pattern of OdB A (aspiration
noise) and OdB V (vowel portion). Eight more

(dB/‘/ta/ Continuawere created by increasing and
decreasing both the OdB A and OdB
V anplitudes by 6dB as described below.

A amplitude V amplitude
+6dB orthogcnally +6dB

OdB combined OdB
-6dB —6dB

The formulation of these syllable level continua
was almost the replica of Repp {11] .Through such an
marlgeflent it was expected that the stimuli with

the M53 and V=-6dB pattern would produce more
(t/ reSpouses and those with A=-6dB and

V=+6dB would produce more /d/ responses. For
{low hearing listeners, an increase or decrease

m,a"Plitu<ie' by 6dB is appropriate to make the
§t1mulus noticeably louder and fainter respect—

1"811“ Every step from each continuum served
as one stimulus. ()1 the test tape all the ten

vor Steps of the nine continua (i.e. 9o stimlli)
here rahdmfised four times with an interstimulus

interval Of 3.5 msec and these four sets of
1(allldanisation served as four blocks of test

Stimuli for the syllable level.

Phonetic and Auditory level Stimuli

The phonetic and auditory level stimuli were the
same four blocks of 90 stimuli each from the
Wllable level. The only difference was that the
Phonetic and auditory level stimuli were the $1119"
wave analogues of the syllable level stimuli.

Word Level Stimuli

The word level stimuli were in principle the same

as the fOU-l' blocks of 90 stimuli each from the

%“able Level. The difference was that the word
lave]: Stimuli were from the nine /dai/-/tai/

emu-“‘13 instead of the nine/da/—/ta/ continua of

the? syllable level. with the exception of 'the

Initial transition duration, the durations and

frequency Values of the formant trajectories in

the/dai‘tai/ continua were set after the corresp-

mdlng averaged values of the five /dai/ spec—

trograns 0f five (general to broad) Australian

male natiVe Speakers of English. As With the
m /da/ stimulus at the syllable level, the

ation of the initial formant transitions was

"Sec long in the good /dai/ stimulus. Such _
arrangement was necessary in order to maintain

the uniformity of var steps along the» the different

linguistic levelS. It was the duration of the
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initial formant transitions which was progressively
replaced by noise in order to create VOI‘ steps
in this experiment.

sentence level Stimu‘ li'

The sentence level stimuli were the same four

blocks of the word level /dai/-/tai/ ("dye"-"tie"

as mrds) stimuli. In order to create the sentence

level processing for the subjects, the "dye"-"tie"

test stimuli were presented in the context of the

sentences whose semantic, syntactic, vocabulary

and phonetic variations were controlled. Every

carrier sentence consisted of seven syllables in—

cluding the stimulus word at the end. On the sen—

tence level test tape, the 90 sentences used were

synthesised according to the synthesis by rule

system of Australian English by Clark [5] and [6].

The average amplitude of the carrier sentences

was maintained 'at the same value of the nominal

OdB of the V amplitude in the stimulus word.

Fourteen spectrograms of the seven basic sentences

(each carrying a good "dye" and a Good "tie")

spoken by Professor Clark were used as norms

in synthesising the sentences.‘

Subjects

' 11 male and 15 female normal hearing listen.—

Eggs: 7 male and 2female (sensorineurally) impala”, -

ed listeners took part in the listening tests. .

Thev were all native speakers of Australian English

and—naive listeners of synthesised speech, between

20 and 40 years of age;

Test Procedure

The listening test was conducted in the acousti—

cally treated speech perception laboratory of the

Macquarie Speech, Hearing and Language Research

Centre (SHLRC) . All the listeners wore the _

Telephonics TDH 49F audicmetric headphones With

circumaural seals and each listener sat at a test

booth. The test tapes were played on a Revox B77

MKII stereo tape recorder. The output level of

the tape was controlled by an HR professional

power amplifier TPA 25—D with calibration control

banel and level meter attached. The tape output

level was adjusted in such a way that the

amplitude of the loudest sound on the tapewas

approximately 80dB SP . The stimuli With the

best /d/ and the best /t/ (1.6 the A=-—6dB/

V=+6dB and A=+6/V=-6 amplitude patterns respect—

ivelv) were used in the anchoring procedure

for all the levels. At the sentence level the

anchoring was conducted with the original seven

basic carrier sentences. For the anchoring

at the auditory level the subjects were told to

treat one sound (the best/da/ analogue) as

sound one and the other (the best I/ta/ analogue)

as sound two. At the phonetic level, the subjects

were told that the sounds were whistled imitations

of the /da/ and /ta/ speech sounds. There was

a time lapse of at least two weeks between the tests

' t levels. .

13:32-15:23: lower levels the task of the subjects

was to identify every stimulus (sound one v. sound

two, whistled /da/ v. whistled /ta/, /da/ v.
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/ta/ speech sounds, and."dye" v. "tie" reSpect-
ively) and tick their decisims on the sheets
provided. At the sentence level the task of the
subjects was to write down the whole sentence
as they heard it.

Page

mo) OF ANALYSIS

The /d/ (sound one) respcnses were counted at every
level. The initial data cmsisted of ten /d/
responses (at the ten VOI‘ steps) for each of the
nine continua at every level. Since the role of
the+6dBAandValrp1itudesastradedcues along
the five linguistic levels was more important
than the role of the var duration, the data were
reorganised for every subject in two frameworks
i.e. the framework of the role of A and V
amplitude levels and thefrarrework of categoricality
distance. The following formula was used to
reorganise the data for the first franewdrk:

gjd/ (or sound one) at each continuum

nulrber of trials for each stimulus (4)

If the cue-trading relation was operating as could
be expected frun the data of previous works '
(e.g. lbpp 1979, Pisoni 1977, Miller et a1. 1976
etc.) , the continua with the A=-6dB/V=+6dB
should attract more /d/ (sound ale) responses
and those with A=+~6dB/V=-6d’B should attract less
/d/ responses. For the second framework, the
framework of categoricality distance, the follow—
ing formula of data reorganisation was followed.

4 - E/d/ of the first five steps +2/d/ of the last
five steps

total number of V01" steps (10)

If the responses were strictly categorical,
the nunber of /d/ (sound one) responses for each
of the first five steps mold be 100% i.e. 4 and
that for each of the last five steps would be 0.
If the cuetrading is operating, the responses can
beexpectedtobeless categoricalwhenthev
amplitude Meases and the A amplitude increases.
The strength of the first fralrework of data
organisatim lies in the cmparism of the roles
of A and V amplitude levels. The stre‘lgul of
the latter lies in the interlinguistic level can-parison of the roles of A and V amplitudes. Thereason for this is that the variations in the
formerwerenottdedtoanyfixedvaluecanmntoall thelevelswhereas thoseinthelatter weretied to the idealised categoricality of responses.

The analysis of variance with planned contrastswas ccnducted. The caltrasts was planned to
ascertain th§ interlevel camarisms (a. lower twolevels v. Upper three, b. auditory v. phmeticlevels, c. syllable level v. mo Upper levels andd. word v. sentence levels).
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SUMMARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

In the first analysis the nonnal hearing (NH) and
hearing impaired (HI) group difference was sign-
ificant at algha level=.025 (1,33 F.025=5.52

8.57). In the second analysis the NH and HI
group difference was significant at alpha level
=0.5 (1,33 F.05=4.l4 4.88).
In the first analysis, over the grand total of 37
subjects, none of the four contrasts ("a" to "6")
was significant. However, interlevel contrast was
not the strength of the first analysis. In the
second analysis over the grand total of 37 sub-
jects, contrast "b" was not significant but "a",
"C" and "d" mre (all at alpha level=.025).
This implies that there was no difference in'cue-
trading relation between auditory and phaletlc
levels while the cue-trading relations across the
upper three levels were different. The pooledmeans of the A and v amplitude effects for the NH
group across the five levels in both the analyses
are sumnarised in figure 1. In the y graphs 0f
the second analysis, the higher the means move
away from the zero line the less categorical are
the identificaticns. In additicn, in the Y grafhs
of the second analysis, the steeper the mbmke“lines moves diagonally up from left to right. themore effective is the cue—trading along the V
factor and the reverse (left to right downward)
is the case with the broken line for the A faCtor'
In the x graphs of the first analysis, the furfilerthe means move away frantle bar of value 5 (up or
down) the stranger is the cue-trading while the
steepness of the unbroken and broken lines re-
presents the effect of v and A respectivelY- I“both the analyses, frcm the syllable level awardr
the higher the level, the more linear is the V
factor and less linear and more gladratic is the
A factor. This suggests that the Va factor
exerted a stronger influence than the A factor
at the hig‘her linguistic levels. In the overall
analysis it seems that there was no ale-trading
relationship at the two lowest levels. However:
there was some evidence of cue-trading at the t“)
lowest levels in the HN male group though theextent of such lower level non-linguistic 918' ttrading is rather insignificant With,“at the linguistic levels. See 2 graphs in figure

(INCLUSICN

The results of the experiment indicate that frcm
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the syllable level onward, the higher the:
linguistic level the strcnger the ale-trading
and the less categorical were the identificatlms
forboththeNHandHI listeners. Therewas a
certain degree of cue-trading at the auditory and
ptmetic levels though it is not as strong as that
at the linguistic levels. The speech node of per-
ception is special and speech specific in _
filesensethatcue-tradinginthespeechmdeis
significantly stronger than that in the non— '
speech mode, but not in the sense that cue-trading
does not exist in the non-speech mode of pro-
cessing. *
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/ta/ speech sounds, and."dye" v. "tie" reSpect-
ively) and tick their decisims on the sheets
provided. At the sentence level the task of the
subjects was to write down the whole sentence
as they heard it.

Page

mo) OF ANALYSIS

The /d/ (sound one) respcnses were counted at every
level. The initial data cmsisted of ten /d/
responses (at the ten VOI‘ steps) for each of the
nine continua at every level. Since the role of
the+6dBAandValrp1itudesastradedcues along
the five linguistic levels was more important
than the role of the var duration, the data were
reorganised for every subject in two frameworks
i.e. the framework of the role of A and V
amplitude levels and thefrarrework of categoricality
distance. The following formula was used to
reorganise the data for the first franewdrk:

gjd/ (or sound one) at each continuum

nulrber of trials for each stimulus (4)

If the cue-trading relation was operating as could
be expected frun the data of previous works '
(e.g. lbpp 1979, Pisoni 1977, Miller et a1. 1976
etc.) , the continua with the A=-6dB/V=+6dB
should attract more /d/ (sound ale) responses
and those with A=+~6dB/V=-6d’B should attract less
/d/ responses. For the second framework, the
framework of categoricality distance, the follow—
ing formula of data reorganisation was followed.

4 - E/d/ of the first five steps +2/d/ of the last
five steps

total number of V01" steps (10)

If the responses were strictly categorical,
the nunber of /d/ (sound one) responses for each
of the first five steps mold be 100% i.e. 4 and
that for each of the last five steps would be 0.
If the cuetrading is operating, the responses can
beexpectedtobeless categoricalwhenthev
amplitude Meases and the A amplitude increases.
The strength of the first fralrework of data
organisatim lies in the cmparism of the roles
of A and V amplitude levels. The stre‘lgul of
the latter lies in the interlinguistic level can-parison of the roles of A and V amplitudes. Thereason for this is that the variations in the
formerwerenottdedtoanyfixedvaluecanmntoall thelevelswhereas thoseinthelatter weretied to the idealised categoricality of responses.

The analysis of variance with planned contrastswas ccnducted. The caltrasts was planned to
ascertain th§ interlevel camarisms (a. lower twolevels v. Upper three, b. auditory v. phmeticlevels, c. syllable level v. mo Upper levels andd. word v. sentence levels).
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SUMMARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

In the first analysis the nonnal hearing (NH) and
hearing impaired (HI) group difference was sign-
ificant at algha level=.025 (1,33 F.025=5.52

8.57). In the second analysis the NH and HI
group difference was significant at alpha level
=0.5 (1,33 F.05=4.l4 4.88).
In the first analysis, over the grand total of 37
subjects, none of the four contrasts ("a" to "6")
was significant. However, interlevel contrast was
not the strength of the first analysis. In the
second analysis over the grand total of 37 sub-
jects, contrast "b" was not significant but "a",
"C" and "d" mre (all at alpha level=.025).
This implies that there was no difference in'cue-
trading relation between auditory and phaletlc
levels while the cue-trading relations across the
upper three levels were different. The pooledmeans of the A and v amplitude effects for the NH
group across the five levels in both the analyses
are sumnarised in figure 1. In the y graphs 0f
the second analysis, the higher the means move
away from the zero line the less categorical are
the identificaticns. In additicn, in the Y grafhs
of the second analysis, the steeper the mbmke“lines moves diagonally up from left to right. themore effective is the cue—trading along the V
factor and the reverse (left to right downward)
is the case with the broken line for the A faCtor'
In the x graphs of the first analysis, the furfilerthe means move away frantle bar of value 5 (up or
down) the stranger is the cue-trading while the
steepness of the unbroken and broken lines re-
presents the effect of v and A respectivelY- I“both the analyses, frcm the syllable level awardr
the higher the level, the more linear is the V
factor and less linear and more gladratic is the
A factor. This suggests that the Va factor
exerted a stronger influence than the A factor
at the hig‘her linguistic levels. In the overall
analysis it seems that there was no ale-trading
relationship at the two lowest levels. However:
there was some evidence of cue-trading at the t“)
lowest levels in the HN male group though theextent of such lower level non-linguistic 918' ttrading is rather insignificant With,“at the linguistic levels. See 2 graphs in figure

(INCLUSICN

The results of the experiment indicate that frcm
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the syllable level onward, the higher the:
linguistic level the strcnger the ale-trading
and the less categorical were the identificatlms
forboththeNHandHI listeners. Therewas a
certain degree of cue-trading at the auditory and
ptmetic levels though it is not as strong as that
at the linguistic levels. The speech node of per-
ception is special and speech specific in _
filesensethatcue-tradinginthespeechmdeis
significantly stronger than that in the non— '
speech mode, but not in the sense that cue-trading
does not exist in the non-speech mode of pro-
cessing. *
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PERCEPTION OF CUES TO A STOP VOICING CONTRAST BY

NORMAL—HEARING CHILDREN AND ADULTS

VALERIE HAZAN

Dept. of Phonetics
and Linguistics
Univ. College London
London NW1 ZHE, UK

ABSTRACT

The contribution of two acoustic cues, Voice
Onset Time (VOT) and vowel onset transitions, to
the perception of a /taed/-/daad/ contrast was
examined for normal-hearing children and adult
controls.

INTRODUCTION

The important speech acoustic cues effecting
voicing identification of initial stops are voice
onset time (VOT) and the vowel onset transitions
subsequent to the stop burst [l]. The
contribution of these cues for initial consonant
voicing perception by adults and children, both
normal—hearing and hearing-impaired, has been
investigated in various studies [2,3,4,5,6].
However, because these cues have been co—varied in
most studies, the relative importance of VOT
versus vowel onset transitions for initial stop
voicing distinctions remains equivocal.
Differences in the stimuli used among these
studies may also be a factor in the variations
found among these results.

This paper describes an experiment that examined
further the use of VOT versus vowel onset
transitions for cueing initial stop voicing
distinctions by normal—hearing children and
adults. Both synthetic and spoken stimuli were
tested.

METHOD

Stimuli

Three continua of spoken /ded/-/ted/ stimuli and
two of synthetic /d2d/—/tad/ were used as the test
syllables. Each continuum comprised eight stimuli
among which VOT varied nominally from 18 to 60 ms
in 6 ms steps.

Vowel onset transitions were also present in three
of the five continua's stimuli. The three continua
of natural stimuli were derived from two spoken
utterances — a /tad/ and a /dad/ -that had been
selected for their average acoustic

LISA HOLDEN-PITT SALLY REVOILE DONNA EDWARD

Sensory Communication Research Lab.
Gallaudet University
Washington, DC 20002, USA

[Egaracteristics from a larger pool of syllables

In one continuum, TAD/VOT, a /taed/ utterance
served as a base stimulus; the /t/ burst was
appropriately shortened to yield the desired VOT
durations for the constituent stimuli of the
continuum. The resultant /t/ burst were copied
for use in another condition, DAD/VOT. The base
stimulus of this continuum was a /dad/ stem from
which the /d/ burst had been removed and replaced
by the /t/ bursts of different durations. These
same stimuli were used in a third continuum of
spoken syllables, DAD/VOT/vowel cutback, but here,
the vowel was progressively cut back within most
of the continuum to approximate the VOT/transition
cue relationship found in natural speech.

The two remaining continua contained stimuli
developed via software synthesizer- [7]. These
were copy syntheses generated to resemble
perceptually and acoustically the utterances of
/t ad/ and /d ad/ from which the natural continua
were developed. The synthetic stimuli contained
an initial burst, with major energy peaks at 1620
Hz, 2600 Hz and 4000 Hz. Vowel formant values
were not steady state but constituted a best fit
to the natural vowel. Fl varied from 500 Hz to
288 Hz, F2 from 1850 Hz to 1535 Hz, F3 frOm 2650
Hz to 2433 Hz and F4 from 3700 Hz to 3450 Hz. In
both continua, the respective VOTs approximated
those used in the natural continua. In the
"Synthetic TAD/VOT" continuum, Fl started at 500
Hz throughout the stimulus range and contained no
lnltlal transition; the F1 onset cue was therefore
neutralized. In the "Synthetic DAD/voT/Fl
cutback" continuum, the F1 transition was
systematically varied in frequency extent
throughout the continuum, with a starting
frequency of 400 Hz at the voiced extreme of the
ggimulus range. The transition duration of F1 was

ms.

Subjects

Ten normal-hearing children 7-9 years of age and
five normal—hearing adults served as Paid
listeners. The younger subjects were children of
employees at Gallaudet University. All children
and adults had pure tone thresholds (3FA mean of
.5, l and 2 kHz) better than 15 dB HL.
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Procedure

The stimuli were presented in single—interval

idwfiification trials with "TAD", "DAD" response

dternatives. Pictorial sketches and orthographic

labels of TAD and DAD were displayed on a
tmmh-sensitive screen used as a response
terminal.

The order of stimulus presentation followed a

sumle adaptive tracking procedure developed for

use in perceptual experiments with young children
[8]. The average length of test for the children
was of 48 trials.

The children were tested during five 30—minute

sessions that occurred within a three—week period.
The tests were administered to the adults in two

sessions of about one hour each. The listeners
were tested in IAC audiometric rooms, with the
stimuli presented monaurally through a TDH-39
earphone (MX hl/AR cushion) in a headset. Stimuli
were presented at 75 dB SPL. Stimulus
presentation and response tallies were under
computer control (DEC PDP—ll/23 and 11/34).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each listener, mean results were computed over
the four repetitions
0f each continuum (three repetitions for the

DAD/VOT continuum). A Maximum Likelihood technique
9] was used to fit a cumulative normal function

to each set of data. Two measures of performance

were derived: the phoneme boundary (50% labeling

point of the fitted curve) and the gradient of the
identification function (slope). The results are
summarised in Table I for the two groups of
listeners individually and combined. For each

Performance measure, analyses of variance were
Carried out using factors: groups (adults versus

Children) by conditions (the five stimulus

Continua) treated as repeated measures.

Phoneme Boundaries

The listener groups did not differ for the phoneme
boundaries measured. The group of adults and of

Children obtained similar /d/—/t/ phoneme

houndaries [F(l,l3):.02, p:0.9], and showed no
lntel‘action with the test conditions [F(4,52):.9,

p:0,5]. This outcome would suggest that the
general age difference between the two listener

groups was insignificant with respect to their use

of the VOT and vowel onset cues for locating

/d/-/t/ phoneme boundaries.
The statistical similarity between the groups for

Phoneme boundary enables their results to be
Combined for testing differences among conditions.

An additional‘analysis of variance carried out for

the total group of listeners revealed that the

Effect Of test condition was significant

[F(4.56)=7.e,p=0.o]. To determine which conditions
contributed to this effect, Tukey's test 0f

Se 92.5.2

honestly significant differences (had) was
applied. For the natural stimuli, the phoneme
boundary of the TAD/VOT continuum was
significantly shorter than that for other
conditions of natural and synthetic stimuli
[hsd,p<.05]. The phoneme boundary obtained for the
synthetic version of TAD/VOT was also shorter than
that found for the synthetic continuum with Fl
onset cues, DAD/VQT/Fl cutback. However, this
result fell just short of statistical
significance. These findings indicate that the
continua lacking spectral cues to the voicing
contrast in the vowel onset required a shorter VOT
to be perceived as /d ad/ than stimuli which
contained these cues. Others have reported similar
results with normal-hearing [2] and some
hearing-impaired children [5]. Overall,
however,VOT appears to prevail over cues in the

vowel onset for effect on initial stop voicing

perception. Indeed, categorisation of the stimuli

was achieved despite conflicting spectral cues in

the TAD/VOT and DAD/VOT conditions. In a recent

study, Revoile et a1. [6] found that the insertion
of aspiration between voiced stop transients and

subsequent vowels in spoken stimuli yielded a near

complete reversal in perception from voiced to

voiceless.

Note that between the natural and synthetic

stimuli, conditions with analogous cues (i.e.

TAD/VOT, and also DAD/VOT/cutback) yielded similar
results. However, Table I reveals that the

synthetic stimuli effected greater standard

deviations for phoneme boundary means than those

found for the natural stimuli. Also, among the

continua for natural stimuli, one of the condition

with conflicting voicing cues (Fl transition in

the presence of long VOTs), DAD/VOT, produced

larger standard deviations than found for the

other two conditions. We may speculate that the

greater variability in results for the synthetic

condition and natural with conflicting cues was

due to a more artificial quality inherent to these

stimuli. Statistically, however, the spoken

stimuli and synthetic stimuli generated to

resemble the spoken stimuli produced similar

perceptual effects for distinction of the voicing

contrast in initial alveolar stops, at least for

these normal—hearing listeners.

Identification function gradients

A significant difference in identification

function gradient was obtained between the two

listener groups [F(l,13)=15.32, p:.002]. Table II

reveals that the gradients for the adult group are

steeper than those for the children in each

condition. This outcome suggests that the children

were more tentative in their phoneme distinctions

of /d/ vs /t/ than were the adults. This effect is

also reported by Simon and Fourcin [2] who found

that age—related development in the ability to

label voicing contrasts was mirrored by an

increase in identification function gradient. An

interaction was found between listener group and

test condition [F(4,52)=3.22,p=0.2]. Examination

of the means shows that this tendency is largely

due to the considerably steeper slope observed for

the adults in the natural TAD/VOT condition. This
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In one continuum, TAD/VOT, a /taed/ utterance
served as a base stimulus; the /t/ burst was
appropriately shortened to yield the desired VOT
durations for the constituent stimuli of the
continuum. The resultant /t/ burst were copied
for use in another condition, DAD/VOT. The base
stimulus of this continuum was a /daed/ stem from
which the /d/ burst had been removed and replaced
by the /t/ bursts of different durations. These
same stimuli were used in a third continuum of
spoken syllables, DAD/VOT/vowel cutback, but here,
the vowel was progressively cut back within most
of the continuum to approximate the VOT/transition
cue relationship found in natural speech.

The two remaining continua contained stimuli
developed via software synthesizer- [7]. These
were copy syntheses generated to resemble
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/t ad/ and /d ad/ from which the natural continua
were developed. The synthetic stimuli contained
an initial burst, with major energy peaks at 1620
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were not steady state but constituted a best fit
to the natural vowel. Fl varied from 500 Hz to
288 Hz, F2 from 1850 Hz to 1535 Hz, F3 frOm 2650
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both continua, the respective VOTs approximated
those used in the natural continua. In the
"Synthetic TAD/VOT" continuum, Fl started at 500
Hz throughout the stimulus range and contained no
initial transition; the F1 onset cue was therefore
neutralized. In the "Synthetic DAD/VUT/F1
cutback" continuum, the F1 transition was
systematically varied in frequency extent
throughout the continuum, with a starting
frequency of 400 Hz at the voiced extreme of the
ggimulus range. The transition duration of F1 was

ms.

Subjects

Ten normal-hearing children 7-9 years of age and
five normal—hearing adults served as Paid
listeners. The younger subjects were children of
employees at Gallaudet University. All children
and adults had pure tone thresholds (3FA mean of
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Procedure

The stimuli were presented in single—interval

idwfiification trials with "TAD", "DAD" response

dternatives. Pictorial sketches and orthographic

labels of TAD and DAD were displayed on a
tmmh-sensitive screen used as a response
terminal.

The order of stimulus presentation followed a

sumle adaptive tracking procedure developed for

use in perceptual experiments with young children

[8]. The average length of test for the children
was of 48 trials.

The children were tested during five 30—minute

sessions that occurred within a three—week period.
The tests were administered to the adults in two

sessions of about one hour each. The listeners
were tested in IAC audiometric rooms, with the
stimuli presented monaurally through a TDH-39
earphone (MX hl/AR cushion) in a headset. Stimuli
were presented at 75 dB SPL. Stimulus
presentation and response tallies were under
computer control (DEC PDP—ll/23 and 11/34).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each listener, mean results were computed over
the four repetitions
of each continuum (three repetitions for the
DAD/VOT continuum). A Maximum Likelihood technique
[9] was used to fit a cumulative normal function

to each set of data. Two measures of performance

were derived: the phoneme boundary (50% labeling

point of the fitted curve) and the gradient of the
identification function (slope). The results are

summarised in Table I for the two groups of
listeners individually and combined. For each

Performance measure, analyses of variance were
Carried out using factors: groups (adults versus

Children) by conditions (the five stimulus

Continua) treated as repeated measures.

Phoneme Boundaries

The listener groups did not differ for the phoneme
boundaries measured. The group of adults and of

Children obtained similar /d/—/t/ phoneme
boundaries [F(l,l3):.02, p:0.9], and showed no
Interaction with the test conditions [F(4,52)=.9.
p:0,5]. This outcome would suggest that the
general age difference between the two listener

groups was insignificant with respect to their use

of the VOT and vowel onset cues for locating

/d/-/t/ phoneme boundaries.
The statistical similarity between the groups for

Phoneme boundary enables their results to be
Combined for testing differences among conditions.

An additional‘analysis of variance carried out for

the total group of listeners revealed that the

Effect Of test condition was significant

[F(4,56)=7.e,p=0.o]. To determine which conditions
contributed to this effect, Tukey's test 0f
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honestly significant differences (had) was
applied. For the natural stimuli, the phoneme
boundary of the TAD/VOT continuum was
significantly shorter than that for other
conditions of natural and synthetic stimuli
[hsd,p<.05]. The phoneme boundary obtained for the
synthetic version of TAD/VOT was also shorter than
that found for the synthetic continuum with Fl
onset cues, DAD/VQT/Fl cutback. However, this
result fell just short of statistical
significance. These findings indicate that the
continua lacking spectral cues to the voicing
contrast in the vowel onset required a shorter VOT
to be perceived as /d ad/ than stimuli which
contained these cues. Others have reported similar

results with normal-hearing [2] and some
hearing-impaired children [5]. Overall,
however,VOT appears to prevail over cues in the

vowel onset for effect on initial stop voicing

perception. Indeed, categorisation of the stimuli

was achieved despite conflicting spectral cues in

the TAD/VOT and DAD/VOT conditions. In a recent

study, Revoile et a1. [6] found that the insertion
of aspiration between voiced stop transients and

subsequent vowels in spoken stimuli yielded a near

complete reversal in perception from voiced to

voiceless.

Note that between the natural and synthetic

stimuli, conditions with analogous cues (i.e.

TAD/VOT, and also DAD/VOT/cutback) yielded similar
results. However, Table I reveals that the

synthetic stimuli effected greater standard

deviations for phoneme boundary means than those

found for the natural stimuli. Also, among the

continua for natural stimuli, one of the condition

with conflicting voicing cues (Fl transition in

the presence of long VOTs), DAD/VOT, produced

larger standard deviations than found for the

other two conditions. We may speculate that the

greater variability in results for the synthetic

condition and natural with conflicting cues was

due to a more artificial quality inherent to these

stimuli. Statistically, however, the spoken

stimuli and synthetic stimuli generated to

resemble the spoken stimuli produced similar

perceptual effects for distinction of the voicing

contrast in initial alveolar stops, at least for

these normal—hearing listeners.

Identification function gradients

A significant difference in identification

function gradient was obtained between the two

listener groups [F(l,13)=15.32, p:.002]. Table II

reveals that the gradients for the adult group are

steeper than those for the children in each

condition. This outcome suggests that the children

were more tentative in their phoneme distinctions

of /d/ vs /t/ than were the adults. This effect is

also reported by Simon and Fourcin [2] who found

that age—related development in the ability to

label voicing contrasts was mirrored by an

increase in identification function gradient. An

interaction was found between listener group and

test condition [F(4,52)=3.22,p=0.2]. Examination

of the means shows that this tendency is largely

due to the considerably steeper slope observed for

the adults in the natural TAD/VOT condition. This
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effect is not found for the children's group where
very little difference is observed with respect to
the function gradient among the five cond1t1ons.

When the two listener groups are examined
separately for condition effects, neither show a
significant difference in function gradient among
conditions. However, for 'the adult group, a
greater distinction in function slope is observed
among conditions [F(4,16)=2.37,p:.l] than is seen
for the children's group [F(4,36):.69,p=.6]. Large
standard error measures were obtained for
identification function gradients for the natural
and synthetic TAD/VOT and natural DAD/VOT showing
greater inter—individual variability in conditions
with conflicting spectral cues.

CONCLUSION

Results confirm the primary importance of the
temporal VOT cue over the spectral vowel onset cue
to the voicing contrast in initial plosives. Vowel
onset characteristics were however shown to have a
clear secondary effect, as shown by a shift in
boundary, when the cue is absent, in both children
and adults. Although children gave very similar
labeling to edited natural stimuli than adults,
they seemed less affected by a removal of vowel
onset cues.

High quality synthetic speech did provide a good
match to results obtained with natural edited
stimuli, for both adults and children. However,
greater inter-individual variations in labeling
were found both for adults and children. As a
result, the shift in boundary between the TAD/VUT
and DAD/VDT/ cutback conditions, which had been
strongly significant in the natural edited stimuli
was found to be short of statistical significance
using synthetic stimuli. This would suggest that
edited natural stimuli, by providing more
homogeneous results, may be more reliable thansynthetic stimuli in cue weighting experiments.
However, there are limitations in the types ofcues which may be altered through computerprocessing of natural speech, so that syntheticspeech does still provide the greatest flexibilitywhen constructing stimulus continue in whichspectral rather than temporal patterns are varied.
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TAD/VOT

Phoneme
Boundary

Children 28.7
n=10 (2.2)

Adults 26.1
n:5 (1.7)

Total 27.8
n=15 (2.3)

T E S T C 0 N D I T I 0 N 5

Natural stimuli

DAD/VOT/ DAD/VOT
Vowel Cutback

32.4 32-3
(1.3) (3.2)

31.5 32.7
(3.1) (3.1)

32.1 32.4
(2.0) (3.1)

Synthetic Stimuli

(TAD/VOT

29.6
(5.2)

30.1
(4.5)

29.8
(4.9)

Table l : Mean phoneme boundary values (in milliseconds)

ID Function
Gradient
(Slope)

Children -.92
n:10 (.52)

Adults -2.34
”=5 . (.74)

Total -l.40
N=15 (.90)

_.82 -1.03
(.23) (.50)

-1,52 —1.53
(.33) (.68)

-1.os -1-20
(.43) (.59)

-.88
(.36)

-1.28
(.53)

-1.01
(.45)

Table II : Mean identification function gradients

Se 92.5.4

DAD/VOT/
Fl Cutback

31.9
(3.4)

33.3
(5.6)

32.3
(4.1)

—1.04
(.60)

-1.31
(.74)

-1.13
(.63)
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THE ROLE OF INTENSITY IN BREATH! VOICED STOPS: A CLOSE LINK
BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION

LIESELOTTE SCHIEFER

Institut fur Phonetik und Sprachliche Kommunikation
der Ludwig-Maximilians Universitat Miinchen, FRG

ABSTRACT

The acoustic analyis of the
difference between the breathy
vowel portions following a
stop in Hindi revealed a
lower intensity in the
compared with the steady
influence of the vowel. The perceptual
importance of that acoustic cue was tested
with 4 CV combinations. The results reflect
an interaction between the intensity and
vowel on the one hand, and an interaction
between intensity, amplitude of H1/H2, and
F1 on the other hand.

intensity
and steady

breathy voiced
significantly

breathy portion
one with a clear

cally long vowels /a e i o u/ and occurred
in 10 different words, which consisted of
either one, two, or three syllables. The
material was not controlled for the conso-
nant following the initial CV syllable.
Twenty lists were prepared, each containing
a subset of the words in randomized order.
The lists were read by three informants (1
female, 2 males, aged 23 to 40), all native
speakers of Hindi, originating from New
Delhi or Uttar Pradesh. The recordings were
made in New Delhi in the language lab of
the Centre of German Studies, School of
Languages of the Jawaharlal Nehru Univer-
sity using a Uher Report and a Senheiser

INTRODUCTION HD421N microphone. The distance to the
microphone was set at about 50 cm. The same
word list was recorded from another

Over the last few years several studies on informant (35 years, female) in Munich in
the difference between breathy voiced or the soundproofed room of the Institute
murmur phonation and normal voicing were using a Telefunken M15 tape reCOrder and a
carried out with languages such as Gujarati
[1], !X85 [1,3 1, Hmong [2], Hindi (41. All
studies confirmed that the amplitude of the
first harmonic (H1) is always higher in
murmur (henceforth breathy) phonation
compared to the second harmonic, resulting
from the sinusoidal glottal source
waveform. The perceptual importance of this
acoustic parameter was shown by Bickley [1
1. 0n the other hand, breathy voiced stops
in Hindi are always accompanied by a drop
in overall intensity after the release of

Neumann U87 microphone. Thi-s recording
served as font for the manipulation and
generation of the stimuli employed in the
perception tests.

PROCEDURE

The material was digitized on a PDP‘USEwith a sample rate of 20 kHz, filtered "ltd
a cut off frequency of 8 kHz, 31'1" 5m”the stop. We have already examined the for further analysis. The material ”35perceptual importance of this acoustic cue manually segmented with the help or aus}ng the method of speech editing for segmentation routine (for further informa—stimulus generation and a naturally tion of. [5]). Four different parts i’,‘ F“produced syllable /dho/ as point of initial CV syllables were defined: veiclng

departure. The results were in agreement lead, burst + voiceless aspiration, breathywith the assumptions of categorical part of the vowel. and steady Part °fthePerception [4). As these results were VOW—’1‘ A11 periodic portions were Segmentedobtained with only one CV combination, it into single pitch periods [5]. For theseemed interesting to test the perceptual acoustic analysis the intensity was can"load of the acoustic cue with other vowels, lated for each pitch period and averagedtoo, and to compare these results with over all periods of the breathy and steadyacoustic data. vowel portion, respectively, for a“:
8Deaker. Separate analyses of variance "er
applied to all comparisons of means 1‘0“ allMATERIAL AND INFORHANTS speakers. The normality of distributiO“ 7’3:
checked by a chi-square procedure, "hi.“. homogeneity of variance was controlled 1‘For the acoustic analysis a list of words by applying the chi-square statistics ?°_was prepared, which contained the breathy independent measurements. The 1evel of 519—stops /bh dh dh gh/ in word-initial posi- nificance was set to p < .05. Multiple cometion. .Each stop was followed by the parisons of means were calculated by Fhphonemi— use of an a priori F statistic.
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perception tests 4 CV combinations
dhu dhi / were selected for mani—

pMation in order to test the interaction
bnween intensity and the vowel. A set of
pmgrams was used to generate the stimulL
TM procedure has been described in detail
ehewhere [4, 5]. The first CV syllable was
upuated from the rest of the words and
thebreathy portion of the vowel was elimi-
nued totally. The resulting syllable con-
smted of voicing lead and burst (which
mmnned unchanged), and the steady portion
ofthe vowel. The fundamental frequency of
cm vowel was adjusted to 210 Hz for all CV
mnations, with a rise over the first
Hvepitch periods and a fall over the last
Hveperiods. The first stimulus of each
cmfiinuum was generated by superimposing a
wan-linear intensity curve on the first
21pitch periods, the first period being
aMusted to 25 dB, the 21st to 55 dB. The
iMensity was kept constant for the rest of
in vowel, with a decrease over 5 periods
atthe end of the contour. The other 6
Mimfli of each continuum were derived from
tm first stimulus by increasing the inten-

SUV onset in the 1st period by 5 dB. For
men CV condition identification and
ducrimination tapes were prepared. In the
idmmification test each stimulus occurred
5times in randomized order with a pause of
15 see after each stimulus and a pause of
10sec after a block of 10 stimuli. For
dncrimination the AX paradigm was used
"Uh the step size = 2. Both presentation
omers AB and BA as well as AA occurred
We interstimulus interval was 500 ms
Durs were separated by 3.5 sec, blocks or
1DPairs by 10 secs. Each pair occurred 3
fimes in randomized order. Answer sheets
"N? Prepared to allow responses for either

bmathy or voiced stops in a forced-chaice
Paradigm in the identification task,
“Wreas in the discrimination task subJ9CtS
had to decide whether the stimuli within a
Pair sound the "same" or "different". A11
pet‘ception tests were run in the language
”h 0f the Centre of German Studies in New
Duhi using a Telefunken language trainer
"Uh head phones. The tests were run at a
°°mfortable listening level. About 15
“Meets participated in the tests. A11
“re Staff or students of the School of
“Wuages and were paid for their
“rticipation.

PM the

ldha dho

RESULTS

mm Fig. 1 displays the
ac°u3tic results for the three speakers
:vHfiged over all stops and vowels. Flg- 2

9 4 display the results for the vowel,
“gs 5 to 7 for the stop conditions

separately for the three speakers It is
°bvious that the intensity of the breathy
”"91 portion differs significantly ”m“
“mt or t ‘ ‘ l s eakers.he steady portion in a1 .9
onthe Other hand, the amount of difference
“two . - the same in“1 en both- portions is not (11.1

suhlects: it is large for RPJ

2‘5" and Smaller for pun (7.9 dB) and HAN
thz? dB). The influence of the voweltOh
He 1ntensity is large for all informan s:
‘" F(4.177 =18 821; p ‘ ~00“ R”(4,185) '= 7.65; P

Fig. 1: Intensity of the breathy and steady
vowel portions in dB averaged over all
stops and vowels; plotted separately for
the speakers MAN(F). RPJ(H), and PUN(H)

in
te

n
s
it
y
/

as

HANU’) RPJ(H)

B S B S B S

PUN (M)

( .001; PUN: F(4,184) = 14.711; p < .001).
But the vowels do not contribute in the
same way to the intensity difference bet-
ween the breathy and steady portion as can

be seen from the following diagrams, which

show the significance between the single

vowels.

MAN( F) a i e u o
x...x x x...x

RPJ(M) u a i o e
x ....... x x...x

PUN( )1) i u e a o
x,..x x x

x...x

(The diagrams should be read as: vowels

underlined by a common dotted line do not

differ significantly. whereas vowels not

underlined by a common line do.)

MAN shows more influence of the tongue

position on the intensity difference as it

is largest for the back vowels /o _u/,

whereas the influence of the tongue height

plays an important role in RPJs

productions: mid vowels have the larger

differences. The results from PUN are not

clear, as /o/ and la/ produce the largest,

high vowels the smallest intensity

difference. If summarized over all

informants the following rank order

appear$

l u a e o

6 7 7 11 14

words: the intensity difference

breathy and steady portign (of

owel) is a function of the ongue

hgfght of the vowel: Ii u/_< /a/ < /e o{.

The influence of the stop's place of arti-

culation is less compared ‘Wlth the vowel,

as only HAN shows a Significant influence:

HAN: F(3,195) = 10.322; p < .001 ; RPJ:

F(3.208) = 2.1; p > .05; PUN: F(3,184) —

.854; p > -05-

Perception tests. The results from the

identification task are plotted in Fig. &

The number of participants 18 given }“ the
figure. It is obvious that subJects did di—

vide the continuum into two parts only in
the /dho/ condition, which resembles best

In other

between the
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ABSTRACT

The acoustic analyis of the
difference between the breathy
vowel portions following a
stop in Hindi revealed a
lower intensity in the
compared with the steady
influence of the vowel. The perceptual
importance of that acoustic cue was tested
with 4 CV combinations. The results reflect
an interaction between the intensity and
vowel on the one hand, and an interaction
between intensity, amplitude of H1/H2, and
F1 on the other hand.

intensity
and steady

breathy voiced
significantly

breathy portion
one with a clear

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years several studies on
the difference between breathy voiced or
murmur phonation and normal voicing were
carried out with languages such as Gujarati
[1], !X85 [1,3 ], Hmong [21, Hindi [41. All
studies confirmed that the amplitude of the
first harmonic (H1) is always higher in
murmur (henceforth breathy) phonation
compared to the second harmonic, resulting
from the sinusoidal glottal source
waveform. The perceptual importance of this
acoustic parameter was shown by Bickley [1
1. 0n the other hand, breathy voiced stops
in Hindi are always accompanied by a drop
in overall intensity after the release of
the stop. We have already examined the
perceptual importance of this acoustic cue
using the method of speech editing for
stimulus generation and a naturally
produced syllable ldho/ as point of
departure. The results were in agreement
with the assumptions of categorical
perception [4]. As these results were
obtained with only one CV combination, it
seemed interesting to test the perceptual
load of the acoustic cue with other vowels,
too, and to compare these results with
acoustic data.

MATERIAL AND INFORHANTS

For the acoustic analysis
was prepared,
stops /bh

tion. Each
phonemi-

a list of words
which contained the breathy

dh dh gh/ in word-initial posi-
stop was followed by the

cally long vowels /a e i o u/ and occumwd
in 10 different words, which consistedof
either one, two, or three syllables The
material was not controlled for the consw
nant following the initial CV syllable
Twenty lists were prepared, each contahung
a subset of the words in randomized order
The lists were read by three informants(1
female, 2 males, aged 23 to 40), all natiw
speakers of Hindi, originating from New
Delhi or Uttar Pradesh. The recordings we"2
made in New Delhi in the language labof
the Centre of German studies, School of
Languages of the Jawaharlal Nehru Univm“
sity using a Uher Report and a Senheiser
MD421N microphone. The distance to the
microphone was set at about 50 cm. The same
word list was recorded from another
informant (35 years, female) in Munichln
the soundproofed room of the Institufi
using a Telefunken H15 tape recorder and8
Neumann U87 microphone. This recordum
served as font for the manipulation and
generation of the stimuli employed inthe
perception tests.

PROCEDURE

The material was digitized on a PDP“(50
with a sample rate of 20 kHz, filtered "It:
a cut off frequency of 8 kHz, and store
for further analysis. The material V“
manually segmented with the help or a
segmentation routine (for further iHFOFE;
tion of. [5]). Four different parts 10‘ g
initial CV syllables were defined: VOicln
lead, burst + voiceless aspiration, breatzg
part of the vowel, and steady part °f td
vowel. All periodic portions were segment;
into single pitch periods [51. For _
acoustic analysis the intensity was calc:d

lated for each pitch period and averagdy
over all periods of the breathy and steaCh

vowel portion, respectively, for ea”
speaker. Separate analyses of variance "21
applied to all comparisons of means for a“speakers. The normality of distribUt1°n We
checked by a chi-square procedure, wh;or
homogeneity of variance was contr°11edfor
by applying the chi-square statistlcs'g'independent measurements. The 1evel of sinnificance was set to p < .05. “Ultiple at“
Darisons of means were calculated by heuse of an a priori F Stetls 1.
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perception tests 4 CV combinations
dhu dhi / were selected for mani—

pMation in order to test the interaction
bnween intensity and the vowel. A set of
pmgrams was used to generate the stimulL
TM procedure has been described in detail
ehewhere [4, 5]. The first CV syllable was
upuated from the rest of the words and
thebreathy portion of the vowel was elimi-
nued totally. The resulting syllable con-
smted of voicing lead and burst (which
mmnned unchanged), and the steady portion
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tm vowel, with a decrease over 5 periods
atthe end of the contour. The other 6
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tm first stimulus by increasing the inten-

SUV onset in the 1st period by 5 dB. For
men CV condition identification and
ducrimination tapes were prepared. In the
idmmification test each stimulus occurred
5times in randomized order with a pause of
15 see after each stimulus and a pause of
10sec after a block of 10 stimuli. For

dHcrimination the AX paradigm was used
Mth the step size = 2. Both presentation
Mans AB and BA as well as AA occurred
We interstimulus interval was 500 mm
Dnrs were separated by 3.5 sec, blocks of

10Pairs by 10 secs. Each pair occurred 3
fimes in randomized order. Answer sheets
"NW Prepared to allow responses for either

bmathy or voiced stops in a forced-chOice
Paradigm in the identification task,
eeas in the discrimination task subJeCtS
had to decide whether the stimuli within a
P“? sound the "same" or "different". A11
pet‘ception tests were run in the language
”b 0f the Centre of German Studies in New
Duhi using a Telefunken language trainer
"Uh head phones. The tests were run at a
cornfOrtable listening level. About 15
s“jeCtS participated in the tests. A11
"ere staff or students of the School of

“guages and were paid for their
partieipation.
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RESULTS

Wm Fie- 1 displays theacOustic results for the three speakers
av“‘99d over all stops and vowels. Fig- 2
t94 disPlay the results for the vowel,
“Ga 5 to 7 for the stop conditions

separately for the three speakers It is
°bvious that the intensity of the breath%
vWel portion differs significantly fro
that of t ~ ‘ 11 speakers.he steady portion in a .
onthe Other hand, the amount of difference
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311 (11.1

subjeCtSI it is large for RPJ
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Fig. 1: Intensity of the breathy and steady
vowel portions in dB averaged over all
stops and vowels; plotted separately for
the speakers MAN(F), RPJ(M), and PUN(H)
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( .001; PUN: F(4,184) = 14.711; p < .001).
But the vowels do not contribute in the
same way to the intensity difference bet-

ween the breathy and steady portion as can

be seen from the following diagrams, which

show the significance between the Single
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underlined by a common dotted line do not
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underlined by a common line do.)
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Hm assumptions of categorical perception

Inthe other tests only the first stimulus

we assigned to the breathy category. We

uked if these results may be due to an

hteraction between intensity and the

mwel, or if they reflect a difference in

mmjects ability to make use of that spe-

dal acoustic cue. Therefore we reanalyzed

the results and included only those sub-

jects in the analysis who unambigously

“signed two categories to the continuum.

”was results are given in Fig. 9. This

time, the identification function improoved

for all conditions. The boundary between

breathy and voiced occurs latest in the

Idho/ condition (of. Table 1), earlier in
ldha/ and Idhil, earliest in ldhu/ where

Hm boundary is less steep. The main effect

of continua is significant (F13,26) =

1644; p < .05), but on the other hand, the

continua do not differ 'significantly from

each other as shown in the diagram:

gho dhi dha dhu

x....... x x ....... x
x...x

TABLE 1: Points of intersection between the

identification function and the

50% line. .

ldho/ ldhi/ ldha/ lghu/

4.06 3.34 3.26 2.68

Hm results from the discrimination tasks
correspond well with those predicted from

Hm identification task using the Haskins
formula. In all tests the discrimination

Peak of the obtained discrimination func-
hon correspond in location and height with

the calculated one. On the other hand, sub-
Jects could discriminate slightly better

than predicted, but the difference was not

called steady portion of the vowel, where

no breathiness could be detected audito-

rily. The results are as follows:

lgho/ : H1 < H2
/.hi/ : H1 > H2
/dha/ : H1 < H2
xéhu/ : H1 > H2

This means, that the amplitude of H1 is

higher in the high vowels /i u/, whereas H2-

exceeds the value of H1 in either /0/ or

/a/. These relationsships are undoubtedly

due to the formant structure of the vowels,

where F1 interacts with H1 in the high

vowels, and with H2 in Io/. No interaction

between F1 and H1/H2 occurs in /a/. We

believe that our results reflect an inter-
action between the overall intensity, the

amplitude of H1 and H2 as well as F1. As

these results were rather unexpected; fur-

ther investigations are needed to explain

the extent of that interaction
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INHERENT VOWEL DURATION IN RUSSIAN: PRODUCTION

AND PERCEPTION DATA

VLADIMIR B . KUZNETSOV

Moscow State Institute
of Foreign Languages
Moscow, USSR 119034

ABSTRACT

In this paper the quantitative data con-
cerning inherent vowel duration in Russian
are presented. The established duration
differences are estimated from the point
of view of their perceptual significance
in an experiment on lexical stress loca-
tion.

INTRODUCTION

It is a well established fact that all
else being equal, duration of stressed
vowels is determined by the characteris-
tics of the corresponding vowel gesture:
the higher the tongue, the shorter the
vowel. To be more specific, vowel duration
is considered to be a result of superposi-
tion of Jaw movement on the opening and
closing gesture of the lips [1]. Thus, the
vowel of a given phonetic identity has its
own characteristic duration — inherent
vowel duration (IVD).
Although in Russian IVD phenomenon has
been studied by many researchers [2,3,4]
the question whether the observed duration
differences have any significance either
at the production or perception level is
still opened. This is mainly due to the
fact that most results of measurements are
qualitative. Among the other reasons, poor
control of the experimental conditions,
interpretation of the data in terms of
different phonetic categories (phonemes
vs. allophones), unjustified averaging
over the speakers and' phonetic contexts
have to be mentioned.
The aim of the experiments reported in
this paper was to gather statistically
reliable and valid data on IVD and to
assess the perceptual importance of the
determined IVD differences.

EXPERIMENT 1:1NHERENT VOWEL DURATION (IVD)

Vowel durations were measured in a mono-
syllable of CVC type, spoken as word in an
identical sentence frame "Say....again".

ARVO OTT

Dept. of Computer Control
Institute of Cybernetics
Tallinn,Estonia,USSR 200108

' statistical analysis:

ANATOLY V. VENTSOV

Pavlov Institute of
Physiology
Leningrad,USSR 199164

Palatalized or nonpalatalized fricative
[s] was used to form a symmetrical envi-
ronment. Each of four speakers (two male
ones: M1,M2 and two female ones: W1,W2)
recorded a list of 330 sentences (10 vo-
wels * 33 repetitions). To achive constant
speech rate thoughout the recording ses—
sion the speaker was asked to synchronize
the onset of the sentences with a periodic
light pulse. The phonetic identity of the
test vowels was checked up by 8 listeners
during an identification experiment.
Three segmentation procedures were used to
measure IVD. The beginning and end of a
vowel were recognized: (1) by the on-
set/offset of voicing; (2) by the off-
set/onset of high-frequency noise; (3) bY
sharp minimums on the amplitude curves.
There was a good agreement among the three
sets of measurements. Taking into conside-
ration the fact that the third segmenta-
tion procedure produced the least scatter
of measurements, only the data obtained bY
this procedure were subjected to futher
analysis.
The amplitude
processing the
speech material

envelope was obtained bY
tape recordings of the
through a Brflel&Kjaer

graphic level recorder operated at a 100
mm/sec paper - and 1000 mm/sec writing"
speeds with a high frequency preemphasis-
To increase time resolution the play-baCk
speed of the tape-recordings was reduced
twice. Preliminary spectrographic analYSis
of the test words revealed that the minima
on the amplitude envelope coincided with
the onset of the voicing of the vowel. 0“
the one hand, and the rapid energy decrea—
se in the frequency region of the second
and higher vowel formants and the onset Of
the frication noise, on the other. It is
commonly agreed. that these acoustic cues
provide reproducible and valid boundaries
for the measurement of vowel duration [5]-
Mean vowel duration is regarded as an
estimate of IVD. The four data metrics
(10*33) were submitted to the following

(1) to determine the
effect of tempo changes a one—way analYSis
of variance was carried out (to test the
null hypothesis that the mean vowel dura-

366 Se 93.2.1

don of the 33 consecutive groups of ten

Mfferent vowels are the same); (2) simi—

lar technique was used to assess signifi-

came of IVD differences; (3) T-method of

mfltiple comparisons [6] was applied to

determine the critical value of IVD diffe-

mnce; (4) to test the significance of the

woposed classification of vowels accor-

Mng to their IVD the duration data was

mmjected to S—method of multiple compari-

wns [6]. All statistical tests were con—

mmted with alpha=0.05. More detailed

description of the experimental method and

flatistical procedures is presented in

[7L
Results of the analysis of variance have

flwwn that the speaking rates were kept
cmmtant and the differences in vowel

muations were statistically significant.
witical IVD difference was within 6-7
msec. By means of the method of multiple

comparisons the vowels were reliably rank-

ordered and subdivided according to their
ND values into the following classes:

(3.3), (b,5,3,o,y) and {y,H,M) (cyrillic
dmracters are used to symbolize the vo—
wels. the dots above letters indicate the
anophones in the context of palatalized
cmmonants). Typical duration ratio of the
IVD means in the classes is
L00:0.90:0.75. The IVD patterns of the

Eur Speakers are presented in Fig.1.
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F19-1 IVD pattern of the four speakers

EXPERIMENT 2: RANGE OF IVD VARIABILITY

To estimate the range of IVD variability
two types of speech material were used:

(1) the same CVC syllables as in experi-
ment 1, but spoken in isolation, (2) five-

syllable nonsense word [bist<v‘>tfurnaja]
embedded in the carrier phrase "I was told
that the oldest ... company had gone ban-
krupt". The immediate consonantal context

of the test vowel was palatalized or non-
palatalized. Speaker M1 was instructed to
read the materials at his normal speech
rate and not to insert any pauses into the

carrier sentence. The arrangement of the
speech material, recording conditions and
segmentation procedure were similar to
those described above. A more detailed
description of the experiment may be found
in [8]. Mean vowel durations measured in

the two contexts are regarded as maximum

and minimum IVD estimates respectively.

Maximum and minimum IVD along with the

normal ones averaged across vowels belon-

ging to the same class are presented for

speaker M1 in Table 1. Examination of the

table reveals that our data on minimum IVD

support the suggestion put forward in [9]

that vowel incompressibility is relative

to its inherent duration.

Table 1. Mean IVD for vowel classes (in

msec)

classes

IVD 3,8 0,9,3,y y,H,M IVD ratio

normal 113 101 84 1.00:0.90:0.75

maximum 167 152 142 1.00:0.91:0.85

minimum 90 75 63 1.00:0.84:0.7l

Experimental data reported in this paper

provide some evidence against the concept

that in Russian the degree of opening is a

single factor determining vowel duration.

One can hardly explain, for examle, within

the framework of Lindblom's model of lip-

jaw coordination [1] why the vowels [M]

and [3) that are produced by quite similar

articulatory gestures, judging from the

corresponding F—patterns [13], differ so

much in IVD, and the vowels [9,6,8] are

systematically longer than [y,o,a], though

it is recognized that [a] is closer than

[a]. Futher research is needed to clarify

the significance of these findings.

Nevertheless, it may be concluded that the

acoustically—defined IVD is characteristic

of Russian as well. But still there is a

possibility that the auditory system of

human being uses quite different segmenta—

tion criteria for the measurement of sub—

jective duration and the differences in

IVD might be already neutralized at the

stage of measurements. Evidently, the
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ment 1, but spoken in isolation, (2) five-

syllable nonsense word [bist<v‘>tfurnaja]
embedded in the carrier phrase "I was told
that the oldest ... company had gone ban-
krupt". The immediate consonantal context

of the test vowel was palatalized or non-
palatalized. Speaker M1 was instructed to
read the materials at his normal speech
rate and not to insert any pauses into the

carrier sentence. The arrangement of the
speech material, recording conditions and
segmentation procedure were similar to
those described above. A more detailed
description of the experiment may be found
in [8]. Mean vowel durations measured in

the two contexts are regarded as maximum

and minimum IVD estimates respectively.

Maximum and minimum IVD along with the

normal ones averaged across vowels belon-

ging to the same class are presented for

speaker M1 in Table 1. Examination of the

table reveals that our data on minimum IVD

support the suggestion put forward in [9]

that vowel incompressibility is relative

to its inherent duration.

Table 1. Mean IVD for vowel classes (in

msec)

classes

IVD 3,8 0,9,3,y y,H,M IVD ratio

normal 113 101 84 1.00:0.90:0.75

maximum 167 152 142 1.00:0.91:0.85

minimum 90 75 63 1.00:0.84:0.7l

Experimental data reported in this paper

provide some evidence against the concept

that in Russian the degree of opening is a

single factor determining vowel duration.

One can hardly explain, for examle, within

the framework of Lindblom's model of lip-

jaw coordination [1] why the vowels [M]

and [3) that are produced by quite similar

articulatory gestures, judging from the

corresponding F—patterns [13], differ so

much in IVD, and the vowels [9,6,8] are

systematically longer than [y,o,a], though

it is recognized that [a] is closer than

[a]. Futher research is needed to clarify

the significance of these findings.

Nevertheless, it may be concluded that the

acoustically—defined IVD is characteristic

of Russian as well. But still there is a

possibility that the auditory system of

human being uses quite different segmenta—

tion criteria for the measurement of sub—

jective duration and the differences in

IVD might be already neutralized at the

stage of measurements. Evidently, the
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answer to this question may be obtained
only by investigation of speech percep-
tion. ,

EXPERIMENT 3: PERCEPTUAL ROLE OF IVD

The data on the perceptual role of IVD are
rather contradictory: on the one hand,
there is an evidence that "naturalness" of
synthetic vowels is increased if an appro-
priate IVD pattern is used to control the
duration parameter [10], but, on the other
hand, the results reported in [11] indi-
cate that IVD is not important for the
perception of stress.
Since in Russian the vowel duration is
known to signal the position of word
stress [12], the mechanism of stress per-
ception has to take into account IVD which
must have effect on the results of psycho-
acoustic experiments with the vowel of
different identity. ‘ ,
In the experiment described below natural
russian words were used as stimuli. Most
of the words were disyllabic with an open
final syllable. The first vowel of the
words was either [M] or [y], the second
one was always [a]. It should be noted
that the spectral properties of these
vowels do not change appreciably in the
pre- and post-stressed positions. The
words formed phonetic minimally contras-
tive pairs, differing only in the position
of stress, for example, "TM'XO-THXO'",
"y 'XO-yxa I u .

The natural vowels were replaced in the
words by semi-synthetic ones of required
duration. The method of stimulus genera-
tion and experimental procedure are des-
cribed in full detail in [14]. Duration of
the first vowel was 11 fundamental periods
(one period was 8.7 msec). Duration of the
second vowel varied from 7 to 23 periods.
In 'Fig.2 and 3 the frequency of response
"the second vowel is stressed" is plotted
as a function of its duration for the
vowel pairs (”-3) and [y-a] respectively.
The lines designated by opened circles
represent the data when the amplitudes of
the vowels in the pair were made equal,
the lines marked with crosses represent
the data when the effective values of the
vowels were equalized. For the sake of
comparison the results of the experiment

with words comprising identical vowels are
also presented (light lines without spe-
cial signs).
Let us assume that the vowels having the
same subjective duration, are Judged as
stressed with equal propability, then from
the results displayed in Fig.2 and 3 it
follows that the vowel [a] must have a
longer acoustic duration to be perceived
as subjectively equal to the vowels [M]
and [y]. since the test vowels were pro-
duced by repetition of one fundamental
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period singled out from the steady-state
part of the corresponding natural vowel
[14], the established discrepancy between
the acoustic and subjective durations can
not be ascribed to the segmentation. con-
sequently, this discrepancy may be 00351'
dered to be a result of the IVD effect on
the perception of stress when the Judge-
ment of stress is based on vowel duration«
Thus, the reality of IVD in Russian has
been demonstrated not only at the produc'
tion but at the perception level as "911'
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This raises an interesting problem of

euablishing formal rules concerning IVD

that may be used in the algorythmic des-

ctions of word stress perception.
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only by investigation of speech percep-
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The data on the perceptual role of IVD are
rather contradictory: on the one hand,
there is an evidence that "naturalness" of
synthetic vowels is increased if an appro-
priate IVD pattern is used to control the
duration parameter [10], but, on the other
hand, the results reported in [11] indi-
cate that IVD is not important for the
perception of stress.
Since in Russian the vowel duration is
known to signal the position of word
stress [12], the mechanism of stress per-
ception has to take into account IVD which
must have effect on the results of psycho-
acoustic experiments with the vowel of
different identity.
In the experiment described below natural
russian words were used as stimuli. Most
of the words were disyllabic with an open
final syllable. The first vowel of the
words was either [M] or [y], the second
one was always [a]. It should be noted
that the spectral properties of these
vowels do not change appreciably in the
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words formed phonetic minimally contras-
tive pairs, differing only in the position
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the vowels in the pair were made equal,
the lines marked with crosses represent
the data when the effective values of the
vowels were equalized. For the sake of
comparison the results of the experiment

with words comprising identical vowels are
also presented (light lines without spe-
cial signs).
Let us assume that the vowels having the
same subjective duration, are Judged as
stressed with equal propability, then from
the results displayed in Fig.2 and 3 it
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longer acoustic duration to be perceived
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period singled out from the steady-state
part of the corresponding natural vowel
[14], the established discrepancy between
the acoustic and subjective durations can
not be ascribed to the segmentation. con-
sequently, this discrepancy may be consi-
dered to be a result of the IVD effect on
the perception of stress when the judge-
ment of stress is based on vowel duration.
Thus, the reality of IVD in Russian has
been demonstrated not only at the Pr°duc'
tion but at the perception level as "911'
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ON THE MULTIPLICITY 0P FACTORS AFFECTING P-CENTER LOCATION

BERND POMPINO-MARSCHALL HANS G.TILLMANN
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Universitat Mfinchen, ERG

ABSTRACT

In a series of experiments using the
technique of metronome speech it could be
shown that the p-center location in pro-
duction is not solely dependent on the
duration of the segments of the uttered
syllables but on context and on
within alternating syllable sequences as
well.

INTRODUCTION

Generally. it is assumed that therlocation
of the p-center - the psychological moment
of syllable onset - of monosyllables is
solely dependent on the duration of the
initial consonant1s) and that of the
syllable rhyme. This should hold true for
perception [2] as well as for production
[1] As a description Of the results of
his perception experiments Marcus [2]
gives the following formula

P = .65 * C + .25 * VC + const.

where P is the p—center location measured
relative to the acoustical beginning of
the syllable, C the
syllab1e°initial consonant. VC the dura-
tion of the syllable rhyme, and const. a
constant. The following experiments were
run to test the predictions of this for-
mula in production of systematically
varied monosyllabic material.

duration of the

GENERAL METHOD

In a series of production experiments in
which subjects had to utter sequences of
the same or alternating monosyllables in
beat with a computer generated metronome
signal we measured the position of the
beginning of the metronome signal relative
to the onset of the the vowel as indica-
tor of relative p-center location.

position.

FIRST SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS

The material of the first set of experi-
ments was of the form /C+ak/ (C = IPA
/b/. /f/, /v/ or /m/; in experiments 3, 5-
8 also /rp/ or Ifml). The monosyllables
were uttered in sequences composed of two
alternating syllables or as homogeneous
sequences of seven repetitions of one
single syllable in beat with the metronome
presented via headphones. At the same time
the utterances of the subject were digi-
tally -recorded at a sampling rate of 20
kHz and the beginning of the DA-output of

the metronome signal was marked in the
digitized input- for later processing of
the data. Measurements of metronome begin‘
ning relative to the acoustic signal Bed
of segment durations were made from the
oscillogram trace using the speech editing
program at the institutes PDP 11/50. The
measurements were made for the second till
sixth syllable of all sequences. The eXDe‘
riments were run with two experienced male

subjects (odd numbered experimentm
subject one; even numbered: subject twoL
For the first two experiments we used 8
metronome rate of 60 beats per minute with
a 5 msec 3-kHz tone burst as metronome

signal, the second set was run with a rate
of 90 and the same metronome signal. The
third set of experiments was also run at
a rate of 90 but with the syllable IVflk/
as metronome signal.
The metronome position data were analysed
by two-factorial analyses of variance with
measured syllable and context syllable as
factors.

Results.
The metronome position results are summa‘
rized in Table I. It can be seen that 1"
contrast to the.genera1 view, the p-Center
position is not independent of conteXt
[2] but significantly influenced by the
phonological structure of the 896°“d
SYllable in the same sequence in 31m°5t
all of the experiments.
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Table h
mtronome position relative to vowel onset

levels of significance for the factors

3 = measured syllable. C = context

I = interaction

for the first series of exeriments

number of experiment
1 2 3 4 5 6

S .01 .05 .001 .01 .001 .001

C n.s. .01 .05 .001 .05 n.e
I n.s. .05 n.s. n.s. n.s. .001

Mth respect to metronome rate (experi-

mnts 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4) only subject

one shows a significant effect on metro-

nome position (F(1,4) = 9.4; p < .05):

Nth the slower rate (60) of the metronome

it is on average 8.5 msec less delayed
relative to vowel onset than with a rate

0f 90 beats per minute.

Experiments
influence of the p-center of the metronome

SiGnal. Here we used a /vak/-signa1 with
masured metronome delay of 40 msec rela-

tive to acoustical syllable onset as me-

tronome. There is a clear effect for both

sUbiects: in this experiment as to be
expected the metronome onset is on average

42.1 msec earlier than in experiment 3 for

Subject one (F(1,6) = 158.38; p < .001)
and 46.2 msec earlier for subject two

(F‘1.4) = 121.7; p < .001). For subject
one furthermore there is a significant
interaction between the effect of metro-

nome signal and measured syllable (F(6,36)

‘ 3~64; p < .01).
COncerning the predictions of the Marcus
fOt‘mula [2] with respect to the dependency

of P‘center position on segment durations

°"P results in general are clearly nega-

tiVe. No clear correlation between metro—

heme Position and segmental durations

c°u1d be found for single syllable—context

eOmbinations as well as for all measure-
ments\ of one experiment in single .1tem
analysis. A tendency for the DPedlCted
deDencency can only be found if one con51'

ders the pooled data of the Single
sVllable-context combinations. This result

Seems to suggest that this dependency only
hOlds for phonologically differently com-

Posed syllables but not for articulatory
Variants of phonologically identical

sVllables.

Se 93.3.2

5 and 6 were run to test the

SECOND SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS

In a second series of experiments we used

German monbsyllabic verbs varying either

the initial consonant, or the vowel

length and the syllable final consonance

or both. Experiments 7 and 8 were run with

verb forms of German "backen" and

"packen": /bak/, /bakt/, /bakst/. lpakl,

/pakt/, and Ipakst/ in all possible

syllable-context combinations. In Experi-

ment 9 and 10 we used verb forms of German

"spuken" and "spucken": /fpu:k/, /fpu:kt/,

/fpu:kst/. /fpuk/, /fpukt/, and /rpukst/

in all possible combinations. Experiment

11 and 12 both were run with subject one.

The material consisted of ten repetions of

the four possible combinations of "back"

and "packet" and of "pack" and "backst",

respectively. The metronome rate was set

at 50 beats per minute for all experi-

ments.

Results.
The metronome position results are summa-

rized in Table II. Again it can be seen

that in almost all experiments there is an

influence of context on the position of

the p-center.

Table II:

Metronome position relative to vowel onset

levels of significance for the factors

S = measured syllable. C = context,

' I = interaction

for the second series of exeriments

number of experiment

7 8 92 1O 11 12

S .001 .001 .05 n.s. .001 .001

C n.s. .001 .001 .05 .01 .05

I n.s. .05 n.s. .05 .001 .001

With respect to the predicted dependency

of p-center position on segmental dura-

tions our results again are negative:

found
there is no clear correlation to be

in single item analysis.

In experiments 8 and 10

parallel to the acoustic recording the

glottal opening gesture for the syllable

final consonant(s) was registered using an

FJ—Photo-Electroglottograph and in experi-

ments 11 and 12 (subject one) orbicularis

oris activity was recorded parallel to the

acoustic signal using a DISA ENG-Ampli-

fier. For both physiological recordings no

correlations with the position of the p-

(subject two)
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Seems to suggest that this dependency only

holds for phonologically differently com-

p°sed syllables but not for articulatory
Variants of phonologically identical

sVllables.
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5 and 6 were run to test the

SECOND SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS

In a second series of experiments we used

German monbsyllabic verbs varying either

the initial consonant, or the vowel

length and the syllable final consonance

or both. Experiments 7 and 8 were run with

verb forms of German "backen" and

"packen": /bak/, /bakt/, /bakst/. lpakl,

/pakt/. and Ipakst/ in all possible

syllable-context combinations. In Experi-

ment 9 and 10 we used verb forms of German

"spuken" and "spucken": /fpu:k/, /fpu:kt/,

/fpu:kst/. /fpuk/, /fpukt/, and /rpukst/

in all possible combinations. Experiment

11 and 12 both were run with subject one.

The material consisted of ten repetions of

the four possible combinations of "back"

and "packet" and of "pack" and "backst",

respectively. The metronome rate was set

at 50 beats per minute for all experi-

ments.

Results.
The metronome position results are summa-

rized in Table II. Again it can be seen

that in almost all experiments there is an

influence of context on the position of

the p-center.

Table II:

Metronome position relative to vowel onset

levels of significance for the factors

S = measured syllable. C = context,

' I = interaction

for the second series of exeriments

number of experiment

7 8 92 1O 11 12

S .001 .001 .05 n.s. .001 .001

C n.s. .001 .001 .05 .01 .05

I n.s. .05 n.s. .05 .001 .001

With respect to the predicted dependency

of p-center position on segmental dura-

tions our results again are negative:

found
there is no clear correlation to be

in single item analysis.

In experiments 8 and 10

parallel to the acoustic recording the

glottal opening gesture for the syllable

final consonant(s) was registered using an

FJ—Photo-Electroglottograph and in experi-

ments 11 and 12 (subject one) orbicularis

oris activity was recorded parallel to the

acoustic signal using a DISA ENG-Ampli-

fier. For both physiological recordings no

correlations with the position of the p-

(subject two)
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center could be found in contrast to the

results reported by Tuller & Fowler [3].

The acoustical ddta of experiment 11 and

12 were reanalysed with respect to a

possible effect of position of the

measured syllable within the sequence on

the metronome position. The results are

depicted in Figure 1 and 2 for these items

of experiment 11 and 12 that show signifi-

cant effects of position. Two-factorial

analyses of variance with as first factor

homogeneous vs alternating sequences, and

as the other factor position within one

sequence showed no effects on metronome

position for the items "back" and "pack",

but a clear effect for "packet" and

"backst": For the item "packet" the metro-

nome position relative to vowel onset is

affected by the nature of the sequence

(F(1,89) = 26.2; p < .001), the position

within the sequence (F(4,89) = 8.22; p <

.001) and an interaction of both factors

(F(4,89) = 5.69; p < 001): In homoge-

neous sequences the metronome delay is

longer for the second and third than for

the fourth to sixth position, in alterna—

ting sequences the second and fourth posi~

tion (i.e. items of sequences beginning

with "back") show longer metronome delays

than the third and fifth position (i.e.

items of sequences beginning with

"Packst") and the sixth position differing

Significantly from the fifth. The simple

main effect of the nature of the sequence

only is significant for the second, third

and fith position: here the metronome

de1ay is longer in the homogeneous sequen-

ces
For the item "backst" the metronome posi-

tion relative to vowel onset is also

affected by the nature of the sequence

(F(1.90) = 17.86; p < .001). the position
Within the sequence (F(4,90) = 2.71; P <
.05) and an interaction of both factors

‘F(4.90) = 4 45; p < .01). The simple main
effects are not as pronounced as in

”Packst": In homogeneous sequences the
metronome delay is longer for the second

than.for the fourth to sixth position and

longer for the third than for the fourth
and sixth position, but in alternating

BeQuences the tendency paralleling the

results of experiment 11 does not reach

siQnificance. The simple main effect of

the nature of the sequence only is, in pa-
ranel to the item "packet", significant
f0? the second, third and fifth positiom

here the metronome_de1ay is longer in the
h°mOgeneous sequences.

This effects seem to result from two gene-
ra1 effects: first, metronome delay de-

CPeases with position within sequences and

3°°°nd. metronome delay is less for the

items with complex syllable final con-
sonance in these alternating sequences

Se 93.3.4

beginning with these items

DISCUSSION

The main result of our experiments shows

that for articulatory variants of phonolo-

gically identical syllables the p-center

position does not show a systematic depen-

dency on segment durations. This dependen-

cy can only be seen with regard to the

mean values of phonologically differently

composed syllables. Moreover, in contrast

to the general view, the p-center position

is not only an effect of single syllables

but significantly influenced by context,

i.e. in our experiments by the phonologi-

cal structure of the second syllable in

alternating sequences. It seems therefore

that there cannot be a simple acoustical

explanation of p-center location based on

segmental durations alone

Nor do our physiological data support a

simple articulatory explanation of the p-

center phenomenon: in our tests we could

not find any correlation between the

timing of physiological signals and the

position of the metronome onset marked in

the acoustical speech signal. The varia-

tion of p-center location found in

syllables with complex consonantal rhyme

alternating with simple CVC syllables, i.e

a dependency of p-center position on

whether the sequence started with the

complex or the simple syllable can only be

interpreted on the basis of rather complex

articulatory programming
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center could be found in contrast to the

results reported by Tuller & Fowler [3].

The acoustical ddta of experiment 11 and

12 were reanalysed with respect to a

possible effect of position of the

measured syllable within the sequence on

the metronome position. The results are

depicted in Figure 1 and 2 for these items

of experiment 11 and 12 that show signifi-

cant effects of position. Two-factorial

analyses of variance with as first factor

homogeneous vs alternating sequences, and

as the other factor position within one
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affected by the nature of the sequence

(F(1,89) = 26.2; p ( .001), the position

within the sequence (F(4,89) = 8.22; p (

.001) and an interaction of both factors

(F(4,89) = 5.69; p < 001): In homoge—

neous sequences the metronome delay is

longer for the second and third than for

the fourth to sixth position, in alterna—

ting sequences the second and fourth posi-

tion (i.e. items of sequences beginning

with "back") show longer metronome delays

than the third and fifth position (i.e.

items of sequences beginning with

"Packst") and the sixth position differing

Significantly from the fifth. The simple

main effect of the nature of the sequence

only is significant for the second, third

and fith position: here the metronome
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items With complex syllable final con-
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that there cannot be a simple acoustical

explanation of p-center location based on

segmental durations alone

Nor do our physiological data support a

simple articulatory explanation of the p-

center phenomenon: in our tests we could

not find any correlation between the

timing of physiological signals and the

position of the metronome onset marked in

the acoustical speech signal. The varia-

tion of p-center location found in

syllables with complex consonantal rhyme
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THE ROLE OF AUDITOR! CONTROL IN SPEECH MONITORING
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ABSTRACT

Auditory control is functionally

significant in monitoring unskilled speech

performance, while skilled performance is

rather independent of the auditory

sensorium information and is evidently

monitored on a higher level than the level

of motor or auditory control.

INTRODUCTION

Present-day work does not provide much

data concerning self-monitoring of on—going

speech. The present study is an attempt to

analyse the functional significance of

auditory control in speech.

Experimental observations of the effects

of delayed auditory feedback point out

the critical role of auditory control in

monitoring vocal intensity /3/, rhythm and

speaking rate /5/ and articulation

accuracy /4/.
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These and some other findings have been

concerned with the importance of audition

in monitoring speech automatisms; the

experiments were run with adult subjects

speaking their native language. However,

some investigators of the effects of

delayed auditory feedback on non-speech

behaviours take the view that the role of

auditory control is functionally changeable

and depends on the operator's skill. It

has been shown that during music performance

/1/ and Morse transmission /7/ complex

tasks were more greatly disturbed than

easier tasks by the delay. The observation

is also supported by the experimental data

received by J.E.Waters /6/. His subjects

from the age of 10 to 18 read outloud

under delayed auditory feedback conditions-

The older subjects were less affected by

the interference and made fewer mistakes

than younger subjects. The results may be

interpreted in terms of less (younger

readers) or more automatized reading

skills (older readers). That calls for a

closer investigation of the role of

auditory control in the period of skill

acquisition.

Se 93.4.1

!
I
I Astudy of the functional significance of

unitary control in monitoring unskilled,

“mi-skilled and skilled speech performance

can provide additional information which

speech automatisms obscure. The purpose

ofthe study reported herein is to inves-

figate the problem through experiment.

METHOD

\

64college undergraduates (aged 18-24)

mrved as subjects. All of them learned

English as a foreign language, with

language experience varying from one year

02 subjects, hereafter referred to as

beginners) to four years (32 subjects,

hereafter referred to as advanced learners).

EadIOf the subjects was required to

Mscribe a series of pictures under three

conditions:

1) neutral (absence of experimentally

induced disturbances),

2) binaural masking (white noise

transmitted through earphones).

3) absolute silence (sound-proof

earPlugs fastened on the head of the

subJect).

Throughout the session the order of the

Series within the groups varied and was as

fellows: 1—2-3, 2-1-3, 2-3-1. 3-2-1,3-1-2.

The descriptions were recorded on magnetic

tape for later statistical analysis. The

samPles were analysed for the presence of

err°r performances and the number of self-

c°rrected errors (statistical units

tom11mg 5702).

Se 93.4.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our findings support some of the data

received under delayed auditory feedback:

1) subjects monitored loudness of speaking

(it increased under white noise and

decreased under quiet), 2) for both groups

speaking rate changed as the result of

longer pauses and word or syllable

repetitions.

Monitoring of on-going speech proved to be

much dependent on the conditions of auditory

control. 0f the two experimental conditions,

absolute silence was more disturbing than

white noise.

Beginners were more dramatically affected

by auditory disturbances than advanced

learners. The interfering influence of

their native language (Russian) was felt

much stronger under the experimental

conditions. First, their articulatory

accuracy was seriously impaired. They

tended to use Russian substitutes of

English sounds, but seemed to be unaware

of the fact, as there were no corrections

of the errors. Another striking observation

is that 7.4% of their sentences under

white noise and 5.3% under silence were

meaningless in English, but could be traced

structurally to analogous sentence

patterns in Russian. For example, "She

tried to keep the room in tide (tidy)",

"They had to live him in their room (let

him live)", "They lived in four (there

were four of them). Mistakes of the kind
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1) subjects monitored loudness of speaking

(it increased under white noise and

decreased under quiet), 2) for both groups

speaking rate changed as the result of

longer pauses and word or syllable

repetitions.

Monitoring of on-going speech proved to be

much dependent on the conditions of auditory

control. 0f the two experimental conditions,

absolute silence was more disturbing than

white noise.

Beginners were more dramatically affected

by auditory disturbances than advanced

learners. The interfering influence of

their native language (Russian) was felt

much stronger under the experimental

conditions. First, their articulatory

accuracy was seriously impaired. They

tended to use Russian substitutes of

English sounds, but seemed to be unaware

of the fact, as there were no corrections
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were also uncorrected by the speakers.

Though the subjects were free to use

patterns they knew best, they failed to

avoid grammar and lexical errors. The most

common classes of grammar errors were

articles, tenses, verb forms, and those

of lexical - prepositions, choice of words

and word-blending. The number of those

errors grew in the beginners' speech

output from 13% to 27% under white noise

and 15% under silencex). In the inter-

pretation of the third figure we have to

take into account that the subjects were

most reluctant to talk under absolute

silence. They tried to escape the

situation by making their descriptions

very short and by using a limited stock

of words and grammar structures.

The subjects' ability to detect and

correct errors was significantly affected

by the experimental conditions. The

percentage of self-corrected errors

decreased from 24% in neutral conditions

to 18% under white noise and to 12% under

quiet.

The overall observation is that the

speakers much depended on audition in

monitoring their speech performance.

Advanced learners were less affected by

the experimental conditions. There was

also an increase of errors in their

performance, but it was less significant:

8% in neutral conditions, 11% under white

“—

noise and 11.2% under absolute silence.

Articulatory deviations were few and

mainly concerned with full devoicing of

final voiced consonants (Russian influenceL

The mistakes were not corrected either.

The subjects' grammar and lexical errors

fall into the same classes as those of the

beginners, but they are of different

nature. Thus, there were no article

omissions but articles were often

inadequately used; tense mistakes occured

not in isolated sentences but inside the

sequence-of-tenses paradigm. While.

beginners used forms, like ”feeled",

”lucky to get", advanced learners

occasionally produced forms that could be

taken for blended, e.g. "introduceded",

"they got marriaged". The errors of word

choice were more numerous in the speech

of advanced learners, which is probably

due to a higher level of lexical program“

ing. For example: "She was over hair (head)

and ears in work", "Ted and Ann were

a newly-made (married) couple".

Enigmatically, their number decreased

under experimental conditions.

Unlike beginners, the advanced learners

were not at all reluctant to talk under

absolute silence. They even tried to make

their descriptions more "beautiful" which

resulted in quite a number of bookish,

unnatural expressions. For example. "He

came into their view with a girl".

I) These and other figures are statistically significant.
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'fle changed his figure into a stout one",

The thought gave result".

hror-correction of advanced learners was

less effective under experimental

conditions. [The corresponding percentage

was17% for neutral conditions, 13.8%

under white noise and 12% under absolute

silence.

m1the basis of data received we assumed

that semi—skilled speech performance is

rather independent of the auditory sensory

alterations.

In an attempt to support the assumption

we asked 10 college teachers with a

perfect command of English to give their

descriptions of the pictures under white

noise and absolute silence. Neither of

the conditions had any consistent effect

upon their speech performance. The only

alterations were longer pauses and an

increased number of word repetitions.

The subjects were fully able to monitor

their performance without the benefit of

auditory control. In fact, there were

only two slips, and these were immediately

corrected.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study show that the

hmctional significance of auditory

control in monitoring unskilled, semi-

Skilled and skilled speech performance

is different.
It is the greatest in monitoring unskilled

Performance, significantly reduced in

monitoring semi-skilled performance and

is minimal in monitoring skilled speech

Performance.

This seems to be well related to

NoBernstein's idea of a multi—level natur

0f control /2/. In reference to speech

it can mean that unskilled speech perfor-

fianCG is monitored on the basis of current

8ensorium information, while skilled

perfOrmance is monitored on a higher level

(hypothetically, sense-level) which is

independent of the afferent information

received by the car.

In the period of deranged speech

automatisms restoration auditory control

may even become a hindrance. We observed

two brain-damaged patients during their

rehabilitation period. They showed much

better speech performance when talking

with the ear plugs than when they were

aware of the acoustic effect of their

performance.

This may turn out true in cases of

stutters.

Altering audition may serve as an effective

means of checking the degree of speech

habit formation. When formed, they remain

intact.

The way we see it, the results of the

findings may be applied in language

teaching and logopedics.
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common classes of grammar errors were
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and word-blending. The number of those
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and 15% under silencex). In the inter-

pretation of the third figure we have to

take into account that the subjects were

most reluctant to talk under absolute

silence. They tried to escape the

situation by making their descriptions

very short and by using a limited stock
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The subjects' ability to detect and
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to 18% under white noise and to 12% under
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The overall observation is that the

speakers much depended on audition in

monitoring their speech performance.

Advanced learners were less affected by

the experimental conditions. There was

also an increase of errors in their

performance, but it was less significant:

8% in neutral conditions, 11% under white

“—

noise and 11.2% under absolute silence.

Articulatory deviations were few and

mainly concerned with full devoicing of

final voiced consonants (Russian influenceL

The mistakes were not corrected either.

The subjects' grammar and lexical errors

fall into the same classes as those of the

beginners, but they are of different

nature. Thus, there were no article

omissions but articles were often

inadequately used; tense mistakes occured

not in isolated sentences but inside the

sequence-of-tenses paradigm. While.

beginners used forms, like ”feeled",

”lucky to get", advanced learners

occasionally produced forms that could be

taken for blended, e.g. "introduceded",

"they got marriaged". The errors of word

choice were more numerous in the speech

of advanced learners, which is probably

due to a higher level of lexical program“

ing. For example: "She was over hair (head)

and ears in work", "Ted and Ann were

a newly-made (married) couple".

Enigmatically, their number decreased

under experimental conditions.

Unlike beginners, the advanced learners

were not at all reluctant to talk under

absolute silence. They even tried to make

their descriptions more "beautiful" which

resulted in quite a number of bookish,

unnatural expressions. For example. "He

came into their view with a girl".

I) These and other figures are statistically significant.
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33

'We changed his figure into a stout one",

The thought gave result".

hror-correction of advanced learners was

less effective under experimental

conditions. [The corresponding percentage

was17% for neutral conditions, 13.8%

under white noise and 12% under absolute

silence.

m1the basis of data received we assumed

that semi—skilled speech performance is

rather independent of the auditory sensory

alterations.

In an attempt to support the assumption

we asked 10 college teachers with a

perfect command of English to give their

descriptions of the pictures under white

noise and absolute silence. Neither of

the conditions had any consistent effect

upon their speech performance. The only

alterations were longer pauses and an

increased number of word repetitions.

The subjects were fully able to monitor

their performance without the benefit of

auditory control. In fact, there were

only two slips, and these were immediately

corrected.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study show that the

functional significance of auditory

control in monitoring unskilled, semi-

Skilled and skilled speech performance

is different.
It is the greatest in monitoring unskilled

Performance, significantly reduced in

monitoring semi-skilled performance and

is minimal in monitoring skilled speech

Performance.

This seems to be well related to

NoBernstein's idea of a multi—level natur

0f control /2/. In reference to speech

it can mean that unskilled speech perfor-

fianCG is monitored on the basis of current

8ensorium information, while skilled

perfOrmance is monitored on a higher level

Se 93.4.4

(hypothetically, sense-level) which is

independent of the afferent information

received by the car.

In the period of deranged speech

automatisms restoration auditory control

may even become a hindrance. We observed

two brain-damaged patients during their

rehabilitation period. They showed much

better speech performance when talking

with the ear plugs than when they were

aware of the acoustic effect of their

performance.

This may turn out true in cases of

stutters.

Altering audition may serve as an effective

means of checking the degree of speech

habit formation. When formed, they remain

intact.

The way we see it, the results of the

findings may be applied in language

teaching and logopedics.
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B.H. TPYHHH-HOHCKOH

BMW mm:
AH coop. MOCKBA

naraer nenocpencrneanoro ananusa oopuu pe-
qenofi BOHHH.

Ins nuznneaux Hexoropux
xapaxrepnaynmux

napanerpon ,
?o my peqenon BOHHH pac-cuorpuu Ha puc. Sparuenr ocuunnorpauuunpeoopaaopanaoro B anexwpuqecxun cgyzant naueaeaux anyxonoro nannenuz ( Ha

unrepnanefto,tu .
U6)
IN]

I l
I l I ‘

' lI {:3 l‘ >
t° '1‘ l t. oil. 3 ;

no u; l n3+l l Wet

ln° : E;

“F nfl+n fl;
PKc. I. @parmear ocunnnorpamuu npeodpaao-

BaHHOPO B anexrpuqecxufi curHanUfl)
peqoro cnrnana Du).

Hpouaaeueu aaueay Hen epunaoro ape—
Meau t Ha zmcxperaoe n-At. autumn At:
const;,nonyquu BaBMCMMOCTb 00s apryueu-
TOM xoropon HBHHBTCH Houep nucxperunehomfl

Oqenunaun Koneoa'renbaufi xapax'rep
@ynxuMMIJMMOxHo onucars c nomom50 cnenyD-
mux napauerpon. Ha nepnou yponHe onucaaufi
KCHOflbSyDTCH npeueHHue unrepnanu memny ”0‘KaflbHHMM axcrpqyyuauu. B aouepe unexpeTH

n. uueer macro noxanbaun unanmyu, ecnn
nunonaeao ycnoaue

[u (n- 1)) u (n)]A [u(n)< Ll(n+|)] ,
u(L)>o, L=n-l ,n,n+l. (I)Ana oooanaqeaus HOMEDOB nucxperg r ROTO-pgx runonaflerca ycnorue (I) naeuefl "HHeKCJ . Cmemauq noxanbuue unaumyMHLKg)MU0ufl)onpenenxnr J ~e nnurenbuocru

’tj=(nj+.-nj).4t=Anj~At (2)
Hoxanbaue maxcnuyuu onpenennnwca Bnpenenax usueaeHMKTJ npn runonneauu yCHO-13m [u(n-I)< u(n)]/\[u(n)>u(n+l)] ,
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(5)

omepa nucxpew, ynonnerropgnmne ycnonnn
E3)odoaaaqnu c nouombn nanexca ,ro~
ma noxanbfiue maxcuuyuu GynyT,KMeTb 060—
maqeane uf’(nv) , rue uuuexc J yKasunggp
u xx npuaanggyaocwb K coownewcwnynment, .
MMTEHBHOC n L9 Haxonzrcn aaanornuaghyu-
mmeaun (2 . Hocxonsxy nnnwenbnocwu L;
u1fg onpenenanwca cooraewcrneauo cuexau-
I“ M" “M "K K ”3140 “yuan" C HEPBKPHTKBH0.5% ”20.5% 3,

UUJ>0,L=n-5K1,n+l.

TO nx aanomeaue uo-
IETGHTB nononbaoraao Kax nun ncxnnqeuna
muex, TaK u nun nuanneunn nongaTeaux
oneneanfl o TOHKofi crpyxrype cu Hana.

Taxuu oopasou Ha nepnom ypoane asa-
nmm peqenofi curuan npencrannnewca nocne—
mnaTeaocrbn queen, gapaxrepuaynmux no—
xanbmge axc'rpeuymu 1101‘) .n;e(no,n~) .

gtfiwm) ,luemomy) M nnMTenLHo-
m j M L9.

Ha BTopou yponHe aaanuaa nponaronnr-
icxnaneneaue snaqnuux axcrpeuymon us no-
‘xanbaux. C uenbn Handonbmero yqewa nuaamn—

‘aun Taxnx nogegon nucxper n9 ,
’ pHx ycnonue 4

H ER m 01:) He06xonvmo nononbaonan
mxgg ogaownngue axcwpeuyuu,'nucnepcna RO-
ropux Handonbmas. Hpoaenefiflun aHanna noxa-
mn, qro awomy ycnonun yAOBHeTBOpHnr no-
xanbaue maxcumyuu, nocxonbxy ux nucnepcnn
upnuepao B 4 pasa npenumaew nucnepcnn un-
annyuon. 3Haqnuun maxcunyn oupenenxerca
uaananuaa ycnonnx

[u‘i“"(m-.)<u‘5’(m)]A[u‘5’(n»)>u‘5*"(nv+0].00
nnx nepeodoanaue -

nnx xoro —
nunogaaercx. Oqenunno, qTo

mmqnuun maxcnnyu U!J(ny) ncerua connanaew
CCOOTBeTCTBmKM HOKaflbHHM maxcuuyuou

U"(nox

Bnenéu Manexc J“

3T0 nosnonfler yxaaarb BpeMeHHon KH-
Tepnan Hemny gusmauun aHaqMxMu maxcnuy—

"03 li‘l’mN MUJ" (Mm), me E - nonme-
crno nOKaaux maxcuuynon memny Homepamn
“caper mu nl’lwnfidosaaqnu ero InepeaTJu

Konpenenuu c nomombn nupameann
l4I/‘3 )

T}=(nf+a-n1u)-At= 3?} L; - (5
Bneuéu padoqyn runoreay o TOM, qTo

‘¢°DMa peqenofi BOHHH n neprou npndnumeann
uomew OHTb,oxa aKTe naorana napamerpamu

UUIJ) .Ll‘l’(n,), 21’; ,v Ha unrepnane Tfl .
“wefnjmjnj, EEU’q, fly")-

lna axcnepnmearanbnon gponepxu nos-
Moxnocwn cuncaanx @opmu peqenon BOHHH o no-
"OMBD nBenéHHux napauerpon dun nononhaoaan
°“°Bapb M3 27 cnon: Honb, Hynb, onna, Ana,
T?".qupe, nRTb, mec, 08MB, BOCBMb,ne-
BHTB. neficrnne.cnomuwb, nuqecrb, yuaomnrs,
Bennquaa. Tqa, unopa, cnnyc. xocnayc,
TaHPeHc, Koranreac, cnyman. Havana. xoaeu.
”"030. Hence. Brow cnosaph no-cnonao E-Mfi
"qMHaMM n meamuaon paaroaopaum crnneM n
“0MBMeaun mamnnnoro.aana c yponaeu mymon
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65 n5 no Tenemoanouy Kanany c nonocon
qacror 3, 125 xPu, nepeuananca Ha axon
IO-paapauaoro npeodpaaonaoenx aaanor-unm-
pa. B coornercwnuu c yxasaaaon nonocofl
qacrora nucxperuaauun nanTa 6,25 KPH ,
no coorne'rcnye'r At = I60 mm.

Ho peayaaTau odpadoruu 8I cnona n3
yxaaaHHoro cnonapa Ha pgc. 2 npureneaa'
rucworpaumu unx anaqeanu nnurenbaocru H09

EA“

Hoxanbnue nnurenbnocruT3cw ,MC

a

w

5

.6‘ 228 SW 8.0

Inurenbaocwn Tr ,MC
T19) "TrPuc. 2. Fucrorpanmu nnnwenbnocwu ; .

IaHHue nonyqeau n peaynbrage oo-
adorxu 8I cnona, n oxsaeceuaux_

g-Mfi nuxwopamn no 2 cnon xaxnuu.

Auanna npnneneaaux rncrovpauq~poxasu~
BaeT, qTo noxanbaue nnurenbaocru La(9) sa-
manr nuanaaoH OT 320 MKC no 3 MC c max—
cuuymon n panone 320 MKC, qTo coownercrny-
er qacrowe 3,I25 KPH, TO BCTb nepxnemy
saaqeann cnexrpa cnraana. Ananasoa aaaqe-
Hflfi'tfi saxonnrcx n upenenax or 640 £58 go
8 MC c maxcnuyuou Ha T} = 2M0 nun u.
HOCKOHb awn oonacrn cymecrneaao nepex;
puaanrca, T0 can moryr Ours ucnonbaonaae
n ovpaauqeaaux uenxx, Hanpnuep, nun cup":
neneaua nucowu ronoca no nonomeaun maxc
uyua rncrorpauuu unnrenbaocru‘tp nun on-

o nxwo .
HOP Aganuapiepenonauufi 1}. Ha npgramengu
ownenbuux cnor noxaaan,.qTo can 0 Hanan
onpeuenéaauuu perynapuocwauu. B nepgo:b
npudnnmeauu 3TH perynxpaocrn M8E¥§ HII7)
onucanu c nouombn ceuu nparnn ,.. u—'
Kowopue yuonnernopanr cnenyomnu Bupamea

a": UHF-Trunk 160 mm (5)

H2 . ‘(Tfi+7;“+‘)‘ (PM +1}«+a)l'< l60meac7)

H3 'KTf‘ +1}.+a)-(Tfi+l+Tru-3)' <1 60 M E0 (8)

H4.IT3“"(TI“"+T!“2)I‘ IGOMEQ (9)

H5,‘Crfl+Tfli-I)'Tf+2‘< I60 MEG (IO)

n6"(Tfl+Tft+2)'-rfi+l|€ I60 MEG (II)

m.ICr,«+Tr+:+Ty+a)-(Tr+sw+~+Tr+s>|£ 02>
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uomew OHTb,oxa aKTe naorana napamerpamu

UUIJ) .Ll‘l’(n,), 21’; ,v Ha unrepnane Tfl .
“wefnjmjnj, EEU’q, fly")-

lna axcnepnmearanbnon gponepxu nos-
Moxnocwn cuncaanx @opmu peqenon BOHHH o no-
"OMBD nBenéHHux napauerpon dun nononhaoaan
°“°Bapb M3 27 cnon: Honb, Hynb, onna, Ana,
T?".qupe, nRTb, mec, 08MB, BOCBMb,ne-
BHTB. neficrnne.cnomuwb, nuqecrb, yuaomnrs,
Bennquaa. Tqa, unopa, cnnyc. xocnayc,
TaHPeHc, Koranreac, cnyman. Havana. xoaeu.
”"030. Hence. Brow cnosaph no-cnonao E-Mfi
"qMHaMM n meamuaon paaroaopaum crnneM n
“0MBMeaun mamnnnoro.aana c yponaeu mymon
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65 n5 no Tenemoanouy Kanany c nonocon
qacror 3, 125 xPu, nepeuananca Ha axon
IO-paapauaoro npeodpaaonaoenx aaanor-unm-
pa. B coornercwnuu c yxasaaaon nonocofl
qacrora nucxperuaauun nanTa 6,25 KPH ,
no coorne'rcnye'r At = I60 mm.

Ho peayaaTau odpadoruu 8I cnona n3
yxaaaHHoro cnonapa Ha pgc. 2 npureneaa'
rucworpaumu unx anaqeanu nnurenbaocru H09

EA“

Hoxanbnue nnurenbnocruT3cw ,MC

a

w

5

.6‘ 228 SW 8.0

Inurenbaocwn Tr ,MC
T19) "TrPuc. 2. Fucrorpanmu nnnwenbnocwu ; .

IaHHue nonyqeau n peaynbrage oo-
adorxu 8I cnona, n oxsaeceuaux_

g-Mfi nuxwopamn no 2 cnon xaxnuu.

Auanna npnneneaaux rncrovpauq~poxasu~
BaeT, qTo noxanbaue nnurenbaocru La(9) sa-
manr nuanaaoH OT 320 MKC no 3 MC c max—
cuuymon n panone 320 MKC, qTo coownercrny-
er qacrowe 3,I25 KPH, TO BCTb nepxnemy
saaqeann cnexrpa cnraana. Ananasoa aaaqe-
Hflfi'tfi saxonnrcx n upenenax or 640 £58 go
8 MC c maxcnuyuou Ha T} = 2M0 nun u.
HOCKOHb awn oonacrn cymecrneaao nepex;
puaanrca, T0 can moryr Ours ucnonbaonaae
n ovpaauqeaaux uenxx, Hanpnuep, nun cup":
neneaua nucowu ronoca no nonomeaun maxc
uyua rncrorpauuu unnrenbaocru‘tp nun on-

o nxwo .
HOP Aganuapiepenonauufi 1}. Ha npgramengu
ownenbuux cnor noxaaan,.qTo can 0 Hanan
onpeuenéaauuu perynapuocwauu. B nepgo:b
npudnnmeauu 3TH perynxpaocrn M8E¥§ HII7)
onucanu c nouombn ceuu nparnn ,.. u—'
Kowopue yuonnernopanr cnenyomnu Bupamea

a": UHF-Trunk 160 mm (5)

H2 . ‘(Tfi+7;“+‘)‘ (PM +1}«+a)l'< l60meac7)

H3 'KTf‘ +1}.+a)-(Tfi+l+Tru-3)' <1 60 M E0 (8)

H4.IT3“"(TI“"+T!“2)I‘ IGOMEQ (9)

H5,‘Crfl+Tfli-I)'Tf+2‘< I60 MEG (IO)

n6"(Tfl+Tft+2)'-rfi+l|€ I60 MEG (II)

m.ICr,«+Tr+:+Ty+a)-(Tr+sw+~+Tr+s>|£ 02>
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$160 mac

rne I60 line = A1: .
lnnrenbaocwu‘Ifi , ynornernopxnnne n

cnoefi nocnenonawenbaocru coornercrnymeuy
npannny, odsennaanrca a rpynnu. B peqenux
cnrnanax Ha awou awaue aadnonanncn qepe—
nonaaua Kan onnaanonux, ran n pasaux
rpynn, nowopue odpaaynr uaxporpynnfl. Mem-
ny manpovpynnaun. a Kaorna u nexny rpyn—
naun. ncrpeqanrcn nnnrenbaocrn, norOpue
ne {ngnne BO nor npureneuauu n nupaxean—
ax‘ 6 ... I2 npannnau odsenxaeaufi. 3TH
EHKTeaOCTW He nononhaynrca nna ananuaa
aa aux pacnpenenennn “3300 . OHM moryr
OHTB yqreau numb npu pemeanu nonpoca o
aannqnn nnoo nayau. nuoo nomexu n cnone .

Ann nnnncrpannu owueqeauux aranos
aaannaa qepenoranua nnurenbnocrefl‘nu aa
pnc. 3 npnnenena rucrorpanna odnenunennx

T} n rpfinnu B coornewcrnun c npann—
nauu HI,..., 7 n cnone'qncno", nnxTop
uquna. Ma pncyana 3 cnenyer, qno Kamno-
my npanyny oobennaenun Tr coorrercrnyen
unpeneneaaoe uncno rpynn.
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l5-rp
yn
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l I I 141 I

"I I12 [13 [1'4 "5 “6 n?

npanuna oosenunenufi
Puc. 3. Pucworpauna oobennnennfi nnunenh—

Hocrefl n Ppynnu c Mononbsonanueu
npannn HI....,H7 a cnone fiqucno?

Aaanna rucworpauu cnon npnnenennoro
name cnonapx noxaaan, qTo nnx uenen cer -
ueawanun cnenyer enduparb undo Taxne rpgn—
nu. y nowopux xonnqecnao T} we nenee ,
nnoo uanporpynnu c qncnon onaornnaux rpynn
He uenee 4 M nonnqecnrom 'Du "a a oonee
4. Cymecrnynnyn B cnone”qncno nocnenoaa-
TEHBHOCTB odoanaqnu n rune cnen nnnx
rgynn: H7.I; “7.2; HI.3; H7.4; 7.5; H7.6;
H .7; H2.8; H7.9. rue nTopaa nMQpa nocne
aouepa npannna OOBBHKHBHKR oooaHaqaer no-
pxnon cnenonannn rpynn.

Aaanns arnx nocnenonawenbaocnen no—
Kaaan, qTo rpynnu UI.3, H2.7 n H2.8 coon-
Bercrnynr BOKaHMBOBaHHHM cerueHTaM, Tax
nan y aux new npoOneHux nnurenbuocren'flu.
B roynne HI.3 can Haxonzwcn B nuanaaone
or 1.32 no 2,4 no.3 rfignne H2.7 — 0T 2,72
no 3,52 no, 3 rpynne .8 - or 2,88 no
3.52 no. Bwopon xapanrepncruxonxpnux cer—
MBHTOB annnercn pacnpenenqe Li). B
rpynne HI.3 nnnreaocru LJCfi n ocuoa—
non HaXOHHTCK n odnacrn on 0.32 no 0,96
no, 3 H2.7 - or 1.12 me no 2.56 no, a n
H2.8 - on 1.44 no 2,08 no. Pacnpeneneana

'5” n 17(9) Ha aux n ocwanbaux rpynnax
xapanrepnaynr aeronanusonaanue ceruearu .
Opneurnponouno npuneneaaue Pfi¥nnu MOPXT
ours coowaeceau c oaeuaun: .I, n7.- -
"H"; HI.3 - "M"; .4, H7.5 - ”C"; H7.6 -
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"n"; fl2.7, H2.8 - ”0" . Cnenonarenbuo ,
no pacupeneneunxu Taxoro Tuna M0330 npu-
anxanrenbno nponsnonuTb ceruearannn pe—
qenux curaanon Ha nonanuaonaaaue u Henc-
Kanuaongnnue yqacwxu, a Taxme Buaocnrb
onpeneneaaue cyxneuua o moaeuuux xapa-
nwepncrunax Buneneaaux ceruenwon.

B aaxnnqeune paccuorpnn Tadnuuy;n
raonnny cneneau coonaomeuna unnrenbnocnen
npuneneaaux rpynn c unurensaocrsn cnona.

M3 wadnwuu cnenyer, qTo odmafi
HKTeaOCTb cnona "uncno" cocnannsew
23,6 MC, a nnnwenbaocrb rpynn - I8I MC,

uTo coownewcwnyew 29% OT nnnwenbuocwu
encra. Rpoue woro HHMTGHBHOCTH r ynn:
II7.I, n7.2,n7.4, {17.5, 117.6 M n7. 13 0pc-

naeM connananw c odnenpunaruu oxaou ananu—
38 B IO...20 uc.

Taonnna. nncranneane nnnrenbaocru cno—
Ba "uncno nepea HHMTeaOCTK rpynn u
nanepnanon memny HnMu

lnumnouoowmo

flfiwmu
”RI n22 ”LS nan n25 (1?.6 "2.? "2.8 nag

lyurcnbuo- '
cm 12.9 8.5 28 5.8 l8
I'D‘Jflfl

I6,6 42.8 52,8 15,9

Unrepannu
newly 7O

nvynnamu
115,6 69,! 143.3 0 42.5 0 l66

Bcé ano nosnonxer cnenarb aunon o
uenecoodpaaaocwn MCHOHBSOBaHKH n naqecrne
ocaoenux aneueawon nepnnqnofi cermenraunu
peqenue curaanu c nnnrenbnocwnun I} .
noropue npennaraewoa HaSHBaTB nnnpoceruen—
TaMM. .

H M T E P A T Y P A :
I. QaHT P. Axycrnqecnaa Teopua geVBOOpa-
aonannz. Neg. c aHrn. non EEK. .0. PP“‘
ropbena. - .: "Hayxa", I9 , 283 c.
2. nuancefi H.,HopMaH A. Hepepadorxa MH-
ioBMaunu y qenonexa. Hep. c anrn. non pen

. . Hypm. — M.: "a", I974, 550 C.
3. luepuuxoacnufi A. Manpoooaeuu Kan ocao—
BHHB CBPMBHTH ne nuqnofi cerueawa nu pene-
noro cnrHana. - Bronaruqecnoe o Hapyme-
Hue unnpomoneu. B pnax IY Mexnyaaponflofi
oobennHeHHon nongepennuu no ucnyccwneano-
5g narennexry. T nnncn,I975, TOM 5.0.68 -

a. Conomannn B.Q. Manon paanoxeaux cnonnux
npnnux na nomnoaenru. flen. BMHMTM.
m 4967—8I,— M.; I981, IS c.
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ABTOMATPI‘IECKAH mm comm BBYKOB (M11)

IIEIP IIOMAI'AJIA

JIadopa'rom Axyc'mqecxofi @oxe'rm
VII-mum Ocnonm HpodJreM Temm HAH
Hoaxam:

mam

Hpexcranneno. czcuna cerlexranxx enm-

xa put: an ocnonun nmnoun pocnpexoxe-

m onepru a coconut cnexrpax. [113312361

uropun, ocnonmnfi no. necxoxun norm“.
In aanxcnocru, uo :pooyoe anxu amn-
curoum uomaccren 33H. Cncrena npmxe-

la m cerlanranxx 444 museum max. EPO-
‘ naecé‘axux 8 Auropau. noxyuexo n cpexxel

f 90% npoaubnux ceruenraunfi.

BBEMm

§ ”cuexomxm. xacamneca anromrmecxofi ce-

Flanagan cnmua pen (ACP),oomo upen-
cramam codofi upennapnreamufi x cymeczaea-

. 331! nan CJIOXEOPO npouecca aaronarnecxoro

Pacnoaaananm pen (APP). B ooxacrn npodxe—
lama ammo. peqesux czmazon qenonexou

"I Hammett nonzue ceruenra npunemerca.

‘ ”Wile ronopa, pm onpexenexm npeuenno’ro

Warren-m enmnnu (comma xmrnncrnecxofi) ,

“Minuet!“ Helen-mu no moxec'rae anaxon,
3 nuaepramnxcx pacnoanaaanmo. Tamra motoc-

‘BOK loner ours cacao mm dapaaa. B waxou

"Nae ceruearou uoxer 681-2: onyx, coqeraxne

"3'1 333303 (nan), undo act. 13 came
‘ “19-“! pacnoaaananm onuornqecxofi cncrexofi

cement He none:- woupanct npomnouno. a

“He! cooraercraoaau muons“ dunno“-

"fllecxn, xenponornqecxml n ncnxoxornuecxnn

“POIIeccan, nemunt uecro a aocnpnaun. Hpn
anrouarnecxou pacnosaaaaazn He odaaarenb—

3° Roupoaanne orzx npoueccoo, n noaroxq
car‘nem-ou noxez 61m. open-ear carnaxa, 1co—

IWW He conmaer an e onenenrox aocnpna-
run, an c amrnncrmecxuu oaeuen'rou, passe

“° uPeamoxaraai'c»!, no a pamcax npodaena—

Se 94.2.1

rnxn dnoaxxx cnennanbxo xoncrpynpynrcfi cuc-
relu, Ronnpynmne ozownanuacxne ¢ynxnxz. He-
cnorpa na to, uro n nacroaleo spans cynocr-
aye: unoro uoxenofi n :eopni nocnpnxrzx pe-
un /3/, uacro npornnopeqamnx onxa Apyrofi ,
nxeercx anaaenbxoe exancrno Inennfi, xaca-

mueecs roro, uro I noplaxnxon nponocce noc-
npnxrna peqn ueaonexon n paxxax :axnx doxoo

xpynxux Instancwnqecxnx exnnnn In: npeaxo-
xeaxe (nucxasunauze) n13 cxono, nponcxogn:

nunexenze no xpafinefi nepe nexoropux cornea-

ron, gnarelsnocrin npnéxnzannnxcx x 33131.

B to re ape-a no acno, na xaxox yponne noc-

npxxrns upoxcxonxr anyxonax cerxenrannx -

cxyxonox, @oneznuecxou nan nuclei. Caries:

aaxxerca aaeuenron xoxeqnoro unoxecrna ana-

vzrexhxo usable! uncxennocrn. wen unexcu-

nocrs Iloxecrna anonenron nucmero p813 -lxa

nannoro aaxonqexuoro caonapn uncxo c103 ro—

paaxo Goahme uncna enoron. xeropoe, 3 coon

oqepenh, oonbme qzcna @oHeu.

B nacroxnafi paoore nonsrne ceruenra orox-

xecranserca c ¢onernqecxoi eannnuefl, nonz—

uaeuofi xax uonoceruenrnufi onyx, ando c cer-

uearox nonzcerueuraoro ssyxa. Hpexcrannena

ACP, onxpanmaacx aa axaxxs nanexenafi pac-

npeneneam oxeprnn n cnexrpe, a tame pe-

synbraru cernenrannn name acero acrpewanunx-

ca 3 noxbcxou aauxe Azax. 1

OHKCAHHE ME TOM

nus peanuaanxn uerona Guna zcnonbaonaxa

ananoro-nnwponaa excreua, a cocran xoropofi
axonzr: 60-xananbfiufi anaxnaarop cnexrpa, xx-

rep¢enc, coennxfinmnfi ananoroaufi ncroqnnx

cnraaxa c xxxpo-SBM n nnxpo-SBM MEPA-Sos.

Axaxorosufi axaanaarop cnexrpa Exec! 45 no-

nocu nocroaauofi mnpnan, cocranasnmefi 80 Pa,

noxpunamnne oonacrh macro: o! 120 no 3560rn,
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relu, Ronnpynmne ozownanuacxne ¢ynxnxz. He-
cnorpa na to, uro n nacroaleo spans cynocr-
aye: unoro uoxenofi n :eopni nocnpnxrzx pe-
un /3/, uacro npornnopeqamnx onxa Apyrofi ,
nxeercx anaaenbxoe exancrno Inennfi, xaca-

mueecs roro, uro I noplaxnxon nponocce noc-
npnxrna peqn ueaonexon n paxxax :axnx doxoo

xpynxux Instancwnqecxnx exnnnn In: npeaxo-
xeaxe (nucxasunauze) n13 cxono, nponcxogn:

nunexenze no xpafinefi nepe nexoropux cornea-

ron, gnarelsnocrin npnéxnzannnxcx x 33131.

B to re ape-a no acno, na xaxox yponne noc-

npxxrns upoxcxonxr anyxonax cerxenrannx -

cxyxonox, @oneznuecxou nan nuclei. Caries:

aaxxerca aaeuenron xoxeqnoro unoxecrna ana-

vzrexhxo usable! uncxennocrn. wen unexcu-

nocrs Iloxecrna anonenron nucmero p813 -lxa

nannoro aaxonqexuoro caonapn uncxo c103 ro—

paaxo Goahme uncna enoron. xeropoe, 3 coon

oqepenh, oonbme qzcna @oHeu.

B nacroxnafi paoore nonsrne ceruenra orox-

xecranserca c ¢onernqecxoi eannnuefl, nonz—

uaeuofi xax uonoceruenrnufi onyx, ando c cer-

uearox nonzcerueuraoro ssyxa. Hpexcrannena

ACP, onxpanmaacx aa axaxxs nanexenafi pac-

npeneneam oxeprnn n cnexrpe, a tame pe-

synbraru cernenrannn name acero acrpewanunx-

ca 3 noxbcxou aauxe Azax. 1

OHKCAHHE ME TOM

nus peanuaanxn uerona Guna zcnonbaonaxa

ananoro-nnwponaa excreua, a cocran xoropofi
axonzr: 60-xananbfiufi anaxnaarop cnexrpa, xx-

rep¢enc, coennxfinmnfi ananoroaufi ncroqnnx

cnraaxa c xxxpo-SBM n nnxpo-SBM MEPA-Sos.

Axaxorosufi axaanaarop cnexrpa Exec! 45 no-

nocu nocroaauofi mnpnan, cocranasnmefi 80 Pa,

noxpunamnne oonacrh macro: o! 120 no 3560rn,
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a. raxxe 17 noaoc c nxpnofi, aasncmefi na-

nefino or cpexxoreouerpmecxofi qacrom n no-

xpananxefi .uanaaox or 3560 m an 7000 m.

Exxon: ouoxsxux xaxaxoa nmn‘zocxx momm-

mru x odneq mm. Huyxeaw nmbpom
cnexrporpam ext-ma pen: nous ycpexxexm

oora'ércx a man 3131! a sue 2361mm c to.

opnnarau npeuenn x “crow /1/. J11“! 3a.!—
Jxofi nap: oqepexm cuexrpon K- 1 n ‘K co:-

m N - axemnrmflk pu (N - “on muoa)
c oxexen'ran Tzn- an“, - nix 9 me ‘- '
- 1,...,N oooanaqaer soup unocu, K - one-
pexxoit nan! spousal. m 12,, Gun noxené‘n

ma. o(K) cocrammx yuan up: npmleuexnn apne-

pm comaconanaocu anaxa n xocraroqno nu-

coxou aficoxnrnou autumn,” ecu nanpanne-

mm x cxopocrn nan-enema ypoanx. t{epea 2(k)
066333.q sxax oneuenron nocaeuero cocran-
xoro puma, npxmmaax 0 .ua noxoxzreasmix ne-
mnum n 1 xxx orplmarensrmx. upmro, qro
rpamma new ceruen'rau Gym: oooanauena.
n onexymn cxyuaxx:

1) C(k)= 1A[c(i<+1)¢ 1v[°(k+1)8 1,200 +
as 2(k+1)]J ~

k= kfla1. k= k1,, k
2) :(1)vfc?l£+;)= 1AZ?1£))= 22085;] [C( +n)4n

rxo i=1. 2..-. n-1
3) c(k)- 24c(k-1)# 1.c(x+1)+= 1 c(k+1)+ 2
1+) c(k)= 24c(k-1)# 1Ac(k+1)¢ 1Ac(k+1).

:- 2A2(k)3 z(k+1)az(k) 1i z(k+n),\c(k+n)=
=31 rgg i=0, 1, on, n-1 a.
n

5) c(k)- 2Ac(k-1)fi' 1.c(k‘+1)+ 1)“: (Rd) -
- 24; (k)- z(k+1)40(k+n)¢ 1AC(k+n)# 2
fl. 130, 1’000, n’1 a. n) 20

Emeyxaaama xornecxze saucnocrn 681!
nnexenu a cncrexy EPA 303. 11.1.: noxroroaxn
oxcnepnearanbnoro uarepma damn mononuc-
nann Aussie, noxyuexnue Hcceuox, 11069.9 3 Ex
padoro, xacanxefica cponoraxuxn nubcxoro
same. /2/. Onxpnuonmufl n 9201 padore cm:—
can name ncero ncrpeqamnxoa a noucxon nau-
xe Anal 3 9496 oxnamm anumnpyeuyn tau
3116011337 unueunocrm 10 . 9202 cnncox 61:11
nonoxbaoaaa c nonnqenneu Ana; rum: "#F',
'Fu" 2 "Fi “(9: odoanaqae: nayay, F’ — Ka-
xyn-axfio (policy, a. "Fi " ofioanaqaer Jammy,
cocroanyn no oznaaxonux @0398). 320 0603112.-
mo coxpanenno cuncxa go 444 nap pawns.»-
mxxoa ueuy c0601! monel.
1L!!! xaxnofi 1mm Ono oépasonaxo zcxyccrnea-
Hoe cxoao (aorarou), compxanee nae e‘e' pea-
Juan}: 3 oraeuamee npznnnnau ooxoranuxn
nubcxoro 53m. Coanamme noramuu 6mm
crpyuunponanu a qempe cnncxa n oqepémocu,
cooraercuymen nopazucy noxaxeuu 1:11a a
cnncxe qacromocrn. Omeunue cnncxz conep—
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xamx 112, 109, 105 z 118 norarouon xaxmm.
Kaxnufi norarou 6w: nponanecé‘u no 3 pass.
nocsxm znropan (5 uyxcxnx roaocon n 3
xenon: races.) 3 aanncan xa uarnmyn neg.
1y. Hpexcramennufi we uarepnaa 35.1 no;-
nepxex anroxarmecxofi cernemanu. B xaqe-
cue noporonoro snaqenm exopocu nnnenu
yponnefi Cll'BaJla. n ouexumx was: cnexr-
paxnnoro ammaropa Glut npmm npnuepno
30 13/23 ace: (23 near - no npeuexno'e pac-
croaane newly cocexnm cnexrpa 320 ana-
wexne Gino nocroaannl us see: roxocon. Bu-
na npoanunzponana wacrora x nponexena al-
rouarnecxaa cernenranm xmoro nocnpon-
nox'énloro c lamzrnoi xexru nor-aurora. Cly-
cu npnopno 1,5 can no "pane uoxnropa
noauuacs cnenporpam moxasxmm c
odoanaqenmanm rpanznaxn. moépaxenne octa-
aIocx xenonmmt n revenue npmpno 5 ce-

Xyfil, he. 10 npeuenn noxnxexm enzyme!

cnenporpam. B no open aegonano 33.122

to (bparxexm cnexrporpam, xoropue ornocn-

axes x mum, amamnucx ocnonofi xoncrpyx-

mm xorarona, Econ nonoxenne aazomrmecxn

onpexenénaofi rpanm (30333.11a :3 oepem‘afi
nepexozmoro ywac'x'xa ueuy mam (poneuam! c

rouocnn paccroanm neuy mm cocenmm

cnexrpaun (23 ucex), 1'0 cernenranwi cura-
. nacb npanmxhnofi. Bro paccroanne (13 Ana. pa.-

aa. Gwmee, qeu npnxexaexoe a xpyrnx xero-

xax) npemmae: unreabxocrb cam 3019033“
apuxynauuoxumc amount. Yaonneu nonm-

rexhnofi oneuxx ceruemannn Juan, 00110133811“1x
noxncernemaxsnym «boneuy, one mnenemle

ocxoanoro ceruexra, Hanpnuep, cqn o co-

rnacxux exam anyxax. Kaxmfi xorarou IIP°'
nanocuoa no 2px paaa 0.1mm: a ten xe JKR‘IO‘
pox n, mezoaarenbuo, xaxzzax Anna 6513
nponauecena 6 pas. Sanncunaxncb peaynnaru

5 nepnux nonropeanit.

OBCNWPE PESYJI 13551503

13 T3611. 1 npexcrauexu cpemme snauenm 86b-
Qexunaocu 101' no onenbm roaocal, W

Memo: roaocon n xexoxnx (aux , a. 1'3“"
Ma nenofi rpynmi (a). Snaqenm, mommne'
ca 3 mononxax, odoanauenxux "a", xuanrcfi
cpeJmmm apmpuemuecxxu, nonytxenmiu n 9"“
cnepmteare, a nanaue n xoxonxax, 0603mm“

aux '6", shamans cpexnauz,yqnmnamlu
pacnpeneuenxe wacroru norpenaeuocrx anal"
anponannux 1138.! a nonbcxou xauxe. B T3513
upelorauexu cpennne anaqexm n nxcnepcn
orcyrcuymnx ceruenramm, npnomnc" no

Se 94.2.2

om may. 1133.111, wane acrpeqamnecx n

noucxou source (Outlook 1), zone nonamcx
centenram, ten Inn, ncrpeqamnecs pexe
(Custom: 4). 113 pic. 1' wrexaer, no um,
ceruexupyeme c awenxnnocun He uenee
80% (n cpemen 1 ouxdxa‘ ha. rouoc) cool-aun-
u 75% acex 11:31. [1m no nnzmnne ua-
cromocu, yctaxaunnaex, no manna ara.
noapacraer na 5%. 1L“ scar-o mropma (444
xxaxnxs xnxroponxS noaropennfi) nozyqeno
90% awexrnnnocu ceruenrannn. B T9611. 3

npexcrameao pacnpexeuenne rnnoa 1:a a:
amnaxpyoxoro mrepwa axecre c mam,
xacanmmu nponenra orcy‘rc'raymxnx oer-neura-
nnfi. (C odoanauaer cor-sacrum, V - rxacmm,
V— ne odpaaymne cxoron j,w). 09.11011 6021:..-
Iofi nozaunnocn» a cameraman ounqam—
ca Juan: Inna CV a VG. Hpnqmm ansxoro no-
on npannhnot ceruenrauu Haze 60% m

xexoropux nu alumni
- was! Kosrpacraocn /eo,nu,un,pu,u.m,oa.

m4”, ow,ao,ea,€_j,x{,ji,wu,i_j,fg/;

- unaxzfi augprernecxnfi zponens o6enx (to -
Ken /Qt,nts,vu, nm, ug,ndz,gv,mv,nt,n_g,u.v, at,
mp, nd, mbl.

Hopaax npuna nueer ooiexrnnmm xapax'rep,
aropu wrexaer na cuennqanxn Kenna.
Hpexcrauexnufi n npnneaénnufi xerox A0? are.-
panepnsyerca ornocnreabno wcoxzn ypoaaeu

odibexrnnaocu ceruenrannn npn Icnouaonann
maximum: wuaunreaumx noqxocrefi, no

rapaaupyer padory n ycnonm, npndxaxénm
x peaxmouy npeuenn. Moro: Homo unanno-
aan n muons npexnapnrensnoro orana. upo-
nexyp napaxerpmann n paonoananaxu pen.
Harlem-me pcayxuaru Jun «no ncero serpe-

vzamxzxca n noncxou ”axe .uax noxno Ic—

uoabsoaan ma coanaam ncxyccnemmx said—-

303 mu nexefi xouynmcannn qenonex - mn-

Ha.

roxoc Cnncox 1 Cancer 2 Cnncox 3 Ounce: 4 Blecro

a 6 a 6 a 6 a 6 a 6

1x 90,8 90,4 90,6 90,0 88,3 89,6 89,3 88,6 89,8 90,1

2: 94,0 95,8 92,1 92,4 87,4 86,5 84,6 84,2 89,5 93,6
3x 83,6 82,8 88,4 88,4 80,4 79,2 81,7 82,4 83,5 83,5

4! 96,6 96,0 94,1 94,4 90,6 90,0 93,9 94,0 93,8 95,0

5n 96,1 96,5 81,5 82,1 89,3 89,4 80,2 79,8 86,7 91,9

6: 89,3 88,6 87,2 87,2 85,7 84,1 82,8 83,5 86,2 87,7

7: 91,1 90,2 83,7 83,6 70,0 71,1 84,0 83,7 82,4 86,6

81 92,1 92,1 87,7 87,7 80,0 79,8 77,4 78,9 84,4 89,2

1 92,2 92,3 89,3 89,5 87,2 86,9 85,9 85,8 88,6 90,8

1 90,8 90,3 86,3 86,2 78,6 78,4 81,4 82,0 84,3 87,8

In: 91,? 91 ,5 88,2 88,2 84.0 83,7 84 ,2 84 ,4 87,0 89 ,7

Taox. 1 8¢¢exrznnocrh astouarnqecxoi cerxesrannx a %

Cnncox Uncxo xxax Hucno orcyrcrnytnnx CPOJKGG RIGHGPCEK

ceruezrannfi axggonne

1 112 382 3,41 20,33

2 109 516 4.61 47.19

3 105 671 6.39 47.23

4 118 753 6.38 52.64

23.6.11. 2 Orcy'rcnymne ceruenranu

Se 94.2.3

3 01130a J! orar OIOB
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a. 23.338 17 noaoc c nxpnofi, aasncmefi na-

nefino or cpexxoreouerpmecxofi qacrom n no-

xpananxefi .uanaaox or 3560 :1: go 7000 m.

Exxon: ouoxmux xaxaxoa nmn‘zocxx momm-

mru I 06:81: mm. Huyxeaw nmbpom
cnexrporpam oxrma pen nous ycpexxexm

08:88:81 a man 3131! B sue 2861mm c to.

opnnarau npeuenn x “crow /1/. J11“! 3a.!—
Jxofi nap: oqepexm cuexrpon K- 1 n ‘K co:-

m N - axe-839mm pu (N - “on muoa)
c oxexen'ran Tzn- an“, - nix 9 me ‘- '
- 1,...,N oooanaqaer soup unocu, K - one-
pexxoit nan! npemun. P8,! Tm 6w: noxené‘n

ma. o(k) cocrwmx yuan up: npaneuexnn xpnre-

pm comaconannocu 838.88. a xocraroqno su-

coxou aficoxnrnou annexnxfio ecu nanpanne-

mm x cxopocrn museum ypoanx. tIepea 2(k)
060339.q sxax oneuexron nocaeuero cocran-
xoro puma, npxmmaax 0 .ua noxoxzreasmix ne-
mnum n 1 xxx orplmarensrmx. upmro, qro
rpamma new ceruen'rau Gym: oooanauena.
n onexymn cxyuaxx:

1) C(k)= 1A[c(i<+1)¢ 1v[°(k+1)8 1,200 +
as 2(k+1)]J ~

k= kDah k= k1,, k
2) :(1)vfc?l£+;)= 1AZ?1£))= 22085;] [C( +n)4n

:3. i=1, 2..., n-1

3) c(k)- 24c(k-1)# 1Ac(x+1)+= 1 c(k+1)+ 2
1+) c(k)= 24c(k-1)# 1Ac(k+1)¢ 1Ac(k+1).

:- 212(k)- z(k+1)az(k) 4: z(k+n),\c(k+n)=
= 2 rgg i=0, 1, .u, n-1 a.
n } 1

5) c(k)- 2Ac(k-1)fi' 1Ac(k‘+1)+ 1M3 (Rd) -
- 24; (k)- z(k+1)40(k+n)¢ 1AC(k+n)# 2
fl. 130, 1’000, n’1 a. n) 20

Emeyxaaama xornecxze saucnocrn 681!
nnexenu a cncrexy EPA 303. Aux noxroroaxn
oxcnepnearanbnoro uarepma damn mononuc-
nann Aussie, noxyuexnue Hcceuox, 11058.! 8 Ex
padoro, xacanxefica cponoraxuxn nubcxoro
same. /2/. Onxpnuonmufl n 8202 padore cm:—
can name ncero ncrpeqamnxoa a noucxon nau-
xe Anal 8 9496 0188183811 anumnpyeuyn tau
3116011337 unueunocrm 10 . 9202 cnncox 6m
nonoxbaoaaa c nonnqenneu Ana; rum: "#F',
'Fu" 2 "Fi “(9: 0603839381- nayay, F’ — Ka-
xyn-axfio (paucity, a. "Fi " 660383.938! Jammy,
cocroanyn no oznaaxonux @6388). 320 0603112.-
mo coxpanenno cuncxa go 444 nap 1:83:11:a-
mxxoa ueuy c6601! monel.
1L!!! xaxnofi Amalia Ono oépasonaxo zcxyccrnea-
Hoe cxoao (aorarou), compxanee nae e‘e' pea-
Juan}: 3 oraeuamee npznnnnau (beam-arm“
nubcxoro 53m. Coanamme noramuu 6mm
crpyuunponanu a qempe cnncxa n oqepémocu,
cooraercuymen nopazucy noxaxeuu Jana): a
cnncxe qacromocrn. Omeunue cnncxz conep—
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xamx 112, 109, 105 z 118 norarouon xaxmm.
Kaxnufi norarou 6w: nponanecé‘u no 3 pass.
nocsxm znropan (5 uyxcxnx roaocon n 3
xenon: races.) 3 aanncan xa uarnmyn neg.
1y. Hpexcramennufi we uarepnaa 6m nox-
nepxex anroxarmecxofi cernemanu. B xaqe-
cue noporonoro snaqenm exopocu nnnenu
yponnefi 03114313. 3 ouexuux was: cnexr-
paxnnoro ammaropa Glut npmm npnuepno
30 13/23 ace: (23 near - no npeuexno'e pac-
croaane newly cocexnm cnexrpa 320 ana-
wexne Gino nocroaannl us see: roxocon. Bu-

JIa. npoamnzponana wacrora x nponexena al-
rouarnecxaa cernenranm xmoro nocnpon-
nox'énloro c lamzrnoi xexru nor-aurora. Cly-
cu npnopno 1,5 can no "pane uoxnropa
noauuacs cnenporpam 836383388335 c
odoanaqenmanm rpanznaxn. moépaxenne octa-
aIocx xenonmmt n revenue npmpno 5 ce-

Xyfil, he. 10 npeuenn noxnxexm enzyme!

cnenporpam. B no open 8118108810 xafirz

re (bparxexm cnexrporpam, xoropue ornocn-

axes x mum, amamnucx ocnonofi xoncrpyx-

mm xorarona. Econ nonoxenne aazomrmecxn

onpexenénaofi rpanm 80338.11a 8 oepem‘afi
nepexozmoro ywac'x'xa ueuy mam (poneuam! c

rouocnn paccroanm neuy mm cocenmm

cnexrpaun (23 ucex), 1'0 cernenranwi cura-
. nacb npanmxhnofi. Bro paccroanne (8 Ana. pa.-

aa. Gwmee, qeu npnxexaexoe a xpyrnx xero-

Jax) npemmaer unreabxocrb cam 30PM“!
apuxynauuoxumc fiuefllfio Yaonneu nonm-

rexhnofi 0118mm ceruemannn Juan, cogepzamn
noxncernemaxsnym «boneuy, one mnenemle

ocxoanoro ceruexra, Hanpnuep, cqn o co-

rnacxux exam anyxax. Kaxmfi xorarou IIP°'
nanocuoa no 2px paaa 0.1mm: a ten xe JKR‘IO‘
pox n, mezoaarenbuo, xaxzzax Anna 6513
nponauecena 6 pas. Sanncunaxncb peaynnaru

5 nepnux nonropeanit.

OBCNWPE PESYJI 13551503

13 T3611. 1 npexcrauexu cpemme snauenm 86b-
Qexunaocu 101' no onenbm roaocal, W
Memo: roaocon n xexoxnx (8,: , a. 1'3“"
Ma nenofi rpynmi (a). Snaqenm, mommne'
ca 8 mononxax, odoanauenxux "a", xuanrcfi
cpeJmmm apmpuemuecxxu, nonytxenmiu n 9"“
cnepmteare, a nanaue n xoxonxax, 0603mm“

aux '6", shamans cpexnauz,yqnmnamlu
pacnpeneuenxe wacroru norpenaeuocrx anal"
anponannux 1138.! a nonbcxou xauxe. B T3513
upelorauexu cpennne anaqexm n nxcnepcn
orcyrcuymnx ceruenramm, npnomnc" no

Se 94.2.2

om may. 11:31:14, wane acrpeqamnecx n

noucxou source (Outlook 1), zone nonamcx
centenram, ten Inn, ncrpeqamnecs pexe
(Custom: 4). 118 pic. 1' 351283881, no um,
ceruexupyeme c awenxnnocun He uenee
80% (n cpemen 1 ouxdxa‘ ha. rouoc) cool-aun-
u 75% acex 1831. [1m no 832888118 ‘13.-
cromocu, yctaxaunnaex, no manna ara.
noapacraer na 5%. 1L“ scar-o mropma (444
”8.18:8 xnxroponxs noaropennfi) nozyqeno
90% awexrnnnocu ceruenrannn. B T8511. 3

npexcrameao pacnpexeuenne rnnoa 1:a a:
amnaxpyoxoro mrepwa axecre c mam,
xacanmmu nponenra orcy‘rc'raymxnx oer-neura-
nnfi. (0 060338888: cor-sacrum, V - rxacmm,
V— 88 odpaaymne cxoron 5,62). 081102 6021»-
Iofi nozaunnocn» a cameraman ounqam—
ca Juan: Inna CV a VG. Hpnqmm ansxoro no-
on npannhnot ceruenrauu Haze 60% m

xexoropux nu alumni
- was! Kosrpacraocn /eo,nu,un,pu,u.m,oa.

6:3,”, ow,ao,ea,€_j,x{,ji,wu,i_j,fg/;

- unaxzfi augprernecxnfi zponens 0688:: (to -
Ken /Qt,nts,vu, nm, ug,ndz,gv,mv,nt,n_g,u.v, at,
mp, nd, mbl.

Hopaax npuna nueer OO'beK'I'KBIBifi xapax'rep,
aropu wrexaer na cuenmpnxn 8820.113.
Hpexcrauexnufi n npnneaénnufi xerox A0? are.-
panepnsyerca ornocnreabno wcoxzn ypoaneu

omexrnnaocu ceruenrannn npn Icnouaonann
maximum: wuaunreaumx noqxocrefi, no

rapaaupyer padory n ycnonm, npndxaxénm
x peaxmouy npeuenn. Moro: Homo unanno-
aan n mucous npexnapnrensnoro orana. upo-
neayp napaxerpmann n paonoanananu pen.
Honyqenxae pcayxuaru Jun «no ncero serpe-

uamxzxca n noncxou xsuxe anal noxno Ic—

noabsoaan ma coanaam ncxyccnemmx said—-

gas mm nexefi xonmynmcannn qexoaex - mn-

Ha.

roxoc enncox 1 Cancer 2 Cnncox 3 Ounce: 4 Blecro

a 6 a 6 a 6 a 6 a 6

1! 90,8 90,4 90,6 90,0 88,3 89,6 89,3 88,6 89,8 90,1

2: 94,0 95,8 92,1 92,4 87,4 86,5 84,6 84,2 89,5 93,6
3x 83,6 82,8 88,4 88,4 80,4 79,2 81,7 82,4 83,5 83,5

4! 96,6 96,0 94,1 94,4 90,6 90,0 93,9 94,0 93,8 95,0

Sn 96,1 96,5 81,5 82,1 89,3 89,4 80,2 79,8 86,7 91,9

6: 89,3 88,6 87,2 87,2 85,7 84,1 82,8 83,5 86,2 87,7

7: 91,1 90,2 83,7 83,6 70,0 71,1 84,0 83,7 82,4 86,6

81 92,1 92,1 87,7 87,7 80,0 79,8 77,4 78,9 84,4 89,2

8 92,2 92,3 89,3 89,5 87,2 86,9 85,9 85,8 88,6 90,8

1 90,8 90,3 86,3 86,2 78,6 78,4 81,4 82,0 84,3 87,8

I: 91,? 91,5 88,2 88,2 84.0 83,7 84,2 84,4 87,0 89,7
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ABSTRACT

the present report proposes a method
of automatic speech segmentation using
syllable templates based on soft-hard-
ware method of speech analysis 'to cope
with several difficulties, i.e. indi-
stinct syllable boundaries; absence of
data en the amount of phonemes in a syl-
lable, localization of phonemes on tem-
poral axis; relative complexity of pro-
oessing.l'he report describes one ofthe
possible approaches to continuous speech
segmentation, which is of great ilperta-
nce in solving tasks of automatic reco-
gnition and understanding of a spoken
message in the process of "man—to-compu-
ter communication using a natural lan-
Buage and spoken speech as the basis.

mTRODmTION

Method basedon syllable templates is wi-
dely used in automatic speech recogniti-
on Systems. At present three approaches
to automatic speech recognition using syl
lable templates are known: »
‘3) input speech is segmented into sylla-
ble-sized units which are matched aga-
inst stored syllable 'templates;

-b) words synthesied from syllable-sized
Units are matched against input words;

-0) input speech signal is analyzed, seg-
mented into soundlike (or smaller) seg—
ments with subsequent forming of sylla-
ble units.

From literature it is known that in the
first type of methods the difficulty is
that they are liable to segmentation er-
rors, while the difficulty in the second
and the third approaches is an increase
in the complexity of processing. Though
the method using syllable templates is
rather effective because it takes into
“count most of coartioulation phonemes
models without considerable extention of

“3017 and increase of processing rate,
11? is limited new, first of all, by the
W of presentation of input material ’
(separately pronounced words) and limi-
ted number 'of speakers [2] .
°°mP10nty of speech recognition as the

result of increase of a number of Speak-
ers and attention of lexicon, clearly sho-
ws the advantage of the syllable segmen—
tation method based on changes of’featu-
're parameters of speech wave 4 .
It is proposed that the metho an inte-
grate with the method usingjsyllable tem-
plates because for example’, in the Rus-
sian language there are comparatively
small amount of main syllable types (no;
200). It is possible to form plausible hy-
potheses 'on phoneme structures of a seg-

ment using data of probable occurence of
these syllables and of phonetic correla-

tes of distinctive phoneme features for-
ming these syllables [5, p.98] .

PROPOSED KETHOD

Well-known principles of syllable recog-

nition of speech are based either on ana-

lysis of average signal energy E (the

envelope) and determination of mmmum
and maximal of the envelope intervals be

tween minima of signal envelope being ta-

ken forgsyllable boundaries and maxima of

the envelope being located on the nucleus

of a syllabic vowel; or on the analysis

of the wave itself bysegmenting it accon

ding to maxima and minima with subsequent

forming of syllable units based on typi-

cal properties of se ents, , of an

energy character [3 .
In the method of syl able segmentation

there are several difficulties:

-indistinct boundaries between syllables;

-.absence of data on the amount of phone-

mes in a syllable and on the localizati-

on of these phonemes in time: _

-heuristio approach in forming syllable

units from segments;

«relative complexity of processing:

-insufficient self-descriptiveness of pa-

rameters which have very often nothing to

do with parameters of vocal apparatus

with subsequent false marina and minima

which are the result of energy changes in

bands do ending on peculiarities of vocal

apparatug more than on peculiarities of

some parameters.

{the present method of automatic speech

recognition using syllable templates is

free from these defects. It is based on
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Fig.1.Block diagram of automatic speech segmentating process

using syllabic units

soft-hardware method of analysis of speech
sounds. This is achieved:
-a) by segmentation of several parameters
from a speech sound, (formant frequency,
intensity averaged by analysis interval,:

Y frequency averagedby transition of signal
through zero, pitch, etc) by analog or di-
gital processing; -
-b) by segmentation of a sequence of para-
meters correspondent to speech phrase:
as; by analysis of a sequence of segment;
-d by summery up derivatives of permeate.-
rs normalyzed and averaged by all paramet-
ers in time; '
«g by obtaining segmental function 8(13' )e
-f by location of extreme maxima of J .-
this. function in a signal which are chara-
cterized by intensity decrease;
-g) by taking the extreme maxima for the
boundaries of open syllables and extreme
marina S a between boundaries .of syllabl-
es for the-Boundaries of sounds in every
syllable. - ,-
The value of the function at the moment t3

. n. ,
is: S —Z£L A e {-

(tj) — A e to

L“! ‘5 J
A is the i-th feature, where k. is the
weight value of a parameter, n is'the num-
ber of speech parameters utilized.
Exact boundaries of (CC...)Cv-syllables
are determined by the highest peaks of St]

inttime, that are characterized by inten—
sity decrease. ~ ‘
Peaks of S . inside the syllable bounda-
ries determihg boundaries between sounds.
The organization block diagram is illustra
ted as follows (Fig. 1).
-Signal processed is put into segmenter of
ifiefcfi;parameters (block 1) as described

-From input register sequence of paramete-
rs correspondent to input utterance is tra
nsferred to storage (block 2).
EStored data are processed by blocks 3 and

-Block 2 using the sequence of'parameters
finds and stores location on temporal ax-
is and quantity’of maxima of S . ).
-Block 4 finds temporal pumetgr inter-
vals of decrease of signal intensity.

-Block 5 locates absolute maxima of s .'
on temporal intervals of decrease o 8192
nal intensity.~ ' " '
-Block 6' finally determines boundaries. of
open syllable and boundaries between sou-'-
nds in a syllable using data obtained fr-
om blocks} and 5.
Thus in the output of the system we find
boundaries of open syllables‘and sound
structures in every syllable. Accuracy of
boundary measurements is determined by di-
screte time quantization of data transfer
red from separator of informative parame-
ters (block 1).
As it has been demonstrated by numerous
experiments, phonotactic information is
of great importance. In a number of auto-
matic. speech recognition systems such in-
formation was not taken into account, whi: '
ch significantly reduced the percentage p
of correctly recognized words in continu-
ous speech. Information of phonemeco-‘cate-
nation in speech chain forms a filter whi-
ch passes actual combinations of phone-
mes and blocks phonotactically impossible
ones. Information of phoneme concatenati-
on inter morpheme and word'junctures is
also of great significance.
The characteristic pronunciation features:
phonologic, accentual and rhythmic peculi-
arities of the utterance in different lan-
guages can lead to certain constraints
and additional complications in detecting
syllabic boundaries. The difficulties in-
crease in case of languages with a hish
amount of consonants in speech continuum:
in which the correct extraction of sylla"
bles helps to solve the task of correct
recognition and understanding of a 81’0”“
message. .
Thus, three-level segmentation of conti-
nuous speech is proposed: first, (COG-n)
(JV-syllables are marked along with the
exact definition of their boundaries, th-
en syllables are segmented into certain
sound-types. At the. final stage the boun-
daries of linguistic units are specified
on the basis of phonotactics.
Usage of additional acoustic data about
the way and place of sound formation al-
lows to define sound structure of 59813611"
ted syllables based on spectral, tenIPOI‘al
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and energy parameters which are rather
easily and reliably separated by special
devices or algorithmic.
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m

We describe the enviroment required for a fine frequential
labelling; i.e., the code aid the operation system resorted to.
We also show'how it is possible to devise a systan that is
capable of assisting an autmatic labelling system.

m

Certain problens, corrected to Acoustic-Piuwetic Decoding,
call both for the elaboration of somatic Pimletic Data Bases
(APIB) and —-if ally to constitute reference systems— for tieir
labelling. Within the scope of tie "Spoken Comnmication"
G.R.E.C.O. ((NRS Coordinated Research Crap), various nutmlly
cu'Iplanenting approaches to labelling have been retained; e.g.',
broad, fine (both tarporal and frequential) [l], [2], [3],
rmmtive phonetic transcription, etc.. In'the present article,
we describe the "environnmt" required for a fine frequmtial
labellim;.i.e., tie code and operation system resorted to. we
also show how, thadcs both to manual labelling and to an APDB, it
is possible to devise a system that is capable of assisting an
wtamtic fine frequential labelling. In order to do this, we use
phonetic units to set up a correspondence between strips of both
3m]. and spectrum, so tint information itens --that-are useful
tobotblearrdngardsssesmitprocedurercminduetinebe
extracted.

IL'BIKXISI’ICW

The first step, in fine frequential labellirg, consists in
acidevim a spectral analysis of the vocal signal. Tie nodule of
somatic processing, we have on iand, is derived from a filter
bank [4] : it yields spectrun in decibels on a 24-dannel MEL
scale. One spectral sanple corresponds to a 128-dot wirdow of
analyzed signal; therefore, over a air-scion of 8 ms. at a 16 kHz
sanpling frequency. In practice, this is the me analysis we use,
fiw we have on land other metinds -e.g.., FFl‘, Cepstrun,

In order both to interpret aid ida'ltify the sigml, the
expertmkesuseof seversltypesofparaneters:

-instantaneous values of: i)signal energy in dB (measured
imadiately after pie-stressing due to the earmdel),
ii)fomants, iii)spectra1 cues [5] and iv)furdmmtal frequency.

-tamoral evolution both of the above pamters and of- the
Cmtimnis/Discontimtxis cue that measures the spectral
derivative.

Once the parametrization systen is specified, there remains
to define tieunit which the smart is going to work with. The
unit we retained is tie havozeneais infra-phmemic segmmt. At
this level, processing is attirely automated.
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The ‘ bandaries of the imageneous-segumt unit are
determined throtgh a segmenting function, caiputed on tie basis
of the overall variation of tie acoustic and prosodic cues
--using a modified version of delta coding [6]. A boudsry is
automatically set, whenrwer tie segmenting function happens to
erased a certain threshold value —tiuit is variable and
thereasiigwithtime—orwheneverthe unitexceedséOms. in
duration. 'lhe mic, tins obtained, is bound to raisin smaller
tinnthepimmie,whatevertievaluereacimbytiesegmting
function. i

mummmmm

labelling consists in placing a set of codes, either
directly onto the signal in tin case of tumorsl labelling» 01'
onto the spectrogram in the case of frequential labelling. T112
enoim, the tanporal damin is still favored by phonetic-Jana: the
raw signal is devoid of mthenatical processing, that is an
unfailing stance of alterations. Nevertieless, we chose spectral
reading: ' V '

-mtieonehsrd,wit}dnaspectm,piamasmhasnasal
nurmr or friction can both be detected,

-on the otier hard, tie simulated definition of W
segments renders tie phonetician's task easier.

Thecodestobeplacedcancmcernawible amt [21013
again, they can be used to spot events accurately [l]- 01‘
approach is semtwide: the expert places a set of 18,1215
-winse definition is underpinned by a phonetic mdel— at the
bourdaries of the "stitamtic" segnmts, defined above.

III.1 Tin Systu of Coda;

III.l.l Definition of label Vector-Couponents

Acoustic, phonetic ard syllable propertia are characterized
throuzh a label vector that is made up of several W“!
placed according to a previously set positional order. lhe SYBW‘
of codes consists of six different classes; five of which“? 9“
and only one allowed to vary:

-twoc1asses—nncm-class,Cl, ardpixneme optima-am
at pl'DtBIE characterization,

. -Uso other classes, Imrre closely related to tie W
eemc,1e1pinmherspeciryimc1amaam.mclw
dealing with somatic phonetic mdality, 03, is left .to “a"
(1'e°9 several simultarmus descriptive adjectives are allowed)-
Class or consists of contextual attributes, all coined to give
an account of co-articulation phemnaia.

-a further class —scoustic' phases, (Ii—sets seams!“ in
sequence within a given phoneme realization,

-s final class, (5, supplies information at the syllable
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level, dependim; upon tie position occupied by a syllable within
larger cornepuial entities; e.g., word, wordgmup, phrase.

lstusmvtakeupeadlsmh class, intie ordertheexpert

follows while labelling:

Cl: there-(Haas

We recognize ten distinct recto-classes:

Vowel (V), Nasal Vowel (M), Said-vowel (H), Liquid (1.) covering
/1[ std /r/, Nasal Caisonant (N). Voiceless Occlusive (o), Voiced
Occlusive (O), Voiceless Fricstive (S), Voiced Fricative (Z) and
Silence (P).

(2: m Orbs
These codes take after the Internatimal Piuietic

Alphabet (IPA), which are not available on CW2! keyboards;
up, Is] coded m, h/ coded 0, etc.

Class Cl is redmdant, with respect to the plume

code (2; indeed, it is aiitountically generated by the system,
visiieva' tie expert identifies a pimeme.

(3: Aomstic Phase .

This comment describe the temoral unfoldimz of

mm segnmts within a given phcmeme: one: or
Establishnent phase (B), Sustained or Steady phase (1') and Coda

or Haseout (O). 'lhese three phases are applied systamtically to
both ornaments and vowels.

W: WAttrlhltu

These describe how contextual events concur with or,

sometimes even, prevail over the expected realization of a

m; stakim phanmna that after mre properly pertain to

Phonology. The cases met often emountered are: A for
Mmunr (e.z., final 19/), R for Substituting, I for
Insert, 1? for lbrging.

5: Sylldile Marlboro
Tiese codes are defined over non-coupler phrases that

are cmsidered in a twofold tamer:

110m tie axis of structural counlexity: Phrase (P),

Grimm-d (c), syllable (I, s, r, M),
110112 the lexical axis: L for lexical word, 0 for

T001 or Grannatical word.
An additional distinction is made between mn- (M, N)

M Pluri-syllabic (L, 0) words. Bunnies:
PL: first syllable within a phrase tint begins with a

lad-C81 word consisting of more titan just one syllable,
(24: first syllable within a wrdmm that begins with

a lexical word cmsisting of more than just one syllable,
11.: first syllable within a lexical word.

M 0- L

o

05: lhdality of Mitotic:
Acoustic or articulatory mdality specifies souls of

the 1"Mid: features pertaining to a mam-class (loss and/or

additim and/or alteration of acoustic features). Since the field

of Wit? 18 open to variability, it is possible to choose

“W a timber of descriptive adjectives: Oral (o), Vocalic (V),
chm (G). Nasal (in, mm (c), Unvoiced (5), Semi' (2),
mm ('0. Hum (x). Fricative (P), Palatalized (r), Affricate
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(2), Aspdrate (ll), Noisy (B). This list is by no mans
exhaustive, and can be updated should new mistic feauires
becoue pertinent.

Defining and placing these label-convomnts appeared, at

first, rather to be a matter of interpretation than one of

description. ibwever, little by little, tiers began to energe a

umber of steady conventiom, likely to sustain a sore constmt

phonetic interpretation of somatic facts; tins resulting in a

type of labelling that is sore descriptive than interpretative.

Still, classes (:1, (2 and ‘(3 can be oomidered as belonging
rather to the descriptive type, wl'iereas OS aid (5 are ddinitely
mre subjective std are, tierefore, a nutter of interpretation.

More specifically, Acoustic Piese (C3) is:
-at times, descriptive, and this is tie was both of

discontinmus vowels aid of discontimous cmsomnts, both fairly

easily opened to sezmting rules,

-at otier tines interpretative, and this is the case

-delicate, if anything— of sani-vmels, over which tie melon

of phase applies with trulyextreme difficulties.

III.l.2 Verifying tie labels

Errors, in irplanmtim both tie syntax aid tie senantics of
labellirg, can intervene in the course of mtual labelling.

Therefore, it is newssarv to check tie partially applied labels,

at least for proper syntax.

The procedure is run in three steps:

-Since tie label vector is a pre-defined structure of

cmiponents both belonring to a finite set of values and obeying

to a strict positional order, it is procedurally mible to

shed: that the value, specifically assigned to a caiponent, does

belong to tie appropriate set of definition of such values. This

typing mistake, width necessarily cause improper labels to be

entered, can be automatically detected aid the! renoved.

-Witidn the terporal sequence, while shifting from one label

to the text, choice of value is not arbitrary; indeed, it is

subjected to sets of rules respectively applying to the different

type of camonmts. aiccessive values are mt drawn, from one

such set, in a random order. lius, for examle, wien labelling

for acoustic phase (altimgh, in practice, labelling order is

sccross all class-defining sets to formulate one label at a

time), secumcessudias {301'} or [BTOE], ..., overoreard

tie sane piniene, are strictly prohibited.

Tie process rule can be synbolized thrpuzh the following

Ukewise, sequendng syllable codes within phrase stnicture

can be mad by a similar aiitmatm. Moles of syllable

coding from tie corpus .of the G.R.E.C.O.'s Database of sounds

[7]:

ALORS LA BISE S‘ EST HISE A SOUFFLER DE TOUTE SA FORCEJ

J!I H Jl‘
'poneun eunorl. noun GNi‘D non

-The third verification step bears upon mnslamlcmpaagbility

re
mtieccmpotmtsmkinguponeardtiesm ,m

particularly, on carbinations involving (ll-(243. Unauthorized

cadainations are those involving either a redndant nodality

(Ex.: ,W); i.e.,vwel V—Oral modality) or a contradictory" one

(Bin: by definition, macro-class "0' excludm Oral mdality (1 ).
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We describe the enviroment required for a fine frequential
labelling; i.e., the code aid the operation system resorted to.
We also show'how it is possible to devise a systan that is
capable of assisting an autmatic labelling system.

m

Certain problens, corrected to Acoustic-Piuwetic Decoding,
call both for the elaboration of somatic Pimletic Data Bases
(APIB) and —-if ally to constitute reference systems— for tieir
labelling. Within the scope of tie "Spoken Comnmication"
G.R.E.C.O. ((NRS Coordinated Research Crap), various nutmlly
cu'Iplanenting approaches to labelling have been retained; e.g.',
broad, fine (both tarporal and frequential) [l], [2], [3],
rmmtive phonetic transcription, etc.. In'the present article,
we describe the "environnmt" required for a fine frequmtial
labellim;.i.e., tie code and operation system resorted to. we
also show how, thadcs both to manual labelling and to an APDB, it
is possible to devise a system that is capable of assisting an
wtamtic fine frequential labelling. In order to do this, we use
phonetic units to set up a correspondence between strips of both
3m]. and spectrum, so tint information itens --that-are useful
tobotblearrdngardsssesmitprocedurercminduetinebe
extracted.

IL'BIKXISI’ICW

The first step, in fine frequential labellirg, consists in
acidevim a spectral analysis of the vocal signal. Tie nodule of
somatic processing, we have on iand, is derived from a filter
bank [4] : it yields spectrun in decibels on a 24-dannel MEL
scale. One spectral sanple corresponds to a 128-dot wirdow of
analyzed signal; therefore, over a air-scion of 8 ms. at a 16 kHz
sanpling frequency. In practice, this is the me analysis we use,
fiw we have on land other metinds -e.g.., FFl‘, Cepstrun,

In order both to interpret aid ida'ltify the sigml, the
expertmkesuseof seversltypesofparaneters:

-instantaneous values of: i)signal energy in dB (measured
imadiately after pie-stressing due to the earmdel),
ii)fomants, iii)spectra1 cues [5] and iv)furdmmtal frequency.

-tamoral evolution both of the above pamters and of- the
Cmtimnis/Discontimtxis cue that measures the spectral
derivative.

Once the parametrization systen is specified, there remains
to define tieunit which the smart is going to work with. The
unit we retained is tie havozeneais infra-phmemic segmmt. At
this level, processing is attirely automated.
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The ‘ bandaries of the imageneous-segumt unit are
determined throtgh a segmenting function, caiputed on tie basis
of the overall variation of tie acoustic and prosodic cues
--using a modified version of delta coding [6]. A boudsry is
automatically set, whenrwer tie segmenting function happens to
erased a certain threshold value —tiuit is variable and
thereasiigwithtime—orwheneverthe unitexceedséOms. in
duration. 'lhe mic, tins obtained, is bound to raisin smaller
tinnthepimmie,whatevertievaluereacimbytiesegmting
function. i

mummmmm

labelling consists in placing a set of codes, either
directly onto the signal in tin case of tumorsl labelling» 01'
onto the spectrogram in the case of frequential labelling. T112
enoim, the tanporal damin is still favored by phonetic-Jana: the
raw signal is devoid of mthenatical processing, that is an
unfailing stance of alterations. Nevertieless, we chose spectral
reading: ' V '

-mtieonehsrd,wit}dnaspectm,piamasmhasnasal
nurmr or friction can both be detected,

-on the otier hard, tie simulated definition of W
segments renders tie phonetician's task easier.

Thecodestobeplacedcancmcernawible amt [21013
again, they can be used to spot events accurately [l]- 01‘
approach is semtwide: the expert places a set of 18,1215
-winse definition is underpinned by a phonetic mdel— at the
bourdaries of the "stitamtic" segnmts, defined above.

III.1 Tin Systu of Coda;

III.l.l Definition of label Vector-Couponents

Acoustic, phonetic ard syllable propertia are characterized
throuzh a label vector that is made up of several W“!
placed according to a previously set positional order. lhe SYBW‘
of codes consists of six different classes; five of which“? 9“
and only one allowed to vary:

-twoc1asses—nncm-class,Cl, ardpixneme optima-am
at pl'DtBIE characterization,

. -Uso other classes, Imrre closely related to tie W
eemc,1e1pinmherspeciryimc1amaam.mclw
dealing with somatic phonetic mdality, 03, is left .to “a"
(1'e°9 several simultarmus descriptive adjectives are allowed)-
Class or consists of contextual attributes, all coined to give
an account of co-articulation phemnaia.

-a further class —scoustic' phases, (Ii—sets seams!“ in
sequence within a given phoneme realization,

-s final class, (5, supplies information at the syllable
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level, dependim; upon tie position occupied by a syllable within
larger cornepuial entities; e.g., word, wordgmup, phrase.

lstusmvtakeupeadlsmh class, intie ordertheexpert

follows while labelling:

Cl: there-(Haas

We recognize ten distinct recto-classes:

Vowel (V), Nasal Vowel (M), Said-vowel (H), Liquid (1.) covering
/1[ std /r/, Nasal Caisonant (N). Voiceless Occlusive (o), Voiced
Occlusive (O), Voiceless Fricstive (S), Voiced Fricative (Z) and
Silence (P).

(2: m Orbs
These codes take after the Internatimal Piuietic

Alphabet (IPA), which are not available on CW2! keyboards;
up, Is] coded m, h/ coded 0, etc.

Class Cl is redmdant, with respect to the plume

code (2; indeed, it is aiitountically generated by the system,
visiieva' tie expert identifies a pimeme.

(3: Aomstic Phase .

This comment describe the temoral unfoldimz of

mm segnmts within a given phcmeme: one: or
Establishnent phase (B), Sustained or Steady phase (1') and Coda

or Haseout (O). 'lhese three phases are applied systamtically to
both ornaments and vowels.

W: WAttrlhltu

These describe how contextual events concur with or,

sometimes even, prevail over the expected realization of a

m; stakim phanmna that after mre properly pertain to

Phonology. The cases met often emountered are: A for
Mmunr (e.z., final 19/), R for Substituting, I for
Insert, 1? for lbrging.

5: Sylldile Marlboro
Tiese codes are defined over non-coupler phrases that

are cmsidered in a twofold tamer:

110m tie axis of structural counlexity: Phrase (P),

Grimm-d (c), syllable (I, s, r, M),
110112 the lexical axis: L for lexical word, 0 for

T001 or Grannatical word.
An additional distinction is made between mn- (M, N)

M Pluri-syllabic (L, 0) words. Bunnies:
PL: first syllable within a phrase tint begins with a

lad-C81 word consisting of more titan just one syllable,
(24: first syllable within a wrdmm that begins with

a lexical word cmsisting of more than just one syllable,
11.: first syllable within a lexical word.

M 0- L

o

05: lhdality of Mitotic:
Acoustic or articulatory mdality specifies souls of

the 1"Mid: features pertaining to a mam-class (loss and/or

additim and/or alteration of acoustic features). Since the field

of Wit? 18 open to variability, it is possible to choose

“W a timber of descriptive adjectives: Oral (o), Vocalic (V),
chm (G). Nasal (in, mm (c), Unvoiced (5), Semi' (2),
mm ('0. Hum (x). Fricative (P), Palatalized (r), Affricate
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(2), Aspdrate (ll), Noisy (B). This list is by no mans
exhaustive, and can be updated should new mistic feauires
becoue pertinent.

Defining and placing these label-convomnts appeared, at

first, rather to be a matter of interpretation than one of

description. ibwever, little by little, tiers began to energe a

umber of steady conventiom, likely to sustain a sore constmt

phonetic interpretation of somatic facts; tins resulting in a

type of labelling that is sore descriptive than interpretative.

Still, classes (:1, (2 and ‘(3 can be oomidered as belonging
rather to the descriptive type, wl'iereas OS aid (5 are ddinitely
mre subjective std are, tierefore, a nutter of interpretation.

More specifically, Acoustic Piese (C3) is:
-at times, descriptive, and this is tie was both of

discontinmus vowels aid of discontimous cmsomnts, both fairly

easily opened to sezmting rules,

-at otier tines interpretative, and this is the case

-delicate, if anything— of sani-vmels, over which tie melon

of phase applies with trulyextreme difficulties.

III.l.2 Verifying tie labels

Errors, in irplanmtim both tie syntax aid tie senantics of
labellirg, can intervene in the course of mtual labelling.

Therefore, it is newssarv to check tie partially applied labels,

at least for proper syntax.

The procedure is run in three steps:

-Since tie label vector is a pre-defined structure of

cmiponents both belonring to a finite set of values and obeying

to a strict positional order, it is procedurally mible to

shed: that the value, specifically assigned to a caiponent, does

belong to tie appropriate set of definition of such values. This

typing mistake, width necessarily cause improper labels to be

entered, can be automatically detected aid the! renoved.

-Witidn the terporal sequence, while shifting from one label

to the text, choice of value is not arbitrary; indeed, it is

subjected to sets of rules respectively applying to the different

type of camonmts. aiccessive values are mt drawn, from one

such set, in a random order. lius, for examle, wien labelling

for acoustic phase (altimgh, in practice, labelling order is

sccross all class-defining sets to formulate one label at a

time), secumcessudias {301'} or [BTOE], ..., overoreard

tie sane piniene, are strictly prohibited.

Tie process rule can be synbolized thrpuzh the following

Ukewise, sequendng syllable codes within phrase stnicture

can be mad by a similar aiitmatm. Moles of syllable

coding from tie corpus .of the G.R.E.C.O.'s Database of sounds

[7]:

ALORS LA BISE S‘ EST HISE A SOUFFLER DE TOUTE SA FORCEJ

J!I H Jl‘
'poneun eunorl. noun GNi‘D non

-The third verification step bears upon mnslamlcmpaagbility

re
mtieccmpotmtsmkinguponeardtiesm ,m

particularly, on carbinations involving (ll-(243. Unauthorized

cadainations are those involving either a redndant nodality

(Ex.: ,W); i.e.,vwel V—Oral modality) or a contradictory" one

(Bin: by definition, macro-class "0' excludm Oral mdality (1 ).
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111.2 112 (tundra Syste-

III.2.1 Tre Spectrogram Editor

Labels placed by an expert are mobile-acquired marks to a

spectrogran editor. This software makes it possible to listen to

the signal, to view it, to display the corresponding spectrogram,

as well as tie various cue curves —viewsble with or without

zoom, to watch both formant values std fmdamental frequency, ...

SudI a system offers two major advantages:

a)Default labelling is necessarily infrawrmendc, since the

labelling agalt must set his/her/its view of reality in

correspondence with the autumdcallv determined segments; that

is, in the case of fine labelling. Tie system is capable, as

well, restrictively to deal with onlv phoneme designation;

labelling over classes Cl and (2 only. Thls it is possible to

label broadly (Likewise, it would be possible to mtrate on

supra-omnic Imits; e.g., diphona). _

b)'1‘he editor can handle any system of codes. 'lwo other

system are, at present, being used within the scope of specific

studies (foreign languages [8] and phrase culpladty [9]). Auser

has only to specify the structure of the wanted label vector, the

set ofcodes tobeusedbyead'ttypeofconponentani, ofcmlrse,

their syntax within a given datastructure.

111.2.2 Verification Procedure

Once labelling is over, a verification procedure is

initiated on labels. Procedures, defined on the basis of concepts

mentioned earlier (See III.l.l supra), supply an opportunity for

a correction that is interactive with the user. Such a module

ensures both a quality- and a reliability-cmtrol of the labels

produced for t're database.

111.2.3 Pecapitulating brawls

In order to label, the aperthas on hand:

-signal that can be both viewed and listeled to,

-dnforration items, disolayed as spectrogram and curves.

Description of these item: (of. Figure 1)

From left to right, we can see:

-N, the spectrun sanple nunber,

-W, the signal's clergy in (13, with an evolution curve

vs. tine,
W segments -whose boundaries are

mterialized by a umber of "<"- are semred through sutonated

segrmtation.

-the 8 ms. skeleton spectrun,

-the was, mentioned supra, displayed as histogram,

-the segmenting mm, properly speaking, that the

expert places in compondence with Marsala segue-It (A very

high proportion of autaIatically delivered hoIIogaIeous segments

get one such mark).
Various wan-pictures (mes, 5111131,...) are available, by

request, m graphic screen. '

malaumsrm-nnmcmmummc

We now look at had labelling is closely knit in the

elaboration of an APIB.

IV.lSettirgupanAHB

IV. 1 . 1 Information Retained

In order to Inset the goals, entailsi in setting up a system
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that delivers mounted fine frequential labelling, the necessary

APIB trust, in the course of carnal labelling (system priming),
asaanble all the required infatuation; nanely, information

alcoupassing all processing. phases, from the physics of vocal

signal to sophisticated linguistic notions.

Two kinds of information, hour-Net, should be distinguisled:

-Qlantitative data: signal sanples, spectral samples,

prosodic paraneters (cf. 5 II above) and infrawhmemic semen:

botmdaries.

Qualitative data: labels corresponding to linguistic

conceptual events that the expert detects in tin course of Inamal

labelling.
All such infatuation is woven into tfe APB, thanks to a

mmgement systan [10]..

IV.1.2 Relatiom

Tie managemmt system aims at tying together the various

types of infatuation, described above.

Ihmnzh a m datmtructute, various kinds of data become

associated. For ample: signal block rubber, spectrun sanple

rurber, label vectors as placed by expert... Tins, thanks to

semantic links, itans of syubolic infatuation (phrmetic concepts)
become associated with itens of somatic quantitative information

(spectnm, signal). In fact, this linking correspmdenoe is one

of tie most crucial probleus facing phonetic decoding. At least,

this is an important asslnption that the database schema we

propose, attenpts to meet. Moreover, since users need to' retrieve

phonetic concepts from any context, it because useful to weave

relations between the context that is being aramined and other

previous or submlmt contexts.

Ttus, for exmple, given s'phmene it is possible to find

out:
-its realized occurrence anmg blocks in the signal file.

f -its occur-race within the centi-seconds of the spectnm

ile,

-its phonetic context, both prior ani posterior,

-its next realization within the sane file.

The latter two types of relatio‘m are systematically created

for each label vector conponent. This retrieval schane, and the

set of links 1: mtails, lies at the very base of any W
consultation.

IV.2 Canada; the APB

In order to learn an automate! labelling systen. teval
of cmtents from various types of file is imperative (e-SH
physical sounds, spectrun, labels 13pm from expertise. ...).
Therefore, to the effect of facilitating new @1311d
—i.e., learnirg procedures- we designed a retrieval syten '10

reach all infatuation elaborated Eran the vocal signal. This type

of consultation is mde possible, dunks to the semntic links
that an... access both to mite pro-defined through labeuixs and
to relations between various datatypes. 11118. it W
realistic to set up referams such as:

mean value of energy parameter over realizations of pram

/i/ within a given corpus, utters! by a given speaker.
-mean value. of fricative formnt over realizations Of

P-class vowels (displaying tin fricative mdality),
wean value of energy parameter over all 1' phases (awaited

portion) of all occlusives within corpus,
-etc.

“.3 mm Carma

At present. we have available an initial aooustic—plmetic

database, labelled for 10 speakers (7 mles, 3 femaleS)- ’me
cormses used are:
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-connected digits and logatans CVCVCV, both for C.N.E.T.

Agreamt [ll], , '

-continuous speech: "la Bise et le soleil", for G.R.E.C.0.,'

for a total of 13000 phonemes, labelled.

“WANMW

The goal we set for ourselves is to help the phmetician's

expert work. We mean either to sutouatize certain tasks or to

furtIer the degree of autanatization, already achieved within the

pre-segmmtatim nodule that yields lumgenews segments. ,

As an initial step, we limit our scope to the identification

of both phoneme (C2) and mdality ((5) calpmmts of a label

vector. In the way of systan input, we already have a normative

phoIIetic transcription and a set of quantitative items of

infestation (spectrun, signal) cmceming any sequence we wish to

label. Fran this transcription, we contmplate both introducing

autarated ’aligment procedures [12], [13], [14], [15] and

cowering these with procedures that segment for events [16]. ’

By automatically placing boundaries, such procedures should

make it possible to delimit phoneme. Mearwldle, for the purpose

of fine labelling, it is equally advantageous to add procedures

for extracting acoustic and phonetic features (05).

Specifications for this phase must include:

-not only a strategy of expert labelling [17], [18], [19],

-but also learning results delivered by statistical modules,

when these are run on a base of already labelled data.

For the time being, thesystan is devised both to validate

labels, arrl as a tool serving expertise. Naif, we mean to
formalize our results, with a view to elaborating an automated

interactive labelling sytem.

mm

011' warm thanks to Barry laur- who joined us on the lengthy

spectrogram-reading expert's task.
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111.2 112 (tundra Syste-

III.2.1 Tre Spectrogram Editor

Labels placed by an expert are mobile-acquired marks to a

spectrogran editor. This software makes it possible to listen to

the signal, to view it, to display the corresponding spectrogram,

as well as tie various cue curves —viewsble with or without

zoom, to watch both formant values std fmdamental frequency, ...

SudI a system offers two major advantages:

a)Default labelling is necessarily infrawrmendc, since the

labelling agalt must set his/her/its view of reality in

correspondence with the autumdcallv determined segments; that

is, in the case of fine labelling. Tie system is capable, as

well, restrictively to deal with onlv phoneme designation;

labelling over classes Cl and (2 only. Thls it is possible to

label broadly (Likewise, it would be possible to mtrate on

supra-omnic Imits; e.g., diphona). _

b)'1‘he editor can handle any system of codes. 'lwo other

system are, at present, being used within the scope of specific

studies (foreign languages [8] and phrase culpladty [9]). Auser

has only to specify the structure of the wanted label vector, the

set ofcodes tobeusedbyead'ttypeofconponentani, ofcmlrse,

their syntax within a given datastructure.

111.2.2 Verification Procedure

Once labelling is over, a verification procedure is

initiated on labels. Procedures, defined on the basis of concepts

mentioned earlier (See III.l.l supra), supply an opportunity for

a correction that is interactive with the user. Such a module

ensures both a quality- and a reliability-cmtrol of the labels

produced for t're database.

111.2.3 Pecapitulating brawls

In order to label, the aperthas on hand:

-signal that can be both viewed and listeled to,

-dnforration items, disolayed as spectrogram and curves.

Description of these item: (of. Figure 1)

From left to right, we can see:

-N, the spectrun sanple nunber,

-W, the signal's clergy in (13, with an evolution curve

vs. tine,
W segments -whose boundaries are

mterialized by a umber of "<"- are semred through sutonated

segrmtation.

-the 8 ms. skeleton spectrun,

-the was, mentioned supra, displayed as histogram,

-the segmenting mm, properly speaking, that the

expert places in compondence with Marsala segue-It (A very

high proportion of autaIatically delivered hoIIogaIeous segments

get one such mark).
Various wan-pictures (mes, 5111131,...) are available, by

request, m graphic screen. '

malaumsrm-nnmcmmummc

We now look at had labelling is closely knit in the

elaboration of an APIB.

IV.lSettirgupanAHB

IV. 1 . 1 Information Retained

In order to Inset the goals, entailsi in setting up a system

390

that delivers mounted fine frequential labelling, the necessary

APIB trust, in the course of carnal labelling (system priming),
asaanble all the required infatuation; nanely, information

alcoupassing all processing. phases, from the physics of vocal

signal to sophisticated linguistic notions.

Two kinds of information, hour-Net, should be distinguisled:

-Qlantitative data: signal sanples, spectral samples,

prosodic paraneters (cf. 5 II above) and infrawhmemic semen:

botmdaries.

Qualitative data: labels corresponding to linguistic

conceptual events that the expert detects in tin course of Inamal

labelling.
All such infatuation is woven into tfe APB, thanks to a

mmgement systan [10]..

IV.1.2 Relatiom

Tie managemmt system aims at tying together the various

types of infatuation, described above.

Ihmnzh a m datmtructute, various kinds of data become

associated. For ample: signal block rubber, spectrun sanple

rurber, label vectors as placed by expert... Tins, thanks to

semantic links, itans of syubolic infatuation (phrmetic concepts)
become associated with itens of somatic quantitative information

(spectnm, signal). In fact, this linking correspmdenoe is one

of tie most crucial probleus facing phonetic decoding. At least,

this is an important asslnption that the database schema we

propose, attenpts to meet. Moreover, since users need to' retrieve

phonetic concepts from any context, it because useful to weave

relations between the context that is being aramined and other

previous or submlmt contexts.

Ttus, for exmple, given s'phmene it is possible to find

out:
-its realized occurrence anmg blocks in the signal file.

f -its occur-race within the centi-seconds of the spectnm

ile,

-its phonetic context, both prior ani posterior,

-its next realization within the sane file.

The latter two types of relatio‘m are systematically created

for each label vector conponent. This retrieval schane, and the

set of links 1: mtails, lies at the very base of any W
consultation.

IV.2 Canada; the APB

In order to learn an automate! labelling systen. teval
of cmtents from various types of file is imperative (e-SH
physical sounds, spectrun, labels 13pm from expertise. ...).
Therefore, to the effect of facilitating new @1311d
—i.e., learnirg procedures- we designed a retrieval syten '10

reach all infatuation elaborated Eran the vocal signal. This type

of consultation is mde possible, dunks to the semntic links
that an... access both to mite pro-defined through labeuixs and
to relations between various datatypes. 11118. it W
realistic to set up referams such as:

mean value of energy parameter over realizations of pram

/i/ within a given corpus, utters! by a given speaker.
-mean value. of fricative formnt over realizations Of

P-class vowels (displaying tin fricative mdality),
wean value of energy parameter over all 1' phases (awaited

portion) of all occlusives within corpus,
-etc.

“.3 mm Carma

At present. we have available an initial aooustic—plmetic

database, labelled for 10 speakers (7 mles, 3 femaleS)- ’me
cormses used are:

Se 94.4.3

-connected digits and logatans CVCVCV, both for C.N.E.T.

Agreamt [ll], , '

-continuous speech: "la Bise et le soleil", for G.R.E.C.0.,'

for a total of 13000 phonemes, labelled.

“WANMW

The goal we set for ourselves is to help the phmetician's

expert work. We mean either to sutouatize certain tasks or to

furtIer the degree of autanatization, already achieved within the

pre-segmmtatim nodule that yields lumgenews segments. ,

As an initial step, we limit our scope to the identification

of both phoneme (C2) and mdality ((5) calpmmts of a label

vector. In the way of systan input, we already have a normative

phoIIetic transcription and a set of quantitative items of

infestation (spectrun, signal) cmceming any sequence we wish to

label. Fran this transcription, we contmplate both introducing

autarated ’aligment procedures [12], [13], [14], [15] and

cowering these with procedures that segment for events [16]. ’

By automatically placing boundaries, such procedures should

make it possible to delimit phoneme. Mearwldle, for the purpose

of fine labelling, it is equally advantageous to add procedures

for extracting acoustic and phonetic features (05).

Specifications for this phase must include:

-not only a strategy of expert labelling [17], [18], [19],

-but also learning results delivered by statistical modules,

when these are run on a base of already labelled data.

For the time being, thesystan is devised both to validate

labels, arrl as a tool serving expertise. Naif, we mean to
formalize our results, with a view to elaborating an automated

interactive labelling sytem.

mm

011' warm thanks to Barry laur- who joined us on the lengthy

spectrogram-reading expert's task.
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VOWEL RECOGNITION BASED ON “LINE-FORMANTS”

‘ DERIVED FROM AN AUDITORY—BASED SPECTRAL

REPRESENTATION*

Stephanie Seneff

Research Laboratory of Electronics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

ABSTRACT

A new approach to vowel recognition is described, which begins

‘by reducing a spectrographic representation to a set of straight~line

segments that collectively sketch out the formant trajectories. These

I‘line—formants’l are used for recognition by scoring their match to a

set of histograms of line-formant frequency distributions determined

from training data for the 16 vowel categories in the recognition set.

Speaker normalization is done by subtracting F0 from line-formant

frequencies on a Bark scale. Although the formants are never enumer-

ated or tracked explicitly, the frequency distributions of the formants

are the main features influencing the recognition score. Recognition

results are given for 2135 vowels extracted from continuous speech
spoken by 292 male and female speakers.

INTRODUCTION

The formant frequencies are probably the most important in-

formation leading to the recognition of vowels, as well as other

sonorant and even possibly obstruent sounds. Therefore, re-

searchers have spent a considerable amount of effort designing

robust formant trackers, which attempt to associate peaks in the
spectrum with formant frequencies, using continuity constraints

to aid in the tracking of the formants. Once the formant tracks

are available, it then becomes possible to identify directions and
degree of formant movements, features that are important in
recognizing diphthongs, semivowels, and place of articulation of
adjacent consonants.

It is impossible to design a “perfect” formant tracker. The
most serious problem with formants is that when they are wrong
there are often gross errors. Therefore, we have decided to adopt
a somewhat different approach, one that can lead to information
about formant movements without explicitly labelling the for-
mant numbers. The method also collapses the two stages of for-
mant tracking and track interpretation (e.g., “rising formant”)
into a single step. The outcome is that a spectrographic repre-
sentation is reduced to a skeleton sketch consisting of a set of
straight-line segments, which we call “line-formants,” that col-
lectively trace out the formant tracks. The recognition strategy
then involves matching all of the line-formants of an unknown
segment to a set of templates, each of which describes statis-
tically the appropriate line-formant configurations for a given
phonetic class (which could be as detailed as “nasalized /a:/”

‘This research was .supported by DARPA under Contract N00039—85-C-
0254, monitored through Naval Electronic Systems Command.

or as general as “front vowel”). Usually the number of line-

formants for a given speech segment is considerably larger than

the number of formants, because in many cases several straight-

line segments are required to adequately reflect the transitions

of a single formant.

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Spectral Representation
The system makes use of two spectrogram-like representa-

tions that are based on our current understanding of the human

auditory system. These have been described in detail previously

,[l,2], and will only be discussed briefly here. The analysis sys-

tem consists of a set of 40 critical band filters, spanning the

frequency range from 160 to 6400 Hz. The filter outputs are

processed through a nonlinearity stage that introduces such ef-

fects" as onset enhancement, saturation and forward masking.

The outputs of this stage are then processed through two in-

dependent analyses, each of which produces a spectrogram-like

output. The “Mean Rate Spectrogram” is related to mean rate

response in the auditory system, and is used for locating sono-

rant regions in the speech signal. The “Synchrony Spectro-

gram” takes advantage of the phase-locking property of auditory

nerve fibers. It produces spectra that tend to be amplitude-

normalized, with prominent peaks at the formant frequencies.

The amplitude of each spectral peak is related to the amount of

energy at that frequency relative'to the energy in the spectral

vicinity. The line-formant representation is derived from this

Synchrony Spectrogram.

Line-formant Processing
The line-formants are bbtained by first locating sonorant re-

gions,‘ based on the amount of low frequency energy in the Mean

Rate Spectrogram. Within these sonorant regions, a subset of

robust peaks in the Synchrony Spectrogram is selected. Peaks

are rejected if their amplitude is not sufficiently greater than the

average amplitude in the surrounding time-frequency field. For

each selected peak, a short fixed-length line segment is deter-

mined, whose direction gives the best orientation for a proposed

formant track passing through that peak, using a procedure 85

outlined in Figure 1. The amplitude at each point on' a rect-

angular grid within a circular region surrounding the peak m

question is used to update a histogram of amplitude as a func-

tion of the angle, 0. Typical sizes for the circle radius are 2.0

ms in time and L2 Bark in frequency. The maximum value In
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of process used to deter-
mine an orientation for a formant passing through a peak. (a)
Synchrony Spectrogram with cross-bars indicating a referenced
peak. (b) Schematic blow-up of region around the peak, outlin-
ing procedure to generate a histogram of amplitude as a function
of angle. (c) Resulting histogram for the example-in part a.

the histogram defines the amplitude and corresponding 0 for the

proposed track, as marked by an arrow in Figure 1c. '

At each time frame several new short segments are gener-

ated, one for each robust spectral peak. A short segment is

then merged with a pre-existing partial line-formant whenever

the two lines have a similar orientation, and the distance be-

twaen each endpoint and the other line is sufficiently small.

The merging process is accomplished by creating a weighted-

average line-formant that incorporates the new line. If a given

new segment is sufficiently unique, it is entered as a new partial

line-formant.

The resulting Skeleton Spectrogramfor the /a/ inthe word

‘shock’is illustrated in Figure 2a, along with a Schematized

SPBClroyramin Figure 2b, included to facilitate visual evaluation.

The latter is constructed by replacing each line-formant with a

time sequence of Gaussian-shaped spectral peaks with ampli-

tude equal to the line’s amplitude. The corresponding Syn-

chmny spectrogram is shown in Figure 2c, with line-formants

81merimposed. For direct comparison, Figure 2d shows a Syn-

chmny Spectral cross section at the time of the vertical bar,

011 Which is superimposed a cross section of the Schematized

spectrogram. For this example, we see that peak locations and

amlitudes in the vowel are accurately reflected. In addition, for-

mant transitions appropriate for the palatal fricative on the left

and the velar stop on the right are also captured.

RECOGNITION EXPERIIVIENT

Thus» far, we have focused our studies on speaker-indepen-

dent recognition for 16 vowels and diphthongs of American En-

glish in continuous speech, restricted to obstruent and nasal

coNext. The semivowel context is excluded because we believe

that in many cases vowel-semivowel sequences should be treated

a“ a Single phonetic unit much like a diphthong.
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Figure 2: Sample line-formant outputs: (a) Skeleton Spectro-

gram for word “shock," (b) Corresponding Schematized Spectro-

gram, (c) Synchrony Spectrogram with line-formants superimposed.

(d) cross-sections from b and c at the cursor, superimposed.

Speaker Normalization
Our first task was to devise an effective speaker-normaliza-

tion procedure. Many investigators have noted the strong corre-

lation between formant frequencies and F0 [3]. The relationship

is clearly nonlinear - the second formant for female /i/ is higher

on average by several hundred Hz, whereas the Po difierence is

on the order of 100 Hz. However, on a Bark (critical band) scale

the male-female difference in F2 for /i/ becomes much more sim-

ilar to that in F0. Thus we decided to try a very simple scheme —

for each line-formant, subtract from the line's center frequency

the median F0 over the duration of the line, on a Bark scale.

We found this normalization procedure to be remarkably ef-

fective, as illustrated in Figure 3. Part a shows a histogram

of the center frequencies of all of the lines for 35 male and.35

female /3/ tokens. Part 6 shows the same data, after median

Fo has been subtracted from each line’s center frequency. The

higher formants emerge as separate entities after the F0 nor-

malization. The normalization is not as effective for F1, but

the dispersal in F; is due in part to other factors such asvowel

nasalization. A valid question to ask is the following: if it is

supposed that speaker normalization can be accomplished by

subtracting a factor time: F0 from all formant frequencies, then

what should be the numerical value of the factor? An answer

can be obtained experimentally using autoregressive analysis.

We defined F}, = F” - of}, to be the normalized formant fre-

quency for each line. Using vowels for which the formants are

well separated, we associated a group of lines With a particular

formant such as F2. The goal was to minimize total squared er-

ror for each remapped formant among all speakers, with respect

to a. The resulting estimated value for a was 0.975, proViding

experimental evidence for the validity of the proposed scheme.
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VOWEL RECOGNITION BASED ON “LINE-FORMANTS”

‘ DERIVED FROM AN AUDITORY—BASED SPECTRAL

REPRESENTATION*

Stephanie Seneff
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

ABSTRACT

A new approach to vowel recognition is described, which begins

‘by reducing a spectrographic representation to a set of straight~line

segments that collectively sketch out the formant trajectories. These

I‘line—formants’l are used for recognition by scoring their match to a

set of histograms of line-formant frequency distributions determined

from training data for the 16 vowel categories in the recognition set.

Speaker normalization is done by subtracting F0 from line-formant

frequencies on a Bark scale. Although the formants are never enumer-

ated or tracked explicitly, the frequency distributions of the formants

are the main features influencing the recognition score. Recognition

results are given for 2135 vowels extracted from continuous speech
spoken by 292 male and female speakers.

INTRODUCTION

The formant frequencies are probably the most important in-

formation leading to the recognition of vowels, as well as other

sonorant and even possibly obstruent sounds. Therefore, re-

searchers have spent a considerable amount of effort designing

robust formant trackers, which attempt to associate peaks in the
spectrum with formant frequencies, using continuity constraints

to aid in the tracking of the formants. Once the formant tracks

are available, it then becomes possible to identify directions and
degree of formant movements, features that are important in
recognizing diphthongs, semivowels, and place of articulation of
adjacent consonants.

It is impossible to design a “perfect” formant tracker. The
most serious problem with formants is that when they are wrong
there are often gross errors. Therefore, we have decided to adopt
a somewhat different approach, one that can lead to information
about formant movements without explicitly labelling the for-
mant numbers. The method also collapses the two stages of for-
mant tracking and track interpretation (e.g., “rising formant”)
into a single step. The outcome is that a spectrographic repre-
sentation is reduced to a skeleton sketch consisting of a set of
straight-line segments, which we call “line-formants,” that col-
lectively trace out the formant tracks. The recognition strategy
then involves matching all of the line-formants of an unknown
segment to a set of templates, each of which describes statis-
tically the appropriate line-formant configurations for a given
phonetic class (which could be as detailed as “nasalized /a:/”

‘This research was .supported by DARPA under Contract N00039—85-C-
0254, monitored through Naval Electronic Systems Command.

or as general as “front vowel”). Usually the number of line-

formants for a given speech segment is considerably larger than

the number of formants, because in many cases several straight-

line segments are required to adequately reflect the transitions

of a single formant.

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Spectral Representation
The system makes use of two spectrogram-like representa-

tions that are based on our current understanding of the human

auditory system. These have been described in detail previously

,[l,2], and will only be discussed briefly here. The analysis sys-

tem consists of a set of 40 critical band filters, spanning the

frequency range from 160 to 6400 Hz. The filter outputs are

processed through a nonlinearity stage that introduces such ef-

fects" as onset enhancement, saturation and forward masking.

The outputs of this stage are then processed through two in-

dependent analyses, each of which produces a spectrogram-like

output. The “Mean Rate Spectrogram” is related to mean rate

response in the auditory system, and is used for locating sono-

rant regions in the speech signal. The “Synchrony Spectro-

gram” takes advantage of the phase-locking property of auditory

nerve fibers. It produces spectra that tend to be amplitude-

normalized, with prominent peaks at the formant frequencies.

The amplitude of each spectral peak is related to the amount of

energy at that frequency relative'to the energy in the spectral

vicinity. The line-formant representation is derived from this

Synchrony Spectrogram.

Line-formant Processing
The line-formants are bbtained by first locating sonorant re-

gions,‘ based on the amount of low frequency energy in the Mean

Rate Spectrogram. Within these sonorant regions, a subset of

robust peaks in the Synchrony Spectrogram is selected. Peaks

are rejected if their amplitude is not sufficiently greater than the

average amplitude in the surrounding time-frequency field. For

each selected peak, a short fixed-length line segment is deter-

mined, whose direction gives the best orientation for a proposed

formant track passing through that peak, using a procedure 85

outlined in Figure 1. The amplitude at each point on' a rect-

angular grid within a circular region surrounding the peak m

question is used to update a histogram of amplitude as a func-

tion of the angle, 0. Typical sizes for the circle radius are 2.0

ms in time and L2 Bark in frequency. The maximum value In
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of process used to deter-
mine an orientation for a formant passing through a peak. (a)
Synchrony Spectrogram with cross-bars indicating a referenced
peak. (b) Schematic blow-up of region around the peak, outlin-
ing procedure to generate a histogram of amplitude as a function
of angle. (c) Resulting histogram for the example-in part a.

the histogram defines the amplitude and corresponding 0 for the

proposed track, as marked by an arrow in Figure 1c. '

At each time frame several new short segments are gener-

ated, one for each robust spectral peak. A short segment is

then merged with a pre-existing partial line-formant whenever

the two lines have a similar orientation, and the distance be-

twaen each endpoint and the other line is sufficiently small.

The merging process is accomplished by creating a weighted-

average line-formant that incorporates the new line. If a given

new segment is sufficiently unique, it is entered as a new partial

line-formant.

The resulting Skeleton Spectrogramfor the /a/ inthe word

‘shock’is illustrated in Figure 2a, along with a Schematized

SPBClroyramin Figure 2b, included to facilitate visual evaluation.

The latter is constructed by replacing each line-formant with a

time sequence of Gaussian-shaped spectral peaks with ampli-

tude equal to the line’s amplitude. The corresponding Syn-

chmny spectrogram is shown in Figure 2c, with line-formants

81merimposed. For direct comparison, Figure 2d shows a Syn-

chmny Spectral cross section at the time of the vertical bar,

011 Which is superimposed a cross section of the Schematized

spectrogram. For this example, we see that peak locations and

amlitudes in the vowel are accurately reflected. In addition, for-

mant transitions appropriate for the palatal fricative on the left

and the velar stop on the right are also captured.

RECOGNITION EXPERIIVIENT

Thus» far, we have focused our studies on speaker-indepen-

dent recognition for 16 vowels and diphthongs of American En-

glish in continuous speech, restricted to obstruent and nasal

coNext. The semivowel context is excluded because we believe

that in many cases vowel-semivowel sequences should be treated

a“ a Single phonetic unit much like a diphthong.
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Figure 2: Sample line-formant outputs: (a) Skeleton Spectro-

gram for word “shock," (b) Corresponding Schematized Spectro-

gram, (c) Synchrony Spectrogram with line-formants superimposed.

(d) cross-sections from b and c at the cursor, superimposed.

Speaker Normalization
Our first task was to devise an effective speaker-normaliza-

tion procedure. Many investigators have noted the strong corre-

lation between formant frequencies and F0 [3]. The relationship

is clearly nonlinear - the second formant for female /i/ is higher

on average by several hundred Hz, whereas the Po difierence is

on the order of 100 Hz. However, on a Bark (critical band) scale

the male-female difference in F2 for /i/ becomes much more sim-

ilar to that in F0. Thus we decided to try a very simple scheme —

for each line-formant, subtract from the line's center frequency

the median F0 over the duration of the line, on a Bark scale.

We found this normalization procedure to be remarkably ef-

fective, as illustrated in Figure 3. Part a shows a histogram

of the center frequencies of all of the lines for 35 male and.35

female /3/ tokens. Part 6 shows the same data, after median

Fo has been subtracted from each line’s center frequency. The

higher formants emerge as separate entities after the F0 nor-

malization. The normalization is not as effective for F1, but

the dispersal in F; is due in part to other factors such asvowel

nasalization. A valid question to ask is the following: if it is

supposed that speaker normalization can be accomplished by

subtracting a factor time: F0 from all formant frequencies, then

what should be the numerical value of the factor? An answer

can be obtained experimentally using autoregressive analysis.

We defined F}, = F” - of}, to be the normalized formant fre-

quency for each line. Using vowels for which the formants are

well separated, we associated a group of lines With a particular

formant such as F2. The goal was to minimize total squared er-

ror for each remapped formant among all speakers, with respect

to a. The resulting estimated value for a was 0.975, proViding

experimental evidence for the validity of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 3: Histograms for center frequencies of all line-formants for
35 female and 35 male tokens of [a], (a) without Fo normalization,
and (b) with F0 normalization.

Scoring Procedures

Our goal in developing a recognizer for the vowels was to
emphasize the formant frequency information without ever ex-
plicitly identifying the formant numbers. We wanted to avoid
traditional spectral template-matching. schemes, because they
depend too heavily on irrelevant factors such as the loudness or
the overall spectral tilt. On the other hand, we did not want to
specify, for example, the distance between F; and a target F2,
because this relies on accurately enumerating the formants.

We decided to construct histograms of frequency distribu-
tions of spectral peaks across time, based on data derived from
the line-formants. The scoring amounts to treating each his-
togram as a probability distribution, and matching the unknown
token’s line-formants against the appropriate distributions for
each vowel. To construct the histograms for a given vowel, all of
the line-formants in a training set were used to generate five his-
tograms intended to capture the distributions of the formants at
significant time points in the vowel. All lines were normalized
with respect to F0, which was computed automatically using
a version of the Gold-Rabiner pitch detector [4]. Each line-
formant’s contributions to the histograms were weighted by its
amplitude and its length.

Only left, center and right frequencies of the lines were used
in the histograms. The left frequency of a given line-formant
falls into one of two bins, depending upon whether or not it is
near the beginning of the vowel. Right frequencies are sorted
similarly, with a dividing point near the end of the vowel. Center
frequencies are collected into the same histogram regardless of
their time location. Such a sorting process results in a set of
histograms that reflects general formant motions over time. For
example, the F2 peak in the histograms for [e/ shifts upward
from left-on—left to center to right-on-right, reflecting the fact
that /e/ is diphthongized towards a /y/ off-glide, as illustrated

, in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Histograms for (a) left-on-left, (1)) center, and (C)
right-on~right line-formant frequencies for 128 tokens of /e/, Fo nor
malized.
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2135 Vowels, 288 Speakers

uilecao‘n’n‘kooyouur
90 220 268 128 153 155 131 92 103 147 156 96 83 114 96 103

Table I: Distributions of vowels in recognition experiment

To score an unknown token, the left, center, and right fre-
quencies of all of its lines are matched against the appropriate

histograms for each vowel category, which are treated as prob-
ability distributions. The score for the token’s match is the

weighted sum'of the log probabilites for the five categories for

all of the line-formants. The amplitude of the line does not en-
ter into the match, but is used only as a weight for the line’s
contribution to the score. This strategy eliminates the problem
of mismatch due to factors such as spectral tilt or overall energy-

Recognition Results
The vowels used for recognition were extracted from sen-

tences in the TIMIT database [5]. The speakers represented a
wide range of dialectical variations. A total of 2135 vowel t0-

kens spoken by 206 male and 82 female speakers were used as
both training and test data, using a jackknifing procedure. The
distributions of vowels are shown in Table 1. Each speaker’s

vowel tokens were scored against histograms computed from all

of the line-formants ezcept those from that speaker. The scor-
ing procedure was as discussed above, with histograms defined
for sixteen vowel categories. The endpoints for the vowels wcr“
taken from the time-aligned phonetic transcription.
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u i l e e a: 0" o’ u A a 3’ o u u s

u 49 15 ll 6 3 l 4 8 3

i 11 70 5 8 1 1 1 2 1
i ll 10 32 16 ll 5 2 6 5 2

e 5 9 5 60 7 6 1 1 l 3 2

c 3 l 12 14 37 16 l 1 6 2 3 l

a l 1 1 10 9 59 4 7 4 1 1 2 1

a" 2 13 39 6 13 7 7 2 7 3
.Y 1 7 4 58 15 2 l 8 2 2
u 3 7 15 40 4 27 5

A l 1 1 7 6 2 5 17 39 2 2 5 6 5 1
3 3 3. 29 l 46 4 12 1 1 1
,1 1 l 10 1 3 67 8 6 2
o 4 7 1 5 6 l4 4 53 5 l
u 20 1 ll 4 l l 5 3 3 9 28 11 4 .
u 11 2 2 2 1 l l 1 2 4 l 2 9 17 40 3

r 8 , 4 3 3 1 l 1 3 l l 5 5 3 62

Table 2: First choice confusion matrix for the vowels
Row = Labeled Category, Column = Recognized Category.

A matrix of first-choice confusion probabilities is given in

Table 2, in terms of percent correct in the phonetic category. For
the most part, confusions are reasonable. We feel encouraged by
this performance, especially considering that multiple dialects
and multiple contexts are included in the same histogram.

Figure 5 summarizes recognition performance in terms of
percentage of time the correct answer is in the top N, for all
speakers, and for male and female speakers separately. Recog-
nition was somewhat worse for females, who represented only
25% of the population. Also shown are the recognition results
for female speakers when the Fo-normalization scheme is omit-
ted, both in collecting the histograms and in scoring. Significant
gains were realized as a consequence of the normalization. The
performance for the male speakers without Fa normalization
hOWever (not shown) did not change.

FIJTWJICEIPIuAPJS
We believe that recognition performance can be improved by

extensions in several directions. One is to divide each vowel’s
histograms into multiple subcategories, based on both general
features of the vowel and coarticulation effects. General cate-

gories, useful for the center-frequency histogram, would include
“nasalized,” “Southern accent,” or “fronted.” Left- and right-
Context place of articulation, such as “velar,” could be used to

define corresponding histogram subcategories. We also plan to
fXPlore an alternative recognition strategy for explicitly match—

mfi each line-formant against a set of template line-formant:
describing a particular phonetic category, instead of reducing
the line to three “independent” points. We believe that such an

aPpl‘oach 'will better capture the fact that a given left frequency

and a giVen right frequency are connected. Finally, we plan to
Erfidually expand the scope of the recognizer, first to vowels in

all contexts and then to other classes such as semivowels.
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Figure 3: Histograms for center frequencies of all line-formants for
35 female and 35 male tokens of /a=/, (a) without F0 normalization,
and (b) with F0 normalization.

Scoring Procedures

Our goal in developing a recognizer for the vowels was to
emphasize the formant frequency information without ever ex-
plicitly identifying the formant numbers. We wanted to avoid
traditional spectral template-matching. schemes, because they
depend too heavily on irrelevant factors such as the loudness or
the overall spectral tilt. On the other hand, we did not want to
specify, for example, the distance between F2 and a target F2,
because this relies on accurately enumerating the formants.

We decided to construct histograms of frequency distribu-
tions of spectral peaks across time, based on data derived from
the line-formants. The scoring amounts to treating each his-
togram as a probability distribution, and matching the unknown
token’s line-formants against the appropriate distributions for
each vowel. To construct the histograms for a given vowel, all of
the line-formants in a training set were used to generate five his-
tograms intended to capture the distributions of the formants at
significant time points in the vowel. All lines were normalized
with respect to F0, which was computed automatically using
a version of the Gold-Rabiner pitch detector [4]. Each line-
formant’s contributions to the histograms were weighted by its
amplitude and its length.

Only left, center and right frequencies of the lines were used
in the histograms. The left frequency of a given line-formant
falls into one of two bins, depending upon whether or not it is
near the beginning of the vowel. Right frequencies are sorted
similarly, with a dividing point near the end of the vowel. Center
frequencies are collected into the same histogram regardless of
their time location. Such a sorting process results in a set of
histograms that reflects general formant motions over time. For
example, the F2 peak in the histograms for /e/ shifts upward
from left-on-left to center to right-on-right, reflecting the fact
that /e/ is diphthongized towards a /y/ off-glide, as illustrated

, in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Histograms for (a) left-on-left, (b) center, and (c)
right-on-right line-formant frequencies for 128 tokens of /e/, F}, nor-
malized.
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Table I: Distributions of vowels in recognition experiment

To score an unknown token, the left, center, and right fre-
quencies of all of its lines are matched against the appropriate

histograms for each vowel category, which are treated as prob-
ability distributions. The score for the token’s match is the

weighted sum'of the log probabilites for the five categories for

all of the line-formants. The amplitude of the line does not en-
ter into the match, but is used only as a weight for the line’s
contribution to the score. This strategy eliminates the problem
of mismatch due to factors such as spectral tilt or overall energy-

Recognition Results
The vowels used for recognition were extracted from sen-

tences in the TIMIT database [5]. The speakers represented a
wide range of dialectical variations. A total of 2135 vowel t0-

kens spoken by 206 male and 82 female speakers were used as
both training and test data, using a jackknifing procedure. The
distributions of vowels are shown in Table 1. Each speaker’s

vowel tokens were scored against histograms computed from all

of the line-formants ezcept those from that speaker. The scor-
ing procedure was as discussed above, with histograms defined
for sixteen vowel categories. The endpoints for the vowels wvrt'
taken from the time-aligned phonetic transcription.
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a l 1 1 10 9 59 4 7 4 l 1 2 1
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Table 2: First choice confusion matrix for the vowels
Row = Labeled Category, Column = Recognized Category.

A matrix of first-choice confusion probabilities is given in

Table 2, in terms of percent correct in the phonetic category. For
the most part, confusions are reasonable. We feel encouraged by
this performance, especially considering that multiple dialects
and multiple contexts are included in the same histogram.

Figure 5 summarizes recognition performance in terms of
percentage of time the correct answer is in the top N, for all
speakers, and for male and female speakers separately. Recog-
nition was somewhat worse for females, who represented only
25% of the population. Also shown are the recognition results
for female speakers when the Fo-normalization scheme is omit-
ted, both in collecting the histograms and in scoring. Significant
gains were realized as a consequence of the normalization. The
performance for the male speakers without Fa normalization
however (not shown) did not change.

FIJTWJICEIPIuAPJS
We believe that recognition performance can be improved by

extensions in several directions. One is to divide each vowel’s
histograms into multiple subcategories, based on both general
features of the vowel and coarticulation effects. General cate-
gories, useful for the center-frequency histogram, would include
“nasalized,” “Southern accent,” or “fronted.” Left- and right-
cOntext place of articulation, such as “velar,” could be used to

define corresponding histogram subcategories. We also plan to
FxPlore an alternative recognition strategy for explicitly match—
mg each line-formant against a set of template line-formant:
describing a particular phonetic category, instead of reducing
the line to three “independent” points. We believe that such an
aPproach'will better capture the fact that a given left frequency

and a given right frequency are connected. Finally, we plan to
Eridually expand the scope of the recognizer, first to vowels in

all contexts and then to other classes such as semivowels.
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RELIABILITKTSMASSE FUR DIE AUTOMATISCHE TRANSKRIPTION

REINHOLD GREISBACH

Institut fflr Phonetik

Universitat zu Koln

Greinstr. 2.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Beurteilung der Leistungsfahigkeit von

automatischen Transkriptionsverfahren ver-

langt nach Methoden, die die Validitats-

problematik bei phonetischen Transkriptio—

nen berficksichtigen konnen. Reliabilitats—

maBe scheinen diese Voraussetzung zu er-

ffillen. Bereits im Hinblick auf zukfinftige

Entwicklungen wird deshalb hier die An-

,“wendbarkeit solcher MaBe auf automatisch

erstellte Transkripte theoretisch unter—

_sucht.

MOTIVATION.

,Bereits heute ist es mbglich, akustische

Sprachsignale automatischen Spracherken—

{nungsprozessen zu unterziehen mit dem Ziel,

eine segmentale phonetische (impressioni-

. stische) Transkription dieses Sprachsignals

fi_zu gewinnen. Dabei laBt jedoch meist ein

_einziger Blick auf das Resultat erkennen,

‘wie gut oder besser wie schlecht diese au-

‘tomatische Transkription (aT) arbeitet.

Wenn sich jedoch in Zukunft die Leistungs-

fahigkeit automatischer Erkennungsverfahren

weiter verbessert, und daran scheint kein

CZweifel, wird die Entscheidung "Transkri-

biert die Maschine richtig?" nicht mehr

durch einfachen Augenschein zu treffen

sein.
Bei der automatischen Spracherkennung lafit

sich i.a. sehr leicht entscheiden, ob die

automatische Erkennung gelingt oder nicht.

Dazu wird das Resultat des automatischen

Prozesses mit den Horeindrflcken einer

menschlichen Horergruppe verglichen. Sehr

oft besteht diese Horergruppe nur aus einer

einzigen Person, denn es darf hier voraus-

gesetzt werden, daB auch jeder andere (mut-

tersprachliche) Horer das gleiche wahrneh—

men wfirde. Ffir die Prfifung eines automa-

tisch erstellten Transkripts, das auch mit

den Horeindrficken einer menschlichen Horer-

gruppe verglichen werden muB, ist gerade

diese Voraussetzung nicht erffillt. Denn bei

hinreichend enger phonetischer Notation und

hinreichend langem Sprachsignal wird unter

zwei Transkribenten wohl niemals vollige

Einigkeit fiber das Gehorte herrschen. Dies

bedeutet aber, daB die Richtigkeit eines

automatischen Transkripts, anders als im

Falle der automatischen Spracherkennung,
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nicht an einem eindeutigen Muster geprfift

werden kann. Die Uberprfifbarkeit eines au-

tomatisch erstellten Transkripts hangt a1-

so von der Richtigkeit (Validitat) manuell

erstellter Vergleichstranskripte ab.

Vor der genaueren Untersuchung der Validi-

tétsproblematik betrachten wir zunachst,

wie ein phonetisches Transkript entsteht,

und kennzeichnen damit zugleich den Be-

griff "Transkription', wie er hier ver-

standen werden soll. Unsere (wohl ffir die

deutschsprachige Phonetik typische) Tran-

skription geht von einem akustischen

Sprachsignal aus, welches mithilfe der ar-

tikulatorisch definierten IPA—Symbols no-

tiert wird. Der Transkribent verlaBt sich

dabei ausschlieBlich auf sein Gehor (audi-

tive Transkription).
Diese Form der Transkription birgt nun ei-

ne Besonderheit in sich. Bei der auditiven

Transkription mit IPA-Symbolen mfissen mog-

liche artikulatorische Abweichungen des

Sprechers kompensiert werden (so erscheint

bei der Transkription der KuBerung eines

Bauchredners die artikulatorisch nicht

vorhandene Lippenrundung eines auditiv

wahrgenommenen [y] aufgrund der artikula-

torischen Definition dennoch im Tran-

skript.) Notiert werden kann also immer

nur ein vorgestellter, ideal artikulieren-

der Sprecher. Umgekehrt bedeutet dies, daB

selbst dann, wenn sich die Artikulation

des Sprechers (z.B. mittels Rontgenfilm)

optisch beobachten laBt, dies noch keine

direkte Uberprfifung der Notation gestat-

tet.
Was ist also - bei auditiver Transkription

mit IPA-Symbolen - eine richtige Notation?

Die Antwort ergibt sich durch eine Grenz-

fiberlegung: Wenn ffir einen Laut jeder

Transkribentzu jeder Zeit das gleiche sym-

bol verwendet, so ist diese Notation rich-

tig (valide)! Die Realitat kann jedoch nur

aus einer Stichprobe bestehen, die idea-

lerweise verschiedene Transkribenten zu

verschiedenen Zeiten von einer Sprachauf-

nahme durchffihren. Und gleichfalls wird

diese Stichprobe i.a. nicht ffir jeden Laut

das gleiche Symbol enthalten. Den Grad der

Ubereinstimmung in einer solchen Stich-

probe nennt man Reliabilitat, den Grad def

Verschiedenheit Variabilitat. Reliabilitat
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urf aber grundsatzlich nicht mit Validitat

wrwechselt werden, denn eine maximal re-

uable auditive IPA-Notation eines von ei-

mm menschlichen Sprecher produzierten

spracnsignals ist nur deshalb valide, weil

fie auf keine andere Weise als durch das

mu direkt fiberprfifbar ist. Bei Notation

h1anderen Alphabeten, z.B. dem analphabe-

dschen von Jespersen, kann jedoch eine

mflitive Notation aufgrund von optischen

nfiormationen direkt verifiziert werden

Mann namlich, wenn die artikulatorischen

Beschreibungsdimensionen des Alphabets

besser den tatsachlichen Bewegungsdimen-

flonen des Artikulationsapparats entspre-

awn, als dies beim IPA-Alphabet der Fall

is”. Fur eine eingehendere Diskussion

fieser Fragen vgl. /1/. Prinzipiell ist

use nur die Reliabilitat eines Tran-

skripts feststellbar. Ob damit auch seine

Validitat bestimmt ist, hangt offenbar vom

gewahlten Transkriptionsalphabet ab. Ffir

fie Bewertung eines automatisch erstellten

Transkripts muB die Reliabilitat nun zu

ehmr quantifizierbaren Gréfie werden, zu

ehmm Reliabiliatsmafi.

KHNLICHKEITSMASSE

Reliabilitatsmafie oder allgemeiner Relia—

bilitatsmessungen basieren flblicherweise

mm einer numerischen Bewertung der Diffe-

rauen 2wischen den Symbolen des jeweili-

galTranskriptionsalphabets, sog. Khnlich-

keitsmafien (fi-Masen). Anders als den aus

dem taglichen Leben vertrauten MaBen der

NWsikalischen Umwelt fehlen den meisten

fieser MaBe jedooh die (mathematischen)

mgenschaften, die die Bewertung von phy-

nkalischen Mefiergebnissen einfach gestal-

tmn Welche Eigenschaften ein Mafi besitzt,

welchem Skalentyp es zuzuordnen ist (wie

mfliin der psychologischen Testtheorie

Sagt). bestimmt in der Phonetik zuvorderst

fifi Vorstellung, die der jeweilige Phone-
mker von den Beziehungen der Symbole un-
tereinander besitzt.

Bei den einfachsten K-MaBen sind alle Sym-

bole des Alphabets gleichberechtigt. Sie

stehen ohne erkennbare Ordnung nebeneinan-

derlwas letztlich bedeutet, daB die Dif-
krenz zwischen allen Symbolen gleich groB

lSt(Nominalskala). Kompliziertere MaBe
Setzen eine Ordnung zwischen den Symbolen

V9raUS. z.B., daB die Differenz zwischen

h] und [e] kleiner ist als die zwischen

[ilund [a](0rdinalskala). Bei einer Inter-
Vallskala lassen sich darflberhinaus die

Differenzen zwischen den Symbolen verglei-

Chem 36 ist z.B. bei den Kardinalvokalen
der Unterschied zwischen Kardinal-[e] und

{$1 definitionsgemafl genauso groB wie der
zwischen Kardinal-[e] und - [a].
Um zu einem Zahlenwert zu gelangen. werden

zunachst an} der Basis dieser Skalen (ab

dem Ordinalskalenniveau) mehrdimensionale

R&mm konstruiert und die Symbole darin an—

geordnet.Bei.der Konstruktion dieser Raume

assen sich zwei Hauptverfahren feststel-

len, Der eine Verfahrenstyp geht von den

artikulatorischen Klassifikationsdimensio-

nen des Alphabets aus und spannt den Raum

entlang dieser Dimension zumeist orthogonal

auf(nicht orthogonal z.B. als “Vokaldrei-

eck'). Der andere, aufwendigere Verfahrens-

typ erzeugt den Raum mittels auditiver Di-

mensionen, die nach Hortests mit Versuchs-

personen durch statistische Methoden wie

z.B. MDS oder Faktorenanalyse gewonnen wer-

den. Das K—MaB gibt dann den Abstand zweier

Symbole in diesen Raumen an (mit einer

meist heuristisch gewonnenen Abstandsfunk-

tion).
Welcher der Skalentypen ist nun aber fur

die Transkription der richtige? Die Litera-

tur dokumentiert hier verschiedene Meinun-

gen, wobei die Befflrworter des "transkrip-

torischen Messens" i.a. auf dem Intervall—

skalenniveau stehen, wahrend sich seine

Gegner (konsequenterweise) auf das Nominal-

skalenniveau zurfickziehen (mfissen). Alle

bekannten Reliabilitfitsuntersuchungen auf

IPA-Basis (/2/1/3/1/4/r/5/I/6/1/7/1/8l) be-

nutzen K-Mafle zumindest auf Intervallska-

lenniveau.

RELIABILITKTSMASSE

wahrend die erste quantitative Reliabili-

tatsuntersuchung zur Transkription bereits

zu Anfang dieses Jahrhunderts stattfand

/9/, verwenden erst die Arbeiten der '80er

Jahre den Begriff 'Messen der Reliabilitat'

bzw. "Reliabilitatsmafl" (R-MaB), der hier

(wie in der psychologischen Testtheorie)

als MaB ffir den Grad der Ubereinstimmmung

je zweier Beobachter (Transkribenten) ver-

standen wird. Dieser "Korrelationskoeffi-

zient“ zweier Transkribenten ergibt sich

als die gewichtete Summe aller Unterschiede

zwischen den beiden (Stichproben-)Tran—

skripten, gemessen mit dem jeweiligen sym-

bolbezogenen K—Mafl. Mit einer solchen Nes—

sung soll die Befahigung eines Transkriben-

ten fur eine transkriptorische Aufgabe

festgestellt werden. Er gilt dann als be-

fahigt, wenn seine "Reliabilitats-Korrela-

tion' zu einer gr68eren Gruppe /8/ oder zu

einem "master-transcriber" /7/ einen be-

stimmten Grenzwert fibersteigt.

Der Transkribent wird damit also zu einem

MeBinstrument, dessen Reliabilitat (Zuver-

lassigkeit) meBbar ist. Dieser "Entmensch-

lichung" des Wissenschaftlers mag es wohl

hauptsachlich zuzuschreiben sein, daB Kri-

tik an solchen Reliabilitatsuntersuchungen

laut wird /10/. .

Es scheint deshalb angeraten, den Begriff

Reliabilitat anders zu fassen, ihn nicht

auf die messende Instanz, sondern auf das

gemessene Resultat zu beziehen. So kann man

bei einem hohen R—MaB zweier Transkribenten

davon ausgehen, daB auch ihre Dranskripte

zuverléssig, also "reliabel" 51nd, nnd_ '

ihnen dieses Mas zuweisen (Text-Reliabili—

tat [TR-MaB]). Umgekehrt darf allerdings

bei einer geringen Text-Reliabilitat nicht

gefolgert werden, dafi die Transkripte fiber

den gesamten Text gleichmafiig weit vonein-

ander abweichen. Tatsachlich haben die Re-
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RELIABILITKTSMASSE FUR DIE AUTOMATISCHE TRANSKRIPTION

REINHOLD GREISBACH

Institut fflr Phonetik
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Beurteilung der Leistungsfahigkeit von

automatischen Transkriptionsverfahren ver-

langt nach Methoden, die die Validitats-

problematik bei phonetischen Transkriptio—

nen berficksichtigen konnen. Reliabilitats—

maBe scheinen diese Voraussetzung zu er-

ffillen. Bereits im Hinblick auf zukfinftige

Entwicklungen wird deshalb hier die An-

,“wendbarkeit solcher MaBe auf automatisch

erstellte Transkripte theoretisch unter—

_sucht.

MOTIVATION.

,Bereits heute ist es moglich, akustische

Sprachsignale automatischen Spracherken-

{nungsprozessen zu unterziehen mit dem Ziel,

eine segmentale phonetische (impressioni-

stische) Transkription dieses Sprachsignals

zu gewinnen. Dabei laBt jedoch meist ein

_einziger Blick auf das Resultat erkennen,

‘wie gut oder besser wie schlecht diese au—

‘tomatische Transkription (aT) arbeitet.

Wenn sich jedoch in Zukunft die Leistungs-

fahigkeit automatischer Erkennungsverfahren

weiter verbessert, und daran scheint kein

CZweifel, wird die Entscheidung "Transkri-

biert die Maschine richtig?" nicht mehr

durch einfachen Augenschein zu treffen

sein.
Bei der automatischen Spracherkennung laBt

sich i.a. sehr leicht entscheiden, ob die

automatische Erkennung gelingt oder nicht.

Dazu wird das Resultat des automatischen

Prozesses mit den Héreindrflcken einer

menschlichen Horergruppe verglichen. Sehr

oft besteht diese Horergruppe nur aus einer

einzigen Person, denn es darf hier voraus-

gesetzt werden, daB auch jeder andere (mut-

tersprachliche) Horer das gleiche wahrneh—

men wfirde. Ffir die Prfifung eines automa-

tisch erstellten Transkripts, das auch mit

den Horeindrficken einer menschlichen Horer-

gruppe verglichen werden muB, ist gerade

diese Voraussetzung nicht erffillt. Denn bei

hinreichend enger phonetischer Notation und

hinreichend langem Sprachsignal wird unter

zwei Transkribenten wohl niemals vollige

Einigkeit fiber das Gehorte herrschen. Dies

bedeutet aber, daB die Richtigkeit eines

automatischen Transkripts, anders als im

Falle der automatischen Spracherkennung,
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nicht an einem eindeutigen Muster geprfift

werden kann. Die Uberprfifbarkeit eines au-

tomatisch erstellten Transkripts hangt al-

so von der Richtigkeit (Validitat) manuell

erstellter Vergleichstranskripte ab.

Vor der genaueren Untersuchung der Validi-

tatsproblematik betrachten wir zunachst,

wie ein phonetisches Transkript entsteht,

und kennzeichnen damit zugleich den Be-

griff "Transkription', wie er hier ver-

standen werden soll. Unsere (wohl ffir die

deutschsprachige Phonetik typische) Tran-

skription geht von einem akustischen

Sprachsignal aus, welches mithilfe der ar-

tikulatorisch definierten IPA-Symbole no-

tiert wird. Der Transkribent verlaBt sich

dabei auSSchlieBlich auf sein Gehor (audi-

tive Transkription).
Diese Form der Transkription birgt nun ei-

ne Besonderheit in sich. Bei der auditiven

Transkription mit IPA-Symbolen mfissen mog-

liche artikulatorische Abweichungen des

Sprechers kompensiert werden (so erscheint

bei der Transkription der KuBerung eines

Bauchredners die artikulatorisch nicht

vorhandene Lippenrundung eines auditiv

wahrgenommenen [y] aufgrund der artikula-

torischen Definition dennoch im Tran!

skript.) Notiert werden kann also immer

nur ein vorgestellter, ideal artikulieren-

der Sprecher. Umgekehrt bedeutet dies, daB

selbst dann, wenn sich die Artikulation

des Sprechers (z.B. mittels Rontgenfilm)

optisch beobachten laBt, dies noch keine

direkte Uberprfifung der Notation gestat-

tet.
Was ist also - bei auditiver Transkription

mit IPA-Symbolen — eine richtige Notation?

Die Antwort ergibt sich durch eine Grenz-

fiberlegung: Wenn ffir einen Laut jeder

Transkribentzu jeder Zeit das gleiche sym-

bol verwendet, so ist diese Notation rich-

tig (valide)! Die Realitfit kann jedoch nur

aus einer Stichprobe bestehen, die idea—

lerweise verschiedene Transkribenten zu

verschiedenen Zeiten von einer Sprachauf-

nahme durchffihren. Und gleichfalls wird

diese Stichprobe i.a. nicht fur jeden Laut

das gleiche Symbol enthalten. Den Grad der

Ubereinstimmung in einer solchen Stich-

probe nennt man Reliabilitat, den Grad der

Verschiedenheit Variabilitat. Reliabilitat
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dnf aber grundsatzlich nicht mit Validitat

wrwechselt werden, denn eine maximal re-

uable auditive IPA-Notation eines von ei-

mm menschlichen Sprecher produzierten

spracnsignals ist nur deshalb valide, weil

fie auf keine andere Weise als durch das

mu direkt fiberprfifbar ist. Bei Notation

hxanderen Alphabeten, z.B. dem analphabe-

Uschen von Jespersen, kann jedoch eine

mflitive Notation aufgrund von optischen

nfiormationen direkt verifiziert werden

Mann nfimlich, wenn die artikulatorischen

Beschreibungsdimensionen des Alphabets

besser den tatsachlichen Bewegungsdimen-

flonen des Artikulationsapparats entspre-

awn, als dies beim IPA-Alphabet der Fall

isfl. Fflr eine eingehendere Diskussion

Maser Fragen vgl. /1/. Prinzipiell ist

uso nur die Reliabilitat eines Tran—

skripts feststellbar. Ob damit auch seine

Validitat bestimmt ist, hangt offenbar vom

gewahlten Transkriptionsalphabet ab. Ffir

fie Bewertung eines automatisch erstellten

Transkripts muB die Reliabilitat nun zu

finer quantifizierbaren Grofie werden, zu

dnem Reliabiliatsmafl.

HHNLICHKEITSMASSE

Rdiabilitatsmafle oder allgemeiner Relia-

Mlitatsmessungen basieren flblicherweise

mfi einer numerischen Bewertung der Diffe-

ramen zwischen den Symbolen des jeweili-

galTranskriptionsalphabets, sog. Khnlich-

keitsmaBen (fi-MaBen). Anders als den aus

dem taglichen Leben vertrauten MaBen der

NWsikalischen Umwelt fehlen den meisten

fieser MaBe jedooh die (mathematischen)

figenschaften, die die Bewertung von phy-

nkalischen MeBergebnissen einfach gestal-

tmn Welche Eigenschaften ein MaB besitzt.

welchem Skalentyp es zuzuordnen ist (wie

maxIin der psychologischen Testtheorie

Sagt). bestimmt in der Phonetik zuvorderst

fit Vorstellung, die der jeweilige Phone-
Uker von den Beziehungen der Symbole un-
tereinander besitzt.
Bei den einfachsten K-MaBen sind alle Sym—

bole des Alphabets gleichberechtigt. Sie

stehen ohne erkennbare Ordnung nebeneinan-

dam was letztlich bedeutet, daB die Dif-

ferenz zwischen allen Symbolen gleich groB

lst(Nominalskala). Kompliziertere MaBe
setzen eine Ordnung zwischen den Symbolen

V9raUS: z.B., daB die Differenz zwischen

h] und [e] kleiner ist als die zwischen

[i]und [a](0rdinalska1a). Bei einer Inter-
Vallskala lassen sich darfiberhinaus die

lferenzen zwischen den Symbolen verglei-

d. So ist z.B. bei den Kardinalvokalen

der Unterschied zwischen Kardinal-[e] und

‘ §]definitionsgemafi genauso groB wie der
zWlschen Kardinal-[e] und - [a].

Um zu einem Zahlenwert zu gelangen. werden

zunachst an} der Basis dieser Skalen (ab

dem Ordinalskalenniveau) mehrdimensionale

Ramm konstruiert und die Symbole darin an—

9e°rdnet.Bei.der Konstruktion dieser Raume

assen sich zwei Hauptverfahren feststel-

lab Der eine Verfahrenstyp geht von den

artikulatorischen Klassifikationsdimensio-

nen des Alphabets aus und spannt den Raum

entlang dieser Dimension zumeist orthogonal

auf(nicht orthogonal z.B. als “Vokaldrei-

eck'). Der andere, aufwendigere Verfahrens-

typ erzeugt den Raum mittels auditiver Di-

mensionen, die nach Hortests mit Versuchs-

personen durch statistische Methoden wie

z.B. MDS oder Faktorenanalyse gewonnen wer-

den. Das K—MaB gibt dann den Abstand zweier

Symbole in diesen Raumen an (mit einer

meist heuristisch gewonnenen Abstandsfunk-

tion).
Welcher der Skalentypen ist nun aber fur

die Transkription der richtige? Die Litera-

tur dokumentiert hier verschiedene Meinun-

gen, wobei die Befflrworter des "transkrip-

torischen Messens" i.a. auf dem Intervall—

skalenniveau stehen, wahrend sich seine

Gegner (konsequenterweise) auf das Nominal-

skalenniveau zurfickziehen (mfissen). Alle

bekannten Reliabilitatsuntersuchungen auf

IPA-Basis (/2/1/3/1/4/r/5/I/6/1/7/1/8l) be-

nutzen K-Mafle zumindest auf Intervallska-

lenniveau.

RELIABILITKTSMASSE

wahrend die erste quantitative Reliabili-

tatsuntersuchung zur Transkription bereits

zu Anfang dieses Jahrhunderts stattfand

/9/, verwenden erst die Arbeiten der '80er

Jahre den Begriff 'Messen der Reliabilitat'

bzw. "ReliabilitatsmaB" (R-MaB), der hier

(wie in der psychologischen Testtheorie)

als MaB ffir den Grad der Ubereinstimmmung

je zweier Beobachter (Transkribenten) ver-

standen wird. Dieser "Korrelationskoeffi-

zient" zweier Transkribenten ergibt sich

als die gewichtete Summe aller Unterschiede

zwischen den beiden (Stichproben-)Tran—

skripten, gemessen mit dem jeweiligen sym-

bolbezogenen K—MaB. Mit einer solchen Nes—

sung soll die Befahigung eines Transkriben-

ten fur eine transkriptorische Aufgabe

festgestellt werden. Er gilt dann als be-

fahigt, wenn seine "Reliabilitats-Korrela-

tion' zu einer grdBeren Gruppe /8/ oder zu

einem I'master-transcriber‘I /7/ einen be-

stimmten Grenzwert fibersteigt. .

Der Transkribent wird damit also zu einem

MeBinstrument, dessen Reliabilitat (Zuver-

lassigkeit) meBbar ist. Dieser "Entmensch-

lichung" des Wissenschaftlers mag es wohl

hauptsachlich zuzuschreiben sein, daB Kri-

tik an solchen Reliabilitatsuntersuchungen

laut wird /10/. .

Es scheint deshalb angeraten, den Begriff

Reliabilitat anders zu fassen, ihn nicht

auf die messende Instanz, sondern auf das

gemessene Resultat zu beziehen. So kann man

bei einem hohen R—MaB zweier Transkribenten

davon ausgehen, daB auch ihre Granskripte

zuverléssig, also "reliabel" 51nd, nnd_ '

ihnen dieses Mas zuweisen (Text-Reliabili—

tat [TR-MaB]). Umgekehrt darf allerdings

bei einer geringen Text-Reliabilitat nicht

gefolgert werden, dafi die Transkripte fiber

den gesamten Text gleichmafiig weit vonein-

ander abweichen. Tatsachlich haben die Re-
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liabilitatsmessungen der '60er Jahre (/2/,
/3/,/4/) gezeigt, daB z. B. die Reliabili-
tat von hohen Vokalen wesentlich hoher ist
als die von tiefen. Die MeBgréBe ffir die
Reliabilitat bei diesen Untersuchungen wur-
de geometrisch/heuristisch gewonnen und
laBt sich als Abweichung von einem Mittel—
wert interpretieren (Lautklassenreliabili-
tat [LR—MaB]). Gibt das LR-MaB quasi pa-
radigmatisch die Reliabilitat ffir jedes
Symbol des Alphabets, so kann natfirlich
auch syntagmatisch jedem Laut des Textes
ein solches MaB zugeordnet werden (Symbol-
Realibilitat [SR-MaB]).
Durch den Ubergang vom TR- zum LR- und
schlieBlich zum SR-MaB steigt der Rechen-
und insbesondere der Darstellungsaufwand.
Andererseits kommt man so der ja eigentlich
angestrebten physikalischen Idealvorstel-
lung immer naher, namlich ffir jeden einzel-
nen MeBwert einen eigenen Reliabilitfitswert
zu bestimmen.
Messen R-MaBe die Abweichungen der Notatio-
nen verschiedener Transkribenten ffir eine
gegebene Aussprache, so messen Variabili-
tatsmaBe die Abweichungen verschiedener
Aussprachen bei ggfs verschiedenen Spre-
chern. Daffir lassen sich natfirlich die
gleichen MaBe anwenden, die Werte sind nur
anders zu interpretieren. Zur Konstruktion
und Anwendung eines solchen MaBes auf Wort-
basis (Wort—Variabilitat [WV—MaB])vgl./12/.

KONSTRUKTIONS- UND ANWENDUNGSPROBLEME
Diese kurze Ubersicht dokumentiert, daB
sich sehr leicht eine Vielzahl von A- und
R—MaBen konstruieren laBt (ffir auch hier
verwendbare MaBe aus der psychologischen
Testtheorie vgl. /ll/). Ffir alle diese Mas-
se bestehen jedoch gewisse gemeinsame Pro-
bleme, so daB man die Brauchbarkeit eines
MaBes danach beurteilen kann, wie es diesen
Problemen gegenfibersteht. Es sollen hier
einige der augenfalligsten Probleme genannt
und zum Teil mit Anmerkungen versehen wer-
den.
(1) Die meisten A-MaBe (auf Intervallska-
lenbasis) sehen keine Vergleiche zwischen
Vokalen und Konsonanten vor (vgl. /6/,/8/).
Ffir die Ermittlung der Reliabilitat muB je-
doch manchmal der Abstand vcn einem Vokal
zu einem Konsonanten bestimmt werden. (2)
Bei der Konstruktion von solchen MaBen ent-
steht die Frage nach dem groBtmoglichen Ab—
stand im vokalischen und im konsonantischen
Bereich. Mfissen sie gleich groB sein oder
nicht? Eine Reihe ahnlicher Uberlegungen im
Zusammenhang mit der Konstruktion von A-
MaBen eskaliert dann in der Hauptfrage:
Mit welcher Gewichtung gehen die einzelnen
(Klassifikations-)Dimensionen in die Ab-
standsfunktion ein? (3) Der Ubergang vom
A-MaB zum R-MaB bringt ein neues Problem.
Zwei Transkripte des gleiches Sprachsignals
werden sicher sehr oft eine unterschiedli-
che Anzahl von Symbolen enthalten. Somit
muB an einigen Textstellen der Abstand von
"einem" Laut zu "keinem" Laut bestimmt wer-

den. Die bekannten R-MaBe (/6/,/8/) ver-
wenden in diesem Fall den groBtmoglichen
Abstand. Ein Symbol wird aber doch wohl
dann am ehesten im Text fehlen, wenn der
jeweilige Laut im Signal undeutlich er-
scheint, wie etwa bei Reduktionen (z. B.
[ra:ten]~[ra:t9n]»[ra:tn]). Der Unter-
schied zwischen den beiden letzten Nota—
tionen sollte deshalb nicht grundsatzlich
genauso bewertet werden wie der zwischen
zwei deutlich wahrnehmbaren Vokalen (etwa
[y] und [a]). Es scheint also so, daB bei
Reliabilitatsuntersuchungen zusatzlich zu
einer Qualitatsmessung (mit dem A-MaB)
auch eine Substanzmessung (betreffend
Deutlichkeit, bei synthetischer Sprache:
Natfirlichkeit) vorgenommen werden und in
das R-MaB einflieBen sollte. (4) Dies
ffihrt aber auf eine grundsatzliche Uberle-
gung: Eignen sich A-MaBe fibernaupt als Ba-
sis ffir R-MaBe? Ganz deutlich stellt sich
die Frage, wenn aufgrund von "semantischem
Horen" (an undeutlichen Textstellen) ganz
andere worter gehort werden (vgl. z.B.
/13/L An solchen Stellen konnen A-MaBe
nicht viel aussagen, was bedeutet, daB
sich A-Mafie als Basis von R-MaBen nur dann
eignen, wenn die jeweiliqen Transkripte
nicht zu sehr voneinander abweichen. (5)
Eines der wesentlichen Probleme bei den
bekannten R—MaBen betrifft die Nicht—Be-
achtung moglicher systematischer Abwei-
chungen. So konnen gerade bei automati-
scher Anwendung der Meorschrift systema-
tisch auftretende Abweichungen zu schein—
bar geringen Reliabilitatswerten ffihren,
obwohl sich vielleicht durch eine einfache
Translation des Referenznetzes eines
Transkribenten die Reliabilitat entschei-
dend vergroflern wfirde. So konnte z.B. die
Aspiration eines Plosivs, etwa [p], welche
ein Transkribent (T2) als [ph] (bZW- [P'])
notiert, bei einem anderen (T3) durchweg
als [p'](bzw. [p]) erscheinen (vgl.'/1/)-
Durch eine Transformation (Justierung) der
Transkripte, also 2.8. durch eine Anhebung
des Aspirationsgrades bei T3 lieBe sich
die Reliabilitat erhohen. Wenn aber aus
einer hoheren Reliabilitat auch eine hohe-
re Validitat folgt, stellt dieses Beisplel
die deterministische Auffassung von Tran-
skriptionsergebnissen infrage. Denn wenn
nach eingehender Diskussion das [p'] des
einen Transkribenten ein [ph] beim zweiten
bleibt, so ist das gemeinsame, justierte
Transkript zwar reliabel, aber nicht mehr
eindeutig. Diese Tatsache richtet den
Blick direkt auf eine probabilistische
Transkriptionsauffassung, die ffir einen
Laut ggfs. mehrere Symbolalternativenr
nach ihrer Wahrscheinlichkeit geordnet:
zulaBt. Ein solches Transkript entspricht
im fibrigen auch dem "natfirlichen Ergebnls'
verhalten" automatischer Prozesse, wo 1m
Laufe der Berechnung immer mehrere Alter-
nativlosungen vorhanden sind, und schlie§‘
lich die wahrscheinlichste das Endergebnls
bildet.
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VERWENDBARKEIT FUR DIE
AUTOMATISCHE TRANSKRIPTION

Grundsatzlich lassen sich natfirlich alle
erwahnten A- und R—MaBe auch zur Beurtei—
lung automatischer MeBprozesse verwenden.
Welche sind jedoch zu bevorzugen?
Typischerweise variieren akustische MeB-
groflen, die die Ausgangsbasis ffir jeden
aT—ProzeB bilden, kontinuierlich. Diesem
entspricht am ehesten ein R—MaB mit einem
zugrundeliegenden A—MaB auf Intervallska-
lenniveau. Gleichfalls wird man ein A—MaB
bevorzugen, das auf akustischer bzw. audi—
tiver Ahnlichkeit beruht. Denn die akusti-
schen MeBgréBen (Parameter) lassen sich
oft nur schwerlich mithilfe der artikula-
torischen Klassifikationsdimensionen in—
terpretieren. So kann auf der Basis aku-
stischer MeBgréBen kaum erklart werden,
warum etwa der Abstand zwischen [p] und
[t] kleiner ist als der zwischen [p] und
[k], was jedes A-MaB auf artikulatorischer
Basis grundsatzlich vorsieht. Andererseits
besteht bei den auditiven A-MaBen aufgrund
ihrer Konstruktion mithilfe von Hortests
die Gefahr einer sprachspezifischen Far-
bung.
Wenn das TR-MaB eines automatiscn erstell-
ten Transkripts nicht zu sehr von dem ei—
ner menschlichen Vergleichsgruppe ab-
weicht, so weist dies auf die Brauchbarkeit
des aT—Verfahrens hin. Diese Aussage laBt
sich beim Ubergang von den globalen TR-
MaBen zu den LR-MaBen weiter verfeinern.
Es ist durchaus vorstellbar, daB ein aT-
Algorithmus ffir gewisse Lautklassen bereits
akzeptable Ergebnisse liefert, ffir andere
dagegen noch nicht. Nach Anwendung der aT
mfiBte dann der Text abschlieBend nur noch
einmal ffir kritische Lautklassen manuell
fiberprfift werden. Der Ubergang zu einem
SR-MaB erlaubt schlieBlich die differen-
zierteste Beurteilung Die Prfifung des au-
tomatischen Transkripts konnte beispiels-
Weise nur an den maximal reliablen Text-
Stellen stattfinden oder, wenn der Algo-
rithmus mehrere gewichtete Alternativen
ausgiot, auch diese einbeziehen.

AUSBLICK

Sind auf der einen Seite R-MaBe die Vor-
aussetzung zur Gfiteprfifung von recnnerge-
stfitzten Analyseprozeduren, so gestatten
rechnergestfitzte Syntheseprozeduren in Zu-
kunft vielleicht sogar eine Validitatspru-

fung, Bereits heute ist es namlich mog-
liCh, ausgehend von einer phonetischen
symbolfolge durch Simulation des mensch-
lichen Spracherzeugungsmechanismus synthe-
tische Sprache zu erzeugen, die jedoch noch
nicht die Qualitat natfirlicher menschlicher

Sprache erreicht. Sollte es aber in Zukunft
gelingen, den Sprechvorgang so gut nachnuf
bilden, daB sich das Resultat weder auditiv
(Hfirtests!) noch artikulatorisch (Seh-

tfists!) von einem natfirlichsprachlichen
unterscheidet, so ware damit die Grund—
lage ffir eine echte Validitatsprfifung ge—

schaffen. Die richtige Symbolfolge als Ba-
sis ffir die Synthese ist dann unabhangig
von der Analyse (Transkription) bekannt!
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liabilitatsmessungen der '60er Jahre (/2/,
/3/,/4/) gezeigt, daB z. B. die Reliabili-
tat von hohen Vokalen wesentlich hoher ist
als die von tiefen. Die MeBgréBe ffir die
Reliabilitat bei diesen Untersuchungen wur-
de geometrisch/heuristisch gewonnen und
laBt sich als Abweichung von einem Mittel—
wert interpretieren (Lautklassenreliabili—
tat [LR—MaB]). Gibt das LR-MaB quasi pa-
radigmatisch die Reliabilitat ffir jedes
Symbol des Alphabets, so kann natfirlich
auch syntagmatisch jedem Laut des Textes
ein solches MaB zugeordnet werden (Symbol-
Realibilitat [SR-MaB]).
Durch den Ubergang vom TR- zum LR- und
schlieBlich zum SR-MaB steigt der Rechen-
und insbesondere der Darstellungsaufwand.
Andererseits kommt man so der ja eigentlich
angestrebten physikalischen Idealvorstel-
lung immer naher, namlich fur jeden einzel-
nen MeBwert einen eigenen Reliabilitétswert
zu bestimmen.
Messen R-MaBe die Abweichungen der Notatio-
nen verschiedener Transkribenten ffir eine
gegebene Aussprache, so messen Variabili-
tatsmaBe die Abweichungen verschiedener
Aussprachen bei ggfs verschiedenen Spre-
chern. Daffir lassen sich natfirlich die
gleichen MaBe anwenden, die Werte sind nur
anders zu interpretieren. Zur Konstruktion
und Anwendung eines solchen MaBes auf Wort-
basis (Wort—Variabilitat [WV—MaB])vgl./12/.

KONSTRUKTIONS- UND ANWENDUNGSPROBLEME
Diese kurze Ubersicht dokumentiert, daB
sich sehr leicht eine Vielzahl von A- und
R—MaBen konstruieren lafit (ffir auch hier
verwendbare MaBe aus der psychologischen
Testtheorie vgl. /11/). Ffir alle diese Mas-
se bestehen jedoch gewisse gemeinsame Pro-
bleme, so daB man die Brauchbarkeit eines
MaBes danach beurteilen kann, wie es diesen
Problemen gegenfibersteht. Es sollen hier
einige der augenfalligsten Probleme genannt
und zum Teil mit Anmerkungen versehen wer-
den.
(1) Die meisten A-MaBe (auf Intervallska-
lenbasis) sehen keine Vergleiche zwischen
Vokalen und Konsonanten vor (vgl. /6/,/8/).
Ffir die Ermittlung der Reliabilitat muB je-
doch manchmal der Abstand von einem Vokal
zu einem Konsonanten bestimmt werden. (2)
Bei der Konstruktion von solchen MaBen ent-
steht die Frage nach dem grofitmoglichen Ab-
stand im vokalischen und im konsonantischen
Bereich. Mfissen sie gleich groB sein oder
nicht? Eine Reihe ahnlicher Uberlegungen im
Zusammenhang mit der Konstruktion von A-
MaBen eskaliert dann in der Hauptfrage:
Mit welcher Gewichtung gehen die einzelnen
(Klassifikations-)Dimensionen in die Ab-
standsfunktion ein? (3) Der Ubergang vom
A-MaB zum R-MaB bringt ein neues Problem.
Zwei Transkripte des gleiches Sprachsignals
werden sicher sehr oft eine unterschiedli-
che Anzahl von Symbolen enthalten. Somit
muB an einigen Textstellen der Abstand von
"einem" Laut zu "keinem" Laut bestimmt wer-

den. Die bekannten R-MaBe (/6/,/8/) ver-
wenden in diesem Fall den gréBtmoglichen
Abstand. Ein Symbol wird aber doch wohl
dann am ehesten im Text fehlen, wenn der
jeweilige Laut im Signal undeutlich er-
scheint, wie etwa bei Reduktionen (z. B.
[ra:ten]~[ra:t9n]»[ra:tn]). Der Unter-
schied zwischen den beiden letzten Nota—
tionen sollte deshalb nicht grundsatzlich
genauso bewertet werden wie der zwischen
zwei deutlich wahrnehmbaren Vokalen (etwa
[y] und [a]). Es scheint also so, daB bei
Reliabilitatsuntersuchungen zusatzlich zu
einer Qualitatsmessung (mit dem A-MaB)
auch eine Substanzmessung (betreffend
Deutlichkeit, bei synthetischer Sprache:
Natfirlichkeit) vorgenommen werden und in
das R-MaB einflieBen sollte. (4) Dies
ffihrt aber auf eine grundsatzliche Uberle-
gung: Eignen sich A-MaBe fibernaupt als Ba-
sis ffir R-MaBe? Ganz deutlich stellt sich
die Frage, wenn aufgrund von "semantischem
Horen" (an undeutlichen Textstellen) ganz
andere worter gehort werden (vgl. z.B.
/13/L An solchen Stellen konnen A-MaBe
nicht viel aussagen, was bedeutet, daB
sich A-MaBe als Basis von R-MaBen nur dann
eignen, wenn die jeweiliqen Transkripte
nicht zu sehr voneinander abweichen. (5)
Eines der wesentlichen Probleme bei den
bekannten R—MaBen betrifft die Nicht—Be-
achtung moglicher systematischer Abwei-
chungen. So konnen gerade bei automati-
scher Anwendung der Meorschrift systema-
tisch auftretende Abweichungen zu schein-
bar geringen Reliabilitatswerten ffihren,
obwohl sich vielleicht durch eine einfache
Translation des Referenznetzes eines
Transkribenten die Reliabilitat entschei-
dend vergroflern wfirde. So konnte z.B. die
Aspiration eines Plosivs, etwa [p], welche
ein Transkribent (T2) als [ph] (bZW- [P'])
notiert, bei einem anderen (T3) durchweg
als [p'](bzw. [p]) erscheinen (vgl.’/1/).
Durch eine Transformation (Justierung) der
Transkripte, also 2.3. durch eine Anhebung
des Aspirationsgrades bei T3 lieBe sich
die Reliabilitat erhohen. Wenn aber aus
einer hoheren Reliabilitat auch eine hohe-
re Validitat folgt, stellt dieses Beisplel
die deterministische Auffassung von Tran-
skriptionsergebnissen infrage. Denn wenn
nach eingehender Diskussion das [p'] des
einen Transkribenten ein [ph] beim zweiten
bleibt, so ist das gemeinsame, justierte
Transkript zwar reliabel, aber nicht mehr
eindeutig. Diese Tatsache richtet den
Blick direkt auf eine probabilistische
Transkriptionsauffassung, die ffir einen
Laut ggfs. mehrere Symbolalternativenr
nach ihrer Wahrscheinlichkeit geordnet:
zulaBt. Ein solches Transkript entspricht
im fibrigen auch dem "natfirlichen Ergebnis-
verhalten" automatischer Prozesse, wo 1m
Laufe der Berechnung immer mehrere Altcr‘
nativlosungen vorhanden sind, und schlle§‘
lich die wahrscheinlichste das Endergebnls
bildet.
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aT—ProzeB bilden, kontinuierlich. Diesem
entspricht am ehesten ein R—MaB mit einem
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bevorzugen, das auf akustischer bzw. audi—
tiver Ahnlichkeit beruht. Denn die akusti-
schen MeBgréBen (Parameter) lassen sich
oft nur schwerlich mithilfe der artikula-
torischen Klassifikationsdimensionen in—
terpretieren. So kann auf der Basis aku-
stischer MeBgréBen kaum erklart werden,
warum etwa der Abstand zwischen [p] und
[t] kleiner ist als der zwischen [p] und
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ABSTRACT

in order,to determine the precise parametric values

required to locate nasal murmurs in the speech signal,

three routines .were developed. An energy curvelocation

routine was designed to. isolate potential nasal murmurs
from the data. A spectral profile-matching routine and a

routine for calculating the centroid of spectral energy

were then applied to the segments isolated by the energy

curve location function. These operations succeeded in

locating an average of 52 of 78 possible nasal murmurs for

each of the ten subjects.

lNTRODUCTION

The experiment reported in this paper represents a

component of a research project in speaker recognition.
The object was .to develop a system that incorporates an
automatic procedure for extracting segments from the
speech signal which belong to the same phonetic class.
The English nasals ll, n, n] were selected as our first
target since murmurs have often been shown to be
significant in speaker recognition; e.g., [1], [2], [3] and [4].

The data set consisted of 88 short sentences produced
by ten subjects. Each sentence contained a nasal phoneme.
The phonetic context of the nasal phonemes was varied
from sentence to sentence to create a wide range of
environmental conditioning factors including ten vocalic
environments and utterance—initial and-final positions.

Our early observations indicated that inter-speaker
differences in the spectra of the nasal murmurs was a
problem to be overcome before a speaker-independent
nasal murmur extraction routine could be formulated. For
an individual subject, detailed characterization of his nasal
murmurs was required to separate them from the non-nasal
segments, but this detail failed to characterize the nasal
murmurs of a second subject. A series of robust
parameters that isolated the nasal murmurs of all the
speakers, yet did not falsely reject some murmurs on the
basis of too narrow specifications, was therefore required.

As Fujimara [5] has shown, nasal murmurs can be
defined in terms of three general acoustic properties
independent of place of articulation, phonetic context, or
individual speaker. These are: the existence of a low-
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frequency first formant around 300 Hz that is weu isolated
from any formant above it, relatively high damping factors
of upper formants, and the high density or number of

formants in the frequency domain, including the presence

of anti-formants. The high density of weak formants
should occur in the range of 300 to 2300 Hz.

Mermelstein [6] applied the above description to the
development of an automatic nasal detection system for

use with continuous speech recognition. He extracted four
acoustic parameters using digital filtering to define four
frequency bands at 0-1, 1-2, and 2-5 KHz, and a frequency

centroid below 500 Hz. Digital spectra and relative
intensity between frames were computed every 12.8 ms.

The dynamic transition from a-nasal to a vowel, or the

reverse, defined by a rapid shift in the intensity, signified

the probability of occurrence of a nasal murmur. The

relative distribution of energy within the three frequency
bands, the presence of a centroid below 500 Hz, and the

dynamic shift served to indicate the presenceof a nasal
segment. '

Our observations revealed that there was a tendency

for nasal segments to be poorly defined acoustically if the

duration of the murmur was less than 80 ms. it was seen
that in utterance-initial environments, nasal segments

were rarely accompanied by a murmur, and in utterance-

final positions, a reduction in signal energy sometimes

caused the'murmur to be weak and irregular. Many °f the
phonemic nasals produced by the ten subjects appeared to

be realized only on the basis of acoustic information that
was a product of a transition to or from the neighbouring

vowel. Because of the limited information supplied by the

nasal segments in utterance-initial positions, the deciSiOT‘
was therefore made to concentrate on isolating nasal

murmurs that occur in the environment of a preceding

vowel with a duration of at least 60 ms.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

To determine the precise parametric values required
to locate the nasal murmurs, three routines were

developed as investigative tools on the [BM main frame-

These were an energy curve location routine, a spectral

profile-matching routine, and a routine for calculating the

centroid of spectral energy. A high degree ‘of flexibility

was included to allow fine-tuning of values before they
were incorporated into a final segment extracting system-
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To locate positions in the speech signal where overall
energy of the signal dropped and maintained a steady level,
a routine was first developed to convert the time-series
data to an energy representation. Calculation of the signal

' energy was performed by passing the time series through a
rectangular window and computing the mean of the
squared values in the measurement interval N. The time-
varying energy calculation E(n) is defined by the following
function: '

E(n)_= & 2 5:5 x2(n+m)

where N is the number of sample points in the window.

To reduce the high amplitude of the lower frequencies

in the signal, pre-emphasis was applied before energy

calculation. Pre-emphasis was found to accentuate the

sharp drop—off from the vowel to the nasal murmur and

smooth the steady state in the energy calculation of the
murmur. When pre-emphasis was applied to the signal, a

greater percentage of energy in the mid-frequency range
of the vowels than was present in the neighbouring nasal

murmurs caused the total energy in the vowels to be
accentuated.

Experimentation with the window lengths of N in the

calculation of the signal energy revealed that a 20 ms
Window (N = 200 points, sampled at 10 K per second) yields
an energy curve that is not affected by the time-varying

amplitude properties of the speech signal. However, to

locate the onset of the nasal murmur accurately, E(n) was

computed at 5 ms intervals. Thus, energy values

calculated from 20 ms of time-series data were computed,

advancing along the time series in 5 ms jumps.

Determination of a significant change in energy was
performed interms of ratio. For a vowel-nasal sequence,

. the ratio between the energy value of the triggering frame
in the vowel and the lower energy value of the nasal

murmur (the trigger ratio) occurring 20 ms later was found

to be 1.9:1 or greater.

The following procedure was incorporated. Sequential
examination of pairs of energy values representing non-
overlapping 20 ms sections of the time—series data is

carried out every 5 ms to locate a trigger ratio of 1.9:1 or
greater. The first computed value is compared with the

fifth. the second with the sixth, etc., and the ratio
between the pairs is calculated. Once a trigger ratio is

build. the next three consecutive pairs are examined and

the Pairs with the greatest ratio are selected. The high-
enePEY value represents a 20 ms section of the time series

that is the triggering frame of a potential vocalic segment.
The low-energy value paired with the triggering frame

“Presents a 20 ms portion that is potentially the start of a

“881 murmur. The time co-ordinate of the low—energy

frame is the start time of the steady energy level, which

can be determined with an accuracy of i 2.5ms, or half the
duration of the 5 ms advance used in calculating the

energy of the signal.

The steady energy level of the triggered section of the

time series is also calculated by sequential examination of

n°“~‘°Vel'lllpping pairs of energy frames, at 5 ms intervals.

he Pairs must not exceed a ratio of 2:1 or fall below
0.5:1.' That is, the energy value of the first frame in the

steady state must not be more than double, or less than
half, the energy value of the fifth frame, the same being
true for the second and sixth frames, etc. The steady
state must last for a minimum duration of 60 ms to be
accepted. When a ratio above 2:1 or below 0.5:1 is
encountered before 60 ms have elapsed, the segment is
rejected. After 60 ms, these ratios are used as a shut-off
and the segment of time-series data is accepted. in order
to avoid acceptance of segments with gradual increases of
the energy level, the segment is rejected if the value
exceeded that of the triggering frame. Shut-off also
occurs if the value of any frame drops below a specified

value. ‘

Profile Matching

To characterize the spectral distribution of energy

common to nasal murmurs, a profile-matching routine was

developed for use on the main frame. The procedure used

was to select from the time-series data those sections that

were isolated by energy curve location, and to create

power spectra of the sections, using 50 Hz resolution and a

20 ms Hamming window advancing along the time series at

20 ms intervals. Pre-emphasis was applied to the time

series. The spectra were saved on computer tape, and

were later retrieved for comparison with an adjustable

profile table.

The parameters incorporated for profile-matching

were minimum segment duration, minimum total energy,

and percentage and tolerance in up to 20 frequency

buckets. The. frequency buckets were defined by their

upper frequency range, total percentage of all the buckets

being of course 100. The routine was designed to call up

the profile table upon the initiation of each operation,

examine the spectrum file called up from storage, and send

the results of the profile-matching to the main frame's

printer. Results reported were frames matched, error

vectors, and distance as a measure of closeness of fit.

As noted above, the nasal murmurs commonly show a

dominance of energy in the 0-500 Hz range. To avoid the

influence of individual speaker characteristics, only two

frequency buckets were employed in the profile-matching

routine. The first was 0-500 Hz, in which the minimum

allowable percentage of energy was found to be 5796 and

the maximum was 9996. in the profile table this was stated

as 7896 of the spectral energy with a tolerance of 2196.

The second frequency bucket was 500 to 5000 Hz, in which

the remainder of the energy in the spectrum could be

distributed. This was stated as 2296 with a tolerance of

2196.

Spectral Centroid Determination

The frequency centroid of a spectrum is essentially the

mean frequency of energy in the power spectrum, and is

determined by the formula

Centroid frequency =

where f is the frequency of bin i, l is the intensity of bin i,

and n is the number of the last bin that corresponds to a

frequency not greater than the cut—off frequency defined

for the centroid calculation. A Fortran program was

written to perform this calculation, using as input the
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ABSTRACT

in order,to determine the precise parametric values

required to locate nasal murmurs in the speech signal,

three routines .were developed. An energy curvelocation

routine was designed to. isolate potential nasal murmurs
from the data. A spectral profile-matching routine and a

routine for calculating the centroid of spectral energy

were then applied to the segments isolated by the energy

curve location function. These operations succeeded in

locating an average of 52 of 78 possible nasal murmurs for

each of the ten subjects.

lNTRODUCTION

The experiment reported in this paper represents a

component of a research project in speaker recognition.
The object was .to develop a system that incorporates an
automatic procedure for extracting segments from the
speech signal which belong to the same phonetic class.
The English nasals ll, n, n] were selected as our first
target since murmurs have often been shown to be
significant in speaker recognition; e.g., [1], [2], [3] and [4].

The data set consisted of 88 short sentences produced
by ten subjects. Each sentence contained a nasal phoneme.
The phonetic context of the nasal phonemes was varied
from sentence to sentence to create a wide range of
environmental conditioning factors including ten vocalic
environments and utterance—initial and-final positions.

Our early observations indicated that inter-speaker
differences in the spectra of the nasal murmurs was a
problem to be overcome before a speaker-independent
nasal murmur extraction routine could be formulated. For
an individual subject, detailed characterization of his nasal
murmurs was required to separate them from the non-nasal
segments, but this detail failed to characterize the nasal
murmurs of a second subject. A series of robust
parameters that isolated the nasal murmurs of all the
speakers, yet did not falsely reject some murmurs on the
basis of too narrow specifications, was therefore required.

As Fujimara [5] has shown, nasal murmurs can be
defined in terms of three general acoustic properties
independent of place of articulation, phonetic context, or
individual speaker. These are: the existence of a low-

B.C. DICKSON

Centre for Speech Technology Research
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Victoria, B.C., Canada V8N 2Y2

frequency first formant around 300 Hz that is weu isolated
from any formant above it, relatively high damping factors
of upper formants, and the high density or number of

formants in the frequency domain, including the presence

of anti-formants. The high density of weak formants
should occur in the range of 300 to 2300 Hz.

Mermelstein [6] applied the above description to the
development of an automatic nasal detection system for

use with continuous speech recognition. He extracted four
acoustic parameters using digital filtering to define four
frequency bands at 0-1, 1-2, and 2-5 KHz, and a frequency

centroid below 500 Hz. Digital spectra and relative
intensity between frames were computed every 12.8 ms.

The dynamic transition from a-nasal to a vowel, or the

reverse, defined by a rapid shift in the intensity, signified

the probability of occurrence of a nasal murmur. The

relative distribution of energy within the three frequency
bands, the presence of a centroid below 500 Hz, and the

dynamic shift served to indicate the presenceof a nasal
segment. '

Our observations revealed that there was a tendency

for nasal segments to be poorly defined acoustically if the

duration of the murmur was less than 80 ms. it was seen
that in utterance-initial environments, nasal segments

were rarely accompanied by a murmur, and in utterance-

final positions, a reduction in signal energy sometimes

caused the'murmur to be weak and irregular. Many °f the
phonemic nasals produced by the ten subjects appeared to

be realized only on the basis of acoustic information that
was a product of a transition to or from the neighbouring

vowel. Because of the limited information supplied by the

nasal segments in utterance-initial positions, the deciSiOT‘
was therefore made to concentrate on isolating nasal

murmurs that occur in the environment of a preceding

vowel with a duration of at least 60 ms.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

To determine the precise parametric values required
to locate the nasal murmurs, three routines were

developed as investigative tools on the [BM main frame-

These were an energy curve location routine, a spectral

profile-matching routine, and a routine for calculating the

centroid of spectral energy. A high degree ‘of flexibility

was included to allow fine-tuning of values before they
were incorporated into a final segment extracting system-
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To locate positions in the speech signal where overall
energy of the signal dropped and maintained a steady level,
a routine was first developed to convert the time-series
data to an energy representation. Calculation of the signal

' energy was performed by passing the time series through a
rectangular window and computing the mean of the
squared values in the measurement interval N. The time-
varying energy calculation E(n) is defined by the following
function: '

E(n)_= & 2 5:5 x2(n+m)

where N is the number of sample points in the window.

To reduce the high amplitude of the lower frequencies

in the signal, pre-emphasis was applied before energy

calculation. Pre-emphasis was found to accentuate the

sharp drop—off from the vowel to the nasal murmur and

smooth the steady state in the energy calculation of the
murmur. When pre-emphasis was applied to the signal, a

greater percentage of energy in the mid-frequency range
of the vowels than was present in the neighbouring nasal

murmurs caused the total energy in the vowels to be
accentuated.

Experimentation with the window lengths of N in the

calculation of the signal energy revealed that a 20 ms
Window (N = 200 points, sampled at 10 K per second) yields
an energy curve that is not affected by the time-varying

amplitude properties of the speech signal. However, to

locate the onset of the nasal murmur accurately, E(n) was

computed at 5 ms intervals. Thus, energy values

calculated from 20 ms of time-series data were computed,

advancing along the time series in 5 ms jumps.

Determination of a significant change in energy was
performed interms of ratio. For a vowel-nasal sequence,

. the ratio between the energy value of the triggering frame
in the vowel and the lower energy value of the nasal

murmur (the trigger ratio) occurring 20 ms later was found

to be 1.9:1 or greater.

The following procedure was incorporated. Sequential
examination of pairs of energy values representing non-
overlapping 20 ms sections of the time—series data is

carried out every 5 ms to locate a trigger ratio of 1.9:1 or
greater. The first computed value is compared with the

fifth. the second with the sixth, etc., and the ratio
between the pairs is calculated. Once a trigger ratio is

build. the next three consecutive pairs are examined and

the Pairs with the greatest ratio are selected. The high-
enePEY value represents a 20 ms section of the time series

that is the triggering frame of a potential vocalic segment.
The low-energy value paired with the triggering frame

“Presents a 20 ms portion that is potentially the start of a

“881 murmur. The time co-ordinate of the low—energy

frame is the start time of the steady energy level, which

can be determined with an accuracy of i 2.5ms, or half the
duration of the 5 ms advance used in calculating the

energy of the signal.

The steady energy level of the triggered section of the

time series is also calculated by sequential examination of

n°“~‘°Vel'lllpping pairs of energy frames, at 5 ms intervals.

he Pairs must not exceed a ratio of 2:1 or fall below
0.5:1.' That is, the energy value of the first frame in the

steady state must not be more than double, or less than
half, the energy value of the fifth frame, the same being
true for the second and sixth frames, etc. The steady
state must last for a minimum duration of 60 ms to be
accepted. When a ratio above 2:1 or below 0.5:1 is
encountered before 60 ms have elapsed, the segment is
rejected. After 60 ms, these ratios are used as a shut-off
and the segment of time-series data is accepted. in order
to avoid acceptance of segments with gradual increases of
the energy level, the segment is rejected if the value
exceeded that of the triggering frame. Shut-off also
occurs if the value of any frame drops below a specified

value. ‘

Profile Matching

To characterize the spectral distribution of energy

common to nasal murmurs, a profile-matching routine was

developed for use on the main frame. The procedure used

was to select from the time-series data those sections that

were isolated by energy curve location, and to create

power spectra of the sections, using 50 Hz resolution and a

20 ms Hamming window advancing along the time series at

20 ms intervals. Pre-emphasis was applied to the time

series. The spectra were saved on computer tape, and

were later retrieved for comparison with an adjustable

profile table.

The parameters incorporated for profile-matching

were minimum segment duration, minimum total energy,

and percentage and tolerance in up to 20 frequency

buckets. The. frequency buckets were defined by their

upper frequency range, total percentage of all the buckets

being of course 100. The routine was designed to call up

the profile table upon the initiation of each operation,

examine the spectrum file called up from storage, and send

the results of the profile-matching to the main frame's

printer. Results reported were frames matched, error

vectors, and distance as a measure of closeness of fit.

As noted above, the nasal murmurs commonly show a

dominance of energy in the 0-500 Hz range. To avoid the

influence of individual speaker characteristics, only two

frequency buckets were employed in the profile-matching

routine. The first was 0-500 Hz, in which the minimum

allowable percentage of energy was found to be 5796 and

the maximum was 9996. in the profile table this was stated

as 7896 of the spectral energy with a tolerance of 2196.

The second frequency bucket was 500 to 5000 Hz, in which

the remainder of the energy in the spectrum could be

distributed. This was stated as 2296 with a tolerance of

2196.

Spectral Centroid Determination

The frequency centroid of a spectrum is essentially the

mean frequency of energy in the power spectrum, and is

determined by the formula

Centroid frequency =

where f is the frequency of bin i, l is the intensity of bin i,

and n is the number of the last bin that corresponds to a

frequency not greater than the cut—off frequency defined

for the centroid calculation. A Fortran program was

written to perform this calculation, using as input the
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power spectra held in storage on the main frame. An
adjustment to the upper frequency n was included so that
the centroid could be determined for any lowpass
bandwidth of the power spectrum. The results of the
calculations were displayed in the time domain.

When the centroid calculation was applied to the full 5
KHz passband, a large number of non-nasal segments had a
frequency centroid in the range of nasal murmurs; i.e.,
below 600 Hz. These segments included [.1, 1, w] voiced
stops, [u] and unstressed [1] and [9], especially when
the consonants combined with the vowels. Reducing the
cut-off frequency to 1000 Hz eliminated most of the above
unwanted segments if only segments with a centroid below
400 Hz were accepted. Although some of the non-nasal
elements still exhibited low centroids, the 60 ms duration
criterion succeeded in eliminating a majority of these.

Sequencing o_f Routines

The energy curve location routine was designed to scan
the time-series data to determine areas in the 'speech
signal where a nasal murmur was possible. Since this did
not require conversion to Fourier series, it was the most
economical of the routines to apply to the full data to
isolate potential nasal segments. These could then be
converted to the Fourier series and be processed by the
profile—matching and centroid routines. The latter two
routines were applied independently of each other and
therefore did not require a particular order.

RESULTS

The speech data of the ten subjects under analysis
contained a total of 780 post-vocalic nasal phonemes. Of
these, the energy curve location routine successfully
isolated 593. The routine also. isolated 655 non-nasal
phonetic events or sequences of events that took place in a
post-vocalic environment. A further 155 non-nasal
phonetic events were captured after being triggered by a
high-energy non-vocalic signal, indicating the need to
incorporate a subroutine that will examine the triggering
frame to determine the presence of voicing.

Of the 593 potential nasal murmurs isolated by the
energy curve location, the combined profile matching and
centroid locating functions accepted 516. When performed
independently, the profile-matching routine rejected 356
non-nasals and the centroid calculation rejected 330. The
combined effect resulted in the rejection of 454 of the 655
sections of unwanted data.

For a large group of subjects, where robust parameters
must be applied in order to isolate the segments,
interspeaker characteristics interfere with the process of
distinguishing the nasal murmurs from the non-nasals. We
have found, however, that speaker-specific characteristics
may be used to describe the quality of the nasal murmurs,
thereby creating a criterion for rejecting most of the non-
nasals. It is apparent from our observations that speaker-
specific characteristics are recurrent in the majority of
the nasal murmurs. A statistical approach might therefore
be usefully employed to describe automatically the mean
spectral characteristics of the speech events accepted by
the system. A comparison could then be made of each
spectral series to determine its closeness of fit to the
mean, and, using a degree of tolerance or a distance
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metric, deviant spectral data could be rejected.
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power spectra held in storage on the main frame. An
adjustment to the upper frequency n was included so that
the centroid could be determined for any lowpass
bandwidth of the power spectrum. The results of the
calculations were displayed in the time domain.

When the centroid calculation was applied to the full 5
KHz passband, a large number of non-nasal segments had a
frequency centroid in the range of nasal murmurs; i.e.,
below 600 Hz. These segments included [.1, 1, w] voiced
stops, [u] and unstressed [1] and [3], especially when
the consonants combined with the vowels. Reducing the
cut—off frequency to 1000 Hz eliminated most of the above
unwanted segments if only segments with a centroid below
400 Hz were accepted. Although some of the non-nasal
elements still exhibited low centroids, the .60 ms duration
criterion succeeded in eliminating a majority of these.

Sequencing o_f Routines

The energy curve location routine was designed to scan
the time-series data to determine areas in the 'speech
signal where a nasal murmur was possible. Since this did
not require conversion to Fourier series, it was the most
economical of the routines to apply to the full data to
isolate potential nasal segments. These could then be
converted to the Fourier series and be processed by the
profile-matching and centroid routines. The latter two
routines were applied independently of each other and
therefore did not require a particular order.

RESULTS

The speech data of the ten subjects under analysis
contained a total of 780 post-vocalic nasal phonemes. Of
these, the energy curve location routine successfully
isolated 593. The routine also. isolated 655 non-nasal
phonetic events or sequences of events that took place in a
post-vocalic environment. A further 155 non-nasal
phonetic events were captured after being triggered by a
high-energy non-vocalic signal, indicating the need to
incorporate a subroutine that will examine the triggering
frame to determine the presence of voicing.

Of the 593 potential nasal murmurs isolated by the
energy curve location, the combined profile matching and
centroid locating functions accepted 516. When performed
independently, the profile—matching routine rejected 356
non-nasals and the centroid calculation rejected 330. The
combined effect resulted in the rejection of 454 of the 655
sections of unwanted data.

For a large group of subjects, where robust parameters
must be applied in order to isolate the segments,
interspeaker characteristics interfere with the process of
distinguishing the nasal murmurs from the non-nasals. We
have found, however, that speaker-specific characteristics
may be used to describe the quality of the nasal murmurs,
thereby creating a criterion for rejecting most of the non-
nasals. It is apparent from our observations that speaker-
specific characteristics are recurrent in the majority of
the nasal murmurs. A statistical approach might therefore
be usefully employed to describe automatically the mean
spectral characteristics of the speech events accepted by
the system. A comparison could then be made of each
spectral series to determine its closeness of fit to the
mean, and, using a degree of tolerance or a distance
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Abstract

We discuss a framework for an acoustic-phonetic approach

to speech recognition. The recognition task is the class of sounds
known as the semivowels (w,l,r,y) and the results obtained across

several data bases are fairly consistent. We discuss some issues
which were manifested by this work. These issues include fea-
ture spreading, the assignment of phonetic labels and lexical

representation.

Introduction

We have developed a framework for an acoustic-phonetic ap-

proach to speech recognition. Such an approach consists of four
basic steps. First, the features needed to recognize the sound(s)
of interest must be specified. Second, acoustic correlates of the
features must be determined. Third, algorithms to extract the

properties must be developed. Finally, the properties must be
integrated for recognition.

In this paper, we discuss briefly the application of the above
mentioned steps to the development of a recognizer of voiced
and nonsyllabic semivowels of American English. In addition,

we discuss some issues brought forth by this work. These issues

Include feature spreading and how it can possibly be explained

With a theory of syllable structure, how feature spreading af-
fects lexical access, and if and when phonetic labels should be
assigned toacoustic events.

Corpora

The initial step in this research was the design of a data
base for deVeloping and testing the recognition algorithms. We
chose 233 polysyllabic words from the 20,000 word Merriam

Webster Pocket dictionary. These words contain the semivow~
els and other similar sounds in many different contexts. The

88mivowels occur in clusters with voiced and unvoiced conso-

nants and they occur in word initial, word final and intervocalic

Positions. The semivowels are also adjacent to vowels which are

stressed and unstressed, high and low, and front and back.
For developing the recognition algorithms, the data base was

recorded by two males and two females. We refer to this cor-

PPS as Database-l. Two corpora were used to test the recog-

nition system. Database-2 consisted of the same polysyllabic

Words spoken by two new speakers, one male andione female.

Database-3 consisted of a small subset of the sentences in the

TI data base [1]. In particular, we chose two sentences which

Contained a numberof semivowels. One sentence was said by 6

.S“PP0rted by a Xerox Fellowship

females and 8 males. The other sentence was said by 7 females

and 8 males. The speakers covered 8 dialects.

Several tools described in [2] were used in the transcription
and analysis of the data bases. Database-l and Database-2 were

transcribed by the author and Database-3 was segmented and

labelled by several experienced transcribers.

Features, Properties and Parameters

To recognize the semivowels, features are needed for separat-

ing the semivowels as a class from other sounds and for distin-

guishing between the semivowels. Shown in Tables 1 and 2 are

the features needed to make these classifications. The features

listed are modifications of ones proposed by J akobson, Fant and

Halle [3] and by Chomsky and Halle [4]. In the tables, a “+”
means that the speech sound(s) indicated has the designated

feature and a “—” means the speech sound(s) does not have the

designated feature. If there is no entry, then the feature is not

specified or is not relevant.

I An acoustic study [5] was carried out in order to supplement

data in the literature (e.g.,{6]) to determine acoustic correlates

for the features. The mapping between features and acoustic

properties and the parameters used in this process are shown in

Table 3. As indicated, no absolute thresholds are used to ex-

tract the properties. Instead, we used relative measures which

tend to make them independent of speaker, speaking rate and

speaking level. The properties are of two types. First, there are

properties which examine an attribute in one speech frame rel-

ative to another speech frame. For example, the property used

to capture the nonsyllabic feature looks for a drop-in either of

two mid-frequency energies with respect to surrounding energy

maxima. Second, there are properties which, within a given

speech frame, examine’ one part of the spectrum in relation to

another. For example, the property used to capture the features

front ‘and back measures the difference between F2 and F1.

To quantify the properties, we used a framework, motivated

by fuzzy set theory [7], which assigns a value within the range

voiced sonorant nonsyllahic‘ nasal

voiced fricatives,stops,aifricates + — - + _.

unvoiced fricatives,stops,affri- - - + _

cates ‘

semivowels + + + _

nasal: + + ‘f, +

vowels + + _ ..

Table 1: Features which characterize various classes of consonants
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Abstract

We discuss a framework for an acoustic-phonetic approach

to speech recognition. The recognition task is the class of sounds
known as the semivowels (w,l,r,y) and the results obtained across
several data bases are fairly consistent. We discuss some issues
which were manifested by this work. These issues include fea-
ture spreading, the assignment of phonetic labels and lexical

representation.

Introduction

We have developed a framework for an acoustic-phonetic ap-

proach to speech recognition. Such an approach consists of four
buic steps. First, the features needed to recognize the sound(s)
of interest must be specified. Second, acoustic correlates of the
features must be determined. Third, algorithms to extract the
properties must be developed. Finally, the properties must be
integrated for recognition.

In this paper, we discuss briefly the application of the above
mentioned steps to the development of a recognizer of voiced
and nonsyllabic semivowels of American English. In addition,

we discuss some issues brought forth by this work. These issues
include feature spreading and how it can possibly be explained

With a theory of syllable structure, how feature spreading af-
fects lexical access, and if and when phonetic labels should be
assigned to-acoustic events.

Corpora

The initial step in this research was the design of a data
base for developing and testing the recognition algorithms. We
chose 233 polysyllabic words from the 20,000 word Merriam
Webster Pocket dictionary. These words contain the semivow-
els and other similar sounds in many different contexts. The
Semivowels occur in clusters with voiced and unvoiced conso-

nants and they occur in word initial, word final and intervocalic

Positions. The semivowels are also adjacent to vowels which are

stressed and unstressed, high and low, and front and back.
For developing the recognition algorithms, the data base was

recorded by two males and two females. We refer to this cor-

PPS as Database-l. Two corpora were used to test the recog-

nition system. Database-2 consisted of the same polysyllabic

Words spoken by two new speakers, one male audione female.

Database-3 consisted of a small subset of the sentences in the

TI data base [1]. In particular, we chose two sentences which

Contained a numberof semivowels. One sentence was said by 6

.S“PPorted by a Xerox Fellowship

females and 8 males. The other sentence was said by 7 females

and 8 males. The speakers covered 8 dialects.

Several tools described in [2] were used in the transcription
and analysis of the data bases. Database-l and Database-2 were

transcribed by the author and Database-3 was segmented and

labelled by several experienced transcribers.

Features, Properties and Parameters

To recognize the semivowels, features are needed for separat-

ing the semivowels as a class from other sounds and for distin-

guishing between the semivowels. Shown in Tables 1 and 2 are

the features needed to make these classifications. The features

listed are modifications of ones proposed by J akobson, Fant and

Halls [3] and by Chomsky and Balls [4]. In the tables, a “+”
means that the speech sound(s) indicated has the designated

feature and a “—" means the speech sound(s) does not have the

designated feature. If there is no entry, then the feature is not

specified or is not relevant.

‘ An acoustic study [5] was carried out in order to supplement

data in the literature (e.g.,-{6]) to determine acoustic correlates

for the features. The mapping between features and acoustic

properties and the parameters used in this process are shown in

Table 3. As indicated, no absolute thresholds are used to ex-

tract the properties. Instead, we used relative measures which

tend to make them independent of speaker, speaking rate and

speaking level. The properties are of two types. First, there are

properties which examine an attribute in one speech frame rel-

ative to another speech frame. For example, the property used

to capture the nonsyllabie feature looks for a dropin either of

two mid-frequency energies with respect to surrounding energy

maxima. Second, there are properties which, within a given

speech frame, examine’ one part of the spectrum in relation to

another. For example, the property used to capture the features

front and back measures the difference between F2 and F1.

To quantify the properties, we used a framework, motivated

by fuzzy set theory [7], which assigns a value within the range

voiced sonorant nonsyllabic» nasal

voiced fricatives,stops,afiricates + — - + _.

unvoiced fricatives,stops,affri- - — + _.

cates ‘

semivowels + + + _

nasals + + + +

vowels + + _ ..

Table 1: Features which characterize various classes of consonants
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stop high back front labial retroflex
/w/ -— + + - + -

/y/ - + - + — —
/r/ - - - - +
light /1/ + — — — -
dark /1/ -— - + - - --

Table 21 Features for discriminating between the semivowels

Feature Acoustic Correlate Parameter Property
‘Voiced Low Frequency Energy 200-700 H: lligh‘

Periodicity

Sonornnt Comparable Low 82 Energy Ratio [figs—a3, High

High Frequency Energy _
Nonsyllsbic Dip in Energy Energy 640—2800 ll: Low'

Energy 2000-3000 H: Low“
Stop Abrupt Spectral lst Difference of High -

Change Bandlimited Energies
(positive 32 negative)

High Low Fl Frequency Fl - F0 Low
Back Low F2 Frequency F2 - Fl Low
Front High F2 Frequency F2 — Fl High
Labial Downward Transi- F3 — F0 Low“

tions for F2 and F3 F2 - F0 Lo"
Retroflex Low F3 Frequency 82 F3 — F0 Low

Close F2 and F3 F3 - F2 Low

Table 3: Parameters and Properties
‘Relative to a maximum value

[0,1]. A value of 1 means we are confident that the property is'
present, while a value of 0 means we are confident that it is ab-
sent. Values between these extremes represent a fuzzy area indi-
cating our level of certainty that the property is present/absent.

Control Strategy

Phonotactic constraints are used heavily in the recognition sys-
tem. These constraints state that semivowels almost always oc-
cur adjacent to a vowel. Therefore, they are usually prevocalic,
intervocalic or postvocalic. For recognition, these contexts map
into three types of places within a voiced sonorant region. First
the semivowels can be at the beginning of a voiced sonorant re-
gion, in which cue they are prevocalic. Second, the semivowels
can be at the end of a voiced sonorant region, in which case
they are postvocalic. Finally, the semivowels may be further
inside a voiced sonorant region. We refer to these semivowels
as intersonorant, and one or more'may be present within such
a region. Semivowels of this type can be either intervocalic or
in a cluster with another sonorant consonant such as the [y/ in
“banyan.” Although there is one overall recognition strategy,
there are modifications for these contexts.

The recognition strategy for the semivowels is divided into
two steps: detection and classification. The detection process
marks certain acoustic events in the vicinity of times where there
is a potential influence of a semivowel. in particular, we look for.
minima in the mid-frequency energies and we look for minima
and maxima in the tracks of F2 and F3. Such events should
correspond to some of the features listed in Tables 1 and 2.
For example, an F2 minimum indicates a sound which is more
“back” than an adjacent segment(s). Thus, this acoustic event
will occur within most /WI’s and within some /l/’s and /r/’s.

Once all acoustic events have been marked, the classification
process integrates them, extracts the needed acoustic proper-
ties, and through explicit semivowel rules decides whether the
detected sound is a semivowel and, if so, which semivowel it is.
An example of this process is illustrated with the word “flour-

(a)

Figure 11 (a) Spectrogram of the word “flourish," (b) formant tracks
and (c) Energy 640 Hz to 2800 Hz.

ish” shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, several acoustic events
signal the presence of the intervocalic /r/. These events include
an energy dip,.a small F2 dip and a strong F3 dip. Given the
energy dip marked in part c, the recognition system will extract
the surrounding energy maxima corresponding to syllabic nu-
clei. These latter points are used to define a region for further
analysis of the detected sound. Among the various events, the
F3 dip is the most prominent one which gives some clue to the
idehtity of the detected sound. Thus, it is in a small region
surrounding the time of this event that the formant based prop:
erties are extracted. In addition, it is between the time of the F3
dip and the surrounding energy peaks that we characterize the
rate of spectral change to determine its degree of abruptness.

Once the properties listed in Table 3 are extracted for the
detected sound, the control strategy, on the basis of the types of
events marked, decides which semivowel rules to apply. Again,
since there is a strong F3 dip, the /r/ rule is applied first. The
only other semivowel which is expected to sometimes have a
sizeable F3 dip is the labial sound /w/. Thus, the /w/ rule is

- applied if the /1’/ rule receives a low score (< 0.5).
Rules for integrating the properties were'written for each

of the semivowels. in additioh, because they are acoustically

similar, a rule was written for identifying a class that could
be either [111/ or /1/. Across contexts, the rules are similar.
However, well known acoustic differences between allophones

such as the closer spacing between F2 and F1 for sonorant-

final /1/’s as opposed to sonorant’initial /l/’s are accounted for.
Additionally, within the'rules, primary versus secondary cues

are distinguished. For example, the /1'/ rule states that if the
detected sound is retroflexed, classify it as an /r/.However1
if the sound is “maybe” retroflexed, look at other cues before
making a decision.

Since the value of each property lies between 0 and l, the
score of any rule within the fuzzy logic framework is also in this
range. Thus, we consider a sound to be classed as a semivowel

if the result of a rule is greater than or equal to 0.5.

Recognition Results

The overall recognition results are given in Table 4 for each

of the data bases. 'The term “nc” in the table means that one
or more semivowel rules was applied, but the score(s) was 1639
than 0.5. The term “others” refers to flaps, voiced Ill/’5 and
sonorant-like voiced consonants. .

As can be seen, there is quite a bit of confusion between [W/

and /l/. However, the degree to which they are confused varies

considerably with context. For example, when they are prevo-

calic and are not preceded by a consonant, the system correctly
clmsifies 80% of the /w/’: in 13313133331 and 67% of the /WI’3
in Database-2. Likewise, it correctly classifies 63% of the /1/‘s
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w l r y nasals others vowels

#tokm 359 540 553 222 454 503 2335

udstsctsd(%) 1.4 3.3 2.5 > 2.9 24 31.5

w(%) 52 1.5 3.4 o 1 1 1

1(%) 9.1 55.1 o o 11 3.3 5.5

w-l(%) 31.4 30.4 0 0 3 .8 2 Database-l

:(x) 4 .2 oo o 2 s 5

y(%) o o o 93.1 5 1.4 so

“(95) 2' 3 4.1 4.9 53 11.4 39

# tokens 131 214 219 105 232 135 1134

undstsetsd(%) 1.1 1.5 4.3 2.3 24 59

w(%) 45 3.5 1.9 o 5 o 1

l(%) 12.1 51.1 o o 1 s 5

w-l(%) 29 33.3 I o o 3 1 4 13.1.1...“
1(%) 3.5 '.4 91.3 o 3 2 4

y(%) o o o 54.9 3 3 1o

«(95) 6.1 2.9 4.3 13.3 55 19 42

# tokens 23 4o 49 23 44 121 330

nndsteetsd(%) 3.5 1.5 o 4 so 13

w(%) ‘ 43 1o 0 o 15 p 2

l(%) 21.41 52.5 o o 13 2.5 o

w-l(%) 21.6 24.1 o o o o 4 Database!

rise) 1.1 o 39.3 o 2.5 15
¥(%) 0 o o 13.5 o 5 9

n-e(%) o 5.1 10.2 11.2 11 11 52

Table 4: Overall Recognition Results

in Database-i and 76% of the /l/’s'in DatabaseoZ. This con-
text'is not covered in Database-3. However, 71% of the prevo-

calic /WI’s adjacent to unvoiced consonants in Database-3 were
classified correctly. Considering the many differences between
Database-3 and the other corpora which include coverage of con-
texts, coverage of dialects, recording methods and transcription
biases, the results across data bases are quite consistent.

From Table 4 we see that there are several “misclassifica-
tions” of nasals, vowels and other sounds as semivowels. It is
important to note, however, that the system has no method for
detecting the feature “nasalization.” Therefore, the distinction

between nasals and-semivowels lies mainly in the abruptness of
spectral change surrounding the detected sounds. As in the case
of the nasals, some misclassifications of vowels and other sounds
as semivowels can be eliminated by including other features in
the recognition system and by refining the parameters. How-

(War, the avoidance of other confusions is not straightforward

(In addition, some of the misclassifications do not appear to be

e1'1'01‘3 of the system, but errors in the transcription). It is this
issue which is addressed in the remainder of the paper.

Discussion

This research has highlighted several interrelated issues which
are important to any recognition system based on an acoustic-

Dhonetic approach. One such issue relates to the spreading of

one 01' more features of a sound to a nearby segment, thereby
resulting in a change of some of the features ofthe segment and

pOSSlblY a merging of the two segments. Although examples of

this Phenomenon occurred with several features, we will discuss
it in the context of the feature retrofiexion which appears highly

auscePtible to spreading. Examples are illustrated in Figure 2

3100

0 sec 0.65 0 sec . . 5

Figure 2: Spectrograms with formant tracks overlaid of “cartwheel”
(left) and “harlequin” (right).

with the words ‘cartwheel” and “harlequin.” In each instance,

it appears as-if the underlying /1’/ and adjacent vowel combine

such that their acoustic realization is an r-colored vowel. The
occurrence of such feature assimilation is predicted by the syl-

lable structure theory as explained by Selkirk [8]. This syllable
structure is shown in Figure 3, where the onset'consists of any

syllable-initial consonants, the peak consists of either a vowel or

vowel and sonorant, and the coda consists of any syllable-final

consonants. Selkirk states that when /l/ or /r/ is followed by
a consonant which must occupy the coda position, it becomes
part of the peak. Thus, the structure for the first syllable in

“cartwheel” is as shown in Figure 4. Since the [a/ and [1'] both
occupy the syllable peak, we might expect some type of feature

assimilation to occur. If it is true that a vowel and /r/ in this
context will always overlap to form an r-colored vowel, then no

exception is needed in the phonotactic constraints of semivowels

for words like “snarl” where the /l/ is “supposedly” separated

from the vowel by the /r/. Instead, the constraints can simply

state that semivowels must always be adjacent to a vowel.

_ When a postvocalic /1/ or /r/ is not followed by a syllable-

final consonant, Selkirk‘states that it will tend to be in the coda

although it has the option of being part of the peak. This op-

tion was clearly exercised across the speakers in Database-l and

Database-2. As an example, consider the two repetitions of the

word “carwash’l shown in Figure 5. As in the word “harlequin,”

the [0/ and /r/ in the word “carwash” on the left appears to

be one segment in the sense that retroflexion extends over the

entire vowel duration. However, in the repetition on the right,

the /a/ does not appear to be retroflexed. Instead, there is a

clear downward movement in F3 which separates the /a/ and

/r/ and thus the /r/ appears to be syllable-final.

We dealt with this feature spreading phenomenon in the

recognition system by considering it a correct classification if

the vowels in words like “cartwheel,” “harlequin” and “carwash”

were labeled /r/. This seemingly “disorder” was allowed since

the vowel’s and following /1'/’s appear completely assimilated.

Allowing this ‘disorder” at the acoustic level means that the

ambiguity must be resolved at or before lexical access. There Is

at least one example in the data bases where a seemingly prevo-

calic /r/ and adjacent vowel merged to form an r-colored vowel.

If this is so, then there does not appear to be a clear method for

syllable

onset I’hYflN

peak coda

Figure 31 Tree structure of syllable.
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stop high back front labial retroflex
/w/ -— + + — + -
/y/ - + - + — —
/r/ — ' - - +
light /1/ + — - — -
dark /1/ -- - + - - -

Table 2: Features for discriminating between the semivowels

Feature Acoustic Correlate ‘Parameter Property
‘Voiced Low Frequency Energy 200-700 H: lligh'

Periodicity
Sonornnt Comparable Low 8; Energy Ratio $.97“ High

High Frequency Energy .
Nonsyllabic Dip in Energy Energy 6404800 Hz Low'

Energy 20004000 H: 110"
Stop Abmpt Spectral lst Difference of High -

Change Dandlimited Energies
(positive Jr negative)

High Low Fl Frequency Fl - F0 Low
Back Low F2 Frequency F2 - Fl Low
Front High F2 Frequency F2 — Fl High
Labial Downward Transi- F3 — F0 Low‘

tions for F2 and F3 F2 — F0 Low‘
Retroflex Low F3 Frequency 82 F3 — F0 Low

Close F2 and F3 F3 - F2 Low

Table 3: Parameters and Properties
‘Relative to a maximum value

[0,1]. A value of 1 means we are confident that the property is'
present, while a value of 0 means we are confident that it is ab-
sent. Values between these extremes represent a fuzzy area indi-
cating our level of certainty that the property is present]absent.

Control Strategy

Phonotactic constraints are used heavily in the recognition sys-
tem. These constraints state that semivowels almost always oc-
cur adjacent to a vowel. Therefore, they are usually prevocalic,
intervocalic or postvocalic. For recognition, these contexts map
into three types of places within a voiced sonorant region. First
the semivowels can be at the beginning of a voiced sonorant re-
gion, in which cue they are prevocalic. Second, the semivowels
can be at the end of a voiced sonorant region, in which case
they are postvocalic. Finally, the semivowels may be further
inside a voiced sonorant region. We refer to these semivowels
as intersonorant, and one or more'may be present within such
a region. Semivowels of this type can be either intervocalic or
in a cluster with another sonorant consonant such as the [y/ in
“banyan.” Although there is one overall recognition strategy,
there are modifications for these contexts.

The recognition strategy for the semivowels is divided into
two steps: detection and classification. The detection process
marks certain acoustic events in the vicinity of times where there
is a potential influence of a semivowel. In particular, we look for.
minima in the mid-frequency energies and we look for minima
and maxima in the tracks of F2 and F3. Such events should
correspond to some of the features listed in Tables 1 and 2.
For example, an F2 minimum indicates a sound which is more
“back” than an adjacent segment(s). Thus, this acoustic event
will occur within most /w/’s and within some /l/’s and /r/’s.

Once all acoustic events have been marked, the classification
process integrates them, extracts the needed acoustic proper-
ties, and through explicit semivowel rules decides whether the
detected sound is a semivowel and, if so, which semivowel it is.
An example of this process is illustrated with the word “flour-

(a)

Figure 11 (a) Spectrogram of the word “flourish,” (b) formant tracks
and (c) Energy 640 Hz to 2800 Hz.

ish” shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, several acoustic events
signal the presence of the intervocalic [1']. These events include
an energy dip,-a small F2 dip and a strong F3 dip. Given the
energy dip marked in part c, the recognition system will extract
the surrounding energy maxima corresponding to syllabic nu-
clei. These latter points are used to define a region for further
analysis of the detected sound. Among the various events, the
F3 dip is the most prominent one which gives some clue to the
identity of the detected sound. Thus, it is in a small region
surrounding the time of this event that the formant based prop:
erties are extracted. In addition, it is between the time of the F3
dip and the surrounding energy peaks that we characterize the
rate of spectral change to determine its degree of abruptness.

Once the properties listed in Table 3 are extracted for the
detected sound, the control strategy, on the basis of the types of
events marked, decides which semivowel rules to apply. Again,
since there is a strong F3 dip, the /1'/ rule is applied first. The
only other semivowel which is expected to sometimes have a
sizeable F3 dip is the labial sound /w/. Thus, the /w/ rule is

- applied if the /r/ rule receives a low score (< 0.5)..
Rules for integrating the properties were'written for each

of the semivowels. In additioh, because they are acoustically

similar, a rule was written for identifying a class that could
be either /w/ or /l/. Across contexts, the rules are similar.
However, well known acoustic differences between allophones

such as the closer spacing between F2 and F1 for sonorant-

final /1/’s as opposed to sonorant’initial /l/’s are accounted for.
Additionally, within the'rules, primary versus secondary cues
are distinguished. For example, the /1'/ rule states that if the
detected sound is retroflexed, classify it as an /1'/. However,
if the sound is “maybe” retroflexed, look at other cues before
making a decision.

Since the value of each property lies between 0 and l, the
score of any rule within the fuzzy logic framework is also in this
range. Thus, we consider a sound to be classed as a semivowel
if the result of a rule is greater than or equal to 0.5.

Recognition Results

The overall recognition results are given in Table 4 for each

of the data bases. 'The term “nc” in the table means that one

or more semivowel rules was applied, but the score(s) was 1639
than 0.5. The term “others” refers to flaps, voiced Ill/’5 and
sonorant-like voiced consonants. .

As can be seen, there is quite a bit of confusion between [W/

and /l/. However, the degree to which they are confused val'le3
considerably with context. For example, when they are prevo-

calic and are not preceded by a consonant, the system correctly
classifies 80% of the /w/’s in Database-l and 67% of the /w/’3
in Database-2. Likewise, it correctly classifies 63% of the /1/’s
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w l r y nusls others vowels

#tokm 359 540 553 221 454 505 2355

udstoctod(%) 1.4 3.3 2.6 ' 2.9 14 81.5

w(%) 52 1.5 3.4 o 1 1 1

1(%) 9.1 55.1 o o 11 3.3 5.5

w-l(%) 31.4 30.4 0 0 3 .8 2 Database-l

2(95) 4 .2 oo o 1 .5 o

y(%) o o o 93.1 o 1.4 8.6

“(95) 1' 3 4.1 4.9 53 11.4 39

# com- 131 214 219 105 :31 135 1154

minimum) 1.1 1.5 4.3 1.3 24 59

w(%) 41 3.3 1.9 o 5 o 1

l(%) 12.1 51.1 o o 1 s 5

'-l(%) 29 33.8 i D 0 3 l d Database-2

r(%) 3.5 ’.4 91.3 o s 2 4

y(%) o o o 34.9 3 3 1o

«(95) 5.1 1.9 4.3 13.3 55 1o 41

# tokens 23 4o 49 23 44 121 350

nndotected(%) 3.5 1.5 o 4 so 13

w(%) ‘ 4s 10 o o 15 p 1

l(%) 21.6 52.5 o o 13 2.5 o

w-l(%) 21.5 24.1 o o o o 4 mus-".1

rim 1.1 0 sea 0 5 25 15

¥(%) 0 o o 15.5 o 5 o

n-e(%) o 5.1 10.1 11.2 11 11 61

Table 4: Overall Recognition Results

in Database-l and 76% of the /1/’s'in Database-2. This con-
text'is not covered in Database-3. However, 71% of the prevo-

Calic /WI’s adjacent to unvoiced consonants in Database-3 were
classified correctly. Considering the many differences between
Database-3 and the other corpora which include coverage of con-
texts, coverage of dialects, recording methods and transcription
biases, the results across data bases are quite consistent.

From Table 4 we see that there are several “misclassifica-
tions” of nasals, vowels and other sounds as semivowels. It is
important to note, however, that the system has no method for
detecting the feature “nasalization.” Therefore, the distinction
between nasals and-semivowels lies mainly in the abruptness of
spectral change surrounding the detected sounds. As in the case
Of the nasals, some misclassifications of vowels and other sounds
as semivowels can be eliminated by including other features in
the recognition system and by refining the parameters. How-
(War, the avoidance of other confusions is not straightforward

(In addition, some of the misclassifications do not appear to be

"Tom of the system, but errors in the transcription). It is this
issue which is addressed in the remainder of the paper.

Discussion

This research has highlighted several interrelated issues which

are imPortant to any recognition system based on an acoustic-

Dhonetic approach. One such issue relates to the spreading of

one or more features of a sound to a nearby segment, thereby
resulting in a change of some of the features ofthe segment and

p035lbl¥ a merging of the two segments. Although examples of

this Phenomenon occurred with several features, we will discuss

it in the context of the feature retroflexion which appears highly

auscePtible to spreading. Examples are illustrated in Figure 2
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Figure 2: Spectrograms w1th formant tracks overla1d of “cartwheel”
(left) and “harlequin” (right).

with the words “cartwheel” and “harlequin.” In each instance,

it appears as-if the underlying /1/ and adjacent vowel combine

such that their acoustic realization is an r~colored vowel. The

occurrence of such feature assimilation is predicted by the syl-

lable structure theory as explained by Selkirk [8]. This syllable
structure is shown in Figure 3, where the onset'consists of any

syllable-initial consonants, the peak consists of either a vowel or

vowel and sonorant, and the coda consists of any syllable-final

consonants. Selkirk states that when /l/ or /1'/ is followed by
a consonant which must occupy the coda position, it becomes
part of the peak. Thus, the structure for the first syllable in

‘cartwheel’ is as shown in Figure 4. Since the la/ and [1'] both
occupy the syllable peak, we might expect some type of feature

assimilation to occur. If it is true that a vowel and /r/ in this
context will always overlap to form an r-colored vowel, then no

exception is needed in the phonotactic constraints of semivowels

for words like “snarl” where the /l/ is “supposedly” separated

from the vowel by the /r/. Instead, the constraints can simply

state that semivowels must always be adjacent to a vowel.

, When a postvocalic /1/ or /r/ is not followed by a syllable-

final consonant, Selkirk'states that it will tend to be in the coda

although it has the option of being part of the peak. This op-

tion was clearly exercised across the speakers in Database-l and

Database-2. As an example, consider the two repetitions of the

word “carwash” shown in Figure 5. As in the word “harlequin,”

the /a/ and /r/ in the word “oarwash” on the left appears to

be one segment in the sense that retroflexion extends over the

entire vowel duration. However, in the repetition on the right,

the /a/ does not appear to be retroflexed. Instead, there is a

clear downward movement in F3 which separates the /a/ and

/r/ and thus the /1'/ appears to be syllable-final.

We dealt with this feature spreading phenomenon in the

recognition system by considering it a correct classification if

the vowels in words like “cartwheel,” “harlequin” and “carwash”

were labeled [1]. This seemingly “disorder” was allowed since

the vowel’s and following /r/’s appear completely assimilated.

Allowing this ‘disorder” at the acoustic level means that the

ambiguity must be resolved at or before lexical access. There Is

at least one example in the data bases where a seemingly prevo-

calic /r/ and adjacent vowel merged to form an r-colored vowel.

If this is so, then there does not appear to be a clear method for

syllable

onset 1’5m

peak coda

Figure 31 Tree structure of syllable.
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lyllsble

onset rhyme
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Peak coda
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Figure 4: Tree structure of syllable “cart."
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Figure 5: Spectrograms with formant tracks overlaid of two repeti-

tions of “carwash.”

determining whether an r-colored vowel is underlyingly a vowel

followed by /r/ or a vowel preceded by /1’/ .

This ambiguity as well as the fact that some vowels and other

voiced consonants are classified as semivowels raises the issue of
whether or not phonetic labels should beassigned before lexical
access. In other words, is the representation of items in our

lexicon in terms of phonetic labels or features?

If we assume that lexical items consist of a sequence of pho-
netic labels, then it is clear from an analysis of the misclassifi-
cations made in the semivowel recognition system that context

must be considered before phonetic labels are assigned. That

is, some sounds are misclassified because contextual influences

caused them to have patterns of features which normally cor-

respond to a semivowel. For example, consider the word “fore-
warn” shown in Figure 6. Because of the labial F2 transition

and the downward F3 transition arising from the adjacent /r/,

the beginning of the first /o/ was classified as a /w/. It is clear
in cases like this that if phonetic labels are going to be assigned,

context should be considered before it is done. The issue then
becomes, how much context needs to be consideredf For exam-
ple, consider the word “fibroid” also shown in Figure 6 which
has a fairly steady state F3 frequency of about 1900 Hz. We

have observed that in words like this where a labial consonant
is preceded by a normally non-retroflexed vowel and followed by
a retrofiexed sound, the first vowel can be totally or partially
retrofiexed. Such feature spreading is not surprising when we
consider that the intervening labial consonant does not require
a specific placement of the tongue.

If, instead of phonetic labels, lexical items are represented
as matricesof features, it may be possible to avoid misclassifi-

5250 V

0. 87 '

Figure 6: Spectrogram's with formant tracks overlaid of ”forewarn"
(left) and “fibroid" (right).

lexical representation realisation #1 realilation #2

a r a r a'

high — - o 0 0

low + - I 0 I

back 4- :f: I I I

retmflex - + 0 l I

Table 5: Lexical Representation vs. Acoustic Realizations of /er/.

cations due to contextual influences and feature spreading since
we are not trying to identify the individual sounds before lexical

access. For example, consider the comparison given in Table 5
of what may be a partial feature matrix in the lexicon for an
[a] and postvocalic /1’/ with property matrices for these seg-
ments in the words “carwash” shown in Figure 6. The lexical
representation is in terms of binary features whereas the acous-
tic realizations are in terms of properties whose strengths as
determined by fuzzy logic lie between 0 and 1.

Acoustic realization #1 and the lexical representation are

a straightforward match. (Assume a simple mapping strategy
where property values less than 0.5 correspond to a “—” and
property values greater than or equal to 0.5 correspond to a

“+.”) However, the mapping between acoustic realization #2
and the lexical representation is not as obvious. it may be pos-

sible for a metric to compare the two representations directly

since the primary cues needed to recognize the /a/ and /r/ are
unchanged. 0n the other hand, we may need to apply feature

spreading rules before using a metric. The rules can either gen-'

erate all possible acoustic manifestations from the lexical repre-

sentation or generate the “unspread’l lexical representation from

the acoustic realization. .
Determining the mapping between features and properties

which have varying degrees of strength is an important and dif-

ficult problem which may give insights into the structure of the

lexicon. The solution to this problem will require a better un-
derstanding of feature assimilation in terms of what features

are prone to spreading, and in terms of the domains'over which

spreading occurs. Resolution of these matters is clearly impor-

tant to an acoustic-phonetic approach to speech recognition.
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determining whether an r-colored vowel is underlyingly a vowel

followed by /r/ or a vowel preceded by /1’/ .
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PHONEME-BY-PHONEME RECOGNITION AND SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION
OF MULTI—SPEAKER SPEECH (THE HCDP-APPROACH)

TARAS VINTSYUK

Speech Recognition and Synthesis Laboratory

Institute of Cybernetics

Kiev, Ukraine,

ABSTRACT

A new approach to phoneme-by-phoneme reco-

gnition and semantic interpretation of mul—

ti-speaker speech is proposed. The appro—

ach is based on a constructive (C) repre-

sentation of complex speech signals with

hierarchic (H) structure of speech pat-

terns (signals, microphonemes, phonemes,
diphones, syllables, words, sentences, co-

mmunicated senses). The recognition and
semantic interpretation reside in compo-

Bing (C) for a given speech signal and sub—
sequent parsing of such complex speech pat-

tern that is consistent with all levels of

the hierarchy and is the most similar in
some sense to the one to be recogniZed.

The guided composition and subsequent par-

51n8 of this complex speech signal are re-
alized by means of dynamic programming

(DP). Some examples of solved problems
are listed.

SPEECH PATTERN HIERARCHY AND MATHEMATICAL

MODELS OF SEGMENTS

The HCDP-method integrates the approved

Principles of speech information decoding

and Processing and generalizes the GDP-me-

thOd /1/, /2/. /3/. The hierarchic princi-

ple Presumes the hierarchy of the patterns.

The BPeech signals are discribed by sequen-

Ces 0f observable elements-vectors xi: X1:

=(x1. x2,..., xi,..., x1), where l is a

length of the speech signal in uniform or

QHESieuniform discrete time with spacing

(mean spacing) of 15 ms for instance. The

Se 95.5.1
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subsequencesof the elements Xm= (xm+1,

'xm+2,..., xn ) being named segments are in-

terpreted as the speech patterns or more

precisely as the realisations of first-

level speech patterns (the microphonemes,

phonemes, diphones, or syllables). In this

case Kin is considered as the first-level

segment. Sets of the signals a for the

first-level patterns 31 are specified by

distributions p(a/j1). J16 J1, where J1

is an alphabet of the first—level patterns.

The second-level speech patterns 32 are

specified by the transcriptions in the al-

phabet of the first-level patterns: 32:

'3 (31: 3290--’ 35,000: jq(32))g Where

Q(j 2) is the length of the transcription

of the pattern 3 26 J2, J2 is the alphabet

of the second—level patterns. The second-

level segments correspond to the second—le—

vel patterns and are composed (the composi-

tion (0)) of the first—level segments by

merging them into the sequences in confor-

mity with the second-level pattern transc-

ription. For instance if the microphonemes

or phonemes are the first—level patterns

then the phonemes or diphones (syllables)

can be the second-level patterns corresponr

dingly.

The patterns and segments at the next hie—

rarchic levels (the syllables, words, sen-

tences, communicated senses) are defined

similarly. Let aréJr . Jr= (31" . 32‘1".-
, js- ,,,,, jr-jr))’ p(a/jr ) be the r-1e_

vel pattern from the alphabet Jr , the tran-

scription of the pattern fir and the proba—

bility of the r—level segment a under
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the condition of the pattern Jr correspon-

dingly. The top—level patterns in the his—

rarchy - the communicated sense from a gi-

ven finite set of senses - are specified

by a canonical form and a formal constrac—

tion being named a directed semantic net-

work and sense types and sentence types

/2/, /3/. While forwarding to publications

/2/. /3/ for the details let us concentra-

te attention on a fact that the top-level

hierarchic patterns - the communicated sen

se - are specified actually by a list of

the sentences that express the same sense.

But this specification is realized by some

memory-saving means instead of direct enu-

meration. From this more accurate defini-

tion it also follows that the relevel pat-

tern is not obligatory expressed with one

transcription in the alphabet of the (r-1)-

level patterns and there can be several or

even many such transcriptions.

Constructive (C1) nature of the model mani—

fests in expressing the probabilities of

the segments a under the condition Of the

r—th pattern p(a/jr) as products of the

probabilities of the corresponded to the

transcription 3r segments under the condi-

tion of the patterns of the previous (r-1)-

th level:

q(3r)

pew/31“) {—1 pcgn
8:1

where 111s are bounds of the (r-1)-level seg-

ments: m°=m, ms_1<ms, mq(jr) = n. Thus

the probability of the observed (to be re-

cognized) signal X1 = X01 under the condi-

tion of the top-level hierarchic pattern

Re JR, JR is the alphabet of the top-level

hierarchio patterns, takes a form of the

product of the-corresponding segment proba-

bilities under the condition of the first-

level patterns:

q(a’R )

p(x°1/3R> =]f"1 p(xm
521 s--1m8/

In the expression (2) §(jR) is a number of

mg") , (1)
s--1ms/

. (2)
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the first-level patterns from the sequence

of which the top-level hierarchic pattern

JR is composed, no a 0,ms-_1<ms, m-"RU )a

a l are the bounds of the first-level seg-

ments.

To describe (specify) the mathematical mo-

del of the speech signals and to use it

then for solving the speech recognition

problems there is obviously sufficient to

give the transcriptions of the patterns at

all levels of the hierarchy with the seg-

ment distributions under the condition of

all first-level hierarchic patterns

P(a/J1), 31‘ J1. These distributions are

specified for every possible segment length

n—m that takes generally different values

for the different patterns j 6 J1.

In line with the expression (1) it may se-

em that the segments of the speech signal

are considered as mutually independent ones.

In reality it follows just from the expres-

sion (1) as well as (2) that there is a

strong deterministic dependence of the seg-

ments in the sequences that is manifested

in constraints on the pattern order in the

sequences, i.e. is expressed in the transc-

riptions of the patterns at all levels of

the hierarchy.

RECOGNITION CRITERION AND METHOD

By using the maximal likelihood method let

us classify the signal X1 to be recognize

as such top-level hierarchic speech pattern

that the acceptable for the subject field

sequence of the first-level patterns that

is composed by the transcriptions in accor-

dance with the pattern hierarchy will in-

duce on x1 such first-level segmentation

for which the likelihood expression reaches

an absolute maximum:

as")

{male—.11 “x”
The expression (3) presumes the exhaustive

search through all pattern transcriptions

maps)
s—_1m33R(X1)‘afigm§§
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if the patterns are specified not by one

MbyWmueuwmnmmm.

The recognition criterion (3) determines

top-down and down-top analysis of the sig-

nal X1 simultaneously. It is important that

by solving the problem (3) one receives a

consistent with all hierarchic levels inter-

pretation referring if necessary to the seg-

ment borders of all—level hierarchic patterns

being contained in the analizing signal.

By analizing the expression (3) and taking

account of a fact that the borders of the

r-level segments unconditionally coincide

with the borders of certain (r-1)-leve1 seg-

ments one concludes that the exhaustive se-

arch to maximize the expression (3) can be

avoided and the solution can be found by

the Bellman's optimality principle with help

of the dynamic programming. For computation

it is more convenient to use a logarithm of

the likelihood. The expression (3) is tran-

sformed into

q)
JR(X1)=argmax max 1n p(XmM

3R6 JR ms) 5:1

The constructivity (02) of the HCDP-method

is just in referencing the effective method

t0 maximize (4) for the segment borders

{ms} and all-level hierarchic patterns - in

‘151113 the dynamic programming (DP) for the-

as goals.

To afford the constructivity CZ one needs

the constructive (C3) techniques to specify

the hierarchy of the patterns and their

transcriptions and the constructive (C4) me-

“he to describe the distributions p(a/J1).

311(«1 under the condition of the first-le-

Vel Patterns for every possible segment

length, Let us consider the realization of

the construetivity principles with the par-

ticular examples from /2/. /3/.

#3 ) (4)

MICROPHONEMIc RECOGNITION AND SEMANTIC

INTERPRETATION

The first level of the hierarchy is the mic-

r°Phonemes (parts of the phonemes). The mic-

Se 95.

rophoneme 31 is specified by one or more

standard elements being denoted by e(31)
and having more frequently the same physi-

cal nature as the observed speech elements.

The distribution of the segment Xm1under

the condition of the microphoneme J1 is de-

fined by the relationship:

can. 3‘) = 1n pun/3‘1) =-

sin ln p(x1/e(J1))- En 3(xiee(31))»

i=m+1 i=m+1 (5 )

where the segment length satisfies the

condition

Tmin(;j1) 4 mm < q‘) . V (5)

In accordance with (5)-(6) one considers

the quantity g(xi,e(31)) as an elementary

measure of similarity between the observed

element1xi and standard element e(j1), and

c(xmn,j1) as the similarity between the

segment Km and the first-level pattern 31

such that the latter itself is the statio-

nary segment being composed of one element

e(j1) that is replicated n-m times to quo-

te the constraints (6). The number of the

microphonemes 31(J‘ is 128. 256, 512, but
not greater than 1024.

The second level of the hierarchy is the

words that are specified by one or more so-

called acoustic or Q—transcriptions - the

sequences that are composed of the first-

level patterns /2/. /3/.

The third level of the hierarchy is the ar—

bitrary word sequences being composed of

the free-ordered words from a selected vo-

cabulary. The fourth level is the allowa-

ble sentences of the subject field that

are specified by the sentence types, or

sence types. or directed semantic network

/2/. /3/. The fifth level is a canonic

form of the communicated sense.

By restricting to the first two or three

levels a system is obtained to recognize

correspondingly the words or continuous

speech that is composed of the words from

the chosen vocabulary.
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#3 ) (4)

MICROPHONEMIc RECOGNITION AND SEMANTIC

INTERPRETATION

The first level of the hierarchy is the mic-

r°Phonemes (parts of the phonemes). The mic-
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rophoneme 31 is specified by one or more

standard elements being denoted by e(31)
and having more frequently the same physi-

cal nature as the observed speech elements.

The distribution of the segment Xm1under

the condition of the microphoneme J1 is de-

fined by the relationship:

can. 3‘) = 1n pun/3‘1) =-

sin ln p(x1/e(J1))- En 3(xiee(31))»

i=m+1 i=m+1 (5 )

where the segment length satisfies the

condition

Tmin(;j1) 4 mm < q‘) . V (5)

In accordance with (5)-(6) one considers

the quantity g(xi,e(31)) as an elementary

measure of similarity between the observed

element1xi and standard element e(j1), and

c(xmn,j1) as the similarity between the

segment Km and the first-level pattern 31

such that the latter itself is the statio-

nary segment being composed of one element

e(j1) that is replicated n-m times to quo-

te the constraints (6). The number of the

microphonemes 31(J‘ is 128. 256, 512, but
not greater than 1024.

The second level of the hierarchy is the

words that are specified by one or more so-

called acoustic or Q—transcriptions - the

sequences that are composed of the first-

level patterns /2/. /3/.

The third level of the hierarchy is the ar—

bitrary word sequences being composed of

the free-ordered words from a selected vo-

cabulary. The fourth level is the allowa-

ble sentences of the subject field that

are specified by the sentence types, or

sence types. or directed semantic network

/2/. /3/. The fifth level is a canonic

form of the communicated sense.

By restricting to the first two or three

levels a system is obtained to recognize

correspondingly the words or continuous

speech that is composed of the words from

the chosen vocabulary.
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PHONEME-BY—PHONEME (DIPHONIC) RECOGNITION

AND SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION

The diphonic model of speech signal genera-

tion /2/, /3/ is a good compromise reflec-

ting dynamic properties of the speech sig-

nals and realizing the phonemeness princi-

ple in the recognition. Let us insert in

the hierarchic model being dealt in the pre-

vious section an additional level — the le-

vel of the diphones that takes an interme—

diate place between the level of the micro-

phonemes and the level of the words. The

diphonic word transcriptions are evidently

defined by their phonetic transcriptions

in a unique manner. The obtained six-level

speech recognition and semantic interpreta-

tion system is realized the phoneme-by-pho-

neme recognition principle more evidently.

ZERO LEVEL OF THE HIERARCHY - MULTIDIMEN-

SIGNAL (VECTOR) QUANTIZATION

The constructivity (CS) of the HCDP—method
is in using the principle of the vector

quantization of the speech signals, i.e.

in inserting the zero-level hierarchic pat-

terns where the observed sequences X1=(x1,
x2....,xi,...,xl) from the vectors-elements

x6 are replaced by the sequences Il=(j?,
32,...,3$,...,jg) from vectors-scalars jg:
=J°(xi)z each observed element-vector x
is replaced by a number of a domain 3: =
sj°(xi) to which the observed element x1
belongain the multidimensional space of

the signals x, j°€ J°, where J° is the al-
phabet of the zero-level patterns.

The introduction of the zero-level patterns

allows to go over from an investigation of

the relationships in the vector sequences

to the investigation of the relationships

in the sequences of the scalars. Now one

ought to substitute the distributions

Inge/31>, 3‘6 J‘. Where Insights-n
,jn) for the distributions p(a/J ) in the
formulas (1)-(5). Then in line with the
principle C4 one should point out the cons-
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tructive principles of specifying the dis-

tribitions p(Imn/j1) for the allowable va-
lues of n-m. The first group is the methods

based on a tabular specification of the di-

stributions p(Imn/j1), on an effective sto-

ring these distributions in the networks,

or simply on storing the encountered values

I under the condition of the pattern

j 6 J1. In the second group there are the

methods based on an approximation of the di-

stributions p(Imn/j1) with help of simple
expressions and on usage of the formulas

that are analogous with (5). One example:

n

p(Imn/j1)=l [peg/31) or a<Imn.a'1)=
i=m+1

Here the distributionsn

= 2 1n P(j:/j1). p(Imn/j1) are specified

i=m+1 by the tables of Pq *

IJ” numbers p(j°/j1).

LEARNING TO RECOGNITION AND MULTI-SPEAKER-

NESS

The necessary knowledge base - such a prio-

ri data as the pattern hierarchy, subject

field, syntax, semantics, vocabularfi alpha-
bets and transcriptions of the upper-level

patterns - is prepared beforehand by a cre-

ator of the speech signal recognition sys-

tems. The remained undefined data (the al-

phabets of the lower-level patterns, the

corresponding transcriptions of the lower;

level patterns, the distributions p(a/3 )
or p(Imn/j1) for all first-level hierarchic

patterns) are computed in a learning-to-re-

cognition mode from a multi—speaker lear—

ning set.
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THE LIMITS OF SEGMENTAL DESCRIPTION
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ABSTRACT

Evidence is discussed which perturbs the
segmental, categorial foundation of
descriptive phonetics. EPG studies showed
that in cases which would be treated in

auditory phonetic analysis and in phono-

logical description as place assimilation,
there is often a residual gesture towards

the 'underlying' segment. Such results
underline that the performance of
segmental contrasts is neither discretely

Segmental in time, nor categorial in the

Sense of involving an inventory of
discretely different elements. Segmental-
ised phonetic description is further chale

lenged by instrumental evidence that
neutralisation may be phonetically incom-

plete; and that segmental contrast may be
cued over domains as large as the stress

foot. Phonetics needs a more explicit

Statement of the relation of segments to

articulation and to perception.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the history of modern phonetics

the phone-sized segment has been crucial.

True, other elements such as syllables and

features have periodically competed for

attention; but the centrality of the phone

15 such that even these alternative

elements are often talked of as combina-

t1°ns of. or decompositions of, phones.

The phone-sized segment remains at the

heart of phonetic description despite

decades of instrumental research into

articulation and acoustics demonstrating

be¥°nd doubt that discrete phones do not

8x15: in a straightforward way in the

SPeECh event, at least as superficially

ObServable. An x-ray film of speech, or a
dynamic palatographic record. shows 965'
tures for different segments overlapping

and blending. And from the earliest speech

SYnthesis it has been known, for instance,

that the perceptual cues to a consonant

are distributed at least over the adjacent

vOwels.

But the survival of the phone is not hard

to explain. It is the basis of our only

extensive model of general phonetic des-

cription, as embodied for instance in the

alphabet of the International Phonetic

Association. This in turn reflects the

fact that phone- or phoneme—sized units

provide the most generally applicable and

revealing descriptions of the phonologies

of languages.

Thus ”the phonetic sciences have proceeded

in a somewhat schizophrenic state of mind,

knowing that phones aren't really there,

but at the same time they have to be

there. The hope is generally that at some

stage the relationship between

segmentalised descriptions and the

continuum of speech performance will

become clear and well specified.

This paper draws together a number of

cases where it seems that the tension

between the discretely segmental descrip-

tion and the observable speech event is

high enough to make the resolution of

their relationship a priority.

DISCRETENESS ON TWO AXES

The traditional phone—based model of

phonetic description implies discreteness

on two axes.

Firstly, the phone symbols from left to

right in a transcription imply a temporal

sequence of discrete phonetic events. The

strongest interpretation of this, with for

instance all acoustic cues to a segment

ending simultaneously and abruptly at a

boundary with a following segment, is

clearly falsified even by casual observa-

tion of Spectrograms. Perhaps the weakest

interpretation is one which allows over—

lapping in the realisation of phones, but

still expects their implied sequencing to

be respected in that the realisation of

phone n will not extend later in time than

that of phone n+1 nor earlier than that of

phone n-l (see Fig.1). For instance, if in
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the utterances [ski] and [sku] the
friction of the [5] contains from its
onset cues to the velar, and to the
tongue+lip configuration of the vowel, the
implied sequencing has been respected. If
however the velar or is not cued until
late in the friction, whilst the vowel
configuration is cued from the start, the
implied sequencing has been violated
(because cues to segment 3 begin before
cues to segment 2). The issue of 'proper

sequencing' has probably not been

addressed in quite this form in existing
work on coarticulation.

Secondly, the phone symbols imply
selection of phonetic events from a
paradigm of discrete phonetic units. Thus
[d] is either present in an utterance or
it is not, and if it is, it is whole-
heartedly [d] and not something which
vacillates between being a [d] and being a
[b]. Speech performance is thus implied to
be categorial.

CONNECTED SPEECH PROCESSES

It is reasonable to expect that phone-
segmental phonetic description would be
under greatest stress with fluent

connected speech. Carefully produced
citation forms yield maximal phonological
contrast, and come nearest to exhibiting a
simple relationship between segmental rep-
resentations and the physical event. In
connected speech the explicitness of the
realisation of phonological contrasts may

be reduced in a variety of ways, including
assimilation and deletion. These various
reductions in explicitness have been
termed connected speech processes (e.g.
Barry 1985).

Linguistic phonetics has, perforce, des-
cribed connected speech processes (CSPs)
in phone-segmental terms: a phone is
deleted, or changes into another phone
(which, in the case of assimilation, more
closely matches an adjacent phone in one
or more phonetic dimension). It is un-
clear, however, whether the categorial
change implied by this type of description
reflects the facts of speech performance
(production, or perception) since, as
pointed out above, a phone-segmental rep-
resentation inherently implies discrete—
ness sequentially and paradigmatically.

To find out if assimilation involves a
discrete change in production we can
compare forms eligible for assimilation
with forms which underlyingly contain the
segment potentially created by the
assimilation. For instance, when a speaker
assimilates the place of articulation of
the final stop in road to the following
velar in the road collapsed, is the
utterance then phonetically identical in
every respect to the realisation of Eng
rogue collapsed?

This question has recently begun to be
studied using electropalatography (EPG).
For instance, Barry (1985) shows that
where a word-final alveolar precedes a
word-initial velar there are three pos-
sibilities (see Fig. 2). The EPG display
may show complete alveolar closure (no
assimilation); it may be identical to the
display for a matched utterance with an
underlying velar word-finally (complete
assimilation); or, crucially, in many
tokens it shows that no closure is com-
pleted across the alveolar ridge, but
nevertheless the sides of the tongue make
contact far forward along the sides of the

palate in a 'residual‘ gesture towards the
alveolar ridge (partial assimilation). The
occurrence of these types is influenced,
though not directly determined, by speech
rate.

The existence of partially assimilated

forms is supported in a similar experiment

by Kerswill (1985). The gradual nature of

assimilation in production is at variance

with the paradigmatic discreteness of

phone based representations. In principle,
articulation could be categorial in that a

speaker either made a gesture sufficient

to create a given configuration of the

vocal tract, or did not make it. Instead.
articulation appears to be gradual - in

that some gestures are allowed to be

present, but inadequate (from the point of

view of the phonetic target, and probably

from that of perception - as discussed

later). Note that it is not simply the

case that a gesture is being curtailed bY
increased rate; Kerswill (1985) shows that

a speaker can speak fast but with
relatively few reductions when asked to

speak 'carefully'.

NEUTRALISATION

It appears that it is not only connected

speech processes which put phone-segmental

descriptions under strain. Recent instru-

mental work has suggested that in many

long-accepted instances of phonological

neutralisation there is, contrary to the

traditional view of neutralisation, 59me
phonetic realisation of the underlying

(morpho-) phonological contrast.

Thus it has been argued that the undey‘

lying word-final voicing contrast 15

reflected in small, but measurable

phonetic differences in languages where It

is normally considered to be neutralised

on the surface, such as German (Mitleb

1981, Charles-Luce 1985), Russian (Chen

1970), Polish (Slowiaczek and Dinnsen

1985), and Catalan (Dinnsen and. Charles‘

Luce 1984). The dimensions of the realisa‘

tion include the duration of the vowel
preceding the stop, the duration of _the

stop, and the way in which these durations

are affected by the class of sound at the

beginning of a following word. such
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evidence is not uncontroversiai (e.g.

Iverson and Fourakis 1984), but may at

least be seen as raising the possibility

that neutralisation in these languages is

incomplete, rather in the way that the

assimilations discussed above may be

partial.

To the extent that the residue of the

underlying contrast is in the preceding

vowel, sequential discreteness of segments

is violated, rather in the way argued by

Chomsky (e.g. 1964) to make linearity an

unfeasible condition on the relationship

between phonemic and phonetic representa-

tions. It has recently been suggested,

however, that such violations may be more

extensive than implied by Chomsky's

discussion of adjacent segments. Scott

(1984) claims that American English

listeners can differentiate potentially

neutralised pairs of the writer-rider

tYpe, and that they do so on the basis of
'cues other than preceding vowel duration

or the acoustic properties of the flap‘.

These cues include overall durational

Properties of the words and global dif-

ferences in phonetic quality - e.g. that

£195; is more 'open mouthed' in its
articulation than writer. Kelly and Local

(1986) suggest, too, that the spectral

cues to /1/ versus /r/ in English extend

°Ver appreciably. larger domains than

usually considered - perhaps as extenSive

as the stress foot.

PRODUCTION, PERCEPTION, AND PHONETICS

Might it be the case that phenomena which
hit the limits of segmental description

are of no interest to phonetics because

theY are not perceptible, and therefore of
“0 communicative value? On the contrary,

thEir perceptual status forces

cOnsideration of one of the major

ambiguities of phonetic analysis.

The ambiguity is whether a transcription
is a record of what is said, or what is

heard, As long as these coincide, the

$mbiguity is unobtrusive. But if, for
Instance, it were the case that German

Speakers reliably produced a measurable

difference in Rad-Rat but neither native

§Deakers nor phoneticians could perceive

it: What would the correct phonetic trans-

scriDtion for the pair be?

The evidence as yet is inconclusive. Port
and O'Dell (1985) report, for German, 59%

c°rrect identification of (incompletely)

neutralised lexical items, compared with

§°* as chance. Experiments are proceeding

1n Cambridge to test whether listeners are

able to exploit perceptually the residual

articulations of partial assimilations.

And in a case of a phonological merger in

proCress, Costa and Mattingley (1981) show

that subjects exibit
duration difference
versus card,

perceptually.

On the
least
reliable

residual
in New England

but are unable to exploit it

whole it seems probable
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in phone-segmental terms: a phone is
deleted, or changes into another phone
(which, in the case of assimilation, more
closely matches an adjacent phone in one
or more phonetic dimension). It is un-
clear, however, whether the categorial
change implied by this type of description
reflects the facts of speech performance
(production, or perception) since, as
pointed out above, a phone-segmental rep-
resentation inherently implies discrete-
ness sequentially and paradigmatically.

To find out if assimilation involves a
discrete change in production we can
compare forms eligible for assimilation
with forms which underlyingly contain the
segment potentially created by the
assimilation. For instance, when a speaker
assimilates the place of articulation of
the final stop in road to the following
velar in the road collapsed, is the
utterance then phonetically identical in
every respect to the realisation of the
rogue collapsed?

This question has recently begun to be
studied using electropalatography (EPG).
For instance, Barry (1985) shows that
where a word-final alveolar precedes a
word-initial velar there are three pos-
sibilities (see Fig. 2). The EPG display
may show complete alveolar closure (no

assimilation); it may be identical to the
display for a matched utterance with an
underlying velar word-finally (complete
assimilation); or, crucially, in many
tokens it shows that no closure is com-
pleted across the alveolar ridge, but
nevertheless the sides of the tongue make
contact far forward along the sides of the

palate in a 'residual' gesture towards the
alveolar ridge (partial assimilation). The
occurrence of these types is influenced,
though not directly determined, by speech
rate.

The existence of partially assimilated

forms is supported in a similar experiment

by Kerswill (1985). The gradual nature of

assimilation in production is at variance

with the paradigmatic discreteness of

phone based representations. In principle,

articulation could be categorial in that a

speaker either made a gesture sufficient

to create a given configuration of the

vocal tract, or did not make it. Instead,

articulation appears to be gradual - in

that some gestures are allowed to be

present, but inadequate (from the point of

view of the phonetic target, and probably

from that of perception - as discussed

later). Note that it is not simply the

case that a gesture is being curtailed bY

increased rate; Kerswill (1985) shows that

a speaker can speak fast but with

relatively few reductions when asked to

speak 'carefully'.

NEUTRALISATION

It appears that it is not only connected

speech processes which put phone-segmental

descriptions under strain. Recent instru-

mental work has suggested that in many

long-accepted instances of phonological

neutralisation there is, contrary to the

traditional view of neutralisation, 59me
phonetic realisation of the underlying

(morpho-) phonological contrast.

Thus it has been argued that the undEF‘

lying word-final voicing contrast 15

reflected in small, but measurable

phonetic differences in languages where It

is normally considered to be neutralised

on the surface, such as German (Mitleb

1981, Charles-Luce 1985), Russian (Chen

1970), Polish (Slowiaczek and Dinnseh

1985), and Catalan (Dinnsen and» Charles‘

Luce 1984). The dimensions of the realisa‘

tion include the duration of the vowel

preceding the stop, the duration of _the

stop, and the way in which these durations

are affected by the class of sound at the

beginning of a following word. such
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evidence is not uncontroversiai (e.g.

Iverson and Fourakis 1984), but may at

least be seen as raising the possibility

that neutralisation in these languages is

incomplete, rather in the way that the

assimilations discussed above may be

partial.

To the extent that the residue of the

underlying contrast is in the preceding

vowel, sequential discreteness of segments

is violated, rather in the way argued by

Chomsky (e.g. 1964) to make linearity an

unfeasible condition on the relationship

between phonemic and phonetic representa-

tions. It has recently been suggested,

however, that such violations may be more

extensive than implied by Chomsky's

discussion of adjacent segments. Scott

(1984) claims that American English

listeners can differentiate potentially

neutralised pairs of the writer-rider

tYpe. and that they do so on the basis of
'cues other than preceding vowel duration

or the acoustic properties of the flap‘.

These cues include overall durational

Properties of the words and global dif-

ferences in phonetic quality - e.g. that

side; is more 'open mouthed' in its
articulation than writer. Kelly and Local

(1986) suggest, too, that the spectral

cues to /1/ versus /r/ in English extend

°Ver appreciably, larger domains than

usually considered - perhaps as extenSive

as the stress foot.

PRODUCTION, PERCEPTION, AND PHONETICS

Might it be the case that phenomena which

hit the limits of segmental description

are of no interest to phonetics because

they are not perceptible, and therefore of
no communicative value? On the contrary,

their perceptual status forces

cOnsideration of one of the major

ambiguities of phonetic analysis.

The ambiguity is whether a transcription
is a record of what is said, or what is
heard. As long as these coincide, the

§mbiguity is unobtrusive. But if, for
Instance, it were the case that German

Speakers reliably produced a measurable
difference in Rad-Rat but neither native

§Deakers nor phoneticians could perceive

it. what would the correct phonetic trans-

scription for the pair be?

The evidence as yet is inconclusive. Port

and O'Dell (1985) report, for German, 59%

c°rrect identification of (incompletely)

neutralised lexical items, compared with

§°* as chance. Experiments are proceeding

1h Cambridge to test whether listeners are

able to exploit perceptually the residual

articulations of partial assimilations.

And in a case of a phonological merger in

proCress, Costa and Mattingley (1981) show

that subjects exibit a residual

duration difference

versus gagg,
in New England

vowel
cod

but are unable to exploit it

perceptually.

On the whole it seems probable

least some cases will

at

where

reliable production differences realising

phonological contrasts are not perceived.

The following table sets out some of

possibilities.logical In

the

three

columns + or - indicates whether or not a

distinction is (A) articulatorily realised

by a speaker,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(a) represents the unproblematic ideal.

(b) the native speaker and listener

coping fine with the distinction;

phonetician must try harder.

A N P

+ + +
+ + -

-

+ ..

+ - +
+ - -

(c) the native listener

tinction which .

sense within a View such

and BelleChomsky

(N) perceived by a

speaker, and (P) perceived by

trained phonetician in 'analytic' mode.

isn't there;

(1968)

native
well-

are
the

a dis-
makes

of

the

phonetic percept is partially determined

by higher level linguistic know

(d) native

without reliable perception, . .

enough for phonetiCians

some 'merger in progress' cases
be salient

identify;

users produce

appear to fit here.

(e) in other cases the measured effect may

be too small for the phonetician.

distinction

while it may
to

Hitherto it has been convenient to regard

a phonetic represe
indepen

perceptual domains,
construct,

ntation as a

dent of articulatory and

but with definable (if

linguistic

as yet undefined) and equivalent relation-

shi s to each.

of pa lack of congruence between .what

nd what he perceives may

1 of precisely what
account

speaker produces a

force a reappraisa '

representationphonetic

for.

CONCLUSION

Phonetic description has revolved

the phone-sized segment. This construct is

The emergence of evidence

a

a

around

essentially discrete both sequentially and

paradigmatically.

Sequential discreteness has been

recognised not to characterise any aspect

(acoustic, articulatory) speech

signal. The questions which seem currently

worth pursuing are how extenSive the

influence of a segment is in and,
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perhaps, as summarised in Fig. 1, whether

even proper sequencing is preserved in the

speech signal.

Do speakers behave as if segments

represent categorial choices? Apparently

not; in environments with the potential

for place of articulation assimilation a

gradation of assimilation occurs.

Categories may be a function of hearing,

rather than speaking. The continuum of

behaviour from no place assimilation

through partial to complete assimilation

may turn out to yield a categorial

perceptual boundary somewhere in the

'partial' region. But on the other hand

it is possible that no perceptual boundary

will emerge because, as with the ggg —

card case, listeners can't exploit the

acoustic details.

A consideration of the limits of segmental

description, then, inevitably leads to

consideration of the status of the
categories which phone-segments imply, and

of the representations which they
comprise. If the disparity between
production and perception which is hinted
at by work cited here is confirmed, the
general conception of phonetic analysis
will have to be radically revised and its
relation to aspects of speech performance

made explicit.
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showing maximum 'residual' alveolar gesture.
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SOME ASPECTS OF 21 SPOKEN BULGARIAN CONSONANTS PERCEPTION

RADKA KURLOVA

Laboratory of Applied Linguistics
Institute for Foreign Students, 1111 Sofia, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

The perceptual organization of 21
spoken Bulgarian consonants and the
distinctive features have been deter—
mined using similarity and dissimilar-
ity data drawn from two perceptual
experiments with 200 Bulgarian native
speakers.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade research in speech
Perception has utilized information-trans-
m1551ons, cognitive strain in short-term
memory, linguistic, psychophysical, and
reaction-time methods to gain insight into
Speech processing. In addition, there are
many variants to the methods of measure-
ment in psychophysics which include abso-
lute judgement or direct estimation, scal-
lng 0f paired comparisons, and triadic
cOmparisons. An extensive review of many
of these approaches can be found in Singh
[22/ and Dauhauer and Singh/6/. In studies
Investigating the constituents of the pho-
nemes the common elements have been the
articulatory and acoustic features of the
1HPUt stimuli. In general, the distinctive
features have been consistently retrieved.
Collectively, these studies appear to have
established their psychological reality
and perceptual independence relative to
the 1nput stimuli /29,28,17,21/.It has
been determined as well that a hierarchic-
al structure exists within the phonologic-
a1_d9main of distinctive features/25/.
Utilizing some aspects of the above men-
tloned methods and on the basis of experi-
mental results /2,3,1,S,18,19,20,26,27/
a model of the phoneme as theoretical
Sonstruct was developed/14/. The phoneme
15_Tepresented as a three-space unity in
which the physical reality of the speech
unlt, the phonological construct of the
P Oneme, and the perceptual speech sound

SpaCe 0f Subjects are described as setS‘of
acoustic, distinctive, and psychological
eatures, respectively. It is suggested

that relations and correspondences exist
among all types of features and spaces.

The acoustic features could be represented
by one or_more physiCal properties of the
speech unit (segment) which are changeable
in time. Sources of these changes could be
several physiological and geometrical parap
meters, as well as some physical phenomena
(the form and size of the vocal tract,
"basis of articulation", the transition
from one target configuration to the next).
A11 processes attending articulation and
coarticulation contribute to the variation
of the acoustic features on the time—axis
too. Our understanding of the acoustic
feature character is very close to Ste-
vens’s view /25/. We assume that:1.An audi-
tory system could give a distinctive respon
se not only to the sound itself, but also
to each physical property of the sound and
its Change in time, according to the psycho
physical laws. 2.There are many invariant
acoustic properties(physical,ones) associa—
ted with each acoustic feature. 3.The simul
taneous appearance of some physical proper—
ties and their variations could cause chan—
ges in the perception of other physical
properties (a high frequency signal of
great intensity is perceived as a lower
frequency signal). A support of the third
assumption has been found out in an invest—
igation of the Bulgarian vowels. For the
acute vowels /i/ and /e/ the third formant
F3 influences the first formant frequency
F /14/. The acoustic features can be measu-
r d objecively. They form an n-dimension
physical space with its axes corresponding
to the number of features. The allophones
corresponding to the phoneme variants can
be presented as a set of points in a fixed
region of that space. The distinctive fea-
tures characterize the phoneme as linguist-
ic construct/9/. Each distinctive feature
has its acoustic and psychological correl—

ates. The type of the acoustic correlate
depends on the phoneme in which the distin-
ctive feature is realized. Up to some lim-
its, the variations of the acoustic featu-
res (correlates) cause changes in the grade
of the distinctive feature in the phoneme.
In other words, the quality and variations

of the physical properties of the acoustic
correlates are transformed by the phonolog—

ical system/15/ into an estimation of the
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distinctive feature gradation. The degree

of the distinctive features in phonemes

which are found in different languages is

different due to phonological system dist-

inctions.
The psychological features are charact-

eristics of the perceptual speech—sound

space of the Subjects. These features have

correlates both in physical and phonologic

31 spaces and are represented as orthogon-

al axes. Their number defines the space

dimensionality and depends on the properti

es significant of the phoneme classificat-

ion. The "psychological phoneme" occupies

well confined "psychological region"which

is invariable with respect to the psycho-

logical axes even in case the coordinate

system is rotated or translated. The phon-

emes of the vocal and consonant systems

can be studied within the framework of the

model. Relations among physical, distinct-

ive and psychological features of Bulgar-

ian vowels have been found out. It has

been established /4/ that the perceptual

space of the spoken vowels is two-dimens-

ional and the second formant frequency F2

is an acoustical correlate of the distinct

ive feature grave-acute and the first

psychological axis. As a result of another

investigation/12,13/ the first formant

frequency F1 has been defined as an acoust
ic correlate of the distinctive feature

compact-diffuse and of the second psycho-

logical axis (r=-0,97). The analysis of

experimental data /7,8/ reveals that the

perceptual space for whispered and sung

vowels is two-dimensional. A11 spoken,

whispered, and sung allophones of each

vowel perceived were situated in a fixed

region. The results support the hypothesis

of the psychological reality of the phon-

eme (the "psychological phoneme") and we

have good grounds for considering the
phoneme not only as "the highly service-

able tool by which we describe our speech

samples" and "a basic pragmatic function

in speech"/11,p.59/ but also as a cognit-

ive structure with its own complex dimens-

ions.Twenty-one Bulgarian consonants have

been studied by using multidimensional
scaling technique/5/. The purpose of the
present study is to determine the organiza
tion of 21 spoken Bulgarian consonants and
their features in the perceptual space.

METHOD
Sub'ects. Subjects were randomly select

ed stu ents from four classes of the Tech-

nichal School of Electronics in Sofia(N:
=100) and from four c1asses(N=100) of the
Polytechnical School in Roman. All the stu

dents were 16-18 years old Bulgarian nati-

ve speakers. '
Stimuli. A stimulus set consisted of

210 pairs of CV-syllables. In each syllab-

le the Bulgarian consonants /b/,/v/,/g/,

/d/,/ /,/z/,/k/,/1/,/m/,/n/,/p/,/r/,/s/,

/t/, f/,/h/,/ts/,/dz/,/t//mg,,and ///
1were uttered with the vowel n the way

they were spelled in the Bulgarians alpha-

bet. The pairs were recorded with a micro-

phone feeding high-fidelity stereo tape re—
corder "Jupiter"-202. The stimuli were ut-
tered at a comfortable loudness level by a
female Bulgarian native speaker born in N
West Bulgaria.

Procedure.Experiment I.The experimental
set was presented auditory to a hundred
students from the Technical School of Elec-
tronics. The Subjects were asked to give
similarity judgements for each consonant
pair using a 7—point scale whose categories
were marked verbally by phrases (and by cor
responding numbers running from 1 to 7) in
the direction of increasing similarity.The
scale was anchored on the left with the
phrase "Not at all similar"(number 1) and

on the right with the phrase"Very similar”
(number 7). The Subjects were instructed to
write down on the answer sheet their assess
ments of similarity between the consonants
in each pair using the respective numbers.
Experiment 11. The same experimental set
was presente auditory to a hundred students

from the Polytechnical School in the manner

described above. Only the scale was anchor-

ed with the phrase "Not at all different on

the left (number 1) and "Very different" on

the right (number 7).

RESULTS
Two symmetric matrices (of similarity -

Table 1a and of dissimilarity - Table 1bJe-

specively) were obtained as a result of the

two experiments. The matrices were analyzed

by the method of Johnson’s Hierarchical clu

stering scheme. The hierarchical clustering

tree in Fig.1 proceeds from the analysis of

the similarity matrix. The branches of the

tree differ in lenght as contrasted with

the common hierarchical clustering tree.

d1 ‘5 d:

3.2 5

r ' I:
" V w

t}
I IV

Fig.1. Representation of similarity
between Bulgarian consonants as
hierarchical clustering scheme
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Table 1a. Matrix of Similarity for 21

/Scores run from 1(lowest si

Bulgarian Consonants

milarity) to 7(highest similarity)

1b1a b p V f g k d t j j z 5 dz ts

b 5,25 3,96 3,53 3,55 2,99 4,49 3,92 2,57 2,55 2,51 1,78 2,89 2,61

p 3,27 3,59 4,20 3,26 3,02 3,48 3,71 2,17 3,31 2,09 2,07 2,24 2,81

v 4,75 4,70 5,72 2,79 2,26 3,12 2,56 2,26 2,76 2,46 2,51 2,47 2,27

f 4,39 4,26 3,11 3,21 2,85 2,91 3,65 2,67 4,14 2,76 3,63 3,01 3,56

g 4,48 4,65 4,87 4,47 5,89 3,48 3,38 2,86 1,95 2,64 2,49 3,17 2,63

k 5,29 4,91 5,47 5,14 3,39 3,11 3,18 2,15 2,73 2,22 2,65 2,02 2,36

d 4,59 4,58 4,78 4,81 4,42 5,33 5,17 2,80 2,24 3,42 2,57 4,36 2,66

t 4,29 4,26 5,14 4,85 5,76 5,08 3,34 2,98 3,69 2,40 3,40 3,34 4,30

,1, 5,29 5,56 5,58 5,07 5,27 5,33 4,85 '5,43 5,97 4,75 3,33 4,36 3,37

,1 15,23 4,64 5,15' 4,17‘ 5,26 ‘5,09 5,00 4,06 3,12 3,74 5,03 3,33 3,76

2 ‘ 5,10 5,22 5,45 5,35 5,11 5,26 4,60 5,43 3,45 4,29 5,76 5,45 4,53

5 5,63 5,31 5,24 4,77 5,26 5,28 5,06 4,87 4,73 3,60 3,02 4,95 5,32

dz 4,95 4,90 5,42 5,26 4,86 5,38 4,54 4,92 3,54 4,68 3,90 3,86 5,92

t 5,65 5,25 5,42 4,83 5,37 5,41 5,22 4,43 4,63 4,38 3,93 3,19 2,98

d 4,82 5,36 5,47 4,85 4,90 5,58 4,48 4,93 3,54 4,99 3,80 4,91 3,47 4,09

t 5,42 5,27 5,48 4,97 5,14 4,94 5,01 4,79 4,57 3,57 4,67 4,80 4,07 3,96

h 5,30. 4,41 4,65 3,52 4,71 4,27 5,05 4,03 5,17 3,79 4,92 4,60 5,16 4,92

m 4,99 ‘4,88 4,91 5,75 5,43 5,18 5,32 5,45 5,83 5,02 5,61 5,28 5,51 5,91

n 4,86 4,64 4,99' 5,04 5,07 5,04 4,91 4,85 5,46 5,05 5,52 5,35 5,33 5,61

1 4,75 5,06 5,04 5,16 5,26 5,20 5,39 5,25 5,48 5,20 5,38 5,63 5,67 5,69

r 5,72 5,57 5,35 5,15 5,57 5,60 5,93 5,61 5,68 5,23 5,51 5,54 5,72 5,57

Table 1b. Matrix of Dissimilarity for

/Scores run from 1(lowest di

The 21 Bulgarian consonants are classified
1n six clusters /Fig.1) which are equiva—

lent to different consonant classes. The

hierarchical tree in Fig.2 is an upshot of
the dissimilarity matrix analysis. The bran

ches are represented by both the correlati-

ve Pairs/dz,ts/,/s,z/,A/83/,/f,v/ and /h/,
sd t/./b.p/ and the grou /n,m/.'/1/./r/.
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Fig.2. Representation of dissimilarity

between Bulgarian consonants as

hierarchical clustering scheme

21 Bulgarian Consonants

fference) to 7(highest difference)/

' DISCUSSION
In this section we relate the present

results to the representation of consonants

in terms of clusters and trees, and the con

cepts of family resemblance and prototypica

lity on the basis of Tversky’s contrast mo-

del/23/. There is well-known correspondence

Table Z.Lharacterist1cs of Bulgarian

. consonant classes

Class Family
resemb.R »Prototypicality P

’1 2,22
II 3,44 2,38n,2,36m,2,13¢

III 3,90 3,2 ,3,25L,3,12&,3,11g,2,87v

IV 4,34 3,41 ,3,28d,3,20t,3,11p

V 5,08 3,89J ,3,87J1‘ ,3,81 ,3,66£/

VI 5,32 4,08dz,4,0 5,4,9 ts,4,932

Note. The calculations of R and P were

conducted according to /23/

between the classes and features or proper-

ties of the objects belonging to the class.

This correspondence provides a direct link

between the clustering approach to the re-

presentation of proximity data and the con-

trast model. The feature tree can be inter-

preted as a hierarchical clustering scheme
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distinctive feature gradation. The degree

of the distinctive features in phonemes

which are found in different languages is

different due to phonological system dist-

inctions.
The psychological features are charact-

eristics of the perceptual speech—sound

space of the Subjects. These features have

correlates both in physical and phonologic

31 spaces and are represented as orthogon-

al axes. Their number defines the space

dimensionality and depends on the properti

es significant of the phoneme classificat-

ion. The "psychological phoneme" occupies

well confined "psychological region"which

is invariable with respect to the psycho-

logical axes even in case the coordinate

system is rotated or translated. The phon-

emes of the vocal and consonant systems

can be studied within the framework of the

model. Relations among physical, distinct-

ive and psychological features of Bulgar-

ian vowels have been found out. It has

been established /4/ that the perceptual

space of the spoken vowels is two-dimens-

ional and the second formant frequency F2

is an acoustical correlate of the distinct

ive feature grave-acute and the first

psychological axis. As a result of another

investigation/12,13/ the first formant

frequency F1 has been defined as an acoust
ic correlate of the distinctive feature

compact-diffuse and of the second psycho-

logical axis (r=-0,97). The analysis of

experimental data /7,8/ reveals that the

perceptual space for whispered and sung

vowels is two-dimensional. A11 spoken,

whispered, and sung allophones of each

vowel perceived were situated in a fixed

region. The results support the hypothesis

of the psychological reality of the phon-

eme (the "psychological phoneme") and we

have good grounds for considering the
phoneme not only as "the highly service-

able tool by which we describe our speech

samples" and "a basic pragmatic function

in speech"/11,p.59/ but also as a cognit-

ive structure with its own complex dimens-

ions.Twenty-one Bulgarian consonants have

been studied by using multidimensional
scaling technique/5/. The purpose of the
present study is to determine the organiza
tion of 21 spoken Bulgarian consonants and
their features in the perceptual space.

METHOD
Sub'ects. Subjects were randomly select

ed stu ents from four classes of the Tech-

nichal School of Electronics in Sofia(N:
=100) and from four c1asses(N=100) of the
Polytechnical School in Roman. All the stu

dents were 16-18 years old Bulgarian nati-

ve speakers. '
Stimuli. A stimulus set consisted of

210 pairs of CV-syllables. In each syllab-

le the Bulgarian consonants /b/,/v/,/g/,

/d/,/ /,/z/,/k/,/1/,/m/,/n/,/p/,/r/,/s/,

/t/, f/,/h/,/ts/,/dz/,/t//mg,,and ///
1were uttered with the vowel n the way

they were spelled in the Bulgarians alpha-

bet. The pairs were recorded with a micro-

phone feeding high-fidelity stereo tape re—
corder "Jupiter"-202. The stimuli were ut-
tered at a comfortable loudness level by a
female Bulgarian native speaker born in N
West Bulgaria.

Procedure.Experiment I.The experimental
set was presented auditory to a hundred
students from the Technical School of Elec-
tronics. The Subjects were asked to give
similarity judgements for each consonant
pair using a 7—point scale whose categories
were marked verbally by phrases (and by cor
responding numbers running from 1 to 7) in
the direction of increasing similarity.The
scale was anchored on the left with the
phrase "Not at all similar"(number 1) and

on the right with the phrase"Very similar”
(number 7). The Subjects were instructed to
write down on the answer sheet their assess
ments of similarity between the consonants
in each pair using the respective numbers.
Experiment 11. The same experimental set
was presente auditory to a hundred students

from the Polytechnical School in the manner

described above. Only the scale was anchor-

ed with the phrase "Not at all different on

the left (number 1) and "Very different" on

the right (number 7).

RESULTS
Two symmetric matrices (of similarity -

Table 1a and of dissimilarity - Table 1bJe-

specively) were obtained as a result of the

two experiments. The matrices were analyzed

by the method of Johnson’s Hierarchical clu

stering scheme. The hierarchical clustering

tree in Fig.1 proceeds from the analysis of

the similarity matrix. The branches of the

tree differ in lenght as contrasted with

the common hierarchical clustering tree.

d1 ‘5 d:

3.2 5

r ' I:
" V w

t}
I IV

Fig.1. Representation of similarity
between Bulgarian consonants as
hierarchical clustering scheme
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Table 1a. Matrix of Similarity for 21

/Scores run from 1(lowest si

Bulgarian Consonants

milarity) to 7(highest similarity)

1b1a b p V f g k d t j j z 5 dz ts

b 5,25 3,96 3,53 3,55 2,99 4,49 3,92 2,57 2,55 2,51 1,78 2,89 2,61

p 3,27 3,59 4,20 3,26 3,02 3,48 3,71 2,17 3,31 2,09 2,07 2,24 2,81

v 4,75 4,70 5,72 2,79 2,26 3,12 2,56 2,26 2,76 2,46 2,51 2,47 2,27

f 4,39 4,26 3,11 3,21 2,85 2,91 3,65 2,67 4,14 2,76 3,63 3,01 3,56

g 4,48 4,65 4,87 4,47 5,89 3,48 3,38 2,86 1,95 2,64 2,49 3,17 2,63

k 5,29 4,91 5,47 5,14 3,39 3,11 3,18 2,15 2,73 2,22 2,65 2,02 2,36

d 4,59 4,58 4,78 4,81 4,42 5,33 5,17 2,80 2,24 3,42 2,57 4,36 2,66

t 4,29 4,26 5,14 4,85 5,76 5,08 3,34 2,98 3,69 2,40 3,40 3,34 4,30

,1, 5,29 5,56 5,58 5,07 5,27 5,33 4,85 '5,43 5,97 4,75 3,33 4,36 3,37

,1 15,23 4,64 5,15' 4,17‘ 5,26 ‘5,09 5,00 4,06 3,12 3,74 5,03 3,33 3,76

2 ‘ 5,10 5,22 5,45 5,35 5,11 5,26 4,60 5,43 3,45 4,29 5,76 5,45 4,53

5 5,63 5,31 5,24 4,77 5,26 5,28 5,06 4,87 4,73 3,60 3,02 4,95 5,32

dz 4,95 4,90 5,42 5,26 4,86 5,38 4,54 4,92 3,54 4,68 3,90 3,86 5,92

t 5,65 5,25 5,42 4,83 5,37 5,41 5,22 4,43 4,63 4,38 3,93 3,19 2,98

d 4,82 5,36 5,47 4,85 4,90 5,58 4,48 4,93 3,54 4,99 3,80 4,91 3,47 4,09

t 5,42 5,27 5,48 4,97 5,14 4,94 5,01 4,79 4,57 3,57 4,67 4,80 4,07 3,96

h 5,30. 4,41 4,65 3,52 4,71 4,27 5,05 4,03 5,17 3,79 4,92 4,60 5,16 4,92

m 4,99 ‘4,88 4,91 5,75 5,43 5,18 5,32 5,45 5,83 5,02 5,61 5,28 5,51 5,91

n 4,86 4,64 4,99' 5,04 5,07 5,04 4,91 4,85 5,46 5,05 5,52 5,35 5,33 5,61

1 4,75 5,06 5,04 5,16 5,26 5,20 5,39 5,25 5,48 5,20 5,38 5,63 5,67 5,69

r 5,72 5,57 5,35 5,15 5,57 5,60 5,93 5,61 5,68 5,23 5,51 5,54 5,72 5,57

Table 1b. Matrix of Dissimilarity for

/Scores run from 1(lowest di

The 21 Bulgarian consonants are classified
1n six clusters /Fig.1) which are equiva—

lent to different consonant classes. The

hierarchical tree in Fig.2 is an upshot of
the dissimilarity matrix analysis. The bran

ches are represented by both the correlati-

ve Pairs/dz,ts/,/s,z/,A/83/,/f,v/ and /h/,
sd t/./b.p/ and the grou /n,m/.'/1/./r/.
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Fig.2. Representation of dissimilarity

between Bulgarian consonants as

hierarchical clustering scheme

21 Bulgarian Consonants

fference) to 7(highest difference)/

' DISCUSSION
In this section we relate the present

results to the representation of consonants

in terms of clusters and trees, and the con

cepts of family resemblance and prototypica

lity on the basis of Tversky’s contrast mo-

del/23/. There is well-known correspondence

Table Z.Lharacterist1cs of Bulgarian

. consonant classes

Class Family
resemb.R »Prototypicality P

’1 2,22
II 3,44 2,38n,2,36m,2,13¢

III 3,90 3,2 ,3,25L,3,12&,3,11g,2,87v

IV 4,34 3,41 ,3,28d,3,20t,3,11p

V 5,08 3,89J ,3,87J1‘ ,3,81 ,3,66£/

VI 5,32 4,08dz,4,0 5,4,9 ts,4,932

Note. The calculations of R and P were

conducted according to /23/

between the classes and features or proper-

ties of the objects belonging to the class.

This correspondence provides a direct link

between the clustering approach to the re-

presentation of proximity data and the con-

trast model. The feature tree can be inter-

preted as a hierarchical clustering scheme
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Table 1 (continued)

d t h m n 1 r

2,78 2,50 2,70 2,90 2,70 2,61 1,77
1,95 2,66 3,58 3,08 2,87 2,67 2,20
2,20 2,28 3,23 2,72 2,84 2,91 2,23
2,67 3,14 4,81 1,85 2,43 2,80 2,59
3,12 2,85 3,64 2,31 2,94 2,20 2,14
2,26 3,05 4,58 2,51 2,94 2,57 2,17
3,79 2,72 2,81 2,31 3,17 2,19 2,05
3,46 3,84 4,10 2,67 2,48 2,29 2,50
5,33 3,93 3,09 2,20 2,16 1,90 2,01
4,53 5,07 4,42 2,35 2,54 2,38 2,33
4,73 3,01 2,96 2,04 2,37 2,16 2,09
3,35 4,95 3,82 2,28 2,22 2,30 2,23
5,32 4,58 2,91 2,02 2,58 1,70 1,87
4,61 4,55 3,57 1,88 2,41 1,71 2,32

5,64 2,71 2,09 2,24 1,86 2,08
3,29 3,26 2,12 2,42 1,79 2,10
4,87 4,63 2,04 2,83 1,80 2,71
5,39 5,72 5,39 3,91 3,17 2,29
5,]6 5,20 4,92 4,25 3,24 2,21
5,46 5,37 5,47 5,00 4,83 2,44
5,20 5,42 5,32 5,73 5,26 5,40

where each arc lenght represents the weight
of the cluster consisting of all objects
that follow from that arc. It is known that
similarity is a relation of proximity that
holds between two objects or concepts, pro—
totypicality (P) is a relation between an
object (concept) and a class, family resem-
blance (R)is a network of similarity relat-
ions that link the various members of the
class. Clusters form so as to maximize si-
milarity of objects within the class and
dissimilarity of objects from different
classes, therefore the class with higher fa
mily resemblance separates earlier in clust
ering. Table 2 reflects the measures of fa-
mily resemblance of the consonant classes,
and the prototypicality of the class mem-
bers. The relation between family resemblan
ce and each cluster is represented graphic—
ally in Fig.1. The arc lenght of the clust-
ers is inverse to R and shows that the class
with the highest R forms first. The correl-
ative pair including the class member with
the highest prototypicality attracts the
nonpaired members (the pair/f,v/ attracts
/h/). The order of the correlative airs
separation from the tree stem (Fig.g) is
closely related to the pair similarity and
the difference (S-D) between similarity and
dissimilarity. The correlation between pair
similarities and differences (S-D) is -0,94.
There is no correlation between pair simil-
arities and dissimilarities ( r =—0,50),

418

and between pair dissimilarities and dif-
ferences (S-D)( T =076).These findings im-
-ply that the salience of the feature chan-
ges in the pair so that difference(S—D)and
similarity remain in linear relation.

The organization of the 21 Bulgarian
consonants in the perceptual space can be
well interpreted in terms of the proposed
phoneme model. In support we would like on-
ly to mention that there are relations
among psychological axes, family resemblan-
ce, features, and physical properties of
the consonants, and that time is the link
connecting difference (S-D), order of pairs
separation, and the distinctive feature of
voicing.
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Table 1 (continued)

d t h m n 1 r

2,78 2,50 2,70 2,90 2,70 2,61 1,77
1,95 2,66 3,58 3,08 2,87 2,67 2,20
2,20 2,28 3,23 2,72 2,84 2,91 2,23
2,67 3,14 4,81 1,85 2,43 2,80 2,59
3,12 2,85 3,64 2,31 2,94 2,20 2,14
2,26 3,05 4,58 2,51 2,94 2,57 2,17
3,79 2,72 2,81 2,31 3,17 2,19 2,05
3,46 3,84 4,10 2,67 2,48 2,29 2,50
5,33 3,93 3,09 2,20 2,16 1,90 2,01
4,53 5,07 4,42 2,35 2,54 2,38 2,33
4,73 3,01 2,96 2,04 2,37 2,16 2,09
3,35 4,95 3,82 2,28 2,22 2,30 2,23
5,32 4,58 2,91 2,02 2,58 1,70 1,87
4,61 4,55 3,57 1,88 2,41 1,71 2,32

5,64 2,71 2,09 2,24 1,86 2,08
3,29 3,26 2,12 2,42 1,79 2,10
4,87 4,63 2,04 2,83 1,80 2,71
5,39 5,72 5,39 3,91 3,17 2,29
5,]6 5,20 4,92 4,25 3,24 2,21
5,46 5,37 5,47 5,00 4,83 2,44
5,20 5,42 5,32 5,73 5,26 5,40

where each arc lenght represents the weight
of the cluster consisting of all objects
that follow from that arc. It is known that
similarity is a relation of proximity that
holds between two objects or concepts, pro—
totypicality (P) is a relation between an
object (concept) and a class, family resem-
blance (R)is a network of similarity relat-
ions that link the various members of the
class. Clusters form so as to maximize si-
milarity of objects within the class and
dissimilarity of objects from different
classes, therefore the class with higher fa
mily resemblance separates earlier in clust
ering. Table 2 reflects the measures of fa-
mily resemblance of the consonant classes,
and the prototypicality of the class mem-
bers. The relation between family resemblan
ce and each cluster is represented graphic—
ally in Fig.1. The arc lenght of the clust-
ers is inverse to R and shows that the class
with the highest R forms first. The correl-
ative pair including the class member with
the highest prototypicality attracts the
nonpaired members (the pair/f,v/ attracts
/h/). The order of the correlative airs
separation from the tree stem (Fig.g) is
closely related to the pair similarity and
the difference (S-D) between similarity and
dissimilarity. The correlation between pair
similarities and differences (S-D) is -0,94.
There is no correlation between pair simil-
arities and dissimilarities ( r =—0,50),
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and between pair dissimilarities and dif-
ferences (S-D)( T =076).These findings im-
-ply that the salience of the feature chan-
ges in the pair so that difference(S—D)and
similarity remain in linear relation.

The organization of the 21 Bulgarian
consonants in the perceptual space can be
well interpreted in terms of the proposed
phoneme model. In support we would like on-
ly to mention that there are relations
among psychological axes, family resemblan-
ce, features, and physical properties of
the consonants, and that time is the link
connecting difference (S-D), order of pairs
separation, and the distinctive feature of
voicing.
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ELECTRO‘PALATOGRAPHIC STUDIES
ON JAPANESE INTERVOCALIC /r/ AND /d/

MASAYUKI SAWASHIMA AND SHIGERU KIRITANI

Research Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics,
Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo,

Tokyo,

ABSTRACT

Electro—palatographic studies on the
tongue palate contact patterns have been
conducted on Japanese /d/ and /r/ in /VCV/
sequences in a carrier sentence. Subjects
were 3 adults of Tokyo dialect. Complete
stop closure at the anterior palate was
seen for /d/ while many /r/ samples showed
incomplete closure. Some of /r/ samples
shOwed the anterior contact separate from
the contact at the lateral part of the
palate. Time curves of the anterior
contact for /r/ revealed smaller area and
shorter time span than those for /d/.

INTRODUCTION

Japanese /d/ is a stop consonant with
formation of closure at the back of teeth

and/or the alveolar ridge, while it is
generally said that Japanese /r/ in inter-
vocalic position is realized as a tap or a

flap, With the tip of the tongue making
One tap against the alveolar ridge. This

StoP-flap opposition implies that the
Palate-lingual contact is shorter in
duration and also smaller in area for /r/
than for /d/.

In the field of experimental

Phonetics, use of the electro—palatography
is considered to be one of the most power-

fUI approaches for elucidating articulato-
rY characteristics of the two sounds
Electra—palatographic finding of shorter
duration and smaller area in articulatory
Contact has already been reported .
However, the data were quite limited and a
mere systematic study was needed.

In the present paper, results of our
electro-palatographic study of tongue-

Palate contact patterns of Japanese inter—

VOcalic /d/ and /r/ in varying vowel
contextsare presented.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Three native Japanese speakers of the

T°kyo dialect served as subjects. None of
the subjects reported any speaking disa-

bilities. Test words were meaningless
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Japan

sequences of the form /V1CV2V1CV2/ (V1=i,
e, a,‘o, u; V1=e, a, o; C=d, r). The test
words were embedded in the carrier
sentence /Sorewa desu/ (It is L
Each of the test sentences was repEEtEd
ten times, with a flat accent for the test
word, at a comfortable speaking rate for
the subject. Thus, 20 utterance samples
were recorded for a given /V1CV2/
sequence.

The artificial palates used in this
study had 63 electrodes. Contact signals
from the electrodes in the artificial
palate were stored in a computer connected
to a portable electro—palatograph unit at
a rate of 64 frames/sec. when the subject
read a test sentence and pushed the
control button after each utterance, the
data for a duration of one-second were
stored in the computer. The speech
signals were also sampled by the computer
at a rate of 64 frames/sec after rectifi-
cation and integration over a 16 msec time
window. The stored data were reproduced
and observed in slow motion on an oscillo—
scope. The plotting of the necessary
contact patterns was printed out by a
high-speed line printen

RESULTS AND COMMENTS

1. Maximum contact patterns

For each of the utterance samples,

successive palatographic frames indicating

the time course of the articulatory

tongue-palate contact for the pertinent

consonant were obtained. The peak

articulatory contact was identified as the

frame showing the maximum contact (maximum

contact pattern) in the frame series

Maximum contact patterns were collected

for all the utterance samples. With these

maximum contact patterns, we constructed a

contact pattern which consisted of the

electrodes showing contact in more than 10

(50%) of the 20 repetitions, for each test

word of each subject. This pattern was

considered to be the average contact

pattern for each test word in_a given

subject. The results are shown in F19. l.
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In the figure, the patterns for /d/ and

/r/ in the same vowel context are super-

imposed on the scheme of the artificial

palate. The area demarcated by the thick

line indicates the contact area for /d/,

while the shaded area indicates that for

/r/.
The average patterns reveal that, for

/d/ there is a complete stop closure at

the anterior margin of the palate for all

of the vowel contexts in all three

subjects. Also, there is little variation

in the contact pattern among the different

vowel contexts at the anterior part of the

palate within each subject, while there is

some context-dependent variability at the

posterior part.

The average patterns for /r/ general—

ly show a smaller contact areas than those

for /d/. At the anterior part of the

palate, there are many /r/ patterns which

do not show complete closure.

Table 1 summarizes the contact area

as defined by the number of on—electrodes

in the maximum pattern for selected /d/-

/r/ pairs of the test words. It is seen

that for all the subjects /d/ shows a

greater contact area than /r/.

Frequency of the occurrence of com—

plete closure for 20 tokens of selected

/d/—/r/ pairs of the test words are summa-

rized in Table 2. It is noted that for

all the subjects, most or more than half

of the /d/ patterns show complete closure

while more than half of the /r/ patterns

do not
The characteristic feature for

Sub} 1 is that the contact at the

anterior part shifts backward for /r/ as

compared to /d/. This appears to occur

tterancj
Subject ada/ara ede/ere odo/oro Average

Subj. 1 25 28 22 25
16 20 17 18

Subj. 2 22 28 21 24
17 20 16 18

Subj. 3 24 27 26 26
17 22 22 20

Average 24 28 23 25

17 21 18 19

Table 1: The average number of on-elec-

trodes in the maximum contact

patterns for 20 tokens of se-

lected test words.

terance‘a
Subject da/ara ede/ere odo/oro Average,

Subj. l 20 20 20 20

1 6 7 5

Subj. 2 13 13 13 13
6 l 4 4

Subj. 3 19 14 20 18
2 10 14 9

Average 17 16 18 ' 17
3 6 8 6

Table 2: The frequency of occurrence of

complete closure for 20 tokens
of selected dest words.

only in the context of the back vowels for

Subj. 2, while no such shift in the place

of contact is observable for Subj. 3

Thus, there is some individual variation

in the contact patterns for /r/.

Another feature of /r/ is that some

of the /r/-patterns show contact at the

anterior part separate from the contact at

the lateral part of the palate. Whether

this represents a specific tongue gesture

for /r/ or not is an open question at this

moment. Subject 1

a-af- ‘ - . -_ _ ~ a-o/vT-

Fig. 1: Maximum contact pattern(averaged)
for /d/ and /r/. The area demar-

cated by solid line is for /d/.
the shaded area for /r/.
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L Time course of the tongue-palate

M
As described above, there was a

complete stop closure at the anterior part

of the palate for most of the /d/

patterns, The duration of the complete
closure ranged from 2 to 4 frames out of

64 frames/sec. Some of the /r/ patterns

also showed this stop closure. The dura-

tion of the closure in these cases ranged

from 1 to 2 frames. This indicates that

there is a difference in the time pattern,

as well as the spatial pattern, of the

tongue—palate contact between /d/ and /r/.

We then determined the average number

of on-electrodes at the anterior part of

the palate for 20 repetitions along the

time course of each /V1CV2/ sequence, as

Subject 1

}. a—o

rs
v
r-

u
lu

v
v
u

u
-u

'I
v
II

II
II

II
II

II

shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, the
ordinate of each graph indicates the
number of on-electrodes and the abscissa
the time axis. The time curve is demar-
cated by each frame of the palatogram, and
the vertical line on the curve indicates
the standard deviation. The dashed line
indicates the contact for /d/ and the
solid line that for /rA

It should be noted that the area of
the contact, i.e., the number of on-
electrodes, is larger for /d/ than for /r/
throughout the time curse for all of the
subjects and for all of the test samples.
Also, it is apparent that /d/ shows a
longer time span than /r/ both in peak
contact and in the transition of the

contact area. Thus, the /d/ and /r/

curves of Subj. 1 are clearly separated
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Fig.2—1: Time curve of t

and Subj.2. Das
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t as defined by the number of

late for /d/ and /r/ for Subj.1

hed line is for /d/, solid line for /r/.
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Subject 3

4

Fig. 2-2: Time curve of the area of contact as defined by the number of
on-electrodes at the anterior palate for /d/ and /r/ for Subj.3.
Dashed line for /d/, solid line for /r/.

from each other for all of the vowel
contexts. Some of the curves of Subj. 2
show that the peak values of contact for
/d/ and /r/ are comparable to each other.
In these cases, however, the /r/ curves
show a much steeper slope before and after
the peaks than the /d/ curves, indicating
a faster transition to and from the peak
contact for /r/. The time curves of /r/
for Subj. 3 present rather similar
contours to those for /d/, the contacts
for /r/ showing smaller values than those
for /d/. Thus, the distinction between
/d/ and /r/ appears to be less evident in
Subj. 3 than in Subjs. 1 and 2, as far as
the tongue-palate contact pattern is
concerned.

SUMMARIES

Electro-palatographic study was con-
ducted on Japanese intervocalic /d/ and
/r/. The results were summarized as
follows:

1) Maximum contact pattern revealed that
the contact area was greater for /d/ than
for /r/. It was also noted that most of
the /d/ patterns showed complete closure
at the anterior palate while many of the
/r/ patterns did not.
2) Some of the /r/ patterns showed the
anterior contact separate from the lateral
contact along the teeth ridge, which was
never seen in the /d/ patterns.
3) Time course of the anterior contact
revealed a shorter time span of
articulatory contact for /r/ than for /d/.

422

4) There appeared to be greater individual
variation in the articulatory contact for
/r/ than for /d/, which resulted in some
individual variation in the difference
between /d/ and /r/.
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OBJEKTIVE BEWERTUNG VON /S/-ALLOPHONEN

EBERHARD STOCK UWE HOLLMACH

Bereiob Spreohwissensohaft
Martin-Luther-Universitfit
Halls, DDR 4020

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Es wird uber die Entwioklung eines in
der Praxis verwendbaren, mdglicbst b1111-
gen und maglichst einfaoben oomputerge-
stutzten Verfahrens zur Rationalisierung
sprechwissenschaftlicb-phoniatrisoher
Routineuntersuahungen bei Studienbewer-
bern beriohtet. Die Aufstellung der Ver-
gleichsnorm und die Durobfuhrung des Ver-
gleichs werden diakutiert.

PROBLEMSTELLUNG

In der DDR bewerben sioh 1n Jedem Jehr
zehntauaende von Abiturienten an den Uni-
Veraitaten und Hochscnulen mit dem Ziel,
sine Ausbildung fur einen sprecbintenai-
Ten Beruf (5.3. als Lebrer als Scbau-
apieler, als Kindergértnerin) zu absol-
vieren. Alle diese Bewerber mfissen sioh
einer Taugliohkeitsprufung unterzieben,
die duroh eine "Gemeinsame Anweisung der
Miniterien fur Volksbildung und Gesund-
heitswesen zur Beurteilung der Tauglich-
keit fur Bernie mit besonderer Stimm- und
Spreohbelastung" aus dem Jabre 1974 ge—
reSelt wird. Naob dieser Anveisung sind
f0lsende Untersuohungen durobzufubren:
(1) Sorgfaltige Anamneseerbebung zur Ein-
sobétzung der Stimm- und Sprechleistung;

2) Erhebung des END—recharztliohen Sta-
tus, gegebenenfalle mit audiologiscben
und rantgenologisohen Uberprufungen;
(3) Ermittlung des Stimmstatus, d.b. dea
Stimmklangea, des Stimmeinsatzes, der
Sprecbstimmlage und der Steigerungsféhig-
keit, gegebenenfalls mit Hilfe der Stro-
boskopie und der Pneumograpbie;

(4) Ermittlung des Sprecbstatus, d.h. der
Artikulation und des Sprecbablaufs.

A18 untaugliob mflssen Bewerber unter ende-
rem dann eingestuit warden, wenn sis
Stimm- und Sprechstfirungen baben, die ei-

D?! Behandlung nioht Oder nur sohwer zu-

eénglioh sind.
Diese Routineuntersuchungen eind aufieror-
dentlion arbeitsintensiv und zeitaufwen-

dis, Sie mussen dringend rationalisiert
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werden, damit die Bebandlungskapazitat
der entsprechenden Einrichtungen nicht un-
zumutbar eingescbrankt wird. Unsere Ar-
beiten zielen darauf ab, fur die Ermitt-
lung dee Stimm- und Sprechstatus ein mdg-
liobst einfachea und magliobst billi es
computergestfitztes variabren zu entw -
keln, das es ermfiglicht, einen Teil der
Untersuohungen Hilfskraften zu uberant-
worten, ohne daB die Qualitat der Beur-
teilungen dadurcb eingesohrfinkt wird.

W1: haben aus zwei Grflnden mit Arbeiten
zur objektiven Bewartung Von Sigmatismen
begonnen: 1. Sigmatiamen maoben nicht nur
1m Kindesalter den grfiBten Tail aller
Lautbildungsstfirungen aus, sondern 819
51nd auoh bei Erwaohsenen, wenigstens 1m
deutscben Spranhbereioh, ale nabezu ein-
zige funktionelle Stammelfehler weit ver-
breitet und werden von Kindern leicht imi-
tiert. Studienbewerber mit auffalligem
Sigmatismus sind deshalb fur ein Lehrer—
studium nicbt taugliah.
2. Die subjektiv—auditive Bewertung der
/S/-Realisationen ist vom Harvermfigen ah-
bangig, das bekanntlich mit waohsendem A1-
ter in der Hfibe abnimmt, wodurob die Dis-
kriminationsfabigkeit far korrekte haw.
unkorrekte /S/-A110pbone eingescbrankt
wird. Da die Zahl der Sigmatiker unter
Lehrer- und Schauspielstudenten trotz
Taugliobkeitsuntersuobung sebr groB ist
und mfiglicberweise anwachst (in manohen
Statistiken der letzten zebn Jahre wer-
den bis an 35 % der Studenten eines Ma-
trikels ale Sigmatiker ausgewiesen), 51nd
wir der Beeintracbtigung des Hfirvermfigens
und der Diskriminationsféhigkeit gesondert
naobgegangen. Mit einem von U. Hollmach
entwickelten Hochfrequenzaudiometer wurden
in drei verscbiedenen Altersgruppan H62-
sobwellenuntersuobungen durohgefubrt. Es
handelte siob (1) um zwalf Lebrerstuden-
ten mit einem Durohsohnittsalter von
21,2, (2) um zwfilf Sprechwissenscbaftler
mit einem Durchscbnittsalter von 51.7 und
(3) um aobt Iehrkrafte fflr Musik, alle
fiber 50 Jahre alt mit einem Durohsohnitts-
alter von 53.9. Das Audiometer kann in der

Frequenz stufenlos zwiscben 20 Hz und
22 kHz eingestellt werden, die Intensitat
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OBJEKTIVE BEWERTUNG VON /S/-ALLOPHONEN

EBERHARD STOCK UWE HOLLMACH

Bereiob Spreohwissensohaft
Martin-Luther-Universitfit
Halls, DDR 4020

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Es wird uber die Entwioklung eines in
der Praxis verwendbaren, mdglicbst b1111-
gen und maglichst einfaoben oomputerge-
stutzten Verfahrens zur Rationalisierung
sprechwissenschaftlicb-phoniatrisoher
Routineuntersuahungen bei Studienbewer-
bern beriohtet. Die Aufstellung der Ver-
gleichsnorm und die Durobfuhrung des Ver-
gleichs werden diakutiert.

PROBLEMSTELLUNG

In der DDR bewerben sioh 1n Jedem Jehr
zehntauaende von Abiturienten an den Uni-
Veraitaten und Hochscnulen mit dem Ziel,
sine Ausbildung fur einen sprecbintenai-
Ten Beruf (5.3. als Lebrer als Scbau-
apieler, als Kindergértnerin) zu absol-
vieren. Alle diese Bewerber mfissen sioh
einer Taugliohkeitsprufung unterzieben,
die duroh eine "Gemeinsame Anweisung der
Miniterien fur Volksbildung und Gesund-
heitswesen zur Beurteilung der Tauglich-
keit fur Bernie mit besonderer Stimm- und
Spreohbelastung" aus dem Jabre 1974 ge—
reSelt wird. Naob dieser Anveisung sind
f0lsende Untersuohungen durobzufubren:
(1) Sorgfaltige Anamneseerbebung zur Ein-
sobétzung der Stimm- und Sprechleistung;

2) Erhebung des END—recharztliohen Sta-
tus, gegebenenfalle mit audiologiscben
und rantgenologisohen Uberprufungen;
(3) Ermittlung des Stimmstatus, d.b. dea
Stimmklangea, des Stimmeinsatzes, der
Sprecbstimmlage und der Steigerungsféhig-
keit, gegebenenfalls mit Hilfe der Stro-
boskopie und der Pneumograpbie;

(4) Ermittlung des Sprecbstatus, d.h. der
Artikulation und des Sprecbablaufs.

A18 untaugliob mflssen Bewerber unter ende-
rem dann eingestuit warden, wenn sis
Stimm- und Sprechstfirungen baben, die ei-

D?! Behandlung nioht Oder nur sohwer zu-

eénglioh sind.
Diese Routineuntersuchungen eind aufieror-
dentlion arbeitsintensiv und zeitaufwen-

dis, Sie mussen dringend rationalisiert
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werden, damit die Bebandlungskapazitat
der entsprechenden Einrichtungen nicht un-
zumutbar eingescbrankt wird. Unsere Ar-
beiten zielen darauf ab, fur die Ermitt-
lung dee Stimm- und Sprechstatus ein mdg-
liobst einfachea und magliobst billi es
computergestfitztes variabren zu entw -
keln, das es ermfiglicht, einen Teil der
Untersuohungen Hilfskraften zu uberant-
worten, ohne daB die Qualitat der Beur-
teilungen dadurcb eingesohrfinkt wird.

W1: haben aus zwei Grflnden mit Arbeiten
zur objektiven Bewartung Von Sigmatismen
begonnen: 1. Sigmatiamen maoben nicht nur
1m Kindesalter den grfiBten Tail aller
Lautbildungsstfirungen aus, sondern 819
51nd auoh bei Erwaohsenen, wenigstens 1m
deutscben Spranhbereioh, ale nabezu ein-
zige funktionelle Stammelfehler weit ver-
breitet und werden von Kindern leicht imi-
tiert. Studienbewerber mit auffalligem
Sigmatismus sind deshalb fur ein Lehrer—
studium nicbt taugliah.
2. Die subjektiv—auditive Bewertung der
/S/-Realisationen ist vom Harvermfigen ah-
bangig, das bekanntlich mit waohsendem A1-
ter in der Hfibe abnimmt, wodurob die Dis-
kriminationsfabigkeit far korrekte haw.
unkorrekte /S/-A110pbone eingescbrankt
wird. Da die Zahl der Sigmatiker unter
Lehrer- und Schauspielstudenten trotz
Taugliobkeitsuntersuobung sebr groB ist
und mfiglicberweise anwachst (in manohen
Statistiken der letzten zebn Jahre wer-
den bis an 35 % der Studenten eines Ma-
trikels ale Sigmatiker ausgewiesen), 51nd
wir der Beeintracbtigung des Hfirvermfigens
und der Diskriminationsféhigkeit gesondert
naobgegangen. Mit einem von U. Hollmach
entwickelten Hochfrequenzaudiometer wurden
in drei verscbiedenen Altersgruppan H62-
sobwellenuntersuobungen durohgefubrt. Es
handelte siob (1) um zwalf Lebrerstuden-
ten mit einem Durohsohnittsalter von
21,2, (2) um zwfilf Sprechwissenscbaftler
mit einem Durchscbnittsalter von 51.7 und
(3) um aobt Iehrkrafte fflr Musik, alle
fiber 50 Jahre alt mit einem Durohsohnitts-
alter von 53.9. Das Audiometer kann in der

Frequenz stufenlos zwiscben 20 Hz und
22 kHz eingestellt werden, die Intensitat
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ist in 1-dB-Stufen regelhar. Die Umwer-
tung der dB-Angaben in Pbonzablen und
die Korrektur, die wegen der Eigenfre-
quenz des verwendeten orthodynamisoben
Kopfbfirers und des fur die Prufung ein-
gesetzten kunstlicben Obr erforderlicb
war, wurden mit einem speziellen Pro-
gramm durcb den Kleinoomputer KC 85/3
des VEB Mikroelektronik "Wilhelm Pieck'
Mflblbausen vorgenommen. Fur die Prufung
wurden 15 Frequenzen ausgewabltl Die Mite
tel der Schwellenintensitaten (x) und die
Jeweilige Standardabweiobung (s) seben
abgerundet wie folgt aus:

kHz Gruppe 1 Gruppe 2 Gruppe 3

i s i s E s

0.4 6 4 7.8 4 3.8 6

0.7 8 4 6.4 7 3.4 3
1 4 4 4 6 1.5 3

1.2 0.9 3 2.4 5 2.1 4
1.5 4 7 6.2 5 4.9 6
2 5.9 4 4.9 6 12 8
2.5 6.7 5 7 8 13.8 11

3 6.3 6 9 9 16.6 8
4 5.6 9 8.8 7 19.3 12

6.3 9.6 6 12.7 9 27.9 23

7.6 5 6 10.9 10 38 66

9.5 6.6 6 14.8 8 48 63
10.8 9.2 5 12.3 14 51 64
13 2 9 10.2 12 101 82
16 16 11 48.8 81 - -

Verstandlioberweise wurde fur die Gruppe
der Studenten beim Mittel und bei den Ex-
tremwerten das beste Harvermogen festge-
stellt. Bei der folgenden S-Bewertung ur-
teilte sie am homogensten. Die zweite
Gruppe zeigt die zweitbeste Mittelwert-
kurve; die Extremwerte liegen weiter vom
Mittelwert entfernt, als in der ersten
Gruppe. Die starksten Ausfalle besonders
bei boben Frequenzen, finden slob in der
letzten Gruppe, in der aber eine Beson-
derbeit zu beobaobten ist. Bis 1,2 kHz
baben die alteren Probanden eine um
durcbscbnittlicb 4 dB niedrigere Har—
scbwelle, als die beiden anderen Gruppen.
Aufierdem ist die bier nicbt zusatzlicb
ausgewiesene Varianz in diesem Bereiob fur
die Gruppe 3 deutlicb geringer ale bei
den anderen Gruppen. Besonders bei den
Studenten ist die Varianz bei 1,5 und
4 kHz sebr groB. Eine Erklarung bierffir
stebt nocb aus.

Der Harsobwellenaudiometrie scbloB sicb
sofort obne Veranderung der Stellung des
Kopfborers ein Diskriminationstest mit

Satzpaaren an, in dem gegenfibergestellte
/S/-Allopbone auqerauscbsobarfe, auf Ge-
rausobfarbe, auf Ahnliobkeit der Gerausobe
und auf Korrektbeit der /S/-Realisation
zu beurteilen waren. Um das Verbaltnis
zwiscben den diskreten, von einem compu-
tergestutzten Analysator ans e ebenen
Spektraldaten der einzelnen fisfi-Allopbone
und den ermittelten Harscbwellenwerten be-
stimmen zu kfinnen, wurde fur Jeden Proban-
den die Differenz zwiscben Horscbwellen-
werten und Spektraldaten ermittelt. Die
entstebenden Differenzkurven ermoglicben
Aussagen fiber die wabrnebmungswabrsobein-
licbkeit fur die einzelnen /S/-Allopb0ne.
Je positiver die Kurvenwerte sind, desto
grafier ist die wabrgenommene Lautstarke
fur die einzelnen Frequenzen und desto
bober die Wabrsobeinliobkeit, daB die
wabrgenommenen Frequenzbereicbe signal—
gereobt identifiziert werden. Erwartungs-
geméB ergab sicb daB die Gruppe der Stu-
denten die Sigmatismen am ebesten erkann-
te und am beaten unterscbied daB die
mittlere Altersgruppe aucb eine Reihe von
stumpfen S-Gerauscben als sobarf beurteil-
te, daB diese sowie die letzte Gruppe den
Sigmatismus stridens niobt erkannte und_
daB die fiber 50 Jabre alten Hfirer die Slgf
matiscben Allopbone nicbt siober unter-
sobeiden konnten. Diese Aussage beziebt
sicb selbstverstandlicb nur auf die audi—
tive Beurteilung. In der Diagnose der
sprecbwissenscbaftlicben oder pboniatri—
soben Praxis werden naturliob aucb visuell
aufgenommene Informationen genutzt. Trots-
dem fordern diese Untersucbungsergebnisse,
daB die erfabrenen alteren Kollegen, die
in der Regel die fur die Taugliobkeits—
untersuobungen zustandigen Einricbtungen
leiten und dort aktiv tatig sind, nicbt
nur von Arbeitsaufwand entlastet, sondern
auob binsiobtliob der Beurteilung der
/s/-Realisationen unterstfitzt werden muse
sen. Nacb unserer Vorstellung kann das auf
sebr 6k0n0misobe Weise mit einem entspre-
obend programmierten Kleinoomputer gescbe-
ben, der mit einem Analog-Digital—Umwand--
ler bestuokt ist und bei der Artikulation
von Testwartern oder kurzen satzen eine
objektive Bewertung der /S/—Allopbone ,
aber z.B. aucb der Vokalartikulation im
Fremdspracbenunterriobt vornimmt. Der be-
nutzte Kleincomputer KC 85/3 wird von uns
vor allem desbalb fur den Einsatz in der
spreohwissenscbaftlicb—phoniatriscben
Praxis empfoblen, weil er vielfaltig nutz-
bar 1st und z.B. durob RAM-Erweiterung und
Zusatzmodul mit Textverarbeitungsprosramm
aucb die Rationalisierung der Anamnese und
Diagnose gestattet.

AUFBAU DES SPEKTRALANALYSESYSTEMS

Far die Forscbungsarbeiten muBte zunaobst
ein Spektralanalysesystem entwiokelt wer-
den, das es mfiglicb'maobt, zusammenbansen'
de naturliobe AuBerungen mit einer be-
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stimmten Mindestdauer, also "flieBende
Lautspracbe", zu untersucben. Dieses
System bestebt ans 4 Komponenten: einer
Filterbank, einem Analog-Digital-Umwand-
1er, einem Kleincomputer und der erforder-
lichen Software. ‘

Mit der von U. Hollmacb aufgebauten Fil-
terhank wird die gesprocbene'Spraobe in
frequenzdiskrete Signals zerlegt, wobei
der Abstend der einzelnen Frequenzkompo-
neuten eine Viertel Oktave betragt. Die
Filterbank umfaBt 32 Kanale, die parallel
gesohaltet sind und einen Frequenzgang
von 80 Hz his 18 kHz baben. Diese 32 Ka—
nale werden durob einen Analog—Multi-
plexer (AMUX) naobeinander durcbgesobal-
tet der das gleicbgeriobtete Signal
seriell zum Ausgang fubrt. Die Integra—
tionszeit bzw. das Zeitfenster ist zWei-
stufig ausgelegt; Signals, die sicb
sobnell verandern (2.8. Spraobe),k6nnen
mit einem Zeitfenster von 6 ms erfaflt
werden, far quasi—konstante Signals (z.B.
Stimmklang) stebt sin Zeitfenster von
138 ms zur Verfugung. wabrend der AMUX an
einem beliebigen Filterkanal das Analog-
signal abfragt, wurde an allen anderen
Filterkanalen das Signal zeitlicb ver—
setzt weiterbin integriert werden. Das
batte eine Verfalscbung der Signals zur
Folge. Durob den Einsatz eines Analog:
speicbers wird die Ungenauigkeit verbia-
dert. Im Analogspeicber stebt der inte-
grierte Filterausgangswert his zur Ab—.
frage zur Verfugung. In der Zwiscbenzeit
kann an edem Filter der zeitlicb aqui-
valente ert abgerufen werden.

Der Ausgang der Filterbank fubrt auf den
Analog-Digital-Umwandler (ADU), mit des-
aen Hilfe die analogen Gleiobspannungs-
signals in digitale, fur den Computer ver-
arbeitbare Signale umgesetzt werden. Der

Yon uns benutzte ADU ist ein Zusatzmodul

(M 010) fur den KC 85/3. Er besitzt eine
Auflnsung von 10 bit, das entspricbt
1024 Stufen.

Der KC 85/3 ist ein 8-bit-Recbner; er
bat Vollgrapbik und eine 16-farblge Dis-
Plaistrukturierung. Ein besonderer Vor-
tei dieses Computers sind seine Erwei-
terungsmnglicbkeiten. S0 kann selbstver—
standlicb ein Drucker angescblossen wer-
den und der RAM-Speicber kann his an
4 nte aufgestockt werden.

Die Software wurde zur Halfte in BASIC
und fur schnelle Ablaufe in Masohinen-
spracbe (U 880) gescbrieben. Das Programm
ist ein Grundprogramm fur die Spektra-
lisierung und Auswertung gesproobener
Spracbe und kann far jede spezielle An-
Wendung leiobt erweitert oder umgestellt
werden. Mittels Menutecbnik kannen die

grapbisoben Darstellungs— und Auswertungs-
Varianten benutzerfreundlicb aufgelistet
werden. Das Programm siebt eine farbige

sonagrapbiscbe Darstellung mit 12 Farbwer-
ten fur die unterscbiedlioben Intensi—
tatswerte vor. Im Gegensatz zu den klassi-
scben Sonagrammen mit ibrer Grauwert-
darstellung ist die farbige Reprisenta-
tion fibersicbtlicber'und genauer..Aus dem
als Sonagramm erscbeinenden Abscbnitt der
gesproobenen Spraobe lfifit siob.insbeson-
dere das stimmlose /S/-Allopb0n leicbt= r
berausfinden. Die optiscbe Segmentierung
erfolgt mit zwei Leuobtbalken. Aus den
eingelesenen Ihten kann sowobl ein Fre-
quenz-Intensitatsdiagramm als aucb ein
Intensitatszeitdiagramm aufgebaut werden.
Fur die Beurteilung der /S/-A110ph0ne ist
gagtFrequenz-Intensitatsdiagramm vorteil-

a . ‘ '

REFERENZMUSTER UND VERGLEICH f

Die objektive Bewertung beliebiger idio-
lektaler /S/—Allopbone gesobiebt durob
den Vergleicb mit einem Referenzmuster,
das der Norm des Aussprachestandards enté
spricbt. Ala Norm wird bier die von den
Spracbbenutzern als dialektfrei und
korrekt beurteilte Realisierungsvariante
verstanden. Die Herstellung des Referenz-
musters'und der Vergleiob orientieren
sicb an den Prozessen der Spracberkennung
‘/1/. Die Feststellung und Bescbreibung
der Norm ist problematiscb, so daB spezi-
elle und nocb nicbt abgescblossene Unter—
sucbungen angesetzt werden mufiten. Mit
diesen Untersucbungen wurde in Kommuni-
kationsexperimenten die Wirkung der
einzelnen /S/-Allopb0ne bzw. Sigma-
tismen als subjektive Bewertung durob
den Horer erfaBt. Methodisobes Instrument
waren standardisierte Polaritatsprofile,
mit denen uhlioberweise soziale Bezfige
charakterisiert werden kfinnen. Die bis-
berigen Ergebnisse besagen, daB bei
Kommunikation fiber Mikrofon (z.B. Rund-
funk und Fernseben) babere Anforderungen
gestellt werden und ein zu sobarfes oder
zu stumpfes S-Gerausch als auffallig und
starend abgelebnt wird. In der face-to-
faoe—Kommunikation und vor allem im All-
tagsgesprficb wird dagegen ein Sigmatis-
mus stridens und selbst ein scbwacrber
Sigmatismus addentalis sebr viel eber
toleriert; bier ist die Norm also weni—
ger streng. Je nacb dem Berufsziel des
Studienbewerbers wird man deshalb .
maglicberweise mit zwei Referenzmustern
arbeiten mflssen, einem Muster fur die
strange Norm bei Mikrofonsprecbern und
einem zweiten Muster fur die liberali-
sierte Norm bei Lebrern und Scbauspie-
lern. Das Referenzmuster entstebt, indem
/S/-Allopbone von mebreren Spreobern
spektralisiert und die Spektraldaten ge-
mittelt werden. Die einzelnen Allopbone
entstammen untersobiedlicben Pbgnemver-
bindungen in unterscbiedlicben AuBerun-
gen; Jeder Sprecber wird durob eine Ex-
pertengruppe auditiv und visuell auf die
Korrektbeit seiner /S/-Realisation fiber-
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ist in 1-dB-Stufen regelhar. Die Umwer-
tung der dB-Angaben in Pbonzablen und
die Korrektur, die wegen der Eigenfre-
quenz des verwendeten orthodynamisoben
Kopfbfirers und des fur die Prufung ein-
gesetzten kunstlicben Obr erforderlicb
war, wurden mit einem speziellen Pro-
gramm durcb den Kleinoomputer KC 85/5
des VEB Mikroelektronik "Wilhelm Pieck'
Mflblbausen vorgenommen. Fur die Prufung
wurden 15 Frequenzen tausgew'aiblt.l Die Mite
tel der Schwellenintensitaten (x) und die
Jeweilige Standardabweiobung (s) seben
abgerundet wie folgt aus:

kHz Gruppe 1 Gruppe 2 Gruppe 5

i s i s E s

0.4 6 4 7.8 4 5.8 6

0.7 8 4 6.4 7 5.4 5
1 4 4 4 6 1.5 5

1.2 0.9 5 2.4 5 2.1 4
1.5 4 7 6.2 5 4.9 6
2 5.9 4 4.9 6 12 8

2.5 6.7 5 7 8 15.8 11
5 6.5 6 9 9 16.6 8
4 5.6 9 8.8 7 19.5 12

6.5 9.6 6 12.7 9 27.9 25

7.6 5 6 10.9 10 58 66

9.5 6.6 6 14.8 8 48 65
10.8 9.2 5 12.5 14 51 64
15 2 9 10.2 12 101 82

16 1e 11 48.8 81 - ;
Versténdlicberweise wurde fur die Gruppe
der Studenten beim Mittel und bei den Ex-
tremwerten das beste Harvermfigen festge-
stellt. Bei der folgenden S-Bewertung ur—
teilte sie am homogensten. Die zweite
Gruppe zeigt die zweitbeste Mittelwert-
kurve; die Extremwerte liegen weiter vom
Mittelwert entfernt, 813 in der ersten
Gruppe. Die starksten Ausfalle besonders
bei boben Frequenzen, finden siob in der
letzten Gruppe, in der aber eine Beson-
derbeit zu beobaobten ist. Bis 1,2 kHz
baben die alteren Probanden eine um
durcbscbnittlicb 4 dB niedrigere Har—
sobwelle, ale die beiden anderen Gruppen.
Aufierdem ist die bier nicbt zusatzlicb
ausgewiesene Varianz in diesem Bereiob fur
die Gruppe 5 deutlicb geringer als bei
den anderen Gruppen. Besonders bei den
Studenten ist die Varianz bei 1,5 und
4 kHz sebr groB. Eine Erklarung bierffir
stebt nocb aus.

Der Harsobwellenaudiometrie scbloB sicb
sofort obne Veranderung der Stellung des
Kopfborers ein Diskriminationstest mit

Satzpaaren an, in dem gegenfibergestellte
/S/-Allopbone auqeréuscbsobarfe, auf Ge-
rausobfarbe, auf Ahnliobkeit der Gerausobe
und auf Korrektbeit der /S/-Realisation
zu beurteilen waren. Um das Verbaltnis
zwiscben den diskreten, von einem compu-
tergestutzten Analyeator ans e ebenen
Spektraldaten der einzelnen fisfi-Allopbone
und den ermittelten Harscbwellenwerten be-
stimmen zu kfinnen, wurde fur Jeden Proban-
den die Differenz zwiscben Harscbwellen-
werten und Spektraldaten ermittelt. Die
entstebenden Differenzkurven ermfiglicben
Aussagen fiber die Wabrnebmungswabrsobein-
licbkeit fur die einzelnen /S/-Allophone.
Je positiver die Kurvenwerte sind, desto
grafier ist die wabrgenommene Lautatarke
fur die einzelnen Frequenzen und desto
bober die.Wabrsobeinliobkeit, daB die
wabrgenommenen Frequenzbereicbe signal-
gereobt identifiziert werden. Erwartungs-
gemfifi ergab siob daB die Gruppe der Stu-
denten die Sigmatismen am ehesten erkann-
te und am beaten unterscbied daB die
mittlere Altersgruppe aucb eine Reine von
stumpfen S-Gerauscben als sobari beurteil-
te, daB diese sowie die letzte Gruppe den
Sigmatismus stridens niobt erkannte und_
daB die fiber 50 Jabre alten Harer die Sig:
matiscben Allopbone nicbt siober unter-
scheiden konnten. Diese Aussage beziebt
sicb selbstversténdlicb nur auf die audi—
tive Beurteilung. In der Diagnose der
sprecbwissenscbaftlichen oder pboniatri—
soben Praxis werden naturlicb aucb visuell
aufgenommene Informationen genutzt. Trots-
dem fordern diese Untersuobungsergebnisse,
daB die erfabrenen alteren Kollegen, die
in der Regel die fur die Taugliobkeits-
untersuobungen zustfindigen Einricbtungen
leiten und dort aktiv tatig sind, nicbt
nur von Arbeitsaufwand entlastet, sendern
auon binsiobtliob der Beurteilung der
/S/—Realisationen unterstfitzt werden muse
sen. Nacb unserer Vorstellung kann das auf
sebr 6konomisobe Weise mit einem entspre-
obend programmierten Kleinoomputer gesobe-
ben, der mit einem Analog-Digital—Umwand--
ler bestuokt ist und bei der Artikulation
von Testwartern oder kurzen Sétzen eine
objektive Bewertung der /S/—Allopbone ,
aber z.B. aucb der Vokalartikulation im
Fremdspracbenunterriobt vornimmt. Der be-
nutzte Kleincomputer KC 85/5 wird von uns
vor allem desbalb fur den Einsatz in der
spreohwissenscbaftlicb-pboniatriscben
Praxis empfoblen, weil er vielféltig nutz-
bar ist und z.B. durob RAM-Erweiterung und
Zusatzmodul mit Textverarbeitungsprosramm
aucb die Rationalisierung der Anamneee und
Diagnose gestattet.

AUFBAU DES SPEKTRALANALYSESYSTEMS

Far die Forscbungsarbeiten muBte zunéobst.
ein Spektralanalysesystem entwiokelt wer-
den, das es maglicb'maobt, zusammenbangen-
de naturliobe AuBerungen mit einer be-
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stimmten Mindestdauer, also "flieBende
Lautspracbe", zu untersucben. Dieses
System bestebt ans 4 Komponenten: einer
Filterbank, einem Analog-Digital—Umwand-
ler, einem Kleincomputer und der erforder-
lichen Software. ‘

Mit der von U. Hollmacb aufgebauten Fil-
terbank wird die gesprocbene'Spraobe in
frequenzdiskrete Signale zerlegt, wobei
der Abstand der einzelnen Frequenzkompo-
nenten eine Viertel Oktave betragt. Die
Filterbank umfaBt 52 Kanale, die parallel
gesobaltet sind und einen Frequenzgang
von 80 Hz his 18 kHz baben. Diese 52 Ka—
nale werden durob einen Analog—Multi-
plexer (AMUX) nacbeinander durcbgesobal-
tet der das gleicbgeriobtete Signal
seriell zum Ausgang fabrt. Die Integra—
tionszeit bzw. das Zeitfenster ist ZWei-
stufig ausgelegt; Signale, die siob
sobnell verandern (z.B. Spraobe),k6nnen
mit einem Zeitfenster von 6 ms erfaBt
werden, fur quasi-konstante Signale (2.8.
Stimmklang) stebt ein Zeitfenster von
158 ms zur Verffigung. wabrend der AMUX an
einem beliebigen Filterkanal das Analog-
signal abfragt, wflrde an allen anderen
Filterkanalen das Signal zeitlicb ver-
setzt weiterbin integriert werden. Das
hitte eine Verfalscbung der Signale zur
Folge. Durob den Einsatz eines Analogf
speicbers wird die Ungenauigkeit verbin-
dert. Im Analogspeicber stebt der inte-
grierte Filterausgangswert his zur Ab—.
frage zur Verfugung. In der Zwiscbenzeit
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a . ‘ '
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/S/-Realisationen und der durch die idio-
lektale Variation der Normsprecher eut-
stehenden Streuung der Spektraldaten,
wobei der Abstand zwiscben dem Jeweiligen
Mittelwert and dem Streuungswert als die
zulassige minimale Distanz bewertet wird.
Uberscbreiten die Spektraldaten der
/S/-Realisation eines zu diagnostizieren-
den Sprecbera diese minimale Distanz,
so wird diese /S/-Bealisation zuruokge-
wiesen. In unserer Forschung muB also
praktisch die magliche Unscbarfe der
/S/-Realisation bestimmt werden, die noob
ale korrekte Artikulation pewertet wird.
Dabei ist ein MaB far die Ahnlicbkeit
aus den Distanzzablen zu ermitteln.

Es besteht auoh die Mfigliobkeit die W6:-
ter bzw. /S/-Allopbone bereits in Sona-
gramm zu verrecbnen. Ein entspreobendes
Programm hierzu existiert an der Sektion
Informationstecbnik der TU Dresden. Hier-
bei werden mittels dynamiscber Program-
mierung zwei Sonagramme zeitaquivalent
flbereinander gesoboben und dadurob ver-
gleiobbar. Diese Methode erfordert Je-
docb einen bohen Rechenaufwand.

Die Spektralanalyse mit Hilfe der Filter-
bank dient der Grundlagenforsohung und
ist nicbt fur den Einsatz in der Praxis
gedaobt. Auf der Grundlage der gewonne-
nen Ergebnisse wird ein System mit Fast-
Fourier-Transformation entwickelt, das
lediglioh den Kleincomputer mit dem ADU-
Zusatzmodul nutzt. Die Arbeit mit der
Filterbank war jedoch unabdingbar, weil
sie gegenuber der Fast-Fourier-Transfor-
mation zwei Vorteile bietet: (1) Spek—
tralisierung mit geringem Rechenaufwand
und kurzer Recbenzeit, (2) speioherplatz-
sparendes Zerlegen des Signals bis zu
einer Fre uenz von 18 kHz (hei 10 bit
Auflfisung . Bei 64 kbyte des Computers
bat die Filterbank eine Grenzfrequenz
mit einem Analysebereiob von 1.2 8, die
bei 20 kHz liegt. Des Zeitfenster bie-
tet einen Aussohnitt You 6 ms.

Das Spektralanalysesystem bat folgenden
Aufbau:

Filterbankmihofon #Verstarker —> Kanale 1-52

Drucker

—>ADU —> Computer_, ExternspeicherKC 85/3
\\‘ Farhdisplay
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PROSODIES OF INITIALS IN ENGLISH

BRIAN ANNAN

Department of Linguistics
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Box MP 167, Harare, ZIMBABWE

ABSTRACT

An attempt is made here to illustrate a

prosodic analysis of English ('allegro' style),

showing that the initial consonants play the

major role in determining the pronunciation

of English. Some comments on the perception

of 'allegro' speech are made which are for

further investigation. An insight into the

status of liquids in English is presented.

Prosodic analysis as a method of phonological

analysis has been well exemplified, mainly

through Asian and African languages, but

little has been written on European

1anguages, see however /1,2/. The method is
basically a top—down analysis which may be

completely phonological or phonological

explanation for grammatical features /2/.

In an analysis of English I have attempted

to show how prosodic analysis can make
useful generalizations about phonology by

starting with the Tone Group (Halliday /3/),
the Foot (Abercrombie /4/), the Syllable and

the Phonematic Unit. At all these levels

abstractions are made called Prosodies and

syllable and at the classification of liquids

in English. The syllable under each foot

consisting of a stressed syllable (plus one

or more weak syllables). Please note that

In this form of analysis there is no need for

a level "Word", although alternative analyses

may incorporate it — my approach is basically

dealing with speech in an "Allegro" style-

In allegro speech the vowels tend to be
Centralized and thereby lose much of their

Contrastive features and consonant

articulations control to a greater extent

intelligibility /5/. The inherent prosodies
associated with the initial consonants of
stressed syllables thus control the

Dronounciation of the whole foot. Let us now

look at the prosodies of English consonants.

Initial consonants in English may be divided
into two classes based on phonation. namely
Voiced [b 6 q v a z'3 d3 1 r m n]
and Aspirated [p t k f 9 S I tfl- - The
30-ca11ed semi-vowels (j, w,h] are infact the

prosodies associated With syllable structure.

VOiced clusters are always Plosive + Continuant

[dr—, 9), or, bi, hr] ; Voiceless clusters

inV°1Ving plosives have a period of voiceless-

ness on release which is

realized by lack of voicing in the continuant,

being the equivalent of aspiration in initial

plosives. A three-place cluster involves

pre—frication in the form of [5-] before plosives

which causes the release phase of the plosive to

become voiced: it is thus possible to call this

aspiration so that all voiceless clusters

initially have an exponent of aspiration. Please

note that all clusters beginning Withlsve’I]

+ continuant, the continuant must be voiced,

therefore this justifies my labelling these as

aspirates.

It is also possible to divide the initial

consonants as to labialization (w—prosody)

[9;3,r,:,3,tf,dg], , the others having y—prosody

ff: v,l,s,z], If we turn to the problem of the

LIQUID in English we see that, in initial position,

there is a contrast between clear[1] and [r]

labialized and that in clusters they only combine

with their appropriate preceding C on the

grounds of palatalization, with the exception of

[E] which is open for'clustering. Note the

restriction on [st-I which must be It'land

that {1-} signals a foreign feature, e.g.

'Schloer'. There is thus only one phonematic

unit[L] in English, especially as, in final

position the only possibility is w-prosody.

This Liquid in English we will call /L/ but it

is governed by three prosodies, namelyl’ " h]

and we can observe it across different accents

of English. So far, we have only dealt with

R.P where{Ly—] = 'clear' '1' and"-] = [1]

and in final position only [-LF]= 'dark‘ '1'

occur. In intervecalic position[[1] and[x] can

occur contrastively and it is here that we have

the possibility of [IF] =[1],[r] and[L’] or

TIN] dependent on morphological boundaries,

although again these differences are reduced

in normal speech. /6/. Common speech defects

or malarticulations reflect this stance as initial

[1] is often replaced by'w] or[u] , namely

the w-prosody, and finalfl] in monosyllables

is replaced by[w] e.g. 'full'[fu"] and 'milk'

[mxak] where a rounded back vowel shows the

prosody. If we now compare other accents of

English where e.g.‘post—vocalic' 'r' is

pronounced, then in Scots the [1] is always

'dark' with the possibility of non-articulation

in syllable—final cf. R.P 'war‘[wo:] with
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Scots 'wall' [WD=] : therefore the contrast in
Scots in initial position is between [L"] = [l]
and [L“] = [I].

It has been posited above that there are good
reasons for investigating a top-down analysis of
speech especially as it provides a different
perspective on the relative values of Consonants
and Vowels, in that in an analysis of a “most
careful pronounciation' /7/ the characteristics
of vowels in 'words' play the major role. We are
not dispirting the fact that words have an
important role in the learning and production of
language, but we are suggesting that, in normal
conversation or communication between two speakers,
there is a greater dependence on the prosodic
features - prosodies - than on words per se. It
is my personal experience that perception on a
socio-linguistic acceptability level isla
question of one listener matching at different
levels the performance of a speaker in terms of
congruence/lack of congruence: as follows,
a) if intonation is congruent, acceptance:

N.B. even if lower levels are observed and,
b) if intonation is non-congruent - check lower

levels for possible congruence. If no
congruence at any level, then acceptance of
non-native speaker of language. This is

‘basically an area which 1 should like to
pursue, especially within the context of
event perception /8/.

Brief Outline of a Prosodic Statement of English

(Pr ' ‘ '(1'5)-e-tonlc) Tonic .
Prosodies of pitch
contrasts and voice
quality.

TONE GROUP:

FOOR: Salient syllables plus weak syllables
= 3(w‘ ): prosodies of isochronicity:
w syllables are Syllabic C and central
unstressed vocoids [I,u,e] represented
prosodically by [3, ",h]

SYLLABLE: Salient syllable = (C)V(C) o/='/"/h

-PHONEMATIC UNIT: V = phonemic short vowels
C m as described in article

above plus some finals not
discussed but which mainly
are included in the syllable
nucleus, namely the vowel.
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ABSTRACT

» A pattern of the change from a phone
mic language to a syllabic one is establi-
shed (more-counting -+ isochrony --> con-
tact correlation .5. morphosyllabism) on
the basis of the evolution of Germanic
languages and dialects.

INTRODUCTIW

The phonological type of a language, as
it is understood here, depends upon the
smallest unit of phonological segmentati-

°no which in its turn, is determined by
the relationship of the syllable and nor-
Phone boundaries. In the languages where
these boundaries do not coincide and the

aInstalls-final consonants’mey becOme sy -
labia-initial (cf. Russ. pg; - 01a wi h
the marpheme boundary after‘l an e s l-
lable boundary after 2: 01- vs. o-la ,

units of segmentation less an a syIIa -

ble can be distinguished (i.e. phonemes).
In the languages where syllable and morph-
eme boundaries alw s coincide and sylla-

b1°(wnmrphemefif consonants do not be-

°°n° 3711ab1e-initial the smallest unit of
phonological segmentation is’a syllablel1l

T" types of languages immediatly follow

from this segmentation procedure, viz. pho-

basic and syllabic. One should remember
that the notion of s llable is different

in each type: while in the former it is

Pmly phonetic in the latter the sylla-
ble is a unit of both morphological and
Phonological level and should be termed

refer mo ho-syllable.
There is at rd cup: languages where

these two types 0 morphene - syllable bo-

posed relationships coexistng gig og-

9 name the languages c r-

relation of Zontact (or syllable out). The

0080 contact words are characterized here

by the rolations typical of phonemic lan-

suageg (of. Engl. reader with morpheme

b°und8ry after d and eyIlable boundary af-
ter the root vowel), while in close cone
tfist words the syllable boundary does not
aSparate the consonant from the preceding
vowel (cf. Engl. putting) inherent to syl-

Se 97.1.1

lable languages. ,
.The three types of languages however can

e resent three t as of the dev o
frgn a phonemic agguage to a syliibggent
one. The stages of this evolution can be
found in Gernanic languages with their
well documented history and deeply rooted
tradition of dialectology. ~

1. PHONEIIC STAGE: FROM [ORA-COUNTING TO
ISOCHRONY-

ill Old Germanic lang as had free qua-

ntitative oppggitigns ,‘vowels and conse-

nants (cvé, cv , cvc, cvc) which did not
depend upon the differences in segmentati-

On into syllables, i.e. the syllable boun-

dary could be after a vowel irrespective

of ts quantity as in Modern Estonian or

Lithuanian. Prosodic equivalence of one

long syllable to two short ones suggests

ethat in Old Germanic'languages the quan i-

gy;was basgg on more-counting, both CV .

C and CV being bi~moric.‘The situation.
is similar in some of the modern Swedish

and Norwegian dialects where "disyllabic

words play the same role in the sentence

rhythm as in Early Latin or Old Icelandic:

two short syllables being equal-to one

long"[2].
Host of the root norphemes in Old German-

ic languages were bi-moric. Aooording_tc

E.Haugen 75 per cent of Old Icelandic

stressed s llables (i.e. root morphenes)

were long i.e. bi-moric) [3]. fly own da-

ta show that the frequency of mono-noric

roots in Old Icelandic did not exceed 12

per cent. Toward the "middle" period nono-

moric roots in all Germanic languages we-

re ousted b bi-moric ones which resulted

in the lens hening of either, owels or

consonants in the original CV roots and

hence in the equal quantity of all root

morphemes (cv:e NCV00. The ousting of .

the remaining last mono-maria root signi-

fied the end of the more-counting. The

more-counting correlation transformed in-

to that of syllable length: the law of

syllable leveling by which a stressed syl-

lable is always long and consists either .

of a long vowel (plus a short consonant)
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Smallest unit of phonological segmentati-

039 which in its turn, is determined by
the relationship of the syllable and mor-
Phone boundaries. In the languages where
these boundaries do not coincide and the

aVllable-final consonants‘may become 3y -
lable-initial (cf. Russ. pg; - ola wi h
the mOrpheme boundary afterll an e s l-
lable boundary after 2: 01- vs. o-la ,

Units of segmentation less an a syIIa -

ble can be distinguished (i.e. phonemes).
In the languages where syllable and morph-
eme boundaries alw s coincide and sylla-

b1°(wnmrphemekf consonants do not be-

°°n° syllable-initial the smallest unit of
phonological segmentation is’a syllablei11
T'O types of languages immediatly follow
frOm this segmentation procedure, viz. pho.
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that the notion of s llable is different

in each type: while in the former it is

Purely phonetic in the latter the sylla-
ble is a unit of both morphological and
PhOnOlogical level and should be termed
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There is at rd. cup: languages where

h°88 two types 0 morphene - syllable bo-
relationships coexist and are op-

p°3°do namely the languages with the cor-
relation of contact (or syllable out). The

0080 contact words are characterized here

by the relations typical 0f phonemic lan-

gangea (of. Engl. reader with morpheme
Oundary after a Wlable boundary af-

ter the root vowel), while in close cone

tact words the syllable boundary does not

Separate the consonant from the preceding
vowel (cf. Engl. 2222325) inherent to syl-
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lable languages. , J '

$233: 3%“ °€ ”“252: h3"°"°’ “nas es.o e
frgm a phonemic lagguage to a s§ii§3§§ent
one. The stages of this evolution can be
founddin Garzafiifiilgnguageg with their
we' ocumen e a cry an dee rooted
tradition of dialectology. ply

1. momma sues: ram IORL-COU'NTING ro
Isocmzomr .
All Old Germanic lang es'had free qua-

ntitative oppgzitigns ,‘vowels and conso-

nants (cvé, cv , cvc, cvc) which did not
depend upon the differences in segmentati-

On into syllables, i.e. the syllable boun-

dary could be after a vowel irrespective

of ts quantity as in Modern Estonian or

Lithuanian. Prosodic equivalence of one

long syllable to two short ones suggests

'that in Old Germanic'languages the quan i-

gz_was bass% on more-counting. both CV .

C and ct being bi-moric.‘The situation.
is similar in some of the modern Swedish

and Norwegian dialects where "disyllabic

words play the same role in the sentence

rhythm as in Early Latin or Old Icelandic:

two short syllables being equal-to one

10n8"[2].
Most of the root morphenes in Old German-

ic languages were bi-moric. Acoording_tc

E.Haugen 75 per cent of Old Icelandic

stressed s llables (i.e. root morphemes)

were long i.e. bi-moric) [3]. fly own da-

ta show that the frequency of mono-maria

roots in Old Icelandic did not exceed 12

per cent. Toward the "middle" period mono-

moric roots in all Germanic languages we-

re ousted b bi-moric ones which resulted

in the leng hening of either, owels or

consonants in the original CV roots and

hence in the equal quantity of all root

morphemes (cm: ~CVC:). The ousting of .

the remaining last mono-morio root signi-

fied the end of the more-counting. The

more-counting correlation transformed in-

to that of syllable length: the law of

syllable leveling by which a stressed syl-

lable is always long and consists either .

of a long vowel (plus a short consonant)
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or a short vowel plus a long consonant

(or two consonants). Since long and short
vowels are possible before short and long
consonants respectively the length of each
particular phoneme becomes redundant. The

situation which may be for convenience's
sake termed isochrony was characteristic
of all West Germanic languages and of Da-

nish in the "middle" period of their his-

tory and is still characteristic of all
nodern'Scandinavian languages except Da-
nish [4.5].
The transition from more-counting to iso-
chrony has led in all Germanic languages

to numerous phonemic changes caused by
the elimination of quantitative opposi-

tions (quantity being replaced by quality:
- V> V’- V’). Moreover in Swedish and

Norwegian the establishment of isochrony

has resulted in the transformation of mo-
ric peak accents into syllable accents.

The change of more-counting to isochrony

does not mean a change in phonological ty-
polOgy for here too the syllable division

remains as it is in phonemic languages,

i.e. with syllable boundary after vowel
(cf. Swedish karra [ta— rs [6]).

2. TRANSITION: PROM ISOCHRONI TO THE COR-

RELATION 0? CONTACT

The next stage in the evolution of the

typology of Germanic languages comes when
t e relevance of the syl able boundary
becames established. This stage which re-

placed isochrony in all West Germanic lan-

guages and in Danish is characterised by
the opposition of two different syllable

divisions (of. Engl. pulling - pooli¥5,
Germ. Ratte - rate). n c ose con ac
words the syllatIe boundary does not se-
parate the postvOcalic (amorpheme-final)
consonant from the preceding vel. In

loose contact words the syllable boundary
separates the consonant from the preceding

vowel in disyllabic words. Two types of
contacts and two types of syllable morphe-

\ me boundary relationship are opposed here.

In Danish he establishment of relevant
syllable division was followed by the
transformation of syllable accents of Swe-
dish type intc the markers of contact.
Thus in addition to two types of contact

of West Germanic languages we have in Da-

nish two more types of contact (superclose

and superloose) effected through the Da-
nish stpd. The superclose contact is pecu-
liar to the words with the stfid on a con-

sonant (of. Dan. falder [fal'-er] )while
the superloose one to the words with the

stfid on a vowel (cf. huset [hu’-sodJ) [7].
The superclose contact in CVCV words pro-
vides for a complete coincidence of syl-
lable and morpheme boundaries.

Whithin the framework of the correlation
of contact there are syntagmatic c es

that result in the increased number 0
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words with coinciding syllable and morphe-
me boundaries which is especially notice-
ble in English, Low German and Dutch and
in still greater degree in Danish with
its stsd on a consonant (superclose con-
tact). According to L.Brink and J.Lund[8 1
most frequent changes thatoccurredin,sta-
ndard Danish over the past hundred ears
were the vowel shortening and the s t of
the sted, the latter being the change from
the sugerloose contact to the superclose
one. T e alternations like Danish brev -
brevet bre’v3c° [breu'] vs. [bre'tEETZo
[treu'o reflect various stages of the
process leading to the coincidence of the
morpheme and syllable b undariea the
forms [breu’] - [breu'e dominating in
the contemporary usage. In the languages

with the correlation of contact the coin-

cidence of the boundaries and close con-

tact have resulted in the monOphonemiza-
tion of all combinations of vowel plus
consonant type which can not be separated

by either syllable nor morpheme division,

including the combination of vels and

velar nasal. The words like English.h§gg
and Danish hse should be regarded there-

fore as e le morpho-syllables for
there is no linguistic procedure of sepa-

rating the vowels in these words both

from the preceding and the following con-

sonan e

3. S llabic stage: FRO! TEE C(RRELATIOH

OF C ACT TO HGRPBOHSIIIABIE

This change is exemplified b the Danish
dialects of Jutland (especi ly West and
South Jutlandic). The number of monosyl-
lables has increased here due to the apo-
cope and the shifting of the postpositio-
nal definite article to the preposition
(of. West Jutlandic [a hu’s] [c.kucna -
Standard Danish huset konen). As far back
to the XVIII centfifif'tht'fltst students
of the South Jutlandic observed that
words here are so shortened to look like
ure roots" [9]. However the apocope
he shifting of the definite article did

not lead to the complete elimination of
unstressed suffixal mo hemes. The Jutlan-

dic have retained [014 010 which is the
formant of verbs and substantives and the
formant of past participle [9nJ. However.
in most of the forms mentioned root vowel
shortening and shifting of the stnd have
taken place which resulted in the coinoi'
dence of the s llable and mo heme boun-
daries (cf. Ju landic [dielJ- daal’elo
[gri'v];[griu'9], [kuona-[kwonel [ei"
am . [roi on] Standard Danish dale-dolor.

——-

ribe- riber kone-koner past part c P 95
of the verte'b He and ’ e). In some Jut'
landic dialects even [9 a [or] can be
apocopated (cf. [fry's], [sgen’]. [kVODU '
fgzger, skinner koner[1b]). The predomi-
nance of oEE in'tEIEh the s llable and
morpheme boundaries coincide as caused
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the shifting of the syllable boundary in

the remaining few disyllabic words th

long root vowels (the frequency of such

words in dialectal texts does not exceed

2 per cent). In his description of the di-

alect of Baerre B.Hielsen points out that

here no syllable-initial consonants are

possible in unstressed syllables and a

long root vowel does not prevent from the

coincidence of syllable and morphsme boun-

daries (i.e. the words of CY‘CV or even

CV?CCV types have both boundaries after

the last consonant of the root morpheme:

CV‘C-V, CV‘Cc-V) [11]. It should be no-

ted here that consonants after long vo-

wels are not syllable-initial in the syl‘

labic languages of South East Asia (e.g.

in Yiet-Namese).
The coincidence of s llable and morpheme

boundaries in the Ju landic dialects has

led to the elimination of the correlation

of contact and to the change of the pho-

nological type of the dialects.

This change has in its turn caused the

change of the function of the stpd and

the length which are no longer syllable

division (and contact) markers but super-

aogmental features corresponding to the

tones of syllabic languages of the Chine-

Se type. Accordingly the dynamic quality

at the stpd so important for implementing

the type of contact and syllable division

are less prominent in the syllabic Jut-

landic dialects. In the apocope area ei-

ther a so called weak stsd (with domina-

ting tonal component) or solely tonal mo-

vement (as in South Jutland) exist. The

ousting of the stsd by the tone is especi-

conspicuous in thoae apocopating di-

alects that have retained the postpositi-

onal article (e.g. in Himmerland). The

monosyllables here are characterised by

redominently tonal distinctions (cf.

bl‘lJ with rising-falling tonal movement,

Standard Danish bil vs. [bi‘lJ bile) while

the dissyllables'five retained the strong

Btfid (i.e. glottal stop) - (cf. [bi 19nJ

bilen) which is a marker of syllable di-

ttsion [12]. In some of the South Jutlan-

-dic dialects the stfid and its absence are

alre ousted b tonal distinctions.

Tonegdin Danish dialects are believed to

reflect an archaic stage, due to their

Similarity with the Swedish and Norwegian

accents [13]. Hewever the data from the

dialects of Himmerland and Fyn where the

Process of ousting is a living one show

that tonal distinctions here are seconda-

IV as compared to the markers of contact

(the stnd and its absence). Even in those

dialocts where the stfid retains some dy-

namic features the coincidence of sylla-

ble and morpheme boundaries testifies _

that it should be regarded as a tone fun

itionally similar to that of syllabic

es of Asia.

Tagggigferent value of the stpd, the d

1°38th. and the tone in apocopating an

non-apocopating Danish dialects was quite
clear to P.Andersen who noted that "the
phonological function of the length, the
stsd, and the tone in Jutlandic differs
from that of island dialects. The stsd in
island dialects is a marker of a particu-
lar s llable structure, while in Jutlan-
dic i manifests relevant tonemcs or ac-
cents (or probabl even honemes!)“[141.
Different combina ions o_ the length and
the sted (or tonal movements) in sylla-
bic Danish dialects are responsible for
five types of syllables (aroot morphemes)
traditionally termed as tones,Dan. tone-
hold: CVO, GV'C, CV’C, CYC', CVC’. It is
by no means a coincidence that the term
tone (tonehold) was coined by the promi-
nent Danish scholar of the XVIII. century
J.P.H¢ysgaard who was of Jutlandic origin.
In the syllabic languages of the South

East Asia the number of tonal oppositions

depends on the quali of vocalic and con-
sonantal elements of he s llsble. This is

Just the case with the Jut andic dialects

where all five tones can occur only in the
inviroment of vowel+sonorant, while in the

vowel+obstruent position only two types of

tones (West Jutlandic stnd and its absence)
are available. These two tones correspond

to so called entering tones of the sylla-
bic languages of Asia.

The similarity between the syllabic langu-

ages of Asia and the syllabic Jutlandic

dialects is not solely confined to the co-

incidence of the syllable and morpheme bo-

undaries and to the similar function of

prosodic features. The qualitative struc-

ture of a syllable in Jutlandic tends to

be the same as in the s llabic languages

of Asia which is eviden from the more

intimate juncture of vocalic and consonan-

tal components of a syllable as well as

the qualitative and quantitative differe-

ntiation of its initial and final compo-

nents. At the same time Jutlandic differs

considerably from modern syllabic Asiatic

languages. The syllabic dialects of Jut-

land are characterised by prosodic and/or

ualitative morphcnological alternations

[hu’s] - [hu's] or [ hu's] - ; hu s] ,

Standard Danish £25 - huse, [son 1 - [say 1

or [ ab '1 - L s ingiggg - ).

Though many or g we ,yarbs the

dental suffix is lostd of. [van % ’[sgeia

v’a'n’) vaenne, vaenne e - vaenne ,

Esgei’] sEedte - sEeafifl—it remains'

some verSEI—Itrms (ct. West Jutlandic

[lokJ - [10?k3 - [lot] - [lo?t] luk, luk-

ke, lukkede lukket or [glhm’] -7I§ m -

- l e de

‘3' ‘“ W ' L%Br§§%aaé8
giggt). The frequency of she
no exceed 2 per cent , but the sheer

fact of their existence may be regarded

as the evidence of phonemic segmentation.

However, the syllable-final [t] in Jutlan-

dic does not convert into syllable-initi-

al one and this fact does not allow us to
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or a short vowel plus a long consonant
(or two consonants). Since long and short
vowels are possible before short and long
consonants respectively the length of each
particular phoneme becomes redundant. The

situation which may be for convenience's
sake termed isochrony was characteristic
of all West Germanic languages and of Da-

nish in the "middle" period of their his-

tory and is still characteristic of all
nodern'Scandinavian languages except Da-
nish [4.5].
The transition from more-counting to iso-
chrony has led in all Germanic languages
to numerous phonemic changes caused by
the elimination of quantitative opposi-
tions (quantity being replaced by quality:

- V> V’- V’). Moreover in Swedish and
Norwegian the establishment of isochrony

has resulted in the transformation of mo-
ric peak accents into syllable accents.

The change of more-counting to isochrony

does not mean a change in phonological ty-
polOgy for here too the syllable division

remains as it is in phonemic languages,

i.e. with syllable boundary after vowel
(cf. Swedish karra [ta— rs [6]).

2. TRANSITION: PROM ISOCHRONI TO THE COR-
RELATION 0? CONTACT

The next stage in the evolution of the

typology of Germanic languages comes when

t e relevance of the syl able boundary

becames established. This stage which re-

placed isochrony in all West Germanic lan-

guages and in Danish is characterised by
Zhgiopposiftgn §is§wo fiiiferent syllable
i sions . . E ins - poo i%5,

Germ. Ratte - rate). n c ose con ac
words the syllatIe boundary does not se-
parate the postvOcalic (amorpheme-final)
consonant from the preceding vel. In
loose contact words the syllable boundary
separates the consonant from the preceding

vowel in disyllabic words. Two types of
contacts and two types of syllable morphe-

\ me boundary relationship are opposed here.
In Danish he establishment of relevant
syllable division was followed by the
transformation of syllable accents of Swe-
dish type intc the markers of contact.
Thus in addition to two types of contact
of West Germanic languages we have in Da-

nish two more types of contact (superclose

and superloose) effected through the Da-
nish stpd. The superclose contact is pecu-
liar to the words with the stfid on a con-
sonant (of. Dan. falder [fal'-er] )while
the superloose one to the words with the
stfid on a vowel (cf. huset [hu’-sodJ) [7].
The superclose contact in CVCV words pro-
vides for a complete coincidence of syl-
lable and morpheme boundaries.

Whithin the framework of the correlation
of contact there are syntagmatic c es

that result in the increased number 0
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words with coinciding syllable and morphe-
me boundaries which is especially notice-
ble in English, Low German and Dutch and
in still greater degree in Danish with
its stfld on a consonant (superclose con-
tact). According to L.Brink and J.Lund[8 1
most frequent changes thatoccurredin,sta-
ndard Danish over the past hundred ears
were the vowel shortening and the s t of
the sted, the latter being the change from
the sugerloose contact to the superclose
one. T e alternations like Danish brev -
brevet bre’v3c° [breu'] vs. [bre'tEETZo
[treu'o reflect various stages of the
process leading to the coincidence of the
morpheme and syllable b undariea the
forms [breu’] - [breu'e dominating in
the contemporary usage. In the languages
with the correlation of contact the coin-
cidence of the boundaries and close con-

tact have resulted in the monOphonemiza-
tion of all combinations of vowel plus
consonant type which can not be separated

by either syllable nor morpheme division,

including the combination of vels and
velar nasal. The words like English.h§gg
and Danish hse should be regarded there-

fore as e le morpho-syllables for
there is no linguistic procedure of sepa-
rating the vowels in these words both

from the preceding and the f0110wing con-
sonan e

3. S llabic stage: FRO! TEE C(RRELATIOH

OF C ACT TO HGRPBOHSIIIABIE

This change is exemplified b the Danish
dialects of Jutland (especi ly West and
South Jutlandic). The number of monosyl-
lables has increased here due to the apo-
cope and the shifting of the postpositio-
nal definite article to the preposition
(of. West Jutlandic [a hu’s] [c.kucna -
Standard Danish huset konen). As far back
to the XVIII centfifif'tht'fltst students
of the South Jutlandic observed that
words here are so shortened to look like
ure roots" [9]. However the apocope
he shifting of the definite article did

not lead to the complete elimination of
unstressed suffixal mo hemes. The Jutlan-

dic have retained [014 010 which is the
formant of verbs and substantives and the
formant of past participle [9nJ. However.
in most of the forms mentioned root vowel
shortening and shifting of the stnd have
taken place which resulted in the coinoi'
dence of the s llable and mo heme boun-
daries (cf. Ju landic [dielJ- daal’elo
[gri'v]-[griu'9], [kuona-[kwoneli [ei"

9 eenJ. [:31 11] Standard Danish de -delern
ribe- riber kone-koner past part c P 95

of the verte'b 3e and ’ e). In some Jut'
landic dialects even [9 a [or] can be
apocopated (cf. [fry's], [sgen’]. [kVODU '
fgzger, skinner koner[1b]). The predomi-
nance of oEE in'tEIEh the s llable and
morpheme boundaries coincide as caused
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the shifting of the syllable boundary in

the remaining few disyllabic words th

long root vowels (the frequency of such

words in dialectal texts does not exceed

2 per cent). In his description of the di-

alect of Baerre B.Hielsen points out that

here no syllable-initial consonants are

possible in unstressed syllables and a

long root vowel does not prevent from the

coincidence of syllable and morphsme boun-

daries (i.e. the words of CY‘CV or even

CV?CCV types have both boundaries after

the last consonant of the root morpheme:

CV‘C-V, CV‘Cc-V) [11]. It should be no-

ted here that consonants after long vo-

wels are not syllable-initial in the syl‘

labic languages of South East Asia (e.g.

in Yiet-Namese).
The coincidence of s llable and morpheme

boundaries in the Ju landic dialects has

led to the elimination of the correlation

of contact and to the change of the pho-

nological type of the dialects.

This change has in its turn caused the

change of the function of the stpd and

the length which are no longer syllable

division (and contact) markers but super-

aogmental features corresponding to the

tones of syllabic languages of the Chine-

Se type. Accordingly the dynamic quality

at the stpd so important for implementing

the type of contact and syllable division

are less prominent in the syllabic Jut-

landic dialects. In the apocope area ei-

ther a so called weak stsd (with domina-

ting tonal component) or solely tonal mo-

vement (as in South Jutland) exist. The

ousting of the stsd by the tone is especi-

conspicuous in thoae apocopating di-

alects that have retained the postpositi-

onal article (e.g. in Himmerland). The

monosyllables here are characterised by

redominently tonal distinctions (cf.
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namic features the coincidence of sylla-

ble and morpheme boundaries testifies _
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ctionally similar to that of syllabic

es of Asia.
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undaries and to the similar function of

prosodic features. The qualitative struc-

ture of a syllable in Jutlandic tends to

be the same as in the s llabic languages

of Asia which is eviden from the more

intimate juncture of vocalic and consonan-

tal components of a syllable as well as

the qualitative and quantitative differe-

ntiation of its initial and final compo-

nents. At the same time Jutlandic differs

considerably from modern syllabic Asiatic

languages. The syllabic dialects of Jut-

land are characterised by prosodic and/or

ualitative morphcnological alternations

[hu’s] - [hu's] or [ hu's] - i hu s] ,

Standard Danish hus - huse, [son 1 - [say 1
.. -_,
0 ° - s 1 s e - ).

gioagg Juan; or ginilgs'weafi,yerbs the

dental suffix is lost of. [van'] -

[vin’] vaenne, vaennede - vaennet, [sgei]

s ei' s e e - sEeafifl—it remains
£030 vir orms (ct. West Jutlandic

[lokJ - [10?k3 - [lot] - [lo?t] luk, luk-

‘1‘35 Her—mm nearer?" '55s; -
m ' 8 o e, 9

E§%Et)' The frequency of suc orms oes

no exceed 2 per cent , but the sheer

fact of their existence may be regarded

as the evidence of phonemic segmentation.

However, the syllable-final [t] in Jutlan-

dic does not convert into syllable-initi-

al one and this fact does not allow us to
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regard [t] here as a separate phoneme. In
such forms as {lot} and [slfimt] the mor-
phological meaning is indicated by the al-
ternations of the indivisible moroho-syl-
lybles rather than by the phoneme It].
In phonemic languages the morphological
meaning can be signified by a distinctive
feature (of. such morphonological alter-
nations as garsun - garsuin in Irish or
lup -1upi in Rumanian). In the same way
Ii*the syllabic languages a morphological
meaning can be indicated b a distinctive
feature of the phonologic 1y indivisible
morpho-syllable (its vocalic or consonan-
tal component). Though modern syllabic
languages of Asia hate now only few exam-
ples of morphonological alternations a
great number of facultative variants of
morpho-syllables here may hate resulted
from the similar morphophonemic alterna-
tions at the early stage of their deve-
lopment [15]. , A K

CONCLUSION ’

To sum up, the evolution of Germanic lan-
guages and dialects provides a pattern of
the change from a phonemic language to a
syllabic one. The pattern involves four
stagesz'morarcounting, isochrony, contact
correlation and morpho-syllabism that can
be exemplified by modern Danish dialects.
This pattern may contribute to foreseeing
some trends and shifts that can take place
in the Germanic languages (it may be sug-
gested that the next stage in the evolu-
tion of Swedish and Norwegian isochrony is
the correlation of contact, while in West
Germanic languages and in Standard Danish .
thsacorrelation:of”contact is to be fol-.‘
alowed by'morpho-syllabism). The same pat- :
tern caae.emp10yed for the reconstruc- P»
'tion of changes that havo.occurred in the"m»

gsyllabic’languages~of~various,families.2.iJ'
' While more-counting and isochrony may har-1
, dly be consudered as obligatOry stages in :L

the languages'other than. ermanic, the
correlation>of contacttseems:to be indis-
peggable as the predecessor of.morpho-syl-

a an. -:':, .g .s . ‘w> x.
t
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ABSTRACT

Dynamic approach in phonological ty-
pology makes it possible to show that
the movement of a type in time involves
two mutually bound processes: cyclic
changes and an outstripping development
of the secondary typological features
before the primary ones have fully de-
veloped.

Many different ways exist for arri—
ving at phonological types, but it is
quite impossible to outline them here
even briefly. Along with the inventory-
configuration approach set up by Trube-
tzkoy (cf. his typology of vocalic sys-
tems , only some of the most typical
can be mentioned.

Particular attention paid by Trubets-
key to configurative traits of sound
systems, incidentally, gave rise to pu-
rely surface representations of them.
Thus, in the not too remote past there
was a vogue for "geometric" typology
that gave much room for drawing impres—
sive pictures but too little - for en-
richment of our still poor knowledge of
the deeper structures and languages chan-
803. Quite another, more fruitful trend
of the configurative approach concerns
theascertainmentof’universal implicative
relations between the feature categories
that set the sound space of a language,

Cf. /1/e

There was also (and still is) an
"arithmetic" typology based on the conse-
nant-to-vowel ratio in sound systems and/
Or in sound sequences which represent
some (no matter how sampled) texts in
some (ideally in all) languages. This
a~PProach makes it possible to show the
rough structure of the phonic substance
0f expression and to get a phonological
tFPOlogy of rather modest informativeness
and of even more modest historical signi-
ricance. Such a typology is still less
Promising when it is letters, not sounds
that are counted.

Yet another line of typological rea-

Boning deserves closer attention. The
Phoneme can be considered a mode of sto—

rage of the information about the most
constant and "pressed" blocks of distinc-
tive features. The other mode can be a
syllable, in which case it acquires the
status of an emic unit - syllabeme. The-
reby a simple but universal typology can
be (and actually has been) obtained that
distinguishes phonemic vs. syllabemic
languages, of. /2/, especially /3/. This
approach has the merit of being not euro-
centric since it is applicable to practi-
cally all languages.

All the typologies mentioned above,
however, are obviously static by their
nature, whereas more effective is a dyna-
mic approach, most soundly vindicated by
J.H.Greenberg, aimed not merely at the
arrangement, but at the explanation of
the attested data by means of a complex
procedure including both synchronie and
diachronic argumentation (cf., for ins—
”came, /4/) .

Such an approach implies the focusing
of attention on the evolution of phone-

logical types. There are two, to a cer-
tain extent mutually exclusive, properti-

es of any language (permanent changeabi-

lity and restrictedness of language tech-

nique) which induce one to suggest that

the main principle of the language-type

movement in time should be a cyclicity,

despite the fact that some particular

changes in the system can be irreversible

The cyclicity is apparent both in sepa-

rate cells of the system and in the whole

inventory of its items. It must be noted,

though, that the cyclic movement by no

means implies a precise repetition of the

previous state of the system (type). In
other words, a chain of evolution repre-

sented as S -9 S -+ S (where S is
some initiaf staté) is But a particular

case along with a more common case:

80 -¢ S1 -¢ 35, i.e. the question is not

of a return to the initial state but of

the transition into a state partly map-

ping the previous one.
Thus, in Polish 8 current process of

denasalization of the nasal vowels is ob-

served, but it leads to the restitution

of the "initial" state only in some envi-
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ronments. There are yet other positions

where the nasality either disappears

(V —+ Y) or is substituted by the labia-

lity (V -- Vu), e.g.zeby —- /zemby/

'teeth', but ide -- /ide/ 'I'm going',

z toba -- /stobou/ 'with you'.
An example of the cyclicity at the

level of a whole subsystem can be found

in Bantu languages where some of them

have seven-phoneme vocalism while the

others have five-phoneme vocalism. As

soon as for the Proto—Bantu a system of

seven vowels has been reconstructed while

for the Proto-Benue-Congo (of which the

Bantu is an offspring) - a five-vowel sy-

stem, it means that we are faced with a

cyclic movement: *5 -+ *7 -* 5.
The above examples present simple and

evident cases of cyclicity. One can find

more complicated instances as well where

an analysis of the phonological movement

implies a phonological type to be corre-

lated with more general types (in the

first turn, with grammatical types).

In these latter cases another pecu-

liarity of the type evolution can come

to be better noticeable - an outstripping

development of the secondary (implied

traits while the primary (type-forming)

features have not yet evolved as a com-

plete system. Such an evolutionary situr

ation could be called the type antici-

pation, but in reality not every fact of

the outstripping development means an

obligatory transition to a new type: the

movement can slow down or completely

cease, and the new secondary features

already in view either vanish or under-

go restructuring. Below, a probable exa-

mple of a "deep" phonological cyclicity

will be regarded in some details, which

is bound up with the evolution of the

hierarchically higher - morphological -

type.
Generally speaking, in every langua-

ge the phonetic system may contain some

more or less evident discrepancies in

the sound production (or variation), due

to the articulatory nature of different

sounds or to a change (drift) affecting
the system. In the last case, those dis-

crepancies could be of a high typologi-

cal value as indicative of some profound

changes that affect the phonological sys-

tem as a representative of a certain pho—

nological type. However, within the Pro—

crustean bed of rigorous phonemic inter-

pretations, most of the allegedly margi—

nal phonic anomalies inevitably come to

be smoothed over. Undoubtedly, a functi-

onal view of speech data is a virtue and

the very essence of linguistic analysis,

but this view must not lose sight of the

incessant movement of "language matter".

In the Russian phonetic system, the

following discrepancies and anomalies

can be observed that are of interest in
view of the topic in question:

(1) acoustically poor and articulatorily
non-homogeneous expression of the non—
privative opposition of the "hard/soft"
consonants mostly identified according to
the properties of subsequent vowels /5;6k
(2) weakening of the rule of assimilative
"softing" of consonants before a soft con-

sonant, the process spreading from mor-
pheme-juncture positions to the intra-
morphemic positions /7/;
(3) a much higher degree of the articula-
tory cohesion in the unstressed syllables

ag/compared to that of the stressed ones

9

(4) a sort of harmonization of the unst-
ressed syllables /9/;
(5) phonetic asymmetry of the syllable
patterns CV/VC, the latter showing the
extraphonemic elements of Knacklaut type

begore V- and a voiceless vowel after C-

These apparently strange facts can

be clear enough if put into relation with

the agglutinative tendency observed in

the Russian morphemics /11; 12/, i.e.
with a chan e of the morphological type,

and then (2% and (4) could be treated as
facts of the outstripping development of

secondary syntagmatic (antifusional)
traits of a new paradigmatic type that is

but taking shape. As regards the (1),

(3) and (5). they reflect perhaps the
competition of the cyclically bound pho-

nological t pes - phonemic and syllabe-

mic, the (3) probably meaning that in the
Russian phonetic word two alternative

patterns coexist - the phonemic one in

stressed syllables and the syllabemic

one in the stressed ones. The syllabemic

type is s pposed (R.Jakobson, R.I.Avane-

sov, V.K. uravlev) to be older, therefore

we must be faced with the cyclic movement

"syllabemic type -- phonemic type -—

(quasi)syllabemic type". At the present

stage, the elements of the syllabemic

type turn out to be consonant with the

new tendency to the agglutination proper

to the Russian morphemics.
A phonetic background of the cycli-

city outlined here could be seen in the

far gone qualitative variation of vowels

due to the consonantal domination in the
Russian syllable, which causes the pho-

netic unstability of morphemes. And what
is more, the usurpation of the timbre

category ("fronted/backed") by consonants

threatens the very existence of vowels

as an autonomous phontmic class, that is

why in the discrepancies mentioned above

one can see a "phonetic riot" against

phonemic regime, a riot directed towards

the morphemic process of restructuring

that goes from above.
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ronments. There are yet other positions

where the nasality either disappears

(V —+ Y) or is substituted by the labia-

lity (V -- Vu), e.g.zeby —- /zemby/

'teeth', but ide -- /ide/ 'I'm going',

z toba -- /stobou/ 'with you'.
An example of the cyclicity at the

level of a whole subsystem can be found

in Bantu languages where some of them

have seven-phoneme vocalism while the

others have five-phoneme vocalism. As

soon as for the Proto—Bantu a system of

seven vowels has been reconstructed while

for the Proto-Benue-Congo (of which the

Bantu is an offspring) - a five-vowel sy-

stem, it means that we are faced with a

cyclic movement: *5 -+ *7 -* 5.
The above examples present simple and

evident cases of cyclicity. One can find

more complicated instances as well where

an analysis of the phonological movement

implies a phonological type to be corre-

lated with more general types (in the

first turn, with grammatical types).

In these latter cases another pecu-

liarity of the type evolution can come

to be better noticeable - an outstripping

development of the secondary (implied

traits while the primary (type-forming)

features have not yet evolved as a com-

plete system. Such an evolutionary situr

ation could be called the type antici-

pation, but in reality not every fact of

the outstripping development means an

obligatory transition to a new type: the

movement can slow down or completely

cease, and the new secondary features

already in view either vanish or under-

go restructuring. Below, a probable exa-

mple of a "deep" phonological cyclicity

will be regarded in some details, which

is bound up with the evolution of the

hierarchically higher - morphological -

type.
Generally speaking, in every langua-

ge the phonetic system may contain some

more or less evident discrepancies in

the sound production (or variation), due

to the articulatory nature of different

sounds or to a change (drift) affecting
the system. In the last case, those dis-

crepancies could be of a high typologi-

cal value as indicative of some profound

changes that affect the phonological sys-

tem as a representative of a certain pho—

nological type. However, within the Pro—

crustean bed of rigorous phonemic inter-

pretations, most of the allegedly margi—

nal phonic anomalies inevitably come to

be smoothed over. Undoubtedly, a functi-

onal view of speech data is a virtue and

the very essence of linguistic analysis,

but this view must not lose sight of the

incessant movement of "language matter".

In the Russian phonetic system, the

following discrepancies and anomalies

can be observed that are of interest in
view of the topic in question:

(1) acoustically poor and articulatorily
non-homogeneous expression of the non—
privative opposition of the "hard/soft"
consonants mostly identified according to
the properties of subsequent vowels /5;6k
(2) weakening of the rule of assimilative
"softing" of consonants before a soft con-

sonant, the process spreading from mor-
pheme-juncture positions to the intra-
morphemic positions /7/;
(3) a much higher degree of the articula-
tory cohesion in the unstressed syllables

ag/compared to that of the stressed ones

9

(4) a sort of harmonization of the unst-
ressed syllables /9/;
(5) phonetic asymmetry of the syllable
patterns CV/VC, the latter showing the
extraphonemic elements of Knacklaut type

begore V- and a voiceless vowel after C-

These apparently strange facts can

be clear enough if put into relation with

the agglutinative tendency observed in

the Russian morphemics /11; 12/, i.e.
with a chan e of the morphological type,

and then (2% and (4) could be treated as
facts of the outstripping development of

secondary syntagmatic (antifusional)
traits of a new paradigmatic type that is

but taking shape. As regards the (1),

(3) and (5). they reflect perhaps the
competition of the cyclically bound pho-

nological t pes - phonemic and syllabe-

mic, the (3) probably meaning that in the
Russian phonetic word two alternative

patterns coexist - the phonemic one in

stressed syllables and the syllabemic

one in the stressed ones. The syllabemic

type is s pposed (R.Jakobson, R.I.Avane-

sov, V.K. uravlev) to be older, therefore

we must be faced with the cyclic movement

"syllabemic type -- phonemic type -—

(quasi)syllabemic type". At the present

stage, the elements of the syllabemic

type turn out to be consonant with the

new tendency to the agglutination proper

to the Russian morphemics.
A phonetic background of the cycli-

city outlined here could be seen in the

far gone qualitative variation of vowels

due to the consonantal domination in the
Russian syllable, which causes the pho-

netic unstability of morphemes. And what
is more, the usurpation of the timbre

category ("fronted/backed") by consonants

threatens the very existence of vowels

as an autonomous phontmic class, that is

why in the discrepancies mentioned above

one can see a "phonetic riot" against

phonemic regime, a riot directed towards

the morphemic process of restructuring

that goes from above.
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SPATIAL CONFIGURATION OF TYPES OF PHONOLOGICAL

SYSTEMS OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents an areal classifi-

cation of the phonological systems of 18

languages of Central and South-East Europe .

By means of cluster analysis of phono-

logical specifications of these languages

two areal types are obtained: Balto-Bal-

kanic type, presented by two areas, and

the Central type which is situated be-

tween these areas.

After the discovery of phonological fea-
tures N.Trubetzkoy and R.Jakobson were led

to conclude that the distribution of phono—

logical features in different languages was
not random. The areal distribution of the
phonological features resembled the iso-
glosses of lexemes studied in linguistic
geography. At the 1st International Congress
of Linguists N.Trubetzkoy outlined the task
of studying the areal configurations of lin-
guistic features /9/. R.Jakobson presented
the first example of as language area (the
Euro—Asian Sprachbund or linguistic area)
modelled on the basis of compact territorial
distribution of languages of different de-
grees of genealogical relation. The phono—
logical systems of the corresponding lan-
guages were characterized by the two follow-
ing dominant features: palatalization of
consonants and monotony of vowels /4/ . Areal
language studies show that the phonological
system of a language derives not only from
its genealogical relations, but is likewise
influenced by the neighbouring languages
/2, 3, 5, 6, 7/. The development of the pho-
nological system of a language is further
conditioned by the language situation in the
given region and the spatial structure of
the linguistic area.

While the task of finding out the distri-
bution of phonological features is allover
clear, the choice of the guidelines for sett-
ing up a basis for defining the areal type
of phonological systems (i.e. the domain of
connectedness of a linguistic area) presents
serious difficulties /3, 6/. 13.9. though the
phonological system of Irish is character-
ized by the two abovementioned dominant fea-

tures: the opposition of palatalized/non-
palatalized consonants and monotony of vow-
els, the Irish language can hardly be reco-
gnized as belonging to the Euro-Asian lan-
guage area. Two coincidences of features are
not enough to decide whether the language
belongs to a definite type /against: 3/.

The Balkan language area (like other cur-
rently defi-ned language areas) does not hold
such features that might be regarded as ne-
cessary and sufficient in the traditional
sense. It is frequently noted in areal typo-

logy that every feature defined as specific for

a linguistic area can also be found in a lan-
guage beyond the area /3, 7/. 0n the other
hand, some languages belonging to the area
may lack a feature defined as specific. Es-
sentially it is a high degree of similarity
characterizes the languages belonging to the
same domain of connectedness ofa linguistic

area /1, 2, 3, 6, 7/. The setting up of abstract

ideal types to serve as a basis for a quan-
titative evaluation'of real language systems

/3/ seems to be of little value: the problem
becomes one of constructing ideal types to

be used for a further description of the lan-

guage systems of a given area. A high degree
of similarity among the languages of a given

area however is frequently due to non-ex-
clusive intersecting features, that do not

fall into clear-cut patterns.
This paper presents an attempt of suggest-

ing areal types of phonological systems on
the basis of the languages of the Baltic-
Balkan areal.

The phonological systems are viewed with

regard to their inherent features, i.e. the

features of monotony -polytony go beyond the
scope of our study. Phoneme identification
was accomplished according to the distinctive

features of Chomsky-Halle and their amend-
ment in Halle-Stevens. The syntagmatic aspect
of the phonological systems was not taken

into account.

Areal studies naturally fall into the do-

main of dialectology. N.Trubetzkoy regal?ded
them as a continuation of dialectal studies

/9/. The language material used and the way
we have set our task inclines us: however,
in the present preliminary stage of anal}!813
to consider the area as represented by lan-
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guages in standard form. Further tasks in-
clude a description of dialects as global
phonological systems, each with a given set
of features and setting up areal types of
dialectal phonological systems of genealo-
gically related and unrelated languages.

The areal types are set up on the basis of
the phonological systems of the following
languages belonging to the Balto-Balkan lin-
guistic area: Latvian, Lithuanian, Upper-
Lusatian, Polish, Belorussian, Russian, Uk-
ranian, Slovak, Check, Hungarian, Romanian,
Bulgarian, Turkish, Greek, Albanian, Mace-
donian, Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian lan-
guages.

A transparent procedure of construction,
controlled objectivity on all stages and un-
ambiguity of results are essential for set-
ting up areal types of phonological features.

Due to the abovementioned peculiarities of
areal language relations the traditional
Aristotelean classification is believed to
be of little value. In the present case a
quantitative approach seems preferable. of
all techniques of cluster analysis. employed
for the purpose of obtaining groups of ob-
Jects characterized by a maximum degree of
similarity, we have considered the Linker
algorithm as best suited for our needs /8/.

The Linker algorithm gives hierarchically
arranged object clusters and determines the
relative degree of similarity by which the
objects are clustered. Generally the algo-
rithm guarantees a local rather than aglobal
Optimum. In our case if the objects can be
enumerated, the algorithm guarantees the glo-
bal optimum as well /8/. Consequently, if
the data matrix has inherent structure clus-
ter analysis will succeed in identifying it.
The result of the Linker algorithm is unam-
biguous only if the degrees of similarity
(or distance) among the objects are different
from each other. If, however, there are
identical degrees of similarity between two
or more pairs of objects (as may frequently
be the case in areal studies) the result of
clustering becomes ambiguous. To eliminate
this disadvantage of the Linker algorithm we
have introduced a subalgorithm to be applied

in the case of identical degrees of similar-
itY (or distance). The subalgorithm assigns
a clustering value to each claimant depending

0n the next step of the main algorithm, i.e.
the joining of a given claimant with all the
Other clusters is preferred if this results

in the maximum sum of the mean degrees of
Similarity (or correspondingly the least sum
Of the mean degrees of distance).

The Linker algorithm can be applied to the

matrix of distance (or similarity) between

given languages if metric space has been de-
termined. The condition of metricity is met

by applying the formula defining distance /8/
between the phonological systems 0“- the
given languages. Le.

«+8
d = 1 ' ’1—

where

X: Y1?“

% l - (a.+ p + X)

l - thenumberof positions(features)chosen
to represent the given language. Else: a -
the number of positions (features) where both
languages have a positive values (1); -
the number ofpositions(features)whereboth
languages have a negative value (0).

The data matrix ofthedistancebetweenthe
given languages is filled according to the
abovementioned formula.

According to the algorithm the least dis-
tance between the languages is selected and
the corresponding languages clustered. Next
the mean distance from the obtained cluster

to the rest of the languages is calculated.
The languages showing minimum distance once

more undergo clustering. Inthe case of sev-

eral identical distances we introduce the

subalgorithm. The routine is run until all

the languages have been clustered.

The algorithm can bepresentedin the form

of a dendrogram mapping thesequence of ele-

ment and group clustering and showing the

minimal distances at which the clusterings

take place.
The languages considered present the fol-

lowing picture of language groups marked by

an increasing degree of similarity in para-

digmatic phonology (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 showsthenmximum similarity (mini—

mum distance) between the phonological sys-

tems of Romanian and Turkish (similarity,

here, is viewed paradigmatically, - f.e.the

introduction of syntagmatic features would

naturally change the position of both Roma-

nian and Turkish). Likewise the maximum de-

gree of similarity’characterizesLatvian and

Lithuanian, Check andSlovak, Serbo-Croatian

and Slovenian, and Bulgarian and Macedonian.

The next cluster is formedbyCheck, Slovak,

Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian,whilethe fol-

lowing step adds Hungarian to the cluster.

Last the group including LatvianandLithua-

nian is added. '

The Bulgarian-Macedonian cluster is join-

ed by Greek, and next - by Albanian. It

should be noted, however, that the distance

between the initial language cluster (Bul-

garian-Macedonian) and the Greek is much

greater than the distance between the lan-

guages of the formerly mentioned language

group. Both language clustersareunited in-

to one which is globally opposed to another

cluster formed by consequent joining of Uk-
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ranian (Polish (Romanian Turkish)» and
(Russian-Upper Lusatian) Belorussian.
It should be noted that while the cluster-

ed languages demonstrate a high degree of
similarity, none of them ischaracterized by
one or several ofspecificfeatures. One and
the same feature couldappear as almostspe-
cific or almost non-specific depending on the
concrete constellation of features in the
given language and its neighbours. Thus the
opposition of palatalized vs. non—palataliz-
ed consonants was noted to be specific not
only to the languages of the first cluster,
but also to mark thephonologicalsystems of
the languages belonging to the 2nd. group
(Lithuanian and Bulgarian). This, however,
did not interfere with theirclusteringcor-
respondingly with the Latvian language and
the Macedonian language on the basis of whole
sets of features.

The dendrogram showing the clustering of
the phonological systems depending on the de-
gree of their similarity can be represented
on the map as a structure of the correspond-
ing linguistic territory. Thus the relative
similarity of languages can be shown as an
altitude of the corresponding territories
and marked by different hatching. In the

present case we have established two areas
of similar phonological system or two areal
types: Balto -Carpathian-—Balkanic area re-
presented by two territories that are sepa-
rated by a compact Central area of phono-
logical systems including languages from
Upper Lusatian to Russian.

The features of syntagmatic phonology as
well as features of other language levels
should be likewise included in the data
matrix. The interpretation of areal types
thus obtained will yield the best results
when an increased degree ofapproximation of
the global characteristics of the language
does not change the output of the algorithm.

CONCLUSIONS

1. From the point of view of paradigmatic
phonology the Balto—Balkanic region is a

single relatively connected linguistic area

with two language areas: a marginal Balto-

Balkanic area proper and a central compact

area, separating the two territories of the

Balto—Balkanic language area.
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2. A quantitative analysis of the degree of
similarity characterizing the phonological
systems of a given area helps to establish
the systems of maximum similarity, the hie-
rarchy of their clustering and the optimum
of the borderlines between the obtained
areal types.

3. The areal types obtained as a result of
the cluster analysis describaiinthepresent
paper show a high degree of OVerall similar-
ity, while they do not necesserily contain
specific features. As specific features
characterizing areal types tend to be absent,
the procedure of establishing the types is
believed to be rather objective.
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ABSTRACT

Analysing linguistic facts observed in
RP and English dialects, the author pre-
sents evidence suggesting that, contrary
to the established views, English typolo-
gically occupies a place intermediate
between purely non-syllabic and syllabic

. languages.

The predominant concept of the role of
the syllable in English is that it'is a
purely articulatory phenomenon, viz., an
articulatory unit. But there are facts
related to the phonological structure of
English words, and especially facts of
dialect variation, that are hard to ac-
comodate with this established view.

. let me first point out the fact that
/i/ in feet is in most dialects, includ-
ing RP, much shorter than /i/ (apparent-
ly the same phoneme) in lead. That is
only one example of the by now well-
known feature of the dependence of the
English vowels, not on their own place
in the short-~long dichotomy, but rather
on the type of the syllable-final conson-
ant - an example of the re-evaluation of
the role performed by the syllable, curb
rently deve10ping within the structure
of_English.
There is also another angle to the prob-
lem. Had the English phoneme been as in-
dependent a unit as is suggested by the
concept of the minimal unit of surface
structure, words like feeli and Eal
would have had one and the same By a c
structure - and that throughout the en-
tire English-speaking world. However,
facts of dialect variation show that
there is an important difference in syl-
labic structure between words like feel-
in , whose morphemic structure is feeI+
13%, and words like Ealin , with no mor-
phemic boundary. The-différence in ques—
tion consists in that some dialects deve-
lop an [Bl-glide before the /l/ in the
feeling words, whereas no such thing hap-

pens in the Ealing words /1/. It is
plainly the consequence of the /l/ in
feelin being the dark [1] , while in
filing, the clear [1]. That means that in
feeling /1/ belongs to the first syll-

a a, while in Ealin , to the second.
This is one of the facts that show that
in English, wherever a morpheme boundary
occurs after a consonant, it tends to be
also the place of a syllable boundary,
the final consonant of the morpheme tend-
ing to remain syllable-final even when a
vowel-initial morpheme is affixed to it.
Although this fact has often been men-
tioned in the literature, it seems that
its implications for the structural role
of the syllable in English have so far
escaped the notice of theorists.

Nowadays our theory is benefited by an
important contribution by Prof.Vadim B.
Kasevich whose profound re- examination
of the syllable, its structure and func-
tional role in various languages enabled
him to come up with an entirely new, in-
deed, a revolutionary system of languase
typology. According to this theory the
world's languages form a continuum with
two extreme types - the ideal phonemic
type, the ideal syllabic type and a num-
ber of intermediate types and sub-types
/2/. Should English belong to the first
of these extreme, or polar, types, such
facts as those described above simply
could not happen, for in. purely phonemic
languages syllabic structure of the words
is entirely independent of their morph-
emic structure, thus freeing the phonemes
of any dependence on their place in the
syllable.
A careful examination of the facts of
English phonology shows that many of
these have most striking analogies in
syllabic and near-syllabic languages. The
results of an attempt at such an examin-
ation will be reported in my book due to
appear in print in Leningrad University
Press in the near futurqBLWhat follows 18
a concise version of the analysis.
An important division between purely
syllabic and non-syllabic languages is
formed by the existence/non-existence of
non-syllabic morphemes. In syllabic lan-
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guages morphemes that do not form a syl-
lable are impossible. In English, it
would seem, we do find such non-syllabic

_morphemes, for such are the morpheme -s
(-s : 3rd2p. singular, present ease of
verbs; -s : plural of nouns - s the
possessive); the morpheme -t/-3 (past
tense); the morpheme -th (ordinal num-
bers) and, finally, the morpheme -th/-t
(non-productive suffix of abstract nouns,
as in la th).
But all 05 these (except the non-pro-
ductive -th/-t) have syllabic allo-
morphs: looks - kisses; books - faces:
man's - ones'sg—ISSEEd - wantedT-The
Iipfirtan33‘3f'thé'f33t'of non-syllabic
morphemes having syllabic allomorphs in
determining the place of the language
in the above-mentioned continuum has been
amply proved in the literature /h¢& It
should also be noted that the non-syl-
labic morphemes are only a very small
part of the morphemic repertoire of Eng-
lish. Moreover. Whereas this very modest
number of non-syllabic morphemes does
actually exist, there are no non-syllabic
words in English. Compare this to such a
typically phonemic language as Russian
where many propositions are non-syllab c.

An important feature of syllabic
languages is the impossibility of what
Pro . V.B.Kasevich terms "re-syllabific-
ation", 1.9. the process of shifting a
syllable boundary from, say, a position
after a consonant to a position before
the consonant on adding a vowel-initial
morpheme to the previous structure. Of.
the Russian examples of 923 # -- gg

# 23. Now, we have already mentioned
the fact that modern English shows a
considerable resistance to this process,
retain the syllable boundary wherever
Possible in the place of the morpheme
bOundary. This feature of English has
also been uncovered by experimental in-
vestigations /5,6/.
Another typological characteristic of
Syllabic languages (one that is closely
linked with the above-mentioned) is the
PredOminance of the (C)VC syllable type
in such languages almost to the exclu-
sion of the cv syllable type. Now, Eng-
lish shows a clear trend towards the
(cm: t pe of syllable forming the most
rreQuen 1y occurring type. Experimental
results reported in /6/ are most per—
suasive. The preference of the English
to place the syllable boundary, not be-
fore a consonant, but after it has been
well proved by B.Malmberg in experiment-

with nonsense sequences, such as 32;,
° °! a 8 /7/-
1%}sylfabic languages the vowel is clo-
sely linked to the following consonant
and is fairly independent of the previ—
°us, a fact which is related to the
above-mentioned composition of the syll-
able, In English we observe me in-

stances of the vowel being close y con-

nected with the following - and not the
preceding - consonant. If a vowel's va-
riation is subject to any influence of a
consonant - it is always the following
consonant, and not the preceding, which
exercises this influence. Examples are
numerous. The realization of historical
/a/ as /a:/, and not as /aa/, occurs in
RP and in the South in general before a
certain group of consonants, as Is, 6, f/
and sometimes /n + 0/. In the case of
historical /d/ a long vowel also develops
before the same consonants, but more fre-
quently in the North. In many southern
dialects, including RP, /ae/’is lengthened
before /d/ and some other voiced conson-
ants /8/. Cf. also the well-known deve-'
lepment of historical short vowels before
/r/ in r-less dialects. The influence of
etymolOgical /r/ is new be mirrored in
the way vowels are influence by the fol-
lowi /1/ (cf. [fie 1191 mentioned
above . Many illuminating examples of the
influence of the syllable-final [1/ on
the preceding vowel were cited by Dr.P.
Trudgill. Thus, in his investigation of
the development of East Anglian corres-
pondences to the RP / so /, P.Trudgill
found out that the process of approxim-
ation of the /u:/ in no and [A u/ in know
into a form of [oldie-Hindered by the fol-
lowing./l/, where no movement towards a
more RP-like sound is noted /9/.
A very important feature of syllabic
languages is the difference in ways of
variation (diachronic and synchronic) of
syllable-final and syllable-initial al—
lophones of consonants. In this, English
shows ma instances of similarity with
syllabic anguages. In RP, for example,
only syllable-initial /p,t,k/ have aspi-
ration, whereas only syllable-final /t/
is glottalized or (again only in syllable-
-final position) a glottal stop develops
before a group of voiceless stops. It was
only syllable-final or syllabic /r/ that
was vocalized in the so-called non-rhet-
ing, or r-less dialects. And it is pre-
cisely the same position where /l/ is now
being vocalized in London speech and in a
number of counties nearest to London, es-

pecially to the south-east of London. The

realization of /3/ as either [d] or [v]
(London) de ends on whether it is s llab-
le-initial f [d] ) or syllable-fins ([vll'
Examples where the variation of a conson-

ant is independent of its position in the

syllable are very few. Amo them are af-

frication of lt/ or the res ization of
/6/ as [f] in London speech.
To sum up. There are many features of the

lish syllable demonstrating that in
M0 ern English it is something more than

merely an articulatory unit. These fea-

tures are:
- the scarcity of non-syllabic mor-

phones and the fact that all of them

possess syllabic allomorphs;
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- The trend for a morpheme boundary
to coincide with the syllable boundary;

- the resistance of English to re-
syllabification;

- the close contact of vowels with
the following consonants;

- the dependence of vowel variation
only on the following consenant;

- the difference in variation pat-
terns of syllable—initial and syllable-
final allophones of consonants.

None of these facts are entirely new to
theorists. But their typological import-
ance, it seems, has been overlooked.
These facts have been discussed in the
literature in connection with different
theoretical problems. Considered to-
gether, these facts show that the
syllable in English is developing into
a peculiar unit of surface structure,
somewhere in between the phoneme and
the morpheme, and that it is moving in
the direction of coalescence with the
morpheme. The purely asemantic syllable
of the non-syllabic, phonemic languages
is being gradually ousted by the syll—
able which is typically a morpheme.

To be sure, English greatly differs
from such purely syllabic languages as
Vietnamese or Chinese, but it shows in
many ways a trend to develop into a type
intermediate between non-sy labic (pho-
nemic) and syllabic languages.
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- The trend for a morpheme boundary
to coincide with the syllable boundary;

- the resistance of English to re-
syllabification;

- the close contact of vowels with
the following consonants;

- the dependence of vowel variation
only on the following consenant;

- the difference in variation pat-
terns of syllable—initial and syllable-
final allophones of consonants.

None of these facts are entirely new to
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a peculiar unit of surface structure,
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morpheme. The purely asemantic syllable
of the non-syllabic, phonemic languages
is being gradually ousted by the syll—
able which is typically a morpheme.

To be sure, English greatly differs
from such purely syllabic languages as
Vietnamese or Chinese, but it shows in
many ways a trend to develop into a type
intermediate between non-sy labic (pho-
nemic) and syllabic languages.
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SPEECH RHYTHM

(main approaches and definitions)
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ABSTRACT

The report-sets out a brief review

of main trends and concepts on rhythm.

Among the numerous definitions of

rhythm two main ones can be singled out:

1. rhythm is an alternation of contrastive
speech events (usually stressed and un-
stressed syllables); 2. rhythm is a peri-
odicity of similar and isochronous (on
the perception level) events.

At first glance, these definitions
may seem to contradict each other. In re-
ality, they only accentuate different as—

Pects of the same phenomenon.

Those phoneticians who concern them-

selves with the stndy of a text usually
look upon rhythm as a hierarchical system
consisting’of units of different sine and
value. In this connection two main ques-
tions arise:

1. What.units can form periodicities?

2. What speech segments (syllable,

1‘thmicgroup, sense-group, phrase, or

EuPraphrasal unit) can perform the fun-
ction of a rhythmic unit?

In speech, there can be an alterna-

ticn of sounds, syllables, sense-groups
(tone-groups), phrases (utterances) and
fiupraphrasal units of different types..In

Varse lines and stanzas can also alter-

hate. Alternating elements are opposed to
each other, this oppOsition being based

on different features. 0n the segmental

Sy 6.1.1

stitute of Foreign Languages

level, vowels are opposed to consonants.

This opposition is based'on the presence

or absence of noise. This type of alter-

nation is characteristic of languages with
syllable structure CV. In English this

type of alternation has infrequent occur-

rence. Only occasionally in poetry does a

syllable become a rhythmic unit.

On a higher level, the opposition is

based on the degree of prominence, i.e.

stressed syllables alternate with unstress
ed ones. In English this type of alterna-
tion is more regular.'Stressed and un-
stressed syllables form a unity which
shows periodicity. This unity is'usually

referred to as a "rhythmic group" (an ac-

centual group). It often coincides with

a word. In English a rhythmic group can

be considered to be the smallest basic

rhythmic unit as it occurs both in prose

and in verse.

The next segments larger than the

syllable are the sense-group, the phrase

and the superphrasal unit.-The aforemen-

tioned segments can alternate with a pausa

Here the opposition is based on the pre-

sence or absence of phonetion. In this

respect the mentioned segments exhibit a

different behaviour. Sense-groups are not

always separated by pauses, so the "phod

nation-pause" alternation is not obliga-

tory. A phrase alternates with a pause

more frequently than a sense-group. Supra-

phrasal units, as a rule, is separated by
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pauses.

A sense-group is formed by lexico-

syntactical and prosodic means. In the

case of lexical repetitions and parallel

constructions, sense-groups are perceived

as similar in structure. If lexico-syntao—

tical means vary, their similarity is

based on prosody. The beginning of a

sense-group is usually marked by the maxi-

mum pitch and intensity and a slower tempo

compared to the central part of the sense-

group. The end is marked by the minimum

' pitch and intenSity, often by the falling

tone (in the author's material 84%), and
by a slower tempo. The body of a sense-

group is characterised by a descending

pitch contour (regular or irregular depenp

ding on the speaker, style, emotions,etc.)
The majority of sense-groups contain 2-4

stressed syllables the total length not

exceeding 2-3 seconds, the most typical

length being 1-1.5 seconds. Thus all these
means make sense-groups similar /8/. At

present linguists are researching the al-

ternation of different types of sense-

sroup /18/.
It appears that semantically domina-

ted sense-groups form rather regular pe-
riodicities and alternate with semantical-

ly neutral sense-groups, Just as emotio-

nally coloured sense-groups alternate with

emotionally neutral ones. It has also been

observed that semantically dominated

sense-groups tend to occur in marginal
areas of supraphrasal units in prose and

of stanzas in verse /12, 17/.

Supraphrasal units are characterized

by the same prosodic means as sense-groups
but the number of features which characte-

rize the individual supraphrasal units de-

creases whereas the isochrony increases.

Supraphrasal units alternate with pauses

and ferm the "S.Ph.U + pause" complex,

which is periodically repeated. A long

phonetion period is frequently followed
by'a short pause or vice versa. In other

words, a pause here can perform an equali-

zing function.

Phrases occupy the intermediate po-

sition between sense-groups and supra-

phrasal units. They alternate with a pause
more frequently than.sense-groups and less

frequently than supraphrasal units. Con-

siderable variation in length and rather

a vague prosodic similarity prevent phra-

ses from functioning as frequent rhythmic

units. They play this role when they co-

incide either with a sense-group or with

a;supraphrasal unit. ’

Thus, practically all speech seg-

ments can function as rhythmic units if

they become isochronous and similar in

character.

In dialogical speech, in addition

to the aforementioned types of alternas

tion, the alternation of ones (the speech

of each interlocutor) can be added. If

a pair of cues (a stimulus and a responsé

is more or less isochronous they are nor—

mally perceived as periodic units: The

phonation period (period between two

pauses) can form fairly regular periodi-

cities. Periodicities can also be formed

by a phonation-+ pause period, by a serum

of falling tones, and even by hesitation

pauses. Thus, not all the units in spon-

taneous speech form a hierarchical sys-

tem. Apparently, the rhythmic system is

of a more complicated nature /13/.

Consecuently, periodic events can

consist of contrasting (in the case of

alternation) and non—contrasting elements

(in the case of sense-groups). If there
is a regular alternation of elements, the

leading role in the regulation of rhythm

is performed by time, i.e. isochrony. If

the alternation is not regular, the lee-
ding role in forming periodic units is

performed by accentual and tonetic fea-

tures. _ '

Thus, the perception of speech ele—

ments as periodic is determined by the
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two factors: isochrony and qualitative si~

milarity. The latter can be expressed by

a contrastive~ccmp1ex, (alternation), or
by a system of accentusl and tonetic cha-

racteristics.

Rhythm has been defined as a periodi-

city of similar and isochronous events,

Isochrony can be of two types: physical,

which presupposes physical identity of in-

tervals, and perceptual, which presupposes

similarity of intervals on the perception

level. This last assumption is largely

based on works of phsychologists. As it

comes from numerous experiments concerned

with the perception of intervals of diffe-

rent size (different within certain limits)

variations in length can be ignored and

physically different intervals can be per-

ceived as similar. There is apparently a

process of mental equalization at work /1,

3/. According to some experimental data,

non-verbal rhythm (the intervals between

recorded clicks) is perceived as stable,

with as much as 14.5% displacement of tem-

poral regularity.

Data pertaining to the perception of

speech rhythm vary greatly, but there is

some evidence to suggest that the size of

units (intervals) perceived as regular is

relevant: the larger the unit, the greater

the difference in length that can be ig-

nored /5, 6/.

A retrospective look at the studies

of rhythm gives an idea of how the lin-

guistic approach to this phenomenon deve-

loped.

In the 1920s and 19303 Russian 11n-

Suists conducted extensive textual re-

search. In particular, poetic rhythm was

regarded-as a hierarchy of rhythms I13;19/-
In the 19508 and 19603 f a period of

Structural and generative views, when an

utterance (not a text) was at the centre

01 linguists' attention - rhythm was nor-
mally understood as an alternation of
stressed and unstressed syllables /2. 4/.

In the 1970s and 19803 - a period of
close attention to textual problems -,

rhythm came to be understood as a system

again. By that time, many facts pertain-
'ing to rhythm had been accumulated by

different Sciences (primarily, biology

and physics), which gave grounds for con-

sidering rhythm to be a fundamental law

of the structure and development of the

material world.

Achievements in the development of

philosophical ideas as to the character

and structure of a system largely contri-

buted to the study of speech rhythm. In

1974‘the authors of the book "Rhythm,

Space and Time in Literature and Art"

actually raised the problem of unity of

these fundamental forms /14/.

Rhythm, being a periodicity, orga-

nizes events. It organizes the space-time

continuum and the events themselves.

Rhythm can be regarded as a general lan-

guage system that organizes a language as

a whole. A large proportion of rhythm re-

search is concerned with the linguistic

form investigated.in the context of the

meaning it conveys. Views on-rhythm as a

functional unit are characteristic of

Russian linguistics. The works of A.H.Pe-

shkovsky I13], B.M.Eihenbaum /19/, L.I.Ti-

mofeyev /15/. B.V.Tcmashevsky and U.N;Ty-

nyanov /16/ had a great influence on la-

ter works on rhythm. Even in the study of

meter a successful attempt has been made

to correlate meter and meaning (a range

of images and themes) /10/. .

There is another trend in the inves-

tigation of rhythm which is not widely

acknowledged, but which appears to be ve-

ry promising, being connected with other

sciences of Man and capable of opening up

avenues to the study of verbal and non-

verbal thinking. An attempthas been made

to see rhythm "from the inside" through

the unity of a poetic image and the over-

lapping of semantic fields. Rhythm is
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considered as an intermediate stage bet-

ween the continuity of Thought and the

descreteness of Language. Rhythm is per-

ceived subconsciously and is directed

straight to continuous image thinking /11£

Thus, a further perspective in the

study of rhythm lies in a systematic appro-

ach to this problem, in the comparative

study of the rhythm of different texts,

different languages and groups of langua-

ges, and in the study of both verbal and

non-verbal rhythms.

An extremely fruitful and valueable,

if complex, approach would result from

considering the concept of rhythm with

reference to Man as the central object. of

investigation.
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descreteness of Language. Rhythm is per-

ceived subconsciously and is directed

straight to continuous image thinking /11£

Thus, a further perspective in the

study of rhythm lies in a systematic appro-

ach to this problem, in the comparative

study of the rhythm of different texts,

different languages and groups of langua-

ges, and in the study of both verbal and

non-verbal rhythms.

An extremely fruitful and valueable,

if complex, approach would result from

considering the concept of rhythm with

reference to Man as the central object. of

investigation.
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ABSTRACT

-Rhythm, or the grouping of elements into larger
units, is a property of all languages. The
particular rhythm of a language is the result of
the interaction of a number of components,
including phonetic components, such as the relative
length, pitch, and segmental quality of accented
and unaccented syllables, and phonological
components, such as syllable structure and the
function of accent. A system of rating whereby
these components are broken down into features
which can be assigned a plus or minus value allows
us to compare the rhythm of languages or language
varieties. Languages which have "strong stress" or
which have been labeled "stress—timed" are seen to
share certain features. Rhythm is a total effect
involving phonetic and phonological as well as
segmental and prosodic phenomena.

INTRODUCTION '

Is it possible to develop a phonetic concept
of rhythm that can be applied to all languages, in
the same way that we use the system of cardinal
vowels or the IPA chart of consonants? The
distinction between stress-timed languages and
syllable-timed languages [1, 2] is just such an
effort at a-general phonetic definition. In this
theory, stress—timed languages show a tendency for
stresses to recur at regular time intervals, and in
syllable—timed languages, syllables are said to
recur at regular intervals; all languages are
believed to have one or the other rhythmic basis.
Although many linguists have adopted the
distinction, some have criticized the theory for
being too simplistic (after all, it only divides
all the languages in the world in half) and for
grouping together languages which are felt to have
noticeably different rhythms, such as English and
Arabic [3] or Spanish and French. In addition,
many native speakers of "syllable—timed" languages
have objected to the designation, as if it somehow
meant that their language had no rhythm. Indeed,
CrYStal and Quirk [4] refer to the lack of regular
StTess—timed pulses as "arhythmic." Linguists have
had difficulty applying the concept to languages-
Attempts to do so by instrumental analysis have
been futile. Numerous experiments have shown that
a language can not be assigned to one or the other
Category on the baSis of instrumental measurements
0f interstress intervals or syllable durations [5,

6]. Moreover, Scott, Isard, and Boysson—Bardies
[7] have shown that the perceptual tendency towards
isochrony of stress beats is not specific to
stress—timed languages, nor to language. Miller
[8] had English and French phoneticians and
nonphoneticians listen to selections of seven
different languages and evaluate them as stress—
timed or syllable—timed. Only Arabic was
uneduivocally categorized as stress—timed by all
groups. Phoneticians generally agreed in finding
Spanish stress—timed and Yoruba syllable—timed, but
found no strong tendency for Finnish, Japanese, or
Indonesian, and disagreed about Polish. This
experiment seems to suggest that a language may be
categorized on the basis of how strong and easily
perceivable stress is.

Should we then give up the only phonetic
theory of rhythm that we have, or perhaps turn to a
purely phonological approach? Phonologists in the
tradition of Trubetzkoy have treated rhythm in
terms of the function and location of accent in the
word. Metrical phonologists (following Martin [9])
have assumed that all languages have an underlying
strong—weak distinction and show a tendency tdwards
alternation which can be shown in a grid or tree
structure of the word. Although this approach
brings out the importance of grouping of elements
into larger units, which is considered essential in
all psychological definitions of rhythm, it tends
to make all languages look alike, at least on
paper, and makes no attempt to specify further how
these patterns are realized in spoken language in"
continuous speech. But as Ladefoged and Wu [10]
have noted, phonetic details are part of
linguistics and do matter to any linguist who wants
to make a complete, accurate description of a
language.

It seems that an adequate description of
rhythm in a language or across languages requires
both phonetic and phonological information (a
conclusion also reached by Hyman [11]). We can
define rhythm as the grouping of elements into
‘larger units; the units need to have some
similarity and be marked off from each other.in
some way in order to be perceived as groups [12,\
13]. In language, most would agree that the
elements that are grouped are syllables, and that
in some languages at least, stresses (or accents)
serve to set off groups. Neither "syllable" nor
"stress" have general phonetic definitions, which
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from the start makes a purely phonetic definition

of language rhythm impossible. All instrumental

studies as well as all phonological studies have

.had to decide in advance where the stresses”(if

any) fall and what a syllable is in the language

under investigation in order to proceed. Although

rules for syllable division and inventories of

syllable types have been worked out for many

languages on the basis of phonological criteria,

stress is more problematic, and definitions of it

have varied widely. In this‘paper, I shall use

the term "accent" as it has been defined by

Trubetzkoy [14] as the phonological feature which

when realized prbmotes the perception of one

particular syllable (or mora) in relation to

others. Accent can then serve as a basis of

rhythmic grouping. The term "stress" will be

reserved for the phonetic realization of certain

kinds of linguistic accent. I hypothesize that

all languages have rhythmic grouping, but that not

all necessarily have accent. Rhythm is a total

effect (also probably a grouped series of motor

commands in production) that involves the

interaction of a number of components, of which

the following appear to be the most important for

the purposes of comparing languages. It is most

evident in continuous speech through the

repetition of rhythmic groups at a natural speed

for the speaker. Obviously, some speakers and

some styles exhibit better rhythm than others and

seem to be more representative of a particular

speech community. The following analysis is based

on the "consultative" style [15] of informal

lectures, monologues, or prose reading by people

who are used to reading aloud. In each category,

3 plus, zero, or minus is assigned to a language

depending on the extent to which it exhibits the

feature in question.

COMPONENTS OF LANGUAGE RHYTHM

1. Length

Duration '

+ Accented syllables, and especially accented

vowels, are regularly longer than unaccented

syllables (by 1.5 or more). (e.g. English, Serbo-

Croatian)
0 Accented syllables are slightly longer than

unaccented syllables. (e.g. Spanish, Greek)

- Accent does not affect the length of

syllables, or the language has no accent. (e.g.

Japanese, Yoruba) '

Syllable Structure

+ The language has a variety of syllable
types (both heavy and light,syllables with many

different possible syllable structures), and heavy

syllables tend to be accented, whereas light

syllables tend to be unaccented. (English,

Arabic} V

.' There are a very limited number of syllable

types (predominantly CV or CVC), and accent and

syllable weight are independent. There may be

active processes such as final cluster

simplification, epenthesis, or liaison to break up

Or prevent the formation of unusually heavy

.syllables. (Spanish, French)

Quantity

+ Quantity distinctions, if present in the

language, are only permitted in accented

syllables; in unaccented syllables they are

neutralized (only short). (some Arabic dialects)

0 All quantity distinctions occur in accented

. syllables, but only a small subset can occur in

unaccented syllables. (Estonian)

— Quantity distinctions are permitted in both

accented and unaccented syllables. Restrictions

on quantity are not conditioned by accent.

(Hungarian, Finnish)

2. Pitch

Intonation

+ Accented syllables are turning points in

the intonation contour. Pitch (usually high or

changing) correlates with accent, but the actual

pitch contour depends on the-position in the

utterance and the intonational meaning. Emphasis

or contrast affects primarily the accented

syllable. (English, Greek)

- Intonation and accent are independent;

there may be a negative correlation of pitch and

accent. Relative pitch patterns may be consistent

with respect to the word regardless of its ‘

position in the utterance or intonational meaning.

Emphasis may affect unaccented syllables or be

achieved by other means. (French, Japanese}

mg
,+ Tones,‘if present in the language, only

exist on accented syllables; unaccented syllables

are atonal. (Swedish)

' O Tones are fully developed on accented

syllables, but they are neutralized or subject to

numerous changes (sandhi rules) in unaccented

syllables. (Thai) _

- Tones are present on all syllables or all

syllables with a particular structure, regardless

of accent. If there are sandhi rules, they are

not related to accent. (Yoruba)

Ml

Vowels
+ The maximal vowel system exists in accented

syllables; vowels in unaccented syllables tend tog

be reduced or centralized (especially open

vowels). (English, Swedish)

0 The unaccented vowel system is smaller than

that of accented vowels, but unaccented vowels are

not necessarily centralized. There may be

processes of devoicing or raising which occur only

to unaccented vowels. (Russian, Portuguese}

— There is the same vowel system and similar

articulation in all syllables. If elision or

devoicing processes exist, they affect accented

and unaccented vowels equally and are determined

'by phonetic environment rather than accent.

(Spanish, Japanese)
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Meta
+ Consonants are more precisely articulated

in accented syllables, and some may have special
reduced allophones (e.g. syllabic consonants, loss
of aspiration) or be subject to neutralizations in
unaccented syllables. (English, Thai)

- All consonants have the same articulation
regardless of accent. Consonantal allophones are
not conditiOned by accent. (French)

4. Function of accent

+ Accent can occur in different positions in

a word (accent is "free" or free over a range) and
is an integral part of the word shape for
recognition. _Moving the accent could result in a

new word with a different meaning. (English,

Spanish, Swedish, Russian]‘

0 Accent can occur only in One position in a

word (accent is "fixed," typically on the first
syllable). Moving the accent or adding an accent

could result in the formation of a new word

boundary. [Hungarian]
— There is no word—level phonological accent;

no one syllable consistently stands out over

others in a word. Accent can be moved for
stylistic or emotional reasons (in a language with

a phrasal accent), but moving the accent does not

result in'a change in referential meaning or the

establishment of new word bonndaries. (Yoruba,

French}

CONCLUSION

By applying these categories to various

languages, one should be able to come up with a

comparative rhythm "score." The more pluses a
language has, the more likely we are to say that

She language has "strong stress" ("dynamic" or
expiratory" accent) and is l"stress—timed." The

differences between accented and unaccented

syllables are maximized, and accent would clearly

be the principle for grouping. We would expect

that naive native speakers—-as well as trained

non—native speakers—-could fairly consistently
identify accented syllables in continuous speech.

In a language with many minuses in these
categories, we would have to look elsewhere for

the principle of grouping: what is it that
permeates the entire linguistic system, binds
units together and helps listeners segment the

flow of speech into meaningful chunks? It could
be patterns of tone, of syllable or vowel length.
or even the repetition of certain segmental or

grammatical features. Although the language may

have some kind of accent, naive native speakers

Would have difficulty identifying the place of

accent conéistently in continuous speech, and
11nguists would have difficulty finding its

acoustic correlates, even in words said in
lsolation. This does not necessarily mean that

this kind of language is somehow defective or

arhYthmic because.it is lacking a feature that
certain prestige languages have. All languages
have rhythm, but more independent research needs
t0_be done to discover exactly what the rhythmic

Principles are in languages which do not show a
tendency towards "stress—timing."

The above Chart would also be useful in
comparing different styles, dialects, or
historical stages of a language. Rhythm can be
significantly changed, for example, by pronouncing
every syllable distinctly in a language which has
vowel reduction rules (Jamaican English). Non-
native speakers of English can improve their
rhythm enormously by reducing unstressed
syllables, and this is usually more successful
than trying to get them to equalize stress beats.

In comparing the naturalness of synthetic speech
samples, Carlson, Granstrom, and Klatt [16]
concluded that "the amount of isochrony
implemented in the rules via, e.g., cluster

shortening and unstressed'segment shortening is

probably sufficient, and no isochrony rule per

as need to be added." We must not forget that the
division into segmental and prosodic phenomena is

an abstraction created by linguistic science for

the purposes of analysis. In early stages of

language acquisition, Crystal [17] aptly notes
that primitive words are used as units "with the
segmental and non-segmental characteristics

'fused'." Even in adult language, segmental and
non—segmental phenomena are interdependent and can

influence one another. This fact is quite evident

in the analysis of tone languages. It is also

important in helping us to better understand

language rhythm.
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+ Consonants are more precisely articulated

in accented syllables, and some may have special
reduced allophones (e.g. syllabic consonants, loss
of aspiration) or be subject to neutralizations in
unaccented syllables. (English, Thai)

- All consonants have the same articulation
regardless of accent. Consonantal allophones are
not conditiOned by accent. (French)

4. Function of accent

+ Accent can occur in different positions in

a word (accent is "free" or free over a range) and
is an integral part of the word shape for
recognition. _Moving the accent could result in a

new word with a different meaning. (English,

Spanish, Swedish, Russian]‘

0 Accent can occur only in One position in a

word (accent is "fixed," typically on the first
syllable). Moving the accent or adding an accent

could result in the formation of a new word

boundary. [Hungarian]
— There is no word—level phonological accent;

no one syllable consistently stands out over

others in a word. Accent can be moved for
stylistic or emotional reasons (in a language with

a phrasal accent), but moving the accent does not

result in'a change in referential meaning or the

establishment of new word bonndaries. (Yoruba,

French}

CONCLUSION

By applying these categories to various

languages, one should be able to come up with a

comparative rhythm "score." The more pluses a
language has, the more likely we are to say that

She language has "strong stress" ("dynamic" or
expiratory" accent) and is l"stress—timed." The

differences between accented and unaccented

syllables are maximized, and accent would clearly

be the principle for grouping. We would expect

that naive native speakers—-as well as trained

non—native speakers—-could fairly consistently
identify accented syllables in continuous speech.

In a language with many minuses in these
categories, we would have to look elsewhere for

the principle of grouping: what is it that
permeates the entire linguistic system, binds
units together and helps listeners segment the

flow of speech into meaningful chunks? It could
be patterns of tone, of syllable or vowel length.
or even the repetition of certain segmental or

grammatical features. Although the language may

have some kind of accent, naive native speakers

Would have difficulty identifying the place of

accent conéistently in continuous speech, and
11nguists would have difficulty finding its

acoustic correlates, even in words said in
lsolation. This does not necessarily mean that

this kind of language is somehow defective or

arhYthmic because.it is lacking a feature that
certain prestige languages have. All languages
have rhythm, but more independent research needs
t0_be done to discover exactly what the rhythmic

Principles are in languages which do not show a
tendency towards "stress—timing."

The above Chart would also be useful in
comparing different styles, dialects, or
historical stages of a language. Rhythm can be
significantly changed, for example, by pronouncing
every syllable distinctly in a language which has
vowel reduction rules (Jamaican English). Non-
native speakers of English can improve their
rhythm enormously by reducing unstressed
syllables, and this is usually more successful
than trying to get them to equalize stress beats.

In comparing the naturalness of synthetic speech
samples, Carlson, Granstrom, and Klatt [16]
concluded that "the amount of isochrony
implemented in the rules via, e.g., cluster

shortening and unstressed'segment shortening is

probably sufficient, and no isochrony rule per

as need to be added." We must not forget that the
division into segmental and prosodic phenomena is

an abstraction created by linguistic science for

the purposes of analysis. In early stages of

language acquisition, Crystal [17] aptly notes
that primitive words are used as units "with the
segmental and non-segmental characteristics

'fused'." Even in adult language, segmental and
non—segmental phenomena are interdependent and can

influence one another. This fact is quite evident

in the analysis of tone languages. It is also

important in helping us to better understand

language rhythm.
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METRO—RHXTHMIC AND PHONIC STRUCTURES 0? SPANISH POETIC SPEECH

SERGEI FoGONCHARENKO
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Maurice Thorez Moscow State Institute of Foreign LanguagesMoscow , USSR 119034

ABSTRACT

Spanish poetic speech has three sys—
tems of metro-rhythmic structures (sylla—
bo-tonic, accentual-syllabic and tonic)
and three varieties of phonic structures
(ornamental, symbolic and paronymic). The
metro-rhythmic and phonic structures play
a major role in ensuring poetic communica-
tion through the means of Spanish poetic
speech.

The mechanism of Spanish poetic
Speech has specific media of transforming
discrete units of practical linear dis-
course into the continuum of what is
known as score-spatial poetic signs /1/.
The high communicative-infcrmational po-
tential of these "spatial signs" is
largely determined by that specific im-

Pact which, in accordance with the
author's communicative design, is exer—

Cised on the initial informativeness of
sPeech units by the conditions of the

Poetic context, which contributes to com-
bining all the informative elements of
the poem "vertically" and "horizontally"
into a cohesive communicative-informa-
tional complex - a lyrical text.

In other words, under the impact of

the poetic context the informational re-

levance of units of poetic speech not

simply becomes transformed (relative to

their "homonyms" in the language at large)

and not simply becomes multiplied, but
also acquires a qualitatively new - aggre-
gative-integral - character: remaining
formally and in terms of factual seman-
tics a combination of discrete linear
units, the work of poetic speech as re-
gards conceptual-semantic and aesthetic
informativeness, is already found to be
not the sum and in general not an arith-
metical "product" of the semantics of
discrete linear signs, but an aggregate

and, to a certain extent, indivisible po-
etic macrosign none of what would appear

to be its quite autonomous components can

independently perform the communicative-

informational function which it performs
as part of a cohesive macrosign. As soon

as a certain communicative element of the

poetic play is taken out of the text,

which severs its ties of similarity and/
or contrast with other (and very frequent
1y with all) elements of the poem, this

element changes from a component of the

spatial poetic microsign (or perhaps from

a spatial poetic microsign) into a flat

linear ; prosaic and discrete - sign.

Here, however, it is important to

note another - on the face of it, para-

doxical - property of connected poetic

speech. Alongside an expressed tendency

toward the loss by elements of the spa-

tial poetic microsign of their autonomous

communicative value, the opposite tenden-
cy is at work - a tendency toward the

orientation of the conceptual structure
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of the units of the poetic discourse to

the general conceptual and aesthetic in-

formational programme of the text: each of

such units, down to an individual word,

being "overturned into the subject and

idea of the artistic design" /2/, tends,

as much as possible, to reflect the over-

all communicative task of the text in an

integral, if simplified, form. This dia-

lectical unity of the synsemantics and

autosemantics of spatial and poetic micro-

signs predetermines the specific comple-

xity both of the analysis of the poetic

text (especially written in a foreign lanp

guage) and of its poetic translation, i.e.

of the synthesis of a spatial poetic mac-

rosign equivalent in terms of conceptual-

aesthetic informativeness in the target

language.

An important role in the "spatiali-

sationfi of poetic speech units is played

by poetic (metro-rhythmic, phonic and me-

talogical) structures, quite specific to

the poetry of each national language.

Metro-rhythmic structures can be re-

garded as techniques of the systems segr

mentaticn of speech into verserlines as

well as of the systems intralinear speech

organisation which takes the form of-an

ordered alternation of marked and un-

marked syllabic positions. The ideal pat-

tern of such alternations is traditional-

ly known as metre. The realisation of the

metre in empirical verse is known as its

rhythm. Implementing the principle of re-

peat at the syllabic and linear level,
the metro-rhythmic structures ensure the

generation of verse speech and form the

basis for its development into poetic

speech, in other words, speech capable of

performing the function of poetic commu-

nication - communication with the laconic

means of two-tiered semantic (factual and

conceptual) and multiaspect aesthetic

(aesthetic proper, cathartic, hedonistic,

axiclogical, suggestive-hypnotic, struc-

tural-formal, functional-formal, etc.) in-

formation.

The metro-rhythmic structures playfile

major communicative role of "stratifiers"

of semantic information: "linear" syntag-

matic connections, which take no account

of the "desyntagmatisation" (the term of

I.R.Galperin) of verse speech, ensure a

continuum of factual information, which

bears a marginal character in the lyrical

text and, as a rule, is of no basic signi-

ficance. The "vertical" (naturally, com-

bined with "horizontal") syntagmatic and

paradigmatic connections determined by the

metro-rhythmic division of the text guaran-

tee the continuum of conceptual and aesthe-

tic information.

Contrary to a widespread view, the

Spanish metro-rhythmic structures corres-

pond not to one, but to three different

versifioation systems. First, to the gylr

labo-tonic system, whose metric repertoire

in principle is as diverse as that of Rus-

sian or English syllabo-tonic poetry, in-

cluding bisyllabic and trisyllabic metres.

Even among the best-known poetic works by

Spanish and Latin American authors the

body of "flawless" syllabo-tonic texts,

according to preliminary calculations,

comprises no less than 3,000 poetic lines.

Second, they correspond to the accentual-

s llabio s stem, which represents a non-

footed (in contrast to the syllabo-tonic

system) compromise between the tonic and

the syllabio systems. The accentual-syl-

labic metre in principle coincides with

the metric pattern of dol'nik but, in

contradistinction to it, presupposes the

constant isosyllabism of the verse lines.

Therefore the metre of the accentual-syl-

labic verse is determined both by the num-

ber of ictuses and by the number of syl-

lables, for instance, three-lotus octo-

syllable, two-ictus pentasyllable, etc.

Finally, old Spanish poetry and its no-

dern-time derivations show a trend toward
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the tonic system proper - toward what is

known as taktovik ("Canter de mic Cid")

and dol'nik (old romances, some texts by

Pablo Neruda and Garcia Lorca, etc.).

The phonic verse structure can be

interpreted as a device of the systems

use of the grapho-phonemic repeats de-

signed to convey semantic (as a rule, con-

ceptual) and/or aesthetic information in

a poetic text. The grapho-phonemic system

of Spanish occasional alliteration con-

tains 21 units (Spanish has 25 phonemes

and 30 letters) and the grapho-phonemic

system of the Spanish rhyme has 25 units,

which, however, are not fully coincidental

with the units of the Spanish phonologi-

cal system.

The phonic structures, which, in the

main, convey only aesthetic information,

will be referred to as ornamental. But it

Should be observed that ornamental phonic

Structures may also exhibit a measure of

aemantisation, but not to the extent of

enabling the grapho-phonemic repeat to

gain the status of a quasi-morpheme /3/ -

a soundéletter combination having a cer-

tain occasional meaning within a euphonic

context, as, for instance, in the follo-

wins-verse by Miguel de Unanumo: "Esta gs

m1 Egpafia" (the quasi-morpheme "es" mea-

ning "existence" or even "eternal exis-

tence" or "Lee montages de mi tiegga/ en

el flag as gigan" (the "distant" quasi-

morpheme "mnr", whose meaning, “mountain-

398". symbolizes Bisoaya as a land of

mountains and the sea).

The phonic structures which contain

a quasi-morpheme and therefore are un-

doubtedly semantized can be classed with

Exmhglig phonic structures. Finally,

clearly semantized ("quasi-morphemic")

amind-letter repeats perceived as a spe-

cifio phonic feature not so much of the

verse line as of concrete lexemes /4/

Which enter in image-paronymic relations

can be categorized as W phonic

structures: manzana amanecida (Jimenez),

avienta tus destinos a1 viento aventurero

(Greiff), amarillas maripcsas.(Jiménez).

In our time the recognition of the

conceptual relevance of symbolic and parc-

nymic phonic structures appears to en-

counter less and less resistance - at any

rate, among the authors of works on lin-

guopoetics and linguostylistics. However,

as before, debates as to whether it is

correct to speak of any informativeness

of that part of the phonic structures

which has been categorized as their orna-

mental variety continue unabated. Indeed,

what, for instance, is the informational

load of the sound repeats l and ll (i.e.,

of the repeats of the soundpletter "L",

which in the Spanish graphc-phonematio

system of occasional sound repeats unites

both phonemes and both graphemes) in the

following lines by Juan Ramon Jiménez

(the general language probability of the

frequency of occurrence of this graphe-

phoneme is 5.7 per cent, and in this fra»

gment its probable expectancy is exceeded

more than twice, equaling 12 per cent)?

" ... levanta nubes deppclvc/ y llora con

sus esquilas, /bajo la luna de oro./ Ea

aldea de; valle esta/ quieta en humo

blanco. Todo/ lo que era alegre a; sol,

suéfia/ no sé que amores llproses ... "

The functional relevance of precisely

such and similar phonic structures, more

often than not,_raises.doubts. Some rese-

archers simply deny that these phonic

structures have any conceptuality of their

own, reducing their communicative load to

the creatizl of a sonic pattern, emotional

resonance,‘etc.

It appears, however, that the in-

clusion in the ccnceptual-terminological

apparatus of poetics of such notions as

semantic and aesthetic information makes

it possible to minimize misunderstandings

and narrow the scope of theoretical con-

frontations of-minor importance on this
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the tonic system proper - toward what is

known as taktovik ("Canter de mic Cid")

and dol'nik (old romances, some texts by

Pablo Neruda and Garcia Lorca, etc.).

The phonic verse structure can be

interpreted as a device of the systems

use of the grapho-phonemic repeats de-

signed to convey semantic (as a rule, con-

ceptual) and/or aesthetic information in

a poetic text. The grapho-phonemic system

of Spanish occasional alliteration con-

tains 21 units (Spanish has 25 phonemes

and 30 letters) and the grapho-phonemic

system of the Spanish rhyme has 25 units,

which, however, are not fully coincidental

with the units of the Spanish phonologi-

cal system.

The phonic structures, which, in the

main, convey only aesthetic information,

will be referred to as ornamental. But it

should be observed that ornamental phonic

structures may also exhibit a measure of

semantisation, but not to the extent of

enabling the grapho-phonemic repeat to

gain the status of a quasi-morpheme /3/ -

a soundéletter combination having a cer-

tain occasional meaning within a euphcnic

context, as, for instance, in the follo-

Wing-verse by Miguel de Unanumo: "gate 35

m1 Egpafia" (the quasi-morpheme "es" mea-

ning "existence" or even "eternal exis-

tence" or TLas montages de mi tiegga/ en

el gag se gigag" (the "distant" quasi-

mOrpheme "mnr", whose meaning, "mountain-

sea", symbolizes Biscaya as a land of

mountains and the sea).

The phonic structures which contain

a quasi-morpheme and therefore are un-

doubtedly semantized can be classed with

Elmhglig phonic structures. Finally,

clearly semantized ("quasi-morphemic")

amind-letter repeats perceived as a spe-

cific phonic feature not so much of the

verse line as of concrete lexemes /4/

Which enter in image-paronymic relations

can be categorized as pggggymig phonic

structures: manzana amanecida (Jimenez),

avienta tus destinos a1 viento aventurero

(Greiff), amarillas mariposas.(Jiménez).

In our time the recognition of the

conceptual relevance of symbolic and paro-

nymic phonic structures appears to en-

counter less and less resistance - at any

rate, among the authors of works on lin-

guopoetics and-linguostylistics. However,

as before, debates as to whether it is

correct to speak of any informativeness

of that part of the phonic structures

which has been categorized as their orna-

mental variety continue unabated. Indeed,

what, for instance, is the informational

load of the sound repeats l and ll (i.e.,
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both phonemes and both graphemes) in the

following lines by Juan Ramon Jimenez

(the general language probability of the
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phoneme is 5.7 per cent, and in this free

gment its probable expectancy is exceeded

more than twice, equaling 12 per cent)?
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blanco. Todo/ lo que era alegre a; sol,
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The functional relevance of precisely
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question as well.

In the author's opinion, ornamental

alliteration (i.e., the phonic structures

which carry no direct semantic load) bears

an informative character if only because

it is a major factor creating general texs

tual information and imparting to the

text the conclusive, coherent, integral

character of the only adequate unit of

poetic communication, of a "spatial" sign,

which has a paradoxically indiscrete

nature.

Furthermore, ornamental phonic

structures are also discrete bearers of

quanta of aesthetic and sometimes even

mediated semantic information in its dif-

ferent manifestations, of which reference

will be made to just a few.

1. First, it is a variety of hedo-

nistic information connected with the

identification of the degree of creative

mastery and the technical freedom of ver-

sification and with the "delight" expe-

rienced by the recipient, who shares with

the author "emotions of creative power

over the language" /5/.

2. Second, it is the additional in—

formation that the recipient deals not

with "practical", but with "poetic"

speech, the adequate perception of which

requires the use of a specific poetic

code.

3. Third, it is phono-motivational

information supporting by sound identities

the semantic similarity or difference bet-

ween the verbal structures involved in

the sound repeat. Here two situations can

be distinguished in their turn (A).Sound

repeat as the phonic motivation of a

trope construction, which emphasizes not

only the associative-semantic, but also

the phonic community of the comparatum

and/or the tertium comparationis and/or

comparant: "una laggima lucegp (Jimenez),

"mi ilustre spledad de esquila y lane"

(M.Hernandez) (B). Aid with phonic means

to the reconstruction of lexical meanings

in autological, i.e., formally ugly cons-

truction of a poetic text and the sound,

letter motivation of the "fluctuating

signs of meaning" (Yu.N.Tynyanov) in a

poetic word /6/, as a result of which in-

tensifies the semantic interpretation of

units of syntagmatic sequences: "tremulog

tgigaleg" (Greiff), "flautag flexibleg"

(Hernandez), "valleg llenog de dulge afic-

ranza" (Jimenez).

4. Fourth, it is information indi-

cating textual cohesion, expressed by

means of phonic cohesion, which itself can

ensure such a high degree of the coherence

of a poetic discourse that it becomes pos-

sible to neglect the ramified grammatical

and lexical devices of interphrasal con—

nection.

5. Fifth, it is so called anagramma-

tical information, produced by the satu-

ration of the text with grapho-phonemic

complexes which form part of a certain

key word.

6. Sixth, ornamental phonic structu-

res are sometimes used for conveying ono-

matopoeic information. Naturally, in con-

ceptual terms, it is a fairly lightened

sound-letter device. However, its modest

semantic advantages do not at all compro-

mise this type of the phonic structure as

an auxiliary means of sound expressive-

ness.

7. Seventh, the conceptualness of

another variety of ornamental structures

is quite possibly based on the latent

effect of primary or secondary sound sym-

bolism. The author says "quite possibly"

since specialists in linguopoetics have

not arrived at a_final solution of this

question, in distinction from, for in,

stance, the problem of contextual sound

symbolization of poetic speech. It is

another matter that the "practical", pri-

mary "meaning" of a sound and its relev-

ance to poetic speech, contrary to the
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conceptions of the majority of the

authors of phonosemantic researches, are

divided by as deep a chasm as the meaning

of the word "dream" in everyday speech

and in the text of Galderon's drama Life

Is a Dream.
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HOW THE AUTHOR CONVEYS THE RHYTHM OF PROSE

Galina N. Ivanova-Lukyanova

MPHHHH KM. M. Topeaa

Mocxsa 119034, Ocromeaxa, 38

Grammatical form of text and

punctuation marks will help define the

rhythm of any written text.

However, many intonation variation

are possible and they determine the

exact rhythmic characteristics.

Thus the choice of a variant has

to be made in keeping with the author's

intention to change the rhythm of the

text.

There is an opinion that the rhythm of

work of prose can be studied on hearing a

text, and that its written form doesn't

give any information about its rhythmic

and intonational.structure.

However many investigators of rhythmic

perculiaritie s of Rus sian be lle s-le ttre s

texts didn‘t need to reproduce these texts

orally. Therefore in the works of B.M.To-

mashevskyI, A.M.Peshkovsky2, G.P.Firsov
and others even the possibility of com!

paring the written and spoken forms of the

same text isn't mentioned.

Thus an investigation of the written
text of "Queen of Spades" gave B.Tomashev-

sky the opportunity to write on the rtyth-

mic peculiarities of'Eusndn's proseI.A.M.

Peshkovsky, while analysing the rhythmic

structure of I.S.Turgenev's "Verses in

Iprose" gave a beautiful specimen of a

subtle penetration into the rhythmic

substance of the work.

Some linguists have asserted directly

that the phonetic system of a piece of

prose, which was created by the author,

can be reproduced exactly while reading

the text. For example, L.v.Sch.erba4 wrote
on the only right way of pronouncing a

text, which corresponded to its correct

interpretation; N.I.Zhinkin5 considered

that the reader must be able to find the

very intonation which the author had in

mind. Besides, it has been asserted

experementally that the author, while

choosing the very varient, which corres—

ponds to the written form of the state-

ment, reproduces in his inner speech all

the variants, including the final one,

which became the written form. Thus.we

may speak about both the phonetic simi-

larity of the oral and written variants

of the same text .'

The author's intention as regards the

rhythmic and intonational structure of

the text is realized through linguistic

devices which include the syntactical

system of the text; and through non-lane

guage devices, which include, in their

turn, a graphic arrangement of the mate—

rial and punctuation marks.

The Rhythm of emotive prose is consi—

dered as the regularity of alternating:

a) stressed and unstressed syllables,

b) borders of sense division and c)Risin8
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of combinations of rises and falls of’

tone gives us a chance to judge the level

of its rhythmical harmony, which imple-

ments such things as smoothness, musics-V

lity of the text,'and this is turn brings

about a more suitable pronounciation of

it. In belles-lettres the number of de-

viations is far less than in non-fiction.

That's why its intonation is more versi-

tile and flexibile. In belles-lettres

intonation we find tone-contrasting in-

tonational types, which seldom can be

found in business like texts, journa-

listics and scientific texts.

The cause of such deviations may be

found in the peculiarities of syntacti-

cal links of different functional texts.

Subordinate constructions prevail in the

texts of different functional styles

(such as business-official, publicistic

and scientific styles) in contrast to

belles-lettres and colloquial texts in

which subordinate, co—ordinating and

asyndetic constructions are used equal—

ly. The high degree of intonational

rhythm in a text, first of all, depends

on the frequency of co-ordinating and

asyndetic links which require the fal-

ling tone (pitch). The frequent combina-

tions of the falling and rising tone

(pitch) create and undulating movement

of the intonation accepted as one of the

elements of good rhythmic organization of

the text.

The dependence of rythm on the syn-

tactical structure of the text suggests

that the author with the help of syntax

determines the intonation of the text

which is an inseparable part of prosaic

rhythm. V

It is also common knowledge that when

We sound-track a written text the intona-

tion may be different in variation. This

is explained by the complex relation bet-

ween syntax and intonation.

we tried to solve this matter by

thinking thus: there are two types of

intonation: the rising and the falling

tones. The rising tone conveys the syn—

tactical meaning of dependence and in-

completeness, and the falling tone con-

veys the meaning of independence ani

completeness. If some syntactical

structure has meanings that are combined

in one intonational type then in this

case it has no intonational variants

(variations): ifthe syntactical structure

conveys meanings that cannot be combined

in one intonational type then it permits

intonational variants, i.e. may be pro-

nounced with both a falling and rasing

tone. A non-terminal syntagma of a

simple sentence, a terminal syntagma of

declarative and interrogative sentence,

and some others may serve as an example

of non-intonational variants. A coordi-

nating link inside a simple or a complex

clause in which the meanings of comple-

teness and incompleteness are not combi—

ned in one intonational type would be an

example of a syntactical structure per-

mitting intonational variants. The choice

of this or that variant while reading

must follow the requirements of the ge—

neral message of the text which calls

the author very often'determines the

choice of, the intonation type using

graphic means, when for example A.S.Pu—

shkin uses any punctuation marks of his

choice, i.e. the semicolon instead of a

comma in unextended homogeneous senten—

ces he points out necessity of the fal-

ling tone in cases when the syntax per-

mits intonational variants.

Thus the rhythm of a written prosaic

text may be suggested by the author's

consent and in order to determine the

rhythmic characteristic of a text it may

be enough to use only its written varian-

t5.
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and Falling of the pitch. Diversions

from a regular pattern in these alter-

nations comprise the main rhythmic cha-

racteristics of the text: syllabic, hammg

sense-group character and intonational.

If the syllabic characteristic doesn't

permit any differences7 in the written

and spoken forms of the text, then the

two other characteristics depend on the

concrete interpretation of the text and

cannot be derived from its written form.

The sense-group characteristic, which

shows the regularity of the arrangement

of sense—group limits depends on the

quantity of contrasting sense—group dif-

fering in length (contrasting sense-

groups are those, the length of which

exceeds two phonetic words).

Thus this characteristic is based on

the sense—group segmentation of the text

which, as it is known, is variational.

Qe reader divides the text into short

sense-groups, another into long ones.It

may seem that the rhythmical characteris-

tic wholly depends upon the segmentation,

cannot be more or less stable for a

certain text. Still this is not quite so.

Research testified that both written and

spoken texts, from the rhythmical point

of view, had a high degree of rhythmican

composition of sense—group, which occurs

irrespectively of any kind of reading.

This means that the segmentation of the

text into long or short sense-group leads

to more or less similar results, When

counting characteristics.

It is explained by the fact that the
sense-group rhythmics is assessed not

only by the absolute length 05 seens-group

but also by a correlation of short and

long sense—group, as the rhythmical side

is violated by the neighbouring lenght—

contradictory‘sence-group.

Thus the author's intentions as long

as the rhythmical point of view is con-

cerned provides for a certain constancy

of this characteristic along with any

correct spoken representation of the

text. But this rhythmical representation

is possible only due to correct reading,

during which the reader understands in a

correct way the whole rhythm of the text.
That's why it would be extremely unnatural

to read (quite) a rhythmical text dividing

it atternately into short and long senee-

groups.

A rhythmical tendency, which means our

desire to equalise the rhythm of speech

helps to assess the rhythmical side of

the text. In spoken words this can be seen

in a more rapid or slower pronunciation

of different words and sense-group, in

oral and written speech - in the equali-

sation of spoken passages, which happens

due to the addition or interchangability

of the words due to various stress-marks

you place on unstressed words. Hence this

rhythmical tendency determines the.sylla-

bic rhythmical characteristic.

Unstable stressing of link-words, pro-

nouns, short numerals and adverbs is

explained by the fact that these eradyna-

mially unstable words serve as rhythmic

organisators in speech. When they are

found between two stressed syllables of

the neighbouring words, they lose their

personal stress, when found in a large

interstressed interval, obtain it, thus

showing the rhythmical harmony of speech?

The third, intonational rhythmic

characteristic depends upon the rhythmi-

cal tendency. An ideal rhythm in our

understanding, a rhythm with interchanga-

bility on the upswing and descend in

sense—groups. The correlation of identical

intonational types is a deviation of the

ideal rhythm. The author's rhythm is 8831“

a matter of determination by a syntacti—

cal order of the text. A certain character
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the neighbouring words, they lose their

personal stress, when found in a large

interstressed interval, obtain it, thus
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a matter of determination by a syntacti—
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Abstract

Speech rhythm is treated as an ir-

regular temporal structure, characte-

rized by a certain correlation of valu-

es of phonetic parameters of elements,

comprising the structure itself. The

problem of language specific feature

of rhythm is discussed.

In phonetics rhythm is mainly under-

stood as a certain harmony of elements in

speech, manifesting itself in their iso-

chronism and isomorphism. Phoneticians

are apt to consider regularity the gist

of rhythm.

For the versification and music the-

ory, which mainly determines the phonetic

studies of rhythm in prose, the idea of

harmony is naturally of great importance,

because of the emotional impact of regu-

larity. The question arises, whether har-

mony should remain the decisive criteri-

on in determining the object of the stu-

dies of rhythm in phonetics.

Let's proceed from the fact that in

sciences, related to phonetics, there is

a widely accepted point of view, according

to which rhythm in the broad sense of the

word is "a temporal structure of any per-

ceived processes, comprised of accents,

pauses, division into sections, their

grouping, duration correlation, etc.” /1/.

This approach allows us to look upon the

recurrence of elements as possible, but

not obligatory. As E.Benvenist puts it,

the word "rhythm", connected with equal

intervals and recurrence, used to be one

of the subtypes of a broader meanings l2l.

The idea of rhythm as a structure

does not mean the appearance of a new con-

ception, but the preservation of the old

tradition, which continues to exist along

with the idea of rhythm regularity, which

according to E.Benvenist, appeared in the

5th century.

Rhythm as a structure means above all

a dialectical unity of division and whole-

mess of movement as perceived by man.

It seems obvious that rhythm presup-
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poses a physical sequence of elements,

which are perceived as relatively indepen-

dent. A speech signal, whose parameters

may become changeable according to conti-

nuous linear function, is naturally devoid

of any rhythm. On the other hand, movement

aquires a certain rhythm if its elements

are perceived by man as having certain

temporal relations. Phychologists, deal-

ling with musical perception, believe

that a physical pause of more than 6 sec.

destroys the temporal correlation of

elements and thus distorts the feeling of

rhythm /3/.

Rhythm as a structure is also used

in phonetics. It manifests itself in all

kinds of description of accentual-sylla-

bic structures of speech. The description

of accentual-syllabic structures, tradi—

tionally accepted in phonetics, uses a

limited number of qualitative features,

such as the number of syllables, accent

and the recurrence of stressed and un-

stressed syllables in the structure. Such

an abstract model of rhythm, which (with

certain restrictions) can be called metri-

cal, can easily be observed and does not

reQuire a more detailed experimental ana-

1?sis. The correlations of elements in the

Accentual-syllabic structure, reflected

by the metrical model of rhythm, corres-

Pond to the scale of order and convey the

m°3t general relations of the "more - less

earlier - later" type. The elements them-

selves (syllables) are represented with-

out disclosing their inner prosodic struc-

ture. Finally, the metrical model of

rhythm is static, it does not convey the

dynamics of syllable transitions. Its

only dynamic characteristic is the direc-

tion of changes in rhythm-creating para-

meters, which makes it possible to dis-

criminate between rising, falling and

other types of rhythms.

Making the metrical model more con-

crete by means of rhythm-creating para-

meters (intensity and duration both in

the sillable and inter-syllable relations)

would be of considerable interest.

In this connection it would be inte-

resting tc deal with the problem of rhythm

creating parameters as the material sub-

stratum of speech rhythm. No doubt,

rhythm, as any other structure, is to a

certain degree independent of its sub-

stance. One and the same rhythm can also

be transformed into different kinds of

substances, e.g. the conversion of the

rhythmical structure from non-sound into

sound substratum (e.g. a hand movement

and prosody) and also from one type of

sound substance into another (the mani-

festation of rhythm in melody and inten-

sity). 0n the other hand it would be

wrong to think that rhythm in general is

not connected with any kind of substra-

tum. It is important not to mix the que-

stion of the possibility of substance
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conversion with the question of optimal

relation of structures and substratum,

which provides for functional reliability

of rhythm. If it's correct that "all the

speech elements can be relevant to rhythm"

/4/, than it's also correct that one and

the same rhythmical structure gains and

loses in its definiteness, "transparency",

requires a kind of effort for its produc-

tion and identification.

Rhythm is mainly related to the ener-

gy foundation of speech. The material sub-

stratum of rhythm is above all the respi--

ratory system of speech organs. In the

most explicit way this point of view has

been empressed by R.Stetson and D.Aber-

crimbie. The structure of movement on the

level of other subsystems of the speech

organs (voice production and articula-

tion) displays a certain parallelism with

the structure of respiratory pulses, thus

producing a delicate differentiation of

rhythms. When melody and articulation

"deviate" from respiration, the form-bui-

lding function of rhythm is performed by

the latter. Thus the perception of rhyth-

mical variations is closely connected with

intensity changes of speech signal, and

not with the changes in fundamental fre—

quency or veice quality.

Investigation of irregular rhythms

makes it possible to introduce another

essential parameter in the description of

specific features of different languages.

Correlation between language specific

features and rhythm in general can hard-

ly manifest itself on the level of iso-

chronism. The latter is determined main-

ly by speech, aims and conditions of com-

munication, style. The harmony of speech

units in texts of one and the same langu-

age can fluctuate within a very wide

range. Besides, any text reflectsthe spe-

cific features of a language.

Language specific features of rhythm

depend on metric schemes that prevail in

speech continuum. According to E.Sievers,

in German and English trocheeic or dacti-

lic rhythm prevails, while in Romance

languages it is iambic or anapaest /5/.

But the most essential features of speech

rhythm lie in the sphere of its non-met-

rical features, i.e. such phonetic vari-

ations that create rhythmical differences

in one and the same metrical structure.

Syllable dynamics seems to be one of

the most essential non-metrical features

of an accent group. Syllable dynamics is

the distribution of values of velocity

(acceleration) of changes in intensity

within syllable impulses. From the point

of view of psychology the character of

syllable dynamics is determined by corre-

lation between static and dynamic muscu-

lar tension of speech organs.

The problem of syllable dynamics

has been more or less investigated in

different branches of phonetic siences,
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such as the investigation of syllable

accents in Germanic languages (Danish

jerk, gravis and acut in Swedish, "sharp"

character of syllables in Rhenish dia—

lects). Investigators point to double-peak]

single peak syllables and the character

of release as parameters of dynamic diffe-

rences of syllable accents. The change of

syllable dynamics as manifestation of the

speaker's emotional state was experimen-

tally investigated by F.Troyan, who used

the musical terms "staccato" and "legato"

to denote two polar forms of dynamics /6/.

Syllable dynamics as a whole ballistic

movement and as,a phenomenon of speech

norm remains up to now a problem, which

hasn't been sufficiently investigated.

The character of distribution of

values of prosodic parameters in sylla-

bles is another non-metrical feature of

an accent group. In this respect we can

evidently distinguish only two poles,

which will serve to distribute these

meanings: decentric and centric (contras-

tive) rhythm. Regarding centricity and

decentricity as auditory images, we must

Point out that the difference between

these auditory images will be based not

°n1Y on complicated interaction of syll-

able duration, intensity and tone, but

also on spectral characteristics of

vowels in syllables. It can be assumed

(with a great degree of certainty) that

the degree of reduction of unstressed

vowels will affect the perception of

centric rhythm.

We assume that investigation of

irregular rhythms is of great phone-di-

dactic importance. In teaching phonetics

practising regular rhythm pursues mainly

aesthetic aims, while irregular rhythm

creates a special language colouring,

whose absence in the speech of a foreign

learner (especially on advanced stages)

is the main feature of a foreign accent.

Irregular rhythms become even more im-

portant if we treat a language not only

as a system of phonological oppositions,

but also as a general pronunciation norm,

which distinguishes one language from

another. This approach deals with iden-

tity of phonetic phenomena and not with

their differences, thus giving the inves-

tigator a chance to make general conclu-

sions, which, in their turn, lead to

the phonetic basis of the language (a

phenomenon which is both well-known and

uninvestigated). Irregular rhythms com-

prise one of the most important compo-

nents of the phonetic basis of a langu-

age.

According to modern conceptions of

speech physiology, the upper structure

of speech movement-is the final result

of interaction between several hierarchi-

cally organized levels of controlling

speech movement, each of them having

its own units. The data obtained in the
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course of investigation of speech onto-

genesis and aphasia give ground to assume

that the hierarchical structure os speech

movement includes a rather autonomous

"deep" level of the production of rhythni-

cal groups as whole units, which are cha-

racterized by both metrical and non-met-

rical features, conveying the specific

character of each language. If it is so,

teaching phonetics of a foreign language

should include a special stage of prac-

tising specific features of rhythm. This

stage should precede teaching intonation

and sounds.
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ABSTRACT

It is argued that the majority of experiments
into what is called rhytmical or metrical speech
has no actual bearing on the study of metre. The
question is raised whether it is at all useful to
make metrical verse the object of experimental re—
search.

INTRODUCTION

Rhythm

In the strictest sense of the word, rhythm is
the perception of groups in a series of stimuli.
Instead of being merely successive, the stimuli
appear to be organized into groups on the basis of
a difference in preminence between the stimuli.
Rhythm is an everyday phenomenon for everyone who
is in the happy possession of an old—fashioned ckmk
instead of an electronic time indicator. The.name
'subjective rhythm' is given to the phenomenon that
in a series of equidistant stimuli that are acoust-
ically identical, people hear the stimuli as group—
ed, with a prominent stimulus either beginning
(falling or trochaic rhythm) or ending (rising or
iambic rhythm) the group. The term 'objective finnhm'
aplies to cases in which the stimuli are objective-
ly different, either by nature or because the ex-
perimenter makes them so. Provided that the interval
between the most prominent syllables does not exceed
an upper or lower threshold, the events will appear
to be grouped in the same way as in the case of sub-
jective rhythm.
The recurrent theme in the study of rhythm is the
question whether the perception of rhythm is the
result of 'the arrangement of durable elements, or
[-..J the succession of_more or less intense elamafis
[---J' [1]. Any attempt at an analysis of rhythm
has to steer a middle course between overemphasbflng
the temporal aspect or the succession per se and
the difference in prominence between the elements.
No matter which one is chosen, the notion of iso-
chrony is central to the notion of rhythm.
Subjective rhythm hinges on the idea that some
stimuli are perceived as prominent because they fall
at isochronous intervals. Objective rhythm depends
on the claim that intervals between stimuli that
differ in prominence will appear isochronous if
these stimuli follow one another in more or less
regular alternation.
Being a perceptual phenomenon, rhythm looks back on
a long history of experimental research. One only

has to open a few back numbers of Perception and
Psychophysics to see that rhythm is still a hot
issue in the field of psychology.

Metre

Whereas the perception of rhythm is spontaneous,
metre is recognized on a cognitive basis rather flan
perceived on a sensory basis. By using metre, poets
can try to induce the sensation of rhythm in their-
audience. whether they succeed depends on a great
number of factors, the willingness of the audience
to comply with the poets' intentions being one of
them. Poets and audience should share a familiarity
with certain metrical schemata and other literary
devices responsible for structure, such as allitera—
tion and rhyme. This shared knowledge makes it
possible for poets to deviate from strict reguknity:
the aesthetic effect of metre exists by virtue of
the tension between the strict pattern and its
realization through the medium of language. The
realization differs from the pattern, not only
because the poet consciously inserts a deviation
from the norm (e.g. a trochaic foot in an otherwise
iambic line) but also because speech does not easily
allow itself to be put in a straightjacket of suict
regularity. Both concrete and abstract properties of
speech will rebel against the notion of strict
regularity. By the term 'concrete properties' we
mean measurable parameters, such as. for example,
the duration of speech segments. Here, strict
regularity is made impossible by the fact that in-
dividual speech segments have an inherent duration.
By 'abstract properties' we mean the syntactic and
semantic organization of speech, which also aswrts

itself at the concrete level, for instance by af-
fecting the values of individual speech segments.

Problem

In this paper the question is raised whether ans
thing can be gained by applying the principles and
methodology of rhythmical research to the study of
metre. Three positions in the study of metre sUggest
themselves:

1) Metrical speech is subject to the same regular-

ities as tone sequences and should be investigated
in the same way; this approach denies speech its

own character.

2) Metrical speech is subject to a tendency towards
rhythmic structure in that the latter imposes a
regularity on the speech material that is other-
wise absent in the acoustic signal.

3) Metrical patterns manifest themselves in speech

material by totally abstract means, which elude
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ABSTRACT

It is argued that the majority of experiments
into what is called rhytmical or metrical speech
has no actual bearing on the study of metre. The
question is raised whether it is at all useful to
make metrical verse the object of experimental re—
search.

INTRODUCTION
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audience. whether they succeed depends on a great
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to comply with the poets' intentions being one of
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with certain metrical schemata and other literary
devices responsible for structure, such as allitera—
tion and rhyme. This shared knowledge makes it
possible for poets to deviate from strict reguknity:
the aesthetic effect of metre exists by virtue of
the tension between the strict pattern and its
realization through the medium of language. The
realization differs from the pattern, not only
because the poet consciously inserts a deviation
from the norm (e.g. a trochaic foot in an otherwise
iambic line) but also because speech does not easily
allow itself to be put in a straightjacket of suict
regularity. Both concrete and abstract properties of
speech will rebel against the notion of strict
regularity. By the term 'concrete properties' we
mean measurable parameters, such as. for example,
the duration of speech segments. Here, strict
regularity is made impossible by the fact that in-
dividual speech segments have an inherent duration.
By 'abstract properties' we mean the syntactic and
semantic organization of speech, which also aswrts

itself at the concrete level, for instance by af-
fecting the values of individual speech segments.

Problem

In this paper the question is raised whether ans
thing can be gained by applying the principles and
methodology of rhythmical research to the study of
metre. Three positions in the study of metre sUggest
themselves:

1) Metrical speech is subject to the same regular-

ities as tone sequences and should be investigated
in the same way; this approach denies speech its

own character.

2) Metrical speech is subject to a tendency towards
rhythmic structure in that the latter imposes a
regularity on the speech material that is other-
wise absent in the acoustic signal.

3) Metrical patterns manifest themselves in speech

material by totally abstract means, which elude
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any experimental approach.

In this paper it will be taken for granted that the

first position is untenable. The article hopes to.

demonstrate that the second position will also

prove unfruitful and that new research paradigms

are merely begging the question. One seems to be

forced to accept the third position, even if this~

may have unattractive implications for an empirical

discipline.

THE INFLUENCE OF RHYTHMIC STRUCTURE ON SPEECH

MATERIAL

The metrical foot as a prosodic unit

Let us assume for the sake of the argument that

a metrical line of verse may give rise to the per-

ception of rhythm.

In the line

sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright

an iambic rhythm will be perceived, What seems to

be primarily responsible for the division of the
line into groups of two syllables is the linguistic
structure, which may be called abstract in that it
can be recognized in writing. Let us assume, howewa:
that on top of that linguistic structure there is a
contribution of concrete measurable parameters} This
assumption is given support by the repeated claim
that lines in iambic metre "sound different" from
lines in trochaic metre. If this is true, metrical
feet are not merely the conventions handed down to
us by the Classical writers, but they may also have
a perceptual reality.
At the outset of our investigation we hypothesized
that the metrical foot behaved as a prosodic unit,
very much like a phrase or a clause. As such, it
would show the prefinal lenthening characteristic
of these larger prosodic units [2]. This idea was

tested in a number of experiments, two of which will
be mentioned briefly.

We started with nonsense syllables [do da:] read
either with a falling rhythm or with a risug rhythm.
The hypothesis predicted that the stressed element
in the iambic line (foot—final syllable) and the
unstressed syllable in the trochaic line (also foot-
final) would be longer than their foot-initial
counterparts. In the experiment involving nonsense
syllables we found some evidence for prefinal
lengthening in metrical feet, in perception as well
as in production. Although this effect was only
found when we asked our reader to scan the nonsense
syllables (i.e. read them slowly and with emphasis)
and although only non-naive listeners were able to
ignore the actual opening of the line (stressed
versus unstressed) we did find evidence for the
metrical foot as a prosodic unit.
In the case of meaningful material, the set—up
necessitated manipulating lines in such a way that
they could be read as iambic (with an unstressed
word at the beginning) or trochaic, depending on
the metrical context.

The line was inserted as the second in a four—line
stanza, the first line containing two—syllable Wonk
corresponding to the metrical pattern: trochaic in

a trochaic stanza, iambic in an iambic stanza. The
following will serve as an example (rather than

giving a translation I will give a paraphrase in
which there is a coincidence between metrical suuc-
ture and language comparable to the Dutch instance;
it should be noticed that in the Dutch example the

critical second line only differs in the addition
of an unstressed word at the beginning):

trochaic

dreigend door het duister threatening through the

twilight

spoke a voice to Pete
better stop your talking
silence, or I'll shoot

sprak een stem tot Piet
handen in de hoogte

stilte of ik schiet

iambic

opeens bewoog een tak at once the air resounds

er sprak een stem tot Ptet a voice to Peter speaks
ga heen en kijk niet om obey the voice you hear

je weet dat ik dan schiet behave or I shall shoot

Of each line the individual segment durations were

compared in their iambic and trochaic reading. No

systematic difference between foot—final elements

and their foot-initial counterparts was found [3].

Presumably, in the meaningful material a possible

temporal organization of the material in terms of

metrical feet was overridden by other prosodic

regularities, governed by the syntactic organizatkn

of the material.

The above example should be read as an instance of

how the many interactions in Speech may override a

possible rhythmic structure. In this example, as in

all other variations upon this theme, metrical feet

coincide with word or phrase boundaries in one type

of rhythm, but, as a logical consequence of the

opposition between rising and falling rhythm, never

with the other kind of rhythm. If we want to in—

vestigate the interaction between syntactic and

morphological structure on the one hand and metre

on the other, we are faced with the problem that,

in the majority of cases, it is impossible to vary

the one and keep the other constant. This renders

it impossible to make syntactic and morphological

structure the object of experimental investigations

into metre.

Isochrony revisited

The claim that in metrical speech prominent syl—

lables should be separated by isochronous intervals

is considered unrealistic in view of the fact that

at a suprasegmental‘level the duration of speech

segments is affected by many more influences than

metre. If the claim of strict isochrony is consider-

ed naive, would not a more sophisticated interpre—

tation of the notion be feasible? Two lines of re—

search into the rhythm of speech have been develop-

ed in which the notion of isochrony plays a central

part. The question should be considered whether

these approaches might prove fruitful for the study

of metre.

Rhythm is predictability. Martin [4] argues that

the rhythmic structure of speech enables listeners

to generate expectancies concerning later events in

real time on the basis of the perception of earlier
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events. The notion of isochrony is inherent in Mar—
tin's model in that the hierarchical organization
of accent patterns depends on the notion of relative
timing. Over time. rhythm has become more or less
synonymous with predictability. In a series of ex-
periments the influence of a disruption in the
temporal structure on the predictability of a
certain phoneme has been investigated, e.g. [5].
Rather than suggesting an application of this ex-
perimental design to the study of metrical speech,
which is not unthinkable, we should like to argue
that this interpretation of rhythm is misguided.
Although it is true that rhythm entails prediCa
tahflity, predictability does not necessarily entail
rhythmicality. Predictability may be theTresult of
so many factors other than temporal structure that
the question whether speech is predictable seems to
have little bearing on rhythm.

Isochrony and perceptual centers. If not between
the onset of syllables, vowel or words, isochrony
is claimed to exist between 'perceptual centers'
[6]. Perceptual centers correspond to the locus of
the 'stress beat'. It has been demonstrated that P-
center aligned digits are perceived as more iso—
chronous than randomly aligned digits. Buxton [7]
even reports on an experiment with meaningful
material in which subjects found it easier to tap
the rhythm to P-center aligned words than to random—
ly aligned words. It would not be difficult to flunk
of an experiment into metrical speech in which the
claim of metrical speech being isochronous could be
tested. However, the location of the P—center has
been proved to be so indeterminate that one wonders
at the ease with which Buxton seems to have con—
structed her material. P—centers seem to be depen-
dent mm only on the nature of the initial consonant
but also on the duration of the medial vowel and
final consonant of a CVC sequence ([8]. [9])-

CONCLUSION

In our own work, we have been unable to demonstrate
that rhythm imposes a regularity on speech material
at a concrete level. Rhythmic structure was srposed
to manifest itself in the form of metrical feet. In
Various recent publications, the term 'rhythm' has
become little more than temporal structure per se,
or mere predictability- If we cast our net so wide
as to include these interpretations of the terms,
there is no end to our investigations into metrical
Speech. If we adhere to the more orthodox meanings
of the words rhythm and metre, however, we willhave
t0 sonclude that, no matter how much their inter—
action will continue to interest us, its precise
nature can only be speculated on, and cannot be in—
VEStigated with the means we now have at our dis-
Dosa .
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any experimental approach.
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Let us assume for the sake of the argument that

a metrical line of verse may give rise to the per-
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In the line
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an iambic rhythm will be perceived, What seems to

be primarily responsible for the division of the
line into groups of two syllables is the linguistic
structure, which may be called abstract in that it
can be recognized in writing. Let us assume, howewa:
that on top of that linguistic structure there is a
contribution of concrete measurable parameters} This
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feet are not merely the conventions handed down to
us by the Classical writers, but they may also have
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At the outset of our investigation we hypothesized
that the metrical foot behaved as a prosodic unit,
very much like a phrase or a clause. As such, it
would show the prefinal lenthening characteristic
of these larger prosodic units [2]. This idea was

tested in a number of experiments, two of which will
be mentioned briefly.

We started with nonsense syllables [do da:] read
either with a falling rhythm or with a risug rhythm.
The hypothesis predicted that the stressed element
in the iambic line (foot—final syllable) and the
unstressed syllable in the trochaic line (also foot-
final) would be longer than their foot-initial
counterparts. In the experiment involving nonsense
syllables we found some evidence for prefinal
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and their foot-initial counterparts was found [3].

Presumably, in the meaningful material a possible

temporal organization of the material in terms of
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how the many interactions in Speech may override a
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of rhythm, but, as a logical consequence of the

opposition between rising and falling rhythm, never

with the other kind of rhythm. If we want to in—
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in the majority of cases, it is impossible to vary

the one and keep the other constant. This renders

it impossible to make syntactic and morphological

structure the object of experimental investigations
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The claim that in metrical speech prominent syl—

lables should be separated by isochronous intervals

is considered unrealistic in view of the fact that
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segments is affected by many more influences than

metre. If the claim of strict isochrony is consider-

ed naive, would not a more sophisticated interpre—

tation of the notion be feasible? Two lines of re—
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events. The notion of isochrony is inherent in Mar—
tin's model in that the hierarchical organization
of accent patterns depends on the notion of relative
timing. Over time. rhythm has become more or less
synonymous with predictability. In a series of ex-
periments the influence of a disruption in the
temporal structure on the predictability of a
certain phoneme has been investigated, e.g. [5].
Rather than suggesting an application of this ex-
perimental design to the study of metrical speech,
which is not unthinkable, we should like to argue
that this interpretation of rhythm is misguided.
Although it is true that rhythm entails prediCa
tahflity, predictability does not necessarily entail
rhythmicality. Predictability may be theTresult of
so many factors other than temporal structure that
the question whether speech is predictable seems to
have little bearing on rhythm.

Isochrony and perceptual centers. If not between
the onset of syllables, vowel or words, isochrony
is claimed to exist between 'perceptual centers'
[6]. Perceptual centers correspond to the locus of
the 'stress beat'. It has been demonstrated that P-
center aligned digits are perceived as more iso—
chronous than randomly aligned digits. Buxton [7]
even reports on an experiment with meaningful
material in which subjects found it easier to tap
the rhythm to P-center aligned words than to random—
ly aligned words. It would not be difficult to flunk
of an experiment into metrical speech in which the
claim of metrical speech being isochronous could be
tested. However, the location of the P—center has
been proved to be so indeterminate that one wonders
at the ease with which Buxton seems to have con—
structed her material. P—centers seem to be depen-
dent mm only on the nature of the initial consonant
but also on the duration of the medial vowel and
final consonant of a CVC sequence ([8]. [9])-

CONCLUSION

In our own work, we have been unable to demonstrate
that rhythm imposes a regularity on speech material
at a concrete level. Rhythmic structure was srposed
to manifest itself in the form of metrical feet. In
Various recent publications, the term 'rhythm' has
become little more than temporal structure per se,
or mere predictability- If we cast our net so wide
as to include these interpretations of the terms,
there is no end to our investigations into metrical
Speech. If we adhere to the more orthodox meanings
of the words rhythm and metre, however, we willhave
t0 sonclude that, no matter how much their inter—
action will continue to interest us, its precise
nature can only be speculated on, and cannot be in—
VEStigated with the means we now have at our dis-
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ABSTRACT

In the evolution of Old Germanic
poetry the need for a metre as the ex-
ternal verse form with the universal mugs
of application is supplied in two ways.
The metre is either abstracted from the
concrete prosodic structures of epic alli-
terative line giving rise to syllabo-
tonics (in Late Old English-poetry) or is
originated as the discovery of form within
the language (the formalization of pro

-

sodic word-structures in scaldic poetry).

;. The alliterative verse

I.I. In works on comparative metrics
the Germanic alliterative verse (AV) is
usually referred to as a free form of
tonic (or accentual) verse. Thus,M.L.West
defines an alliterative line as "a vari-
able unit containing two stresses and as
much else as the poet saw fit to put in"
/I,p.IBI/. This definition is to a certain
extent contradictory. In fact, sentence
stress is the basic measure of allitera-
tive long line, but the long line carries
not two stresses, but four. As for the
short line, or half-line, it is known
since Sievers' 'Die altgermanische Metrflfl
/2/, that it not only counts stresses
(phonetic words), but also takes into
account - at least in regular forms ofAV-
the prosodic syllable features within the
word. In its schemes syllables are classi-
fied by quantity and also by stress. How-v
ever, it follows from the alliterative
design that in the long line the gradation
of hrasal stress is taken into account
as well.

The complexity of AV, the union in it
of utmost freedom with ”inscrutable and
needless” distinctions has always impeded
scholars. Innumerable attempts have been
made to explain away facts discovered by
Sievers and his followers, either by
changing priorities from the linguistic
arrangement of the line to its oral (musi-
cal) performance or by drawing a sharp
border-line between the principal (metri-
cal) schemes and their phonetic (finfihmiunj

realization. 'Sievers fafite blob die Rea-
lisierung ins Auge',- Kurylowicz writes
in this connection, - ohne zum Grundsche-
ma vorzudringen' /3,S.I40/.

But Sievers' special rules are rules
indeed, that is they prescriptively dis-
tinguish between the metrical (those re-
current in verse) and non-metrical (not in
use or occasional) lines(cf./4,p.I74/).

Thus, being an accentual system, AVis
quite sensitive to the quantitative struc-
ture of words in stressed positions. The
change in the word order in Old Norse
Vsp.42.7. fagrraubr hani would resultin
a non-metrical ('too light') line hani
fagrraubr. But a minor emendation would
reconcile it with the scheme: efia hani
fagrraubr (cf. GBr.II.7. eBa gull gloa-
raufir).

It is only natural that the metrical
relevance of secondary stress provokes
main objections. To quote Kurylowicz
again, 'Nach Sievers gehoren sie zum me-
trischen Schema, wahrend sie in Wirklich-
keit bq gins submetrische Rolle'spielen
d.h. beim mundlichen Vortrag zwar berucko
sichtigt werden, aber metrisch ebenso
wenig relevant sind wie die kombinatori-
schen Varianten der Sprachlaute fur die
phonologische Gestalt des Wortes'/3,S.1’40/.
Nevertheless, in spite of the theory,
secondary stress is essential to the
metre in such a line as Old English
860. 463. 8&8 - Dena folc (E-type, in
Sievers' notation), where it supports the
four-element structure of the line, i.e.
prevents the weak syllables from slurriqp
Thus, his line is not to be modified
into ihtigan folc (but of. Bee. 1398.
mihtigan drihtne). E. Sievers, with all
his alleged 'empiricism‘ made a clear-
out distinction between the schemes with
obligatory (i.e. metrical) and faculta—
tive (i.e.submetrical) secondary stresam.

Language selectivity of AV is never
so persistent as in its 'rhythmic li-
cences'. The ertrametrical (i.e.addi -
tional to two scheme ’drops') anacrusis
in BEOWULI will be a good example. The
actual words in this position make it
evident that in spite of what is expected
of the accentual verse, AV distinguishes
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between the sedcalled 'phonetic words'
and words as prosodically structured
lexical units. In 'the regular verse of
the BEOWULrvpoet anacrusie is reserved
for unstressed mo hemes (i.e. proverbs),
while the unstresse auxiliaiz words(i.e.
propositions, conjunc one e c. are
avoided in this position. The pattern of
Dec: 217. Gewat pa ofer wéégholm / winds
gefysed is recurrent.in at least 75
lines of the poem. Thomas Cable took no-
tice of the fact, pointing out that the
deviations in metro are based on the same
material as the deviations in Germanic
accentual word structure /5,p.35/. Hence,
it can be easily understood why anacrusis
has remained in fact a minor rhythmic li-
cence in the Scandinavian version of AV,
where it occurs only occasionally and any
in loose forms of Fornyroislag. The nutter
is that in Old Norse there are practical-
ly no words with nonoinitial stress (verbs
with prefixes). Or, to say it in another
way, there exists no prosodic material
where anacrusis could have been opposed
to"metrica1: initial drops in B~,C-t¥P°°
Q-rx-vor x-4x ).

These facts taken into consideration,
we can better size up the essential diffe-
rence between regular forms of AV and its
loose forms. The-rhythmic tendencies of
the latter are in regular forms split into
the main rule and the alternative rule ,’
that Is the rule realized under definable
linguistic conditions (of. Ieyeer's ap-
Pr°8¢h 1n /6/). .

If metre is defined as an invariant
scheme abstracted from the prosodic struc-
ture of a concrete line, then such metre
is not to be found in AV, however com-
plicated and strict it might be. The de-
Velopment of AV leads not to its abstrac-
tion but to its further splitting and de-
vision into variant metrical (main and
alternative) schemes and, consequently,
to its still closer union with the poetic
language.

If metre is called the general law of
verse, then the alliterative metrical
system can be with good reason compared
With the common law of ancient Teutons
with its incidental detailing and casuist-
IV. I believe that this mode of existence
Of Germanic verse (that is its not being
abstracted frOm the word- and sentence-
prosodic structures) is precisely the
feature that makes it so interesting for
the.theory of metrics. It is an archaic
feature of verse t ologically imp 9 by
he very essence o epic authorship.

I.2. Theoretical studies of Av have
always been verified by the question of
how an ancient scop could cope with the
system. so astoundingly complicated as 12113.
A. Heusler believed that Sievers' five
types of the short line are to be regarded
as a feature belonging not to AV as such

but to the artificial style that had de-
veloped in 'Ifiseepos' as a result of se-
condary normalization /7.S.130/. Now that
owing to the discoveries of recent deca-
des, more is known about the nature of
epic authorship, we would rather say :
formal complexity of AV is the result of
its 'artlessness', that is of the fact
that the soap was not aware of verse-form
as such. It was not the form as a system
of devices that he mastered but the form-
ally organized - formulaic - language.
Recreating and varying formulas the coop
was at the same time recreating the verse
with all its gradual transitions between
the norm (canonized forms), usage and
free variation.

It would not be a mistake to say that
the whole theory of AV is imbedded in the
formulaic theory as created by M. Perry
and A. Lord. Perry's initial definition
of the formula as 'a group of words which
is regularly employed under the same met-
rical conditions to express a given essen-
tial idea' /8,p.80/ and still more the
illuminating statements of'The Singer of
Tales“ by A. Lord point to exactly the
same type of relations between language
and verse as was outlined above, except
for the fact that the 'tendencies' of the
folklore epic songs as distinguished from
the medieval epos, have not Jelled into
'special rules'.

But in spite of Lord's assumption that
the singer 'learns the meter ever in as-
sociation with particular phrases, those
expressing the-most common and oft-re-
peated ideas of the traditional story“
/9,p.32/, and that, consequently, 'any
study of formula must therefore properly
begin with a consideration of metrics and
music“ /9,p.3I/, the nature of epic met-
rics remains in the background of his
theory. On the same pages he labels the
verse 'a more or less rigid rhythmic
pattern“ the singer 'has to pour his ideas
into'/9,p.22/ which seems exactly the op-
posits to the assumption cited above.
Francis P. Magoun and his pupils by whose
untiring efforts hoards of Old English
formulas were examined, never attempted
any explanation of AV, though 'the five
types', as one could have imagined,proved
indispensable for the practical purposes
of classifying formulas. In the heated
discussion of the Sixties around the for-
mulaic theory (see the review of Ann Ch.

Watts /IO/) t 6 problems of verse were
altogether omitted from consideration.
This indifference to the verse aspect of
formulas can be accounted for by two
reasons.

Firstly, the formulaic poetry was in-
variably viewed by the followers of Parry
and Lord as the gggl-formulaic poetry,
formulas being regarded as the visib e
trace of oral composition, that is ”the
composition during oral performance'.
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In the evolution of Old Germanic
poetry the need for a metre as the ex-
ternal verse form with the universal mugs
of application is supplied in two ways.
The metre is either abstracted from the
concrete prosodic structures of epic alli-
terative line giving rise to syllabo-
tonics (in Late Old English-poetry) or is
originated as the discovery of form within
the language (the formalization of pro -
sodic word-structures in scaldic poetry).

;. The alliterative verse

I.I. In works on comparative metrics
the Germanic alliterative verse (AV) is
usually referred to as a free form of
tonic (or accentual) verse. Thus,M.L.West
defines an alliterative line as "a vari-
able unit containing two stresses and as
much else as the poet saw fit to put in"
/I,p.IBI/. This definition is to a certain
extent contradictory. In fact, sentence
stress is the basic measure of allitera-
tive long line, but the long line carries
not two stresses, but four. As for the
short line, or half-line, it is known
since Sievers' 'Die altgermanische Metrflfl
/2/, that it not only counts stresses
(phonetic words), but also takes into
account - at least in regular forms ofAV-
the prosodic syllable features within the
word. In its schemes syllables are classi-
fied by quantity and also by stress. How-v
ever, it follows from the alliterative
design that in the long line the gradation
of hrasal stress is taken into account
as well.

The complexity of AV, the union in it
of utmost freedom with ”inscrutable and
needless” distinctions has always impeded
scholars. Innumerable attempts have been
made to explain away facts discovered by
Sievers and his followers, either by
changing priorities from the linguistic
arrangement of the line to its oral (musi-
cal) performance or by drawing a sharp
border-line between the principal (metri-
cal) schemes and their phonetic (finfihmiunj

realization. 'Sievers fafite blob die Rea-
lisierung ins Auge',- Kurylowicz writes
in this connection, - ohne zum Grundsche-
ma vorzudringen' /3,S.I40/.

But Sievers' special rules are rules
indeed, that is they prescriptively dis-
tinguish between the metrical (those re-
current in verse) and non-metrical (not in
use or occasional) lines(cf./4,p.I74/).

Thus, being an accentual system, AVis
quite sensitive to the quantitative struc-
ture of words in stressed positions. The
change in the word order in Old Norse
Vsp.42.7. fagrraubr hani would resultin
a non-metrical ('too light') line hani
fagrraubr. But a minor emendation would
reconcile it with the scheme: efia hani
fagrraubr (cf. GBr.II.7. eBa gull gloa-
raufir).

It is only natural that the metrical
relevance of secondary stress provokes
main objections. To quote Kurylowicz
again, 'Nach Sievers gehoren sie zum me-
trischen Schema, wahrend sie in Wirklich-
keit bq gins submetrische Rolle'spielen
d.h. beim mundlichen Vortrag zwar berucko
sichtigt werden, aber metrisch ebenso
wenig relevant sind wie die kombinatori-
schen Varianten der Sprachlaute fur die
phonologische Gestalt des Wortes'/3,S.1’40/.
Nevertheless, in spite of the theory,
secondary stress is essential to the
metre in such a line as Old English
860. 463. 8&8 - Dena folc (E-type, in
Sievers' notation), where it supports the
four-element structure of the line, i.e.
prevents the weak syllables from slurriqp
Thus, his line is not to be modified
into ihtigan folc (but of. Bee. 1398.
mihtigan drihtne). E. Sievers, with all
his alleged 'empiricism‘ made a clear-
out distinction between the schemes with
obligatory (i.e. metrical) and faculta—
tive (i.e.submetrical) secondary stresam.

Language selectivity of AV is never
so persistent as in its 'rhythmic li-
cences'. The ertrametrical (i.e.addi -
tional to two scheme ’drops') anacrusis
in BEOWULI will be a good example. The
actual words in this position make it
evident that in spite of what is expected
of the accentual verse, AV distinguishes
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between the sedcalled 'phonetic words'
and words as prosodically structured
lexical units. In 'the regular verse of
the BEOWULrvpoet anacrusie is reserved
for unstressed mo hemes (i.e. proverbs),
while the unstresse auxiliaiz words(i.e.
propositions, conjunc one e c. are
avoided in this position. The pattern of
Dec: 217. Gewat pa ofer wéégholm / winds
gefysed is recurrent.in at least 75
lines of the poem. Thomas Cable took no-
tice of the fact, pointing out that the
deviations in metro are based on the same
material as the deviations in Germanic
accentual word structure /5,p.35/. Hence,
it can be easily understood why anacrusis
has remained in fact a minor rhythmic li-
cence in the Scandinavian version of AV,
where it occurs only occasionally and any
in loose forms of Fornyroislag. The nutter
is that in Old Norse there are practical-
ly no words with nonoinitial stress (verbs
with prefixes). Or, to say it in another
way, there exists no prosodic material
where anacrusis could have been opposed
to"metrica1: initial drops in B~,C-t¥P°°
Q-rx-vor x-4x ).

These facts taken into consideration,
we can better size up the essential diffe-
rence between regular forms of AV and its
loose forms. The-rhythmic tendencies of
the latter are in regular forms split into
the main rule and the alternative rule ,’
that Is the rule realized under definable
linguistic conditions (of. Ieyeer's ap-
Pr°8¢h 1n /6/). .

If metre is defined as an invariant
scheme abstracted from the prosodic struc-
ture of a concrete line, then such metre
is not to be found in AV, however com-
plicated and strict it might be. The de-
Velopment of AV leads not to its abstrac-
tion but to its further splitting and de-
vision into variant metrical (main and
alternative) schemes and, consequently,
to its still closer union with the poetic
language.

If metre is called the general law of
verse, then the alliterative metrical
system can be with good reason compared
With the common law of ancient Teutons
with its incidental detailing and casuist-
IV. I believe that this mode of existence
Of Germanic verse (that is its not being
abstracted frOm the word- and sentence-
prosodic structures) is precisely the
feature that makes it so interesting for
the.theory of metrics. It is an archaic
feature of verse t ologically imp 9 by
he very essence o epic authorship.

I.2. Theoretical studies of Av have
always been verified by the question of
how an ancient scop could cope with the
system. so astoundingly complicated as 12113.
A. Heusler believed that Sievers' five
types of the short line are to be regarded
as a feature belonging not to AV as such

but to the artificial style that had de-
veloped in 'Ifiseepos' as a result of se-
condary normalization /7.S.130/. Now that
owing to the discoveries of recent deca-
des, more is known about the nature of
epic authorship, we would rather say :
formal complexity of AV is the result of
its 'artlessness', that is of the fact
that the soap was not aware of verse-form
as such. It was not the form as a system
of devices that he mastered but the form-
ally organized - formulaic - language.
Recreating and varying formulas the coop
was at the same time recreating the verse
with all its gradual transitions between
the norm (canonized forms), usage and
free variation.

It would not be a mistake to say that
the whole theory of AV is imbedded in the
formulaic theory as created by M. Perry
and A. Lord. Perry's initial definition
of the formula as 'a group of words which
is regularly employed under the same met-
rical conditions to express a given essen-
tial idea' /8,p.80/ and still more the
illuminating statements of'The Singer of
Tales“ by A. Lord point to exactly the
same type of relations between language
and verse as was outlined above, except
for the fact that the 'tendencies' of the
folklore epic songs as distinguished from
the medieval epos, have not Jelled into
'special rules'.

But in spite of Lord's assumption that
the singer 'learns the meter ever in as-
sociation with particular phrases, those
expressing the-most common and oft-re-
peated ideas of the traditional story“
/9,p.32/, and that, consequently, 'any
study of formula must therefore properly
begin with a consideration of metrics and
music“ /9,p.3I/, the nature of epic met-
rics remains in the background of his
theory. On the same pages he labels the
verse 'a more or less rigid rhythmic
pattern“ the singer 'has to pour his ideas
into'/9,p.22/ which seems exactly the op-
posits to the assumption cited above.
Francis P. Magoun and his pupils by whose
untiring efforts hoards of Old English
formulas were examined, never attempted
any explanation of AV, though 'the five
types', as one could have imagined,proved
indispensable for the practical purposes
of classifying formulas. In the heated
discussion of the Sixties around the for-
mulaic theory (see the review of Ann Ch.

Watts /IO/) t 6 problems of verse were
altogether omitted from consideration.
This indifference to the verse aspect of
formulas can be accounted for by two
reasons.

Firstly, the formulaic poetry was in-
variably viewed by the followers of Parry
and Lord as the gggl-formulaic poetry,
formulas being regarded as the visib e
trace of oral composition, that is ”the
composition during oral performance'.
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The 'metrics', in its turn, was mainly
thought of as the reflection of ‘music',
the reconstruction of which was believed
to be the major aim of scholarly studies.
Special importance was attached to the
Anglo-Saxon harp (of. the discussion in
/II/). The difference between the litera-
ry situation in the twentieth century
Yugoslavia ind the situation in medieval
England was obscured in that reasoning,
though this particular difference is re-
sponsible for the fact that the epic poet-
ry was transferred to parchment without
the assistance of a philologist with a
tape-recorder. It has been shown ever
since that formulas can not be used as a
proof of the oral origin of a text in its
extant form. They do not fall into msuse,
to say the least, in texts definitely
known as those created on parchmentJ'a'mu-
laic poetry - and the corresponding type
of metrics - lived as long as 'the un-
conscious authorship' (H. Steblin-Kamen-
skij's term) prevailed in medievalwriuen
poetry. To quote Steblin-Kamenskij, “The
movement from unconscious to conscious
authorship, obviously, is the basic di-
rection in which literature develops. It
is a great simplification, though, to
assume that the transition from oral to
written literature coincides with the
transition to conscious authorship'/12,
p.130/.

Secondly, among various types of for-
mulas and formulaic systems it was the
semantic formulas (i.e. formulas serving
to equip epic themes) that mainly attrac-
ted attention. It is clear, however, that
the connection of verse with language is
first and foremost realized on the level
of more general patterns underlying se-
mantic formulas, 1.9. on the level of
rhythmic-syntactic formulas. As a matter
of fact, only the latter Justify speaking
of the 'totally formulaic style' as the
general organizing principle of Old Ger-
manic poetic language. As for semantic
formulas, their share is largely dependmt
upon the genre of the text and other fea-
tures of its poetic_style.

Being rooted in 'unconscious author-
ship; AV can not break through the range
of traditional ideas and values of epic
poetry, an this puts an end to its exist-
ence.

1.3. There were several attempts to
explain the collapse of AV (first of all
in the English tradition) as the result
of the changed structure of the language.
Primary importance was attached to the‘
changes in word prosodics ( quantitative
changes in Middle English word) , in word-
stock (numerous French borrowings and the
deterioration of poetic vocabulary) and
also to the analytic tendencies in gram-
mar. This approach (first applied to AV
by Winfred P. Lehmann /IS/) seems nowa-
days too straightforward. No less radical

prosodic transformations (as well as‘fiher
linguistic changes) took place in the pre
written period, but while an unbroken po-
etic tradition and the continuity of po-
etic texts were preserved, they did not
produce any catastrophes in the metrical
system. The Old Norse 'post-syncopal'
Iornyrdislag had, obviously, little af-
finity to the Common Germanic long line
which was current at the time of syllable
autonomy. Still, both systems, which are
thousand years apart, are diachronically
and typologically (as far as vea e -

ne 3 iden--language relations are concer
tical. Linguistic changes become destruc-
tive for the verse only when poetry
spreads to the spheres of reality un-
conquered (and unconquerable) by tradi-
tion, and the verse comes into contact
with new subjects and raw speech material.
This process can be to some extent traced
in Late Old English texts. Thus, although
the author of the Late Old English poem
DURHAM takes great pains to follow the
classical samples of AV, his attempts are
bound to fail:'like a boy riding a bi-
cycle, once the traditional poet or singer
began to think about what he was doing,
he was liable to fall off' /I4,p.I76/.
Although the syllable range varies in
DURHAM within the same limits as in EEG-
WULF and the number of alliterative words
per line is usually observed, the allite-
ration, marking accidental words, is in—
effective, the metrical schemes of the
short line are crushed, and the place of
formulas is taken by disorderly speech
material. The verse of DURHAM might be
defined as 'a variable unit containing
two stresses and as much else as the poet
saw fit to put in' (see 1.1), but this is
no longer alliterative verse.

At the same time it is quite sympto-
matic, that in this particular loose verse
and as an attempt to compensate for its
looseness, the “alternating rhythm be

-

comes almost mandatory'/I3,pIOO/:
9. is in §ere byri ego/.bzarnum gecyaed

I4.Is Ber inne midd hecm/fibelwold biscop
l I a I

The same is more or less true of
other Late Old English texts. The way is
gradually paved for the adoption of Latin
and French poetic metres and for the con-
ception of syllabo—tonics.

Some centuries earlier and on an in-
-comparably larger scale the process of
abstracting metrics as an external form
began in the Scandinavian tradition. The
starting point for this process was (as
in the case of Old English poetry) the
spreading of poetry to new subjects (fin¢
~and foremost the sphere of the actual
present) and the development of indivi-
dual authorship. But the scaldic metrics
unlike the budding syllabo-tonic schemes
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of English poetry appears as the result
0f abstracting the form within the proso-dic structures of the language itself.

’2. The scaldic verse

2.1. The scaldic verse is generally
considered as a tightened form of the epic
verse: 'the scalds added external require-
mentsto those they had inherited”/I.3,‘p.84/.
The scaldic line is formed, from this
point of view, by adding a fixed cadence
(- x ) to the short line of the epic mould.
The scald retains the accentual schemes
of the line (Sievers' five types), but
adds to them some innovative syllabic re-
strictions.on the number of unstressed
syllables and the quantitative rules: so,
resolution is permitted in the initial
positions of the line butrsvoided~in the
middle of the line, etc. The alliteration,
in its turn, is subjectedwto some new for-
mal restrictions and assistedrby internal
rhyme (‘hending') of two types : afialhendo
ing or full rhyme, in the even lines of
a v as and skothending, or partial rhyme,
in its odd lines.

It is clear, however, that this
approach to the scaldic verse entails
additiOnal complications to the old
ques on of how poets were able to cope
with their technique. The rules of epic
poetry, as we have seen, were not cumber-
some for the scop : "he learnes the meter
ever in association with particular‘phnasx?
/9.P.32/. But the scaldic poetry is de-
monstrably unformulaic. Entity of sense is
not evolved by its lines. So, the three
word' of the following line by scald Sig-
Vat ordarson all belong to three diffe-
rent sentences interwoven within the space
of a helming: eirlaust - konungr- Inira.
Peter G. Foote might be quite right when
he suggests that "pairs of alliterative
words and rhyming stems must have hung to-
gether as tags, perhaps not 'formulaic'
in the strict sense of the word, but ready
to Spring in m1nd'/Is,p.183/. but the
technique of such composition, - if we
consider the remarkable 'scaldic sensibi-
lity'(Carol Clover) in matters of author-
ship} - remains even more obscure with
this suggestion.

What is still worse, there are nume-
rous lines that do not lend themselves to
the routine procedure of metrical analy-
sis: some of the generally accepted cri-
teria are ineffective in case of the
scaldic verse espec ally those based on
the semantic values of words), others -
insufficient (as eddic alliteration in

use w h an additional stress)- The 30‘
centuation of the simplest line of four
words ( kilir ristu haf Lists ) becomes
a problem for a scholar attached to the
traditional approach. It is often assumed
that the scalds sacrified some metrical
rules for the sake of some other metrical

rules, and that being mveterate 'forma-
lists' they often actually violated form.
Sometimes they went so far as to put auxiL
iary words in the position of key- alli-
teration to adjust the number of sylla-
bles and the framework of handing.

We prefer another solution to this
problem. It is the contention of the pre-
sent paper that eddic metrical schemes are
not to be taken for granted in scaldic
verse. The violation of the eddic struc-
tures was not compulsory but deliberate,
not chaotic but systematic in scaldic
versification. In his attitude towards
the outworn treatment of the language in
traditional poetry the scald resorted to
a device that might be called 'aliena-
tion'(ostrannenie) after the Russian for-
mal school. He experimented with the pro-
sodic structures of words like a true
'structuralist' and in doing so reduced
the structures of language to a few ope-
rable patterns. We are going to show now
that scaldic metrics is not at all as com-
plicated as it looks.

01d Icelandic literature (unlike Old
Irish) completely passes over the ques-
tion of how ‘the young scalds' learned
their trade. It is well-known to allthose
who attempted to penetrate 'Snorri's
categories', that elucidations of the
author of the YOUNGER EDDA are in fact
mystifying, and the most important things
are left unsaid. Suffice is to say that
abounding in most exotic terminology,
Snorri's famous treatise does not even
possess a coherent term for alliteration.

2.2. The metrical units. In all pro-
bability the scaldic line comes from the
alliterative epic line, but the relations
between the two metrical units underwent
complete transformation in scaldic poetry.

The scaldic six-syllable line derives
from the short epic line. But the short
line is the ultimate unit of AV which
means, first, t can not be divided
into any smaller segments, and, second,
that it is subordinated to the long line
in the same way as the prosodic struc-
tures of the words are subordinated in
speech to phrasal rhythm. It is then the
long line with its rhythmic integrity and
its variable schemes establishing the
semantic values of wordsiwhich fan geAV
ri htl called the rinc a1 un o .

g This subordinatfon of metrical units
is abolished in scaldic verse, whose met-
rical schemes are constituted by the pro-
sodic structures of isolated words. As a
matter of fact, the continuity of the
phrasal rhythm can not be retained in the
verse where the phrase is broken by un-
Justified enjambements and is interwoven
with other phrases to make-the text near-
1 inscrutable. Alliteration under these
circumstances provides only a formal con—

nection for lines with the general accen-
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The 'metrics', in its turn, was mainly
thought of as the reflection of ‘music',
the reconstruction of which was believed
to be the major aim of scholarly studies.
Special importance was attached to the
Anglo-Saxon harp (of. the discussion in
/II/). The difference between the litera-
ry situation in the twentieth century
Yugoslavia ind the situation in medieval
England was obscured in that reasoning,
though this particular difference is re-
sponsible for the fact that the epic poet-
ry was transferred to parchment without
the assistance of a philologist with a
tape-recorder. It has been shown ever
since that formulas can not be used as a
proof of the oral origin of a text in its
extant form. They do not fall into msuse,
to say the least, in texts definitely
known as those created on parchmentJ'a'mu-
laic poetry - and the corresponding type
of metrics - lived as long as 'the un-
conscious authorship' (H. Steblin-Kamen-
skij's term) prevailed in medievalwriuen
poetry. To quote Steblin-Kamenskij, “The
movement from unconscious to conscious
authorship, obviously, is the basic di-
rection in which literature develops. It
is a great simplification, though, to
assume that the transition from oral to
written literature coincides with the
transition to conscious authorship'/12,
p.130/.

Secondly, among various types of for-
mulas and formulaic systems it was the
semantic formulas (i.e. formulas serving
to equip epic themes) that mainly attrac-
ted attention. It is clear, however, that
the connection of verse with language is
first and foremost realized on the level
of more general patterns underlying se-
mantic formulas, 1.9. on the level of
rhythmic-syntactic formulas. As a matter
of fact, only the latter Justify speaking
of the 'totally formulaic style' as the
general organizing principle of Old Ger-
manic poetic language. As for semantic
formulas, their share is largely dependmt
upon the genre of the text and other fea-
tures of its poetic_style.

Being rooted in 'unconscious author-
ship; AV can not break through the range
of traditional ideas and values of epic
poetry, an this puts an end to its exist-
ence.

1.3. There were several attempts to
explain the collapse of AV (first of all
in the English tradition) as the result
of the changed structure of the language.
Primary importance was attached to the‘
changes in word prosodics ( quantitative
changes in Middle English word) , in word-
stock (numerous French borrowings and the
deterioration of poetic vocabulary) and
also to the analytic tendencies in gram-
mar. This approach (first applied to AV
by Winfred P. Lehmann /IS/) seems nowa-
days too straightforward. No less radical

prosodic transformations (as well as‘fiher
linguistic changes) took place in the pre
written period, but while an unbroken po-
etic tradition and the continuity of po-
etic texts were preserved, they did not
produce any catastrophes in the metrical
system. The Old Norse 'post-syncopal'
Iornyrdislag had, obviously, little af-
finity to the Common Germanic long line
which was current at the time of syllable
autonomy. Still, both systems, which are
thousand years apart, are diachronically
and typologically (as far as vea e -

ne 3 iden--language relations are concer
tical. Linguistic changes become destruc-
tive for the verse only when poetry
spreads to the spheres of reality un-
conquered (and unconquerable) by tradi-
tion, and the verse comes into contact
with new subjects and raw speech material.
This process can be to some extent traced
in Late Old English texts. Thus, although
the author of the Late Old English poem
DURHAM takes great pains to follow the
classical samples of AV, his attempts are
bound to fail:'like a boy riding a bi-
cycle, once the traditional poet or singer
began to think about what he was doing,
he was liable to fall off' /I4,p.I76/.
Although the syllable range varies in
DURHAM within the same limits as in EEG-
WULF and the number of alliterative words
per line is usually observed, the allite-
ration, marking accidental words, is in—
effective, the metrical schemes of the
short line are crushed, and the place of
formulas is taken by disorderly speech
material. The verse of DURHAM might be
defined as 'a variable unit containing
two stresses and as much else as the poet
saw fit to put in' (see 1.1), but this is
no longer alliterative verse.

At the same time it is quite sympto-
matic, that in this particular loose verse
and as an attempt to compensate for its
looseness, the “alternating rhythm be -
comes almost mandatory'/I3,pJOO/:
9. Is in Bare byri eac/.bearnum gecyaed

’ L x _ x .J L x- x x — x
14.18 Ber inne midd hecm/fibelwold biscop

l I a I

The same is more or less true of
other Late Old English texts. The way is
gradually paved for the adoption of Latin
and French poetic metres and for the con-
ception of syllabo—tonics.

Some centuries earlier and on an in-
-comparably larger scale the process of
abstracting metrics as an external form
began in the Scandinavian tradition. The
starting point for this process was (as
in the case of Old English poetry) the
spreading of poetry to new subjects (fin¢
~and foremost the sphere of the actual
present) and the development of indivi-
dual authorship. But the scaldic metrics
unlike the budding syllabo-tonic schemes
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of English poetry appears as the result
0f abstracting the form within the proso-dic structures of the language itself.

’2. The scaldic verse

2-I. The scaldic verse is generally
considered as a tightened form of the epic
verse: 'the scalds added external require-
mentsto those they had inherited”/I.3,‘p.84/.
The scaldic line is formed, from this
point of view, by adding a fixed cadence
(- x ) to the short line of the epic mould.
The scald retains the accentual schemes
of the line (Sievers' five types), but
adds to them some innovative syllabic re-
strictions.on the number of unstressed
syllables and the quantitative rules: so,
resolution is permitted in the initial
positions of the line butrsvoided~in the
middle of the line, etc. The alliteration,
in its turn, is subjectedwto some new for-
mal restrictions and assistedrby internal
rhyme (‘hending') of two types : afialhendo
ing or full rhyme, in the even lines of
a v as and skothending, or partial rhyme,
in its odd lines.

It is clear, however, that this
approach to the scaldic verse entails
additiOnal complications to the old
ques on of how poets were able to cope
with their technique. The rules of epic
poetry, as we have seen, were not cumber-
some for the scop : "he learnes the meter
ever in association with particular‘phnasx?
/9.P.32/. But the scaldic poetry is de-
monstrably unformulaic. Entity of sense is
not evolved by its lines. So, the three
word' of the following line by scald Sig-
Vat ordarson all belong to three diffe-
rent sentences interwoven within the space
of a helming: eirlaust - konungr- Inira.
Peter G. Foote might be quite right when
he suggests that "pairs of alliterative
words and rhyming stems must have hung to-
gether as tags, perhaps not 'formulaic'
in the strict sense of the word, but ready
to Spring in m1nd'/Is,p.183/. but the
technique of such composition, - if we
consider the remarkable 'scaldic sensibi-
lity'(Carol Clover) in matters of author-
ship} - remains even more obscure with
this suggestion.

What is still worse, there are nume-
rous lines that do not lend themselves to
the routine procedure of metrical analy-
sis: some of the generally accepted cri-
teria are ineffective in case of the
scaldic verse espec ally those based on
the semantic values of words), others -
insufficient (as eddic alliteration in

use w h an additional stress)- The 30‘
centuation of the simplest line of four
'01d8'( kilir ristu haf Lists ) becomes
a problem for-a scholar attached to the
traditional approach. It is often assumed
that the scalds sacrified some metrical
rules for the sake of some other metrical

rules, and that being mveterate 'forma-
lists' they often actually violated form.
Sometimes they went so far as to put auxiL
iary words in the position of key- alli-
teration to adjust the number of sylla-
bles and the framework of handing.

We prefer another solution to this
problem. It is the contention of the pre-
sent paper that eddic metrical schemes are
not to be taken for granted in scaldic
verse. The violation of the eddic struc-
tures was not compulsory but deliberate,
not chaotic but systematic in scaldic
versification. In his attitude towards
the outworn treatment of the language in
traditional poetry the scald resorted to
a device that might be called 'aliena-
tion'(ostrannenie) after the Russian for-
mal school. He experimented with the pro-
sodic structures of words like a true
'structuralist' and in doing so reduced
the structures of language to a few ope-
rable patterns. We are going to show now
that scaldic metrics is not at all as com-
plicated as it looks.

01d Icelandic literature (unlike Old
Irish) completely passes over the ques-
tion of how ‘the young scalds' learned
their trade. It is well-known to allthose
who attempted to penetrate 'Snorri's
categories', that elucidations of the
author of the YOUNGER EDDA are in fact
mystifying, and the most important things
are left unsaid. Suffice is to say that
abounding in most exotic terminology,
Snorri's famous treatise does not even
possess a coherent term for alliteration.

2.2. The metrical units. In all pro-
bability the scaldic line comes from the
alliterative epic line, but the relations
between the two metrical units underwent
complete transformation in scaldic poetry.

The scaldic six-syllable line derives
from the short epic line. But the short
line is the ultimate unit of AV which
means, first, t can not be divided
into any smaller segments, and, second,
that it is subordinated to the long line
in the same way as the prosodic struc-
tures of the words are subordinated in
speech to phrasal rhythm. It is then the
long line with its rhythmic integrity and
its variable schemes establishing the
semantic values of wordsiwhich fan geAV
ri htl called the rinc a1 un o .

g This subordinatfon of metrical units
is abolished in scaldic verse, whose met-
rical schemes are constituted by the pro-
sodic structures of isolated words. As a
matter of fact, the continuity of the
phrasal rhythm can not be retained in the
verse where the phrase is broken by un-
Justified enjambements and is interwoven
with other phrases to make-the text near-
1 inscrutable. Alliteration under these
circumstances provides only a formal con—

nection for lines with the general accen-
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tual pattern. In other words, the long

line ceases to exist in scaldic poetry as

an integral unit. It is transformed into

a distich, or a constructive element in

the campOsition of a visa (cf. the Old
Norse term fadrBungr, i.e. 'the fourth
part of a visa').

Thus, in scaldic poetry the short fine

is autonomous and serves as the principal

metrical unit or the line proper (visuoral
The autonomizatIon of the short line

is most evidently manifested in its ca-

dence. The scaldic cadence is obligatorily

marked by a hendin and is formed by an

inseparable (whole) word. Marking the end

of the line, the cadence is at the same

time an element of the binary structurecf

the line. The remaining part of the line

is, in its turn, segmented into two sepa-

rate 'prosodic words'. The successive bi-

nary segmentation of the line corresponds

as we can see, to the successive binary

se entation of a visa (visa - helmingr -
fjoraungr - visuorfi). At the same time,
-there appears a certain correlation be-

tween the metrical form and the separa-

bility of scaldic ksnnings.

In the composite structure of scaldic

lines the traditional metrical types are

subjected to considerable simplification

and deformation.

2. . The metrical t es of scaldic
verse (E5535 . Thus the scaIdIc

line consists of three 'prosodic words'

that may be termed in accordance with the
succession of its segmentation as the
finakg (cadence), the mediale and the

~ iale. The boundary 0 e mediale is

marked by the boundary of the penultimate

notional word;
the main part of the line cadence

austr se'k ) fjoll af // flausta

ini iale mediale finale

Each of these three segments of a
scaldic line has essentially different met-

rical functions and rhythmic possibilities.
The rigidity of the line increases from
its beginning to its end. The finale, as
we know, is the line's constants. The me-
diale is chosen by the ace ran all the
available prosodic structures of the lan-

guage (some structures, however, are
dropped out or merged into one, see belov).
In this respect the mediale can be termed

the line's alternanta. The structure of

alternanta fuIIy predicts the metrical

treatment of the linguistic material in

the initials, which owing to its predicta-

bility allows considerable rhythmic varia-

tion (variants). It is within this ssddon
of the line that uantitative substitu-

tions (sometimes oubling the syllabic
range of varianta), additional word-
boundaries and cohesion are widely prac-

tised by the scald. However, the hmmediate

prosodic prototype of the initials is the

prosodic structure of a two- or threea‘

syllable word.
Three prosodic types of alternantas are

distinguished; hence, the whole variety

of epic metrical forms (five types with
'their variations) is reduced to only

three unified patterns. The lines which

can not be confined to these three types

(specifically, lines with weak initial

position) are not infrequent in the Cat”?

est scaldic poetry (the 9th - the first

half of the Ioth century). In other cases

they develop as a secondary-metrical de-

vice in the innovative efforts of indie

vidual scalds; of. for instance VELLEKLA

by Ednarr S aglamm and some of thsvarb

eties of drdttkvsstt encountered in
HATTALIXILL and HATTATAL.

T e I, neutral, altsrnanta - 1

('heavy'). This is the only type, whose
alternanta admits of the inner (additiOo

nal) word-boundary, on condition that the
weak position in it is filled by the

lightest of 'clitics'. Thus, the finite

forms of the verb are avoided in this po-

sition, the variants (initials) of the
same type or alternanta of type 3 bein
reserved for them. Examples: hnekbumk

heiBnir' // rekhar; rygr kvazk / inni //
siga; setit hef’k / opt v13 // betra.
Type I accounts for 39 6rbjorn Horn -

klofi) up to S6 (Arndrr kdrBarson)percent
of lines in scaldic poetry of IOth-IIth

centuries and has a conspicuouspreference

for odd lines.
Two other types of alternantas are

formed by a 'minimal' word ('light’alter-

nanta). Both of them are functionally
marked and prefer even lines. Type 2 al-

ternanta~Ju (short two-syllabic word):

allsvan- / gotur / langar; berr mik /
Donum / ferri; var 'k psim / feginn.”
harfila. Type 3 with a one-s llable alter-

nanta: hialdrge r / bu ”gegna; vind-

blasit / skdf / Strinda; kilir ristu /

haf AVIdsta.
The one-syllable alternanta in type 3

has some noteworthy quantitative restric-

tions. Thus, the structures with a long

vowel in a closed syllable and or con-

sonant cluster (skof, batt, leak) arepeb

mitted for finite verbs but avoided for

nouns and nominal forms. This restriction

(known as‘the Craigie's rule') reflects

the accentual disparity between ths.verb

and the noun in AV, that is their be-

longing to different metrical ranks: the

nouns, like 'hrings. hraustr' appear to

be too 'heavy' for this alternanta. .

The prosodic distinction of 'heavy'

(type I) and 'light' (types 2,3) alter-
nantas is manifested in their treatment

of alliteration and rhyme. The 'heavy'al-

tsrnanta as a general rule (more.than85$
of lines among hofua-skéld,i.e. 'head-
scalds') is marked by rhyme and/or alli-
teration. The 'light' alternantas, on the
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other hand, take no part in sound repeti-
tions irrespective of the meaning ofwords
in this position. The main weight of the
line is correspondingly shifted in such
lines to variants (the initials) crammed
with heavy syllables and marked by both
rhyme and alliteration. The natural pro-
sodic strucures (as they are reflected in
eddic schemes) are substituted in these
lines for an artificial, forced rhythm,
most vividly shown in type 2 (with bi-
syllabic compounds in the initials). Such
lines as hugsvinn / kona // innan would
be interpreted IE’terms of 'tfi: five-type
system' as a heavy variety of A-line
(- - - x); that is Just the way they are
usually interpreted in literature on scal-
dic poetry. The structural function of
rhyme is sure to be denied in this case
/I6,pc35/. It is evident, on the other
hand, that this artificial rhythm wasused

as a most effectual tool of bringing into
prominence scaldic nonce words heavily
burdened with consonant clusters and dis-
sected by rhyme and alliteration in Juxt-
apposition. Cf. some more examples from
Sigvat's mums stirs-mm £1040):
(EIPG 2) sdknstribs / firum fl'r 3a; marg-
dyrr / konungr A’varga; stalgustr / ofanfl
hustu; (type 3) \fthlaupum/ gram //kaupask;
hundmorgum / lét fl’grundar: hJaldrmdbum /
gram // brddir; framlundar/Ogl/mundar.

The term ‘stress' has been avoided
above, although the observed features of
scaldic metrics can be easily described
as 'taking the stress off' alternanta,
'the stress junction' in variants etc.

However such a description would obvious-
ly be simply rebencoding the fact8o’101-
lowing from the quantitative analysis of
verse and the study of sound-repetitions.
The scaldic verse fully Justifies the ap-
proach to word stress according to which
stress is not a force marking off a syl-

lable and given a priori; rather. it is

a mechanism referring syllables to one or

another category” /I7.p.25/. But this
statement is Justified by the scaldic met
rics only insofar as it operates with

isolated words.

2. . uantit ‘and stress. It should

be noted en conciusion. that although
Scaldic verse is both genetically and
functionally linked with the types of the

epic short line (and scaldic devices are

effective only against the background of

9913 poetry), the relations between the

tVo prosodic features of the epic line -

quantity and stress - appear turned up-

31d. down .

In AV quantity was subordinated to
stress. The syllable,length served as an
additional means of marking the 'lifts'
Of the line. The role of quantitative
rules is minimal in leose forms of Av
(such as in LA! or mrnrsmn). held by
emPhatic-phrasal stresses and thus Justi-

fying the name of tonic vsrse..The role
of quantitative oppositions increases in'
the course of canonising short-line
schemes and/or reducing the range of syl-
lable-variation in the line. Their prio-
rity in relation to stress in scaldic
verse is the natural consequence of its
syllabism. But at the same time this is
the result of the fact that the immediate
prototype of the scaldic verse pattern is
the short line, whose schemes are based
on the prosodic structures of the word.
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tual pattern. In other words, the long

line ceases to exist in scaldic poetry as

an integral unit. It is transformed into

a distich, or a constructive element in

the campOsition of a visa (cf. the Old
Norse term fadrBungr, i.e. 'the fourth
part of a visa').

Thus, in scaldic poetry the short fine

is autonomous and serves as the principal

metrical unit or the line proper (visuoral
The autonomizatIon of the short line

is most evidently manifested in its ca-

dence. The scaldic cadence is obligatorily

marked by a hendin and is formed by an

inseparable (whole) word. Marking the end

of the line, the cadence is at the same

time an element of the binary structurecf

the line. The remaining part of the line

is, in its turn, segmented into two sepa-

rate 'prosodic words'. The successive bi-

nary segmentation of the line corresponds

as we can see, to the successive binary

se entation of a visa (visa - helmingr -
fjoraungr - visuorfi). At the same time,
-there appears a certain correlation be-

tween the metrical form and the separa-

bility of scaldic ksnnings.

In the composite structure of scaldic

lines the traditional metrical types are

subjected to considerable simplification

and deformation.

2. . The metrical t es of scaldic
verse (E5535 . Thus the scaIdIc

line consists of three 'prosodic words'

that may be termed in accordance with the
succession of its segmentation as the
finakg (cadence), the mediale and the

~ iale. The boundary 0 e mediale is

marked by the boundary of the penultimate

notional word;
the main part of the line cadence

austr se'k ) fjoll af // flausta

ini iale mediale finale

Each of these three segments of a
scaldic line has essentially different met-

rical functions and rhythmic possibilities.
The rigidity of the line increases from
its beginning to its end. The finale, as
we know, is the line's constants. The me-
diale is chosen by the ace ran all the
available prosodic structures of the lan-

guage (some structures, however, are
dropped out or merged into one, see belov).
In this respect the mediale can be termed

the line's alternanta. The structure of

alternanta fuIIy predicts the metrical

treatment of the linguistic material in

the initials, which owing to its predicta-

bility allows considerable rhythmic varia-

tion (variants). It is within this ssddon
of the line that uantitative substitu-

tions (sometimes oubling the syllabic
range of varianta), additional word-
boundaries and cohesion are widely prac-

tised by the scald. However, the hmmediate

prosodic prototype of the initials is the

prosodic structure of a two- or threea‘

syllable word.
Three prosodic types of alternantas are

distinguished; hence, the whole variety

of epic metrical forms (five types with
'their variations) is reduced to only

three unified patterns. The lines which

can not be confined to these three types

(specifically, lines with weak initial

position) are not infrequent in the Cat”?

est scaldic poetry (the 9th - the first

half of the Ioth century). In other cases

they develop as a secondary-metrical de-

vice in the innovative efforts of indie

vidual scalds; of. for instance VELLEKLA

by Ednarr S aglamm and some of thsvarb

eties of drdttkvsstt encountered in
HATTALIXILL and HATTATAL.

T e I, neutral, altsrnanta - 1

('heavy'). This is the only type, whose
alternanta admits of the inner (additiOo

nal) word-boundary, on condition that the
weak position in it is filled by the

lightest of 'clitics'. Thus, the finite

forms of the verb are avoided in this po-

sition, the variants (initials) of the
same type or alternanta of type 3 bein
reserved for them. Examples: hnekbumk

heiBnir' // rekhar; rygr kvazk / inni //
siga; setit hef’k / opt v13 // betra.
Type I accounts for 39 6rbjorn Horn -

klofi) up to S6 (Arndrr kdrBarson)percent
of lines in scaldic poetry of IOth-IIth

centuries and has a conspicuouspreference

for odd lines.
Two other types of alternantas are

formed by a 'minimal' word ('light’alter-

nanta). Both of them are functionally
marked and prefer even lines. Type 2 al-

ternanta~Ju (short two-syllabic word):

allsvan- / gotur / langar; berr mik /
Donum / ferri; var 'k psim / feginn.”
harfila. Type 3 with a one-s llable alter-

nanta: hialdrge r / bu ”gegna; vind-

blasit / skdf / Strinda; kilir ristu /

haf AVIdsta.
The one-syllable alternanta in type 3

has some noteworthy quantitative restric-

tions. Thus, the structures with a long

vowel in a closed syllable and or con-

sonant cluster (skof, batt, leak) arepeb

mitted for finite verbs but avoided for

nouns and nominal forms. This restriction

(known as‘the Craigie's rule') reflects

the accentual disparity between ths.verb

and the noun in AV, that is their be-

longing to different metrical ranks: the

nouns, like 'hrings. hraustr' appear to

be too 'heavy' for this alternanta. .

The prosodic distinction of 'heavy'

(type I) and 'light' (types 2,3) alter-
nantas is manifested in their treatment

of alliteration and rhyme. The 'heavy'al-

tsrnanta as a general rule (more.than85$
of lines among hofua-skéld,i.e. 'head-
scalds') is marked by rhyme and/or alli-
teration. The 'light' alternantas, on the
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other hand, take no part in sound repeti-
tions irrespective of the meaning ofwords
in this position. The main weight of the
line is correspondingly shifted in such
lines to variants (the initials) crammed
with heavy syllables and marked by both
rhyme and alliteration. The natural pro-
sodic strucures (as they are reflected in
eddic schemes) are substituted in these
lines for an artificial, forced rhythm,
most vividly shown in type 2 (with bi-
syllabic compounds in the initials). Such
lines as hugsvinn / kona // innan would
be interpreted IE’terms of 'tfi: five-type
system' as a heavy variety of A-line
(- - - x); that is Just the way they are
usually interpreted in literature on scal-
dic poetry. The structural function of
rhyme is sure to be denied in this case
/I6,pc35/. It is evident, on the other
hand, that this artificial rhythm wasused

as a most effectual tool of bringing into
prominence scaldic nonce words heavily
burdened with consonant clusters and dis-
sected by rhyme and alliteration in Juxt-
apposition. Cf. some more examples from
Sigvat's mums stirs-mm £1040):
(EIPG 2) sdknstribs / firum fl'r 3a; marg-
dyrr / konungr A’varga; stalgustr / ofanfl
hustu; (type 3) \fthlaupum/ gram //kaupask;
hundmorgum / lét fl’grundar: hJaldrmdbum /
gram // brddir; framlundar/Ogl/mundar.

The term ‘stress' has been avoided
above, although the observed features of
scaldic metrics can be easily described
as 'taking the stress off' alternanta,
'the stress junction' in variants etc.

However such a description would obvious-
ly be simply rebencoding the fact8o’101-
lowing from the quantitative analysis of
verse and the study of sound-repetitions.
The scaldic verse fully Justifies the ap-
proach to word stress according to which
stress is not a force marking off a syl-

lable and given a priori; rather. it is

a mechanism referring syllables to one or

another category” /I7.p.25/. But this
statement is Justified by the scaldic met
rics only insofar as it operates with

isolated words.

2. . uantit ‘and stress. It should

be noted en conciusion. that although
Scaldic verse is both genetically and
functionally linked with the types of the

epic short line (and scaldic devices are

effective only against the background of

9913 poetry), the relations between the

tVo prosodic features of the epic line -

quantity and stress - appear turned up-

31d. down .

In AV quantity was subordinated to
stress. The syllable,length served as an
additional means of marking the 'lifts'
Of the line. The role of quantitative
rules is minimal in leose forms of Av
(such as in LA! or mrnrsmn). held by
emPhatic-phrasal stresses and thus Justi-

fying the name of tonic vsrse..The role
of quantitative oppositions increases in'
the course of canonising short-line
schemes and/or reducing the range of syl-
lable-variation in the line. Their prio-
rity in relation to stress in scaldic
verse is the natural consequence of its
syllabism. But at the same time this is
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ABSTRACT

The main prosodic characteristics of

prose texts, vars libre and syllabo-tonic

verse are defined on the basis of acous-

tic and perceptive analysis. A system of

rhythm organization rules is suggested

for the texts of various genres. An at-

tempt is made to create formal criteria

for distinguishing verse, vers libre and

prose.

B nocxennns nBa fieCHTflHeTflH npodne-

ma pnmmnqecxofi oprannsaunn peqn HeonHo-

KpaTHO npaeKana BnnmaHne nccnenosaTe-

nefi. 3T0 BHBBaHO n HeCOMHeHHHM yBennse-

HKeM nononsaosaunfi aByqamefi peqn B c®epe

odmeHns, n ycnexaMM B odnacwn Bosmomnoc-

Tefi mccxenosanns BByqamefi peqn, n TeMK

eBeneHnsMM, KOTOpHB naeT Ham COBpeMBHHaH

Hayxa 0 @yHKuKHx pnwma‘s mnBofi npmpons m

MCKYCCTBe.

Bmecwe c TeM Her nocwaTqo noxxoro

ouncanns enau pnTma, xx CpKTypHOfi
oprannsaunn, BenocraTqo onpeneneuu

OCOdeHHOCTE pMTMa nposu, Bepnnopa n 0TH-

xa (cunnado-Tonnqecxoro).

B onpenenennsx puTma nenaeTcs, Bax

npaBnno, aKueHT Ha HBOHHOBHaHHOCTM meTpa

n puTma, — 3T0 HeCOMHeHHO BamHo. B emana—

OO—Tosmqecxom cwnxoonomennn pasnmqamT

meTp, noammaemufi Bax yCflOBHafl cxema pac-

nonoenH ynapaeMBx aeynapxeMBx enoros,

a pnTM — KaK @axaecxoe pacnpenenenne

nx.

PBTMqCKaB oprafinsauns CTMXOTBOpHO-

ro nponsBeneHns csssaHa c conepmannem H

CO Bcefi KHCpMeHTOBKOfi CTKXOBOPO npons-

Benenns.

OnHaxo B npnBeneHHom nonmmaann pnTma

He yBTeH onus n3 ocnosononarammnx @anwos

peaxnsaunn ennnnu BByqamefi peqn - @aBT

odeennnenna ynapHHM cnorom Heynapaux eno-

rOB, qTo COCTaBnBeT @onewnqecxoe CHOBO

nan pmmmnqecxym CpKTypy (PC).
TepMMHH aOHnMBBBH, OHM odosnaqamr

CBOBOQmy nun coqaHMe caosoQopM, odes—

nnHeHHHx oaM cnosecssm ynapeHneM. Kax

npaBnno, pnrmnqecxas cwpyKTypa paBHa sna-

MeHaTenBHomy cn0By nun coqerannm onymeo-

Horo n snamenawenbnoro CJOB. (Snaqnmenbno

pexe, a nflfl CTMXOTBopHofi'peqm KpafiHe pen-

KO, B pmrmmqecxym CpKTypy oBsT nBa

snameaawenssux CHOBa).

AynnTnBHHe MCCJBHOBaHHH pMTMMKM @0-
Beaecxoro cnosa He TonBKo nonTBepnmnm

nanomeHne oo oprannsymmefi ponn CHOBBCHOPO

ynapenms, HO M noxaaann BosmomHOCTB sne—

HeHKH TeKCTa Ha pnTmmqecxne CpKTypH npu

nonaBneHmn peqoro cnrnana myMOM, B pe-
symBTaTe qero CMc BucxasuBaHms He once—
HaBaHCH, a ero puTMmqecxas CpKTypa co—

XpaHHHaCB. (B Kasece HGTqnxa paBHome—

pHoro myma MCKOHB3OB8HCH reBepaTop o no-

nocofi 20 - 20000 Tu).

Hpn onTnmanLHux yCHOBKHX exonepnmea—

Ta — nonnufi CTHflB npomanecenua, ynowped—
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CpKTyp, codnmneHne Tunnqnofi nx.coqa—

eMOCTn B paMKax aTarMH, oTeneHB nonro-

TOBneHBOCTn aynnTopos - Bosmomna BepHaH

nBeHTMQBKaunB pflTMflqKMX CpKTyp B 97%

cnyqaeB‘ STOT upoueHT nonTBepmnaeT CBe—

nesna, nonyqHHe nyTeM MHCpMeHTaflBHO-

r0 u CTaTBCaeCKoro aHannsa cneun®nxn

opraHnaauMM npenynapsofi, ynapHofi n 3a-

ynapHofi qaCTefi @oneaeCKmx CHOB, a

nmeHHo: CBeneHns o CTenes penyxumn

rnacnux, Tunax KOHCOHaHTHHX CTeqnfi Ha-

qan n KOHHOB CHOB, meCTe ynapenma n K0-

aecwse CHOPOB B cnose n T.n.

Kax noxassBamT CTaTKCTqCKMe no—

cnenosaams xynOKeCTBeHHOfi npoeu, Bepnnd—

pa n cuxnado—Tonnqecxoro CTuxa, Hanoonee

TnnaHMM pMTMuqecnM CpKTypaMM (PC)

Ana Bcex yxasaHHHx THHOB TeKCTOB oxasu—

BamTca CpKTypu onHocnomHue, nBycnoxsue

- 2/I (HMQpOBHs ooossaqeuns pnrmnqecxnx
CpKTyp HOCTpOeHH Tax, BTo B BucnnTene

yKasaHo KoflnqTBO cnoros, a B sHamena—

Tens — MBCTO yuapenns B CpKType) B
2/2, Tpexcxomflue - 3/2, 3/3, qupexcno—
mane - 4/3, nBTncnoae - 5/3. OnHaBo
nposa, Bepnndp n xynoxeoTBeHHaa nposa

namT pasHoe pacnpeneneflne qacwux pnTMM-

qecxnx CpKTyp. B CTKXOBOM TeKCTe HOBH~

maeTcs npoueHT onHocnomBux K nBycnoxHux

CpKTyp, HBCKOABBO coxpamaeTcs npoueHT

Tpexcnomnax c ynapesnem Ha nepBom cnore,

HOHnmaeTcs HpOHeHT qewupexcnomnux 0pK-

Typ. Bepnndp sannmaeT Hexoe npomexymoq-

H06 nonomeHne, T.e. B 3TOM Tune Texcwa

HauaeT BBCTOTa yHOTpedneHnH MBOPOCHOKHHX

CTPYKTYPo
M3 cxasaflnoro onenymT nBa noxome-

HMH, oqB Baxsue BAH nanBHefimero nano—

meHMB maTepnana:

I. aMqcxas CpKTypa - oOBeKTnBHo-

cymeCTBymmas B psqn ennnnua pnTma, o q

CBflneTenBCTBymT OHHTH co CHHTMeM nexcn—

qecxoro enaqnH; TMHH CpKTyp cymeCT-

BymT B HaMHTK qOBeBa B Hexofi ododmeH—

Hofi @opme. HaunnmanBHo BamHHMM oxasu-
BamTcs macro ynapeHnH B CpxType m Ha—

oop npenynapHBx n saynapnux enoros 0 fix

cnenMQKBBCKOB nepapxnefi no CTeneHn peny—

KHMK, HadopaMB KOHCOHaHTOB n BOKaflBHHX ‘

snemeHTOB, nossonsmmnx onpenenKTB rpaHn—
my PC.

2. PKTMqCKaa CpKTypa npn KOHeTHofi
peqofi peannsannm umeeT nuaH conepmanna
— BencnKo—oemaBaecxoe snaqesne CHOBO-
@opMH nun nocneBOBaTenBHOCTn CHOBOQOpM.
Taxofi nonxon HOBBonHeT onncaTB conepxa—
HM9.H npoconmqecxym oprannaaunm B nx
ennHCTBe. 3T0 ocodeHHo BamHo npn asannse
npoconnn onopnux B smounonanBHom nan

CMBCAOBOM nnaae ennnnu peqm. Cyrydo QOp—
manBHoe HaCTaBHeHEe pnmma TeKCTOB or—
pannaaeT 9TH BosmoxBOCTn.

PaCCMOTpnM xapaxTepHHe OCOGGHHOCTK
pnTma CTMXOTBopeHnfi A.Bnona.

PaBHomepHoe qepenosanne Konnqeca
caoros B coceax CTpOKaX — onus us yo-
TofiqBBux HPHBHaKOB pnwma nnpnxn A.Bnoxa.
BTa ocodeHHOCTB npocnemnBaeTca BO MBornx
npomsBenemx unxna "CTHXOB o Hpexpacnofi
flame" ("BCTaHy H B yTpo TymaHHoe", "8a
TymaHOM, 3a necamn", "mo Beqepsme Te—
Hn", Tflyma MOBBMT", "H nonsm CMHCH TBOMX

CTpeMHeHnfi"). AHaHoraoe pacnpenenesne
KonnqTBa enor0B no crpoxaM HaxaM B
unpnxe A.HymKMHa, Hanpnmep, B CTMXOTBO—

pennflx "HpenqCTBne", "CTcu" n np.
Bonee penxnfi cmyqafi - QHHHaKOBOG Konnqe-
CTBO GHOPOB B ompoxax Bcero crnxowsope—
Bun. B TO xe.BpeMa Konnqecrso pnrMMBec-
Knx CpKTyp, a CHQHOBaTeflbHO, ynapHux
CHOTOB, He Boerna onHo n T0 me B Kamnofi
cwpoxe.

Beposwao, MOKHO rosopnTB o cnocooax

KOMHeflcaTOpHOfi pnTMMBaunu, Korna (Kanpu—

mep, B CTMXOTBOpeHEH "HpKMM conHueM, cn-

Hefi nanbm...") Menbmas perynspHocwb HOB-

TOpHeMOCTM onnHaxoeoro KOflqCTBa pflTMM-

qecxnx CTpYKTyp KOMHGHCMPYBTCfl paBHHM

KOHqCTBOM CHOPOB B crpoxe n HOBTOpOM
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cwpox (CM. T863. 2).
PaCCMOTpeHHHe napamempu pnTMqCKOfi

opraansaunu CTMXOBoro Texcwa, a nmeHHo:

I) perynapuoe qepeEOBaHne KonnqTBa cno-

r0B B cooennnx CTpOKaX (9—8, 8—7, 10—9,

9—3); 2) perynfipHoe qepeBOBaHne odasaTe-

flLHOfi eBaan pHQMH c naHHHM Tnnom PC;

3) perynapnoe qepeBOBaHne TEHOB PC B Ha-

qane cocennmx CTKXOBHX CTpOK; 4) orpaHn—

BeHHHfi Babop PC, onpenexHeMHfi CTMXOBHM

pasmepom, BOCTamqHfi nan Toro, qTodu

aHHTB pemenme 0 Tune TeKCTa - nMeHHo

CTKXOBOPO, a H8 nposamqecxoro, name B

cnyqae CHHTHH rpaaecxofi noncxasxn -

pacnoxoxenna TeKCTa no CTEXOBHM CTpOKaM.

HonTBepmneHueM swofi Toqxn apenna M0-

meT onymnTB exonepmmenr, npn KOTOpOM npe-

nnaranocn npoqmmaTB dea upenBapuTenBHofi
nonr0TOa CTHXOBHO TeKCTH (cunnado-Tonn-

Becxne) c nepexpecTHofi amofi; CTMXM Guam

pacnonomenu Bax npoaanqecxnfi Texcw c cox-

paBeHneM BHaKOB npeunHaHma.

M3 24 yuaCTHMKOB 9KcnepnmeHTa, Bna-

nemmnx xopomefi Texnnxofi qTeHMH, 22 9630-

BeKa co BTopofi cwpoxn HaHnHann aaTB

Texcm EEK CTKXOBofi, oneBOBamenBHo, Hm pn-

®Ma, Hm cwpoxa He aHAMCB flflfi a non—

cxaaxofi.

BaBOHomepeH Bonpoc: 8T0 me HBMHOCB

KpnTepneM HpMHHTKH pemenna o npoqmennn

nnxwopaMM Texcwa Bax CTMXOBOTO? Taxne

KpnTepnn nerxo CQOpMyHHpOBaTB, ncxona m3

aBannsa pesynBTaTOB HHCTPYMGHTaflBHOPO ex—

cnepnmeHTa. B nepBym oqepenb 9T0 samegxe-

Hue Temna HpOMBHeCQHMH TeKCTa, KOTOpOG

CBBBaHo B OCHOBHOM c Boxaflnsaunefi pETMH-

qecxnx CpKTyp, npoaflmmefica B yBennqe-

HMM Bpemenn BByana rnacnux, npenmymecr-

BeBBo rnacnnx ynapnoro, nepBoro npenynap-

Horo n Koneqnoro saynapHoro CHOFOB PC.

YBennqne Bpemenn oprannqecxn CBHBaHO c

npyrmmn npoconmqecxnmm OCOGeHHOCTHMM own-

xa, KOTOpHe Taxxe nonyqH'B peaynBTaTe

axycwnuecxoro exonepnmeHTa. K HEM 0THOCH-

TCH: a) onHOTnnBOCTB HOBTopHmmmxcx PC;

d)_n3M6HeHne perncwpa peanuaaunn qaCTOTH

OCHOBHOP0»TOH3; B) cneqmqKoe nameHe-

Hme CHeKTpaflLHOfi CpKTypH rnacuux, Bax-

nmqammeeca B pacmnpennn OOHaCTH nepBofi n

BTopofi @opmauw; r) noaeHne yCTofiaofi
nonocu ycmneHnfi sneprnn B odnaCTn qBe-

pTofi @opmaHTH, nae maxcnmanbuaa eneprns

peaflnayeTca Ha ynapHux rnacnux PC;

3) cneun®nua KOHTypa qaCTOTB OCHOBHoro

TOHa (HOT), xapaxwepnsymmaaca owcymcmnn—

8M KOHTpaCTHOPO Bunenefina enngnu TeKCTa

(nocnennee He CBOfiCTBeHHO 0Tnx0Bofi Tnno—

nornm Hadopa ennnnu TOHanBHHx KOHTypOB,

0TnnaenBHofi nepTofi Kowopux HBJHGTCfi
cyBeHHOCTB nuanasona HOT.

Hpennomennufi nepeqB Handonee Bam-

Hux UpMBHaKOB, @opmnpymmnx pnTM cwnxa.

eCTB cnocod BupameHnH B sByqamefi peqm

aTarMH - QHKHHHH, HpenCTéfiflfimmefi codofi
cemaHTnKo—cnnwaxcmqecxoe ennHCTBo, 0&0?—
MHeHHOG yKaaaHHHMH Bume @OHeaecnn

cpeBCTBaMM.'Handonee npocwofi onyqafi -

cosnanenne cmnTarMH n CTMXOBofi CTpOKH.
OnHaBo CTMXOBafl CTpoxa MOBBT BKnmab

nBe, peme Tpn CKHTarMH:
,(2 c.) He CGpflKCB n upOCTn / TH UBeTemB

onmuoxo./
(I 6.) Ha m Mme He BepHyTB /
(2 c.) 3m CHOB sonomux, / ewofi BepH

rnydoxofi.../
(I c.) Beananemen mofi nyTB. /
(I c.) HeOTBEBHHfi cwonr Ha nopore.
(2 c.) Benufi - / CMOTpmm B MOPOBHYD
( HouB./
(2 c.) H — / Ha BCTpeqy B raydoxofi

TpeBore, /
(3 6.) OH, / maTaHCL, / CTOpOHHTCH

npq /

HesaBncO OT KonmqTBa aTarM.

CTMXOBaH CTpOKa COXpaHHeT pMTMqCKOG

ennHCTBo Onaronapa BHyTpeHHefi CpKTYPH‘

POBaBHOCTm enmnnu PC n aTarM, COCTaBflfi‘

mmnx CTPOKY- OnpeneneHHaa pens EneCB upm-

HannemMT pumme.

B opranmsaunm pumma rpa®mqecxafl ype-
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rynmpOBaHHoc Texcwa He nrpaeT Benymefi
poxn - ona nn CHOCOGCTByeT BuaBneHnn

ero npn BTeHnn, BHHOHHHH Ty me QyHKunm,

xaxyw BuuonHHeT npodefl memny CHOBaMK B

HDCOM rpa®nqK0M HPQHCTaBfleHHH peqn.

BHaa nu B TaKOM onyqae, 9T0 nflfi
CTKXOB paHHefi nnpnxn A.Bnoxa CTpOKa —

@opmaxbnufi noxasaTenB rpaQMKn, He Hecymnfi
pnTMoodpasymmefi @ynxnnn? Ha, BHaa, ecnn
OCTaHOBMTBCfl B aaannse pnTma Toao Ha
Tex napameTpax (XOTH OHM n Bannmamr Beny-
mee MeCTO B pnTmoodpaBOBaHnn), Koropue
anecn paCCMOTpeHH. Onnaxo pnwmoodpasymmefi
@nmnnefi B 3Byqamefi peqn odnanaeT naysa,
KOTOpafl nonqepKnBaeT pnTaecxym cxemy
CMHTaPMH, cnocodcyeT BHHBHGHMD pnTma Ha
xmmne CTpOQH n nenoro CTMXOTBOpeHKH, BH-
mymflnm perynfipnofi HOBTOpHeMOCTM xopomo
CpKTypnpOBaHHHx OTpeBKOB pawn.

B Tadn. I n 2 npencwaBHeHH 3HaqMH
B MC pacnpenenenna Hays B TeKCTax.

Tadnnua I.
CTKXOTBOpeHHe "Mnnufi npyr"

KWPBO HHMTeHbHOCTB (B MC)
Cnoroa cruxa naysu
—_____ MemCTEXOBOfi BHzgpnoTHXOB,

I0 2838 552 572
3 I304 8I6 . ..

I0 3148 94 652
3 867 528 _

10 3264 — 3BY‘I. n.
3 1042 914 -

I0 3488 496 II2
3 982 830 _

I0 3'7I8 660 I62
3 I446 506

-

10 , 3876 HQ 188
£570 _

-

qmmfifljzgodernaa oueHKa aBeneHHHx 3H3-
mmnna na SMTHO page ocodeHHOCTefi ynorpe-

sa Denxn; . ayaon saBepmaeTca Kamnaa
ueCTDOKn ncxnmqneM) CTpOKa, Ha rpaHn-

naysa donbme, q BHyTpM CTpOKH

B cmaxx ee cnn'rarma'rmecxoro ‘UISHGHKE.

Tadxnna 2.

Ken—Bo finnTenBHOCTB (B M91
CHOPOB cmnxa naysu

MEKCTEXOBOfi BHVTDMCTMXOBofi
8 2238 482 sByq. n.

8 2696 462 -

8 2206 2I8 -

8 2888 9I2 -

8 2898 4I4 I98

8 2524 562 -

8 2594 4IO -

8 2606 - -

PacnpeneneHme naya TecaefimnM odpaaom

eBaaaBo c menonnqecxnm o®opmneHneM Teno-

Ta, Koropoe BHHOHHHGT n83 CTnxa npemne

Boero @ynxunm coazanna TonanBHofi paMKK

peryaHo qepenymmBXCH CTPYKTyPKPOBaHHHX

enMHCTB, sanaHHux HOCflenOBaTefiLHOCTbm TK-

HOB PC n TMHOB aTarM, cocwaBnHmmzx

CTpOKy. CodceHHaa pnwmmampymmaa @ynxnna

CTHXOBOfi crpoxn saxxmqaeTca Bo Bsanmqnefi-

CTBMK naysu n menonnqecxoro KOHTypa.

CpaBBeHne TeKCTOB Bepnndpa (Typre-

HeB M., KyaHHOB B.) 00 CTMXOBHMM Teno—

TaMM noxasuBaeT SHaHMTeflBHO donbmeé pas-

Hoodpasne TKHOB PC B Bepnndpe. OnHaKO pH-

nH HOBTopammca PC, cocwaBnammnx "duoxn"

TencTa Bepxndpa, He TnnMBHH nag xynomecw-

BSHHOfivOBH. Hanpnmep, y M.TypreHeBa Ha-

anM caenymmee pacnpenenenne THHOB PC B

nocneBOBaTenBHOCTn CHHTaTM:

TenepB snma; / MOpoa sanymnn CTeKna OKOH/

2/2 2/2 2/2 3/3 2/I 2/I

B TeMBofi KOMHaTe / ropnT onHa 6899a //

Z/I 3/1 2/2 2/2 2/2

CflenCTBMe nonodHofi pnTMqCKofi Opra-

Hmsaunn - BCH npoconuqecxaa uncmpymeHTOB-

Ka TeKCTa: HOBTOpHeMOCTL PC, 8amenneume

Temna, cyxenue nnanaBOHOB HOT, BHpOBHeH-

HOCTL HOT, coanaHne Tunnqfiofi Tonansnofi
pammn aTarMH, dnnsxofl K xapaBTepmcrnKaM

0TBXOBofi, coxpamenne flflMTeflBHOCTH aTar-

MH no noaecy PC. CXQECTBO npoconnqec-
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cwpox (CM. T863. 2).
PaCCMOTpeHHHe napamempu pnTMqCKOfi

opraansaunu CTMXOBoro Texcwa, a nmeHHo:

I) perynapuoe qepeEOBaHne KonnqTBa cno-

r0B B cooennnx CTpOKaX (9—8, 8—7, 10—9,

9—3); 2) perynfipHoe qepeBOBaHne odasaTe-

flLHOfi eBaan pHQMH c naHHHM Tnnom PC;

3) perynapnoe qepeBOBaHne TEHOB PC B Ha-

qane cocennmx CTKXOBHX CTpOK; 4) orpaHn—

BeHHHfi Babop PC, onpenexHeMHfi CTMXOBHM

pasmepom, BOCTamqHfi nan Toro, qTodu

aHHTB pemenme 0 Tune TeKCTa - nMeHHo

CTKXOBOPO, a H8 nposamqecxoro, name B

cnyqae CHHTHH rpaaecxofi noncxasxn -

pacnoxoxenna TeKCTa no CTEXOBHM CTpOKaM.

HonTBepmneHueM swofi Toqxn apenna M0-

meT onymnTB exonepmmenr, npn KOTOpOM npe-

nnaranocn npoqmmaTB dea upenBapuTenBHofi
nonr0TOa CTHXOBHO TeKCTH (cunnado-Tonn-

Becxne) c nepexpecTHofi amofi; CTMXM Guam

pacnonomenu Bax npoaanqecxnfi Texcw c cox-

paBeHneM BHaKOB npeunHaHma.

M3 24 yuaCTHMKOB 9KcnepnmeHTa, Bna-

nemmnx xopomefi Texnnxofi qTeHMH, 22 9630-

BeKa co BTopofi cwpoxn HaHnHann aaTB

Texcm EEK CTKXOBofi, oneBOBamenBHo, Hm pn-

®Ma, Hm cwpoxa He aHAMCB flflfi a non—

cxaaxofi.

BaBOHomepeH Bonpoc: 8T0 me HBMHOCB

KpnTepneM HpMHHTKH pemenna o npoqmennn

nnxwopaMM Texcwa Bax CTMXOBOTO? Taxne

KpnTepnn nerxo CQOpMyHHpOBaTB, ncxona m3

aBannsa pesynBTaTOB HHCTPYMGHTaflBHOPO ex—

cnepnmeHTa. B nepBym oqepenb 9T0 samegxe-

Hue Temna HpOMBHeCQHMH TeKCTa, KOTOpOG

CBBBaHo B OCHOBHOM c Boxaflnsaunefi pETMH-

qecxnx CpKTyp, npoaflmmefica B yBennqe-

HMM Bpemenn BByana rnacnux, npenmymecr-

BeBBo rnacnnx ynapnoro, nepBoro npenynap-

Horo n Koneqnoro saynapHoro CHOFOB PC.

YBennqne Bpemenn oprannqecxn CBHBaHO c

npyrmmn npoconmqecxnmm OCOGeHHOCTHMM own-

xa, KOTOpHe Taxxe nonyqH'B peaynBTaTe

axycwnuecxoro exonepnmeHTa. K HEM 0THOCH-

TCH: a) onHOTnnBOCTB HOBTopHmmmxcx PC;

d)_n3M6HeHne perncwpa peanuaaunn qaCTOTH

OCHOBHOP0»TOH3; B) cneqmqKoe nameHe-

Hme CHeKTpaflLHOfi CpKTypH rnacuux, Bax-

nmqammeeca B pacmnpennn OOHaCTH nepBofi n

BTopofi @opmauw; r) noaeHne yCTofiaofi
nonocu ycmneHnfi sneprnn B odnaCTn qBe-

pTofi @opmaHTH, nae maxcnmanbuaa eneprns

peaflnayeTca Ha ynapHux rnacnux PC;

3) cneun®nua KOHTypa qaCTOTB OCHOBHoro

TOHa (HOT), xapaxwepnsymmaaca owcymcmnn—

8M KOHTpaCTHOPO Bunenefina enngnu TeKCTa

(nocnennee He CBOfiCTBeHHO 0Tnx0Bofi Tnno—

nornm Hadopa ennnnu TOHanBHHx KOHTypOB,

0TnnaenBHofi nepTofi Kowopux HBJHGTCfi
cyBeHHOCTB nuanasona HOT.

Hpennomennufi nepeqB Handonee Bam-

Hux UpMBHaKOB, @opmnpymmnx pnTM cwnxa.

eCTB cnocod BupameHnH B sByqamefi peqm

aTarMH - QHKHHHH, HpenCTéfiflfimmefi codofi
cemaHTnKo—cnnwaxcmqecxoe ennHCTBo, 0&0?—
MHeHHOG yKaaaHHHMH Bume @OHeaecnn

cpeBCTBaMM.'Handonee npocwofi onyqafi -

cosnanenne cmnTarMH n CTMXOBofi CTpOKH.
OnHaBo CTMXOBafl CTpoxa MOBBT BKnmab

nBe, peme Tpn CKHTarMH:
,(2 c.) He CGpflKCB n upOCTn / TH UBeTemB

onmuoxo./
(I 6.) Ha m Mme He BepHyTB /
(2 c.) 3m CHOB sonomux, / ewofi BepH

rnydoxofi.../
(I c.) Beananemen mofi nyTB. /
(I c.) HeOTBEBHHfi cwonr Ha nopore.
(2 c.) Benufi - / CMOTpmm B MOPOBHYD
( HouB./
(2 c.) H — / Ha BCTpeqy B raydoxofi

TpeBore, /
(3 6.) OH, / maTaHCL, / CTOpOHHTCH

npq /

HesaBncO OT KonmqTBa aTarM.

CTMXOBaH CTpOKa COXpaHHeT pMTMqCKOG

ennHCTBo Onaronapa BHyTpeHHefi CpKTYPH‘

POBaBHOCTm enmnnu PC n aTarM, COCTaBflfi‘

mmnx CTPOKY- OnpeneneHHaa pens EneCB upm-

HannemMT pumme.

B opranmsaunm pumma rpa®mqecxafl ype-
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BHaa nu B TaKOM onyqae, 9T0 nflfi
CTKXOB paHHefi nnpnxn A.Bnoxa CTpOKa —

@opmaxbnufi noxasaTenB rpaQMKn, He Hecymnfi
pnTMoodpasymmefi @ynxnnn? Ha, BHaa, ecnn
OCTaHOBMTBCfl B aaannse pnTma Toao Ha
Tex napameTpax (XOTH OHM n Bannmamr Beny-
mee MeCTO B pnTmoodpaBOBaHnn), Koropue
anecn paCCMOTpeHH. Onnaxo pnwmoodpasymmefi
@nmnnefi B 3Byqamefi peqn odnanaeT naysa,
KOTOpafl nonqepKnBaeT pnTaecxym cxemy
CMHTaPMH, cnocodcyeT BHHBHGHMD pnTma Ha
xmmne CTpOQH n nenoro CTMXOTBOpeHKH, BH-
mymflnm perynfipnofi HOBTOpHeMOCTM xopomo
CpKTypnpOBaHHHx OTpeBKOB pawn.

B Tadn. I n 2 npencwaBHeHH 3HaqMH
B MC pacnpenenenna Hays B TeKCTax.

Tadnnua I.
CTKXOTBOpeHHe "Mnnufi npyr"

KWPBO HHMTeHbHOCTB (B MC)
Cnoroa cruxa naysu
—_____ MemCTEXOBOfi BHzgpnoTHXOB,

I0 2838 552 572
3 I304 8I6 . ..

I0 3148 94 652
3 867 528 _

10 3264 — 3BY‘I. n.
3 1042 914 -

I0 3488 496 II2
3 982 830 _
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10 , 3876 HQ 188
£570 _ -

qmmfifljzgodernaa oueHKa aBeneHHHx 3H3-
mmnna na SMTHO page ocodeHHOCTefi ynorpe-

sa Denxn; . ayaon saBepmaeTca Kamnaa
ueCTDOKn ncxnmqneM) CTpOKa, Ha rpaHn-
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B cmaxx ee cnn'rarma'rmecxoro ‘UISHGHKE.
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8 2206 2I8 -
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8 2898 4I4 I98

8 2524 562 -

8 2594 4IO -

8 2606 - -
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Ta, Koropoe BHHOHHHGT n83 CTnxa npemne

Boero @ynxunm coazanna TonanBHofi paMKK

peryaHo qepenymmBXCH CTPYKTyPKPOBaHHHX

enMHCTB, sanaHHux HOCflenOBaTefiLHOCTbm TK-

HOB PC n TMHOB aTarM, cocwaBnHmmzx

CTpOKy. CodceHHaa pnwmmampymmaa @ynxnna

CTHXOBOfi crpoxn saxxmqaeTca Bo Bsanmqnefi-

CTBMK naysu n menonnqecxoro KOHTypa.

CpaBBeHne TeKCTOB Bepnndpa (Typre-

HeB M., KyaHHOB B.) 00 CTMXOBHMM Teno—

TaMM noxasuBaeT SHaHMTeflBHO donbmeé pas-

Hoodpasne TKHOB PC B Bepnndpe. OnHaKO pH-

nH HOBTopammca PC, cocwaBnammnx "duoxn"

TencTa Bepxndpa, He TnnMBHH nag xynomecw-

BSHHOfivOBH. Hanpnmep, y M.TypreHeBa Ha-

anM caenymmee pacnpenenenne THHOB PC B

nocneBOBaTenBHOCTn CHHTaTM:

TenepB snma; / MOpoa sanymnn CTeKna OKOH/

2/2 2/2 2/2 3/3 2/I 2/I

B TeMBofi KOMHaTe / ropnT onHa 6899a //

Z/I 3/1 2/2 2/2 2/2

CflenCTBMe nonodHofi pnTMqCKofi Opra-

Hmsaunn - BCH npoconuqecxaa uncmpymeHTOB-

Ka TeKCTa: HOBTOpHeMOCTL PC, 8amenneume

Temna, cyxenue nnanaBOHOB HOT, BHpOBHeH-

HOCTL HOT, coanaHne Tunnqfiofi Tonansnofi
pammn aTarMH, dnnsxofl K xapaBTepmcrnKaM

0TBXOBofi, coxpamenne flflMTeflBHOCTH aTar-

MH no noaecy PC. CXQECTBO npoconnqec-
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Bore pncynna B aTarmax Bepnn6pa n orn-
xa onpenennewcn oomnM xyflomeCTBeHHHM Ba-
naHneM TeKCTOB, rne OCHOBHaH @yHKnMH
npoconnneonofi nHCpmeHTOBnn He coanaHne
npoconnqecnnx KOHTpaCTOB, CBOfiCTBeHHHx
npose, a HaoOOpOT, crpemnenne K cnnmennm
nx.

B snaaenBHOM KonnqTBe nponsBe-
neHnfi oTnxa n BepJMOpa connanBHoe cosna—
Hne nncaTenn Kan OCHOBHofi npenmeT xyno—
meCTBeHHoro BocnponaBenenng nnsnn HanpaB-
neno "nun B rnyoB camoro coda nnn Ha HB—
neHnB BHemHero mnpa, Ha connanBHHe M an-
HHHe OTHOmeHMH GHTHH, Ha HBneHnH npnponu"
/I/. CKaBaHHoe HaxonnT CBoe Bnpamenne B
ciepe‘npoconnn crnxa n Bepnnopa.

OCHOBHHM 0TnnqneM CTnXOTBopHoro Ten-
oTa OT Bepnnopa BBnBeTcn 0TcyTCTBne B neM
HeKOTOpHX Tnn0B pnTmnqecnoro napannenna-
Ma, a nmenno: sanonomepnnx HOBTOpOB pnT—
MO-Menonnqecxnx oxeM aTarM (PMCC),
CTpOK, pMQM. B Bepnnope penKn cnynan non—
Horo caaneHnH B aTarmax TonanBHBx pn-
cyHKOB, qTo COCTaBHfleT onenn®nny cnnnaoo—
Tonnqecxoro CTnxa, rne onnHaBOBufi Tnn TO-
BanBBofi pammn CTpOKH eCTB cymeoTBeHHHfi
KOMHOHBHT pMTMMKH CTnxa. Bepnndp n no na-
pamempy nHTecBHOCTn xapaxrepnsyewcn do—
aefi HeonHoponHocm o®opMHeHnH aTarM,
nTo coanaeT rpanannn, cwnxy He CBofiCTBeH-
Hue. Han nnTecBHOCTn BHyTpM CMHTaPM Be-
pnndpa xapanTepHo noaeHne KOHTpaCTHHX
Bunenennfi omnenBHHx ennnnn, qTo cdnnmaeT
Bepnn6p no naHHomy nonaBamenm c npoaanqe-
CKnM TeKCTOM /2/.

B omnnnne 0T cnnnaoo—Tonnqecxoro
CTnxa n Bepnndpa nposanqecxnfi xynomecw—
BeHHHfi TeKCT HanpaBneH npemne Boero Ba
BHnonHeHne BOMmyHnKaTnBHofi @ynnnnn c non-
BnHeHneM en @ynxnnn qfienenna TeKCTa, BH-
pamenne monanBHo—Bmounonanbnnx 0THomeHnfi
c yneTOM BKCTpannBrBMCTnnecxnx @aBTopOB,
cnOCOOCTBymm coanannm xynomeceHHofi
peanBHocTn.

BMGCTe 0 Tem OCHOBOfi npoconnn np03n

Tanxe HBHHGTCH COBOKYHHOCTB CpenCTB pnT-

ma. 3T0: Tnnn PC n nx nocneBOBaTenBHOCTB

B aTarMe, cnnTarma n ee 06BeM B nonn-
qTBe PC. OnHaxo B npose ynopnnonen—

HOCTB @paBOBo-aTarmaaecnofi oprannsa—
nnn nmeeT COOCTBeHHHe BaKOHOMepHOCTK,
Bnnmqammne TnnaHe nun Bannoro Hanna
HOBTOpHeMOCTB aTarM no KonnqTBy B
a PC, @paBOBoe n @onoaosannoe pasdne-
Hne.

Henbsx He OCTaHOBMTBCH Ha cneunae
peannsaunn TnnOB @paBOBHx aKHeHTOB B Te-
KCTaX paax maHpOB. Tax, @ynnnnx aTa—
rmawnqeoxoro @pBBOBoro anneHTa - odBenn-
HHTB npooonnqecnnmn openCTBamn nooneno—
BaTenBHOCTB PC, qTo coanaeT PMCC. Onnano
Tnnonornn PMCC pasnnqna HA3 Tpex pacema—
TpnBaeMBx maHpOB.

@pBBOBne BnnennTenBHHe aKHeHTH Tax—
Be cnennfinnnn B eBoefi peannsannn no man~
paM. Ecnn B nposanqecnom TeKCTe onn BH-
pameHn KOHTpaCTHO cpencamn naCTOTH oc-
HOBHoro Tona n CBPMGHTHHMM CHeKTpaflBHHMM
xapanwepHCTnKaMn, TO B oTnXOTBopHOM —
0TcyTCTBymT pGBKO-KOHTpaCTHHe Bunenenna
HOT n MHTeHCHBHOCTM, a cerMeHTHHe CHeKT-
panBHne nonasaTenn B cnny ocooeHHooTefi
oomefi npoconnqecxofi oprannsannn CTnXOBo—
r0 TeKCTa — coananne "CTMXOBofi Teccy-
pH" — nmemT HeCTaHnapTHHe nonasamenn
oneKTpa, ocooeHHo cn0r0B n CIOB, CTOHmnx

non @paBOBHM aKueHTOM.

Ha OCBOBaHnn nonyqennnx sxcnepnmen-
TanBHux naHHHX neneoooopasno BnnennTB

nag CTMXOBHX TeKCTOB n Bepnnopa ocodufi
BnnennTenBHHfi‘Tnn ynapeHna — smonnonanB-
Ho—nosaecxnfi, B 0Tnnnne OT nornqecxoro
n BMQBTqCKnx.

Ha OCHOBaHnn Boero cnaaanHoro Bnme
MOKHO npennomnTB onenymmym oxemy npoco—
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